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Our Cover Picture
Our cover picture this month depicts one of the remote parts of the
world in which the C'..orps manages to find itself-the Wadi Nukh between
Masafi and Dibba in the desert hinterland between the Trucial States and
Muscat in South East Arabia. Sergeant Walder and Corporal Henning of
222 Squadron (Sharjah) on page 26 tell of a rather eventful journey through
the type of terrain depicted on our front cover-slightly different from a
trip up the M .1.
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A plea for better Wire photographs
E retuin to an old theme-the standard of photographs that accompany
WIRE articles. Generally speaking, much time and effort is expended
by our many worthy correspondents in writing unit notes or article for THE
W IRE. These are, of course, greatly improved by photographs which invariably
help to make an article 'live,' and we are pleased to report that in most
ases, those who write for THE WIRE send in photographs--often in considerable numbers.
However, it is a pity to see, as we do from time to time, a well-written
article backed up by indifferent photographs, to which little consideration
has been given. Let us be quite clear that a number of units regularly send
us remarkably good photographs and we are most grateful to them. There
are those, alas, who spoil good contributions by submitting small, indistinct,
rather 'muddy' prints quite often of dull subjects, and it is to these
contributors that we address ourselves--<:onstructively we hope.
The first and most important thing to remember is that only really good,
clear photographs, with sharp definition on a glossy swface reproduce wellthe process of blockmaking and reproduction by printing must of necessity
cause some loss in clarity and definition. Also photos should be large-full
plate, if possible. Small snapshot photographs start at a disadvantage straight
away, unless they are of outstanding quality.
The second thing is that, generally speaking, whatever the photographer
wants to show the reader should be as close to the camera as possible, so
that full detail can be seen, e.g., if the photograph is of a lineman jointing
cable, let us see him from four feet away, rather than IO feet or more.
The third thing is to try and select interesting, amusing and eye-catching
subjects. Human beings are generally of the greatest interest, especially if
relaxed and natural-not artificially posed; posed photographs and formal
occasions can be rather dull at times. Subjects such as formal military
groups, guards of honour, presentations of medals, and so on, obviously have
a place in THE WIRE, but should not be overdone. Let us have plenty of the
more informal, relaxed type of photograph, where individuals are seen as
their natural selves, rather than in stiff military postures.
Quite the best photographs we receive are those taken by Public Relations photographers who, of course, have an eye for the above points. Whenever possible, therefore, do bring in P.R.-they will generally help if properly
approached. If not, there is usually at least one proficient amateur photographer in any unit who is normally only too delighted if allowed to give
free rein to bis hobby.
One or two other small points. Please leave the arranging of photographs in conjunction with an article to us. Certain well meaning units like
to designate where their photographs should be positioned in relation to the
text Unfortunately, editorial and printing considerations as often a not
inhibit these suggestions-so leave it to us.
Finally, do please remember that when a photograph has been taken by
a press or professional photographer, permission to print must be obtained.
This is practically always given, provided a 'courtesy ' notice is printed alongside the photograph when it is published.
We hope that what we have written above may help to make your
WIRE contributions even better than they are now.
Thank you.
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From our

New Year's Honours

EARLY

us ~ conWe are sure our reader will wisl_l edto join
awards m the
gratulating the following w h o rece1v
New Year Honours :
O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Bate
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Flear
Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Purdon
Lieutenant-Colonel J. J. H. Swallow

WIRELESS

FROl'tf
VEHICLES

Sir, WAS most interested m
. the " Veteran w·ire1ess Vehicle "
illustrated on page 503 of ~e Decem?~r/January wn.~E.
As I was Fitter Sergeant with 3rd D1vmon. at the ume
of the first mechanisation of the one Infantry Brigade an~ ~he
one Brigade of Artillery, I thought that p~rhaps a/Tde.ycr~i,>~on
of what were, I believe, the first mechanised W
e 1c es,
might be of interest.

I

Infantry Brigade, 'J • Section, 3 Coy., Captain Jim Goddard
W ireless vehicles consisted of four l~ng wheelbase ~ h .pi
Jowett tourers; the back seat was cut m ~alf and a
o.
set installed; crew consisted of three--one dnver-oper'.1\or, and
two operators. I would like to stress that these ~eh1c es carried all the kit of the three men and spare fittings for the
set The were very seldom used much on the r.oad, most of
h~ir mil!age was over the ' Plain ' and the art!llery ira~ges,
~nd they were without doubt, the four most rehabf veh1c~ili
I have ever h;d to deal with during the four years .w as W1
3rd D ivision. No attention beyond the normal maintenance
was ever given to them.

M.B.E.
Major F. Cooper (now RARO)
Major S. W. Mawson
.
Mr. D. R. Lawrence (Clencal Officer, Royal
Signals Records)
B.E.M.
Staff Sergeant R. Allcock
Staff Sergeant M . J. Dunmall
Staff Sergeant R Maskell

Section
.
.
The equipment of this section was four Morns 14 cwt. s1xwheelers W /T equipment "C" Sets.
Th v'ehicles were under-engined and overloaded, but gave
ood eservice but for one main fault. I cann~t remember a
~ingle exerci~e when I did not have t~ ?~ a cylind.er head ga~;
ket· also the aerial gear was most pnmmv~, the side m~ f
bei~ 2in. x lin. ash, they broke very e~s1ly, but a coup e o
g ready drilled carried by each vehicle, solved the prQ.b~:::eAs a point of 'interest, in 1941, whilst R.Q.M.S. of 48th
l Si"gnals I applied to Ordnance at Plymouth for a
. · ·
D 1v1s1ona
'
d h did I get?
chassis for ins.tr:u~~nallpdufpoG.~esp· 1· ces.a~ a~u!~y the oldest of
e of 3rd D1v1s1on s o
m a a
•
h
:e lot with an epicyclic low !eduction gearbox (the ot er
three had "crash "-type reduCtlon boxes).
.l
B . d
No special equipment was provi<led for the Art1l ery n~a e
Section· I believe that Lieutenant White was the seCtlon o cer
and th~ transport was four 30 cwt. ~ix~wheelers.
W
I
ould like to express my appreoauon of the new
IRE.
It h:s improved enormously during the last twelve months
and is much more readable. .
Yours smcerely,
H. S. Nokes, Captain, M.T.O.
30, Lime Kiln ~oad,
Wilcombe, T1venon, Devon.
p S -As a point of interest, the follow-up to tAhe Jowe~ts
wer~ ·Morris 8 tourers. I only ever saw ~ne
';'Stlll t at
we had on test in 3rd Division, and I furrushed lt for my
personal breakdown vehicle!

" A "

Special Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have

A come to our ears or have been sent in by readet'S, .and
and deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

__ Lie•teaa•t c. D. .H . Kemp and tltP Corps
Orienteering Teom.s
for beating off a very strong challenge to bre'.lk Co:ps
in the Northern Command Onenteenng
cJ:,=tlon. The competition provided. on~ of the
fiercest tussles yet over the formidable six-mile c~se.
Last year 8th Sign'al Regiment won the ev~t, . and . rps
teatns took second and fourth places. This UIDe ~t was
24th Signal Regiment's turn to .re-assert .Corps dommai:r
in this event, 8th Signal Regunent bem.g second.,
o
Lieutenant C. D. M. Kemp, of 2~th. Signal Regm;ien~,
must go the highest praise for wmrun~ the firsir md.1vidual placing. Altogether the Corps gamed. the
st six
individual placings in a field of 168 com9et1tors.
__ Tile .l••ior "~.C.O.s a•d Soldiers of 24th
Regime at
.
for the wonderful spirit which prompt~ them t~ ~eo~e
to forego their traditional Christmas dinner an
ltf
place put on an entertainment for the old peop e o
Richmond and surroun~g distri~. Shortly before the
hoEday the 15oldiers-usmg \their own cars-<:0llect~
over lSO of the old folk and brought them to the ~egi
ment for a right royal time. There was a turk<:Y dmner
for them: there was beer and wine; there were 01gars and
chocolat;s; there was a variety show; there was !Ithcarhl
service, and the old people let themselves go w1 .
e
singing of songs of the ' old tyme.' All in all, the RegJID~nt
be! ed unselfishly to give the guests a great party;. seru?1'
offi~en. and W.R.A.C. personnel helping the soldiers m
the no mean task of serving such a large number.

f

MB. E. C. DAllBISON, M.B.E.,

D.E.M.

News has reached us that Mr.. E" C; CoHarrison. (~¥·~··
B E M one time boy tradesman m F
mpany
· · "
6t~erldc 1929) is now the Principal Signals Officer of the
Diplomatic Service at Hanslope Park, Wolvertfonth, Buf1tds.
d
Edgar Harrison must be known to many o
e o. er i1:n
retired members of the Corps. He spent ~~e years ~
· h"
1·er days and returned home tojom 3rd D1v1s1onal
mignals
IS ear I
". .
s·ignal s at GAlder
at Bulford and later 1st D 1V1s1on
. hot During the war he served in Norway, France, reece,
Crer'e (awarded the B.E.M.), Western Desert, Cyprus, Irak,
Rus ia Kufra, North Africa, Italy, France. and Germany, so
· · 'ot alt~ether surprising be found himself a.ttracted to
~:s rnplomauc Service, in which he has served m over 50
countries.

.quo.a

f

0

IN APPRECIATION OF MANY YEARS OF
HELP
To mark the retirement of
Lieutenant - Colonel S. G.
Townsend, M.B.E., R.E., a
presentation was made to
him from all members of
the Royal Sign~s'. Yacht
Club, in apprec1auon of
the many years o~ help and
training he had given at the
British Kiel Yacht Club to a
large number of Corps
sailors.
At his request, the presentation took the form of a
transistorised barog r a P h ·
Lieutenant-Colonel Townsend
The photograph S h 0 W S
d in his new yacht, Ragna R,
1 T owns~e-sk~bing
Lieutenaut-Coloneb
and Faarborg, with the
somewhere at sea erwe.en
.,.,
barograph very much m use ..
Yours si.ru:erely,
L F. Ball, Lieutenant-Colonel
Hon. Secretary,
Royal Signals Yatcht Club,
Chelte~am Terrace, Chelsea, S.W .3.
T H E W I R E ' J A N U A R y . F E B R U A R _Y I 9 6 9
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SOLDIEll

Sir,
Smee you will already be looking ahead to the commemoration in June, 1969, of the 25th anniversary of the Normandy
landings, I thought you might like to know now that SOLDIER
is making available to all its readers-serving, ex-Service or
civilian-a very reasonably-priced coach/ferry trip to the
battlefields. This will leave London on the early evening of
th June, returning to London late on the morning of 8th
June.
r am bringing this trip to your notice now because bookings
n be accepted immediately and because I am unable to announce details in the magazine earlier than in the January,
1969 is~ue.
At the moment I know of no other similar excursions, and
you may think, unless other plans are. being made, that members
of your Corps, and particularly your Old Comrades, may be
intere tcd in ioining the SOLDIER trip.
This p Igrimage has been organised for its members by the
Civil · rvice Motormg Association, in conjunction with
Fri nd hip Tours, and has been specially extended to include
W;1rn readers.
Brief details are attached. I should like to point out particularly, in relation to the itinerary, that iwhile it is known that
the Briti~h Army will be represented by an Infantry Battalion
and band , details oi. the official commemoration have not yet
b<."Cn annoonced. H necessary, the pilgrimage itinerary will be
altered to include attendance at the official ceremonies.
My staff will be happy to answer inquiries (please quote D-Day
trip) and advise on booking. An early indication ol firm interest
which you can give will, of course, be of considerable assistance
in furtlher planning.
Yours sincerely,
Peter N. Wood, Editor.
SOLDIER, 433, Holloway Road,
London, N.7.

D·DAY

PILGWMAGE

Thursday, Sth June.-Depart London (Tower of London)
19.00 hours. Arrive Southampton for ferry to Le Havre,
22.30 hours.
Friday, 6th June.-Arrive Le Havre 07.00 hours. Depart via
Tancarville Bridge, Honfleur, Deauville, Cabourg to
Pegasus Bridge and the British invasion beaches of Sword,
Juno and Gold.
Arrive at Arromanches-visit D-Day
Museum-free time and lunch. Depart mid-afternoon,
dr:ving to Port en Bassin, American Omaha Beach and
American Cemetery of St. Laurent-Colleville to Bayeux.
Visit cathedral and tapestry, then British War Cemetery
and on to Caen. Time in Caen to see some of its
treasures before dinner and overnight stop.
Saturday, 7th June.-Depart Caen after breakfast, driving
through battle areas of Tilly, Balleroy, Forest of Cerisy, St.
Lo and Villiers Bocage (lunch stop en route) to Le Havre,
Leisure time in Le Havre late afternoon. Depart Le Havre
23.00 hours.
Sunday, 8th June.-Arrive
for coach to London.

outhampton about 09.00 hours,

The cost of £21 per person (V-form amount £9) includes
aircraft-type reclining seat on the sea crossings. Cabin accommodation and meals on the ferry are not included in the £21.
but lunch and dinner on 6th June and breakfast and lunch on
7th June are included. Only double rooms are available in
hotels.

l,IEUTENANT-C:Ol,0_ ' EL • DILL , o·~tEAR.,,
U.S. SIGXAL CORPS
Recently we heard from Bill O'Meara, who will be
known by many in the Corps as U.S. Exchange
Officer with the School of Signals until 1967. He writes:
Sir,
I had the pleasure and honour of having two Royal Signals
Lieutenants visit me this past summer while they were in the
States-Chris Urqhart and Paul White. They aI?parently enjoyed their stay over here and didn't appear to have picked
up any undesirable tra:ts.
Would you be kind enough, through the medium of THE
WIRE, to inform anyone who may have been contemplating
a visit my way to hold off until after February, 1970. I am
reporting to Vietnam in February, 1969, and shall be there
for a year.
My address, after January, 1969, will be: HHC 1st Signal
Brigade, APO, San Francisco 96384.
Sincerely,
William F. O'Meara
89, Pleasure Bay Apartments,
Long Branch, N.J. 07740.
PREPARING

FOR TUE CORPS'
ANNIVEUSABY

Sir,
The Hull Branch of the Association is plarming to celebrate
the 50th Anniversary of the Formation of the Corps during
July/ August, 1970, and would welcome names and addresses
of any ex-members of the Corps residing in the East Riding
of Yorkshire who might be interested in taking part.
Yours sincerely,
G. A. Soar, Hon. Secretary.
164, Park Avenue,
Hull.

CORPOllAL

WIREL~

STATION'

The old wireless compound on Queen's Avenue, A1dershot,
has passed out of Royal Signals occupation and was banded
back to the Barrack Officer in November last.
This compound was occupied by Royal Signals continuously
since the formation of the Corps and prior to that by the
Royal Engineers for wireless work during the First World War.
It housed the home station of the U.K., Malta, Egypt wireless link from the early 1920s.
It is unlikely to be reoccupied and will, in the next year
or so be demolished as the Aldershot re-build continues.
THE WIRE, JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1969

MICHA.EL

SULLY

An error occurred in the November/December WIRE, in the
article written by Corporal Michael Sully on the Expedition
to Murzuk, when it was stated that he was a member of 261
Squadron. At that time Corporal Sully was, of course, with
262 Squadron. The error, which occurred at proof-reading
stage, is regretted.
T ...~ A.V.ll. SIGNAL

llEGDIE~T

PllAIS~D

In a letter to Marshal of the R.A.F. Sir Charles Elworthy,
Chief of the Defence Staff, after a recent N.A.T.0. exercise,
General Lyman L . Lemnitzer, Supreme Allied Commander in
Europe, writes that "The U.K. Reserve Army Signal Regiment
made a substantial contribution to overall exercise success and
was most impressive to all concerned. The men were well
trained and immediately effective in augmentation of the communications capability. Standards of performance were substantially higher in comparison with previous years."
The T. & A.V.R. unit which earned this praise was the 35th
(South Midland) Signal Regiment (Volunteers), commanded by
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Maclean, having its headquarters at
Sparkbrook, Birmingham, and Squadrons at Golden Hill, Newcastle-under-Lyne and Rugby.
[This is typical of the praise earned by our reserve Signal
Regiments who acquitted themselves so well in 1968 on cro sChannel exercises.-Editor.]

ROY AJ, SI ,
ALDEILliiDOT

FIFTIETH

ALS GUDING

(;l..f

B

The rules of the Royal ignals Gliding Club allow the grant
of small sums to help offset flying bills incurred by member
of the Corps.
All members who wish to apply for such a grant for 1968
should forward their claims to reach the Secretary by 1st March,
1969, at the following address: Major P. Goldney, Royal
Signals, The Staff College, Camberley, Surrey.
Claims should be supported by:
Estimates of gliding costs for 1968.
Hours/launches flown.
Achievements, e.g. F.A.I. Badge , competition entered,
cross-country miles, etc.
3

Movements
Captain R. I. F. Amos ...
. ..
Lieutenant P. A. Arthur Smith
Major J. A . Baker ...
. ..
Lieutenant R. F. Baly ...
Major D. A. T. Butcher
...
Captain (T.O.T.) C. J . Bayfield
Major J. F. Blake ...
...
. .•
Captain B. L. Belton .. .
M•ior A. C. Birtwiatle .. .
C.ptain (Tfc.) P. F. Byen ...
Lieuten1mt Colonel J. A. Cleland
Captain D . J. Carnell ...
Captain S. It Carr-Smith
Captain A. S. Cheal .. .
Captain A. F. Carter .. .
Captain K. G . Doyle .. .
Captain (Tic.) D. Duncan
Ma;or D A. Davies
.. .
Lieutenant C . J. Dakin ...
...
...
LieutellZlt-Colonel D. H. Freeland ..
Major C. C. Fowkc
.. .
·
Lieutmont C. B. Grieg ...
CaptaJD (Tfc.) J. E. Gill
Capt.sin 0. J. Henning ...
Lieutenant R. W . Hanbury
Lieutenant R. P. Harrison
Major D. S. Hopkins ...
Captain (Q.M.) M. Ham
Major J. W. lngledow ...
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel A. D . Inglis
. ..
..•
. .•
Major J G. James
Captain <Q.M.) P. Lewis
...
. ..
Second-Lieutenant A. K. McLouahlin
Lieutenant T. P. M ountford ...
.. .
Lieutenant G. H. Mills
Captain J. G. M. M cLuckic
Cap tain R. F. Maynard
Major R. C. Pringle
. ..
. .•
Lieutenan t-Colonel J. W . Rayner
Lieutenant-Colonel W . P . W .
Robertson, O.B.E.
Major P. J. Rowland
Lieutenant-Colonel W . 'ii. Sb"erratt:
0

,, 13th Signal Group (as Brig.)
17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment

''

,, M .O.D. (Def. Op. Staff)
M.B.I!.
...
• ••
,, 244 Squadron
Captain R. Sampson
,, 11th Regiment
Captain P . M. Stamp
1st Canadian Signal Regiment
Captain M . C . Spence ...
,, R.M.C. of S.
Captain I . 0 . J. Spraclding
,, H.Q., O .C .N.
Major (T.0.T .) P . Thomson
Second-Lieutenant A. A.
Vaigncourt Strallen ,, 244 Squadron
,. 24th Regiment
Captain B. L . White .. .
,, Def. NBC School
Captain P. Webb ...
.. .
,. 30th Regiment
Lieutenant P . J. Whitehead
,, 30th Regiment
Lieutenant J . V. Williams
,, School of Signals
Major T . B. Woods

WELCO ME T O T HE CO RPS
. . eel
MT t
Academ a r e t he late st batch of officers to be comm1ss1on
Photographed above, whi le still officer cadets at the ~oyal I I a r y h f thy, f r a successful and happy career in the Corps
into Royal Signals in December 1968. Our best wishes go to ea c o
em o
Top Row: c. P. B. Smith, V. G. St r ive ns , D. P. How shall
Middle Row : R. G. Harkus, D. K. Hadden, A . Sugdon, R. A. Wan nell, P. J. Bowles, I. M. SH::: P. T. Innocent,
8ottom Row : J. o. Stokoe, A. E. Truluck, Major· F. C . Lockwood , Colonel G. P r o udman, M.B.E., R. G.
y,
I. M. G. Strong

Warra n t Offtcers nnd S e rgeants
W.O .I F. A. Gibbs
...
...
.. .
W .O .II (F. of S.) J . M. M. Dunlevy
W.0.II (F . of S.) J. H . Lawrence ...
W .0 .II (F . of S.) D . G . Spear
...
W .0 .II (F. of S.) R. M . Mainwaring
W .O .II (I'. of S.) A. N. Brookes ...
W.O.II A. D . M ears
W .O .II K. Bunston
...
...
w.o.n (Y. of S.) J . w. Banks
...
W.O .II F. C. Ault
W.0.II A. F . J. Richardson
W .O.II S. McD onoush
W .O.II (Y . of S.) A. Dixon
W .O .II 0 . G . EUcn
.. .
Staff Sergeant A. E. Abbon
Staff Serseant C. Binks
Staff Sergeant J . M . Haydon
Staff Sergeant G . Park . . .
Staff Sergeant G. H. Johnson
Staff Sergeant L. P. Rann
..
Staff Sergeant A. F . J. Gunderson
Staff Sergeant J. Howker
.. .
.. .
taff Sergeant (Y. of S.) J. N. Gelling
Sergeant H . A. Mc H ugh
.. .
. ..
Staff Serseant D. D . Abercrombie .. .
Staff Sergeant J. P . Jewell
...
...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S .) J. H . Jackson
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.5 l>. A.
Thornber
...
...
. ..
. ..
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. V. Doyle
Staff Sergeant (F. of S .) G . H .

Mr. A. E. SteaJ
All h is many friends will be sorry ind~e~ to hear of th e
retirement of Mr. A. E. Stead from Assoc1a1:1on Headquarters
in early December.
·
Eric Stead joined the Association just after ~~ war and. ha s
given loyal and dedicated service to .the Assoc1at1on _e ver ~ mce.
He completely reorganised the volurn:nous m_>~bers~1p reg1s.ters
which were in a chaotic state due to t.w o direct hi ts received
on Association H.Q. through enemy action and converted them
into an efficient card index system.
. ,
.
He has attended all Branch representatives meeu~gs_ and he
has with the exception of two years, run the Assoc1at1on sta ll
and helped at the A.G .M. at the Catterick R~union. ~e has
represented Association H.Q. at the Wesrrnmster F ield of
Remembrance for 21 years and indeed this was very much a
special occasion for h im.
His ever-ready willingness t? help and_ his ki nd and tactful
approach won h:m ~ large circle .of friends throughout th e
A5soc:ation and he w ill be much missed.
He hopes to be on parade at Catterick, if not in 1969
certainly in 1970.
At a farewell party on 6th December, the Chairman present~d
h im with a suitably inscribed ' Jim~y ' st~tuette, a substannal
cheque subscribed to by his many friends m the Branches and
from Association funds and an Honour Member's badge. 'I?e
Association staff also presented him with a blackthorn walkm_g
tick and an ashtray. Arrangemen ts have been made ~or E~1c
Stead to visit Associatio~ H .Q. one~ a month to assist with
certain Association activiues so he will not lose touch.

To 222 Squadron
A.A.C., Harrogate
14th Regiment
,, ut D iv. H.~ & Sign61 Rcgt.
3rd Div. H. . & Signal Re11t.
CAFSO Sta , FEAF
., tst Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt.
9th Regiment
7th Regiment
., 240 Sq uadron
H.Q., T raining Brigade
.. 4oth (Ulster) Signal Regt. (V)
.. 6th Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
Trucial 0Ill8ll Scouts
.. 17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
249 Squadron
30th Regiment
244 Squadr on
,. 24th Regiment
R .S. M .B.
., 18th Regiment
., 644 Troo1>
H.Q. 1 (BR) Corps
,. 18th Regiment
.. 28th Regiment
.. 2nd Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
., A.A.C., Harrogate
5th Inf. Bde. & Signal Sqn .
38th Regiment (V)
School of Signals
., M .O.D. (Sigs. 38)
H .Q ., Southern Command
., nth Regiment
,, 13th Regiment
A.A.C ., Harrogate
,, 253 Squadron
,, School of Signals
,. H .M .S. Mercu ry
,, H .Q ., N. A.G .

StaffNJ~~=:nt ..{F.

cofi

,. 10th Regiment
14th Regiment
14th Regiment
28 I nf. Bde. Signal Squadron
638 Troop
31st Regiment (V)
,, 34th R<:gimen t (V)
,, 638 T roop
.. 9th Regimen t
,, Reserve Army Training Team
1st Division ignal Regiment
,, 10th Regiment
233 Squadron
., Royal Si11nals Records
19th R egiment
., School of Signals
30th Regiment
., 28th Regiment
,, x8th Regiment
,. 30t h Resiment
,, 19th Re~iment
,, 7th Regiment
., Trudo.I Oman Scouts
,, 18th Regiment
,. 14th Regiment
,, 10th Regiment
,, 612 Troop
,, 249 Squadr on
,, 18th Regiment
,. 28th Regiment

s.)' ·w. · Sawyu ,, 234 Squadron

Staff Scrseant (F.
S.) W. G . S . ., 4th Division Sigoal Regiment
Cochrane
Staff Sergeant (F. ··0r 'S'.>
33rd Regiment M
Bateman
., Army
Apprentices
College,
crseam J . E . D . E~ans
HarrC1gate
,, 13th Regiment
Sergeant D . M . Hingley
,. 33rd Regi ment (V )
Sergeant R . A. F . Mallett
,, 632 Troop
Sergeant D . M . Blkerton
,,
Army
Apprentices
College,
Sergeant B. E. J . Orchard
Harrogate
,.
262
Squadron
Sergeant R. W. F armer
Northag Air Support
Sergeant M . A. Taylor

"r. R: ,,

Mr. A. E. STEAD
Devoted serv ice to the Association for 22 years
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Sergeant N. Parvin
•..
Sergeant A. Bia~
...
Sergeant M. V. oglekar
Sergeant C . H. o1tander
Sergeant C. J. P. Bonwick
Sergeant R . J. Haskell ...
Sergeant N. H . Morris
Scr11eant E . H. Holland
Sergeant F. Crutch!~ .. .
Ser11eant W . A. Hu es
Sergeant R . W . J . arber
Sergeant B. 0. Nicholls
Sergeant M . SJ<iJ>pcr
...
A/ Serseant E. J. Appleby
Seraeant A.
Sergeant T.
Sergeant C.
A / Sergeant
Sergeant T.

H. Reed
...
R . MaD:rbone
Snow
H . Escott . ..
P . D. Roberts

Serseant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Serseant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergcmt

L. F . Saxby
C. F. Smith
G . Toplin
J. MacKinnon
R. S. Groves
S. I . Elliott
B. Turner
A. B. Vowles
K . Halliwell

Sergeant

J. R. Meehan

Serseant J. C. Richards

Sergeant R.

J. Donnelly
J. Bailey

A/ Sergeant D . Allen
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergellllt
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Ser geant
Sergea nt
Sergeant

,, 2 23 SQuadron

22nd Regiment
11th Regiment
351h Regimen t (V)
Army
Apprenoces
Harrosate
,, 638 Troop
11

261

College,

quadroo

20th Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 7th Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 28 (Comwell Inf. Bde. Signal
Squad ron
School of Transeort (RCT)
34th Regiment (V)
8th Regiment
,, 638 Troop
,, 36th Regiment (V)
,, 24th R egiment
,, 21st R egim ent
,, 10th R egiment

Sergeant A. J. Whydell

Sergeant W.

,, u1 O.villion Signal Regiment
., 255 Squadron
,. 19th Regiment
., 2ss Squadron
i4th Regiment
,, 6th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,. 638 T roop
14th Regi ment
9th Regiment

H. F . Haynes
W. J . Clarke
T. Tanner
R. Fortune
D. W . P atch
J. N. Hearns •••
C. S. A. Howells
B. V. Harbord
E . J . Banbam
M . A. Hilder
A. W . Kyles
A. H. Dicker
J. D . Buten

Sergeant J . W . Brister
Sergeant
Serseant
Sergean t
Ser seant
Sergeant

T . Stogdale
J . M . Preece
R. Thompson
M. Jennings
J . Sullivan

Sergeant
Sergeant
Serseant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

B. C. Jones
B. N . Jenner
T . Foody
...
J. A. Strictland
J . R. Lawless ...
A. P . Drugan ...

,, School of Signals Y. of S.
C ourse No. 17
School or Signals Y. of S.
Course No. 17
chool of Signals Y. of S.
Court1e No. 17
School of Signals Y. of S.
Course No. 17
School or Signals Y. of S.
Course N o. 17
,, School of Signals Y. of S.
Course No. 17
,, School of Signals Y. of S.
Course No. 17
,, 9th Regiment
,, 9th Regiment
,, 9th Regiment
,. 3rd Di~. Signal Regimen t
16th R"J!iment
,, 7th Regunent
,, 22nd Regiment
,, 249 Squadron
,, 222 Squadron
11th Regiment
12th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 20 Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron
,. Royal . 5_chool
of
Military
Bngmeenng
,. Royal
School
of
Military
Engineering
,, 28th Regiment
,, ut Div. Signal Regiment
,. 30th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
R.E .
,, Royal
Monmouthshire
Militia Signal Troop (V)
., 240 Squadron
3 rn Regiment (V)
,, School of Signals (Cadre)
,, 5th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 13th Regiment
,. 4th Div. Signal Regiment

Promotions

To S Sgt.

W .O .II
W .0 .II
W .O .II
Sgt.

To S Sgt.

Sgt.

T o W .O.I

Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl •
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl .
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl .

FORBMAN OP SIGNALS ROST1!R
Old
New
Sen. No. Sen. No.
Godfrey, B. T .
1420
1695
l i OO
Shakeshaft , G . E.
1430
1440
1770
W ris ht, G. ~
6270 (Tech.)
Calver, A.
.
3520
YEOMAN OP SIGNALS
Simpson, A.
Gelling, J . N.
Sl~htholme, I.
M ugh , H . A.

ROSTER
1J630 ~Op.~
2040
14190 Op.
2050
:w6o
14470 ~Op.~
8210 Op.
2070

TECHNICAL 11.oSTER
Nixon , D . M .
7238
Kubu , A.
7239
Baldwin , P. B.
737S
Lutterloch, B. 0. 7390
Oarke, S. A.
7465
Crickmore, T . M . 7470
Cook , G.
7490
Taylor. s. J .
7495
Cole . A. C. R.
7497
Rushton, S. J.
7505
Gordon, K. F .
75~
Craine, K . G .
75
Ba;;h, J. W.
7570
Williams, E . ~Dcr%shire, . T . m~
7610
Hea , T. G.

13358
14325
15300
14146
12670
13001
13935
146o ~

15050
12930
13773
14482
13362
13776
1Ji91
12 64

5

Report from Iamhia Army Signals

OPERATING Ro TER
To Sgt.

Cpl.
A / Sgt .

Sorber. V. A. H .
Poole, D. J. T.

Cpl.
Cpl.

hiplc)·, G. A.
Salter. ] . B.

A / Sgt.

Hewett, A. 0.

14770
15110

The Z.am~ia Army is just over Brigade Group strength. Its
. are handled by a Signal Squadron with
radio, ~1r formation, traffic and technical troops. The Signals
C.Orps 1s. headed by a Director of s :gnals, Alan Gilhooly, exRoyal Signals, a_nd a seconded officer, Eric Castle is his G2.
Apart from 0e1r communications expertise, thes~ rwo form
a prett1 fonrudable golf team-they are the current Zambia
Arm~ {Foll!somes) ch~mpions. Local rule: " A ball coming to
rest m a h:ppo footprint may be lifted without penalty . . . "
The Corps is equipped with the Racal Squadcal packsets,
Cll/~210 (SSB) and Cl3s. Our proposed trunk link will be
thm hne tropo scatter, 19th Signal Regiment style. Incidentall:~', 19, our .seconded tele tech, George Aylmer, installed an
En on 210 ,lme crossba! in December, 1967, did we beat you?
0.C..1 echn1cal Troop is Forema~ of Signals Colin Hatcher,
who 1s al. o Secretary of the National Basketball Association
(talks on television and all that). Most of the technical staff
1tnd m tructors in the Squadron are ex-Corps members. Don't
~org~, for any members about to retire, there are vacancies
m this ~rps fo.r them. The weather is good, education for
young children 1s O.K., and there are good jobs for wives
and teenagers. A gratuity of 25 per cent basic pay is paid
after your contract and this is normally £1,000-plus. Domestic
help IS cheap and a good time is assured if you are a sporty
or outdoor type.
.Secondment ends in June this year and more than ever
this yo_ung arm~ will need highly-trained communicators. How
a?<>ut it yo1;1 Br~ts? By the _way, wrap up warm for the winter.
I m off swunmm~ at Kar1ba. Tomorrow some tiger fishing
~long the Zambezi, but I must take the kids to Victoria Falls
m the. afternoon. If I feed them early I may just get nine
hol~s m before the sundowner parry. Gad sir, its tough in
Afnca.

29480
31720

c~~1cat1ons

FtELD ROSTER

NUCLEAR REACTOR EQUIPMENT

To

gt.

5310
53~0

4840
5630

ADMINISTRATJV B ROSTER
To Sgt.

3610

6830

INSERTIONS
YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER

TECHNICAL
PUBLICATIONS
The Company's Reactor Equipment Division
at Whetstone near Leicester, offers career opportunities in Te::hnical Publications arising from the
Division's continued successes in the field of
nuclear power.
The work cover~ a wide range of sophisticated
equipment for which system and equipment h~nd
books and technical sales literature are required
and includes fuelling machinery, reactor cores,
special purpose. p~mps. and compr.essors, nu~le
onics and specialised mstr~mentation, ~lectncal
control equipment, electrorucs and a m1scellan.y
of electro - mechanical and electro - hydraulic
equipment
The products are for gas cooled, water cooled
and sodium cooled nuclear reactors.
Applications for these posts are invited from
experienced Technical
Authors .a1?d
fr~m
Engineers, Draughtsm~n or Techmc1ans w1th
experience in the SerVJces or Industry who are
qualified to HNC / ONC level or equivalent ~nd
who have a real interest in the field of Techntcal
Publications.
Good career prospects and attractive salaries
will be offered with matching staff terms and .conditions of employment and the benefits ~sso~1ated
with a large progre ive ~mpany. Hous11?g m the
district i reasonably pnced and ple~t1ful and
unfurnished houses or flats are available for
immediate occupation for an initial period to ease
house transfer. Generous assistance is provided
over the settling-in period .
To apply please end brief details of career
to date to the Technical Staff Officer, Reac~or
Equ:pment Division (W,1992L), The English
Electric Company L1m1ted, Whetstone, Nr.
Leicester.

~

ENGLISH ELECTRIC

To S Sgt.

Harrison,

S Sgt.

M.

n82

316o

(Rd.)

DELETIONS
RBGIMBNTAL DUTY ROSTBR

W .O.I
W.O.Il
S Sgt.

1020

W .O.I

1o6o

W.O .I

46o

W.0.1

300

410
36o

1150
3230
FO>.EMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER

Y EOM.• N OF SIGNALS ROSTER

CHIBF CLBRK ROSTER

TBCRNlCAL ROSTER

w.o.n
Sgt.

650
5500

Sgt.

12020

Sgt.

286o

591 9
OPERATING ROSTER

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER

3350

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially in
November
Number of clothing parcels sent ...
Amount spent in grants and loans . ..

3rd Signal Group (NEARELF),
B.F.P.O. 53

S7
57
£907 12

H.Q. Army Strategic Command
EWS from Stonehenge---" Signals " H.Q. Army Strategic
N
Command announce that this small branch nwnbers four
when
C.S.O.,
T. I. <:?· Gray, is not 'stravaiging'
th~

Briga~er

round his very large parish-a pansh which stretches from the
romantic Caribbean to the sunny shores of Africa. STRATCO
was born on 1st April, 1968, and fathers the 3rd and 5th
Division and 1 Signal Group, the latter including the 14th and
30th Regiments. We are now settling down to an amicable
family relationship with the Signals staffs of C.S.0. 3 Division
and 1 Signal Group-a relationship which was enhanced by the
recent Royal Signals Officers' Study Period held in the Command Study Centre, Bulford Camp, on 12th and 13th November
1~68. This notable ' first' brought togehter some 140 Royai
Signals officers of the Command and also visitors from other
Commands and our sister Services. A balanced menu of
presentations and demonstrations on our roles and equipment
got off to a good start when our G.0.C.-in-C., LieutenantGeneral_ Sir John Mogg, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., opened the
proceedmgs and also managed to spend part of the day with
us. As the fare ranged from 3 Division in its airportable
amphibious and airborne assault roles to Clansman Mallard
and satellite communication systems, all present had' much to
digest not only mentally at work but also at play when a
buffC! supper was held in the Strategic Command Officers' Mess
at Wilton!
The sµver tongues of our Corps of Trumpets started off the
supper m great style and 140 officers made the most of a
unique opportunity to get together socially. Our guests included the G.O.C.-in-C., Brigadier K. D. Gribbin, M.B.E.,
Colone;! A. V. Brandle, M.B.E., Colonel P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E.,
~nd Lieutenant-Commander B. A. Todd, R.N., the latter, who
is S.<;:.O. on H .M.S. Fearless, being fresh from the recent talks
at Gibraltar.
. J?inally, news of another notable event of the month-the
visit to the Headquaners by the S.0.-in-C., Major-General J.
E. Anderson, C.B.E., on 8th November.

0

One of the Month's Cases
IDOWED mother, aged 75, of a Signalman who

died as a prisoner-of-war in Japanes!! hands. Her
W
husband died many years ago, and she lives, alone .on

her retirement pension and a small dependa,n.t s pens~on
on behalf of the Signalman son. The ~rmsh Leg1?n
have been helping her, and the Royal S1gn~ls Association made a grant of £10 to provide beddmg replacements and some Christmas cheer.

One of the Month's Letters
" FIRST let me thank one and all for the grant which
you have made to me for a new suit of clothes.
I have chosen my suit, and it will be ideal, both for
work and dress when I get back to work. It bas
made me feel 'proud again, when I had felt that
everybody and everything was getting mi: down. My
wife is in hospital again, and I was_ feelmg _well and
truly bogged down. I shall be glad if you will accept
my sincerest thanks for what you have all done for
me.,,

KEEP US JN TOE PICTURE
With several thousand individual ~ubscribers T~E WIRE
cannot hope to keep UJ> with postrn~s, changes m rank,
decorations awarded. If you are gorng to be posted or
promoted or have something new to add after your name
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRE properly.
Thank you.

HAVE

YOU

ORDERED YOUR
THE WIRE?

COPY

OF

TOE PRESJ<,"NT
Two strikes in two days
HE closing days of November were eventful ones in
Cyprus mainly because we suffered two strikes-one which
lasted a matter of seconds and the other for 17 days. The effect
of each would have been equally crippling to the island's service
communications had it not been for some effective emergency
measures taken very smartly by those affected.
T~e first was a lightning strike on 259 Squadron's radio relay
ten:imal on Mount Olympus-which did the power supplY.
a bit of no good, and the second was a strike of all the civil
telecomms employees in the Republic.
Fortunately the situation is now returning to normal but not
without a few disruptions from which it will take some time
to recover. (Incidentally at the time of the incident on Olympus
there was a 12in. covering of snow-the first of the season.
One wonders whether any other Royal Signals detachment has
~ad sn~ earlier Muin this in its permanem place of. duty). Even
if they did I wonder how many experience stmm1er temperatures
of nearly 90° as the Olympus men do.
•

T

Other happenings
R.E.~ RoY_al Sifnals bi-angul'?' regalia. ln spite of tbeir famous
motto Ub1que there weren t any Gunners to be found in
Famagusta on 28th November to race against ourselves and the
Sappers. The result was an easy win for us by 16t points to
26 (two wins to nil).
R.E./Royal Signals Guest Night. This annual event took
place, with Royal Signals as hosts, in 9th Regiment Mess and
a superbly enjoyable evening it was too. It was made all the
~~pie_r becaus_e many of the Sappers were able to accept an
mvitauoll: to dme, _first sent in 1967, but unfortunately unfulfilled owmg to an madvertable eleventh hour cancellation.
Royal Signals Near East Photo Competition. This had the
then;ie of the Corps at work-not play. No P.R. or other
official photos were permitted and the entries had to be
individual efforts. The results are reproduced and as can be
seen by the captions, feature the other units of th~ Group not
so far mentioned.
The 262 Squadron entry was taken in Libya when the
Squadron sent a complete Platoon to operate as integrated
pan of an Infantry Battalion during six weeks' desert training
-and very well they did, too. (See page 32).

ALL IN THE DA Y'S WORK
Lance-Corporal Duncan of 259 Squadron checks the pressurised
co-axial connection to a ground mounted SHF antenna dish
(2nd Prize Royal Signals NEAREAST photo competition)
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ATHLETICS

.

2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 22

for rcpresenung Ar:nY
C orpor al M · T · Gue• 9th Regiment,
.
La
Corporal M Collins,
needr
·f
·
(Cyprus) in cross-country running.
261 s uadron, Signalman J. Lochrie, ~61 S9ua on, or wmning Jiplc jump and pole vault re pecuvely 1n 16iys (Cypck1s)
Athletics meeting. Lance-Corporal C. J. Be11,
qua on,
for representing Army (Cyprus) in 100 and 200 metres.

SOCCER

s

t

T

F oody

ELL, said he, we should be able
have a fairly quiet
W
month and sort out the lessons from Exercise "Keystone."
But that was before we looked more closely at the programme.
to

262 Squadron, Lance-Corporal T.

Gra~~~:Z62 Squadron,'for playing for Ar_my (Cyrus) v ..R.A.~.

(Cyprus). Sergeant A. Dawes, 9th Reg!111ent,
Cyprus football (organisation and refereemg).

or services

Anglo/ G ..rman c o11vlvinllty

o

We had just ~ot the Officers' Mess back to functioning in
the normal buildmg rather than a Gasthaus or a tent, when the
Anglo/German cocktail party was upon us. For past members
of the Regiment who will remember this event as pan of the
Kohima celebrations, we must explain that to reduce the
pres ure of Kohima we had this year separated this particular
event and joined forces with 2 Regiment R.C.T. to hold a
party on a Station basis. As is usual on these occasions one or
two of the guests arrived before the hosts, but by 6.30 p.m.
all our guests were in full cry in several languages. We wonder
why ' B.P . Fred ' was such a popular guest?

CRICKET

Robin on 259 Squadron, for representLance- C orpo ral C · A ·
'
ing Army (Cyprus).

POL O

Colonel D . L. Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E., H.Q.. 3 Group, for
leadin from No. 3 position the Cyprus. polo. side to '_'lctory
in theg rwo major competitions and scormSg nmdre goals ~'!n~~
Corporal A F Woodward, 262 qua on, a m
~foc~!s.Clan Richm~nd. side which competed in the Robinson
Cu p.

On then a few days later to the fashion show organised by
the W ives' Club in conjunction with the N.A.A.F.I. The gymnasium became the ' salon ' with candle light, wine and soft
music helping to create the right atmosphere. Our thanks to the
brave wives who consented to be models and the W ives' Club
committee and their many h elpers for a very enjoyable
evening.

SKI-IN G

of
Signalman D. L. Harrison, 261 Squadron, a. ~ber
Army team in the Inter Services Ski ~ham~1onships and
runner-up in the Combined Alpine Champ1onsh1p.

SAILING

iktill

oI s

Barret 261 Squadron, winner of ~e
a up
record for the _yeaJi-/Jil~;af·s~::;r~
H .Q. 3 q.r,ou p, wmhnerwo& fxth(RrQcM
A. Rushbrooke,
annual sailing mate ·
· ·
· · · f
R ·
t 1 sailing
9th Regiment, for enthusiastic suppon or egimen a
throughout the year .
w

(bes~ R oyal. Signals_'racing

A BIT OF A TANG LE?
Lance-Cor poral Stanton and Signal me n W ri ght and .Simms of 26:
Sq uadron sorting out the spaghetti at a test point at R.A. ·
Akrot iri
(1st Prize Royal Signals N EAREAST photo competit ion)

THE

C

s13 c:

Rl s tacomin
U ndoubtedly the most imponant eve.o r in 1968 was the
taking over of the island radio relay network by
laSquadrf~
from 5th Signals U nit, R.A.F. The ~erem~ny t(o~ P ~~on a:d
Jul and since then the 50 % m anrung pomt Vf en
Y
F crews at any one terminal arc equal m numl?er) has
bee~ 'exceeded (Brown over Light Blue) at all radio relay
sites in the island.

:59

Rl

3rd Signal GrouJt :\"e w Yt~ar's ' Dono~:rs List '
If such a list were to be published we feel lt woul~r:
b com lete without the follow ing names. (Note:
. e. t
i:akes n~ attempt either to b~ exhaustive or to list the rec1p1ents
in any form of order of achievement).

s c

Army

.

Si nalman D . C. Bailey, 9th Regiment, for m~y cy~g
·g
· cl ding winning the Army SO-mile race m
achievements lD u
.
.
d h ld
M ay, to add to his 25-rrule title a1rea Y e ·

..

Sergeant T . w. Saunders, 9th Regiment, ~or g1vmg up two
days of his honeymoon to swim for the Regiment.

F or oth er service.<i
c t • p D Webster 9th Regiment, for expen use .of the
writ~~n3:d ~poken word 'in spons and other commentaries.
THE

WH AT HAVE I SAI D NO W!
Left to Right: Lieutenant Hallett, Lieutenant Theod orson and Mrs.
Rassim were in good form at the Anglo/German Cocktail party

FUTURE

The Commander and all ranks 3rd Signal Group w ish all
readers a Happy and Prosperous New Year.

Boxers' convincing win
For ServiC'es to Hoyal S ignals
Co oral M . Sully, B.L.T. El Adcm (late ?62 Sq uadron),
G.O.~ commendation for devotion to d uty d uring the expedition to Murzuk in March.
For services to S port

HOCKEY

. ·

his

Staff Sergeant J. A. Angell, 25~ Squadron, for gbgammg
Army hockey colours to add to h is soccer and ru Y caps.

FREE FALL PA RACH UTING
Captain J Jupe, 261 Squadron, Lieutenant H. B. Bennett,
261 quadr~, members of winning team Cyprul s SParach
drute
· h'
Lieutenant H . B. Bennett, 26
qua . on,
Champions. ip.
C
d A
U K (novices) Champ1on~~;e~fp:,Oraf0$~ Bla~: w.R.A.c~ 262. ~quadron, for gaining
2nd place in Ladies' Free Fall Compeuuon.

The gymnasium, for those who know Birdwood Barracks,
is very much a multi-purpose building and the setting for the
fashion show was very quickly removed to make way for the
boxing ring. We were at home on 20th N ovember for the
Divisional semi-final against the 1st Battalion K.O.S.B.
Although the semi-final it was in fact our team's first fight of
the season, having had a walk-over in the previous round, but
this proved to be no d isadvantage. W e reached half-time winning all five bouts and went on to win by 8 bouts to 3. Special
mention should be made of Lance..Corporal Thompson who,
although many years the senior of his heavyweight opponent
and with the disadvantage of reach and height, fought extremely
well. Although he did not win his bout his display of tactics
and control were an object lesson to the younger mem bers
of the team.

No Cost
SCHOOL FEES
Chartered Accountants, Solicit ors, Bank Ma nage rs
and their cli e nts take advice from:-

STUDENT FUNDS LIMITED

3rd Div. H.Q . & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp

Editor, as witnessed in a recent editorial, the Editor now tells
us we . can be as long-winded as we like. Another good excuse
gone.
We are now busy with prepar ations for U.E.I., F.F.R., and
an exercise in early January. W e are running M.P.C. Courses,
Trade Courses and our own Bruin trials (couldn't let those
chaps in B.A.0.R. get one up on us). We are also in the
throes of having the barracks redecorated and the Junior Ranks'
Club practically rebuilt. Then, of course, there are the preparations for Christmas festivities, but as the C.O. says this is a
quiet period, a time for taking stock, which reminds me there
are umpty upt Stocktaking Boards going on just now. Ah well,
if you can't take a joke you shouldn't have joined and I daresay
you are all in the same boat.

f
·
Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. Pounds, H .Q. 3 Group, or W;1D.
th J G
November medal D ivision II and f?r keepmg
mng e. · · 1: · 1 Ma'1or A s Rawson, 9th Regiment; for
~in~ili~c~~Y :·er in the
side v. Pandayia last month.

SWIMMING

To u g h on t.be Referee
Although not a member of the Regiment Major ' D usty '
Miller has close connections as D .O.P.T. at H .Q. 2 D ivision.
He was strictly non-partisan as referee of our third round rugger
match against - again - the 1st Battalion K.O.S.B. This is
the first time we have got this far in the Army Cup. We unfonunately lost after a very hard and well played game. The
point of the story is that the only ' serious ' injury occurred
during the second half when the cry went up--" The refs hurt."
' Dusty ' suffered a broken nose. Possibly he will not follow
the pack so closely in future.

OU can't win you know. Having eventually managed to
Y
convince the C.O. that brevity in THE WIRE notes was
not only the soul of wit but also the declared policy of the

GOLF

CYCLING

P~~ST

<:orpo rals' d i nne r a s u ce
Going back a few days, Friday eveni ng, 15 th N ovember, aw
the first Corporals' Club dinner night. Run on trad itional lines
some 140 Corporals sat down to dinner. As a first venture with
Corporal Lackie as P.M.C. and Lance-Corporal Lockyer as
P.E.C., the evening was a notable success. Visi tors should,
however, be made aware of the local house rules on the
roulette table before they play.
Our congratulations to Lance-Corporal Richard Pawlow and
Signalman Duncan Wink on their award of Army and Corps
colours for canoeing in 1968. Signalman Wink has traded in
his paddles for boxing gloves d uring the winter months and
had a very convincin g win agai nst his K .O.S.B. opponent.

"

RAMRIDGE, WEYHILL, ANDOVER,
HAMPSHIRE
Telephone Weyhill 558

We meet our old rivals the 1st Battalion The D evonshire
and Dorset R egiment in the D ivisional Final on Friday, 13th
December. W e wonder who chose that date.

AND SAVE ENORMOUS SUMS OF MONEY I

One Squadron Supreme !
We waited until Corporal Venus, of 2 Squadron, went on an
exercise to Cyprus before we picked the date for the Inter
Squadron cross-country competition. This meant the rest of
the R egiment stood a chance. 1 Squadron were the winners,
beating 2 Squadron by 10 points, but 2 Squadron are claiming
a moral victory because even with Venus away the individual
winner and runner-up were Lance-Corporal Parmain and
Signalman G ould of 2 Squadron.
The Inter Squadron boxing competition was also won by
1 Squadron mainly we think due to the efforts of Sergeants
Hearns and Crombie, abetted by Major Hasell, 0.C. 1
Squadron, who when he had chaps on orders tended to say
·· w 1u you accept my award or will you go in the ring." ·rne
mdividual results were:
Bantam, Signalman McKnight, 1 Squadron; Feather, Signalman Rush, 2 Squadron; Light-welter, Corporal Jones, 1
Squadron; Light-rniddk, Signalman Allen, 1 Squadron; M iddle,
Signalman Marsden, I Sq uadron; Light-heavy, Lance-Corporal
Thomas, '3 Squadron; Heavy, Corporal Bogle, 2 Squadron; and
Welter, Signalman Hargr eaves, 3 Squadron. A point worth
noting was that fo ur members of the Regimental rugby team
met each other in the boxing and took great delight in knocking
the d aylights out of each other.
The rugby team plays each week but have been having a
bad run recently tllough things are beginning to pick up. The
soccer and hockey teams are also plugging away but once again
without any great success. Still the game's the thing (Kipling).
9
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November, playing away to the Queen's Dragoon Guards at
Dctmold we were ~gain held to a draw, 3-3, in a very good
m~tch . Up to th1~ stage we had gained a total of eight
pomts out of a possible ten and were lying third in the league
However, on 27th November, it was our turn to meet th~
league l~aders, 3 Quee:11's. This was a very exciting match and
th~ Regiment settled mto the game quickly. We scored two
qmck goals before 3 Queen's set out to prove that they are
not t?P of the league for nothing by levelling the score before
half-nme. The Queen's took the lead soon after the second
half had st~rted, bu~ th~s did not demoralise our team, who
showed their detemunauon by equalising. With much skilful
play by . both teams, the game then fluctuated from one end
o_f the P!tch to the other, but in the dying seconds, the Queen's
r1~t . wmg made a lightning dash for goal and scored the
wmnmg goal.
. Sadly, the team's al?pearance in the Army Cup Competiuon b.egan and ended m the second round match against 2nd
Battalion The Scots Guards, in a home match on 30th November. In a good match, the Guardsmen were perhaps rather
lucky to go through with a 2-1 win after a second half in
which th~ir goal had withstood attack after attack. This ' coupde-grace was the second in succession at the hands of the
Scots Guards who, apan from being pre-eminent in divisional
soccer, arc now the es.tablished bogey-men of our footballers.
. Two most useful ~rnvals are Lance-Corporal Al Cooper and
Signalman Alec Petrie, who have added much to the all-round
strength of the defence.

TH-hnlt-alltles
We are always asking our local correspondents to give us any
humorou anecdotes they come across. So far the res.ponse has
been minimal. However, " .M. " Troop came up with one which
cau d great hilarity to them. Apparently one of the Technicians an Irishman, had been on night shift doing Specification
Te t ~n the Clls. He left a note for the Foreman which read,
.. The output drops off when tuning up from the low end of
the bands to the top, but, when going back down to the low
end and from the top end the output remains more or less
the ame. this is more noticeable on 8-16 MC/S bands.' The
" M " Troop brains thought this priceless and were chortling
over it in the Mess when the R.S.M. came in. He looked at
the note and said, "What's so funny? It's perfectly clear to
me what the chap means." Collapse of "M " Troop brains.
Social ·w hirl
The Wives' Club, by some crafty conniving when we were on
exerc:se, managed to book seats at a performance of the ' Black
and White Minstrel Show.' According to reports this went down
very well and a good time was had by all. Can you visualise
forty-one ladies delicate! eating fish and chips as the coach
rolls through the n ight?
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess had a dinner
night to dine in Major-General T. D. H. McMeekin. -¥ter
dinner an entertainment was put on by W.O.II Doug Hicks,
W.0.11 Harry Brockway and Sergeant Frank Reynolds, all
from H.Q. R.E.M.E. Frank Reynolds, acting as compere, had
the place in stitches and the sight of Doug Hicks dressed as
the Drum Major of the 3rd l:lighland Foot in the Gutter
Fusiliers was awe inspiring to say the least.
A most enjoyable evening, but as the C.0. says, " If that lot
intend to entertain the Wives' Club after their dinner there
will have to be an agonising reappraisal of the script."
We now have a new S.S .M . for 1 Squadron in the form
of S.S.M. Brian Turner. Form is an understatement as he is
6ft. 7in. tall and he doesn't so much appear as to loom.
( natch of conversation heard in the Mess. 2 Squadron Sergeant
to 1 Squadron Sergeant, " What do you call the new S.S.M.?"
l Squadron Sergeant (feelingly), " Sir! ').

A CROSS SECTION OF VIEWS-AND SOME BEER
R.S.M. A. R. Hill, The Director of Manning, Staff-Sergeant A. Wild
(R.A.0.C.), W.0.1 (S.S.M.) A. C. Graham (R.A.O.C .) and B.Q.M.S.
W. McDermott (R.A.)

Visit f the Dtreetor of Manning
On 12th November, Major-General C. E. Woods, M .B.E.,
M.C., paid a quick visit to the Regiment, pausing to visit the
ergeants' Mess, where he discussed informally with Mess
members some of the problems affecting the Army.
Ski-Ing
We have mentioned the indoor ski-school before, and the
fact that there is much activity on it at this time of the year.
photograph taken during one of the evening training sesions for families shows a fairlly representative cross-section
of those who take part. On the left are the early-stagers
and on the right are those who are able to cope with the
sudden swoop that comes as sooon as one turns down the
steeper lope. R.Q.M.S. Marshall, one of the Regimental
langlauf team, which is now training hard on the snowy slopes

THE SKI SCHOOL-STEADY AS YOU GO
R.Q.M.S. R. A. Marshall (R.A.) showing the younger element "how
to do it"
of L ermoos, is shown steadying Pamela Stepto, aged seven, on
one of her first runs down the nylon strip. As part of the
continuous programme of improvement, all the gaps in the
matting surface have now been filled in, and mis facility is
probably the best available in this part of Germany.
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Hoekey
In the pre-Chr.istmas period the team have been playing
somewha! lethargically, but in spite of this have won both
matches m the first two rounds of the Army Cup, eliminating
4 RTR and 4 Armoured Workshops, R.E.M.E. Our next
opponents are not yet known.
'.fhe d~fence in the ~egimcntal team seems sound enough,
bcmg built around Ma1ors Hartnett and Pritchard (R A D C )
and C~~t~n ~ale (R.A.E.C.), who were all selected to ·pl~y·f~r
4th D1v1s1on m the B.A.0.~. tournam~nt. The forwards, however, are far too content with near rmsses and opposing goalkeep7rs approv; of their inability to finish! More than half
our goals for come fron:i penalty corners at present. We
~ust these notes are published before our ne.xt cup round,
m the ~?l?e that our forwards appear on the field furious at
such cnc1C1sml

Football
Sporting honours are contended strongly between ourselves
and 7th Signal Regiment, rival Signal Regiments in the 4th
D ivision sports area. Whereas the rugby honours have gone
to 7th in both games of the season, both hockey matches
and the only football match have been won by the Regiment.
Th is keen soccer match, played on 20th October, was in the
Division Major Units League, and the 3-2 win in a very
good game was our first victory over 7th in six years. On
the 6Lh November we beat 71 Aircraft Workshops 4-2, and
to prove that it was skill and not pure luck, continued our
collection of league poin:s by beating 3 RH.A. 4-0 on our
home ground on 9th November. 20th Armoured Brigade
Signal Squadron gave us a good game on 15th November,
the final result being a well- battled draw of 2- 2. On 23rd

I

I

WILSON & CO

Rugby
The rugby team . has won eleven of the sixteen matches
pl~y~ ~o d~te. This good overall picture is marred by their
ehmmanon m the first round of clle Army Cup by 13/18
H ussars.
The backs hav.e been working together, and it's a joy to
watch the aggressive breaks of Corporal Robinson on the wing.
In the last f~w games, the backs have actually cried tackling.
Cor.~ral Tait, at scrum-half, has suffered by playing out of
pos1.t1on fo~ most of the season, and it's full credit to him that
he is shaping up well to his imposed task.
.
T.he loose forwards,_ Signalman Mel Rudge and Corporal
Chris . Brown, are playmg hard and well; often they are the
salva.uon of the three-quarters. The big push of the pack is
provided by Sergeant Colin Sobers and Corporal Jock Tumey.
As the season progresses, it is noticeable that the players
!lfe. ~ow much more together as a team than a group of
md1v1duals.
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. • . well nothing really if you can find
another firm of brokers who are Incorporated, established, reliable, who
really do understand and specialise in
Army matters, who act for something
like two out of three Units for their
Official Insurances and insist that a
professional, personal and friendly
approach to insurance problems is
appreciated by officers. Our leaflet
" Keys to Security " tells you more.

Cross-eeuntry
N~vember s.aw us st~rting our cross-country season with
~ fnendly against 7th Signal Regiment. After our successful
mter-Squadron race, we exp7cted to do well, because C.S.M.I.
Tye took over .the superv1S1on of our training and he really
put us thrc:iugh 1t .. On a good day for running, Corporal Brazil
reslJ!lled his old nvalry wit~ Corporal MacMillan of 7th Signal
Regiment. Corporal Brazil, who has vastly improved this
season, won by one minute, with Corporal MacMillan coming
second. ~ce-Co~ral Archer was third, and our other
t~am placmgs .were Signalman Barton sixth, Corporal Bromidge
mnth and Dnver Glover tenth. When the scores were totted
up. we fo1;1nd we had been narrowly beaten by a few (20)
pomts. Sull, we are known as late starters, and we look forward to a fe~ more r.aces ,before the Divisional Meeting. We
thank ..Captain 1:lay Lettin, of 7th Signal Regiment, for
orgamsmg an enjoyable occasion .

4th Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
HIS time of year is invariably one of quiet industry in
a D ivisional Signal Regiment, when THE WIRE correspondent casts around in vain desperation for topics of fairly
wide interest. The individual training season has started, the
unit has become conscious of its ' Quick Train ' role, and there
is a belated and heart-searching acknowledgement that the
sports teams are not as fit or as skilled as the trainers thought
they were. In a more social sphere, the organisers of Christmas activities are getting their arrangements under way for
the explosion of almost frenetic party and other activity which
bursts out in the two weeks before Christmas Day. The air
i full of promise, but deeds are unsubstantial.

So what's so
special
about Wilsons?
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7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
And through the nwrning nu t a ri11ging sound was heard
Vor at least two m im1tes).
" Oh, ht1llo sir " (say I).
Voice: ........................... ··· ··· ··· ......... ?
" There's 11m, er well, there's quite a lot going on in the
Troop reall/y-what with . . . "
Voice: ..... ..................... . .... .... . !
" I haven't got any 1wtes, but I've got some small change . . "
Voice: .............. .. ............. ....... ·········
"No sir, you haven't asked me yet, btlt . . . !"
Voice: ..... ..... ................. ., .. ........ .. ..... .
" Oh no sir, not mine! My linemen are most cw.eful where
they leave . . . "
Voice: .. ....... ......... ......... .. ....... . . .... ..... .
"Oh THE WIRE, well, Major Thompson's not here at the
m011ient."
Vc>ice: ..... .. .. . ... . . ... .... . .... . · · · .. . · · · · ·· · ·· · · · ··· ··· ···

" Y es sir." ..... .... " Of course, sir." .. . ... ... " By next Monday, sir?" . . . . . . . . . " By Friday . . . ugh ."
W ell I could star.t with sporting achievements, or visits, or
the saf~-driving rally. I t's going to be q uite interesting, really.
Anyway, we always read o ther people's, so. they. can read ours.
Now, how am I going to get my name m this?
Rugby
November was quite a month for the rugger types. On
the 6th we met and defeated our first opposition iJ:i. the Army
Cup by 38 points. Two days later we set off rn the umt
bus for The Hague for a weekend tour. On Saturday, the l~th,
our second team scored a handsome win over a Hague Invitation team. The second team has a remarkably good record.
In fifteen games they have scored 335 points and co.n~eded 75.
The following day the first XV had a most exotlDg ~ame
against Hague RFC, a side which can field seven nauonal
players. Conditions were e~cellent and th7 . ball w as moved
about in such a way as to satisfy the most cnucal. We emerged
victors by 15 points to 14. A happy short tour and thoroughly
enjoyed by the whole party.
Our next cup game was against the Gr~nadier: Guards on
16th November. In this we scored 57 pornts without reply.
To our regrets our next round opponents allowed us a walkover and we :Ue now in the Divisional semi-final. This is
against the Green Jackets and the game is scheduled for
7th December at Munster.
Meanwhile, BA.0.R. have played Capetown University
RFC. BA.0.R. lost, despite the fact that three of our Regiment were included. Perhaps they should have asked us to
take on the University side. However, we congratulate
Sergeant Alec Kubu, Corporal. Chris Thompson and LanceCorporal Alan James on being selected to play.

CJ"ess-Country
The inter-Troop cross-country was held on Friday, 12th
November. Nearly 100 runners turned up on the Regimental
square on a bitingly cold, but fine, day. They appeared glad
when the starter's flag dropped, so that circulation could be
restored to aching arms and legs. This _state of affairs at the .
beginning of a race can hardly be desmbi:d as an advantage,
but in spite of this, some very good a~d, m some cases, surprising times were returned for the 4! -mile course. As expected,
Corporal MacMillan, of ' Sierra ' Troop, led the field home,
some two and-a-half minutes ahead of Corporal Chaloner,
followed fairly closely by Lance-<;:orporal Sanders!. Corpor~l
Childs and Signalman Morris. ' Sierra ' Troop walked-or is
it r an away-with fir st place.
But all the drama was not in the first ten; to the roars and
cheers of the welcoming crowd, Second-Lieutenant Ian Coppock
managed a personal besJ of 30th place. This hardy subaltern
ran on a multi-grade fuel of g!n and beer. He was awarded
a Double D iamond tie by h is proud mess comrades.
A week later, the Regimental team, in a friendly match
against 4th D ivision Signal Regiment ran over the same course
and gained first blood of the season with a good, though hardcarned, win. Corporal Brazil, of 4th Signal Regiment, showed

a clean pair of heel to everyone, including Corporal MacMillan
who last season was beating his friend from ' the other l?t '
quite consistently. The result augers. well for ~e C?~g
season and for our chances in the Divisional Champ1onsh1ps m
the New Year.

Hockey
The Regimental Hockey XI had a hard fight to get into
the second r ound of th e B.A.O.R. stage of the Army Cup
agrui nst the Q .D .G . <;m 3rd November.. ~ot until three
minutes before time d id we score the wmnmg goal, from a
short corner, to make the final tally 2-1.
It was an extremely hard m atch, and credit is due to the
good team spirit which has developed since the start of the
season.
At the same time we have at last got a back-room to use
as a clubroom, and work is at present going ahead at a steady
rate, decorating and fitting it out. This should be completed
in the next fortnight and will be a useful asset to the club.
After a lapse of two years, it will be nice to have a ' place of
our own ' in which to entertain visiting teams.
Exercise ' Pole Star '
At Christmas time, 1966, three members of the Regiment
were killed while crossing the road outside the barracks . . A
cup was presented in their memory by 2 Squadron, to which
they had belonged.
T his cup is to be competed for annually in the Regimental
Safe D riving Competition, which this y ear was Exercise ' Pole
Star,' organised by O.C. 2 Squadron, Major Ian Sp ear.
Scrutineering commenced at 08.30 hours on the Saturday.
The fi rst vehicle left at 09.00 hours and the others at twominute intervals afterwards. The first section consisted of
compass and map-reading for six hours or so, to get th~ competitors into the swing of things. There followed, m the
afternoon, a cross-country course and a refuelling and food
stop. An eight-hour drive, involving very detailed map-reading,
led us to the night stop at tho Mohne See. After some sleep,
the competitors set off again for ' Tulip' and town map-reading
sections and, on Sunday, vehicles gradually am assed on the
Regimental Square for the driving tests. Both the t7arr:is. and
the individual prizes were won by 4 Squadron. The mdiv1dual
winners were Corporals King and Bishop and Signalman Snow.
The cross-country section was won by Lance-Corporal Symes
(H.Q. Squad ron) and the driving tests were won by Corporal
Goodman (2 Sq uadron).
Many thanks are due to all those who organised and acted
as marshals for this very enjoyable exercise.

Visit ol the S.0.-ln-C.
The Regiment was proud to welcome General and Mrs.
Anderson t o th e Regiment on 28th November. A memorable
visit which will be reported fully in next month's edition, when
photographs are available.

Sergeants' Mess Notes
Ex-members of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' M ess
may be interested to h ear that the Jong-proposed extension t o
the mess is nearing completion. J udging from th e records,
an extension was first proposed in 1963, but appears to h ave
been d ropped in 1964, when it was thought that the Regiment would move elsewh ere. I n J anuary, 1967, a pr oposal was
again submitted. I n July of that year an extension became an
absolute necessity with the arrival of Bruin Squadron and a
rise in mess strength from around 90 to 130.
The mess was originally built for a strength of SO! Whenever possible, we convinced distinguished visitors to Bruin of
our plight and gained much support for our cause. Comsec
B.A.0 .R. 's comment on the cost of the exten sion was that
it was 'chickenfeed,' and the R.S.M. was forruna te enough
to get this view in writing. The extension was approved by
January, 1968, and work, after many promised sta rts, commenced in earnest on 4th N ovember, 1968. The extension consists of an additional section built on to the ante-room and
an additional stock room. The opportunity has been taken to
build a new bar with some assistance from the Coca Cola
agent- we have the biggest sales in the area- Temperance
Seven! For those who know the geography, an archway has
been made between the old bar and the ante room, where
the new bar is now fitted.

9th Signal Regiment, B.F.P~O. 53
S alllng-runnlng the gauntlet of the b reakers can
be tricky
N Sunday, 17th November, members of the Dhekelia yacht
club trave lled to Famagusta for four-a-side team races,
both albacore and firefly. The race was at 14.00 with the starth~e set cl?se to the ~each just where the breakers were beginning .t~ pile up. This um.~s ual hazard was compietcly new to
the v1s1tors ~ho m a ~e th.eir approach with caution. Famagusta
albacores sailed straight mto the lead and held these positions
throughout, gaming fir st, second and third places at the fi nish .
It was interesting to note that the first fo ur ' files' home
were the older, Mk. 1, variety. Although the wind was dropping
the on-shore waves were definitely building as the second race
tarted. The teams swopped boats for this r ace. This presented
)ome problems of man oeuvring on the start-line which was
~till short, of course. As my correspondent put 1t: " W e kept
one eye on the other team, one eye on the waves and breakers
and the other on the bridge for th e starting flags." I nteresting
thought, isn't it?
Dhekelia boats got away much better this time and the fleet
was well m ixed for the first round. However the main excitement was still to come as the on-shore waves were now
enormous and constituted quite a hazard to boats running for
the beach to finish. The firs t boat to attempt to ' run the
gauntlet' did rather a spectacular broach to and deposited its
crew into the water. The remaining seven albacores then set
course to try their luck. The only method ever evolved of getting ashore in these conditions is to climb up into a wave and
sail straight for the shore. Once the boat slips off, it tends to
lew r ound broadside on to the waves, then it's a case of get
out or be thrown out '
It's all a matter of you choosing the right wave really · so
when the smaller firefl ies came in there were quite a few 'wet
gentlemen already in the water waiting to give a hand. Sergeant
Graham Sp eac~ey picked up a good wave about fifty yards
out and roared mto the beach in one. Of the remaining, five
cap sized and were quickly rightly by willing hands. N o damage
was sustained by boats or crews.
Remember, this hazard is more exciting than scarifying and
there is nothing dangerous about it. These awesome breakers
curl in only with practically no under tow. Once tipped out,
crews merely collect scattered wits, pocket hurt pride a nd
stand up in waist-deep water to right the boat. Mind you it's
not a good thing to take your best false noshers with you;
though it can be fun looking for them later.
All boat.s being ashore, the co111:petitors retired safely to the
club P.rerruses to hot coffee and ammated accounts of the thrills
of sailing in dinghies.
Oh, the result. Famagusta won by three races to· one but
by all accounts Dhekelia had a whale of a time.
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29th Novem.ber
Lieutenant-Colonel K. S.
Newell was the Inspecting
Officer for the pass-off
parade of 4 T roop. After
the
parade
LieutenantColonel Newell spoke to the
relatives and friends of the
23 men of 3 T roop and then
presented the prizes.
The best recruit on this
occasion was Signalman J.
Warrilow. Before joining the
Army he was a sheet
metal . worker in Wallasey,
Cheshire. As one of his
hobbies is m aintaining and
Signal ma n J. War r ilo w
rid:ng motor cycles he
naturally hopes to become a
member of the Royal Signals Display Team. We wish him every
success in the Corps.

Cross-eountry running - Corporal Mick Gue
a gain!
Once again Corporal Mick Gue, of 9th Regiment, showed
quite clearly that he is currently invincible in Cyprus crosscountry circles when winning the fifth league r ace of the
season on Saturday, 23rd November, at Episkopi.
This race saw Gue in superb for m, winning as he liked by
almost a min ute., and at this stage it is impossible to see h im
being beaten in either the Army or the Inter-Services Cham pionships in the N ew Year.
The team positions show t hat after a shaky start to the
season the Regimental team is rapidly m aking up lost ground .
Now in fourth place and only three points behind the second
team, they seem _assured of claiming t he runners-up berth
before the end of the season .

11th Signal Regiment

Catterick Camp
PASS·OFF

PAllADES

IGtb November
T was indeed an hour for the members of 7 Troop to have
the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General J. E. Anderson,
C.B.E., as their Inspecting Officer.
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I t was a cold clear d ay, but this did not affect the performance of the nineteen recruits
?n parade.
After speakm g to every member of
7 Troop, Major - General
Anderson
presented
the
Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal to W.0 .11 R.
F . Knight, the S.S.M. of 1
Squadron.
After the parade the
S.0.-in-C. met Mrs. Knight
and then said a few words
to a party of schoolboys
from Hartlepool who had
come to visit the Regiment.
The best recruit of 7
Troop was Signalman K. B.
John. Before jo:ning the
Army he was a hosemaker. H e is a keen footballer and swimmer and is
now
at
Loughborough
Signalma n K. B. Jo hn
undergoing trade training.

SPECIAL OCCASION
Major-General J. E. Anderson, C .B.E. presents the Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal to W.0.11 (S.S.M.) R. F. Knight
13

Orteftteerln((
The Regiment entered two teams in the Trafning Brigade
orienteering compe 'tion. They came 4th and 5th out of seven
teams. Congratulations co Lance-Corporal Mudie who trav~ed
from the Adventure Training Centre in Culty Braggan JUSt
before the competition and came 3rd in the individual placings.
The meeting was enjoyed by both teams especially Signalmen
MacPherson and Bellamy who, after wandering all over Cropton
Forest eventually found the finish line.
Anno I Administrative lusp~tiou
The Annual Administrative Inspection was taken this year
by Brigadier F. L. Oarl<son. A ~ember of. the in specting tt;am
was Major D. L. Charles, the Brigade Ma1or, who found h1melf in the unfortunate position of having to check the training
policy of the Regiment. A job for which he had been responsible
up to the previous month. We trust that he found everything
in order.
Army cup heekey
The hockey team played the first round of the Army Cup
on 27th November against 2 Field Regiment RA. On a day
when fog and rain made conditions difficult, both teams played
well. The Regiment was winning 1--0 until forry seconds before
the end of the match when our opponents scored from a short
corner.
The team very quickly re-asserted themselves in extra time,
scoring twice in the first ninery seconds and scoring a fourth
goal in the second half of exrra time.
Visit by Lan-ster A.C:.F.
The Regiment found itself playing host to a party of 26 cadets
from the 4th King's Own Cadet Company on the weekend of
30th November/1st December. They had a full and varied
weekend and when one of them said, " I wish we could stay
longer" as he was about to leave, we knew that the cadets
had enjoyed their stay.
We extend our heartiest congratulations to Corporal and Mrs.
Watkins on their new arrival, a baby boy.born on 1st December,
1968.

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35

FORCES U.K.
TRADE-IN SCH EME
If you are to be posted overseas
soon and wish to dispose of your
prese nt car, we will give you a high
trade-in figure in cash plus a credit
note against a futu re purchase
For full details, write to, or telephone:

WEIR LODGE GARAGE

Visi t o f B.R.U. The Duehess ol Kent
N Thursday, 3rd October, the Regiment was honoured
by a visit from H.R.H. the Duchess of Kent who, as Controller Commandant W.R.A.C., was particularly interested in
4 >quadron. ff.RH., accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel E.
E. Michell, A.D.W.R.A.C., B.A.O.R., arrived at 11.00 hours at
Bradbury Barracks, where she was met by the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. P ope.
After inspecting the Quarter Guard, H.R H. saw a W.R.A.C.
physical training class under Lance-Corporal (now Corporal)
Tina Veale, W.R.A.C. P.T.I., a mixed class of students on
continuation training in the Regimental Training Wing and
the dutY, shift in the Tape Relay Centre. She showed great
mtcrcst m all that she saw and spoke to most of the girls. She
was very surprised at the number who are married or engaged
to members of 16th Regiment. As ohe Gernlan paper Rheinische
Post said, she "made heartwarming contact with her military
young ladies "

O

MAJOR BILL PRITCHARDS' "FEW WORDS"
He sai d he would like to say a few words in farewell-he found the
whole Squadron on parade!

Bridge Road, Chertsey, Surrey
Tel: Chertsey 4264/2047

Major Bill told S.S.M. George Punnett that he would like
to say a few words to the men before he left. This was fatal,
for he then found himself faced with a full-scale parade, a
parade which produced more men on the square of Bradbury
Barracks than h ave been seen for many a day. With the
evidence of the many photographs taken the Squadron will
never again be able to say " we haven't got enough men to do
that."

WEIR

LODGE
18th Signal Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE

THE ROYAL SCHOOL
ARMAGH
Boarding (Entrance) Scholarships
Four Scholarships (values £125, £75 and two
of £50 p.a.) are offered for Open Competition
Group A (for candidates under
each year.
twelve) is based on the Primary curriculum.
Group B (for candidates under fourteen) is
based on the first two years of the G. C.E. course,
with choice of papers.
[t is the policy of the Board of Govenors to
re erve each year a limited number of places for
Service children.
Details of syllabu , prospectus, etc., from:
Headmaster's Secretary,
College Hill,
ARMAGH, N.I.
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Hawkes of
Savile Row

Our V.I.P. visitors

The British have regularly gone into battle with
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived
to keep the firm going ••• and on victory parades
and ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes'
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion.

Hawkes of Savile Row go back to the
I770's. Every year hundreds of people
go back to Hawkes to be dressed for
the I960's. You'll know our reputation
for made-to-measure tailoring but you
may be surprised at the extent of our
hand-made ready-to-wear range.
Drop in and see both at:

SAVI LE ROW · LONDON

WI

01-734 0186

12a LONDON ROAD
CAMBERLEY · SURREY
Camberley 3829

Illustrated catalogue sent free on request
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OTH Mr. James Boyden (the Under Secretary of State for
B
the Army) and Lieutenant-General Sir Thomas Pearson,
K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O. (the outgoing Army Commander) visited

H.R.H. The Duchess of Kent accompanied by the C.O. Lieutenant,
Colonel R. Pope, inspecting the Quarter Guard of the 16th Regment

the Regiment in October.
Mr. Boyden came to see the Dover Road swimming pool,
pavilion and stadium and Warren Golf Club on the 2nd. As
this was Wednesday afternoon, he found the pool and ' The
Warren ' well populated and had ample opportunity to talk
to soldiers and their wives about the rigours of serving in
Singapore. As those readers who have served here will remember, the Regiment oversees all these splendid facilities
and is glad to report that they are in good order, well used,
and that Mr. Boyden was favourably impressed.
The Army Commander came to bid us farewell on the 14th
and, having inspected the quarter guard, had an encouraging
word for many of the officers, men and women he aw in
Princess Mary and Meiktila Barracks and the TangEn Communications Centre and telephone exchange. This was followed
up by an afternoon's cruise on Brigand for the General and
Lady Pearson, neither of whom had been on her before and
throughly enjoyed their trip.

STATS gone mad
F or many weeks prior to 15th October there was an air of
expectancy about the Regiment with the Technical Adjutant,
Captain Peter White, looking more worried every day. However,
when Exercise " Golden Rod " eventually hit us, most people
knew what they were doing, even if the Ops Rooms didn't.
From past experience it was asswned that certain STATS
would be required, and necessary steps were taken ro ensure
that requests could be instantly met, but as it turned out we
couldn't hope to keep oace. The STA TS Section, comprising
Lance-Corporal Betty Henderson, Private Penny Stevenson and
Private Noleen Smith, did sterling work and eventually produced all that was necessary and much more. For the record,
on T hursday, 24th Ocotber, a total of 11,269 tapes were
handled in the T.R.C. using 9.64 miles of tape. The figures for
t he week 18th-24th October show that 60,925 tapes were
ha ndled using about 50 miles of tape with 85 million perforations. We h ave sufficient confetti to cover even our high
marriage rare for the next five years.
P.S. We have vacancies for personnel in our STATS
Section; previous incwnbems have been evacuated to Netley.

THE

SPORTll\' G

SCENE

llei.fimental Se1mk llagn

Our Regimental epak Raga team have had a very good
season in winning Division II of the Singapore District epak
Raga League and by reaching the emi-final of the Singapore
District Knock-out Competition. For those who have not
heard of the game before, sepak raga is a game which has
been played since the 14th century. According to the Malay
annals (Sejarah Melayu) it dated back to when Raja Ahmad
Muhamad, the son of Sultan Mansor hah, was sent to exile

2 S11natlron says fnrewt! II to its O.C:.
Immediately follow ing Exercise " Golden Rod " Major Bill
Pritchard handed over command of 2 Squadron after two-and-a
half years to Major Jim Hewson.
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lle>lti mental bnrheeue
The Regimental barbecue wa held on the evening of 12th
November at the D over Road Pool. The proceedings started
with the beating of R etreat by the Pipes and Drums of 17th
Gurkha Signal Regiment. This heralded the opening of
European, Indian and Malay food stalls and a dozen assorted
ideshoW'S, including such old favourites as tombola and
Casey's Casino. By 9 p.m. dancing was in full swing in the
pool enclosure and this, interspersed by water sports, continued
well imo the night, to complete another memorable occasion.

SUCCESSFUL TEAM
2nd Squadrons' Sepak Raga team-after winning the Reg im ental
Inter Squadron Competition
Le~ to Right : Standing : Sergeant Maroof, Staff-Sergeant Baba,
Captain Mansur, Sergeant Ahmad, Captain Ovenden , Sergeant Shaf ie
Kneeling : Signalman Idris, Signalman Wan Saupek, Lance-Corporal
Razali

from Malacca to Pahang. Ever since, the Malays, ·whether in
cities, towns or remote villages, have been playing sepak raga.
The main aim of the game used to be to keep the ball
in the air as long as possible. However, it has now been
formalised into a game similar to badminton, but with a
team of three either side of the net. The ball now used (called
a bolaraga) is made from cane and plaited in three layers with
a weight of approximately a third of a pound. The aim is
' to kick ' the ball over the net so that the other side cannot return it. The definition of the word ' kick ' is to use other
parts of the body than the hands or arms.
Sepak raga is a very skilled game involving the adept use
of feet and head, and was included in the SEAP Games held
at Kuala Lumpur in 1965.

\Vives' Club
Not to be outdone by last year's performance, the committee organised a highly-successful dress show, based on a
' Batik ' theme, on 8th October. The models were chosen
from the many glamorous members of the club and included
Mrs. Jacqueline Roberts, Mrs. Margaret Ovenden, Mrs. Doris
Weir, Mrs. Pat Meekings, Mrs. Druscilla Carpenter and Mrs.
Marion Smith. They put on ·a highly-professional show which
was greatly appreciated by the audience, which included members of the 19th Signal Regiment and 40 Command Workshops, R.E.M.E., Wives' Club. Thanks are due to the wives
and husbands who put such hard work into organising th is
occasion.
l .• S. and G.C. Presentations
S.S.M. Lee, of 2 Squadron, and Sergeant Abu Hassan, of
3 Squadron, both received their Long Service and Good Conduct Medals on the C.O.'s parade held on 13th October. The
Pipe and D rums of 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment added colour to the parade.
Staff Sergeant Parker was presented with his Long Service
Medal by the C.O. (Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson) at a special
parade, held by 3 Squadron at Meiktila Barracks. He is
caking his discharge in December and joining SEALOG Ltd.,
as supervisor of communications and motor transport in
Sumatra. We all wish him good luck in his new venture.

SOCIAL

BOVND

DeepavaU
This year's Regimental Deepavali Celebration was staged
in the ARC Cinema in Ayer Rajah Road on 12th October.
About 150 people attended and enjoyed an excellent evening's
entenainment and a delicious selection of Indian dishes.
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L THOUGH as we write,
A
Christmas Day is almost a
month away, our programme for
the festivities was laid down
some time ago, and is now
slowly beg:nning to rise to the
not-so-distant peak. Thus, with
our m:nds on the Wives' Club
dinner, Squadron parties, children's parties, mess draws, and
the hundred and one other
thin~~ which go to make the
tradmonal Army Christmas, it is
not to be wondered that it takes
some effort to cast our minds
back several weeks and report
on what we have been doing.
What have been the highlights
of the last two months?
Exercises
Along with every other Signal
CHEERFUL OCCASION
Regiment in B.A.O.R., we were
pleased that the culmination
Families an d children of the 22nd Regiment, well wrapped up, obviously enjoying Guy Fawkes night
of a full and most interesting
"goings on"
exercise season-Exercise 'Golden
Rod ' - went off well. F o r
us it sh<?wed .that our reorganisation and training had been
on the nght Imes-and that our inbuilt flexibility is not just
a sop for the planners-we needed every bit of it! The fact
that we were deploying a large number of detachments to
assist. in 1st Division's FrX until the day before this major
exercise started, and that 2nd D ivision's FrX which also
necessitated some participation on our part c~incided with
' Gold.en Rod'. and ran on for some time after, will explain
why, m our mmds, the month of Octo~er rushed by, despite
the number of man-hours we packed mto it.

A busy .exercise season means, on the one hand, that not
a lot of time c:an be d.evoted to formal trade training. On
th~ other han~, It sho~s JUSt how much such training is needed.
WJth th_e commg of. °"'.lnter, .Yeoman of Signals Llewellyn again
moved rnto the Trammg Wmg Block, with a fair proportion of
instructors from the Regimen t; a very full programme was published, and the Training Wing has now become part of our
everyday life.
The Wing will remain open until the end of March and
by this date we will have completed three radio relay co:U:ses;
a three-l!lonth telegraph operators' course; a driver training
course; six MPT courses; German language courses; education
courses, etc., etc. And yet the forecast of events for 1969 shows
the first R egimental exercise before the end of January!

Sailing
The final sailing course of the season was held between
the 4th and 8th of November, and Major Barker succeeded in
qualifying a further thirteen helmsmen. 18th Regiment, 237
Squadron and 249 Squadron now have a total of 81 active
members of the Singapore Army Yacht Club, which represents
about a quarter of the active meml?ership.

THE
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Training Wing

cr-s-eountry rwming
The cross-country running season has started and the Regiment got off to a good start by being placed second in the
first Singapore District League Meeting. Prior to this, the
Regiment held an inter-Squadron meeting, in which H.Q.
Squadron had a convincing win over the remaining Squadrons.

Inter-Squadron/Troop Hockey and Sepak Raga
H.Q. Squadron's M.T. Troop team lost to 2 Squadron's
Island Troop (including S.H.Q. and L.S.C. Troop) in the
Inter-Troop Hockey Knockout Competition, held on 4th
November. It was a splendid game only marred by the fact
that M .T. Troop failed to score, despite several very close
misses. The final score was 4--0 to 2 Squadron's team. The
victors had also produced the team awarded a special prize
for the best losers in the Anderson Cup at the end of the
the football season, and left the field in very high spirits.
2 Squadron also beat H.Q. Squadron in the Inter-Squadron
epak Raga Knockout Competition held on 1st November.

22nd Signal Regiment

Visit of S.0.-in-C.
A SMART TURN OUT
The Army Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir Thomas Pearson has
a word with Corporal Ahmad Hak while inspecting the Regimental
Guard

FOB

YOVB

CATl'ERICK

DIARY

REUNION

WILL

DE

HELD

on
28th/29th

JUNE,

I t gave us all a great deal of pleasure to welcome General
and Mrs. Anderson on 27th November. We were delighted
to show our Signal Officer-in-Chief all the various aspects
?f our ~aily life, ~d he pleased everyone by taking such an
interest m everythmg he saw and everyone he met. He must
have s~oken individually to well over a hundred members of
the Re1gment. Our photograph shows General Anderson with
the R.S.M., W.0.1 DeClancy and Staff Sergeant Danells in
that mecca of all visitors, the bar of the Sergeants' Mess.
Mrs. Anderson saw many of the people and organisations
who help so much in seeing that our families are well cared
for and in good health, visiting the school, the W.R.V.S. and
S.S.A.F.A. representatives, and being entertained by Sergeant
and Mrs. Donne1Jy in their married quaner.

1969
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DISCUSSION WITH LIGHT REFRESHMENT
The S.0.-in-C. chats with Staff-Sergeant Danells in the W.O.'s
and Sergeants' Mess while R.S.M . DeClancy looks on

llemembra11ce Day
The annual Remembrance Day service was held, as usual
in one of Lippstadr's beautiful old churches. The servicC:
conducted by the Station Padre, the Reverend Peter Clemmet,
was a solemn and moving occasion, and there can have been
few who were not stirred by thoughts of the first Armistice
Day, precisely :.o years earlier.

Guy Fawkes Night
The photograph above probably speaks for itself-Guy
Fawkes Night in Lippstadt is something cur children look forward to--with very good cause. All the fun of the fair is
provided, including a toffee apple stall, and the local German
Press reported our efforts with photographs and much historical
detail-we learned a lot!
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REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY SERVICE
22nd Regiment remember those who have fallen

1•ersonalia
During the last couple of months there have been many
changes among the personalities of the Regiment. Majors David
Pitkin and Ron Moys have left on posting to the U.K., as
has Yeoman of Signals Iverson, on a well-merited promotion to
W.O.I. w.o.n Nicholls has also left for U.K. OD the first stage
of his rerurn to civilian life. Captain Mike Wilson and
Lieutenant Lee Tilson, lucky chaps, have abandoned the biner
cold of the German winter for the Far East and the Gulf,
respectively. By an odd coincidence, we are e>."Pecting
Lieutenant Tilson's younger brother to join us next month.
Among new arrivals we welcome Major Pritchard, from 16th
Regiment; Lieutenant Archie Smith, to take over the L.A.D.;
Yeoman of Signals Smith, from the School, and Sergeant
Nicoll from the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, and
hope that they will enjoy their tour in the Regiment.

19th Signal Regiment
c 1o G.P.O. Singapore·
"'IXTE have, with the Editor's blessing, adopted a policy of

l' l' contributing theme articles to THE WIRE rather than
follow the more usual pattern of reporting activities on a
monthly or bi-monthly basis. Because our articles do not date
so readily we too often (Editor please note!) have them delayed
for a later issue and hence sometimes do not feature for two
or three consecutive issues. This preamble is to excuse and
explain our submission of ' A Year's Worth of Sporting
Successes 1967 /68,' which is our theme this time.
Dock y
We have already been given space on this but we have since
added to our list of trophies:
Winners of FARELF Hockey K.O. Cup.
Winners of Singapore I sland (military and civilian) Six-a~ K.Q~
.
Winners of Singapore I sland (military and civilian) K.O. Cup.
Two players for the Singapore State Eleven.
Nine players for the Joint Services' J;:Ieven!
Athletics
Winners of the Royal Signals Annual Athletics Meeting.
Winners of the Singapore District Major Units Shield, beating teams from the Engineer Group, our sister Regiment, 18th
Signal Regiment, an R.C.T. Regiment, 3 B.O.D., two Commando Regiments and the Singapore Guard Regiment.
Winners of local R.A.F. athletics meetings at both Changi
and Seletar, and of certain invitation events at Tengah.
Individuals selected to represent both the Army and Joint
Services.
18

FINAL SPRINT
Lance-Corporal Selvarajah completing the 4 x I OOm relay in the
Singapore District Major Units Ath letics Competiti on . The
Regimental Team set a new Army record of 44.3 secs for this event

Swinuning
Winners of the Royal Signals Annual Triangular Swimming
Gala (all events!).
Runners-up (amalgamating with The Life Guards) of the
Singapore District Major Units Cup .. (The late appearance of
one competitor cost us the cup).
Two individuals in the SEAP Games (one bronze medal).
Shooting
Winners of the. Royal Signals Annual Shooting Championship.
Winners of the invitation event at the R.E.M .E. Shooting
Championship.
Winners of the team championship at the Singapore Rifle
Association Meeting. (Singapore's Bisley).
Boxing
Corporal M. D. Annis has been our outstanding representative, and now holds the following middleweight titles:
Singapore Island Amateur Champion (all-comers); Singapore
District Open Champion; FARELF Open Champion; winner
of the Inter-Services Middleweight. On 11th August he took
part in a sporting festival, part of the Singapore National Day
celebrations, at which the Prime M inister of Singapore was
present. He gained a points decision over a Singapore National
middleweight representative. He is now retiring from boxing
but still coaches.
Table teruais
The Regimental table tennis team, competing in the Joint
Services Table Tennis Championships, 1968, had the following
successes:
Winners of the FARELF Men's Team Championship.
Winners of the FARELF Men's Doubles.
Second in the Joint Services Team Championship.
Winners of the Joint Services Men's Doubles.
The team comprised Corporal How Eng Choon, LanceCorporal Ngau Joon Ming, Signalman Seow, Signalman Yahaya.
Winners of the Men's D oubles were Corporal How Eng
Choon and Lance-Corporal Ngan Joon Ming.

l
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CHAMPION
Corporal Annis w_earing his champions belt and holding trophies

Go-Karting
Our. star in this sport is Craftsman Martinson, who won the
followmg events: R.A.F. Tengah Championships, novices'
trophy,_ cla~s trophy, endurance trophy; R.A.F. Qiangi
Champ~ons~ps, class trophy, endurance trophy; R.A.F. Seletar
Championships, class trophy, endurance trophy.
Crafts~n MartinSC?n drives a juni~r c~ass kart, and yet, in
~e Chang1 Grand Prix, apart from wmrung his class competi!lon, he came second overall, behind a senior kart and ahead
of seven other seniors.

Saxony tweed jacket f.23.15s.
Wool cavalry twill trousers £1 0.1 5s.

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
settle~

ESPITE the cold _front, now. firmly
over Catterick
D
Camp, 24th Regiment contmues to soldier on, in classroom and on the sports field.

Firework display
Surprisingly enough, this was held on 5th November when
the ~egiment delighted the whole of Training Brigade 'with a
magnificent bonfire and firework display. Our cooks, under the
wat~ful eye of Captain Alan Pigney, also provided a wonderful display of hot food, quickly demolished by the hundreds
who came along to watch the fireworks.
Visit of Signal Officer in Chief
~jor-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., paid a visit to the
Regunent on 14th November. Although the visit was a short
one,_ every possible aspect of Regimental activity was shown
to him.
Cross-country
During the month the Regiment held an inter-Squadron
cross-country meeting; some sixty people took part, some
volunteers and some were volunteered! 2 Squadron won the
competition. and the individual winner was Lance-Corporal
Atkins, of Headquarter Squadron.
(Continued on page 20)
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At Moss Bros you get
what you pay for lasting quality

Moss Bros
Bedford Street, London. W.C.2
Nearest Station Leicester Square
Lime Street. E.C.3
and branches
Official tailors to the Royal Signals
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Adv~ntu.re

Tral.D.lll•
Adventure training continues at Ullswater, despite the Arcticlike conditions. The one concession to the weather bas been
the substituting of canoeing by point-to-point cross-country
runs. The routes are designed to take about six hours, but
interesting results are sometimes gained if people are lucky
with lifts!
Orient ring
November has been the month for urienteering enthusiasts
in Northern Command. The T rawing Brigade orienteering
competition was held on 18th N ovember, however; 24th R egiment did not do particularly well, perhaps due to an inability
to differentiate between mills and degrees. We were more fortunate in the Northern Command orienteering competition on
29th November, with Lieutenant Charles Kemp gaining first
place and Second-Lieutenant John Spiers third place in the
mdividual placings. Sergeant Whydell and Sergeant Bowman
both put up very good times and the R egiment won the
team event also.
Festivities for December are now being planned- including
hosting old age pensioners to a Christmas lunch and a grand
buffet supper dance. So the Regiment senles down to conserve
its energies for the hectic programme that leads up to Christmas.

28th (BR) Signal Regiment (Northag)

B.F.P.O. 35
Joined by Volunteers
S our last notes ended our thoughts were already turned to
Exercise " Fallex "-the largest NORTHAG joint exercise
of the year. This "Fallex" was to be different from previous
ones as we were joined by 35th Regiment (11), a Volunteer
Reserve Unit from England Commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel
J. McClean. His men and girls provided support communications for H.Q. NORTHAG Mobile and assisted us in the
Mobile T.R.C. and Trunk Exchange-a task which they did
extremely well. As host unit we had certain '!esponsibilities for
accommodation and local administration. In the field we combined our facilities and established shared Messes at all levels.
Due to exercise commitments-they had to leave the exercise
before the end-we were only able to have a very brief social
contact, but what linle we managed to arrange was both enjoyable and friendly and we all look forward to the possibility of
their return for similar ventures.

A

The Olp side of the record
Our Communications Group Commander, Colonel H. J.
Mischke, had seen much of us on exercise and socially but
never on parade. On Thursday, 29th August, 1968, we were
having one of our routine parades at which be was invited to
take the salute. A standard parade was held and he appeared
to be most impressed by our previously hidden talents.

.\ n e w v enture
As previously stated most attention was focused on " Fallex "
but one unusual and interesting venture was undertaken by two
officer lead teams in the Allgauer Volkslauf In Immenstadt6th October, 1968.
This venture, described as a sort of " Nijmegen March in
the Mountains," turned out to be quite a big affair with
strong German Army (10 teams) and French Army (26 teams)
participation by sending Airborne and Mountain Troops, also
several para military teams took part. Our two teams, commanded by Second-Lieutenants M oralee and Kington, with
Lieutenant M. E. Harrison as support commander1 acquitted
themselves very well in coming 26th and 34th out or 43 teams.
Much to their surprise they were ' billed ' as the British Army
of the Rhine representatives and received great acclaim when
other competitors found we were communicators and had not
carried out any special training (we did not have the time in
view of the short n otice of the competition). Credit must be
given to our teruns' determination and general standard of fitness-but we were not strangers in this part of the world.
Autumn fair
Blessed by our usual kind weather we introduced a ' new
look ' for this annual event. Co-ordinated by Major Derek Cope-land and an imaginative band of assistants our profits were
double those of last year-much to the credit of all concerned.
Profits were distributed to both German and British welfare
organisations. The response from our local German friends in
St. Tonis area was surprisingly good and we have hopes of a
larger and more adventurous fair next year.

AND IT'S

Future events
Early in the New Year we are sending eighty soldiers to a
Ski Training Camp-to be run for us by our friends in a
German Mountain Signal Battalion stationed in Bavaria. Officer
lead parties of about 20 all ranks will tum over every two
weeks starting in early January.

EVEN BETIER

THAN IT LOOKS

Our new G.450 is not just
anoth~r linear amplifier-it's a full ,
self-contained 1·0 kW HF transmitter,
for CW, DSB , SSB and ISB service.
You don·t need external drive units
with the G.450. In fact you can use
its exciter unit independently to
drive other linear amplifiers.
But because the G.450 is value
engineered for maximum cost
effectiveness, it is simple. easy
to operate and easy
to maintain-and
it comes to you at the
lowest price on
the market for this
class of equipment.
For full details, contact-

Autumn Fair
Our donation to the local old people's home in St. Tonis
(our village) was acknowledged by an invitation to the Commanding Officer and M TS. Skelly to attend the opening of a
very modern hospital associated with the home. Colonel Skelly
was invited to unveil a bronze sign, which had been purchased from part of our donation.
Annual Administrative Inspection
For the second time this year we had an annual inspection.
The double inspection was necessary to ' phase-in ' with our
NATO commitments in 1969. Commander, Rhine ATea,
Brigadier J. B. A. Glennie, D.S.O., M.C., A.D.C., made the
inspection and once more be was to test our r"Csponse to the
unexpected. A simulated attack on the barracks by troublemakers was the theme. This sparked us into action on our
barracks defence plan. Observation posts on the barracks
chimney and the manning of defence and fire posts were
quickly established, much to our own personal satisfaction
and, we hope, of the Brigadier. The 0.P. on the chimney
could have been mistaken for one of the Black and White
Minstrels (the Black variety) on his return to earth.

/

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

IRED IFON ti REDIF~N
~
. - -- - - --

LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

--··-- Broom h1ll Road. Wandsw orth . London S.W.18. Tel. 0 1 -874 7281

A Member Company of the Red1 ffu s1on Organisation

D. & G. MANSELL
41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection
of records in the district, also sheet music and
musical Instruments.
Colonel H. J. Mlshke Inspecting a Reigmental parade
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Jungle Junior Leatlersllip

FAR AWAY PLACES- UNUSUAL JOBS

By Temporary Field Marshal (Lance-Corporal) "X,'' of
19th Signal Regiment

""{XTE were told that the Regimental Camp under the name

Reports from the- Outposts

l' l' Exercise "Rutan Baik" (the Good J~ngle) would take
place between Monday, 30th September, and Friday 11th
October, near an airstrip at Mersing, on the S.E. cdast of
Johore. We.were told that the entire emphasis would be placed
on leadership and general milita_ry and jungle training, and
w_e could forget we were commun.:cators for a fonnight. Little
did we know what was coming!

Exercise ''Coral Santis "
-anti it was aptly nametl
Contributed by 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment

wo major theatre exercises in the space of four months,
T
at a time, too, when we are busy with redundancy and
withdrawal plans.

MARCH PAST IN AUSTRALIA

Exercise 'Lath' (August/September WIRE) repons were
still being written when we embarked on 'Coral San~s '-embarked literally for this exercise was to take place m North
Queensland Australia, in the ' bush ' or 'great outback.'
An Impressive Dis1,lny of Naval

Staff-Sergeant Chitrabadur Gu rung at the head of the Gurkha Signal
detachment marching through Rockhampton. These men had just
arrived out of the 'Bush' after a two week exercise

~fight

During the initial phases of the exercise, the amphibious
task group, escorted by a Naval task force, fought its way
against 'enemy' submarines and fast patrol boats through
the Coral Sea, close by the Great Barrier Reef. This Force
comprised an impressive collection of British, Australian, American and Now Zealand warships, and included H.M.S. Hermes,
H.M.S. Albion, H.M.S. Intrepid, H.M.A.S. Sydney, H.M S.
Glanwrgan, H.M.S. Fife, U.S.S. Remora, H.M.N.Z. Waikato,
and some 50 other ships.
As soon as the force was within range of the ' enemy,' 2/2
Gurkha Rifles and the Gurkha Independent Parachute Company, H.M.S. Albion flew off the assault wave of Wessex helicopters. The assault pany secured a good landing zone and
inunediately began searching for •enemy,' whilst the remainder
of 1 Commando and supporting Artillery was flown in.
perfect setting
The fleet meanwhile sailed into an excellent anchorage at
Shoalwater Bay and began discharging the remainder of the
force ashore in landing craft, helicopters and hovercraft. The
water of the Bay was a glorious blue, the sun shone, the dry
Australian air was a tonic after the dank humidity of Malaysia,
the sands were coral in hue and unsullied with ice cream
wrappers. The exercise title was most appropriately chosen.
The world's press· was well represented during the landing
phase and were undoubtedly impressed by this demonstration
of Britain's ability to mount an intervention force of this size.
Brigade H.Q. was soon established ashore and for the remainder
of the exercise, whilst the fleet continued to give air and
logistic support, the Marine Commandos searched out and
destroyed the elusive enemy forces.

exercise and stayed a few days during which he saw all the
deployed detachments. His new G.S.0.1, Lieutenant-Colonel
('.r~p, also came to see us. Amongst the !Dany distinguished
VISltors _we were pleased .to have was the Director of Signals
(Australia), Colonel David Honeysett, accompanied by the
C.S.O. from Brisbane, Lieutenant-Colonel Lachlan Maclean.
\\·ortby of n1 ..11tion

The following, too, are worthy of mention:
HOW REMOTE CAN YOU GET?
Sergeant Wade of 249 Signal Squadron on uninhabited Townshend

Island, where he had been landed with his radio detachment to
control naval live firing. Coconuts and water-ugh!

A

The ta k of Gurklla Signals
What was our part in all this? You will appreciate that an
exercise of this size requires a large control, umpire and enemy
organisation. 17 Gurkha Signal Regiment together with 249
Siimal Squadron, 646 Signal Troop, detachments from 28
(COMWEL) Briizade Signal Squadron, a few men from 18th
and 19th Signal Regiments and a great deal of assistance from
Royal Australian Signal Units, provided the extensive communications for the organisation. 99 Brigade Gurkha Signal
Squadron were also represented by the Gurkha rear link troop
with 2/2 Gurkha Rifles and not least by Second-Lieutenant
Fergus Mackenzie attached to the Commando Signal Squadron.
mmunlcatlons never failed
We took over L.S.L. Sir Galahad and operated various
circuits from the ship. 17th Gurkha Regiment and 249 Squadron
provided all the A41-toting umpire signallers who flat-footed
around the ' bush ' with the Commandos and Gurkhas, for the
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entire period of the exercise. This would normally have been
a spare Infantry Battalion commitment, but you may have
already noticed that there is a shortage of spare Infantry
Battalions. Communications never failed and only one A41
went U /S. Sergeant Markwell, of 249 Squadron, considered
it to be, in retrospect, good experience but would not volunteer
for a similar duty in the future. 646 Troop personnel based
ashore, under their O.C., Captain Peter Burke, came aboard
Sir Galahad for a shower and cold beer whenever possible.
Sergeant Lobley and Corporal Hawkens, of Royal Australian
Signals, who were attached to us from Melbourne, worked with
646 Troop. Fishing became a popular sport with the shorebased detachments and Sergeant Lobley and Signalman Robinson, of 28 (COMWEL) Brigade Squadron Radio Relay Detachment, were particularly successful, catching several sharks. We
enjoyed working with Captain Russell Maynard and his Signal
Troop on board H.M.S. Intrepid and envied them for what
must be the largest swimming pool aboard any ship in the
world. Having seen the sharks and sea snakes which abounded
we had no wish to supplement their diet and swimming for
us was definitely out. The REBRO detachment, commanded
by Staff Sergeant Bishnaparsad Thapa, lived an isolated and
rather cold two weeks, often amidst swirling clouds. So much so
that towards the end of the exercise we doubted if the helicopters would get through to withdraw them. A break of a
few hours, however, enabled our supporting helicopters of 2
Flight A.A.C. to bring them and their equipment back to
Galahad.
The Australian signallers were all part of the 129 Signal
Squadron command~ by Major Bill Walter. He, together with
Lieutenant Graham Cusack and his men, did everything
possible to assist us and make the whole thing work. By
initiative and good humour all problems were overcome.
The C.S.O. FARELF, Brigadier D. E. Warren, visited the
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_Major ' Ron ' Fletcher, Gurkha Signals, who, as O.C. troops
Sir Galahad, had the thankless task of keeping 350 ' guests
happy for six weeks.
S.Q.M.S. R. A. V. Heeley, Gurkha Signals, who, as ship's
S.Q.M.S., somehow kne~ whe:e everyth~ng was and kept the
shore detachments supplied with all their need by air boat
and vehicle.
'
S.Q.M.S. Chitrabahjur Thapa, who looked after the Gurkha
' Q ' side, organised a splendid dashera nautch on board Sir
Galahad and later curried the wild pig which was trapped and
killed by a Gurkha shore-based detaohment.
Second-Lieutenant Puliman, Gurkha S1gnals, the mo t junior
Officer on the exercise. He acted as our trouble shooter but
managed somehow to break the front axle on a Land Rover
whilst driving over a 'bush' track.
L~eutenant Neil Horler, .Royal Signals, 249 quadron, who,
lack!Dg transport and wantmg to see more of the exercise, put
on bis pack and set off into the ' bush ' on foot. He made it.

A ~larch Through llocklu111111to11

At the conclusion of the exercise the Mayor of Rockhampton
invited the Gurkha Units to march through the town. We
provided 50 Gurkha ranks commanded by Lieutenant Pritamsing
Gurung. The party drove 75 miles over very rough tracks to
Rockhampton and went on parade within two hours of arriving
there. Despite the fact that they had been in the 'bush' for
two weeks their turnout, albeit in jungle kit, was immaculate.
An .-xcelle11t co111bi11atio11

This was a splendid exercise in which all communicators
combined well together to produce several unique solutions to
new and difficult problems. C.R. Signals finished his congratulatory signal to all the British, Gurkha and Australian
communicators with the words "Well done,'' "Shabash" and
"Good on yer."
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Training Promotion Commotion
An advance party had prepared the camp for us on arrival
and we had been taking anti-malaria tablets for several days
~efore_. At the ini~al briefing we were addressed as follows:
Durmg the workmg day all officers and seniors will form
~an of the directing staff and will exercise no command funcuons whatsoever. Corporals and below will be divested of
whatever ranks they hold on the morning parade and new
commanders will be appointed for the various exercises that
are organised. Signalmen will find themselves commanding
sections. N.C.O.s may act as Signalmen or may be promoted
to of_ficer status for a particular phase of the training. In the
everungs we s!'iall all .revert to our normal ranks after debriefing.
Every man will be given some opportunity to lead somethingdon't be shy. Just do your best to show your paces."
gentle awakNaiug
Well, this was a bit of a shock, because we did not know
exactly what devilment they were plotting. However the
fir~t two days were fairly gentle, with instruction on j~ngle
drills and ambush procedures and how to run downhill when
a? elep?ant _attacks you. They did manage to spoil it with an
€1ght-mile hike-cum-treasure-hunt which nearly killed me but
I was O.K. by the next morning.
'
During the next few days I went up and down in rank like
a Yo-Yo. I was demoted to Signalman at 8 a.m., promoted to
Corporal at 10 a.m. and led a section on a comoass-bearing
through a rubber plantation. I got lost, but fortwiately met a
member of th e DS in time to get my section to the rendezvous.
There I was demoted again. Such was life!
A

Th" tlaird world wnr

One of the highlights was an exercise between two rival
forces commanded by Colonel-General (Lance-Corporal) CorrieSki and Colonel (Corporal) Mad Mike Rennie. Prisoners were
interrogated and ' tortured ' by intelligence officers. The whole
exercise ended after we had attacked across two miles of
rubber and scrub and scaled a hill in a hail of thunderflashes
.and abuse from our Colonel-General.
E11er~eti

• llnlaxmcnt
A day's relaxation on neighbouring islands about eight miles
offshore looked more like an amphibious exercise. The fleet
comprised one RPL, one launch and siJt assault boats, whilst
an R.A.F. air/sea rescue launch stood off to escon us. On
arrival, we found canoes, rubber dinghies and a ski-boat awaiting our use. Some of us fished (maximum haul, 45 fish, by
Mad Mike Rennie); some swam over the coral with snorkels,
looking at coloured fish· some went on a trek round the
island; whilst the remainder boated, canoed, water-skied or
generally lazed about in the sun. When we returned to the
mainland the RPL grounded 200 yards offshore and, as the
ramp wa lowered, we were told to de-bus! Well I know how
to get off a London bus, but jumping up to my armpit in the
South Pacific was a new experience. The whole l! ing looked
like the retreat from Dunkirk in reverse.
That same night there was the camp concert. The D '
had not, as some might consider was our due engaged Sir
Lawrence Olivier and a supporting company to entertain us.
Oh no, we had been told two days previously to provide our
own acts. It lasted two-and-a-half hour on an improvised
stage, complete with footlight 1 spots and backcloth and we
saw a Malay one-act play, Indian and Malay dancers in grass
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Anyway, we survived the night and began our trek out of the
jungle the following morning after a self-cooked breakfast. We
inspected elephant droppings along the track and were ambushed twice before finally finding ourselves on the road back
to camp, embattled but unbowed.
nosey retrospet!t
Looking back, I think I enjoyed myself quite a bit. I must
have walked over a hundred miles-or so it seemed. I had
seen five films, including "Dr. No," taken part in a quiz
programme, a camp fire and a camp concert. I had met people
in the Regiment I had not seen before, and most of whom
I hope to meet again. I had been a temporary Officer, a
temporary Sergeant-Major, a temporary Corporal and a temporary Signalman, and now I think I will return to Singapore and
enjoy being a substantive Lance-Corporal once more.
I ts the w afl o l

the Corps in the Pe r sian Gull

The lull sporting life - in a shade temperature
of one hundred degrees
CAMOUFLAGE EXERCISE

Directing Staff, Left to Right: Sergeant Black, Staff-Sergeant Blunt,
Second-Lieutenant Kimber, Staff-Sergeant O'Connor

G

*

story by
Sig. Morgan of
222 Signal Sqn.

was one of the tests
skirts, Chinese singers and British wise-crackers. The Lord
Chamberlain had clearly not been invited to vet the scripts,
and I could have been shocked, but I wasn't.
Potential omeerst
We did a lot more things. We went through what they
called a WOSB course, where they provided quite inadequate
equipment and told small groups, under temporary leaders,
to negotiate them. I was given two ladders and a piece of
string and told to get over a 9ft. electrified fence with a group
of seven men and to take all our equipment with me. Well, I
ask you! We were also invited to give short talks on a
nominated subject at no notice at all.
• Rutan Balk ' Embattl ed bot unbowed
On the last day we went out and bivouacked in the real
jungle of Malaysia . I do not mind sleeping under a pair of
• ponchos ' or sharing this accommodation with another soldier.
I d id not mind listening to the racket that goes on in tlle
jungle at night. I do not mind my comrades telling me that
they have just heard a tiger purring. What I did object to
was the DS hurling thunder-flashes at us at three-hour intervals
during the night and having to stand-to every few minutes.

2-4

IT'S A SllARJAD TAN- Oil TIIE SPORTSMAN
OF TUE YEAR

*

*

This little state on the Persian
(Arabian) Gulf is home to over 3,000
Servicemen for nine months of their
career. Each one goes through the
same exhausting period, of acclimatisation, cursing the heat, sand and dank
atinosphere (thank God for air conditioning). After the first couple of
weeks, when cries of " Mooney " and
" Whitey from Blightey " have been
silenced by a deep mahogany tan,
the newcomer falls into the off-duty
routine of the camp.

(Sharjah)

WORK IT OUT
10 sticks supplied to travel a 20 foot obstacle

* the occasional
Our ' beefy ' *
boys, who are *very partial to
punch-up1 let off ~team in the boxing ring or in a rousing bout
of randon on the iudo mat. There are many who still adhere to
ba~kenball volleyball and hockey, which proves that the populanty of these sports is well established.
Boy I After. a hard day's sport, it's almost good to get back
to work. It 1s odd, but there are one or two who maintain
that there is nothing to do!

REETIN.GS from Sharjah-the oven of the world; where
, a temperature of 100°F. is the rule, not the exception.

A
look-at-ourselves

Only touch wood.

Sailing, water polo, angling, canoeing, swimming and sub·
aqua are all popula~. I can but wonder how, with work and
sport, we ever find tmne to sleep, but, I haven't finished yet
The ~ck of a rifle and th~ deep throated choke of a shot~
axe familiar sounds, but nor in anger. The noises are generated
by our small bore club and the game shooting (clay pigeons)
club. There arc those amongst us who have forsaken the age of
gu!lpawder and shot, they look back wistfully to the days of
oluvalry; to these, archery is a magic word the mere mention
of goose feathers brings them out in a rash of goose pimples.

*

*

*

UK or European posting?

~tep

off the plane and
into a new car !

*

We play the conventional sports, foonball, cricket, etc., all of
course on sand. At times the standard sand pitches prove quite
novel, and very unpredictable, such as when a ball is hit for a
certain four but stops dead in a soft patch, or when a foonballer
kicks the ball plus a • ton' of sand at an opposing player, it's
no laughing. matter.
.
You all know and take part in these conventional sports,
therefore to avoid boring you I will concentrate on t!he less
conventional activities.

*

-If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
and interested in a new:'69 FAM ILY MODELS

IRIUMPH 15 % '

1200
O
1300 £453'
£597
OF F • 2000 £8+4 •

OR

LIST PRICES '
SLASHED

•

PEUGEOT

ALL '69 MODELS '
DISCOUNT PRICES
FROM ONLY £595 •

The~ fo r details of U.K./ Ge r many Delivery, Speclfkat1ons, Nato Prices, H.P., 'Partex, Call, 'Phone
or Wr ite to :
Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX
of WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH
415 KREFELD
Pestalozzistr.- WEST GERMANY
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 c10.10-1l.oo hrs.
preferably)

I MPORTER -

SOLE DISTR I BUTOR

(We hove Agents in the U.K.)

*

In the words of a well-known
musical: " We've got sunlight on the
sand, W e've got moonlight on the sea, We've got lemonade and
beer, and our -orange squash is free (six bottles per month),
W e've got volley ball and ping pong, and a lot of dandy games,
What ain't we got? ... " We ain't got the stimulating presence
of the fair sex.
This, of course, puts limitations on our activities, but in the
long run it can and often does prove an advantage. Consequently most soldiers turn to sport, and many find a natural
aptitude for activities which in other circumstances would not
have interested tthem. Sport is as serious a part of life to us as
ea ting and drinking.

*

Lance Corporal Anacoura

Lance-Corporal Anacoura
could justifiably be called
the Squadron's Sportsman
of the Year (nine months).
He plays basketball, volleyball, squash, tennis, hockey,
rugby and soccer. Recently
he played soccer for the
Army Sharjah team.
'Harry,' as he is nicknamed, is an expert at drinking a glass of beer whilst
standing on his head. His
prowess at this ' sport ' and
similar tricks keeps Squadron
parties amused for hours.

BAOR . • • • • ?•

*

Recently, the *Sharjah golf course opened. I t is a nine-hole
course on sand (no bunkers) with plenty of ups, downs, gorse
and scrub, enough to make you blow a fuse. The aver.age
fairway is 250 yards, and the browns (not greens) are of oiled
sand which produces a very fast and ex.acting putting surface.
Each week, the water ski--ing fanatics motor down to Dubai
creek for three or four hours of bliss. There ru:e always a
couple of beginners, to provide comic relief; but alas they learn
fast to the disappointl!llent of the onlookers.
Tennis, squash and badminton each have their faithful
followers, but due to the heat most matches are played in t?e
evening. It is at this time also that the cross-country fanatics
can be seen and heard pounding over the sand dunes; good
Jude to 'em!
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Send now for FREE Information Pack

• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delive~y • Special forces
H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All paperwork
completed for you • Last minute orders no problem
Otder vour now car before you leave. When yo u ge t back it will be ready and waiting
fo r you at the airport-fully i~sured, with all the paperwork completed for the U.K.,
Europe, or both. Tho lnformauon Pack gives you the full gen: forces discounts. special
H.P. terms, the•.tot. .•• Plu s a sheaf of colour brochures of all the latest
model s to browse through at leisure. T here's no obligation whatever. You ca
we1Ah everything up. take your timo chooslng-and tllkc deJivcry wherever you land.

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd ., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

• Sunbeam • Humber •

(HEAVY)
OVERSEAS TRAVEL
Cable and Wireless. the biggest international
commun ications operator in the world. invites applications
from Ra dio Techn icians (Heavy) - or those with similar
knowledge and experience of COM CAN stations-to
undertake a tour of duty overseas as Technicians on radio
transmitting an d receiving stations. Experience of
microwave and scatter techniques. although not essential.
would be of particular advantage. Employment offered on
a.contract basis for two years with excellellt prospects
of extension/renewal or of established pensionable
service thereafter. Duties will include circuit attention to
radiotelephone and telegraph circuits.
Applicants must also have experience of routine
maintenance and faul t finding on medium or high powered
MF/ HF transmitters and communications type receivers.
and should be between the ages of 25 and 35.
Attractive salary :md allowances with payment of gratuity
on satisfactory completion of contract. Leave with pay.
All emolumen ts free of income tax. Free passages and fully
fu rnished accommodation.
Write. giving concise details of qualifications and
experience. to Staff Manager, Department 43.

~e!~1!!~!o!I'R!a~~!n!o~t'-~1•

Va uxhall • Hll! ma n •
Slngflr

Radio Technicians

NATOCARS

Th• biggest lntemetlonel communlcetJona
oparetor In the world

40165
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daft

The trip to Oibba wasn't very far
as the crow flies-but a few
things went wrong!

that a 3-tonner had done the trip some weeks before. There's
a moral omewhere--probably never to follow a route taken
by a locally enlisted driver.
We left Masafi at 14.00 hours and started out on a very
educational trip. The first five miles proyed to be extremely
colourful, mostly yellow and grey, but this was supplemented
by the colourful language of our M.T. Sergeant. This gave us
a false sense of security as we gaily rumbled through ~he
fir t part of the wadi, then things began to happen. Travellm~
·n the fifth wagon we observed, with some amazement, a tra1
~f fresh oil dow~ the middle of the track.
The ll.A.F. are nouplussrcl
When we finally stopped, after much horn-blowing a:nd
shouting we were even more amused to find that the offending
vehicle ~vas that which belonged to the R.A.F., namely 22
TSU, who were leading our c~nvoy (one up to the R.A.F.).
The airmen were nonplussed (wizard pra;ig, w.hatl). Our M.Td
wizard well- easoned Sergeant Stan Br:uthwa1te, soon stop1Fe
the flo'w of oil, and was duly ordained. a god b.Y the .R.A. ·
When we set off again the track c;:hmbed higher mto the
mountains and as it did so, got cons1.derably rougher. Many
of the men had bruises to prove this,. and your co-author,
Sergeant Johnny Walder, was no exception.
Tbe driver's parentagt• eomes under review
What with the heat, rugged terrain and constant jolting,
Lance-Corporal ' Geordie' Hanlon soon evened up the score
with the R.A.F. by having his fourth puncrure (he .totall~d
nine in all). By this time the parentage of most of the intrepid
drivers came under review by the M.T. Sergeant ..
The higher up we drove, the narrower ~he wadi became,
and then it happened. Our 3-tonner, dnven by Sergeant
Braithwaite, decided not to answer to ~he brakes. ~fter
stopping again it was discovered that the air brakes had given
up the ghost. ' It was now downhill all the way, and what a
hill! or to be outdone, the R.A:F. decided to even up the
score. Their one bleeding vehicle .called an_other halt, a.Id
this time miles done, and pints of oil u~ed, did not reconci e.
It was towed for the remainder of the 1ourney.

NOT QUITE Ml STANDARD

" Being Royal Signals we took the shortest and ~ardest
route- so on we went. The grandeu r of the mountains was
quite unbelievable, we were dwarfed by their sheerness, a nd
awe-struck by their stark beauty"
Tlds

i s o s torP1 with
moral,
sa,,
the
authors, S gt. Wald e r
aad C pl. Hcnniags of
222
qaadron (S kar•

a

' A Squadron ' of Horuet8
D uring this stop we were visited by ' a Squadr?n' ?f
hornets, quite large insects, about three-quarters-of-an-inch :n
length. They worried most peoplt;> but .our O.C.,, Captai1!
G olding, said that they didn't sung. S1~nalman Moggs.
Maloney soon proved him wrong by gettmg stung on his
' Charlie Whiskey ' finger.
.
On we went again, the grandeur of the. mountams was
quite unbelieveable, we were dwarfed by tJ;ietr sheernes~, and
awe-struck by their stark beauty. If Jt wasn t for the eng~nes-
and the language--the silence would have been deaferung.

N the October/November
WIRE, we told you of our
Ijourney
into the desert hinter-

o•.

TOUGH GOING

Rather a tight squee:z:e; negotiating a hair-pin bend, and
there was more to come!

We meet the loeals-armed to the teeth

For most of the trip we appeared to be the only living
souls around, but occ'asionally we were made aware of others
by the sudden appearance of locals, armed to the teeth!
They apeared high up in the jebels. We were quite relieved
when they offered a friendly wave. We returned the greetings.
We are not quite fools!
By 19.-00 houn we were at Dibba, and after a good welcome
wash, we had some excellent compo chicken supreme, dished
up by our incomparable cook, Corporal Charlie Durban.
That was rhe day rhat was!
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Undoubtedly the highlight of the exercise for many members
of the Squadron was the loading of H.M.A.V. Audemeur over
£!le beach at Ramsey for the return trip. This was the first
time we had loaded on to an L.C.T. in this way, and some
problems arose. A typical example was three vehicles and two
trailer~ ~tuck ~ soft sand with the tide coming in. However,
the driving skill of Corporal Scott and recovery experience of
Sergeant Popple came to the rescue and all was well in the
end.
N_eedJess to say, we were advised and assisted during our
loadmg by Captain John Bull, First Officer of Audemeur and
his . merry men, John, in tum, was advised and bullied by
Ma;or T~ny Charles, Audemeur's Captain.
Return.mg to Cherry Tree Camp from the serenity of the
Isle of Man and the hazards of the Irish Sea, we immediately
got down to a series of courses.
Military Proficiency C'..ourse
Eighteen contestants arrived, under the guise of several cap
badges, on the 28th October, for the course. Instructors were
provided from within the unit for all subjects, less weapon
training, these being provided by 1 P.W.O.
The top srudenr for MPC II was Lance-Corporal Collins
and for MPC III Signalman Lavery, both of whom were pre~
sented with tankards on the pass-off parade.
The course ended with celebration or consolation drinks in
the Corporals' Mess.

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn., Colchester (209)
EADERS will have noted the absence of 19th Infantry
R
Signal Squadron from the December
Brigade H.Q.
issue. This was caused by WORK in the shape of Exercise
&

' Swap,' a U.E.I., an administrative inspection, and the final
straw, which nearly consigned the overburdened unit editor
to the nearest asylum-a practical promotion examination.
However, at the time of writing, all is now well with the
19th, and our readers can look forward to a series of interesting articles in the months to come, until such time as our
enemy-WORK-once again intervenes.

Exercise 'Swap '- A F ore .- 1 0 Ga le
19th Brigade spent Exercise ' Swap ' on the delightful Isle
of Man. The Squadron set up to operate from Jurby Airfield,
and, after the initial few problems, all went well. At least it did
until the weather changed and we were subjected to a force 10
gale.
Ccrporal Robinson and his Dll crew then suffered a series
of disasters with their aerial masts, much to the amusement of
' J ' Troop linemen, four of the masts being blovm down in
the space of two h ours.
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The track seemed to dhu 1•1• •ar • • •
At other po:nts on the route the track just seemed to disappear; it fell away in slopes of about l-in-3, with tight
bends at the bottom.
By this time many of the men had given up travelling in
the Rovers and walked instead. Perhaps they felt safer that
way, or were just fed up with the jolting.
The remainder of the journey was much the same as the
beg:nning, valleys which seemed to spring up from nowhere.
The track on either side was lined with palm trees and water
seemed plentiful. It even ran down the track as a stream.
Somewhere along the route we collected a hitch-hiker
and for our trouble he offered us a drink from a well . It would
have been impolite to have refused, so about ten of us drank
from the cup he offered us. Much to our amazement the
water did not adversely affect us . . . well some of us anyway!

Rugby
The Squadron side was beaten in the first round of the
Army Cup by 1 P.W.O. 14--9. The game was not as onesided as many people thought it would be. The Squadron
got off to a good started and scored a try in the first ten
minutes. I P.W.0. then started to play good rugby and the
Squadron were only saved by good covering. The half-time
score was 14- 3 in favour of P.W.0. In the second half the
Squadron fought back splendidly and two quick tries by
Corporal Goodin g had the opposition worried, but they managed to hang on until the final whistle.

land of the Truc:al States and
Muscat. We would now like to
take you with us on another
rugged journey, through the
Jala) - bat JIOU will Wadi Nukh, from Masafi to
Dibba.
have to find ou t w hat
It's 32 miles (on the speedo)
the ,,..oral i s yourse lf
from Masafi to Dibba, but the
Wadi we took was about 12
s o read
miles long, the alternative
route, wh ich would have be_en m1;1ch easier, would have. been
some fif :y miles or so. Bemg Signals, we took the sliorrest
and hardest route.
. .
We were on Exerc;se ' Autumn Chase,' and our ~mss1on "".as
to provide rear link communications for a battalion _exercise
from Dibba to Sharjah and carry out secondary commi!Jllents.
We didn't realise that one of our secondary corrurutments
was n be an exped:tionary force and we were goi~g to be the
fir t B<tish troops to take a 3-tonner through this pass.
• • extre m e l y non-f•ommltal about th e
s tate o f the rou te "
At Masafi the Truc!al Oman Scouts detachment were e~
tremely non-committal about the state of the route, but said

We now came to what appeared to be a succession of deadcnds! but which were, in fact, the hairiest of hair-pin bends.
Gemng the 3-tonner round these was no mean feat. It meant
that Sergeant Braithwaite had to stand on the brakes all the
way round. It was a great surprise to find that all the
vehicles got through without a scratch.
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Back row, left to right : Signalman O'Brien, Private Chawner, Signalman
White, Lance-Corporal Dani e ls. Signalmen Irwin, Dale
<;entre row: Signalman Thornton, Privates Pitt, Mullins, LanceCorporal Large, Signalmen Thomas, Lavery, Nesbitt, Potts.
Front row : Lance-Corporal Collins, Signalman Webdell, W.0 .1
(R.S.M .) Thomas, Major J. Westlake, Lieutenant M. R. Jon es,
Signalmen Bryan and Kemp

Regimen tal S i gnullers' Course
The Squadron ran a Regimental ignallers Course from 28th
October to 22nd November. We had ten students from each
of :he Battalions in the Brigade. The entry standard varied
con iJerably, but all the students worked hard and excellent
results were achieved by all.
At the end of the course Brigadier W. N. R. Scotter, 0 .B.E.,
M .C., presented two cups. The first to Private Sexton of the
Green Howards for the best student, and the second to Private
Dunn, 1 P.W.O., for the student making most progress on
the course.
Bonfir e Nigh t
The planning was a little like a military operation: The
Admin. Officer produced his operation order and tasks were
detailed; Staff Sergeant Clarke produced a guy· Sergeant
Clapp erton, R.P.C., and his lads built the bonfire; Second27

Lieutenant Maddren spent a couple of enjoyable days choosing
fireworks, and Sergeant Consta le, A.C.C., produced the fopd.
The night it elf was fine, and Major Westlake lit the fire at
6.15 p.m. The firework display then took place. Sgt. Clapperton,
Corporals Glover, Kiely, Searchfteld and Allen of the D. & E .
Platoon helped Second-Lieutenant Maddren to light his purchases. The display lasted 30 minutes and was very spectacular.
After all the fireworks everyone drifted back to the fire and
the cooks' tent, where Sergeant Constable was engaged in a
roaring trade selling hot dogs, hamburgers and gallons of tea
and coffee. O.C. 'A' Troop, Captain Ventham, nearly fell on
the fire as he was taking photographs. He was backing towards
it, trying to get a group in his viewfinder when . . . oops!
We hope the evening was a success and that all the children
enjoyed it ... the firework-lighting party certainly did!

Driving Competition
J Troop and M.T. Troop held a skilled driving competition
on 22nd November. The obstacles were all problems for the
drivers' own judgement of widths and distances, with a trailerreversing rest in addition.
The standard of driving was very good and small faults were
sufficent to put competitors out of the lead position.
The final results were: Winner, Corporal Hill, R.C.T.;
second, Lance-Corporal Savage; third, Lance-Corporal James;
fourth, Signalman Dale. All left the test area with large smiles
and bottles of beer to match. 0 .C., M.T.O. and O.C. J Troop
are anxiously awaiting the return of bottles (empty) and
crates. At one period they were even more anxious, as the
Brigade Commander went round the course for a loss of five
points, which he cancelled out on the width rest, thus getting
a clear round.
Basketball
The unit has started its basketball programme, and what
with exercises, admin. and U.E.I. preparation, we have only
played one game-and we Jost that. The football side has
not made a good start to the season. We were beaten in the
first round of the Army Cup after a very good and exciting
game. In the Eastern Command Cup we did manage to get
into the second round after a replay, but we are hoping that
after a few more games we will be able to climb up our
league table, even though we have entered the Major Units
League.
Arrivals and Departures
Quite a number of our Squadron have departed to pastures
greener since our last notes, but even more have arrived to
take their place. To the hardships of ' Civvie Street ' we have
lost Sergeant Davey (S.C.L.I.), Corporal Laird and Craftsman
Jerome (R.E.M.E.) Our postings out have been Sergeant Holt
(A.C.C.), Corporal Hawkins, Signalmen Lavery and Smithwe wish them all good fonune. We welcome Sergeant Dalton
(R. Anglian) our new Sergeants' Mess Caterer, Sergeant Smith
(R.E.M.E.), Corporal Tindall (A.C.C.), Lance-Corporal Rank
(R.C.T.) and Private Urban (R.A.O.C.) and new members of
the Corps who have been privileged with the honour of serving
with us are Sergeant Quinn, Corporals Edmunds and Styles,
Lance-Corporals Purdie and Plaskitt and Signalman Newton.
We hope they will enjoy their stay.

253 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.O. 1
OOKING back over the past few months, the life of the
L
Squadron has been a full one. Now that we are settled in
our new barracks and the annual bout of inspections is over-to
the satisfacr:on of all concerned-we take the opportunity in
these notes to review some of the lesser-known sports enjoyed
by members of the Squadron.
Y.:i.1.c.A. Holiday Programme
During the summer holiday, the Kowloon Y.M.C.A. had
organised a comprehensive series of courses designed to help
keep young people active in body and mind during the long
holiday. 253 Signal Squadron was asked to give instruction
under the general heading of ' Signall : n~,' and this task was
given to 'R ' Troop. With some misgivmgs, 0.C. 'R' Troop
set off one Friday morning to meet the group of boys who
wished to study signalling.
28

(Continued from page 2 g)
Bound the Colony Contest
H ThisKis anRan~ual inter-unit competition organised by The
ong ong egiment (The Volunteers) Th
··
1968 took place on 23rd-24th October an· d i·r e caompet:t1ond fbor
43 te
hi h
.
'
w s conteste
y
a.~s, w c covered a d1sti1nce of 330 miles in 26 h
a~~ VlS!ted 20 check points where th~ were tested . o~s

:;~:Gi:J<e~~· t~~~t a:rkiag;~::r~s j~da~n1g·

fl~l/!f<l~

neg cad1r·sdtas ncde,
weapon fi ·
(
·
·
'
, emo ltlons
- nng wearmg respirators), and vehicle maintenance~

~lme rests were do_n_e at night and others by day or da and
ti!eht. Th47 com~e.rmon was designed to test a team's rnitia. ,dpd!a.nrung, ;ffi1htary knowledge, improvisation and driving
m a mon to Jts alertness and training.
'
. The Squadron entered two reams--' A ' Jed b Ca tain
P1ckard, the Second-in-Command, and • B • tea! Jed b s~f{
M · G. A. Edwards In the fi l
1 •A • team came
y · · ·
and ' B • r
f ·th
n.a resu t,
third
earn our . The winners were 2nd B
Ii
Th
P;;rachute Regiment . and 18th Light Regiment a~aAon
e
· ., came
second.
'

SIGNALLERS OF THE FUTURE/
These two youngsters-one an American and the other a Norwegian
-show concentrated and alert interest in the working of an A 13
set under the instruction of Signalman Chard. It was part of a
series of courses organised by the Kowloon YMCA, and R Troop
of 253 Squadron took over instruction under the general heading
'Signalling'. The Troop were amply repaid for the effort they put
in by the keen interest of the boys who were quick to acquire the
basic skills

The boys were aged between nine and thirteen and came
from Norway, the United States, England, and, of course,
Hong Kong:
The first moning was spent indoors learning how to
operate A.41s, the need for procedures, and the need for a
control station. The noise made by ten boys all trying to
talk on a single frequency at one and the same time is indescribable. In a remarkably short time, order was achieved
by a self-appointed control, and a system of 'over/out' to denote end of transmissions was devised, aided, no doubt, by
many TV programmes, James Bond-type films and 'Z Car'
procedures. The boys were next put into Land Rovers and
given A41s and C42s to operate. Gradually the number of
students increased and by the end of the course the class was
rwenty strong. The boys operated A4ls, C42s, A13s and Clls
and laid line; they were keen to learn and quick to acquire the
basic skills.
This was one of the happiest courses the writer has been
associated with-after all, they were on holiday.

Go-Kartlng
Since his arrival in Hong Kong in June, 1966, Corporal
Colin Amey has been a keen enthusiast of go-karting. Not
only does he take part as a driver, but he is the Hon. Secretary
of the Land Forces' Kaning Club, and he organises the
monthly race meetings on the Sek Kong airstrip in the New
Territories.
His ' chequered ' career began in August, 1966, when, after
attending many of the meetings as a spectator, he joined
Land Forces Karting Club and succeeded in winning the
novices' class first time out. Since then Corporal Amey has
progressed rapidly and he now dominates all races in his
particular class (Class 2). This he proved by becoming the
Hong Kong Class 2 Champion for the year 1967-68.
In November, 1968, he rook part in the 2nd HK International Karting Prix, and captained the team which took
second place in the International Inter-Club Team Race.
Corporal Amey is leaving 253 Squadron in the New Year
for 1st Regiment. He will be sadly m issed in the Colony gokarting circles, but our loss is B.A.0 .R.'s gain.

(Continued on page 29)
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PARA SIGNALS SMART TURNOUT
The Squadron Quarter Guard under Sergeant Brown parades for the S.0.-in-C.

216 Parachute Signal Squadron
Aldershot
Exercises

TH~ Squadron provi?ed exercise and control communica-

t10ns for Exercise Autumn Grouse' which was held ·
the Ot~erburn are.a. The exercise was 'the work-up to r~~
final Brigade exercise of. the year,. 'Eternal Triangle,' on which
!he Squadron was heavily committed. The exercise was held
m B.A.O.R., and. as methods of entry into the battle, we had
a. sea move, an a1rland and a parachute assault. For this exercise we .wei;-e under command of 1st Divis!on. All the main
commumcauons were good and the penetration concept was
w ell proved. Our three clandestine VHF relays were panicu1arly successful and not without incident.
We have held two .successful JOCOMEX exercises. These
are now well-known m t~e Squadron, especially to the Dll
?"~W under C~rp~ral Davis! who regularly take part in these
iomt commun1cattons exercises with the other Brigades and
Royal Naval hips.
Our first CPX of the new exercise season has recently been
held. The communicatiom were good but we had to concentrate. on our militarr driJls, because' the Squadron had not
pracnsed these techruques for over a year.

Sport--Squadron notches UJ• a number ef
sueeesseB
~e Ismailia. Cup, ~hich is the Brigade Winter Spons Competmon for. nunor ururs, was held in October. There were
~even ururs m the competition this year, including 9 Independent
arac~ute Squadron, R.E., represented in full strength for the
~rst tune f?f several years. The result of the competition was
m doubt nghr up to the very last decision. We finished a
r~ers-up to the Sappers, bur the Squadron gave an excellent
~er ormance. The overall points were: 1st, 9 Independent
S araiute ~4uafd1; R.E., 28; 2nd, 216 Parachute Signal
; r ' H.Q. Company, H.Q., 16th Parachute
q.uad 0 n ,
B nga e, 8 .
Our football te~, managed by S.S.M. Green and captained
by Corporal Bartliff, won their event, beating y Independent
P arachute Squadron, R.E., in the final.
:n?e hockey team, run by Corporal Mills and Lieutenant
Wilki1_lson, were beaten by 9 Independent Parachute Squadron
R.E. 10 the final.
'
. The bas~etball tea~ led by Staff Sergeant WeUs, was beaten
R.~~e serru-final, agam by 9 Independent Parachute Squadron,
Our boxing team put up an astonishingly good performan e
We entered for seven of the eight weights being contested, and
all sev47n fought through to the finals. Not unn_aturaUy, we
won this event. The team was trained by Y. of S. KeUy and
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isted by Sergeant Zimmer. The team deserves mention by
name and was Signalman Coffey, Signalman Ferguson, Signalman McKee, Lance-Corporal Wells (from the M .T.), LanceCorporal Cardwell, Corporal Mills and Sergeant Houston.
Al o deserving mention wa a superbly-fit cross-country
team who easily won the cro -Country event. The team was
trained by Sergeant Houston and the members were, Sergeant
Houston, Corporal Baikie, Corporal Bartliff, Corporal Angus,
Lance-Corporal O'Rourke, Lance-Corporal Well (of M.T.)
Signalman Moss and Signalman King. •
Lastly, the rugby team, run by Second-Lieutenant Hughes
and F. of S. Kirton, who were, unfortunately, beaten in the
first round by 9 Independent Parachute Squadron, R.E.,
winners of this event, which gave them the Ismailia Cup.
The Squadron won the Minor Units' event of the Brigade
Orienteering Competition, which was held as an individual
event. Lieutenant Wilkinson was the highest placed individual
from the Squadron.

Parachuting and fitness
Parachute continuation training goes on throughout the
year, although October and November were particularly bad
parachuting months, due to the weather. The Squadron has
almost completed its conversion to the Hercules, which is
the American plane now in service with RA.F. Air Support
Command.
The Squadron road runs on Mondays and Fridays are still
being held with enthusiasm. We understand that on a recent
Frost TV programme, the subject was death; the S.S.M. says
he knows all about this subject on cold winter mornings!
Sergeant Brown also continues his inquisition circuit training
on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons.
Signal Officer-in-Chief
The Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General ). E. Anderson,
C.B.E., visited the Squadron on 7th November. He first inspected a quarter guard drawn up under Sergeant Brown, followed by a parachute assault manpack demonstration on our
square. The General completed a tour of the Squadron lines
and spoke to all our soldiers. After this, he returned to Major
Wi!liams's office, where he met the senior N.C.O.s. Finally,
lunch in the Officers' Mess with the Squadron Officers. The
S.0.-in-C. was accompanied by the C .S.O., 3rd D ivision,
Colonel ). R. Piddington, O.B.E., M.C., who was to return the
following week for the Squadron administrative inspection,
held on 14th November.
lUovement
Two personalities have recently moved to other parts of the
world. Sergeant (Vic) Zimmer has gone tO 30th Regiment and
bas been detached from there to 25 Field Regiment, Royal
Artillery, who are shortly moving to Hong Kong. We wish
him and his wife June every good fortune in their new life.
Corporal N. T. MacDonald is off to 25 Field Squadron,
Royal Engineers in B.A.0.R. His cheerful manner and hard
work will be sadly m:ssed.
Mention also of our 2 Para Detachment, who have finally
come back home after their tour in Hong Kong, only to disappear again on leave.
Second-Lieutenant Hughes and seven Si~allers are training
in Bavaria in preparation for triumphant victories at the Army
cross-country ski championships in January. The aim here is
to have a paracbutable skier nucleus in the Squadron.
Last, but not least
Amongst others who have not been mentioned for some time
is our Squadron typist, Mrs. Pat Spicer. She will soon have
completed ten years' service with the Squadron. Past and
present members of the Squadron will know how much hard
work she does for us. This was particularly apparent recently
when she had a fortnight away due to knee injury. Sergeant
Frost and his Orderly Room clerks staggered under their increased work, survived, but were most glad when Mrs. Spicer
returned fit again.
FOR l'OVR DIARl'
CATTERICK REUNION WILL BE HELD
,on

28th/29th
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WHEN WERE YOU IN BORNEO!
Admiral Ashmore and Signalman "Smiler" Thomson find a point of
common interest during the final inspection of the ship by the
Admiral. 0.C. Troop, Captain Russel Maynard, wearing crossbelt

PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an ...

661 Signal Troop, H.M.S. Intrepid
B.F.P.O. Ships
THE END OF A CO~OSSION

all-purpose
co11unicalion
system

In Australian waters
HE first conunission of H.M.S. Intrepid ended on 4th
December, 1968. The climax of the last year's training was
Exercise " Coral Sands," the largest amphibious exercise held
in the southern hemisphere by any nation s:nce the war. The
amphibious group lifted the 3rd Commando Brigade from
Singapore and in company with over fifty ships fought mock
naval battles through the Solomon and Coral Seas to land the
force on the west coast of Australia. The ' land battle ' lasted
almost a week after which the force was then re-embarked.
The ship then sailed for a ten-day visit to Brisbane.
After a quite exhausting visit Intrepid then returned to the
Singapore Naval Base to prepare to hand over the ship to the
new commission.

T

The most travelled members of the Corps?
During this first commission we have travelled over fifty-six
thousand miles, have visited eleven Commonwealth and foreign
countries and in addition to taking part in the Aden withdrawal
operation have taken part in a large number of exercises all
over the world. We have worked with twenty-sbc Royal Signals
units, from Troops to Regiments. They are too numerous to
list here, but to all units who have worked with or have assisted
661, we would now like to offer our thanks for all that has been
done for us and for the hospitality we have enjoyed. We have
worked with R.A.F. tactical units and D.C.N. terminals in U.K.,
in the Middle East and the Far East, and of course with helicopters and aircraft in these theatres. We have worked with
R.N. Comcens and shore stations in every corner of the world
and with something approaching a hundred warships, including
units from the United States, Australia, New Zealand and the
Netherlands. We feel that in joint communications, both
strategic and tactical, we have had no equal.

No crystal tuning
Instant <:ommunication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other light'."'eight military radio in quantity production anywhere
does_ ~II the things the A 13 can do, in so many different roles. That's
why it ~ already been bought by armed forces on four continents. They
rec~gnise t_he A13's un ique flexibility as manpack, ground station,
~eh1cl~ station or marine craft set. They know it's proved in combat
including parachute delive;y.
'
The Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete channels in the 2-8 MHz band
(selecte~ without netting); a choice of phase or amplitude voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-power
(20 watts) transmitter output; fully protected output circuits·1 and a wide
range of accessories. Please write for a copy of the A 13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford, Essex,
England. Telephone: 01-478 3040. Telex: 23166.

A ho1;1t of memories

The Troop, less Yeoman Lile, and a small continuity team
now flies back to U.K. We take with us a host of memories.
We remember the hard times in Aden, the great 'runs' in
Cape Town, Hong Kong, Japan and Australia, and we also
remember the friends made in the Royal Navy with whom we
have worked and played as an integrated team for two years.
For all of us it has been a tremendously worthwhile and valuable
experience. We wish the new 661 good luck in the new commission and hope they enjoy their tour as much as we have
done.
THE WIRE, JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1969
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PL~SSEY Electronics
PE(E)5A II

Figliti11g Sig11alnien of 262
For three weeks 22 men
from 262 Signal Squadron went
into the desert in Loya to train
in infantry tactics and carry
out the role of an Infantry
Platoon. Known as 12 Platoon
they were attached to " C "
Company King's Own Royal
Border Regiment, who instructed and trained the Platoon
to become an efficient fighting

team.

*

*

T was the first time for most
of us to fiy in an Argosy
and after the take off 12 Platoon
were back to normal with their
remarks on the coming exercise,
i.e. " I'm giving it hell on the
bren when I get out there,"
that was Lance-Corporal Scott,
our runner (funny thing about
it was, he never d id fire it), and
Signalman Harris, one of the
two Signalmen of the 22-man
Platoon, keeping the morale
high with desert songs and
" When I was here last it was
really rough."
On landing we all had a hot
meal and embarked onto buses,
our destination Tmimi, about
70 miles from El Adern.
We arrived at our base camp
known as St. Barbara at 22.30
hours.

I

j

MESSAGE RECEIVED
Lance-Corporal Gordon Scott was an efficient Platoon ru nner

DESERT TOUGH GUYS
Corporal Clark, Lance Corporal Gill a11d Corporal Gregg of 262 Squadron look a pretty
determined trio as they assault an enemy position

Tralnlng start.
The following morning dry training started; we were split
up into three groups and J.N.C.O.s from the King's Own Royal
Border Regiment started to inst<ruct us on the G.P.M.G. (note:
this is a modified weapon whlch can fire 1,000 rounds per
minute). To the surprise of our instructors we all could strip
and reassemble and do the IA. drills in <record time. One
instructor stated, "' I think these Signals are having us on; it
took me a day to learn what they had done in a half-hour."
For two days dry training carried on and 12 Platoon were
eager to get in the 'front lines.' Our chance came the following
day when we went out with "C " Company to the live firing
area, about 20 miles further into the desen. We travelled in
open 3-tonners and being the last vehicle in the convoy we
received the dust. It got in your hair, eyes, ears, nose and
mouth, and any other place you like to mention. Sergeant Bott
(Platoon Se<rgeant), being an ' old soldier,' found the only pair
of goggles in the Platoon. A week later while Sergeant Bott
was making his sanger-his back turned-some jealous soldier
accidentally put his foot on the goggles.
We progress
That afternoon the Platoon zeroed their personnel weapons
and the Second-in-Command of " C" Company was very
impressed. At dusk, after putting our targets out at ranges up
to 400 yards, 12 Platoon fired as a section using illumination
lights.
This was well done and 12 Platoon felt they learnt something
that evening. The following morning our early bird, Corporal
Aldridge, woke Platoon H.Q. at 05.00 hours and by 05.15 the
whole Platoon was in defence positions awaiting the sun to
come up over the far hill for a first-light shoot. On the command "Fire,'' 20 weapons S.M.G.S., S.L.R.S., G.P.M.G., fired
700 rounds with section commanders shouting fire orders to
their men; we claimed over 200 hits and enemy killed. As the
sun rose at 06.30, the Company cooks started to prepare the
morning meal, and over 12 Platoon lines the scraping off of
overnight beards was heard. At 07.00 "C,, Company began

eating and comments were going round that 12 Platoon were
bulling their boots before br eakfast. This was unhear d of in
the field.
The shooting carried on for three days and by then a number
of men from 12 Platoon claimed to be Davy Crocketts. This we
have to see on our next C.S.0.'s shoot.

18 miles in full battle order
On the fourth day the Company moved to a new location for
a Platoon test exercise. This incorporated a night march of 18
miles in full battle order plus our radio set, an A41. LanceCorporal Wood, our operator, Lieutenant Galloway, Sergeant
Bott and our runner, Lance-Corporal Scott, all took a turn in
carrying the set whilst section commanders Corporal Clark,
Corporal Minty and Corporal Gregg did turns in compass
marching. Lance-Corporal Scott claims that he carried the set
for 15 miles (he adds a mile on every day); of course this is not
true, he only carried it for one mile. At the end of the march
tlie Platoon prepared and occupied a defence position and the
following morning had to prepare a h ide. This was well done
as it took Lieutenant Galloway over 20 minutes to find his
Platoon. Had it not been for Lance-Corporal Gratton wanting
to dig a desen rose rather urgently it might have been hours
before be found them.
Also on the test Lance-Corporal Wood had to receive a
test message. As a whole the Platoon got good marks; needless
to say Lance-Corporal Wood obtained 100 % for the radio test
message.
One week later we reverted from live firing to blank firing,
having as enemy the Irish Rangers. Our orders were to move
into a defensive position and do a night withdrawal to a new
position. During the first day the enemy played their part and
12 Platoon got down to their new job at hand. At 13.00 hours,
whilst engaging the enemy, Lieutenant Galloway gave orders
to the Platoon Sergeant, "Lay smoke down." "Yes ~ir,'' came
the reply-Sergeant Bott and Lance-Corporal Scott, full of
eagerness and keenness like two little boys with a new toy,
prepared the monar. Poof! Up went the bombs, two para
illumination, time was 13.00 hours; it looked nice anyway.

A fighting patrel
That evening 12 Platoon was ordered to take out a fighting
patrol and engage the enemy. Thirteen men set off at 20.00
hou:s and successfully destroyed two A.P.C.s killing a
secuon of men. One of our gallant heroes Lance-Corporal
Call~way, was determined that one A.P.C. wocld not get away,
chasmg _after the mobile vehicle he jumped on the back and
thre"'. his thunder flash . That evening the men walked about
23 miles.
" ~;anwhile, back at the defence position the C.S.M. of
C CompanY_ was shouting at one of our men, Lance-Corporal
Bell, to stop his ~ate, Lance-Corporal Dinsdale, snO<I:ing. "But
I cannot, sir, he is asleep," came the reply.
~arly next morni?g the Company withdrew to a new position,
bemg attacked agam by the enemy. On return to St. Barbara
the Com pany :vas attacked again and the Company debussed
from their vehicles and attacked a Platoon of the enemy.
A 'preseut.atiou
~e next three d<tys were taken up by administration and
stx:iking the camp. 12 Platoon were proudly presented with a
King's Own Royal Border Regiment shield by the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. Hardy.
Despite the cold at nights and sand storms during the day
12 PI~toon learnt the ways of an infantry man and one and
all en;oyed the three weeks' stay.

32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (VJ,
Glasgow
Annual l11s)tt~ctio11s and Farewell Visits
ANNU AL F itness for Role Inspections are behind us and
and we have had our farewell visit from the Commander
13th Signal Group, T . & A.V.R. No doubt he will be a Jot
w a~m er in ~is new posting than when he inspected SI
{Highland) S1g_n al Squadron in Aberdeen. We wish the Commander and his family a happy tour in Pakistan and we say
' haste ye back to Scotland.'
'
l.t•wlnrul (.athering. J f)fUI
The Reg:ment competed wicp Squadron teams in the Lowland Gathering, 1968, in Edinburgh, on Saturday /Sunday
5th/6th October. The competition was closely contended and
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[Courtesy: AberdunJoumal

51 (H) Signal Squadron Team winners of the Lowland Gathering
Safe Driving Competition 1968
honours were evenly achieved. 61 (City of Edinburgh) Signal
Squadron must be very satisfied with victory in the falling
plate-they got better as they entered each round. They even
won one of the e'.ll'lY rounds with the S.S.M. having fired
three shots. The air was blue, but the cup is ours and many
congratulations to 61 on their fine effort.
'
In the safe driving competition, SI (Highland) Signal Squadron excelled and we were rewarded by the victory they well
deserved. They also came near pulling off the double in that
they were runners-up in the first aid competition.
Despite the fact they were not in the prize money this year,
the G_las~ow Squadrons ~ent hard at all competitions; perhaps a little too hard agal.Ilst the Lowland Volunteers in the
six-a-side football, in that we were deprived of the services
of one of our players. Despite victory in the early rounds
the five stalwarts were nicely put away by 51 Ordnance Field
Park.

33rd (Lancashire & Cheshire)
Signal Regiment (VJ
Huyton, Lanes.
Zee-bruggc at 111.idnigbt
·o N 12th October, the main parties set off from our drill
halls for our ' baptism ' on the Continent. At Hull, most
of us saw for the first time a L.S.L. We embarked early on Sunday morning and by midday were leaving the choppy waters of
the dock and making our way towards the open sea. Meanwhile
all available hands were busy battening down the vehicles
and trailers, having been reassuringly told by the crew that
it was going to be rough. The anti-seasick pills worked a treat,
for no one died, and as far as is known, no one wished to. A
number o_f us, however, did get into the prone position, whenever possible. Having boarded the L.S.L. in the middle of the
night, !t was only right that we should hit Zeebrugge at the
same ume on Monday, and we were not disappointed. It was
at 2'.eebrugge that we met the Dutch police-in the nicest
possible w.ay, of course-and we were taken in our convoys
at a .crack!11g p~ce thro_ug~ towns and villages across difficult
crossmgs, mcludmg traffic lights at red, non-stop to our staging
camp at Grobbendonk to refuel and rest the transpon and ourselves. We were delighted to report no incidents, although our
Movements Officer at R.H.Q., Huyton, was very disturbed
when one of our vehicles stopped and refused to start again
at Prescot, less than a mile away from the start.

Get with it! Ord£•r your Wire NOW!
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an amalgam of three Territorial Army units-48th (South Midland) Signal Regiment, 58th (Mixed) Signal Regiment, and 319
Signal Squadron (Guards Brigade), now located at Birmingham,
Newcastle-under-Lyme and Rugby respectively. We are comm:mded by Lieutenant-Colonel Iain Maclean, trained by Major
John lngledow, and assigned to a N.A.T.0 role with 11th Signal
Group (Volunteers).
The first eighteen months of the Regiment's existence were
devoted almost exclusively to intensive training for the
challenging test which we knew awaited us in October of this
year, when the Regiment took pan in its firs t NATO exercise
in B.A.0.R. This training culminated in a series of long
week-end Regimental exercises during the spring and summer
of this year, when we became almost all too familiar with
Nesscliff and Hednesford trainin g centres, and inured to every
vagary of English weather !

THE TOP MAN VISITS
General J. Bennecke, Commander-in-Chief AFCENT looks pleased
with the state of circuits board as indeed, does Major N. A. Lawson
A most interesdng and rewarding time

We then set to to shake down for the exercise, which was
scheduled to begin the following day. Squadrons and Troops
were moved into their locations, communications were est~b
lished and the colour of our communication state gradually improved and began to look quite healthy.
. .
The drivers linemen rndio relaymen and technicians were
having a mo;t interesrlng . and rew'.1fdin_g time. A group . of
communicators in one Jocauon were m farrly close contact wuh
the Americans and, as a result of their get~ng together, the
soldiers ' went on ' cigars and began addressmg each ~ther _as
' Mac,' which amused everybody concerned. no end .. Its q~te
something, too, I understand, to hear Amencan soldiers calling
each other Wack.'
By Friday the communications were really swinging, and it
was then that the first amendment was made to our communicatons plan which, to most observers' astonishment,
worked.
Most of our visitors arrived on the middle Saturday, as
plarmed, and we had the honour ~f receiving Air Chief MarsJ:tal
Sir Augustus Walker, Deputy C.-m-C., AFCENT, the S.0.-mC., General Anderson, and our Honorary Colonel, Sir Eric St.
· Johnson.
A distinct impression he would like us to return

On the last day we heard, at very shon notice that the Commander-in-Chief, Allied Forces, Central Ern:ope, Ge.n.e ral
Bennecke, was going to visit us. Due to the misty con~uons
he couldn't use his helicopter, and corning by road, h~s stay
with us was not as Jong as he had hoped, but he left us with the
distinct impression that he would like to see us return, which
was most flattering.
Now we are back in U.K. again and following the normal
routine of training on Thursday evenings and at w~i;kends; life
is a little dull and we look forward to another V!Slt to H .Q.,
AFCENT.

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V}
Tyne 1Teesside & West Riding
Ju t one "Weekend • • •

"'tXTE are told that Remembrance Day may be discontinued
l' l' because people do not want it. In the Nonh, at least,
this would not seem to be so, judging by the turnout of
Volunteers, civilian organisations and onlookers at the ceremonies held at Teesside, Darlington and Leeds. The square and

OUTGUNNED!
Three Brigadiers! Left to Right : Captai~ Wellington (O.C. L.A.D),
Brigadier Jackson, Brigadier Vaigncourt-Strallen, Brigadier Fairweather and Lieutenant-Colonel Evans chat to two members of
the LAD-they took it well.

gardens around the memorial at Middlesbrough were packed
with silent onlookers as Staff Sergeant Beazley sounded Last
Post and Reveille, and it took twenty minutes to lay all the
wreaths at the foot of the Cenotaph. The crowd w~s four;deep
on the pavements as the Volunteers, led by Ma•or Michael
Stewart, marched past the Mayor of Teesside, Aldennan Jack
Brown.
We were delighted to welcome the Mayor and Mayoress. to
a sherry party at the Bra~b~es :faf!Il ~ess afte~ the s~rv1ce,
toget'.ler w:th many other c1v1c d1grutanes. As this day is also
bounty pay-out day, the Sergeants' Mes~ and canteen were busy
taking back what had recently been paid out!

• • • after • • •
The following weekend was 12 Signal Group (V) study period
at Catterick and over a hundred officers from 36th (Eastern)
and 40th (Ulster) and ourselves joined forces. in Nor~ Hall
and later in the Training Brigade Mess for dmner .. T?1s !~st
event wa3 a splendid occasion and. our ban4 rose to 1t, m spite
of having some amateur (and a latle erratic) conductors later
in the evening.
• • • anothert
We were lucky enough to have three Brigadiers inspect us at
the annual Administrative Inspection at the weekend afte~ ?ie
study period. Brigadier Peter Vaigncourt-Stralle~, t~e retmng
Group Commander, brought his successor, Bngadier James
Jackson, along with him to lend suppon, but not. to ~e outdone
we trumoed th:s with our Honorary Colonel, Bngad•er Claude
Fairweather. We were able to show off our new and excellent
accommodation at Elmgrove Terrace at Gateshead - a great
improvement over the c.ellars l?reviously oc~upied in Ne.wcastle.
After playing for the mspectmg officers 10 the mornmg, the
band had to rush off on the Sunday afternoon to play one of
their series of band concerts in aid of the Lay:ng-Up of the
Colours of the Durham Light Infantry, which takes place
later in the month.

35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment
(Volunteers)
Introducing ourselvcl!i • • •
HIS is the first time that this Regiment has been featured
in TuE WIRE, so for the benefit of the uni,niti:ited ~e
should perhaps explain that the Regiment was formed m P,>pnl,
1967-and has been hard at it ever since! We are basically
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Outward bound-vlole11t zigzags too
The day finally dawned when each one of us realised, with
relief, that no matter what we had left undone, it was now too
late to worry! On the morning of 12th October, four independent convoys of vehicles from four different locations in
the Midlands (84 vehicles, 64 trailers, and three coaches in all),
met up on the Ml, north of Watford Gap and began the long
first leg of our journey to the Continent. By 19.00 hours
the last group pulled into Shorncliffe Camp, where we staged
for the n:ght, and long before dawn the next day, the headlights of the Regimental convoys were stabbing into the dark
above Folkestone cliffs en route for the docks and the Townsend Ferry, Priva.te Enterprise II .
The embarkation went without a hitch1 and having enjoyed
an excellent (second) breakfast in the ship's dining room, the
Regiment split into two, roughly equal, halves. One half went
on to the upper deck in glorious sunshine to watch the white
cliffs of Dover disappear, whilst the other half (Line Troop
to a man, with a considerable sprinkling of others), formed a
long queue at the ship's bar to savour the delights of dutyfree goods-mostly liquid. Whilst W.0.1 (R.S.M.) J. J. C.
Finch kept a vigilant eye on this latter party (occasionally
reminding the odd celebrant of the Jong drive which awaited
us at the end of the voyage), the Training Major quietly disappeared up to the bridge. Shortly afterwards the fresh-air
fie nds on the upper decks were startled out of their daydreams by the decidedly erratic progress of the ship, which
was careering all over the Channel in violent zig-zags for no
apparent reason. It was not until later, when the Training
Major disclosed in passing that he had been " allowed to steer
the ship for a while," that we realised just how close we had
been to a watery grave!
D isembarkation at Zeebrugge was a decidedly fraught affair,
involving a nightmarish circuit of the dock area, impeded by
such obstacles as closed swing bridges, traffic jams, movement
control staff and Belgian police. However, we finally won
through, and late that evening, after a weary five-hour drive,
the Regimental columns pulled into Grobbendonk for a second
night's stage. For many of us it was a very shon night, as
the first column was away again by first J:ght on the five-hour
journey across two borders to Krefeld.
Journey's end came in the early afternoon of the third day,
when the last column arrived at St. Tonis Barracks and were
immediately revived by the excellent reception arrangements
laid on for us by our sponsor unit, 28th Signal Regiment, in
conjunction with our Advance Party, which had arrived two
days earlier. We had one day and tv.•o nights as a breathing
space in which to be briefed, to check equipments, and to
sample the night life of Krcfeld and Dusseldorf. We made
the most of it-particularly the nights!

Ju tlu' field and some cnble Is really burled
Two days later we were deployed in the field on a big
ATO exercise. "Deployed " is the right word; our H.Q.
and 1 Squadron (Operating) were integrated with a British
unit; our linemen and D.R.s lived and worked with a Dutch
quadron; our radio relay troops were supporting a German
Regiment; and just to round off the picture, our medium radio
troops had detachments working with British, Belgian and
German units! We are glad to record that, in true volunteer
tradition, we hit it off very happily with all our international
hosts, and in the short space of a seven-day exercise cemented
many fr:endships.
Our W .R.A.C. volunteer members (32 in all), must be
singled out for particular mention. Not for them the creatureTHE WIRE, JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1969

comforts of a hutted camp; they lived in tents m a taped-off
"WRACery," snugly camouflaged in a wood with the remainder of the Headquarters, and despite the hardships of a
twelve-hour shift in the mobile Comcen, they thoroughly enjoyed
every minute of it. They quickly discovered unknown skills,
like puuting up tents and taking a bath in a tub, washing and
feed ing, 14:n.! In addition to raising morale all round (particularly on the mobile exchanges), they put in some excellent
work and were rewarded later by helicopter trips over the
area by kind permission of the Headquarters staff.
Our linemen, likewise, spent a h:ghly social and instructive
camp, working with the Dutch. They learnt, for instance, a
novel method of burying quad cable; they merely laid it over
a track junction and when they returned to build the line they
found that it had been neatly buried under several layers of
tarmacadam by a road surfacing gang! Luckily, it was Dutch
cable . . .
The radio relay troops established their reputation by providing repeatered circuits which were engineered on time and
remained ' solid' throughout the exercise. One of the relay
sites were located in a German beauty spot and we are told
that Sergeant Graham Martin's detachment never lacked suitable company.
A highlight to our exercise came on 21st October, when we
were visited in the field by several V.I.P.s including the SignalOfficer-in-Chief and our District Commander, Major-General
W. G. S. Mills, C.B.E. After they had walked round our
detachments in the Headquarters area and chatted to them all,
we were happy to entertain them in both the Sergeants' and
Officers' Messes prior to their departure.
And so it was throughout the widely-dispersed Regiment, a
general air of contentment and satisfaction at finding ourselves well up to the tasks expected of us, and confidently
giving of our best. Due to time limitations, we had to withdraw shortly before the exercise closed, and it was perhaps
symbolic of the friendships we had made that as our line
vehicles pulled out of their ' hides ' for the journey home,
they were loudly cheered by the Dutch linemen who had
turned out to bid them adieu.
-and back to Brun•

Our return journey, after a day back in St. Tonis to son
ourselves out and to do some long-awaited shopping, proved
to be more or less a carbon copy of the outward trip, except
that we were all a great deal wearier! However, we took it
very steadily and set the seal on a successful camp by maintaining an accident-free record from stan to finish.
We have since received a number of congratulatory letters
and signals, acknowledging our efforts, and Army Group
Signals, NORTHAG, have stated how much they are lookin$
forward to our return to Europe. For our part, we can't wait
to go back!

36th (Eastern} Signal Regiment
(Volunteers}
UR first annual camp in B.A.O.R. took place in October.
Although some ex-members of 4Sth Regiment and the
O
A.E.R. had been before, it was a new experience for most of
us, and for all it was the first full-scale panicipation in a
'Fallex.'
Much preparation had gone into driver training for CJ:erman
road conditions, and we did as much forward plann:.ng as
possible, subject to the late availability of information abou
movement and the exercise. In the end things clicked into
place very well and we found ourselves in Krefeld with 16th
Signal Regiment.
Some seventy vehicles with forty trailers had converged on
Felixstowe, dri\'en on to the L.S.L. St. Tristram, been lifted
off at Zeebrugge, driven to Grobbendonk, ~est~d, and finally
driven on to Krefeld. The only serious mc1dent was one
mechanical breakdown. We were impressed with the verve of
the Continentals; the dockers at Zeebrugge lifted the fir t two
vehicles off the L.S.L. be.fore she had tied up, and they nearly
lowered a three-tonner on top of Land Rover before it moved
off. The drivers now claim Grand prix experience, having been
led by Belgian police nhrough Brus els at speeds requiring sustained peak revs.
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Tr
e de
(;o_.p eration ef 16th R gbnent
The remainder of the Regimenc, which tota~ed over 500,
ft w out from G atwick and was warmly received by 16th
Regiment. All ranks were highly impressed by the tremendous
co-operation of 16th Regiment, and thls did much to sc:t the
eal on a m ost worthwhile camp and a successful exerc1.s~ ..
During the first week we made fuJl use of the facihues
offered: the excellent Training Wing; a large parade ground;
the sporting facilities, and the social clubs. The standard of
messing in the junior mess was an unusual pleasure. An all
ranks' dance, attended by both R egim ~ts, quickly broke do~n
any initial reserve. W e were complimenred on o~ bearmg
during the parade for the H onorary Colonel, Su Derek
Greenaway, Bt. T.D., J.P., which concluded the first week.
The following day was fr ee, and coaches took members to
Amsterdam and to places down the Rhine.
V .I.P.s present
The officers dined-out Brigadier P. D. Vaigncourt-Strallen,
the first Commander, 12th Signal Group, with whom we fee l a
particular association. All ranks wish him every success in his
new career. The officers also held a cocktail party, attended
by many officers from Rhine Army, including Brigacµer J. B.
A. Glennie, C.B.E., D.S.O., A.D.C., Commander _Rh me ~ea .
The second Sunday saw the move out to exercise locauons,
which was witnessed by the Signal Officer-in-Chlef, C .S.O.,
B.A.O.R. Brigadier P. E. M. Mansergh, and the ~oup Commander ~as also present. The visit started with the inspection
of a quarter guard, commanded by . Staff Sergeant "":'· H.
Nicholls, of 44th Signal Squadron, which earned the praise of
the S.0.-in-C., and included a visit to the Sergeants' Mess
and lunch with the officers. General Anderson took the opportunity to talk with many men and. ~omen and ~bowed gr~at
interest in the Volunteers. The visit left us with a feeling
of pride and pleasure that he could spent the time with us.
We were particularly pleased to see Brigadier Mansergh, for,
as C.S.O., Eastern Command, at the time of the reorganisation,
he bas been closely concerned with the formation of the new
Regiment.
During the second week we deployed for ' Fallex '68 ' to a
variety of locations, ranging from training areas to ' 3-star
hotel' service at Soesc, where we were very well looked after
by the Canadian Brigade. During off-duty spells there was a
good deal of social activity with the Canadians, and at the end
of the exercise the Signal Commander, M ajor D . K er, exchanged unit Bags with their Signals Officer.. The messing
here was outstanding, as one young person discovered when
he w.ent into breakfast and was asked how well he would like
his eggs cooked. Elsewhere, we shared locations with the 10th
Hussars, 39th Missile Regiment, R.A., and the R .A.F .

Establis hin g solid c ommonlatl ons
After a few initial difficulties, we established solid communications and played the part required of us in the exercise. We were not too sure how to take it when we were mistaken for Regulars, but we decided that such remarks were
complimentary, particularly '!"hen three . visiting . German
signals officers expressed surprise that part-nme soldiers could
go abroad and perform in this way.
At the end of the exercise we had about four hours at
Krefeld to prepare for the return journey by road. The route
back was much the same as the route out, but we crossed the
Channel in a Townsend Ferry. The drivers covered nearly
100,000 miles in all, with only two accidents, neither of which
involved personal injury or blame on our drivers.
Sho win g w ha t t h e R eserve A rmy can do
The camp has been a great boost to the morale of the Regiment. We believe that we achieved the aim-to show B.A.0.R.
that the Reserve Army can take its place alongside the ReguArmy and do its job as well. Several senior officers have been
kind enough to say that we succeed ed. Our success was
helped by the great co-operation of 16th Regiment, by the
sustained enthusiasm of our own men and women and by the
good weather which held for the whole fortnight.

55 Signal Squadron (Volunteers)
Liverpool
Sonny side up In Cyprus, November, 1968
IHIS our first venture in the realms of THE WIRE comes
consequent upon our return from a _mo~t successful annual
camp in Cyprus (and a further reorganisation of the ~eserve
Army), the first time, it might be added, tJ:iat the unit as a
whole has come together over protracted period.

T

The only every ready unit
Some talk about integration, but we believe we. are more
integrated than many; born, on that apt day, 1st April last year
(1967) of an amalgam of Lancashire Hot Pot, Welsh Rarebit,
Cockles and Mussels and other sundry ingredients, the unit is
far flung. C ommand is vested in Liverpool and our Pon and
Airhead Troops are respectively Cardiff (by the Arms Park)
and London (micro skirts in King's Road). In eighteen months
we have gathered together (this ~s call~d recruiting) something
like sixteen different cap badges mcluding ex Navy and R.A.F.
For those and there must still be many, who have not
studied or ~derstood, the Order of Battle of the Territorial
and Reserve Army, we were the only ' Ever R eady ' unit,
something new in the annals of the Reserve Army, and to add
further colour our London Troop wear the Para red beret.
R ead ers may flinch at the complexities inherent in our
organisation, and say "there but for the grace of God ... "; w~,
however feel that variety is the spice and perhaps the unit
should be redesignated 1771 Si2Jla1. Sq uadron.
Fro1n the four corne r s
Our trip to Cyprus in October ~as well timed; we_ left the
cold of fast approaching U .K. winter and stepped mto the
sun of the Mediterranean at its pleasantest (78°F.). Our arm~al
venture on this occasion went under the name Exercise
" Insolent," we k now not why; some have said this was aptly
named, our G roup Headquarters (13 Group) in G lasgow know
more about this !
Concentrating at Devizes on the night of Friday, 18th October,
was no mean feat; credit for this must be accorded to our
overworked Chief Clerk, Staff Sergeant Ron Suett (ex 1st
Regiment), who doubled as Unit Emplanement Officer, :ind
like a queen bee gathered in personnel from places as widespread as Whitchurch, Richmond (Yorks), Swansea and
Southend.
A fa ir sprinkling of our ex-N.S. m en an d ex-Regulars (~essrs.
Blackwood, Lofts, Hankinson among others) took up the1r tasks
as self appointed travcl couriers, and for the first four da;rs
the delights of Famagusta, Nicosia, etcetera, were s~pled m
off-duty hours. There is a story, there are many stones
To the more serious-minded readers life was faT from all
play and in fact daytime off-duty. ~ ou rs were ~t a pr emi~ ;
a concentrated period of trade tramm g was earned out during
our firs t week, Serg1:a0ts Rozier (ex-249 Squ_a dron), Kennard
(ex-22nd Regiment) and Baldock (ex-3rd Regiment), our er~t
while Operator P ..S.I.s, were only too ~ad to _g et out ~n exer<;1se
for our second week; eight consecuuve penods of mstrucuon
each with but a half-hour break for five days cannot be termed
a ' cake walk,' but necessity decreed. M~anwhll~ L~emen,
Drivers and E.D.s were deployed at various pomts m the
sovereign base areas, Sergeants Grannell, DeaJ_lS an~ Scott,
thTee of our Volunteer stalwarts, were grapplmg with and
overcoming the multitude of problems that faced them-we are
nothing if not inventive, and it is surprising what .can be (and
was) achieved, when too few poles, too few vehicles and no
plant are immediately available.
A link back to U.K.
Highlight of our first week, and ag~n ' nil despe_ra?dWJ?-,'
our Dll/R234 link to a 14th Regiment 013 s1ttmg m
Gloucestershire pastures works a treai on its day fre_quencyand what's so special about that? It was merely dismantled
from an Austin K9, packed in six crates (incidentally taking up
2,000lb., half our freight allowance), put into a Hercules, off

LOCAL DIVERSIONS
" It's Gr eek to me"-Signalmen Nich o lls (ex Regular), Hunt a nd
Blackwood (ex Regu lar) pause awhile

loaded and loaded a further two times, coupled up, married
up to an ' antenna system' (no sloping Vs available here!).
And the cost? Merely a ruptured Squadron Sergeant Major,
who we regret to say is still suffering, and was thus unable to
r esume acquaintance with hls last unit (9th Regiment) and
accompany us to Cyprus. " All in a day's work; where there's a
will there's a way,'' commented our imperturbable Foreman of
Signals Eddie Holland (he never had to do it that way in 2nd
or 22nd Regiments, but that's the luck of the Irish).

On a s hoe s tring
A crowded week. of work, r enewing old acquaintances, m aking
new ones, two coach trip s into the Winterland of Cyprus, a
party here, a pany there, was followed by a five-day communications exercise on borrowed equipment. Captain Rupert
Shoolbred, our senior Volunteer, had planned this exercise on
the proverbial shoe string and again we say " necessity is the
mother of invention,'' for inventiveness was required; we did
strap two tall Volunteers together to provide one end of an
A510 dipole on a patrol exercise. That's wh at the Squadron
Commander said, and the Corps motto is after all . . . ; and are
latrine poles only used for holding up screens? Not in this unit;
there ar e many ways of holding up a three-quarter wave end
fed.
A most worthwhile exercise highlighted by the visit of our
Group Commander, Brigadier G. H. Hoerder, M.B.E., who
spent three days with us, and also used the occasion to say
farewell to the unit prior to posting in the New Year. We were
delighted to see him and have him under our own auspices
for an unhurried visit, and wish him well in his new appointment.
The completion of the Line project for the local Ordnance
Su b D epot and the installing of a heavy lighting system in
conjunction with the local Sappers brought the fonnight's
training to a successful conclusion, our attached ' 11 b' P .R.
man, Major Ken Russell, T.D. (ex-5 3rd Regiment, T .A.), got
his copy off to U .K., heaved a sigh of relief and relaxed for
th e first time in his seven-day stay with the un it.
The m ajority of us reached U .K. on Sunday night, 3rd
November, after various vicissitudes; pay parade at 05 .30 hours
Monday, 4th November, and thus our annual camp for 1968
concluded a successful training year.
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Cemlng and "oiug
And for the future? We say farewell to our Second-inCommand, Captain John H utchison, who after some 26 years
in the Corps moves to Scotland on Tetirement and takes up
employment in Glasgow (our loss is 32nd Regiment's gain):
Farewell also to Sergeants D ennis Smith (our E.D. expert)
and Peter Sneddon (ex-51st Regiment), the two founder member P .S.I.s of our Cardiff Troop, both on retirement &om the
Army and to Hull and Edinburgh respectively; best wishes to
both of them.
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Faraway Places! Unusual Jobs! Why not send us your story?
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AND BY GUM IT IS GOOD
Chef du cuisine Corporal Clube offers a taste of consomme ' trull i'
to Lance-Corporal Marshall , Private Davy looks on apprehensively

W e welcome Captain John Tonnison from 24th Regiment as
our new Second-in-Command (there must be something in
Christian names and S.O.E. service for this appointment), and
also Sergeant Westerman (ex-7 Brigade Squadron), LanceCorporal Hutchinson (ex-21st Regiment) and Signalman
Knight (ex-24th Regiment).
New . blood we want; there are, despite our many attractions,
still vacancies for volunteer operators (comcen, telegraph and
radio) to be filled in London (01-SL0-3477 Ext. 328), Liverpool
(051-226 1211) and Cardiff (OCA2 33570); telephone and find
out.
These notes would not be complete w ithout mentioning that
we have now (as at 28th November) lost our ' Ever Ready '
hat under the review of the T.A.V.R., but contrary to popular
bel:ef we soldier on as the unit with the greatest variety ol.
radio equipment in the Reserve Army, an ASIO to a Dll
adds spice to operator appetites.
Writer's no1e: No pictorial presentation covering the last
four days of service of our late Second-in-Coimnand is fortunately available; suffice to say, a piper and drummer of the
Liverpool Scottish, a conducted tour of lesser-known places of
interest in the North West, a Pemnanent Staff dinner were
some of the highlights.

Association
CARDIFF

DllANCB

Hon . Secretary: MORGAN JONES, ESQ.,
42, Cartwright Lane, F airwater, Cardiff CF5 3DB.
Treorch y Male

HURSDAY 7th November, 1968,
T
was definitely gala night in
Cardiff. The Treorchy Male Voice

Voice Choir

Choir gave a concert- without charge
-in the Congregational Chapel in aid
hJgbllght
of the Branch funds. Their programme
w s a resounding success in every way
outstanding
and was theroughly enjoyed by e\ cryone.
evening
The presence of a number of di tinguished guest~ set the seal on the
evening. The Rt. Hon. The Lord
Mayor and the Mayoress of Cardiff were represented by their
deputies, Councillor and Mrs. W. Emrys Pride. We were also
honoured by the Lord Lieutenant of Glamorgan and his wife,
C olonel Sir Cennydd and Lady Traherne, and the Deputy
Lieutenant and hls wife, Colonel and Mrs. R. Humphries. We
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We must publicly acknowledge the kin~ess and assi~tance
given by many local organisations and busmess people. without
whose help running expenses would have been very high. ~ur
President Lieutenant-Colonel F. Ramsbottom, lour) Syicei
President' Captain F. Doherty, and O.C. 53 (We sh. 1~na
Squadron, Major H. M. ,ones, also made great contributions
to the success of the evening.
.
. .
Since the Concert we have been bombarded with apphc_at10f!S
for membership. We welcome all these new members. It !s
ounger element which will, one day, take ove~ !he r~nrung. o
~e Branch and continue to enjoy the great spmt which exists
now.

thif

COVENTRY

A CHEERFUL GATHERING
Colonel Sir Godfrey Llewellyn Bt., The President LieutenantColonel F. Rambsottom, The Deputy Lord Mayor ofCardiff, Captain
Frank Doherty, Colonel Rees, The Secretary Morgan Jones, The
Chairman George Rolls, Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson , O .C. 53 Squadron
Major Hugh Jones

were also delighted to welcome Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson and
Colonel K. E. Rees (C.S.O. We,stern ~mrr:and?, who tra~elled
long distances to attend. The old omers enioyed parucular
pleasure at the appearance of S ir Godfrey Llewellyn, th~ first
Commanding Officer of 53 (Welsh) Divisional Signal Regllllent,
T.A. He was strongly supponed by several other past. Commanding Officers. The new Chief Flre Officer of C~rd!ff ~nd
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. M . J. Mace, also accepted our mv1tat1on.
When our Secretary, Morgan Jones, discovered ~hat Mr. Mace
had been in R oyal Signals in the war as a special operator he
very soon claimed his membership! They were all welcomed on
arrival by our Chairman, Mr. George Rolls, who must take the
lion's share of the credit for the success of the venture.
Further colour was added to the occasion b¥ the presence,
in 'Blues' of Senior N.C.O.s of 53 (Welsh) Signal Squadron
(V) who, 'under the able direction of W.O.II G eoff Coxe, acted
.
as receptionists, ushers and programme selle:s.
After the concen the choir were entertamed m ~e T.~.
Centre, Park Street. In return they continued to en!ertam us. m
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, regaling us with
song after song. We were all very sorry whe~ eventually they
rendered 'Hen Wlad fy Nhadau' and faded mto the rugbt.
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DISTRICT

BRANCH

Hon. Chairman: MR. S. ROBERTS, 88, Belgrave Road, Coventry.
Some time has elapsed since we last bad. notes in ~~ ~IRE,
but this is not to say that we are not altve and kicking .
umerous activities have ·t aken place du:rin~ the last year,
ranging from a conducted tour of London Airport to a very
successf.ul dinner and dance in December.
Our A.GM. resulted in some changes, mai~y due to the
reluctant retirement of our Chairman, Capt~ Stephenso~
TD which was due mainly to business comnutments. This
h~s ;esulted in a new Secretary, Mr. D. L. Milbur~, who was
one of the originaJ advocates for the re-formation of the
branch in 1966.
o President Brigadier Nettles.hip, O.B.E., T.D., continues
to a':end virtuahy every meeting, and the A.Q.M. p~ssed a
special vote of thanks for his unstinting support an~ assistance.
We think that we can now say that the branch is finally reestablished. membership remains steady at around 60 tpo ~5h
and now ,;,e are settled in our new headquaners at the o is
Ex-Service Club, Whitefriars Lane, Coventry, we can start
casting our net for new members.
.
An indication of confidence as to the future of the branch
was shown at the A.G.M., when a fund was launched for the
purpose of obtaining a Branch Standard.
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MANCHESTER BRANCH
Hon. Secretary:

J.

H. McWu.LIAMS, ESQ., 13, Barlow Road,
Strenford, Lanes.
It was the ihigblight of the year -reflecting the strength, the
vigour and the friendliness of the Manchester Branch. The
occasion· the annual dirmer and dance on 30th November, held
at the H.Q. of the 42nd (East Lanes) Signal ~q~adron (T . &
A.V.R.). Over 170 members wer~ p~es~nt, strau:ung the excellent accommodation provided to its luruts and still they wanted
to come-a further 25 late applicants for tickets very reluctantly
having to be refused.
Brigadier E . M cK. Erskine presided and a :velcome guest
w as Mr Eric Stead, of Association H.Q., attendmg on the eve
of his r~tirement (see elsewhere in this issue). The keynote of
the speeches after the dinner was pr~se f?~ the Manches~er
Branch-its excellent organisation and lts spmt of comradeship,
and friendliness .
The successful dance which followed was. the culmination of
an altogether outstanding evening. A special word of th~nks
is due to aJl who put so much time and h.ard work mto
organising the function and to the Com.mandmg Officer for
the splendid co-operation the Branch received.

Jst AND 2nd Aill FORMATION SIGNAl.S
llEUNION
T the Chevrons Club, London, . on 16th .Nove_mber, the

A members of the 1st and 2nd Air Formation Signals R eunion Club held their 21st annual dinner. Ab~ut ~ hundred

" SO I SAID T O HIM "
W.0.11 Geoff Coxe (left) and Se rgeant Bria n Mu r by of 53 (Wels h)
Signal Squadron ente r tai n t wo me mbers of the Choir in the Mess

were present, and ~he principal guests . were Bnga~e~ W . G.
Tucker, C.B.E., Chairman of R oyaJ Signals Association, and
Brigadier P. M . P. Hobson, D .S.O., General Secretary.
Major D. T. Hunneyba!l proposed the health of the guests
and Brigadier Tucket' responded . and proposed the health
of the 1st and 2nd Air F ormation Signals, which was resp~nded
to by Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. Z. Dryden, the C lub President.

Major Hunneyball then spoke of the many years of loyal
and devoted service of Squadron-Leader W. Cousins (exR.S.M.) and said that after 21 years as Honorary Secretary,
Willie Cousins had decided that it would be an appropriate
time to relinquish the post. Lieutenant-Colonel Dryden, on
behalf of the members, presented Squadron-Leader Cousins
with a silver tray, decanter and glasses, as a token of their
appreciation of his services.
Squadron-Leader Cousins responded.
Major E. Palk, the Committee Chairman, then announced
that Major Hunneyball had agreed to combine the duties of
Vice-Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary. Squadron-Leader
Cousins was re-elected to the committee and two further
members Mr. W. Coombs (ex-R.S.M.) and Mr. Waghorn were
also elected to the committee.
Squadron-Leader Cousins then proposed the toast to
Absent Friends,' mentioning the names of those who had
passed on since the last meeting, the most notable being
Captain C. R. Child. After the dinner the members gathered
n the lounge and revived friendships and memories of the
old days.
If there are any ex-members of 1st and 2nd Air Formation Signals who ace not members of the Reunion Club and
would like to join, they should write to Major Hunneyball,
181, Pampisford Rood, South Croydon, CR2 6 DF. (Tel.:
01-688 6019).

®bituarp
UEUTENANT-COLONEI. D. A. BOND, M.B.E.
We regret very much to have to report the death of
Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Bond, M.B.E., on 10th December in
Millbarik at the early age of 46.
David Bond joined the Corps in 1940 and was commissioned
into the 4th Divisional Signals in 1941. He moved to India in
1942 and after two years in training units he served in Bu.ana
with both 25th and 19th Indian Divisional Signals. After the
war he served in Nigeria and with Federation of Malaya Signals
and later became known to a wider circle as D.A.A. and Q.M.G.
of the Training Brigade. After a v~ry successful tour as 0.C.
207 Signal Squadron he commanded the E.W. Group at the
School of Signals.
He was serving as Chief Instructor of the Signal Wing of
the R.S.M.E. when he died. He will be missed by a wide circle
of friends.
Our deep sympathy goes to his wife and family.

UEUTENANT-COLONEL T. VICTOR BARBEil
We report, with regret, the death at the end of November,
1%8, of Lieutenant-Colonel T. Victor Barber. He was a good
friend of the RoyaJs Signals Association and a prominent member of the London branch for many years. He was a member
of the Supplementary Reserve and saw active service with the
Corps during the last war. At one time he commanded 9th Army
ignals. He will be missed by many older members of the
Association.

EX-SERGEANT

W.

II.

M ORRIS,

D . C.ltf.

X-SERGEANT William Henry M orris, D .C.M ., who died
E
at the age of 73, had a varied military career. He served
in the Devon Regiment from 19 13 to 1919, and during the
Great War served in Mesopotaplia with the Expeditionary
Force. In 1917 he was awarded the Distinguished Conduct
Medal. After the war he re-enlisted in the Royal Engineers
and in 1920 he was transferred to Royal Signals. In 1926
he was discharged on medical grounds, but on the outbr eak of
war in 1939, he r e-enlisted and served with R oyal Signals
until 1945. He was a Life Member of the RoyaJ Signals
Association, joining in 1925.
Sympathy is expressed to his widow, M rs. J. M. Morris,
whose address is 81, Parker Road, Thornhill Lees, D ewsbury
Yorkshire.
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D.EMl'SEY.~Ex

Lance-Corporal Christopher Dempsey, of 9,
Conways Lane, Blarney Street, Cork, Eire, at the age of 72.
He served in the Royal Munster Fusiliers from x913 to 1919
and R.E. Signals and Royal Signals from 1920 to 1922. He
was an annual member of the Royal Signals Association.

SPORT

Royal Signals (B.A.O.R.) Hockey
Corps win again.st SapperH
F ollowing a somewhat disappointing trial at Maresfield
Barracks, Herford, the teams to represent the Corps in the
opening match of the new B.A.O.R. inter-Corps competition
was selected as: W.O.II Dale, Major Hartnett (captain), Captain
Brown, Lieutenant Speakes, Major Tripp, Second-Lieutenant
Clark, Corporal Lawrence, Captain Lowe, Corporal J3S$er,
Captain Boyle and Sergeant Luis.
The Sappers were our opponents and a few familiar faces
appeared in their side. Both teams took a little time to settle
down an<l the first ten minutes was a trifle scrappy. Then the
game speeded up and both teams were using the ball to more
purpose. Although territorially it was an even fint half our
approach work looked more likely to find a hole in the Sapper
defence than did theirs. We were rewarded with an opportunist
goal by Boyle to put us one ahead at half-time.
The second half saw some very good exchanges and the
spectators, who included our chairman, Brigadier Sawen, were
kept on their toes. Three vicious shots, one by Lowe and two
by Jasser, after some good work by Lawrence on the wing,
gave the Sappers worrying moments, but the shots were saved
or went over the bar! Our defence survived some sustained
pressure with D ale timing bis clearances well. Hartnett cleared
twice off the line and T ripp prevented the effective cross pass
from materialising. In spite of some anxious moments the goal
was kept intact. Hence we ran out winners b;,r the only goal.
Mention should be made of the two wing-halves-.Clark and
Speakes-who showed plenty of promise and kept their wings
pretty well under control.

253 Squadrons success at Skill at Arms Meeting
in Hong Kong
The 51 Brigade Skill at Arms meeting took place on 28th29th November. Twenty teams from the Brigade units, including 253 Squadron, entered the competition. The Squadron
upheld the reputation the Corps has gained at shooting during
recent years and won the Brigade Skill at Arms Olampionships.
Results obtained by the Squadron were:
Mmch r Imer Unit Rifle Maich Roupe/l Cup
Minor Units, 1st place; overall, 3rd place.
Match 2 lndiddual R iffe
Winner, Lance-Corporal D evereux, 253 Squadron; best young
soldier, Lance-Corporal D evereux, 253 Squadron.
Match 3 Inter Unit Section Match
Minor Units, 1st place; overall, 1 t place.
Ma:ch 4 Inter Unit Snap Shooting Match Britannia Cup
Minor Units, 2nd place; overall, 3rd place.
Maich s biter Unit S.M.G. Mmch Parachute Regiment Cup
Minor Units, 1st place; overall, 3rd place.
Match 6 Inter Unir Pistol Match
Overall, 2nd place.
51 Brigade Skill at Anns Champio11sfiip Unit
1st, 253 Squadron; 2nd, D .W.R.

C O RPS SPORTS R ESULTS
F ootball
Leeds University 4, Corps 2.
Corps 3, R.E.M.E. 2.
Sq uas h
Corps 5, R.A.P.C. 0.
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Our Cover Picture

IS THE CAPITAL OF
BRITISH ELECTRONl·CS
U THINK O F A BETTER
CAN y O
REER?
YOUR ELECTRONIC S CA
.

Our cover picture this month typifies the soldierly approach and
keenness to do a job well that is so much a fea ture of our ' new look '
Volunteer Signals Units in the Reserve Anny. Shown in the photograph
(left to right) are Lieu:en.ant G. F . Oliver, Signalman T. P. Gallagher, Captain
R. J. Schoolbred and Seri:e.ant A. J. Bishop, all of SS Signal Squadron
(Volunteers) while on an exercise in Cyprus.
Four of our Reserve Army Signal Regiments recently participated in
NATO exercises, where they quickly settled down and impressed all by
their keenness an efficiency. Those units which have not gone abroad
have done equally well at camp in the U.K. The regular Corps can rest
assured that it is very well backed up by our up-and-conUig Volunteer
units, to whom THE WIRE has much pleasure in paying this tribute.
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THEN YOU REALLY OUGHT T O JOIN THE LOCAL BRANCH
OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION WHICH EXISTS IN EACH
OF THESE CENTRES. (See page 84 for addresses of Branch Secretaries).

" What do Branches of the Association achieve? " you may ask.
The answer is that they provide an effective outlet for several highly-commendable purposes.

AU correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. T el. N os. 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143.

Complete the coupon and return it to :

••••••••••••• •••••••••••

ROYAL SI G N •.\LS
MAGAZINE

DO l ' O fJ LIVE IN on NEAR ABERDEEN, ALDERSHOT, BATH, BELFAST, BIRMINGHAM,
BLACKPOOL, BLANDFORD, BOURNEMOUTH, BRISTOL, CARDIFF,
CATTERICK. CHELTENHAM, CHESTER, CHESTERFIELD, CHISLEHURST, COVENTRY, CROYDON, DARLINGTON, DERBY, GLOUCESTER,
HARROGATE, HARTLEPOOLS, HUDDERSFmLD, HULL, JERSEY,
LEEDS, LEICESTE_R, LIVERPOOL, LOND ON, LOUGHBOROUGH,
MANCHESTER, MIDD LESBROUGH, NEWARK, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE,
OLDHAM, PORTSMOUTH, PREST ON, SALISBURY, SCARBOROUGH,
SHEFFmLD, SHREWSBURY, SOUTHAMPTON, STIRLING, SWANSEA,
TORBAY, or YORK.
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S O CIAL. If you have enjoyed the comradeship, loyalty and spirit of
service experienced during your time in the Corps, you will find these
qualities reflected in the Branches of the Association. You will have opportunities of widening your circle of acq uaintances and making good friends
with those of similar outlook and experience as yourself. In particular, you
will have the opportunity of rendering service to others. The strength of
any branch depends on how much individual members are prepared to
put into it for the benefit of the Branch as a whole. Service to a Branch
can be both rewarding and positive in its results. Remember, too, there is
a warm welcome for wives and families of Branch members. Some of the
Associatfon's greatest supporters are to be found amongst our womenfolk,
and they can play an important and very useful role in Branch life.
W E L FARE. It is the tradition of all Branches to interest themselves
in the well-being of any members of the Corps family in their own area.
Ad vice, help in obtaining employment visiting the sick, are some of the
practical ways in which this aim is achieved. Where financial worries loom
large, a Branch can often give immediate help on a small scale, but more
important, it can draw the attention of Association Headquaners to such
cases, so that the question of assistance can be gone into thoroughly. Often
members of Branches are men of considerable local standing and influence
who can do much to help in connection with local problems.
So there it is! If you are shortly leaving regular service or you have
already done so, do give this serious consideration. Branches need new blood
-they need YOU. In return, you can derive much pleasure and also make a
useful contribution to the community by supporting your local Branch .
GET IN TO V CH WITH THE S ECRETARY N OWI (See P••• 8 4 )
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Special Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings whlch have

A come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are dese~ of SPECIAL MENTION.
-

The yachtsmen of 18th Regim1?nt
for winILlig for the Corps ~e St. Ba~bara's. Buoy trophy
at Singapore recently by being the victors m t~e annual
triangular sa:ling march. The other two co~petmg teams
were the Royal Artillery and the Royal Eogmeers and for
the first time the Royal Signals' team was found solely by
one Regiment. The three crews compris'.ng the team were:
Major Barker and Major Edinger; Lieutenant Mac Culloch
anj Corporal Ric.hards; and MJi,Or Bird and R.S.M. Wood.
After two days' very close racmg the Corps pulled off the
event by hall-a-point.

-

Sergeant E. 11. Thornpson, ol 30th llegime•t
for being awarded the Royal Si~als Yacht Club's Bo~tho
prize for being the member m~mg the ~reatest contribution during the year to furthermg the ob1ects of the Club,
namely to encourage sa:ling among ~11 ranks of th.e Corp~.
Sergeant Thompson is the first soldier to have gamed this
award.

-

Lieutenant Jtf. J. Howen at present o• a course
at the Royal IHilitary College of Scie•ce
for being selected to play football for the Army Rug?y XV
v. Oxford University. Although Oxford won by 25 pomts to
6 (to wh:ch Bowen contributed by kicking a penalty goal)
the game was much closer than the score indicated.

-

Corporal HiU MUne, of 13th. Regi~nt
for being awarded bis well-d~served Corps colours. for ~olf.
Kil Milne has twice been m Army represei;irauv_e sides
this season. He also won the B.A.O.R cbamp1ons~1ps ~nd
a week later was runner-up in the Army champ1onsbips.
He is due to leave the Army this month-but he is keepmg
up his association with the Service golfing world as he is
to become the resident professional at the Army golf course
at Sennelager.

-

Lieuuaant Christoph.er Grant, ol J 1th
Regime at
for being selected to take part in a joint Services expediti.o n
to North Peary Land-an area of unexplored mountams
at the extreme north of Greenland. The expedition plans
to make the first-ever · ascent of peaks in the Roosevelt
and Benedict ranges, to collect scientific data and to carry
out a survey. At present th~re is a di~crep11:ncy o~ one ~egree
of longitude in maps of this area which will be mvesugated.

*

*

*

The foregoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
Corps news worthy of special mention.. Something '?f
particular interest must have occurred in YOUR u~t,
station or command. Write NOW and tell the Edi!cr
about 'it and so help keep this a live and interesting
Column.

50th Al\'NIVEDSARY OF TUE
FORMATION OF TUE CORPS
To mark the SOth Anniversary of the formation of the
Corps a number of functions are being planned for 1~70.
Of particular interest to Old Comrades and reured
members of the Corps will be a two-day reunion at
Canerick Camp over the week-end 27th/28th June, 1970,
and a one-day reunion at Blandford Camp on Sunday,
21st June which it is hoped will include a special Service
at Salisb~ry Cathedral. More details will be issued as
and when they become known. M7anw~ile .all. should
make a particular note of these dates m their dianes now.

--

From our "In" Tray ---BRITISH COlUMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
SALES DIRECTOR HONOUllED
British Communicat:ons Corporation's success as a leading
exporter of military field radios is highlighted by the announcement that its Sales Director, Lieutenant-Colonel Frank Nurdin,
an ex-Corps officer, has been awarded the O.B.E.
During his 14 years
with BCC, Colonel
Nurdin has visited
virrually every country
in the world in his
unceasing efforts to
promote the Company's
p r od ucts
abroad, usually in the
face of fierce international competition.
Now1 thanks largely
to his military knowhow and his personal
efforts abroad, BCC
equipments are g:ving
service in some 46
.overseas countries. In
fact, the Company's
output, wh'.ch at one
time was largely comLieutenant-Colonel frank Nurdin, O.B.E.
mercial
equipments
and dependent
to
some 70 per cent on the home market, has now an 80 per
cent outlet to military markets overseas.
Prior to joining BCC as Sales Manager, Colonel Nurdin had
a dist:nguished military career and was at one time with
General Wingate's ' Chindits ' in Burma. This was followed
by an eight-year period as head of Reuter's Telecommunica-rions Service.
FAMOUS

EX ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICEllS
AND SERVICEMEN
It is wished to feature a display board on famous or notably
successful ex-Royal Signals Officers and Serv:cemen in the
Corps Mobile Display 'Quicksilver' for 1969. There are quite
:a few household names, and those employed in obviously
important posts, who in the past have served in the Corps.
If members of the Corps can think of suitable names it
would be much appreciated if all possible details could be
forwarded to: O.C. Royal Signals Demonstration Team, School
of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset.
The individual could then be approached for permission to
feature his personal particulars on Quicksilver.'
Io order to make use of this information in 1969, such details
are required as soon as possible.
This display will be of interest to the public and could do
much for the prestige of the Corps. The assistance of members
of the Corps in making it as complete and represent~tive ~s
possible is, however, necessary. Could you please give this
requirement the widest possible circulation?
D. A. R. Elliott, Major.
School of Signals,
Blandford Camp,
Dorset.
TANDEM DIUVING WITH AUSTIN 7
Sir
Seeing the photograph of the 1932 military Austin 7 in the
December/January issue of THE WIRE brought back to me,
as I am sure it did to many others, very happy memories.
When this vehicle with the No. 1 set originally came out, I
was commanding No. 2 (Artillery) Company of 1st Divisional
Signals, commanded by R. E. Barker, and I think we were
the first to get them.
I was very fortunate in having some very keen ' horsey '
officers in my company-Crewe Stoneley, John Tulloch, George
McKeen, 'Phyllis' Mayden and 'Blocks' Harris, and that wellknown celebrity, Vic Goodman, as my C.S.M. We used to
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~r~~t"_I"andem Ride '-ricLing

one ;orse and

driv~g

the other

bit~\V~ ~~p~~~t~~rl~~ 7sh we had to change our plans a

~:sp~~te:rndrc~:n~~e~~r5,!~{fdo~~~e
i;iert:u~u~~~ct?ce:~0 ~;
r e very we 1 1 and the horses soon

took to it.

Unfortunately I have no photograph of thi
b
if
by If your readers has one, not only would Is lt::n;~ s ut .
ut am sure you would like to publish it in THE WrnE~e it,
Yours sincerely,

A. E. Morrison, Major-General.
Beech Tree Lodge
Guildford Road, '
Fleet, Hants.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\\'N
Numfiber o! no~mal welfare cases assisted
nanctally m December
Number of special Cbristm~· gra~~

so
99

149
Total amount expended on normal welfare
grants ...

...

. ..

£590 18 11
£283 10 0

Total of Christmas grants

£874

Number of clothing parcels sent
Number of Christmas parcels sent ...

8 11

23
116

139

One of the Month's Cases
w~o~:J an ex-Regula~ Lance-Corporal who died

birth of Zeir rhtd1~iJia,r ssphrm.g, da .fortnight before the
u th cbildr
·
e is omg her best to br·
was in need
grant of £20 f
thi ·
ssociation made her a
of toys and w~ cl~fupose, and a Christmas parcel
of thanks, the widow saiJ .~;ts .also send trf. In her letter
is won e ul that someone cares."

b~d~g repl:~~nt~tate~=n~ts, ~m~

u:fr

One of the Month's Letters
TANDEM DRIVING IN 1933
Royal Signals Display Team in action
(This is ol/ we con find here- Ed.)

ZAMBIA CORPS OF SIGNAl..S CONTRA.CT
SERVICE
Major A. L. Gilhooly, of Zambian Signals, writes:
" ~ acanciefs exist for contract officers initially on a th
'
ree
years tour or two Te ho · I Offi
the Zambi~ Corps of S~n;~a Th firs Teleco~unications in
Workshop Troop in th s· · al e rst vacancy is for an O.C.
for a Technical Staff Oflc~~oin Jiqus~ro~ ~· the second is
or S.W.S. experience would be an ~ss~F s i.rectorate. Staff

" PLEASE would you convey to the Cha·
staff of the A
· .
1rmao and
and thanks for the Ch~~=;~ogifn.to~ £pjofFound gratitude
or some years
now because of illn
our' increasing hard:~pw~~veth~on~ ou,r best: to bear
courage that you would r"ghtl
gillty, fa.th and
Roya~ Signals and bis famil1 . fi;sxpect of ~ man of
remamed void of seasonal flstivity ' our <;:hnstmas has
Your most k:Od d
' except m our hearts
whelming
d
unebfected provision is indeed over~
mas diru{eran w ena e ~s to have a homely Christmak "
• , a .warm fireside, and meet some needs
hartlntf~s Chnstmas a muc~ happier one! We've faced
we, in s a1clr1:J~· yet your. kind_ness brought tears. May
• The
~ b . ' pay t~s t:ibute to all concerned:
f th
y w o rmg sunsh:ne mto the liv
cannot keep it from themselves!',,
es o o ers

°

ill

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

~~~~t~~oE~:!:~~~ :~~:i!~~in~f a~!,k~R~aJe~jgn~ld

of service and rank h~d . ankth wRouldul be dependent on length
10 . e
cg ar Army.
"Applications from recomme d d
d
.
Officer Foreman of Signals woclde bea~on:Jle~~d~'ced Warrant
Further details may be 0 bt · d b
..
Major A L Gilhool s·
~me
Y wntmg personally to
Army p 0. Box 19y3,l iLgnalskDirzectorate, Headquarters Zambia
' · ·
, usa a, ambia.

RESERVE ARMY OFFICERS• BALL
The Ball is being held at the Ra!nbow Room, Derry
Street, London, W.8, on Friday, 28th March, at 8
T'I ckets
£2 l Os. Od. each and can be obtained from
p.m.
• are
Captam A. L. Felton, 25, Chelsea Gardens
S.W.1.
, London,

·

Thank You!
ROVAIA

SIGNALS

ASSOCIATION

BENEVOLENT FUND

The followin.K donatiot1s
and D ecemocr, 190ll: _

WBTB

.
mo 1
I
• fll'ate 111ly reawed duri1111 N011embn

School oi: Artillery (Larkbill Day, 1968)
3oill Re=~nt (Mr. R. B. Ford)
···
Central Vehicle Dep:n RA 0 C S
... , .••
2ISt Re11~ent (Laarbrucb Fe.ie) _""'lleAnts Mesa,
2211d Re11.ment, 3 :iquaJron (raft!~) • · ·
··•
253 Squadron (all ranks' Halloween d&iec) ·· ·
644 Troop (Mercury Oub)
· ··
Major J. H A. Panon
···
M. C. SUlnley, Esq.
.. .
The Robert Hart Trusi·
Mr. J. F. Benson

Mr. C. Austin

···
·· ·

···
··.
Ashcburch ...
···
· •·
•· ·

···
···

···
·••

···

···

··
...

l. s. d.

o
O
2 0
I05 o
2 14
25
IO

20
10

50
5
4
3
1

1.i.e.s:·

r

Captain B. I. Brooics
G . B. HollinllS. Esq ... '
F. B. Foulds Esq
P. yeness, Esq.,
Various sma-11 donations

Expend!ture du~ 11 November, 1968
Expenditure do.1rm1t December, 1968
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PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an • •

•

all-purpo~e

.
co11un1ca11on
system
No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweight milltary radio In quantity production anywhe~e
does all the things the A13 can do, In so many different roles. Thats
why it's already been bought by armed forces on four continents. They
recognise the A13's unique flexibility as manp?ck, ground station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. They know 1t s proved In combat,
Including parachute delivery.
The Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete channels In the 2-~ MHz ba.nd
(selected without netting); a choice of phase or amplit~de voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-power
l20 watts) transmitter output; fully protected output circuits; and a wide
;ange of accessories. Please write for a copy o.f t~e A 13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems D1vls1on, llford, Essex,
England. Telephone: 01-478 3040. Telex: 23166.

ALL SMILES IN "C" TROOP, 22nd SIGNAL REGIMENT
The S.0.-in-C. with " C" Troop flanked by 0.C. ''C" Troop, Captain Mike Wilson, and O.C . " C" Troop designate, Lieutenant Trevor Hendren

Taking a

look at the modern~ smart~ hlghlu-

"lncl,•nt Corps

Higll Pressure B.A. D.R. Tour for t/Je
S.0.-in-C.
November and December, 1968, we were honoured
D URING
by a visit from the Signal Officer-in-Chief (Army), Major-

General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Anderson, and together they carried out a very busy programme
of visits to most of the Royal Signals units in 1st (British)
Corps. The Signal Officer-in-Chief arrived in 1st (British)
Corps after visiting 13th and 21st Signal Regiments in the
Rheindahlen area on 25th and 26th November. The programme
began with a visit to 22nd Regiment.
22nd Sit.f11t1I llleghu~nt
The Regimo::nt was delighted to welcome General and Mrs.
Anderson on 27m November.
Second-Lieutenant Hugh Goodman accompanied them on
their journey from Rheindahlen, and on arrival, at 12.30 hours,
the Signal Officer~in-Chief inspected the quarter guard, which
was drawn from the Military Proficiency Tra:ning Class II
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1969

Course in progress at the time, and commanded by Sergeant
Donnelly.

After a brief stay in the Sergeants' Mess for drinks, the
Signal Officer-in-Chief was joined by Mrs. Anderson in the
Officers' Mess. Here they met and spoke co all officers and
rheir wives before sitt:ng down with them to a late lunch.
In the afternoon, the Signal Officer-in-Chief visited the
Regimental Training Wing and M Troop Workshops before
inspecting ' C ' Troop in detail.
The General was persuaded to have h:s photograph taken
with ' C' Troop (see photo above). Time went all too qu:ckly
as the Signal Officer-in-Chief toured the Regiment, speaking to
everyone he met. He must have spoken to well over 100 during
his short visit.
Mrs. Anderson, too, was busy. She met many of the people
and organisations who do so much to ensure that our families
are well cared for, v:siting the school, the Women's Royal
Voluntary Service and S.S.A.F.A. representatives. She also
visited our married quarters area and was entertained to tea
by the Regimental Wive ' Club.
Soon it was time for them co leave for Bielefeld. Neither the
ignal Officer-in-Chief nor Mrs. Anderson showed any evidence
of the tiredness they must have felt after such a strenuous day,
and made their visit extremely enjoyable for us by showing o
much interest in everything they saw.
After spending the night in Bielefeld, the Signal Officer-inChie.f and Mrs. Anderson drove to Herford to visit 7th Reg;ment
on 28th November.

7th Signal Regiment
H aving been formally welcomed to 7th Regiment by a
q uarter guard, commanded by Sergeant M. Ryan of 5 Squadron,
General Anderson was taken on a tour of the Regiment by
Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Sherr att, whilst Mrs. Anderson and
Mr . S herratt visited Reg:mental fa milies in Brake and Herford.
At a small pa rade drawn up in front of R egimental Headq uarters, General Anderson presented L ong Service and Good
Conduct Medals to W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Noble, Staff Sergeant
Elliot, Stall Sel'geant Cairns, and to Stall Sergeant Traherne,
who must be one of the few members of the Corps wearing
this medal whilst regularly turning out on a rugby field. F ollowing th is, General Anderson presented the Page T rophy to 'Kilo'
Troop.
At the end of the presentation the Signal Officer-in-C hief was
shown around the barracks and met many of the soldiers working
in the Training School and the L.A.D. He was also shown the
Hobbies Centre which, during the dark winter months, is being
given a much increased patronage.
Before lunch in the Officers' Mess, General Anderson was
entertaiied to drinks by the R.S.M ., -w.O.I Laycock, and
members of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. After
lunch General and Mrs. Anderson left for Verden flanked by
an escort of the team which won the B.A.O.R. motor cycle
trials. A very welcome, but all too short, visit was over.
1st D iv i sion Signa l Regiment
A welcome return to Verden by the Signal Officer-in-Chief
and Mrs. Anderson took place on 28th and 29th November.
During the brief visit the General managed to view the work
of the three sabre Squadrons and whilst agreeing that the
deta:Ied role bad changed he found that the landmarks of his
former stamping ground had altered little.
Mrs. Anderson meantime met most of the Officers' wives at a
ladies' guest night and many of the Senior N.C.O.s' and soldiers'
wives whilst visiting- the Kindergarten, the thrift shop, and
taking coffee w:th Mrs. Turner, our R.S.M.'s wife, at her home.
The morn:ng started with an inspection of the Quarter
Guard commanded by Sergeant Hinton, followed by a brief call
on the G .O.C. A quick tour of a typical communication bead
in the sedate environment of Rear Headquarters preceded
the more active demonstration of the stages of alert and fighting
ability by Comcen Delta. The demonstration ended with a
mock attack across open ground (the Square) by Signalman
Powell and his marauders, who died valiantly but in vain.
The tour concluded with a visit to the gymnasium where
2 and 3 Squadrons were perform:ng feats designed by S.S.I.
Hellicar, A.P.T.C., to co-ordinate thought and practical performance. Corporal Gentles and some of the members of our
unarmed combat team were in attendance and sbowe<l the
Signal Officer-in-Chief some of the finer p oints in the repertoire of th:s thriving club.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief and Mrs. Anderson then departed
for Soltau Jeav:ng behind them very pleasant memories of their
return visit to Verden.
7 th Armoured Brigade S i gnal Squadron
On arrival the Signal Officer-in-Chief was met by the
Squadron Commander, M ajor G. R. Oehlers, and inspected
the Quarter Guard commanded by Sergeant J . T urner. After
lunch in the Officers' Mess General Anderson inspected the
Train:n&, Q.M. departments and Foreman of Signals Workshop-. He then saw the key vehicles of the Brigade Headquarters which were lined up on the square. The afternoon was
completed with tea in the Sergeants' Mess where the Signal
Officer-in-Chief met all Mess members.
Mrs. Anderson also had a busy programme and began by
lunching with Mrs. Oehlers and the wives of Officers of the
quadron. Lunch was followed by a v!sit to the local B.F.E.S.
school, and to two married quarters in the station. Mrs.
Anderson then visited the welfare facilities within the barracks.
Her visit ended w ith tea in the Hellier Room in the NAAFI
W:th all the Squadron wives. The Signal Officer-in-Chief and
Mrs. Anderson returned to Verden for the night.
1 lth I n fan try Brigade S i gnal Squadron
The following morning, 30th November, the Signal Officerin-Chief travelled to Minden to visit 11th Infantry Brigade
ignal Squadron. On arrival, he was met by the Officer Commanding, M ajor P . S. Davis, M.B.E., and inspected the

Tire Corps has
ils /igllter moments . . .

Quarter Guard in which was to be found a representative cap
badge of many of the Corps and Regiments in this integrated
Squadron. Whilst Mrs. Anderson followed a busy programme
which allowed her to meet many of the wives of the Squadron,
the Signal Officer-in-Chief was taken on a tour of the Troops
and departments. Both ' A' and ' B ' Troops were drawn up
tactically on the square, and the Signal Officer-in-Chief spent
a considerable time talking to the F.V. 439 crews who had all
recently completed a long, hard and successful training season.
At 12.15 hours W.0.1 (R.S.M.) A. J. Pearce entertained the
Signal Officer in Chief in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess, where all members, of many arms and services, were
gathered.
Ma;or Davies then held a lunch party where the Signal
Officer-in-Chief was able to meet the Brigade Commander,
Brigadier P. R. Leuchers, C.B.E. This terminated the visit,
and the Signal Officer-in-Chief and Mrs. Anderson departed for
Bielefeld.

(Provided sufficient suppor t is forthcoming thi
.
' Th w· ' ·u
s pace m
e ire w1 be reserved monthly for a select:on of the more
humourous events that may have come the way of
pondents, so that if you have something really our ~orres
report let us hear about it.-Editor).
amusmg to

*

First prize this month goes to 11th Infantry Brigade
and Signal Squadron for their account of the:
H .Q.

' DEATH DEFYING SLIDE·

Church with 20th Armoure d Brig ade SiJ,!nnl
Squadron
The following day, Sunday, the Signal Officer-in-Chief and
Mrs. Anderson visited D etmold to attend morning service with
20th Armoured Brigade s :gnal Squad ron, accompanied by the
Squadron Commander, Major D . B. Carnie, M.B.E.
12th lnfnntry Brigade S ignal Squadron
The following week began with a visit to 12th Infantry
Brigade Signal Squadron on 2nd D ecember. On arrival, the
Signal Officer-in-Chief was welcomed by the Officer Commanding, Major ). E. C. Stevens, and the Adj utant, Captain J. B.
Donelly. The Quarter Guard, commanded by Sergeant Norris,
was then inspected. After meetng W .0.1 (R.S.M.) J. A. Rose,
the Signal Officer-in-Chief continued by visiting the Squadron
office, Signal Centre and T raining Centre where he met r espective heads of departments and their members.
At the Quartermasters' Department, Captain N . .Lane and
W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) B. S. Howie were both introduced to th.e
Signal Officer-in-Chief. This was fo llowed by an inspection of
' A ' and ' B ' Troops who had deployed the command post
and communication head. During the inspection, the Signal
Officer-in-Chief met both Troop commanders, Lieutenant L C.
Pattison and L ieutenant J. C. Wollaston. The Signal Officer-inChief showed great interest in the vehicles and equi.pment and
talked to members of both Troops.
Leaving ' A ' and ' B ' Troops, General Anderson then
visited the Corporals' Qub wher e h e met the Squadron M.T.O.,
Captain W. K. Adrian, who supervises the club, and Corporal
Gibbons, the P .M .C . This was followed by coffee in the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' M ess, where the Signal Officer-inChief met all members.
Mrs. Anderson, who h ad accompanied the Signal Officer-inChief, was taken by Mrs. Stevens to meet the wives of the
members of the Squadron. They began with coffee where Mrs.
Rose, Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Innes and Mrs. Freeburn were present and were all introduced to Mrs. Anderson.
On returning to the O.C.'s house Mrs. Anderson met Mrs.
W ebb, Mrs. Yates, Mrs. Adrian and Mrs. Lane.
Th:s concluded the visit to 12th Infantry Brigade Signal
Squadron and the Signal Officer-in-Chief and Mrs. Anderson
departed for Munster to visit 4th Guards Brigade Signal
Squadron.
4th Guards Brigade Signal Sqnadron
The Signal Officer-in-Chief travelled by road with M rs.
Anderson to Munster where they arrived at 4th Guards Brigade
Signal Squadron in t!me for lunch.
The Squadron Commander, Ma;or Arthur Jackson, met the
Signal Officer-in-Chief and escorted him to the Brigade Officers'
Mess for lunch, whilst Mrs. Jackson travelled with Mrs. Anderson to Cambrai House for lunch with M rs. G ow, the wife of
the Commander 4th Guards Brigade, Brigadier J. M . Gow.
Ma;or-General J. E. Anderson met the Squadron Officers at
lunch and, following a long talk with the Commander 4th
Guards Brigade, he and M a;or Jackson were whisked away in
a waiting helicopter to visit th e A.F.V. 432 Drivers' Course in
the nearby Dorbaum training area.
The return to York Barracks was followed by a visit to the
new Squadron club and a tour of the liv:ng accommodation.
The Signal Officer-in-Ch ief saw some of ' A' h ' Troop and
talked to Signalman Haldane and Signalman Boyd.

0

CHEERFUL ENCOUNTER

Th.e S.O.·i.n-C. has a word with Signalman Jam es Boyd of 4t h Guards
Brigade Signal Squadron while Signalman Josep h Haldane looks o n

anX-e=~~:lea!d· Anderson had a fu.ll. afternoon programme
the new N k I '~h~s:RJ:ec~scf' bv1s1ted the Kindergart~n,
quarters of the R S M W 0 I (R Su M)asAllell as the marned
Miller and Sign~~n Law: ·
· · ·
red, Corporal Roy
in~~( 0a!~oM!e kdgramme finished and the Signal Officer.
erson left Munster to return to Bielefeld .
C::.C. R. Signals Study Day
Aft~r his return from 4th Guards Brigade Si nal S
the S1gnal Officer-in-Chief attended CC R s · g 1 S qduadrDon,
The
·
hel ·
.
· · · 1gna s tu y ay
Thexer~se ~as
d m Bielefeld and nicknamed ' Toby Jug;
learn~
aB~ ?f Exe:cise 'Toby Jug' was to study the lesson~
by CC R s· wnal dBur~g !968, and the study day was opened
.
· · . 1gn s, ngadier J. M . Sawers M.B.E p
~on~ were tLh~n given by the Commanding Officer of. 7thesf;~~
egrment,. 1eutenant-Colonel W. E. Sherratt, MB E
d
s·
· · ., an
ornmandmg Offic 1 ff · ·
C
Colonel w T M r F IVJston . :gnal Regiment, Lieutenant·
·
ac ar1ane. Lieutenant-Colonel T G H
}~ckson, O.B.E., the Command:Ug Officers of 2nd a~d i2 ·
Swnal Regiments, Lieutenant-Colonel H A J Stur
n~
L1eute~ant-Co!onel .A. L : Dowell followed 0~, a nd th~~ !~s
Suchdrmterestmg d 1s~~s1on, members of the Regiments and
qu~ oohs present vo1c:n~ many vari ed and valuable views1eavmg t e task of swrurung up to C.C. R. Signals at the end
of the day, aftt:r an address by the Signal Officer-in-Chief
(B ~e) Cere dehg?ted, to see present t he Chief of Staff H.Q. 1
· ·
orps, Bngadier J. K. I. Douglas-Withers MC who
represe~ted, the Corps Commander, tbe latter being indi;' osed
J lj;e~d T oby Jug' concluded the v:sit of Ma:or-G~nerai
: . ·
erson, C.B.E., to 1 (B.R.) Corps. All units he had
visited were sorry to see the Signal Officer-in-Chief and Mrs
Ande~on depart, and look forward to another visit in the not
! 00
-CdhJ ~tfa n_t future, per~aps under the new hat the Signal Officerm
1e 1s to don this year.

°f::.i
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1~ a r~ ~ack
cked with such hectic activity as 1968 one tends
00
.
a
and remember the more am ·
· .d
hh1ch ~a~e h appened. Exercise ' Eternal Tr:anglU:1.11~a~nl~s fn!S
s areFo aughs. Corporal Towle, Signalman Mizzi and Sign:f~~ reeman were the first to do a ' Cresta Run ' in a FV 432
e run started on top of a ve
hi h
dd
.
·
Corporal Towle in his Radio Reb~adc~s; ~~ y hill . when
extract the 9fficers' Mess 3-ton vehicle which wa:'~botry~~g . U:
4i~2, :~ trac~ fully locked, started to slide down ~e

;::J:

hfil_

dr~;r) ~~~es~!~ci;;:e:~u;ftS s~t~n~~e0 ~

·(~

~o~ theqonl~e~: ~~~ ~~~e!:~n~:~~~~t~~f ~sgs1o&i1~~)

t;;le
on at break-neck speed down the hill D
cam
fence! Up woke Signalman Mizzi still : .3wn went .the first
on earth was happening. The veh:cle ~~ e, wondenng what
~ore ~ences and a herd of cows before fin~e~oUi:ough two
m a ditch some tt;n yards from the farm buila}
rn:p~ to rest
of ~e farm and his wife, who had been watcl~~s.
e o~er
headmg towards their house, went over to Sign;~ v~cl~
whho was standing looklng very dazed and aSked him t " n.
t e gate next time-bittel"
'
o use
On the same exercise, a couple of days later the Comm
.
~nding
Offi.c er Scots Greys, who was leading the ll Bri ad
ag~mst 7 Brigade, reported over the air that s~mee vance
Bngade 432s had appeared alongside his leading tank ·d·h·d
~hen Jaken over the lead. It has always been known !i~ ~
qua ronb thfiat s.ergeant. Peacock and his step-up vehicles wer:
k een to e rst m Jocauon !

b

UPGRADING CO U R SES T O B E HELD IN
CATTERICK IN 1 969

0

Faraway

1/31
1/24
2/50
2/29
1/24
1/15
1/23
1/31
2/49
2/25

Tech TE II-I
Tech RR II-I
Tech Radio III-II
Tech RR III-II
ED II-I
Clerk Tech II-I
R Relayman 11- 1 ..
Cipher Op II-I
ED III-II
Comcen Op III- Ciphet
Op II

24 June
5 Feb. '70
17 June 15 Jan. '70
17 June 13 Nov.
3 June 16 Oct.
17 June 22 Aug.
10 June
8 Aug.
24 June
7 Aug.
17 June
8 Aug.
10 June
I Aug.
3 June

15 Aug.

Pla c es!
Unusual J ohs!

Why not send us your story?
T H E W I R E , F E B ·R U A R Y - M A R C H
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:======Movements
Olfteers

Lieutenant-Colonel B. C. Bovey
Majoc T. R . Blackwood
.. .
Second-Lieutcn:int A. J. Oark
Lieutenant M . K. Carson
...
Llcute~ant-Colond D. S. Oarkc
Captain D . W. Co:<>k
Lieutenant G. Davies
Captain J. V. Fielding
CaplBin J. L. Goldin g
Major D. W . Gent
. ..
Brigadier G. H . H ocrder, M.B.B.

,,
,,
u

"
,,

,,
,,

Major B. W . Hunt
.Maioc G. N . Jenkins

...
. ..
Major (Q .M.) P . H . Johnstone
MaJor 0 . Lyccn-Gregson
...

,,

Capta.in D. F. Malone .. .
. ..
M ajor S. P . Morrison . ..
Ma jor M. R. B. Pack-D avison ...
Major (Q.M .) R. N . Richmond
Major J . B. Stewart
. ..
. ..
Captain R. J . R. Stokes

,,
,,
,,

Major (Tfc.) A . Sawyer . . .
. ..
Lieutenant H. G . S. Thomas
L ieutenant J. C . Wollaston
Lieutena"1t-Coionel F. D. Wiil~s:
M.B.E.
.. .
Major H. S. Wilson
Captain G . W . Young

,.

.,
.,

B.A.S ., Washington, D .q. 1
B.F.P.O. 2, for duty w1tn
I.S.S.B. , Fort Monmouth,
New J~scy, U.S.A.
H .Q.h-Southcrn Comd. (AQMG
(\.l<rg))
Scbool of Signals
14th Regiment
:21 t Regiment
4th Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
M .0.D . Col. G. S . A.T. 3 (as
Col.)
S ulta~ of M uscat A.F.
21st Regimen t
645 Troop
Scbool of Signals
262 Squadron as O .C.
.
D efence Adviser to U.K. High
Commissioner in Pakistan
4th D iv. H .Q. & Siiral Regt.
SS Squadron (V) as O.C.
16th Reg"m ent
tst A ry. Bde & Signal Sqn. (257)
as O.C.
Scbool of Signals
Malaysia
30th R egiment
H .Q ., Western Command
u th Regiment
H .Q. Comd. & Sup. Staff,
SHAPE.
M.O.D. (Signals 6A)
8th Regiment
255 Squadron

"

School of Signals
tst Div. H .Q. & Signal R egt.
., 226 Squadron as O.C. (Major'

Warran.t Officer s and Se r g#!ants
To 24th Regiment
W .O .I (Y. of S .) R. Scrafton ...
,, 13th R eg;men t
W .0 .11 J. M. Gittins ...
. ..
,, 10th R eg:ment
W.0.11 (Y . of S.) D. L . Basset
,,
222 Squadron
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) S. W . Allen ...
1st Division Signal R egiment
Staff Sergca:a (F. of ~.) R. C . Saunders
Staff Sergeant~· of S.) D . R . Sanders ,, 21st Regiment
,,
16th
R egiment
Staff Serg~t . of S.) D. K . Harvey
1st Division Signal Regiment
Staff Sc:-geant F. of S .) A . W . Calver
,,
225
Squadron
Staff Sc:-g!ll"1t P . T. Goodman ...
•·· ,, A. Apprentices' Col, Harrogate
Staff Sergeant J . T . O 'Brien
,, 30th Rcg'.ment
Staff Sergea:n E . H . Johnson
55th Squadron (V)
Staff Sergeant W . Anderson
,, 7th Regiment
Sergeant M. J. Lowe
,, 8th Regment
Sergca"lt D. Shrives
,, 19th Regiment
Sergeant C. D . Cameron
,, SHA . E H .Q. Command and
Sergeant D . J. N ye
Support (BB)
,, 7th R eg"rnent
Sergea'1t D . Jolly .. .
,,
8th
Regiment
Sergeant R . McKay
...
33rd Regiment (V}
Sergeant G . T . Edwards
,, 242 Squadron
Sergeant T . D . Miles .. .
,, 3o:b R eg:ment
Se~geant R. P . Burgess .. .
,, 24th R egiment
Sergeant C . M . Harrison
2nd Divisior'al Signal R egiment
Sergeant J. Douce
.. .
,, 18th R egiment
Ser geant D . McKen2ie .. .
,,
262 Squadron
Sergeant J . G . Albon .. .
,, I I th Regiment
Sergea"1 t D. M . Lcggott .. .
246 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron
Sergeant V . T . Zimmer .. .
,, 9th Reg'.ment
Sergeant W . R. Harmsworth
,, 14th Reg!.ment
Scrg-..ant J . D uncan
,, 14th Regiment
Sergeant R. Bates ...
63rd (SAS) Signal Squadron (V)
Sergeant A. Harrison
216 Parachute Sigoa! Squadron
Sergea"1t B. Rollings
.. .
,, 240 Squadron
Sergeant P. C . Jeffery .. .
,,
226 Squadr on
Sergean t D . R . Eastmond
,, 229 Squadron
Sergeant R. R . G ilmore .. .
,,
16th R egim ent
Sergeant J. T . Phin
.. .
,, 24th Re¥imen t
Sergeant C . F . Cope
.. .
,,
4th
D ivisional Signal Regiment
Sergeant G . A. Black .. .
,, 12th Inf. Bde. S' goal Squad ron
Sergeant M . F oster
.. .
,,
2nd
Division Signo.1 Regiment
Sergeant P. Churchfield
,, 2 ISt Regiment
Sergeant B. J. Peters

=====Promotions
REGIMENTAL D UlY ROSTER
Old

Sen . N o. Sen. No .
To W.0 .I

To W .O .I

A / W .O.I
A / W .0 .I

w.o.n

Hill, A. R .
Thomas, D . G .

1440
1¢o

2540
2470

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
1810
146o
Banham , R.
CHIEF CLI!RXS RoSTl!R

A / W.0.I
T o W.0.I
To W .O .II S / Si!.

W illiamr. P . A.
Jewell, • P .

470
1lIO

810
1250

OPERATING .ROSTllR
15170
15180
15190
15200
15210
15220
15230
15240
r526o
15270
15280
15290

32070
3176o
31770
31820
32090
29390
32384
32394
32150
32180
32230
3226o

To Sgt.

A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.

Donnelly, W. J .
Guy, D. W.
Frie~d, T . J.
Etherton, D. J.
Buten, J. D.
Fortu~e, R .
Woods, A. K.
Turner, A.
Lunn, D. G.
Davies, A. D.
Fisher, T. G .
Devine, G. F.

·. ·.·. } To
·· ·

13774
136o8
u385
13752
1400s
15121
14268
14590
13424
14293

To Sgt.

Hcga:i, A. M.
Broadhurst, R. C.
Gilbert, J. D.
Brewster, B. F .
Jones, B.
Whewell, K. F. C.
Forrester, A. C.
Stewart, W. S .
Robson , E. D .
Harris, R. G. P.
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Major G . A . S. Bxcll ...
Ma1or K . W. B. Ferguson
Major M. S. Jarrett
.. .
MaJot D. J. M cintyre .. .
Major I . Ct Spear .. .
. ..
Colonel G . W. Blackburn

TECHNlCAL ROSTER
7485
7545
7590
76o5
7612
7620
7630
7640
7650
7105

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

W .O .I

w.o.n
S Sgt.

Royal Military College ol Science

Clothing Gilts
Since the beginning of N:::vember, gif:s of clothing

76o

1070

received by the Welfare Section fro;n the following:

FOREMEN OF SIGNALS CAN SMILE!
Under the shadow of THUNDERBIRD, BLOODHO UN D and SEASLUG surface-to-air missiles, the Signal Officer in Chief, Major
General J. E. Anderson discusses the RAPIER SAGW system with
F. of S. McKay. Military Director of Studies, Colonel R. H. Maxfield,
and Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Garratt Royal Signals, Directing Staff
(Telecommunications), look on

1230

SIGNAL CENTRE SUPERVISOR ROSTER
W.O.II
S Sgt.

1030
700

930
TECHNICAL ROSTER

Sgt.

580
500
810
990
4970

520
840
1000
5470

Sgt.

41lo4

8170

Sgt.

1770

W.0 11
S Sgt.

620
850
1030

684
88o

710
910

790
'170

9040

13240

13370

p!E:IUIAPS it is the first time the Royal Mil itary College of
S cience has submitted Wn~E notes. We cannot produce a
mon.thly saga but Qi.ope to contribute when we have something
particularly newsworthy to report.

OPERATING ROSTER
8330

toys

boo~~, and Chrisonas donat:ons have been most gr;tefull~

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DulY ROSTER
II70
850
750
430
4330
1490
3620
3050
610
FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER

W .O .I

Vlslt of SiJCnnl @ffic<er-ln-Cbi.-f
. We. were fortunate in having a visit from the Signal Officerm-Cluef on 13th December, 1968.
.i\fter a briefing on the College Function by the Commandant,
Maior-General
N. Crookenden
C.B.
DSO
OB E
A.F.RA.e.S., and the Dean, F. J.M. Farle~, Sc.D .: Ph.D., M:A::
F:lnst.P., F.B.C.S., he was. sh~wn round the College by Royal
S1g~als me:nbers of the Directing Staff. I n the Electronics and
Guided Weapons Demonstration Hall he wa5 shown round by
F. ~f S. McKay who had served under General Anderson
prev10usly.
He took lunch with the College Headquarters staff, and a
selection of Royal Signals students.

FIBLD ROSTER

Captain (T.O.T.) & Mrs. J. Potts
A. E. S tead, Esq.
Mrs. D. T urner
Mrs. E. Fladgate
F. Veness, Esq., M .B.E.
Mrs. J . Power
Major D. A . Barry
Brigadier C. Vincent-Sm ith T D
J.P.
' . .,
F. C. Wilson, Esq .
F . J . R . Ba te, Esq.
Mrs. V. A. H eath
LieuTJft-Colonel W. H. Lamb,
Sergeant
Mrs. V.
Mrs. H .
Brigadier

W. J. Oark
F raser
J. H um phrey
J. R. Cubberley
Lieu te~ant-Colooel W. A. K.
Stodart
K. C. H oward, Esq.
Threestokes Marine L td .
M.rs. Foulds
Major R . E . Wells, R. Australian
Signals

·

Staff Sergea::n & Mrs. N Crowder
Brigadier & Mrs. C. H. Stoneley
Mr. and Mrs. W. Mycroft
Royal Sig"als A<sociBtion, North
London Branch
22nd S ignal Reg'ment
M=s. W. G . Tucker
Major P. D . WSTren
W. E. Osborne, Esq.
Lieutenant-Colonel & Mrs. C. L.
Omman -cv
Major M. H. Priestley
J. F . Benson, Esq.
W .O.II R . Mudge
R. E. Hanoa, Esq.
Major J. L. Botterill
Mrs. E. H . Eversley
Executors of the Late Lt.-Col. R.
H. L. Co:dner
MBior G . R. T hornton
Cap tain R . Iliffe, T.D .
Major - Gcnerl>I R. J. Moberly,
C.B .. O.B.E.
Major and Mrs. P. J. Rowland
Major J. A. Baker

Holl coll
On the last day of the Michaelmas term we had the followin g
at the College :

Overseas opportun ities for

Directing Staff: Three officers.

Radio Technicians

In Charge Electronics and Guided Weapons D emonstration Hall:
One Foreman of Signals.

Army Staff Courses:

Cable and Wireless, the biggest international
communications operator in the world, invites applications from
Radio Technicians. preferably Class 1- or those with similar
knowledge and experience of COMCAN stations - aged about
25 to 35. They would undertake a tour of duty as technicians on
overseas radio stations handling wideband multi-channel
systems. Duties will consist of technical watchkeeping, including
equipment maintenance and adjustment.
•
Applicants must have had substantial technical expe~ience
of wideband systems including one or more of the following:
either U.H.F., or microwave, or tropospheric scatter or satellite
communications. Experience of MF and HF would be an added
advantage.
Employment offered on a contract basis for two y~ars, with
excellent prospects of extension/renewal or of estab lished
.
pensionable service afterwards. A~ractive salary and
allowances, with payment of gratuity on satisfactory completion
of contract. Leave with pay. All emoluments free of Income tax.
, Free passages for staff and family (who normally acco mpa ny
overseas) and fully furnished accommodation.
Apply, in writing, giving personal particulars an d concise
details of qualifications a nd relevant experience to Staff
Manager, Department 97,

~e~~!u~~~o!!!~!~~~n~!.~ ~.
The biggest international communication•
operator In the world.

A NEW VAUXHALL VICTOR
free of Purchase Tax! From £685

Royal Signals - 16 officers
Royal Austrralian !Signals - .three officers
Royal Can adian Signals - on e officer

Degree Courses:
.Royal Signals - 30 officers
Ghana Signals - one officer

Grea t Abbal E x ped i tion-1968 Lo11g Vacntio11

'

T he_ expedition was undertaken at the r equest of the Emperor
of Eth1op1a an~ l~rgel y spon sore~ .by this College. Five members
of th e Corps iomed the exped1t1on which set out to explore
the up pf'.X reaches of the Blue Nile. Lieutenant Barrie Cooke,
Royal Signals, then on a degree course, and Lieutenant Ian
Carruthers, Royal Signals (22 Degree Course) were joined by
Serg_eant O'Mahoney, Corporal F ish er and Lance-Corporal
J?av1dson, ?f 3 Headquarters and Signal R egiment. The expedition organisers have expressed gratitude for the help given to
t hem by the Royal Signals Games Club.
~o doubt i_nost re'.lder~ will ha ve seen the many articles
pr~ted from ume to ume m th e Daily T elegraph. They did not
prmt how Ian Carrutthers was captured by tribesmen and held
for ~e. time l:illder .a somewhat trigger-h wppy armed guard.
fan is s~ earnmg drmks for describing the size of the fleas/
hce, otc., m the hut and how h e escaped and Jived to tell the
tale I

Other prices from: Viva £513. Cresta £846. Ventora £905

Special Discount to Eligible Service Perso nnel
Posted Ab road
Coming Back t o U.K. Permanently?
Let us Supply Your N ew o r Used Car
Full Deta ils Provided on Req uest

E. J. BAKER & Co. Ltd.
" T he Vauxhall-Bedford Centre"

I, LOWER FARN H AM ROAD, ALDERSHOT
T e lepho ne Ald ershot 24401

Also at

Corkins. Guildford, Re igate, C hertsey, Tonbri dce,
Tunbridce W e lls, East Grinste>d and Staines

A0229
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The Maelstrom!

WHAT THE CABLE BACE INVOLVED

Sergeant M. A. Br e tt of 8th Signal
Regiment finds hi m se lf in very ro ugh
water du r ing th e A r m y Sla lom
Training Weekend at Shepperto n.
This photogra ph, take n by M rs. Br~tt
shows something of the very high
skills needed in this cla ss of s po rt .
Recently Sergeant Brett has bee n
awarded his Army co lours for
canoeing

Mltiislo11 • • •

" JT'S quite easy really. In the BMA th'!re are three quads
poled together. Start at Test Point C, and it's 20led
quad from there to H QBMA, ATOC and T est Point D . Drop
off a single DIO for the FATOC PW from D . Coming away
from Test Point C there's a 10-pair to the F orward Airfield
Exchange and distribution on the airfield with quad, 10-pair
and DlO. It's all on the Line D iagram and the Route Plan.
All the distribution lines are shon. Follow th e coloured pegs
for your route and you can't go wrong. If you find any
yellow golf balls by ATOC they belong to the Changi Golf
lub Driving Range and should be returned. Keep off the
track because it's a crash access road and I promised the
Station Commander we wouldn't block it up. No bad language
between C and D as you go in front of the quaners, and make
sure you don't stick a pole in front of somebody's garage doors."
Thus the briefing for the Annual Cable Race, which is probably the most bitterly contested of our Inter-Troop Competition . We try to produce, in skeleton form, the communications required by the R.A. F. at a forward airfield, using as
many items as possible from the wide variety of line stores
which are our stock-in-trade.

fiiToun d • ••
One difficulty in th is tight little island is finding space to
get five parallel layouts. The current solution, for those who
know the area, is to use the open space from the Changi

Road, through Lloyd Leas Quar ters Estate and along the
edge of the airfield to RHQ, a distance of nearly 5,000 yards,
with a couple of interesting chicanes.

Execution • • •
Seletar Troop, using some novel ideas (e.g. spiked poles to
eliminate ham.mer and jumper work) had the cables laid and
reputedly working in 38 minutes. Changi Troop took 77
minutes, but produced an immaculate poled section, which was
aesthetically satisfying, as well as techn:cally correct. Malaysia
and Op erations Troops were rather surprised by the vigour
and enthusiasm of the static airfield troops in performing a
job which they regard as their special trade.
Con c l usion • • •
After the judges had trudged along the most difficult part
of the route, with the R egimental Telecommunications Officer
exening a British Standard Pull on all terminations; the
Second-in-Command cutting stay wires to see if poles would
stay up, and a ' technic' of T .O.T.s and F. of S.s testing
circuits, Seletar T roop were declared the winners.

And N o s t.algin • ••
In these days of Satellite T roops and Microwave R adio
Relay, it may surprise some to find that there are still people
who swing hammers at jumpers and do weave-ties with spun
yarn. We are quite good at it.

THE 6BEAT CABLE BACE-1968

- a 19th Signal Begime1it Special Feature

After a hard fight Seletar Troop were the winners.
·

so

Captain B. F. Strange and his winning team pose for the camera
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1969

A WELL DRILLED TEAM
Tengah Troop with Sergeant Tibby on the pole
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(Concinued from page 52)

OPERATOR WITHOUT WORRIES
Signa lman Grimshaw operates a C 15 from the Signals control room

The Squudro,11 :tUat>hPd 1o lloyal Signals!
After spending eight months in U.K. and greeting many
VIPs (everyone wants to ride in a craft) the Unit was moved
lock, stock and barrel to Singapore in March of this year. This
move was mentioned in one of our lad's local papers and much
to our delight referred to him as being in 200 Hovercraft
Squadron R.C.T., which was attached to the Royal Signals.
Our O.C., when told of this, laughed, but we were never too
sure about that laugh.

Corps operate RaJio Control for Hovercrah
Squadron

R.C. T., however, assured us that our equipmeHFw~ s~d
be arriving, and we now ~ave ~01_ne firs~ .c!ass
'
\]HF radio, each craft havmg sunilar fac1hues.

Assessing the hovercraft's nrilitory potential
VER since Mr. Christopher
·
b
Cockerell invented the hov~rcraf.t
Written y
in 1956, the Serv_ices had cons1der_ed
Corporal
its milit~uy potennal. The Interserv1ce
Hovercraft Trials Unit w.as formed
' Gus' Boag,
in 1962 and in 1965 a detachment was
sent to the Far East to asses.s . the
Royal Signals
hovercraft in t;opical . condiuons.
These trials, earned out m swamps,
·
d coastal waters, were thoroughly successful.
nv~~s su:ess can be measured by the fact tha~ approval was
T}l.i b M o D in 1966 to form a fully operational hoverc~aft
givendr Y .,.;.: th. en was the beginning of 200 Hovercraft Tnals
on. ~ms
h U · b ·
g"veu a~
ssquauadron
Royal Corps of Transport, t e nit emg 1
•·
o~rational role with a trials capability for further development.

E

This the Army's first hovercraft squadron (200 Hov}i~~t
Trials 'squadron RCT, c/o Singapore Naval . Base, B ... · . .
164) made up of four military hovercraft, was J}JSt reachm~_t~
establishment when Corporal ' Gus ' B?al!:, Signalman
c.
G · haw and Signalman Ivor Rees arrived from 22nd Reg1m~i;::_sto man the base radio con~rol. !hose thr~e weref folloz~~
a few days later by Signalman Jim Hutchmson rom
quadron.
A. •omplex (:ommunlc•ntlons se.,.up

On our arrival in Gosport, where th~ Unit was stationed,
we were very soon to think that some mistake h_ad been ma~e,
the radio equipment in the Squadron at that ume amounting
C42' We must not forget to add that there were also
~v~~e drive~ operators R.C.T. to assist us i!1 handling this
complex communications set-up. Our 0.C., Ma1or Stanley Ball,

C'ontrolling the craft's n10,·eme11ts and plotting its
position
Our new home is in the Singapore
aval Base (H.M.S .
Intrepid please note, we do get a tot) and our air-<:onditioned
signals control room is the envy of the majority of the Squadron.
This is run on the lines of an ops room and from there we
control the craft's movements and plot their positions on wall
charts. Since our arrival in the Far East we have taken part in
exercises and numerous demonstrations for among others the
deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia and the Ministers of Defence
and Technology for Singapore.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank 249 Squadron,
m particular the T.O.T., Captain Jenkins, for assisting us with
some problems with the HF radio.
Signalman Hutchinson has just returned from exercise in
Au tralia and Signalman Rees is at present on a class two upgrading course at 18th Regiment in which we wish him luck.
Lastly, in the sporting field between us we have represented
the Unit at soccer, shooting, and rugby for 33 Maritime Regiment, R.C.T., to whom this Unit is attached.
We must apologise for not making ourselves known before
now but will make every effort to keep in touch in the future.

H.Q. Training Brigade,
Catterick Camp
HOVERCRAFT SQUADRON DETACHMENT
.
.
C orpora I Boag • writer
Left to Right: Signalman Hutchinson,
. of this
article and Signalman Grimshaw. Absent on course S1gna1man
Rees

Visit of the i.taster of Signals
E were very pleased to welcome the Master for a visit
in the middle of October. His visit was timed to coincide
with our annual march through Richmond, during which we
exercised our rights of marching with bayonets fixed, drums
beating and bands playing.
His visit started with a gue~t night in the Brigade Officers'
Mess to which were also invited a number of retired senior

W

officers of the Corps who live in the area of Catterick. These
included Brigadier Stuart Knox, Brigadier Claude Fairweather,
Brigadier Derek Good and Brigadier Wilfrid Ponsonby; the
latter demonstrated that he has not lost his celebrated sleight
of hand . .
The nex t day detachments of all three Regiments representing
the Corps marched through Richmond in exercise of its right
of entry. The Mayor of Richmond took the salute. From the
start the weather was doubtful; although the troops finished
their march with only a slight wetting, whe~ the subsequent
Playing of Retreat took place in the Castle grounds the heavens
opened and the ceremony had to be abandoned. However, things
did not fizzle out, as the Master and a cross-section of all
ranks entertained the local d ignitaries in Richmond Town Hall
with the fizz of some champagne. During the day the Master
had visited all three Regiments in their barracks and spoken
to many soldiers, including Signalman Richard Lilley, a recruit
in 11th Regiment.
lt"s 11ot often it ba1•1•e11s • • •
... that Headquarters Training Brigade goes on an exercise,
but on 26th and 27th October, 1968, it happened! It must be
admitted that they didn't go very far-just eight mile up the
road to Bellerby Camp, on a Home Defence exercise called
• Tight-rope.' Members of the staff, some still muttering
distractedly about ' Course Planning,' ' Trade Questionnaires '
or 'Works Services,' depending on where they were extracted
from, assembled at the well-known Essoldo cinema early on
Saturday morning. The exercise started with a showing of the
B.B.C. film 'The War Game,' which provided a thoughtprovoking background. This was followed by a series of
presentations in the North Hall, after which the venue moved
to Bellerby Camp.
Although Bellerby can be one of the bleakest and most
chilling places around he.re, our sins were not vis!ted upo~ us
and we enjoyed some m1ld autumn weather. Takmg no nsks,
the Camp Commandant, Major Ray Dunlop, quickly had. his
staff organised in a highly efficient marmer, and the ancient
stoves located throughout the camp were soon fiery red ano
pulsating with heat. Unused to such activity, the water tower
on the officers' ablutions collapsed in a cascade of rotten brick
and decaying mortar, but th is was regarded as a very irrelevant
incident.
The rest of the day wa occupied in setting up operation
rooms, demarcation di cussions (" If I mark the map I can't
answer the telephone. If you an wer the telephone can you do
the availability state?", and of course " Who makes the tea?"),
and also getting to know the various officers of the Royal Navy
and the Royal Air Force who had joined the Headquarter for
the exercise.

(Continued on page 53)
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CHEERFUL YOUNG MAN
The Master of Signals met Signalman Richard Lilley, who seemed
to be enjoy ing life as a recruit
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On the following day the organisation evolved was put to the
te t of a telephone battle. The unfonunate control staff found
them elve representing just at-out everyone e.xcept Ho Chi
Minh, o their dramatic ability was taxed to the full. They did,
however, enjoy the marginal advantage of kno·wing what was
uppo ed to be going on! Meanwhile, in the Headquarters, the
fun waxed fast and furious (overheard from an R.A.F. officer:
"I a troop the ame thing a a soldier?"), and demarcation just
avoided dt>generation into a matter of dispute.
And so it ended, the married participants returning home
ju t in time to be called upon to assist with the washing-up.
Hi tory docs not record whether they complied or instead
regaled their families with tales of their valour and the resulting
cxhau tion.
Although the exercise was gentlemanly in comparison with
almost any exercise by a field force unit, it was very useful
and all those talcing part went away having learned something.
It was also very enjoyable-we look forward to another next
year.

Visit of the Signal Officer-in-Chief
The 13.00 hours train from King's Cross on 13th November
not only brought King Olav of Norway to Newcastle but also
the ignal Officer-in-Chief and his wife to the Training Brigade.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief was paying one of his frequent,
and welcome, visits to keep in touch with our work. He met
and spoke to many trainees in the classrooms and also acted
a the Inspecting Officer at a Recruit Pass-off Parade. After
the parade he presented the prizes and met the recruits' parents.
The visit was carried out in severe cold and the Signal
Officer-in-Chief and his wife must have been glad to return
to the warmer climes of the south.

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp

L

•• • • • suitable action will be take11!"
The org~nisers this year were W.0.11 Harry Brockway,
Sergeant Bill B~on and Staff Sergeant Baxter, assisted by
W.O.II Doug Hicks and S.S.M. Nick Leach, the P.E.C. and

.
r

/

c'

popping of champagne cork b M .
Crum, C.I.E., M.C. G 0
lrh D~o~-~eneral v. F . Erskine
The opening cer;mo~ · "h·
1v1s1on:
13th of December was
w ich was earned out on Friday
Lieutenant-Colonei R L t5ss!f! by the Commanding Officer'
and
wmg a tour of the club the G 0 C
.
pint in T he Tavern bar and ha d d . · C · pulled the first
who declared himself well satlsfl d 1t t~th orporal John Lund,
barman!
e WJ
the brew and the
For a well-appointed club this
.
Apart from the restaurant ; nd ifoneh will be h~d to beat.
g t s <?P, there 1s a superb
cocktail lounge with luxur·
· C
'
l OUS carpetmg
d fu ·
f.ertam. ,,aptain was heard to remark " 1. han
rruture (a
.:e t~1s ) and a rustic tavern bar Th; ~
quarter was
eudr1ck, has had her accommodat:ion comp1etely
. .V.S., Mrs. M.
too.
refurbished

cl~ol~~m_ntittee

Xi
r~pre.sen~~tiv!:1ofa~~i· a~~o~B'wth~

RY

'
A lively committee has been I
every promise of being a
f I e ~cted, and the club shows
some members of the C ~se u ~n well-used amenity. Even
mutter that they will ch~g~or~l~ 1J1es~ have been heard to
t eir a eg1ance to the new club
We hope so· we need th
sary to keep the club ~vciy~ey to engage the attractions neces~

U m a Troop visit Amsterdam
It was a cold D ecember
·
Lieutenant John Speakes and °hlrnt.¥-g at 04.~p ~~urs when
ready to depart on a trip to Am s roop of hames " were
plete when Signalmen • Spud , ~rdam. The party ~as comamved with breakfast-25
d urpfhy and Mere Mercer
of tea.
roun s 0 buttered toast and an urn
On arrival at the Amstel Bre
.
reception cellar where over ~enes, f we were shown into the
an mtroduetory talk ~bout ~ g ass ~ . Ams tel, we were given
going .on a conducted tour. e wor mg of the plant before
Durmg the tour it was
d th
1

~lgi:i~a:~r~ ~ys~~l~~ fou~d°Co~:~eCo~hid ~ili :~

as s~mplers. At the ~~nc~~si~~ ~f volunteering their services
turnmg to the reception cellar when ~.e t~ur th~ party was rewas heard to say " and now dow ign man :8ugsy , Turner
Later, after yet another final
to the serious business."
separated and went their ow
e~r together, the Troop
evening. Signalman Murph n ~a~~ mto Amsterdam for the
c~uple of c:nemas, because yof1lusu ig°:alman Mercer visited a
wise, and promptly fell aslee 1
ffioent f:mds to do otherPounder and • Paddy ' Doh
T~ 0dmen, Signalmen ' Poppie •
they me~ whilst adventure ~ain':'1s1t~ ~o ~utch f!iend~ whom
The maiority of the Troop bmg u:1 .~stria earlier this year.
later in the evening in one of A~ come: ;nee or not, met up
The conclusion to the evening's ~e~da~ s most popular areas!
song-and-dance routine by Si al n ert~mmen~ w~s a popular
one of the local guesthouses. gn man Dave Richardson in

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:

Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties•
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement.
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers' Kit. Household Effects
Hospital Schemes (3Jl % G
· .
and retired Officers). I o roup discount - Officers
Personal Accidents. Personal Liabil't
Motor Competitive rates for New a~Jo1d C
ars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock. Camera Carava G If
Hunter. Transit, Tel~vislon, e~~. o , Gun, Holidays,

~u!~N!6a~~~fON & CO. l TD.
11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.

b
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HRISTMAS is the highlight of December, and a great
deal of time and effort is spent in preparing for it and
then enjoying all the preparations. Some activities go with a
swing; others, for no clear reason, fail to succeed, and so it
was in the Regiment this year, where the Sergeants' and
Corporals' Messes had tremendous parties, but an imaginative
cabaret and ' night clubby ' entertainment for junior ranks
failed to meet the high hopes of the organisers. It is because
they succeeded so well that the Sergeants' Mess occupies the
first place in this month's notes.

C

Sergeants' Mess 11ews
It was a hectic month socially, and, at the time of writing,
some major functions have yet to take place.
The highlight was the Christmas ball, held on Friday, 13th
December, which, despite the ominous date, was outstandingly
successful.
Attended by over 300 guests, the music was provided by
the 17th/21st Lancers, the buffet was superb, and the transformation of the gymnasium pleased even the C.S.M.I., W.011
Syd Tye.
Special mention must be made of the P.E.C. W.0.11 (S.S.M.)
Fred Common and ~is Entertainments Committee, who catered
for eve.ry eventuality and even succeeded in warming the
gymnasium.
•
The following members have left us, and we wish them
the very best of luck in their new units: Sergeants F. S. Small,
J. D. Anderson, E. Bryar, M. St.C. lnglefield, C. Derbyshire
and L. F. Saxby, W.0.11 P. J. C. Roll (R.A.P.C.) and Sergeant
T. Hodgson (R.A.O.C.)
01•ening of the Quadrant Cbdt-:nul the po1•1•int,t
of cbnmpaJ;ne corks
After an elephant-like gestation period, the Quadrant Club
was ushered on to the Hammersmith Barracks scene to the
(Continued on page SS)
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The Soldier o( the "\·ear
At the men's Christmas dinner, Lieutenant-Colonel Webb,
the C.O., presented trophies to Lance-Corporal Parmain and
Signalman Gould for their prowess at cross-country running,
monetary awards to W.O.II (Y. of S.) Harry Dewis and
Corporal Inman for their ideas to improve the Regiment's
efficiency in its role, and the Soldier of the Year Award to
Lance-Corporal Coultish, a very highly-qualified junior N.C.O.,
who has quietly and confidently got stuck in at every aspect
of Regimental life, and though not a gladiator at anything,
achieves success at whatever he tries. Typical of his attitude
was his reply when asked why he had entered for the
athletics: " Well, nobody else in .the Troop had entered for the
walking race and it meant of couple of points if I finished."
Lance-Corporal Coultish belongs to ' C ' Troop of 1 Squadron.
The other two soldiers in the running for the award were
Signalman Roach, of 2 Squadron, and Lance-Corporal Cappel,
of 3 Squadron.
2 Squadron were the winners of the Battle Efficiency Trophy
for the best results in B.E. tests and range classification in
1968.

ECEMBER saw the completion of our trials of the Bruin

.t. deplorable tendency by our wives •••
The Wives' Club Christmas dinner went off in its usual
hilarious fashion, the after-dinner entertainment being provided
by the Any Crafty Players of H.Q. R.E.M.E., who received
mention in our last issue. Needless to say they went down a
treat with our wives who did, however, show a deplorable
tendency to think they had seen the point of a joke before
Sergeant Reynolds had come out with his clean ending!
The children's party once again proved what a virile Regiment we are and the children, and parents, all had a wonderful
time, with carols and pop songs from the linemen and a good
feed provided by Captain Broadhurst and his cooks who, as
always, worked like Trojans to Jay on their usual first-class
buffets and meals over this period.
The candlelit Regimental Carol Service once again reminded
us what Christmas is all about, and Padres Roe and Butterly
Jed the large congregation through the story of the Nativity in
Carols and Lessons.
The Regiment dispersed on Christmas leave on 20th
December and that evening saw the climax of our activities
in the Sergeants' Mess draw, which was voted the best yet by
the great number of members and guests who attended.

~

P.M.C. with the mess committee. Sergeant Dennison and bis
Pioneers were of great assistance in the hard job of getting
the place ready, and more important, cleaning up afterward s.
The only snag in the whole operation was that neither the
C.O. or the R.S.M. won a prize. Suitable action has been
taken .
The month and the year drew to a close with a great ' thrash '
in the Sergeants' M ess, where our high proportion of Scots,
ably abetted by their indoctrinated Anglo-Saxon comrades,
saw the old year out and the new year in with much jollification.
The band was due to finish at 1 a.m., was extended until 2 a.m.,
and eventually finished at- we think-2.45 a.m. All in all,
a very good do, and the fact that Staff Sergeant ' Grotty ' Scott
has now got a slipped disc is a pure coincidence.

equipment in the airportable role and now the boffins and
D
the makers are examining and checking our findings and we
expect to get our equipment later this year.
It was also a month of inspections, U.E.I.s on vehicles, technical equipment and all the other inspections which we all
endure with such monotonous regularity. It was also the
month of Christmas which cheered things up considerably.
We had all the usual occasions starting with the all ranks' dance
organised by Captain Doug Genders, of 2 Squadron. The
decorations with a motif of snow crystals made from polystyrene were produced by Corporals Stephens, Gould, LanceCorporal Eales and Signalman Humphries and were most
professional.

~
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Cross-country ruJUting
On Tuesday, 10th December el
to De1;illold to compete a ainst 3 Reven of our ~~ers went
five-mile course This
.H.A. over their interesting
and we were still ex e . as ?ur s~cond race of the season
event we lost fairly ~ar:~!,}tln~ with team selection. In the
good performers as individ~a1/cause we chose to run two
.
Corporal Brazil, running h ·
team, again dominated this :!ce1ast !ac7 with the Regimental
~rom Lance-Corporal 'Scouse' A ~mrung by a. clear minute
m second place. Our next f
r er, who finished strongly
our tea;111 places were filled by
our H.Q. Squadron elem
surprised everyone (exc~~· ~ic;,~~1lnbatefi~ahg~e (A.C.C.), who
Y DJS mg fourth. He
was followed by Signalman Bart0
(9th) . and Driver Glover (l3th)
(7~h~
Craftsman Luscombe
0
meeting on 9th Janua
h
·
e
forward to our next
Brigade Signal Squadi'~n~ en we are at home to 11th Infantry

.!

PERCIVAL COACHE~
for PRIVATE HIRE

W

llnghy-and
we get to g ri I•s wath
•
H d f
7th Regiment
ar ' rozen grounds have restr. d th
p~ayed, but nMhing could sto t ic~e
e num~er o~ games
Signal Regiment, such rivals ~n ~~e local Derby agamst 7th
rugger world. It was a
hard, intense match No
of a b.
·
score at half-time ga
.
Hod mer battle after the interval. But
1
ve. promise
gson, our fly-half and the d 1.
ear Y on Ma1or B. C.
to leave the ground ~ith a
~ ':'er of the team, was forced
fo~rteen men, 7th Regiment1e~ii1'dury ald by rc~ucing us to
!JP e we
evenhope!
pomts and we
failed to score. Better luck, next
e time,
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Lux.ur)' Saloon Coaches
A ,. a i I a b I e j o r M iii t a r)
unics at short notice
TtLBPHON"B:

RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
th all that rema:ned of 1968 was
~ OR those who thought . at
t a bit of paint here and
J_' to wash down ~he rr~cles~l p~le and then toast in 1969
there, sup the occas1ona edsll! ~bout 48 hours and then we
ong. ALL that occw;re m .
nd Boards of Officers
rinted towards Tels mspecnons a roduced amazing sights
fgr the C.O.'s handoyer. ThTJa.tter ?angers coat for hangars
of Major Ron Eth~rington ' te 2~gtain Tom Swales ~atched
aeroplane whilst his. ?PPCJ5" ch d 1686 shirt collar stiffeners
teams of officers rehg10Ds
little green book which condrama and was subsequently
against Staff Sergeant r
rained the story of t~af a tF.ction All that wasn't too bad
awarded the Nobe~ nze or i de. most of us want to draw
but then to threw m an F.F.~.
bowler and head back for
our leeping bags, dono~':,mea peace and quiet, for, by popular
the Teuteberge: Wald f .od of 1968 was exercise time. The
accord the C\u:etest pe~~ h exercise in particular was tops for
yoters coul4nd t eadgra\j Mcy1c were pretcy similar.
lt was cons1 er

ik;s,

::J:

Christmas 1968
Of course 1968 could not p~ss "1~~:_~~~~;:~t5w8d~h,si~!
of it came early giis year
t~n get that harassed look ~s
Post Room N.C. d ds~anebetween the A.P.0. and the Reg1Y
av'er with mums' goodies from
the sack he humpe.
ment became heavie.p aniJi~e ~ventually became overloaded,
England. Even th:i ~st
ho claimed • Pony Express ' exand. Lancc:-C~~or tiv~C'o;wall went down to give the
penence m =S na
'
Sappers a hand.
, d
.
as heavy as ever-Sergeants an
The Christmas ~~~es wr~nks with the Oberburgermeister,
Corporals' Mess
. ~s_, n taff and the normal Christmas
Herford, ~nd the ~ivilianCas ~ Phil Quigley and his staff,
dinner which, tha s to th p ervice wasn't bad, either. Howwas right on the ball · · · e s. go to the tea parties given
ever, pride of pl~~s~u~~x:;.amToys were provided by . the
to the l~i
d the children were afterwards entertamed
L.A.D. an
. . ., anrth, he Regimental conjurer, and a gro.up
by
Co~~al
FiJJan Unldis~o
so ers whto sang ' Holy Night' in Fijian, English
of our
and German.

dv

./t.T

Bughy
d
Quite a lot has happened to . the Rugby Cl~TI!o~h~n mS::st
off the field, since we last bcohlm~~e~~°h·~hort t~ur to The
impo~t event was pro a b Yth 1st and , A , XV's, manager
b
Bertie Gold were
Hague, m Holland.. When o
Captain . Jack . Jen~~s and beerea~ed o'ft down the autobahn
levered mto JlffiffileS ~us, we ht the helm Jimmies' bus is a
with Co~oral Trevor urgess a as it was kindly given free of
~eat R~gim~~taJu'.iii!i~c~~u:,dwe have absolutely no grounds
cf arge ylai t but have you ever sat three. ab~east on ~ seat
or comp n'
. J k J nkins smokes his pipe and Jimmy
mar:1~s f~:oh:~J~~d :iles einto Holland? Still, no grumbl:g,
~e should be thankful that she got. there, and we hope at
next time she w:U get us back agam.
ur sta in Holland we lived with the Dutch Army
.
in
onl/a few
yaSrdtursfdroamy
Cl b
ho we were p 1aymg on a
b
u ,thw , A, xv match by over 30 points and probably fewon e
ver-confident for Sunday's 1st XV battle, fo~ ar
came rath~f tlte team entered into the entertainment. provided
too m:nyA , XV by our Dutch hosts. Sun~ay morning was a
~rlt~off-breakfast for some consisted of fned AlkSaseltzer al~
· · s, whilst the remainder just
ome
peop
two asp:nn
, b groaned.
·
many
wished those 'few more ales' hadn t een qwte so
.
h er dedication and stamina, however, none could
For s e .. .
half Sergeant Alex Kubu who, on the
bette~ our fFithpaenms~~X1~en~ out for 15 minutes' exercise and
morning o
Th D h
ho were
eventually stayed for over an hour:
e ed u;~a' a~ked Alex
always willing to learn, w~re most impress
to come aga:O. Alex promised he would try.
As lunchtime drew near and the haze c~eared, .our thouji:htJ
to the rimary task of beating a side which conta~~e
turned mberi' of the Dutch national team and some Bnt1sh
many me
h d re ularl turne<l out for first class U.K.
~~be~s w~h~ven~ually gwon lS-14, despite a very fervent home

~~~facks
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h~dred

~J ~~~~y~u~!

their team to snatch the extra point. H ownd that always makes the beer taste
crowd who urg ed
ever, we held our own a
better.
.
d Jimmies' bus has recovered,
Now that the tour is over an
ompromising task of cup
we have settled do~n d ttltethfi:a~f the 4th Division Cup and
rugby. We h~"'.e reafcor e a frost-free day to play the Royal
are now wa1tmg
.
Dragoons.-More news next issue.

II t o Lie 11te nnnt -Colone l Sh e rratt
a rewe
h
we said farewell to
10th January was the day w
h" wife Mary After
Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Sh~rrR~:ment~ He;dquart~rs, the
a short handover cCr~mo~ytb:ough his Regiment for the last
M.T.0. drove the oliond b members of all Squadrons, and
time. The route was . ne
Y
•
the esteem in which
the gusto of the cheering bore witnes~ to t We thank Colonel
Colonel Sherratt wafs halelldtbhy"thhJpefn111fu! .past and wish them
and Mrs. Sherratt or
ell'
good tuck in the future.

F

d

9 th Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 53
o with weather

Cyprus gets some r
English weather so
another year.
Weather too
English? Well following a wet and windy Christmas flD~s w~
really began ~o suffer; in. fact the N ew Year saw o
Episkopi . . . all very unlike Cyprus.

The judges are called to the Bar
The annual Bar CompetitiBonth,bftwecrz t~~u~d~~~: ;:~~~~
ahead as planned, however. 0
an ,
while of
country scyle bars remlnisc~nt of .t~~e o~~~~~duth~ir talents
course 3 ~qua~f Fe~i.ofstI:te~~ call!d after the film of the
toward a ar ca e
e . bar' that the bar judges went first,
0

d

0 <l;a;~t~e~: ili~
f:~fn:~~e~:h~aberiJ
~~~e~~e
t1~t~J
ye olde punc
ow '
d
b
ery in U K and con-

1

C?nstructors had ~o conta~etap~ro~~w
equipment ~ould be a
vmced them that e 0 ~ 0 h d len of real English atmogood idea. The bar certcldnlJe s!id ~f th~ next bar, 1 Squadron's
~~~~ii a,~~ t~~-~~~oteam of builders, led by .Corporal Heal:

and Soderge.antf Hctorsiteh~~rp~~l~disa t~ub~ba~~Hin~u!b~nptlt~
so go , m a ,
bars close.
h
f
the best bar went as last year to 1
The cup t en or
·
· ht ·ust be Fellini 9.
scr;~~ro!~a~:: ~=~t~~~dk~~rll~r itu:tl!tudately(I) cau ~ the
abandonment of the ~nnual Of¥hl:sti~C:~~~ :"~~a~~s du~e~
football ma.tch on Bdxmg Dad. I know at least one person was
~s;i;;~~t~~~~cyint:~~id a~o play in a rubber suit and condi-

0

J

·ors rugby went on as scheduled.
on
Junior team invar!ably compnsesd th~ ~eg1 gby was actually
just a few exceptions. The stan ar o ru uite sure of the
0
surprisingly high, ~nd alth~~~ g~; ~:e::J '.lo enjoy it. The
sco~e
atd.tdhe
:
g
~f
~o~~~
butihey
had obviously eaten rather
'
Juruors 1 w.n,
less over Christmas.

T~~ta~~Y~e~~dss ~~rsb: a hlt . hard

the.~~~~~\~~~ew11~

:&l.T. Troop get a shock
.
And so to the New Year. M.T: Tro~ started mill fine f%~~
fi ·
ame of soccer with Trikomo, a v age .a
~!n ~~~s ufro~ gFamagusta. Visions of c?ming up ag~mst h!
little village squad evaporated. pretty rapidly Thon reTach:ng ~as
d
ded by cheenng spectators.
e roop
groun ~osu~~~down and found themselves up. against a very
f~tn and s~ilful team. Despite Kelly, dra~ei ~ frol !~
for the game, at half-time the score was 6- , o goa s

fro~-~el:fghtened

Cros -country
The final league race of the season was run at 9th Regiment
on Saturday, 4th January. As usual Corporal Gue set up a
commanding le!ld early in the race, and by the halfway stage,
3! miles, he was well clear of the rest of the field. The R egimental team finished in a very creditable third position, eight
teams competed. With Corporal Gue first, the rest of the team
wa Bailey 13th, M ajor Garrett 14th, Corporal Hope 25th,
Daniels 31st, Poulter 34th, Allum 41st, Smith 46th.
Corporal Gue has the distinction of having won every race
m which he has competed this year, and it is likely, we at 9th
Regiment think, that he will remain unbeaten to the season's
end, winning in the process the Army (Cyprus) cross-country
and the Combined Services.

rather too
English for most of our
S
tastes Christmas is over for

eal

tions were iust. nght.

(Continued from page 56)
final score was eight goals to two. A silver cup, presented by
the village, was retained by them, but a replay is being fixed.
Perhaps on our own ground with a full-size pitch the result
will be different-and of course New Year's eve only comes but
once a year. The game, with a full M:I'. complement of Scots,
was played on 1st January.

a~d

t~: e~u=~~;;

up after half-time
with
master giving encouragemen! from thl. e lme ib~ ~ef~nce The
themselves, with Robson domg ster mg wor m
·

(Continued on page 57)
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1 1th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
P a 8s-off Parade ,
13th Decemher, 1968
iHE Pass-off Parade of 5
Troop was taken by
the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel C. 0.
Bound,
Royal
Signals.
Though fog was threatening
to close in on the parade
ground, the weather remained reasonably kind, and
the parade was on as usual,
when the eighteen recruits
showed the high standard of
drill and turnout that they
had achieved in their eight
weeks' bas:c training.
The best recruit of S
Troop was Signalman William Summers. Before joining the Army he was an
electrical eng:neer; he enjoys
playing
rugby
and
is
especially interested in .22
shooting. He has now gone
Best recruitto complete his trade train:Og
Signalman William Summers
for which he hopes to qualify
as a technician. We wish him every good luck and success in
the Corps.

T

Christmas festivities
This month has been hectic with the Christmas season of
parties, etc. We are all hoping that January is fa:rly quiet so
that we can recover. The Corporals' Mess draw and Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess draw as usual were swinging. It
is noted that the Chief Clerk, O.R.Q.M.S. O'Neill, who puts in
a lot of hard work organising the latter, has eventually won
something, after many years. There is a rumour that the
Quartermaster branch have had to clear one store room to put
everything in that they won.
As usual in keep:ng with our modern approach to soldiering,
the Regimental Christmas dirmer was a buffet for which the
A.C.C. staff put out a really splendid choice of food.
Adventure Training Centre
The following letter has just been received from Culcy
Braggan; it's nice to know that our soldiers in the wilds are
still there. It reads: "After a fantastic un-Scottish summer,
the Central Highlands were blessed with a glorious autumn
and during lulls in courses coming to the centre, great strides
were made in actually gcming to know the 800-odd square miles
of assorted mountain that the O.C. had so happily cleared by
wielding pen, telephone and Land Rover with gay abandon. The
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abandon was noticeably less gay when Captain Rates and
Corporal Hackett had three da s plodding up (never, apparently,
down) mountains in the lashiog rain with the fourth day bringing
snow.
Soon the trickle of courses became a pace and it was very
pleasant to see the two courses from 8th Regiment successfully
complete the Three Glens march (Glens Artney, Ample and
Vorlich). It was surprising to see the reputedly de ·k-bound
trainees complete th:s march without casualtie -, although odd
scratches and dents in the tarmac outside the camp entrance
are reputed to be knee and hand marks!
C.T. Troop probablv received the worst deal from the
weather and it will be a long time before some members forget
the surprise of their first view of six-inch thick ice on the slopes
of Ben Lawers (3,984ft.) or the retreat from Moscow scene as
they climbed through a blizzard to the:r camp-site on the side
of Khor-Bheirm, no doubt comforted by the knowledge of the
ingenious items of kit in their heavy rucksacks to guard against
the ever-present r isk of exposure.
It was hoped to include some photographs in this anicle
but the O.C. is too mean to remove the film from his camera
while there are still five frames left!
Judging by- the firm bookings and enquiries it appears that
we are in for a very busy New Year with many more soldiers
surprising themselves by finding out just how tough and determined they are."
This letter was unsigned, but we suggest that it was a group
effort judging from the sweat stains and changes in handwriting
as each person finished his month's pen pushing.

Arrivals und departures
This month we have said farewell to Captain A. Millar,
R.A.E.C., and L'eutenant P. J. Whitehead. Ho~ ever. we have
had some arrivals at last and we welcome Captain P. Brooks,
R.A.E.C., Captain R. P. Gravestock and Lieutenant D.
McLuckie.
·staff Sergeant A. F. Gundersen has now left for the Far East.
I hope he gives us some thought as he relaxes in the sun while
we dig away the snow.

13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40
Guests
N Friday, 18th October, the Signal Officer-in-Chief, MajorGeneral J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., honoured the Regiment
by attending our Regimental guest night. Brigadier P. E. S.
Mansergh, O.B.E., and Brigadier J. M. Sawers, M.B.E., were
also present and everyone spent a most enjoyable evening.
Major-General and Mrs. Anderson also visited the Regiment
on 25th November. The S.0.-in-C. arrived at 15.30 hours and
accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Palmer proceeded to
inspect the quarter guard formed in his honour. Mrs. Anderson.
accompanied by the Commanding Officer's wife, visited the
Medical Centre and Art Club. Here she was presented with a
picture painted by the R.S.M.'s wife, Mrs. McLoughlin, before
going on to the Junior Ranks' Mess, where she st:.rred some
brandy into the Christmas Pudding. Major-General and Mrs.
Anderson were then entertained to tea in the Officers' Me s
before leaving the Regiment.
The Colonel Commandant of the Army Catering Corp ,
Lieutenant-General Sir Antony Read, K.C.B., C.B.E.• D.S.O.,
M.C., met all the A.C.C. personnel serving with the Regiment
when he vis:ted us on 13th November.
On 27th October, three days before his retirement, Brigadier
A. C. Cox, O.B.E., attended his last dinner night with us and
with the Army, and the evening proved to be a fairly lively
occasion.

O

FOOTBAI.I.
Army Challenge Cop l st round
The begirming of the soccer season found us playing our
distant ne:ghbours, 16th Signal Regiment at Krefeld in the
first round of the Army Challenge Cup.
As it was a very cold, damp day, the players had difficulty
in controlling the greasy ball on the slippery field. However,
Lance-Corporal 'Jock' Neilson scored our first goal from a
penalcy, ten minutes after half-time. This lead wa hon-lived
as 16~ Reg!ment soon equalised with an 'own goal.' After many
goalmouth excitements by both teams, full time found the
score at 1-1.
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. secon.d goalOur
from
an still
impressive
Our opponent scored their
team
in the
fi
· t after extra ume.
•
.
·th
breakaway ve nunf u e
st
hits
managed
to
equalise.
wi
arrack and after o.ur goa1po Lance-Corporal 'Jock, Neilson.
look forward to the replay on
no:.her penalty kicked by
After th:s hard-fought game we
home
groundR. es ult of replay·· 16th Regiment won 4-1.
Footnote:
Golf
· the golfing
The Regiment has been particularly succes sful m

field this year. b
f 0 team, Corporal B:U Milne, had won
d a week later was runner-up
After one mem er .° ll!
the B.A.O.R. cham~ion~ip ~nSandw:ch, and another membe:,
in the Arm~ Cha113pions ~pda' on the B.A.0.R. Spring H andiCorporal ~s~k Sk~n:~m aw:e primed to beat all comers.
. d Lieutenant-Coionel Peter
cap compet;tion, th
The tea"?, ~hi~~ , cw1£~~ and the above-mentioned
Palmer,
Corporals,Ma1or
entere dN1th e B ·A ·0 ·R · . Inter-Unit Knock-out competition.
.
(B R ) Corps 30 Field AmbuAfter bea~g H.Q_. Regunent 11Ardll~r and tlie 2nd Battalion
lance, S!h Field Regi~ent Roya found t:emselves against H .Q.
Grenadier . Guards,~
telam d on the neighbouring R.A.F.
m the
' pBayge
B.A.O.R.
Germany golf
cours1:=a at
ru .,aen · The team had a successful
match winning by nme holes.
.
· ,· ams
t
Lieutenant-Colonel Palmer and Ma1or Willi
went on o
retain the Royal Signals Autumn Challenge Cup.
The Unit now holds the:
B.A.O.R. Individual Champ~ons~p Cup

f

B.A.~·~· ~te(i;;tfi~~:r1;18~~8~k. ~~~ing Challenge Cup

~~~ st:::a1: Golf Society B.A.O.R. Autumn Challenge Cup
A G 11 and Royal Signals Records take note please, three
. . team are Posted before the end of next season so we
of our

would appreciate a few keen (and able) golfers so that we can

try\J;~~lda~~h~ 0P~~rsat~J::e y~ri>orallfBhill ~ne ones~~~~

.
l s· 1 Colours for Go , avmg repr
awarded h is ~oyd .1gnfu last season He is due to leave the
the Arr:iy tw1ce un~~69 e bur keeps his association with. the
AS rmy JD ~~bgru::Jid as h~ is to become the resi<;lent I?rofessionh~
go
atervice
the Army
goIf cours e at Sermelager. We wish h1m and is
wife every success in the future.

llllugb~·
H Q Ad
ced Base
Gr~Cbe~de;~fc1ef:it Be~~~aC~ealf:cli~ogs) i~ th;afust round

at
of

the B.A.O.R. Cup.
matched and the Bulldogs, by
The teams were very even 1Y
fi
t but were unable
an conven
inter pas.sinFg.movem
. ~t~'s s~~~d t~~ ~red again but failed
it. 1ve m 10
to
all' d and Corporal ' Al ' Baldwin forced his
to convert. .
Theover
Regth1menBtullr
d~egs' line for a fine try which Signalman
way
e
Bourne converted.
.
h R ;
t then drew
Wi' th the score at 6-5 against us, t e eg.men
d
.
h
s· alman Bourne convene 8
five minur frfm
their scrum-half made a short dash over our me rom
yard scrum; however, itBwallsdnot c9onl~~edRegiment 8. We are
The final score was u ogs '
th
looking forward to the return match when we hope to put e
' leash ' on the Bulldogs.

~~~~fty~b:i~cf~~!sn~ t~nhol~7~s

fu~ ~~~

N ied erwert Parade
.
, ,
Under the command of Second-Lieutenant Jack F~s~el, C
Troo
1 Squadron, paraded in Holla_nd .at the Nie erwert
Cere~ony. This short parade .and service .is held annually to
remember the British and Allied forces killed in the Second
World War.

14th Signal Regiment, Worcester
.\s w•~ w~rt~ s ayi11g •••
we were interrupted by the Christmas festivities,
BEFORE
our Gloucester element, visibly bursting at the seams and
in part living in some pretty scruffy accommodation, got rid of

R.H.Q., H.Q. and 4 Squadrons and sent them packing up river
to Worcester. For the first week in December, therefore, normal
users of the MS, who had done nothing to deserve this treatment, were assailed by twice daily convoys, the drivers
apparently being on piece-work rates. These (the convoys) had
on or amongst them several troops' worth of containers, LanceCorpwal Murray's bike, the GedgemGbile and R.S.M. Miller's
budgie.
So shattered were 2 Squadron at Droitwich by the thought
that R.HQ. had moved thirty miles closer to them, that Ma1or
Galbraith and S.S.M. Bloom each retired, they would have us
hehcve, to purge themselves on a bed of nails. In fact the poor
chaps were hav:ng back trouble and were required to sleep
for a while on wooden doors. Happily the treatment seems to
have worked.
. \ lelo(t>11dary story
Meanwhile the new boys have been settling down in
orcester and have been delighted to find that the 'faithful
c:ty ' has a very special legendary girl friend. Her name is
Sabrina (no, not that one), and the River Severn, on which we
now have three locations, is indirectly named after her. She
suffered one of those fates that seem to have been an occupational hazard of damsels of those days and was chucked in the
river on her mother's orders.* There is a statue depicting this
incident in the City Art Gallery; if you did not know the legend,
you might be forgiven for supposing that Sabrina's immediate
fate was more likely to be similar to that which befell the
Young Lady of Glouq:ster (who was immortalised in that best
seller of 1938, Sig. Trg. Vol. V).
* Don't be nasty; Milton referred to her as "a virgin pure";
there must have been some other reason.

SERVICE

18th Signal Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE

THE DOVE GROUP
st. narbnrn's Buoy
rrHE annual triangular sailing match between the Royal

44/48 KINGSTON ROAD
WIMBLEDON
LONDON, S.W.19

Artillery, Royal Engineers and Royal Signals in the Far
East was held on 12th/13th December at the Army Yacht
Club in Singapore. For the first time in the history of the
match, the Royal S:gnals team was found by the Regiment
alone, and the team that was so narrowly beaten in the FARELF
Inter-Unit Championships earlier in the season, had the satisfacti on of winning the trophy- ' St. Barbara's Buoy -and a
handsome tankard apiece.

Tel. 01-540 1031
and at CROYDON
and WOKING

FOR THE SERVICES
Whether you are about to leave Great Britain, retu.rn to it , m'?ve
from one foreign country to another, or whether you re 1ust passing
through ...

Doves can help you Buy, Sell or Hire
a Car

The Dove Service for the Services is efficiently administ?red by 7xService men with w id e experience of the servicemen s motoring
All
makes of cars can be supdplied w itf; credit facilities arranged through
needs.
us or NAAFI or as require .
Personal needs and requirements can be dis~ussed by post and the
chosen car will be ready for you when you arrive.
Cut out the coupon for the free Brochure or write and tell us your
requlremenu.

there was the Wives' Club party, ladies' dinner night in the
Officers' Mess, the traditional Christmas d:nner for the Men's
Mess and Squadron parties.
It was perhaps just as well that the Regiment was on
tropical working hours for the Muslim fasting month. This
ended with Hari Raya Puasa, on the 21st, with rhe attendant
tradi tional v:siting amongst the Malay families.
Unlike last year, December has been remarkably dry for
Singapore, and the sun shone for Hari Raya Puasa and Christmas Day. For once, our hard-working technicians and linemen of 2 Squadron, were able to enjoy their time off duty
without being called out to deal with major cable breaks.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess Comrn:nee, ably
led by W.O.II (S.S.M.) Dean, of 249, nor being infallible
weather forecasrers, were determined not to have their Christmas draw currailed by rain this year. Afcer much head-scratching, they succeeded in getting permission to use the air-cond:tioned assembly hall in St. John's School for this event.
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Durrant succeeded in selling some $5,000
worth of tickets, and the 450 .people who attended the party
enjoyed an extremely well-orgarused draw, dance and sumptuous
buffet. W.O.Il (S.Q.M.S.) Young was not only responsible for
producing the fare, but also took off eleven prizes with him
to the cookhouse-as he had over 1,000 tickers, this was considered to be fair enough!
Those visitors
No less a figure than the Adjutant-General, General Sir
Geoffrey Musson, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., vis:red the Regiment on the 5th. During his short time here with us, he spoke
to Warrant Officers, Sergeants and Tunior N.C.O.s of all four

The team consisted of three crews-Major Barker and Major
Edinger, Lieutenant MacCulloch and Corporal Richards, and
Major Bird and R.S.M. Wood.

,--------------1
Liaison Dept., The Dove Group, I
II To:- Services
44/48 Kingston Rd., Wimbledon, London,
s.W.19. Tet. 01-s40 1031.
I
I

Name ........... .........

.................................................................

II

I Address ...........................................................................................
I ..........._.. . . . . . . . . . . ................................. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . I
I

52.......................................... ..................................................................... ............

I

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~.. . . . . . . . ... . . I
I Doves look forward .. to serving you--'I

!~~~~~~~~~~~~----------- - --SS

THE STAR ROLE ...
In this photograph are the men of 18th Signal Regiment having
their Christmas dinner. No lack of refreshment here
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Cond:tions were ideal, and after two days' very close racing,
each team had ended up with one win. The Sappers, led by
the Olympic helmsman, Stuart Jardine, bear the Gunners; the
Gunners beat us, and we beat the Sappers. When the points
were toralled for the who!~ series of six races, we had won
by a half a point. The final places and scores were: lst, Royal
Signals, with 40! points; 2nd, Royal Engineers, with 4l :t points;
·3rd, Royal Artillery, with 41! po:nts.
The festive senso11
December has seen a continual process of festivities, culminating with New Year's Eve parties in the Princess Mary
Club, the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess and the
Officers' Mess. Santa Claus worked overtime coping with no
less than four children's parties on the same day (one for
249 and the rest for the Regiment) and highly-successful
Christmas draws were held in the Corporals' Club, the P.M.
Club, and the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. Then

LIVING IT UP AT THE PRI 'CESS MARY CLUB
They certainly know how to enjoy themsel 1es in Singapore
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AND IT'S

EVEN BETIER

THAN IT LOOKS

Our new G.450 is not just
another linear amplifier-it's a full
self-contained 1·0 kW HF transm;tter,
for CW, DSB, SSB and !SB service.
You don't need external drive units
with the G.450. In fact you can use
its exciter unit independently to
drive other linear amplifiers.
But because the G.450 is value
engineered for maximum cost
effectiveness, it is simple. easy
to operate and easy
to maintain-and
it comes to you at the
lowest price on
the market for this
class of equipment.
For full details, contact-

MAKING A LOCAL NAME FOR HIMSELF
Corporal Mick Lincoln of 18th Signal Regimentformerly gliding with the R.A.F. Bruggen-ha.s his
eyes set on 11ainlng a "Gold C" award for 11lldin11.
At present he is the Deputy Chief Flying Instructor
in the Straits Gliding Club. The picture shows
Corporal Lincoln explainln11 some of the technl·
callties to local members of the Armed Forces

races on strength at an informal gathering in the Sergeants'
Mess.
His departure heralded the arrival of the Chief Signal Officer
for an inforrnal look at the Regiment at work. Brigad'.er Warren
started by seeing a cable party and indoor wiring party in
Phoenix Park. He then saw the Rad:o Troop on Meiktila
Square and our Singhalese Air Force and R.C.T. trainees in
3 Squadron. A Eght lunch was enjoyed in the Officers' Mess
(lobster therrnidor) and I Squadron's re-sited and re-organised
Communications Centre at Tanglin, followed by a final discussion in Command Group completed the programme.
Just to keep us on our toes, we were also honoured with
a visit by Air Vice-Marshal Foden, C.B., C.B.E., on the 18th!
His knowledge of the origins of all the major communications
systems in Singapore amazed us all, during discussions in
Command Group and in touring the Comcen. He then visited
249 Squadron, and as ACDS, was particularly interested in
their Dl3 terminal stations.

PERSONALITY

We are not only glad to have him with us, but we are proud
of bis position at the Garrison Church. O.C. 3 Squadron has
booked him for a long-term engagement as a technician instructor as well!
Corporal ' Mick ' Lincoln joined the Regiment this time
last year from 21st Regiment. When he joined the Corps in
1954, he had the idea at the back of h:s mind that he would
like to learn to fly and perhaps become a helicopter pilot.
Having been baulked in these aspirations, militarily, he decided to go it alone and gained his civ:l fly:ng licence- in
Nairobi after 40 hours' instruction with the local flying club
in 1961. He transferred his attention to glid:ng and flew most
weekends with the R.A.F. Bruggen Club during his last tour.
Since his arrival in Singapore he has become a qualified
gliding instructor (having attended the Advanced Instructors'
Course in U.K.) and is now the Deputy Chief Flyin~ Instructor
in the Straits GEding Club. His next step is to gam a " Gold
C " award, which, amongst other things, requires a 300 km.
cross-country flight. We all hope that he will achieve this
during his tour and are proud of his endeavours.

LIMITEQ COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

Organisatto~

Broomh11l Road Wandsworth L

A Member Company of the Red1ffus1on

•

d

on on

SW 8
.

.1 . Tel : 01-874 7281

PARADE

Sergeant Ron Starling started his part-time musical career
at the age of 15. As many will remember, he has played the
piano in clubs, pubs and messes in Colchester, Catterick,
Cyprus and Chrisunas Island; and now, after a silence of eight
years, he has established himself as the organ:st at St. John's
Church, where he performs impeccably every Suoqay and
practices some ten hours every week. Not content with this,
hi mastery of the piano keyboard is put to good use in the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess 'for smokers and on
many o•her social occasions.

Farewell
The Regiment is sad to say goodbye to W.O.I (R.S.M.)
Madley, who is retir:Og after 29t years of loyal service to the
Corps and setting off to carve a new career for himself with
New Zealand Airways in Auckland. We all wish him and his
family every good fortune and look forward to hearing from
him if only to forward two complimentary air tickets for next
year's Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Christmas draw!
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1969
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~· tslt by U.R.U. The J•rinc

Phililt
ECEMBER the 6th is a day that will be remembered by
everyone here at Laarbruch for a long time to come.
Alme t without warning, it seemed H .R.H. The Duke of
Edinburgh wa ' dropping in' for the. afternoon l. The sc_hoolchildren were given a era h course m flag-wavmg, equipped
with flags, thank due to the ' Daily Express, and marched off
to Engineering Wing hangar, where they later made the rafters
ring. Everything from buttons to Canbe~ras shone, and there
was an air of excitement about the stauon everywhere.
Most of us had a chance of see:ng Prince Ph:lip, and some
had the privilege of being introduced to him; in particular,
Craftsman P. Cornwall, of the L.A.D., R .E.M.E., who represented the Regiment at the Station Gliding Clu~, and W:O.I
(R.S.M.) Cantle, who was asked some sell!chmg questions
in the W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess at tea nme.
All who met him were impressed by his relaxed, easy manner,
and his range of interest in all subjects.

D

(;hrlstmas festivities
The fest:ve season brought the usual crop of parties for the
grown-ups, but for the first time the s.maller members of the
Regiment living at Laarbruch had their own .parry, complete
with tea films and, of course, Father Chnsrmas. W.O.Il
(S.S.M.) 'Hills kept the boards in or~er, Sergeant W~ugh provided the feast, and Corporal Perkins played an Jfllponant
part in the success of the afternoon as well.
Obituary
Corporal J. P. Lancaster, on 4th December in B.A.0.R:,
in Wegberg H0spital. His death came as a shock to the urut
and he will be much wissed by his many friends. Our deep
sympathy goes to his wife.
Lnarb!-"uch Players
The Station was entertained by yet another fine performance from the Laarbruch Players at the Phoenix Theatre just
before Christmas. 'Breath of Spring' is a most amusing
play, and the cast gave a very polished performance, assisted
by a magn:ticent set.
Readers will perhaps be surprised to hear that Laarbruch
bas an excellent dramatic group and an outstanding theatre,
in which the Regiment plays the leading role. This is quite
easy to explain: the leading actor, producer, and the architect
and builder of the theatre is none other than our Second-inCommand, Ma:or Leif Welton, who usually writes these notes
and apparently suffers from excess of modesty.
With the E:iitor's indulgence, we intend to write the story
of the Phoenix Theatre, which we believe to be unique
in its scope and faciEties for a later edition of THE WIRE,
complete with pictures.
Annual Inter Troop <;ross-country Competition
FIELD of 83 runners ser off from the sports pavilion at
Laarbruch in the Inter Troop Cross-country Competition
this year. First home was Corporal Storer, followed closely by
the Station Commander's driver, then came Lance-Corporal
Woodford, Signalman Briggs, Corporal Jennings, Craftsman
Bigham and S"gnalman Innes, an :areiresting combination of
well known and new runners, which promises well for the
com:ng season.
T!le outcome of the competition was very exciting with the
R.H.Q., ' M' and ' Q' Troops' team being beaten by a single
point by ' L ' Troop.

A

' ' l it of Signal Officer-in-Chief
The highlight of the month was undoubtedly the visit paid
to us by the Signal Officer-in-Chief Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., and his wife.
The weather was fine and ::ertainly added to the comfort
of looking at the outdoor demonstration of cable jointing and
plumbing provided by the airfield troop. Some of the various
technical veh:clcs of the Regiment were also included in an
operational sen:ng, 'A' Troop's mob:Je system control particularly catching the S.0.-in-C.'s interest. R.A.F. Laarbrucb
system control was also in the programme and here various
German Bundes Post techn ici~ns met the S.0.-in-C. as they
are converting the station to S.T.D.

c=!t:~o~3~ctesdetttihneg
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There're the tops -

with racquets!

i~eie cp;:;::
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ALL MY OWN WORK
Corporal Whealan talks about co-axial cable jointing to the S.0.-in-C.
while Colonel J. Clinch (C.A.F.S.O.) and Sergeant Goss ("L" Troop)
look on

Finally, the General was shown over the Phoenix Theatre,
largely built by volunteers from the Regiment, and met a
selection of members of the Regiment in the theatre bar for a
glass of ale before lunch.
The S.0.-in-C. left us to visit 13th Regiment having expressed
his pleasure at finding the Regiment with high morale and
obviously well trained in its operational role.

Hack to work
Chris ~s was follo:-ived immediately by a heavy fall of snow
an~ ~. blizzard, which left the camp white
frozen and
unmv1ung.
'
th How.e"'.er, we had to ~nap back to work without delay, for
e trammg prog~e is a full one-was it ever otherw1se?~nd th<:re JS the little matter of the annual Fitness for Role
nspecnon followed by the .annual Tels Equipment Ins ection
;;a~lyearly round goes on; It's a great life if you can st~nd th~

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp

~f.P.T.

26
The 26th M.P.T. course run by the Regiment
and admin:stered by O.C. 1 Squadron, Major
and his Squadron headquarters.
Our new Station Commander, Group Captain
D.F.C., kindly took the pass-off parade and got
of the ' brown jobs ' early on in his tour.

was organised
P. H. Bolton,
R. B. Roache,
to know some

Visit to Weeze
To increase our knowledge of Weeze, the Stadt Director,
Herr GOdde, took a bus load of Officers, Senior N.C.O.s and
their wives on a conducted tour of his town.
A school, the new swimming baths, the water works, the
town hall and the new bank were all on the itinerary and
many interesting facts were pointed out.
The tour ended with coffee, cake, schnaps and beer at .a
local ' Gasthaus ' and friendships were once again firmly
cemented.

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0 16
Christmas f011ctions
y the time these notes appear in print the memory of the
Regimental Christmas functions will have receded, but at
the eme of writing these activities are the dominating feature
of life in the Regiment. It is commonplace to say that Christmas seems to start earlier every year; after a professional variety
show in the J.R.C. on 5th December, Headauarter Squadron
held their Squadron party on 7th December. This was followed
by the Wives' Club Christmas dinner in the Sergeants' Mess on
the 9th. As last year, this was a splend:d evening, with more
than one hundred members sitting down to the traditional
Christmas meal, served to them by members ef the Mess. The
next three weeks saw a succession of Squadron and Troop
parties, Mess draws and children's parties-all enjoyable
mdividually, but (dare one say it?) cumulatively somewhat
exhausting. The Regimental Christmas dinner was served by
the Officers, Warrant ©fficers and Sergeants on 23rd December,
so that those who wished to go away for the Christmas break
might do so, and so that married men could invite their single
friends to share their family Christmas Day at home. So it

B
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turned ouCt o1;1ly a handful of men turning up at the d" ·
room on hr;stmas Day for a second Chr"
.
mmg
last Regimental function before Chris
istmas dm.ner. The
Service of Lessons and Carols held . tmas was .fittmgly the
Lippstadt's beaudful old churches
the Brude:k1rche1 one of
perhaps the party for the local· or some this Service, and
s:gni.fica nt and memorable events on°~h~aC~~f;rn%~repr~bg~a:~~t
even austere old church w · h · 1
·
1
Th e Pam,
sfC:r
Regimental Ser:it;e.
erv1ce as usual- although f
h l
~me ~ ;:;e subsequei:tly learned-the Lessons bein°; :e:d b~
D
ieuthtenCant Dickson, Lance-Corporal Buckley R S M
e ancy, e. o~~nding. Officer and the Padre. The R~ i~
ment and their fam1l:es fairly ra_ised the roof when sin ·~
the well-kbn own carols and the Service was altogether an occagisi"ong
to remem er.
R R~ports ar': just. reachin~ Lippstadt of Christmas in the
in~f~mdeedntahl skC1hrh1;1t m Bava~1a; the second course of the winter
L e
1stmas penod The twenty ' t d
• ·
ing Seco~d-Lieutenants Go.an and Lovatt,s ~h~n~~d11:1c~udd
S~ond-L1e~tenant Paul, Sergeant Shipley and the J~lt~~r
mstructors, clearly found time and energy to celebrate Christ
mas properly-although goose and venison were a
tl subsutut~ . for £?e traditi~nal turkey! A full report ~~aR~gi!
mental sk1-mg will appear m a later issue.

1969

Christmas in Catterick
had a super ~hristmas. First, the Regimental Improve. ments . Comm:ttee voted to abandon the traditional
~:Jms~ma}n:dmner ~n~ to entertain 150 old age pensioners
1nitea ·
·s ~e did m grand s:yle. Major Beaumont (of the
0 d ~omrades fame) led a very enthusiastic team which
0?~1scghr0e event and the 150 sen:or citizens, having partaken
o t e
1stma,s l,un~ and then hav:ng been entertained b
Y~oman B~ow~ s Vlllly Vandals,' departed for their home~
with ~pta_In P1gney's Christmas gift hamper underneath their
:irms.
e m:end to r~peat this event next year and to sustain
1t as one of our Reg!lllental traditions.
There. V:"':fe, of course, the traditional round of other Christmas act1v1t1es : the Sergeants' Mess draw· staff
·
th
' Sergeant s t o Officers ' M ess , ; Jun.or
. . ranks'' danceparues,
and buffete
supper, .a nd ot course the Regimental Carol Service where we
wS.ere PnBv1leged to be accompanied by a section of the Royal
1gna1s and.
al~~St
~he I RAegdiment appear to have survived Christmas
.1 on Yf JUSt; . n . we are now settl"ng down to the seriou;
busmess o trammg m the New Year.

WE

[Plwcos: courusy R . Parungcon

Mrs. J. Akass, "':ife of the Commanding Officer of 8th Regiment
presents a B.a dminton trophy to Lance·Corporal Linden , W .R.A.C.,
of 24th Regiment who won prizes in the Ladies' Singles Ladies'
Doubles and the Mixed Doubles . .. and to Sergeant Do~ovan of
24th Regiment, who was equally successful in the Men 's Singles and
Men's Doubles

General activities
e:J:a?ks o generous grants from the Nu.ffield Trust our
o~g.
ub and Amateur Radio Club are now well equi ped
and thr1v10g conce~ns. These activiiies provide great enjo~ent
to ~any of our tramees, who are encouraged in this extra mural
wor by Sergeants Cornforth and Cox. We are indeed luck
Y
to have these N.C.0.s with us.
Thanks to Captain Hughes ' finding ' an indoor miniature
range and thanks to him ' bull-dozing ' the C O · t b ·
som~, !?retry expensive rifles, we are doing " qulte · ni~ely ~~
you . m the small bore competition. The Q.M. is now'
·
to ifinkh ,of a wbay whereby be. can beat the place;
Q . . e 11 pro ably manage it somehow.

0

knowio~

(;orporals' club
Past me~bers . of the Regiment, particularly the junior
~·~~.s, will b~ mterested to know that the Corporals' Club
!S . 1sbed and wonder of wonders_' it is actually heated. The
iun1or N.C.O.s h~ve done a mag~ficeot job with their club
and are busy makmg plans for thetr social year.

Arrivals and departures
m D~g· November and December we welcomed to the Regient . a or L. W. Moran, who has just received an M B E ·
ia)..\am A. C. Macgregor, W.R.A.C., and Second-Lieuten~t A.
·
acgregor, who both came to us from Cyprus.
C T:"? ~ ~ younger members of the Regiment left us _
ap am · . : .Hughes, W.R.A.C., now Mrs. H. G. Litchfield,
an~ a 2 D1v:s1on. f>;.rmY ~ife, and Second-Lieutenant W. J.
Spiers who left to 1o:n the birds on joining the Army Air Corps!

zt

REGULATION PATTERN

llaequets (not rackets)
We seem to be pretty good at racquet games (it also bas
beendin~nown,_ ~f. course, for one or two to excel in the similar
soun g acttvmes).
Ba!hnpecemfinberl thse Regiment had great success at the District
mton
a s. . ergeant Donovan was the ind:vidual winner·
te then accompa~1ed Sergeant Noddings to win the doubles'
ance-Corporal Lmdon, W.R.A.C., won the ladies' single event
and then she went on to ' star ' in the mixed and ladies' doubles.
so~Ier~~uash, ~od, ':'l'e are gaining. successes. The Regimental
. team is omg very well 10 the league whilst R S M
~T-~~ is through. to t~e semi-finals of the Soldiers' Co~~nd
m 1y1 ua 1 champ10nsh1p. Our participants in the Command
Seruo.r Squash Championships are also doing well and we hope
to ga:n more successes in this tournament.
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ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Home -1219 each plus 1/3 post
Abroad-II , 6 each plus 1/ 3 post

Wall Shi Ids 7• x 6" Royal Signals
Pace Sticks ..
. ..
Ser1eants Wal kine C n ~·;, Baii; Pe~~· or Thlmbi~ C ·· •
Crested. Home
ap,
Abroad :::

37/-

63/-

52/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Speclo/lst In the supply of M//ltory Requisites

4-4, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY .
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By Sea to Japan
By Sign11/man John Day, 253 Signal Squatlron
of 1968 I had the chance to go to Japan by sea
IThatN forApril
a holiday. The return fare was HK$747.00 (i.e. £51).
included lodgings and meals when in port if required.

LEAVE NOTHING TO CHANCE ...... LEAVE IT TO

PICKFORDS
Consult your Telephone Directory
PFR 27/3

Three year
commissions with business
careers to follow
Three years pass quickly, and
those who serve for this period,
must contemplate the prospects
after it is over.
How would you like to talk
with the Staff Manager of a
business concern at the start of
the three years particularly if the
provisional offer of a career later
"O could be made?
This is perfectly possible under

current conditions, and with
Legal and General, openi.ngs are
available in the field of Life
Assurance, Fire, Accident, Gro~p
Pensions, Computer Programming
and Sales.
For those who can commence
during their service to study for
Associateship of the Chartered
Insurance Institute, Chartere~
Institute of Secretaries or Certified

and Corporate Accountants by
means of correspondence courses,
a specialist in these fields is
available to advise.
lf you would like to know .
more, incl uding details of sal~nes
and promotion prospects, wnteto:
Staff Manager, Ref. llCD

s;;:t """•'""-~ir--L
l!!IJ]
ERAL

ASSURANCE SOCIETY LIMITED

11 Queen Victoria ~ treet, London, E.C.4.
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F irs t Impressions
Our fi rst glimpse of Japan was at 09.30 hours when we saw
some islands that were covered in haze and continued to see
more of them until 15.45 hours when we arrived outside Kobe
harbour, and finally tied up at 17.05 hours at south pier. After
dinner I went for a look round Kobe as I wanted to find the
railway station so I knew exactly where to go when I went to
Kyoto the next day. My first surprise was to find everything
closed. I expected it to be like Hong Kong where everything
is open until late at night. I came across what I thought to be
a subway as it looked very much like it from the road, but to
my surprise it turned out to be a shopping centre and was
called ' Santica Town.' You could buy anything from a pencil
to a motor car and it was air conditioned too.
The port of Kobe is the largest port in As:a and one of the
largest in the world. After Hong Kong, Kobe was spotlessly
clean. The transport for sightseeing is either taxi, tram or
coach or your own legs. One of the biggest parks in Kobe is
Sunayama Park in the uptown section of the city. It is popularly
called Kensa!-Dai or Observatory of Venus and is laid out in
typical Japanese style and gives a very good view of the city
both by day and night. The train journey from Kobe to Kyoto
was very comfortable and on arriving in Kyoto I went to find
the Japan Travel Bureau for information on where to go and
what to see as I didn't want a conducted tour. They were very
helpful and gave me a map with various places ringed and the
tram number next to it. They didn't say the places closed at
16.00 hours!
I left Kyoto at 18.00 hours to go back to Kobe.
On the way back· I saw the bullet train standing in New Asaka
station. It runs between Tokyo and Shin Osaka on the new
Takaido Line and takes three hours to cover a distance of
three hundred and forty-four miles with a top speed of one
hundred and twenty-five miles per hour.
Better than the Lake District
We left Kobe for Yokohama at 12.00 hours and we all took
the chance to buy last-minute souvenirs. The weather was fine
when we left but in the late afternoon we ran into some bad
weather as we hit the edge of a typhoon. In the morning when
I went up on deck for a breath of fresh air the wind had
dropped and the sea was calm and we were outside Yokohama
port. As soon as the boat had fin ished tying up I was off and
away to Mt. Fuj:yama via Odowara and Lake Ashe, or more
commonly called Lake Hakone. The journey to Odowara takes
eighty minutes by train and then an hour's journey by bus
through some very pretty &cenery that was Eke the Lake
District but much better. The highest point the bus went was
three thousand feet above sea level and the view at the cop
of it was bre!_lthtaking as you could see for miles around you.
When I arrived at Lake Ashe the time was 13.00 hours and as
there was a ferry · coming in I decided to go stra!ght across
to the other side. The ferry was a scaled-down galleon complete
?'ith model cannons and gunpowder kegs. The thirty-minute
trip was v.e ry pleasant and the scenery was very nice with Mt.
Fuji in the background. On the shore there was a hotel which
was western styled. It had the flags of nearly every European
country outside with a .wfodmill to one side of it and was very
picturesque. After 'I ,had finished my meal I set off to see
Mt. Fuji and the· only place I could sc:c tl_lat would suit my
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purpose was on a hilltop that was just up the road, or so I
thought. In fact it was an hour's walk uph.:11 and about ten
minutes up the hillside. The views were very nice but Mt. Fuji
and the surrounding area was covered in haze. However, I had
already seen it from the ferry and it is one of the places I
want to see in April when I hope to go back. On the bus
journey back to Odowara we passed over a mountain river with
waterfalls every so often. When the bus arrived at the terminal
it was 18.00 hours and the train left in half an hour to take
me back tci Yokohama.
An attractive guide and coD1pa11.ion

The previous evening I had decided to see something
different from the normal tourist attractions, but I didn't know
where I was going. I left Yokohama early in the morning as
I wanted to see as much as possible on my last day. When I
alighted from the train in Tokyo I set out to find the J.T.B.
office but I didn't make it as a very nice Japanese girl came
up to me and asked if she could help as I looked lost. I told
her my problem and she offered to show me around. I accepted
her offer and we had a meal together. She was interested to
know more about U.K We started off on my tour with a quick
. visit to Hanada Tokyo International Airport. From Tokyo you
get a train to the station and then get the monorail to the
airport which takes fifteen minutes and the view of the bay
and Tokyo is usually very nice but it was very hazy that day.
The carriages are very comfortable and no heavy luggage is
allowed on them and every seat had a head rest cover on it.
The airport covers a large area and is one of the most modem
airports in the world and is worth a day's visit if you are an
aviation enthusiast and have the time to spare. On the roof of
the main building there is an aviation museum that starts from
the very beg!nning right up to the 'jumbo jet ' era. It also
includes models of space capsules that started with unmanned
fl.:ghts right up to the latest models, as well as the rockets that
took them up and away. There are two restaurants, a children's
playground and a complete aircraft that was fitted out as a
tourist attraction.

Forgot to take my shoes off
After an hour or so there we left to go co the countrySide
which was very nice but not so n:ce as Hakone or Kyoto. While
we were going round we came to an ancient castle wh!ch was
a Iational Treasure, as most of the old works of art are there.
On our way back to Tokyo we stopped at a farm to have a
look around with the owner's permiss!on and were invited in
to have a look at the interior of it. I was surprised to find it
kept spotlessly clean and tidy and very homely. It was a collective farm with approximately fifteen acres as the families oldest
son had taken over a smaller farm and they had incorporated
the two farms to make one big one. The barns were of the
Dutch type and they were ma:nly home made but still very
large. After spending half an hour there we left to go back to
Tokyo and a meul which was western styled but cooked
Japanese style; it was very nice. As my unofficial guide had to
start work at 19.00 hour I escorted her home where I was
invited in and given traditional tea and this is wher I nearly
made my biggest m:stake. I started to go into the room with
my shoes on. I realised in time and corrected my m!stake. At
18.00 hours we left to go to the station as we both needed
the same train. When I got back to the ship I got ready to go
out on the town as it was my last night in Japan. The following
morning I stayed in bed all morning and went out in the
afternoon to have a look at the western styled park on the edge
of the bay. While I was there four models arrived for a photograph session in Kimono and western styled dresses and they
made a nice comparison of the dress styles seen in Japan. At
16.30 hours I started to wander back to the ship as it wa due
to leave at 18.00 hours.
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After I went n board I went on to the deck to se~ if it
would get decorated with ticker tape, and sure enough it was
coming down thi · and fast and by 17.50 hours the boat was
covered in it. As we left the berth the tape started to break
and Huner in the breeze and I started to feel depressed as a
very enjoyable holiday was n<:arly at an. end. After two and a
half days' sail:ng time we arrived back lil Hong Kong. I was
very sad my holiday had finally come to an end .but I ~ope to
go back to Japan next year for ~herr)'. Blosso~ m Apnl. I ~
back at work now but t he memone~ st.ll rema;n. So I end with
ayonara-the Japanese farewell-till next time.

-

It cou/J happen to you!
Corporal R. G. Thomas, of the 14th Signal Regiment, had a
sudden and unusual posting order. The phrase " You must be
joking " doesn't necessarily apply when YO}! are suddenly
warned for Fi1i, but let Corporal Thomas co~tmue the st?ry·
" As the RA.F . VClO reared up above Bn ze orton, it was
difficult to beEeve that forty-eight hours preyiously I h~d been
going through the relatively uneventful rouune .of Robmsw?od
Barracks. N ow I was off to Singapore, Austral~a and pos.s1bly
Fiji on a three-months' detachment. All cons1dered, qwte a
good number.

We miss the boat
After an eighteen hour flight I was on my way by minibus
to Dover Road, Singapore, and 249 Squadron, whe.i:e I was .to
be anached to 646 Troop, reportedly the crack medium mobile
communications unit in the F ar East. But I found that the
detachment had already sailed for Australia, and in the event
I was to fly out two weeks later with a batch of other latecomers.
H "
I was to rendezvous with 646 at a place called ' The ut,
about forty miles north of Rockhampton, Que~sland. Af·ter an
overnight stay in a transit camp there, I flew m an Andover to
The Glen, but from there I was on my own. I managed to
cadge a lift in a Whirlwind which put me down at ' The Hu~'
before going on to the c6nvoy in Shoalwate~ Bay. ' The Hut'. is
so called because there is a small fisherman s hut-and nothmg
else--at that spot. There are numerous ' huts ' marked on the
maps of the Queensland coast).

The lighter side of t Coral Sands '
On reporting to Captain Burke, I found that two members
of the Royal Australian Corps of Signals were !4so attached,
Sergeant Jim Lobley and Corporal ' Tanker ' Hawken. They
taught us a lot of local tips, and in exhange we gave them a
few lessons in British pastimes, but in our off-duty hours, of
course.
Australia has the reputation of having some of the finest
fishing in the world, and being only half-a-mile from the sea
we spent much time at th is sport. Signalman Keith Whineup
and I managed to catch a huge crab, its larger pincer having
the same dimensions as a man's thumb and index finger joint;
not much fun to get caught in! But he helped supplement our
daily diet of Vienna sausages. On another occasion a wild pig
was sighted about three hundred yards away. He was soon
being chased by hordes of screaming squaddies with pork
chops in mind. He eluded them then, but was caught the next
day in a p!t dug by some Gurkhas who were camped up the
road. They did offer us some of him, but he was not really
very suitable, and we could smell him a hundred yards off.
At the end of the exercise (which is reported elsewhere) we
sailed in Sir Gallahad for four hundred miles up the coast to
Townsville for a spot of shore leave all round, and thence for
Singapore again. On the way we passed close to Bali (of South
Pacific fame) and of course crossed the Equator aga:.n (where
people tak ing photographs of just plain featureless sea were
regarded with amusement).
J\netber attachment
Later I was sent to Seremban with another Dl3 detachment
working from 17 Gurkha Regiment's football pitch-until the
monsoon suuck and we were flooded out. We never did
acrually venture into the town for an evening out, but the
Jimmy Club was very well frequented for the week of the
exercise.
My trip was now nearly over; after a further three weeks in
ingapore, I flew home from Changi on 2nd December after a
farewell party, my case packed with souvenirs and my mind
with many happy memories of the Far East."

Banished to the Salt Mines!
BY SERGEANT

D. J.

WILBY, 241 SIGNAL SQUADRON

T approximately 10.00 hours on 9~ December" ~ was en-

in the carrying out of an important military duty
A grossed
spoonfuls, please), when I was interrupted by a summons

(nwo

~uirski. My normal forebodings upon such a summons were reinforc~ when, he gree~ed
me by saying " Good morning, Sergeant Wilby, Im sending
you to the salt mines." My frantic fumblings amongst the
conrents of my briefcase for a copy of
Q.ll.'s was halted when the O .C. said
T iu• Corps
"no not those salt m.:nes," and explai~ed that our assistance had been
c o pes with an
n:quested by the management of a
rock salt mine at Winston.
u n u s ual job
Further details were not available
until late afternoon, and we finally
arrived at tlhe mines at 16.30 hout'.l.
Over a oup of tea, the management explained the situation to
us. Normal test dri!Eng had revealed the presence of . an
underground stream which ~as flooding one end . of th~ tru0e,
and although hastily called-ID pumps were coping with .the
flow, the op--...ration was being hampered by lack of communi<:ation benween the various newly set-up pwnps. A recce along
sO!llle four miles of shaft showed us t'hat about two miles of
cable would be required. It also ·became appar~r_it th~t the
job was not quite so difficult as ex~cted, conditions m the
mine being far more easy to work in than we had thought.
M y previous experience of mines had been confined to a conducted tour of a Yorkshire coal mine, and I was therefore
sur;prised to find am ple ~ea~, not onl'J'. for walking, ~ut
also fo r the numerous vehicles wh1oh were bemg us.ed; these mcluded diesel and battery-driven load carriers and the ubiquitous
L and R over. Our guide explained that the vehicles were
brought down the shaft in pieces and reassembled at the
bottom.
After ascending to the surface for a meal in the works canteen ,
I went down again and, with the able assistance of Signalman
Mackie was able to get on with the job without furth er delay.
The ~rk was speeded up wh en we wer e given the use of
a mobile rower of the type u sed by the ' Corpo ' for re·
placing street i :ght bulbs A!l good brigade line. crews sh~d
endeavour to acquire one of these. Another piece of eqwpment which m ight be found useful when laying Ene at night
was a miner's helmet, complete with batter y lamp.

to the presence of my O.C., Major

*

*

We hld each battle carefu_lly presented to us at it happened
twen ty- our .years ago and m some cases by those who had
ta~en part m the battle.
Throughout the study two ma'
points were always evident. F irstly, how the Abbey dominai~~
t~e battlefi.eld, and s~ndly, that the battles to peneuate the
Gustave Lme at Casmo, a perfectly natural defensive position
must surely have demanded amazing courage and dete · · '
rmmauon
from the men who fought there.

W ith the task completed at 0 3 .3 0 hours the following morning we were able to relax, with more of the seemingly endless' flow of tea provided by the canteen, and to discuss salt
mining with some of the experts. During the course ?f this
conversation we discovered that the output of the nune ts used
as rock salt in the fo rm we know it on tlhe roads, and also
provides an excellent fe rtiliser , when refined.
Before leaving, we man aged to obtain a s~ir of .o ur
visit, and the 0 .C. is now the proud owner of what ts possibly
the largest piece of rock salt in the Corps, and certainly the
heaviest paper wcight in Saighton Camp, Chester.

Five days o n T h "

to the battlefields at Casino. After
briefing and documentary war films
in Malta, we finally arrived in Casino.
Remembering what had been said
of 9th
and what we had seen on film and
Signal Regiment photographs of the battles for Casino,
we were amazed to see the modern
town. Now, as before the war, it is a
cheerful busy town which stretches over a considerable area in
the Liri Valley. Behind the town a mountain rears up which
bears its name and upon which is the Abbey of Monte Casino.

THE PARTY WHO SURVIVED
from left to right : Signalman Tse, Lance Corporal Price, Corporal

Survival on a Soutll (/Jina
Sea ls/anti
Contributed by 253 Signal Squadron
T HE NINE PINS SEEN FROM THE AIR

Brown and Lance Corporal Moffatt

Your living Primer
on Current Affairs
That elusive subject CURREi T AFFAIRS which counts for so
much in Staff College and other Enuance and Promotion exams
has been captured for you, once and for all in KEES! G' S
Weekly Diary of World Events.
'
This objective documentation of national and international
Politics, Economics, Social Questions has proved the ideal aid
for those seeking promotion in H.M. Armed Forces, and during
the 37 years of KEESING'S existence many spontaneous
messages of appreciation have been received by the publishers
from successful entrants in all grades.
The present is a suitable time for obtaining KEESING'S and
yo.u ~re therefore advised to ask now for free particulars ~bout
this mvaluable News-cum-Reference Service which is purely
factual and sensibly concise yet fully comprehensive. It is
completely indexed in quite a unique way and always up-to-date
through the publica.tion of a fresh supplement every week.

N 8th November, Captain R. H-

By Captain

fl

Sin ep i.ns

A visit to tire Battlelieltls of
Monte Casino
Gowland, R.A.E.C., and I left
O
Cyprus for Italy at the start of a visit

From the air, the island, which mea ures 500 yards by 300
yards, looks bare ~d .bleak. No self-respecting seagull ever
approadc~es The Nmepms. Having landed on the island the
par_ty 1scovered second degree jungle and some gras 'Th
ham .feature of the island is a rocky hill, some I 000 feet a~
t e highest pomt, dropping rapidly to the sea
b(hb party quick!}'. bu~lt a shelter and established a comforthe a_se. The mam diet for the five days was shellfish and
s · 8 ~gnalman Tse made the biggest catch with a s uid
measuring two feet in diamet.:r· the problem th
qh
to
k : ' Aft
.
?
en was ow
b{oo . t.
er much deliberation it was fried-with unpalata be results. It s.melt ~f woodsmoke and was as digestible a
ru ber. After this sqwd was omitted from the menu
Th e pa~ was .recover.ed after five days, having gain~d valua b1e experience m survival.

During the visit we. were able to visit the Monastery. It has
been completely rebuilt as nearly as possible identical to the
one that had stood there before 15th February 1944.
Wi.th?Ut going into details about the Abbey ~uffice it to say
t h at 1t is a must for anyone who is near Casino.
After the battlefield _t!?ur was completed many of us, before
:t~ui)nti~o ~YPJ:?S, v1s1ted Naples. Again (without going into
e a .s
1s . ctty is well worth a visit. It is a most colourful
and mtere~t:ng place. This was an excellent battlefield tour
wel1 orgarused and very comprehensive.
F.inally, our sincere thanks to the staff of H.Q. Malta and the
Italian Army, for a truly unforgettable visit t<' Italy.

*-

N. B. 7iist out: TREA TIE . & ALLIANCBS OF T HB W ORLD

Even a self respecting seagull would not approach these islands

A

and

Hugh Bonaker
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It is ~he massiveness of the. Abbey, on its longest side. more
twice the length of Buckmgham Palace, and its surroundmgs that are so spectacular. It completely dom:nates the vall
whe~c twenty-four years ago vast arm:es were locked in c0 bey
Durmg the four battles of Casino, from January to May T9.:J·
tbhe bcombJ:!lete town and the monastery were reduced to 'rubbl~
y om mg.
We were fortunate to have as guest speakers at the stud
three officers who had at some time during the fou:: battle;
fought there. Two were the Infantry Comma di
Offi
(Royal Sussex and 1st/4th Essex) and one a C~mpn~y C cers
mander (Royal Sussex).
om~han

'T'HE Ninepins are two small islands in the South China
J. Sea, twelve miles from Kowloon. One of these islands
Las chosen as a suitable location for four men Corporal Brown
T ance-Corpor~ Price., Lance-Corporal Moffatt and Signalma~
se, to practice survival for five days.
The party dropped on to the island from a Wh.irlwind helicopt,er on Monday. Their possessions were a small pack conta1mng the usual items and food for one day.
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uniq.ue internati.mal
reliable referen~c in

,n4n.1ey

th e

fo r fac tual information
tr ue KEBSING tradition

KEESING'S - KE YN SHAM - BRISTOL BS18 2BD
Ploase supply frea d etails of your pub/icatio:1S.

*

Nam e & R ank (Kindly print) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ........
U nit
Add ress
(\VIR)
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(Continued from page 68)
It must be said, though, that our operator-driver nominee,
Signalman Shepherd, held his own very well against the professional drivers from other Troops. The result was that we
now trailed two points behind ' ] Troop before the final test,
the orienteering competit:on, which was to be run on the
afternoon of the administrative inspection.
Somehow or other, we managed to lay on a run nearly
every afternoon for the fortnight preceding the administrative
inspection, with the result that the team was selected, trained
and really fit by the great day. Conditions on the day were
especially designed to suit us-a thick fog to demoralise those
of the opposition who had not practised their map-reading.
The result of our clandestine tra:ning was that we won handomely. Our first four runners were scoring only 15 penalty
points between them.
Unfortunately for us, however, no other Troop ran well
enough to beat ' J ' Troop, who came second and so forced
the overall result of the competition to a draw. Our Brigade
Commander resolved this by tossing a coin (unfortunately ']'
Troop were too quick for us and slipped in a double-headed
penny) and so the beer went to ']' Troop.
We had to console ourselves with the thought that the next
Troop Competiuon would leave no doubt in anyone's mind
as to which Troop will triumph.

Arr:lvnls and departures
Since our last article, only one Royal Signals soldier has
joined us, namely Signalman Kershaw. However, the rest of
the Corps have done a little better, and we welcome W.0.11
Cooke and Craftsman Gould (R.E.M.E.), Sergeant Heaton and
Sergeant Wh:tfield (Intelligence Corps), Lance-Corporals Finnie
and Parsons (A.C.C.), Lance-Corporal Rogers (R.A.0.C.) and
Driver Tidmarsh (R.C.T.).
We have said our goodbyes to Sergeants Meehan and
Harbord, Corporal Nicholson and Signalmen Griffin, Mulvey
and Webdell, all of Royal Signals, also W.O.I Teasdale
(R.A.O.C.), Sergeant Treadwell (Intelligence Corps) and
Corporal Brown (A.C.C.), we wish them well in their new
postings.

20th Arm'd Bde. H .Q. & Signal
Squadron (200) B.F.P.O. 41

READY TO GO-I NSTA NTL y ~ND ~N::t~HERE! ·or Brown the D.A.A. and Q.M.G .
Men of 19th Infa ntry Brigade H.Q . & Signal Squ adron at t he r eady during an inspection by Mai

was divided into five

~~~% tiHili~· c~~;rriti~n . we~e fo_o~ball,

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn., Colchester (209)
mo~th du~

• J ' Troop

e~ents,

e will make on the inspecuon are
e o owing
from the B~igade Commander's address to the
Squadron after h:s inspecuon:
.

ilir~~~~a~s

" The standard of saluting of 19 Brigade Signal
Squadron is an example to the remainder of my
Brigade.
The standard of camouflage in the H.Q. is the best
in my Brigade.
The standard of turnout and bar~ck room ~leanl_i
ness is the best that I have seen since I arnvcd in
19 Brigade."

Inter-Troop Compe tition
September, 1968, it was <!ecided t.o introduce an
mter-Tr~p competition, the object bell!g to ra1~e the. st~ndard
h ·cal fitness turnout and soldierly skills w1thm the
0f
q~~~~- For the' purpose of the competition, the Squadron
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shooting, orienteering,

turnout, barrack rooms, airportab1hty.

EC
. EMBER has been a busy
to two
namely the annual administration mspecuon and an mterD
Troop competition. In order not to bor e. our readthers,frte O?lY

Durin

Trd°£1s-~A~ 1rPfu~o~~~ ib°e0P;u~·J~

1969 sees ' J • Troop beginning the year as ' the ch~mpi~A':
having won the competition in December. The ;finalists,
d
and ' J • Troops finished neck-and-neck, and a com w~s tosse
to decide the winner. The caller, none o~er than Lieutenant
ones an acknowledged expert in puf!tmg, . etc., fortunat~ly
!nade' the right decision, thereby making h.1s final spo~mg
c ntribution to the Troop. Some members .hmted. at the ume
~at it was his only one, but it was .definll1tedlY, ~~s fins\r~~::
as he now resides rn the street that is ca e .
iv~
·
'J • Troop begin the New Year with a new skipper, ~J1e:1¥nant
Gar Maddren, another sporting chap. Rumours that
~oop
are Y
to meet th e ' All Blacks ' in the coming season have neither
been denied nor confirmed.
• A

<¥

Tro o p--nn d t h e double-he ade d p e nny

The inter-Troop football posed no problem~a , Tro~p of
virile, active men like ourselves was bo~nd .to wrn ba ~
matches and come top of the league. Likewise the arra. room inspection. We have lof!g prided ourselv.es on 1Qvc•g
the smartest barrack rooms rn the camp and . ~he
· ·s
'sudden death • inspection merely .confirme~ th1s.bT . t
Our fortunes suffered a reverse with th e. airpor t~ 1,1\ te~ ,
and we are magnanimous enough to adm it that J
ro P
scored an impressive victory.
·: ·
.r

(Continued on .page 69) · .·
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Sportsmen to the fore again
T is aga:n turning out to be a successful year for the
Squadron sportsmen, and the unit is now in the _l?ivisional
final of the soccer, hockey and cross-country compettnons, and
with the basketball still to play.
The soccer team, led by Y. of S. Ted Noon, is again strong,
but wifl miss Corporal ' Tosh ' Hayden and Corporal Dave
Elcox. The former has developed the unnatural tendency to
wish to eject h:mself from perfectly serv:ceable aircraft and
has departed for 264 S.A.S. Squadron. The latter has gone
to a recruitiag appointment at St. Albans. Top goalscorers
are Corporal ' Brum ' Brittle and Signalman ' Geordie ' Swinhoe,
and there are lots of promising young bloods coming along.
The hockey team currently tops the local league and surprised even themselves by beating 6th Infantry Workshops,
R.E.M.E., to get to the final. Y. of S. Ted Noon, Corporal
Pete Boulby, and Lance-Corporal Paul Brimble. were all
picked to fill gaps in the normal team at short nonce and all
played brilliantly.

I

Cross-con11try r u nners t a ke the prizes
The Brigade cross-country result was very gratifyi?g, with
three of the Squadron in the first four places. First was
Corporal Colin McNeilly, second was Lance-Corporal Robin
Fall, and fourth was Signalman Ron Hughes, the last two
having travelled back from Bad T~lz, in Bavaria, wht;r~ .they
are training with the Squadron Ski Team for the D 1v1S1onal
meeting.
And t hose l n s p eetlons t oo
It is worth mentioning that we do other things as well!
The usual inspections have been held and were followed by
the annual sta.m:'.na tests at Christmas .
T H E WIRE , FEBRUARY-MARCH
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We are all once again indebted to Sergeant George Smith,
A.C.C., and his team of cooks for providing such a high
standard of catering at the many dances and social functions.
The versatility of the cooks is amazing and, whether they are
providing five cho:ces on exercise (which is normal) or laying
out a buffet, which would not be out of place in a five-star
hotel, their expertise is much admired.

Tullplece to the

e ws

W.O.I (R.S.M.) George Mercer has been heard making
growling noises in his office, as he works himself up into an
antic:pated frenzy of barking at the M.P.C. Course he is
running.

28 Comwel Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(208), c'o G.P.O., Malacca, Malaysia
Going

~

down under '

' Coral Sands,' held in Australia in October,
E XERCISE
afforded an opporturt:ty for a few of the Squadron to go

' down under.' The Second-in-Command, Captain Bob Cook,
foresook his communicator's mantle and acted as a staff officer
and watchkeeper on the control ship LSL Sir Galahad. A
radio relay team, under Sergeant Foster, were put ashore at
Shoalwater Bay and provided a small, but vital, link in the
control communications.
In November, with the annual inspection behind us, the
whole Br:gade moved out of Terendak for a fortnight's practice
camp on Exercise ' Darling Point.' Each Battalion was given
an area of operations to carry out Battalion training and exerc;ises, the co-ordination and allotment of supporting arms and
air support being carried out by Br:gade H.Q., using normal
forward communications. The area chosen was on the Negri
Sembilan-Pahang border, round Triang and Bahau, a pan
of Malaya hot usually used for exercises. This gave us some
new country to communicate over, and the radio crews plenty
of scope for intelligent siting.
After a week's resp:te we were out on Exercise ' Nerve Centre
8 ' on Asahan ranges where, in conjunction with ]WB, FEAF
a joint forces headquarters was estabEshed. At the time ot2
going to press, our strength for this will be 43 officers and
180 rank and file .

Departures
The end of the year seems to be a favourite posting time-the thought of a move to U.K, coupled with a drop in
temperature of something in excess of 50 degrees is enough
to put anyone off. In the Squadron there are some major
changes. Command once more reverts to Australia, in the
shape of Ma"or Richard Twiss, who comes to us from the
Australian Staff College. Ma"or Colin Gilbert, the last British
0.C., hands over on 7th January and moves to Warminster
as an instructor at the Junior Divis:on of the Staff College.
We wish him and Mrs. Gilbert every good fortune in their
new appointment and thank them for all they have done for
the Squadron in the past two years.
Other departures include Sergeant M orray Foster, to 12th
Infantry Brigade; Sergeant Sam Rollings to the Parachute
Brigade; Sergeant John M acphail, the D. & E. Platoon Sergeant,
to 522 Company, R.P.C., and Sergeant ' D oc' Judd, to an
Indonesian language course in Australia.

CLOTHING
is still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION
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11th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(211) B.F.P.O. 29
Bravo Troop
Bruin has been with us for a complete training .eason now
and all the operators, on which we rely for success of the
ysrem, have become fully C?nversant with the equipment.
It has been an e".'tremely mteresting as well as busy year for
the .Troop and, whilst the string of exercises has seemed never
endmg, we have managed to keep well up on our commitments
for courses. In panicular we congratulate Lance-Corporal Kirkwood, Lance-~rporal Young and Signalman Oman for doing
so ~ell on their M.P.C. course, and Signalman Alexander for
making the grade as a Bl Tradesman.
F Ski:ing ~as _become increasingly popular, with Lance-Corporal
rancis brmgmg back stories of hot sunny days and freezing
mght.s-a far cry from his native Trinidad. We are still trying
to d1sco':'er how he managed to twist his ankle before the
snow arrived.
This mon:th we say go~bye to two well-known personalities
~ho are ·gomg to try their hands outside the Army-Corporal
Jim Ross, ~ho h~s spent many years tending a delapidated

generator with l~vin~ care, and Corporal Ian Logan, who has
spent most of. his ume locked behind bars--in the Message
Centre. We wish them all the best in the future.

THE SQUADRON DARLINGS
A fine trio of soprano "girls" to wit R.S.M. John lent, Sergeant
Larry Gray and Sergeant Nobby Clarke

SW ING IN G INTO ACTIO N
Left to Right: Sergeant O 'Conn e ll, Major Hancock, Lan ce-Corpo ral Evans, Lance-Co rporal Fox, R.S.M . lent and Sergeant Hawes working up a
thirst as they se rve dinners

24 Inf. Bde. ·H.Q. & Signal Squadron
(210) Crownhill F o rt, Plymouth
HE two months since our last appearance in THE WIRE
have passed at lightn'.ng speed. After a busy autumn
exercise period November and December have been spent
more or less a{ home in Plymouth, where we have mai:iaged
to fit in some useful individual tiraining as well as a series of
memorable Christmas celebrations.

T

V isi t of S ig nal Oftlcer-in-Cbie f
On 19th ovember we were pleased to welcome the Signal
Officer-in-Chief Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., who
came to soend ~he day :n P.ymouth. After inspecting a Quarter
Guard commanded by Corporal Raymond Rooke and made up
from our current M.P.C. Course, the S.0 .-in-C. saw vehicles
and crews set up in field condition~ and toured the Squadron
lines visiting all Messes asd talkmg to many members of
the Squadron. In the afternoon, General Ander~on visited
H.M.S. Fearless and Clur friends in 621 Troop (ship). Before
be left in the evening we were able to show him a photograph
of himself in our local paper, taken in the morn:.Ug as ~e
inspected the Quarter Guard. Full mar~~ to our P.R.O., ~aptam
Mike For ge, who also does some trammg work from time to
time.

Chris hnas a c tivities
Whilst there was nothing really original in our Christmas
celebrations, we managed a highly successf~ series. of ! unctions
which left all rams only too ready for a qwet Christmas leave.
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Apart from the usual Sergeal!-ts' Mess Chris~mas draw, the
Christmas dinner, Carol Service, Troop part:es and so on,
the most notable event was the Squadron Smoker. Beer was
practically given away, by courtesy of <?ur, P.R.I., and tJ;e
standard of ' turns ' was very high. O.C. A Troop, Captain
Peter Stanley, revealed hidden talents on the mouth organ,
whilst RS.M. J. E. lent, Sergean~ Larry Gray ai;id. Sefgeant
'Nobby' Clarke made a fine mo of soprano g:rls. Our
Foreman of Signals, Staff Sergeant Geo~ge Geldard, ~ad
prudently arranged for his wife to collect him by car, fearing
that if he drove he might be invited to blow up a balloon for
the Police party. Mrs. Geldard arrived early and reports:
That the P.A. system was working well.
That the Squadron Commander, Major P. D ..Alexander,
was in excellent voice as he led a series of very dubious songs;
and
That she bas a new respect for certain members of the
Squadron! It is rumoured that the Wives' Club intend to
come en masse next year!

The New Yen r
And so into 1969. The beginning of the ne~ year finds 1;1s
with many members of the Squadron once agam ~bar~ed m
HM..S. Fearless, this ti:ne to make a film. Alas1 Jt wil~ i;iot
rate an ' X ' cenificate but may find its way into tra:mng
programmes. Stars are too numerous to mention but watch
for some old favourites.
As for February-well, the air is full of rumours of .an
exercise overseas but not too far away to keep us all occupied
for a m onth or so. If th e rumours are true we shall n o doubt
be in the news, so watch out again for your favourite stars
of stage and screen.
(Continued on page j 1)
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Hall and farewell
We welcome Second-Lieutenant David Beare and Sergeant
Ralph Finch, Corporals Harry Emraz, from 24th Regiment
Len Oakley, from 1 Artillery Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron'
Mike Hicken, RA.P.C., and Signalman Barry Bowstead, lat~
255 Squadron.
We bid farewell to Corporal Bill Bates who goes on promotion
14th Regiment, Corporal Jack Strachan, R.A.P.C., off to
Singapore, Lance-Corporal ' Chalky' White to Catterick
Signalman Pete Burdon, who got the Squadron Smoker off t~
such a fine start and has now left for civilian life, Lance.Corporal Dick King, who is now also a civilian, managing a
caravan site near the Al at Doncaster (free advert.).
t~

Conj(ratnlatious
Lance-Corporal Bob Blackburn on his marriage.

F. of S.'s cryptic connnents
Incidents we would like to forget:
. Sergeant Gordo~ Page leading a convoy of 432s with his 12ft
!Ugh Co?ID1er, amves at a lOft. high bridge in Hildesheim causmg a slight traffic jam-blames his map reader Corporal Tony
Chapman.
Lance-Corporal Joe Kelly calling Division from the Bruin
Message Centre, complains he can't get through-finds that
the Auto 20 has moved to new location!
Lance-Corporal David Whitworth who stopped greasing a
mast to shake Major-General Anderson by the hand - and
forgot he had a handful of grease.
When the Time and Motion Study expert stepped outside to
watch how fas~ Sergeant 'Birdy' Peacock could prepare to
move-found himself left alone in the middle of a wood.
. Staff Ser~eant (F. of S.) John Paul complains his 'phone line
is not working-finds be has connected his 'phone to the DlO
holding his cam net down.
The Provost motor cyclist who asked the F. of S. to fit a
snatch-plug to his A43 headset a it hurt his ears every time
he fell off.
!he Provost Corporal, who when asked the direction of
Bngade Headquaners answered, " I don't know I am only
signing the route to it."
'
It t>nn hn1}pen to anybod)·?

Petty Trading. Normally available at Association Headquarters
are such things as ties, scarves, cuff links, car badges, blazer
badges, diaries, etc. These can also be obtained from ordinary
shops, but usually at greater cost and of incorrect pattern.
Current prices as follows (subject to alteration without notice):
Corps TiesWoollen
Terylene
Terylene (narrow) Type D
Terylcne (narrow) Type E (Horinzontal
L.P. Records of the Corp Band .. .

tripes)

10/6
10/8/8/-

27 /- (callers) 30/- by post

5/-

Key-rings with embossed " Jimmy " badges

PLEA E SEND CASH WITH ORDER for all the abo'L·e
articles. Addition of postage in all cases would be appreciated.
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Half-an-hour before the Brigade Commander arrived at the·
Message Centire during his annual inspection, Captain Higton
received a_franti~ telephone call from Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.)
McLaughlin saymg that the lock on the main door to the
Message Centre was jammed. Fift'!en minutes later the locksmith arrived, but couldn't pick the lock. Ten minutes later he
still hadn't picked the lock and decided to take the door off it
hinges. It was a steel door and difficult to take off. Five minutes
later the Brigade Commander and party arrived to see the
following:
1. Two rather scruffy-looking German workm ... n crouched
over a bag of tools, keys and blunt instruments.
2.

The ' Secu:e ' door resting against the wall.

3. Two harassed officers squeezing into the Me sage Centre
at the same time as about five very relieved oldiers were
trying to queeze out-including one, who shall be namele
who was upposed to have done a disappearing act thirty
minutes beforehand.
Apologies and explanations were in ord r and after the
Commander had left a prayer of thanks was offered that tho!
lock had not jammed while Brigadier Leuchars was I ' IDE.
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1968 has been a busy and te ting ye_ar for the quadron
and it seem to u that 11th Infantry Brigade has been c.al!ed
u on to do all ch • funnie ' which add to the _normal trammg
p I · BA OR ~ e wish 12th Infantry Bngade H.Q. and
;alm qu~d~o~ the best of luck w!th Exercise ' Su'?ffier S~les'
m g1969! Although Alpha and Bravo Troop are m _the lm~e
light of communications, the Squadron only . fun~10~ wit~
the efforts and co-operation of all the sub-units. Q
e ex:r
of the training season we say " Thank you " to the . . . s sta ,
che cook and the L.A.D. for keeping us and o~ vehicle fed
and watered whatever the difficulties and pamcula~y to ~ur
M .T.O. Captain Jim Topp_ing, and S~aff Secg~t ower or
guiding us into a Unit Vehicle Inspecuon on which we earned
an excellent report.
N
b
d
The annual inspection took plac_e on 29th
o"'.em er an
that same night the Unit Officers dmed out our Bngade Commander Brigadier P. R. Leuchars, to whom w~ say_ f_a~ewell
and th;nk you for supporting so many of our urut acuvmes. It
· sad to record that the soccer 1st XI have already lost heart
~t the Brigadier's departure and were knocked out of the Anny
Cup last month. We welcome Brigadiei: and Mrs: T. M. Creasey
and ho_pe they will be very happy m 11 B~1gade. On 30th
ovemoer we were pleased to welcome Ma10~-Gen_eral 3:n~
M
Anderson to the unit. The Signal Officer-in-Chiefs v1s1t
rn::ked the end of a hectic year after which we can take stock,
go away on courses, perhaps cake some leaye and . gene_rally
recharge prior to the _1969 tr~ing seaso_n w~ch begms with a
radio exercise involvmg all Bngade Units, m February, 1969.
At this time ~f the year with all ranks' dances, Corporals' ~ess
funct ions and Troop parties taking a heavy toll of our st.anllDa,
we sa a special thank you to our AAFI ~nageres~, Mrs.
Sawy~ who plays ' Mother ' to all ow: soldier~ and gives up
a great deal of her own time to organise special buffets and
cks We must admit that she can empty the canteen faster
~ny Orderly Sergeant, ~ows everyone by name a~d
listens sympathetically to. all theu problems. We hope she will
stay ·with us for a long ume yet.

1

k.i ,

ili!n

229 Signal Squadron (Berlin)
B.F.P.O. 45
Domestic n e w s
RRIVALS : We welcome the folio.wing addition_s ~o the
Squadron: Lieutenant and Mrs. Aitk~n ai;td farruly, F. of
s. and Mrs. Jones and family; Corporal Tai~, Signalman .Steadman, Signalman Hodge, Signalman Hag~ Signalman .~ttaker,
Signalman Hully, Signalman Hamilton, S1gna~man Williams and
Mrs. Baldacchino (wife of Corp~ral Balda~c~mo). .
. . ,
Congratulations co the followmg on the1r. D ay Ill a rmll1on
when being hitched together as man and wife: Corporal Copl_ey
and Miss Jacaueline Gray; Lance-Corporal Cl~k and .~1ss
Maureen Nasii; an~ Signalman Allen and Miss Christine
Johnson.
.
·
h · d
. Departures: Our best w1shes co the foll<?wrng on t e1r el?ar~
ture fro m Berlin: Lieutenant and Mrs. Simmons to Canen~k ,
F . of S. Waite to Singapore; Corporal Dungworth . to Trucial
Oman· Signalmen Barker and Stewart to Bahrem; LanceCorpo~al Stretton co 39 Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron.

A

I•romotions
Congratulations to Sergeant Lunn on his promotion and
entry co the Sergeants' M ess, and to Lance-Corporal Campbell
on attaining the first rung of the ladder.
s"'·ops
We welcome the return of Second-Lieutenant Mc;intgomerySwan (who is -remembered for his first Squadron D iscotheque)
who has swopped places for the second time with SecondLieutenant Farrell on his return to 16th R egiment.
,,ttn('hme•nts
We say hullo to Lance-Corporal Morrison _who is au.ached
to us from 22nd Regiment, filling the gap while we fill m the
ranks again.
SPORT
lloc•kt>~·

The eason has got under way with a good start. W e have
won all our league games except one which was drawn.
On 29th November we played 225 Sq uadron in the quarter72

finals of the 1st Division Hockey Competition, and aft~r a dingdon battle, with omc good hockey, came O?t winners by
All are now looking forward to the mp to Western
Germany for the semi-final. Good luck, lads I

2J.

Cross -t•oinitr~·-Uerlin Urignde Cb11mJtionslaiJtS

On 6th December our team went out to defend thei~ Brigade
Minor Unit Shield and once again came out champions. . .
Our captain Sergeant Lunn, ran a personal best to come m
third overall hut credit also co Signalman Wood, who ranb.a
tremendous ~ace co finish fourth overall, an<!, of course, a 1g
c
the back for all the team for a splendid repeat performpa 011
D " ..
ance Good luck at 1st 1v1sion.
M"embers of the team were: Sergeant Lunn, Corporals
MiddJ to
Robinson and Quinn, Lance-Corporals Sheehan
and Sha:: Signalmen Wood, Wainwright and Neal. Reserve:
Corporal Butler.
Football-,,isit of 7th He•ghueut team.
7th/8th Dt'cenaber
This was to be a memorable weekend. for both 7th Signal
R egiment and 229 ignal Squadron, as life never stopped ~or
any of them. After a first day match versus 1st St~ffords, which
they won 3-1, these ambassadors of 7th ~eg1ment had a
splendid night/morning at the Squadron. discotheque.
Saturday saw them suffering from a little. han.gover, b_ut
till smiling as they were shown around Berlm City a_nd 1lS
ever-appealing sights, followed by a get-togeth_er that mght.
Sunday saw the climax of football, when their able m~ager,
Yeoman Newell fielded his team of footba~ers, pan-tlmers,
supporters, etc., to play the Squadron. This turned out to
be the match of the tour, with some good football from all,
although we were beaten 4-1.
Sunday afternoon saw all visitors on a bus for a tour
of the city, and final departure on Mon?ay at 06.30 hours.
It was grand having you here, 7th Regiment.

234 Sig nal Squadron (Malta)
B.F .P .O. 51
An over- our-shoulder

l ook nt 1968
OT only has 235 Signal
Squadron (DCN), our sister
Squadron on the island, virtu~lly
disappeared from the ~cene, bemg
now in the throes of disbandment,
but it has also had sad effects on
the civilian telecom operators who
have worked so loyally and e.fficiently in the Comcen, H.Q., British
Troops Malta, for so many years.
In consequence of the the run-d~wn of th~ F?rces in..t~is
sunny island, rationalisation of th~ commurncauons facihues
of the three Services has resulted. m the .closure of t~e T~p~
Relay Centre, Binjemma, the Receiver Stauon ~t Ta Wied Rm.1,
and the T ransmitter Station at Zonkor, which, however, ~s
being modernised before being handed over t<;> the Royal Air
Force. As the civilian celecom op~raco_rs previously eml?loyed
in the TRC, Binjemma, were sernor m ~e.ngth of service to
those employed in the Comcen, H.Q., Bnush ~roops, Malta,
this resulted in all but rwo of the laner becommg redun_dant,
and have either been discharged or are at present . atte.ndm~ a
six months' retraining course in book-~eepmg, which 1s b.emg
run for 30 civilian telecom operators m the Squadron lmes,
Lintorn Baracks. The Comcen is now a . tributary on the
R. A.F. Comcen Siggiewi, the changeover havrng been smoothly
effected on 15th August last.

" T he ' wind of change '
has not only been
confined to the
continent of Africa;
during the past few
months it has also swept
through the Corps in
Malta with a vengeance."

N

Some 1•e r s oualiti •s of t h e Squadron • • •
As these are the first notes by the Squadron for some time,
a few words about personalities in the Squadron may not come
amiss.
.
· · d
f
Major ' Sandy ' Hewson, who has only JUSt .iome .us r?m
Harrogate now commands the Squadron, replacmg Ma1or Bnan
Woods, w'ho, after a two-year s~t. in co~~nd, is obviously
intent on carrying on with his sailmg acuvmes, for why else

(Continued on page 73)
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(Continued from page 72)
would he have persuaded AG 11 to post him co the School in
Blandford, other than to be near Poole! The only other postingout of officers so far this year was in February lase, when our
Quartermaster, Captain Norman Lane left Malta for B.A.O.R.
We hope the n~w Vauxhall 2000 came up to your expectations,
Norman! In his place we welcomed Captain Ken Ward who
is no stranger to Malta, since, some 12 years ago he wa; here
with the Comcen Installation Team.
Our T.O.T., Capt~ Gil Sharp has recently b"en converted
to more sedate motormg, for, having disposed of his red Mini
he is now busy reconditioning a big Humber Hawk. Th~
trouble. that the TM ~roop Workshop has experienced with
their air-cond1uoner during the recent hot months has nothing
to do with the fact that the Humber d id not have a heater
fitted when he bought it!
Our Administrative Officer, Licutenant-Colond (Retd.) Tom
Tucker, M.C., still soldiers on with us (10 years as an R.O.
Surely this is some form of a world record?). His principal
headache during the summer months has been caused by our
speedboat which, due to mechanical problems of one sort
or another, seems to have spent more C:me out of the water
than in it!
Our CDSO, Major (Retd.) Len Sharp (no relation to our
T.O.T.), continues to run the Comcen at H .Q., British Troops,
Malta, where, !rom his beautifully cool air-conditioned dugout
(a favourite haunt during the hot months of overheated, overworked senior staff officers) he also continues to run the Officers'
Mess account, which audit boards have tried, without success to fault.
Our Lines Officer is Captain Bob Rowland, whose Troop,
composed almost entirely of locally-enlisted soldiers, has had
a busy and interesting year, of which more later.
Apart from our new O.C. Squadron, the most recent officer
arrival has been Captain Mike Adams, who, in the space of
two years, on an island 17 miles by nine, has had two postings
and two house-moves. After a year with 235 Squadron (DCN),
he was posted to Air H .Q., Floriana, as Scaff Officer, Air Formation Signals, where he remained until Air Headouaners closed
in June of this year. H e now commands a new Troop, Airfield
Troop, Royal Signals, which has been formed within the
Squadron. The Troop is detached at Safi in most luxurious
accommodation which previously was an R.A.F. Officers' Mess.
His two senior N.C.O.s are Seregants Dick Feder! and ' Ossie'
Lindsay who, incidentally. survived a most hazardous journey
from Wildenrath, in B.A.O.R., to Malta, via the Italian Alps,
in early January this year, at a time when road conditions
throughout Europe were appalling.
Staff Sergeant J o e Grtwb receives hEs awa rd from
the Governor
Readers who have known the Squadron will be as pleased
as we were to hear that Staff Sergeant Joe Grech was awarded
the British Empire Medal in the Queen's Birthday Honours
list. Joe Grech has been the ma instay of Line Troop for
many years. He was amongst the first locally enlisted career
soldiers to join Royal Signals in 1949, and has developed an
outstanding knowledge of the military cable system in Malta.
He is a first-class Eneman and cable jointer, and one of the
few LE soldiers who have oassed a Small Arms course at
Hythe and obtained ACE 1st Class.
He was presented with his award by His Excellency the
Governor-General of Malta, Sir M aurice D orman, G.C.M.G.,
G.C.V.O., at a private ceremony at San Anton Palace on
14th September. Our sincere congratulations go to Staff
Sergeant Grech on the occasion of this well-earned award.
A bm;y year for Li n e Troop

As men tioned earlier, Line Trooo has had a very busy year,
for in 1967 it was found that Glad iator Exchange, serving th e
Airfield area at Luqa, was inadequate to cope with the increasin~ subscriber load. The powers-that-be decided that Mercury
Exchange, which served the main h eadquarters and some of
the local units, should be reduced from approximately 550 subscribers to 400 (the equioment is 600 line ore 2000 Tvoe) and
these were then transferred to Naval Exchange. This was
effected on 1st April, 1968. The equ ipment was then fu rbished
and installed by T .M . Troop at L uqa to r eplace Gladiator.
The new exchange to serve the airfield area is expected to open
in the very near fu ture and will be called ' Astra ' Exchange.
An increase in staff, due to establishment and responsibiliry
changes, together with the Public Works D epartment of the
T H E WIRE .
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Malta Government pressing for the land on which the Line
Troop offices were situated, necessitated some quick thinking
to rehouse the Troop. No suitable accommodation was immediately available, so an unused barrack room was converted into
offices by M.P.B.W. using plans and designs drawn up by the
Troop, which moved into its new accommodation in August.
During the period 8th-19th July, L ine Troop moved to Ghajn
Tuffieha Training Camp and ca rried out a series of trade and
military training exercises, together with an initiative exercise
which was a great success. This is only the second time (the
first being in September, 1966) that many personnel of the
Troop have carried out training away from home.
Radio Troop--and mf'ntories of thnt d sert
journey to Kufra
Radio Troop, until recently commanded by Sergeant Tom
Guest who has now gone on posting to RM.A. Sandhurst and
been succeeded by Sergeant Hay, have again had their share
of interesting (?) and unusual jobs. D etachments have provided
rear link communications for most of the Inf1.>:itry Battalions
which carried out training in the Libyan Desc :t. In addition,
at the end of one of these exercises, ' B ' C.:-r1.pany of the 4th
Royal Anglians decided to try something a li•.tle different by
making their way south over the desert, to Kufra and then, on
the return leg, locate the crashed American World War II
Liberator Bomber · ' Lady be Good: Leaving El Adem on 18th
April, the party of one Officer, one S.N.C.O. and 14 other
ranks, plus Signalman Agius, after a number of extraordinary
mishaps and misadventures, eventually reached Kufra on 12th
May. They found the crashed American Bomber (now almost
stripped of any removable parts by previous souvenir hunters)
on 16th May and evencua!Jy arrived back at El Adem on the
21st, having clocked up 3,500 miles on the speedometer.
Throughout the five weeks, communications with El Adem were
quite good. During the dayt:me in particular, signal strengths
were invariably 5/5 but night frequencies were almost unworkable, apparently being shared by every other radio user in the
Mediterranean.
Colonel Grigg h a s s ome rea ssuring news
In late Seocember we had great pleasure in welcoming
Colonel T. H. C. Grigg, Officer-in-Charge Royal Signals
Records, and also Colonel P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E. (AAGll).
Both made a po:tlc of meeting as many members of the Corps
as possible during their visits, and many N.C.O.s and other
ranks are now dreaming of furure postings to the Far East
before the run-<lown there also takes effect. Colonel T ighe
addressed all serving and retired Officers of the Corps employed
as R.O.s in Malta, and gave them the latest news on man-power
policies, which must have reassured some of those present chat
they are unlikely to become redundant in the near future,
desoite the general reduction in the size of the Army.
The annual administrative inspection was carried out on
15th October by the Commander British Troops Malta,
Brigadier R. E. C. Price, C.B.E., D .S.O., with most satisfactory
results.
I n s port.--not an entirel:v ins pirinJf year
Apart from swimming and water polo, in which the Squadron
was runner-up in the Inter-Unit League and semi-finalists in
the knock-out competition the Squadron has not enjoyed a
particularly successful sporting year. s :gnalman Grixti, L anceCorporal Mini and Signalman X uereb were selected for the
Army (Malta) water polo team, and olayed in all the InterServices games. In the British Troops Malta Individual Championships 1968, Signalman G rixti was outstanding, be:ng first i n
44 0 yards free-s tyle, 55 yards back stroke, 220 yards free-style
and 220 yard s medley. H e was also first in the 440 yards freestyle and 55 yards back stroke in the Inter-Services Aquatics.
Corporal Mar shall also won the 220 yards free-style event at
the same meeting.
Though the Squadron is unable to field a unit fifteen for the
rugby season which has just started, it provides seven men.hers
of the Nomads team, which promises great things this season.
Captain Adams, Corporal Williams, Corporal Armstrong,
Corporal Swift, Lance-Corooral Marshall, Lance-Corporal
Archer and Lance-Corporal Nor1?ate are those enthusiasts who
devote every spare afternoon to this soon. Although six of the
seven are members of the T. M . Troop. there is absolutely no
truth in the rumour that Captain Gil Sharp, the T .O.T ., can
be seen early every morning sprinting round the M arsa rac.ecourse l
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It's Farewell to 237 Signal Squadron (DCN)
HISTORY

CYPHER VACAN C IES

JN

the early 1950s, the then
1111 t h e ti.me t his
Army W i r e 1 e s s Chain
articl e appe a rs
Squad!on in ~ ingapore moved
~rom its locauon at Changi to
In print '"e
its p1._1rpose-built builJings in
s hall b e no
T angl.10 (TRC) Amoy Quee
more
~Receiv~rs)
and Chin Bee
.
fransrrutters). In these locauons and un~er .var~ous names, the Squadron rovided
long-haul radio circuits for the Army in Singap~re.
the

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS HEADQUARTERS

Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work
in Cheltenham and London. Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting du ties is desirable.

R ATIONALISATION

Appointments in London are paid on a scale rising to £1 ,225, whilst those in Cheltenham rise to £1 ,100.
Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which
additional allowances are payable.

Opportunities exist for Overseas Service.

All first appointments are temporary but with excellent prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanent
and pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There are also good prospects for promotion.
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
Candidates and both parents must have been British Subjects since birth .
Application forms and fuller information obtainable from:

The Recruitment Officer (CY. OP./6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Priors Road, Oakley, Cheltenham, Glos.

LIFE ASSURANCE
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment,
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5%. Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. /l.iay I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
11
R. ~~
~~.
F.C.l.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Mai or
T. F. Willia.mo
F.C.I.B.

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association
Assisted by Major Q. St. J. Carpendale (RTR Retd.)
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The rationalisation plan of the D efence Communication Network (D.C.N.) decreed that the Army D .C.N. responsibility in
Singapore should pass to the Royal Air Force.
T?e handover and rundown of the Squadron started in early
April, 1968,_ when the T .R.C. closed. This closure was spread
o.ver !I fortn ight or so a1?d was perhaps the most difficult 0 erauon m the handover. Smee spares were limited the equip~ent
made surplus by the d o.sure of a circuit had to be disconnected,
moved and re.nstalled! m .sympathy with the current handover
plan. When the last crrcwt closed the work of dismantling the
Console System Control ai;id other remaining equipment began
and the T.R.C., once a hive of activity soon appeared to be
very dead.
'
The rationalisat~on plan for the receivers was that the R A F
were to cl~se their station at Chia Keng and then take · o~e;
the !e-engmeered Amoy Quee. The installation of the extra
rece~vers and the necessary extra work in antennae jackfields and
cabling generally was carried out by Squadron personnel with
i(lp from the R.A.F., as personnel became available from Chia
eng. The work was by and large completed by 1st July 1968
when the R.A.F. assumed responsibility for the technic~J site'.
The ~ atellite Station was handed over also on 1st July 1968
after bemg held on a care and maintenance basis by the reS.:
party of 649 Troop, who towards the end were very thin on
the. ground. They w,ere given assistance by the Squadron in
the~ tasks of keel?mg the Radome supplied with air and
~ee~ng the unofficial but very effective watch dog which
10c1dentally was also transferred to R.A.F. service.
The handover of Amoy Quee was completed on 30th July
1968, when the administrative site and all adrninistratio~
arran~ements . became. an R.A.F. responsibility. The District
Cat~r10g Adviser obtained some idea how flexible the adrninistrauv~ arrangements had to be when he paid a visit to find
that m the cook house! still nominally under his wing, there
were R.A.F. cooks serving meals to Australian soldiers of 121
Squadron (Aust.), a lodger unit at Amoy Quee.
AnCNevent no~ ~nnected directly with the rationalisation of
D · -. · .but <;>f 10tunate concern to the Squadron and to com~u01cauon~ m t?e Far East was the move of the Communication '.J'emunal m ~runei fr<;>m B~unei town to Seria. The
~lann10g and execution of this project was carried out by the
quadron. This took place during August and September and
oOcn 30th September 648 Troop disbanded, reforming on 1st
tober, 1968, as a detachment of 249 Squadron.
Apart from .the di~bai:idm~nt of the Squadron Headquarters
the las~ oper~uonal s1t.e 10 Smgapore to be rationalised was the
trffnsrrucc~r site at Chm Bee. Rationalisation seemed at first to
af ecc Chm Bee very. little apart from the removal of a number
o unwanted transrmtters and an influx of R.A.F. personnel
~~wevBer, the ~ay after the .handover of the technical site a~
n ee ,the .sign at the ma10 gate was replaced and the new
on~ read Chm Bee Remote Site R.A.F. Detachment Jurong '
1;1is all seem~ a little odd. considering that with the opening
~ the Ayer Rajah Road, Chm Bee is now much less remote than
It eye~ was. With Chin Bee a part of R.A.F. Jurong and
adm1rustered fro~ there, the need for the administrative site
lapse?. The bmldmgs and quarters were gradually cleared and
tNhe site was handed over to Barracks Services (South) on 29th
ovember, 1968.
A sad feature of the close down of the administrative site
was that the contractor, Mr. Wong, who had served at Chin
Bee for 15 years, had to close down his canteen and leave· to
~ark. the oc7asion he was _Pr~senced with a Royal Signals plaque
mscnbed with an appreciauon for his services. Many readers
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1969

A SAD FAREWELL AFTER 15 YEARS
Contractor Mr. Wong who had served in Chin Bee for 15 years has
had t~ c.lose down his canteen. As a mark of the Squadron's
~ppr~c1at1on he was presented with a Royal Signals Plaque suitably
·
inscribed. In the photo left to right : W.0.11 Berry O .C. T x., Ma1or
C. C. Fowke O.C. Sqn., Mr. Wong, Staff-Sergeant Kennington

will no doubt be able to recognise Mr. Wong from the photograph.
The ~n.~ of November saw the fin ish of all the operational
respons.1bility of the Squadron, for on 1st December, 1968, 649
Troop m Bangkok passed to command of 249 Squadron.
December saw the last final flurry in the Q.M. department
and the Squadron o~ce in an attempt to find the skeletons
before any one else did so.
THE

i.tEN

Since it would be clearly invidious to mention only a few
no one ~as been me?tioned by name and by now no one is
filt, havmg done therr duty and departed, going their various
ways as decreed by the ' Records.' The staff at Records deserve
the than~s of all for the way in which they responded to requests
for post10gs. Personal performances were more often met than
not and upheaval was kept to a minimum.
The Comcen operators mostly went to B.A.O.R. and it is
!loped tl_iey were ~ble to pas~ on the benefit of their experience
10 wo~kmg relay m a full tune Communication Unit co those
of therr fellows who have not been so fortunate.
. The technicians dispersed, ?O particular pattern being
disc~nable ~~epc chat the Radio Relay Technicians and the
Ra~o Technicians who volunteered and/or were selected for
Ra.dio Relay work wer~ posted t<;> 19th Regiment to form the
M1cro:wave. Troop. This Troop 1s destined to take over the
Island Radio System from 2nd Signal Unn R.A.F.
TUE

SITES

The Tape Relar Centre ~uilding has now passed to the
hands of 18th Regiment a?~. Jt now houses the Signal Centre,
S:D.0. and Workshop facllmes. The needs of the service now
dictate ~at there would be a measure of tape relay in the old
T.R.C. m. order ~o cope with the increased number of circuits
now termmated m the Comcen.
~moy Quee !s wo!king no".' firmly under the R.A.F. flag and
so ;s the technical site a~ Chin Bee. The administrative site at
Chm Bee, howev~, awaits handover to the Singapore Governm~t together with a total of 50-odd acres of land from the
adjacent part of the aria! field.
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weapons and ammunition to the range. Hence each range
day tends to become a major administrative problem.
. The s~ason started, as ,usu~!, with the Inter-Troop Competition, which .was won by K Troop. This was followed early
in N_ovem1;>er, by the. Corps Rifle Meeting, held at Sa~ Wai,
and 111. which competing teams were provided by 246, 2S2 and
253 Signal Squ~dro~s. . The Squadron repeated its success
of 1%7 by agam wmnmg the competition and walking off
with most of the prizes.
Fl_ushed wi~h, success and draug?t San Miguel beer, the team
continued tra:mng for the 51 Brigade Skill-at-Arms Meeting
held in late November at Lo Wu.
'
. The . Squ~dron team's performance exceeded all expectations, m spite of the _fact tha_t the team's ma:nstay, W.0.11
(~Q.M.S.) G. E. Momll, ":'as m B.M.H: for a cartilage operation. The team won the Brigade Champion Unit Skill-at-Arms
Cup and Lance-Corporal Devereux won the Champion Individual Rifle Tr,ophy. ~ most creditable performance by
Devei:eux, who 1s on. his first tour after leaving Harrogate.
(Detailed results of this meeting appeared in the last issue of
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253 Signal Squadron Shooting Team 1968

-
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22,000
Limbless Ex-Service Men
await a word from you

THE WIRE).

P.S.;--R~mour has it that the R.Q.M.S., recovering from his
operauo~ m ~.M.H., perf<?rmed a most creditable highland-

flmg while lymg flat on his back, on hearing the result.

~
N Pin Keun W O ll(S.S.M.) Edwards, Corporal Brown,
Back Row (Left to Right) : Signalman Russell, Corporal Bradford, Corporals gK g
g, • •
Lance-Corporal Lee au wang
.
C t i L
.
Fer usson Captain Pickard, Captain Davies, Ma1or Pratt, ap a n aw,
Front Row (Left to Right): Lance-Corporal DQ1xMonS, S)eMrgea~~ SerggeantTaylor, Lance-Corporal Devereux
W.O.ll(R. . . •
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253 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.0. 1

237 Squadron (eontiuued)
RETROSPECT
The rationalisation and disbandment process too~ nine months
or thereabouts from the first action to complete disban~en_t, a
time more often connected with creat~on rather than anruh1lauon.
The process was deliberately slow m ord~r to have a s:rooth
handover without major mishaps. What _slippage occurre was
easily absorbed by the time table and things went more or less
according to plan.
Despite the run down and eventual disbandment ~he Squadron
la ed a major part in various spores. ~~a.ders will have _seen
~1s!where detailed reports of these ac:uv1_t1es but suffi~e it to
say that we were runners-up in the D ismct Minor Um_t Football Competition, together with 121 Squadroi:i (Australian) we
made a clean sweep of all the cricket trOI?hit;s, and we gave
creditable performances in the Corps and D ismct Skill at Arms
meetings. Perhaps the best win of all was ~hen afte~ the t\\'.O
s· al Squadrons had pulled over the two S ign~ Regunents m
~~nCorps tug-of-war, 237 pulled 249 in two st_ra1ght pulls; how
were the booted field soldiers. cheated ~fter being pu_lled by t?e
static team? Perhaps there 1s someth;ng to be said for airconditioning after all!
Presumably a good handover and d:sbandment should ~e
smooth and go unnoticed. Most problems. have bee~ satisfactorily solved; it is hoped that appropna~e es~abhshment
action will soon be agreed to fill in the one v01d not:ced so far.
Who is to sweep the C.R. Signals' car park?

Tailpiece.-Let it also be recorded in history tha~ 237
Squadron contributed most generously to the Rora! S;g!131s
Association and Benevolent Fund - the total of their contribution in 1968 being £250.-Editor.

N this contribution to THE WIRE, we co~centrate ?n three
to ics· an exercise with mules, a survival exercise on a
remot! isiand in the South China Sea (see page 67) and
competition shooting.

I

Competition Shooting
· the ' Shooting
0 nee agam
. . Season ' is overd "for another
d
d
E ch of the competmons have been isc~sse an
~~~fysed a many t imes over numerous pints of beer m the re~
spective messes and the tall stories of the ' one that got ~way
or • but I thoug'ht we were firin~ from 4:00 yards, not 300, have
surpassed even the best anghng storues. .
.
The main problem in training a shootmg team m Hong
Kong is the lack of ranges. There are only three op~n ran~es:
Two are in the New Territories, near the border with C1VJ1a.,
a 400 yards range at Lo ~u? and ~ 600 yards one. at San
~1.
For units in. Kowloon, a v1s1t to either ra_nge entails a 20-~i:c
road journey lasting nearly an hour, owmg to the very i Y
terrain. The third range is on Stonecutters I sland, and though
originally laid out as a 600 yard~ range, c~n now only be
used from 300 yards. A large aeria~ ~ower sited between the
400 and 500 yard firing points prohibits use of s~~ beyond
400 yards and as the range lies parallel to and w1thm a ftl;
feet of th~ sea shore use of LMGs can be dangerous to
e
occupants of the nu'merous junks, dhows, barges ll?d other
sailing craft which creep round th_e hcadlan1 adiacent to
the butts. A visit to this range entails a road io.urney ~ro~s
the width of Kowloon, through some of the heaviest tra ~
the world to Sham Sui Po. Here an RCL or LCM, prov1 e
by 56 Squadron, R.C.T., Js then needed to transport men,

d

Hong
I N fortunate

Kong we are
in having a
Corps last use
Pack Transport Troop of the
R.C.T. We decided to make
ulesl' llorea1
use of these mules on an exer.
.
.
cise . during J?ecember to carry
.
radio equipment mto difficult terrain and high ground in the
New Territories. Two troops of the Squadron with SR A13,
SR A41, SR B70 and SR C42, wa!er, and a minimum of
Gl098 stores, left barracks at first light and trekked to their
respective base camps, which were 1,500 feet above sea level.
The distance from the debussing point to the base camp was
about. six miles, measured in a straight line in each case, but
the distance covered by the men and mules was considerably
in excess of this.
E~ch mule carried a. load of. approximately 3001b., and they
earned generators, radio batteries and the heavier and bulkier
equipment with ease. Three of the mules slipped from the
narrow track, but they and their loads were eventually recovered without serious damage.
On reach:ng base camps communications were established.
Communicating presented no problems, with only mist and
low cloud obscuring one side from the other. Full use was
made of the terrain t o practice basic military skills.
The descents were much easier than the journeys up to the
base camps, and both Troops reached sea level after about
four miles of hill walking.
Useful lessons were learnt throughout the exercise. The
mule has certain advantages on the helicopter, and there could
still be a use for the mules in future isolated mountainous
operations. These animals can carry a useful load, and steep
slopes, rough going, and distance present little difficulty to the
mule or the muleteer. Mules can operate in areas inaccessible to
road transport and can be used when heEcopters are unable
to fly. (Old lessons being re-learnt.-Editor).
li'hf'n did the
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Another way you can help. Do you know aoy British Ex-Service
man or woman who h as lost a limb and would benefit from
specialist help and advice? Let BL ESMA know.

Donations and information: Major the Earl of Ancaster, T.D.,
Chairman of Appeal (S.49) Midland Bank Ltd., 89, Cbarterhouse
Street, London, E.C.t.

BRITISH LIMBLESS
EX-SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION
(R eg151ered in accordance with tlw Na1iornzl Auistance Act, 1948 and,
as a charity, under the Charities Act, 1960).

HIRE A CAR IN BRITAIN
from

Morleys of Kingston
1968/1969
MORRIS vans, saloons and travellers;
FORD saloons, estates and automatics;
VOLKSWAGEN DORMOBILE motor
caravans.
Let us meet you on arrival

WINTER from £8 per week
SUMMER from £15 per week
Including
insurance
and
additional
arrangements to cover LIABILITY TO
PASSENGERS,
personal
accident
and
loss of luggage.

NO MILEAGE CHARGE
Period hire discounts up to 25%.
Brochure and quotation by airmail.

MULES OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
253 Signal Squadron found that the mule easily could operate in areas
inaccessible to road transport
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1969
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A word of encouragement and a token of help-needed, now,
by British Ex-Service men who have sacrificed a full life.
Many of them are completely unable to help themselves.
Money is urgently needed to help these men conquer their
handicap-money to equip and maintain homes in which
they can be given convalescence, or care and comfort in their
old age. BLESMA is not aided by the State. Will you help?

76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, KINGSTON-ON
THAMES, SURREY, ENGLAND
or
POVEY GROSS MOTORS, NEAR GATWICK
AIRPORT, HORLEY, SURREY, ENGLAND.
CABLES : « KARHIRE,'' KINGSTON

n

610 Signal Troop (C & E), C.O.D.
Donnington
Contributed by Sergeant K. H. Kent
HAVING just joined the Troop (commanded by Major
(T.O.T.) J. A. ~evan, Royal Signals) I realised that I
had never seen an article from tlhis Troop in THE WIRE so,
pen to paper, and herewith a few short notes.
'
The Troop is only 14-strong all ranks and besides the O C
of
we have \Y.0.1 (Y. of S.) Jimmy Druga~, Staff Sergeant
S.) John Field, Sergeants Arth11r Jones and Ron Kent, Corporal
Harde,S_Lance-Co~rals Hodi::son, Yates, Miller and Stevenson,
an
1gnalmen Bntton, Couper and Seeds.

(F:

One of our jobs--Operatlon Kit Refitting
th There is quite a loog prograffil!le of work, repetitive, under
e. code n_ame of. OKI_l (Operauon Kit Refit) which entails
taking old mstallauon k1.ts, etc.,_ and break:ng them down into
~omponent parts for re-i~sue with newer equipment. That's it
m a nutshell, though obviously there is more to it than that.

The neeessary blologleal eorreetlon
.The 0.C. recently started his campaign to clear up the
filmg system, ready for the new year. There has been a few
laughs at letters written in th~ past, but one that came to light
was a letter and answer daung back to 1966· the letter was
'
from the Q.M. 24th Regiment. Quote:
"The accompanying item is part of Station Radio C42 No 1
Basic (CES 457~3), ~nd has THREE female sockets and ONE
male. To be b1olog1cally correct it should consist of TWO
female and TWO male. May a replacement please be issued."
Unquote.
The reply from 610 T.roop to Q.M. 24th Regiment reads
quote:
'
" Here\vith ret~ned. quant:ty ONE of required box. It is
hope? that the biological state of the store will satisfy the
user.' Unquote.

WE ARE VERY MUCH ALIVE INDEED SAY 638 SIGNAL TROOP NOW PART OF 244 SQUADRON, TANGMERE
... and what do you think is in our presentation mugs ... cocoa!

Sea~d left

Seated on floor: Lance Corporal Patton
10

Second row {standing) left to right : Corporal Morris, Corpor:d Allen, Corporal Wood, Signalman Cawtheray, Corporal Abson, Sl1nalman Dei1han, Signalman
Hughes, Sergeant Fuller, Signalman Lancaster
&cit row left to right: Corporal Carter, Slenalman Davis, Corporal fuller, Corporal Howard, Lance Corporal Lanaway, Signalman Gladdis, Corporal
Hehir, Corporal Smith, Signalman Buchan, Lance Corporal Buckley, Corporal Grubb and Lance Corporal Hancock

638 Signal Troop, R.A.F. Tangmere
Sussex
638 Signal Troop is alive and well, and living in Tangmere.
In our last months, the pace of this line troop has been
brisk. Our tasks ranged from the South Atlantic to the
Mediterranean. From Keevil, in Somerset, to the Antrim
Mountains.

Northern Ireland
TRIAL involving low-flying aircraft was staged in
Northern Ireland. The task was to lay DlO from FAC
sites to mock-up targets. This meant laying and recovering
125 miles of DlO. The line was laid over very difficult country,
by foot sec:Cons, twenty miles a day. Bulls chased linemen,
helicopters buzzed them, cows ate the cable, and it was
known to stop raining on at least two occasions during the
three weeks. Lie11tenant Vaigncourt-Strallen joined the Troop
in the field, and with the rest of ' other tradesmen ' under
training, galloped away from angry livestock.
78

Comings and goings

right: Sereeant Brown, fli&ht Lieutenant Olliver (R.A.F.), Major P. E. Riding (638's first O.C.). Lieutenant Vaigncourt-Strallen, Captain R.
Sampson (present O.C.). S~ff Sergeant R.H. Block, Second Lieutenant P. D'A Ryan, Lance Corporal Sword, Sergeant Kind

~ orth

Afriea
" You've won a three-week holiday to the Med.' the Sergeant
said. I was almost impressed. " Yes, El Adem at this time
of year is very nice. " El Adem? Where's that!"
" Libya, my boy; sunshine, palms, all the Eastern promise
.
you desire!"
With the detachment we set off to this wondrous oasis.
The water tastes terrible, and the desert boots I'd been asked
to buy for the rest of the lads at home were all made in
Hungary! It wasn't sunny and Tobruk is awful.
The exercise went all right, I suppose. No faults, no problem with the kit. Then I was told that we were to stage at
Malta on the way back. Good idea, especially as we had spent
all our money. Then at Malta the plane broke down and we
had what the Sergeant would call " five happy days," mooching around Valetta. One good thing, the delay in Malta
meant I couldn't go on my Military Proficiency Course when
I got back.
(Written by a dedicated soldier who came back from his

honeymoon for a three-week exercise).

Other detachments went to both Cypr.us and Ascension
bland. The surprising thing about the Cyiprus job was the way
the O.C., Captain Sampson, and his wife, turned up for the
last stage l
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TO MARK A UNIQUE AND CLOSE ASSOCIATION
A photo of the silver drum No. 29 complete with 10 pair cable which
was presented to the Tactical Signals Wing by the Officers of 638
Troop (Air Formation). It marks a unique and close association
between the two units

Amalgamation
By I?ecember, all ranks finally believed that the Troop was
to be ~1sbanded on 31st December and remuste.red as' C' Troop,
244 Signal Squadron (Tactical Air Support). As a final 'thrash,'
a buffet supper was planned, a cabaret booked, all ex-Troop
memb_e:rs were invited and the scene was set.
Ma1or Peter _Riding, who was the Troop's first O.C., arrived,
and was . surp~ISed to find two men who had been with the
Troop smce It was formed at Blandford in July 1962Sergeants. Drew and Fuller are the guilty parties. 'sergeant
Drew arrived as a Lance~rporal technician and is now the
acknowledged expert by brown and blue jobs alike. Sergeant
Fuller h~d formed _u.p ~t R.A.F., Blandford, shown an aptitude
for coaXIal cable JOIDtmg and became one of a select few
who were tra:ned in this task.
_On arriva~ at the pa~t)'., each soldier or guest was presented
~Ith .a specially-c~~1ss1oned tankard. Only 48 of these are
m existence-that 1s if they all got home safely. As the evening
progressed and the cabaret completed its final unprintable
story, the recollections from the Troop, from the officers and
men of the R.A.F. they served, from the officers of the Troop
past, present and future, all flew thick and fast.
'
638 Signal Troop is alive and well and is living in Tangmere
as ' C ' Troop, 244 Signal Squadron.

Get with it I Order your Wire. NOW I
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St..df Sergea_nt Dave Davies recently left the Troop for
B.A.O.R_., as ~~ -more recently Corporal Pat Fraser. To them
~nd therr famili~ all the best; and by the time this appears
m THE W~ (we hope) we will also have lost Lance-Corporal
and 1'.-hs. Miller, who are off to the wilds of Benbecula in the
Hebndes; to them a cold but sincere " Bon voyage.''
, Corporal, Hare recently t~ok the plunge into the world of
th~ pads by ge_ttng marned. on 14th December, and once
agam. all good wishes go to him and his wife for a life of
happmess and the sound of little feet in the not-too-distant
future.
Our one and only single man, courting very strongly, is
expect.ed to take the plunge soon; more cause for a celebration
(hie hie).
We, unfortunately have no exercise pe~ods, so cannot relate
an!'!~~g but work, .a,nd now that the Christmas and New Year
fe~uviues are over lt s shoulders to the wheel and noses to the
gnnd~tone, and on with the OKR and the remaining 'Bruin •
con tamers.

34th (N r>rthern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne'Teesside & West Riding
neeord No. I
JT was, we are told, the _c Id.est nigh~ in the Cleveland Hills
for 21 years. It felt hke It. Freez:ng fog iced the winds~reens and fro~e the !aces of the lucky linemen in their open
hnelayers. V:eh1cles shtJ:iered over black ice followin1t anxious
officers pee.ring at upside-down maps. From the Tyne, the
Tees, Darlington and Leeds, North, South and West, we
headed East to rendezvous at Thornton-le-Dale where hot tea
and soup ~rought a little life back to stiffen us for the final
leg
th.e iourney to Scarborough. The last truck pulled into
Burn1ston Barracks at 04.00 hours, but they were better off

ot
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than the L.A.D., who, scorning the soft comfort of a warm bed,
tayed out in a valley, whic~ must have, been th~ coldest spot
in a very cold range of hills. It wasn t the discomfort that
up et Captain Bill Ellington, O.C. L.A.D. No-one broke down,
had an accident, or even got lost!

During his time with 8th Regiment he noticeably took a very
active part in all forms of competitive shooting and supported
the many other activities in wh:ch the Regiment was involved.
He is survived by his wife Wendy and his children, Jeremy
and Louise to whom all sympathies are extended.

rd No. 2
W'ith under tandable suspicion, we listen to recorded music
waft.:ng from Major Henry Knight's clas.s of W.R.A.C. girlsdancing classes? No-learning to rytlumcally punch the keyboard of a teleprinter-and it works. We were delighted to
welcome Captain Lee Tibbs and her girls and men from 920
Troop at Hull for the first time at the Scarborough weekend
-most of them will be forming a detachment of 49 (W.R.)
quadron, extending the Regimental parish from Leeds to Hull.
Reeord No. 3
Dur!ng Saturday, while some were taught the mysteries of
road safety in B.A.0.R. and others took trade-tests, the cooks
and selected members of the Sergeants' Mess, under Sergeant
T. Hardy, A.C.C. (V), busily prepared the annual Christmas
dlnner to be served by the Officers and Ser~eants. At 18.30,
the Officers and Sergeants, who had been fortifying themselves
in the Sergeants' Mess, were marched to the dining hall,
preceded by the Band playilg 'Colonel Bogey,' and led by
Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Evans and R.S.M. R. F. Pearsall. We
knew that some volunteers who had been working on Friday
evening had arrived dur'.ng Saturday-but following a count it
was discovered that 370 all ranks were at Scarborough. This
represents some 85 % of the Regiment and is a tremendous
achievement. It must be admitted that there were some anxious
moments when it looked as though the turkey might run out,
but there was just enough. The dinner was followed by an all
ranks' dance. For some, the dance was followed without a
break by the Church Parade the following morning. We rather
expected an address on the evJs of the flesh by our Padre,
Rev. Clifford Barker, but as he so successfully organised the
dance it might have been inappropriate.
Record No. 4
250 children ate their tea in 14.5 minutes at the Brambles
Farm children's party organised by Officer Cadet Angela
Phillips, eager for Father Christmas and the!r presents to
follow. The Sergeants' Mess dance and draw was a very
enjoyable evening at which Brigadier Oaude Fairweather
showed us exactly how to Charleston!
The finale of the Christmas round was the permanent staff
lunch where Sergeant R. J. Carless, W.R.A.C., excelled herself
at providing a buffet lunch. We all look forward to it all starting
again in the New Year!

®bitnnrp
IJEUTENANT-COLONEL MICHAEi. TRETHOW AN,
O.D.E.
J.C. writes: Michael Trethowan. O.B.E., died very suddenly
just before Christmas on 14th December, at the early age of
58. He was a pre-war Territorial Officer of 43rd Division
"ignals and served with it continuously untl near the end of
the last war. Some idea of his ability can be judged by the fact
that he rose through each rank from Second-Lieutenant to
Lieutenant-Colonel in that same Regiment, taking over command of it not long after the D-day landings.
Both as a T .A. Officer and as a partner in a well-known firm
of Andover soEcitors, Michael was respected and liked by
many people, in and out of the Army. We, of the Southampton
Branch, who enjoyed his company at our last Reunion dinner
in April, 1S68, wish to express our deep sympathy to Mrs.
Trethowan.
MA.JOB MAURICE THORMAN
To those who knew him well the news will come with even
more regret and sadness, than to others, that on 14:h December,
1968, Ma;or Maurice Thorman died in Newcastle General
Hospital. He had been ill for some cons:derable time and
everal weeks after an operation he died quietly after bravely
enduring much paln.
He joined the Corps as Lieutenant in February, 1952, from
the National Service List, and his last job was as Chief Instructor m 8th S:gnal Regiment.

BAUTLEPOOL AND DISTIUCT DRANCll
Hon. Secretary: MR. S. IRWIN, 32, High Street, Greatham,
Hartlepool.
CQ CQ CQ - Hartlepool
~otes written bf/
and District Branch Royal
Signals Association calling! We
~fr. B. Howell
have a message for you. Message reads as follows: Due to our P .R.O. being absent without
leave, our WIRE notes have been quietly filed away, hoping
that this misderneanour would remain unnoticed. As a result
of a branch inspection and scrutiny of recent notes (nil) this
rnisderneanour has been brought to light and is to be now
corrected. Disciplinary action having been taken against the
P.R.O. who was detailed to perform duties of M.C. at our
annual dinner, held at the Marine Hotel, Seaton Carew,
Hartlepool, on Saturday, 4th January, when a most enjoyable
time was had by some 50 members, wives and friends, thariks
due to efficient hotel staff service and amenities kindly prov.ided by the hotel manager, Mr. Taylor, and voluntary (compulsory) impromptu entertainment by Mr. Jim Gallagher (in
fine voice), accompanied by Mr. Harry Wainwright (voice and
guitar) both non-members, but friends of the branch.
During December, our Chairman, Mr. E. T. Waite, M.B.E.,
ret:Ced from active employment with G.E.C.-A.E.I., Hartlepool, after 49 years' service, broken only by war service with
Royal Signals as a Captain, and for which service he received
the M.B.E. 'Ted' received a motor mower, door chimes and
a 'Teasmade' as end-of-service marks of appreciation from the
management and staff, Relay Shop and Production Control
Departments at G.E.C.-A.E.I.
The last meeting of the branch was held on Fr:day, 13th
December, when the P .R.O. voiced his appreciation of Ted's
help and assistance during his first few difficult years establishing himself under Mr. Waite's wing after leaving the
Forces in 1961. This was in the true spirit of the Association.
All members unanimously supported this appreciation.
A healthy and prosperous 1969 to all members of the Corps
and its associates, and a further reminder to all serving and
retiring members of the Corps from this district to contact
our Secretary (above).

RlJGDY FOOTBALL
In the semi-final of the B A o R
.
competit!on the 7th Signal ·R~gim~ s:cbt10n ofhthe Army Cup
26 points to 3.
n
eat t e K.0.S.B. by

SQUASH
Corporal Taylor, of the 24th Si
1R .
(.'Soldiers) Section of the NorthenZC eg~ent, won the Junior
ship beaung R.S.M. Pearce of h's ~=R~ .squash. championmat~h. He. also reached the se~i-final 0 l~ent l~ the final
S uon, which was won b L"
e Senior (open)
o th 24th Signal RegimenZ ieutenant-Colonel Hellier, also
Colonel T. H. Grigg and Ma:or F SI
Records) were finalists in their zone of .th o;-ne h(Royal Signals
squa h championship.
e out em Command

Ortler your personal copy of tile JWre
NOW!
-------- - - ----------The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Please ar~ange to send THE WIRE to me for twel
th
commencmg w'th th
.
ve mon s
Order for 24/~.
e next issue. I enclose a cheque/Postal
My rank and name is ···· ····· ····· ···· ·· ········ ····
················

I wish THE WIRE to be sent to

Annual Dinner.-The Aldershot Branch Dinner will be held
on May 10th, 1969, at the Masonic Dining Rooms, Alexandra
Road, Farnborough Hants., commencing at 7.30 p.m. All who
are interested and would like to come, please contact the
Branch Secretary, Mr. A. V. lent, ll l , Gloucester Road,
Aldershot, or telephone Aldershot 23658.

Royal Signals Yacht Club -

Annual Awards

············· ·····························
OR

The Accounts Officer or P.R.I.

The following awards have been made by Royal Signals
Yacht Club in respect of 1968 saiEng season:
Meiktila Cup
To the member with the best racing record of the year
Major I. C. Spear, 7th Regiment.
Ship's Bell
To the member making the best cruise of the year Lieutenant-Colonel (retd.) J. Sheepshanks. For his cruise in
Parader (30ft. B.M.U. Aux Sloop) in July, 1968. 466 miles
logged.
Bolitho Prize
To the member making the greatest contribution during the
year to furthering the object of the Club, namely to encourage
sailing among all ranks of the Corps - Sergeant E. H. Thompson, 30th Regiment. For his interest in, and encouragement
towards introducing soldiers to ocean sailing. This is the firsr
1
award has been made to a soldier.
time this
The award of the Shaw Cup is awaiting the decision of the
donor.
1969

FORCES U.K.
TRADE-IN SCHEME
If you are to be posted overseas
soon and wish to dispose of your
prese~t c~r, we will give you a high
trade-m figure in cash plus a credit
note against a future purchase
For full details, write to, or telephone:

WEIR LODGE GARAGE

·· ···· ·· ······························ ·············· ·······

ALDERSROT BUANCB
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Pr4'88

They go on to meet 32nd Arm
d E .
n~eer Regiment in
the final, whose team oddly enoug~u~e
W. H. Backhouse--a' Corps player 'ars r~~~:~~ed by Lieutenant

ASSOCIATION

R~

Stop

.... ···· ·· ··· ··· · ····· ···· ···· · ....... ... .Regt./Sqn./Tp.

Pl~ase reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the
umt bulk order until further notice. I understand this will
co t me 2/- a month.

Bridge Road, Chertsey, Surrey
Tel: Chertsey 4264/2047

~·~
WEIR
lODGE ~

98 ~

UK or European posting?

Step off the plane and
\ \ \ ·\ 1, I ioto a new car !
I
• Forces discount prices
• Free transporter delivery
•Special forces H.P. terms
•Tax free or tax paid
• 3 years to pay_
• All paperwork completed
for you
• Last minute orders
no problem

Name and rank

Youre not with it - JWthout it!
NATOCARS
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The road was compressed oil waste at the b est

A MINI-ZOO AT CHANGI
VISIT
to
Corporal
Forrest's house is always
" Before this heading gives something of an adventure.
rise to any ribald comment Hi Troop Officer Captain D.
E. Burt, received a severe and
about 19th Regiment, let us
unexpected bite on the hand
when he la,.s t paid a call. The
hasten to explain that we are
referring to the interesting house is occup:ed by Corporal
Forrest, bis wife, Jean, two
collection of snakes, animals children, on e cockatoo, three
and birds kept by Corporal cats, one white rabbit, an
R. Forrest, of Changi Troop,
aviary of songbirds, two budgerigars, a large tank of tropical
19th Regiment."
fish, rwo monkeys and, until
recently, a 13ft. python.
Forrest found the python half-dead after it had been
attacked by local labourers at R.A.F., Changi. He took it
home, revived it and endeavoured to feed it. He is the first
to admit, however, that it was the most dangerous pet he ever
possessed-that is if you don't count the cobra. ~e befri~_ded
in Borneo. The python refused to feed and exhibited a vicious
temper.
The Commanding Officer got to hear about it and pointedly
describing to Corporal Forrest a jolly picture of tomorrow's headlines in the Singapore press: 'British Soldier's Python Eats
Chinese Family,' urged him to evict his pet from his lodg;ngs;
Corporal Forrest's reply was: "I have just bought a full-sized
young duck, and I promise I will get r:d of the python when
I have taken a piaure of him eating the duck. He is well
caged-in and can't escape." It did not eat the duck. It did
burst open its cage and escape! Fortunately it did not consume
the Chinese family and was last heard of crossing the
Upper Changi Road.
The cockatoo, as someone has already discovered, is an
unfriendly bird to most people except its master. It usually
prefaces its attacks by saying "Hello."
The monkeys get on well with the children; it's difficult to
tell (says father), who is most mischievous. The monkeys are
very emotional and become upset if the children get too much
attention from the!r parents.
Corporal Forrest expects to return to U.K . next June. He
hopes to take the greater part of his m enagerie with him, and
is at present corresponding with the Ministry of Agriculture
and F isheries about the rules and regulations. We hope to
publish this correspondence in a later issue. Although most
of his pets are not unusual in Singapore, a few of them are
quite rare and expensive in the U nited Kingdom.
Corporal Forrest gets on well in the R egiment provided
he leaves the more colourful of his pets at home when he
comes to work. H e once brought a monkey into the station
and all work in Changi Troop stopped. Rumour has it that
the monkeys have even shared his guard commander's duties
with him.

A

What really happened on the passage to Mirla
(Contributed by 2SS Squadron, B.F.P.O. 63)
WAS the Second-in-Command of the party which went
to train at Mirfa. The O.C. was Captain John Williams,
someeme 0.C. Field Troop. T en members of his Troop went
to Mirfa for communications practice. The remainder of the
party went along to carry out the first week of an M.P.T.
Course, under the instruction of Staff Sergeant Probert and
myself.
Mirfa is an ex Trucial Oman Scouts camp about 180 miles
outh-west along the coast from Sharjah. We therefore flew to
Sharjah and made the rest of the journey by, for want of a
better word, road.
The jo~ey to. Sharjah was uneventful, b eing efficiently
executed m two lifts by the R.A.F. The 'Special' Argosy
took two Land Rovers, a trailer and h alf the men in each lift.
ome members of Field Troop were invited to h elp with loading
and securing the vehicles in the aircraft.

I

We spent the night in Sharjah and moved off, some of us
refreshed, the next morning. The journey takes at least eight
hours as the ' road ' is little more than compressed oil waste
at best, and is frequently completely non-eX:stent.
We passed through some Arab v:llages (one on the left
and one on the right) and were greeted at the first with cheery
waves. At the second, I inferred from their gestures that the
inhabitants were saying: "We would deem it a favour if you
were elsewhere," or words to that effect.
We had a breakdown en-route and two vehicles stayed
behind to fix it whlle the remainder moved on about 70 miles
to wait for us. The repair was duly made and a little later
there was some ' ether ' borne debate as to which was west.
The 0 .C. and I held differing views. Anyway, after I had
retraced my steps a short way we all met up at the famed
Abu D habi Cross-roads. This teeming metropolis of the M iddle
E ast is a hut, full of cold drinks and flies, to which every Arab
north of Aden brings his ex-W.D . 3-tonner.
After a brief h alt we moved off again and only suffered one
punaure throughout the rest of the journey. Just before we
arrived one of our number removed the end of his thumb on
something sharp as his vehicle went over a bump. H e was
sewn up by the doctor of the local oil-town of Tarif and was
later Casevaced. (This is why only 26 men returned on the
9th).

Like painting the Forth Bridge
We arrived at M irfa shortly after dark to find the camp
peopled by a detachment of 1 Grenadier Guards, from whom
we took over as ' camp caretakers,' and a few Sappers who
were build:Og an airstrip. The permanent population comprises
a quite amazing number of locally enlisted M .P.B.W . employees.
Their job, among ot hers, is to paint the insides of the huts;
a task rather like the Forth Bridge p roject b ecause, no sooner
has the last hut been fin :shed than the first needs another coat.
The camp accommodation is a series of h uts some of which
have air-conditioning and others just fans. The seniors and
officers live in what can best be described as a row of beach
huts. There b a small cookhouse equipped, at the moment,
with bottle-fed gas stoves and an air-conditioned rest room.
The sanitary facilities are comparable to a well-ordered tented
camp. There is a large distilling plant run by the M.P.B.W. so
there is an abundance of fresh water. Electricity is provided by
two 27! K.VA. generators. There are three refrigerators-so
food can be kept wholesome and beer can be kept cold. A
godsend.
Tra:ning started the morning after our arrival. Between communications exercises and desert navigation practice Field Troop
provided the ' enemy' and demonstration unit for the M.P.T.
Course. The latter were fully occupied with weapon training,
field-craft tactics and drill.
S ome t honde rftas h es f o r Gn y Fawkes
On 5th November we all went to the Ras al Aish ranges for
live firing. There are no butts or range facilities but, by
improvising, we managed to organise rifle, S.M .G . and closequaner battle ranges. We had planned a sort of bonfire party
for the even:ng but this fell through because there were three
Land R overs bogged down on the salt flats and some of the
party had to go out to guard them. The rest of us, undaunted,
lit our bonfire but it wasn't very convinc:ng as we only had
three compo boxes and a small bush to burn. So we threw a
few thunderflashes, had a couple of beers and went to sleep.
We cont:nued the shooting in the morning and returned to
Mirfa in the afternoon to load the vehicles for the return
journey.
Altogether the trip was most enjoyable and very successful
and it helped some of the shift-workers of the Squadron to get
some fresh-air and exercise. Everybody returned with a healthy
sun-tan and, in some cases, a little slimmer.
The only unfortunate incidents were the involuntary separation of Signalman Bellamy from the end of his thumb and halfa-dozen cases of what is colourfully known here as ' Bahrain
gut.'
There was no suffering and no tragedy. Sorry if I m isled
you; put it down to dramatic license.

BAOR. • • • • ?•
- If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
'69 FAMILY MODELS

IRI UMPH 15 % '
OFF

OR

LIST PRICES '

PEUGEOT

82

1 969

•

ALL '69 MO DE LS '
DISCO U NT PRICES
FROM ON LY £595 •

Then for details of U.K./ Germany Deli ve ry, Speclficatio~s, Nato Prices, H.P., 'Partex, Call, ' Phone
or Write to:

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX
of WALTE R HAGEN & CO. GmbH

415 KREFELD
'
Pesta lozzistr.-WEST GERMANY
or T ELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 c10.30.12.oo
hr1.
preferably)
I MPO RT ER -

Clatets

11230000 £453'
£597
• 2000 £844.

SL A SHE D

and the choice of Hocks, Burgundies and
other wines is almost as dazzling! Saccone
and Speed make a point of offering you a
truly magnificent variety of wines, spirits
and ~igars. The range and quantity may
surprise you-the superb quality will not
That's something you can always expect
from Saccone & Speed. May we send you
our price list? SA CCONE & SPEED LTD
32SackvilleSt, London W1 . Tel. REGent 2061
Wine Merchants to H.M. Services since 1839

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

(We have Agents in the U.K.)

CO"!_CESSIO~A._L FARES FOR H.M.FORCES

Daily Sa1l1ngs
ta EDlilADD by

from

Zeebrugge to Dover &
Calais to Dover

!!JYPo'i~!QREJJ!~Rf~RRIES

The cheapest and most convenient way fo r you, you r fa mily, a nd your car to go home on leave

Travel on a British ship by the Free Enterprise Line, CONCESSIONAL FARES FOR H.M. FORCES
Reduced fares are available on Townse nd Car Ferries
Zeebrugge/ Dover and Calais/ Dove r, t o perso nnel an d d epen~
d.e~~s of Bri~ish and Co mmo nwealth Forces a nd attached
c1v1lians, serving in Belgium, Germany, Ho llan d and Luxembourg. ASK FOR FULL DETAILS.

En quiries and Bookings from MILATRAVEL Offices local
travel age nts, Gene ral St eam Navigation Co., m.b.h. Bis:narcks~rasse 89, DUSSELDO RF 4, VI. Germany, Furness Shi
in
Lin e, G roenplaats, 42, Antwe rp, o r Townse nd Car Fe~~'esg
Car Ferry Te rminal, Z eebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calai;. '

TOWNSENO g~i'~: ~~ CAR FERRIES
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I
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and Interested in a new:-

1969

U.K. Bookings through your nearest Moto r ing O rganisat io n
Travel Age nt o r the Townsend O ffices at:
'

199 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W . I.
or P.O. BOX 12, DOVER

a;
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List of Association Branches anti Secretaries at/dresses AberdLi
een t p . McPhi·e, M ·B·E ., 7, Hazelhead Road, Aberdeen.
eutenan
Aldershot
A. v. lent, Esq., 111, Gloucester Road, Aldershot, Hants.
Bath

w.

Swanson, Esq., 95, Bloomfield Drive, Bath, Som.

Binniogham
Mrs. E. s. Harris, 133, Russell Bank Road, Four Oaks,
unon Coldfield, Warwicks.
Blackpool
E. Partington, Esq., 42, Bryan Road, Blackpool, Lanes.
Bournemouth
Major H. Johns, M.B.E., 27, Endfield Road, Moordown,
Bournemouth, Hanes.
Bristol
L. M. Butler, Esq., 77, Jub:Iee Crescent, Mangotsfield,
Bristol.
Cardiff

M. H . J ones, E sq., 42, Canwright Lane, Fairwater, Cardiff,
CFS 3DB. Glam.
Catterick and District
Mr. C. E. Moore, 29, Constantine Avenue, Colburn, Catterick
Camp, Yorks.
Central Scotland
Lieutenant-Colonel G. Louden, M .B.E., T.D., Spinalton
House, Blair Drummond, Stirling.
Chester
R. Hinge, Esq., 63, Green Lane, Vicars Cross, Chester.
Chesterfield
P. Sherwood, Esq., 9, Errington Road (off Walton Road),
Chesterfield, Derbyshire.
Chislehurst and District
H. A. Bonnett, Esq., 47, Pattens Lane, Chatham, Kent.
Coventry
D. L. Milburn, Esq., 61, Arnold Ave., Scyvechale, Coventry.
Croydon and D istrict
K. C. Howard, Esq., 10, Central Gardens, Central Road,
Morden, Surrey.
Darlington
G. E. Dean, Esq., M.M., 27, Briar Walk, Blackwell,
Darlington, Co. Durham.
Derby
Miss E. Cook, 22, Northumberland Street, Derby, DE3 6VA.
Dorset
Captain S. H. Henwood, H.Q., Blandford Station, Blandford
Camp, Dorset.
Gloucestershire and District
Major W. C. Barber, 82, Shurdington Road, Cheltenham,
Gloucs.
Harrogate
W. T. E. Bevan, Esq., 10, Hilltop Crescent, Harrogate,
Yorks.
Hartlepools and District
S. Irvin, Esq., 32, High Street, Greatharn, West Hartlepool,
Co. Durham.
Huddersfield and District
T. Mellor, Esq.," Lea House," Shepley, Huddersfidd, Yorks.
Hull
G. A. Soar, Esq., 164, Park Avenue, Hull, E. Yorks.

Jersey
E. A. Stnltt, Esq., 3, Grouville Arsenal, Grouville, Jersey, C.I.

Leeds
E . Speight, E sq., 97, W yk eb ech M ount, Leeds, LS9 OJE,
Yorks.
Leicester
Captain F . E. Watson, 'I?e White H ouse, Church Langton,
Market H arborough, Le1cs.
Liverpool
T. Black, Esq., 29, Bligh Street (off Bagot Street), Wavertree,
Liverpool, 15.
London
U. Oliver, Esq., 3, The Avenue, Richmond, Surrey.
London (East)
C. A. Allardyce, E sq., 32, Latchingdon Gardens, Woodford
Bridge, Essex.
London (North)
H. Gillibrand, Esq., 21, Falkland Avenue, N ew Southgate,
London, N .11.
Loughborough
R. A. Hawkins, Esq., 33, Herrick Road, Woodhouse Eaves,
Loughborough, Leics.
Manchester
J. H. McWilliams, Esq., 13, Barlow Road, Stretford, Lanes.
Middlesbrough
J. Rob:nson, Esq., 41, Merlin Road, Middlesbrough, Yorks.
Newark
J. J. Dixon, Esq., 34, Fairfax Avenue, Newark, Notts.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
w. A. Lightbody, Esq., 138, West Thorpe, New Biggin Hall
Estate, Newcastle-upon-Tyne S.
Northampton
J. Ablett, Esq., 67, King Edward Road, Northampton.
Northern Ireland
H. w. Crowe, Esq., 8, Montreal Street, Belfast, BT13 3HR,
N. Ireland.
Oldham
F. Dyson, Esq., "Red Roofs," Kiln Hill Close, Chadderton,
Oldham.
Portsmouth
L. Butt, E sq., 22 , G eo ff rey C rescent, Hoeford, Fareham,
Hants.
Preston
G. H. Dowe, Esq., 48, The Turnpike, Fulwood, Preston,
Lanes.
Salisbury
S. F. Han, Esq., M.B.E., M.S.M., 3, Beechcroft Road,
Laverstock, Salisbury, Wilts.
Scarborough
R. P. Tiltrnan, Esq., 69, SandybeJs Crescent, Scarborough,
Yorks.
Sheffield
L. Kirkland, Esq., 114A, Elm Lane, Sheffield S.
Shrewsbury
J. J. Goggin, Esq., 211, Whitechurch Road, Harlescott,
Shrewsbury.
Southampton
L. Illingsworth, Esq., 52, Parkside Avenue, Millbrook,
Southampton.
Swansea and District
Staff Sergeant D. J. Rogers, 48, Clyne Court, Sketty Park
Estate, Sketty, Swansea, Glam.
T orbay and District
D. W. F. Barnfield, Esq., 94, Highland Road, Chelston,
Torquay, Devon.
York
J. E. Newton, Esq., 59, Water Lane, York.
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Our picture this month is ded1t:ated to all those members of the
Corps who h ave ' h ad a go ' on the ski slopes during the last few months
- m any of whom will h ave found themselves all too often in the
position depicted on the outer cover . The great thing is that they
have 'had a go.'
Ski-ing is a magnificent sport and it is encouraging to read in the
page of THE WIRE of the number of units who have taken advantage
of their location to organise ski training for their soldiers.
Perhaps mention should be made of the stout-hearted contingent from 7 Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron who
started from scratch but with hard training and determination eventually qualified for the B.A.0.R. competition at Oberjoch where they
were the only minor unit to compete in the military combination (see
page 112).
Finally, who is the soldier who looks so cheerful in his prone
p osition on our outer cover? We know-but perhaps to spare his
blushes we will keep his name a secret.

The Rules of the Royal Signals Association state:
"Serving Officers and Soldiers who contribute to the Association
through Corps Funds under the Day's Pay Scheme shall be deemed to
be annual members for each year while so doing and if, at the conclusion
of their colour service, the total sum subscribed by them be not less than
£2 10s. od. they shall qualify as Life Members and shall be registered as
such under arrangements to be made by the General Secretary."
Officers on retiring are reminded of the above in the farewell letter sent
to them by the Representative Colonel Commandant.
Similarly the attention of a11 soldiers is drawn to this rule by an
Association leaflet kindly included by Officer-in~harge Records in their
final discharge papers. Owing to the many thousands involved it is not
possible to issue membership cards to all those who contribute to the Day's
Pay Scheme while serving but we do have a record here of every individual
who is in this scheme and they have full status a annual members.
All are strongly urged to take advantage of this grant of Life Membership
which is made in appreciation of generous support to Association benevolence
during their service.
It is most important on leaving the Service for Officers and Soldiers
who qualify a above to write immediately to the General Secretary so
that they can be registered as Life Members and issued with a membership
card. They will be put in touch with a Branch of the Association if there is
one within reasonable di tance from where they are living and will be
informed of how they can continue to receive THE WIRE and enjoy other
facilities that the Association provides.
Branches are only too eager to welcome into their rank newly retired
members of the Corps and member hip of a Branch can help to maintam
the spirit of comradeship and ervice which may be lacking on return
to civilian life.

In certain cases membership of a Branch may indeed facilitate re-entry
into civilian life as Branch member already well established in their local
areas, can often advi e and render practical a i ranee to tho e who have
recently left the Corps. If, therefore, you are hortly due to fini h your time,
make a note of the above and take action on it.
You have nothing to lose and possibly much to gain.
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Eiid of a 11 Era for Air Formatio11 Sig11als
i11 the Near· East
last Chief Air Formation Signal Officer, H.Q., Near East Air Force

Lieutenant-Colonel

w.

FINAL PRESENTATION
Bell, c.A.F.S.O., presents the Air Formation Crest to Air Marshal Sir Edward Gordon Jones K.C .B., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
D.F.C., A.0.C.-in-C., NEAF.

Demise
HE end of an era for Air Formation Signals came o!l
1st January, 1%9, when 261 Signal. Squadron (Air
Formation) gave up its title of Air . Format.ion and. CAFSO
Branch at Headquarters Near East ~1r F<;irce closed. its o~ces.
Although the appointment of Chief Air Formation .S1&!1al
Officer and Air Formation Signals as a separate orgamsanon
m the Near East have closed, the Near East Air Force ~ill
continue to rely upon Royal Signals for its ground commumcation . On 1st January, 1969, 261 ignal Squadron came under
command of 3rd ignal Group, but have been allotted to the
Near East Air Force and are under operational control of the
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief.

T
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RISTACO~DI

With the .rationalisation of inter- ervice tactical .communications-RISTACOMM-it was decided that Royal Signals would
provide, on behalf of all Services, an integrated radio rela_Y
and cable communications system. As a by-product . of this
agreement, Air Formation Signals would be absorb~d ~to the
normal Royal Signals theatre or com.man~ orgamsauon and
the responsibilities of Chief Air Formation Signal Officer would
be assumed by Army Chief Signal Officers or Group Commanders concerned. It was further decided that Cyp.rus would
set the pattern and RISTACOMM arrangements m Cyprus
would be completed by 31st March, 1969. It was thus that
the first step was taken on 1st January, when 261 Squadron
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ceased to be an Air Formation unit and the title of Air
Pormation Signals fell into disuse in this theatre, thus marking
the end of a proud chapter in the history of 261 Signal Squadron
and the Corps.
Tiii' Task
The demise of Air Formation Signals does not mean the end
of the clo e association between 261 Signal Squadron and the
Near East Air Force. The task of the Squadron will remain
rhe same, and indeed, even the familiar Beaufighter flash will
continue to be seen on vehicles of Airfield Troops. The Squadron is responsible for providing all landline communications
for the Services in Cyprus and El Adem. This includes the
whole of the military telephone service; lines for teleprinters;
remote control lines for DCN circuits to U.K., Bahrein, Singapllrc, North Africa and Malta, and for the new Skynet project;
remote control lines for Air Traffic Control and Air Defence;
fur telebriefing of pilots in aircraft; for navigational and landing aids; ground to air communications and operations centres;
and for meteorological services. Detachments are located in
Episkopi, Akrotiri, Cape Gata, Nicosia, Ayios Nikolaos, El
Adem, T obruk, Troodos and Mount Olympus. In fact, it is
safe to say that where the Near East Air Force is there will
be an element of 261 Signal Squadron. In Cyprus alone, the
Squadron looks after some 1,100 miles of cable, mostly underground, but including some overhead routes. During the
past year in Akrotiri alone-incidentally, the largest and most
complex Royal Air Force base-they have laid some 20,000
yards of multi-core cable underground.
History
As keen historians of the Corps will know, the first Army
organisation to meet the requirements of Air Arm, pre-dates
the formation of our Corps. In 1918, on the setting-up of
an independent Air Force, some 250 officers and men of the
Signal Service were specially allocated to provide line and
despatch-rider services to the newly-formed Air Force. There
thus came into being the first ' Air Formation ' Signals-two
years before the birth of Royal Signals. After the war, the
Royal Air Force relied upon the G.P.0. at home and the
local Post and Telegraph abroad for its static communications,
and there was little opportunity for co-operation between the
Royal Air Force and the newly-formed Royal Corps of Signals.
Recruiting was bad, and there were no regular units from
which signal units for the Air Force could be mobilised.
It was not until 1935 that one saw the formation of Royal
Air Force Signals within the Supplementary Reserve, when the
existing 1st Kite Balloon Signal Section was thus designated.
In 1936, the unit, by now of Regimental size, was renamed
Air Contingent Signals, and in 1938 Air Formation Signals.
Its function was to provide landline and despatch-rider services
for the Air Component which would support the Expeditionary
Force in the event of war.
In 1938, a new Supplementary Re erve signal unit was required at short notice for the prospective Advanced Air Striking
Force which, in the event of war, was to operate on the
Continent as part of the Strategical Air Force. This was
achieved by expanding the existing Air Formation Signals and
splitting the expanded unit into two-No. 1 Air Formation
Signals for the Air Component of the Field Force, and No.
2 Air Formation Signals for the Advanced Air Striking Force.
At the end of August. 1939, the two units were mobilised
and despatched to France early in September. Their service
with the Royal Air Force remained until the evacuation of
British Forces in June, 1940, after which both units continued
their a sociation during the Battle of Britain and preparations
against invasion.
Tiu• :.llddlc- East
With the entry of Italy into the war, the Middle East became increasingly active, and it became necessary to provide
Air Formation Signals to serve the Royal Air Force in thi
theatre. Provision of line communication presented one of
Royal Signals' most exacting problems, since the tactical
handling of the Air Squadrons did not develop in accordance
with an preconceived blueprint. Airfields were constructed
eic:ceedingly quickly, and any forward airfield in tlle desert
might accommodate several squadrons of different aircraft
belonging to different formations. During the greatest period
of activity in the theatre there were as many as nine Air Forma-
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tion ignal Regiments serving 132 R.A.F. Squadrons. The
unit that is of particular importance to us is the one which
first came into being as 4th Air Formation Signals 1n July,
1941. It was formed from components which were operating
as Air Formation Companies with the Royal Air Force in May,
1940. On formation, 4th Air Formation operated on an area
basis over a very extensive field under highly mobile conditions.
In February, 1942, the unit was allotted on a functional, a~
opposed to an area basis, to the Desert Air Force, which was
brought into being to provide direct support to the Eighth
Army. The unit served throughout the remaining operations
in the Western Desert, the Battle of El Alamein, the advance
to Tunisia, the Sicilian Campaign and the greater part of
the Italian Campaign. In August, 1944, the unit was relieved
and withdrawn into reserve in Southern Italy to be reorganised,
and eventually took over responsibility for the communications
of the Balkan Air Force.
In 1946, the unit was moved to Palestine and Egypt and
continued to serve with its R.H.Q. in the Canal Zone and
squadrons on detachments in Iran, Jordan, Palestine and
Egypt. 4th Air Formation Signals moved to Cyprus after
the evacuation from the Canal Zone in 1956, and finally was
an integral unit again when the Iraq rebellion of 1958 compelled us to leave Habbaniyah. With the run-down of the
Services in this theatre in 1962, 4th Air Formation Signal
Regiment-now designated 20th Signal Regiment (Air Formation}-was reduced to a Squadron, 261 Signal Squadron (Air
Formation). On 1st January, 1969, the title 'Air Formation'
became redundant under the RISTACOMM proposals.
l"erioonali ties
Major N. C. Grayson took over command of 261 Signal
Squadron in November, 1968. His predecessors as unit commanders of 4th Air Formation Signals and 261 Signal Squadron
were:
4th Air Formation Slt{nals

Lieutenant-Colonel M. Duke
Lieutenant-Colonel G. I. Butgess-Winn,
O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel V. H. Hawkins
Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Tomlinson
Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Dobson, T.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel D . L. Searle
Lieutenant-Colonel M. A. Lloyd
Lieutenant-Colonel E. G. Day, O.B.E.,
T.D.
Major B. J. Stevens
Major W. A. Purser
Maior R. E. D. Mathews
Major A. W. C. Partridge
Lieutenant-Colonel T. A. K. Howe
Lieutenant-Colonel C. H. K. Hewlett
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Galbraith
Major J. E. L. Adams
Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. B. Thornton,
M.B,E.

16th May, 1940
10th Sept., 1941
1st Aug., 1943
24th Mar., 1944
27th Mar., 1945
28th Sept., 1945
7th Oct., 1946
17th Nov. 1947
5th Jan., ]948
31st May, 1948
7th Nov., 1948
28th Feb. 1949
1st Mar., 1950
20th Dec., 1951
2nd Dec., 1954
31st Mar., 1958
10th Sept., 1958

20th SIJlnal R.-gimtmt (Air Formation)
1st Septembrr. 1 fl~f)
6th Oct., 1960
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Cooper
2G1 Sit{nnl Sqmulron (Afr Formation)
17th Joly. J ftG2
17th July, 1%2
Major M. H. Priestley
3rd October, 1963
Major M. Allen
11th Feb., 1965
Major H. A. Johnstone, M.B.E.
22nd Feb., 1967
Major I. E. Simpson

The present (and the last) Chief Air Formation Signal Officer
is Lieutenant-Colonel W. Bell, Royal Signals, who wa
appointed in May, 1968. The list of CAFSO is as follows:
ltlfdcllc• Enst Air Forc-.Sth Feb .. 1943
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Sutcliffe
22nd Feb., 1944
Colonel E. S. Morgan, C.B.E.
1st Sept., 1945
Colonel E. L. L. Vulliamy, O.B.E.
20th Oct., 1948
Colonel C. C. Danby, O.B.E.
15th Oct. 1950
Colonel D. St.J. Hoystead
5th Oct., 1952
Colonel J. W. Gordon
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Tl1e Corps iii Ser vice to the Hoyal Air Force

know how highly their services have been held in the
esteem of the R.A.F. in this theatre over the past 28
years, first in the Middle East and more recently in the
Near East, and how well they have fitted into the Royal
Air Force way of life. Although there will now be no Chief
Air Formation Signal Officer or Air Formation Signal Staff
at my Headquarters, many Royal Signals Officers and men
will remain under my operational command. Knowing their
past achievements, I look forward with confidence to their
performance in the future. I and aJl R.A.F. personnel under
my command salute the officers and men of Air Formation
Signals who have served with us to such good effect in the

Tile Training Evaluation Team (TET)
Royal Signals, Catterick Camp
.~

definite requirement

if OST large organisations
....t necessary to study and

(civil and military) find it
evaluate uaining. This becomes even more important when the amount of technical
manpower available is limited. In Royal Signals, the
Training Evaluation Team was formed in July, 1968, and it
is situated at Catterick as an integral part of Headquarters
Training Brigade.
Lieutenant-Colonel K. S. Newell was the first SOl of
the Training Evaluation Team. He has now retired and has
been succeeded by Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Cleland. The
tea m is divided into two sections, the T rade Standards and
Inspection, headed by Major R. F . B. Power and the Quality
Control and Research, headed by Major C. H . Teall, R.A.E.C.
In practice, however, many of the team's activities result
in a combined effort.

I.

Sergeant Sells checks out a telebrief circuit for a Lightning Aircraft of 56 Squadron.
2. Lance-Corporal Slade testing the Automatic Switching equipment for speech ci rcui ts at t he Ai r Defence Centre, Ca pe Ga t a.
J.

Lance-Corpora l Stanton of Akrotiri Troop working on a cable provi ding com munications for the Ar m ament Sq uad r on.

Two m em be rs of an overhead working party at Episkopi .
S. Sergeant White supervises the laying of a new ca ble at Akrotiri in preparation for the new telephone e xchange.
4.

(Continued from page 87)
27th Nov., 1955
Colonel R. J. Yolland, O.B.E.
Colonel J. H. L. Crichton, M .B.E.
9th July, 1957
L ieutenant-Colonel J . D . B. Thornton,
M.B.E.
11th Jan., 1960
6th Oct., 1960
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H . Cooper
• ' N1 r Eas t Air For<•f'
Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel
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J. H . Cooper
P. G . C urry, O.B.E.
R. J . H arvey
A. Lamb, M .B.E.
K. S. Newell

6th Oct., 1960
14th Oct., 1962
1st May, 1963
9th July, 1965
28th Mar., 1967

T iu> Future
We thus see the end of Air F ormation Signals in this
theaue, after 28 years' continuous service, but not the ending
of the association between the Royal Air Force and Royal
Signals. RISTACOMM ensures an inter-Service integrated
cable and radio relay network provided by 3rd Signal Group
in Cyprus and North Africa. Wherever the Near East Air
Force is operating, there will always be an element of 3rd
Signal Group.
On 31st D ecember, the A.O.C.-in-C., N ear East Air F orce
signalled the Signal Officer-in-Chief in the following terms:
" T oday we say farewell, in name at least, to Air Formation Signals in the N ear East Air F orce. I am sure you
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Review of Opern t or Trade Structure
The first major task has been a review of the Operator
Trade Suuctur e. Job analysis questionnaires were sent to
operators, and follow-up questionnaires to Commanding
Officers. 2,600 questionnaires completed by opera tor~ have
so far been received and the data from them is being
analysed. I t is hoped that eventually an operator trade structure which is more ' job orientated ' can be proposed. However, it will be extremely difficult to cater for operators who,
when asked to state duties not covered in the questionnaire,
wrote:
' Political Adviser to T roop.'
' Painter/D ecorator of WagoRs.'
' Looking after Horses.'
' Dispenser in a M edical Centre.'
A Communist interior decorator who, reeking of manure,
hands out aspirins, is an interesting prospect! Again, how are
we to combine the duties of a uadesman who ' who picks up
leaves all day' with one who acts as ' chief Troop Sanitary
Engineer.'
B e tte r Training JUethods
Apart from the analysis of this questionnaire, the team
is also concerned in the development of new and more effective training methods. Various projects are under consideration in the Training Regiments. These projects include investigations into the potential use of the following: R.I.T.T .
(Rational Instruction and Training by Tape); The Surmer
Trainer Analyser; T eleprinting Training, including Devall,
P rofessor Pasks' research, Keyboard Audio-Visual Training
Equipment; Linked Tape/Slide Presentations.
' Feedback classrooms ' and 'progranuned learning' arc
already in constant use. A programmed writing team (working with the Training Evaluation Team) has produced programmes on ' Antennas and Propagation ' and ' Army Aspects
of Message Handling.' These are to be issued in the near
future. Other programmes have been written by instructor
from the Training R egiments who have attended peciali t
courses at the Army School of Education.
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Middle and Near East and wish them every success in the
future."
In answer, the S.0.-in-C. signalled as follows:
" Thank you for your kind message. It is sad that Air
Formation Signals wilt no longer exist, as such, in the Near
East theatre. However, this is only a reorganisation, and
Royal Signals still retain important responsibilities for Royal
Air Force Communications. I can assure you that we as a
Corps will continue to do everything in our power to see
that you get the support you require.''

Stm~dardising

Tests

In all training situations, a vital feature is the standardisation of tests. The Training Evaluation Team, together with
the Ministry of Defence, is responsible for drafting, amending
and updating Trade Test Summaries and Interpretation and
Reference Sheets. It also, in conjunction with quality control
sections, helps to prepare and check test p apers.
A further valuable function performed by the team is to
act as a ' clearing-house ' for training problems and new
thoughts on training. Anyone with a training problem is invited to contact the Training Evaluation Team for advice.
Similarly, any new ideas on ways to improve present training
will be welcomed and carefully considered.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially in January
39
Number of clothing parcels sent
53
Amount spent in grants and loans
£692 10 10

One of the Month' s Cases
ANCE-CORPORAL, 10 years' service. He and h is
L
wife and three young children experienced accommodation troubles on his release from the Army, and
had just moved into a flat when this was destroyed by
fi re, due to faulty wiring. The family lost everything they
possessed, escaping in their night-clothes. Various local
funds are helping them with furnishings, etc., and Royal
Signals Association made an immediate grant of £30
for essential clothing.

One of the Month's Letters

"J toWISH
to thank you very much for your kind letter
me, and also the good wishes for my husband. I
took the letter into the hospital for him to read, and it
cheered him up a lot to know that his old Corps was
still thinking of him. We both wish to thank you for your
grant . It certainly has eased my worries enormously.''

CLO T IIL""'G
ince the beginning of th<:: year, gifts of clothing, toy , book ,
etc. have been gratefully received from the following:
Colonel T . S. Foster
.O.I and /\.us. J. H . Paterson
Lieutenant-Colonel J. F. Scott
Ma jor-General M. D. Price, O. B. I!.
Colonel & Mrs. J. A. S. Feadield
Mrs. F. G . G. Davey
W .O.I and Mrs. J. L awrence
Sergeant an<! Mrs. Atbon
Colonel and Mrs. G . M. Wei ford
and Miss Welsford
R. .M . M . F. B. G arland
Captain {T.O.T .) and M rs. C. J.
Bayfield
A. W alsh, Esq.
Brigadier A. J . Jackson

Threestokes Marine Ltd .
Captain R. Dliffe, T .D.
Major and Mn. P. J. Rowland
Ca pt.11in and Mrs. A. D . Steel
Mr . E. H. Eversley
Royal Signals A societion , Ea-st
L ondon Branch
Lieutenant-Colonel and M rs. P .
G . Goodeve-Dockcr
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Special Mention
t.

MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have

·:l. come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are de ervin11: of SPECIAL MENTION.

- - Corporal J. V. Tucker, ol 621 Signal Troop
(LPD), H .M.S. Fearle88
for leading an ad hoc mobile air ope.rations team from the
Ship Signal Troop and communications department on
an exercise ashore in Sardinia. Corporal Tucker's team
controlled and directed helicopters with the skill normally
expected of an officer and a fully-trained Naval team.
The techniques were new, both to the Conunando unit
ashore and also to the communicators. He earned a
~pecia l credit and interview with Lieutenant-Colonel
Richards, R.M., Commanding 45 Commando, and also
from the Ship's Aviation Officer and the helicopter control
team in the ship's operations room.

The vvorld' s finest
amphibious load carrier

- - The Cordill B ranch of the Hoyal Signals
Association
for enrolling no Jess than six Life W. embers and 40
Annual Members over the period 1st November, 1968 to
31st January, 1969.
- - The Ori-P-nteering Team o l 2 6 3 Signal
quadroa
for winning the 51 Brigade Minor Units Orienteering
Competition with a score of 205 points-{)0 points ahead
of the runners-up and only five points less than the score
of the winning major units team (see photo of team on
page 122). This success-the outcome of some very hard
and enthusiastic training-enabled the Squadron t o complete a creditable ' hat-trick,' as they had already won
the Brigade Skill at Arms Cup and had gained third
place in the Land Forces Round the Colony Competition
- the highest placin~ of any Brigade unit.
- - L l eute aaat G. A. Allen, School ol Signals
for being selected to play in the Army hockey team against
Cambridge U niversity. After a hard game, the Army side
were beaten 2--0.

From our "In " Tray

.___.;;,A~L.....v_1...;;.s_L_l_M_l_T_E_D_C_O_V_E_N_T_R_Y_E_N_G_L_A_N_D
_ _ _ __
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DACKGllOUND WSTOllY llEQUmED
Sir,
Soon after the war, when I was living in Jersey and using
amateur radio call GC8NO, I bought from an ex-Signals
Officer a B2 transmitter. For good measure, he threw in
a German spy receiver-transmitter. I used the latter on the
home-bands quite often, but in recent years it has lain idle.
I thought that the Corps Museum at Blandford would be
a good place for it, and my offer has been accepted. Naturally,
they would like to know omething of its history; hence this
letter.
U nfortunately, I have forgotten the name of its donor. If
he should read this, I hope that he will be kind enough to
write to me. Alternatively, can any of your readers help?
The set is about Sin. x Sin. x 2in. deep. I t is crystal controlled in the H.F. range, C.W. only. Power supply is 3 volt
and 120 volt batteries, carried in a separate b~. The top
and bottom lids of the Tx/Rx can be taken off, and the key,
when not in use, slips into a clip within the set. The top
lid originally had German markings for the controls, but these
have been erased and replaced by E nglish equivalents (I
understood from the donor that the wretched German had been
captured almost on arrival, but that our people took over from
him and passed suitable traffic to the enemy).
Any information will be most gratefully received.
Yours faithfully,
R. Postill,
Lieutenant-Colonel, R. Signals, TARO.
L avender Cottage,
Charlton Adam, Somerton,
Somerset.
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GOOD WORK DY T.

A.V.ll. B EGDIE NT

Sir,
Mention was made in the January/February WIRE of a
letter written by General Lemnitzer to the Chief of Defence
Staff praising the good work of 3Sth Signal Regiment on
Exercise ' Fallex, '68 .'
In fact the let.tee concerned made very favourable comment about 31st, 33rd and 3Sth Signal Regiments, as well as
expressing the view that Group Headquarters, with experienced
Signals Commanders, were most valuable in ensuring purposeful planning with N .A.T.O. staffs, leading to efficient and
effective use of material resources.
I can assure you that the general commendation was well
earned and that SACEUR's com.menrs deserve wide publicity.
Yours,
David Horsfield,
Brigadier.
DACOS CANOE,
SHAPE, B.F.P .O. 26.

22nd ANNUAL llEUNION, GI & 52 ' n ' SPECIAL

WIRELESS SECTIONS AND TYPE X
PEllSONNEL
Sir,
I refer to our telephone cenver sation regarding the small
annual reunions I have been arranging for the past 21 years.
The two small wireless units and the Type-X personnel
(mainly from S.I.S.) were all within the Sig. Int. ' Y' organisation of the M .E.F. and C.M.F.
This year's reunion dinner will be held on Saturday, 26th
April, at the Talbot Restaurant, London Wall, in the City of
London-where, incidentally, it bas been held for the la t
few years.
I should be most grateful if you would mention this in
your next publication, as we are lacking the addresses of so
many old friends who would come along, were they aware
of the event. We were rather tightly-knit units. For some
time in the M.E.F. and the C.M.F. we were in close as ociation with 103 Spec. Wireless Section and the Mobile Section
of 2 S.W. Group, most of whom were very well known to us.
We should be delighted if any of them cared to attend.
Anyone interested should contact me and I shall be glad
to give further detail .
Yours sincerely,
Geoff. Morgan.
Tel. : 01-435-7539
19, Parliament Hill,
Hampstead, N .W.3.

Y O U ' LL D E W ELCO:.U E HEUE
Ex-W.0 .11 R. J. Fletcher, who served 27 years in the Corps,
writes to say that he is now the teward of the British Legion
Club, Rochdale Road, Bracknell, and he would be very pleased
to see many of his old frie nds, and both serving and exmembers of· the Corps. He moved to Bracknell from the Hare
and Hounds, Whitfield, where members of the Corps always
got a special welcome.

3r d

DIVISIO ~ AI.

S I GI\'.\LS R EUNION CLU B

The 18th Reunion Dinner is to be held
Sarurday, 12th April, 1969. Detail have
to Club members, but anyone intere ted
served in the Regiment should contact:
Smartt, 1508, Greenford Road. Greenford,

in London on
been sent out
and who has
Major K . N .
M iddle ex.
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HE WO LD LIKE TO HEAR FROM OLD
o::.ut.. DES

E -Signalman M. Stamford, now an in pensioner of the
Royal Ho pita!, Chelsea would very much like to hear from
any of his old comrade in the Corps.
He served in Royal ignals from 1924 to 1943, India 1925~
1931. His pre ent addre s is as follows: I/P M. Stamford,
14 Ward, Royal Hospital, Chelsea, London S.W.3 .

========== Movements
...
Lieutenant M. J. M . Alden
Captain J. J. Bally
...
Lieutenant M. J. Backhurst ...
•..
Colonel S. W. Brackenbury, M.B.B ••..

To
,,
,,
,,

"iaior J. R. Burrows ...
Captain P. J. Brunton .. .
•..
Captain (T.0.T.) D. A. Bowden
,\iajor A. G. Bohannan ...
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. Carroll
Lieutenant C. G . Cruickshank
Captain P. E. A. Chaddock
Captain I. J. Crouch
.\Ujor J. D . Cathcart

19th Regimeot
Ist Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
8th Regiment
Chairman Allied Comns. Sec.
Agency Brussels
,, Staff College (as Lt.-Col.)
,, 14th Regiment
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

...
Lieutenant R. G . Drake
Captain R. Dorrell
Captain D. G. Dudley
Major A. C. Dexter
-"iajor B. M . Edwards
Captain G. 0. Fulton ..•
Lieutenant L . G. French
Lieutenant R . M. Goymour ...
...
Captain (Q.M.) J. J. Gerrard, B.B.M.
ccond-Licuterumt R, G. Howard
"iajor D. Hall
...
.. .
"iaior (T.0.T.) C . V. Impey
Lieutenant G. A. J. Issom ...
Captain I. B- K err
...
•••
Captain (Q .M.) R. G . Kni&ht
Captain (Q .M.) A. A. Kemp ...
Second-Lieutenant A. R. Lee . . .
Lieutenant M. J. Lance
•..
econd-Lieutenant K. L. Mavor
Captain T. C. M.cCoy ...
...
Captain (T.O.T.) J. A. Milton
Captain (T.O.T.) B. R. Moxon
Major (Tfc.) F. W. Moseley •.•
Captain J. H . May
. ..
...
Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. Neilson
Captain R. E. Olh·er
Major M. J. Pickard
...
Second-Lieutenant C. Riley
Captain K. Ryding
Captain W. Roper
...
Capiai.n R. A. F. Reynolds
Maj<M" J. R. R oberrs
...
...
Second-Lieutenant W. Sharpe
Captain A. R. Seward ...
Major G. A. Thompson
...
...
Ueutenant-Colonel P. H. P. Webb,

Regtment
3rd H .Q . & Signal Regt. as C.O.
uth Regiment (H.S.)
8th RegimenJ:
M .O.T . (E.I.D.)
I llh Regiment (H.S.) for
UNFICYP
7th Regiment
School of lofantry course
21 t Regiment
4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
17th Gurkhir Signal Regiment
School
22nd Regiment
School of Infantry course
R .M.C. of S. (au.ached)
38th Regt.. (V) (retires 17th May)
1 Ith Regt. (retires 3rd June)
4oth (Ulster) Regt.. (V) as C.O.
H.Q. L .F. Hong Kong
School of Army Aviation (course)
14th Regiment
8th Regiment
Retires
259 Squadron
264 (S.A.S.) Squadron
16th Regiment
71st Regimcnr (V)
14th Regiment
234 Squadron
18th Regiment
3rd Signal Group
M.A. (Col.) Jedda, Saudi Arabia
24th Relf.meat
253 Squadron as O.C.
13th R egiment
204 Squadron
19th R egiment
14th R egiment
A.A.C. Ha:rrogate
26o Squadron
13th Regiment
J.S.S.C. Latimer cottrse
21st

.,
,.
,.
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

M.B.B.
. •.
•. .
•••
•••
• •• ,,
Captain (T.O.T.) F. C. Williama ... ,,
,,
A , Captain R. P. Willsbcr
Lieutenant P. P. Wilkinson
.••
. .. ,,
Second-Lieutenant P. C. Winstanley ,,

R. N . Staff College
252 Squadron
School of Infantry course
School of Infantry courae
22..Dd Regiment

.. 244 Squadron
,, 36th Re~mcnt (V)
21st Rcgunent
,, C.V.D. Ashchurch
u
11th Regiment
,, H.Q. FARELF
,, 28th (Comwel) Inf. Bde. Signal
Squadron
taff Sergeant E. L. Hamilton
... ,, ISt Arty. Bde . Signal Squadron
taff Seriicant (F. of S.) J. K. Angus ,, znd Div. Signal Reafment
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. B. Fison ,, 632 Troop
Staff Sergeant D . Connery •••
,, Camp Commandant Central Staff
,, 3rd Division Regiment
A / Staff Sergeant H. D . Needs
rgcant P. Bruce
19th Regiment
Sergeant J. D. Stewart
19th Regiment
ergeant M. G. Mclnnes
,, 19th Regiment
ergea ~t R. L. Evers
14th Regiment
Sergeant R. Cooper
.••
:::
ergeant H . G . Houston
...
Sergeant T. Crawley
ergcant R. Deans

\X'.O.II
W.O.ll
W.O.II
W .O.II
W .O .ll
W.O.II
W.O.ll

(Y. o! S.) A. C. T. Tasker
B. S. Howie
G. J. Holland
A. J. Wingate
•.•
• ..
B. J. Styles
...
(Y. of S.) R. N. L. Cassling
H. A. C. Meekings

l
l"

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeirnt
Sergeant
Sergeant

R.
A.
F.
G.
M.

Scriven
V. Lamb
C. Brown .. .
S. Spearpoim
A. Brett
.. .
J. R. Gallagher
J. A. Murphy
M. Scott
P. R. Wagstaff
J. H. Young ...
R. H. P. Smitheon
F. T. Costcllo
B. J. Hargreaves

., 35th Regiment (V)
,, H.Q. 1st Signal Group
,, N .A.T.O. Militsry Comms. Rep.
& I.M.S. Comccn Brussels
,, H.Q. Royal Signals Singapore
,, SHAPE B.A.E.
,, H.Q. PARELP
,, 261 Squadron
,, 255 Squtrdroa (Bahrain)
,, 7th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, 229 Squadron (Berlin)
,, 4th Guards Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 9th Regiment
,, 3rd Division Signal Reafment
7th Regiment
,, 4th Guards Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 3Td Division Signal Regiment
,, 227 Squadron
I l th Regiment
,, 226 Squadron
,, 301h Regiment

Surch, C. H.
Smith, W. P .
Raynor, S. J.

1450
1480
1490

w.o.n

KEEP US IN THE Pl{.'TUUE
With several thousand indi vidual subscribers T HE WIRE
cannot hope to keep up w ith postings, changes in r ank,
decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted or
promoted or have something new to add after your name
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRE properly.
Thank you.

Cooper, J.
Du<ilevy, J.M. M.
Walke, J. L . E .
Lawrence, J . H.

1450
1470
I48o
1490

1900
1750

To W.0.II

S/Sgt.
S/Sgr.

Steeples. J. P .
Jeffery , R. A.

206o
2070

1980
1710

To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Pow, J. M . C .
Gilmer, H. R. S .
Atkinson, J. R .
Meredith, A. J.
Dodd, A.
Armer, M.
Fincham, I. J .
Everett, M . E.
Glover, S. P.
Evers, R. L.
Allison, P.
Sargent, I. E.
White, A. G.
MacDonald, J.

176o

1790

92

7120
7378
7480
7492
76o2
7618
7622
7624
7627
766o
7670
7685
7690
7700

14634
9489
13705
14258
136o9
12610
15563
14105
14082
13354
14737
13450
13451
13535

OPERATING ROSTER
To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

1030

W .O.I
W.0.11
Sgt.

TECHNICAL ROSTER
t8o
450
4852 5350 5490 5915 5923

S~t.

OPERATING ROSTllR
4020 86oo t3100 14540

CHIEF CLERKS ROS TER

~

FOR
INSPECTION

FIBLD ROSTER
1810 216o 3730 4090 4550

Hornby, J. W.
Hardman, G.
Finn, J. J.
Hall, W .R. F .
Myock, M .
MacD onald, T. W.
Hogan, W.
Kenningto.,,
R . D . E.

2930

<orre<'llon to Insertlons--page 339.
To S/!oigt. W.O.JI KlnA"ham, A. E.

ept./ Oct. "Wire," 1968
li30
3050

You are probably now wea ring an H. J . Service
cap, the best quality cap made today-but how are
you 'hatted' off-parade? Our new fully illustrated
brochure for ordering by post shows our comprehensi~e range of hats and caps to suit every
occasion. Send for your free copy by filling in the
coupon below.

•• WHY DIDN'T THEY LET VS KNOW!"'

' The Wire ' is always ready to receive ' snippets '
of your Corps news by telephone or signal and these
can often be inserted in ' The Wire ' after 'the closing
date for receipt of copy, if they are SHORT.
So let us hear about your sporting successes or any
?ther ite';Ds , of particular !nterest that ought to go into
The Wt.re. Be news-mmded and keep us informed.
We hate to say:
•• WHY DIDN'T THEY LET VS KNOW?"

15250
15300
15310
15320
15330
15340
1536o

32100
32330
32430
32730
32500
32684
32820

15370

32850
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THE 'BURGHLEY'

Cable and Wireless, the biggest international
com.municati.ons operator in the world, invites applications from
Radio Technicians, preferably Class 1- or those with similar
knowledge and experience of COMCAN stations-aged about
25 to 35. They would undertake a tour of duty as technicians on
overseas radio stations handling wideband multi-channel
syst~ms. Duties will consist of technical watchkeeping, including
equipment maintenance and adjustment.
Applicants must have had substantial techn ical experience
o~ wideband systems including one or more of the following:
either U.H.F., or microwave, or tropospheric scatter or satellite
communications. Experience of MF and HF would be an added
advantage.
Employment offered on a contract basis for two years, with
excellent prospects of extension/renewal or of established
pensionable service afterwards. Attractive salary and
allowances, with payment of gratuity on satisfactory completion
of contract. Leave with pay. All emoluments free of income tax.
Free passages for staff and family (who normally accompany
overseas) and fully furnished accommodation.
Apply, in writing, giving personal particulars and concise
details of qualifications and relevant experience to Staff
Manager, Department 97,

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER

16tb Regiment
4th Div. Signe! Regiment
226 Squadron
21st Regiment
226 Squadron
222 Squadron
2nd Div. Signal Regiment
19th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
4th Guards Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 6th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 22nd Regiment

W.O.ll

48o

Radio Technicians

2370
2320
2480

W.O.II
W .O .Il
W.O.Il
W .O.Il

••• To
,,
,,
,,
,,
.,
,,
,,

580

Overseas opportuniti es for

T!lCHNlCAL ROSTER
W.0.1 J. R. Overton
...
W.0.1 (F. of S.) K. Johnson
W .O.II E. H. Cooper
W.O.II N. Murray
W.O.Il R. P. Knight
W.0.II S. F. Bloom
..
D. J. M . Hughes
W .O.II E . T. A. Webster
W.O.II D. G. Green
W.0.11 E. Bailey
W .O.II L. M. Andrews

Her Majesty the Queen .

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROS"M>R

W .0.1
W .O.II

Sgt.

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER

ToW.O.I

By Appointment to

ADMINISTRATlVB ROSTER

Promotions
A / W.0.1
A/W.O.I
A/W.O.I

W.0.1
W.O.II
S Sgt

School of Signals
( o. 29 P. of S Course)

A / Sergeant J. M. Walker
A / Sergeant R. Townsend
A I Sergeant B. J. Belton
Sergeant C. Mills
...
Sergeant J. H. Clayforth
Sergeant K. D. Wade
Sergeant W. P. Peebles
Sergeant G . F. Leake
Sergeant W. B. Dick
..•
Sergeant R. J. De La Mare
Sergeant L. J. Dicker
Sergeant J. R. Lear
Sergeant G. W . Wisbcr
Sergeant R. A. Norris
Sergeant K . Moxon
...
Sergeant A. G . Crowhu.rat
Sergeant W. R. Wareing
Sergeant K. R . Clark

ToW.0.1

DELETIONS
REGlMBNTAL DUTY ROSTER
76o 78o
t20 740
2 130

Cable and Wireless lid.
Mercury House. Theobalds Road. London. W.C.1.
The biggest international communications
o perator in the world.
A0229

196 9
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REGIM ENTAL CAPMAKERS
TO
YOUR CORPS

One of our dual
purpose felt hats.
In rough finish
Brown or Green.
Price 90/-+7!- p.p.

Civil and Miiitary Hatters.
40a London Road. Camberley. (Wednesday,
afternoons only).

r -=e=m~C=te=t=w=-.,

I
I

NAME._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS

L-------

I
I

~
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Prizes a~arded by the Royal Signals Corps Corrunitt~e to the
Apprcnuces who have made the best use of the opportunities
at the College:
Technician Radio, won by Apprentice Sergeant W. T. Mann
Tcch niciahn Radio Relay, won by Apprentice S.S.M. s. G.
8 ug es
Technical Terminal Equipment, won by Apprentice S.S.M.

!'leadq1:13rt("rs, No~e~ Command, and is also a free-lance
1oum3:list. Her article is well supponed with photographs by
Captain Ron Buckee, R.A.E.C., who teaches science at the
College, and Mr. John Stockley, a civilian technical instructor
and a leading light of the College's Photographic Club.
C.Opies of Yorkshire Life can be obtained from newsagents
a~d b<>?kstalls (price 2/6) or direct (price 3/-) from the
Crrculation Manager, Yorkshire Life, 14, Dorrington Street,
Leeds, 2.

R. T. Russell

Telegraph Operator, won by Apprentice Tradesman P. R.
Neale.

LATE

Trade prizes awarded to the best Apprentice Tradesman of
9th Term, in each trade:
1 cchni ian, Radio Relay, won by Apprentice Tradesman P.
A. Wood.
Technician~ Terminal Equipment, won by Apprentice Corporal
J. Pattison
Telegraph Operator, won by Apprentice Tradesman C. D.
G. Storey (son of Sergeant John Storey, Royal Signals).
Borough of Harrogate P~iz.e (for the best set of essays on Local
Government) won 1omtly by Apprentice Corporal J. G.
Campbell and Apprentice Tradesman J . Jobling.

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
Graduation Day, Winter, 1968
N Wednesday, 11th December, the regular ranks of the
Corps were welled by 97 young men who on that day
passed out from the College. It is worthy of note, especially
by those who hold that the traditional slogan of 'Join the
Army and See the World' now has no meaning, that of the
97, no fewer than 70 began their regular service overseas.
The iliaduation Parade-always the highlight of Parents'
Day-was commanded with commendable confidence by
Apprentice R.S.M. James Kerr, an eighteen-year-old Radio
Relay Technician, whose home is in Loanhead, Midlothian.
On this occasion there was something of an inter-Service
flavour, for the reviewing officer was Air Vice-Marshal Harry
Burton, C.B.E., D.S.O., R.A.F., Air Officer Commanding No.
23 Group, Royal Air Force, amongst whose many distinctions
is that of being the first British officer to escape from a
prisoner-of-war camp-Stalag Luft 1, at Barth, on the Baltic
ea. It was for this courageous exploit that he was awarded
the D~tinguished Service Order.
It wa unfortunate that the fly-past of RA.F. aircraft, which
had been arranged to mark the occasion had, at the last minute,
to be cancelled owing to low cloud level so typical of this
time of year.
During the parade, the Reviewing Officer presented the Long
ervice and Good Conduct Medal to W.0.11 Charles Williams,
presently serving as R.Q.M.S. at the College.
R.Q.M.S.
Williams, who hails from Hay-on-Wye, originally joined the
Royal Corps of Signals as a National Serviceman in 1948.
lJnable to settle again to civilian life, he rejoined the Corps in
1951.

O
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Before the presentation of prizes, the Commandant of the
College, Colonel J. W. Eagle, M.B.E., E.R.D., in accordance
with tradition, reviewed the activities and achievements of the
term, and, as always, pretty impressive listening this made.
There was an especial note of the high academic, as well as
technical, standards reached, and a special mention of the
achievements of the many former members of the Junior
Leaders' Regiment, Royal Signals, at Denbury, who bad completed their training at Harrogate.
The Reviewing Officer congratulated the ' graduates ' on their
success, and all 750 apprentices on the high standard of the
parade which, be said, "impressed me." Speaking of the
balance between military and technical training, the Air ViceMarshal noted that those who " are scruffy in some ways are
likely to be so in others." He opined, too, that the Services
continue to offer excellent opporrunities for a fine career.
Speaking in his turn, His Worship the Mayor of Harrogate,
Councillor Alan Mais, J.P., assured his audience of the high
regard in which the Borough continued to hold the College,
which it had formally adopted in 1956.
Main prizes for the winter term were awarded to the
following:
The Army Commander's Prize (for all round excellence) won
by Apprentice R.S.M. J. Kerr
The

Commandant's Prize (for Conduct, D iscipline and
Example) won by Apprentice Sergeant A. E. Gallagher.

Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Award (for best all-round Tradesman
of the term) won by Apprentice S.S.M. R. T. Russell.
Royal Corps of Signals Colonel Commandant's Award (for the
best all-round Soldier /Tradesman of the term) won by
Apprentice S.S.M. S. G. Hughes.
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Army Junior Basketball Championship
Major and Minor Units

1969-

Results of the Northern Command/Army
Championships were:

Scotland

in

Final, Major Units.~A.A.C., Harrogate, 46 points· Junior
Tradesmen's Regiment. Troon, 26 points.
'
Fin~,

Minor Units.-Rawson Squadron, A.A.C., Harrogate,

20 pomts; ' A' Company, J.T.R., Troon, 36 points.

('onOrmntlon Ser,·i<'e
Fifty-four Apprentice Tradesmen were confirmed in St.
Alban's Church, Army Appre;11tices' College, Harrogate, on
aturday, 30t!t November. This was the first confirmation to
take place 10 the new church since its dedication last
September.
The Bisho~ of Ripon, The Right Reverend J. R. U. Moorman,
took the service and met the Apprentices and their parents afterwards. Those confirmed received their first Communion on
unday, ht December.
In the photograph are the College Chaplain, the Reverend
Curwen Rawlinson, C.F., and Apprentice Tradesman Corporal
Gr~am, of Rawson Squadron, who is Head Server and a
chorr member at the College.
GOOD TRADESMEN AND GOOD SOLDIERS-GRADUATION DAY PAR.ADE , WINTER. 1968
The Commandant looks on as the Reviewing Officer has a word with Apprentice Technician Corporal Kenneth Shepherd, during his inspectio n
of the Senior Squadron. On the left, masking Apprentice Technician R.S.M . J. Kerr , is Apprentice Technician S.S.M. S. G. Hughes

NEWS

UPGRADING COURSES TO BE HELD JN
CATT.ERICK

Course No.
Assembles
Disperses
29th July '69 - 12th Mar. '70
1/49 Tech R Class II-I
2/30 Tech RR Class 111-11 1st July '69 - 13th Nov. '69
2/31 Tech RR Class III-II
8th July '69 - 20th Nov. '69
2/32 Tech RR Class III-II 15th July '69 - 27th Nov. '69
1/38. Comcen Ops Class II-I 8th July '69 - 3rd Oct. '69
2/26 Comcen Ops Biil to
Cipher Op Bii
22nd July '69 - 17th Oct. '69

:

Applications are invited from ex-Royal
Signals staff' who have held appointment
as Royal School of Signals Instructor
or Foreman of Signals, for challenging
civilian posts in West African Training
School.
Good salary, free family passages and

AFTER THE CONFIRMATION SERVICE
The Bishop of Ripon with the candidates. New Chu rch in the
background

Apprentiefl's' College featured in eowaty
magazine
Former members of the College especially, as well as other
readers, n;ay ~e inceresced to kno\"'. chat the January issue
of. Yorkshire Life, the county's own illustrated magazine, contams a feature article on the A=y Apprentices' College,
Harrogate.
The article was written by Mrs. Irene Bryden, the mother
of A/T Lance-Corporal Kim Bryden, formerly of the Duke of
York's Royal Military School at Dover and now in his seventh
term at the College. Mrs. Bryden works in Pay Branch at
THE
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accommodation, eight weeks annual
leave.
Write with personal details to C.C.L.,
65-67 Stephyns Chambers, Bank Court,
l\ilarlowes, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
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vidual Cross-country Championships at Hameln on 25th
January. He has run many fine races for the unit and h as been
the mainstay of the team for well over ~"'.o years. He ~as a~so
achieved 5th place in the B.~.0.R. Ind1v1dual Cha!llp1o~ships
and will therefore compete m the Army Championships at
Blackdown on 21st February.

2nd Div. H.Q. & S ignal Regiment
B.F.P.O . 22
Apololfies
O those regular readers of this column who missed our
appearance last month-apologies. Your correspondent
cannot understand how, through the fog of Christmas and New
Year fe tivities, he missed the posting date.

T

NOTHING CAN TOUCH IT ON THE AUTOBAHN
Major John Dale surveys Lieutenant John Neeve and his well known
" buggy"

1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.0. 32
Comic relief
HE last six weeks have seen the Regiment in the throes
of winter training and preparation for the annu~ adminiuative in•pection. However, comic relief to the serious tone
of the administrative activities has been provided by the recent
arrival of Lieutenant John Neeve, or rather, the arrival of his
veteran car. His 'Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang ' has caused quite
a stir in local German circles, including the press, being the
oldest known ' buggy ' in the Kreis. As some will recognise
from the photograph, it is a 1934 Austin 10 h.p. Cabriolet.
Similar cars, fitted with balloon tyres, were used as
o. 2
Sec iacions in the desert in the early days of the last war.

T

'\Veil done, the U ni t box ers
F riday, 13th D ecember, turned out to be an unlucky date
for our boxers. Once again the 1st Battalion The D evonshire
and Dorset R egiment beat us in the Divisional Boxing F inal
- this time by 8 bouts to 3. However, by the time of the
B.A.0 .R. Individual fi nals, held in Berlin between 27th-30th
January, all were very m uch on form and we achieved the
follo wing successes:
B.A .0.R. I ndividual Champions
Bantamweight- Signalman D. F. Paterson; L ightweight Lance-Corporal T. Varley; Light-middleweight- Signalman D.
D. Wmk.
Runners-up
Featherweight-Signalman J. K. Thomson; Middleweight Signalman T. M. Mulraine.
Five finaJ ists in ten weights-well done the team, and not
forgetting S.S.I. R. B. Moon, A.P.T.C., who kept them all on
their toes.

What makes these I cks go wrong?
The Administrative Inspection is almost upon us, its
imminence heraJded by the usual round of inspections. One
of the e resulted in the C.O., R.S.M . and entourage becoming
locked in an attic-there has since been a request on B.F.B.S.
for the song, ' Oh dear, what can the matter be, two old .. ..
locked in an observatory!' (melody: trad).
Out nnd about on the ski slo1•es
Winter training began on 14th December with a small
advance party leaving for Tennsee Camp Platz in Bavaria. This
pany established a Regimental ski but and were joined within
a few days by the rest of the ski team. The Regimental crosscountry team comprised Lieutenant Rumford, Lieutenant
Enright, Sergeant Boxall, CorporaJ Illman, Lance-Corporal
Davies, Signalmen Hyland and Fraser and Driver Costin.
Private ' Pie crust ' Glover, A.C.C., and Signalman Morrison
sent as members of the hut permanent staff.
Cross-country ski-ing was held up until Christmas Eve by a
noticeable lack of snow but, from then on, training ' spoors '
were made and the team was hard at it all day. On 2nd January
the Regimental Alpine team began training on the Hoch
Krangberg at Mittenwald under Heinz Mohr, a local ski ace.
The team comprised Captain Chandler, Staff Sergeant Fenney
and Corporal Crowe. At the Divisional ski meeting, llth-19th
January, both teams acquitted themselves well and qualified
to go forward to the B.A.O.R . Championships at Obetjoch. The
4 x 10 km. relay team came 13th out of 32 teams and in the
20 km. patrol race our team was 8th out of 26 teams.
More ski-ing results and a pictorial record are planned for
our next WIRE contribution.

l\·eu dene. Lanee-Cerporal Ritlhnrdson
Whil t on a sporting note, we would like to congratulate
Lance-Corporal Richardson for winning the Divisional Indi96

MOMENT OF VICTORY !
Signalman D. D. Wink is declared the B.A.0.R. Light Middleweigh t
Champion

Cor1•orals' Cluh in the nows
ot forgotten during the Christmas festivities were some of
our not so fortunate neighbours. Now an annual event, the
Corporals' Club entertained some of the underprivileged
children in the Bunde area to tea and games. The Corporals'
Club saw many transformations during D ecember - the
(Continu~d on page 97)
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(Cominued from page 96)
families' dance, the Christmas draw and it was only with
considerable hard work and good fortune that they were ready
ro receive the German children. Those who were worried about
the language problem before the event need not have bothered
-sticky buns and Father Christmas overcame the problem.
Some of the children from Wittekindshof attended the school
play and contributed with their mouth organ band. For those
who helped to build it, the Robinson Crusoe Platz at Wittekindshof is still very much in use.

Skl-inl( .C(•Ce; u nd c~rwa y
A new venture for the Regiment this year has been the
establishing of a Snow Queen Ski Hut for the first time. Hut
is a little bit of a misnomer as 'Jimmy's Htitte' is in fact an
old, but reconditioned, three-storey farm house. Close to the
Austrian border near Kranzegg in the Bavarian Alps the hut
provides the ideal base for the prospective skier.
By running two-week courses for 40 students at a time we
hope to give the maximum number the opponunity to ski.
Unfortunately the snow has not been very good this year and
the first course before Christmas had none at all! We hope
those from 6 Brigade Squadron in Barnard Castle enjoyed the
skating and cross-country runs. After the late start we hope
the snow will be late in going.

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
Conditions were rougl1
HE year started off as it will no doubt continue. We
went out on Exercise ' Short T ack IV ' down to one
of our favourite haunts, a derelict R.E. camp on the banks
of Hawley L ake, near Cove. The Divisional Sappers had
done quite a bit to make th e place reasonably weatherproof,
and most people slept dry, though the weather was cold, wet
and miserable. Working conditions for the people at JOC and
Tx site were rough, and even the duck-boards were disappearing into the mud.
During this exercise Brigadier McQueen, the C .R .A., carried
out part one of our annual FFR by checking on our airportability and SOPs. We also had a visit from LieutenantColonel T . G . M . Jackson, our C.S.O. designate, who was being shown round by Colonel J. R. Piddington.
After the exercise it was back to Carter Barracks for a quick
' buff-up ' for the second part of the FFR Inspection, which
took place on Thursday, 30th January.

T

• lU ' Troop eame up trwnps
Brigadier McQueen arrived at 09.30 hours, inspected the
quarter guar d and presented Long Service and Good Conduct
Medals to W.0.I P. Nunn, A.C.C., W.0.1 F. Cresswell,
R. E.M .E., and Sergeant Glover, A.C.C. He then spent the
rest of the day looking at every part of our domain in Bulford
and seeing soldiers in every conceivable form of dress and
engaged in every kind of activity. Officers had to do faultfi nding on a baulky Land Rover; various teams had to fire
their weapons after doing the assault course, with the added
hazard of teargas blowing down the firing point (this found
out the leaky respirators). Others had to deal with some very
realistic-looking casualties, including a shell-shock case, who
would persist in wandering off. A nasty moment was when
the C.R.A. wanted to see two rocket launcher teams ready for
action, but ' M ' Troop came up trumps, especially when
the C.R.A. asked what type of battery activated the firing
mechanism and was treated to a lecture on generators by
Corporal Phillips, one of our R. Techs.
The special task and ' grub's-up ' quickly
The final thing was the inspection of the special task, set us
that day by H.Q., RA., which was to send six parties of 25
each down to the West Country on flood relief. As he inspected the second group, the Brigadier asked how long it
would take them to produce a tea meal, "not long, sir," was
the answer. " Start now " said the C.R.A. As he finished
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ON THE SQUARE! ON PARADE! ON AN ADMIN INSPECTION!
SMOKING A FAG!
The C.R.A. sa id " Y.ou have a broken leg". The R.S.M. said "Render
First Aid , treat for shock" . So Lance-Corporal Back lies back and
enjoys the attentions of Signalman Gibbens who scrounged the
cigarette from the R.S.M.

his inspection he was offered a mug of tea and the choice
of sausage and beans or spaghetti hoops; this last being a
private venture by someone in ' E' Troop.
The C.R.A. was well pleased with all he saw and was kind
enough to say so.
The next day our cooks won the team and individual awards
in the S.W. District Cookery Competition; the individual
winn~r being Sergeant Glover and the team being Corporal
Christie, Lance-Corporal Drumm and Private Barnes. Incidentally, Private Barnes is ex-Signalman Barnes, who came
to us as a Signalman, underwent a metamorphosis at Aldershot and emerged as a cook.
We've still been taking part in lots of games, but the only
item of success we have to relate is that Sergeant Lin Kim
Sang, of the L.A.D. has been selected as one of the team for
the Army Badminton team.

4th Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
HE Regiment is engaged in the humourless and unT
exciting tasks of preparing for the annual FFR, the
Regimental Signal Officers' Convention, and in helping with
the Divisional Study Period. So too, no doubt, ate many other
Regiments and Squadrons of the Corp having similar ' breadand-butter ' tasks at this time, and we thought, therefore, that
in this month's notes we would feature one of our many
interesting soldiers in the place of honour.

The talents and interests of Cor1>0rul L. Broadbent
It is not often that one finds a member of a Regiment
whose talents are a varied as those of Corporal Lionel Broadbent, a Communications Centre Operator Bl in ' Charlie One'
Troop of 1 Squadron. Corporal Broadbent works in the Static
Communications Centre in Herford and has been in the Regiment for four years. His impressive list of interests ior:ludc
free-fall parachuting, gliding, sub-aqua diving, canoeing,
marquetry rug-making, model aircraft and boat-building (both
of these are usually radio controlled), and oil painting!
CorporaJ Broadbent is 28 years old and comes from Sowerby
Bridge, near Halifax. He has been in the Corps for ten years
and intends to stay in for at least another five. After completing his basic training, he spent three years at Fontainbleu,
with SHAPE, and during his time there he de igned and made
a rug bearing the SHAPE crest. He returned to Catterick,
where he wa an instructor at 24th Signal Regiment. It was
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This excellent result put us 12th overall and ahead of all our
rivals. Major John Moore, R.A., won the veterans' trophy
for the highest placed veteran in the 15 km., and Signalman
Ken Ford and Lance-Corporal Sam Newman both won mugs
in the 10 km. race.
We were delighted to hear that Signalman Ken Ford was
selected for special biathlon team training. This experience
will be invaluable in helping to maintain the high stan0ard of
ski-in8 now expected from the Regu11drltal tieam. whose
standard has been set by that fine athlete and ex-Olympic
skier, Major J. Moore.

YUM! YUM!
Major W. E. S. Herbert, the judge, Sergeant J. Doolan, the cook,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. L. Stonham, the C.O., and W.0.1 A. R. Hill,
the R.S.M., all doing their stuff during the Divisional Individual
Cookery Competition

MAN OF MANY TA LENTS
Corporal Lionel Broadbent sits amongst his handiwork

while stationed here that be received a special commendation,
in February, 1964, from the G.O.C., Northern Command, for
his quick thinking and courage in averting what could have
been a very serious accident.
His favourite outdoor activities are gliding and parachuting.
He has attended two gliding courses, but free-fall parachuting
has claimed the greater part of bis time. He started parachuting
three years ago, and bis qualifications are the B.P A Category
X Parachutist and Ground Instructor and the F.A.I. Silver C
licence (international licence). This year he hopes to qualify
for the F.A.I. Gold D licence and the B.P.A. Full Instructor
rating. His official records shows over 150 descents from aircraft and helicopters, and the highest jumps be has made are
from 10,000 feeL Many of these descents have been with
the Rhine Army Parachute Association at German and Military
shows.
When he is not pursuing these energetic sports, Corporal
Broadbent turns his attention to sedentary but intricate hobbies.
The designing of his rugs is of equal importance to him
as their making, for, as he says, this makes them unique.
In the photograph are two magnificent examples of his ideas
and skill in this sphere-the small rug is a design of the B.P.A.
badge, and the larger rug shows ' Jimmy ' against a background
of the Corps colours. The rugs and pictures cenainly brighten
up and enhance a barrack room.

Catering
It was only recently that our G.0.C., whose word is
weighty in such matters, announced to a distinguished gathering
of Unit Press Officers in H.Q. 1 (BR) Corps that there were
two field of military endeavour in which advances had been
especialJy notable in recent years. One of these was catering.
And not a whisper was raised in disagreement. Those of us
present at two recent cookery competitions held in the Regiment saw ample evidence of the impressive professionalism
of the Army Catering Corps, both of the cooks themselves
and their technical judges. On 15th January, in the Divisional
tage of the B.A.0.R. unit cookery competition, Corporal J.
Robinson with Lance-Corporal P. Illingworth and LanceCorporal B. Anderton represented the Regiment and produced
a ~uperb lunch menu for the Sergeants' Mess. The Second98

in-Command, Major D. H. Briggs and the R.S.M., W.0.1 A. G.
Hill, warched with expressions of gastronomic delight as W.0.11
F. H. Hothersall, A.C.C., brought out the work of his teatn,
co be sampled and judged by Major W. E. S. Herbert, A.C.C.,
and W.0.1 D. A. Earle, A.C.C., of the H.Q., 4th Division
Staff. The care and skill of these judges in examining the
colour, texture, smell, taste, form, and other aspects of the
menu were themselves to be as much admired as the food.
These A.C.C. types have all certainly come a long, long way
from the ' bangers-and-mash ' days-though they still do them
well, too. The result of our team's effon has yet to be
matched against other units of the Division, but a certain
confidence is evident in the cookhouse circles.
To prove that the expertise and craft comes from the top,
to be passed on to and copied by the juniors, Sergeant J.
Doolan, A.C.C., one of the personalities of the Regiment, gave
a virtuoso display of cooking in the Divisional Individual
Cookery Competition. The gallery and the goods are shown
in the photograph. Unfonunately, the final judgement has yet
to be made, but whether Sergeant Doolan gets tl:le prize or
not, it is certain that the Sergeants' Mess, who ate the food,
were the winners.

Ski-ing
A report from Lieutenant Richard Collins tells the tale of
the ski team's activities in the recent Divisional and B.A.O.R.
meetings.
The Regimental ski team, who trained in Biberweir, Austria,
from 1st December, must have thought at first that they were
on a basic rock-climbing course; that is until Christmas Daythe day that the snow came down. A nearby, much cursed
hillock, christened ' the pimple,' was the ground for most of
the ' dry ' training, supervised by the relentless trainer, W.0.11
(R.Q.M.S.) Roy Marshall.
We started the Quadrant Meeting with high hopes, but grew
a bit despondent as bad luck dogged our effons. We came a
close second in the 4 x 10 km. relay, and might have won the
15 km. team race but for adverse snow conditions. A broken
ski put paid to our victory chances in the patrol race when we
were in the lead, but the team still scruggled home to fourth
place and to qualify for the British and Army Meeting at Oberjoch. Signalman 'Ginge' Greenacres did exceptionally well
in the alpine events, considering the small amount of time
he was able to spend on downhill skis. Craftsman ' Tweedy '
Ward, of the L.A.D., ran well in the 15 km. and only just
failed to win the novices' prize.
The principal aim at Oberjoch was to beat all the other
4th Division teams, the second aim was to beat all Royal
Signals teams. In the patrol race, in spite of losing Signalman
' Ricky ' Lee, our best skier, because of illness, we came ninth.
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Regimental Basketball
After lots of individual practice, but regrettably little practice
as a team, the Regimental basketball terun, under the
captaincy of Staff Sergeant Alan Wild, R.A.0.C., of Divisional
Headquaners, sallied fonh into the first round of the Army
Cup against the Royal Dragoon Guards, in their own stables
at Detmold. Our first five opened the scoring after two minutes'
play, with a great basket by Corporal Jim Stephenson (of
Harrogate fame) from the right wing. Trailing by one point
(and, incidentally, by one player, who shall be nameless) at
half-time, a new five came on to reapply pressure, and in
a brilliant last quarter, baskets were scored by Lance-Corporal
Al Cooper, Corporal Chas Mitchell and others, to win by a
·
margin of five points.
Association Foodlall
3 Queens are impregnably placed to win the Divisional
league, and even though we are lying second, we cannot reach
them, and so we are concentrating on finding talent for next
season. The more that play the better, so the Regiment fielded
two teams on 22nd January to play league matches. One
played 20th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron
and narrowly lost 4--3, whilst the other played 4th Armoured
Workshops and won 6-2.
The Regiment was soon in the lead against the Squadron
by 2-0, but some lack of fitness was evident, and by just

after half-time the Squadron had reversed the situation, 2-4.
What a catastrophe! Even though they scored once more,
and at that point of the game were making all the running, the
Regimental team just could not get the equalising goal. However, in the general run of the game, 20th Armoured Brigade
Signal Squadron deserved their win.
The match against 4th Armoured Workshops was an exciting
spectacle and certainly an example of good sponsmanship.
The referee had little to do and congratulated both teams on
an excellent performance. Corporal O'Gonnan scored a hattrick, whilst Sergeant ' Curly ' Cooperthwaite came out of retirement.

Cross-country running
Despite the departure from the Regiment of Corporal Brazil
and the temporary absence of Lance-Corporal ' Scouse ' Archer
on leave, the Regiment managed to field a good team against
11th Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron on 9th January.
The course was still coyered in a dangerously thick layer of
ice, which made conditions hazardous for all the runners, but
in the end our team ran out winners by 62 points to 75. This
was due mainly to a fine performance from Lance-Corporal
Frank Bluer, who beat Signalman Fred Barton into second
place. Corporal Moffat was the Regiment's third man home,
followed by the 'ageing' Sergeant Tom McMahon, who has
now put off his 'come-back' until 1970. A special word of
praise must go to Major Mike Ellis, H.Q. Squadron Commander, who proved to all concerned that you are never
too old and who, we should hastily add, got the better of,
amongst others, one very red-faced recently-joined subaltern
(who, for private reasons, requested no publicity!).
Following this encouraging success, on 23rd January the
team competed in the 4th Division Team Cross Country
Championships over a difficult, but varied, six-mile course.
We had high hopes of doing well, despite the absence (on
duty) of three good performers, but in the event we could
only finish seventh out of 14 major units, the winners being
an exceptionally fine team from the Q.D.G. with 2 Grenadier
Guards closely following them.

Ill' AnODfTMl!NT TO HBR MAJE'TY TH1! QUUIC
GOU>U.UTHS & CllOWN J&WU.I.DS,

GAIUVJID & CO. LTD.
•

ROYAL SIGNALS

9 ct. fold and enamel

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS

In gold and enamel or set with
ROY AL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and enamel

precious stones, a badge brooch is
a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a piece of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always

l\/lllllHr·"<r"

in perfect taste. Write now for
details to our military department.

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET· LONDON· W.1

'.

Telephone: REGBNT 7020 (II linet)
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BH1JIN Ins pires even p o etry
The 20th January saw our communicators trundling off to
Rheindahlen in order to put on a BRUIN Demonstration
for many high-ranking AFCENT officers, at the conclusion of
which our tame poet produced the following morsel of inspired
verse :
When Sam Small went off to NORTHAG
To show them how BRUIN was done,
He stayed in a wood near the theatre
And at night had a good deal of fun.

lllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

7th Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 15

The wagons were wrapped in barbed wire
To keep out the kids and their dads,
To fend off the birds was no trouble,
nee they'd had a look at the lads.
We cammed up the complex as usual
By hanging things up in the trees;
We then had to lift them up higher
o the generals could look at their knees.
We all had to learn a new language
To talk to the visiting Vips
To say 'TRVs on the blink sir!'
Was foreign to their vetted lips.

BAOR Rugby Cup
victory at last

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111 11111

BRUIN COMMUNICATION DEMONSTRATION AROUSES WIDESPREAD INTEREST
A group of visitors from a number of N.A.T .O . ar mies o utside t he message centre at commun icati on
head Oscar with the diamond two staff veh icles near by under camouflage

April, 1966, our notes included an item and a picture
the Regiment having five W.O.ls at the same
Itime.·featuring
Well, we have done it again, but in a higher echelon.
For a few days in the New Year we had three LieutenantColonels on strength. They were Lieutenant-Colonel W. E.
Sherratt, M.B.E., and Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Birtwistle (the
old and the new Commanding Officers) and Lieutenant-Colonel
A. P. Baker, erstwhile Second-in-Command, preparing co go off
to command 7lst Signal Regiment (Y). This period also
produced a sort of mini-Christmas, with ' <linings-out ' and
belated entertainment of the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
in the Officers' Mess. (It was cut out of the Christmas programme proper to provide a tiny recuperation period).

Farewell to • {;olo1wl Dill ~
On the evening of 3rd January the officers of the Regiment
dined-out their Commanding Officer. It proved to be a most
entertaining and lively evening, and we were fortunate in
having the good services of the Band of the 1st Battalion
Duke of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment. During his farewell
speech ' Colonel Bill ' surprised all present when speaking of
the future of the Regiment, smartly giving a thumbnail
sketch of ho~ he .saw each member in a year's time, trying
to wrestle with his day-to-day knotty problem. Since there
were forty members dining, this was no mean achievement.
After conducting the band through the Corps March, Colonel
Sherratt was escorted from the ess in the customary fashion.
The W.0 .s' and Sergeants' Mess at last opened their new
extension on the 17th December, and the new bar was well
and truly christened in the customary way. The annual Christma draw was held on 20th December and was a great success, over 120 prizes being quickly and efficiently disposed
of by the draw committee under the able direction of W.0.11
' Dutchy ' Holland.
It w_a their. turn to dine-out the Colonel on 9th January.
On ~his occasion 92 sat at table. A gay enough occasion,
de pile the overtone of regret on the imminent departure of
~lone! Sherra~. Very much in character was the presenta~ion of an. ~nuque-type telephone which the Colonel tapped
into the civil s ystem an.d was able to phone home and give
a report on the proceedmgs. We wonder if this was the first
occa ion on which a C.0. was escorted out of barracks on a
FV 432.

Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Birtwistle formally took over the
Regiment on 10th January and Lieutenant-Colonel W. E.
Sherratt, M .B.E., was driven from the barracks by the M .T.O.
to the lasting cheers of the assembled Regiment.

There were
And a flock
Like " Here
And " Keep

all sorts of bullshine and polish
of the unusual signs
we can see Seven Signals "
off the grass, we've got mines."

The Mufax was u ed to send map-sheets
The Yeoman stands silent and broods,
lt's the first time h e's seen it done proper
They usually send him the nudes.
The visitors come from all over,
Dressed like the Black Dyke Mills Band;
Speak slowly now-this chap looks foreign
" What's Russian for ' Comcen Command.'"

The sv&.tem to AFCEN T's not
They don't seem to answer my ring;
lt must be- it can't be-it isn't
In spite of belt, braces and string.
If practice makes perfect-perfection
Was achieved in the theatre-rehearse
After rub out and rewrite and blast it
The G 1 declaimed in blan~ verse.

Taking all into consideration,
With all the p alaver and fuss;
The demo was most satisfactory
To the gaffer the G enerals and us.
And whilst we are dishing out t'praises,
Let's not forget t'lads from Lippstadt;
They d id twenty-two proud, and no kiddin,
And to them we all rase our hat.

B .A.O.n. Rugby Cup is won nt lust

"Colonel Bill" says a few words

play which dominated, and finally, it was obvious that two
vital members of the Regimental team, injured in the semifinal, had been patched up for the day in order to prevent
disrupting a winnin~ team.
However, most dispassionate observers remarked afterwards
that we had the majority of the play, territorial advantage for
much of the game, and there was little doubt that we ought
eventually to win. We gave ourselves some anxious moments
in so doing.
The sparring early on was cagey and the danger men on both
sides were marked very eagerly. The Sappers' forwards were
beating ours to the ball and in the line out and the first phase
of the game was undoubtedly theirs. It was not undeserved
when they went into a 3 pt. lead from a penalty goal after
about half-an-hour's p lay. Almost immediately, as if ama:zed
by this insolence, Biggs dropped a very neat goal to level the
score and the teams turned round 3 pts. all.
Immediately from the kick-off, with the wind now at their
backs, the Regimental XV launched a series of attacks with
Dunbar, T hompson (No. 8) and Melhuish all prominent.
Dunbar was unlucky to have two tries disallowed before
Melhuish went over for a try which Thompson could not
convert. · Pressure continued and after a wonderful passing
movement Melhuish forced half a gap and James, coming up
from full-back like an express train, galloped over in the
corner. Thompson again failed narrowly with the kick and the
score was 9 pts. to 3 pts. The Sappers counter attacked but
could not get a concerted movement going. After failing with
one penalty they did kick a second awarded on our 25 line.
T he best answer now was to attack, and attack our XV did
so wholeheartedly that they did not realise immediately that
the final whistle had blown.
Many friends came to watch us and we thank them for
their support. We now play either the Welch Guards or the
South Wales Borderers in the Army Cup F inal, again at Bad
Lippspringe, on Wednesday, 5th March, and will do our
damnest to regain that precious trophy for the C-0rps.
(The final has been postponed to the 19th March. -Editor).

Afte r being defeated in the final for the previous two years
the Regimental XV at last won ·the B.A.0.R. A.RU. Challenge
Cup when they defeated 32 Armoured Engineer Regiment by
9 pts. to 6 pts. in the final played at Bad Lippspringe on
Saturday, 1st February.
The semi-final against 1 K.O.S.B. had been won most convincingly by 25 pts. to 3 pts. only five days previou ly in a
very accomplished performance, and there were high hopes
that the team would give a repeat performance, e pecially
since our skipper of two years ago, Lieutenant Bill Backhouse,
was skippering the opposition. Sadly it was not to be. Several
sages knew why this wa so but if the writer may suggest a
few contributory factors, the referee mu t be criticised for not
permitting the game to flow, his whistle was often petty and
at times difficult to understand; cup final nerves were obvious
on both sides and handling was below par; tackling was fair
but heavy and hard on both sides and overall it was defensive

l/.Il 10th Signal Regiment
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VENTS continue to bustle the unit apace. Some of the
self-inflicted-as for example, the
at our hysterical (if not historical)
children's party, and the pass-off of our last MPT I Course.
Other events, shaped by out idc influences, have included the
recent G .P.O. ' go-slow' and the take-over from the R.A.F.
of the first ACE HIGH station to be received into the Corp
fold .

events have been
E
advent of a live Dalek

.H PT Cours~
It was h eartening to see how a repre entative lice of
Corporals from the Corps Unit in the U .K ., seasoned by
W.0.11 Larsen, of Au tralian ignals, welded into a cour e
of out randing Clan under R.S.M. Thom, S.S.M. Prescott and
Sergeant Leggott.

Sergeant Engages S1,rgeant
It was aga in heartwarming to learn that Sergeant Leggott
has become engaged to Sergeant Sherwood, W.R.A.C., of
4 Squadron of the unit. T heir future may be said to be
pretty well taped.
G.P.0. • go-slow '
The postal ' go- low ' deposited 3,000 regi tered and unregistered packages on our Comcen at H .Q., Southern Command, and a further 2,400 packages on to the 4 Squadron
Comcen with H.Q. Strategic Command. Scheduled DS run
wung into full operation smoothly and Captain Pendock and
Captain Bayliss, W.R.A.C., et up reinforced SDOs to cope
successfully with the plethora of paper inseparable from the
running of the machine of war in peace.
101
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A E WGH
W.0.1 Godfrey, tauon Supervisor of the Roy~l Signals
ration, Cold Blow Lane, contributes the following backround note to this new field for the Corps.
The Ace High ystem-Allied ~ol'll?1and Europe Tro~pheric Forward Scaner . Comm!-1!11cat10ns system-was . maugurated in 1961, to provide a ~tary controlled commumcauon network of a high and uniform tandard, to connect the
main military operational centres and to serve the radar outpo t throughout the NATO countries in Europe.
This cype of network became _feasible .with tJ:e advent of
tropo pheric forward scaner radi? t~ques, 1.~., ~ops of
200 to 250 miles being made possible. Prior to this, di.stances
between relay tation were limited to about 50 miles by
u ing the conventional ' Line of Sight' VHF systems. When
one considers the distance involved, i.e. the northern-most
part of Norway, through Denmark, Germany (or the U.K.
and France) Italy, Greece, to the ~stern part of .T urkey, a
distance of approximately 3,000 miles, the enorrmty of the
project comes to light:
.
The system compnses a mam backbone of 36 channel
capacity, three channels of w~ch will provide 54 telegraph
bearers. Supplementary to th~s, line of sight. equipment
providing up to 120 channels 1 used on the tatls.
The chain in the U.K. consists of eight stations, from the
hetlands to London, i.e., Cold Blow Lane and a further two
stations, one in Walta-at present manned by the Royal Navyand one in Cyprus.
Royal Signals, Cold Blow Lane, under W.O.~ Godfrer,
tation Supervisor, is now supported by 10th Signal Regiment, the personnel bei~g part of 1 ~quadron, u~der Major
Robinson. However, it 1s hoped that m a short ume. everyone will get used to the uno~odox . manner by which we
obtain various items and our bills will be met!
At present, this stati?n employs ~ total of 19 persons, of
which 10 are Royal Signals and rune are R.A.F. By early
in 1970 all station personnel will be Royal Signals. Although
this will be a great day for us, it is with much regret th~t
we see the RA.F. personnel leave, after the excellent way m
which they have main~ained this stati?n and the s~pport and
friendship they have given us. We wish them continued succe s in their future work.
Owing to the different equipments used 3fld the new. t.echniques, it becomes necessary for Royal Signals techmc1ans,
either to go on a course of about five months to the SHAPE
Centralised Training Facility (SCTF) in Latina, near Ro~e,
or to do on-the-job training for a period of about nine
months to a year. Incidentally, even the technicians who do
the Latina Course find they need a settling-in period of
about three to six months before tlley are proficient.
The stations are manned 24 hours a day, tlle shifts being
designed to meet the requirements of individual circumstances.
Factors that govern this are, distance of residence from site,
time and tlle preference of tlle technicians involved.
It is essential that those technicians who may be considering
the possibility of joining us realise that this is an exacting
job calling for tlle qualities of self-reliance, trust an~ CBJ?ability in an active roll. The work, of course, will give
technicians a good experience in this new field and the
chance of following this up in civilian life.
Addres.~ing

the public
At the London District Cross-Country Championships, held
recently, the operators of Radio Troop tried their hand at
the art of commentating. Pye FMlO stations, placed at various
pans of the course, took up the commentary as runners
approached and passed their position. The commentary was
broadcast ' live ' to spectators waiting at tlle finishing post
by a PA system (ALS23).
Signalman Brown was indignant when his commentary was
cut shon by Signalman Barker, who had managed to get
him elf in the wrong place. The standard of commentating
would not put the BBC out of business, but it was very
entertaining.
Lance-Corporal Bellwood had the opportunity to practice
hi cross-country and rally driving skills as he took tlle
operators to tl11:;ir commentary positions. At one point, where
there wa a 1-in-1 hill, he found he had an audience, so he
gave an encore and came down the hill again.
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Earth spiking
The Troop has found anotller specialist in its ranks.
Signalman Pratt has found and demonstrated a method of
saving on the electricity bill. Hi advice is as follows: To
black out tlle barracks, ~ke one earth spike,. driye it into the
ground and into the mam power . cable. It 1s s11!1ple and no
skill i required. He found ?Ut JUSt ho~ easy it was when
he aied to drive an eartll spike deeper mto tlle ground on a
recent D 11 /R230 radio exercise between Hounslow and
orthern Ireland. "It was quire a painless experience," he
wa quoted as saying afterwards. To ensure that no one
else could capture tlle limelight, Lieutena!lt S. G. F~lla spent
the next few hours in the MPBW archives searching for a
plan of the barracks which showed the underground power
cable routes. An ancient yellowing copy was eventually found.
One horse had bolted, but at least we can be sure that no
more will go!
• Daily Mall '
A more conventional Troop activity was a visit to Associated
Newspapers Ltd. A condu~ted t01!f to see th~ pr~uction of
the Daily Mail was very interesung and en11ghterung. The
party was shown the newspaper in all its stages of production
and had each stage explained to tllem by the guide. The tour
ended with the guide presenting everyone with a oopy of
the edition they ihad seen in production. No longer will the
common newspaper be taken for 2ranted.
Industrialists presentation
London District recently staged a very good presentation
to top industrialists to demonstrate the quality of officers
and soldiers leaving the Army and how they could be albsoroed
into industry. The complicated public address arrangements,
including tape recording facilities, were handled by Chatham
SWS Troop witll customary aplomb.
The polished dustbin lid, previ~usly reported in ~. notes,
again proved rather more than its cash v~~e by picking up
the questions from the floor, tllereby obviatmg the need for
roving microphones, trailing leads round the floor and the
resultant chaos.

made it necessary to use new techniques in living-out. Despite
the conditions, the Troop did well and marched the last fiveday trek in only four days. Corporal Hackett, as usual, was
a mine of information and, as one of the Troop said, " without him we would most probably still be floundering in the
snow in the wilds of the Highlands."
Regular visits to the Adventure Training Centre are now a
permanent part of OR 1 Troop training, and it is hoped that
as better weather comes along they will be able to use all the
facilities of the Centre.

Visits
Last month we received a visit from Major I. MacDonald
(C.0. designate of 28th Signal Regiment) who came to see
how we train recruits. Also, No. 1 Overseas Communications
Course paid us a visit from the School of Signals; they seemed
to be most interested in our Personnel Selection Branch. We
hope tlley understood the intricacies of domino sorting.
Pass-off 1•arades
8th January
pass-off parade of No. 3 Troop was taken by
Lieutenant-Colonel A. H. Parks, R.T.R., the Garrison
Commander.
The best recruit of the Troop was Signalman Alexander
Finnan. Before he joined the Army he worked as an electrician
in Hamilton. His hobby is woodworking and. he likes h?r~e
riding and swimming. He has now left for his trade trainmg
at Loughborough.

·THE

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
Wensleydale Cadets
The Regiment once again acted as hosts to a party of Cadets,
but this time witll a slight difference. The Cadets were from
Wensleydale School A.C.F., whom the Regiment have always
given a lot of friendly assistance. They first of all watched
a pass-off parade, were shown different aspects of a recruit's
training, and then had lunch, at which they met various
members of OR 1 Troop. After tlle lunch, tlle Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel C. 0. Bound, presented to Mr. E.
Hall, the school's headmaster, a Royal Signals plaque, for
which the cadets could compete as part of their training.
Culty Draggan
On 6th January, OR 1 Troop went to tlle Adventure Training Centre for the second time, on this occasion led by
Lieutenant C. R. Treeby. The climatic conditions had changed
since the Troop's last visit; this time snow and thick ice
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Arrivals and De1•artures
We would like to wish good luck to W.O.II L. Kendrick,
who has left us for 7lst Signal Regiment and Sergeant Peters.
who has gone to 21st Signal Regiment. We would like to
welcome Sergeant Crowhur t and Sergeant Hilder, who have
recently joined us.

REGULATION PATTERN

ROY AL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Hom• -12/9 each plus 1/3 poat
Abroad-11 /6 each plus 1/3 post
Wall Shields 7• x 6• Royal Slcnah
Pace Sticks ...
...
...
...
. ..
Seri:eants Walklnc Canes, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Created. Home
Abroad ...

BEST RECRUIT, 2 TROOP
Si&nalman John Charles Morris

On the 17th January,
Lieutenant - Colonel J. A.
Cleland, took the pass-off
parade of No. 2 Troop.
Signalman John Charles
Morris was the best recruit
of tlle 18 recruits on parade.
Before he joined the Army
he was a student, having returned from Canada when
he was 18. This is not tlle
first taste of military life for
Signalman
Morris,
who
served 18 months in the
Canadian Anny Reserve before he joined the British
Army. We wish him every
success in his career in the
Corps.

31st January
Lieutenant-Colonel W. J. C. G. Coppinger-Symes, tlle Commanding Officer of the Royal Irish Rangers, took the passoff parade of No. 7 Troop on the 31st January. It was perhaps
fil'ting tllat as our own
Corps Band was not available, the Band of the Royal
Irish Rangers played the
music for the parade.
The recruit who gained
the distinction of being tlle
be t recruit of the 23 on
parade was Signalman Roger
Price. Before joining the
Army he was a production
engineer in St. Albans,
having done an apprenticeship in engineering. His
hobbies are photography and
· motor cycling. He enjoys
swimming, but is keen to
have a go at all sports.
Signalman Price will soon
start training as a TechBEST RECRUIT. 7 TROOP
nician, and we wish him
Sign•lm.n Roger Price
good luck for the future.
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ERNEST GOODRICH

I 7th January

Departures
The. Regiment has said farewell to a number of ' characters '
who have enriched life - W.O.I Ellen, on elevation to the
Records Documentation Team; F. of S. Spear, of the DCC,
on posting; and Mrs. Fidler, of the P.R.! . office, on retirement.
Death
Finally, it is our sad duty to report the death ?f Corporal
McKinnon in a car accident whilst on a Cattenck Course.
(For obituary on this N.C.0. see page 123).

Uo.-key
The hockey team were narrowly beaten by the 9th/12th
Lancers in the Army Cup, second round. On a pitch that
was rock hard with ice, the team never really worked together. When snow staned falling heavily, tlle umpires decided
to play on as most of the lines were visible and the wind
tended to blow most of the snow into the corners of tlle
pitch. However, though the team had many shots at goal, they
never found the back of the net, whereas our opponents scored
once. As this was the Lancers' first match after returning from
Germany, we hope that they don't think that we always play
what was virtually ice hockey.

Specialist in the supply of Military Requisites

44, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY

UK or European posting?

Step off the plane and
into a new car !

Send now for FREE Information Pack
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery · Special forces
H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All paperwork
completed
you •Last minute orders no problem

'°"

Order your new car before you leave. When you get back it wi:I be ready and waiting
for you at the airport-fully insurod, with all the paperwork comple"'d fot the U.~ .•
Europe, or both. Tho Information Pack gives you the full gen: forces discounts, specml
H.P. terms, the lot. ..• Plus a sheaf of colour brochures of all the latest

models to browse through at leisure. Thete"s no obligation whatever. You car
weigh everything up. toke your time choosing-and take dehvery wherever you land.

w.i.3

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

Vauxhall • Hil!ma.n •
Singer

• Sunbeam • Humber •

NATOC:ARS
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on 2nd January. The first race was in light winds and was won
by lt points by the Royal Signals team despite the fact that
R.E.M.E. succeeded in gcning the first boat in. The second
race was a most convincing win. This was followed by a race
between j:he Commander-in-Chief, General Carver (who is a
Colonel Commandant of R.E.M.E.), and the Chief of Staff
FARELF, Major-General Hancock. In the circumstances it was
decided that they should both receive a prize. The Corps team
was Major Barker and W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Wood, Major Edinger
and Major Bird, Lieutenant MacCulloch and Corporal Richards
Captain Miller and Corporal Cripps (both of 19th Regiment)'.
Captain D. G. Parker, R.N., forsook the helm of H.M.S.
Hermes for that of Brigand for a day's sailing with the C.O.
and his family on 10th January. He came alongside in fine style
m the Captain's gig halfway up the Johore Strait and was set
1shore at the wall alongside HM.S. Hermes from Brigand in
the evening, after an exhilarating day's sailing.

llllllllllllllllHllllllllllllllilillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

18th
Signal Regiment
c1o G.P.O. Singapore

As usual activity
is the keynote in the
18th Regiment
111111111111111111111111111!111111111111111111111111111111111111111

THEY'RE A CHEERFUL BUNCH IN 2 SQUADRON IBTH SIGNAL REGIMENT
Seen at the Squadron party left to right: Signalman Vanugopul, Sergeant De-Leq Le Montias, Signalman
Mcleod, Sergeant Maarof, Sergeant Arshad, Sergeant M. Karia, Signalman Punosamy and Signalman
Guriah

l

Squadron do it at last
ESPITE the heavy handicap of hift working for the
majority of their members, 1 Squadron won the last interSquadron competition and received ' the lance,' with due pomp
and ceremony, on the C.0.'s parade held on 8th January. This
phase of the competition was concerned with trade, educational
and military proficiency qualifications, the drill and barrack
room competition. ' H.Q.' Squadron ran them a close second
and were only four points behind on the final count. This is
the first time that 1 Squadron have become the Champion
Squadron for over two years. Well done those men!

D

Inter-Squadron boxing
The finals of the Inter-Squadron Boxing Competition were
held in the Junior Ranks' Mess on 26th January. On paper it
looked as if 249 Squadron were going to walk away with all
the prizes as they did last year. However, this did not in fact
prove to be the case.
The first bout set the tone for the rest of the evening when
Signalman Majid (' H.Q.' Squadron) beat Staff Sergeant (Y. of
S.) Martin in a very exciting contest. All the bouts were keenly
contested and hard fought. The M.0.R.s did extremely wellwinning four out of the nine bouts.
249 Squadron emerged as overall winners of the competition
with 'H.Q.' Squadron a close second. For those who have
served in Singapore the detailed results of the evening's boxing
were:
Bantam, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Martin (249) v. Signalman
Majid (H.Q.)-won by 'H.Q.' Squadron; Feather, LanceCorporal Hodgekinson (249) v. Signalman Dilder (H.Q.)-won
by 'H.Q.' Squadron; Light, Signalman Colston (249) v. LanceCorporal Hamer (1)-won by 249 Squadron; Light welter,
Signalman Patrick (249) v. Signalman Idris (2) - won by 2
quadron; Heavy, Sergeant Innes (249) v. Corporal GrayCowan (1)-won by 1 Squadron; Light middle, Corporal Skinfield (249) v. Lieutenant Patterson (H.Q.) - won by 249
quadron; Middle, Corporal Berry (249) v. Signalman Henderson (H.Q.)-won by 249 Squadron; Light Heavy, LanceCorporal Watson (249) v. Corporal Kirpal Singh (H.Q.)-won
by 249 Squadron; Welter, Signalman Hassan (2) v. Corporal
Fernandez (H .Q.)-won by 'H.Q.' Squadron.

Hermes
H.M.S. Hermes visited Singapore again over Christmas and
the New Year. Liaison between the ship and the Regiment
U.~t.S.

1°'4

was somewhat constricted by the festivities at the Naval Base
and Dover Road, but many acquaintances were renewed and
mutual visits were arranged for officers and other ranks
to see what the other half did and how they lived. The
Regiment won a hard-fought game of hockey against the
ship (4-0) - good stick work and short passes eventually
wearing down a rumbustious attack by the Hermes team. The
Corps squash team managed to reverse the defeat they suffered
on the last visit and had a convincing win (3-2) under the
energetic leadership of Colonel Tonry.

Harl llnyn and tilt• social se••11e
The Malay soldiers living in barracks celebrated the end of
the fasting month with their traditional Hari Raya lunch on
th January. Specially prepared rice, curry and a roast chicken
per four men were the main features of the feast, followed by
Malay sweets, grapes and other fruit. Corporal Haji Amran
led the prayers at the onset of the meal.
This was followed by the Hari Raya party held on the
evening of 11th January in which Malay families participated
in an extensive evening's entertainment. As always this was
a light-hearted and gay affair with Malay national dances, a
traditional dress competition, joget to two bands, a raffle and
an extensive buffet.
2 Squadron followed up this event by an excellent Squadron
party in the Princess Mary Club on the following Saturday
to say farewell to Major and Mrs. Roberts and welcome Major
and Mrs. Fowke. Major and Mrs. Roberts were not only presented with complete iV alay costumes but persuaded to wear
them, which they did to great effect. The Regimental (or
should I say 2 Squadron) Group-the Drifters-was very much
in evidence under the watchful eye of Lance-Corporal Fudge.

Sqnnsh
Although the Regiment was knocked out in the second round
of the FARELF squash championships, 249 Squadron's team
(Colonel Tonry, Captain Storr and Captain Orwin) went on
to win for the second year running. H.Q. Royal Signals, the
Regiment and 249 Squadron have been playing regularly during
the last few months and have brought on many newcomers to
the game with the active encouragement of Major Roberts.
W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Cassling, Sergeant Helme, Corporal Davies
and Signalman Caswell can already give a good account of
themselves, and many others, including W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Wood,
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Boyle and Sergeant Papandreou have been
trying their hand at the game.
Sailing
The best winds blow in Singapore during the
orth-east
monsoon in January and February and, as usual, the Singapore
sailing regatta season is taking advantage of them and is now
in full swing.
The series of regattas reached it's high point on 26th January
with the annual Round the Island race-this year from the
Red House to the Tengah Yacht Club. The Regiment was well
represented witil Brigand, finishing 4th in the cabin handicap
class (out of 25), Major and Mrs. Bird 7th in the GP 14 class
(out of 75), and three other boars sailed by members of the
Regiment and three more crewing for other helms. The race
started at 4 a.m. and the various classes finished during the
afternoon and evening. Assistance in running the race extended
from a radio net between control points and rescue craft, provision of motor boat crews and observers and, by no means
least, the landing party organised by W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Wood at
the finish, to get the boats up the steep and narrow slip at the
Tengah Yacht Club. The R.S.M. didn't finish until 10 p.m.
and remarked that it was his hardest day's work in years!
Due to unavoidable delays, the Maxwell Cup for 1968 (a
team race between R.E.M.E. and Royal Signals) was sailed for
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FAREWELL TO A PILGRIM
The C.O. {Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson) says goodbye to the unit
sponsored pilgrim to Mecca, Lance-Corporal Abdul Rahman

Cross-eountry
The FARELF cross-country championships were held at
Dover Road on 31st January. (The course was a gruelling five
miles up hill and down dale which would have been a fair test
in U.K. let alone in the steam heat of Singapore). 249 Squadron
won the Minor Units cup with ample margin with a score
of 100 and in fact would have been a close second to 42 Commando who won the Major Units cup with a score of 57. The
Regiment came third in the Major Units cup with a score of
152. Those well in the front of the field were:
1st (27min. 54sec.) Corporal Dring (249 Squadron);
3rd (27min. 59sec.) - Corporal Kahn (trainee in 3 Squadron);
4th (29min. 14sec.) - Signalman Stanley (249 Squadron);
8th (30rnin. 17sec.) - Lieutenant Gardiner (' H.Q.' Squadron);
9th (30 min. 21sec.) - Signalman Palany (' H.Q.' Squadron);
10th (30min. 37sec.}-Signalman Houghton (19th Signal Regiment); 12th (30rnin. 42sec.}-Signalman Parry (249 Signal
Squadron); 20th (32min. 57sec.)-Lance-Corporal Hintton (249
Signal Squadron).
Sto1• press
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Meekings won the trophy for the best net
core in the Warren Golf Club open championships held on 2nd
February with a net 61 and a gross 74 for 18 holes. He also
won the ' B ' Division trophy and a stack of golf balls and so
is well equipped to continue the game in Terendak, where he
goes as R.Q.M.S. to 28 Commonwealth Brigade Signal Squadron
on 13th March. As he only took up the game eighteen months
ago, on arrival in the theatre, this is a really remarkable
achievement.

19th Signal Regiment
c 1o G.P.O. Singapore
COLOURFUL ATIIRE
Major and Mrs. Roberts were a striking pair when they wore Malay
national dress at the farewell party given to them by 2 Squadron

Oh to be a pilgrim
It is intended to send two pilgrims to Mecca this year,
Sergeant Murad (3 Squadron) and Lance-Corporal Abdul
Rahman (2 Squadron). As Abdul Rahman leaves the service this
year he was given the first vacancy and was seen off at the
dockside on 1st February by Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson,
Major Fowke, Captain Yahya and a host of relations and
friends in the Regiment. 200 pilgrims boarded the Kuala
Lumpur with him at Singapore and the quayside was thronged
with some 5,000 well-wisher .
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SERGEANT

ft.

J.

HASKELL,

11.E.lU.

It was with great pride that we learned of the award in the
New Year's Honours List of the British Empire Medal to
Sergeant Raymond John Haskell, who recently left this (19th)
Regiment and is now serving with 6th Infantry Brigade H.Q.
and Signal Squadron in U.K.
We cannot quote from the official citation but Sergeant
Haskell was the N.C.O. i charge of the small 19th Regin1ent
detachment at Labuan for some 21 months and the senior
Army repre entative there; the early part of this period inclur1ed
the last months of Confrontation under operational conditions.
The Station Commander had the greatest faith in his communication ability and once said: "All I know is that, if I
asked him at 2.00 a.m. to erect a loudspeaker 500 feet above
the control tower by 2.15 a.m. he would do it somehow!"
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S rgeant Haskell had to liai e with officers of the R.A.F .,
R.M.A.F., Federation Army and also with civilian P. and T.
official , and hi unfailing tact, good humour and evident desire
to co-operate cau ed him and his detachment to be held in
the high.!st regard.
He wa Chairman of the L.B.S. (Labuan Broadcasting Service)
and devoted most of his ' off duty ' hours to bettering this
mo t e ential amenity on a lonely station.
When R.A.F. cation Labuan was handed over to the
R. \. .A.F. in April, 1968, Sergeant Haskell erved his last few
month in the Regiment as A/Staff Sergeant in Seletar Troop,
where he quickly made many friends.
Tho e who know of his sad bereavement some years ago
when he was erving in B.A.0.R. will be pleased to learn
that he recently remarried in the Far East.
To Sergeant Haskell, 19th Regiment, send this very special
and sincere congratulations on the a\'lard of the B.E.M.
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Chris tmas carols
BAND of carollers augmented by the Station Volunteer
Band, under the direction of Major E. P. H ughes, went
carol singing again round Laarbruch, Weeze and Goch and
attracted much goodwill and local press attention by their
efforts. They gathered round the large Chrisnnas tree by the
church in Laarbruch and then proceeded to the old people's
home in Weeze, where all concerned were given a quick
· chnapp ' to aid the circulation. Then on to Goch, where
many of the local people joined them in the main square and
sang ' Silent Night' in the original language.

and a .lack of high ground (that reminds me, I must get those
two linemen down off the radio relay tower). A busy and enjoyable morning was followed by a faultless trip round
Bruggen and Wilderuath during the afternoon.
This was our last inspection by the Brigadier, and we are
delighted he considered us to be in top form.

Small bore shooting
About the only pastime you could not indulge in at Laarbruch was small bore shooting . . . that is to say, until this
month.
On 6th January, Colonel W. G. Neilson paid us a flying
visit to open the new range, designed, organised and built by
Lieutenant C. E. Timson, B.E.M., and members of his Troop
(we now have a definite corner in disused airmen's dining
halls).
Our ex-Commanding Officer fired the first shots down the
range and later declared it open by unveiling a small plaque
to commemorate the occasion, where amongst others, the
Nuffield Trust was thanked for their financial assistance of
£510.
Colonel Neilson then went on to hand Lieutenant-Colonel N.
A. Butler a silver trophy for small bore shooting within the
Regiment.
Existing small bore trophy holders had better look to their
laurels because we are now on the warpath.

Out in front on all fronts
Redifon's new MF/ HF receiver-the R.550 •Altair'gives a choice of •free' VFO tuning with a resolution
of 10 Hz or, using a simple adaptor, full frequency
synthesis in 100 Hz steps. After VFO search, transfer
to synthesiser operation is instantaneous.
The fully transistorised Altair achieves higher
s.tandards in frequency and phase stability. In
frequency setting accuracy, cross modulation and
blocking characteristics.
It has a remarkable dynamic range with unrivalled AGC performance and front end protection.
And it operates on CW, MCW, DSB, SSB and ISB.
The Altair is designed to meet the most

Rhine Area Cross-Country Champions for
the third year
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Cantle and his cross-country team did it
again!
Corporal Storer came in first to win the individual, and six
others got home in the first 21. They were Corporal Oyedepo,
Lance - Corporal Woodford, Craftsman Bigham, Corporal
M cNeil, Private Budde, Signalman Innes; Lance-Corporal Hunt
dashed in in 49th place as our eighth man, clinching the
victory for the third successive year.
Fitness, dedication and good tactics beat a good team from
16th Signal Regiment .

....................
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G OD REST YE MERRY GENTLEMEN
Carol singers: from Laarbruch su pported by t he Station Band are
in good:voice under the baton of Maj o r E. P. Hughes of the 2 1st
Signal Regiment

Tb party's o'' r
We got the message that the Christmas festivities were
over when the Station Commander at Laarbruch blew the
hooter for Minival three times in eight days! This was obviously
iust a softening-up process for the Administration Inspection
which followed a week later, where the Commander, Rhine
,\rear, Brigadier J. A. Glennie, C.B.E., D .S.O., A.D.C., gave
u all the run-around, protecting AVTAG installations on the
airfield from various attacks. Even he discovered that a ninemile ring road slows up reinforcement, particularly during takeoff, when the traffic lights are at red!
However, the Regiment emerged triumphant, despite fearful
ca~ualties (the R.A.F. tretcher-bearers worked overtime) two
major fire (the fire section broke their own record-twice!)
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Sales

•• A vacancy exists at the Plessey Automation Division, • .
Poole, for a Commercial Engineer in tbe Telegraph
•
Test Equipment Sales Division.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The successful applicant must have a thorough
knowledge of the principles of telegraphy and
experience in the installation, repair and maintenance
of telegraph machines and multi-channel V .F.T.
equipment.
To liaise between customer and
engineering staff and to assist with the technical
publications staffs in handbook preparation.

•
•
•
•
•
•

• . Please apply to The Personnel Manager, The Plessey • .
Company Limited, Poole, Dorset.

•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••
:

PLESSEY ELECTRONICS

•

:
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A Member Company of the Red1 ffusion Organisation

T he orienteering team attended the inaugural meeting of
the North-East Orienteering Association in the Stang F orest,
near Barnard C~ stle, on .25th January. Although the two
teams entered did not wm any of the prizes they gained
valuable experience, plus bruises, ~cratch~s and ' torn clothing
from the dense undergrowth. Six novices entered in the
Wayfinder Class, and soon found out that orienteering isn 't
as easy as it looks!
Congratulations are also due to the Commanding Officer
and the R.S.M. for their efforts in the Northern Command
Squash Rackets Championships. Lieutenant-Colonel Hellier
being runner -up in the open tournament and W.0.1 Pearce
runner-up in the Soldiers' Tournament.
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.\nnual F.l<·.n. Juspe tion
HE principal evenc in the Regimencal cale~dar for .January

T wa the annual Fitness-For-Role Inspection, which took
pla e this year on Friday, 17th. The in pection was conducted

as u ual, by our D?mmander, Brig~dier J. M:· Sawers, M.B.E.,
who wa. accompa01ed by two of h1 staff L1eati:nant-Colone~s
G. W. A. Stephenson and A. Sawyer. C.C. R. Signals and h_i
raff are, of cour e frequent visitors to the Regiment, both 1?
barrack and in the field, and they know us well,_ but ~1
does not le en the importance of the annual formal mspecuon
in our eye nor (as quickly became apparent) in theirs!. ~Vie
were lucky with the weather, f?r a .wmtry un was shining
a the Brigadier wa met on his arrival by a quarter guard
co:nmanded by Staff Sergeant Dan'!lls and drawn from member of the M.P.T. Course then running in the Training Wing.
The morning followed the conventional cour e of F.F.R. in. pcction
the staff getting to grips with stores accounts
office d~ument training statistics, security arrangemencs an_d
the like while the Brigadier himself saw a much of the Regimenc a ' time allowed. After he had vi ited ' M' Troop, where
Captain Ribchester and Fore~an Murray howed him .the
work being done in preparation for our Tels . l_nspec~on,
which was to begin ten days' later and the Trammg Wing
where Yeoman Llewellyn conducted him round the various
upgrading courses being held there at the time, he chose 2
quadron a the Squadron to be inspected in detail. This
apparently gave Sergeant-Major Mullin much satisfaction, and
there were suitably disappointed expressions on the other
Sergeant-Majors' faces: their inner feelings may have been
quite different of course! About 11 o'clock ~e. Brig~dier handed
the Commanding Officer an envelope contammg his orders for
deployment of the Regimenc later in the day. These caused
a number of people to miss their lunch, including SergeantMajor Arnold who, as P.M.C., had expected to welcome the
vi itors to his Mess for the traditional pre-lunch drink, but
instead found himself scrambling into combat kit and hustling
3 Squadron out into the field. After lunch, the Brigadier and
the C.O. flew to the exercise location, where the Brigadier
made a thorough inspection of the defensive plan, as well as
checking the communications, which bad been established
to the 1 Squadron Commhead in camp. 2 Squadron were
also tested, being required to establish secure HF communications to Gutersloh Airfield-a straightforward task which caused
no difficulty. So ended an enjoyable and most interesting day;
and a uccessful one, we think, although the official inspection
report has not yet reached the Regiment.
, . l;olts hy Corps Command.-r and Garrison

Commander
During January we also received a visit from Brigadier R. L.
C. Dixon, M .C., who has recently taken over as CRAC 1 (BR)
Corps and, more significantly for us, Commander, Lippe Garrion. This was his first visit to Lippstadt and he concentrated
on ration matters, rather than Regimental ones. In quick
rime he visited the Education Centre, Church Army, Medical
and Dental Centres,
AAFI Families' Shop and the EFES
chool. There was just time for a short tour of the Training
\X'ing, before he had to go. Later in the month, LieutenantGeneral Sir Mervyn Butler, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., the
Corps Commander, paid his first visit to the Regiment in barracks, although, of course, he knows us well in the field.
Thi wa a memorable occasion, clearly enjoyed by everyone.
After presenting the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
to W.O.I Hoyes, Sergeant Gibson and Corporal Hayes, the
General walked round the Regimenc talking to everyone he
came acro!>s. He must have had a personal word with well
o\·er a hundred people, and he reduced R.S.M. DeClancy to
good-natured despair by frequently departing from the prepared programme with a brisk "Just let's see what you've
got through here!" It was all great stuff, and we only hope he
enjoyed hi visit as much as we did.
Tral11l11~

With the individual trammg season coming to an end-although ome 45 of our N.C.O.s still face M.P.T. Class I
Cour e -the first Regimental exercise of the new year took
place during the last week of January. Its aim was merely to
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Tl b*•stl Expedition
l'nfortu nately the expedition scheduled for January and
February has had to be postponed. However, a new expedition
l .ucifer-with a modified aim will take place in April. A
pany of 16 all ranks will ft y from R.A.F. Benson via Malta to
El Adam and from there will attempt a Western Desert
cro~sing to Benghazi and then on to the Kufra Oasis. The
Regiment has been fortunate enough to obtain a ' Chobham
Tavigator' for use in a Land Rover, and this equipment will
greatly aid desert navigation on the expedition.
WELL DESERVED
W.0.1 Hoyes, Sergeant Gibson and Corporal Hayes after receiving
their L.S. and G.C. medals from Commander I (BR) Corps.
'blow the cobwebs away,' and brush up on our movement
drills, camouflage, and the routine of living and working in
the field. It was a fast-moving affair, with three daylight moves
and one night move, and achieved its modest aim. Now for the
more testing business of communications!

Regimental Ski-Jng
The Regimental ski hut in Bavaria has been busy indeed
during January. The first really good snow of the winter fell
shortly after Christmas, and Lieutenant Trevor Hendren and
Lance-Corporal Parker have been making use of the excellent
conditions to put successive courses of novices through their
paces. Each course has been subjected to an ardous programme
of serious training, culminating in a 25 km. ski trek, including
an overnight camp in snow holes and behind snow breaks.
By the end of the season, some 90 men will have learned something of the art of living and moving in snow. The Regimental
ski team, lacking in experience and expertise, managed to
come tenth in the 4th Division Ski Meeting-a satisfactory
result, which should enable us to challenge strongly for the
top places next year-providing we can keep the team together.

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
ATTERICK now basks in glorious sunshine-a thing
unheard of in February, and we wait with trepidation
for the snowfalls that are bound to come.

C

Visit of G.O.C. Nortbumbrlan District
Major-General J. H. D. Ward-Harrison, C.B.E., M.C.,
visited the Regiment on 7th January. The General was very
incerested in what he saw on visiting all the departments in
an all-too-brief tour of inspection.

Sport
The next time Northern Command hold their badminton
championships, they will be wary of asking 24th-as, this year,
members of the Regiment walked away with nearly all the
trophies . Congratulations are due to Sergeant Donovan,
Sergeant Noddings, Lance-Corporal Lindon (W.R.A.C.) and
Corporal Savage (W.R.A.C.) on such a splendid effort.
The W.R.A.C. Squadron added to the silver in the guardroom by winning the Northern Command Netball Championships on 22nd January, at York.
With the influx of courses into the Regiment, the rugby
team has acquired several new, enthusiastic members, and the
team is notching up some very convincing wins.
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Ad"·.-nture training
~t was felt that with the coming of winter the tented
Adventure Training accommodation at Pooley Bridge, Ullswater would prove too wet and cold and so 11th Regiment
kind ly offered to share their facilities at Culty-Braggen, Perthshire. One of our rock climbing instructors, Sergeant A.
Smith, is now permanently based in the camp. Facilities for
adventure trainin~ abound - swimming, canoeing, sailing,
climbing and walking. Not all, of course, at the same time or
to be attempted in winter.
Arriwals and Departures
Since the last edition there have been more comings and
_goings. Captain Denis Camell is now in Ireland, and in his
place we welcome Captain Len White. Welcome also to
Lieutenant Chris Dakin who has joined us from FARELF.
This month we say goodbye to a well-known member of
t he Regiment-too well known by some! The Provost Sergeant
- Sergeant Pape who is leaving the Army next month, we
would like to wish him all possible luck 'outside'!

[Courtes y S. 1a:rdine, Blandf<>rd

PRESENT ARMS FOR THE S.0.-in·C.
The Gu1rd of Honour provided by 4 Squadron of 30th Regiment
was given a beautiful silver vase, suitably engraved, as a
memento of the occasion. After dinner the rose bowl was well
christened with champagne and duly passed round. A happy
evening was had by both hosts and guests alike.
Camberley Demonstration to the Staff College
On Tuesday, 28th January, the Regiment again mounted
the Annual Demonstration and Display of signal equipment to
members of the D.S. and students of the Staff College. D.S.
and students visited the demonstration in three groups of up
to 70 each; two in the morning and one in the afternoon.
After an introductory talk by the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. B. Gilbertson, spectators divided into
groups and visited three separate stands. Stand I showed current
radio equipment, space models of the Clansman range of sets,
and a Dl3 radio in Airtech Containers. The latter was provided
by 14th Regiment and provided a working link to Malta. A
number of Staff College students who had friends in Malta
and who had sent messages to them on the previous day received
replies w~en they reached this part of the demonstration during
the day.
Stand II was again in three parts. AFV 432s, on loan from
the School of Infantry, were tactically sited representing the

30th Regiment
Hl.A~DFOUD

CAl'HP

Visit of Si(tunl Officer-1.n-Chief

N Friday, 7th February, we were pleased to welcome the
O
Signal Officer-in-Chief to the Regiment. Having inspected
t he Quarter Guard, provided by 4 Squadron, Major-General
Anderson presented four LS. & G.C. medals. Medals were
rece ived by W.O.II Morley (Royal Engineers) who is a military
Clerk of Works employed at the Blandford Depot Office of
the Ministry of Public Building and Work , and three Royal
Signals enior N .C.O.s. Staff Sergeant C. Walker, Sergeant C.
G. C. Nurse (Comcen Operator Bl) and Corporal A. D. Bell
( Driver, Royal Signals, Bl).

W .R.A.C. rose bowl prese1ated
On the night preceding his official visit the Signal Officer-inChief attended a Regimental dinner night in the Officers' Mess.
The occasion was the presentation by him of the W.R.A.C.
rose bowl to Lieutenant L. Windmill, W.R.A.C. This rose
bowl, being presented for the first time, is an annual award
from Royal Signals to the W.R.A.C. subaltern serving with the
Corps who has contributed most to Royal Signals in that year.
Forty-two Officers and guests sat down to dinner, including
D.W.R.A.C. Brigadier The Hoo. M. M. Anderson, M.B.E.,
W.R.A.C., Hon. A.D.C. and D.D.W.R.A.C. Southern Command
Colonel J. L. Rankin, W.R.A.C.
In addition to the rose bowl, which returns to its permanent
home at the W.R.A.C. College in Camberley, Lorna Windmill
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[Courtesy S. 1ardine, Blandf<>rd

A SPECIAL OCCASION
The S.0.-in-C . presents Lorna Windmill with the Rose Bowl
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a sistance with stand builders, painters and first class display
material. Also a word of thanks to Major F. C. Lockwood and
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) A. J. Simpson, ?f ~e Sign_al~ Wing, R.1':-i·:A·
andhurst, for their full co-operanon m providing our admimstrative needs at the R.M.A.

p:. complex at a Brigade H .Q. ~n B.A.O.~. ~rom th~re students

saw Bruin models and enough diagtammau~ mformanon to show
how a Brigade H.Q. i linked to the Brum trunk system. 1}le
final part of this stand was . an indoor wo_rking demonstranon
provided by the School of Signals of a radio relay system. The
sy tern included R CSO/R236, CST 1 + 4 No. 3, TTVF 4/12
CH 40 / 160 line exchange, 2 x TlOOs and Mufax.
4 ' quadron provided Stand III and after a short talk by
Major C. S. Tyson the vi itors aw vehicles and crews of the
quadron working operationally.
.
All reports indicate that the content of the demon~trauon was
what was required by the Staff College, and t;Jlat it help ed t~
cry tal1i e the role and tasks of the Corps m the students
mind .
f
Thanks mu t be given to Captain D. W. Stubbs, o the
Demonstration Team School of Signals, for providing valuable

S p ort
Lance-Corporal B. Law entered the South-West District
individual cross-country championships at Taunton on 22nd
January and must be congratulated in coming 6th out ~f a
field of 124. He also entered the Southern Command championships at Pirbright on 5th February but was unplaced.
Major P. Wetherill and Serge~t D. A. W . Bowden rel?resented the Corps in the recent senes of hockey m~tches agamst
R.M.C.S. Shrivenham, R.C.T. and R.M., all of which were won.

FAR AWAY PLACES-UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts
A•

Carrier telephone terminal TA-5006U (F2~00) then by
aerial slung cable assembly CX-1065/G (Spiral 4) cable
laid lO miles to

A-traUa• Postserip t t o Exerei se • Coral

Sa•fl8 ' explaias "'"" • • •

"Happiness is ,,
Written by Major W. H. Walters, Royal Australian Signals;
of 129 (Australian) Signal Squadron
°"-XTHEN you are sitting in the Leichart Hotel, in Rockl' l' hampton, Australia, arguing with your C.S.O. as to who
will pay for the bottle of red wine with dirmer-you. art? paged
to the telephone. As you pass the desk, the recepuomst says
"You have a call from a ship at sea, sir!"
You answer the telephone and find that L ieutenant-Colonel
A. A. Dacre, C.R. Signals 17th Gurkha Division is calling
you from t!he LSL Sir Galahad, standing offshore in Broad
Soond. He has certain proposals for the itinerary of your
Director who is visiting ' Coral Sands ' next day.
You oollect the information and say "Wait a moment, sir,
I'll confirm this straight away with the C.S.0."
You return to the table, brief the C.S.O. on the proposals
and say nonchalantly "Would you like to confirm this with
c.R. Signals now?"
You notice with interest has raised eyebrows indicating
that he is aware of the location of. C.R. Signals.
Why "Happiness is"?
Well! . . . The Sir Galahad was in the bay to the north
of the Shoalwater Bay training area and the channels over
which we spoke were carried on the following bearersBritish Bearers (provided by Royal Signals and Gurkha
Signals)
L SL ' Sir Galahad '
From telephone set ' L ' to switchboard magneto 10 line
to apparatus carrier telephones (ACT) 1 + 4 to radio
set C41.
Shot 4! nautical miles to
The H ut Relay
Picked up by radio set C41 through ACT 1
ACT 1 + 4 and radio set C41.
Shot 25 miles to
Raspberry Creek Relay
Picked up by radio set C41 through ACT 1

+4

to

+ 4 to

Au tralian Bearers (provided by 129 Signal Squadron, Royal
Australian Signals)

The Glen
Picked up by TA-5006 /U thence by multicored copper
underground cable to switchboard SB 86 / P- then by
aerial slun~ spiral 4 tail of 2t mile to multichannel equipment AN/TRC-90A and shot by trophospheric scatter
45 miles to
Pink Lily
Picked up by AN /TRC-90A and passed in multicored
copper underground cable to a switchboard SB 86/~-_
then by further multicored underground cable to the civil
access point at the entrance to P ink Lily. From there by
PMG cable through the Rockhampton automatic exchange to the Leichart Hotel telephone.
The call involved only four switchboards, as Lily had a
direct dialling facility to Rockhampton numbers. (The fourth
switchboard is at the L eichart Hotel).
See what I mean now by " Happiness is " -it worked well!
The C.R. Signals and C.S.0. were happy- that made me
happy, and the red wine with dinner tasted all the sweeter.
Incidentally, the C.S.O. paid for the wine.

Letter from East Africa==
Dear Bwana,
OR a long time I have been
saying to myself, and .putting
W rl•tt en bY
it in letters, that I must stop this
" willing - helper - to - the - civil Majo r
community " attitude, but there must
be a weak spot in my character. Not
only was I talked into the organising
J. R. E. Cross
committee of the KIA Motor Club's
Motorodeo and ended up by running
the arena, but, having done that, I
received a request via dubious military channels to take on the Arena Chief Stewardship of the
Nairobi Agricultural Show (ex-Royal Show) and, like a fool,
I accepted. This show, run by the Agricultural Society of
Kenya, takes place each year at Jamhuri Park (ex-Mitchell
Park) and is a bigger event than most large county shows
in England. The result was that I was loaned to the Society
and they, having got themselves a willing helper, promptly
elected me as one of the two Assistant Chief Stewards for the
whole show, in addition to the arena chore.

F

Two weeks of planning and rehearsals for events, ranging
from cattle parades and show jumping to hovercraft displays
and the military tattoo, followed by five show days, amounted
to 19 days of 7 a.m. to midnight, and a very weary, joint
aching officer. One has to have good stewards who can be
relied upon to take an order and get on with it, so with this
in mind, I looked around for my own willing helpers to
augment the ones provided by the society. Sergeants Challis
and Guest volunteered, took leave, and came in as collecting ring stewards, and Sergeant Howden took on the control
of the complicated floodlighting required for the evening
tattoos. The show was opened by President Tubman of
Liberia, accompanied by President Kenyatta, and they both
attended on other days, which resulted in various alarms in
the arena as I tried to time events to coincide. The arrival
of the President, half-an-hour early, to watch the tattoo,
produced a few grey hairs, but I was told that all went well
from the spectator and committee points of view. A cocktail party was held after the last ~ttoo, at which all were
thanked for their efforts and the Chairman said to me " you
will be here for the next show, won't you?" . . . Oh lor!
In the middle of one hectic morning I was contacted by
the Briti h High Commission to be told that Brigadier Gray
was in Kenya with a group of visiting V.I.P.s and that he
would like me to have lunch with him. A rapid hand-over to
one of my helpers (Sir Charles Markham, in charge P.A.),
collected wife and arrived in time, but rather hot. Talked
about Kenya and Signals in general, but was somewhat
shattered when the Brigadier told me that he had not seen
my letter to THE WIRE!
As a point of interest, the High Commissioner here, Sir
Eric Norris, is ex-Corps.
After the show I managed to fit in a week at the coast for
leave/duty and motored down (tarmac all the way now}most pleasant, except that the front wheel drive transmission of the car seized up lit 70 m.p.h. on the way down,
due to faulty assembly of the gearbox cover after servicinglots of fun. Mistake admitted by agents, new car sent out
and repairs done for free.
Sergeant Filtness has left
the team after 10 years in
this part of the world; he
was also going home to
leave the Army. I don't
think that I have met a
more pop:.Ilar N .C.0. in the
Corps-he must have had
at least 10 farewell parties
from variou sections of the
Kenya Army Signals and
other , and I can't imagine
how he kept within his
MFO weight limit with all
the gifts he received. He
was one of the old school
of practical technicians who
[Courtesy: Daily Nation, Nairobi
could turn his hand to anySer1eant Joe Filt ness - le avi ng Ke nya
thing. H e <has applied for a
after ten years
technical post in the Kenya
Police, which he is bound to get if he still wants to return, so
he may walk into my office with ·tTWO pips on his shoulder any
day now.
It's a nice feel ing to have been part of an achievement.
For some time I have been a committee member of the
Electronics Group here, and now, after a year's work, we
have finally got ourselves registered as an institution recognised by the three territories, so the whole thing has been
regularised on a chartered membership basis, and there is
now the Electronics Institution of East Africa. Getting this
organised has meant a great deal of off-duty work, but it has
been well worthwhile; all the founder committee members
have been made life members and are now getting applications for membership from overseas boffin VIPs vhich should
boost our role of Fellows.
Looking at my diary, I see that the first meeting of t~e
East African Safari Communications Control Committee 1s
next week, followed by the meeting of the Arena Committee
for the next agricultural show a few days later-here we go
again!
Kwaheri
CRO.
Nairobi.
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So what's so
sp ecial
about Wilsons?
.• . well nothing really if you can find
another firm of brokers who are Incorporated, established, reliable, who
really do understand and specialise in
Army matters, who act for something
like two out of three Units for their
Official Insurances and insist that a
professional, personal and friendly
approach to insurance problems is
Our leaflet
appreciated by officers.
" Keys to Security '' tells you more.

(INSURANCES) LTD
lnc01porated Insurance Brokers

Head Office: 431 Lord Street
Southport, Lanes.
Branches in U.K. a11d Over eas

----------Please send, without obligation, your leaflet " KEYS TO
NAME

SE URITY "

. . . .. .. •..... . . . ..... . . . . . . . ··•····•·.

ADDRESS

. .. . . ... .. ... .. . . . . .. . ........... .
... . .. . ..... .. ... .. ... . ...........

....... ..... .. ... ... .. .... ... .....
. .... .... ........ . .. . .. . ..... .. ...
!
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7th Armd Bde. H.Q. and Signal
Squadron (207) B.F.P.O. 37
Kl

REPORT

A start ls made
HIS year, it was decided th .Squa~on w?uld compete in
the I Divisional Ski Championship . This would be the
fir t year we had done it so we wo~d take it easy, do ~!11-Y
three weeks' training in Non'>•ay and iust go to the compeuuon
to ee what it was all about with a view to gaining C)\.'Perience
for next year.
Accorclingly, at the beginning of Novem)Jer, a notic_e appeared
on Pt. I Orders directing that anyone IDterested ID langla~
ki-ing should go to the Unit cinema that evening-no experience necessary. That evening between 20 and 30 members of
the Squadron turned up at the cinema, where Cap~ R. B.
Smith, the ski-ing officer, outlined plans for the corrung season
and showed several films on langlauf ski-ing. A large percentage of those present were discouraged either by the
expen e the fact that Christmas and New Year would be spent
training' or Captain Smith's lurid description of the. physical
agonies of langlauf ski-ing. Finally ten people remamed, the
number required for training.

T

Thanks to ~frs. Smith
During the following six weeks the ski team could be seen
twice a day either circuit training in the gymnasium or ' skiganging ' in the woods. Plans were made, kit was bought and
at last on 16th December the team left for Norway. Captain
Smith's wife, Mrs. Wencbe Smith, is Norwegian, so accommodation was easily arranged through her family in Norway.
Mrs. Smith accompanied the team as cook, tailor, accountant
and interpreter. She was responsible for knitting sweaters for
the entire team and making ten patrol suits which later gained
us top marks for turnout in the Divisional and B.A.O.R. Patrol
races.
Continuous training
The journeys to and from orway and also the stay in that
country were extremely eventful. Unfortunately there is no
room to give the full story here. We immediately got down to
hard work in Norway. As seven members of the team had never
worn langlauf skis before, Captain Smith had the job of teaching them to ski and also training them up to a high standard
of fitness-two rather incompatible tasks in a period of three
weeks. However, at the end of that time, having skied continuously morning and afternoon with just two free days, we
managed to produce a reasonably competent bunch of langlaufers. Now was to come the big test-the Divisional ski
meeting, so not quite knowing what to expect, we moved to
Mittenwald in Bavaria, calling in at the Squadron on the way
for pay, haircuts and to pick up rifles.
Racing start~
Our first race in Mittenwald was the 15 km. individual on
Sunday, 12th January, in which out of 222 finishers Captain
Smith came 20th and Signalm8.!l Elliott 30th. The remainder of
the team also turned in some very respectable times. The next
race was to be the 4 x 10 km. relay on Tuesday, 14th January.
We now knew the keenness of the competition and, although
the standard was obviously high, we felt much more confident
as we now knew how we stood. We put in 'A' and 'B' teams,
the ' A ' team was Captain R. B. Smith, Lance-Corporal Sean
Dillon-White, Signalman Steve Walker and Signalman Doug
Elliott. The team skied well, but had some bad luck when
Elliott broke a stick in icy conclitions, where sticks are absolutely
vital. Nevertheless, we finished 11th in a field of thirty-three
team , the ' B ' team consisting of Lance-Corporal ' Corky '
Corcoran, Signalman Bernie Madsen, Signalman Pete Houchen
and Signalman Ray Hill finishing 19th.
We now waited for the Patrol race, the finale of the meeting,
which was to take place on Saturday, 18th January. In the
meantime we kept training and during one session Signalman
teve Walker had to be R.T.U'd. after a fall in which he
injured hi !>houlder. The patrol race conditions were very
good and it was obviously our day. The team, Captain Smith,
Lance-Corporal Corcoran (temporary Corporal), Lance112

Corporal Dillon-White, Signalman Elliott, started third and,
by the time it reached the range, had tracked one of the teaa;is
in front. During the last loop we ovenook the other te~ ID
front. We were the first team home and our time looked good.
Our excitement increased as team after team finished with
lower times than ours. Eventually we came fourth in a field
of thirty-two teams. This gave. us a position of fifth in the
Military Combination and qualified us for the B.A.O.R. competition at Oberjoch.

We hold our own In the B.A.O.R. competitions
At Oberjoch we were to compete against the best teams
from all three divisions in B.A.0.R. We found that we were
the only minor unit to compete in the military combination
.- quite an achievement in itself. We once again encountered
some bad luck, breaking ski in the 15 km. and 4 x 10 km.
team events. However, we still managed to finish 19th in a
field of 30 teams.
We were all particularly pleased when Lance-Corporal
Corcoran (' Corky ') was selected to attend a further month's
training in Norway with three other promising young skiers
and shots as potential members of the British Biathlon Team.
Of these four, two will be selected to train with the British
National Team next year. The best of luck to Lance-Corporal
Corcoran.
A summary of our B.A.0.R. results is as follows: 15 km.
team race, 22nd out of 33; 4 x 10 km. relay, 29th out of 30;
patrol race, 7th out of 30; Biathlon 'A' relay, third out of nine.
De who drives also serves
Special mention must be made of Corporal Peter O'Mabony
(of Blue Nile fame), our minibus driver and tenth member
of the team who managed to nurse a very doubtful and
petulant 15-year-old Morris 2,640 miles on the round trip
Soltau - Norway - Bavaria - Soltau.
This year we managed to surprise ourselves with our success, bearing in mind that we he a minor unit, we did only
three weeks' ski-ing before the competition, and six of the
eight to go on to Oberjoch were complete novices.
Watch out for 7th Brigade next year!

19 inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester

(Continued from page rr2)
The fina l was a fast-moving game, and it took the Squadron
time to settle down, but a goal by Signalman Anderson steadied
the side and further goals by Corporal Scott (2) and Signalman
Cormack saw us through to the zone final. It was unfortunate
that R.S.M. Thomas had to leave the field through injury but
Corporal Platts was an able substitute.
'
We now await our fate from the zone finalists' draw, to be
made on 24th February, and hope to give you news of the
possible winners of the competition in our next WIRE notes.

naskeCbnll
We are now lying third in the Garrison League table, and
at one time were 'league toppers'; this is against teams which
arc nearly all from major units. We took part in the Army InterCnit Basketball (Eastern District) stage, but we were unfortunately drawn against the eventual finalists.
We managed to win the 3rd Division Basketball Minor Units
(Eastern Di trict) stage, and earned ourselves a trip to Tidworch for the Divisional finals. This was played on 5th
February and was run on a league basis. Of the three matches
played, we won one and lost two, and so ended up third in
the league; unfortunately, our team 'came good' too late, and
1£ they had played the first two matches as they played the
la t . . . well, there's always next year. In the last game, our
most prolific scorer was the D.A.A. & Q.M.G., Major Brown,
who netted 32 of our 59 points.

Orienteering
" Orientwhat?"
"Cross-country · rurming with a map."
"You must be joking!"
In this spon we have two major succes es to repon. Firstly,
on Thursday, 9th January, two teams from the Squadron competed in an event organised by The Green Howards. The day
started with dense fog and, as the event was to be held beyond
Ipswich, the teams had some difficulty in finding the stan.
However, once the teams were out of their vehicles and on
their feet, all went our way. The course was set in dense woodland on ground that was unfamiliar to us, but as the competitors
(8me in, it was obvious that we had done well-Captain Ventham
coming in sixth, Signalman Docker 8th, and Major Westlake

9th. When the results were finally declared, we had come first
in the s<..-nior event and third in the intermecliate. To our surprise we had beaten the reigning Anny Champions.
Secondly, on 24th January, the Squadron orgarused a 19
Brigade Minor Units Championship to select two teams to
go through to the 3rd Division Championships. The course
was set by Captain Chapman, 1st Green Howards, who has
been a leading ltght in Army Orienteering for some time. Ten
teams entered and the Squadron won, with 8th Infantry Workshops being th.: other team to qualify. The Squadron did
very well (again beating The Green Howards) with Captain
Ventham coming in first, Lieutenant Maddren fourth and
Corporal Robinson sixth. Captain Ventham did a very fast
time and must be near the Army standard.
We are now training for the Divisional and Southern Command Championships. We hope to put 19 Infantry Brigade
H.Q. and Signal Squadron on the sporting map as far as
orienteering is concerned.

2.nd Light Infantry Signal Troop
This Troop has just been re-formed, after saying farewell
to the 4th Bn. L.I.. (lately D.L.I.). It has also said farewell
to Sergeant Snell, who has gone to try civilian life. The new
Troop is undergoing a three-month training programme in preparation for its move to the 2nd Bn. L.I. (K.O.Y.L.I.), and
has been brought up to strength. It now consists of: Sergeant
Beale, Corporal McAtamny, Lance-Corporal Brown, Signalmen
Durrant, Gibson and McEvoy.
Part of our training is naturally airportability, together with
the skills an operator requires, and it is hoped that the climax
of our training will be a move through the MCCP, load into
an aircraft, and fly off to somewhere in England, where we
wm stay in the field for 14 days, after which we hope to enjoy
the remainder of our leave entitlement before the leave year
runs out. We should be joining the 2nd Bn. L.I. some time in
April/May and are looking forward once again to proving our
worth amongst the Infantrymen and maintaining the name of
the Corps.

quarter Guard
On 27th January the Squadron took time off from sport to
provide a quaner guard for the departing G.O.C. Eastern
District, Major-General F. A. H. Ling, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.

Get married-but hurry up
T the start of the year the Squadron Commander forecast
that January and February would be slack months.
Although we have had few exercises during this period, the
forecast has proved wrong, mainly due to the sporting activities
in which the unit has become involved; this month's notes
emphasise the sporting side. The following conversation, overheard in the 0.C.'s office, illustrate the pressure of sport.
Troop Commander: "Sir, may I have some time off in which
to get married?" Squadron Commander: "Very well, take next
Wednesday afternon off, but make sure you don't miss the
orienteering training on Thursday morning.''

A

Soccer
Since our last WIRE notes, the Squadron football team won
Zone 'D' in the 3rd Divisional Minor Units Knockout Competition. To reach and win the zone final, we defeated 8th
Infantry Workshops 3-1 and 19th Field Ambulance, R.A.M.C.,
4-1. It was 8th Infantry Workshops who knocked us out of
the competition last year, so it was sweet revenge for the
Squadron when we walked off the field winners in the semifinal. The team was somewhat weakened with the absence of
Corporal Scott and Craftsman Thomas, who were in the combined 1 Squadron R.C.T. and Squadron L.A.D. (R.E.M.E.)
team entered in the Craftsmen's Cup, but goals by Signalman
' Andy ' Anderson and Signalman ' Robbie ' Cormack (2) saw
the Squadron through to the zone final, when the team would'
be at full strength to meet 19th Field Ambulance, R.A.M.C.
(Continued on page II3)
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G.O.C.s FAREWELL
General Ling discusses medals with Corporal Dunphy while inspe<ting
a farewell quarter guard

A1·rh•als iend Depnrtnr08

GRIM DETERMINATION
Lieutenant Maddren and Captain Ventham race for the finish in an
orienteering event
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We welcome to our happy band ' Corporal Davis, Private
Holden, R.A.0.C., and to our attached trength Sergeant
Whitfield, Intelligence Corp . Off in search of fame and fortune
in other unit we say goodbye to Signalman Shepherd and
Signalman Grigg, Lance-Corporal Bond, R.A.0.C., and wish
them well.
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The following day the German press contained photographs
and articles on the ceremony with headings such as ' English
Marchers D ecorated ' and ' Wittekind-Badge for the first time
awarded to three British soldiers.' B.F.B.S. also took up the
story and featured an interview with 'the trio' on the topical
evening programme ' Time Out.' Needless to say the unit were
all listening to their radios as they heard th:: ' tale of the walk'
explained to the listeners in a most interesting anu informative
way with Signalman Sanderson sounding a most experienced
broadcaster!
The following weekend the walk was undertaken by
Signalmen Monahan and Wem, who were delighted to be able
to do the 95 kms. in a faster time. The conditions were, howe> er, slightly in their favour. No doubt with the publicity
given to the first awards the ' Wittekindsweg ' will become a
popular challenge for many other units in B.A.0.R. to undertake.

( 'ros -coamtry
The first sporting success of 1969 came with the erosscountry team winning the Brigade Minor Units Championship.
The whole team ran well with Signalmen Sanderson, L arkings
and Captain K . G . Wakely being the first three to finish. The
Division Championships followed on Saturday, 25th January,
at Hameln; again the course was very tough but through a
determined effort of all the runners the team came second
and thus qualified for the B.A.0 .R. Minor Units Championship.
The following team ran again at Hameln in the B.A.0.R.
Championship on 4th February: Captain K. G . Wakely,
Corporal P . A. Goggin, Signalman P. A. Monahan, Signalman
G. Wilson, Signalman R. T. Larkings, Signalman D. Sanderson, Signalman D . Musson, Signalman B. J. Pitt and LanceCorporal E. Peel.
The competition was naturally very strong and the team
did well to finish in 4th place.

THEY MADE THE IR MAR K AT C ROSS CO U NTRY RUNNING. (1 1 INF. BDE. H.Q . SIGNAL SQN .)
Back Row : Left to Right : Sergeant F. Stacey (Recorde r) Signalman P. A. Monahan, Lance-Cor poral P. Alga r, Signalman G . W ilson, Signalm an
R. T. Larkings , Sig nalman D. Sa nderson, Captain K. G. Wake ly.
Front Row : Left to Right : Signalman D. Musson, Corporal P. A. Cogg in (Captain), Signalman B. J. Pitt, lance-Corporal E. Peel.

11th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(211 ) B.F.P.O. 29
Three members ef the Squadren become the first
In the Army te complete traditional Ge rman
95 kms. walk
HE ' Wittekindsweg' is the name of a well-known German
walk, which starts in M inden and winds its way for
95 kms. over the very hilly Wiehengebirge range to Osnabruck.
The local German people, interested in walking, undertake
this task in memory of the Duke of Saxony, whose name was
Wittekind. This year was the 1160th anniversary of his death .

In the absence of the O.C ., Major P. S. Davis, Captain C. A.
Brown and Staff Sergeant Austin met Herr Georg Weibgen,
who was to present the awards, as well as members of Germa n
newspapers. In addressing Signalmen Sanderson, Pitt and
Larkings, Herr Weibgen conveyed the congratulations of the
Oberkreisdirektor and praised them for their exceptionally
fast time. He hoped they would continue to undertake such
feats in walking alongside the German people.

T

Arrivals
Signalmen R. Smyth, P.R. Neale, M. R. Pearsall and R W.
Sandy arrived on 23rd January direct from the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate. Signalman D . Lowe arrived from 11th
Regiment and Driver M . D. Robinson joined from 11 Training
Regiment, R.C.T. All six are having to settle quickly into the
Unit and already have been out on a practice Quicktrain. On
Monday, 10th February, they are also involved in the first
exercise of 1969.
Captain C. A. Brown, Royal Signals, arrived from 8th Regiment at the beginning of January to take over as Second-inCommand. It is rumoured that the Sth Regiment soccer team
will also soon be joining.
Second-Lieutenant R. Skaife joined from 1st Regiment on
4th F ebruary to take over ' Bravo' Troop.

the Junior
L awbuary
December.
wondering

S p ort s
In the sporting field, the Squadron cross-country team,
under Sergeant Houston, having won the Brigade M inor
Units Competition last November, h ave gone on to win the
South East District Competition this ye<-.r and have been
runners-up in the 3rd D ivision and Southern Command
Championships. They now have high hopes for success in
the Army Competition on 21st February.
The soccer team, having won the Brigade Minor U nits
Competition, have now to play the current Army champions,
1st Battalion The Parachute Regiment, for the Whiting Cup,
which is awarded for the best Parachute Brigade unit. They
have also won through to the quarter-finals of the 3rd
Division Cup.
The rugby team are finalists in the South East District
Competition, having beaten H .Q., I ntelligence School 14--0.
Overriding all our many activities is the fact that we are
rapidly shaking-down to our new Squadron size and structure
and will reappear on 1st April leaner, but always THE Parachute Signal Squadron.
Ski-ing
This winter the Squadron sent a party of soldiers to Bavaria
for two months to learn cross-country ski-ing and to gain
experience in working in snow and mountainous areas.
Arrangements were made to stay with the American Special
Forces at Bad Toelz ia Bavaria. The plan was to get as much
cross-country ski-ing as possible, and then enter for the
Divisioi;i and Army Championships. The Brigade Commander
contributed £50 from his fund. Sergeant Andreou's wife modified denims and produced very adequate ski knickerbockers.
Armed with these, some financial assistance from Royal Signals
Funds, a considerable contribution from the lads themselves,
and a good deal of fitness training, the team departed by Argosy
to Germany on 1st December.
21st Signal Regiment was kind enough to lend a minibus
and Driver lnnes to take the party to Bavaria. The transport
remained with the team for a few days until everything was
organised.
The Americans were very helpful and the team was accommodated in an ex-S.S. Camp, now American, in Lenggries,
and right next to some ideal ski-ing slopes. Every facility the

Birth s
Our congratulations to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Dewhurst
on the birth of their twin boys, and to L ance-Corporal and
Mrs. Davidson on the birth of their daughter, Claire, on 23rd
January.

The walk is controlled by a series of check points which
are either a gasthaus or hotel. Here the walkers get an official
tamp, including date and time, on their entry card.
Tilree members of the Squadron, Signalmen Sanderson,
Pitt and Larkings, were interested in completing the walk and
on the weekend of 4th/5th January they set off. The only
difference was they decided to reverse the route and march
from Osnabrock to M inden. This called for a much greater
effort a well a good map reading. The weather was bitterly
cold with below zero temperatures and all the hills were
covered in snow and ice. Despite the conditions, and the
coincidental fact that each one Jost his footing and fell on
fi ve separate occasions, they all arrived in tv inden fit and
well on the Sunday.
The achievement was certainly well received as far as the
local German people were concerned, so much so that ' the
trio ' found themselves the centre of attraction at a sp ecial
presentation ceremony requested by the chairman of the
organi ing committee. This took place m the Squadron on
Tuesday, 7th January, when medals and certificates were
presented.

D e partures
On Wednesday, 8th January, the Second-in-Command,
Captain P. M. Stamp, Royal Signals, was ceremoniously pulled
in a Land Rover through the main gates, to the farewell cheers
of the unit. Captain Stamp left on retirement and we all wish
him well in Rhodesia, where he is planning to settle.

A most successful all ranks' dance was held m
Ranks' Club on 6th December, and Sergeant
organised a first-class children's party on 14th
Captain Alistair Hood's daughter, Juliette, is still
" was that really Father Christmas or Daddy."

~larr in ges

Congratulations are also due to Signalman R. C. Whitaker
on his marriage, as well as to Signalman A. G. Jackson. We
wish them every happiness.

216 Parachute Signal Squadron
Aldershot
INCE we last wrote, our skiers have returned from
Bavaria, and an accou nt is given below of their eiqJeriS
cnces. T he Squadron completed two exercises in December
REWARD FO R A FINE EFFORT
Presentat ion of " Wittekindsweg" Medals and Certificates to Signalmen , R. T. Larkings, B. J. Pitt, and D. Sanderson

befor e going on Christmas leave. On 12th D ecember we were
visited by the C .S.O ., Strategic Command, Brigadier T . I. G .
Gray, who came to watch an A14 manpack para assault.

EVEN IF THEY DID NOT W IN IT WAS A GOOD EFFORT
li ned up for th e start of the Patrol Race in th e Ist D ivision C hamp ionsh ips. Left to Right: Lieute nant D. P. Hughes, C or poral Bailey •
Sig nalmen Brooke5 an d Frost

II 5
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c :np had wa made available to the party-the PX, dutyfree tore, cinema, library services' club etc. The German
rmy al o hdped out with skis and an instructor.
The weather tarted oft very cold, with clear Ides, heavy
fro. t and brilliant un hme, during th1,; day. The locals
a ured u that snow would arrive after the full moon. Two
full moons later the now arrived, and by then it wa Christma but the rime was not wasted. An intere~ting fitnes training programme wa drawn up to include ice-skating, mountain climbing, road nmning, swimming, circuit training,
volleyball and forced marching.
After these four •olid weeks everyone wa desperate to get
ki-ing. A the fir,r snowflakes were falling, the team wa
out. It had many problems to face as no one had had any
previous experience of ki-ing. Eventually, new boots, kis
and ticks were worn in. After six pairs of broken skis and
two weeks' 'slogging' round and round a small cross-country
ourse, it .vas time for the Divisional meeting.
The team wa entered for 1st Division's Championships at
Mittenwald in the hope of gaining a place in the Army
Championships at Oberjoch. We entered for three racesthe 15 km. individual, the 4 x 10 km. relay and the patrol
race. Overall results did not quite qualify the team for
Oberjoch, but considering no one had done more than two
weeks' ski-ing, the re ults were quite good. Signalman
O'Donoghue came 63rd in the 15 km. race, out of 215 competitor . The relay team consisting of Lieutenant Hughes,
Corporal Bailey, Signalman Frost and Signalman O'Donoghue,
came 14th out of 31 team, and the patrol team, which included Signalman Brookes, came 18th out of 27 teams.

227 Signal

Squadro~

B.F.P.O. 18

1969 is now well under way, we look back upon the
A
last few month of the old year and the start of this, riot
only with nostalgia, but with the discovery that more goes on
than we really appreciate.

Fred's Kennel Club is really swinging
Our la t contribution referred to a proposed games club.
This was finally built with much self-help (local breweries
and R.Q.M.S. Post1ethwaite) and opened in due style and given
the name of ' Fred's Kennel Club.' Those who have served
here will know Fred, who has featured in THE WIRE'S photographs before, and we're sure they will like to know that ' Fred,'
now a fine old dog, lives on. Since opening, we have acted
as hosts to our German and American counterparts, also to 13th
ignal Regiment, orthag Air Suppon Signal Squadron and
and the R.A.F. Suppon Unit, AFCENT. The success of these
occasions can be judged by the fact that our friends in the
2nd Signal Company, German Staff Battalion, AFCENT, have
built themselves a similar place-in competition?
We were unable to entertain the members of 33rd Signal
Regiment during their visit to us in October, for both they
and we were far too busy with some interference called " B ...
-sorry 'Fallex.' However, there were one or two get-togethers
~vith vari?us groups, and we are sincere in saying that we en1oyed their company, please come again soon.
No sooner were we all back in barracks than Guy Fawkes
reared his ugly head. So, of course, on 5th November we
duly burned him alive, to the accompaniment of a wonderful
firework di~play, hot soup, potatoes, hamburgers and other
good things. On this occasion we were hosts to 40 children
from a local orphanage and all members of AFCENT. Thank
yuu, Lieutenant Peter Walls.
S.0.-ln-(". d"lt
As. rovember progressed, the O.C., Major G. A. W. Hickman,
looked anxiomly upwards-a little late to he looking for
storks and too early for geese-so why? Well, it was the
weather; the la t visit of the S.0.-io-C. coincided with a cloudburst as the ' boss ' inspected the quarter guard, resulting in
a very wet V.l.P. and men alike. It would not do if it were
to happen again. We are pleased to record that it did not,
and on 26th November, Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E.,
had a fine weather programme right through. Our thanks go
to Sergeant Waters, who commanded the quarter guard and
to all mobile communications centre staff, who demonstrated
their kills and functions so well. We know we are an isolated
lot, but it was most cheering to see the S.0.-in-C. and hear
from him that we are not forgonen.
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229 Signal Squadron (Berlin)
B.F.P.O. 45
Domestic news
Anivals.-We welcome the following additions to llhe
Squadron-Captain Cox and family, Lance-Corporals Henderson and Capon, Signalmen McMillan, McDermott, Ball, Bailey,
Hawkins, Penny-Latter, Green, Conway, Girvan, Hall and
Signalman Griffin and family.
Deparrures.-Our best wishes go to the following in their
new posts-Sergeant Crowhurst, Corporal Green, LanceCorporal Boston, Corporal D. F. Clark, Corporal Clark (125),
Lance-Corporals Millward, Burton, Stretton and Morgan and
Signalmen Davies (586), Neal and Graham.
News this month is centred around our sporting achievement , as at this moment we are defending our honours in three
fields.
Cross-country - Grand Slnua Champions
Our present record is: November, 1968, Berlin Infantry
Brigade Minor Units Champions; January, 1969, 1st Division
Minor Units Champions; Feburary, 1969, B.A.O.R. Minor
Unit Champions.
While our past achievements are as follows: Berlin Brigade
Minor Unit Champions, 1963 to 1969· 1st Division Minor
Unit Champions, 1964 to 1969; B.A.0.R. Minor Unit Champions, 1968 and 1969.
With a record like this one can only be proud that they are
members of our Squadron and say "well done!"
Water Polo
Our progress in this sport is getting better as time goes
by, and although in the near future we shall be losing Corporal
Butler, Lance-Corporal Spence, and one of the Dean Brothers,
we have new talent corning along in Corporal Tait, LanceCorporal Hayward, Lance-Corporal Edwards, Corporal
Baldacchino and Corporal Skells.
Our conquests to date are wins against 1 Glosters, 2 L.I.,
I Staffords, R.A.F. Gatow, and, more recently, 'A' Squadron
1 RTR, by 6-5, and 247 Provost Company by 10-6.
Hockey
Once again we are defending our league title, and with one
game to go, the championship looks almost certain.
Not such good news in the 1st Division championship, after
reachiug the semi-final, we were well and truly beaten by
7th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron by 6--0.
We now enter the Brigade knockout, with hopes of a double,
so watch for news.

229 SQUADRON CROSS COUNTRY TEAM-THE GRAND SLAM CHAMPIONS

(See Notes)

Left to Right: Corporal Middleton, Lance-Corporal Sheehan, Corporal Butler, Corporal Robinson, Signalman Wainwright, Lance-Corpora l Sales,
Signalman Hagan, Signalman Wood, Lance-Corporal Dignan, Corporal Quinn (Absent, but not forgotten, our captain, Sergeant Lunn. who
although he didn't get in the photo managed to dash from his course to run in all events)

THE DIPLOMATIC WIRELESS SERVICE
ha ~

a

Limited number of Vacancie

I

for

CYPHER OFFICERS IN LONDON
QUALIFICATIONS: for men and women between 21 and 45 (particularly ex-Service personnel) with recent
experience in cypher work, including teleprinting. Conditions of service include acceptance of limited
over eas duty, and hift duties.
ALARY: is on a scale rising to a maximum of £1,225 per annum. In addition to alary, hift duty allowance
are paid, and a 25-year-old applicant would expect to earn approximately £1,115 per annum.
PROSPECTS: of PROMOTION and PERMANENT (PE SIONABLE) appointments.
CANDIDATES: and both their parents must have been Briti h subject at all times since birth.
APPL! ATIO NS: quoting reference W2, and giving detail

The Personnel Officer,
Diplomatic Wireless Service,
Hanslope Park,
Wolverton Bucks.

WATER POLO TEAM-MAKING A NAME FOR THEMSELVES
Back Row , left to right: Lance-Corporal Campbell, Sergeant Vince,
Signalman Dean and brother Signalman Dean
Front Row, left to right: Lance-Corporal Spence, Lance-Corporal
Brown , Corporal Bueler, Lieutenant-Colonel Holifie ld , LanceCorporal Harvey
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235 Signal Squadron (D.C.N.)
B.F.P.O. 51
Squadron Ot'adquarters
" T can't happen" ..• " It'll never happen" . . . " They'll
change their minds again!" Well, IT can, IT ~as, and
the HAVE NOT changed their minds .. P_rep3!ation for
evenrual disbandment is well advanced and 1t 1s with a deep
ense of regret that we must report that this will be our last
contribution.
nfonunately, we are unable to devote both hands to th_e
ta k of ' packing-up.' Whilst one half of the Sci.uadron is
bu y packing everything in sight, the SWS _Installanon Troop
oon to be permanently attached to 234 Signal Squadro~) 1s
busy on installation projeccs for the R:N. and R ~.F. at various
communications sices throughout the island. Inc1d~ntally, cbey
are al o earning glowing tributes from these Services for the
quality of cbeir work!
Bv the time cbese notes go to pres , cbe Squadron. \-:ID have
vacated t. David's Barracks, Mtarfa, and cbe remammg peronnel will have transferred to Lintorn Barracks Floriana for
temporary location with 234 Signal Squadron. Over 60 per
cenc of the posted trength have already left_ however, the
decrease in numbers has not meant a decrea e m paperworkask the Q.l'v'. (Captain D. G. Newton). One man seems to have
benefited-Lance-Corporal ' Scouse ' McCarthy (a telegraph
operator) has been working with cbe Q.~. department for
several moncbs now reckons he could qualify as Clerk Tech
BI.
Junior Banks' Club--" Last orders, J•lease,
gentlemen "
" Last orders" will be called on Tuesday, 14cb January,
and will mark cbe closing of a very successful and happy club.
Saturday 16th October, saw us take on the Officers and Senior
N.C.O.s in a 'games ' (?) night; it was good fun, in good company, and the b1:11fet '?"as excellent .. Who W<?n? . Th~t was the
subjecc of long discussion next mormng, culminatmg m a return
bout in the Sergeants' Mess in November.
We bade ·farewell to the last W.R.A.C. on 15th November,
when they moved accommodation to Floriana. Several pockets
are now feeling the strain for taxis!
Dinner was served by the officers and seniors on 23rd
December-toasts, speeches and the usual revelry. Who toasted
the local brewery?

as our guest , again proved inconclusive-there is some talk
of a third!
·
ZOth
The phrase ' Quo Vadis' cook on a new I?eanmg _on
December on the occasion of the Mess Chnsunas dinner at
the Quo Vadis Night Club. The _members a~d guc:sts (the officers
and their ladies joined us) wined. ~nd dinC;d in superb s~
roundings, and the Christmas spmt prevailed. The ~.C. s
crown (courtesy Starlight Crackers) was worn at a iaunty
angle and dancin!t (?) went on ~nto the wee hours. Thank
heavens the club 1s only half-a-rrule from ~mp. _One resultthe Chief Clerk (Sergeant Smoker) wa~ . typmg wn_h gloves on
next morning-something about sensu1ve to noise ..
The closing night (finally it had to c~me) was a~ mformal
gathering on 12th January-a. none coo JOyous occas1_on, reallyl
but a fitting closure. We await the result of the Seruor Ranks
Messes Malta Darts League; we stand at won 21, lost 7every dther m~ss still has 10 to play and the ' top ' has already
lost five. The Yeoman of Signals says he'll be only too gl~d
to pop over in May for che weekend to collect the trophy.
Where are they now?
To keep friends up-to-date on locations. Cat?tain Woods !O
School of Signals; Captain Oliver to 24th Regunenc; Captain
Newton co Bahrein (with electric blanket won on the draw?);
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Coe to 10th Regiment; W.O.Il (R.Q.M.S.)
Rand to School of Infantry; W.O.Il (S.S.M.) McCartney,
Sergeants Hughes and Jolly to 7th Regiment; Sergeant Churchfield to 2nd Division Signal Regiment; Sergean! Welch t~ 7th
Armoured Brigade; Sergeant Buxton to 11th Signal Regunent
for release. Remaining with Installation Troop at 234 Squadron,
Captain Lees, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Carr, Sergeants Rutherford. Smoker, Holmes, Messenger and Whenman.

260 Signal Squadron (SAM),
Shoeburyness
'Wire' notes have been written by .some of the
T HESE
members of ' Y ' Troop, 260 Signal Squadron (S.A.M.).
In the field 'Y' Troop support 111 (D~gon) Ba!te~, Royi_tl
Artillery, who are equipped with Thunderb~~ II rms~iles. 'J!lis
missile may not be as large as Apollo 8, but it is most unpress1ve
on blast-off. 'Y' Troop prides itself in having at least on:e
member of the Troop in all Regimental sports teams; that is
36 Heavy Air Defence Regiment Royal Anillery.

oecer - potential league winners
At the moment the Squadron plays in the Southend Wednesday League, Division II . The team has played eight matches
and has won six and drawn two. We are second in the league
and have a very good chance of actually winning the league,
if we can beat the Proof and Experimental Establishment.
Our top goal-scorer is Lance-Corporal Crowley with 20,
and Sergeant G. Thomas, who, after having his foot in plaster
for a couple of weeks, is back in goal-scoring form. Other
team members are Signalman Hamilton, Lance-Corporal
Woodall, Lance-Corporal Dryhurst and Lance-Corporal Radley.
The following members of the Squadron have played or are
playing for the Regiment : Second-Lieutenant Riley, Signalman
Shiel, Lance-Corporal Gilmour and Lance-Corporal Hedges.

• 'y • Tr-p Exerclse--everyone learned something

rleus
Apart from the excellent work carried ouc by the Installation
Troop (perhaps unkindly nicknamed Captain (T.O.T.) A. J.
Lees's ' navvies '), the rest of us haven't had the opportunity
to ' signal.' However, our shooting ceams, led by W.O.II
(S.S.M.) D. McCartney, have proved that our military abilities
have not been impaired. During October they participated in
the Command Small Arms Meeting, entering for all competicions some members having to double around the ranges
to compete with different weapons. Of the 30 teams competing, including eight Infancry, they managed fourth in
LR and pistol; sixth in SMG and LMG, and a very credit
able ' runner-up' in the falling plate. In the latter, they lost
on a re-shoot to 7th Battery, 2nd Royal Malta Artillery. The
teams comprised Sergeant Drugan, Corporals Donaldson,
Russell, England. Aston, Curry, Waudy, Lance-Corporals
AJlington and Eley. Corporal Donaldson was also selected to
hoot for Army (Malta).
Training has still been to the front-congratulations to
Corporal Lloyd, Lance-Corporals Tope, East, Traynor, Fowler
and Eley on qualifying for their respective Trade Upgrading
coun.Cl. in Catterick. Sergeant Hughes has recently returned
from Hvthe muttering abouc someone named Carl Gustave
who packed a punch-he passed though.
Congrarulacions to Corporal Waudby, who earned the peronal commendation of the Commandant, NBC School, for
hi effort on a recent course there.

and we kept our sense of h11JDOlll'
The boys of ' Y ' Troop thought ll?-at they would fit in .a
little five-day exercise before the Chnstrnas break (or was it
Captain Hincks, our new Troop Commander's idea?).
Anyway, after a month of C.I.V., Tels and Adrnin. Inspections, everybody required a rest. Everyone drew their parkas
and sleeping bags with ' enthusiasm ' at the thought of four
night moves during the five-day exercise. If you have never
sat at the top of a 50ft. zip-up tower on Southend seafront
all through a cold December night tuning a B 70 radio set,
well, you've never lived. Still, ~hen ?JC moved inland a. little,
to a much less windswept locauon, things looked a lot bnghter.
As we were located in a cricket field, a three-ton tyre track
over a sticky wicket did not improve it. It was sa_id that the
roller weighed between one and three tons, depending on how
long was spent on the blister end. I think the remark was,
" you would think it was Lords we had driven over," or words
to chat effect.
Our last location was excellent compared with the previous
two. It was a large house in which the Royal Engineers ~ad
practised setting booby traps. Everywhere we went warrung
signs were nailed up. We were told that the house had peen
cleared, but oddly enough no one seemed to nose about any
of the rooms, not that we were cowards or anything,. but it
could have been a BUI booby crap clearer who cleared it,
couldn't it?
Still, the exercise was a success. Communication-wise everyone learned something and we managed to keep our sense of
humour.

l\-.0.'I' and
rgeant ' Me s
Each function has been tentatively labelled the ' last ' consequently, each succeeding one has been more successful
than the la t. A games night on 9th November, with the J.R.C.

Rugby - 11 of the Sq1mdro11 In the Regimental
team
The Squadron are well represented in the Regimental rugby
side. One match was played with eleven Signals personnel in
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the side. To dace, we have lost only one match, 13-14, and
we would have won this if our goal-kicker, Lance-Corporal
Radley, had not unluckily hit the post with the last kick of
the match. The Regiment are through to the semi-final of
the R.A. Cup, to be played against 7 RH.A., and the semifinal of the Eastern Command Cup, to be played against the
Green Howards.
Regular members of the side are: Staff Sergeant Rogers (an
ideal pack leader), Corporal McKigney, Corporal Durban,
Lance-Corporal Radley, Signalman Hart, Lan~e-Corporal
O'Loughlin, Corporal Stacey, Lieutenant Roberts, Signalman
Boyle, and Corporal Moore. When they are not playing soccer,
we have also the services of Second-Lieutenant Riley, LanceCorporal Hedges and Lance-Corporal Crowley. The only
real trouble we have had this season is finding enough
Gunners to play when we are involved in the R.A. Cup, as
only eight attached personnel are allowed to play.
Good relations with the local inhabitants was started by
a taff Sergeant in the R.E.M.E., who is a member of the
local yacht club. One day, over a few pints, he challenged
them co a Sunday game against the Regiment. Team selection
was dropped in Lance-Corporal Radley's lap and cbe first
match was won 28--6. The yacht club's captain, a mere 22stone ' weakling,' thought very little of this, and for the next
game spoke kindly to his players from Southend 1st XV. We
were beaten 9-{), but we intend to have our revenge in what
we hope will be a frequent occurrence on our fixture list.
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621 Troop, H.M.S. Fearless
B.F.P.O. Ships

Assault Landing on a g.rarad scale '
NOT.H!EIR Fearless first. This time the ship has embarked
a battle group type force of a company-plus of 45 Commando R.M., 8 (ALMA) Battery, 95 Commando Light Regiment, R.A., a Troop of Life Guards, a detachment of three
Wessex from 845 NACS and a Special Boat Section, R.M.
We sailed from Plymouth on 15th January and immediately
entered a violent storm in the Bay of Biscay. Howev~r? three
days later we were in the calm /II editerranean and sailu_ig for
Sardinia to do an exercise. The embarked force did an
assault landing in a grand scale ac dawn. This includ~d a
combined detachment from the ship and the R.M. Signal
Platoon of 45 Commando. The signal troop and communications department formed a mini mobile air operations team
for control of the helicopters and a radio rebroadcast to provide the tactical logistic circuit to the ship from the ca~~
ashore. Corporal John Tucker was in charge of t_he mm1
MAOT and the R.M. Radio Sergeant, Sergeant Carlisle, was
in charge of the rebroadcasc for the tactical phase.
Once the exercise was over the embarked force moved
into barracks and began a week of sub unit training on the
ranges.
The weather was fine throughout and allowed the First
Lieutenant on board to complete his painting, which W"'. think
he would do in full-scale war. It also gave the ship the
opporcunity to support a unit ashore with logi tics for longer
than previously practised.

A
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A new ceqntry h• add fo our list
Supply by air and landing craft was very successful, and
the late afternoon recreacion ashore was much enjoyed. Many
of the Troop flew in helicopters for the first time to see the
training and managed to add another councry visited to their
lists by helping on the postcard run ashore to land mail.
Soon we were back in Gibraltar to renew our friendships
with Royal Signals that were almost neglected before, owing
to having the Rhodesian conference delegates on board.
A refurbish for the 27-foot masts that are vital to our VHF
communications. They are rigged as a lash-up, away from
the original sites, on the flag deck, where there is HF interference. A photex run ashore, to be shown round the rock
by the Forcress Signals Officer, Major Peter Hartshorn; an
evening drinkex and back on board.
We are now on our way back inco the Mediterranean to
continue our tour out here until Easter and 14 days' leave.

661 Signal Troop
H.M.S. Intrepid
B.F.P.O. Ships
Yo ho ho, the wind blows free,
Oh for a life on the rolling sea.
HESE were the thoughts of most of us when our postings
T
to H JM.S. Intrepid came through. But where are you
our search commenced ac BlandIntrepid? Alas few knew,

and
ford on 14th October, 1968. Here we trickled in from our various
units in Germany and the U.K., and were formed inco a Troop
under the wing of our new O.C., Captain A. J. Briggs. Having
endured the usual run of P.E. tests and range classifications,
having been bogged down with every piece of kit the army has
ever invented, and with our bodies weakened by injections of
anti-this and anti-that, we bade farewell to two patient instructors, Captain M. J. P. Vann and Corporal Bentley, both exFearless. (Glamour Troop since tlhe ' calks '! ).

Iradoctrlnatlon
A spell with the Bootnecks (tMatelot name for Royal Marines)
at Easmey was our next stop, where we underwent a swifc
course on manpacks and the Royal Marine side of communications. It was here too that we discovered the Navy had a
different language; for example, " standeasy's over out pipes and
turn to" loosely translates to "NAAF.I break's over, back to
work." Our education in this subject continued during the following fortnighc at H.M.S. Mercury. This is the Naval Signal
School at Leydene near Petersfield. Situated on cbe top of a
hill Mercury has its own private weallher, affectionately known
to ~avy sparkers as admiralty controlled. Whilst learning about
the navy, its organisation, procedures and equipments, we also
increased our vocabulary. The strangesc thmg to us poor
squaddies was that Mercury, even though it is a shore escablishment, is run as a ship. Thus catching a bus to the nearest
village becomes "catching a libeny boat and going ashore!"
Floors became decks, walls became bulkheads, and ceilings
became deckheads, but the one na:val term we felt no inclination
to argue with was " Up spirics.'' This fine old naval tradition
(matelots' religious belief) is the ~aily issue of one-eighth <?f a
pint of rum to each man. Bubbly is the first method of pumshment the navy has, and has caused many a sailor to cry over his
dinner (never eat on an empty stomach).
Baffled, bewildered and bubblied, we moved on to the
Amphibious Training Unit Royal Marines at Poole, where we
met the other hundred or so Army and Royal Marine~ destined
for Intrepid. A most welcome two weeks' embarkation leave
rounded off the first phase of our search for Intrepid.
Singapore
The second phase of our search con isted of an R.A.F. VC10,
an R.N. bus, a gangway, and then behold, Intrepid. Among t
our initial introductions came one of the guiding lights of the
communications department, Chief Radio Supervisor Joluut'?n•
an authority on communications and an even greater authoncy
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n th night life of ingapore, or so it eems wb~ he turn. to
in the forenoon complete with sunglasses! Other mtroducuons
includ d Signalmen Cole, Crawford, Mu ~y .and Worboys, and
Staff Sergeant Lile, all from the old corruruss10n. Our first week
on board wa · one long ro:md of learning dep9:ftmental w~rk
gemng lo t, ~eing measured for
o. 3s, getun~ lost, being
introduced to hip's routine getcing lost, getting to. know
cn:ryonc el e, and getting lo t! The Troop, however, is now
·ompletely integrated with its naval counterparts; we share
Me. -deck (Corporal ' Spout ' Doui;hty is leading hand of
Ei ht Mess); we share duties; and Signalmen ar~ even to be
c n h isting the ensign at colours (a task fraught with dangers!).

stream of gunnery, flying, navigation, refuelling and comn:mnication exercises, era hboat drills, assault stations, machinery
breakdowns-there is no end to the number of ways you can
exercise a hip. Embarked forces have included 40 Commando,
99 Brigade and Singapore Guard Regiment. Four Gurkhas of
99 Brigade were attach.ed to the ~roop for an. extra week to
provide an excellent ship-shore radio relay service.
On the sports field we also play our part-Lance-Corporal
Babb, Signalman Arnot and Signalman Mulley being members
of the ship's football, hockey and rugger teams respectively,
and we have representatives in most departmental teams.
The future also looks bright-a major fleet exercise and then
visits to Brunei and ~ong Kong.

l'\·erk up
The recomrni~sioning ceremony was held in the tank deck on
14th December. Then it wa work up time, and we sailed up
the Ea t coast of Malaysia to Pulau Tiomann for simulated
beach landings (and a Banyan). Suddenly Chri tmas was upon
u and once again we were in for an eye-opener. Christmas D ay
on board hip must be seen to be believed-briefly the .th,~me
is " drink, sleep and be merry, for tomorrow "."e may die, or
feel like it. The New Year saw us at sea agam, much to the
disgu c of the Jock on board, for more work up. An endless

Postscript froIU n 111nt.f'lot
They should have tarted this article "Yo ho ho and a bottle
of rum!" If they'd had the communications weighed off as
quickly as the bubbly routine they'd be good kids. They know
more about ' sippers ' and ' gulpers ' than most three-badge
matelots, and trying to get a wet from a Pongo's tot is almost
as unsuccessful as trying to raise one on a Cll.
Seriously though, they're not bad lads, but be warnedyou won't know them when they get back!

[Photo--Courttsy Etmii11g Gazette, Middlesbro11gh

SHO ULD OLD ACQUAINTANCE BE FORGOT
R.S.M. and Mrs. R. F. Pearsall being "lit up" by R.S.M. Mears
RlowinJ,f Clu•ir own fru11111ets •• •
The Band were vastly encouraged after their inspection by
the Commander of Kneller Hall and the Director of Music.
He comp!imented them on t;heir ~provement during the past
year. Inc1~entally, the alarming noises that frighten the traffic
on the. mam road are four pipers practising-we seem to have
unofficially adopted them and their bagpipe recently!
Sucl not.-

T.A.V.R., SOUTHERN COMMAND, WINNERS
left to Right: Signalman B. Bradley ; Lance-Corporal Boyle, Signalman
Goodwill, Sergeant Clay (P.S.I.} Corporal Mette rs, Signalman
Seaney, Signalman Miller. Signalman Baldwin, Lance Corporal Dyer,
Signalmen Mitchell and Fuller
sult with a fine goal each. The R.C.T. redoubled their
efforts but were unable to shake the Signals defence.
Colonel W. C. Grierson, M.B.E., M.M., Chairman of
Southern Command Association Football, presented the cup
to the captain of our team, Lance-Corporal Dyer.
Our team .is to meet 225 Field Squadron R.E. (V), Western
Command in the U.K. quarter-finals.

We record with regret the sudden death of Sergeant Margaret
Blasdale, W.R.A.C. (V), of Newcastle. She had been a member
of this Regiment and SOth (N) Signal Regiment for many year
and wa . a personal friend of all the longer-serving members
of the W.R.A.C. Members of the Regiment lined the roadside
at the cemetery in farewell. She will be sadly missed.

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (VJ
Wanstead
Tiie Jmliit yenr

rr...,HE

second year of the Regiment's history is drawing
a close, and it bas been one of consolidation after
the hectic activities follow ing our formation early in 1967.
Consolidation has not been easy, as we foresaw, because
the Reserve Army has again been the subject of a review
and further reorganisation during 1968. The outcome is
not finally decided, but we hope that all will be clear in
time for next month's notes.
1:Ji:idoubtedly tlle highlight of the year was our annual
trammg in Germany. It will remain the subject of talk for
soi;rie time, and we are now benefiting from the experience
gamed, so that, we hope, we will be even more up to our
task next time.
to

A HAPPY FAMILY!
Members of the Sergeants' Mess and their ladies at R.S.M. and Mrs. Pearsall's farewell

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding

said farewell to R.S.M. R. F. Pearsall at a Sergeants' Mess
dinner and dance. Seventy-six members wished Mr. and Mrs.
Pearsall good luck in their new career as a landlord of a Newcastle pub. R.S.M. Mears is no stranger to many of the Regiment, having served as a P.S.I. in 49th Regiment in Leeds,
and we wish him a happy and successful tour of duty.

Hippies and Uapiwnlngs

T has been the season for social events-an Officers' 'Left
Bank ' party at Brambles Farm produced a collection of
hippie and flower children that would not have been out of
place in Trafalgar quare on any Sunday afternoon! Perhaps
the bc.t costume was Padre Clifford Barker and his wife, who
arrh·ed meticulously accurately attired as a French Priest and
Nun The whole event reflected great credit on Captains Bill
Ellington and Keith Barker who organised it.
R.S.~I.

t'ome and go

We welcomed R.S.M. A. D. Mears to the Regiment and
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Tiie- T.A.V.R. Cllul1N1J(e Cn1• Footbnll

A&<iOf'intion

A team :fielded by 44 (Cinque Ports) Signal Squadron
won the Soutl1ern Command final of
this competition in an exciting match against 210 (Ambulance) Squadron R.C.T. (V) on 12th January.
Royal Signals scored first with a goal by Signalman Brian
Bradley, but just before half-time the R.C.T. equalised and
then quickly scored a second goal. The Signal Squadron
kept up continuous pressure with several good shots at
goal, but it was not until IS minutes from the end that
Bradley took advantage of a melee in front of the goal to
even the score. Spurred on by his brother, Signalman Wally
Bradley and Signalman Paul Beaney made sure of the re(V) from Gillingham

lleg11lar officers-' education
We were pleased to welcome Lieutenant-Colonel Jimmy
Hellier and his officers of 24th Regiment to R.H.Q. for a
lecture and demonstration of the problems and achievements
of the T . & A.V.R. since reorganisation in 1967. They all
seemed suitably impressed! We would welcome similar visits
from other officers. It is surprismg that so many Regular
Signal Officers have little knowledge of their Reserve Army
counterparts.
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL 1969
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COMFORTABLE JOURNEY
The 36th Reg iment (V) off to annual camp in B.A.O.R.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regu lation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. inc. P. Tax

each 11/6
" 12/5

(Postai:e Estnil

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
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71 st Signal Regimen (Volunteers)
Bromley
.\ ...... nr~lment c•omrs fo )irf'
EVER heard of you," is the normal reaction at the
mention of our title and having just been formed
a a re ult of che late t T. & A.V.R. reorganisation, we hasten
to ubmit this ontribution to THE WIRE in order to announce
our elves to the rest of the Corps.
Our task is formidable-to form a Regiment from such
well-known T. & A.V.R. Ill Regiments as the Inns of Court
and City Yeomanry, the Es ex Yeomanry, the L ondon and
Kent Regiment, R.A., and the Royal Berk-shires and Berkhire Yeomanry. Al o being absorbed and providing the
nucleus of Signals ' know-how ' are che volunteers of T . &
A.V.R.II and III Signal Troops already located in our area,
outh-East England.
.\ welt>o mP b~· the• C' orJt!' to our

D('W

frif'nds

Although the Regiment consists only on paper of the C.O.
and a nucleus of permanent staff, the enthusiasm with which
the volunteers are applying to transfer to Royal Signals is
most heartening, and it will not be long before our 'do-ityourself' kit is being a ernbled. All are keen to begin signal
training, and it is clear that the loss of traditional and wellknovro Regiments from the military scene will be a significant
gain for the Corps. We welcome them in the assurance that
their abundant enthusiasm will overcome any difficultie facing
us in the transitional period of formation.

COHPOH .\J.

Scarborough Signal Training Centre
rrHESE are the first notes since we became Scarborough
Signal Training Centre. Burniston Barracks is on the
north side of Scarborough. A trip to Scarborough in the 18th
century became fashionable--Sheridan wrote a play about it .
From the drinking of ihe spa waters, its patrons took to
bathing in the ·ea, and Britain's first holiday resort was born.
Ir continues now and into the future with its modern note as
a holiday resort and as a tourist centre for Britain.
The barracks i in continuous use both winter and summer
by units of the Army Volunteer Reserve. The barracks has
had a complete face lift, and has now been modernised; the
popularity of che Training Centre is shown by Units of the
T.A.V.R. tending to come back here year after year.
We have a flourishing Wives' Club and the Scarborough
Branch of the Asso::iation use the social club for their
functions. We welcome R.Q.M.S. Ault and Staff Sergeant
Thomas and hope that their stay in Scarborough will be
enjoyable.
The O.C., Major (Q.M.) Jim Bevan can usually be found
throughout the rugby season at Scarborough R.U.F.C., and
when internationals are on he will be at Arms Park, Murrayfield or Twickenham, and in summer time in his garden.

uo,·.u,

SIG~.\l,S

Y .U ' UT n.111

To the list of annual awards of the Royal Signals Yacht
Club, published in last month's WIRE should be added the
name of W.O.II (S.S.M.) D . N. Wheeler, of 261 Signal
Squadron, who ha been awarded che Shaw Cup, given to
the member with the best racing record in dinghies for
1968.

253 Signal Sq1iadro1i Orienteering Team

@hituarp
C'Ol,ONEI,

ItOUCJil,.\S

4 "11 .\HU~S

4'0C:KS

;·i.!l Wum deeply regrets to record the death of Coloi?el

Doug. 'S. Ch;~rles Cocks at Exeter recently, at the age of 59.
H.R.r . wr1tes:
Douglas Charles Cocks joined t~e Middles~x Yeomanry
shortl y before the ou~break of war m 1939, bemg promoted
Sergeant about that .m~1e. A~ were the majority of his comr des, he was comrruss10n.ed m the Middle East and in 1944
returned to England_. . Ma1or C~cks was appointed Second-in0 1mmand of 3 Tram_m_g Battalion at ~tby. To his ability
as a leader and adrnimstrator was due m no small measure
tr c ~igh morale and efficiency of that newly re-formed
Hattahon.
The verY_ severe winter of 1944-45 caused great difficulties.
The Battaho11; was accomm~dated mainly i~ shabby requisiU?ned boarding; houses, w1t~o~t heat, with frozen pipes,
wllh two . of the . cookhouse dmmg halls in derelict garages,
floored :v1th wet, icy conc!ete, staffed by A.T.S. Under Cock's
leader hip they ":'Orked like fiends, producing an outstanding
standard of messmg under near impossible conditions. Came
the thaw. . From ~omewhere he conjured enough paint, and
the decrepit boarding houses had their first interior decoration
after five years of military occupation.
In 1946 he rejoined his old firm, Henry Peabody (London)
Inc., under Colonel George Sale, late the Middlesex Yeomaory
He succee?ed in bus!ne,ss as i11; the Army.
·
The Pr~ncess Lomse ~ Kensmgton Regiment decided to
ask for th~1r first Royal Signals Commanding Officer and Cocks
was apJ?Omted. Throughout his tenure, there was a catchphrase m Headquarters, London Drstrict: " If you want a
job doing, ask the Kensingtons."
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL F. BOOTH

(see Special Mention)

Lieutenant-Colonel Frank Booth, a founder member of
Indian Signals, who died at Emsworth Rants on 14th February
at the age ?f 87, served ~ th_e 34th Division~l Signal Company
S .. & M . m M~sopotanu_a m 1914. The following year he
raised a Corps Signal U~t for the same Expeditionary Force.
He was one of the survivors of the terrible seige of Kut-elAr~ara and of the trek to the Turkish prisoner-of-war camps
which followed.
He ~en served in che Waziristan operations of 1919 before
beconung C.S.O., Southern Army, at Poona. He retired from
Maresfield in 1925.
A keen wireless 'ham,' he held Indian licence No. 2 and
when C.S.0. a~ J?oona, his equipment was the only one ~vail
~ ble for the trallling of operators. Frank Booth was Mentioned
m Despatches five rimes. He was one of the original founderm~mbers of the Royal Signals Association and his Life Membership card bears the serial number 3.
MAJOll

WI N NERS 51 BRIGAD E MINOR UNITS CO MPETITION

left to Righi : Corporal Kent, Lance-Corporal Evans, Lance-Corporal Chard , Captain Law, Corpo ral Brown, Sig nalman Roe, Lance-Corporal

E.

W.

U.

CAH •.

Corpor~ Carn died as a result
traffic acc1~ent at ~orthallerton on

HOUKlllK

Major 'Jimmie ' Hobkirk, w_ho died on 15th February, at the
age of 78, was . e~ucate~ at Edinburgh Academy and Sandhurst.
He was con;m:uss1o~ed mto the Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) in
1910. He Jomed m South Africa, and while there attended
the _Pretoria Signal School.
. His Regiment went direct to France in August, 1914, and
m. ~~15 he was seconded to R.E. Signals, serving with 6th
D1vmonal and II Corps. In 1916 he rejoined the Cameronians
and serve~ in. Salonika, where he again joined Signals in
1917, servmg m XVI Corps and 28th Division. He was at
Maresfield when h~ transferred to the Corps in 1920. From
1~22-27 he served m India, commanding, in turn, E Divisional
Signals, Peshewar, and G Divisional Signals in Jubblepore.
i:rom 1927_ to 1932, when he retired on half-pay he held
~fl?US appomtments in 3rd Divisional Signals a( Bulford.
ur1ng the Secoz:d World War he served in training units
and was commanding a Polish Repatriation Unit when, in 1947,
he was released.
The deep sympathy of tlle Corps is extended to his widow
and family.

of injurie received in a
21st January.
. At the tt_me of .his death he had been serving with 16th
Signal Regrment. m B.A.~.R. since March, 1968, and was
attached to 8th S~gi:ial Regiment on a BI Upgrading Course.
Corp?ral Carn JO!ned the Royal Signals in March, 1962, and
served m ~.K., the Far East and B.A.0.R. He leaves a wife
and two children, to whom our deep sympachy goes.
C OllPOIL\J, U.

Mc-KIN.XO~

It. i~ . with re&!"et that we announce the death of Corporal
Ben1amme McKinnon in Friarage Hospital, Northallerton on
the_ 21st January, shortly after being involved in a rr'affic
accident on the A.19.
Corpo~al McKiJ;mon wa~ attending an Upgrading Course
at 8th Signal Regunent; h lS parent Regiment was 10ch Regiment.
Corpcral McKinnon has seen service with 650 Signal Troop,
Bahrem, H.Q. .1 (BR) Corps, B.A.O.R., 3rd Division H.Q.
and Signal Reglment and then 30th Regiment.
All members of the Regiment extend their sympathy to hi
mother.
CORPOIUJ.

.J.

P.

LA.t.'°CASTEll

It is with deep regret that we report the death of Corporal

J. P. Lancaster of ' H ' Troop (Bruggen) at the R.A.F. Hospital,
Wegber~, . on 4th December. 'Burt' Lancaster was one of the
personaliaes of a very lively Troop, and his sudden death was
a shock to _all. The moving and dignified way in which his
funeral service . was conducted, in appalling weather conditions
~as a grea~ tribute to his popularity, both in the Troop
m the Regrment as a whole.
Corporal Lancaster was a dedicated soldier who lived for
the _Army.· J:Ie was an excellent tradesman and he took a
leading part m every. type of extra mural and social activity.
He was a very keen cncketer, whose great ambition was to raise
a Squadron team to beat the Regiment.
Mrs. Lancaster showed great courage throughout her ordeal
and our deep sympathy and very best wishes for the future
go to her and her family.

·and

lUIL

E.

.J.

QUERIPEL

All who knew him will be saddened to hear or the death
of Ted Queripel Oate Sergeant in the Corps) in February
Ted, who lived in .Jersey, was probably one of the mo~t
popular ~~n on the island. He had connections with many
local soc1ette~, such as the British Legion, the Jersey Motorcycle and Light Car Club, the Telephone ~ports Club, and,
of COIJ!se, the Jersey Branch of the Royal Signals Association,
of which he was a most. stalwart supporter, being one of its
founder meI!lbers. He 1s reputed never to have missed a
branch meeung unless prevented by illness.
At the funeral service, the Church was filled to capacity
and the Jersey Branch of the Association went there to a~
The ~t~ndards of. the British Legion and the Royal Signals
Assoc1aa~n were m front of the altar overnight ..
Ted 'Yill be m~ch missed. His genial and straightforward
personality and his fine organising ability will long be remember~d by all, particularly the Jersey Branch of the
Assoc1aaon.
Our deep ympathy goe to hi wife and relatives in their
sad loss .

c oau•s s1•o n Ts HESUI,Ts
I lot> key
Corps 1, R.M.C.S. Shrivcnham 0.
Corps 7, R.C.T. O.
Corp 2, Royal Marine 0.

Sq u n sb
Corps 1, R.M .C.S. 4.

As!So<•iat iou F o ot.ball
Manchester University 2, Corps 1.

Moffatt
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our
e
• • • on the air in 15 minutes

. .. anywhere

Simple controls and setting - up procedure enable the Plessey C50
UHF radio relay station to be fully operational in less than 15
minutes.
The C50 provides 12 channel speech (FDM) or 250 kilobit/sec data
(PCM) on any channel in the 225 to 400 MHz band. Power output is
10W but a 200W power amplifier is available.
Other features which contribute to the effectiveness and versatility of
this relay station-now in service with the British Army after extensive
trials over the toughest terrain-include :
•

Full duplex operation using cross-polarised log periodic aerials.

•

Quick channel selection by 6-crystal turret or synthesiser.

•

Unit construction to simplify maintenance (fits 19" racks).

•

Satisfactory communications over circuits with 160 db path losses,
typical of 65 - 80 km (40 - 50 mile) paths.

A select minority can buy a Rover 2000 at
It's these standards, these features and the
a considerable saving. If you're overseas or going thinking behind them, that make a Rover a
in the next six months you qualify for special remarkable car at any price.
concessions. Over £500 at the present time.
Stand up for your rights at the Rover
Here's what you get for your money. A car, dealer in your area. He'll tell you more about the
though built with up-to-date production methods, car and the tax concessions. Or write to: Personal
still built with painstaking care at every stage of Export Department, The Rover Company
manufacture.
Limited, Solihull, Warwickshire.
And instead of brief checks, we give every fiifiiiill
~~
~
. ~. ."_~-~~--1)-.-~-T-E- Rl
engine a full bench test. And drive each car
R
W _n: · y
around and around our test track until we
are satisfied.
S
Instead of mere padding, a safety
· ~ ~
cage that surrounds and protects you and
:};:;..-=~ ....
your passengers. One of 23 very real safety
features.

0

Variations to layout can be made to meet particular operational
requirements. Write for further information to : The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford, Essex,
7

;~~;;E\:'~ ;;;;;;:~·~s
PE<EltR

•
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Editorial
Our Cover Picture
Nearly every weekend, members of 22nd Signal Regiment's Gliding
Club depart for the Two Rivers Gliding Club at RA.F. Laarbruch, led
by Lieutenant L . S. Hood, a qualified gliding instructor. Th~ Regimental
Gliding Club was forme<;t in June last year and, to date, rune me~~ers
have qualified as solo pilots. More are well on the way to qualifymg.
Some of those who have flown with the Gliding Club are seen around
a Slingsby ' Swallow ' intermediate single-seater'. which ~as brought up
to the unit lines in Lippstadt recently, before bemg used m an adventure
Training expedition. Left to right in the picture are: Lieutenant Leigh Hood,
Signalman Bill Paton (in cockpit), Lance-Corporal Alan Hobson, Corporal
Barrie Roberts, Signalman Alan Bishop, Lieutenant Hugh Goodman and
Lance-Corporal Dave Thome.
From letters and enquiries we receive, it is clear that many only have
a rudimentary knowledge of the organisation and functions of Regimental
Headquarters. Below is a summary which may be helpful to many of our
readers.

EDITORIAL (continued from previous page)

Royal Signals Institution.-The Secretary (LieutenantColonel E. G. Day) and staff of tlie Royal Signals Institution
come under their own Chairman and Council. The Royal
Signals Institution is a learned society whose aim is to
foster the professional and technical interests of the Corps.
This is does by publishing the Corps Journal, maintaining
the Corps Museum and historical records, sponsoring
central and local lectures and prize essays and providing
the Secretary of the Corps Historical Committee, which
advises on all historical matters. Local centres of the
In titution are established in Catterick, Blandford,
Germany and Singapore. The Historical Officer is
Colonel R. M. Adams.
4'r1•irP to the Corps

It is particularly stressed that the various elements outlined above operate in close co-operation with each other
and together from a single entity - REGIMENTAL
HEADQUARTERS.
The object of R.H.Q. is to SERVE the Corps. Visitors
of any rank are always very welcome, at any time.

TUE CORPS BAND-WHY NOT MORE
RECORDINGS?

Sir,
I am a great lover of martial music and have decided to
build up a library of records. So far, I have never seen any
records of our Corps Band other than the LP offered by the
Royal Signals Association at 27s. (I am enclosing a cheque for
30s. to procure a copy).
Are there any other records which the Corps Band has
made?
I find it a trifle frustrating to search through selections of
military music records and find that the monopoly is held
by The Royal Marines or any of the Brigade of Guards' Bands.
Is there any legal reason which prevents our Corps Band
from making records for sale to the general public.
I feel sure that many fellow members of the Corps would
welcome the chance of relaxing to the strains of our own
very fine Band through their elaborate hi-fi systems--in stereo
preferably.
Viva la Corps Band.
G. Hitchcock, W.0.I (Y. of S.)
HQ DCN,
Dean Stanley Street,
London, S.W.l.
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From our "In" Tray

of York's Headquarters in Kings Road, Chelsea, five minutes' walk from
Sloane Square Underground Station.

An article by 253 Squadron on the use of mules in the Corps
in the February/March issue of 'The Wire' has brought a
quick response from a R.E.M.E. Officer who remembers an
occasion in Muscat in 1958 when the Corps used not mules-but donkeys.

What are Corps Domestic Alfairs?

Sir,

All matters of private concern to the Corps, outside the normal military
functions of operations, communications, training and administration. These
include: Corps funds, subscriptions, publications, benevolence, historical
records furtherance of professional and technical interests, museum, pictures
and sil;er, social events, presentations and visits.

Whilst browsing through the February/March 1969 issue of
THE WIRE, my eye was caught by an article on page 77 entitled
' When did the Corps last use Mules?'
Although the occasion I will mention later will not qualify
as a complete answer to the title of the article, I was reminded
of the association which the Royal Signals had with the
occasion on which donkeys were used in Muscat in 1958. During
a somewhat protracted action against dissidents in Muscat
it was necessary to set up a base camp on top of a mountain,
at which place 20 Somaliland Plains donkeys were corralled, for
moving equipment across terrain at least as bad as shown in
the photograph in your article. One of the members of this
base camp was a Corporal of your Corps, whose name genuinely
escapes me, but who was remarkable for several things, including his nature and physique which attracted unto him the
nickname 'Mean, Moody and Ma¥?ificent '; The 'Magnificent'
part was exemplified when he dectde<l that he wisbed to get a
change of shirt and so he walked down the mountain and back
up again in just under twelve hours, traversing a vertical distance of 12,000 feet in the process. The 'Mean • and 'Moody'
element became obvious, not unjustifiably, when an attempt
was made to load a 19 set, its PSU and a quantity of Signals
batteries on to some of these donkeys. Having regard for
the fact that these donkeys were utterly incapable of carrying
anything in excess of 90lb., your Corporal had a problem. He
had an even bigger problem when it was required of him
to operate this radio, so mounted, on the move.
Your article mentions that 'useful lessons were learnt
throughout the exercise.' It is not being; too cynical to say that
certain useful lessons were certainly learnt by the Corporal
and myself on this occasion; I should mention at this stage
that I (trained in matters electronic) had been appointed to
the position of overseer of the donkeys.

is W
In Cheltenham Terrace, London, S.W.3; first left, just past the Duke

Wli,ere

llow is

AU correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143·

APRIL/1'1AY

A headquarters formed in 1961 to provide a permanent secretariat for
the co-ordination and implementation of Corps domestic or ' Regimental '
affairs-hence its title. It is an official Army unit operating on a M.O.D.
establishment.

n.n.q.

organised?

R.H.Q. (as it is normally referred to within the Corps) consists of three
main sections :
Regimental Secretariat.-The Regimental Secretary (Colonel G. D. T.
Harris) and his staff provide the secretari~t for various _committee~, namely
the Corps Committee, the Master of Signals Executive Committee, the
Corps Finance Committee and the Committee of the ~fficers' Dinner Club.
In addition he acts as Staff Officer to the Master of Signals and the Representative Colonel Commandant, and forms a link betwen them and the
S.0.-in-C. He is also responsible for the general co-ordination of the
activities of R.H.Q. He maintains a record of Corps silver and is responsible
for the arrangements for the Corps dinner, garden party and officers' reunion.
He collates the Corps Newsletter, which is published by the Royal Signals
Institution. He publishes the Royal Corps of Signals List, but AGII are
responsible for all details in respect of serving officers and W.O.s I. ri:e
also publishes the Retired List. Finally, he is the Corps treasurer and is
responsible for the day-to-day administration of Corps funds. The Corps
Accountant and staff work directly under him.
Royal Signals Association.-The Genera~ ~ecretary (Brigadier P: M._ P.
Hobson) and staff of the Royal Signals Assoc1auon c;o1;11~ under the dirt;e~on
of their own Chairman and Central Committee. Acuv1ties of the Assoc1auon
include providing an administrative H.Q. for some 50-odd branches,
organising the annual reunion, ac~ounting ~or Association c;ntra~ fu~ds:
publishing THE WIRE, as well as bemg financial agents for the White Li.st,
'Retired List' and 'Blue Book'; the sale of Corps goods, such as ties,
motor car badges, diaries, etc., and finally the implementation of all Corps
benevolent work, including advice on employment and many other personal
problems.
·
(continued on next page)
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Yours faithfully,
J. F. S. Bidgood, Major, R.E.M.E.

R.E.M.E. Officers' School,
Aborfield,
Reading, Berks.
RG2 9NL.
THE WIRE, APRIL-MAY 1969

W.0.1 Hitchcock's letter was passed to Brigadier F. L. Clarkson,
M.B.E., Band President, and he replies as follows:
Sir,
I entirely agree with the spirit of Mr. Hitchcock's letter, and
I would assure him that he is no more frustrated than I!
But the fact is that the Royal Marines and the Brigade of
Guards Bands are constantly in the public eye, and the recording
companies are therefore much more prone to recording tho e
bands for sale. to the general public because they have a fairly
certain prospect of making a profit. Regrettably, the Royal
Signals Band is not yet-I repeat not yet--so well-known as the
Royal Marines or Guards Bands, a situation which the Band
itself is doing much to change. Nevertheless we are in touch
with a recording company and hope very much to have a record
made for public sale quite soon.
Quite apart from this, there is, I know, a great demand
amongst the Corps and, Old Comrades for another Corps Band
record, and we will sometime within the next year, I hope,
make a second Corps Band record for sale within the Corps.
I am sure this will be very popular. And I take Mr. Hitchcock's
point that it should be stereo; I entirely agree.
Yours sincerely,
F. L. Clarkson, Brigadier,
Band President.
Headquarters,
Training Brigade, Royal Signals,
Catterick Camp, Yorkshire.

1th Regiment lose Army Rugby Cup Final 9-3
to South Wales Bonlerers
Sir,
I am sorry we did not manage to bring back the Army Cup
to the Corps.
The team would not wish me to offer any excuses, for on
the day the better team won. However, I am sure that they
would wish me to say how appreciative they have been of the
enormous interest shown in their successes this year throughout
the Corps. Many messages of good luck and congratulations
have been received. We are all most grateful and determined
to do even better next year.
Could you possibly pass on the message through the pages
of Tm! WIRE.
Yours sincerely,
A. C. Birtwhistle, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Commanding 7th Signal Regiment.
7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 15.
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N SUAL OBS
Sir,
On the fateful 1st April, 1967, my appointment in the
General List ( ection A) T.A. ceased to exist and I was
fortunate ro be able to change my cap-badge from the Royal
Arms to that of the Royal Corps of Signals.
I have ju t borrowed a copy of TuB WIRB and notice the
page headed 'Faraway Places-Unusual Jobs,' so I would like
to relate how, dressed in our No. I rig, I have acted as Honorary
Veterinary Officer to both the Colche ter and Suffolk annual
tattoos-both events which in the past two years have included
animal performances in their programmes and I have been
merely following my civilian occupation of veterinary surgeon.
Being in a TA.V.R. unit, with no commitment for camp
or drills I am happy to take part in whatever military
a tivities I can to 'keep my hand in,' whether or nor it is of an
un.varlike nature described in the paragraph above. The strange
coincidence is that in 1968 I was caught in a press photograph while horses were in the arena-in fact the King's T roop
R.H.A., and I still cherish in its frame a copy of a press photograph publi. hed in 1935 taken at camp at Tidworth Pennings
of myself riding on the rear of the Royal Signals horse-drawn
cable laying wagon the day I qualified as a first-class
signaller!
Yours faithfully,
R. N. Phillips, Captain,
Royal Signals (T.A.V.R.).
139, London Road,
Ipswich.
P.S. To dress for tattoos I have tried both Catterick and
Blandford in order to borrow a Royal Signals shoulder-belt and
pouch, but neither place has one. Normally regimental museums
will lend such items when they exist. Has no-one in the Corps
got one? Maybe a retired senior officer of pre-war days? I
mig!n need it again this summer.
l'tL.\.RRIAGE
MacDonald - Nicholson. At Shotton Colliery St. Saviour's
Church, on 19th April, Lance-Corporal Malcolm MacDonald,
son of Mrs. I. M. MacDonald and the late Mr. M. MacDonald,
and Mary Catherine Nicholson, daughter of Mrs. H. Nicholson
and the late Mr. J. R. Nicholson, of 23, Bruce Glasier Terrace,
Shotton Colliery, County Durham. Lance-Corporal MacDonald
is at present serving with C. & E. Division, H.Q. A.F.C.E.N.T.,
B.F.P.O. 28.
CATTERlCK REVNION~ 1969
ThJs will take place on the 28th/29th June
All Association members wishing to attend should
get in touch with their Branch Secretary in order that
accommodation can be reserved. Members not belonging
to a branch should write to:
The General Secretary,
Royal Si~nals Association,
R.H.Q., Royal Signals,
Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Tel.: 01-730-4129.
Applications should be made as soon as possible. It
may not be possible to provide accommodation for those
applying after 1st June.

4 CORPS SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
On 3rd May, 1969, former members of 4 Corps Signals,
many of whom saw long service in Burma during the
last war, will meet for a reunion dinner in the 'Baron-ofBeef' in the City of London.
This will be the 21st occasion on which this reunion
has been held, and usually about seventy members
attend.
This year the function will be regarded as a special
occasion, and invitations to attend have been sent to
former Commanders of 4 Corps and to representatives
of other units with which 4 Corps Siimals was associated.
Details may be obtained from the Honorary Secretary:
Mr. E. L. Marsh, 73, Green Lane, New Malden, Surrey.
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Special Mention

OPPORTV,V lTIES FOR CIVILIAN
EMPLOJ!MENT

MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

Scrvmg ranks of the following trades who will shortly be
available to take up civilian employment in the areas mentioned
below are i:wited to contact the Civilian Administration Officer
10th Signal Regiment, Beavers Lane Camp, Hounslow, Middlesex.

A

- - The Rugbu Team of 7th Signal Regiment
for accepting with such a high degree of sportsmanship
their narrow defeat in the final of the Army Rugby Cup.
To a team that has played such consistently good and
confident rugby throughout the season, the result must
have been particularly disappointing. But there were
no excuses, only a recognition that their opponentsThe South Wales Borderers, who won the final by 9 points
to 3-were on the day slightly the better side. (See
' From Our In-Tray ').
- - Major N. Moss and Lleutf'nant G. A. Allf'n 111
the Sehool ol Si.gnalR
for playing in the Army Hockey eleven against a strong
Royal Navy representative side at Aldershot recently.
The Army won a very bard game by three goals to one.
- - The Corps Rugbu Team
for bringing off such a creditable win against the R.A.F.
Signals Command by 31 points to 6, who this year
were the winners of the R.A.F. inter-unit championship.
The Corps rugby team also beat the RM.A., Sandhurst,
12-3.
- - Royal Signals D.A.O.n. Hockey Teani
for winning the B.A.0.R. Inter-Corps Hockey Competition
in the first season of its introduction. Their record to
date : Played 3; won 3; points 6 (maximum).
- - 224 Signal Squadron
for winning the Northern Command Minor Units Basketball Shield for the fourth year running. There are now
no spare slots on the shield for once again recording
the name of the unit.

- - LancP--Corporal C. D. Bond, Lance-Corporal
K. R. Dunn and Signalman l. C. Munro ol
261 Signal Squadron (Air Support)
for being selected to play for the Army (Cyprus) team
against the R.A.F. side. The Army team was defeated.

*

*

*

ROYAL

SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND

AND

so

Expenditure durinit January, 1969
Expenditure during; February, 1969

Technicians Radio.-Vacancies for Electronic Mechanics,
Grade I (Radio) at Colchester, £19 5s. Od. p .w., and Hounslow,
£20 lls. Od. p.w.
Linesmen.-Vanacies for Electricians (Telephone Mainten1nce) at Bulford, Colchester, Shoeburyness, Hounslow and
Ta•.mton. Hounslow £18 7s. Od. p.w.; other locations
£17 ls. Od. p .w.
Other v1!:ancies which arise from time to time in numerous
locations in Southern Command:
Tele::ommunications Operators (Male and Female).-Starting
pay (aged 25 and over) £16 Os. 6d. p.w., rising to £19 8s. 6d.
p.w. Higher rates in London area.
Telephone Operators (Male and Female).-Starting pay (age
25 and over) £13 13s. 6d. p.w., rising to £14 14s. Od. p.w.
Higher rates in London area.

~===== Movements
Otncer•
Lieutenant G. A. Allen . . .
Major D. R. Beadon .. .
Lieutenant C . ]. Brill .. .
Captain P. J . R. Brown
Captain A. F. Browne
Lieutenant A. Burtt
Major C. R. C. Bunce
Major A. B. Byng

£1 57

9

. .. To A.A.C., Harrogate
,, I uh Regiment
,, 35 Corps Enj. Regt. Sig. Troop
1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, H.Q. I (BR) Corps
222 Squadron
,, 2lld Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
Min. of Technology (D.L.R.D.)
(T)

M2jor J. P. Brian
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. Baldwin
Capt.in (Q.M.) H. J. Crocker, B.E.M.
Lieutenant P. J K. Dickinson
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Flear
Lieutenant J. E. Fitzgerald
Major M. J. Flynn
...
Captain K. G. Gouldin&
Captain R. W. Garlick
Lieutenant W . J. Hodson
...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel T. G. H. Jackson,
O.B.B.

The followinf[ donations were most f(Talefully received durinf[ 'January
and February, 1969:
£ s d.
8th Regiment ~Iv~ Club)
...
...
.. .
...
. ..
8 0 0
Army Anprennccs' Colleiie (W"1111er, 1968. Senior Term)
41 0 0
School of S!guals (Warrant Ofllccn' and Sergeants' Mess)
I
5 5
81rd Souadron (V) {Warrant Ofliccra' and Sergeants' Mess)
2 12 0
R.A. Ra~ge, Hebrides (Wives' Oub) ...
27 18 0
Cardiff Branch (proceeds of Male Voice Ch~ir Oinccrt)
0 0
215 Squadron (DCN) (Wives' Oub)
IS 6
Central Scotland Branch ...
I
I 0
Hull Branch
...
...
. ..
3 3 0
Hartleoool and District Branch
2 2 0
Mr. H. Liley ...
. ..
3 16 0
Major E. H. Bridle ...
J
0 0
Mr. C. W. Holmes ..
I 5 0
Licutenant-Colooel R. J . N. Sollv
...
. ..
2 0 0
Colonel J. P . Longfield (Deed of Covenant) .. .
T 0
0
J II
6
Maior W . H . L . Gordon, C.B.E., M.C. . ..
. ..
Major G . A. Vincent
. ..
2 2 0
Various individual donations
6 18 0

Total Receipts

Technicians, Terminal Equipment.-Vacancies for Electroruc
Mechanics, Grade I (Radio) at Colchester. (£19 5s. Od.) p.w.

Lieuten~nt

The foregoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
Corps news worthy of special mention. Something of
particular interest must have occurred in YOUR unit,
station, or command. Write NOW and tell the Editor
about it and so help keep this a live and interesting
Column.

W.O.U H . W. Cage

..•

.• •

• ..

0. M . Lewis
.'v1ajor R. A. MacHeath . . .
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel R. L. Murray
Major S. W. Mawson . . .
. ..
Major (T.O .T.) N. W. Merrifield
...
...
Major I. MacDonald
Captain (T.O.T.) P . Newton . .
Captain (Q.M.) D. G. Newton
Captain R. Pickard
-"\ajor R. Ping
. ..
. ..
Lieutenant B. H. Rowe
N1ajor P . A . Spooner ...
. ..
Second-Lieutenant E. H . Sambcll
Captain R. Stather
.. .
Lieutenant D. Strong .. .
••.
Lieutenant G. R . Vaughan ...
Major R. 0. Wilson
. ..
. ..
Major (T.O.T.) R. D . WilllngR'le
Captain A. L. Watson .. .
Capwn L. A. Woods .. .
Lieutena"lt T. I. M. Waugh
Captain M . 0. Wilson .. .
Lieutenant P. J. Walls .. .

n 1 arg-1111t

,, H.Q., 3rd Division
,, 244 Squadron
224 Squadron
,, MOD D124A
,, 21st Regiment
,, School of Signals
,, 28th Regiment
., 24th Regiment
,, Adm. Comdt., Bahrein
,, 21st Regiment
37th Regiment (V)
32nd Armd. Eng. Regt. SiJl- Tp.
,, H.Q., Air Forces, Gulf (S.0.2)
,, 16th Regiment
,, H.Q. , FARELF
,, 9th Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
,, 11th Regiment
,, Int. Centre
,, 63 Squadron (SAS)
School of Signal s
znd Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt.
19th Regiment
10th Regiment

W.0.1 H. Miller ...
W.O.I A. S. R. Alfred
W.O.II R . C. Higgins
W.O.II A. E. W . Cave

YOU

... To H .Q . Western Command
No. 33 COOet Training Team
31st Regiment (V)
33rd Regiment (V)
nth Infantry Brignde Signal
Squadron

ORDERED YOUR
THE WIRE?

,. 262 Squadron
,, School of Signals

,, C.V. U.Q. and Trailing Wing

,, SHAPE H.Q. Command and
Support (B.E.)
,. 223 Squadron
,, H.Q. t (B.R.) Corps
,, 19th Regiment
,, 7th Armd. Bek. Si&nal Squadron
,, 19th Regiment
,, 19th Regiment
,. 19th Regiment
., 30th Regiment
,, 22nd Regiment
,, I Ith Regiment
,, 222 Squadron
,, 222 Squadron
,, 227 Squadron
,. 226 Squadron
,, 22nd Regiment
,. 18th Regiment
., 28th Regiment
,. 234 Squadron
7th Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 30th Regiment
,, H.Q. B.A.0.R.
,, 225 Squadron
,, 19th Regiment
., 18th Regiment
22nd Regiment
4th Guards Bde. Signal Squadron
20th Armd. Bde. Sig. Squadron
., 13th R egiment
,, 16th Regiment
,, 16th Regiment
1st Division Signal Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
,, 636 Troop
., 249 Squadron
,. 39th Inf. B<le. Signal Squadron
,. 3rd Division Signal Regiment
., 11th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 28th Regimen t
.. 12th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
25
Number of cases assisted financially in February
36
Number of clothing parcels sent ...
£440 19 10
Amount spent in grants and loans

One of the Month's Cases
X-CORPORAL, war-time service, has not worked

for a year, due to a spinal injury. His wife died
E
children. He
three years ago, leaving him with
tw~

h~s

kept the family together and done his best to pay hi
way, but was obliged to run i~to debt in rec~nt months
in order to obtain school clothmg for the children. The
Association made him a grant of £40 in order to cl73r
the debrs and put him straight. Efforts are also bemg
made to try and get him a Training Course in some
suitable form of light employment.

One of the Month's Letters

Oliit'Prs 11n1l Sergeants

w .o.r T. J. Cantle

HA VE

,, 255 Squadron
,, 13th Regiment
,, 1st Div. H.Q. & Sjgnal Regt.
,, 28th R egiment
,, Joint Warfare Estab.
,, 11th Regiment
5 Inf. Bde. H .Q . & Signal Sqn
,, 16th Regiment
,, 18th Regiment
., 9th Regiment

W.O.II (Y. of S.) V. W. Rayner
W.O.II G. H. Brooker
W.O.Il D. B. Rand
W.O.II F. M. Orr
W.O.II W. T. Dawney
W.0.II D. H . M. Rumsey
Staff Sergeant P. Joh'.lstone
...
Staff Sergeant P. C. Barnett ...
Staff Scriieant (F. of S.) G . W. Emslie
Staff Scriicant (F. of S.) D. K. Harvey
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) M. F. Oi1I
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. D. G.
Brown
.
. ..
. ..
...
. ..
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) H. M. Allison
Staff Sergell'1t (F. of S.) P. H. J.
Hillier
.
...
...
. ..
S;afT Sergeant (F . of S.) D. J .
Thornton
...
...
. ..
. ..
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) N. C. Collier
S:aff Sergeant R. C. Pearce
Sergeant I. G . Greenall
Sergeant A. K. Welch ...
Sergeant J. M. Downie
..
Sergeant M. J. Lewis
. ..
Sergeant L. T. B. Willis
Sergeant H. M. L. Malcolm
Sergeant G. Johnstone
Sergeant G. Flake
Sergeant R. L. Clarence
Sergeant R. C Jones
Sergeant K. Moxon
Sergeant W. R. Waring
Sergeant R. E. Hunt
Sergean t W. T. Duffy
Se~geant E. C. Tibby
Sergeant B. W. Smoker
A / Sergeant D. R. Parker
Sergeant T. Bowman
...
A/ Sergell'ilt J. R. Husband
Sergeant J. Garland
Sergeant A. W . Jones
Sergeant T. Ditch
. ..
. ..
Sergeant D . G. James-Bailey
Sergeant K. S. Beale
Sergeant J. H. Morgan
Sergeant J. Q . Hazard
Sergeant D. A. Kingdon
Sergeant J. Gibson
Sergeant A. S. Carr
...
Sergeant D. J. S. Grove
Sergeant J. Armstrong ...
Sergeant D . J. Le'Carpenticr
Sergean t R. Ridley
.. .
Sergeant G. Armistead .. .
Sergeant K. R. Adams
Sergeant J. C. Watkinson
Sergea::it P. J. D avis
...

., 6th Infantry Brigade Slillal
Squadron
., 222 Squadron
,, 242 Squadron
,. School ol Infantry (Hytbe)
,, 111h Regiment
,. 18th Regiment
,. 14th Regiment
.. School of Signal•
•• 259 Squadron
,, 18th Regiment
,, 16th Regiment
,, Malawi Army

COPY

"J SHOULD
like to say how grateful I am to you for
clearing my coal bill. I have great cause to be
thankful to you, as ou have been so kind to me since
I lost my husband. My son and I have been throu&h a
difficult time, but we have been greatly helped by kmdness such as yours."

OF

THE CORPS CARES.FOR ITS OWN

(.692 ~o IO
£446 19 IO
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Promotions
RnGIMENTAL DUTY ROST6R
Old

Sen. No. Sen. No.
ToW.O.I

A/W.0.1
A / W.0.1
A/W.0.I
A/W.O.I

ToW.0.II A/W.0.Il
A/W.0.Il
A/W.0.11
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
A/W.0.11
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
A/W.0.Il
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
S/Sii;t.
A/W.O.II

PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an • •

To

w.o.n

S Sgt.

No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweight military radio In quantity production anywhere
does all the things the A13 can do, In so many different roles. That's
why it's already been bought by armed forces on four continents. They
recognise the A 13's unique flexibility as man pack ground station
vehicl: station or marine craft set. They know it's ~roved in combat:
including parachute delivery.
The Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete channels In the 2-8 MHz band
(selected without netting); a choice of phase or ampl itude voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-power
(20 watts) transmitter output; fully protected output circuits; and a wide
range of accessories. Please write for a copy of the A13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford, Essex,

;;;:~•=======~IEn~g~la nd. Telephone: 01-478 3040. Telex: 23166.

1

1470
1500
1510
1520

2380
2650

Thomson. A. G . M .
Sandcrsoo , R. M .
Pres.:ott , D. c.
Wh ite. J. R.
Dra<c . R.
Cairns, J. N. W.
Johnson, R . c.
Harris, P. J.
Hall, E.
Haydon, J. M.
McKie, G . J.
S :arle , P. P.
Froggau, P. G .
Brown , S.
Colcma-~. R. B.
Keany, T .
Turner , A. B.

4610
4620
4630
4640
4650
466o
4670
468o
4690
4700
4710
4720
4730
4740
4750
476o
4770

4250
3240
296o
2900
4300
3690
3340
4140
4330
4370
4420
4590
4430
4340
4510
734
2730

2~)0

2620

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
2090
Rowland, w. s.

2530

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
650
Ankers, J. W.

990

ToW.0.I

A / W.O.I

To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

TECHNICAL ROSTER
White , G. H.
7558
7655
Percival, R. H.
7695
Zo:ab. N . C . K.
7748
Haffenden, T.
776o
Friend, E. C. F .
Graham, s. E.
7790
7840
Mortimer, S. J.

To Sgt.

Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A / Sgt.

Locke . A.
Whydell, A.
Allen, D.

•

all-purpose
COIDIDUDicalion
system

Crampton, R. A.
Fisher, B.
Cockcroft, R.
Thornton, J. F.

12989
15025
13461
13580
14666
12853
14447

TWO MEN IN THE SNOW . . .
But they were two members, Corporal King and Corporal Ramsey,
who were part of the winning crew which enjoyed a great triumph
in 19th Brigade Motor Rally

OPERATING ROSTER
15390
15400
15410

J.

32414
33420
33580

DELETION S
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
W.0.r
W.O.Il
S Sgt.

950
1620
II4

W.0.I

410

1800
490

CttrEF CLoRKS ROSTER

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Sgt.

5510

5938

Sgt.

2220

10150

Sgt.

418o

Sgt.

1370

596o

OP~RATfNG

ROSTER

FIELD ROSTER

ADMINJSTMTJVE
20 30

ROST~R

3220

D11.el in the sno1v

19th lnl. BJe. Signal SquaJron score a triumph
in a remarkable roaJ rally
AME the dawn on 11th February and with it the snow.
In fact, the snow came so hard that dawn was not easily
distinguishable, and one had to judge its progress by the
fa miliar early morning sounds of cooks coughing and Orderly
Sergeants swearing. By nine o'clock some 30 teams from
Brigade units converged on Cherry Tree Camp, where the
bustle and excitement of a great sporting event held sway.
A s they arrived, the navigators were taken aside, briefed, and
issued with sufficient maps to navigate single-handed around
t he world. The drivers, meanwhile, were presenting their
vehicles to the eagle eye of the scrutineers.

C

Was it a • James Bond' Device?
M any secrets were revealed during this competition-among
them, the rearwards-facing armchair in the back of the Welch
Regiment vehicle. Other team captains puzzled for hours to
try to decide whether this was some sort of ' James Bond '
device for disposing of rival competitors or whether it was
just that the navigator had difficulty in reading his map when
travelling from top to bottom. The vehicle which created the
most interest, however, was the dark horse of the competitionthe entry from the Trai ning Centre, R.M.P. Piloted by two
subalterns it boasted not only fitted windscreen wipers and
a heater, but (wait for it), their own secret weapon-trailer
tyres on the front wheels! A master stroke to demoralise the
opposition.
Start time was scheduled for eleven o'clock, but some halfhour before this time the air was rent with the car- plitting
symphony of high-performance engines tuned to the peak of
perfection, revving violently. As an accompaniment, there
were all .the usual rattles and clanking noises that the average
' clapped-out ' Land Rover produces. Tension mounted as
zero hour approached.
umber one was called forward to
the starting ramp. The flag went up. He was off . . . . He
stalled! Fortunately he restarted in time to avoid being swept
underfoot as the other competitors left at two minute intervals.
Sixty minutes later the pits had reverted to their everyday
appearance of an empty parade square and only a scraping of
olive green drab paint on the camp gatepost remained to
show that the Grande Rallye d'Endurance de Merthyr Tydfil
was once again under way.
The Citizenry watch witll amazement
The first phase of this gruelling test of endurance of men
and machines was from Colchester to Tidworth. It consi ted
of five stage , all involving different types of rallying. The
very fir t checkpoint was only a short distance from the
start. Unfortunately, half-way there, the local council had
erected a formidable barrier and decorated it with large signs
saying ' No Entry,' 'Road Closed and
ewage Works in
progress.' Several familiar-looking tyre tracks in the now
round the edge of the barrier bore silent testimony to the
fact that some of the competitors were determined not to take
any obstacle at its face value. After this the race settled
131
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.•. MORE MEN IN THE SNOW
Three members of 'J' Troop ready for the "off" in the gruelli ng,
and exciting 19 Inf. Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron's
Motor Rally

down. Citizens in remote corners of Essex and Hertfordshire
watched in amazement as vehicles roared up from all points
of the compass, screeched to a halt outside the village telephone kiosk or church hall, collected some information, and departed in varying directions with equally varying degrees of
confidence. The easy tenor of life in one remote R.A.F.
Officers' Mess in the bad.'\voods of Buckinghamshire was
rudely disturbed at teatime of all things! The officers
emerged from the post-prandial slumber to find the road
jammed with Anny vehicles and big-booted soldiery milling
around all over the place. They had just decided that the
long-feared takeover was in progress when a tail-ender in
the rally, by a happy stroke of bad map-reading, found the
check-point wme 400 yards away in the wrong direction.
The • Dark Horse ' E11tr,· wasn' t so • dark '
after all
By eight o'clock that evening, the first vehicles were beginning to arrive at Tidworth for refuelling and a two-hour
rest. It was during this halt that the stories began to catch
up with the competitors. One such concerned the ' dark horse '
R.M.P. entry, which was finding the going not entirely to its
liking; in fact, there was substantial evidence that the mysterious trailer tyre were not ideal in the circumstances. Not far
from the start the crew had tried to aid productivity in the
bakery trade by ready-slicing a bread van. Later on, it
appeared that they had attempted to overtake a slow-running
ditch on the inside and failed. Nevertheles~, with the aid
of some strong twine and a couple of FMT 3s, they were
gamely struggling on.
A tin of compo stew later, a further issue of maps, and the
second phase was under wav. This was imi lar to the first,
except that it was from Tidworth to Okehamp:on and, of
course, it was at night. By now the strain was beginning to
!ell, especially oi;i th~ navigators. One crew set off confidently
m the general direction of Devon. When the navigator awoke
two hours later, they had just passed through the New Forest
heading east. Another crew negotiated a tricky route through
narrow !anes near Crediton by using a series of tall radio
t with red ligh.t as re.ference points. After passing the
1xth mast, the navigator discovered that there were not six
of them at all . For some time he had been circumnavigating
the same one.
v
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The• ~l.T.O. dc-,•c-lops a 11c-r,·ous hdt"h
A bitterly cold, grey drawn found the leading crews picking
their way into Okehampton Camp. Again more stories emerged.
In particular, our own M.T.0., Captain John Atkinson, R.C .T . ~
was looking very pale and had developed a nervous twitch.
He and his crew had had everal nasty moments when they
had turned right at peed up a ' B ' road that was not there.
After the eighth occasion on which they found themselves
heading rapidly for a high stone wall he investigated and found
that one of his drivers, Lance-Corporal Main, R.C.T., had
been misinterpreting a horizontal crack in the lens of his
spectacles.
The halt at Okehampton was long enough for the provisional
results at that stage to be published, and this gave the bookies
a nasty moment. In the lead was the real surprise entry of
the competition. 19 Flight A.A.C. had produced the only long
wheelbase Rover in the competition, to the scorn of all the
veterans . . . " underpowered " they had scoffed; " too big for
narrow lanes." The veterans, however, had been forced to
eat their words a time and time again throughout the competition they had become aware of a high-pitched whine in
the distance which materialised fast in 19 Flight screaming
past, 'touching down' briefly -at a check-point and then ' taking
off' again at high speed. The rumours spread by some bitter
persQn about AVGAS gained ground when it was found our
that no one had actually seen them refuel at the petrol point.
Second to 19 Flight were Captain Ventham and his crew
of Corporal King and Corporal Ramsay; eight points behind
them was the M.T. T.roop crew of Lance-Corporal Moore~
Lance-Corporal Jones and Driver MacDougall. The Welch
Regiment entry, piloted by Captain Greenhalgh, was in a state
of some panic at this stage. They had been well in the
lead until they overstrained their vehicle in their enthusiasm
to motor along a ditch. However, they made arrangements to
change to another vehicle and then discovered that their
whole chance of success was jeopardised because they could
not transfer their famous armchair.
Obviously then, the pressure was really on for the last
phase. It is worthwhile explaining here the details of this~
since it was somewhat unusual, and by far the most interesting
part of the rally. The brainchild of the organiser, Captain
J. Rosier, R.M.P., of our Provost unit, this phase consisted
of a great many check-points spread over a large number of map
sheets (yet more maps!) and all having different score values.
Competitors had to plot their own route so as to pick up as
many points as possible, while aiming to arrive at Sennybridge within the overall limits of eight hours and 200 miles
travelled. Penalites were imposed for exceeding the limits.
Five hours' rest~ and a breakfast of compo sausage and beans
had restored most of the crews to a state of fighting fitness,
and so at lunch time on the 12th, the roads of Devon once
again echoed to the roar of engines and th e squeal of hot
rubber as tyres fought for a grip. Immigration formalities preceded smoothly 2t the Severn Bridge and there remained only
one obstacle to surmount-South Wales. Fortunately the reception was better than we expected and, in fact, the inhabitants lined the streets as vehicle after vehicle roared up the
valleys and homed on the finish.
The Trimn1•h
At Sennybridge the scene was one of excitement as weary
travel-stained crews crowded round the results board. The
tension built up every time another vehicle arrived and its
score was worked out. It was some time after midnight before the final result became obvious. The ' A ' Troop crew
of Captain Ventham, Corporal Ramsay and Corporal King had
won, and 19 Flight had been pushed to third place by LanceCorporal Moore, Lance-Corporal Jones and Driver MacDougall
from M.T. Troop. We had two vehicles in the first three-yet
another triumph for 19 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron!
Stoft P ..es
A spokesman later said that he could neither confirm nor
deny rumours that the winning ' A ' Troop crew had turned
down an attractive offer from a large manufacturer to drive
in a works team because they wished to maintain their amateur
status. It was felt unwise to ask the team themselves to comment, as they were engaged in consuming the crate of beer
donated by the O.C. to the winners.
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H.Q. A.F.N.E., B.F.P.O. 50
B:wkJ(romad
~rd Signal Group, by asking in the January/February
edition " whether any other Royal Signals detachment bas had
now earlier than November in its permanent place of duty,"
is resoonsible for this periodic eruption of ' Wire ' notes from
H.Q. A.F.N.E.

Inf rod ucti ou
The Headquarters of the N.A.T.O. Northern European Command 1s located just outside Oslo in Norway. A Joint Services'
multi-national communications unit, known as Signal Support
Gr >Up, provides the communications for the H.Q. This cont 1 s a number of technicians, comcen and cipher operators,
Royal ignals. Elsewhere in the H.Q. are a few clerks and
clerks technical. A total of two Officers and twenty-three
other ranks comprise the Corps complement.
orway is one of the most beautiful coun~ries in the world
cons1 ting mainly of mountainous country, fjords and forests.
Judging by last year there are only two main seasons, summer
and winter. The sun shines from May to September offering
unlimited opportunity for camping, hiking, sailing, fishing,
swimming, rock-climbing and bird-watching. Snow falls almost
continuously from October to April providing facilities for
ski-ing, tobogganing, skating, and fishing through a hole in
the ice. The writer of this article cleared 48 tons of snow
from his drive during October. There was much more in
November, December and January but it was too much work
weighing it for the record.
The temperature in winter does not often rise above - S to
10 degrees centigrade and this has fallen, for a period, to - 25
degrees.
Frivolous this article may be, but substantially true. It indicates the type of man required to represent the Corps in
Norway. Technical competence and bearing, in a multinational H .Q., need not be stressed. We need men genuinely
interested in adventure uaining who will take part in the
activities listed above, have mental and physical toughness to
overcome climatic conditions, and above all a sense of humour.
Here in this delightful yet tough counuy there are many
adventures still to be conquered for the first time. There is no
record for instance of a member of the Corps having entered
for the world famous Holmenkollen ski jump or the Norwegian
cross-country ski championships. You do not nec~ssarily ha~e
to go to the moon or sail round the world to achieve fame m
Corps history. Just come to orway and take part in some of
the activities available to all.
Jou ..ney to the Arctic Circle
One ' first time performance ' was achieved last August, by
a member of the Corps, who is the first recorded person
belonging to the H.Q. to have travelled by road and back
to the island of Andoya. This is located off the coast of
Norway, one thousand miles by road and ferry, well inside the
Arctic Circle.
The occasion being to visit a radio station in that area.
The scenery every inch of the way was magnificent, each
mile revealing different views of outstanding beauty.
The station staff were most hospitable, even arranging a
five-hour fishing trip in the North Sea. Four rods and ~wo
multiple hook lines caught 3,000lb. of cod and haddock. 'Tight
Lines ' of Harrogate please note.
Our member, on the journey to Andoya, pa sed a couple of
orth
cars carrying banners announcing ' expedition to the
Cape.' So, on completion of the visit, urged on by an adventurous family accompanying him in the car, he again turned
north and completed a further six hundred miles to the North
Cape.
The journey, considering this part had not been planned,
went very smoothly. The whole journey from Oslo via Andoya
and back of 3,200 miles was completed in 13 days, 11 days'
travelling with rest days on the Island and at the North Cape.
The time recommended for the journey however, is three
weeks, which will allow time for appreciation of the glaciers,
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snow fields and
different from the
driving. The car
otherwise was in

other natural wonders. The roads were
Ml, most of the route being termed 'pot-hole'
arrived back minus both exhaust pipes but
good shape.

Local pe.. sonalitleH
We communicators arc fortunate to have with us MajorGeneral P. E. M. Bcad!ey, our late Signal Officer-in-Chief, who
is Chief of Staff, A.F.N.E. Judging by the interest he shows in,
and encouragement he gives to, Signals he remains, at heart,
one of us.
Sergeant Holmes has achieved recognition by winning, for
the second year in succession, the unit ski speed competition.
This is no mean feat as it entails ploughing through numerous
competitors on a very narrow trail covering five miles.
Corporal Beadle is a regular member of the H.Q. soccer team
which performs during the brighter months.
W.0.11 (O.R.Q.M.S.) 'Paddy' Henry is the Administrative
Officer in Cande Division and W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) 'Tosh'
Harrison the stores king. A formidable team who were last
seen, frozen to seats, gripping-reorganising the Corps while
fishing through a hole in the ice. Even the ice was heard to
crack (or groan).
Greetings
THE WIRE is read out here not only by members but also
friends of the Corps. Lieutenant-Colonel Dan Thomsen, Danish
Signal Corps, who previously commanded 1st Danish Battalion
at H~velte on Zealand and 3rd Battalion at Aarhus in Jutland
is one of the latter. He made the acquaintance of numerous
Officers and other ranks of the Corps in the years 1962-67,
during which many exchange visits took place between his. unit
and our units in Germany. He sends kindest regards to friends
met from 1st, 2nd, 4th and 7th Regiments.

1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 32
The snows came

EBRUARY will be remembered for the snow which came
with a vengeance covering up the lustre (rhymes with
F
' duster ') remaining from the Administrative Inspection. In
fact the snow lay so deep one morning that even O.C. 3
Squ'adron had to help with the snow clearing.

Coloured belts
-However, the weather did not prevent the Regimental Judo
team from entering the B.A.0.R. championships and doing very
well. The team were championship runners-up and we are
very proud of them and the splendid trophy they brought back
to Verden. The team comprised: Staff Sergeant (S.S.I.) Hellicar,
Corporal Nason, Lance-Corporal Bowkett, Lance-Corporal
Mathews, Signalman Joynes. Corporal Turner and LanceCorporal Firth entered the competition as individuals.
•Berg Hell'
Our skiers are beginning to drift back from their Alpine
retreat and, although we threatened more ki-ing r esults la t
time, we now think it more apt to highlight the arduous a pect
of this sport. Corporal Neville Illman competed in the Individual Biathlon event at this year's Divisional Ski championships
held at ~ ittenwald which involved a 20 kilometre cross-country
course. Firing off a few rnunds with accuracy after you
have ' flogged' through a 20 kilomeue cross-country course i
not easy, as Corporal Illman will assure you. Ski training i not
just a mixture of mountain air, gli.ihwein and sun lotion!
On tile dance Ooo ..
. .
In a de perate attempt to forget the rigours of the preparations for the Administrative In pection 1 Squadron let its hair
down at an all ranks' social on 7th February. A Regimental
group, 'The Third Dimension ,' provided the music, and
nurses from B.M.H . Hannover the highly de irable second
~
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gender. Si~nalman Amos was an unusual but colourful (Amstel ·
Amber) M.C. and, for the first time in his drinking career,
Signalman Bullock lost a beer-drinking contest to the outgoing
1 Squadron S.S.M., W.0.11 Jennings. This escapist mood was
·oon shattered by the first exercise which involved 1 and 3
Squadrons. Amongst other things, this exercise brought to our
notice the arrival of yet another exercise season. Still, this
·hould leave in its wake a trail of anecdotes and heroes worthy
of inclusion in future editions of THE WIRE-watch this space!

Out in front on all fronts
Redifon' s new MF/ HF receiver-the R.550 1Altair'gives a choice of •free' VFO tuning with a resolution
of 10 Hz or, using a simple adaptor, full frequency
synthesis in 100 Hz steps. After VFO search, transfer
lo synthesiser operation is instantaneous.
The fully transistorised Altair achieves higher
standards in frequency and phase stability. In
frequency setting accuracy, cross modulation and
blocking characteristics.
It has a remarkable dynamic range with unrivalled AGC performance and front end protection.
And it operates on CW, MCW, DSB, SSS and ISB.
The Altair is designed lo meet the most

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
Division,
S.W.18.

.- good newllj about the Trhnagle C:l11b
HOSE of you who have served in 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment in the past will be pleased to hear that at last the
long-promised, and often aborted job, of making the Triangle
Club into a more attractive place to spend ones off-duty time
is almost completed.
The main reason for this is that we expect to live in Carter
Barracks for a few more years now that the plans for the
new Beacon Barracks, which we were supposed to move into
in early 1970, have been shelved. But it has taken a lot of
pressure from Lieutenant-Colonel Webb, our C.O., to persuade
the powers-that-be that we needed a decent Junior Ranks'
e

T

from

A Mtimber Company of the Red1ffusion Organisation

Club. What with that and the redecorating and refurni hing
that has been going on, the old place has taken on a new
look.
It has been a quiet month, during which the emphasis has
been on individual trade training, military proficiency courses,
driver training and the sending of technicians and operators
to B.A.0.R. for familiarisation training with the BRVIN
equipment. In fact, it has been so quiet that the C.0. and
R.S.M. have both been able to go on a spot of leave. Come
to think of it, maybe that's why it was so quiet.

Change at the top
Lieutenant-Colonel Webb's leave was taken to enable him
to build up his strength before embarking on the series of
social occasions prior to his departure for the Royal Naval
Staff College, where he is to be the Army DS. His two and-ahalf years iu command of 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment have
been a busy and rewarding time for both Colonel Webb and
the Regiment. We wish both Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs.
Webb the very best of good fortune in his new appointment.
Both nature and the Army abhor a vacuum, and to fill the
vacuum caused by the departure of Pat Webb, we welcome
Lieutenant-Colonel A. G. Bohannan, who has been appointed
to command us. He has been shown round his new manor
by Lieutenant-Colonel Webb and introduced to the old and
bold, met some old friends, and is in the process of making
new ones. It is with a certain amount of self-interest that
we wish him well in his appointment, for what goes well
for him goes well for us.

4th Division H.Q.
and
Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 15

• " Old and bold " on FFR
cross country fitness test

• Tough living in the snow
• Regimental hockey team in
winning form

THEY SCORED OVER 100 GOALS
4th Division Signal Regiment hockey team left to rl&ht :
Bock Row : Corporal S. Bromldge (rese rve), Major D. H . Briggs, Corporal C . A. Salkeld, ( REME), Corporal
R. B. Smith (RAOC), Major J. A. G. Moore ( RA) and Sergeant G. Bamber
Front Row : Captain J. H. Lowe, Major H. C. Pritchard (RADC), Major M. A . T. Hartnett, Sergeant D. Le
Carpentier, Lieutenant F. G:::irrod, Corporal M. P. O'Gorman

The IPlvlsional Conamander inspects
HE F .F.R. Inspection was carried out by the General
Officer Commanding 4th Division Major-General V. F.
Erskine Crum, C.I.E., M.C., on 4th March. It was a sunny
but cold day and everyone had prepared well for the visit
starting from the quarter gua~d at the gate, the parade on the
square and through all the Squadrons and departments of the
Regiment.
The major shock of the day was for those more sedentary
members of the Regiment in the age range 30 to 39 years, who
as a demonstration of their continued ability to move quickly
outside their motor cars, were required to change into a form of

T
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P.T. kit and run over a two-mil~ cour e. There were only few
exemptions allowed-just the sports gladiators and medically
excused- and the call to run applied equally to the Headquarter staff as to the Signal Regiment as one would expect.
The term ' F.F.R.' has now acquired a new connotation for
some. The outstanding feature of this ' second orders ' was
that the run was led by none other than the G.O.C. him ell
who allowing for a minor handicap time correction, was easily
first man home in the ' field.'
Signalman Burgess, of 1 Squadron, and Major E. W. Hunt,
our newly-arrived Officer Commanding 2 Squadron, di tin·
guished themselves by being the two front runners.
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Tralnln -in tht> snow
Th winter warfar traming establishment at Silberhutte
da1m' a fair number of men on its course from practically every
unit in B.A.0.R. during the winter months and is felt by some
to obtrude on th<' many other commitment of a Regiment at
thi time of year. But it i a demanding course, c~lliog. for
manv of the skills, strength and character at a premium m a
old;er engaged in hi profession during a European winter.
\"{" charged Second-Lieutenant Graham Thomas, of 1
~quadron, a novice skier with bringing back an account of the
cour e he attended at the end of January and early February.
He writes:
" I took a group of chaps representing a cross- ection of the
Regiment to the S.T.C. Silbcrhutte at the end of January.
Of the eventeen who started out only eight completed the
course, the other nine being victims of 'flu, injury and similar
unplea anmess.
·• The course, which was recently revi ed, has a programme
of ten davs' downhill ski-ing under German civilian instructors,
followed -by ten days of winter warfare and survival training
under Br:tish and orwegian military instructors.
" Learning to ski was fun, of course, and everyone enjoyed
the early days with their tumbles and upsets and gradual, if
only partial mastery of the art of staying upright on these
bewitched planks of wood!
" The second phase aw the end of the halcyon, holiday ski
Jes. ons, and the grimmer business of cross-country travel began
with the burden of heavy packs and weapons and the chore
of towing sledges for all the world like huskies. We learned to
build snow shelters and igloos and all f!bout the rigours of
living out in the open with its dangers from frostbite and
exposure. All this culminated in a five-day exercise against a
tactical setting living out in the cold snowy hills and it was at
this stage that influenza searched out so many victims. Those
who survived agreed that it was quite reasonable to live out
in these fairly uncomfortable conditions and even, with the
right type of twisted sense of humour, to enjoy it!
" The final day after the exercise was spent on a 25 kilometre
orienteering bash. I would not call the experience a winter
holiday, bur for those who made the necessary effort and took
it a a traight military course, it was both enjoyable and
valuable. The survivors on our course, who are all to be commended for a staunch effort, were Sergeant ' Spike ' Lewin,
Corporals Eric Tait, Jack Daw and John Steer and Signalmen
Terry Low, Ben McCafferty and Rick Pettigrew."
lleekey-tbe Dh·isional Cup
We have included a photograph of the Regimental team,
framing the recently won Fourth Division hockey cup. The
Di\'isional final, played on a ground surrounded by a wall of
now following grader and bulldozer activity, saw the Regimental team in this match for the third consecutive year. It
was contested against our nea.r neighbours, 7th Regiment. The
game was bard and fast and thrilled the many spectators. We
seized a quick goal after only two-and-a-half minutes and
another midway through the second half. This, we hoped, had
the game 'buttoned-up '; wishful thinking!
7th Regiment made a soirited effort and were rewarded
about three minutes f.rom time with a well-taken goal. 2-1 was
generally considered a fair result and we are now to play
5 Field Regiment R.A. in the B.A.O.R. semi-final on 18th
March at Bielefeld.
For this round some regular 1st XI players will have left
the Regiment and now our reserves must measure up to the
call to duty.
The 'goals for' in the 1968-69 analysis have now topped the
' ton' - Played 47, Won 28, Lost 13, Drawn 6, For 108,
Against 64.
B.A.O.R. representative honours have been won by two of
our players: Major Mike Hartnett has been selected as fullback and team manager, and Major Henry Pritchard, our
dentist, plays in the half-back line and captains the team.
Ba ketball
For Sale. Twelve return tickets to Aldershot. Having lost the
second .round of the Divisional Basketball Competition to very
worthy opponents, the 3rd RH.A., we have no further use for
the e tickets!
Although loser , the team excelled themselves and the preparation for this match helped in the formation of a very keen
b:i. ketball club, under Major Bernard Hodgson as coach. They
are now taking on all-comers and have yet to lose a friendly
match.
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co (orm
The Regimental team boasts not a single Royal Signals cap
badge amongst its ix. Yet even so the members secured five
out of the six prize for individual places in the recent divisional
championship and then went on to flatten the opposition to win
the team cup for the third ucces ·ive year. They now go
forward hoping to retain the B.A.0.R. Cup.
One of the prizes of integration is to have these other-badge
gladiator fighting for the Regimental honour with an
enthusiasm and effort as though their parent-arm directors
were watching.
The team members are: Major Harold Millman, R.C.T.,
Major John Moore, R.A., Captain John Barcock, R.A.E.C.,
Lieutenant Richard Collins, A.C.C., W.0.1 Bob Mobbs,
A.P.T.C., and Lance-Corporal Dan Dare.

3 Squadron-in good (OrID
Arrivals and departures are uppermost in our minds, particularly as the latter invariably exceed the former-we do hope
the Adjutant reads THE WIRE! We say "farewell" to a number
of stalwarts: Sergeants Jim Armstrong and 'Lee' Le Carpentier,
Corporal 'Tich' Woodford and Lance-Corporal Bill Mathers
and Signalman 'Jacko' Jackson, who have all fully qualified
themselves to wear the 1 (B.R.) Corps Bruin tie and earned our
gratitude for their efforts.
The Squadron, true to form, is the sterling Squadron on
the F.F.R. parade. S.S.M. 'Pirbright' Ladds has transformed
the S.L.R. king into 9 m.m. ceremonial handlers effectively
and with the minimum of confusion. Sergeant Tony Drugan,
who runs the Squadron stores, and Sergeant ' Geordie ' Moore
of ' B ' Troop make two very solid flank guides for the
Squadron line-up. We even see Corporal Lee Green and LanceCorporal Bill Shepherd on parade regularly, so you can be
assured we are all there.
Our congratulations to Signalman Ken Ford who is in
Norway training with the British biathlon team following his
tremendous efforts in the Army Ski meeting.
The Squadron Commander (Regimental hockey captain and
officer-in-charge sailing) still vows that the postings in of
Second-Lieutenants John Stuart (hockey player) and Chris
Barnes (sailor) was quite coincidental. The Regimental
Second-in-Command (member of hockey team and captain of
Regimental sailing team) supports him! Both young officers
haye seen early activity in the form of a Silberhutte course
and a Border patrol respectively. Silberhutte is a rude word
at present to Corporal ' Dex ' Roberts who returned plastered
the Paris variety on his leg this time! Will his weight go up or
down during this period of enforced inactivity?
With many inspections, study days, snow clearing come and
(we hope) gone, and many individual qualifications gained or
improved, we are now looking forward with eagerness to getting into the field once more. The verbal battles of sparring
factions are already in evidence in ' B ' Troop, and ' L ' Troop
have had their vehicles loaded for two weeks awaiting eagerly
for the ' off.'
Sergeants' Mes
Tb.at was the month that was! Apart from the usual social
round enjoyed by Mess members, several happenings (and in
one case a non-happening) distinguished February's events.
The long-awaited clash between the Mess football XI and
their opposite numbers in 3 Queen's was snowed off, but as
the ground was only declared unplayable at 09.00 hours on the
morning of the game there was no opposition and so the
buffet lunch of mammoth proportions had to be devoured by
our own members who braved the weather. Sport was not
entirely neglected, however, for R.S.M. A. R. Hill demonstrated yet again his artistry at carpet bowls. (We claim,
incidentally, to be Army champions at this exciting sport-any
takers?).
On 21st Februai:y Sergeant Gavin Spearpoint left the ranks
of the underpaid and got married. The wedding with the
reception which followed was a huge success and an excellent
dinner at 20.00 hours followed by an equally excellent dance.
We have said farewell to Sergearit Terry Crawley, Staff
Sergeant Bob Willox, R.A.0.C., and are about to wish 'bon
voyage ' to W.0.11 (B.S.M.) Ed Kelly, R.A. Our best wishes
go with them.

8th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
through THE WIRE recently we discovered, much
to our horror, that the Regiment had not made the headllines_j OOKING
for some time. To bring you up to date wir,'1 many visits,
all the cbanges and events in the past few months, would
probably be t~o long and unreadable, so we have selected. a
variety of arucles and some photographs that we hope will
intere'l many of you who know the Regiment.

SPOllT

,,r y {'anoeing Colours
Very brief mention was made in last month's issue of
Sergeant Michael Brett's achievement in canoeing. He was
a\ ·ard d the Army Canoeing Colours after a very successful
eason during 1968. Brett started his canoeing whilst an apprentice at Harrogate where he entered the Dewing race twice, but
without much success. Later in Germany, although he comp!eted rhe B.A.0.R. race, he ca1!1e la~t. As Y?U can imagine on
his rerurn to England and meetmg his old fnends at the Royal
Canoe Club at Teddington, he was accused of being ' old ' and

Hockey
"Well we've done it," someone has been heard to remark,
the Northern Command Cup is back in the Regiment. This
season we started as soon as the fields were marked and we
could get out to play. A keen bunch, some old and bold but
under forty, and others, novices, were first put to trial in the
District six-a-side competition. A few hard games led our
' B ' team through to the finals, one goal more by the ' A '
team and it would have been an Eighth play-off. We lost to
the 1st Kings, however the experience was just what we wanted.
Since then we have kept a regular team practising and playing,
gaining as much experience as we could before Army Cup
games started. We are at the top of the D istrict League, our
record after twelve matches is Won 9, Drawn 2, Lost 1, scoring
48 goals with 6 against us; we must hasten to add that the lost
game was on an occasion when many of our principal players
were represenring the Corps.
In the Army Cup we are now in the last eight in the U.K.,
having beaten the Royal Anglian Regiment 3-0, 24th Signal
Regiment 4-1, The R.A.C. Training Centre 4-1, 1st Battalion
Royal Irish Rangers 2-1.

TAKING HIS PLACE AMONG THE CORPS CANOEING ELITE
Sergeant Brett being presented with his Corps Colours for Canoeing
by Major T. E. D. Baxter, Chief Instructor 8th Signal Regiment.
In the background are R.S.M. J. Catton and Captain W. E. A.
Edmonds, Adjutant 8th Signal Regiment
'past it.' So to quote him, " I was annoyc~ and. determined to
prove myself," at this stage he was coaching his broth~r who
won the National Championships. He changed empha~i~ from
long distance to Slalom canoeing; after very . hard. trammg he
achieved 7th place in the Army Slalo~ champ1~nsh1ps and. £?en
later reprc ented the Army in the mter-Serv1ce compeouons
and came 3rd, in the second team. He represented the Cor~s
in the Dewing race but didn't complete the course as his
brother, in the same race, was seriously ifijured. Brett. now
ranks in the first fifty in the country at White Water racmg.
He has just left the Regiment on a Foreman of ~ignaJs course
at the School of Signals. He has asked us to publish h~s thanks
to everyone for the assistance that he has been g1v~n an~
particularly to the R.S.M. (W.0.1 Catton) for arrangmg hls
duties!

Soccer
Early selection, some careful planning and hard training under
the watchful eye of Captain C. A. Brown launched the team
on a very successful run of games. Two warmers played ag_ainst
Hartlepool United, gave players some really ~ard exp~nence
at a higher class of football; we lost but did. not. disgrace
ourselves. The team, well supported as you can 1magtne, went
from success to success, the fan club grew. The team won
through to the quarter-finals of the Army Cup competition
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before being beaten by the Irish Guards. In the District Senior
League we have yet to lose a game and have scored 48 goals
to 12 against. We have now reached the semi-finals in both the
Northern Command and District Cup competitions.
Sergeant Tony Forrester has been a great inspiration, an
Army and Corps team player it is with regret that we ay
goodbye, on posting to Hong Kong. Our very best wishes go
with him.
Corporal Ian Dolby, another tower of strength in midfield,
has also left us for the Army Apprentices School; we hope hi
leadership there will inspire the apprentices. He has now been
selected to play for the Corps. Several of our players have
represented the Corps in all the games played this season,
namely Sergeant John Harvey, Sergeant (just) Andy Russell,
Corporal Peter Smurthwaite, the Nelson twins, Geoff and
Maurice, and Signalman Peter Grant, whilst Sergeant Peter
Allison, Corporals ' Jock ' Gordon and ' Chalky ' White have
represented this Corps in certain games.
We now look forward to good draws in the remaining cup
competitions and hope that at the end of the season we will
have more successes to report.

THE SWEETEST MOMENT OF ALL!
Brigadier F. L. Clarkson , M.B.E., presents the Cup to the team
reaching the highest place in the Army Hockey Cup (Northern
District) to Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Howie of 8th Regiment.
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Our la t game again t the Ir: ~I was played on the Central
ground in Can erick that many of you will remember. After the
u ual Catterick weather the pitch was, on hockey standards,
like a ploughed field. The Rangers scored their fu:st goal from
sh rt comer after about fifteen minutes, the comments made
by Sergeant Tony Morgan, our goalkeeper, and Major Ted
Baxt r are unrepeatabl here! No one was rattled, a thrilling
end-to-end battle developed, in went the equaliser and then
on hi second attempt at a penalty flick, Sergeant Dickie
For ter clinched the game for us.
The nc ·t rpund i again to be played here in Catterick
again t the 1st Battalion Q ueen's Own Highlanders; p erhaps
the Editor will include a stop press item on the results.
We are pleased that many of our players have been included
in the Corps team this year; for your interest the players are
ergeant Morgan (goal), Corporal Prior and Major Baxter
(back ), Corporal Monk, Sergeant Maynard, Corporal Mooney
(half-backs), Lance-Corporal Broadman, Staff Sergeant F. of S.
Howie (our captain), Sergeant Forster, Lance-Corporal Haviland and W.0.11 R.Q.M.S. EI:iot (forwards). Will let you guess
which are the old and bold, but reasonably fit!
We have had other successes in rugger, badminton, orienteering, but will save the details for a later issue.

Thirty-thousand answers from 300 candidates then have to
be marked. This is done by a marking board consisting of
Technical Officers, Telecommunications, Supervising Instructors Grade I, and Foremen of Signals of 8th Regiment
in intensive two-day essions. Markers do not know the names
of candidates, as an index number system is used.
11' arking is done on a production-line system, one person
marking all answers to a particular question. The workers'
progress is continually monitored by a checking team to ensure
that nothing is missed.
Publication of results, with gradings, are forwarded, as soon
as po sible, after the examination, to Chief Signal Officers .

EXHIBITION OF CADLE J OINT ING METHODS
From 11th to the 13th February, the Civil and Mechanical
Engineering Branch of the G .P .O ., from Wembley, gave an
exhibition in the Regiment on cable-jointing methods. The
exhibition was visited by Brigadier F. L. Clarkson (Com-

As these note progress it has become obvious that we should
include some information on Training. This time as the next
qualifying examination for Class I courses draw near, we feel
that it be of interest to you to bear of the arrangements that
are made on your behalf.
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Wides pread publicity is now being given to the acute shortage of funds for house purchase loans,
the position being that those who did not make po itive plan well ahead for house purchase are fi nding
it al mos t impossible to obtain loans or even the promise of loans in the foreseeable future. T he signs are
that th is situation can continue for an indefinite period.
If you take o:i r advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to buy the
hou e of your choice at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for
anyone contemplating house purchase in the future, whether it is one of twenty years ahead, to set in
motion a positive but flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase
date. The earlier YOU start the easier it becomes for you to obtain the house of your choice. Moreover,
the longer the Plan is in force the higher the loan obtainable, and the more economic the purchase.

No matter where you are stationed, no matter when or where you intend to purchase a house, DO
NOT WAIT until circumstances force you to buy to provide a Home for your fa mily. WRJTE to us NOW
for advice and a foll y detailed House Purchase Plan.

TllAINING

Class I Course Qualifying Examination
Some information for aspiring Class I Technicians. As is
realised, we must have a test, in order to select those who will
have a good chance of passing the Class I Technician course.
This test is at Class II Technician standard, and normally
talces place twice yearly. All the questions are designed to
cover basic subjects which any Class II Technician should be
able to answer without any difficulty, if he has made some
effort to keep himself up to date with the basic principles of
his trade, and has made a reasonable effort to prepare himself
for the examination.
The test is in two sections.
Paper I. This is designed for all Technicians and covers
mathematics, DC and AC electricity in three parts. There are
fifty short questions to be answered in three hours.
Pal?er II. This has ~ . common. part (Part A) of twenty
quesnons for all Techruc1ans, which covers electronics and
general telecommunications principles.
Parts B, C and D are sections of thirty questions each,
specifically designed for Technicians Radio, Technicians Radio
Relay and Technicians Terminal Equipment respectively. These
parts cover principles and techniques appropriate to each trade.
Paper II is, also, a three-hour paper.
To be successful, a candidate should show that he is of
the required standard in both papers. A candidate is graded
on each part of each paper, and is thus able to see where
any weakness might lie. He should then endeavour to try
and r.aise his stand!ifd in the appropriate subject, even though
he might have achieved an overall pass. Entrants are advised
not to try and connect an overall pass or fail with the
gradings for each part, as parts do not represent equal fractions
of the whole examination.
The examination is set by the staff of Quality Control 8th
igoal Regiment. It is then checked by a vetting board set
up by. the Chief . Instructor, 8th .Signal Regiment, consisting
of Sem?r Instructlonal Staff, and is approved by the Training
Eyaluation Team, Headquarters, Training Brigade, Royal
Signals.
. Candidates are nominated by Officer-in-Charge, Royal
.1gnals Reco~ds,_ wh~rever they may be serving, and these may
1t the exammauon m any pan of the world. One candidate
at the examination on the high seas on H.M.S. ' Fearless ';
on . :i:nother occas.ion, exam. papers were airdropped to an
a p1rmg Class I m the Outer Hebrides. Once it was touch
ftnd go .whether. or not a ~r suffering technician who happened
to be m transit at the tune of the examination would have
to it the exam whil t in fl ight on a trooping aircraft!

HOME OWNERSHIP ASSURED

IMMEDIATE SCH OOL FEES
IT SOUNDS SO VERY SIMPLE WHEN THE EXPERT EXPLAINS
Mr. C. Baker an engi neering expert from the Civi lian and Mechanical
Engi neering Branch of the GPO, explains to a Technician Course at
Catterick the make-up and design of a coil loaded submarine cable.

manding Training Brigade), Lieutenant-Colonel Bound, Staff
of Training Evaluation Team, S .W.S. Yorkshire District, and
some 350 trainees in Catterick.
The extremely successful demonstrations were a revelation
to many of us; Mr. C. Baker, the Assistant Engineer and his
two Technical Officers, Mr. E. T. Owen and Mr. D. Sealy,
were able to show u s the latest techniques of jointing; their
modem equipment was a preview to some of the devices we
will have to train linemen on in the future.

Arrivals and Departures
The list at present is vast, since the last issue, and as they
have been included in the usual list of moves, this time we
devoting space to one who leaves us on retirement after many
years' service to the Corps.
Captain Charles Young r etires after 25 years' service in the
Corps. He enlisted on 6th April, 1944, and joined 14th Air
Formation Regiment in Germany as a D .R. The first regular
Royal Signals S.S.I. at Gallowgate Camp in Richmond, Charles
went on to distinguish himself in the King's African Rifles in
Kenya ; he served there from 1959 to 1963, and recalls many
interesting tales of an expedition to Kilimanjaro in 1961, and
of a march from Mombasa to Nairobi with a Staff Sergeant
Nicols and six Askaris (314 miles) in nine days, avoiding rhino,
elephants and other animals- they carried no arms. Charles
was commissioned after a tour with 12 Infantry Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron. He has just completed two
and-a-half years as the Administration Officer of 1 Squadron.
Our very best wishes go with Charles, Audrey, and their
children.
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A UNIQUE SCHEME provi des immediate funds for your children's education. Full insurance cover
and other benefits incl ud ed. Cost spread over ten years or more. We also devise Deferred School Fees
Plans tailored to meet anticipated future school fees . The cash yield of these plans, in addition to giving
full insurance cover, provides a saving of up to 50 per cent of school fees. The earlier the Plan is
started, the greater the financial benefits.

LIFE ASSURANCE PLANS
Conventional or Linked With Unit Trust Investment
We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined
wi th a Sound Investment. Each Plan can be adapted, as and when required, to assist meeting House
Purchase, Children's Education, supplementation of Retirement Funds and other vital future needs. Such
a Plan form s an essential part in every young Serviceman's long-term personal planning. The earlier the
Plan is started, the greater the all-round benefits.
For full details, write in confidence to:
Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, R.A.0.C. (Retd.).
Services Advisory Bureau Manager,
H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.,
27/ 29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks.

Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227
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Friday morning they found the snow was level with the
top of their tents, with more still falling thick and fast. They
were extremely lucky to find a snow-plough, which cleared the
way back off the moors to the comparative have::i of Catterick .

10th Sign al Regiment
Hounslow

t'ootball- l st Hound Army Cup
After many postponements, the football team ftound a
friendly referee who agreed that the pitch was playable and
the match was on. In difficult conditions it took some time for
the team to settle down against their opponents, 7 C:ompany
R.A.M.C. After 27 minutes, Corporal Dorman tried a long
drop-shot which beat the goalkeeper and took us into the
lead; the same player further increased the lead just before
half-time when he hit a pass from Corporal Grant into the
net. The second-half had hardly started when goals from
Corporal Rattray and Corporal Mudie, in quick succession,
scaled the fate of their opponents. However, the game was
not over, and a fine goal from 7 Company showed that they
played hard until the final wh istle.
Final score: 11th Signal Regiment 7, 7 Company R.A.M.C.
l . corers: Corporal Dorman 3, Corporal Mudie 3, Corporal
Rattray 1.

the pre-:idmini trativc inspections begin to sweep
..._
ea onably through ~c Iini:s from the R.H.Q .. end, the
demolition contractors w1th their heavy plant vehicle , are
weeping through the wartime hutmems disfiguring the far
end In the wake of the demolisher there will follow the
land capers to give the unit its own playing fields and other
\'i ta of delight.

• s l"ing Fe,·er '
The unit is currently in the grip of ' Spring Fever,' an
operation involving all unit of 2nd Signal Group, in the
recording and analy is of telephone traffic leveb under a
variety of mildly off-putting calls categories such as POX,
PONS, POP and POS.

Advan ed Driving Tests
Our four unit entries from the M.T. Section for the
advanced driving test all motored through to successful passes
and can now reap the rewards, which include the right to
reduced premiums on their private cars. Congratulations to
Sergeant McElligott, Corporal Berry, Lance-Corporal Buchanan
and Lance-Corporal Long!ey. Can any other C.O.'s car in
the Corps lay claims to sport the advanced driver's badge?
Fourteen SDS drivers of 2 Squadron have also earned the
diploma of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents.

Australian Games
Colonel and Mrs. Boyce, of Royal Australian Signals, and
an All Arm party from the Military Attaches Staff of Australia
House were entertained by the Officers and Sergeants recently
at a srrenuou games evening in the Bruno Club, at which
the output of energy was counterbalanced by the input of
beer. It all added up to an excellent evening to launch th e
new games room opened in the club.
Fashion Show
The Wives' Club put on a mannequin parade before the
Mayoress of Hounslow recently, resulting in the presentation
of a cheque for £20 to the Mayor's Cancer Fund.
Those wives volunteering for modelling duties, after careful rehearsal by Mrs. Hibberd, found themselves hard pressed
in the event by a professional compere, who conducted the
how at break-neck speed. Never has so much been donned
and doffed in such quick-time by so few . R.S.M. Thom's
daughter presented a bouquet to the guest of honour in
fine style to conclude a good show.

Phase 2 Expa11sio11
The final pha e of the unit reorganisation, under which
the Regiment absorbs the remaining switchboards and telegraph terminals within the Command which are not yet under
control, is now fast becoming fact. It will put the unit
over the 1,000 strong mark in military and civilians combined.
of D.'\\' .R.A.C.
B igadier Mary Anderson, Director, Women's Royal Army
Corp , paid a welcome visit recently to 4 Squadron and
Major Elizabeth Ross, at Wilton, and inspected the Comcen at
Headquarters, Strategic Command.
~- islt

·Com tar' Awa.rd
Major John Botterill, of 2 Squadron, attended the presentatJon, by the Officer-in-Charge, Royal Artillery Records, of
the DCN Bronze '\..omstar' Award Certificate, which was
won by Mrs. Arnold and Mrs. Williams, the civilian teleprinter
ope rator~ at the Records Office terminal.
Farfl••Pll.
Major (T.O.T.) Vic lmpey leaves us on an enviable posting
to Hong Kong, and we will miss his good cheer. In his
place we welcome Major (T.0.T.) Ken Pattison to the Alder. hot WS Troop. W.0.I Gibbs, a recent posting ex-99 (Gurkha)

HO

COMSTAR AWARD WINNERS
Colonel E. A. Tremlett, O.B.E., presents the "Comstar" Award to
Miss L. L. C. Arnold and Mrs. C. A. Williams of R.A. Records
teleprinter terminal with Major J. Botterill in attendance

Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron, also leaves on retirement
after 22 years' service for a post with an insurance company
in London. Judging by his skilled manipulation of the P.R.I.'s
Tombola efforts, which produced Lieutenant-Colonel Hibberd
as last week's winner, he should go far in his new field, and
we wish him well.

Association
The London Branch of the Royal Signals Association is
to come to life in a new form on 28th March, when the
branch will meet under Regimental auspices in the Bruno
Club.

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
Pass-off 1•uradP, 21st Fehr11ary
HE Inspecting Officer of the pass-off parade of No. 5
Troop was Colonel E. J. Bardell, O.B.E. The weather
was very unkind, as frequent snowstorms had caused a lot
of snow to cover the square; however, on Thursday, it seemed
that it had stopped. The snow-ploughs moved into action
and soon huge piles of snow surrounded the square. Thursday
night brought a blizzard to the area, making the square unusable because of deep
snow, and we had to hold
the parade in the gymnasium.
The best recruit of No. 5
Troop was Signalman Colin
Doyle. He was a clerk before joining the Army, but
is now training to be a
technician. Swimming is the
sport that Signalman Doyle
enjoys most, bur he says
that he is looking forward
to trying as many sports as
possible while he is in the
Army. We wish him good
luck in his career in the
Signalman C. Doyle
Corps.

T

Visits
The 33 Senior N .C.O.s and three officers who attended the
Royal Signals Recruiting Convention, paid a visit to this Regiment on 19th February to see us in action.
Apart from being free to fire questions at recruits from
all stages of training, they visited accommodation and saw all
the different aspects of our modern approach to recru it training.
J Squndroll
That familiar figure in the Regiment, S.S.M. R. F. Knight,
has now left us to go to B.A.O.R. The Regiment will miss
him and the recruits will especially miss his sound commonsense advice. Before he left, S.S.M. Knight gave an interesting
lecture entitled ' The Recruit,' to the Officers and Senior
N.C.O.s at their training morning. He drew comparisons between recruit training in the early fifties and now, pointing out
some of the best modern methods which could be employed
by our training cadre to help ease the recruit into Army life.
S.S.M. F. E. Slade has now taken over as S.S.M. of 1
Squadron. He is no stranger to the Regiment, having previously
served as S.S.I. in the Squadron.
~farriage

Sergeant Clive Mason,
who is a member of our
Movement Team m 2
Squadron, married Miss
Christine
Hodkinson,
at
Lexden on 1st February.
- The ceremony was at S-t.
Leonard's Church, Lexden,
and the reception afterwards was held at Stanway
Village Hall. We extend
our
congratulation
to
Sergeant and Mrs. Mason,
[Courtesy : Douglas Studios
and wish them a long and
Just married - Serz:eant Clive Mason and
happy married life.
his bride, nee Miss Christ ine Hodkinson
Arrivals and departures
Corporal Pullman and Corporal Collins have now left u
for the warmer climate of the Far East. Sergeant D. H.
Leggott has joined the Regiment and is working in I Wing.,
We send our congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. Darbyshire
on the birth of their son, Michael, on 12th February.

DELI• COUPS JlECR1JITING
.'\dve1.1t11.re tl"ainiug
5 Troop spent a very eventful three days learning how to
live in the arctic conditions early in February, which, on
reflection, they all agreed was well worth while. However,
the blizzard which ruined the parade, caught 3 Troop just
starting their three-day exercise. When they awoke on the

Finished with your WIRE - why not. leave ~t. in the
waiting room of your local doctor, dentist, solicitor, or
anyone e.Jse you can think of?
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14th Signal Regiment, Worcester
Under new management
H IS ii. hardly the way
T
to refer to the change of
command that took place
at the end of January. I t
is not so out of place if you
know that the Commanding
Officer's office is of ~uch a
size, and is so furnished as
to be referred to by the less
reverent as the ' board
room.'
0 u r photograph
shows Lieutenant - Colonel
F. D. Williams, M .B.E.,
making sure that his successor, Lieutenant - Colonel
J. A. Bakers, signs in the
right place. With the number of ~cation s to be visited,
[Courtesy: Berrow's Ntwspapers, Wore.
the hand-over was a very
Lieutenant-Colonel F. D. W illiams.
mobile affair, but the two
0
M. B. E., han~~a~;j~ ~~~~~~d '
Lieu<·
Colonels were wined and
dined at a variety of unit
functions before Lieutenant-Colonel Williams was finally dined
out of the Officers' Me~s and subsequently despatched in a
very odd vehicle (now returned to NAAFI) to the School of
Signals, where we wish him :i:nd his family a happy tour. ~t
the same time we welcome Lieutenant-Colonel Baker and his
family to Worcester-and a breath of the country life after the
diesel-laden atmosphere of Oxford Street.

Signs of the times
One of the by-products of our being able to settle down
and knowing we are staying put .in Norton Barracks for .a
while at least, is the rash of new signs all over.
o longer 1s
the bewildered visitor told "H.Q. Squadron? Oh, they're over
there where is says Support Company." MPBW tell. us (~d
they make them, so they should know) there there 1s a sign
for two out of every three soldiers in the place. Asked to
comment on this, an R.H.Q. spokesman declined and politely,
but firmly, s;losed his door . .. neatly marked 'DOOR.'
Sport
Writing these notes at the time of the Wales v. Ireland
punch-up and the tactical withdrawal of the M.C.C. from
the Pakistani fracas, it is perhaps as well that after weeks
of unplayable pitches, the only sport on which we can comment is that essentially no-contact game, basketball. Once
again our ' oldies ' have shown what can be done with meagre
facilities but a lot of enthu iasm. Led by Q.M.S.I. Underwood
(now lit~rally on his home ground, f<?r he has lived in Worces~er
for a while now) and Y. of S. Dixon, our team very sausfactorily brought home the Western Command championship
cup, and at the later zone stage were within four. bas~ets
in two matches of going through to the Army Championships.
For a ·team that for a variety of reasons was never complete
in numbers, this was a very fine effort.
1'. Potted History of 635 & 636 Sfgaal Troops
By Sergeants West and Dutton

" We were little people waiting for great things"
The Troops started with the arrival of Corporals Dutton
and Stokes (now ergeants) in February, 1967. They were
despatched three day later on a two-month course to R.A.F.
Tangmere on the TGRI(AT) 26023/1, or E 21 as it is often
called. The speedy departure was because the equipment was
due to arrive before the end of the course, and omeone had
to know how to unpack it. Meanwhile, at Robin wood Barracks the Troop doubled in strength with the arrival of Corporal
Street and Corporal (now ergeant) Scott, who followed har
on the heel of the fir t of the intrepid pioneers.
At this point, all hell broke loose, ai:id the Troop rren~th
increased rapidly. Unfortunately, the delivery date of the eqwpment came and went with no sign of it, and the Troop
had nothing to do but wait for the arrival of its 9.c., Lieuten~t
(now Captain) Brock, later in the year. Nothmg else of importance happened for some time, until the arrival the follow-

1"4l

ing pring, of W.0 .I (F. of S.) M oore, who cook over the
technical id of finding men for the Q.M.'s fatigue .
The equipment de.livery date hnd now been definitely fixed
f r July, 196 , o ·ome of the Troop(s) were sent out on
loan to the R.A.F. 645 T roop and 259 Squadrons, for employment on ererci. e · on A cen ion I land, Cypru , Singapore,
Au,t raha, Ubyn and K eevil (one of the remoter parts of the
..ilt h ire badlands). The great day arrived-{lnd passed-and
till w had no equipmenc. So they gave us a l.Jl3 to play
with, but even that wa pinched from 645 Troop.
Then in October, 196 , quire suddenly, it happened. The
tran miner cabin arrived, followed by thr e more cabins,
. C\'en platforms, :md just to endorse the frailty of human

nature, two Meadows generators . . . ours had not been
built yet. "Now for it," we thought, " exercises galore."
But alas, the kit cannot be moved, for we have not yet
received our mobilisers--0r wheels as they are often called.
We have now borrowed ome for training, and soon we hope
to be able to exercise abroad. But even if we don't actually
go anywhere, you can see that if you want promotion,
then "Come alive with 635 !"
"Now we are big people waiting for little things"
We are also advised that this Troop, while waiting for its
equipment, invented and became undisputed champions of fivea-side tennis. This piece, while written for the February/March
edirion, is no less topical in April I May .

18th Signal Regiment

GETTING DOWN TO BRASS TACKS
General Si r Michael Carver (centre) hold a discussion with left to
right: Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Boulton , Sergeant Hewett, the C.0. ,
W .0 .11 (O.R.Q.M .S.) Studd and Sergeant Rayment

c1o G.P .0. Singapore
Our illustrious visitors
HE Regiment was honoured
by a visit from both the
T
C.G.S. and C.-in-C., F.E.C., this

month. General Sir Michael
Carver, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
M.C., came to bid us farewell on
the 6th. He inspected our M .O.R.
quarter guard, whom he congratulated on both their excellent turnout and their drill, talked to all
the 23 Warrant Officers in the
Regiment and some of the Staff
Sergeants and Sergeants over a
drink in the Prince s Mary Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
and then lunched with the officers.
General Sir Geoffrey Baker,
G.C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., M.C.,
PRIDE, PRECISION AND SMARTNESS
A.D.C., arrived to inspect the
quarter guard in a tropical down- The Quarter Guard of 18th Signal Regiment presents arms for General Sir Michael Carver when he
pour on the 24th. On this occasion
came to bid the Regiment farewell
the guard had to abandon
Princess Mary Square and were
The work-up
drawn up along the R.H.Q. verandah. He then saw the Comcen, TM workshops and telephone exchange ar Tanglin, where
Although we all appreciate that in theory no work-up is
he talked to a large number of soldiers. He was accompanied
required for a modern annual inspection, the C.O. has some
by the Army Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir Peter Hunt,
old-fashioned ideas on the subject and the whole of January
K.C.B., D.S.O., O.B.E., and G.O.C. Singapore District, Majorand February has seen a series of spring-cleaning operations
General D. N. H. Tyacke, 0.8.E.
and parades. Even the civilian canteen (a very Asian affair)
and the Dhobi Ghaut have not escaped, and the Regiment
is casting envious glances at 249 Squadron, who got it all bein
I
quadron
Ckang
hind them on 30th January, and have hardly been in barracks
since. There are also strong rumours that the Regiment
Those readers who have served in Singapore may be
is to hold another Fun Fair in May, and that another Elcerinterested to hear what has been happening to our current
cise 'Evergreen' is planned for June and July, based on
champions--! Squadron-during the past few months. The
Pulau Babi Besar, at is was last year-but with the likelihood
whole process started last April wh~n the TRC at Tanglin,
of hovercraft and helicopters being in support-so if its not
manned by our former colleagues m 237 Squadron, closed
·
one thing its another.
and passed their operational role to the R.A.F. C.C.S. at
hangi. Since then, 1 Squadron's Comcen at Tanglin has
developed into a minor relay, with tributaries at the H.Q.
The dark hole of Meiktila
FARELF SMC and 3 BOD, in addition to the three which
previously existed. In addition, they have become responsible
The old rifle range in Meiktila Barracks which has been
for the H.Q. F.E.C. Comcen and now provide all the men
used to hide the Q.M.'s dead sacks, act as the box store and
r~uired for this task, except for a dozen or so sailors and
various other unromantic tasks over the past few years, has
airmen who are wasting out on their current tours in the
had a complete face-lift and has been transformed into the
Far Ea t: Tl;is has been done with an overall saving of 14
pied a terre of the rejuvenated Coroorals' Club. This was
men, takin.g mto account the fact that one complete shift in
achieved by a great deal of hard work on the part of the
the Tanglin ~mcen has to be provided by 249 Squadron
committee and in particular Corporals Murphy, Davis, Maplefrom 1st April. <;:<?ntrary to wh~t the reader might expect,
toft and Thomas, of 249 Squadron, and Corporals Pugh and
tr~ffic levels are nsmg, NOT falling, and we are now coping
Henderson (3 Squadron), who took up semi-permanent resiwuh almo. t the same average figures as at the height of
dence for the last two months of last year to get the club on
Confr~ntauon .. . Young man, if you want some hectic practical
the road by the onset of the festive season.
operatmg head EAST!
Our efforts at self-help were frowned on by the expens in

Singapore District, who were very sceptical about our ability
to make the place habitable. We have now proved them wrong
-although it must be admitted that we'.ve had our . ~oments
constructing the ' Gentlemen's ' alongside the buildmg, as
recommended by the medics. This entailed digging a good
old-fashioned hole, upon which a suitable structure could be
erected; the snag being that we were . told we must, break
through the clay crust and ensure that 1t would dram. Sta~e
One,' ten feet was achieved bv using picks and shovels, but still
found hard clay at the bottom of the shaft.
The C.O. was getting a trifle apprehensive, as t~o ' w~ll
oiled,' but nameless, club members had . succeeded . 1Il falling
into this chasm one night, despite a swtabl~ hessian sc~een
erection. The Sappers then produced an ~ncient hand-driven
augur which they assured us would drive the shaft . to a
depth' of twenty-five feet. This it proceeded to do, lubricated
by the copious perspiration of those unfortunates who , made
it work, and a further fifteen feet and several ~eeks hard
labour we broke through to rock bottom and dramage. -pie
last s~ge-the erection of a suitable . specialis~d construction,
is now nearly completed, and we .~ill be delighted .to show
this now-illuminated hole to any visitors who so de.srre:-who
may, of course, al o be lucky enough to have a pmt m the
club as well.

DRINK UP!
Major Chris Fowke being persuaded to empty his glass yet again at
the Chinese other ranks New Year party

~lotor Co.r /Motor Cyele Sports

ome good car driving and motor cycling has been exec~ted
by some of our members lately. W.0.1 (F. of S.) Wnght
(2 Squadron) and Staff Sergeant Bunting (H.Q.) came first
and second, respectively, in their class in .th~ Singapore Force '
Driving Club Driving Test, held on Meikt1la Barrack.s Square
on 16th F ebruary. W.0.1 Wright and Mrs. Buntmg have
entered for the Sing;ipore Grand Prix, to be hel_d at ~aster.
W.0.1 Wright had also hoped to ent~r for the Asian Highway
Rally, being held this year, but, havmg no sponsor, has been
priced out of the running. Staff Sergeant_ Wood, R.E.M.E._, of
our L.A.D., ha been doing great work m scramble meetmg
both here and in Malaysia. His latest achievement was a first,
second and third on scrambles organised by the Royal Perak
lV otor Club at lpoh on 19th January.

Ton-pin howliJ1g
Readers who remember Corporal Black's accounr of this
sport in our June, 1968, notes, will be glad to hear . th~t
' Jimmies Click ' is still going strong under the enthusiastic
leadership of Signalman Chris Royton (1 Squach:o_n). They
came second in the All Services' League Compeuuon, . completed in 16th February. Signalman. ~oyton had the h1ghe t
average score throughout the compeunon and was close!y followed by Sergeant Hallam (R.H.Q.) who had the second highest.

QUITE AN EVENING!
The C.O.-Lieutenant-Colonel Ande rson-h olds up the presentation wood carving given to him as a farewell token of esteem at
the Ch inese New Year dinner

Konlf Jlt~e Fat Choi
The Regimental Chinese New Year Party was held in the
Capitol Restaurant on 6th Fe~ruary. For . the fint time recorded, ladies were present; this, however, m no way damped
the spirits of the gentlemen and the Year of. Roo ter was
5een in in true Chinese style to the re oundmg and ~fl;
repeated chorus of Yam Seng. The eleven courses of dehcious and carefully-prepared Chinese dishes were wa bed down
with va t quamitie of beer. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Wood fought a
brilliant rearguard action, and de pite innumerable Yam Sengs
and countless cans of beer, deported himself as befit~ a man
of his rank and standing at the end of the evenmg and
drove Mrs. Wood afcly home. During the cour e ~f ~e evening, the C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson, and his ~v1fe were
presented with a traditional ~h.inese rosewc_iod carvmg of an
old man-representing the spmt of long life-as a farewell
1'43
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ift fr 11 the C.O.R. -with which they were obviou ly deli ht1.:d. Without any shadow of doubt, a very enjoyable evenin_ \\
had by all who attended. Chinese ew Year proper
fd l on the night of Sunda-, 16th February, and a whole
eri
of nocrumal fire racker and other noby celebration
ha,·e ensued from then until the culmination of the festivities
n th 15th day, on 3rd March. ~o to all of you elsewhere
Kong H ee Fat Choi ('Happy ew Year' in our :mpeccable
H ainanc e dialect for the Yea r of the Rooster.

.t lo()k-ln on thP

CONCESSIONALFARES FOR H.M. FORCES

Daily Sailings fromZeebrugge to Dover &
ta EDlilADD by Calais to Dover
TDWDSEDD CAR FERRIES

~t' nior Ran1•s' C lub

19th Signal f!egiment
ECAU E we hare Messes with the R.A. F. on whatever
R.A.F. Station we find ourselves, the 19th Regiment ha
B
no Mess of its own. Here at Changi we have for many years
felt the need for a gathering place in which to assemble all
the Senior Ranks of the Regiment as a community. Formerly
this need was partially met by using the China Seas Beach
Club (see THE WIRE magazine, Ma / June, 1968, article on th is
club run by the Regiment) on special occasions.
Late in 1967 it was decided to use one of the old M alay
soldiers barrack huts to form a Senior Ranks' Club along the
line of a Sergeants' Mess. (These
buildings ar e of Japanese design and
date back to the occupation of Singapore when they were built by P .0 .W.).
W.0.1 (R.S.M.)
Work began in October, 1967. There
were hammerings and hangings going
G. H. Waters
on all day and part of the night.
crange men came to the camp. There were winkings and
noddings. Furniture, wood and other building materials
' arrived ' in the camp. There were wise and knowing looks.
A complete bar and fittings were supplied by a local brewery.
T here were fewer winks, happier faces and the noise of
hammer ings and bangings was stilled and before Christmas
there was a spanking new Senior Ranks' Club.
The work of the club members (notably my predecessor,
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Williams), and the fruits of various 'liaisons'
had produced a very finely ·appointed bar room with soft
lights, a false ceiling, lined walls (instead of rough planks),
carpets and other furnishings. It had also yielded a very well
furnished dance room comolete with orchestra stand and
dance floor. I n this room there were many tables each with
its own electric lamp and each surrounded by comfortable
chairs.

By

A truly Regimental omenlty
Although the club is sponsored and run by the Senior Ranks
of the Regiment it sets out to provide a truly Regimental
amenity-not entirely altruistically because profits have to be
considered as well! The club premises are used for child ren's
partie , Squadron and Troop functions and, of course, for full
Regimental functions of which we have not a few in this multiracial society of ours. I n October, 1968, the Indian ranks
entertained us at their D eepavali party. In D ecember we had
the traditional 'draw' and a children's (under 11) party.
(" That's my Dad," announced Master Duffy when a somewhat diminutive Father Christmas stepped out of his helicopter).
Over the past few months an inter-Troop knock-out quiz
competition has been held each Wednesday evening and this
was followed hy : 'The Brain of 19th Regiment' programme.
The winner wa Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Chambers and we
now have a Regimental quiz team comprisin g Staff Sergeant
Chambers, M ajor G. A. Cox, Sergeant Wardill and myself.
We were broadcast over the Cllangi network on 25th
February in a radio K .O. competition. The club ante-room is
open to all ranks on these occasions and junior members of
the Regiment are welcomed both as competitors and audience.
popularicy· which is vrry pleasing
The club holds a full social evening once per month and
almo t all our members come; this is quite an achievement as
the Regiment is scattered over the length and breadth of
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JUST LIKE A GOOD OLD ENGLISH PUB
Some members of 19th Signal Regiment relax over a drink in the
Senior Ranks Club . left to Right : Captain J. J. Hingham , W .0.1
(R.S.M.) G. H. Waters, Sergeant W. T. Duffy, W .0 .1 (F. of S.)
J. A. Milton, Major G. G. Campbell (2 l/C), Captain M. Y. Mille r.
W .0 .1 (S.S.M.) D. Ross, Staff Sergeant (S.S.I.) J. Roberts. Staff
Sergeant Abdu l Rah im
Singapore Island. (There are a few ' absent friends' at Penang
and Gan Islands !). These social evenings have taken on a
popularity which is very pleasing and can be explained by the
fact that the wives have taken a hand in the organisation.
Buffets are not easy to arrange as the club has no catering
facilities but, after one or two rather sub-standard snacks, my
wife and those of the R. Q.M.S. and S.S.M. I Squadron said
they could do m uch better at less cost. They were invited to
prove their point and they did so. They provided a large
variety of choices including lV alay curries, French bread and
cheeses, cold meats of all sorts, and numerous side dishes.
Now they have been co-opted permanently. Clearly their
husbands had not told them the story about the grand piano!
The Christmas draw this year was held on Friday, 13th
December, and, despite the date, all went well. The club was
so well attended that it was a job to accommodate everyone.
Tickets had been sold in vast quantities by organising ' liar
dice ' and various other competitions with draw tickets as
prizes . Those of us who failed to draw a prize on the night
rightly attributed the success of the winners more to long
service and hard lying at the bar than luck.
Early January saw a children's teenage dance presided over
by Staff Sergeant (P.T.I.) Roberts. A special bar was opened
full of drinks of the most alarming colour. A twelve-year-old
was beard to remark on leaving, "I drank fifteen!" Captain
J. J. Bingham mixed a punch consisting, amongst other things,
of apple wine laced with brandy. An inspired 'pop' band beat
out strange music in almost total darkness for over three hours
and good time :was had by all.
A high-spot of the New Year has been a formal dinner night
to dine out W .0.1 (F . of S.) John Milton, who left us at the
end of January to join 14th Regiment as a T.0.T.

•• WHY DIDN,T THEY LET VS KNOW1"'

' The Wire ' is always ready to receive ' snippets '
of your Corps news by telephone or signal, and these
can often be inserted in ' The Wire ' after the closing
date for receipt of copy, if they are SHORT.
So I.et us hear a~out Y?ur sporting successes or any
other items of part1cular mterest that ought to go into
' The Wire.' Be news-minded and keep us informed.
We hate to say:

The cheapest and most convenient way for you, your family, and your car to go home on leave

Travel on a British ship by the Free Enterprise Line, CONCESSIONA L FARES FOR H.M. FORCES
Reduced fares are available on Townsend Car Fer ries,
Zeebrugge/Dover and Calais/ Dover, to personnel and dependents or British and Commonwealth Forces and attached
civilians, serving in Belgium. Germany, Holland and Luxe mbourg. ASK FOR FULL DETAILS.

U.K. Booki ngs through your nearest Moto ring Organisation.
Travel Agent or the Townsend Offi ces at :

199 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W . I.
o r P.O . BOX 12, DOVER

W e are also the spec ial ists for :Regimental Ties
Regimental Ca r Badges
Reg imen t al Cuff Links
Regimenta l Wal l Plaques
Crest ed Tankards
Min iature M eda ls

Our extensive selection of equipment
covers all your uniform requirements.
From Mess Kits and Officers uniforms
to quality shirts and a complete range
of hats- all at competitive prices.

Experts in the mount ing of
Medals and Ribbons.
Let A. H. Martin solve your
particula r outfitting prob lem. Complete the enquiry
form fo r full details and
price list.
Special quotations fo r bulk
orders.

~. 'H.MARTiN,1M:rke;~I
Centre, Pall Mall Entrance,

Manchester 2.
II Please
send me details about:
I N~·~e
-

I Branch of Service
I Address

I

I

I
I
L·~· ~ ·~ _::_ _ ~.:. ..:·:J
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Enquiries and Bookings from MILATRAVEL Offices, local
trave l agents, General Stearn Navigation Co .. rn.b.h. Bisrnarckstrasse 89, DUSSELDORF 4, W. Germany, Furness Shipping
Li ne. Groenplaats. 42. Antwer p, or Townsend Car Ferries,
Car Ferry Terminal , Zeeb ru gge or Gare de Transit , Calais.
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21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 43
Th

Dh>kensiau Touc
CCORDING to Flanders and Swan, " February's snow
and lcet freeze the toes righJ off your feet " ... and we
are in a position to confirm that this is no i c jingle. For ~e
pa t fortnight all our airfields have been bl~nk~ted with
snow and the merry clink of pades have been rm_gmg on. the
fro ty air. Muscle have been toned up by pushmg vehicles
\\1th flat banerie or heaving cars out of drifts, and reflexes
have been sharpened trying to regain one's balance when the
glas -like surface determined that your best position was
honzontal.
C.S.O. "\"isits
Timing it very nicely, our Chief Signal Officer, Brigadier
P. E. S. Mansergh, O.B.E., paid a vi it to the Regiment just
before the bad weather set in.
He spent the morning at Laarbruch dividing his time between studying our operational role and looking at our recreational facilities. He visited our ' clutch ' of operational vehicles,
meeting the tradesmen and technicians who man them in the
field, and called in at the station system control centre, where we
are poised to change over to STD. The Brigadier was also shown
round the .22 range, built by the Airfield Troop, and ended
his morning meeting many members of the Regiment in the
Phoenix Theatre foyer.
After lunch the Commanding Officer took the C.S.0. to
Wildenrath and Bruggen, where he spent the afternoon visiting
the Airfield Troops.
Ro sen:m o nt~ g

The theme of the Rosenmontag Carnival in Goch this year
was ' Et Lopt,' which can be loosely translated as ' life goes on
de pite everything'; so as the Regiment was given the job
of making the float for R.A.F. Laarbruch, we decided to show
'the unshakable British phlegm.' The L.A.D. RE.M.E. were
given the task of turning ideas into reality, and the result was
the Englishman with bis cup of tea and The Ti~s, not
turning a hair at the arrival of a space craft in his back garden.

distribute to the B.F.E.S. schoolchildren at Laarbruch. This
was the prize given to the school for wirming the B Section
of the Dolphin Trophy for having the hjghest percentage of
school leavers who had passed their swimming proficiency
test in 1968. Had they been in U.K., the prize would have
been the trophy itself, but a bottle of ' space coke ' was also
considered very acceptable.

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 16
• lUcGinty's Goat ' will not he forgotten
ITH the annual Fitness for Role Inspection and the biannual Telecommunications Inspection successfully completed by the end of January, we were looking forward to
some pleasant exercises in February, for spring seemed to have
reached Lippstadt remarkably early this year. Alas, the weather
changed dramatically, and February produced the heaviest fall
of snow for some years. However, elements of the Regiment
took part in four exercises, ' McGinty's Goat,' ' Winter Sales,'
' Ground Frost ' and a Canadian exercise, ' Long Swan II.'
l Squadron will long remember 'McGinty's Goat,'' a movement
exercise which took place in bitter weather, and included a
night crossing of the Weser by ferry in an icy blizzard; an
experience to look back on with satisfaction, whatever one may
have thought about it at the time.

W

Training Wing
The individual season is now over, and Yeoman Llewellyn,
Staff Sergeant Dannells and their assistants have every reason
to be satisfied wtih the results they have achieved. Five trade
upgrading courses have been held including a twelve-week
Telegraph Operator course, six M.P.T. courses, four German
Language courses and sufficient technician training to complete
the conversion of all our technicians to the new trade requirements. Perhaps Sergeant Middleton and Corporal Richardson
merit a special mention for safely plotting a driver-training
course through the worst of the winter weather. The Training
Wing now closes until August, although a little will be achieved
during the summer as a number of men are nominated for
courses outside the Regimen!.
S.ki-ing
The last course has now returned to Llppstadt, and the
permanent staff have closed our ' hut ' in Bavaria. It has been
a most successful ski-ing season, with Lieutenant Hendren running a most arduous course, in which he attempted to concentrate the Norwegian Army Whiteshod six-week ·course into two
weeks of instant winter warfare. Some ninety members of the
Regiment attended the course, and those who were not lucky
enough to do so may like to read Lance-Corporal Baker's
account of his course. The Regimental team, which came 10th
in the 4th Division meeting, consisted of Lieutenant Paul,
Corporal Purdie, Lance-Corporal Jobson and Signalman
Garratt in the Langlauf, and Corporal Jobson, Corporal
Fairminer, Lance-Corporal Cowan-Martin and Private Haswell
in the downhill.

SPACEMEN COME TO 21st SIGNAL REGI MENT
Float provided by the Regiment on behalf of R.A.F. Laarbruch at
the local Rosenmontag carnival

:spite the wintry weather, the procession through Goch
wa well attended and Sergeant Chambers (the Englishman),
Craftsman Samuels and Craftsman Hans (the two spacemen)
and Lance-Corporal Brooks (inside the space craft, and the
builder of the float) got through 154lb. of sweets, given to
the chjldren, in record time. The following Monday they also
got throuP,h 600 bottles of Coca-Cola, which they helped the
tation Commander, Group Captain R. B. Roache, D.F.C.,
1'46

Arrivals and Dep artures
Two important Lippstadt personalities left the station during
February: Padre Clemett and Christine Joy. 'Peter the Padre'
made a special place for himself in the Regiment; is there a
moral somewhere in the fact that he usually turned up on
exercises driving the R.S.M.? Christine had run our W.R.V.S.
room for the past two years, and now leaves us for a tour in
Penang, which she richly deserves. We thank them both for all
they have done for the Regiment during their stay in Lippstadt
and wish them good fortune in their new appointments. We
welcome in their place the Reverend H. J. L. Butterley and
Miss Ann Lambert, and hope they enjoy their stay with us.
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Or how to obtain a white bottom to your
combat trousers
GROUP of other lads and myself, with Captain Cotton
A
. in charge, embarked on a German bus one afternoon in
January. We were off to Hinang in Bavaria for a 10-day course
in cross-country ski-ing. The journey down was uneventful
enough, with stops en route for a
meal or a drink in one of the wellequippcd German transport cafes.
By lance·
The coach was not exactly heaven,
but It was bearable. (The springs
Corporal Baker
seemed to have lost the last little bit
of springiness, and the driver did
not know how to switch on the
of 3 Squadron,
heater). After setting out at S p.m. on
the Wednesday we arrived at Sontofen
22nd Signal
railway station at 7 a.m. the next
morning. A short journey in a threeRegiment
tonner took us to our ski hut, which
turned out to be a guest house of an
excellent standard.
Ji"irst lt"sson-how ,to pick yourself up
Later in the morning we were fitted out with skis, sticks and
boots. The skis were nicknamed plan.ks, because they were
four inches wide and half-an-inch thick! Then in the afternoon we did our very first bit of ski-ing, learning to walk with
them on. The next lesson was, appropriately enough, ' How to
pick yourself up,' at which I had plenty of practice!
Throughout the course we were told to bend our knees,
and it is surprising how hard this can be. You really have to
concentrate, and I took to using a cenain brand of chewinggum to help me do just this. But I found that there was not
enough room for my chewing-gum and my heart in my mouth
all at the same time!

• • • then • Bow to Stop '
Next came the lesson on how to stop. I had already learnt
this on the first day, but our mstructor, Lieutenant Hendren,
was not at all impressed when I said as I picked myself up,
"Well, I stopped, didn't I?"
As well as walking, now called ' diagonal gait,' stopping and
learning to pick myself up, I also had to learn to turn comers.
This is most necessary as later on if you cannot turn comers
you might well end up wearing a fir tree for a button hole.
Soon we swopped our planks for GP skis which were like
matchsticks by comparison-much faster but also much more
manoeuvreable.
The t Di1•s and Dumps'
Next on the instruction list came ' dips and bumps.' A more
accurate name would have been dips, bumps and bruises. The
object was to go over the bumps and dips with knees well bent
and end up in one piece standing up. However, I am sure
that the Editor would not allow our comments on the bumps
to be printed.
By now we have learnt enough to venture on a l km. race.
It might have been 1 km. on the map, but it seemed much
further on the ground, and as for the 10 km. race-well, the
less said about that the better.
Gradually we progressed, picking up experience as well as
ourselves on the way. An all-day trek was the prelude to an
overnight stay in the snow, aptly named Exercise 'White Night.'
The night was spent in a bivvy in a half igloo made of snow
bricks. This proved very warm even with only a candle for
central heating, but getting our of our sleeping bags the next
morning was very difficult.
If one could find the energy for night life there was plenty
to do. If you wanted a drink before turning in then you went
downstairs to the dining room which we had turned into a
saloon bar. If you wanted a bit of music and something other
than your friends to look at then it was down the road to
the ' Grotty Greek's.'
Looking back it was the most enjoyable course I h ave ever
been on, and this applies to the rest of the lads, too. M y
application for another trip next year is already in.
TH E WIR E, A P R IL- MAY 1969

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
EBRUARY has been mainly a month of internal work
F
in the unit, with the arrival of a large number of
new courses. However, very bad weather, in the form of snow,
really hit us hard, just as we were breathing a sigh of relief,
and saying what a good winter it had been. Those who are
familiar with a Catterick winter will remember ' Operation
Snowdrop,' which seems to have been devised to harass
orderly officers and sergeants, not forgetting the snow plough
operators themselves. Anyone who saw Captain Golding ' riding
shotgun ' on the front of a plough one bleak evening will know
what I mean.
Outside activities, however, have not been completely for,
gotten, even though much of the Regimental sporting life
had to be postponed. Our weekly adventure training to Culty
Braggan continues, and a party from the W.R.A.C. Squadron
have just returned from a week's ski-ing at Glenshee; a full
report of which will appear next month.
F~ ma~ks go to our orienteering team for keeping the
Regiment m the public eye. They were filmed participating
at a meeting near Newcastle, and this, along with an interview with Lieutenant Kemp, was shown later on BBC Tele,
vision's 'Look North.'
A great deal of emphasis has naturally been placed on in,
door sports this month, and C .S.M.I. Patterson and Sergeant
Philemon are to be congratulated on winning the Northern
Command Novices' Fencing Championshjps in sabre and
epee, respectively.
Arrivals and Departures
The following left the Regiment in February, and our good
wishes go to them in their new appointments: Captain M ,
Giles, W.0.11 Greenwood, R.E.V .E., Staff Sergeant Perry,
Sergeant Brindle and Sergeant Murray.
We welcome to the Regiment: Captain R. Higham, Captain
(T.0.T.) P. Newton, Staff Sergeant Rann and Sergeant Elliot.

30th Signal Regiment
DLAND F OHD

CA1'1P

u11111

N Thursday, 6th March, we held our annual inspection
O
which was carried out by Colonel E. J. Winn, Commander
1st Signal Group.
On arrival the Commander inspected the quarter guard which
was furnished by Headquarter Squadron. He then presented
two L.S . & G.C. medals, to Staff Sergeant B. D . Ireland and
Sergeant N. F. Bumby.
During the course of the afternoop Colonel Winn ' stood to •
three operational detachments comprising two FFR Cll/C42
detachments and a small comcen operator detachment. These
were fully equipped and documented ready to proceed to the
air transit centre prior to an overseas move.
The weather was very much in our favour for the occasion
and the lines looked at their best with a sunny, bright and
crisp start to the day.
During the past three weeks we have been hosts to the
Signal Platoon of the 1st Battalion The Scots Guards who.
admitted to being impressed by the military efforts of 30th
Regiment on 6th March. They now know, if they did not
before that we are good soldiers as well as communicators.
~fore

military activit"y
A good time was had by all ver the period 20th-26th
February when the Regiment practised an emergency turn-out,
The situation painted by the Commanding Officer deteriorated
from a 72 hours' standby on Saturday 22nd, through a reduction to 24 hours' standby on Monday, to a turn-out of the
whole Regiment on 25th. The sight of elderly officers equipped
for action complete with equipment and full packs was a sight
to be enjoyed by all-except that everyone else was similarly
attired. The Regimental convoy moved off osten ibly for the

.
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FLL\.R AWAY PLACES~UNUSUAL JOBS
Report~ -- from

BY APPOIN"l'M!NT TO RBR MAJESTY THE QVE!N, 001.0SM'ITHS AND
Cl\OWN J'E\VELLERS, OAR.RA.RO AND COMPANY LIMITED, LONDON
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Collecting Butterflies in the Far East
BY MAJOR F . V. B. PHILP, O.C. 2 SQUADRON,
19th SIGNAL REGIMENT

" OPPORT UNIT Y has knocked on many a man's
doors only 10 find him snoring so loudly she could not
make him hear." - J. FRANKLIN BABB.

[Courttsr: S. Jardine, Bla11dfo rd Forum

THEY'RE SMART!

Men of the Headquarters Squadron of 30th Signal Regiment present
a smart Q uarter Guard for the Commander of I st Signal Group,
Colonel E. J. Winn

A

orth of England, but after a short tour of Blandford area
returned to Drake Lines where everyone was checked for
completeness of kit and 'serviceability.' There were some mistakes but overall it was demonstrated that the Regiment could
tum out at short notice and provide an effective force for any
emergency. A party from the Regiment has been taking part in
Exercise 'Bold Adventure' in Denmark and Germany. We
hope to include their war stories in our notes next month .

SPORT
So ecer
The soccer team have beaten the School of Signals 5-3 m
the first round of the Marriort Cup.
Ten-pin bowling
The Regiment has two teams in the mixed local league and
currently hold 2nd and 6th positions out of a total of 12 teams.
Hoc key
In spite of persistent cancellation through bad weather our
hockey team have enjoyed an encouragingly good season.
Regular Wednesday fixtures have been played and perhaps our
most notable victory was beating the staff of the Junior Leaders'
Regiment R.A.C. on their own ground 3-0. Our hockey officer
Lieutenant Lorna Windmill, W.R A.C., by her presence o~
each match occasion gives added inspiration and enthusiasm to
team efforts. An inter-Squadron knock-out competition is to
start shortly and keen interest is now being shown by Squadrons
to field their bt:st teams.
R11 gb y
1:tJe rugby team has . had a most successful season, and
hr ·mg won 12 consecuuve matches our reputation has been
spreading. 7th Regiment heard of our victories and whilst in
Enoland fer the final of the Army Cup arranged to play us in
a fnendly match. They convincingly put an end to our good
match record by beating us 20 points to nil. Congratulations
to _Lance-Coryo~al ' Ginge ' H arvey and Corporal ' Geordie '
Gamsford on being selected to play for the Corps again.

The Pride
of the Regiment.
For over two hundred years Garrard have
commemorated, in finely~worked silver, the
achievements of great regiments.
Today this great tradition of service to the
military is firmly established. As regimental
silversmiths Garrard maintain close contact with
a large number of regiments and individual
·serving members.
We offer you the unrivalled traditional skills
of our designers and craftsmen and the personal ·
service that is the hallmark of Garrard.

GA R RARD
The Crown Jewellers
GARRARD & COMPANY LIMITED
112 REGENT ST· WIA ZJJ · LONDON · ENGLAND
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ln•roduetlon
T a r ecent Regimental Commanding Officer's conference
ther~ was. a discu~sion about WIRE notes. I suggested
that cons1derauon be given to the production of a special
series entitled ' things to do in various parts of the world ' I had in mind a series of interesting articles on specialised
subjects, written by different members of the Corps in different
p'.aces. For example, what does ' our man' in Katmandu do
in his spare time? (I hope to go and find out for myself soon!).
Maybe the rarest form of bird life (the Certoceterest?) nests
in that part of the world? Maybe the men of Gan study the
local 'fruit bats '; or maybe the men of Cyprus dive to carry
out the archaeological survey of sunken galleons? Maybe a
Signalman breeds tropical fish in Hong Kong? I suppose I
could go on forever. I hope that the reader (if he has stuck
with me this far) has got the general idea-there are so many
interesting th ings to do in various parts of the world- and
frequently people don't know about the ' speciality ' of the
region in which they are stationed. The object of this series of
articles would be to draw the attention of our readers to tlle
possiblities of doing something ' out of the ordinary ' when
they get their next overseas posting! As you can guess, I was
detailed to write the fir t article in this new brave series, and
so here goes.

SPORTSMEV

\V hr1 no t write up any outs tanding s portJJml'n in yo11r U n it and send in t o Th e \ V ir e
wit h onr or two a e tion pho t ographs ?

__

Getting started on n new hobby
May I say from the very start that I am not an expert in
this field. I am a novice, and it all started when a brother
officer, who was returning to U .K ., presented me with his
butterfly gear. This consisted of a couple of nets, two large
glass jars, some setting boards (made of wood and cork) and
a hypodermic needle. The great advantage of this hobby is
that the whole family can join in; it brings you into contact
with the local people in the Kampongs; keeps you fit (if you
think that this is a sissies' hobby, you want to see me in
action in the deep jungle, dressed in jungle kit, and chasing
!he ever elusive ' Jungle Glory ' !). It also brings you closely
mt<? contact with nature, with the interesting possibilities of
seemg various forms of wild-life, in the relative peace of the
jungle. For anybody coming out to Singapore I would recommend a little ' homework'; I would suggest the study of
'Coi:iimon Malayan Butterflies ' by R. Morrell (Longmans) and
possibly ' Butterflies of the Malay Peninsula ' by Corbet and
Pendle bury.
This latter work contain a most careful compilation of all
the. significant facts known at the time of publication. Every
serious student will have to refer to this book sooner or later,
and. for many year it will remain the tandard work on the
subJ ect. Lastly a visit to a shop selling entomological equipment
(or write to Messrs. Watkins & Doncaster, 110, Parkview Road,
Welling, Kent, for a catalogue).
Here in Singapore, to start collecting you don't have to
move out of your back garden! This is the place to practise
your ' strokes,' and very quickly you (and the children) will
learn and gain experience, before you move out ' into the
field.' If you are collecting in, or near, jungle it is advisable
to wear protective clothing in the form of ~lacks, boots insect
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repellent, long-sleeved shirt and sweat rag. In deep jungle, a
parang is essential; safety precautions should be taken if
collecting in very deep jungle ; but the easiest collecting is in
jungle clearings near human habitation.

Having enu~ht y our butterfly •• •. . .
Havi ng caught your first butterfly, it can be stunned by
pinching below the thorax and placed into an envelope (usually
made of folded paper). You may use a 'killing jar' but
personally I don't bother; I put the envelope containing the
butterfly into a flat tin for safety until I get home. After a
day's collecting, in the cool of the evening and over a cold
beer I start to ' set ' them. ' Setting ' is a process of arranging
the wings _in the position they are required to retain permanently, leaving them to dry on a setting board. It is not easy to
set them well, but skill will come with practise. To preserve
butterflies I inject them with formalin. Full details of
this process is explained in detail in the book ' Common
Malayan Butterflies.' After two weeks on the setting board,
~e butterfly _will b17 dry enough to be removed to its place
m the collecuon. With reasonable care, most butterflies retain
their beautiful colours almost indefinitely; however, in the
tropics they have to be protected from insects (which are
deterred by the use of Paradichlor-Benzene crystals), and
from mould (creosote, purchased from a chemist, and placed
on a wad of cotton wool will prevent mould). I exhibit my
collection in special boxes made in Changi village, and hang
them on the wall. It ha become my habit to catch all butterflies as they come, as I have recently discovered that in flight
some species look the same, but on closer examination reveal
they are a different butterfly altogether! So much for camouflage and mimicry !
I am 'double collecting '-this means that I store a duplicate
butterfly, folded in a paper, and placed in an airtight jar.
When I get back to U.K. I will be able to ' relax' the butterfly, and set it on a setting board for further examination or
exhibition.

You w i ll. call yourself 515 S ignal Tr oop,
B.F .P.O. 63

We JiJ-anJ we haJ the last laugh in the enJ
This story of a rather singular posting-and its happy
ending is told by Sergeant N. J. Wilmott

" At

the

Squadron

OME time ago I was quietly
flapping with the rest of 204
S
Signal quadron in preparation for

the C.I.V. and Admin, when one day
I met the O.C. who gave a sort of
migger and said " have you een
where you have just been posted to?"
chuckles, giggles and and walked away. A ru h to the
downright bursts of Squ'.ldron Office told me I was leaving
laughter."
in three weeks for a place called
Bahrain. Enquiries failed to tell me
anything of what I was to expect
upon arrival there.
When I eventually did arrive, I went to the Squadron
Office of 255 Signal quadron and was greeted by a few
as orted chuckles, giggles and downright outbur t of laughter,
then they informed me that I had been destined for Hamala
Camp. Even in my interview with the O.C. M ajor Clapp,
office I was greeted
by a few assorted
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it wa apparent that th'e only reason both he and Captain
Maud were not laughing was because of t cir excellent Sandhun;t training.
.
The general idea was that I, and the five who bad arrived
with me, should go to this place ~ailed Hamala Camp. ~d
call oun.elve 515 Signal Troop, with the task of prov1dmg
rear link communications for the Infantry Battalion who were
r ident there.
This th y called llamula Camp--so where was
the j ke?
After driving for 15 mile past such wonderful sights . as
the tim factory, the Dhobi Hole and graves of Persian
oldiers of 2,000 years ago, all well spaced out one from the
other by a substance called sand, we suddenly came upon
a large perimeter fence enclosing a lot of buildings (known
as Twynehams), and a few tents. This they called Hrunala
Camp. So where wa the joke? In this camp-which we lat_er
learned to call a •holiday camp '-we met Sergeant Jones of
640 Troop, who only had four days left in Bahrain, so he was
smiling. We took over a few items of kit from him and from
then on we were in business.
m et my eompanions • • •
It was round about this time that I found who my companions were to be--Corporal 'Brum' Walker, 'Jock' Richardson,
Signalman Bob Waight, Signalman Peed Kellett and Signalman
Crawford (the original Bower boy).
We were lucky in that we had practically nothing to do
except to get organised and draw G 1098 stores and other pieces
of equipment from the R.Q.M.S. at 255 Signal Squadron.
After much bookwork and cross-transferring, R.Q.M.S. Jones
I

got us up to scale, except for a few items, as shortly we were
to herald the arrival of the 1st Queen's Regiment to Hamala
Camp, all on a nine-month unaccompanied tour.
Our fir t exercise was ' Gold Leaf ' on which the chief
umpire taught Corporal Walker how to drive by the stars.
How did they get 60 miles outside the exercise area?
' Gold Leaf ' was quickly followed by a spell of company
training in such places as Yas Island, Das Island, Wadi
Shawkah, to name but a few. In fact we kept a Cll link
going over a distance of about 380 miles from March to the
end of June--with a bit of help from the Squadron and some
assistance from the Foreman's boys.
In August we did another link to Yas Island for Support
Company, following this by a very pleasant two-week stay
with the Battalion in Dibba on Exercise ' Final Fling.'
A year has gone, so have the Queen's and the original Troop.
So we now have a new set of lads, Corporal ' Brum ' Smith
(are all Corporals from Brum?) Lance-Corporal Thomas,
Signalman 'Taff' Bird, Signalman Smith and Signalman 'Jock'
Brocklebank. In the past year we ,have acquired one of the
best Twynehams in the camp, a canoe, a dog, a built-in fishpond (with fish, of course), a garden and a car park, and a few
surplus odds and ends of equipment which one always puts
well out of the way if word is heard that the O.C. 225 Squadron
is on one of bis rounds of the Troop .

:ns Is truly established-so just eall in and
see us
It can be said that SIS Troop is well and truly established
again. If eve.r you are in Bahrain and want an invitation to an
exclusive function, or a good word put in with the right people.
or even a piece of equipment that no one seems to want, then
just call in and see us and we'll soon have you fixed up.

Now
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Faraway Places!

Unusual Jobs!

Why not send us your story?
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CYPHER VACANCIES
GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS HEADQUARTERS

Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work
in Cheltenham and London. Recen t experience in Cypher or Teleprinting duties is desirable.
Appointments in London are paid on a scale rising to £1 ,225, whilst those in Cheltenham rise to £1,100.
Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which
additional allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for Overseas Service.
All first appointments are temporary but with excellent prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanent
and pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There are also good prospects for promotion.
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
Candidates and both parents must have been British Subjects since birth.
Application forms and fuller information obtainable from :

The Recruitment Officer (CY. OP./6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Priors Road, Oakley, Cheltenham, Glos.

ISO
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4th Guards Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(204) B.F.P.O. 17

Many thanks to 2nd Division Signal R.:giment for such a wellrun course; no doubt if you have vacancies in future you will
sec more people from the Squadron.

YEAR has now gone by since we left the pleasant hills
of Iserlohn for the flat wastes of Miinster. We now have
A
completely settled in, and nostalgia is beginning to fade away.

Summer arrived quiekly-so Sennelager was on
The month of February found the Guardsmen and a few
Corps men away at Sennelagcr for a week of range classification, P.E. tests and anything else that could be found to do in
seven days.
To set the scene, the week before we were due to go, winter
returned to Germany with a vengeance. Snow fell continuously
for four days and then came the words we had all waited for" If it snows tomorrow, Sennelager is cancelled.'' What happened-the snow stopped around dinner time on the Tuesday
and the quickest thaw ever witnessed set in. 'Summer' was
hcre-Sennelager was on.
On a very cold Sunday afternoon we formed up on the
square ready for the move off. No--0ne seemed interested in
their personal kit, but it was very noticeable the number of
men who were clutching desperately to their ' bottles of something to warm 'em up ' on the journey whilst at the same time
trying to hide it from the eagle eyes of the R.S.M.
We arrived at the camp to find ourselves accommodated, in
what appeared from the outside, a smart looking barrack block.
On entering, oh! what a diSappointment. Bunks with mattress,
and that was it. Then the moans started, " Whose idea was it
to come here at this time of the year?"-" This is bloody ridiculous, we'd be better off in a tent.'' Two blokes, who shall remain
nameless, argued for 2t hours over who was going to sleep on
the top and who was going to sleep on the bottom. They ended
up on a separate single bed each as two others came in and
pinched the bunk while they were arguing.
We soon got down to business with reveille on Monday
morning at 06.00 hours, P.T. and cold showers before breakfast
and then off to the ranges at 07.30 hours. Shooting all day
long and then at 16.00 hours back to camp-an early finish you
might say. Not a bit of it! On looking round for the transport,
to our horror we were told there won't be any. What we are
going with now is training for the P.E. tests. We walk back!
Tea and cleaning of weapons out of the way, at 19.00 hours
we started weapon training and then after that little lot the
time was our own-for most straight into bed. So was life for
us each day for seven days.
In the shooting the Corps men outshot the Guardsmen friendly rivalry being the order of the day. The Guardsmen
thought they would show us how everything should be done.
When it came to the actual firing the Corps men excelled and
one of the Guardsmen was heard to say, " Well, how can anyone
be expected to shoot when bis barrel is bent.'' After failing
miserably the same Guardsman was beard to say, "My magazine
was only half full." It turned out that he had only fired half
his magazine and forgotten he had another twelve rounds in
it!
Saturday brought the climax to the week with the ten-mile
bash. Once more it was the Corps men who showed the Guards
the way home and we left most of them behind, lying by the
roadside waiting for the truck to pick them up. When they got
back they heard the very good news that they will have to do
it later on this year.
At last the moment came we had all waited for and the
convoy pulled out on the journey back to Miinster.
At least its over for the Corps men for another year now!
(Note: This was written by a member of the Royal Corps
of Signals-as if you hadn't guessed!).

n xhag
Certain things have remained the same though-one of these
being our annual forey into the world of boxing. The Squadron
fir~t ran its own meeting, and much to the M .O.'s surprise
when he asked them, each boxer was a volunteer. The evening
was a resounding success, highlighted by a Judo demonstration
when a nine-year-old boy stole the show by coming up for
more each time when apparently thrown onto his head by
others twice his size. It is understand that Lance-Corporal
Albury has got over his surprise as the man taking on allcomers, when Signalman Rylance challenged him (Rylance has
1 GREEN belt).
The Squadron Boxing team found themselves in the B.A.O.R
Minor Units Final. The team consists of Corporal McCondochie, Corporal Carim, Lance-Corporal Graham, LanceCorporal Campbell, Lance-Corporal Startup, Lance-Corporal
Whelan and Signalman Byrne. They were ably end enthusiastically coached by Cf Sergeant Joslin.
Our opponents were 16 B.V.D. R.A.0 .C. who are stationed
at Olen in Belgium. The team journeyed down there the day
before the contest and were most hospitably entertained by our
opponents.
There were seven fights and although we lost 5-2 the score
was not a true reflection of the match which was very even.
Corporal Carim, our star, hit his opponent with everything he
had, but much to Corporal Carim's, and the spectators', amazement the plucky fellow refused to go down.
Corporal McCondochie was the other winner for the
Squadron, scoring a knock-our in the first minute of the first
round. Lance-Corporal Whelan participated in a very hard
contest with a much more experienced boxer and was unlucky
to Jose on points. Lance-Corporal Cambell had his opponent
bemused by his tactics which at times consisted of launching
himself across the ring, fists extended, in what was almost a
horizontal position. He narrowly lost on points.
Lance-Corporal Graham, Lance-Corporal Startup and
Signalman Byrne were unfortunate in that they were matched
against very experienced and competent boxers. Although all
three tried hard they were beaten fairly decisively.
A large number of people from the Squadron braved the
atrocious weather to support the team, and their encouragement
was of great assistance. Everyone enjoyed themselves and the
team's performance was an undoubted credit to themselves and
to the hard work put in by Cf Sergeant Joslin.
16 B.V.D. are to be congratulated on the excellent way in
which the contest was organised and to be thanked for all their
kindness and hospitality.
Corporal Carim (R.E.M.E.) competed in the Division. Individual championships and deci ively won the light-welter
division. He then made the long journey to Berlin, accompanied by C/Sergeant Joslip, for the B.A.0.R. championships
but was narrowly beaten on points in the semi-final.
Ski-Ing 1069
This year 2nd Division Signal Regiment very kindly let us
have places on their ' Snow Queen ' cour es being run near
Kranzegg, and 16 people from the Squadron anendcd them.
One of the advantages of joining a larger unit for ski-ing is
that the unit can afford a good instructor, and we certainly
needed one! The instructor, Hans, was of international standard,
and in two weeks we progressed from, in most cases absoluce
beginners to the stage where most were capable of incredible
speeds in straight lines and some even of stopping, although
this came later.
Progress was made in other fields too, Signalman Wilson and
Guardsman Tonner perfected their yodels, with a distinctive
vibrato at high speeds, and Hans improved his English from
a tentative " Follow me" to a full-blooded "Let's go baby!"
He was learning English in order to be able to teach English
people- he should get interesting reactions from his students
at some of the more descriptive phrase he learnt.
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19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester
Tile pnee quieke11s
L THOUGH the winter month are traditionally quiet due
to upgrading course , leave and individual training, we
are convinced tliat in 19th Brigade the oppo ite applies. During
the past four weeks the normal communication requirement.

A
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have been met (by 28th February ignal In truction 11/69 was
hot from the pre ) and in addition we have found time to
halk up ome funher . ucce cs in the sporting field, namely,
another v ry convincing win in a Brigade Orienteering event,
nd a major triumph in the annual l9·h Brigade Motor Rally
( ee det, iled account on page 131).

T .A.R. and comcentre detachments from 3rd Regiment, the
rear link from Sth Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron
which supported our Light Air Defence Battery, and Sergeant
Litt'e and his rear link detachment who came to us with 3rd
Royal Anglian Regiment.

Things we would like to .know
Were Corporal 'Jock' Fraser and his line decachment bent
on marching on Moscow when stopped some 30 miles ahead
of the Brigade?
How does the R.S.M. always manage to find the best place
to sleep-must be the moustache?
When A.C.E. 3 will become compulsory for officers? One
officer, hearing that the bread ration was 12 ounces, was heard
to remark: "D ...... n, I was working on :}lb."

'\·1 ft by ..1gadier T. I. G. Gra~·,
C • •0. Strategic Command
On 17th February Brigadier Gray paid us a farewell
visit. Curing his time with
rhe unit he saw a fair
representation of unit activities, and was also well
entertained by the ' Panther
Club ' and the Officer~' and
ergeants Messes. During
his rime in the ' Panther
Club ' the Brigadier presented Corporal Jack Myers
Corpor.I Jack Myers receiving his LS.
with a well-earned L.S. and
and G.C. Medal from Brigadier T.l. G.
Gray
G.C. Medal.

Pll•••I

Arrivals and Departures
We welcome to the Squadron Private Homer and Private
Lewis, A.C.C., W.O.Il (R.Q.M.S.) Webster, Signalman
Davi on, Signalman Pickering, Signalman Thompson and
Signalman Jenkins. We say goodbye to Lance-CorpOI'al
Wilford and Corporal Pengilly and wish them well in their
new units.

24 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn. (210)
Plymouth
A rugged exercise
HE main, indeed almost the only event of the last two
months has been Exercise ' Bold Advenrure ' which took
the Squadron from the mild Plymouth winter to the deep
frozen plains of orth Germany and Denmark. The exercise
began in mid-February; at the time of writing the final phase
is in full swing, and the last stragglers will not be home until
20th March or so. It has been an exercise which no-one who
took pan will ever forget, for a number of reasons. Alas, there
are few photographs as yet to back up our assertions but an
outline of the exercise may be of interest.

T

Five exercises Jn one
24th Infantry Brigade, reinforced by supporting units from
elsewhere in 3rd Division, was detailed to carry out at short
notice a N.A.T.0. reinforcement exercise, to be known as 'Bold
Adventure,' and divided into five separate exercises. These
involved a sea and air move to Denmark, a road and air move
into North Germany, a tactical exercise with Danish and
German formations, a movement exercise by road and air to
Denmark, and a move back to U.K. by sea and air.
Fine hospltaUt~·
During the first pha_e of the exercise, we were accom•
modated in Danish barracks all over Jutland. These were warm
and dry and we were able to relax a little with the benefit of
~AAFI du~·-free-a. real oasis for the U.K.-based. We enjoyed
visits to vanous Damsh towns, but not so much the thick heads
~at re ulted. The Squadron was the first unit to be complete
m Denmark, so we had a few days' wait whilst the remainder
of the Brigade caught up.
The
f'ather-the c>nemy
On 28th February we began an involved road move into
North Germany-two Danish Brigades were moving at the
same time. Apart from main roads, the whole area was snow
and frost bound, and although we sited ourselves in villages, the
extreme cold attacked men, vehicles and equipment alike. Our
R.Q.M. ., W.0.11 Harry Bell, was a popular figure as he
di tri~ute~ the . rum ration-strange how some people kept
bumpmg mto him as he made his rounds! On some days the
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Hail and farewell
' Bold Adventure ' was the swansong for Lieutenant Mike
Powell who has now left us for Warminster after two years in
the Squadron. We have also lost Corporal Neil Geary, LanceCorpora~s Bob Blackburn, ' Cbalkey ' White and Signalman
' Petta! ' Longden to new units, with Sergeant ' Cbalkey ' White,
Corporals Dave Davis, Andy Anderson, Lance-Coeporals Bill
Delve, Fred Wood, Doug Wood and Signalman Fred Downing
going to civilian life.
Congratulations
Lance-Corporal Jim Passmore on his marriage and LanceCorporal ' Monty ' Montgomery and his wife on the birth of a
daughter.
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FRIENDLY RELATIONS ON EXERCISE BOLD ADVENTURE
Signalman Bren don Maloney, a radio relayman with 24 Infantr y
Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron seems to be maintaining
good relations with both military and civil police in the village of
Hohn , Schleswig-Holstein
maximum temperarure was -1 • Centigrade and one night the
lowest temperature was -15° Centigrade--even Dartmoor was
never like this.

Friendly liaison
Once the exercise started we found ourselves under com·
mand of a Danish/German Corps H.Q., and then under com•
mand of a Danish Division. We took under our command a
German armoured regiment and a detachment from 2nd
Danish Signal Battalion, who provided us with excellent radio
relay ciY.:uits throughout. We renewed old acquaintances with
members of the Danish Army. Some ex-members of 1st
Regiment may remember Captain Ole Knudson, of the
Ju::.and Signal Regiment, for instance. It was a pleasure
to work amongst these N.A.T.0. colleagues. Not quite so easy
for us country and woodland dwellers was the problem of
moving Brigade Headquarters into barns and villages, B.A.O.R.
style. The fluency in German of our recce party, led by Major
P. D. Alexander and R.S.M. John lent, improved enormously
during the exercise, as did their powers of persuasion. B.A.0.R.
Squadrons may care to contemplate this exercise without the
, benefit of M.S .O. and at a time when barns are full of stock,
implements and fodder.
A timely end
Mercifully, the tactical phase of the exercise was soon over.
Communications worked well, and we had made the best of the
weather, but nevertheless we were glad to withdraw back into
our barrack accommodation in Denmark to await movement
back to England and to enjoy a few home comforts again.
A few facts
The movement plot was extremely complicated; thanks to
our all - purpose rail/road/sea/air embarkation /emplaning
officer Captain Mike Forge, we all made it. The following
systems were used : Rail from Plymouth to departure airfields
(roads were snow blocked); air from Lyneham, Benson, Fairford, Brize Norton and Thorney Island; road from Plymouth
to Hull, Marchwood and Harwich thence by L.S .L. or civilian
ferry to Esbjerg.

A combined effort
We could not have provided all the communications required
for this exercise without a good deal of help and we sent our
thanks to Captain Brock and his detachment from 14th Regiment, Lieutenant Cox and his party from 3Qth Regiment, the

(Coniinued on page 153)
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12th Inf. Bde. H.Q.
and
Signal Squadron
(212)

The Squatlron comes to
tenns with living in the
snow
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EXERCISE "JACK FROST" POSED SOME CHILLY PROBLEMS
Looking cheerful enough : Left to Right : Signalman Jory, Lance-Corporal Prescott, Signalman Archer,
Lance-Corporal Moy, Signalman Evans and Lance-Corporal Edwards

Cumings nlld goings
HIS month we say farewell to Captain P. Webb, who
we hope will start off with a ' bang' at Winterbourne
G;inner and to Lieutenant C. Wollaston, who leaves the snow
and ice of B.A.0 .R. for Bahrain. We welcome in their stead
Second-Lieutenant D. Chatterton, and the few without blisters
or pneumonia, Captain A. W. de V. Hunt.
We also say farewell to R.Q.M.S. W.O.II B. Howie, who
leavt:s us on promotion, having had the honour to 'touch '
the presentation plaque, and Sergeant Norris, who is posted to
30th Signal Regiment. We welcome their replacements,
R.Q.M.S. W.0.11 R. C. Breeze, from RM.A., Sandhurst and
Sergeant Foster, from 11th Signal Regiment.

T

i\11yun" bored?
The year started with a MPC Course, a B Vehicle Driving
Course, a Radio Course, a AFV 432 Course and a SASC Small
Arms Weapon Training Course, all run almost concurrently.
The FFR visit was followed up with a nine-mile ' bash,' a
15-mile orienteering exercise, and an initiative exercise with
survival kit, consisting of one strip of Elastoplast and five
pfennigs (only to be opened in emegency). Three days after
this, there was 2ft. of snow on the ground and the town was
declared a disaster area. The atmosphere in the Second-inCo:nmaod's office at the Monday morning conference bordered
from the incredulous to the hysterical, with the opening words:
" I don't care what you say we are going out this week."
And so Exercise 'Jack Frost' was born.
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Ex1•rcise • Jack J<'rost '
After a morning's lecture by Captain B. Yates on how to
dig S'JOW holes, build snow houses, and construct igloos, the
Squadron disappeared to do just this. The photographs, taken
by Signalman Hudson are self explanatory, and everyone returned feeling none the worse.
1Udi11g

This is a new sport to most of the Squadron and has been
sparked off by Sergeant J. M. C. Pow. In particular, Corporal
' Vince' Wake, Corporal John Sangster and Lance-Corporal
Archy Bishop have got the bit firmly between their teeth and
are now attending two evening classes in addition to the normal
~ ports aftemons weekly. They have now mastered the walk
and the trot and are learning to canter. Rumour has it that
Sergeant Pow's parenthood ha been questioned several times
di.: ring his periods of instructi n; usually after ten minutes of
trotting without tirrups. Considering the pounding a certain
part of the body takes surely this i the ultimate in selfinflicted pain.
Corporal ' Bas' Stuart has just joined the evening clas and
is reputed to be ' Sloans ' financial backer at the moment.
On our first afternoon we had a total of ten men, and
interest is spreading very quickly. There is, however, a
notable ab enr-e of senior ranks. (It ha been aid that age
i a bit of a handicap!).
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SCENES FROM EX. JACK FROST

Corporal Ben Bryett left us on 7th February for a short
course, prior to a posting in the Far East. Ben was always
a prominent member of the quadron, and whether in the
workship, on P.A. duties or in rhe Corporals' Mess, he was
always willing to help out. We are sure that he will do well
in his new unit.
On rhe sporting side four member of rhc Troop attended
ski-ing courses. Lance-Corporal Fred Biddle and Pnvate Brian
Nevins went before Christmas. They came back bleary eyed
and claimed rhat rhere was no snow, yet rhey borh had frostbite on rheir right harids? Corporal Clive ' Garth ' Harris
worked hard and obtained his fir t class certificate in January.
Lance-Corporal Rick Johns is on his ski-ing course now.
Lance-Corporal Vince Wake, Corporal Tony Brake, Corporal
Eric Thomas and Lance-Corporal Pete Stanford are getting in
practice wirh .22 shooting. The first rhree, together with
Corporal Clive Harris, have taken up riding as well.
At the moment the Troop is revelling in the Squadron outdoor activities of orienteering, marathon marches and a night
of winter survival.

.
Applications are invited from ex-Royal

Overseas opportunities for

Signals staff who have held appointment

Radio Technicians

as Royal School of Signals Instructor
or Foreman of Signals, for challenging
civilian posts in West African Training
School.
Good salary, free family passages and

SNUG AS A BUG IN A RUG
Lieutenant Pattison and Captain Yates relax in comfo rt in their
snow bivouac

f'ross-country running
No sooner had the new Troop commander of 'B' Troop,
Second-Lieutenant David Chatterton, set foot in his office than
he found he had been appointed cross-country Officer. It was
even more of a shock for him to learn that the team had run
its way through to the B.A.O.R. finals and that he would be
running in this three weeks later. However, under the very able
captaincy of Corporal John Taylor, the team started to shake
off what had been left of the Christmas spirit, and resumed
training amidst the rival attractions of M.P.C. and radio operators' courses, not to mention normal daily work.
It was a relief for some, perhaps, that the B.A.0.R. finals
coincided with the unit's administrative inspection, bu"t that
relief soon disappeared when Hameln was reached, and the
course seen. One-third uphill the brief had said. What it did
not mention was rhe sheer downhill, and the nine foot ditch.
Despite rhese hazards the team performed well coming a very
creditable third out of six in the minor units' competition.

accommodation, eight weeks annual
leave.
Write with personal details to C.C.L.,
65-67 Stephyns Chambers, Bank Court,

Cable and Wireless, the biggest international
commun ications operator in the world, inv;tes applications from
Radio Technicians, preferably Class 1-or those with similar
knowledqe and experience of COMCAN stations-aged about
25 to 35. They would undertake a tour of duty as technicians on
overseas radio stations handling wideband multi-channel
systems. Duties will consist of technical watchkeeping, including
equipment maintenance and adjustment.
Applicants must have had substantial technical experience
of wideband systems including one or more of the following:
either U.H.F., or microwave, or tropospheric scatter or satellite
communications. Experience of MF and HF would be an added
advantage.
Employment offered on a contract basis for two years, with
excellent prospects of extension/renewal or of established
.
pensionable service afterwards. Attractive ~alary and
allowances, with payment of gratuity on satisfactory comp1$tion
of contract. Leave with pay. All emoluments free of income tax.
Free passages for staff and family (who normally accompany
overseas) and fully furnished accommodation.
Apply, in writing, giving personal partic:ulars and concise
details of qualifications and relevant experience to Staff
Manager, Department 97,

Cable and Wireless ltd.

l\larlowes, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

Mercury House. Theobalds Road. London. W.C. 1.

The biggest international communications
operator in the world.
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A NEW VAUXHALL VICTOR

HIRE A CAR IN BRITAIN

free of Purchase Tax!

from

FroR1 £685

Morleys of Kingston
DIGGING IN
Sergeant Foster, Lance-Corporal Burnett and Corporal Leggat
prepare a defence posit ion

• M ' Troop Notes
By Sergeant J. M. C. Pow
During the last few months we have had several successes in
the way of courses. Signalman ' Mac ' McGilvary passed his
BL (ED) course and Lance-Corooral ' Pete ' Stanford passed
his TII (Radio Relay T ech.) course at Catterick. Two members of the Troop are still in Catterick attending courses. They
are Lance-Corporal John Tapscott, on his TII (T Tech.) and
Lance-Corporal 'Masher ' Marshal on his TII (Tech. Radio).
On the military side, Corporal ' Ben ' Bryett passed his
MPC l ; Lance-Corporal 'Rick' Johns and Lance-Corporal
F~ed. Biddle p~ssed their W PC I I. A small arms course, run
within the umt wa5 attended by Corporal Eric Thomas and
Lance-Corporal ' Pete ' Stanford.
Whil t on the subject of trade courses, we would like to
wish Private Brian Nevins (K.O.S.B.) all the best on his tech .
course, which he starts during March. Brian has been with the
Troop for about eigh t months and we all miss the cheerful
·ock wi rh the G eordie twang.'
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1968/1969
M ORRIS vans, saloons and travellers;
F ORD saloons, estates and automatics;
VOLKSWAG EN DORM OBILE motor
caravans.
Let us meet you on arrival

WINTER from £8 per week
SUMMER from £15 per week
Including
i nsur ance
and
additional
arrangements to cover LIABILITY TO
personal
accident
and
PASSENGERS,
1055 of luggage.

NO MILEAGE CHARGE
Period hire discounts up to 25 %.
Brochure and quotation by airmail.

Courage

Special Discount to Eligible Service Pe rsonnel
Posted Abroad
Coming Back to U.K. Permanently?
Let us Supply Your New or Used Car

is the Word for Beer

76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, KINGSTON-ON
THAMES, SURREY, ENGLAND

Full Details Provided on Request

E.

J.

BAKER & Co. Ltd.
"The Vauxhall-Bedford Centre"

I, LOWER FARNHAM ROAD, ALDERSHOT

OT

Telephone Ald e rshot 24'101

POVEY CROSS MOTORS, NEAR GATWICK
ALRPORT, HORLEY, SURREY, ENGLAND.

Al SO at

CABLES : " KARHIRE," KINGSTON
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Other prices from: Viva £513. Cresta £846. Ventora £905
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Do rk in& Guildfo r d, Reiiat o, Che rtse y, Ton br id&• •
Tunb rid ge Wells, East G ri nstead and Stai nu

ISS

11th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(211} B.F.P.O. 29

222 Signal Squadron (Sharjah)
B.F.P.O. 63

1'' rom •.tpprentlcc Colll'gc to IJ1·iyadt> Signal
Sqrwdron

The most ' 'iolent storm ever to hit tile I•erslau
Gulf

By Signalman

i now 1st March and it ecms
to think that only ten
IhortT amazing
weeks ago I was preparing for

graduation at Harrogate. Today I
find my elf preparing my AFV 432
Michael Pearsall for the first CPX of the year.
Being an apprentice tradesman, I
had spent the normal two years training as a t legraph operator. Although I was looking forward
to joining man' ervice, I wondered exactly what life would
be like in Germany, when I heard I was going to an integrated
Brigade S:gnal Squadron in Minden.
It was early in January, 1969, when I flew to Hannover, and
I was glad to know that three of my friends from the College,
Signalmen Neale, Sandy and Smyth, were all joining the same
quadron. On arriving at the barracks, I was very pleased to
find a modem-looking spacious camp with plenty of first-class
ports fields.
For the first cwo days or so everything was very hectic, with
interview , drawing kit and being shown around. At first I
thought it would take me ages to get to know exactly what
goes on and what all the AFV 432s did. However, the other
lads in my Troop, which is ' Alpha,' made me feel at home
straight away and started showing me my job. I had naturally
seen most of the equipment before, but there were other parts
I did not know. My job was to be on a rebroadcast AFV 432.
I knew the crew would have to get on well together, as on
exercises we would be out on our own in isolated locations.
I was able to get to know what I had to do very quickly,
as each day we have a PACE parade. Here all the communications are opened up and we run through a test schedule. This
makes sure the Troop is always in good working order and
ready to be called out at anytime on a ' Quicktrain.' Being
new, I was interested in watching the crews preparing their
vehicles, getting things in good working order, and making
everything look so easy.
By arriving at the beginning of January, there bas
been time to really settle
into the job and the Squadron before the rush of
exercises start. We have
been out for two days to
test HF communications,
but now we are coming up
to the start of the exercise
season proper.
I was very surprised to
find that the Squadron does
not have a pay parade. Instead, we all voluntarily have
a German bank account,
although we can draw pay
over the table. For pay, we
Signalman Pearsall, the writer of this
just draw our money from
article, cettin& accunomed co the feel of
a bank outside the main
a FV 432
gates whenever we like
during the week, this being
a most modem method.
Apart from the normal NAAFI, we have a club known as
' The Green Scarf.' I was interested to see that the committee
had planned many social evenings and dances for the weeks
ahead. One dance I went to was a German night, and was
amazed to see the efforts that many of the Squadron had gone
to in wearing German national costumes. There were many
who had gone into Minden and hired costumes just for the
evening. The fancy clothes all helped to add to the atmosphere
and make a good evening.
No':I' ~hat I have ~een in Minden for a few weeks, the
orgamsatJon and workmg of the Squadron is clear to me. I
find it interesting to see how many different cap badges we
have, and yet we all get on together.
o there it is, in this short time I'm now pan of a working
crew and well settled into a good unit.
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WATER, WATER, EVERYWHERE

Air/Sea rescue at the Officers' Mess
A YING spent much of our last contribution to THE WIRE
extoling the delights of Sbarjah's sea, sand and sunH
shine, it is with some embarrassment that we now have to
record that a few weeks later we experienced one of the
most violent storms ever to hit this part of the Persian Gulf.
In the space of four short hours, we were subjected to winds
gusting up to 80 miles an hour, over five centimetres of rain,
and a bombardment of hailstones so severe that the damage
to a visiting VC-10 aircraft caused it to be grounded for
several days. Widespread flooding occurred, and instead of
shorts and flip-flops, pack-a-macs and gum-boots became the
order of the day.
The roof of W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Brooker's store was peeled
back by the wind like a banana skin and a considerable
amount of water poured in before a team of budding steeplejacks, led by the Squadron Sergeant-Major, bad managed to
secure a tarpaulin across the rafters. This was particularly
unfortunate, as the annual stocktaking board was in progress
at the time. (There is no truth in the rumour that the R.Q.M.S.
had to be physically restrained from crying to toss bis ledgers
into the outgoing flood tide).
It was, however, the subsequent effects of the storm on the
camp cable system which caused the biggest headache for the
Squadron in general, and for Airfield Troop in particular. For
many days afterwards, all over Sharjah, one could see little
groups of linemen deep in holes in the sand busily sealing,
jointing and digging. No fewer than 138 faults traced, were
directly attributable to the effects of the storm.

Re p resented in all sports
In the field of sport, the Squadron continues to acquit itself
well in all spheres and is represented in every competitive
sport on the station. Our congratulations to Corporal Mowatt
and Signalman Kerr who, having been selected to play for
t'.1e Army (Sharjah) soccer team, recently helped that ream
to complete a highly-successful tour in Bahrain and Cyprus.
A word also for the soccer team players of Airfield Troop who,
with the help of a team from the R .A.F., recently broke the
world record (as yet unratified) for the longest game of football ever played, having kept on the go for nine bours nonstop.
F a rewell
This month we must bid farewell to two of our stalwart
seniors-W.0 .11 (R.Q.M.S.) Brooker and Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) Emslie, who are leaving for stations in Edinburgh and
Singapore respectively. In their place we welcome W.0 .11
(R.Q.M.S.) Bloom and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Allen, who we
feel sure will enjoy their next nine months with ' Treble Two.'
(Page of pictures page 157)
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AIR FIELD TROOP 222 SIGNAL SQUADRON GO INTO ACTION
Prepa ra tion; Left t o right : Signalma n Stra ngward, Lance-Corporal Bird, Signal man Ashwort h, La nce-Corpora l Tole man

Signalman Bowker
2. Sergeant Fred Denniss pu t s t he finishing touches to a crutch joint
3. " Very local" linem en

Carnival is very similar to ~e German ' Rosenmontag,' except
that it lasts several days and 1s more on the style, one imagines,
of fabulous ' Rio ' and the ' Mardi-Gras.' A great tradition in
South Limburg, the people enter into it in great humourmasked, wearing fancy dress, dancing in the streets, parading,
and, of course, drinking copious amounts of whatever takes
their fancy. No, nothing must stop the carnival-not even

223 Signal Squadron, Winchester
Installed nt Inst
HE Squadron has now moved into its new home at
Bu hfield Camp, Winchester, albeit a year late! The
initial move took place at the end of October and was completed by mid-December. Thanks to heroic efforts on the
part of the Q.M. Staff, and in particular Sergeant Jimmy Rhind
and Corporal George Cardwell, everyone is now comfortably
ettled and thoroughly satisfied wi!h the excellent facilities
and accommodacion at our new camp.
The proximity of Winchester and Southampton has also
contributed in no small measure to Bushfield's popularity.
There were, of course, the inevitable harvest of teething
troubles and narrowly-averted disasters: the Squadron Club
was only taken over on the morning of the Christmas dance,
and the band turned up at the wrong camp-even so, it was
the most successful function the Squadron has held to date.
The central heating system, in particular, has several idiosyncrasies which have already become apparent in our short
tenancy; notable among these is the tendency of the boiler
in the Officers' Mess to explode and blow the doors off the
boiler house . . . usually around midnight!

T

Many new friends
While it is not really true to say that ~ve have arrived in
Winchester with a bang (unsuspecting local couples continued
to use the camp's approach road as a 'lovers' lane '-until discouraged by a zealous picquet who mistook them for IRA
infiltrators) the Squadron has already made a lot of good friends
in Winchester. The Officers' and Sergeants' Messes, in particular, have been very busy on the social front; the Sergeants,
especially, are displaying a completely unsuspected talent in
the intricate science of public relations. Fortunately, or unfortunately, depending on your constitution, the setting-up
at our new camp coincided with the beginning of the festive
season, but for the stout-hearted, who braved the succession
of welcoming parties, house-warming parties, Christmas parties
and New Year parties, the protracted festivities proved a romplete success-if at times exhausting!
Before Christmas, our Quartermaster, Captain Jack Needham,
had cunningly tranSPosed his additional job of Messing Officer
and N.T.0. to Second-Lieutenant Tom Moncur and Captain
Phil Hodges respectively. But it was not destined to be a
peaceful New Year in the Q.M. Department, as Lieutenant
Anne Young left us suddenly to accompany her husband to
the delights of Camberley and Hounslow. Because of this,
P.R.I. and Housing Officer replaced those of Messing and
M.T.O. Our best wishes go with Anne and her husband and,
of course, Hector. We also welcome our new S.S.M., W.O.II
Thomson and Mrs. Thomson, who have now joined the
Squadron.
Life ls net Oat
Legend has it that life traditionally falls a little fiat after
the New Year. If this was so in our case, certainly no one had
!he time to notice" for e':eryone was busily engaged in getting
mto order all the little thmgs that remained to be done around
ca~p. The sight of .a relati.vely small pile of rubble misplaced
bemg enough to bring a tightness to the lips of the S.SM.
and a sense of foreboding to descend on the fatigue squad.
Things were not, of course, all work and no play; morning
~ockey on the square proved an immediate success, and if at
tunes the style of play was not exactly that of which W.0.11
~omas approves. in the hockey team, the games are played
with great enthuSiasm, as the few unscathed survivors of the
inter-Troop struggles will testify. The football team, captained
by Sergeant ' Ollie ' Austin, continues to do well in the SouthEast Di trict League, while the squash side, under the direction
of Captain Peter Clagne-Quine, remains a force to be reckoned
with.
Thank to all concerned
By the end of January, the camp had at last assumed the
appearance of being occupied by a military unit once more
an~ all was ready for the annual inspection in February.
'J?is was conducted by Colonel E. J. Winn, Commander, 1st
1gnal Group, and went off well, in spite of some indifferent
weather.
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of the Land Force Command Net. The three-and-a-half day
exercise was the first time that the whole Brigade had been
free to participate since the border operations of last year and
with the ' Dukes ' looking after the border on this occasion,
everyone worked well to ensure its success. One of our Troop
Commanders, Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Prembahadur Gurung, was
intricately involved and we would like to include his comments.

~now.

So instead of the usual efficiency one attributes to these
people, the roads went unsalted and uncleared until the Carnival was over. The towns were worse than the countryside,
as evidenced by the fact that on Carnival Monday, our
Second-in-Command, Captain Frank Richardson, whose quarter
1s 16 ·miles away and only eight from Aachen, arrived before
those who lived two miles away, in Maastricht itself. He
never repeated it though, one notices.
It was during the last days of the snow that one of our
Land Rovers was involved in a nasty accident, resulting in
two of the Squadron being admitted to the local hospital.
We hope to see you, Lance-Corporals Foxhall and Nangle, up
~nd about with us again soon.
Now, however, the snow has gone, and with it the heavy
head of carnival, leaving us free to get on with our tasks
and look forward to whatever the spring may bring.

MOMENT FOR CONCENTRATION
A cocktail "titbit" is offered and accepted at 223 Squadron get
together
Left to Right: W.0.11 (S.S.M.) A. G. M. Thomson, Sergeant A. G.
Baker, Sergeant J. W. Groves, Colonel E. J. Winn. In background:
Major J. N. Taylor

Looking back to the early days of our occupation, when
several departments were in temporary accommodation, it is
difficult not to appreciate the salutary efforts of all concerned
in bringing Bushfield Camp up to its present high standard,
and also the encouragement and direction given by Major J.
K. Heyes, in particular, the O.C., which helped achieve this
end. It is fitting that we should at this stage record our thanks
to those who helped our settling-in process, and to 16 L.A.D.
Regiment, R.A., and 42 Survey Regiment, R.E., both of whom,
by their kindness and hospitality made so much easier our
sojourn in temporary quarters at Barton Stacey.

227 Signal Squadron (AFCENT)

B.F.P.O. 18
Tile A111111nl FF'Jl Inspection
HE annual inspection was carried out on 6th February
by the Commander, British Army Element, Brigadier
J. R. Cave-Browne, M.C.
Beginning with a short parade, during which the Brigadier
presented the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to
Sergeant John Bex, R.A.P.C., the inspection continued and
lived up to the high standard which we had set ourselves.
The inspecting officer, his team, and ourselves, were all pleased
with the result and so, in high spirits, we all retired for the
drinks in the Sergeants' Mess, at which Sergeant Bex's L.S. &
G.C. was duly christened. Later the officers entertained
Brigadier Cave-Browne and his team at lunch in the Hotel
D'Alsace, the Royal Netherlands Army Garrison Officers'
Mess. Though the result, in writing, is still awaited, we have
been told that an increase of one clerk on tbc administrative staff has been recommended.

T

·r1.m Snows (;nme
The worst snowfalls within living memory of local people
• hit the country between the 12th and 15th February, and since
they coincided with thf: ' Carnival,' the result was chaos.
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Vlsltctl by the Defence Establishments
Sob-Com.mlttee (DESC)
It was known that the 'Hatchet Men' were coming and,
having already had an increase for the Orderly Room recommended, our beads were unbowed.
The O.C., Major Gordon Hickman, and his administrative
staff had burned the midnight oil preparing briefs and drops
for the occasion, but neither he nor anyone else was prepared
for the visit to start at 18.00 hours and continue to almost
22.00 hours on the day before that which had been appointed.
The Squadron, however, remained unbloodied, and has an
increase of one clerk now firmly written in the new proposed
e tablishmem.
No panel lacre
Sport has, of course, been frozen to a standstill, too, and
we have not had the benefit of a ' oanel ' to decide the results
for us, which, judging from ' panel re ults' in soccer at home,
it is just as well.

246 Gurkha Signal Squadron
B.F.P.0. 1
Date line-: Mid-February, Hong Kong
T the time of writing our O.C., Major Frank Lettin, is
bu ily handing over to his relief, Major Tom Livingstone,
who has just joined us from 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment in
Malaya. This handover will, for most of us, be of particular
and perhaps historical interest because the hard work and
efforts of the last year made to bring us in line w1th other
Brigade Signal Squadrons by means of 'integration,' have now
borne fruit. The Q.M., M.T., pay and other departments are
now co-located with us and to all intents and purposes we are
48 Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron as at 1st February this
year. It now only remains for the Establishment Committee
to agree the final Establishment formally.

A

Exorcise • Manta llay '
'Mama Ray' was a Brigade-plus exercise in January making
use of H.M.S . Albion and its massif 18 Wessex lift. The whole
thing was dreamed up by our sometimes over imaginative B.M.,
Major John Wans, M.C., R.I.R., and ex S.A.S. By the time
he had finished his preliminary briefings he had committed us
for at least two Divisional Signal Regiments worth of communications but after a little gentle persua ion ·we got this
down to something more reasonable and it ended up with
forward umpire ground communications, exercise control communications to the carrier (which was on the move) and the
main enemy force H.Q., together with all rear links and part
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lUy fJrst experience in 11.~l.S. ,Ubion~ by
Lier&tenant (Q.G.O.) Prenibahadur Gurunfl
Having attended all the conferences for friendly, as well as
enemy, forces, I was well in the picture for the exercise which
was to be conducted in the New Territories area using H.M.S.
Albion. The vital link which we had from H..M.S. Albion to
control at H.Q. 48 Brigade was one of my responsibilities as
0.C. ' A' Troop in 246 Gurkha Signal Squadron. The purpose
was to link the chief umpire with exercise control.
After much discussion with the Second-in-Command,
Captain Kent, it was decided to put out three rebroadcast
stations at Tai Mo Shan, Grassey Hill and Mt. Hallows. We
couldn't be certain about our communications as we were not
sure of the ship's movements.
I was to be commander of the detachment on H..M.S. Albion
and decided to go on to the ship a day early in order that the
men could familiarise themselves with the naval equipment
and have time to settle down.
On my arrival at the ship I was met by the Senior Signal
Officer, Lieutenant-Commander Fergy-Wood, and his number
two, Lieutenant Keith Miller. They showed me around the
ship, operations room and wardroom, which was quite new to
me, not forgetting the ' heads.' After a discussion we decided to
use B47 instead of our Cll/R210 for the HF guard net.
The following morning I was met by Lieutenant-Colonel R
W. Smith who was the chief umpire of the exercise. I explained
our plan and he seemed quite happy with it. Although the
operations room was crowded with staff officers and occasional
visiting V.I.P.s, we managed to work quite efficiently. The
VHF net using any one of the three rebroadcast stations worked
very well, although on occasions when the ship was in certain
positions we had to resort to the HF guard net.
While I was in the close confines of the operations room I
thought about the feasibility of a Signal Troop of Royal Signal
being pei:manently based on the ship. The presence of such a
Troop would have meant that the Army sets would have been
permanently set up in the operarions room and that suitable
aerials, which I had difficulty in erecting, would already be in
position.
I would like to thank the members of H.M.S. Albion and
especially Lieutenant Keith Miller for their thoughtfulness and
co-operation throughout the exercise.
The Khud race
For tho e that think that Hong Kong enjoys tropical sunshine and swaying palm trees at this time of year they may
be interested to know that at the top of Tai Mo Shan (near
our permanently operating Brigade Command rebroadcast
station) the temperature plunged to - 5.3 °C the day before the
famous Gurkha Khud race competition. The object is simple:
to race up a 1,500 feet hill, run along the top and then race
down again to the finishing line. As usual, we put in a team
and came third, but it was impossible to compete with the
experts from the I/7th Duke of Edinburgh's Own Gurkha
Rifles, whose champion finished in the incredible time of 17
minutes. However, second of all the British ranks was
Lieutenant Les Smith who had been team manager for our
team.
ltellllS oi interest

Sergeant 'Chippy' Woods has pa sed in Yeoman of Signal
entrance and is accepted for course No. 18.
F. of S. Tony Porritt has at last managed to get in his ·~·van'
to Malaya.
Captain Kelvin Kent leave shortly for five weeks in Nepal
where he hopes to trek in the Ea t and \Vest. He will be
accompanying the Corr.manding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
A. A. Dacre, M.B.E.
Corporals ' Taft ' Davies and Andy B?yle hav~ recenrly
joined our cipher office from 17th Gurkha Signal Reg!J'Ilent and
10th Signal Regiment respectively.
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KHUD RACE
Lieutenant Les Smith (No. 95) manages to produce a smile on his
way down. In background Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Prembahadur
Gurung. The commentary was relayed through a C42 to PA
equipment at the spectators enclosure

Lieutenant Hamish Adams leaves us next week after nearly
two years in the Squadron. We will" be sorry to see him off
and will miss his spectacular exploits in imitating screen stunt
men whilst writing off cars and outboard motors.
Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Jitman Gurung has passed his fourth
year City and Guilds examinations.
The Co:nmanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. Dacre,
M.B.E., and our Gurkha Major, Major (Q.G.0.) Harkabir
Gurung, M.V.O., paid a very worthwhile week's visit to us in
December.
We welcome the arrival of Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Sangdup
Tamang as Head Clerk on Integration.
L'.lstly and most important, the Squadron will bid farewell
to Maier Frank Lettin on Sth March. His unruffled and calm
le'.ldership since September, 1967, has been a source of inspirauon to all who have served under him. We wish him and
his wife the best of luck and good fortune in his next appointment in Scotland.

SanJes So/Jiers Homes Centenary
1869-1969
' {ANY soldier of the Corps will have enjoyed the
hospitality and the comfort of the well-known Sandes
oldier~' Home, adjacent to the Camp Centre at Catterick.
Others will be as familiar with the home in Singapore as well
as those in other Army centres.
Rdow, we publish a short background history and somethmg aboat the work these homes are doing, sent to THE WIRE
by Mr. T. Hamblin, Superintendent of the Singapore Sandes
oldiers' Ho:r.e.

....l

*

*

*

. One evening, just one hundred years ago this year, a teenage
girl looked around a lamp-lit room in her home and sent up
a prayer of thankfulness to God. Curtains were drawn across
the tall windows. Redcoats glowing in the firelight soldiers
at i_n the comfortable armchairs or sprawled out on 'the floor.
ing-~ong was enjoyed around the piano, as well as the
refre hments handed out freely. This young girl would then
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open the Bible and give a short talk and a prayer before the
soldier returned to their barracks.
The girl was Elise Sandes, who was later to go down in
military history and have the distinction of being the only
civilian to be buried with full military honours. The house
was Oak Villa, outside Tralee. The soldiers were men of the
89th Regiment, garrisoning the town. So began a work which
was to spread to many parts of the world, wherever the
British Forces were engaged.
When the Regiment moved from Tralee to Cork, Elise
followed, to see for her e!f how the men she had sought to
help were progressing. She found that some had fallen down
morally and others had yielded to the extreme pressures of
temptation. Street were lined with public houses; it seemed
that there was noth'.ng elre for a soldier but to drink and
drift downwards. She asked herself: "Was the work at Tralee
of no lasting value?" She could not bring the home to Cork
and could not be in two places at once . . . there must be
omething that could be done; there muse be a way. She could
see that hundreds were watching for the chance to lead men
astray, and it seemed no helping hand was stretched out to
try and lead them straight. As she watched this scene, with
a prayer from her heart for the soldiers, so the idea of a
soldiers' home formed in her mind. A home full of light,
music, gladne s. A home where men could find warm, human
hearts, always ready to welcome, to help, and befriend them;
a home where they could hear the ' good news ' of the Gospel,
of the only One who could free men from sin, make their
lives glad, useful and victorious.
Elise commenced the work in Cork by renting some empty
rooms over a shop, and then after a few years a rented house,
which became the first 'Miss Sandes Soldiers' Home' and
the beginning of a great work to the help of many thousands
of men in H.M. Forces. From such small beginnings the
work was to grow in a way beyond her dreams, and so homes
opened all over Ireland, in England, in India, in Jamaica, in
France, in Singapore, in Borneo, in Iceland. Women came
forward offering themselves voluntarily to serve the 'Tommy.'
Often these women left very comfortable private homes to live
in sparsely-furnished rooms and very often under difficult conditions, but they sought to help men to a far better way of
life. Take this for an example: The Sandes Soldiers' Home
in Catterick Camp today is there because a senior Commanding
Officer saw such a remarkable change in one of his Warrant
Officers that he wrote to Miss Sandes and asked her to
open a home there, on the camp, and thus seek to help more
men on to a better path of living.
Miss Sandes died in 1934, leaving behind an established
work that has since been adapC:ng itself to meet the changing
conditions of modern times and a modern army. Some of the
homes now have family accommodation, and the work includes
help to children of serving soldiers and to young people. The
other aspects of the work are unchanged. There is still the
popular canteen, games rooms, library, quiet room, and, in
addition, television room, indoor bowls and swimming pool.
But most important of all, there are people still serving in
the homes whose main aim is to help the deeper needs of
men and women; they are on call 24 hours a day. Space does
not permit to cover all the demands made upon them. Furthermore, when an emergency arises and troops are suddenly engaged in active service, Sandes Homes are at hand, waiting
for the word ' Forward ' and ready to go anywhere, as
was the urgent call to Borneo just five years ago, and two
homes opened, which proved so very worthwhile.
Sandes Soldiers' Homes is a voluntary organisation, solely
dependant on support from tho~e who appreciate this work.
If the financial balan~es show a small orofit at the end of the
year it is put straight back in the work to open another home
where there is a real need. This centenary year is being celebrated by thanksgiving serv:ces in various places and differing
churches of the British Army. There is available a book called
'The Trumpet Call Obey,' published especially for this year,
giving a very detailed coverage of the work over the hundred
years, and is not only enjoyable, but very readable and worth
obtaining personally, as well as a copy in every unit library.
Copies can be obtained from: Miss H. Jeffery, General
Secretary, Sandes Soldiers' Homes, 76, Clifton Street, Belfast,
Northern Ireland, price 16s. (cheaper by quantities).
All are earnestly asked to support this worthy organisation
so that they may be able to continue their invaluable and
necessary work among H.M. Forces.
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THE FLAG IS LOWERED
FOR THE LAST TIME

I

I
/

The U.N. flag was lowered for the last time, at the Rebroadcast Station at Pono Lefkara, Cyprus, after years of practically non-stop working.
The Salute was taken by the Chief Signal Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. Ranft (left) and on the right the Guard of Honour was commanded
by Sergeant T. L. Daws

644 Signal Troop
Nicosia, Cyprus
HE last two months have shown a number of changes in
T
644 Troop, not only in the personnel but also in the jobs
that the Troop is doing. On 7th February the U.N. flag was
lowered for the final time over the rebroadcast station at Pano
Lefkara after years of nearly non-stop working. For those in
the ' know ' this was a vital link between Nicosia and the Force
Reserve at Ziyyi-at present the 3rd Royal Tank Regimentuntil a bit of foreman's magic produced a yagi antenna capable
of getting through in one hop.
To mark the occasion, the Chief Signal Officer, LieutenantColonel D. D. Ranft, took the salute as the flag was lowered.
The guard of honour, commanded by Sergeant T. L. Daws
and comprising Corporal J. E. Leet, Lance-Corporal D. Moore
and Signalman T. H. James, who were the last persons to
operate the station, presented arms and the pipers, LanceCorporal C. B. P. Dunk and Private J. Cahill, of the Iri h
contingent, played a final lament. Thus with proper dignity
callsign 99 was finally shut down. This being done the Officer
Corrupanding 644 Troop, Captain C. J. Rayner, presented the
C.S.Q. with the key, which had in fact been made for the
occasion by Yeoman of Signals Johnson, and the ceremony
came to its inevitable conclusion with champagne for all present.
Doubtless many signalmen, who remember Pano Lefkara as
the best rest cure that the Army ever devised, will note its
passing with some regret.
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No ohjectiou uow to living in a hott•I
No sooner had the champagne corks stopped popping over
Pano Lefkara than we received another commitment, this time
in the Troodos mountains. There has been for five years a
relay station operating out of the back of the Troodos Hotel,
manned by the Australian civilian police, but a policy change
made it necessary for them to move and hand over the job of
this to the Royal Signals. Thus it came to pass that at 11.00
hours local time on Tuesday, 18th February, the handover
was effected.
" I ain't going to sing Waltzing Matilda, but this is the
Australian Police going down after five year, cobber," said the
last policeman to a startled operator at the control station, but
he was brought back to earth on hearing the first Royal Signals
' Radiocheck ' for Lieutenant C. B. Greig, in hi capacity as
radio officer. The first party are now happily settled in the
hotel, led by Corporal Leet, with Lance-Corporal Moore and
Signalman Mayman. No one has yet heard them objecting too
violently about living in a first class hotel and operating from
their beds. All -good things must come to an end, however, and
in a month or so's time they will have to leave the hotel with
all its attractions and move to a hut.
Hoorganlsadon
Another point of reorgani ation i within the Troop itself.
The officer posts within the Troop have been streamlined and
we have just Jost our traffic officer. Captain George Cowsill
was the last to fill the post and he is now returned to 16th
Regiment. His departure was mainly notable for the number
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of times we . aid goodbye to him before he finally left. The job
done by the traffic officer ha now been split between the
Ycoman of ignal , who i now in charge of the Comcen and
the Radio Offi er, who I k after all the external detachments.
The Troop admini tration has now fall~n in~o the lap <?f
Lieutenant Nick Azaran ky, Royal Can d1an Signals, who is
the Troop econd-in-Command. The O.C.'s job hasn't changed
at all-he took great pains to see to that.
The finf'st duh Jn UNFICYP

As well as changes in the working set-up, a few remarks
must be made about the Mercury Club. This has now changed
almost bevond recognition and is accepted as one of the finest
clubs in H.Q. UNFICYP. It ha been completely redecorated
and i well parroni ed. The Troop darts team is flouri bing and
ha not yer lost a game in the United Nations league; constant
vi its and return visits from outside teams have built the club
a very fine reputation for hospitality. A good word must be said
for W.0.11 Geo( McKie who has been the guiding light behind
the improvements.
The next step will be to get some outside furniture for the
patio, to enable members to relax outside during the summer.
A lot of hard work has been put into the club by its present
members, and a very worthwhile result has been produced.

The S.0.-ln-C. gets a gift
Recently the club was honoured by a visit from the SignalsOfficer-in-Chief, Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., while
he was visiting 644 Troop as part of his tour of Signals units
on ilie island. He was presented with a locally made dish,
with all the badges of the various national signal detachments
working wiili U.N. in Cyprus, and spent an hour talking to
those members of ilie Troop who were not on duty.

f'rlt>kPt and h04.'key
Worrell, who attended the
same school in Barbados as
his illustrious relative (Sir
Frank), played cricket and
hockey there. After joining
the Army he managed to
play basketball, badminton
and did some ski-ing, quite
creditably.
started
his
' Lawne '
cricket career at the age of
15 in the second team at
Combermere school, Barbados. It should be noted
that the school first team
plays in the same competithe
Barbados
tion
as
Nationals and West Indies
Internationals!
Lance-Corporal L. R. Worrell
However, after a single
game ' Lawrie ' was promoted to the first team " Because there was nobody else, I suppose," he remarked,
dryly, which I don't believe personally! Thus, he was thrown
into a stream of cricket which necessitated stopping Wes Hall
and Charlie Griffith's ' thunder-bolts ' in order to survive.
What's more, Worrell, short and stocky (with much baby fat
in evidence--even today), was the school's opening batsman.
Rather disconcerting, from his personal point of view.

Came through well
But survive he did, and came through well, after initiation,
because he was to stay in his opening role at school for three
years until he left at the age of 18. During this time he represented Barbados schoolboys against Jamaica schoolboys, in the
capacity of an all-rounder being also capable of bowling slow
off.-<:utters.
Worrell was, at first, overawed and apprehensive in
such surroundings. But this soon wore off, he added.
On leaving school, Worrell joined the celebrated Empire club
in Barbados and became team-mate of such personalities as
(he said) Charlie Griffith, Conrad Hunte, Seymour Nurse,
Everton Weekes (captain), among others. So one can say his
early cricket was played in 'good company.'
To England
In England, Worrell's. batting fell away somewhat in the
initial stages. At this point it was necessary to adjust his style
to suit the slower English pitches. But after joining the Army
he was almost immediately in the Corps team. His bowling
now became more pronounced, and bowling off-spin, he took
the first of two hat-tricks against what was then the R.A.S.C. at
·
Aldershot in 1964.

A SPECIALLY ENGRAVED PLATE W ITH THE BADGES OF
THE VARIOUS NATIONAL SIGNAL DETACHMENTS.
was presented by Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. Ranft to the S.0.-inC.
when Major-General Anderson visited the Mercury Club at 644
Signal Troop
potUglat oa cs crlcketl.ag star

once-Corporal L. R. Womll of 30th Signal
Regiment anti of the Anny anti Corps XI

B

ORN 25 years ago in a country
This sporting profile
district in Barbados in the
is written by Lance- Caribbean,
Lawrence
Roosevelt
Corporal 0. G. Butler, Worrell is known to his friends as
of
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Squadron, 'Lawrie ' - a distant relative of the
B.F.P.O. 63.
late Sir Frank Worrell, former West
Indies cricket captain.
Worrell cam to England straight from school in 1960, and
worked in a civilian job before joining the Army in 1964 and
trained as a radio operator. But let us have a closer l~k at
this ' star ' in the field of sport.
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B.A.O.B.
The following season Worrell was posted to 2nd Division H.Q.
and Signal Regiment, and became a member of LieutenantColonel Porter's ' All Blacks ' cricket team (so named by a
senior Officer), even though the Colonel had resigned from
the Army at the end of the previous season. However, the tag
remained, and perhaps still does!
Worrell's batting then became revitalised on the matting in
B.A.O.R. though he gave up slow spin (temporarily) for seam!
B.A.O.R. Cap and tour
In 1966 'Lawrie' was awarded his B.A.0.R. Cap after many
valuable performances in the B.A.0.R side, with both bat
and ball. The following year, 1967, he toured U.K. with the
B.A.0.R. team which was engaged in fixtures such as: Army
(U.K.), Oxford University, and a few 2nd division and minor
county teams.
This was when I asked him what sort of season he had the
previous year. He said: "I got over 1,000 runs in important
fixrures. But after I got four figures I lost count." Dry and
candid, but certainly not boastful. The impression one got was
that makin~ over 1,000 runs in only the 'important' fixtures
was a dismteresting fact that is hardly worthwhile talking
about!
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Two tho11snnd runs ruad N•mmendation
But if 'Lawrie' was worth a mere(!) 1,000 runs in 1966, then
he was worth 2,000 in 1967-because that is exactly what he
achieved.
To commemorate these performances his Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Cubberley (now Brigadier) posted
a full-size photograph of Worrell in the corridor of 2 Division
Regimental Headquarters; a token unprecedented, I am fain
to say!
In between these sterling performances ' Lawrie ' was in ilie
habit of ' sandwiching ' his B.A.O.R. cricket with rather 'timely'
visits to U.K. in order to represent the Corps. In 1965 he
hurried back to U.K. to take his second hat-trick for the Corps
against ilie Royal Marines at Eastleigh, during a marathon
spell of (off spin, yes aga\nl) bowling.
I found it railier amusing how he could bowl the new ball
in B.A.0.R., hop over to U.K. and do a hat-trick with spin,
and return to B.A.O.R. to continue with his new ball bowling.

Army Cap
But a B.A.0.R. Cap was not enough for 'Lawrie.' An Army
Cap was his ultimate goal, which he achieved last year (1968)
after being posted back to U.K.
Worrell started off last season with a torturous century
against R.E.M.E. at Catter~ck, and followed this up with a
breath-taking hundred against R.E. at Chailiam. This hundred
was accomplished in a race against time.
In between times, his first Army match was against Sand·
burst where he got 45 and 20 not out, while his bowling (now
back to spin, of course) was still in the best class.
Best season?
Which was his best season in Southern Command cricket?
1968, Army Cap and over 1,000 runs? 1967, B.A.O.R. Cap
and over 2,000 runs? Or 1966, over l',000 runs? With his
usual bluntness: "I can't really say," he sa~d. But the innings
which pleased him most was 164 not out for the Army against
Incognito, he added.
' Lawrie,' I find, has a bad memory for recalling things, and
rarely remembers his exploits. I stress his bluntness because,
like most people w~th a rare talent, he does not rate himseif,
but leaves that for oilier people to do.
And so, while my spotlight shone only on his cricket, I make
no apologies for not covering his oilier spons in any detail. After
all, in the others he is only a moderate to fair performer.
Lance-Corporal Worrell and his Dutch-born wife live m
quarters in Blandford Forum.
FOOTNOTE: Lance-Corporal Worrell is the fourth and last
West Indian to be awarded the Army Cap in recent times.
Others are: Corporal Daniel Uamaica Colts and South Wales
Borderers), 1963; ex-Lance-Corporal Crichlow (Royal Signals),
1964; Lance-Corporal Gooding (K.0.L.I.), 1965.

• • • in spite of the 8'119W
As Saturday wore on, so more now fell, and 12ft. drifts
were reported on ilie roads to Middlesbrough. Brigadier Claude
Fairweather, the Honorary Colonel, took it as a personal
affront from ilie Almighty that he was unable to bring the
Mayor of Teesside over to dinner with us, and the G.O.C.
Northumbrian District, Major-General Ward Harrison, telephoned to say he could not even get to work, let alone to
Scarborough. The officers sat down to dinner, congratulating
their sole surviving guest, Brigadier James Jackson and listening
to the blizzard outside being drowned by the bagpipes of our
adopted Teesside Scottish pipers. Pieces of plate were presented to Captain Cedric Platt, Lieutenant Tony Ralli and
Lieutenant David Bodycombe, to mark the occasion of ilieir
recent marirages.
Yowig soldiers
The Teesside recruiting drive got off to a fine start, with
television and newspaper advertisements, posters and displays
in local shops and ciriemas, and handbills by the bucketful.
Presided over by Major Peter Halsey and ably assisted by
R.S.M. Mears, the Recruiting Committee is determined to get
the Regiment to 100 per cent establishm_ent by camp ~ June.
During the first five days of ilie campaign, ten recruits have
actually been attested and forty more enquiries have been
dealt wiili by ilie Middlesbrough ' shop ' alone.
Using ilie slogan 'Join the Part-time Professionals,' the
myth that the Reserve Army is dying has been dispelled in
the area. Undoubtedly the major selling point is camp in
B.A.O.R. this year.
and Old Comrades
We are trying to revive the Middlesbrough Branch of the
Royal Signals Association, and all old comrades are assured
of a welcome at the Sergeants' Mess at Brambles Farm,
Middlesbrough. Any who read iliese notes and are interested
should contact the Secretary, Mr. J. Robinson, at 41, Merlin
Road, Middlesbrough, or telephone us on Middlesbrough 43785.

UK or European. posting?

Step off the plane and
\ \ \ ·\ 1, I into a new car !
I • Forces discount prices
•Free transporter delivery
•special forces H.P. terms
• Tax free or tax paid
• 3 years to pay
• All paperwork completed
for you
• Last minute orders
no problem

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding
B11slncss as usual • • •

"ALL roads to Whitby blocked by snow." " Scarborough
cut off from the rest of the country." As the radio
and television reports described the arctic conditions and
showed cars abandoned in blizzards in the North Riding of
Yorkshire, so the volunteers came trickling into Scarborough
(via Whitby) proving the AA, the newscasters and ilie rest,
that they were wrong. " Oh yes, there were lots of cars
abandoned on the roadside-but they were civilians," said one
bank clerk, stepping out of his ~ord Anglia. Con~ti?~s reall~
were tough for t11e third Regimental weekend rruru-camp
at the Reserve Army Training Centre. All Friday ni~t ilie
convoys of military vehicles and private cars pulled in, and
each driver firmly stated that he was th~ last who co?Id
possibly have got through; the tall tales heightened the drifts
and increased the wind speed. The final count on Saturday
morning showed a total of 270 all ranks in camp. These
weekends are, of course, completely voluntary, and for such
a number to turn up under these appalling conditions is a clear
reflection of the tremendous spirit and determination of our
part-time soldiers.
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Order your now car before you leave. Whe n you got back it will be ready ond wailing
for you at the airport-fully insured. wi.th oll tho paperwork completed for the U . ~ .•
Europe. or both. The Information Pac gives you the full gen; forces discounts, special
H.P. terms. tho lot. , .. Plus a sheaf of colour brochures of all the latest

models to browse through at leisure. Thero's no obhqation whatever. You car,·
weigh everything up, toke your time choosrnp-and take delivery wherevor you land.

Post to : NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

w.14

Please send me your Information Pzu;k-w1thout obllgalion.
I
r---------------~--------~

I Nam•-

Rank -

I

Present Add,.ss

I

Tax free for U.K. and then
(country\

I

Tax paid for U.K. on/y_

I

I _ __ __
Loelivery Date_

(tk:Ai

NATOC:ARS
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LIFE ASSURANCE

Our Cover Pitture
The photograph depicts Flight-Lieutenant Richard Holmes, R.A.F. (who
is on exchange to 845 Naval Air Commando Squadron) briefing the as$ault
communications reruns on the flight deck of H.M.S. Fearless, prior to an
assault landing, on the dangers of disembarking from a Wessex helicopter
until the 'all clear' from the pilot is given.
During a recent exercise in Sardinia there was a requirement to land,
by helicopter, a radio rebroadcast team onto high ground for 45 Commando
Command Net and a Mobile Air Operations Team to control helicopters
during the assault phase of the landing and throughout the build up.
The two teams were found from 45 Commando Signal Section and
H.M.S. Fearless Communications Department in which 621 Signal Troop
is fully integrated. The Radio Rebroadcast team were Sergeant Carlisle, R.M.,
Signalman Williams, R.0.2 Astbury (foreground). The Mobile Air Operations
team were Corporal Tucker, Signalman Fenwick, Signalman Bristow, R.0.3
Richardson (background).
Leading Airman Scott, the flight deck controller, is seen beside the
door of the helicopter.

ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.

INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment,
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities,'' by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5%. Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.

R.~,wi~.
F.C.I.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Major
T . F. Williams
F.C.I.B.
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Corps or how these numbers are allocated.
The object of the numbering system, which was originally introduced in
1959, is to preserve historical continuity so that units, even if their roles are
changed or they are disbanded, can continue to retain a clear-cut identity.
Prior to the numbering system a change of role or temporary disbandment
usually resulted in a change of title and the consequent loss of identity of the
original unit.
If a regiment or squadron is rendered redundant in the order of battle
the present practice is to disband it It may totally disband or its sub-units
may be absorbed into other regiments or it may form independent sub-units.
Its property is taken into trust under a scheme laid down by the Corps
Committee who may allocate a portion of the property to any of the subunits who survive under the circumstances outlined above.
If the order of battle is increased additional units brought into being may
be raised by re-forming a disbanded unit or raising a completely new unit.
Whenever possible, the former course of action is adopted. When a disbanded
unit is re-formed it will assume its original number and take possession of
the related property held in trust.
The decision as to whether a disbanded unit should be re-formed or a
completely new unit raised depends on such facts as whether it is appropriate
historically, the position of any sub-units that may have survived, the role of
the new unit about to be raised and any territorial associations-particularly
in the case of reserve army units.
Turning to the actual allocation of number , these are reserved in blocks
as below:
Regular regiments.
I to 30 31 to 40 - T.A.V.R. regiment .
41 to 70 - Originally allocated to T.A. regiments and now mainly
allocated to T.A.V.R. squadrons deriving from those
regiments.
71 to 79 - T.A.V.R. regiments.
80 to 100 - Originally allocated to A.E.R. regiments and now mainly
allocated to T.A.V.R. squadrons deriving from those
regiments.
200 to 300 - Regular squadrons.
500 to 699 - Regular troops.
700 to 900 - Former Reserve Army troops now T.A.V.R. troops.
Note that in the case of regiments the ordinal form of numbering is
used, e.g. ' 7th Signal Regiment ' not ' 7 Signal Regiment,' whereas in the
case of squadrons and troops the cardinal or plain number is used, e.g. ' 235
Signal Squadron.'
Unfortunately the cumbersome titles now given to integrated regiment
and squadrons tend to blur the system of unit numbering and in the ca e of
quadrons it has been the practice, within the Corps, to add the original
squadron number in brackets after the integrated title in order to preserve
historical identity, e.g. '24 Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron (210).'
This has not yet been necessary in the case of integrated regiments as
fortunately the divisional number still coincides with that of the Corps number for the regiment.

~alta

greets the S.O.-i11-C. with a smart tur1iout

Wann welcome for
General Anderson back on the ls/anti
aher 26 years
The Quarter Guan/ of 234 Signal Squadron present arms on the arrival
of the S. 0.-in-C.
Signals Branch H.Q.
British Troop ' JJfalla
writes:

invited were two retired officers of the Corps who Jive in
Malta, Brigadier J. L. 'Jimmy' Henderson, O.B.E., and
Lieutenant-Colonel R. M. Peachey, both of whom knew the
Signal Officer-in-Chief in past days and had all too short a
time to reminisce! The last Corps guest was Mrs. Sylvia
Rivers-Halliday, whose late husband at one time (1926-1933)
commanded Malta Signal Section, as 234 Signal Squadron
then was (we believe it is the oldest continuously formed
Squadron in the Corps-any challengers, please?). Her son-inlaw is Colonel D. R. Yearsley, 0.B.E. (Retd.). Mrs. RiversHalliday has a lovely old flat overlooking Grand Harbour,
where she had earlier entertained Mrs. Anderson, and from
where she produces the many paintings for which she is well
known in Malta.
And so the days flew by and soon it was time to say goodbye
to General and Mrs. Anderson. Their visit was certainly much
appreciated by everyone in the Corps here; we look forward
to their corning again next year with the General in his new
appointment of ACDS (S).

234 Signal Squadron wrl te :
The highlight of our lives recently has been the visit of
Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., who spent 4th March
with the Squadron whilst he was visiting Malta. After inspecting the quarter guard, the General presented the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal to Sergeant W. L. Beard.
He met all the officers of both 234 and 235 Squadrons, and was
also able to meet a very large number of the Squadron during

For the Combatant Arms and
Services.

Members o fthe Guard in the picture : left to right: Lance-Corporal L. Ru nza, Corpora M. Hurley,
Lance-Corporals L. Cauchi, C. Mizzi, Signalmen J. Camilleri, A. Parn is, S. Spiteri, Lance-Corporal F.
Farrugia. To the rear Sergeant W. L. Beard , awaiting presentation of the L.S. and G.C. Medal,
and, hidden by the S.0.-in-C., Sergeant R. Hales was l/C the guard

Service as Lieutenant, Captain or Major in
the British Army could qualify you for a
short service or permanent commission with
the Australian Regular Army. Desirable
maximum age limit is 32 years (42 years with
special qualifications).

\

URING the first week of March we were delighted that
D
the Signal Officer-in-Chief was able to visit us on his
way home from Cyprus and El Adem. It was his first visit to
the island since 1943 when, on the staff of H.Q., 8th Army, he
spent some time here helping to plan the invasion of Sicily.
His return, some 26 years' later, brought nostalgic memories-how times flies, and Malta has changed a good deal, he found.

*

*

*

General Anderson was met by the C.S.0. at R.A.F. Halfar
on arrival from El Adem and spent a busy time during the
next three days. Apan from paying courtesy calls on the
various Heads of Service, he was able to meet and talk
to the majority of the Corps scattered around the island on
their tasks at the various locations. A complete morning was
spent with 234 Signal Squadron (Malta), whose notes appear also
in this issue, and an afternoon touring the airfield installations
at R.A.F. Luqa and Halfar and meeting members of the Airfield Signal Troop at Troop H.Q. at R.A.F. Safi.

The General s es something of Corps work-and
respon ibllities on the Island
Another morning was occupied by a visit to the Corncen,
HQ., British Troops, Malta, and to the Joint Operations Centre
Comcen, auto telephone exchange and radio relay terminal,
which are Corps responsibilities in the Royal Navy 'stronghold '
of Lascaris. A second afternoon was spent at the NATO
H .Q., NAVSOUTH, where the Signal Officer-in-Chief was
met by Lieutenant-Colonel V. H. Martin, M.C. (S.0.1 Cornms.),
and visited the Ace H igh terminal, where he talked to Corporals
M. Bruce and F. Swift, both technicians, recently posted in
as part of our takeover of the Ace High stations in Malta from
the Royal Navy. He also met Captain Roger Durnford, R.N.,
ACOS Com.ms., whose wife is Lieutenant-Colonel D. H.
Baynham's sister (who said cornmunkations are a 'closed
shop '?). Finally, that day, a visit to the Ace High relay station
at Gharghur, where General Anderson talked with LanceCorporal P. W. Robinson, just arrived from 22nd Signal Regiment.
The S.0.-ln-C. m4'etH many old friends
On the social side, a Corps lunch in the Officers' Mess
Auberge de Castille, at which all Corps officers on the island
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(our numbers are dwindling!) were present. Included was
Captain M. P. Walker, O.C. 621 Signal Troop on H.M.S.
Fearless, which was charging her batteries in Grand Harbour
at the time. Thank you, Mike, for giving us all such an
inte:esting time on your ship-<>ne way and the other!
On another evening, the Signal Officer-in-Chief and Mrs.
Anderson were guests of honour at a Corps cocktail party
given in the Auberge de Castille. Amongst the 120 or so
guests were the British High Commissioner, Sir Geofroy Tory;
the Chief of Allied Staff, H.Q., NAVSOUTH, Vice-Admiral
Sir Patrick Bayly, K.B.E., C.B., D.S.C., R.N.; Flag Officer,
Malta, Rear-Admiral D. L. Davenport, C.B., O.B.E.; Commander, British Troops, Malta, Brigadier R. E. C. Price,
C.B.E., D.S.0 .; and the Air Commander, Malta, Air Commodore C. V. Winn, C.B.E., D.S.O., D.F.C., and their ladies. Also

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.

"YOU REALLY ENJOYED YOURSELF THEN?"
General Anderson at 234 Signal Squadron talking to Signalman V.
Malla. On the left is Corporal J. E. Hu rel and on the right Sergeant
C. Hay. Looking on, the C.S.O. and O.C. Squadron

his tour. While seeing us at work, he met a member of a
true 'Corps family,' Mr. A. Smith, whose father served with
the Royal Engineers from 1899 to 1920, and in the Corps from
1921 until 1939, who himself served in the Corps from 1924
until 1953, and whose son, Lance-Corporal A. V. Smith, enlisted as an apprentice in January, 1965, and is at present
serving in 7th Regiment, in Germany, as a technician. The
General also met our 'youngest' member, Mr. C. Xerri,
B.E.M., who has now completed 41 years' service with the
Corps!

UPGRADING COURSES TO DE HELD IN
CATTERICK DURING 1969
Coune No.
AT CASTILLE VALLETTA
The S.0.-in-C with officers and retired officen of the Corps serving in Malta.
Included in the photo are : Captain M. R. Adams, Major (Recd) J. E. Middleton,
Lieutenant-Colonel V. H. Martin, Major F. F. Ellis, MBE, TD, Capta in L. A. Woods,
Captain D. G. Newton, Major (Retd) L. J. Sharp, Captain A. V. K. Ward, Lieut e nant-Colonel C. Mitchell, Major G. B. Andrews, Captain M. P. Walker, Captain
E. A. Sharp and Mafor A. M. Hewson
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The
lUSTBlLllll
ARMY
needs officers

1/49
1/73
1/74
1/39
2/57
2/2
2/50

Telegraph Op Cla s JI-I
Radio Op Class II-I .. .
Radio Op Class II-I .. .
Comcen Op Class II-I
Telegraph Op Class III-II ..
Comcen Op Class III-II
ED Clas III-II
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Assembles Disperses

12
19
26
12
12
12
12

Aug. - 21
Aug. - 31
Aug. - 7
Aug. - 7
Aug. - 21
Aug. -31
Aug. - 6

If you are a medical or dental practitioner
whose qualifications are registerable in the
Commonwealth of Australia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commission in the
R.A.A.M.C. or R.A.A.D.C. Your appointment
would carry the minimum rank of Captain
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably under the age of
40 years.
-~~~~~~~~~~

If your application is successful, you will be
·commissioned in the U.K. and travel to
Australia with your family. You will have
good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
and a generous pension or gratuity scheme.
You and your family can take advantage of
Australia's boundless opportunities and high
standard of living in the world's best climate.

For complete details call or write to:

Major H. W. Pope,
Australia Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01-836 2435 extension 469

Nov.
0 t.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
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Ne11J Corps Yaclit launched

From the #emirdne point ol 1;lew

Home-making in the Army
~\

•
i

I

• ~I
'

NEVER cease to be astonished by the number of people
Iandwho
live in Service houses-whether quarters or hiringsgrumble about colour schemes, clashing patterns, and so
on, and yet do absolutely nothing to try to improve the
situation.
Before going further, I must make
it clear that I recognise what a diffiBy
cult problem the authorities have in
llelen P. Scott
trying to provide all the accommodation required, and also that it would
(See " From our Inbe quite impossible to please all the
Tray " Column)
wives involved, even if the facilities
available were limitless. However,
having accepted that, may I submit just a few sug~estions
which have made life more bearable, and less frustraung, for
me in nearly twenty years of Army home-making.
It all started for me when I found myself busily unpicking
a piece of fringe from a standard lampshade one night and
then sewing it on to an identical shade in another house at
the other end of the country the next day; so the idea came
just to join the ends of t!'iis, and !lo~ it pops_ over .~e shade
in every house we move rnto and is rnstantly .m posinon-yes,
it even fits the modem shade, though not qwte so perfectly!

ft,

,!

~

\
?.

I

AS THE CO RPS WILL SEE HER .
The new Cor ps yacht dressed overall, being given a final 'check
over' on takeover from the builders. O n board from left to right
are :-Captain Crow, Corporal Kehoe, Lance-Corporal Stacey,
Sergeant Bowden and (obscured) Major Lockwood
" I NAME THIS SHIP 'SKYWAVE' AND MAY GOD PROTECT ALL WH O SAIL IN HER "
Lady Scott successfully breaks the t raditional bottle against the bows of the new Co rps Yacht at the christening ceremony

N 21st March, 1969, the Yacht Club took delivery of its
new ocean-going craft. The yacht, a Nicholson 32 of
O
6! tons was built by Camper and Nicholsons Ltd., of Gosport,
and is 'of glassfibre construction with accommodation for five
or six. She has cost £7,000, half of which has come from Corps
funds and half from the Nuffield Trust.
The name Skywave was chosen from over 50 submitted by
club members world wide. It was not until after the selection
that the identity of the proposer was known. The name had
been suggested by the Master of Signals, Major-General Sir
William Scott, who was the Club's Commodore from 1947 to
1962.
The launching ceremony, which was held at Gosport, was
attended by the Flag Officers and over 30 members of the
club. The ceremony itself was carried out by Lady Scott"
The occa ion was covered by B.B.C. T.V. (Southern Region)
and the Forces Broadcasting Service.
After the launching those attending the ceremony celebrated
the occasion with a buffet lunch and then looked over the
yacht.
Having said farewell to all the visitors, the Yachtmaster
Captain C. J. Crow, the bosun, Corporal P. Kehoe, and the
volunteer crew from 30th Regiment, Sergeant Bowden and
Lance-Corporal Stacey, made things shipshape.
The followin" day they then sailed Skywave round to Marchwood, on Southampton Water, where the yacht is based.
Club members wishing to charter ' Skywave ' may do . so,
providing they are suitably q ualified, for £5 per day on a~plica
tion to the Yachtmaster R.S.Y.C. (U.K.), School of Signals,
Blandford Camp, Dorset.

THOSE PRESENT AT THE LAUNCHING POSE FOR THE CAMEllA
Left to right:-Colonel R. S. D. Maunsell (Chai rman R.S.Y.C. (U .K.)) , Lance-Corporal Stacey, Corporal Kehoe (Bosun) , Major J. E. Denton
(partly obscured, with hat), Sergeant Bowden , Captain C. J. Crow (Yachtmaster), Major F. C. Lockwood, Mrs. C. J. Crow, Captain M. H. L.
Standen, Colonel Harris (obscured), Mrs. R. S. D. Maunsell , Mr. Blake of Camper & Nicholsons, Mrs. A. D. Brindley, Colonel D. G. Gibson, The
Master of Signals, Major-General Sir W iiiiam Scott, Major J. M. N. Lyons, Lady Scott, Brigadier A. D. Brindley (Commodore R.S.Y.C.), Mrs.
Gibson, Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) Sir Evan Y. Nepean Bt., Mrs. C. H. Stoneley, Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gil bertson , Lady Nepean, Mr.
Lines of Camper & Nicholsons, Brigadier C. H. Stoneley (President R.S.Y.C.), Colonel (Retd.) H. Mou ntfo rd, Lieutenant Colon el (Retd.)
D. Deakin
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ORDERED YOUR
THE WIRE ?
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Converting tho se endless c urtain kills
My next step was to convert those endless . curtain frills
into pelmets ~n each house as I went alo_ng. This was merely
a question of stretching them flat to thelf fullest extent, then
folding back the length not required at each end and tackin_g
it in place-only up as far as the Rufflette band, so that 1t
could continue to function. The spare hooks thus released
were placed much closer together than had been neces_sary on
the full-length frill. This helped to hold the matenal firm
and formed a neat and professional-looking pelmet at no
cost other than an hour or two's labour. I must confess here,
that' co finish the edge, I invested in more fringe (matching
that on the lamp shade, of course) and ~is hel~ed, but aga!n
I would stress that this, too, has been m co?ttnuous use '?
various rooms throughout our travels ever smce, and so 1t
was not money wasted for one use only.
Whilst on this subject, I might mention that my bedspread
today is two full-length Army curtains stitched together (by hll!ld
for speedy unpicking when 'march-out' approaches~ and w_ith
fringing all round the edge. It makes an expensive-looking
bed cover and as I had the fringe in stock-this time from a
three-piec~ suite which I had edged with it in an _attempt
to improve the appearance of a very dull room--agam there
was virtually no cost.
Lots of people ask where I get my cush io n
·covers • ••
Curtains, both my own and the iss~e ones, I find invaluable in trying to convert a quarter mto a home. If two
will do in place of four ~ywhere, down c~me the extra two
curtains and they are put into use for cushion covers. Do not
cut them, of course; simply flatten the &3thers and sew_ them
in a ' parcel ' over your unmatching cush1ons--<>r even pillows,
.
if necessary.
Lots of people ask where I get my cushion covers and
are astounded when the simple answer is forthcoming. Curt~ins
also make excellent 'loose covers' for bed-heads (especially
those twin beds which don't quite match) and transform a room
completely.
.
.
Lining book-cases and glass-fronted ~abinet~ with matenal
to match cu hions is also a great help ~ makmg. your_ house
different, and covering the seats of upright chairs with th_<
same material is mo t effective. All the seats unscrew, a_n~ it
is a simple operation to put your own cover over the exisung
one.
The n ew look for t h e b e droom
Wallpaper I also find of great assistance in my campaign.
It can be used to li ne bookcases or cabinets and. I have
recently been delighted with the new look I have given my
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bedroom with a gaily-patterned wallpap::r blind, a pelmet
form d by folding the paper lengthways and tucking the ends
in behind the curtain and a matching cover for the wastepaper container. In chi ca e, the curtain released by making
the blind have b en u ed to cover a chair and dressing table
stool in an endeavour to achieve some sort of colour scheme.
The overall effect is mo t plea~ing.
I al o find it helps in my kitchen to line not only the
shelves but the back of my cupboards with pretty paper
o that when one opens the door, a gay cheerful pattern meets
the eye in tead of just a dreary collection of china or glass,
or, even worse, pots and pans.
~laking

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially in
March ...
Number of clothing parcels sent . . .
Amount spent in grants and Joans . . .

44
41
£497 6 11

One of the Month's Cases

the bathroom eom to life
The bathroom has come to life by making a loose cover of
gay towelling to cover the issue bathmat. Again, it will easily
move on with us and no doubt fit the next one. Oddments
of the same material made a cover for the stool and a facecloth to match.
Have you ever thought what a good-looking piece of furniture that ghastly, high, old-fashioned tea trolley could become
if its castors were removed?
I could go on and on, but I hope I have started a few people
thinking of what they can do about it instead of just complaining about their surroundings. The ingredients are there
if you just use a little imagination and effort.

X - LANCE-CORPORAL, eight years' service.
Despite long and increasing ill-health, he has
E
always struggled hard to work and to support his wife

Calling Oltl Frit?ntls

will be quite inadequate. I shall never be able to repay
the kindness, the thoughts, the time and the practical
help that we have received. I am so grateful to the
Association for giving us this grant as this commitment
was a great worry to us, as we hate debts and were
unable to find the extra to repay it. The fares to visit
my h usband in hospital, too, are a large slice from our
weekly income, and we both look forward to it so much,
and without your kind help this would be impossible.
He a ks me to join his grateful thanks with mine, and he
will write to you himself as soon as he is able."

Will Captain (retd.) D. S. Keech, Royal Signals, please contact
Lieutenant-Colonel L. F. Ball, of the Royal Signals Yacht Club,
at Cheltenham Terrace Chelsea, London, S.W.3. Colonel Ball
is anxious that he should have a photograph of a RA.Y.C.
trophy he won some years ago.

*

*

*

Former members of the B.Q. Cable Section, Royal Engineers
' Signals,' who served in Jerusalem and Beirut in 1918, are
asked to get in touch with Mr. H . V. James, 14, Heol-y-Waun,
Pontlottyn, Bar.it0ed, Glamorgan, CF8 9RU .

and schoolboy son. He is now in a London hospital, and
has had a major transplant operation. The Association
made a grant of £35 to clear the one commitment he
had not been able to meet before entering hospital, and
to help his wife with the cost of her fares to visit him.
Her letter of acknowledgement is printed below.

One of the Month's Letters

A. Walsh, Esq.
Garrison Thrift Shop, Catterick
Camp
!'.iajor J. L. Donne
Mrs. G. E . Coe
Donor of p.arcel of children's
h?oks and toys from 2nd Div.
Signal Regiment
Bri1Pdier J. D . Haigh, o .e.E.
Maior and Mrs. D. H. Briggs
Mrs. G. S. Power
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Polle
Mrs. J. St. C. W. Robinson
R.S.M. M. F . B. Garland
Donor o! parcel of ladies' and
children's clothing, received
24/2 / 69

CATTERICK

Colonel D . E . Harrison, O.B.B.
Colonel and Mrs. I. G . Swan
Mrs. G. D. T . Harris
Captain K A. Christian , B.R.D.
Staff Sergeant Smith
Sergeant Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. F. Stockdale
Captain and Mrs. W. A . Barnes
Mr. Foulds
Major K. N. Smartt
Major J. G . James, M.C.
Captain D . S. Mullineaux
Mrs. W. H. Cooper
W.O.II C. A. Smith
Donor of three tea chests of
me n ' s clothing, received
19/3/69

REU NION

1989

This will take place on the 28th/29th June
. All Associ~tion m~mbers wishing to attend should get
m touch w_:ith theU' Branch Secretary in order that
accommodation can be reserved. Members not belonging
to a Branch should write to:
T he General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
R.H.Q. Royal Signals,
CJ:ieltenham Terrace,
Chelsea, LONDON, S.W3 .
Tel. : 01-730-4129.
Applications should be made as soon as possible. It
may not be possible to provide accommodation for those
applying after 1st J une.

Armed Forces Signal Regiment,
Rifle Range Road,
c/o G.P.O., Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

"J AM
so overwhelmed by the kindness of so many
people that I feel whatever I say or write to you

Diary of Events
Sir,
The following major Army displays will include displays by
Royal Signals and it is requested that you give publicity to
them in THE WIRE.
Northumbrian View, Catterick, 7th June, 1969.
Aldershot Army Show (NEW ENVOY VIII) 14th and
15th June, 1969.
Manchester Army Show (ARMEX 69) includes a stand
by the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate. Held at Belle
Vue, Manchester, 26th to 29th June, 1969.

From our "In" Tray

CLOTHING
Since the beginning of February, gifts of clothing, toys,
books,_ etc., have been gratefully received from the following:
MllJor F. W. Moseley
Mrs. D. St. J. Hoystcd

time he and his companions meet one, they should try to
capture it alive. Great financial reward awaits hamadryad
hunters!
I regret that I must pour cold water on the episode of the
seladang (same word singular and plural). The animals in
the photograph are domestic buffalo. The scladang, or guar, is
a wild, very wild, oxen, and has yet to be encountered moving
purposefully towards man-unless wounded. A very shy beast,
it would be a noteworthy event if one ever stuck its head into
a bivvy. Corporal Lloyd will be able to note t.11<- clifference between buffalo and seladang by obtaining a copy of ' rature
Conservation in West Malaysia, 1961,' and turning to plate
XXXV. The position of the seladang is precarious, and there
~re thought to be less than 350 left in Malaysia.
My attention was rivetted by the ferocity of the mosquitoes
of the area in question. The scorpions and centipedes found
t11cre must be in proportion of quite formidable size and unpleasantness.
Nevertheless, I found Corporal Lloyd's article most interesting, and wish him every success with future trips into the
interior.
P. A. Lenthall, Captain

FRO~I

TUE

FEMININE

POINT

OF

VIEW

Sir,
Being one of many Signals wives who eagerly scan every
issue of THE WIRE in search for news of old friends, I would
like to thank you for your recent innovation of putting names
in heavy print. I can assure you we all appreciate it.
Although THE WIRE is obviously intended for your serving
members, their women-folk must surely form a considerable
proportion of your readers, whose needs are not specifically
catered for. Even The Times now has a women's page, so
surely you could, too! If the enclosed* would be of any use
in this connection, please use it.
Yours sincerely,
Helen P. Scott
8, Luton Down Road,
Blandford Camp, Dorset.

* Mrs . Scott's article is on page r69 and the Editor thanks

her for writing such an interesting article. As Mrs. Scott
says, THE WIRE is widely read by the women-!olk of the
Corps, and articles on similar lines are always welcome.
A

P ADDLE R 'S VIEW O F MAJ,,AYSIA
• • • S OME CO MMENT S

Sir,
I read Corporal M . Lloyd's artjcle in the December/January
WIRE with great interest, and since I am a keen observer of
wild life, I hop e that Corporal Lloyd will not take offence if
I comment a little on his accounts of the animals, reptiles and
insects that he met.
Firstly, the hamadryad, or king cobra, Malaysia's most lethal
land snake, is in much demand by zoos and snake farms. Next

Many Old Comrades visited the Corps D isplay at Aldershoc
last ;vear, and these shows will give them an opportunity of
keepmg in touch wtth the Corps and of seeing the progress
we have made in communications.
B. A. Beattie, Lieutenant-Colonel.
Recruiting Co-ordinator, Royal Signals,
Ministry of D efence, S.W.1.
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• • . well nothing really if you can find
another firm of brokers who are Incorporated, established, reliable, who
really do Qnderstand and specialise in
Anny matters, who act for something
like two out of three Units for their
Official Insurances and insist that a
professional, personal and friendly
approach to insurance problems is
appreciated byfofficers. Our leaflet
" Keys to Security '' tells you more.

WILSON & CO
(INSURANCES) LTD
Incorporated Insurance Brokers

Head Office: 431 Lord Street
Southport, Lanes.
Branches in U.K. and Overseas

It IS a very snudl rtJorld • • •

T HE

TEN'-THOUSAND-TO-ONE

CHANCE

On the morning of Saturday, 19th April, Mr. W. E.
Caughey, Chairman of the Northern Ireland Branch
of the Association, hailed a taxi .\n Oxford Street.
Mr. Caughey, giving the venue of the Branch Representatives' Meeting as his destination to the cab dnver,
was astound ed when the driver introduced himself as
Mr. W. Scales, and a Branch Secretary.
Needless to say, the rest of the journey wa spent in
conversation between the driver and hi ' fare,' Mr.
Scales remarking that the coincidence was 10 000-to-one,
there being that number of taxis in the London area.
The coincidence mighL end there, but on learning that
Mr. Caughey came from orthern Ireland, Mr. Sca1es
enquired if he knew a certain ex-member of the Co~ps
and in reply Mr. Caughey said that he had been speakmg
to the person mentioned on the telephone only the
evening before!

---------Please send, without obligation, your leaflet " KEYS TO SECURITY '

NAME • ·· •·· ·•·· ····•··· ···•• •·•·• ••···· ····
ADDRESS

. . . . . .. ..• · . . . . . · • · · · • · · • · · • · · · • • ·

. ................................ .
............. . .....................
..... ....... ... ....... .. ........ ..
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So what's so
special
about Wilsons?

Special Mention
- - 19th Infantry Briga de Signal Sqnadro•
for producing uch a bumper crop of sporting succe ses
rt>Cently. In orienteering they were three times winners of
th
19 Brigade 'all-comers' event and winner of the
Southern command Minor Units Orienteering Championships; at Badminton they were winners of the Eastern
Di trict 'knock-out' cup, and in the 19 Brigade Minor
Unit Competition, they were the winners in soccer, basketball, orienteering, cross-country and boxing.

- - Major M. A. T. Hartnett and Captain .4. II.
(Tony) Boyle ol 4th Signal Regilnent
for being selected for the B.A.O.R. team for the interService hockey matches against the Royal Navy (U.K.)
Army (U.K.) and R.A.F. (Germany).
Adventure Training in the Cairngorms

On Exercise Snow Queen

0

Thursday, 16th January, after
various holdups and collecting
• • • as told by Staff
our equipment (thank you ' Q' Dept),
•
the advance party left Tidworth for
Sergeant J. Richardson
Aviemore with long wheelbase and
trailer full to the brim with skis, boots,
of S Infantry Brigade
various clothing and kit, topped up
Signal Squadron (205)
by Second-Lieutenant R. J. Ebdon,
Staff Sergeant Richardson and the
driver, Signalman ' Knuckles ' Lawson.
The main party left on Friday, 7th, and took the overnight
train from London direct to Aviemore. This party consisted
of eight members of the Signal Squadron, two members of
1 R.G.J. and two members of R.A.M.C., of whom Sergeant
AJec Lockhart, our ' bones man,' was in charge.

The secret of t.he key
The train journey, though wearying, was uneventful, and
the party was met at Aviemore by the advance party (in much
better spirits after two night stops) at 7.20 in the morning
on the 18th. We ordered breakfast for fifteen from a nearby
restaurant, much to the confusion of the waitress, then the party
left Aviemore to find the Rothimurcus Ski Hut, about eight
miles out of town.. A secret was revealed for future members
of the adventure training fraternity; the key for the gates which
lead (Zt miles) to the hut is kept in a hole in the gate-post;
here we left the Land Rover and started to walk!

The nntlvM were not so strange
At last the hut appeared, the vehicle was unloaded and returned for the rest of the party (someone mentioned the
9uinness Book of Records!). Our . accommodation, which was
m the older of the two huts, was ideal and, due to its atmosphere, fell in line with the mood of the exercise. We were
soon settled, having sorted out food, fuel and beds in record
time. The object of the exercise was to find snow, which
~as absent at our level, but we could look up at it, and also
into ~e teeth of a N.~. gale and rain. We then passed the
remainder of the day with some administration and, in addition
~ night recce to Aviemore. The members of the party found
It a long walk back, but said the natives weren't so strange
after ~· Throughout the stay, the night life was plentiful, but
expens1ve--energy doesn't come into it, so I am told.
Second-Lieutenant Ebdon and Staff Sergeant Richardson did
a recce on foot to the top of the mountain behind the hut on
the Saturday and fonnd some promising snow. Sundav morning
found us, skis on shoulders, climbing for an hour to Corporal
MacMahon's ' idiot ski slopes ' where, after a few hours most
members. could stand up, climb up, and ski down a siopeexcept Signalman Lawson, who surprised us all and earned
the christian name of 'Jean Claude.' Our other medic, 'Doc'
Berry, spent .th~ afternoon rugby-tackling his skis, and the rest
of his stay tickmg about ' lost ' crepe bandages and triangular
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bandages being used a dish cloths. In spite of it all, he
managed to keep us in fits with his jokes. The most current,
due to prices, being that they couldn' t work on anything less
than !Os. because of the Scottish Linen Bank! (Half a sheet)!
. . . Oh well!
Monday.-We climbed the monntain behind the hut in very
rough weather, and had to shelter once or twice, due to ice
and snow being blown at gale-force into our faces. Descending slightly, we found a re-entrant leading into a narrow
valley about two miles long. After fixing the ski bindings
for Langlauf, off we went, traversing the side of the valley,
and at times across some very frightening ice slopes, but we
made it to the bottom, where it was skis off and a couple of
mile ' hard walk to a welcome cup of soup at the ski lift
cafe. The fire in the hut was a welcome sight when we got
back.
Tuesday and Wednesday.-Both mild days with no new
now found us on the actual ski slopes trying the snow plough
and stem Christie turns, which resulted in the broken sticks
of Signalman Bill Ford and broken skis of Corporal Lyons.
Corporal Colloton fell half way down the White Lady ski run,
but got away with only a sprained leg.
Thursday.-A lot of snow had gone, and what there was,
was too icy for successful instruction, so Second-Lieutenant
Ebdon planned a trek to the highest peak in the area, the outward and return journey over the ' tops.' The objective was
Ben Macdhui, 4,300 feet, returning via Cairngorm, 4,084 feet,
an overall journey of nine miles, and a total climb of five
or six thousand feet. We completed the outward leg in good
time and on perfect and plentiful snow (a hint for the touri t
board). First to the top was ' Jean Claude,' much to the horror
of our ' local lad,' Signalman Jock McDowell. On the return
the weather closed in and we cut our journey short, finishing
off with a climb-walk-slide down a steep snow face of about
800 feet, Lieutenant Ebdon setting the pace for the slide,
using his ice axe as a brake, others letting go in desperation.
There was much wild life, many deer, ptarmigan and white
rabbits, and Corporal Solomon says he saw the ears of a
haggis behind a cairn on Ben Macdhui, but when it saw us
it ran.
Friday-.We ventured out, but rapidly decided, due to the
fact that it was raining, to return to the hut and prepare for the
move back to Tidworth.
Anyone seeing the S Brigade S ignal Squadron plaque nailed
to the wall, don' t be too disappointed with the workmanship,
we didn't have time in the evenings!

======Movements
Oflicers
Major (T.O.T.) J. Bewley
Lieutenant A. H. Backhousc
Lieutenant R. F. Brooks
Captain A. R. Bushell .. .
Lieutenant G. J. Barrett .. .
Captain G. D. Birch .. . . .. . ..
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Borthwick
Major J. G. Billingham ...
Captain A. F. N. Crabtree
Major P. Carr . . . . ..
Ma jor D. A. L. Charles ...
Major A. R. B. B. Dale
Lieutenant J. B. Fitzgerald
Major B. M. Fox .. .
Captain W. J. Gahan .. .
Major B. B. G111lagher .. .
Captain J. Graham
.. .
Major J. F. Hart ..•
•.•
Major T . H. Hesketh ...
Captain (T.O.T.) D. Hazell
Captain J. M. D . Hunter
A/ Captain A. G. Ingham
Captain (T.0.T.) P. Johnson .. .
Captain (T.O.T.) C. A. King .. .
Major K. Kirkby . . . . ..
Captain R. J. Lcttin ...
Major F. C. Lettin . . . . ..
Second-Lieutenant K. N. Mavor
Captain (T.O.T.) A. J. Murray
Lieutenant P. J. Myatt ...
. ..
Captain M. J. McCann .. .
Captain M. Y. Miller .. .
Captain (Q.M.) S. Ormond
Captain (Tfc.) G. Oakley
Captain M. A. Orwin ...
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(Continued on

Blandford Project Staff
School of Signals
244 Squadron
223 Squadron
School of Signals
2otb Ad. Bde. H.Q. & Sig Sqn.
nth Signal Group (V)
School of Army Aviation
as Comd.
3rst (GL) Regiment (V)
School of Signals
A.A.C., Harrogate
r 1th Regiment
R.A.P.C. , Worthy Down
M.O.D. (ACEP)
24th Regiment
24th Regiment
3rd H .Q. and Signal Regiment
C.M.E., Singapore
i 3th Regiment
School of Signltls
School of Signals
3rd H .Q. and Signal Regiment
8th Regiment
17th Gurkha Regiment
M.O.D. Sigflals 35A
261 Squadron
32nd (Scottish) Signal Regt. (V)
i6th Regiment
242 Squadron
II th Regiment
School of Signals
School of Signals
M.O.D. (D124A)
18th Regiment
CRE, Waterbeach (Cadet Trg.
Team)
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Promotions

(Continued from page 172)
Lieutenant-Colonel .P. H . Palmer
,\.i.ajor A. G. Pans
Captain J. R. Potier
Major C. K. Powell ...
Captain (Q.M.) A. Page
Major N. B. Robms ...
Major W. H. D. N. Robotham
O/Cadet D. W. Sharpe ... . ..
Captain (Tfc.) R. B. Smithard
Cap!Jlin J. F. Storr
. . . . ..
Captain G. Schofield .. . . ..
Lieutenant-Colonel T. N. Skelly
Lieutenant C. R. Treeby
Major P. A. Trescder ...
. ..
Captain (T.O.T.) N. F. Webb
Captain (Tfc.) W. Weir ...
Major H. D. V. Chappell
Lieutenant A. J. Pearce ...

,, SHAPE
,, H.Q., Army Strategic Comd.
,, School of Signals
,,

2

ut Regiment

,, H.Q. DCN ( AE)
,, I I th Regiment
H.Q., L .F., Gulf
,, 26o Squadron
., !St Div. H . ~. & Signal Rcgt.
,, School of Signals
,, 17th Gurkha Regiment
H.Q., AFCENT
,, 255 Squadron

,,
,.
,,
,,
,,

222 Squadron
A.A.C., Harrogate
DCC MOD
MOD (PSro)
H.Q., AFCENT Sup. Gp.

arrant Officers mad Sergeants
To roth Regiment
W.O.I ('i. of S.) R. W. Coe
,, I I th Regiment
W.O.I R. G. Wood .. .
,, 22nd Regiment
W.O.II B. W. Tune .. .
,, uth Regiment
W.0.11 H . Jennings
...
. ..
,, 229 Squadron
W.O.Il ('i. of S.) R. G. French
3rd Division Signal Regiment
W.O.Il J. R. White
,, nth Regiment
W.0.11 A. B. Cooley ...
,,
SHAPE H.Q. Command and
W.0.11 ('i. of S.) P. Brown
Support BE
w.O.II G. M. Baigent ...
,, 3oth Regiment
w.0.11 D. G. McCartney
,, 7th Regiment
W.0 .11 R. C. Johnson ...
3rd Division Signal Regiment
w.0.11 M. E. Wilson ...
,, 7th Regiment
W.O.II W. Motion
...
...
... ,, 30th Regiment
W.0.11 (Y. of S.) J. F. MacPherson ,. 7th Regiment
W.0.11 P. J. Harris
,. 246 Squadron
w .0.11 R. V. Fairhurst ...
20d Division Signal Regiment
,, nth Regiment
Staff Sergeant L. Heyworth ...
17th Gurkha Signal Regiment
Staff Sergeant P. J. Frccston ..
,, 7th Regiment
.
Staff Sergeant K. C. Wormall
3rd Division Signal Regiment
Staff Sergeant A. Williams ...
uth
Regiment
,,
Staff Sergeant J. Frost .. . ..
. ..
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. B. Collins ,, H.Q., DCN
Staff Sergeant G. B. Yates .. . . .. ,, 19th Regiment
,, 244 Squadron
Sergeant C. W. Lockwood
320d (Scots) Signal Regiment (V)
Sergeant R. B. Lockley .. .
,, 7th Regiment
Sergeant A. A. Qarkson .. .
U
.K. Support Element, H.Q.,
Sergeant A. Locke
.. .
AFNORTH
,,
4th
Division Signal Regiment
Sergeant T. Stogdale
4th Division Signal Regiment
Sergeant G. Hardman
,.
School
of Signals
SergeB1lt D. E. Brooking
,, 226 SquadrOI)
Sergeant M. B. McPartland
,, 30th Regiment
Sergeant G. G. Eagle
36th Regiment ( V)
Sergeant B. J. Buzzard ...
262 Squadron
Sergeant T. McCarthy
26r Squadron
,,
Sergeant G. Johnson
33rd Regiment (V)
Sergeant C. T. Coventry
,.
r8th Regiment
Sergeant M. Robinson .. .
20th Amd. Bde. Signal Squadron
Sergeant B. Green
.. .
"
5th
Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
A/Sergeant D. S. Frape
.
,. 28th Regiment
Sergeant G. Harwood ..•
2nd Division Signal Regunent
Sergeant D . G. Northcott
.. .
7th
Regiment
,,
Sergeant D. F . H. Me!huish .. .
,, 249 Squadron
Sergeant D. L. McCluskey .. .
,, H.Q. (BF) NEAREAST
A/Sergeant M. Kennedy
.. .
,, 222 Squadron
Sergeant W. J. Locker .. .
12th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
Sergeant K. E. Derrick ...
. ..
;;
Army Method of Instruction
A/ Sergeant S. G. Culverhouse ...
Centre
,
r st Division Signal Regiment
...
ergeant F. Davies
:. SHAPE Comd. and Support BB
SergeB1lt C. B. M. Widdowson
,, 242 Squadron
Sergeant D. A. Oarke .. .
1 oth Regiment
Sergeant C. Oliver
.. .
,, 240 Squadron
Sergeant G. D. Corbett .. .
,,
240
Squadron
Sergeant R. M. James
,, 242 Squadron
Sergeant D. M. Nixon .. .
,, 240 Squadron
Sergeant J. K. Taylor .. .
,, School of Signals
Sergeant B. F. Pettifer .. .
,, 19th Regiment
Sergeant D. E. G. Hotson
14th Regiment
Sergeant J. C. Hunt
,, t 4th Regiment
Sergeant I. C. Rothwell
H.Q., AFNORTH
Sergeant A. C. R. Cole ..
, 222 Squadron
Sergeant D. Dallon
.. .
.
,, 227 Squadron
Sergeant P. R. Appleton .. .
4th Division Signal Regiment
Sergeant A. M. Douglas .. .
,, 16th Regiment
Sergeant K. Downton
,, H .Q., DCN
Sergeant J. Finney
,, 8th Regiment
Sergeant F. Jones
22nd Regiment
Sergeant A. Lynn ...
. ..
,, 13th Regiment
. ,
Sergeant R. H. Phippard
,.
A
r m y Apprenuces
College,
Sergeant A. G. Turner
Harrogate
,, 227 quadron
Sergeant G. Yule
J(EEP U JN THE PICTURE
W ith several thousand lndlvldual subscribers ' The
Wire• cannot hope to keep up with postings, changes In
rank, decorations a.warded. If you are going to be posted
or promoted or have something new to add aftf;l" yow;
name drop u s a card so that we ca n address your Wire
properly. Thank you.

Ri!GIMl!NTAL DuTY ROSTER
Old

Sen. No . Sen. No.
4780
4740
Brant, E.
ToW.0.11 S/~t.
4630
Grierson,
W.
Y.
N.
4790
A/ .0.11
86o (Sig. Ccn. Sup.)
Oarke. J. W.
4l!oO
S/Sgt.
4810
4710
Cooley, A. B.
S/Sgt.
4640
Le Quesne, E. W. 4820
S/Sgt.
4690
4830
A/W.o.n Ladds, N . E.
4830
4840
A/W.O.II Common, F.
4820
4850
Young, F. M.
S/Sgt.
486o
476o
A.
J.
E.
Irons,
S/Sgt.
(Op.)
8440
566o
Boyle,
J.
To S Sgt. Sgt.
1364 (Admin.)
Winning, J. P. C. 5670
Sgt.
(Fd.)
200
568o
A/S/Sgt. Paterson, R.
948o (Op.)
Bowes, R.
5690
Sgt.
(Op.)
2930
Blad<man, G. A.
5700
Sgt.
9120 (Op.)
5710
Oarke, J.
Sgt.
3270 g!d.)
Pfciffer, G. A.
5740
Sgt.
d.)
3570
Gray, L.
5750
Sgt.
6o8o (Op.)
O'Connell, W. J.
576o
Sgt.
3170
Wonnall, K. B.
5770
Sgt.
(Pd.~
578o 10320 (Op.
A/S/Sgt. Bishop, R. C.
5790 10720 (Op.)
A/S/Sgt. Smith, P. J .
246o (Admin.)
5800
Rocke, J.
Sgt.
5810 10990 ~Op.)
A/S/Sgt. Danells, R. L.
Op.)
11.430
l.
5830
Wells,
A/S/Sgt.
Burt, A. J. T.
5840 n540 (Op.)
Sgt.
nr6o
(Op.~
Mullord, T. T . G. 5850
Sgt.
Wade, R.
5870 II250 (Op.
Sgt.
588o
3970 (Pd.)
A/S/ Sgt. Logan , J. J. F.
4240
Beare, T. R.
5920
Sgt.
850 H!~:~
5930
A/ S/Sgt. Uttridge, P. R.
2810 (Admin.)
T
.
Donovan,
F.
5940
Sgt.

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS RosTliR
1720
208o
Kenyon, M.
4430 (Tech.)
3400
Hassall, B.

ToW. O.II S/Sgt.
To S Sgt. Sgt.
To S Sgt.

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
826o
2o80
Drugan, M.
2090 1096<>
Hurn, J. K.
2100 12270
Hill, w.
2rro 14070
Jackson, A. T.
2120 15290
Devine, G. F.
2130 15320
Hall, W. R. F.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

ToW.0.11 A/W.O.ll

Om!P Cl.BRKS ROSTI!R
II20
Const.antinou, A.

II90

To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

TECHNICAL ROSTER
7632
White, R. B.
Wctt. K. J.
7635
McComb, A.
7644
7647
Erasito, s. V.
7725
Wall, I. K.
Mclnnes, R. B.
7745
7759
Jones. J. G.
Austin, K. V.
7770
Matthews, M. L.
7791
WC$t, A. N.
7796
Mellors, J. E.
7845

14290
I3Il7
13038
13787
13453
13645
14334
13395
14914
14295
13529

To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/ Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/ Sgt.

OPERATING ROSTER
Russell, R.
15350
r538o
Altham, M .
15420
Howley, F. C.
Ashworth, J. W. 15430
15440
Williams, B. F.
Cousins, R. E. C. 15450
t546o
Lumley, G. M.
15470
Ballard, D.
Lori, P. G.
15540

32892
31610
32894
32974
3298o
33090
4410
25120

To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
Cpl.

FmLD ROSTER
Tuplin, W . B.
536o
Mu gtnve. P. I.
5370
Brown, J. H.
538o
Ryan, T .
5390
Robin on, M.
5400

(Op.~

(Op.
tp.)
Op.)
Op.)
(Op.)

3268$

5680
5690
5840
6o6o

5780

DELETIONS
REGIMl!NTAL Dun Ro TER
W.0 .1
W.O.II
S Sgt.

r270
1520
IIO

W.O .I
W.O.ll
S Sgt.

920
1910
2030

W.O.II

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
1040
1080
II6o

SIGNAL CBNTRE SUPBRVJSOR ROSTER
830
1410
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TECHNICAL ROSTER

t.

1390
5630

:226o
5~ o

gt.

9~-0

1o6-o

5340

4250

3955
5910

ss6o

5970

rliRATING ROSTl!R

TRAN FER

13450

14610

145 0

TO SUPERVISOR (RADIO) ROSTER
Old

Sen. No. Sen. No.

.0.1

W.O.II

I gts.

W.O .I
W .0 .II
W .0 .11
W.O.II
W .O.II
W.0.11
W.0.11
$ . Sgt.

I

gt.

S / Sgt.
S / Sgt.

RETIIlED

Brice , S. A.
Thomas. E.
Edg r. C. D.
:.\1.axwell. A. G .
Bank , J. W .
Cooper, E. H.
Ross, R. G.
Wilson, I. D .
Widdowson, G .
Stoddart. B. I .
torcy, L. G. H.

OFFICER

10
IO
30
40

10
90
100
IO
40

50
6o

620
1580

(Y. of S.)
(RD)

2I30
2720

(RD)

(RD)
(Y. of S.)
4030 (RD)
4220 (RD)
3040 (RD)
I710 (Y. of S.)
4940 (RD)
SIIO (RD)

u8o

APPOINTMENTS

Two ex-Royal Signals Officers are required for R03 appointments in B.A.0.R. in 1970.
The first appointment is for employment at Grade 3 Staff
employed on a number of minor staff duties, including the
control and compilation of telephone directories. The officer
would be located at H.Q., B.A.O.R., and is required to be
in post in March/April, 1970. Preference would be given to an
officer with staff experience.
The second appointment is for an R03 SWS for employment with telecommunications group. This requires an officer
with a background of employment in either Signals Work
Services or as a Traffic Officer. The post becomes vacant in
June, 1970.
Further details may be obtained from Chief Signal Officer,
H.Q., B.A.0.R., B.F.P.0. 40.
• .tdcenturi8{1 '

to the Isle of Mull

Exercise Tobermory-Some light hearts
in the High/anJs !
recent months the Training Officer of 223 Squadron,
Iout ·crying
Lieutenant Howard Culley, has been seen tearing his hair
to arrange a relatively simple Adventure Training trip
to the Isle of Mull; but on 20th February the party set off.
This consisted of Lieutenant Culley, i/c party; Sergeant
Sharples, Second-in-Command, i/c communications and pub
recce member; Corporal (now Sergeant) Ball, first aid N.C.O.;
Corporal Marsden, M.T. N.C.0.; Corporal Bonner, stores
N.C.O.; Signalman Coker, co-driver and i/c rations; and
Signalman Maginess, recorder.
At 09.00 hours on 20th
February we set out from Bushfield with Lieutenant Culley in
the driver's seat - woops. We
start off across the square
at high speed in reverse.
Lieutenant Culley complains
bitterly to Corporal Marsden
that he might have told him that a J2 Minibus had a back-tofront gearbox.
We had been going very smoothly for at least 20 minutes
when we had to stop to allow Corporal Bonner to answer a
call of nature, to much ribald comment. Another 20 minutes
later the whole bus was plagued.

This Adventure Training
trip was recorded for
' The Wire ' by Signalman ' Paddy ' Maginess,
of 223 Squadron, Win- 1
chester.

Stoeking up with • anti-freeze '
At 20.50 hours we reach Swindon after sliding along the
road around fl., arlborough on a sheet of ice and snow-not
very rea suring as the weather is reputedly far worse up North.
hortlv afterwards we stop at a pub to allow everyone to stock
up w!th 'anti-freeze.' Corporal Marsden resumes the journey
a driver.
17'4

WAITING FOR THE FERRY AT OBAN-ON EXERCISE
TOBERMORY
Left to right: Signalman ' Jock' Coker, Sergeant Dave Sharples,
Signalman• Paddy ' Maginess (author of the article), Corporal 'Aki'
Bonner and Corporal Al Marsden

As we near Birmingham on the MS we run into two difficulties-snow and garages who have obviously decided that only
idiots would travel on a night like this and shut up shop. With
the needle hovering on the empty mark we eventually find a
garage; the threat of having to get out in the driving snow and
push having been averted the recorder drops off to sleep. Time
02.50 hours.
06.55 hours the recorder woke up, having missed a tedious
crawl up the snow-bound M6, just in time for breakfast. At
approximately 08.0S hours we cros's ed the border and with
Signalman Coker and Corporal Marsden taking turns as driver
we reached Oban at 16.00 hours. On the journey through the
Highlan·ds we admired the impressive scenery, thoroughly
devoid of snow except on the mountains, but as we approached
Oban we could see the Mountains of Mull encased in a white
sheet and Mr. Culley busily altered all the proposed routes as
we hadn't brought our snow shoes and skis with us.
Following a good meal-Signalman Coker doubling up in his
capacity as cook-we depart for Oban for an evening of sampling
home produce. Most bars have upwards of 30 different Scotch
whiskys on display, but in fact we learnt that there are 2,638
different registered brands-a lot of them admittedly for U.S.A.
export only. Throughout the exercise the locals made us very
welcome and I think western Highland hospitality is beaten
only by the Irish .

That famous Highland hospitality
Next morning we packed up camp and after sending postcards to those at home, boarded the ferry for Craignure. Five
minutes later the toilet is a mass of half-naked bodies having
their first decent wash for nearly two days, that is all except one
or two die-hards who had washed in freezing cold water at
the camp site so that they could spend the time hunting for
the ship's bar.
At 13.50 hours we arrived at Craignure and ten minutes later
the first party, led by Sergeant Sharples and consisting of myself
and Corporal Marsden, set off to the first check point. Thirty
minutes later L ieutenant Culley's party set off. Corporal Bonner
as duty driver set off in the minibus to put up the tents at the
first night's camp site. We arrived on time at the camp siteonly to find no minibus. Two miles up the road we found
Corporal Bonner, who had gone on to an old ruin so that we
had shelter to cook in.
~loving

forests without telling the Jna1• 1•eo1•le

Just after dark, fifty minutes later, Lieutenant Culley's party
arrived, having gone slightly off course. Lieutenant Culley was
heard muttering about Forestry Commissions who move their
forests around without telling the map people.

" AT LOCH BA WE WASHED OUR RATHER TIRED FEET"
The Camp site at Loch Ba. It was in this loch that Sergeant
Sharples amazed everyone by going for a swim. In this photo is
Corporal Al Marsden dressed in Cossack style

Next morning the weather, which has been ~inly Sllll?Y
and springlike since entering the Highlands, decided to r9:111,
but luckily it stopped just as we are all turfed out of bed. Dunng
the night the mist has ~ome .down a~d obscured all the peaks,
which makes map reading slightly difficult.
At 09.00 hours the first party, Corporal Ball i/c, Signalman
Coker and myself, set off; the second party were delayed because
the minibus wouldn't start and eventually, after Corporal
Marsden had cleaned everything and a local farmer stopped
and gave it a push, it started and the second p~rty, led by
Corporal Marsden, set out an hour-and-a-half behind us.
By the time we had gone three-quarters of the way th.e second
party had gained distance in sight below us. On arrival at a
very pleasant camp site by Loch Ba we sat down and washed
our rather sore feet. Sergeant Sharples amazed us all, however,
by going for a swim in the Loch. ~e tJ:ien sat do~n to sample
Lieutenant Culley's cooking-we did enJOY the fruit salad.

Ju Tobermory aud Salen
On 24th we had set off across Forestry Commission. land
towards Tobermory. Corporal Bonner led the first par~y, Signalman Coker the second and Corporal Marsden s~t ?ff m the bus
to re-provision and re-fuel. The Forestry Corruruss1on had asked
us to keep to the paths and not to smoke so. as not to endanger
the trees. This day's route was notable for its absence of paths
and trees of any kind whatsoever. Coker found a s~t of antlers
as the second party set off, which apparently he earned half-_way
round the countryside. That night we .ca1?'1ped near a rumed
cottage and sat round a roaring l?g fire smgmg ourselves hoarse,
after sampling the local bre~ m Tobermory and Salen. We
then decided to have an all-m stew - made by .myself - the
sandwiches which ha tily followed It were very mce.
The next day we set out back towards Craignure, our last
camp site. I led the first party and Sergeant S~arples party B.
Even under my leadership the second lot gamed on us. ,Of
course, we were delayed by a certain Lieutenant .who, haVlilg
been the only one not to get his feet wet during the day,
promptly sat down suddenly on a rock in the rn!ddle of a stre~
and washed his feet with his boots on. The arr was blue with
curse about dead branches that gave way when you lent on
them for support.
The next day we rerurned to Oban and from ther.e set .off
back to Bushfield. The return trip rook 16 hours mcludmg
gearbox trouble on the M6.
When is the next one due, please?
At 05.00 hours 27th we returned to camp? sorted out the
kit and then collapsed until the -:veekend. ~ieutenant Culley
expressed himself well pleased with the trip and worth the
planning after all. For our part the trip was. successf1:1, well
organised, enjoyed by all, and please, when 1s the next one?

Saxony tweed jacket £28.1Os.
Wool cavalry twill uousers
£12.15s.

Moss Bros give you
the credit for
being well dressed
- and make it easy for you to enjoy fine clothes
with their Monthly Subscription Plan.

Moss Bros
Bedford Street, W.C.2
(nearest station Leicester Square)
Lime Street, E.C.3 · and Branches.
And now at Au Bon March~ in Paris

Official tailors to the Royal Signals
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Saili•fl from

~·a,.tuck"t

B•oy to tJu> Lizard -

2,900 miles i

,

.

~

.

~

N a record time of under
Iliams,
26 days Geoffrey Wilfollowing in the
footsteps of Chichester and
Tabberley, won the 1968
TransSingle - Handed
Atlantic Race.
Stepping a bore at Newpon, Rhode Island, Geoffrey
could think of the many
months of preparation and
training that had made his
epic voyage so successful.
His troubles were now over.
Back in England, for five
cadets and three officers of
the Royal Military Academy
Sailing Club, a new cycle of
preparation and training was
already in full swing, for the
R.M.A.S.C. had been entrusted with the task of sailing the winning yacht back
to Falmouth, England.

/

/

;

/

.

18 dar1s

route takes one up the east
coast of Canada, south of
Newfoundland, through the
iceberg area and into the
Gulf stream ocean current.
All went well until Day 3
when the running sail booms
bent and one snapped at the
moment of handing the sails.
The swinging boom was
eventually freed when one
. of the crew climbed up the
main mast with a hammer.
The net result of this unfortunate episode was that
we had no means of running before the wind and
instead would have to 'tack
downwind ' when the wind
was dead astern, in order to
keep the foresails full. As we
experienced following winds
for most of the first two
weeks at sea this meant that
we spent days on end steering just off the gybe in heavy
seas and strong winds calling for 100 % concentration
by the helmsman (we had
removed the self-steering).

DIPLOMATIC WIRELESS SERVICE
FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICE
require

CYPHER OFFICERS
in

LONDON
Sextant readings were taken as soon as the sun appeared

Men and women with recent experience
of cypher work including teleprinters,
can earn up to £1,225 p.a. Promotion
prospects to £1,735 p.a. plus shift attendance allowances.
Application lorms and fur ther details lrom:

THE PERSONNEL OFFICER,
DIPLOMATIC WIRELESS SERVICE,
HANSLOPE PARK,
WOLYERTON, BUCKS.

In the Iceberg area

During the next few days
we sailed into the Grand
Banks and then into the
Iceberg area. The sea was
very cold and the wind
strength increasing. Little
Th e 57 fo ot ketch " Sir Thomas Lipton"
by little the sail profile was
reduced until we reached
Spitfire jib but still the
Hard w o r k a t t h e 1•lnnning stage
anenometer was rising; at 50 knots we presumed that Hurricane
' D olly ' was catching ,up with us and for the next week we
As always with expeditions of this kind, nine/tenths of the
experienced strong winds, driving rain and heavy seas. The
work has to be done in the planni.ng stage. Sponsors had to be
waves continually swept over the decks with some force,
arranged, insurance was required, a cheap means of transpon
swamping the cockpit and overflowing into the cabin below.
to the U.S.A. was vital for moneyless Sandhurst cadets. In
By the time we reached the 1,500 mile mark (half-way) the
adrution the crew had to do a great deal of personal training;
winds had abated and we were even becalmed for one day in
special P.T. was arranged twice a week, and each member had
the warm waters of the Gulf stream. This gave us a chance to
a specific job to do aboard, be it logkeeper and photographer
dry out some of our kit in the weak sun, and relax. As we lay
(my job), raruo operator, ship's doctor, purser or scientist. This
back amongst wet bedding and clothes strewn across the deck
last job may seem a little out of place on board a yacht; it
a ship was spotted on the horizon; it was a large cargo ship
consisted mainly of keeping a log of the sea and air temperatures.
and altered course to investigate a sail in mid Atlantic. With so
The data thus collected proved a valuable aid to navigation as
much kit drying out Sir Thomas Lipton must have looked as if
it confirmed when we were passing into the iceberg area or
a bomb had hit him, but the ship seemed to get the impression
when passing through the warm Gulf stream current.
that we were just another boat load of mad Englishmen and
At last by 2nd August we were ready and boarded a VClO
sailed on towards America.
bound for New York. Within a few hours of landing the crew
Relaxing in our bunks that evening, cooking supper and
had found a home from home at the Playboy Club! We spent
waiting for the wind, it was easy to imagine that for the time
a few days sightseeing before moving nonh to Newpon where
being our troubles were over. Later that night the cooker fuel
•he yacht was benhed. Sir Thomas Lipton is a sleek 57 foot
container exploded, setting the cabin area alight. Luckily a fire
rlermudan ketch; her very low freeboard, clear decks and lack
extinguisher was close at hand and the fire was put out. After
of 'lux~es ' (such as heads-the consequences of which were
the feeling of panic had died down the yacht was inspected
to provide much amusement on the voyage) bore wimess to the
and cleaned; luckily damage was negligible.
fact that the yacht had been built with performance, not comfort, in mind.
T h e P ort u g u es" ;\fen 'o War
It took 10 days of hard work to convert the yacht so that
The wind returned and a few days later we were celebrating
there was. room for eight of us and all our equipment. Howthe 2,000 mile mark with champagne. We had already seen a
e~er, as ume progressed, we were becoming more and more
great deal of sea life. In the Gulf stream we found vast quantities
ru turbed about the progress of Hurricane 'Dolly' moving up
of Portuguese Men o' War, whilst along our route we were
the Atlantic parallel to the U.S.A. coast.
visited daily by porpoises and dolphins. We were surprised
that we only met two sharks, but the most sensational visitors
O n eeur e for Sable Island
were two whales, one passing within 100 yards of the yacht.
On 14th August we left Newport harbour and set a course
A pproac hing Ire land •
for able Island off the coast of Canada. We intended to sail
home via the shortest route, ' The Great Circle ' route. This
As we approached Ireland we encountered steep, confused
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The Corps takes part in the rigours al an Atlantit crossing
This is an account of the
trans-Atlanti expedition in
the yacht ' Sir Thomas
Lipton,' mounted by members of the Royal Military
Academy Sailing Club, and
is written for ' The Wire ' by
Second-Lieutenant A. E.
Truluck, Royal Signals, who
took part.

-

T H E W I R. E , M A Y - J U N E· I 9 6 9

Battling against the wind in heavy cold seas off the Grand Banks of
Newfoundland

Applications are invited from ex-Royal
Signals staff who have held appointment

seas with only average winds. As we came south of Ireland
the wind came ahead and Sir Tom began the long dose-hauled
sail toward Cornwall, giving us some very exhilarating sailing;
we made our landfall on Round Island in the Scilly Islands on
a rruny morning still overcast from the thunderstorms of the
previous night. As Sir Tom left the Scillies and sailed on for
Lands End, Geoffrey Williams flew overhead in a private aircraft. He later said that he was staggered to see how cheerful we
looked-after 18 days at sea he had not expected us to be
talking to one another!
The following morning Geoffrey met us outside Falmouth
to pilot us into harbour. The wind was very light but with the
aid of a friendly R.N. helicopter's downdraft we inched our
way towards land. Many yachts came out to welcome us home
and as we hooked up on moorings a chorus of ships' hooters
were almost drowned by the roar of guns from the Royal
Cornwall Yacht Club. A fitting finale to an exciting voyage.
Our crossing had taken us 2 900 miles from Nantucket Buoy
to Lizard in 18 days 22 hours 6 minutes.
Those taking part were : Skipper: Captain A. N . Carlier, R.E.
(R.M.A.S.); 1st Mate: Captain M . C. L ewin-Harris, R.E. (Boys'
Regiment R.E., D over); 2nd Mate: Captain C. D . C. Logan,
Kings (R.M.A.S.); Crew: Officer Cadet M. C. Breach, J.U .O.
A. R. Manton (now Second-Lieutenant, R.A.), J.U.O. H. H.
McLeod (now Second-Lieutenant, A. & S.H.), S/ Cadet A. J.
Rice (now Second-Lieutenant, R.A.), C.J.U.0. A. E. Truluck
(now Second-Lieutenant, Royal Signals).

as Royal School of Signals Instructor
or Foreman of Signals, for challenging
civilian posts in West African Training
School.
Good) alary, free family passages and
accommodation, eight weeks annual
leave.
Write with personal details to C.C.L.,
65-67 Stephyns Chambers, Bank Court,
Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!
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HQ. 3rd Sign

Grou p (NEARELF),

1 st Div. H .Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 32

B.F.P.O. 53
S.0.-l:S-C. VISITS C'YPH US
3rd ignal Gr up were honoured by a visit of the S.0 .-in-C.
from 22nd Februar y ro 2nd March.
The General was met at icosia Airport by Colonel D . L .
Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E., Co~ander, 3rd Signal Grou~, .an d
Lieutenant D . M. Hetreed, his A.D.C. throughout the visit.
Afcer a day of re t, with a little local sightseeing, General
Anderson first called on 259 Signal Squadron (Radio Reiay).
Due to the scattered nature of the Squadron's detachments,
the O.C. Major G. J. Chitty, could only brief the General
on the quadron' role and deployment and then show him
a election of mi cellaneous detachments.
Tue day morning was spent with 262 Signal Sqaudron,
where the General found two O.C.s in the throes of takeover (Major D. R. Beadon, and Major D. W. Gent).
After walking round the Comcen and talking to the shift
personnel, including the W.R.A.C., the General was whisked
away to the Ace High station at Cape Greco, where he met
W.O.Il (F. of S.) J. Morris, the Station Commander, who
was later to be presented with his Long Service and Good
Conduct medal.
That afternoon the General took a short break from paying
official calls and indulged in a little ' tourism ' by looking
around the old city of Famagusta-a must for any visitor to
Cyprus.
In the evening, the S.0.-in-C. attended a guest night in 9th
Regiment's Officers' Mess and met all the Royal Signals officers
stationed in the Eastern Sovereign Base Area.

SMILES ALL ROUND
The S. 0 .-in-C. talks to Signalman Luckett of 2 Squadron and Major
J V. Harding, the Quartermaster, before a hockey match at 9th
Signal Regiment

Wednesday's programme began with a quarter guard at
9ch Regiment. In command was Sergeant Ross. The rest of
the morning was spent in looking around the Regiment in
the company of the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
A. C. Bate, O.B.E.
In the afternoon the General watched various sporting activities, including a free-fall parachute display (due to high winds
the parachutists were a little off target!). Also included was the
ub Aqua Club, who were busily preparing for the corning
ummer season.
The proverbial ' cuppa ' was then taken at the Harewood
Club, where the R.S.M.'s wife, Mrs. Smith, introduced the
wive~ .
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prJng Js s prung
N contrast to the weather conditions prevailing at the time
. of our ~ast contribution, we .are now basking in warm,
~prmg sunshmc. However, to rcmmd all of the rigours of the
winter .P.ast, we ~d ude a cartoon (which narrowly missed the
last ed1t1on) showmg O.C. 3 Squadron clearing a way to his
I n Tray.

I

'WHAT'S GOING ON UNDER THERE1'
Lance-Corporal Smith of M.T. Troop pops up to find a General on
the other side of the wall at 9th Signal Regiment

The next morning, a ' chopper ', flight to Akrotiri enabled
the General to meet Airfield Troop of 261 Signal Squadron
(Air Support). The intense activity at this station was manifest
when the helicopter was held hovering at the edge of the
main runway whilst an Argosy, a Vulcan and a Canberra took
off in quick succession. After being briefed by the R.A.F.
and paying a quick visit t o 280 Signals Unit at the base of
the peninsular, the G eneral went away with an undoubtedly
clearer picture of the effort needed to support the busy airfield
with its varied operational roles.
A quick trip back to Episkopi enabled General Anderson
to visit 261 Squadron and meet the O.C., Major N. G. Grayson,
and the S.S.M., W.0.11 D. Wheeler. Having talked to the
officers and men of the Squadron, the General then saw the
Royal Signals Troop of 1 King's Own Borderers, plus Lance·
Corporal and Signalman de la Haye, the famous crew of the
G.O.C.'s Rover. The morning was rounded off with lunch
at the Sergeants' Mess, H .Q., NEARELF.

At 261 Sq uadron
Saturday, the 28th, saw the General once again being
' choppered,' this time to H.Q., UNFICYP, where he was met
by the C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. Ranft. After introductions to the Chief of Staff and Deputy Chief of Staff, he
visited the Comcen and met Captain C. J. Rayner, and then
members of 1st Royal Hampshire's Signal Troop. After lunch
in the Officers' Mess, the rest of the day was spent on sightseeing in the K yrenia area.
The final day involved more travelling, calling firstly on the
Airfield Troop of 261 Signal Squadron at R.A.F., Nicosia. The
party then ascended to the rarified atmosphere of the Troodos
Leave Centre, where they met the 0.C., Captain (Q.M.) K. E.
Bailey, Royal Signals.
After a tour of the leave camp, the Troodos and Mount
Olympus detachments were visited, where the S.0.-in-C. met
Lieutenant N. G. Reynolds. Lunch was taken on the mountain and the party came back ' down the run ' later in the
afternoon .
Sunday saw the departure of the S.0.-in-C., after a very
busy week on the island. Returning via El Adcm, he did
not miss an opportunity to drop in on Lieutenant L. G. Fraser
and the members of his Airfield Troop of 261 Squadron.
On reflection, a happy and worthwhile occasion, and it's
nice to know that the General is remaining in the corridors
of power and that the likelihood of a repeat visit is therefore
a distinct possibility.

Ii

Welfare needs Clothing!
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'VERDEN STROLLERS'
Standing :-Lance-Corporal- Mulligan, Signalman Kiernan, Signalman
Joynes , Trooper Croft, Lance-Corporal Appleby, W .0.11 Taskes,
Corporal Stevenson, Corporal West
Sitting :-Sapper Vander Linden, Mrs. West, Mrs. Percival. Absent
on exercise-Signalman Newbold

" Deep and Crisp and Even O.C. 3 Sq uad ron "

The most noteworthy event in the past month has been the
success of the Verden Strollers, our rebel group of thespians.
Their origin, development and success are best described in
their own style, in the following report :

" Well, stroll on!"
On 20th February, 1968, a racey bit of prose, duplicated on
yellow paper, circulated Verden Garrison, calling ill those
dramatically inclined to attend a meeting with a view to forming a club for the purpose of presenting plays in Caithness
Barracks cookhouse. This was very praiseworthy except that
there was already in existence a Verden Theatre Club which
worked in the Study Centre at Sheil Barracks. So when the
G.0.C., th e Colonel ' G.S .' and other such gentlemen accidentally, received these same bits of paper, they immediately began
telephoning the chairman of the Verden Theatre Club, asking
him what he meant by it! This was his first indication that the
threatened ' splinter group ' was actually happening.
And happen it did. Working with the crew who had presented an updated nativity play in the Garrison Church a while
before, Corporal West gathered a team around him and Verden
Strollers were born- a close-knit bunch of theatre people began
working at their art, grafting long hours. By the end of May
the first play was ready and the Regiment gave the warmest of
receptions to ' Mrs. Gibbons' Boys.' The lighting was by a
multitude of 100 watt bulbs, but, with the proceeds, two spotlights and three floodlights were bought.
Henry Livings ' Eh?' would have been the next offering (it
was well into rehearsal and the set was built), but the leading
man clumsily broke his leg, so they scrubbed round that one
and welcomed the holidaying school children in to work up
some sort of show, which turned out to be a review called
'Phydeau.'
The Garrison was, by this time, used to their publicity stunts.
However, printed slips telling everyone that " It's all happening on Monday next," which appeared on notice boards, inside
toilet rolls-in your very own desk drawer even-announced
that the Strollers were about to present another play. It was in
'On Monday Next' that they introduced their technique of
playing whole chunks of the action in the side aisles of the
theatre in the cookhouse. It frightened the audience to death,
but it was different and they liked it.
Then someone threatened to import a variety show or to
organise a camp concert. Well, the Strollers had grown rather
attached to their little stage and they didn't fancy a lot of
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foreigners stomping all over it and presuming to use what was
by then a very workable lighting outfit, so they got a play ready
in the record time of four weeks! It was a beautiful Christmas
comedy, set on a French prison island and called ' M y Three
Angels.'
They then set their sights on the Inter-Services Drama Festival. The play was to have been ' The Knight of the Burning
Pestle/ but whoever heard of Jacobean comedy being played on
anything but an apron stage? Instead they took ' The Lunatic
View,' by David Campton-four shortish plays all about
'Menace.' The adjudicator said "Stupendous!" and gave them
85 %, including 34 out of 35 for acting (which nearly all had
learned with the Strollers). In the final reckoning they were
placed third of fifteen entries. The two Rheindahlen giants,
Ariel Theatre Guild and Rhine Army Theatre Club, with 250odd members each, received 87 % and 86 % respectively and
the three clubs formed a tight bunch three clear points ahead
of the rest of the field . Added to this, the Strollers received
the adjudicator's special award for the production which achieved
the most in adverse conditions.
Now, the Strollers are looking ahead to the corning year
with villainous designs on the gold trophy. A musical, ' Irma
La Douce,' is next and they are going to build that stage apron,
no matter what! That's the Strollers' way of looking at
problems.
Oh yes. One small thing in conclusion: Verden Strollers are
now on the friendliest of terms with Verden Theatre Club.
They may even amalgamate one day, but not yet.

REGULATION PATTERN

ROY AL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Home -12/9 each plu1 1/ 3 po1t
Abroad-11 /6 each plus 1/ 3 po1t
Wall Shields 7' x 6" Royal Slcnals
Pace Stlck1 ...
.. .
...
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
...
Serceantl Walkln1 Canes, Ball, Pear or Thlmble Cap,
Crested. Home
.. .
...
...
...
.. .
...
Abroad ...

37/63/Sl/ -

ERNEST GOODRICH
Special/st In the supply of Miiitary Requisites

44, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY
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3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford CaIDp
n.-lalively sp.-akiu~ a quiet month
T' been a pretty quiet month for the Regiment, relatively
peaking that i . If it had not been for ' B ' Troop and
elements of ' E ' Troop going over to orthern Ireland on a
. 1.A.-type exercise we would have had a month with the
whole Regiment in barracks. However, it's just the lull before
the torrn, for the programme for the rest of the year is thick
with apt names like ' April Shower, ' Replete,' etc., in which we
shall get back to our u ual nomadic existence.

I

oldiers and their pay - a new idea
Which leads us to think of this new idea of paying all
oldiers a much higher rate of pay and then deducting sums
to cover meals, accommodation, electricity, etc. What do you
charge a oldier for a half-share in a bivvy and the privilege of
eating compo? And apart from that what if a group of soldiers
club together to rent a flat near camp and share expenses? It
should not be too difficult for them to find someone willing
to look after the cooking and general chores. Imagination
boggles at the thought of all these brand new barracks remaining empty because the soldiers prefer to live in the town rather
than in the nice custom-built buildings designed for gracious
living. Still maybe the civilians who reckon soldiers are pampered would rent them as luxury flats. Perhaps it's wrong to
look a gift horse in the mouth but long experience leads us to
believe that what the Treasury gives, with a blaze of publicity,
on one hand, it whips away pretty smartish like with the other.
• • • plunging along with a 45in. pace
Those people who have visited or lived in Carter Barracks in
the last couple of years may have seen a tall preoccupied officer
plunging along with a 4Sin. pace. If you think that description
is exaggerated vou don't know Captain John Almonds. He has
been Officer-in-Charge Orienteering for some time now and has
been quietly building up a team of dedicated runners. Corporal
' Chalky ' White was his first recruit, soon followed by Corporal
Drew and Lance-Corporal Sadler. Then Major Anthony Hasell
came to command l Squadron and he and Captain Almonds
eemed to find a lot in common. Both tall, both preoccupied
and both fresh air fiends, Major Hasell became an orienteer.
The last recruit was Lieutenant 'Pedler • Palmer who, straight
from his Q course, and not knowing any better, was co-<>pted
into the team. The result? Well, in January, they won the 3
Division Zone ' A ' competition by a margin of two hours in

FAREWELL!
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. F. Webb, M.B.E., makes his farewell
address to the Regiment

spite of very severe weather, in March they won the 3 Division
competition by a margin of one hour, Captain Almonds and
Corporal Drew being first and third individuals. Sad to relate,
however, they only managed to make seventh place in the
Southern Command championship. The fact that Major Hasell
is resigning his commission and going to Canada to pioneer an
Outward Bound School has absolutely nothing to do with this
setback. We wish Major Hasell the best of good fortune in his
new venture.
Sergeant Glover who, as we mentioned some time ago is
doing very well in the Cookery Competitions, won the Southern
Command Individual Championship and now goes on to the
Army Championship. We hope he comes out trumps again.
The Triangle Club held a grand re-<>pening dance on Tuesday, 1st April. Organised by W.0.1 (F. of S.) Hutley and his
energetic committee the dance was a huge success and more
are promised.
Lieutenant-Colonel Bohannan, our C.O., has been going
round the various Squadrons and Troops having a good dig
into our ways of doing things, and has an anticipatory gleam
in his eye as he briefs us for various forthcoming events.

• • • on the air in 15 minutes

.. . anywhere

Simple controls and setting-up procedure enable the Plessey C50
UHF radio relay station to be fully operational in less than 15
minutes.
The C50 provides 12 channel speech (FD M) or 250 kilobit/sec data
(PCM) on any channel in the 225 to 400 MHz band. Power output is
10W but a -200W power amplifier is available.
Other features which contribute to the effectiveness and versatility of
this relay station-now in service with the British Army after extensive
trials over the toughest terrain-include:

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
l\ 1£ ARCH is here before most of us have had time to note

H'..L its arrival. Yes, 7th Signal Regiment once again reports
a month of hard, but enjoyable and sucessful, work and play.
The Training Officer, Adventure Training Officer, Rugby
Officer and Medical Officer conspired to take most of the
Regiment away from normal work, leaving the few to spend
two, and in most cases three weeks, on exercises.

THE ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONS
The team from 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment which won the Team
Trophy at the 3rd Division Orienteering Championship 1969
(left to right :-Lieutenant Palmer, Lance-Corporal Sadler, Major
Hasell, Captain Almonds, Corporal White, and Corporal Drew
180

Full duplex operation using cross-polarised log periodic aerials.

The real enemy O(tposi:ug us
We had a real enemy opposing us in all of our exercises,
the weather. The snow made getting into and out of locations
difficult, but it did, however, make camouflage ridiculously easy;
any vehicle standing still for more than five minutes was
completely hidden from view. In the closing hours of the
month the snow had turned to rain, the blisters acquired from
snow-clearing have healed and thoughts are turned away from
rugby, hockey and soccer towards cricket, athletics and sailing.
Our hardy canoe team are, at the time of writing, in U.K.,
training for the Westminster to Devizes canoe race. The team
manager/trainer, Captain ' Jock ' Burns flew over for the race
in his own 'plane. What will the pay staff think of that on a
1771?
On Friday, the 21st, we welcomed a party of Officers and
Senior N.C.O.s of the 39th (City of London) Signal Regiment
(V) for a lighming tour of the Regiment and a demonstration
and lectures on the BRUIN system. They crammed an incredible amount into an all-too-short space of time which,
(Con tinued on page 182)

Quick channel selection by 6-crystal turret or synthesiser.
Unit construction to simplify maintenance (fits 19" racks).
Satisfactory communications over circuits with 160 db path losses.
typical of 65 -80 km (40 - 50 mile) paths.

Variations to layout can be made to meet particular operational
requirements. Write for further information to:The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford. Essex,
England. Telephone: 01-478 3040. Telex : 23166 .

PLESSEY Electronics
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:SorC b e>rn Command {;ntc rlng Competition

11th Signal Regilllent
Catterick Camp

(Continued from page 180)

unfortunately, did not give them chance to 'play ' with the
kit. We hope that they enjoyed their weekend as much. as
we enjoyed having them, and we greatly look forward to havmg
them again.
Catering
Sergeant Wall and Lance-Corporal Winters, A.C.C., shared
econd place in the B.A.0.R. table d'honneur competition
for their ' edible sculpture.' Unfortunately, their work was so
good that no one had the heart to eat it.

Hockey
After a very successful season, in which we managed to
get to the 4th Divisional finals, we are hoping for the cup next
year. On the way to the finals, two very hard games were
played against the Royals, both on Maresfield square in
extremely bad conditions. On both occasions, a mammoth
snow-clearing operation had to be undertaken before the
square was playable. We won the second game 2-1. In the
final, our team took a short while to settle down, and during
this time a scrambled goal was let in by an otherwise safe
goalkeeper, W.0.11 ..Digger' Dale. The game was then evenly
balanced for the remainder of the first half. At the start of the
second half we forced the pace, but a breakaway by 4th
Divisional Signal Regiment resulted in another goal. A fine
goal by Sergeant Charlie Thorburn brought the score to 2-1,
the final resll.it.
Rugby
On 4th March the Regimental rugby side set off in two minibuses and a couple of cars to search further afield for good
opposition in preparation for the Army final. This piece of
advenrurous training brought us to Blandford in the early
hours of Wednesday, having scoured the major part of SouthEast England finding the ' best way.' The following day we
had a training session aided with advice from Captain Dai
Rees. In the afternoon we played 30th Regiment and, although
winning comfortably, tragedy struck a few minutes before
the final whistle when Sergeant Alex Kubu, our scrum-half
and skipper for the day, was injured. We all felt that, despite
his amazing ability to recover from injury, this one would keep
him out of the Army final. This proved to be the case, and
our immediate feelings of depression were well justified.
On Friday, 7th March, we travelled to Aldershot to see
our prospective opponents battle it out for the U.K. Championship. We saw a very good game in which the South Wales
Borderers pipped the Welsh Guards by one point. During
the weekend we took part in the Corps trial, and what a delight
it was to see so many players contending for a place in the
Corps side.
Equally delighted we were at the two good wins recorded
the following Monday and Wedesday, against the R.A.F. Signal
Command and R.M.A.S. respectively.
Following the RM.AS. game, we made our way to Dover
to return to station and some final training (this included a
rapid conversion from wing to scrum-half for Lance-Corporal
Joe Cagilaba to replace the injured Sergeant Kubu) prior to the
big game on Wednesday, 9th March. One gleam of light behind the cloud was the return to fitness of Corporal Bert
Taylor, who broke a bone in his wrist in the Divisional final.
The Army final was played at Dusseldorf (the original venue,
Sennelager, was still icebound) under quite good conditions.
Tails were up when we went into the lead after Corporal Chris
Thompson kicked a fine penalty. However, despite all our
efforts, the South Wales Borderers twice crossed our line,
coi;iverting once and also kicking a penalty to beat us by eleven
pomts to three.
Despite the bitter disappointment of failing to get the cup
for the Corps and losing our season's unbeaten record, it was
gratifying, when after the game one of our opponents was
heard to remark " a crowd as cheerful as this lot must be a
good team.
The season is virtually over and we have already lost
stalwarts like Sergeant Larry Cribben, Corporal Rollo Brown
Corporal Chris Thompson, and Corporal Bob Dempsey follow~
oon; but the wounds have been licked, and we look around
and think of next season's chances.

Pass-off P n radc 7 t h 1Unrcb
HE pass-off parade of 3 Troop was taken by LieutenantColonel E. J. H ellier, M.B.E., Commanding Officer 24th
Signal Regiment.
The best recruit of the T roop was Signalman Keith Baker.
Before he joined the Army he was a shop assistant, but he had
also been with the M erchant Navy. He enjoys playing footba ll,
swimming and shows a keen interest in judo. When h e was in
the Air Scouts he was introduced to gliding, which he enjoyed
and hopes that sometime in the future he can have a tour with
th e Army Air Corps. We wish him every success in his future
life.

T

Pass-off Parade - 26tb Marcia
The Inspecting Officer for the pass-off parade of 2 Troop
was Brigadier F. L . Clarkson, M.B.E., Commander Training
Brigade. During the parade the Commanding Officer made a
special award to be presented at the prizegiving ceremony to
Signalman A. B. Mathurin. The award was made for his outstanding turnout on parade, which was considered to be the best
seen for a number of years. Signalman Mathurin comes from
St. Lucia, Jamaica, and bas always been keen on an Army
career which he now obviously enjoys.
After the parade Brigadier
Clarkson presented the Long
Service and Good Conduct
Medal to Sergeant P. Dodgson who serves with the
Royal Signals Band.
The best recruit of No.
2 Troop during their training was Signalman B. D.
Daisey. Before be joined
the Army he was a general
engineer in Chatham. Boxing
is the sport that Signalman
Daisey enjoys most. He was
the Southern Area schoolboy
boxing champion in 1964,
1965, 1966. He has now
started training as a Comcentre Operator and we wish
him success in his career in
Best Recru it 2 Troop-Signalman B. D .
the Corps.
Daisey

Cnltybrnggan
Once more Cultybraggan has been visited by O.R. 1 Troop
for a toughening-up fortnight. The Troop were introduced to
the arts of rock climbing on this visit. The reports of the visit
were lengthy, but it appears that Sergeant Smith not only
taught rock climbing, but managed to get the Troop to demand
more as they enjoyed the sport.
As usual they set off into the highlands on their marching
exercises, but this time it was declared pleasant due to the
warm weather conditions. The Troop also had a couple of
orienteering competitions in the mountains; a few members,
after failing to find the markers, were convinced that the mountain inhabitants had moved them. However the Troop enjoyed
being out of barracks and are looking forward to future
exercises.
Visits
On 27th March the Regiment was visited by a party from
Rai:isden Technical College who were studying the Army as a
pro1ect.
They were shown all aspects of training and ate in the
dining hall. A copy of their project report shows that they
found that the Army was different to their expectations, the
standards were higher and there was no senseless bull and
petty discipline to hinder the recruit in his training.
On the same day Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. Baldwin, C.0.
designate of 13th Regiment, visited us to see our training
methods.

After winning the district competition this Regiment's catering
staff has now won the Command competition and Sergeant
Morton was the runner-up in the individual section. The team
now go on to the Army finals in Aldershot. We wish them good
luck.
.Juck ~on

tro1•hy

Once again the D epot Squadron started as firm favourites for
the Regiment's seven-a-side competition. With a team trained
by Captain W. A. Barnes they intended to win it for the third
time running. The competition took place on a warm sunny
afternoon and some exciting, if at times unorthodox, rugby was
played. After eliminating all the other teams 2 Squadron and
In tructional Wing reached the final. With some very fast, open
rugby, both teams played to the final whistle without scoring
tho e decisive points. It was decided to go on to a 'sudden
death · extra time play; it took six minutes of even more furious
rugby before Instructional Wing broke through to score and win
the trophy. The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel C. O.
Bound, presented the trophy to a jubilant Instructional Wing.
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L.uxury Saloon Coaches

.\rrivals and departures
We welcome W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) B. J. Styles and Corporal
Hails, who have recently joined us, and say goodbye to Staff
Sergeant Lear, Staff Sergeant Barnett, Sergeant Costello and
Sergeant Clark, who have recently left us.
Though he hasn't left us, we wish " Bon voyage " to
L ieutenant Chris Grant who is off on expedition to North Peary
Land. T he aim of the expedition, we have been informed, is
to find out where it really is.

Availablejor Military
units at short notice
TBLBPHONB: lllCHMOND 3348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

lVanted
The following request has been received from Instructional
Wing:
Would any Senior N.C.O. of the Corps who has attended one
of the following Royal Sig~als Staff Sergeants' courses, please
lend their copy of the course photographs for reproduction
purposes.
The Instructional Wing now has a photograph gallery of
students, and shown below are the only missing copies. Please
help.
Royal Signals Staff Sergeants' courses No. 3, No. 5, No. 6,
No. 7, No. 8. No. 13. Photographs should be sent to O.C.
I Wing, 11th Regiment.

UK or European posting?

~tep off the plane and

into a new car !
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Sueee s story
ANVASSING around the Regiment for items of interest for
these notes produced a flood of ' ifs ' and ' buts ' from our
C
sporting enthusiasts, and it looked as if it would be necessary
to use some of these stories if we were going to get into print.
However, we then found that we had a neglected success story
in the Reg~ment-work .
It all started at the end of last year, when 0.C. Training Wing
Major S. F. Dunkley and W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Leitch submitted
plans for a six-week Pre Y. of S. Entrance Examination Course.
These olans were accepted and the instructors, attached to the
Training Wing from Squadrons of the Regiment, amid cries of
" Empire builders," prepared the programmes.
On 6th January 18 students from Units in B.A.0.R. assembled
and set to work. Both student and instructors worked very hard
indeed-starting at 08.00 hours, they worked until 20.00 hour
most evenings. But the results, recently publi hed, proved that
it was all worth while for, of the 18 student 11, including the
five students from the Regiment, Sergeants Copeman, Donaldson, Scott, Watson and Wraith, passed. An excellent result
considering that there were only 15 passes world wide. A special
mention must be made of the very hard work of the three
instructors, Yeomen W.Os.II Leitch, Glenville and Staff
Sergeant Graham - well done.
THE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1969
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PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE

Send now for FREE Information Pack
Forces discount p ices Free transporter delivery Special forces
H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All paperwork
completed for you •Last minute orders no problem
Order your new car before you leave. When you get back it wi ll be ready and waiilng
for you at the airport-fully insured. with all the paperwork completud for the U.K..
Europe, or both. Tho Information Pac k gives you the full gen : forces discounts, special
H.P. terms. the lot. , •. Plus • sbcaf of colour brochures of all the latest
models to browse through at leisure. There's no obhgation whatever. You ca

weigh every thing up, taka you r tlmo chooslng-ond take deltvery wher evM you land.
W.IS

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

Vauxhall • Hillman •

Singer ,

Sunbeam • Humber •

NATOCARS

14th Signal Regiment
Worcester
An unusual oecnrronco
HERE it was, happily sitting
on the MT Square (at the
top end as we now know), minding
its own business and causing no
one any harm. Then, during one
of those eerie, quiet spells, when
there is no one about, it started
to move. Imperceptibly, it seems,
for neither the petrol point nor the
uard room saw it pass. Nevertheles~. it gathered momentum and
finally arrived outside the window
of S.S.M. Waterworth, who, having
no camera handy, dutifully recorded the incident with pen and
brush.

ese

T

rou

Flaps Abroad •• •
If there is one thing that service
in the Strategic Reserve will do, it
is to improve your geography.
When the Anguilla affair developed
in the middle of March, the only
people we could find who professed
a knowledge of its whereabouts
were a few dedicated stamp collectors, and a gentleman with an
expensive complexion, who subsequently admitted he was confusing it with the place that pink
stuff comes from that you put in
gin (in fact he was not at all fa r
out).
It was hardly surprising, therefore, that when Second-Lieutenant
Ambrose finally got away with his
' squad ' (as our local paper called
them), it was some time before we
could get confirmation that they had got further than Devizes (or
was it Fairfield or Brize Norton), and even longer before
we found out just what they were up to. Even now, all we
know is that they are on Anguilla, and Gudging from their
demands) are doing the job they were sent out to do.

a.n

• • • and at homo
When the 1,265 foot television mast at Emley Moor collapsed in the middle of March, the B.B.C. were in a spot.

Choosing the· right insurance
scheme. We' ll advise you on all
forms of insurance , including life,
personal effects, household and
motor p olicies. It's especially important that your possessions are
insured when you're posted overs,.. as.

Settling your bills. Have you
ever forgotten a payment? It need
neve r happen again. We'll take
care of all your regular m~mey
commitments, such as subscriptions, insurance premiums and
hire purchase instalments.

Making your money work best

· The man to contact is
Mr. D. P. Gardiner, who is specially
concerned with liaison between
H. M. Forces and the Bank. Write
to him, using the coupon and
he'll send you full details of all our
services to the Services.

for you. You need to make the
most of your spare cash. And we' ll
help you - with advice on the right
form of saving, such as National
Saving Certificates, Unit Trusts and
stocks and shares.

For although they shared the original, its temporary successor
would not be able to take the full load, and their rivals would
be back in business first. Situated as we are, half-way between the Archers and Percy Thrower, who more natural
to call upon than the loyal 14th Regiment. However, while
Installation Troop were still working out the financial implications of a licence-free year, or some such reward, the deal fell
through. For, as any duty officer could have told them-" Many
are called, but few are chosen."
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To.Mr. D. P. Gardiner, T.D., Services
Liaison Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited,
Cox's and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall,
London, S.W.l.
Plea~e send me full details of al! your
services.
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18th S ignal Regiment
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPO RE
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Lloyds Bank helps you to plan
18'4

PIN
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The Annual Inspectio n
HIS year's annual inspection was probably the most
thorough in the history of the Regiment, with a programme spread over a whole week. Colonel C. E. T onry,
0.B.E., C.R. Signals, Singapore, the inspecting officer, spent
the best part of three days inspecting every part of the Tanglin
Comcen Complex, Princess Mary and Meiktila Barracks. He's
now seen more of the Regiment than any other single person,
apart from the C.O., Q.M. (Gen.) and the R.S.M.! We are
glad to report that no skeletons were uncovered.
To enliven the proceedings a ceremonial parade was held
at Princess Mary Barracks on 8th March, at which M ajorGeneral M. S. Hancock, M.B.E., Chief of Staff, FARELF, took
the salute. During the inspection he met several Malay
other ranks who had served with him when he commanded the
Signal Training Centre, FARELF in 1955/56. W.0 .11

T
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(O.R.Q.M.S.) Fairhurst, who has now left us for B.A.0.R.,
was presented with bis Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal during the parade, which was followed by suitable
thirst-quenching operations in the Officers', Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Messes and the Princess Mary Club.
Major -General D. N . H. T yacke, O.B.E., G.0.C., Singapore
District, came to watch the other highlight in the programme-the inter-Squadron assault course competition on the hot, wet
tropical morning of 12th March. Each Squadron entered two
teams of ten, including an officer or warrant officer and a
senior rank. These stalwarts hurled themselves round a testing course carrying a heavy tyre to finish by firing SMGs in
respirators. Lieutenant Gardiner's team (H.Q. Squadron) completed the course in the breakneck speed of 2min. 54.Ssec.;
the slowest time recorded being 5min. 34.5sec. H.Q. Squadron's second team, led by L ieutenant Young, gained the second
best time of 3min. 31.Ssec. Lieutenant Gadd's team (2 Squadron) scored the highest points on the shooting, but unfortunately
their time for the course was not good enough to threaten
H.Q. Squadron, who deservedly received a crate of beer, a
crate of lemonade and the trophy from the General.
(Co ntinued overleaf)
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to get their applications in as early as possible, since the demand is bound to be heavy.
N.B .-All applications should state whether or not they
are able to provide their own bats,. baseball (heavy), as thes~
are in short supply, and new stoci<s are not expected until
later this year.
.
.
.
Taking things more seriously (and h~vin~ filled a few. lm~s)
perhaps I ought to get on with the 1ob m hand, which ts,
after all to inform the rest of the WIRE readers what happened
in this ',neck o' the woods ' during March.
This month we have run our 27th Military Proficiency Course,
our 10th Driver upgrading course, met two new deputy commanders Air Vice-Marshal J. A. C. Aiken, C.B. (Deputy Commander,' RAFG) and Colonel D. A. Gilchrist (Depu.ty Commander, Rhine Area) been ' alerted' for a day, and mspected
by ' IRIS '-(the R.A.F . Inspectorate of Radio and Instrument
Services-all this in addition to our normal day-to-day work.
OFFICERS'

TRAINING

DAY-

with a. difference

IT'S A GREAT LAUGH THIS!
Lieutenant-Colonel Clayden, G.S.0. I Singapore seems, as highly
delighted as the recipient of the District Road Walking Trophy
Lieutenant Gardiner

The Regiment also won the Singapore District Road Walking
Championships- Lieutenant Gardiner gaining first place and
Signalman Palany coming fourth.

Salling

VICTORY'S SPOILS ARE ALWAYS SWEET-IN THIS CASE A CRATE OF BEER AND A CRATE OF LEMONADE
Lieutenant Gardiner's H.Q. Squadron team of 18 Regiment which won the inter-squadron assault course. On a hot , wet tropical morning they
hurled themselves round a testing course carrying a very heavy tyre and finished in the record time of 2 minutes 54.8 seconds

(Continued from page 185)

IT'S TOUGH AT THE TOP!
Lance-Corporal Beh negotiates a very heavy tyre over the scramble
net in the fiercely contested inter-squadron assault course
186

Football
The football season got off to a good start with the Regimental Inter-Troop Knockout Competition, which culminated
in the final of the Anderson Cup at the Dover Road Stadium
on the evening of 6th March. This proved to be as hard
fought a battle as last year, and Comcen Troop (1 Squadron)
had to play very hard to beat Radio Troop/X Wing (3 Squadr~n) by two goals to nil. The standard of play was remarkably
high.
The game was preceded by the final of the Plate Competition,
run between the losers of the first round of the knockout.
This also proved to be a game well worth watching, with the
decision in doubt until near the last minute. Island Troop (2
Squadron) beat Base Troop (1 Squadron) by two goals to nil.
The Regiment and 249 Squadron are again fielding three
elevens. Major Canham is now Regimental Football Officer
and has high hopes for the season. With the Regimental teams
playing twice a week, and a healthy inter-Troop league in
full swing, there are no footballers short of a game in the
Dover Road.
C:ross-country and road walk.lug
The Regiment provided three of the runners in the Army
team entered for the Singapore National Cross-Country
Championships. The team came second with L.A.C. Khan
(ope of our Singhalese trainees in 3 Squadron) gaining second,
Signalman Palany (H.Q. Squadron) 20th, and Lieutenant
Gardiner (H .Q. Squadron) 24th, out of a field of 120.

The difference being that they were not our officers, but
visitors from the 1 Fernmelderegiment 33, stationed in nearby
Goch. The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Ostermaier and twelve of his officers spent the morning of 13th
March with us at Laarbruch, during which, after an introductory talk by Lieutenant-Colonel N. A. Butler, they were
shown over the Regiment to give them an idea of Air Formation Signals' task on an airfield.
. .
The visit was concluded by a v1s1t to the .22 range and
Phoenix Theatre, both built by the Regiment, and drinks and
lunch in the Officers' Mess afterwards.
Our photograph shows two Ge"I?an officers ' having a
go' in the indoor range, watched by Lieutenant-Colonel N. A.
Butler, Major E. P. Hughes and Corporal Jaques.
.
This hospitality was repaid when four officers of the Regiment attended a dinner night in the German mess on 26th
March. ·

Brigand has done well in this year's regatta season, both
round the buoys and in the passage races. S~e has achieved
this with different crews on nearly every occasion. She had a
convincing win in the Republic of Si!1gapore/Army Yacht C~ub
Regatta Handicap (helmed by Ma1or Barker), even staymg
ahead of three Dragons (which gave her a ha~dicap of 20 .Per
cent) for 40 minutes. She gained second place m the Handicap
Passage Race from R.A.F. Seletar to the Naval Base (helm,
Major Fowke) and first place in the Handicap Passage Race
from Jurong to Changi (helm, Lieutenant-~olonel Anderson).
The Regiment was strongly represented m the Army Team
competing in the Inter-Services Team Races, held here from
4th tb 6th March. The team failed to hold off the strong Na':'al
challenge but beat the R.A.F. Our representatives were Ma1or
Barker (bosun), crewed by A.S.M. Go~ing-Williams, one tiJ?e
Warrant Officer in charge of the Regimental L.A.D., Ma1or
Bird and Major Edinger (GP14), and Lieutenant MaeCulloch
(Firefly), crewed by Brigadier Ross.
tt And another one bites the dust "
Another unit has died, but, unlike the unfortunate Air '.froop
of 249 Signal Squadron, which is mentioned ~lsewhere 1:° t!lls
edition, the subject of this paragraph has risen phoerux:like
from the ashes. 612 Signal Troop (C. & E.) faded qwetly
away on 21st February, and has been replaced 1?Y the FA~F
Distribution Agency-alias Z Troop, 18th Signal Re1pment.
The change has resulted in the transfer of the equipment
detachment at 3 BOD to 2 Squadron, but Captain Seymour,
staggering under the mass of paper work created by the changeover and the theatre run-down, says " it's business as usual,
same place, same times."
•••
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AVING arrived in the unit only recently, and being at the

present time rather spare, it goes without saying that I
H
should 'volunteer' for the two most important jobs available. The
writing of WIRE notes and the post of 'M.C.O.' For the uninitiated, 'M.C.O. ' stands for Mole Control Officer, a. post
that is a must for the advancement of every young Roy~! S1grials
officer's career. So far, no courses are available on the sub1c:ct,
but it ~s hoped that we will be able in a few .mont~s to give
basic instruction in 'MOLCON,' and would advise all mterested

GERMAN OFFICERS 'HAVE A GO ' ON THE .12 RANGE
A party of German Officers were the guests of list Regiment and
some of them tried out their prowess on the shooting range,
watched by Lieutenant-Colonel N. A. Butler, Major E. P. Hughes
and Corporal Jaques

New au·rh•als
We welcome the arrival of Captain (T.O.T.) Dennis Bowden
(from Federation of Malaysia Signals).
Captain Rodney Dorrell (from 14 TE Cour e, School of
Signal).
.
d
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) N. Murray (from 6th Brigade, Barnar
Castle) and W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) 'Dutchy' Holland (from 7th
Regim~t) and wish. them the b.est of luck and hope that they
enjoy their tour with the Regunent.
Horner Tro1•hy
The Horner Trophy, which is the Regimental prize for
187
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Staff Sergeant Freeston and his family leav_e shortly to join
Gurkha Signals; Mrs. Freeston's departure 1s a blow to the
w ·ves' Club fo r she has been a most loyal and valuable
~ttee diember. The committee had only recently lost
co other long-serving member in Mrs. Timmins, who left a few
~eeks ago on Sergeant Timmins'. posting to Berlin. Our sports
teams, too, will need so!'11e reinforcements next season for
several stalwarts have left m recent w~cks: Corporal Young_and
s· a]man Alleyne at home equally m the rugger and cricket
t::::is, Corporal B~ard, the Regimental soccer goalkeeper and
opening bowler, to_ name only three. To ::}! those who,,have
been posted away m recent weeks. we say . Bo.n voyage, and
hope that our path will cross agam sometime m the future.

Inter-Troop even-a-Side Rugby, was w<_>n for the fourth s~c
ce ive year by L' Troop (Laarbruch) who beat a compo 1te
2 quadron (Wildenrath) side. Due to the Jack of r ugby players
in the Regiment in gen ral and in 2 Squadron in particular,
' L ' Troop had a very decisive victory.
To reach the final, ' L ' Troop beat ' H ' T roop and M.T.
Troop, by far the hardest match being the latter. In fact this
match-the emi-final- went into a period of ' sudden death '
ext111 time, and wa won with a try scored by Signalman Neal.
The team wa captained throughout by Sergeant Goss.
Farew«>ll and Hail?
On the evening of 21st March, R.SM. ' Terry ' Cantle was
dined out of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. The
evening was a highly- ucce sful one, and after dinner two of
the guests, Group Captain R. B. Roache (Station Commander)
and Lieutenant-Colonel N. A. Butler, our own Commanding
Officer, paid their tributes to 'Taff' Cantle in summing up
his excellent record of service in all spheres within the Regiment and the station.
When the time came for R.SM. Cantle to leave, he was
led to his waiting ' coach,' a cunningly-contrived vehicle comprising a bomb trailer, chairs EPA, and many drapes.
With the help of 20 or so of his fellow S.N.C.0.s, he was
propelled round the mess at a fairly high rate of knots and
finally launched through the main doors, clearing the steps and
disappearing into the night-if not in a cloud of smoke, then
certainly with a hardy ' high-yo ' etc. (He was next seen limping into RH.Q. the following morning).
We would like to take this opportunity of congratulating
R.SM. Cantle on his very well-deserved success of passing
a commissioning board and we look forward to having him
back with us very shortly.

Festival pla~21 st Signal Regiment was also mainly responsible for the
production of R.A.F. Laarbruch's entry for the B.A.0.R.
Drama Festival, which was presented in the Phoenix Theatre,
Laarbruch, from 17th to 21st March. The play, a Victorian
thriller called 'Ladies in Retirement,' had three principal parts
filled by the wives of Major Welton, Captain Timson and
F. of S. Johnson. It was produced and directed by Major Leif
Welton, and backstage work and lighting were managed by
W.O.II Dennis Mawson and F. of S. Johnson respectively.
The production was adjudicated by Miss Jane Phillipson,
member of the British Drama League, but as yet we have not
received the final result.
Congratulations
Our congratulations go to Major (T.O.T.) John Harwood.
who came 10th in the Lord Trenchard Services' Trophy on
the Cresta Run with a time that was less than six seconds
behind the winner, and this with the hindrance of an injured
ankle sustained during the competition, although not while
competing. Well done!

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O 16
Rapier Thrust U, Ill, IV
ARCH was a month of routine training in the Regiment,
a month of transition between individual training, maintenance and inspections in the winter, and full-scale exercises
during the summer. Most detachments have new crew members;
the winter has seen the rebuild of some of our vehicles, and
many new ideas have been discussed, so there was much to be
tried and tested, and the month was spent in a series of short,
harp, Regimental exercises. These were of benefit to everyone; old hands discovered just how rusty they had become,
and the newcomers now know what it is all about. There was
only one snag, the snowdrops of late February were deceptive
for spring had not arrived. On the contrary, the weather remained bitterly cold, and as two of our Squadrons set:k the
h.ills and high places (rather like the prophets of old) conditions were far from easy, and our drivers developed skills which
would have stood Monte Carlo rally drivers in good stead. The
photograph was taken at Comcen Uniform on the Teutobergerwald on 'Rapier Thrust II,' and gives some idea of the
conditions.

M

28th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 35
Into S1•ring
INCE our last notes were published, we have complet~d
a very full winter training_schedule and our first series
of spring exercises. As is u~ua~ m NO~THAG, the first exercise- Exercise ' F ransystem - 1s held m our barr~cks, where
representatives of all the NORTHAG Corps, Be!g1u!11> Dut~h,
German and British, plus NO~THA<! co~urucauons uruts,
display their equipments, expla!n ~heir p~ticular methods of
king and practice commurucations drills and procedures.
~~ value of having this concentrated ' get:tog~ther ' was fully
endorsed by a higher standar_d of ,comm~rucations on ~e two
main exercises, ' Northern Signal and Front Centre .. The
latter, being a full AFCENT exercise, produced the highest
circuit availability figu res ever recorded.

S

A clutch of electrician drivers of 22nd Signal Regiment enjoying the

'spring weather' at Comcen Uniform on the Teutobergerwald .
Smiling, from left to right, are : Lance-Corporal Burnett, Sergeant
Barber, Signalman Thornton and W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Arnold

Catering success
Once again the Regimental team of cooks did well in the
annual Corps Troops Catering Competition. For the last two
years our team had won this competition, and this year Staff
Sergeant Gomm is to be congratulated in gaining second place
with a new team, not one of whom had previous experience
of competition cooking. It is too easy to take things for granted
when one becomes used to them and it is good to be reminded
that our cooks are indeed experts in their trade. In the individual competition Corporal Dau was beaten into second place
by half a mark-217 marks to 217! -and one cannot get much
closer than that!

EX FRAN SKI 1969
Lance-Corporal Wood, Signalman Mackay, Lance-Corporal Raven,
Signalman Locke with their Ski-ing Instructor

Invitation shooting-• The Schutzenschnur
Another event in which members of £!1e Regiment are invited to partake is the German Bam~hon a~ual ~hoot (a
cross between Bisley and range classificatmn) . P;Us ma1or event
has during the past two years, included 1Ddiv1dual members
of iliis unit. All those who have shot have more than held
their own whilst three-R.Q.M.S. Hammond-Haley, Sergeants
Walker a~d Nicholson, have been awarded the Schutz~nschnur
Bronze Plakette, as marksmen, third class. The award 1s always
made at a special ceremony (see photo).

Time flies
It is hard to believe that it is two years ~ince LieutenantColonel Skelly came to command the Regiment. ~ow~ver,
careful reflection over the achievements and ~ny highlights
over this period soon puts time into perspecuve .. He leaves
to rake up a staff appointment in C~AG, and ht~ departure
sees two of his main aids-Captam Graham . (AdJutant) and
W.O.I (R.S.M.) Hadfi~ld, leaving at the same ti~e. The latter,
on commissioning, will be posted to 8th Regunent.
Der Dunkel Grunwald Ordnw1.g
Our German sister battalion, 71 Fernmelde Bat?1lio!l, have
their own ' Ordnung,' an order, the symbol of w~1ch is worn
on the shoulders of field combat dress. The. order is very exclusive, even within the battalion. The full a~ms. and charter are
not disclosed to outsiders, but membership 1s _dep~ndant on
some outstanding act in the cause of NATO solidarity. There
are Belgian, Dutch, British ~d ~rman members, and to be
asked to become a member 1s considered t_o be a great honour
and privilege-even their own CommandlD~ Officer was not
· v·ted
until he had commanded the battalion for well over
1
~n ear Our current Commanding Officer, Lieuten~t-Colonel
T y N · Skelly has been a member now for over six month~,
a~d ~here are only two currently serving members of this
Regiment who are members of the order, they are R.QM.S.
Hammond-Haley and Sergeant Greatorex.

Sport '
The weather has played havoc with fixture lists but the
hockey, soccer and rugger teams have managed to take the field
occasionally. The soccer tea m has had fair success, but the
hockey team seem to have a jinx on their performances. With
several very talented players, among them Captain Boyle,
Q.M.S.I. Carpenter and Corporal Jasser, all of Corps or Command standard, the team could reasonably expect to notch
some good wins. Alas, though they often have had the best of
the mid-field play, they have lacked a goal-scorer and so they
have usually come off the field wondering just how they managed
to lose! The rugger club has received a modest success by
winning the ' Plate ' in the ' Concordia ' Sevens.
Arrivals and de1•artures
It is always sad when a good friend leaves and all the more
so when several leave together. On 1st April 11 Engineer
Brigade disbanded, eighteen years to the day after it was first
formed. The Signal Troop was one of those affiliated to this
Regiment and so with its disbandment we have lost direct contact with many old friends. Happily, not with all of them, for
Records have thoughtfully posted one or two of them to us,
notably, Foreman of Signals Pearson and Sergeant Cheyne.
Captain Fulton and Second-Lieutenants Winstanley and Howshall have joined from England (just in time for the exercise
season!) and other recent arrivals include W.O.II Andrews from
U.K., Staff Sergeant Pfeiffer from FARELF whom we congratulate on his promotion, Corporal Rollings, Corporal Nelson
and Lance-Corporal Cavanagh.
We welcome them all and hope they find their stay with
the Regiment interesting and enjoyable. Of course, we cannot
welcome newcomers without saying goodbye to some old hands.
Captain Grundy is packing his kit for Hong Kong, lucky chap,
and W.O.II LeQuesne (another well-deserved promotion) is
about to exchange the snow of Lippstadt for the sun of the Gulf.

sixty soldiers (in three separate parties) spent two weeks' training and ski-ing in the. ~umau/<?ber~ergau area. We have
high hopes of doing smular trammg ID 1970.

THE BUDGET AND SCHEME INVESTMENT
THE SCHUTZENSCHNUR PLAKETIE (BRONZE)
Sergeant Nicholson of 28th Regiment receiving the Schuuenschnur
Plakette (Bronze). Other winners were R.Q.M .S. HammondHaley and Sergeant Walker

Ski-log
.
In addition to the normal Silberhutte trai~ing, we have J1;1St
completed a most enjoyable and val1l:3ble se~es of ~ourses with
a German Mountain Signal Battalion stauone~ ID ~urnau,
Bavaria. The battalion was most helpf~ and fnenc;Uy m Pf.0 . viding accommodation, equipment, feedmg, and high qua 1
instructors of international standard. In all, three officers an

a

The 1969 Budget attacks direct tax . av?~dnnce BUT
not invesanent entirely free of tax liability.
Very fa·;ourable opporr~nities . still _exist _for both
tax free income,_ a°:d ~ap1tal. ga10, with e, ·ate duty
mitigation from mstiruttonal mve tment.
Particulars available in strict confidence, with
confidential obligation only, from :
Lt.-Colonel F. Ashton Johnson,
T.D., F.S.V.A., F.A.I.B., R.A.. <retire~>-.

Students Funds (Combined Services) Lumted,
Ramridge, Weyhill, Andover, Hampshire.
Tel phQn WeyhUl 558.
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Reports "from the"·outposts
pring Cruise aboard H.M.S. PellrlPss

At Lagos we show the flag in
support of the Prime Minister
And 621 Signal Troop get ready

for all eventualities
GIBRALTAR, Sardinia, Italy, Cyprus, Malta and Tigeria.
We have not only come to know these countries but
come to know them well sin_ce_ l,5th January, when we ~ailed
from Plymouth to b~ome Bmam s first comribution co ATO
as pare of a new p~licy of maintaining an almost all-the-yearro~d P!esence of e!ther an assault ship, carrier or Commando
earner m the Mediterranean.
For a longer period than ever beThis story is by fore, we were destined to have a
force in excess of 350 embarked with
Yeoman of
us. This, in order to exercise the
Signals
ship's ability over long periods to
Sl!~tain this force in reasonable ~on
G. E. Rawlins,
din_o~s on board and to provide the
621 Signal
log1 ncs over an extended period
Troop (LPD),
ashore. .Both Feadess and the emH.lU.S. Fearless
barked forces concerned survived the
ordeal admirably.
For anyone ~ho has ne_ver served on an LPD (Landing
~latform ~ock) I{. may be mteresting to note that 10-14 days
is the maximum nrne we_ spend in any one country. When in
bour, every other day is almost invariably a make-and-mend
~pons afternoon) when all and sundry get ashore buyin
gifts and generally enjoying themselves. It is also of interes~
to n~~e that comp_lete days off are given for ship's company
to V1Slt places of interest, museums, art galleries, etc. These
are usually free of charge, and some people have, on occasion
been lucky enough to spend three or four days on thes~
ventures.
har(

Signal Treop get among the bikini-strewn swispots
;;ms _trips thdin~ _Ship . ~igna! Troop was able to get people
as ore m. ar .1a, ski-mg m the Alps during our visit to
Genoa, s1ghtseemg along the Riviera Santa Ma
h.
Rapallo
'
rgar 1ta,
.
, Ponofino, .t o name a few bikini-strewn
sunspots.
It is i:umoured that if I~ly has many more visits from British
"'.arships, a few O?Ore ymeyards may well be needed. Two
P~ts of &<?<Xi quality wme at 4s. certainly whets the appetite
a
sometunes dulls the memory.
A very_ wa:m. wel~me from the Sovereign Base in Dhekelia
I ~k Jt is fitung to mention 262 Signal Squadron wh~
mu
mo~i; than necessary to make us all ve wel~me
R.A.F. Akrotm, R.A.F. Episkopi, 9th Signal R'igiment t~
name but a few of the units which welcomed us Tha ks'
lot to them all.
·
n
a
An experience, indeed, was the carnival in Limas l
·
w~ddlwere ffortunate enough to fall (almost literaUy)soi~t~hd;~
rm
eo.

ili11

CemmunJcatorially put through our pace • • •
The ship'sh O.R.I. (Operational Readiness Inspection) the
neare t we ave to a prese t d
d · ·
·
'
ha. mihamdstrauve inspection,
took place whilst off Cyprus n
·
e s 1P
to be ready and

T;Y

s

prepared to carry _out any evolution considered by F O C.A
(Flag Officer c;:arners and Amphibious Ships) to be ~e~ess~
to test the sh.1p's operational ability. We were bombed and
shot-up (exercise only) and communicatorially put through our
paces. We hope we came through OK
And
Malta, G.C.
· · · · ·
so on to
tl In Malta, a 14-day s~lf-ma!ntenance period before what we
10ught would be a quick trip to Gib and back to U.K. for
Easter leave. However, more about that in a minute Whilst
on the George Cross Island, we managed to land six men
~r 14 days_ to 234 Signal Squadron to attend an MPC III-II
oCse ~h1ch they all passed with flying colours. Our thanks
to aptam Rowland, Sergean~ Zamma~ and all their instructors.
Thanks also to ~.Q.M.S. Srruth for his hospitality to the R M
and ('umY Seruors-:-an extremely alcoholic era. Serge.ant
Charlie Hay lent us his Land _Rovers and radios, which enabled
~ to carry out a round-the-island exercise with some of the
roops and some of the R.N. operators.
M ~nee agsm under highly-classified orders, we set sail from
~ ta o~ a~day, 15th March, for Gibraltar and who knows
w ere.
gwlla and Lagos were a couple of good buzzes
~e ~atter proved correct, and on the 18th we left Gib fo~
N1i;:ena, y.r~ere we were to show the flag in support of the
P!rmBe. Mf 1mster (~~o. is. now like one of the ship's company) in
h is 1a ran war 1rut1at1ve.
. Paint brushes ' ~t th_e high port ' again, and the ship was
unmac~a~e on a:nval m 90-degree Lagos on the 26th Aft
m~ch. liaison with the British High Commission a~d ~!
N1genan Government, we were ready early Thursday for
whatever.
0

In Lagos we were treated splentlidly
It is. i_nteresting t~ note how welcome we were made by both
the Bnnsh commun~ty and the Nigerians themselves. We were
all tr~ated so splendidly-:--ane vast round of swimming, coun _
clubbing and other
The Troop were workrr;;g
a thr ee-allhour watch (qwte rigorous) routine for the visit but
near1y
managed to get ashore.
'
~n CO~J?letion of his talks with Major-General Gowan the
j{~e ~b:t7r left for Ethiopia and further talks with Em;eror
ai e
e s1e 3:nd what we aU hope will be a peaceful and
?onourable solunon to what we have come to learn in N·g
1 ·
is a very delicate situation.
'
ena,

rela~ng ~asrimes.

And so, at the ti_me of writing, we are on our way to Sierra
(to _post ~his), Plymouth, and a delayed Easter leave
'
e ore settmg sail to the Far East in June.
Incidentally, if any Corps body should require ad'llice on
clnference, arrangements _with limized space available then
p ease .;fon l feel shy, wnte c/o B.F.P.O. Ships Tak~ note
·
'
I ntrep1.,.

~er°ne

Cli.mbing in the High. Atlas Mountains

A North African At/venture Story
WHEN ~~ptain Burns first commenced the planning of an
Mpediu?n to North Africa and, more particularly the
A
t1as
ountams, he did . S? in the hope that it would be
classed _as adven~urous trammg and merit assistance from the
~~Pd~~d~~ Service fund.. ~hen he learnt this was not to be
to go ahead with 1t anyway, and take privilege leave
d
to o so. One~ this decision was made, a call for volunteers
went out and Signalman Philip Williams jumped at the chance.

\Vith hearts full of mlventure, we s1>,t ont • • •
So it was, with rucksacks overAs told by Signalman flowing with kit and hearts full of
adventure, that Captain Burns and
Philip J. Williams,
I set out for North Africa on 27th
July, 1968, with a one-way ticket in
of 2 Squadron,
our hands and some vague ideas in
our heads about hitching the return
7th Signal Regiment
ride home when the time came. We
arr ived in Algiers in the dusk after a most uncomfortable
air passage and ~ecided to commence the journey to Casablanca the following morning when it was light.
We found a small ' hotel' in what appeared to be the most
poverty-stricken sector of Algiers; the whole area was inches
deep in refuse, amongst which the beggars and cripples
scratched for the next meal or possibly a find of greater value.
Once the local children spotted two ' rich ' Europeans in the
area, v:e were plagued with .appeals for food and money. I
felt this very keenly, and wished to help them out of their
orry plight, until Captain Burns pointed out that there were
so many of them that our meagre resources would not make
any appreciable difference, even if we gave them the lot.
On the way to the High Atlas l'tlou11tains
The following morning saw us on the road to Casablanca
and commencing a journey which was to take three and-a-half
week , using whatever kind of transport was available. The
fin t aim of this journey was to reach the High Atlas just
south of Marrakesh, where we would stay for a few days'
mountaineering before continuing to Casablanca.
Stranded
One very vivid memory of this part of the trip was being
stranded on the ' main ' road from Laghauat to Aflou with
neither food nor water. We had walked through the night
to reach the road and had used up our food and water in
anticipation of a quick hitched ride into Aflou to replenish our
stocks of both. It was a bitter blow to discover that the
road was only used by about six vehicles a day, and these
were always overflowing with Arabs and their belongings. So
there we sat throughout the day-no food, no water, and miles
from civilisation. Just as it was getting dark and we were
' fried to a turn, ' we managed to get a lift into Aflou, where
we drank until water ran from our ears.
The s umn1it is reache•I
We travelled from Aflou to Marrakesh and starred our climb
into the High Atlas and, eventually, to the summit of Jebel
Toubkal (13,600ft.). Five days' later we arrived at Casablanca
for a few days' well-earned rest. We spent the time relaxing
~r a swimming pool and discussing the difficult part of the
Journey-how to get back!
After an experience I will always remember, September
saw Captain Burns setting out for Gibraltar, from where he
hoped to hitch a ride to England with the R.A.F., and I
hit the road for Tangier, where I bought a ferry tick~t for
Gibraltar. Hitch-hiking across Europe from Gibraltar was
alma t an anti-climax, and I wa oon back with the Regiment.
A happy sequel to the expedition is that I have now been
granted a sum of money to offset the cost of this trip, and I
am now looking forward to spending it op my next project
which is canoeing. It's a great life isn't it?
Th" l1£cku Scot gets laimself adjusted

anJ takes a look at the Hong Kong scene where
So/Jiering is so Jillerent anJ so enjoyable
" yoUR'E lucky to arrive in
winter," they said. "You have
By Captain
J. G. McK. McLuckie time to adjust before the hot season."
"Adjust ' . . . No one can adju t to
a Hong Kong winter. Since I arrived
of
in mid-January, it's been either steam253 Signal Squadron ing hot or bitterly cold. Complete extremes of temperature on successive
days are apparently normal! Luckily, all the swimming pools
are empty for cleaning, so even on the hottest days, with the
temperature well into the 80s, I haven't had to reveal that
I'm duty ghost.'

M y swbnminl( pool wa Hon• Kong Harbour
T he nearest I've come to swimming was a day spent in the
middle of the shipping lanes in Hong Kong harbour. The
object of the exercise was the repair of a submarine cable
fault-a fascinating sport this! We mariaged to gather three
cable barges, a rowing boat, two tugs and a launch in the
same place at the same time. The contractor's name was Ah
Hoy (what a splendid name for a boat owner!), and he
organised things through his sons-ten of them, called No. 1
son, No. 2 son, etc. No. 7 son produced a crate of beer and
lunch at the right moment, so I had no doubts about the
organisation's efficiency.
Being a good Scot, I was quite prepared to
celebrate '"he (,'hlnese New Year!
The main topic of conversation on my arrival was Chinese
New Year. Not surprising, of course, considering that SO
per cent of the uniformed strength of the Squadron is Chinese.
Being a good Scot, I was quite prepared to celebrate anybody's new year in the traditional fashion. Unfonunately,
S.S.M. Chu would not accept my proposed menu of black
bun and Dimple Haig, and I agreed to accept a ten-course
Chinese Chow party instead. This was a splendid affair, made
all the merrier by the traditional Chinese game of spinning
the chicken head. A real chicken head, on a saucer, is placed
on each table and covered by a. cup. Cup and saucer are
then spun and the person indicated by the beak, when the
cup is lifted, has to ' Yam Sing,' i.e., sink his drink in one.
You have no doubt heard of animal magnetism-well, I have
it-for chicken heads! Next morning was a working day and
as a measure of the evening's success, a record was kept of the
arrival time of various key personnel. The Chief Clerk, Staff
Sergeant Wally Wallace, obviously enjoyed himself, as he crept
in, complete with dark glasses at 11.30-much to the delight of
RQ.M.S. Ted Morrill, who had been in all of twenty minutes.
The Sympathy Cup gets dropped
On the sporting front, I have been sadly disappointed-I
have to work sometimes two afternoons a week! I don't know
ye t how it is done, but the Squadron somehow manages to
keep a very large display case stuffed full of silver cups and
shields. There was talk of our presenting a Sympathy Cup to
252 Squadron, but then they beat us at football, so that's been
dropped until we sort out the minor units league and cup.
We and 252 Squadron look like being first and second in the
league, and we are both in the semi-finals of the cup. The
Squadron reputation is high also in the less gladiatorial sports.
Some of the cups and shields bear strange lenering' Orienteering ' and ' Skill at Arms,' among other . No doubt
I shall be initiated into these strange new rites!
Aud now n word about that s ordid businesshard work
From the abo\'.e, the weary B.A.O.R. CPX soldier might
think that we do nothing but 'sport and play.' This is not
so, of course. In addition to our two SWS troops, who never
stop work, we provide normal Brigade Squadron communications for 51 Brigade-normal for Hong Kong that is! Not for
us the run-of-the-mill A and C type radio sets. \Ve have brand
new Pye VHF installations for working with the police in IS
situations. Much use is made of helicopters in the rugged
New Territories terrain, and R.C.T. boars are frequently u ed
for exercises on the many offshore islands. There's even a
hovercraft squadron in the area at the moment. We haven't
used ~t yet, but I'm sure we will.
We have recently fielded a new communications network to
rival B.A.0.R.'s BRUIN. Ours is called ' BRAYIN ' and consists mainly of B70's and mules. We will have to do ome
more ' working-up ' exercises before offering it to the staff,
however, as our fault control procedure for mules don't
appear to work every time. Captain Vic Brown wa unabl to
move his location on one exercise becau e of lack of transporttwo of hi prime movers had gone absent during the night.
The police received a report from a local stable that two strange
animals, which were not unlike hor e , were stealing their
oats, and a posse soon rounded up the absentee .
When I arrived here, the 0 .C. said he aimed at two thing
in the Squadron-happines and efficiency. I'm sure one
complements the other, and my first impre ions of Hong
Kong and the Squadron leave no doubt that soldiering here
is o different and o enjoyable that both the e aim arc
achieved.
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30th Signal Regiment BLANDFORD

Out in front on all fronts
Redifon's new MF/ HF receiver-the R.550 •Alfair'gives a choice of •free' VFO tuning with a resolution
of 10 Hz or, using a simple adaptor, full frequency
synthesis in 100 Hz steps. After VFO search, transfer
lo synthesiser operation is instantaneous.
The fully transistorised Altair achieves higher
standards in freq ue ncy an d phase stability. In
frequency selfing <!ccuracy, cross modulation and
blocking characteristics.
It has a remarka b le dynam ic range with unrivalled AGC perfo rma nce and front end protection.
And ii o pera te s o n CW, MCW, DSB, SSS and ISB.
The Altair is d esig ned lo meet the mo st

CAMP

F recent notes of the Regiment have given the impression
that we arc particularly hind-bound in Blandford, let this
edition set the record straight.
At the last count, there were about 140 men of the unit
somewhere overseas. Granted that over 60 of them arc with
UNFICYP, and their activities are usually well recorded on
other pages, but the Swan is represented in Gibraltar, Beef
Island, Libya, and now in Anguilla.
Exercises were recently absorbing men in Canada, Norway,
Denmark and Germany and, of course, the current operation
in Anguilla could not be maintained without our presence
there either.

I

from

Libya

Our detachment in the desert continues to support Sth
Division, and after the changeover, in December, is commanded by Sergeant Connor.
They assure us that communications are now of a very high
standard, even if wind speed for aircraft on the net are
given in ' wet finger ' jargon and classics of operating, as each
station could only hear one station on the net, with the final
message reading " Hello, Mike Uniform Lima, this is five, from
Five Zero Zero Five, via One Five, am coming in to land,
over."
Warm days and cool nights have been more than pleasing,
although sandstorms have made the Comcen look more like
Weymouth beach.
The story of the month, due to a message passed over the
net, which read " Cfn.
at present in hospital, lost ball,"
etc., cause a buzz of rumour as it was picked up on cransistors.
The fact that the latter two words comprised a nickname was
noticeably overlooked.

A Member Company of the Rediffusion Organisation

Bold Adventure
For a month, during February/March 2 x Dll detachments and a Comcen detachment supported 24th Infancry
Brigade in Schleswig Holstein. The cold is far more intense
than experienced in U.K., and lessons such as 'unthawability'
of polythene water jerricans with a No. 2 burner were soon
learnt, Signalman ' Geordie ' Miller's claim to fame was that,
having learnt the difference between tactical and non-tactical
operational readiness from a very senior officer, he now holds
the U.K. allcomers' record for 'caroming-up' a K9.
The exercise ended with time for the detachments to drive
through into Denmark for the flight to U.K. All was b~ss
until the ghastly discovery at the airfield by Corporal Mike
Ambler that "two K9s into one Hercules won't go." However,
the resourcefulness of Air Movements came to the rescue
and they were all back some 24 hours later.

Anguilla
Although the Paratrooper have been replaced by the
Sappers on Anguilla, the de~ach!Ilenc fr?m th_e Regiment . of
ten soldiers continues to mamtam the link with the outside
world. With only a few weeks out there, so far, no report
has been received fr-0m our man in the Caribbean, but it is
hoped that chapter, verse and photo~rap~s will ~e ~vailable
for the next edition. Currently basking m the limelight are
such stalwarts of overseas services as Corporals Alan Harney,
Colin Ebbut and Clive Hazlegrave.

KEE P US I N TUE PICTURE
With several thousand individual subscribers THE WIRE
cannot hope to keep up with postings, changes in rank,
decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted or
promoted or have something new to add after your name
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRE properly.
Thank you.
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~orway

Once again the AMF(L) Signal Troop took to the snow
in Norway for Exercise ' Hardfall,' and an account of their
efforts will appear in the next issue.
Of lighter vein
For those who have not been gallivanting off to distant
shores, there has been no time for idle thoughts. The
' Admin ' and ' SOP I Callouts ' aside, the u5ual run of sports
have filled our time.
Although the launching of Skywave is mentioned elsewhere,
three members of the Regiment have sailed on her already.
Sergeant Don Bowden, Corporal Paddy Keoh (the bosun) and
Lance-Corporal Howard Stacey have all been thrilled at her
beauty and ease of handling. They were particularly impressed
on their firsc crip co have been able to view the Queen Elizabeth
II from an ideal offshore vantage point prior to her second et
of crials.
The ruggcr XV mer 49th Light Regiment R.A., in the South
West Districc Cup final in the presence of Major-General T.
H. Acton, C.B.E., on N onday, 31st March, ac Larkhill,
in a cold, biting wind. Both teams played a hard game, but
the 30th were never quite able to overcome the superior opposition. A penalty kick by Lance-Corporal Chris Thompson gave
the Regiment its only score of the match, but insufficient against
the nine points with which they were beaten. Lance-Corporal
Thompson should be singled out again for his star performance and his accurate kicks repeatedly made touch and helped
to keep the Gunners at bay.
The Regimental so~cer ream are enjoying another good
season. Holders of the Marriott Cup, we have again reached
the final. Our opponents in the semi-final, Dorset and Bournemouth Police, had not lost a game in league or cup, which makes
our victory commendable.
Signalman Smith and Reade scored in the first 90 minutes
and Sergeant Nixon scored the winner with a well-placed header
in excra time. Special mention should go to our 'keeper, LanceCorporal Ryan who, although injured, played an outstanding
game. We now go on to meet the Queen's Own Hussars in
the final, to be played on 22nd April.

Overseas oppo rtuniti es for

Radio Technicians
Cable and Wireless, the biggest international
communications operator in the world, invites applications from
Radio Technicians, preferably Class 1-or those with similar
knowledge and experience of COMCAN stations-aged about
25 to 35. They would undertake a tour of duty as technicians on
overseas radio stations handling wideband multi-channel
systems. Duties will consist of technical watchkeeping, including
equipment maintenance and adjustment.
Applicants must have had substantial technical expe~ience
of wideband systems including one or more of the following:
either U.H.F., or microwave, or tropospheric scatter or satellite
communications. Experience of MF and HF would be an added
advantage.
Employment offered on a contract basis for two years, with
excellent prospects of extension/renewal or of established
.
pensionable service afterwards. A~ractive ~alary and
allowances, with payment of gratuity on satisfactory compl$t100
of contract. Leave wi:l 1 pay. All emoluments free of income tax.
Free passages for staff and family (who normally accompr.ny
overseas) and fully furnished accommodation.
Apply, in writing, giving personal parti~ulars and concise
details of qualifications and relevant experience to Staff
Manager, Department 97,

Cable and Wireless ltd.

Mercury House, Theobalds Road. London, W.C.1.

The biggest internetlonal communication•
operator in the world.

We are now ready to join our Battalion and looking forward
to an over eas exercise later in the year.

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester
The slaek period draws to a close
PORT has again dominated life within the unit, and again
we have some successes to report (see below). The 0.C.'s
slack period has turned out to be the busiest that many unit
m mber are able to recall. The following comment overheard
in a Troop office illusaates the point, " I.f this is a slack perio~
I am not looking forward to the busy period forecast from April
to August." In spite of the sporting activities we continue to
communicate, and have even been able, during the last two
months, to send some of our luckier members to such attractive
places as Kenya and Norway.

S

Batt.aliou Rear Link D taelnnent - 2nd BaUalion
Light Infantry
With the posting of Sergeant Beale to 4 Guards Brigade and
everal other changes, the composition of the Troop has settled
down to be: Sergeant Myers, Corporal Hodge, Lance-Corporal
Brown, Signalman Thompson and Signalman Gibson.
Corporal Hodge is fresh from his BI course at Catterick and
keeps flashing morse and procedure at us in preference to
normal speech. Signalman Thompson has just arrived from 4th
Division and is finding it far more difficult to hide himself away
in odd corners than he used to in a large regiment. Signalman
Gibson is at present enjoying the sun in Kenya where he is
temporarily attached to 1 P.W.O.'s rear link detachment.
(We hope that a report of this exercise will appear in a later
issue).
Our training programme, until we join our Battalion in
April, was arranged to culminate in Exercise ' Safari,' a 14-day
movement and communications exercise in Scotland. We left
Colchester on Sunday, 16th March, with weather reports of
now and bad weather ringing in our ears. That night we
staged at Catterick and enjoyed the hospitality of 8th Regiment.
The weather got steadily worse as we progressed north the
next day. Our first Scottish base was at Kiogussie, where we
arrived in darkness after an interesting journey through the pass
of Killicrankie. We were among the last vehicles to get through
before it became impassable due to snow drifts.
At Kingussie we erected our igloos on the soft expanse of
the main car park, recce'd the local haggis pie and chip shop,
and then settled down for a comfortable night's sleep. This,
however, ended rather suddenly for Sergeant Myers and LanceCorporal Brown, when their igloo collapsed on top of them
at 02.30 hours. Since neither could persuade the other to
venture out into the freezing night to rectify the matter, they
both swore violently in harmony and in unison and then
kipped on happily until the remainder of the detachment dug
them out in the morning. Communications with Colchester
were established exactly on time, at 08.00 hours.
Moving to Fort George and warmer weather meant taking
down the dipole and using a twin V from Kingussie to Colchester and Fort George, a distance of 450 miles. On arrival
at Fort George we set up camp on the training area and
attempted to repair the igloo (the fault, we found, was a
rotten wood clamp at the bottom). In the end it was decided
that as we were to work all night, the duty operators should
pump it up on changing over shifts, so this solved the
problem.
Our next move took us to Ballater, and we got to within
18 miles before we found that the roads were blocked. The
only way through meant a detour of 70 miles over the mountain . As we could not hammer mast pegs into the ground in
the barracks, we decided to try a 16ft. rod to Colchester and
Fort George; this proved to be strength 5 all round, so we
stayed in the barracks.
Our final location was Stirling, and we stayed at a weekend training camp, using a dipole to Colchester and Ballater.
We returned to Cherry Tree Camp on 27th March after a very
good exercise during which we never failed to get through,
and on which we made plenty of friends. At every stage
during the journey the staff were very helpful and pleased with
the conduct of the Troop.

UndminCon
It i~ with great delight that we are able to report a major
success in this sport, namely the winning of the Eastern
District Knockout Cup. Badminton only started within the
Squadron last November, with a few players showing that
they were keen and fit but Jacking ~n talent. By entering for
the Ea tern District League, experience was gained, and by
January we prided ourselves with a team that could hold
its own against most major units. By mid-N arch we had
fought our way to the finals of the knockout cup, only to find
that the other finalists were 39th Engineer Regiment, who had
already beaten us in an earlier league game.
However, our play had certainly improved since our defeat,
and, judging by the ' portly ' figures of the Sappers, we were
all a good deal fitter than them. Unfortunately, two of our four
players Major Westlake and Lance-Corporal Collins, had been
helping the unit to win the Southern Command Orienteering
Competition the day before and were tired.
Play opened with our No. 1 pair (Corporal Moulson and
Lance-Corporal Collins) beating the No. 1 pair of the Sappers,
and this was closely followed by the o. 2 pair (Major Westlake
and Lance-Corporal Anderson) beating their No. 2 pair. The
singles match between Corporal Moulson and the Sappers'
best player was touch and go, Moulson being beaten in the
third set. Our No. 2 pair were then beaten by the Sappers'
o. 1 pair, so all hinged on the last game. This was very
convincingly won and we had the cup, and had won our way
through to the Southern Command semi-finals, to be held in
April.
The loneliness of the long-distnnee or.i enteer
(The only trouble is that if you look as though you know
where you are going, you are far from lonely!)
Our orienteering teams continue to flourish. The 3rd Division
meeting was held on 6th March, and we set off to Savernake
with high hopes. However, the going was not entirely to our
liking, and the effects of too much Badger ale the night before
did not help certain team members. Our gallops in the Colchester area had been in freezing conditions with the ground
the consistency of liquid glue. Therefore, a fine sunny day
with firm going, caught us off balance; a certain rugger-playing
member of. the team was heard to say: "Damn, I've got my
long smds in." However, in spite of this, we managed to
romp home third, by a short head and three blisters, in the
minor units event, and it gave us great pleasure to see 3rd H.Q.
and Signal Regiment win the major units event. Well done,
the 3rd! Placings were: Captain Ventham, 8th; Lieutenant
Maddren, 13th; Lance-Corporal Collins, 32nd; Major Hannan,
37th.
Our next event was the Southern Command Championships,
which were held at Hawley Lake on 19th March. Taking the
lessons of the 3rd Division event to heart, we had altered our
team, carried out a series of intensive training sessions, and
by the event were at our peak. In fact we were so fit that one
of our team was distinctly upset when he discovered that we
were travelling by road to the event; he felt that a gentle
trot from Colchester would have him nicely warmed up for
the start. The day of the event dawned fine, the going was
fairly soft and we were all set.
First away was Lance-Corporal Collins, who clocked a good
time of 95 minutes, 45 seconds; second away was Major
Westlake (one of our oldies) who produced the earth-shattering time of 83 minutes 45 seconds, and then our stars, Captain
Ventham and Lieutenant Maddren, set off virtually together
to produce two timings close to the 70 minute mark. The situation at the finish became tense as it became apparent that we
had a chance of winning-so tense, in fact, that Major We tlake,
who was merely checking the scorer's maths, was forcibly
ejected from the judge's tent. But at last the result was
announced-we had won the minor units event by some 40
minutes and 30 seconds, and to our surprise, found that if we
had entered the major units event would have won that as
well!
This, although we say it ourselves, was an excellent result,
particularly as we only started the sport five months ago.
Final placings were: Lieutenant Maddren, 9th; Captain
Ventham, 11th; Major Westlake, 23rd; Lance-Corporal Collins,
47th.

GETTING TOGETHER OVER A KNACKWURST
SSG Ford (United States Army) serves WO I (FOS) Walker (227
Signal Squadron) with a Knackwurst (product of West Germany)
during Exercise 'Trix 2/69'. This was a communications Exercise
in which the Mobile Communication Centre (M.C.C.) of HQ Afcent
played a major part. The M.C.C. is made up of approx. 10 per cent
American, 30 per cent German and 60 per cent British personnel,
plus Knackwursts

CHAMPIONS WITH A SUCCESS SECRET
Could it be a diet of champagne and mars bars1
The or•cnteering team of 19 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron who have won the
Southern 'Command Minor Units Championships. Does the secret of their
success lie in their diet (see unit notes about this).
left to right-(Standing) Sig nalman Docker, Major Harman, R.A., Lance-Corporal
Collins.
(Seated) Captain Ventham, Major Westlake, and Lieutenant Maddren

We have since retained the Green Howards' Shield, much
to their dismay, at a 19th Brigade meeting-Lieutenant Maddren
winning the individual event. Our n~xt target? The ~~y
Champion hips-and then, t:umour has 1t, our team are reunng
to smd.
Other units may be interested to le~rn .the secret of _our
success. We are convinced that this hes ill the food g1v~n
to the individual orienteer the day before the event, and m
order to guide others, the following is our team diet:
Major Westlake champagne and Mars bars; Major !farman,
beer, followed by more beer; Captain '.'entham, wild oais;
Lieutenant Maddren, chips in vast quantities_; Lance-Corporal
Collins, being newly-wed he doesn't eat; Signalman Docker,
Badger ale.
Arrivals and th•11nrt11rt"S
The Squadron extends a warm .welcor:ie to Major ~ala,
W.0.11 Webster, Signalman Jenkins,. Signalman Davison,
Driver McGeever, Driver Bailey and Signalman Thompson.,
This month we say goodbye, and our thai:Ics for all thi;ir
hard work to W.0.II Moodie, W.0.11 Cave, Signalman Ferns,
Signalman McLean, Corporal Robinson, Lance-.Corpor:iJ
Wilford Corporal Nicklin and lasL but not least, Ma1or Colm
Bunce, ~ho, we understand, can now take down his 'L ' p!ates.
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Tbre0 new amenity centres opened
On Monday 31st March, three new centres of amenity were
opened for usi/ by personnel assigned to Tapijn Barracks. These
are an arts and crafts centre, a photographic centre and a slot
car racing club.
The crafts centre was opened by the Camp Co~ndant,
Major Harry Gits, Royal
etherlands Army, ass1st~d by
Captain 'Ace' Wolfe, Cana<l:ian J\rmed i;:orces, Chief of
Special Services. Th_e cenae 1s equipped with all the latest
tools and power eqmpment.
.
The photographic centre was agaill opened by the ~p
Commandant but assisted by Miss Frances Inge, of the U:ruted
State Craft ' Service. This, too, is extremely well eqmpped
to satisfy the most advanced and professional photographer.
Lastly, the slot car racing club was ?pened by th<: Camp
Commandant assi ted by our O.q., Ma1or Go~don Hickm~.
Here, of course, all those anc:ndillg the operung ceremorues
took pan in a mini ' Grand P~1x.'
.
.
Afterwards all were entertained to a recepuon ill 0e barracks, .where thanks were expressed to those resp~ns1?le for
the clubs. We were well represented amongst th_e illSUgat?rs,
with Major Douglas Crookes bcinJ?i the chief culprit responsible
for the photographic centre, while W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) Ron
Postlethwaite, B.E.M., and W.0.1 (F. ~f S.) Norman Walker
are the leading boys in the slot car racing league. Of C<?urse,
thanks are also due to Mr. H. Buner, the Dutch ba e engilleer,
Lieutenant W. Haffelder, of the German Army detachment,
and Captain Lesley Clewley (RTR), the Deputy Camp Con-:mandant.

234 Signal Squadron (Malta)
B.F.P.O. 51

227 Signal Squadron (AFCENT)
B.F.P.0. 18

(F or an account Of the S.0.-in-C.'s visit to the Squadron
see page 167)

URING the month of March life has returned to normal,

rhough the weaLher ha been very slow about ~t. Indeed,
D
,
some snow even fell in the first few days o.f Ap;1t. .
The MCC have been engaged in two exercises, Tn~ 2/69
and ' Front Centre.' During the former, so~e new~r mnovations were provided by Support, and good illternatJonal relations continued.

Closing days
. .
mid-January, 235 Squadron (D~ ) moved down to 1~m
u in Lintorn Barracks for their final run-do:vn to di~
bandment, which, adly, will be complete on 1 t Ap!1l. Captlllll
L. A. Woods and W.0.1 (Y. of S.) R. W. Coe Wiil close the

I
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For the latter exercise we were joined by eleven o~cers
and N.C.O.s under Captain R. A. Bissell, from 33rd Signal
Regiment (T.A.V.R.) and also by six linemen on _loan from
21st Signal Regiment. Our than~s go to ~th Regunents for
their assistance and we hope thell' men en1oyed and benefited
frorri their eiqierience.

final d or. Captain (T.O.T.) A. J. Lees is remammg at the
head of an in tallation team (ex-235) working at the transmitter talion at Zonkor. Sergeant B. W. Smoker, having
pas ed the r mainiog paperwork to us, is to join us as chief
clerk, and o he will find him: elf on the receiving end of any
of hi unfinished business! Other members of 235 Squadron
have joined us a pare of a Ristacomm team.

Ra tionalisation
A the e note are being written the Squadron is taking
over the re ponsibilities for telephone communications for the
Royal Navy, from the Naval Repair Service. This involve
three more auto exchanges, many more instruments and miles
of cable, a cable barge, a 14ft. dinghy, and-to our dismaythe responsibility for providing telephones for ships at berths
and buoys (the C.S.0., Lieutenant-Colonel C. Mitchell, was
heard to ay of the buoys, during a trip around the Grand
Harbour with the Signal Officer-in-Chief, " they're dirty now,
but they'll be painted in Corps colours for your next visic!").
O.C. Line Troop, Captain R. S. Rowland, has had nightmares
recently, dreaming of his parties up the wrong creeks! Fortunately, we gain some of the Naval Repair Service staff under
the rationalisation plans-and we extend a most sincere welcome to them, and hope they will be just as happy with the
'brown jobs' as they were with the 'navy blue'!
Visit ef H.H.S. F-rless
We held a MPC II course to fit in with the visit to Malta
of 621 Signal Troop in H.M.S. Fearless. Six members of the
Troop joined others from 234 and 235 Squadrons on the
course and, we are very glad to say, all passed very well. The
pa s-off taken by Lieutenant-Colonel C. Mitchell, was held
only hours before the ship sailed (where did you go to my
pretty maid?). We were given a thoroughly enlightening tour
of the ship whilst she was having her shore refit.
Wives• Club
When Mrs. Anderson was staying with Lieutenant-Colonel
and Mrs. Mitchell, the members of our Wives' Club were invited to meet her and to have coffee. They also all enjoyed a

visit to Mdina glass factory. Mrs. C. Busuttil, wife of our
Squadron Sergeant-Major, presented Mrs. Anderson with a
model cannon, made for the club by one of our technicians,
Lance-Corporal L. Runza (his proudest posse sion is now a
personal letter from the General).

Sport
Although we don't talk of our position in the football league,
we are proud of the fact that we reached the final of the
Joint Services League Knockout Cup, which we lost 2-1 to
the 1st Battalion The Lancashire Regiment. At rugby, we provide several regular players for the Nomads-a team run by
Captain M. R. Adams and made up of players from units not
able to field their own XV. Both Captain Adams and Corporal
R. Marshall have played regularly for the Combined Services
and the Army, and Lance-Corporal T. Marshall, in only his
second season playing rugby, was selected for the Army XV.
In the match, Army (Malta) v. Overseas Club (Malta), the two
Corporals Marshall scored five tries! Corporal A. S. Henderson
was selected to play for the Army team, but did not, in fact,
play-" here's to the next time."
Hello and Farewell
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) and Mrs. M. A. Walker have left
us for 28th Regiment and Corporal J. D . Howes for 7th Regiment. By the time these notes appear, Captain (T.O.T.) and
Mrs. G. A. Sharp and Staff Sergeant and Mrs. F. S. Hughes
will also have left, both for the Continent. Our best wishes
to them all, and a welcome to their replacements.

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)

B.F.P.O. 53
HE past two months have seen much activity in the
T
Squadron, mainly in the form of assistance to other
units, either visiting or resident in the area. We have said
farewell to Major D. R. Beadon, who has left to do an Arabic
course, then to take up an appointment in Benghazi. In his
place we welcome Major D. W. Gent, who has joined us from
9th Regiment.
A stir in Dhekelia

The arrival of H .M.S. Fearless with 45 Commando caused
quite a stir in Dhekelia. A ship-to-shore radio link was established and two technicians from the Squadron lived on board
for a few days. Surprisingly, they have volunteered to do the
same when H.M.S. Bulwark arrives at the end of April. Many
members of the Squadron visited the ship and we able to admire
the sophisticated communications equipment. The ship's company were able to admire the W.R.A.C. when they lunched on
board!
A week's radio procedure course was arranged for 562 Parachute Squadron R.C.T. (V) during their recent visit to Cyprus.
The P.A. equipment is certainly earning a living, with tasks
ranging from the Headquarters NEARELF Study Period to
Brownies' Thinking Day sports, via United Nations medal
parades and several normal sporting functions.
Congratulations to the girls in the Communications Centre.
Dhekelia has been top of the NEAF Comcen League for
the past three months, with nil errors recorded. We feel
especially proud of this, being the only Army Communication
Centre in the league, apart from the United Nations.

GIFT FOR MRS. ANDERSON
During the visit of the S.0 .-in-C . and Mrs. Anderson to 234
Squadron, the Wives Club presented Mrs. Anderson with a model
cannon made by one of the Squadron technicians. The presentation was made by the wife of Squadron-Sergeant Major Bussuttil.
looking on are Mrs. J. Newlands (left) and Mrs. P. R. Norgate
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Sportsman of the moment
Sportsman of the moment is Captain Alan de Bretton Gordon,
who visited Malta with the Army (Cyprus) hockey team. He
also guided the Squadron hockey team to second place in the
Minor Units League. This is quite an achievement, as this is
the first season that the Squadron has been represented at
hockey. Lance-Corporal Graham Boast played in the Army
football team that was narrowly beaten by the R.A.F., and
Corporal Clafton, attached from 602 Signal Troop, earned
his Army ruggt:r colours. Not to be outdone, Sergeant Jill
Trai.n or and Corporal Sue Hamilton played in the W.R.A.C.
squash team which beat the W.R.A.F. in the first women's
inter-Service squash match to be played in Cyprus for almost
ten years.
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99 Gurkha Inf. Bde.H.Q.&SignalSqn.
(248) c 1o G.P.O. Singapore

Staff Sergeant Damarbabadur, sen., demoted to Signalman d'!c
to the non-availability of a warrant officer class two's crown m
the Q.M. stores. As with most exercises, W.0 .1 (CDR) John
Jenkinson stayed behind in Nee Soon to run Brigade H.Q. rear.

FTER some fifteen months of absence from print, it is sure

A to come as a surprise to ex-99 Brigade members that we
have not yet disbanded and arc still very much a going concern.
This year has seen the Brigade committed to several tasks,
the first one being a ' winter cruise ' aboard the !<.::.ding platform
dock, H.M.S. Intrepid, which was expected to be a bit of a
swan and specifically intended to give the new ship's crew an
opportunity to ' work up ' with an embarked force under overload conditions.

Embarkation to Pemmg
With the smallest amount of paper work, a force consisting
of part of Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron, 'A' Squadron
Q.O.H., a Company of Singapore Guard Regiment, The Pipes
and Drums of the Gurkha Engineers plus part of 67 Gurkha
Independent Field Squadron, two of the Brigade Flights Scouts
and two R.A.F. Whirlwind, embarked for Penang. The embarkation went very smoothly although Major C. J. Batchelor (ship
Adjutant) and R.S.M. Cock~roft (ship's R.~.M) had a n~~ber
of frustrating moments trymg to fit bodies mto the limited
spaces.
Once aboard we settled down to a limited supply of duty-free
booze and cigarettes whilst Staff Sergeants Mitrasen and Karnabahadur, together with other English-speaking Gurkhas, spent
most of their time on the ship's bridge using the tannoy
addressing the embarked force in English and Gurkhali.
The most remarkable feature of the voyage was the extremely
smooth, vibrationless and stable progress through the ocean
compared with the battering whi~h those who travelled ~y
L.S.L. to Australia last year expenenced even when the ship
was at anchor with its engines running.
On arrival off the beach near the Gurkha leave centre, we
assault landed the force without incident, set up a Tac Brigade
H.Q. and after a suitable pause went off to play sport against
10 G.R. at Minden Barracks. During the night a heavy storm
sorted out those who were inexperienced in setting-up
Australian lightweight sleeping kit, and the O.C. for one was
extremely damp when he reached the beach to watch th.e reembarkation of the force at 04.30 hours, although a umely
arrival of Lance-Corporal Barnes (A.C.C.) with a hot mug of
tea at 04.00 hours had improved his constitution immeasurably.
Although a ' jolly ' Exercise ' Winter Cruise ' wa~ used to
experiment with communicati~ns, the S~llf!dron gamed some
valuable experience which will stand it ID good stead for
exercises and operation in the future.
Crowning Glory '
This was followed by Exercise 'Crowning Glory.' A.cting. as
enemy H.Q. and umpire control, a so?lCwhat confusmg utle
to all but those ' in the know,' the Bngade spent two week
in the Malaysian· 'Ulu.' After a rather co_nfusing .. start, when
the chosen location was found to be unsuitable- due to the
Sappers " so we were told-and a better one selected, we
settled down to a regular routine in a hot and very dusty
clearing. With plentiful supplies of ice and 'Tiger Beer ' we
lived in comparative comfort.
Not to be outdone by the Sergeants' Mess, the Junior N.C.O.s
took over complete control of . the cookhouse. as their club a.i;id
the ' Blues Inn ' came into bemg complete with a full commJttee and one member!
On the fifth day out considerable consternation .was caused
amongst our enemy by an air r~c~~ plane repor.tmg . that we
must have been reinforced to D1v1sion strengtl1 iudgmg froip.
the number of beer cans outside the Sergeants' Mess, but this
was only ihe remains of Sergeant Bill Thomas's birth?ay party.
Three days later the Brigade attempte~ the only mght move
since the early sixties, and although di aster was forecast by
some of the more pessimi tic members, Comms were re-established quickly. The only person disturbed by the move was the
local newspaper seller who, on visiting the jungle ' bogs ' the
following morning found them all empty; he successfully found
us a couple of da;s later by following a D.I.q. line. Th~ second
location had not the comforts of home but life was bnghtened
by a war film, acquired by the R.S.M., and a list of. Gurkh.a
promotions. Next day saw all those p~omotcd wean~g their
new rank, this being achieved by a rapid swop of shuts, and

t
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Sergeants• Mess
Against all predictions, including that of his predecessor, the
R.S.M. with the backing of the Brigade Commander and officer
commanding managed, after numerous obstacles, to get our own
combined Gurkha and British Sergeants' Mess. Thb is unique
as it is only the second mixed Gurkhas/British Mess in the
British Army. The opening night on 4th January was a cocktail
party followed by a grand ball.
Other activities have been a dining-in night, a tramps' ball
which went down very well. Sergeant Barry Sherwin, R.A.O.C.,
was the best British male tramp, whilst Mrs. Ruth Mortimor,
not to be outdone, retaliated by winning the prize for the best
British female tramp. Mrs. Bombahadur was the best Gurkha
female tramp and Sergeant Gajbahadur Pun best Gurkha male
tramp. Sergeant Prembahadur Rana received a consolation prize
for his splendid efforts in assisting the dance band to keep in
time by beating his 'do-it-yourself drum.'
Saturday, 29th March, saw another of the 'living in ' stalwarts join the ranks of the married pads ' when Staff Sergeant
' Geordie' Campbell (Rickshaw) married Miss Anna Teo at
the Singapore Registry Office. The reception was held in the
Mess and the happy couple were given a rousing send off on
their honeymoon. We wish the 'Geordies' all the best for the
future, and may they be blessed with lots of little ' Geordies.'
Arrh·als
Brigadier J. E. Heelis, O.B.E. (Comd.), Major Peter McGahey
(B.M.), Major Mike Barrett (0.C.), Major Peter Ferguson
(D .Q.), Major Potter (B.E.M.E.), Captain Pat Thomas ( econdin-Command), Captain Pat Laverack (Administrative Officer),
Captain (Q.G.O.) Jagbahadur Gurung (S.Q.G.O.), Lieutenant
(Q.G.0.) Jitman Gurung (D & E Platoon), W.0.1 (R.S.M.)
' Ginger ' Cockcroft, W.0.1 (S.S.M.) Dave Minard, W.O.II
(S.S.M.) Tekbahadur Gurung, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Mike
Pankhurst, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) 'Mac' McHugh, Sergeants
Dave McCluskey and John Elvin (R.A.P.C.), and last but by no
means least Corporals Mike Cole, Martin Swire and Peter
Ridgeway (R.A.P.C.).
Departures
Brigadier P. G. M. Litton, O.B.E. (Comd.), Major Andrew
Duncan to Command Q.O. HLDRS, Major Tony Bohanan. (to
Command 3 Division Signal Regiment), Captain Gerry Buch
(to 20 Armoured Brigade), Lieuten~nt Peter Thompson (2 Australian Signal Regiment), Captain (Q.G.O.) Bukhabahadur
Gurung and Captain (Q.G.0.) Dhanbahadur Ale (D & E
Platoon) who is proceeding OD pens.ion, w.0.11 (S;s..~.) C~an
drasing Pun (on pension), F. of S. Jun Ang~s (2 DlVt.sion Signal
Regiment), Y. of S. Bert Brow_n (18th Signal R~gunent) ~d
not forgetting R.S.M. Tony Gibbs, R.~.M.S ..Mick Magwre,
Sergeant Keith Brookes and Corporal Jim Bowie, all of whom
have ·left us for civvy street.
To those who have joined us we bid a hearty welcome, and
to those departed we wish every success in the future.
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31st (Greater London) Signal Regt. (V)

Three year
commissions with business
careers to follow
Three years pass quickly, and
those who serve for this period,
must contemplate the prospects
after it is over.
How would you like to talk
with the Staff Manager of a
busine s concern at the start of
the three years particularly if the
provisional offer of a career later
~n could be made?
This is perfectly possible under

current conditions, and with
Legal and General, openings are
available in the field of Life
Assurance, Fire, Accident, Group
Pensions, Computer Programming
and Sales.
For those who can commence
during their service to study for
Associateship of the Chartered
Insurance Institute, Chartered
Institute of Secretaries or Certifiec:l

and Corporate Accountants by
means of correspondence courses,
a specialist in these fields is
available to advise.
If you would like to know
more, including details of salaries
and promotion prospects, write to:
Staff Manager, Ref. llCD.

lil~I

L

ASSURANCE SOCIETY LIMITED

I l Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.

MoV1N G ?

LEAVE NOTHING TO CHANCE

• • •

•

LEAVE ITTO

All the evidence to the contrary
T would be interesting to know who gave birth to the idea
that the Reserve Army has a tortoisian existence, hibernating through the winter months and emerging in the summer for
annual camp. Whoever he was he manag.;:d to sell the idea in
the face of all the evidence to the contrary. "W::'ll do it in
February (or any other month from December to March)
during the quiet period," is the solution offered to every problem
of fitting into the already over-crowded programme some
essential activity. As a result the ' quiet period ' is about as
quiet as a Bank Holiday at Brand's Hatch.
The mention of Brand's Hatch reminds me that one week-end
during the quiet period we carried off the Reserve Army team
prize in the London District British Army Motoring Association
rally. Under the expert guidance of Captain Mike Evans, our
L .A.D. team showed the way home to the rest of the Reserve
Army teams, whilst the team from 83 (London) Squadron were
just pipped for second place by 10th Para. Battalion 01). Next
year we intend to get in some practice during the quiet period
with the aim of doing even better.
Another event (which I know the editor doesn't like us to
mention) was the annual inspection. Group Headquarters
kindly arranged this for us during the quiet period. The weather
men arranged a snow storm and Fulham Football Club arranged
a home fixture on the Saturday afternoon. (In case any readers
fail to see the connection, I had better explain that the direct
route from R.H.Q. to 41 (Princess Louise's Kensington)
Squadron at Coulsdon passes Craven Cottage). A hurriedly
arranged detour prevented the Group Commander from being
swept into the ground and we managed to keep (more-or-less)
to the programme.
Since our last notes we have acquired some more real-estate
in the form of a T.A. Centre at Cobham, which we have taken
over from 'C' Company, 6th Queens, on the last reorganisation. The Queens soldiers have joined the Regiment and, after
re-badging, are busy training as Radio Relaymen.
We are particularly pleased to welcome them into the Corps
and the Regiment for, apart from their strengthening our Ramo
Relay detachments, they bring with them their expertise as
Infantrymen. C.S.M. Mills (he doesn't answer to 'S.S.M.' yet)
has already held two recruit training weekends and a map
reading exercise for our W.R.A.C. at Cobham. In addition five
officers from 6th Queens have joined us and are busy learning
the mysteries of signalling. To them all we wish a long and
happy stay with the Regiment.

I

Officially adopted
47 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Signal Squadron were honoured on
Saturday, 8th March, when, at an impressive ceremony held in
the T .A. Centre at Elmgrove Road they were officially adopted
by the London Borough of Harrow. In the evening a most
enjoyable military ball was held, attended by members of the
Squadron and their families at which the Mayor an~ Mayoress
of Harrow, together with the Aldermen and Councillors, were
the hosts. The music was provided by the dance section of the
Middlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades Band.
Other events during our hibernation have included two trade
training weekends, a successful officers' study period at Chester,
run by 11th Signal Group, Squadron exercfse weekend.s and
many social functions, too numerous to menuon. As I wnte we
are in the process of brushing the dead leaves from our backs
and are venturing out on a three-day Regiment~! exercise. Once
again the ' quiet period' is over for another eight months!

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
T yne 1Teesside & West Riding

PICKFORDS
Consult your Telephone Directory
PF R 27/J
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Blowin g f air • • •
T now appears that by the time we go to camp in June, the
Regiment will be at 100 % recruited strei:t&th. Our. trength,
plus ' limbo list ' of applicants who are awamng med1~al final
documentation and enlistment, now exceeds our estabh hment.
Although inevitably some will be rejected, the aim et for the

I

recruiting campaign which finished a short time ago ha been
more than realised. It has been tremendously hard work-the
P.S.I.'s legs have become fractionally shorter after tramping
the streets, haniling out leaflets; but it now all is worthwhile
and great credit is due to Major Peter Halsey, R.S.M. Mears
and the Squadron Commanders. Perhaps the most disappointed
recruit was a thirteen-year-old boy who pointed out that
although we had set the upper age limit, we had not specified
the lower! His name and address have been noted in the diary
for 1974. It may be of interest to know that we have, at the
moment, six officer cadets, with another three in the pipeline.
Our problem will now be to train this large number of recruits,
who mainly have no previous military experience at all.

• • • and blowing cold
Once again we were unlucky with the weather and picked
the worst three days for our monthly Scarborough mini camp
-fog, snow and black ice all combined to make life difficult.
The all-night exercise was successfully completed, however,
and apart from one mishap, there were no casualties. The old
story of " a stationary vehicle hit me " came true when vehicles
had to stop on a steep hill outside Guisborough and floated
gently together o.n top of a thick layer of black ice. Luckily,
injuries were minor and the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel P. J.
Evans, was on the scene a few minutes afterwards so the unlikely story had a cast-iron witness!

THEY'RE RE-FORMED AN D STARTING A RECRUITING
CAMPAIGN SHORTLY!

Members of 745 Troop, Hull, with their O.C .. Captain Cedric Platt,
the one without nylons in the front row, and Captain Lee Tibbs.
The Troop was recently formed and starts a recruiting campaing
shortly

Leeds and Dull • • •
The Hull detachment, under command of Captain ~edric
Platt and Captain L ee Tibbs, W.R.A.C., together wuh 49
Squadron in Leeds under Major Jim Malcolm, get underway
with their recruiting campaign shortly. The members of the
Hull detachment, formed recently, are shown in our photograph . ote our good-looking girls! 49 quadron provided communications for tlle Leed marathon walk recently, where over
900 competitors attempted the 3S~mil.e walk. Following the
reorganisation of Reserve Army Uruts m Leed , the Squadron
have moved ro new accommodation within Harewoo~ Ba~rac~s.
They were recently inspected by the G.O.C. Yorkshire D1str1ct,
Major-General T he Earl Cathcart.
• •• Gn tes b e nd
742 Trocp at Gateshead, recently took part in a Newca tie
Reserve Army Open ' Day. The Royal Signals' stand, organised
by Captain Jack Raw, drew favourable comment.
• • • Darlington
A Regimental junior officers' weekend at Darlington drew 18
officers who sat down and wrestled with the intricacie of army
accounting under the eagle eye of Sergeant Evans, of the
orthumbrian Di trict Pay Staff. One officer wa heard to
mutter ... " and I thought I was a chartered accountant!'
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• • • and t"ls ewhe r
Pre t?n Par~, Tees ide, saw the Regin':cnt taking part in a
proce s1on of Transport through the Age -.' The band, under
W.0.1 Peacock, entertained a crowd of over 2,000 while the
drivers kept a horde of interested children from removing
equipment from our Land Rovers.
('orpornls get to e t her
\'\!e were pleased to think that perhaps 'Jimmy' had played
to two Corporals of the Regiment - L eslie Potter, who
49 (WR) ~quadron after Regular Army service in Royal
1gna1 as a radio operator, and Brenda Hart, who joined the
quadron in 1963 and who is a Comcen operator. They were
married recently in Leeds-congratulations Corporals P otter!
~~p1d
J~med

top Press
We are delighted to announce that the Regiment is to be
granted the Freedom of T eesside in M ay. We will be the first
Regiment to be granted this honour by the new Borough and
it will be reported in full in a later issue.

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V)
Wanstead
The structure review is now eornpleted

THEcompleted
review of the structure of the T.A.V.R. has now been
and has had an effect on the Regiment. We

have been ~ble. to absorb members of disbanded T A .V.R. III
Infan!=l:Y uruts m .mo t. of our centres and this, together with a
recrwnng campaign, 1s bringing up our strength. The exmembers of the T.A.V.R. III can be held in an overbearing
of up to 40 per. cent of the establishment. At the same time
we have been given the task of r~sing two new Corps sigruJ
Tro?~s as a B.A.0.R. reserve. This we are doing in two new
Trammg <;:entres, at ~ord and Eastbourne. These centres
were; previously occupied by T.A.V.R. III units, The Essex
Regunent and The Queen's.

General Sir Ilit>hard Gale Jnspeets the Quarter
Guard
The. Corps Troop ~t Eastbourne is being administered by
44 (~mque Ports) Signal Squadron and is commanded by
Capt~ Trevor Boocock, who was serving with the Squadron
at Gillingham. The Troop organised ao open day on 23rd
February to show the flag and General Sir Richard Gale,
G.C.B., K.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., once Deputy Supreme Allied
Commander, Europe, and now a resident of Eastbourne was
a ~est of honour. He in pected a quarter guard and the
Reg~ental Corps of Drums ~nd toured the display of signals
e~wpment. The Gener:il. said he was extremely impressed
with the morale and. spm~ of the newly-formed Troop. The
local P.ress a:°d the ~nhab.1tants have shown great interest in
the umt, wh1~h has inherited a splendid modern centre, and
the strength 1s already approaching 40. In addition to the
Corps T~oop, a Control Centre Troop of 44 Squadron will also
?e recruited at. Eastbourne instead of at Gillingham, where
1t has been unul now.
and at llford
At Ilford, 752 Control Centre Troop of 45 (Essex) Signal
Sq~~dron has moved from Wanstead and has the task of
trafillllg the new Corps Signal Troop there. We have been
pleased to welcome a number of officers, senior N.C.O.s, men
and ~omen from The Essex Regiment, some of whom will be
formmg part of the Troop. At .a moving ceremony, in the
presence of the Mayor .of R edbndge and other distinguished
p ersons, the Commanding Officer of The Essex Regiment
han~e.d the Colours to a Cadre to be at Chelmsford, and the
Tr.afillllg Centre to our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel M . L.
Will way.
P e rmane n t Stnfl Changes
W.0:1 (R.S.M.) E. Webb left us io March after three years
first ~th the T.A., 54 (Ea.st Aoglian) Signal Regiment, and
then with our T .A.V.R. RegJIDent. Our regrets at saying goodbye to such a popular figure have been tempered by the recent
news that he will ~hortly be commissioned, and he has our
warmest c~ngra~atlons. Staff Sergeant Hamilton has left 54
(East Aoglian) Signal Squadron on posting. He has seen the
Squadron form from a T .A. R egiment, and his hard work
and. great enth~s ia sm has done much to secure the successes
achieved: H e 1s replaced by Staff Sergeant Groves who we
were delighted to see. promoted within a few days e>f hls arrival.
Our new R. S.M. is W.0.1 B. S. Howie, who had his first
opportu?ity to meet the senior ranks together at a senior
N.C.0.s . weekei;id at Van~e. Apart from the training, there
was a dmner rught at which R.S.M. Webb was dined out.
Officers' Ball
I t has always been difficult to orga nise a ball for a Regiment
as scattered a~ ours, and we tried the experiment this year of
a block booking and a top table at the Reserve Anny Ball
at per~ & Toms. Our guests included our G roup Commander,
Bngadier A. J. Jackson, and the D eputy Lieutenant for Wanstead. There were clearly several advantages in this idea and
everyone present felt that the evening went with a swing.

FOR T ELEV ISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

D. & G. MANSELL
[Courie.sy: Sussex E xpress and County Herald.
THE GENERAL WAS IMPRESSED
General 5,, Richard Ga le, a former Deputy Su pre me Allied Commander Europe
•nspected th~ Q uarter..Guard of t he Corp Tr oop ol 36 Signal Reg iment (V}. H~
expressed himself u extreme ly tmpre ued w it h the morale: and spir it of the
ne wly forme d Troop. In t he photo left to right :-W0.11 P. Blackburn (SSM H
Squadro n), .Captain T. Boocock (O.C. Eastbourne Det. ), Major N . B~ nlo rd To
(0 .C. H Signal Sq uadron ), Sergeant W . N . Nichols (Guard Commande;) ~nd
Sergeant D. A. Goodwin

41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our Recor~ Dept. ~on~ains the largest selection
of records 10 the district, also sheet music and
musical instruments.

40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment {V)
Ulster
" SLAINTE " from the Ulster Signal Regiment, officially
known as 40th. Since last we wrote, we have regretfully
said farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. Carroll, who tolerated
us for the last two years. Those of us who have had the experience of ' breaking-in ' many new Colonels now say an appr hensive "Cead Mile Falte" to Lieutenant-Colonel D. Hall.
We recently received a visit from the G.0.C. Northern
Ireland, Lieutenant-General Sir Ian Harris, K .B.E., C.B.,

o.s.o.

,\ft••r 42 yen rs' servi ce

WELL DONE AN D GOODBYE !
The G.O.C. Northern Irelan d, Ge ne r al
Sir Ian Harris says farewell t o Sergeant
Joe Kavanagh as he s pends his last day in
the stores after 21 years with the T. A.
Joe has now retired after 42 years service

General Harris made a
point of speaking to as many
member s of the Regiment
as possible and he was able
to
meet
Sergeant Joe
Kavanagh who has just reti red after 42 years' service.
Joe is not lost to the Regiment completely, h owever,
as he can still be found
during the week as a
civilian in the Regimental
clothing store.

The sonu~wlmt jaundiced eye of our new Colonel
The Regiment got together at a recent Range Weekend at
Ballykinler and we had an opportunity to show our pr~wess
as ' gun-slingers.' Our efforts, we feel, were regard~d v:1th . a
somewhat jaundiced eye by our new Colon.el as his alID 1_n
this activity is, in our opinion, s<?mewhat h1gh .. The truth 1s
that if we'd been aUowed to brmg our own 11legal muzzle
loaders Bisley would only be a side show! O.C. H .Q. Squadron
was completely shattered at having to wear cross-straps and
other items of harness which h e last used five Colonels ago
and deemed himself lucky to find these in his garden shed
sporting a good crop of exotic fungi and psychedelic verdigris.
Colonel Chell, Acting Group Commander, who was one of
our visitors at this historic happening, listened with his usual
pipe-smoking aplomb as we endeavoured to explain that the
United Nations flags which flew a! the butts afte~ each .shot
were p art of a deep and sophisucated Ulster Signals 1oke.
Outwardly he appeared to believe this but stood noticeably
well behind the firing point. Colonel Hall's dream of ~ Regimental shooting team is now a fact and we are entenng the
Northern Ireland Army Rifle Meeting for the first time in many
. ..
years. •
Captam (Q.M.) Carnell, another new acqws1t1on, was agr~eably surprised that we managed to look after ourselves domesucally, especially as our former Q.M. has spread a~a~ and
despondency by having told him that our only activity at a
weekend exercise was to tran port safetly three mammoth bars
and then labour enthusiasticaUy at the task of drinking them
dry.
Tiu• C'om.-ly 11u1itl f'nll o f our Con trol Cc.• ntrc Troo1•s
H aving mentioned wine I must mention women. The camp
was graced by the presence of the comely maidens of our
Control Centre Troops. The only occasion on which the writer
saw them was as they pas ed through the main gate with maps
at ' the high port.' Doubtless, being outnumbered rou~hly
30 to 1 by the men, they were doing a ground check of possible
escape routes back to Belfast.
Our drivers indulged in worthwhile convoy exercises, at one
stage camouflaged a lorry so successfully that ~e Regimental
photographer failed to take a snap of it; each time he looked
in his view finder it seemed to disappear.
To summarise, what must be our Colonel's thoughts on his
new command? "No Regiment is entirely useless · even the
worst of them can serve as a h orrible example."
Go mbeannuighidt dia duit ·

Home on t he ra nge , t he cowboys of 40th Signal Regiment at annual
classification

®hituatp
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL DAVID TODD , ".\l.B.E .
By the death in Edinburgh on 11th April of David ('Jock')
Todd the Corps has lost a most influential founder member.
Born in 1899 'Jock ' joined up as soon as he could in 1916.
His home was reached by rowing boat off the north coast
of Scotland but as is so often the case he was remarkably well
educated. He was a strong character who seldom required to
invoke the Army Act. A dressing down from 'Jock' usually
had a lasting effect.
In 1930-31 on the orthwest Frontier of India, near Peshawar,
he was awarded the M .B.E. for his work as a Company Sergeant
Major in the Afridi operations. He was R.S.M. of 'A' (Indian)
Corps Signals during the 1936-39 operations in Waziristan and
was commissioned on 1st May, 1939, as an I.P.C. During his
tenure as R.S.M. there was only one court martial and that for
a civil offence. His influence and guidance to all ranks was
invaluable.
He served in North West Europe in 1945 and the following
year he held a senior welfare appointment in South East Asia
Command
From 1949-54 he was T.O.T . in 11th Air Formation Signals
in Buckeburg and Lemgo and his extremely high standards
were greatly appreciated by the R.A.F.
After retirement 'Jock' continued to serve as an R.O. on
the staff of C.S.0. Scottish Command. His first wife died
shortly after he retired, but he was later very haopily remarried.
'I he sympathy of the Corps is extended to M rs. M ay T odd
who gave him contentment and comfort when the Edinburgh
wind caused him certain distress.
MAJOR A. W- lUEAD, ROYAL SI GNAU ( RETD. )
UHG-196 9
RT.W. writes:
Bill M ead, who died recently while a member of the R.C.T.
Work Study Team, retired from the Royal Corps of Signals
in 1954 after 22 years' service. After experience with the
R.A.O.C. Work Study organisation, he joined the R.A.S.C
Work Study and Technical Advisory Unit at King ton in 1963.
He has worked in many fields of transport but perhaps hi
most fruitful contribution has been his work during the past
year on the operations of 1 Railway Group R.C.T . at Hounslow.
Kineton, Bramley and Bicester. His studies on the control of
locomotives by radio in the larger R.A.O.C. depots are already
coming to practical fruition th is year.
With his friendly approach, and his forthright and lively
mind, he was by temperament an ideal work-studier and
colleague, who was very quick to appreciate the comradeship
found among practical railwaymen everywhere.
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fany will be ~add ncd to h ar of the recent death of
Bill Walters, in Jersey. where he had been living for some
year·. Bill crv d in the ranks from 1932 to 1944, when he
wa promoted Lieutenant (Q.M.). He will be well remembered
in Hong Kong and later Malaysia, where he served from
1949 to 1953. Also for his periods of crvice with the 49th
Armoured Divi ion
ignal Regiment, T.A. (1953-56) and
7th Armoured Division Signal Regiment Oater 5th Division
, ignal Regiment) from 1957-1960.
Bill retired in 1961 and eventually settled in Jersey, where
h became a leading light in the local branch of the Association, of which he was Chairman for a period.
He was R generous person with a genial, friendly approach,
and he will be much missed by his many friends. Our deep
sympathy goes to his wife, daughter and son-in-law.

CAPTAIN E. SHACKLETON~ H.B.E.
E.A.J. writes:
Captain Shackleton died suddenly at his home in Harrogate
on 11th April, 1969. He was commissioned in the 48th Divisional Signals (T.A.), Birmingham in 1926, and went on the
T.A.0.R. in 1931, but used to come back for annual training.
He rejoined in 1939 and went to the duplicate unit-6lst
Divisional Signals-as a Company Commander.
In April, 1940, he went to France for a short attachment
to the Slst Divisional Signals and so became involved in
the German offensive in May. He was wounded and captured
at St. Valery. While a prisoner-of-war in two prison camps
Shackleton worked on wireless reception and was awarded an
M.B.E. for his services.
He was employed by the G.E.C. in Birmingham, and on
retirement, a few years ago, went to live in Harrogate.
"Shack," a tall Yorkshireman-well over 6ft.-had a quiet
and unassuming manner. He was a keen and efficient officer
and exceptionally proficient in wireless; he had an amateur
transmitting licence. He leaves a widow, to whom we extend
our sympathy.

Association
NORTH

LONDON

BRANCH

Hon. Secretary: MR. H. Grr.LIBRAND, 21, Falkland Avenue,
New Southgate, N.n.
(Extracted from 'Inter-Com' the News Letter of the Branch)
UR.ING a discussion on ways and means of getting newly.
discharged members of the Corps to come along and
give the branch a trial, Percy Martin volunteered to visit these
people personally and, if necessary, to pick them up and
bring them along to a meeting.
Well, no one can say we don't try, can they? Also discussed was the possibility of inviting members of other branches
along to see this branch at work.
It is felt that it might be of benefit to the Association as
a whole if more branches could capture something of the
atmosphere which makes North London tick.
To carry out this idea, it would be essential for us to find
accommodation for our visitors, and it is felt that there may
be members who would be able to put up one or two
on the odd occasion. We already have some offers and since
we _only expect to entertain three or four outside ~embers at
a time, each volunteer would only need to be called upon
proba~ly once during the course of a year. Please let us
know 1f you are able to help in this respect before the branch
represen.tat~ve~' meeting ~t H.Q. next month, so that we can
extend mv1tat1ons accordingly.
ince we suggested that we might be able to collect the kind
of trading stamps which you do not, we already have over
three books of ' Pink '. and one of ' Green,' so the prospect
looks good for the Chnstmas toy collection. Keep up the good
work folks!
At. the ;April meeting, one of our associate members will
be displaymg examples of his own paintings, which we shall
not only be able to admire, but also to purchase, should any

D
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of them take our fancy. What is more, the branch will benefit
from any sales, but, most of alJ, it should add interest to the
c\•ening in a wav which we have not tried before.

CARDIFF

BRANCH

Hon. Secretary: MR. M. H. JONES, 42, Cartwright Lane,
Fairwater, Cardiff.
FTER many years of devoted service, Bill Edwards relinqui hed his duties as Treasurer, and we thank him
for his past help and efforts on behalf of the cause. We wish
his successor, Frank McFarland, the best of fortune, and may
the Association continue to prosper financially. Don Gould
has found it very difficult to spare the time for both Welfare
and Assistant Secretary duties. Here again, we are very grateful for his services during 1968, and welcome in his place as
Assistant Secretary, Ken Bound. It is good to know that we
shall be privileged once again in being able to call on our
President, Lieutenant-Colonel Ramsbottom, and our VicePresident, Captain Doherty for any assistance and advice which
we may need.
Let no one doubt but that it has been a good year for us
at Cardiff. We have made a gift to Headquarters of £50,
and, even so, our balance in hand at 1st January exceeded
£100. The wonderful concert by the Treorchy Male Choir
brought our name to the notice of many people who simply
did not know of our existence. Membership is now almost 200!
But a word of warning here: we have a few annual membersnot many-whose subscriptions have not yet come in for 1967!
This must be an oversight, and do, please, pay your subscriptions to the end of 1968. It is felt by the committee
that we cannot continue to send out these quarterly Branch
Bulletins to lapsed members, and the feeling is that unless
subscriptions for 1968 are received within the next month, then
it must be assumed that members who have not paid up wish
to be lapsed. I repeat, please do not let this happen, and
send in your outstanding subscriptions.
We must not become complacent as a result of a successful
year. The numbers at our monthly meetings are still too low,
we would like to see our lady members supporting us, and
once again we assure our recently-enrolled serving members
that, by kind permission of the P.M.C. and Warrant Officers
and Sergeants of the Mess, on Association meeting nights, all
are welcome to the hospitality of their mess at the conclusion
of the meeting.
Let us be thankful for such ~ Association and to remember
the spirit that binds us together. In these days of increasing
bickering, free expression, and disregard for discipline, let us
endeavour to remember that our example and spirit might
be a good thing for some young people to emulate. On this
subject, we might consider during the year, having closer
liaison with other ex-Servicemen's Associations, thus extending
our social activities.
(Extracted from current Branch Bulletin of the Cardiff Branch)

A

RlJDDERSFIELD

I have, of course, written to all those of my friends who wrot~
a personal letter to me, but to write to all in the Association
for whom I have such a high regard and liking, would be quite
impossible. May I therefore ask if you would kindly publish
this with my sincere thanks to all. I will not say goodbye,
as it is my intention to keep in touch as much as possible.
My best wishes to all branches, and may they go from
strength to strength.
Mr. Stead's address is 29, Kenmore Road, Kenley, Surrey,
CR2 5NW.-Editor.

1'lll. JlOWLAND HU.L, OF (,'HESTER BRANCH
Among the members attending the annual dinner of the
Chester Branch of the Royal Signals Association was Mr.
Rowland Hill and his wife.
ow at the age of 78-a brisk, smart, soldierly seventy-eight
· that- Mr. Hill still likes to regard himself as " A good and
well-bred Signals type still interested after many years of
happy association with the Chester branch."
But Mr. Hill is more than that. He is a singular man with a
singular record stretching back over sixty years. Here are some
of the highlights of his career. He joined the Royal Artilley
in 1909 and went to India in 1911. In 1917 he transferred to
the R.E. Signals in Poona after he had passed an Army
Signalling and Telephony course at Peshawar the previous
year. Eventually he was posted to the 40th Indian Division
Signal Company as Sergeant H.Q. Section and served with
this unit until the armistice in November, 1918.
After the first world war he joined the G.P.O. at Chester
in the engineering department where he eventually served for
thirty-five years, being awarded the Imperial Services Medal
on his retirement in 1957. At the outbreak of war in 1939, at
the age of 47, Mr. Hill could just not resist getting back into
the Services and he joined Royal Signals Western Command
where he served for six years.
Back again to civilian life in 1946 he was one of the
founder members of the Chester Branch; a year Later he was
a Life Member and he is now a Vice-President of the Branch.

CORPS GOLF
The new season got off to a good start in March, with two
wins against the Staff College and RM.A., Sandhur~t, respectively. Both matches were played off handicap, on fine days,
in an otherwise cold and dismal month.
Against the Staff College, at Camberley Heath, we were
delighted to see Major Bob Benbow, from R.M.A., making up
their side. The score of 7-1, in our favour, disguised some
quite close and exciting play in mid-rounds. The match
against the RM.A. was played at North Hants, and we were
glad to have Major-Generals Eric Cole and 'Mungy ' Morrison
helping us on to our 6--2 victory.
The next event is the Army Meeting at Royal St. George's in
early May, when we hope to field a strong side in the
Ordnance Cup. The team selected will be from: Major R. B.
Carroll, Major W. MacDonald, Major-General E. S. Cole,
Lieutenant-Colonel S. Schofield, Major M. J. Hales and
Brigadier A. J. Jackson.
The Secretary (Colonel G. D. T. Harris) at R.H.Q., will be
glad to hear of golfing news from his opposite numbers in
B.A.O.R. and FARELF and, in particular, details of any
golfers returning to U.K.

' STOP PUESS
8th Signal Regiment Hoekey Success!
The 8th Regiment, after no Jess than two replays, won the
U.K. Army hockey final by 2 goals to 1 against the Ministry
of Defence (Army). The final game lasted two hours 53
minutes involving nine periods of extra time. The 8th Regiment
reckon they are getting reasonably fit now. Since receipt of the
above information the result of the British Army hockey final
is to hand as below:
Army Hockey Final result: 8th Regiment 0, 32nd Armoured
Engineer Regiment 3.
8th Regiment team was: Sergeant A. G. Morgan; Major T.
E. Baxter, Corporal M. Prior; Corporal C. Mooney, Sergeant
J. Maynard, Corporal C. C. Monk; W.O.II N. Elliot, LanceCorporal P. Havelin, Staff Sergeant J. Howie (captain), Sergeant
R. Forster, Lance-Corporal J. Boardman.

LEMON HART JAMAICA RUM.
LAMB'S NA VY RUM.

BRANCH

These and all other

Hon. Secretary: MR. T . Mm.LOR, Lea House, Shepley,
Huddersfield.
Mr. Mellor writes: Members are keeping a lively interest in
branch affairs. Anyone reaching this area is invited to make
contact. We are getting ex-Signalmen of all ages.
Our Entertainments Committee recently organised a trip to
City Varieties, Leeds. The compere, Charlie Chester, gave us
a 'mention.' Three of the lads went on the stage. Afterwards,
by invitation of the Leeds Branch, we visited their H.Q. to
round off a convivial evening.
Looking forward to the Catterick reunion.

famous drinks
are obtainable
through N.A.A .F.I.

A thank you, hranches!-f"rom Mr. A. E. Sh•ml

Mr. A. E. Stead, who recently retired after serving with
Association for over twenty years as Branches Secretary,
writes:
· Now that I have retired, may I say how much I appreciate
my. copy of Tm! WIRE each month-I really do look forward
to 1t.
But what I really want to say is how grateful I am to all
branches of the Association for their grand co-operation and
real friendliness towards me during my 22 years. It made my
work a real pleasure.
th~
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SOUTH AFRICAN
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The Luxury you can afford
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Corps.

Editor:

Vacancies exist for contract officers, initially on a t hree yea rs t o ur, for t wo
Technical Officers Telecommunications in the Zambia Corps of Signals . T he first
vacancy is for an O .C. Workshop Troop in the Signal Squadron and t he second is fo r
a Technical Staff Officer in the Signals Directorate. Staff or SWS expe r ience wou ld
be an asset.
Applications are invited from serving and ex-Royal Signals Office rs who have a
w ide experien~e of service in field and training unit workshops. Ran k would be
dependent on length of service and rank held in the Regular Army.
Applications from recommended and experienced Warrant Officer Foreman of
Signals would be considered .
Further details may be obtained by writing personally to :

A ll correspondence and mauer for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed 10 THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S .W .3. Tel. Nos. 01-730-4129
and 01 -730-3477. E x t . 1-1-3.

MATTER F OR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE M ONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remillances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail); Twelve months 24 /-; single
month, 2/·).

Major A. L. Gilhooly, Signals Directorate, Headquarters Zambia Army,
P.O. Box 1931, Lusaka, Zambia.
J UNE/.IUl ,Y
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THE SPffiIT THAT LIVES ON
Some 50 branches of the Royal Signals Association exist in the United
Kingdom. Most of these have an annual dinner, at which the attendance
may vary from 30 to well over 100. It is probable, therefore, that in any
one year, several thousand ex-members of the Corps, often with their wives
and friends, are happy and indeed proud, to gather together, imbued with
a spirit of comradeship that bound them together during service in the

DHIGADIEH P • .!U . P . HODS O N,
D .S.O.

ZAMBIA CORPS OF SIGNALS CONTRACT SERVICE

The Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display T eam opened their season
on 24th April at Scorton, Yorkshire. ' The White Helmets,' as they are
popularly called, go from strength to strength. In 1969 a very busy season
culminates with a North American tour from 11th September to the 23rd
November. T here, they will appear for 12 days at Madison Square Garden
in New York, and will cover North America, from Montreal in the north,
to Los Angeles in the south, as well as a short visit to Mexico. Bookings
for 1970 are well advanced, and enquiries are now coming in for 1971such is their fame.
Our picture shows one of the ' new look ' stunts-a leap through an
outsize 14ft. Watney's Red Barrel. The question is: What reward do the
team receive in kind from Watneys for this publicity?
" Volunteer for the team and find out for yourself,'' is their answer.

•
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Apart from the branches of the Association, there are an unknown
number of 'private army ' dinners, where once again, service in the Corps
brings old friends and comrades together. There are, of course, such wellknown functions as the Ex-Boys' Dinner and the Indian Signals Dinner.
A number of other dii:mers also come to mind, such as those held by 3rd
Divisional Signals, Air Formation Signals, the Glossop and District Royal
Signal Ex-Services' Association to name a few. H owever, there are, without
doubt, a considerable number of gatherings which are known only to those
connected with them. It is, therefore, very much our wish here, to try and
compile a list of all such gatherings, and we would be very grateful if
secretaries, or anyone who knows of the e functions, could get in touch
with the Editor of THE WIRE, giving such details as the title of the organisation sponsoring the dinner, when and wh ere it is usually held, the average
number attending, and the name and address of the Honorary Secretary and
any other u seful information.
D epending on the response to this appeal it is hoped to gain some idea
of the total numbers of ex-Corps members who meet together each year
because of the spirit that lives on . Also, it may be pos ible to increase
attendance and support by giving sui~ble and timely publicity in THE WIRE
to these functions. Your assistance, therefore, will be of value.
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Address to the Branch Representatives of the
Royal Signals Association
By BRIGADIER P . E. HUTCHINS, B.G.S. (SIGNALS) ARMY
• The Wire ' has pleasure in reproducing below a n address made by the B.G.S. (Signals) to the Branch
Representatives of the Association at their annual meeting on the 19th April, 1969.
In his talk, Brigadier Hutchins gave an up-to-date survey c·f Corps affairs in general, and what be
said will be of undoubted interest to aU our readers, both serving and retired.

AM sorry that, this year, you are having to be content
IServing
with second-best as far as your senior delegate from the
Corps is concerned, and I trust that you were all informed of this ' change in the cast ' before you bought your
tickets, because there will not be any refunds! General John
Anderson sends you his good wishes, however, and very much
regrets that he cannot be here to talk to you again himself.
He is, in fact, in Australia, attending the 8th Quadripartite
Signal Conference, between Australia, Canada, Britain and
the United States, before going on to New Zealand and
returning via the Far East.

Background to the S.0.-in-C.'s job
In short, he is providing further proof, if any were needed,
that the S.0.-in-C. is just about the hardest-worked member
of the Corps, and I am glad of the fact that his absence today
gives me the chance to say so-for he would never have told
you himself. From where I stand, as his principal staff officer,
I can see only too clearly how General John extends himself
on behalf of Royal Signals. Being an officer as well experienced in Whitehall as he is in the field, he knows well
how much effort and patience must go into achieving the successful conclusion of the seemingly simplest enterprise at
Ministry level. And I remember when he cook over as S.0 .in-C., he warned us all that he saw himself being tied to
London a great deal in these difficult times. In the event he
has coped with Whitehall and world-wide travels; he has fulfilled a calendar at home and abroad, in London and out of
it, which would have been enough for two ordinary chaps.
Even when he has a month or so in U.K. I know-because all
bis engagements are duplicated in my diary-that there are
often weeks on end when he is engaged on some duty or
other every night, and when even the weekends are not sacred.
So, if like me, you have often been disposed co think how plush
that top seat must be, I would ask you to remember that
it's a shade hot as well! And I'm sure that you will agree with
me that the Corps has reason to be grateful to its occupantsmorc especially in recent years when the whole character of
signalling bas been undergoing change, when our responsibilities
as a Corps grow daily wider, and when a false move by a
S.0.-in-C. could cause immeasurable harm, not only to the
CoI'T's, but to the Army as a whole.
A revolution ht eemmunieation techniques
At the risk of boring some of you who may have left tbe
Regular Corps fairly recently, or still be serving, I thought perhaps you might like me to try to describe in simple terms
what has been going on over the past ten years or so. Briefly,
we have ceased to rely upon individual natures of communication, sue~ as wi.reless o.r line, and have gone over to integrated
systems m which radio, telephony and encyphcring are all
knitted together. The conuast is dramatic. We felt we had
come through something of a revolution between the flags,
lamps and A~ k set~ of the 1930's to the 'printers, 19 sets and
Golden Arrows of the 1940's, or between those and the
ANTRC's of the 19SO's. But that was nothing compared with
the upheaval now going on-at any rate in the Royal Signals'
~phere of operations.
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Regimemal communications of the other Arms-Infanuy,
Amour, Gunners, and so on, have changed only in so far as
they've gone over completely to VHF and to light eq uipment
which always works. As far as we are concerned, however, we
communicate between D ivisional and Corp s H.Q., through remote communication centres, linked to each other by rad io relay equipment carrying secure telegraph and speech and with
facilities for the data of the computer age. This, in a nutshell,
is the BRUIN system you have heard about: with MALLARD,
its successor, we shall have more communication cenues, providing greater reliability and safety, and such other refinements
as 'Random Access '-a high-sounding phrase which means
simply that any organisation suitably equipped can ' dial-in '
-even while on the move--with no more ado than it would
take you to go and phone your wife from the phone box
outside this hall (and without the inconvenience of having to
produce sixpences and shillings).
All this means, of course, that use of the signal system for
the military public is becoming much simpler- no SLIDEX, no
' How do you hear me,' etc. At the same time, for us, it
is becoming more complex and more sophisticated. The old
' operator ' is changing his nature-he is becoming more of a
systems engineer-while our technicians are spending less time
at their benches and more at the instrument panels of equipments. · One thing is NOT changing, and that is the Corps'
need of real soldiers. You have only to think of the situation
in war of the isolated self-dependant and lonely communication
centre, to realise why. (Also to understand why our concern
is nowadays greater than ever to find a suitable 'quiet
generator.').

very high grade. man, b~t p rob~l::ly in fewer tra~es. This
will arise from its becoming easier to define precisely what
each tradesman must do and hence what he needs to know. In
the past we have had to cater for a great deal of the unknown, beca use one never knew how m uch improvisation might
bl: necessary to make things work. And this meant more and
more trades.
Not that one would want to · decry resource or innovation :
it 1> just that it is very comfortable and much more.. efficient
to he able to train people to known requirements, so far as
their equipment is concerned, leaving ordinary military circumtances to provide the surprise situations demanding resource.
omc of you will have been Signallers long enough ago to
rca!i e what I mean when I call it absolute bliss to be able
to say "we start an exercise after lunch " knowing that all
you need do is switch on and go!
We are finding, too, that we can simplify the training of
1 ur officers. Far more are receiving degree training than before, which h elps, but so again does the simplicity and re!ibility of equipment which they use. We now have an orderly
s ·rics of car eer courses for our officers, nearly all short enough
to be taken while the officer remains on the posted strength of
hi unit, thereby cutting out one of the reasons for frequent
postings. L ife for our officers was neat and tidy in the 1920's
and '30' , it became almost insupportably complex and hairraising in the 1940's and 'SO's. Now it is becoming really well
ordered again.

Thos;• Vo l n n t.-c• r s
From reluctant regulars, let me turn for a moment to eager
volunteers. As you will all know, we now have three T .A.V.R.
Groups in the U.K. and as many of you will hav\! heard, the
new Regiments in these Groups have in the past year been
finding their feet and making their mark. Wherever their
various roles have taken them, whether it be to support
B.A.0 .R. or SHAPE on major N .A.T .O. exercises or the U .K.
Command in the various contingencies for which it must train,
these units have drawn themselves praise for their polished
performance. It would have been enough if, after two years,
they had simply signalled adequately-but they went and d id
it with a professional expertise which has made those at very
high levels sit up and take notice. Much lower down the scale,
people like me have been worried that they m igh t be setting
themselves too high a standard-but when I remonstrated with
one Commander he retorted at once that there was no question
of his being a slave drive r, it was the troops who were urging
him on. Long may it last-though in all conscience we still
have a great deal to do to provide these new Volunteer units
with the scale of permanent staffs and equipment which they
need, and with working instructions streamlined to suit the
limited time which we can seriously expect them to give over
a prolonged period.

The• ny Eu i.h e oh1 t meD1f
Lest, however, you should get the impression that everything in the garden is lovely, I must tell you that th is very
defin itely is not the case. It is tragic that just as we have
acquired equi~ment wh ich really works (and the promise of
more to come), just as our Foremen of Signals automatically
qualify for HNC (and technicians soon will for ONC), just,
in fact, as we emerge into daylight in so many ways, disaster
stares us in the face from shortage of manpower. Not from
' cuts ' but from lack of recruits.
In round figures, we should this year be recruiting 200 adult
soldiers every month to meet our target strength at April,
1970. We are, in fact, getting about 40. The shortfall is almost
entirely in B tradesmen, but as more A tradesmen find themselves having to double up and take on other chores than
their own, they are not going to be too happy either. We ar e
doing all in our power to help put this right, and I ask
you to do all in yours, too. In spite of fewer ' real overseas '
postings, the Army in general, and certainly the Royal Corps
of Signals, has never had more to offer in terms of job-satisfaction, career prospects and qualifications. Whenever, therefore
you come across a p otential recruit you really can, with an entirely clear conscience, encourage him to join! Sometimes one

The 111ni11 message
Looking through notes of previous addresses to you I am
conscious that there are many other things I should report upon
so, very briefly, I will. R istacomm still goes well, as does our
Satellite programme. Clansman (the new generation of regimental radio sets) is due to begin issue in 1973 and the School
of Signals has just opened up Britain's first and only Defence
Automatic Data Processing Centre. We have done well in sport
but since you all read THE WIRE you'll know that as well as
I do. Mainly, however, I feel that the message I want to give
you is that we a.i:e all in very good heart, have never been better
trained or equipped and have really only one worry-we cannot
for the life of us understand why more young chaps don't join!
(In fact we have a few ideas about why they don't, also why
some who are already in do not stay longer. But those are not
for publication at this moment!).
Thank you for listening. Nei..-t year, all being well, you will
be back with the 1st XI again and will be addressed by General
Pentreath-who is due to take over as S.0.-in-C. about a month
from now. General Anderson is moving on-about five offices
down the same corridor but to a somewhat different environment as Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Signals) - a job
pioneered b~ General Whistler in 1963 (but which has been
filled by an Admiral and an Air Vice Marshal since then). If I
may I will give them both your best wishes for the future.

hears the ex-soldier say: "I loved every minute of it, but it
woudn't do for our Dick." It would, you know.

~ew

respo11sihllitles •
But while these new communicating techniques provide ease
and efficiency for the user, they also mean that we Signallers
have to face new responsibilities outside those of pure signalling.
You will readily appreciate that the 'kit of parts' designed
to hook each H.Q. into such a system must be standardisedso we can no longer allow General Brown (late Infantry) to
put his Divisional H .Q. in cellars and sewers, and General
Pink (late R.A.C.) to put his in armoured cars. Nor can we
cater for one running his from a main H.Q. and the other from
a tactical H.Q. miles in front. They have all to do it the
same way and, what's more, their individual staffs must do
their jobs the same way, too. More than that, if we are to
plan for the right numbers of communication channels, data
links and computer facilities, we must ensure that they all do
their administration along common lines. In short, we
Signallers have to get right into the business of designing
headquarters and controlling their working.
• • • and a new a1tproaeh to the Slgnnlfor too
How, you may ask, does this affect our individual soldiers
and officers. I have already told you that above all they must
be real soldiers. Quite how trades will be affected it is too early
to say, and what changes do occur, will be slow and painless.
At this moment we are looking at the operator in the greatest
detail. In a year or two the technician will be examined again.
It is quite clear that we shall continue to need and to attract a
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Bring Colour to your Magazine
'The Wire, pJans to publish colour front cover photographs with increasing frequency. To achieve
this we need the co-operation of units and individuals who are asked to submit suitable photographs for
this purpose.
To justify the extra expenditure involved photographs must be of a r~ally high standard. The subject
matter should be of Corps interest-this can be fairly freely interpreted-but above aD every effort should
be made to capture the effect of strong and contrasting colours to produce an eye-cat~hing result.
Photographs should be S.} inches wide and
proportions.

6! inches high or, if larger or smaller, in these

£2.0.0 will be paid for any photograph used by 'The Wire.'
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14th Signal
Regiment
receives first
Mobile Earth
Station

Out in front on all fronts
Redifon's new MF/HF receiver-the R.550 1 Altair'gives a choke of •free' VFO tuning with a resolution
of 10 Hz or, using a simple adaptor, full frequency
synthesis in 100 Hz steps. After VFO search, transfer
to synthesiser operation is instantaneous.
The fully transistorised Altair achieves higher
standards in frequency and phase stabil ity. In
frequency setting accuracy, cross modulation and
blocking characteristics.
It has a remarkable dynamic range with unrivalled AGC performance and front end protection.
And it operates on CW, MCW, DSB, SSB and ISB.
The Altair is designed to meet the most

Division,
S.W.18.
from

y
A Member Company of

Major John Newman

the Rediffusion Organisation

• Two Operational
Troops formed.

Satellite

• Station can be set up and
dismantled in three hours.

[rhoto courtesy Birmingham Post and Mail

THE CORPS' FIRST AIR PORTABLE MOBILE SATELLITE EARTH STATION

lllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Major Newman (left) points out features of interest to the C.O., Lieutenant Colonel J. A. Baker,
while W.0.1. (F. of S.) Coxon and his team are busy on maintenance

N Thursday, 27th March, at a ceremony held at the G.E.C.O
A.E.I. establishment at Stanmore, Middlesex, 14th Regiment took delivery of the fitst of the ' Skynet ' Satellite Communications Earth Stations.

The purpose of •Skynet'
Project ' Skynet ' is intended to provide the country with a
wo!ld-wide wideband communications system which is highly
reliable and not subject to the vagaries of the current H.F.
system.
It consbts of a geo-stationary satellite, positioned over the
Indian Ocean, so that it is 'visible' from the U.K. to the Far
East, and a number of earth stations. There will be five static
earth stations, two small ship-borne stations and two medium
sized, mobile, air-portable stations. It i the fitst of the two
air-portable stations that the Regiment has received, the second
being due for delivery later this year.
Enrlie:r dnys
14th Regiment has been associated with Satellite Communications since December, 1965, when it was responsible for
forming 647 Troop. This Troop, after training, went to Singapore where it manned the Earth Station which took part in
the Initial Defer•..:e Communications Satellite Project. When
647 Troop returned to this country in December, 1967, to take
over the Earth Station at S.R.D.E. Christchurch, it again
became administratively part of 14th Regiment. The relay
centre at Beddington was also intimately concerned with the
I.D.C.S.P. trials.

Two Satellite Troops
The two Troops, which have- been raised to become the
first operational Satellite Troops, are 617 and 618 Troop . They
are at present commanded by Captain Ian Kerr and Captain
Peter Brunton, and their Foremen of Signals are W.0.1 Jack
Coxon and W.O.I Jim Lawrence. The majority of each Troop
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have attended, or will be attending, a specialist, four-month
course to train them for their new and interesting role.

The equipment itseU
The stations are based upon a 20-foot parabolic reflector,
which is fully steerable and which automatically follows the
satellite as it drifts through space. The electronic equipment is
mounted either on the back of the dish or in three air-portable
cabins. The low noise receive amplifier is cooled by liquid
nitrogen and the production and handling of this has become
an interesting new task for the Electrician Driver of the
Troops led by Corporal Colin Pickering and Corporal Mike
Reynolds.
For movement by road or by car the station breaks down
into seven packages two which form the antenna mount three
cabins and two 50 KVA generators. These can be mounted on
detachab~e four-wheeled mobilisers.
The station takes three hours to dismantle and pack ready
for movement, and can be erected and in operation with:n
three hours of arriving on a new unprepared site.
A very good eftort
The station was on display at the University Symposium at
Arborfield on 28th March within 16 hours of the Regiment
accepting it from the makers at Stanmore. It travelled to
Arborfield during the evening of 27th March and six members
of 617 Troop then worked through the night to erect the
station, assisted by repre entatives of the maker (G.E.C.).
This wa completed by 05.00 when everyone was then glad
to snatch a couple of hours' sleep. At 08.00 everyone was back
on parade to show off and demon trate the station working
through a satellite, to the assembled university profcs ors and
lecturers. Considering that this was the first time that they
had ever seen the station, we consider that this wa an extremelv
good effort.
Well done, 617 Signal Troop!
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From our "In " Tray

Special Mention
-

- 8th 'lgntd Bf'gim nt•s
Ftn)tbaH Tt>t1f'IS

Hocke y , B ugb y

and

for the.ir out randing ucce ·se in the 1968/69 season. A
Ii t of the competitions won i given below. The hockey
tea m de erves a pedal mention for winning the United
Kingdom Army H ockey Cup .

HOCKEY
Winners.-U nited K ingdom Army Hockey Cup · or thern
Command Hockey Cup ;
orthumbrian D istrict L eague
Cup ; orthumbrian D istrict H ockey Cup.
Runners-up.-Arrny H ockey Cup; Northumbrian District
ix-a- ide.
lll' GBY
Winners.orthern Command Rugby Cup;
orthumbrian District Rugby Cup; orthern Command Seven-aSide Cup;
orthumbrian Districts Seven-a-Side Cup.
F OOTBALL
Winners.-Northern Command Football Cup; Northumbrian D istrict Football League Cup.
Runners-up. - orthumbrian District · Football Cup.
Quarter-finalists.-United Kingdom Army Football Cup.
F ENCING
Winner.-2 one 2 Competition (the team have qualified
for entry to the Anny C hampionships).
- - Corporal JUic hne l Ni.choll of l S q11adron 4th
Div . H.q. and Sign.al R e giment

for his initiative in devising an exhaust safety rack to
support the silencer of the 3t L VA vehicle mounted
generator when in operation. A fire hazard was always
present when this generator was used in dry undergrowth
- a hazard which has now been completely reduced by
Corporal Nicholl's design. It has also earned him a two
guineas award by the M inistry of D efence Awards Committee in addition to the award already made him by the
then Commanding Officer, 4th Division H .Q. and Signal
Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Jackson. Corporal
Nicholl also received a letter of commendation from C.C .R.
Signals 1 (BR) Corps.
- - Major ~ Dick , Cnrroll o f 4 0th ( Uls t e r) Signal
ll e y1ment (l-)

for regaining the Anny Golf C hampionship-a Championship he last held in 1962-by three strokes. At the Royal
St. G eorge's course he was successful with roun ds of 72
and 74.
-

of

The .22 shooting tea11th Infan t ry
Brigatle and Sif1nal Squadron. (211)

for gaining second place by some fine shooting in the ARA
non-central (i.e. world-wide) small bore team championships
of 1969. The team was only seventeen points behind the
winners.
- - Laace-Corporal P"t"r Havelin of 8th Signal
Regim"nt

for being voted the most ' up and coming ' young hockey
player at th e Rheindahlen hockey festival recently. Corporal
Havelin has already played for the Corps hockey team, the
Army team and the Combined Services team, and there
can be no doubting his potential as a fi ne hockey player. The
Rheindahlen festival attracts players of the highest standard.
Lance-Corporal Havelin scored the winning goal for 8th
Signal Regiment in the U .K. Army Hockey Cup final.
Prgeant M.A. Brett (now on F. of S. course,
elU1ol ol lgnal#) and Apprentice Trndesman
A. Rofllason ol Army Apprentices College,
Harrogate

for their praiseworthy performances in the Army Canoe
lalom Championships held at Shepperton r ecently.
Sergeant Brett was placed 4th in the Army open event and
Apprentice Tradesman Robinson gained individual second
place in the Intermediate Class.
21 0

Movements====

AllTISTH; EXCEl,f,ENf :E
Sir,
The pedal M ention column is normally reserved for outstanding performances of a professional or sporting _n ature.
May I break into new fields by bringing to your a tte nt10~ th e
artistic excellence that an unknown (to me) clerk of 261 Signal
Squadron brings to the simple task of addressing an envelope,
as shown below.

260 $ignal $quabron

J)orsesboe ~atta ck s
${Joeburpne.5.5
<!Es.sex
J. C. Campbell, Majo r,
Officer Commanding.
260 Signal Squadron (S.A.M.),
Horseshoe Barracks,
Shoeburyness, E sex.

THE GROWINC. POPULAJUTY OF TEN-PIN
BOWLING
Sir,
I am writing this to bring to your notice a sporting event
of some note that seem s to have slipped past the usual
channels.
As you may or may not know, an Army T en-Pin B.o wling
Championship has been held for the past five years with the
assistance of A.M.F. International. This event is necessarily
regarded as non-official, because the sport is not .at the
moment recognised by the Anny Sports Board, but it does
have a very sizeable following, particularly within the Corps.
Corps teams-8th Signal Regiment and 24th Signal Regiment-won this competition for the first two years, and then
lost it for the neJ1."! two years to the R.E.M.E. This year, the
Corps was again successful, when a team from 30th Signal
R egiment managed to sweep the board.
The team was as follows: Sergeants Smith and Hall, Staff
Sergeant Ainge, and Lance-Corporal Petcher, from 30th Regiment, helped by Corporals Owen and M ortimer from the
School of Si&_nals.
Between them, at championships held this year this team
managed to take the following positions.
First in the team event.
First and second in the doubles event.
Second, fourth and eighth in the singles event.
F irst, second, fourth and seventh in the ALL EVENTS.
Corporal Mortimer finished as ARMY CHA V P ION.
Sergeant H all took the highest game of the day with a score
of 266.
I feel that as this sort of thing is something that the Corps
can be proud of, you might be able to accord some recognition
of the team's efforts in the next issue of Tm! WIRE.
I ncidentally, as I am off to Cyrpus shortly, it is hoped
that the Corps can enter a team from the units in Cyprus for
the next championships.
Yours,
L. A. Smith (Sergeant)
S ergeants' M ess, 30th Signal R egiment,
Blandford Camp, D orset.
ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLlJD
Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Evan Nepean, Bt., is writing a
history of the Royal Signals Sailing Association / Royal
Signals Yacht Club.
H e would like to hear from anyone with old records,
logs, photographs or other material. H is address is:
Royal Signals T elecommunications Group,
South1:rn Command,
Erskine Barracks,
Wilton,
Salishury, Wilts.
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Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergennt

4th Division Signal Regiment
,, 3oth R egiment
,, 10th Regiment
,, 225 Sq uadroc

A . S . Cotillard ...
T . Peacock
•..
M . Saunder•
A. J . Newman

Otlleers
. .. To MOD (Sigs. 38)
Major (T.O .T.) T . H. Amott .. .
,. I I th Regiment
.. .
Major D. A. Brockhurst . . .
,, J .C.C., Bahrein
Captain (T fc.) K. J . Bicknell .. .
,, nth Regiment
Major (Q .M .) C. C . Cross, M.B.B.
,, Mala')lsia
Major P. D . B. Chase, M.B.B.
,, School of Ordnance, D eepcut,
Second-Lieutenant I . F . Coppock
Surrey.
,, 16th Regiment
Captain B. R . Castle ...
32nd Regiment CV)
Major D. G. Cattermull
: ..
Lieutenant M . J . C. Cartwright
Abu Dhabi Defence F orce
,, 211 Squadron
Ma1or G. C. Corden .. •
...
,, 25th EniPnecr R egiment
Lieutenant R. G . Drake .. :
19th Reguncnt
Captain (T.O.T .) H . Davies
J .T.R., Rhyl
Lieutenant L. G . French
,, H .Q ., L .F ., Hong K ong
Captain C. B. Grundy
,. H.Q ., Radio G roup
Major T. B. Grice
School of S ignals
Captain C. T. Garton
Captain G. Hayes ...
...
. ..
,, 30th Regiment
Attd. Depot, R. A.O.C., Hereford
Lieutenant G. D . MacDougall
Second-Lieutenant G . A.
Montgomery Swan ,, nth R egiment
Lieutenan t-Colonel C. B. Masser
,, O fficer-in-Charge , R oyal Signals
R ecords
,, 226 Squadron
Captain C. R . M . Moonan .. .
,, 26th Engineer R egiment
Lieutenant B. M. Powell
.. .
Catpain c. w. Palmer, M.B.B.
,, tst R egiment
Captain (T .O.T.) I . J. R ose
,, 610 Troop, Donnington
,, 225 Squadron
Major T. F . Ross .. .
Captain B. Robinson
...
,, 18th Regimen t
~jor F. St.C. Robinson
,, N o. 3 Signal Group
Major R. J. Savage
...
.. .
,, 2nd R egimen t
Captain (T.O.T .) G . A. Sharp
JCA (Tech .) H .Q., AFCEN T
21St R egiment
Lieutenant H. G . S . Thomas
Lieutenant R. F. Willsher .. .
,, 1st Bo. R . Irish Rangers
Captain (Q.M .) R. A. W ebb
,, H .Q., British Tps., Sharjah

====Promotions
REGIMENTAL D UT"i' ROSTBR

Old
Sen. No . S en. No.
T o W .0.II S Sgt.
A / W .O.II

Gunderson, A. F. J. 4880
Wheeler, D. N .
4890

To S Sgt.

Connell, D .
Williams, A.
Moulton, F. P .
Morgan, K . I .
Groves, R. S.
Tookey, A. J .
McGooagle, J.

T o W.0 ./

A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/ W .O.I

W.O.I J. H . Paterson ...
W.0.1 (F . of S.) D . J. Lane .. .
W.O.I (F. of S.) J. M. Gllyeat
W .O .I (F. of S.) C. N. Armitage
A / W.O. I B. Robinson
W.0 .II CF. of S.) C. Marten . ..
W.O.U (Y. of S .) P . C. Wood
W.O.II B. O eaver
W.O.II J. Cassels ...
W.O.II R . C . M eyer .. .
W.O .II W . Y. N . G rierson
W.O .II F . R Gardner ...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) T . D . Brabon
Staff Sergean t (F. of S .) C. D . Hatcher
Staff Sergeant D . Walk.er .. .
Staff Sergeant R J. Hamilton
A/ Staff Sergeant F . S. Hughes
Staff Sergeant A. J. Tookcy
Staff Sergeant C . M eredith
Staff Sergeant G. A. Blackman
Staff Sergeant J. H. Shaw
Staff Sergean t B. R. Rothwell
Staff Sergeant W . F. Kilburn
Staff Sergeant T . H . Atkins
Staff Sergeant F. T . Donovan
Staff Sergeant B. F . Robinson ...
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) P. J. Daniel
Staff Sergeant D . J . Tryner
.. .
...
Staff Sergeant (y . of S.) J. M . Ferguson
Sergeant A. F . S. McElligott
Sergeant M . Crabtree
. ..
A/Sergeant J . G . Sou!ey .. .
Sergean t R. !.t.. M . Duff .. .
Sergeant V. F . Lees
Sergeant S. Braithwaite .. .
Sergeant A . G . Wooden
Sergeant J. Lyons .. .
.. •
Sergeant G. W . McNulty
Sergeant C . Mills
Sergeant J. B. Harvey .. .
Sergeant A. C. R. Cole
Sergeant B M . J. Woodley
Sergeant D . B. Clarke
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergell'Ot
ergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

L . A. Smith
C. C. Sobers ...
R. C. L . Grant
M . P . ~ey
.. .
K . E. E ustace .. .
W . P. K ent
S . K . W estwater
A. H. R . Bradshaw
F. E . C . Hawkes
J. J. F inn
'r. G riffin
G . S . Kennard
D . G rey .. .
.. .
D . C . Snowdon
N. J. Holcombe
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8th Regiment
,, 2 ut Regiment
24th Regiment
,, 19th Regiment
,, 35th Regiment (V)
,, 234 Squadron
,, 30th Regiment
,, 2nd D iv. Signal Regiment
,, 224 Squadron
,, 11th Regiment
,, A r m y Apprentices' College,
Harroga:e
,, 229 Squadron
,, 30th Regime n t
,, School of InfantfY
,, MOD Camp Corndt. Central Staff
,, H.Q .. AFNORTH
,, CAFSO, R.A. F ., Germany
,. 16th R egiment
,, 6o2 Troop
,, 18 Flt., A.A.C.
,, 24th Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
,, I 1th Regiment
,, 222 Squroron
,, 7th Regiment
, , 21st R egiment
,, 28th Regiment
,, 16th R egiment
,, 4th Div. Signal R egiment

To W .O.I W .O .II
To W.O .II S Sgt.
S Sgt.

,,

,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

1
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YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER
Coaker , R . G .
66o

790

IO

1548o
15490
15500
15510
155 20
15550
1556o
15570
15580
156oo
15670
15700

2I930
22570
2366o
2498o
25090
26790
28392
21190
21580

Cpl.

OPERATING R OSTBR
Rains, A.
Jack, J. M .
S harp, P.
McNeil , G .
Smvthe, L . F .
Cheyne G.
Birchall, B.
Lamb, P. N. B.
Hedges, L. H .
Lister, K.
Monks, C. A.
Lamberton, D . A.

A/ Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.

FIELD ROSTBR
Timmins, K. G.
Stacey. T . M . C.
F raser, A.

5470
5480
5500

6180
6210
6420

Sgt.

ADMtNISTRATIVE ROSTER
Widdicombe, J. G.

2944

4230

A/ Sgt.
Cpl.
A/ Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.

A / Sgt.

(Op.)
(Fd.)
(Op.)
(Op.)

40

15040
13965
15729
14625
12698

To Sgt.

(Op.)
(Op.~
(Op.

40

7615
778o
7850
7851
7870

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

24900

26850
28620

I~BR'MONS

{Fd.)

DELETIONS
R EGIMENTAL DUT"i' ROSTER
W.O.I
W.O .II
S Sgt.

880
2390

W.O.II

1230

86o

1040
2400
3950

2440

FORBMAN OF SJGNALS ROSTER

rth R egiment

1st Div. Signal R egiment
222 Sq uadro::i
234 Squadron
7tb R egiment
36th Regimen t (V)
School of Signals
9th R egiment
31st Regiment (V)
259 Squadron
19th R egiment
H .Q. , A FNORTH
234 Squad ron
Arm y
Appren tices'
College,
H arrogate
9:h R egiment
10th Regimen t
234 Squadron
222 Squadron
261 Squadron
Sudanese Armed Forces
19th Regiment
2 1st R egiment
2nd Division Signal R egiment
18th Regiment
18th Regiment
18th lleg:ment
1rd D ivision Signal Regiment
3rd Division Signal R egiment
262 Squadr on

8920
1008o
n 530
1088o
4730
1356o
11730

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Cooper, K . W .
McLean, M. J. T.
Young, C . F.
Matthews, J. M .
Poole, D. R.

T o Sgt.

To Sgt.

5650
5730
5820
586o
5890
5900
5910

SUPERVISOR (RJIDIO) ROSTER
20
Maxwell, A. G.
llO
Widdowson, G .
120
Wilson, I. D .

W n r rant Officers and Sen io r ~' .C.O . s
(JUNE, 1969)

4750
3000

146o
CH lll F CLERKS

R OSTER

W.O .I

430

W .O .II
S Sgt.
Sgt.

550
770
1780

2780

Sgt .

6664

O PERATING R OSTER
11890
936o

Sgt.

1880

TECHNICAL R OSTER
5008

795

66o9

AnMIN1STRATtVE R OSTER
3It0

If this is someone else's Wire you are

readingWhy not be big and buy your own copy!
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The Disbantling of Air Troop
24 9 Signal Squaaron
HE only Royal Signals Air Troop ever to come into existence
T
disbanded on 1st April, 1969. To some of you this will
mean nothing; others will say "Good Lord, already!" and the
remainder (who know the full story) will be tremendously
disappointed that a unit which could have meant and done so
much for the Corps, has come and gone - no fanfare on
arrival, and no requiem on its death!
The reason for the disbanding of the Air Troop are legion
but are mainly Far East rundown and a reorganisation of Army
Aviation which will result
in Brigade, Division and
Corps Squadrons, and only
A view m retrospect
one or two fully integrated
Unit Flights. One important
of a
lesson has been learnt here
in 249, and that is airmindedness. In two-and-aunique Air Troop
half years hundreds of
officers and men of the
by
Corps have passed through
249 and with no exception
Captain Mike Orwin,
all have learnt the absolute
necessity of treating light
Royal Signals
aircraft and their tasking,
with respect and forethought.
Because of this, and although we had the wrong aeroplane for the job, magnificent
results have been achieved.

Our task on formation
The task given to us on formation was simply ' to give
support to 249 in any way possible to produce more efficient
communications.' In addition to this basic task we were on
call to C.S.O. Far East and available to H.Q. 4 Wing A.A.C.
for aviation tasking. Long discussions were held with Troop
Commanders of the other Troops in the Squadron to decide
how best helicopters could help them in their jobs. Given the
range, speed and payload of the Sioux we ended up with
four main jobs for the Air Troop.
One. To lift on, resupply and lift off, R.R. detachments to
hitherto inaccessible hill sites.
Two. To provide comfort, speed and flexibility in moving
urgently-needed men and spares.
Three. To be available to the Squadron Commander and
Troop Commanders for isolated detachment visits and urgent
liaison tasks.
F!>ur· As a S.D.S. (A.D.S.) vehicle in certain settings; and
Finally, as a shor!-range casualty collection vehicle.
Throwing modesty to the winds, until February, 1968 we
succeeded in fulfilling every single one of those tasks. In ' that
month a power restriction was placed on the Sioux which
meant that. for R.R. positionin~ we had to halve our payload
on each trip. and could not lift the generators. Even lifting
passengers with any sort of reasonable fuel load was limited
to a sports field or similar clear area for take-off. Even so we
have. mo~ored on ll:t the ~educed capability and with a bit of
heavier lift from bigger au:craft we continued as before.

.,11eedotes • • •
Past members of the Troop and those who have worked
with us have a supply of anecdotes to last the length of any
formal gathering, but one or two slipped in here might steal
their thunder.
One pilot was forced to land on the front lawn of an isolated
rubber plantation house. The planter's wife (lonely soul) invited
the pilot in for a soft drink. Suddenly the planter himself ran
in with a loaded revolved-exit pilot into the storm. The
planter, of course, had been to collect his employees pay from
the bank and was running to get out of the rain.
Another milestone in our relations with the Squadron Commander was when he had to extract half a dozen blonde hairs
(smelling of Chanel No. 5) from his headset. (We had
Q.A.R.A.N.C.s with us on that exercise).
Finally, on the flying side, a note to all radio relaymen who
have occasion to be lifted off their site by helicopter. Please
u ·e the last of your water to have a wash. Even with doors off
and a 75 m.p.h. forced draft, one of our pilots was forced to
land in order to tell his R.R. man passenger what his best
friend should have told him.
\Veil, now it's all over
Well, it's all over, the Troop formed as part of 249, performed
as part of 249 and now leaves a big hole in 249. The Corps
should and must be air-minded in order to get its fair share
of the now not inconsiderable aviation support available. If
we in the Troop have done nothing else, we have surely bred
the cadre of an air-minded movement. We are finished, it's up
to you now.
The Squadron Commander writes:
It was a sad day for me when, on Wednesday, 19th March,
Mike Orwin invited me to take the air as passenger on the
last operational _sortie of Air Troop. We flew over Keppel
Harbour, passed over my house and signalled my wife that
I'd soon be home for lunch, 'beat up ' Princess Mary Mess
and finally gave a 'mini-Farnborough' over the Squadron lines
-all for the last time. To own an Air Troop is an unforgettable
experience. The ease with which previously impossible, very
difficult, or time consuming jobs can be done is obvious, what
is not so obvious is the effect that an aviation troop
has upon the general tempo of life in a Unit. Things happen
quicker and somehow everything seems to become infected
with an extra interest-in short the Squadron gets 'with it.'
This unusual effect is probably just the novelty of the beast
and a fresh approach to old problems, but in our case I like
to think that the reason was the infectious enthusiasm of the
excellent bunch of men who flew and serviced the aircraft.
Well. that's it, the end of a highly enjoyable association
lasting two-and-a-half years. Many times I have cursed the
helicopters (perhaps not as often though as the Q.M.), and
I have cursed the pilots as many times too. More often by far,
however, I have thanked the man who wrote an Air Troop into
the Squadron and made my job less difficult in doing so.
All ranks in 249 Squadron bid the ex-members of our ex-Air
Troop a sad farewell and hope to be lucky enough to be
associated in the future with as fine a bunch of blokes.
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There's plenty of intent interest shown here as members of the Wolverhampton Youth Club are instructed in the techniques of the
Sub-Machine Gun

Getting You.th Interested in an Army Carc"r

Its a tough job-so we work as an Intelligence
Organisation anti use the well known technique
ol lnliltration • • •
But it's a very much worthwhile effort!

REGULATION PATTERN

ERSONNEL posted to this or the other Royal Signals
P
Youth Team in Bradford must appear to their colleague
to have been salted away for some sort of subversive activitiy

ROY Al SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
01•erating In every corner of West 1Halaysia
The work took us to every co~ner of West Malaysia, and at
one ~tage we loaded onto a ship and operated in Thailand
for six weeks. We have flown 2,103 hours and 24 minutes
1?6,804 nautical mile~ (or six times round the world plus th~
distance from the mam gate to the front door of Buckingham
Palace), and used 33,664 gallons of Avgas (enough to run a
300 watt ~1?arging eng!ne non-stop for 31 years).
In addition ~o the work. for the Squadron we have, in
upport of 4 Wmg, flown vmually every military dignitary in
the Far East, including the Army Commander, the Commander
Far East Fleet and most of the Army heads of services. We
have flown every type of light helicopter sortie in support of
other arms, when the Squadron could spare us.

59 Army Youth Team {Royal Signals) Wolverhampton

Home -12/9 each plu1 1/3 poat
Abroad-11 /6 each plus 1/3 post
Wall Shleld1 7• x 6" Royal Sirnals
Pace Sticks ..
...
...
...
...
...
,..
. ..
Ser1eant1 Walkins Canes, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Cruted. Home
...
...
...
...
...
.. .
Abroad .. .

37/63/52/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Speclali11 In the supply of Military Requisite•
44, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY
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against the general public, as fly-by-night boy . Letters from
them within the first few months of posting would certainly
convey this impression. "We don't work much in the daytime but bomb around youth clubs
and centres at night - civilian
Meeting modern youth clothes, of course, they are not
on its own terms. Story meant to realise we are influencing
them to think of an Army career;
by Lieutenant J. K. C.
lot of outdoor work-camping,
Maclean, 59 Army Youth shooting, and so on . . . " Well,
Team (Royal Signals) this is true, we appear to civilians
as a different image to ' Dad's
Army,' and we do our utmost to
put over a modern outlook. You could say that we work on
THE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1969

the same lines as an intelligence organisation, or maybe as
those, who for political gain, use the well-known technique of
infiltration, or as salesmen flogging a well-known product in
different wrappings. In point of fact, we combine a mixture of
all three, and some of the activities described below which
we have attempted in the last year may serve to define the
balance which we try to strike.

The fallacy of banging a drum
It is a fallacy these days that banging a big drum will induce
so many civilians to leave a well-paid job for an unknown
future, away from home, in the Services. Also, for the money
that is spent on newspaper and poster advertisements, the results are depressingly small. Personal contact with a friend
or acquaintance in the Army is a sure way to influence tho e
thinking about an Army career to cross the threshold of the
Information Office. By our varied and diver e activities, we
do try to get known to as many people as pos ible.
But this is only part of our job: offering a service in exchange for some mea ure of goodwill toward the Army take
the largest lice of our time. We do thi public relations job
where about three quarters-of-a-million people are housed, and
which is about the combined size of the Lilileburg and Hohne
training area. After about six months here, one could consider
oneself an authority on everything from youth psychology,
immigration, Wolverhampton Wanderer , civilian bureaucracy
(which i fifty times worse than anything the Army could produce), and teenage sex.
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Onlv tht> shodt"d rt>d light Js still intoet • • •
L~ce-Corporal John Marsden was showing a film. the
other night to quite a large mixed audi nee. The remainder
of u went outside for a coffee while 1 was on. The film
1 a gripping encounter of a _Patr~l from th~ ~oyal Anglian
Regiment earching out terronsts m Indone 1a; 1t lasts ~bout
35 minute and, having seen it . well over a hundred ame.s,
we are all word-perfect on the dialogue, as well as experts m
jungle warfare. On return, I asked one youth whetht;r he had
enjoyed the film and managed to extract a non-comm1tal grunt
from him. Corporal Marsden aid that virtually the whole
audience had gone ' into a clinch ' immediately the light had
gone out and in spite of a brutal murder in the fu:st few feet
and bullets whi tling all over the screen, had remained locked
until the end. In the rougher areas there are one or two club
like that where all that is missing is a shaded red light o".er
the front entrance. Possibly there are al o some that require
a blue light and bars over the w~dows . " Watch ~at one," a
leader said, as one youth and his gang began edging nearer
the door with a sub machine gun we had brought along. They
were all on probation. These are two incidents which show the
character of a certain section of the youth which we encounter.
But these types of youths are by no means in the majority
and verv few let the squalid Wolverhampton environment get
the bener of them. Although fashionable in London and other
large towns, shoulder-length hair is not a common sight here.
Cllrobing Snowdon fairly regulorly
Up until January of this year we seemed to be cl~mbing
Snowdon fairly regularly, and most clubs were luc19' with the
weather. It is about a three and-a-half hour iourney to
Bethesda, which is where we. usually choos~ to spend the
night so it means a late arnval on the Fnday mght. On
the Saturday we might climb Snowdon or the Glyders .and
Sunday is spent rock climbing. In fact, Sergeant Gordon Little
must by now know the minute details of each individual clim~
able rock face in the Ogwen Valley. He has JUSt left for his
Staff Sergeants' course at Canerick, after three and-a-half
years with the team; he must be known by at least half of
Wolverhampton, in fact it was rare that he could walk more
than a few yards down the road before meeting a familiar face.
It used to take him ages to go from Queen Square to the old
office. We have now moved, however, to an office just off
the Cannock Road, and he has given us a radiogram as a goingaway present. It works as well! His wife, Denise, has moved
down to Salisbury while he is on the course, and apart from
anything else, we shall miss her coffees and late night snack bar
which she turned their house into.
In February we turned our attention to ski-ing and sl?ent
an enjoyable week in Glencoe, although _there ?'as very little
snow. Youth Teams in Scotland operate m a slightly differem
way to us, in that they each set up a weekend training centre
in the Highlands and wait for clubs to visit them. We spent
the week in a cottage leased to 86 Army Youth Team. Lieutenant
Chris Shuker, Royal Signals, ran a similar cenn:e. in Glenshee
with his team, and I gather they had a good sk1-10g season.
Thrh,lng on some tough training
Easter brought some glorious weather, which was fortunate,
as we were under canvas in the Lake District. We took with us
about a dozen 15-year-olds from Wednesfield. They had an
extraordinary capacity for staying awake and at three o'clock
in the morning on Easter Saturday, we all reached the end of
our tether. Corporal Charles Gray rousted them all out for
T three hours later, which also included a prolonged dip in
the stream. Strangely enough, they seemed to thrive on this
sort of treatment and the weekend turned into something very
much akin to arduous training, and I'm not sure which side was
the most whacked at the end of it. They are all going to
put their names down for the Para's ~ey informed us-:and
they'll probably make it. In the meanwhile, they have dec1?ed
to enter for the Ten Tors, and we have been coerced into
taking them for a 30-mile hike next weekend!

HELP CORPS RECllUITING
Finished with your WIRE - why not leave it in the
waiting room of your local doctor, dentist, solicitor, or
anyone olse you can think of?

11'4

W ith t he Administrative IJmrn llnit, Lib"a
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"Setting out to re-organise the Comcen in the
true tradition of a new broom"
(Contributed by 30th Signal Regiment)

H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH TESTS OUT
COMMUNICATIONS
On the other end was Lance-Corporal John Marsden of 59 Army
Youth Team who was instructing canoeists on the River Trent. With
the Duke is Lieutenant Maclean th.e writer of the article

Providing commtu1ications for the Duke of
Edinburgh's , -isit
We provided communications for the Duke of Edinburgh's
visit to Staffordshire, when he came to see those taking part
in his Award Scheme. We also built a landing stage in the
River Trent, but failed to convince him it was as sturdy as
the one off the Royal Yacht Squadron (or mayoe it was because we did not have an ensign for the assault ferry boat)
and he opted for speaking to those on the other side over one
of our radios. We are now considering changing the name of
our unit to 59 Royal Army Youth Team!
Our most recent period away from Wolverhampton was when
we went down to Herefordshire to teach climbing, cliff assaulting and other military training to a combined Cadet Force
camp, but as the season,. of fetes is upon us, and virtually every
Saturday from now until the end of July is taken up, we
shall have to curtail these adventure training activities. Local
industry has been very good to us, and we are now in possession
of a 30ft. scaffolding tower and 400 feet of wire cable. This
will be erected into an aerial ropeway and should be the
centre of attraction. There are still several problems to be
resolved, but with all our previous experiences of building
assault courses and landing stages, we should soon be qualified
construction engineers! Signalman Philip Jubb has just come in
to enquire about doubling his insurance cover; he usually spends
most weekends clinging to rock faces and he has just completed making a confidence rope course at a local boy scouts'
camp site. He doesn't know it yet, but this Saturday he wil!
be testing our tower for the first time. I have refused to be first
down this slide; I was stuck for five minutes over the Shropshire Union Canal on one we constructed last year. It was very
unpleasant when my strength finally gave out!

D DAY FEU.-OWSlllP
The D Day and Battle of Normandy Fellowship,
formed in connection with the Portsmouth Cathedral
Completion Appeal, continues to build up steadily.
Membership, now several hundred strong, includes
people from the U.S.A., Canada and other overseas
countries. An application leaflet can be obtained from
the Honorary Secretary, D Day Fellowship, Flat 2,
Cathedral House,
St. Thomas's
Street, Old
Portsmouth.
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" J T was in December, 1968, that the advance party set off for
the ABU in Libya. Not knowing quite what to expect
of our new task, we set forth with an open mind. This soon
proved to be an excellent choice, as the first siting of the camp
was not the sort of thing to make holiday camps at home
popular.
On landing at R.A.F., El Adem,
Con olation thought about
we had a two-hour journey by road
to a small Arab town known as
ABU: " It is a place in
Timirni. Here we changed to a 3which you can save
ton truck which was to take us the
20 miles over the desert to the
money. even the local
tented camp of the ABU.
population do not have
We arrived at the camp around
shops in the desert."
20.00 hours on the 19th, feeling
rather dejected, and more than
surprised that the British Army still bad camps in this condition. (All the tents had at some time been 'boarded ').
The Comcen consisted of a little corrugated tin hut, which
wa to be our home for the next four months.
Tlw morale lifter
We decided that our spirits would soon be low if this environment were allowed to get the better of us. With this in mind,
we set out to reorganise the Comcen in the true tradition of
' the new broom!
By the time the main party arrived, on 1st January, we
had the Comcen in full swing and communications, consisting
of a Cll/Rl20 net, working merrily.
The net was basically four stations, made up of El Adem
(control), the ABU, Chatham (the new training camp) and
Timirni (the water point). At times, training units in the
desert would join us, mainly for emergency purposes, whilst
in the training areas.
At first, the net was on voice, but after the nickname 'Lost
BP.ll ' was used in a casevac message and then misinterpreted
by the owners of transistor radios within the ABU (who had
intercepted the message) to mean that a soldier had met with
a nasty accident, the net was changed to CW, and we are proud
to say that the only time that communications were lost was
during the numerous storms which caused our dipole to become
a better source of electricity than the BLR generator providing
the power for the camp.

Lots of sur1trising momen1s
During our stay in Libya we had lots of surprising moments,
but by far the biggest was when Lance-Corporal Davies and
Signalman Grey set out for a visit to the Sand Sea. Armed
with Cll/R210, Land Rover, morse key and dipole, they disappeared in a cloud of dust in the direction of Tirnirni. Nothing
more was heard of them until about 19.00 hours that night,
when Lance-Corporal Davies requested a key conversation
with Sergeant Connor. He reported working on a 16ft. rod,
using low power and wanted to change to voice. This being
duly granted, we proceeded to communicate using high power.
~o the uninitiated, this may not sound so good, but the
distance was some 250-300 miles. We did this for three days
(who wrote the user handbook?).
We found that morale in the ABU was always high. In the
Signals detachment this may well be due to the efforts of
Corporal (' Flash ') Larkin, who provided never-ending entertainment in his conversation. We hope his 'no good' watch
and ' silly camera ' are serving him well.
To any members of the Corps who have been ' sentenced '
to the ABU, we report it to be a place to save money; even
the local population do not have shops in the desert.
We left on 11th April, having been relieved by 1st Division,
t? whom we send our many thanks and best wishes for their
six months' stay.
We feel that we did our best and returned to Blandford feeling we have had an experience that only the ABU in Libya
can offer."
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
GOLDSMlTHS & CROWN JEWELLERS,
GARRARD & COMPANY LTD., LONDON

The Pride of
the Regiment.
For over two hundred years Garrard have commem·
orated, in finely-worked silver, the achievements of great
Regiments. Today this tradition of service to the military
is firmly established.
As Regimental Silversmiths Garrard maintain close
contact with a large number of regiments and individual
serving members. We offer you unrivalled traditional s~lls
of our designers and craftsmen and the personal service
that is the hallmark
of Garrard.

GARRARD
The Crown Jewellers
GARRARD

&

CO. LTD.

LONDON WIA

112 REGENT ST

2n TEL: 01-734 7020
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Thank You!

The vvorld' s finest
amphibious load carrier

The following donations were Kra tefully receitJed by the Bcneuolcnt Fund
during March and April, I 9 6 9 :
£ s. d .
18 3
nth Signal Regiment . ..
. ..
2
8 9
Army Apprentices' College . . .
. ..
2
0 0
83rd Squadron (V) Warrant Officers' and S.;,:geani~; M~~s
8
0
0
54th Squadron (V )
. ..
..•
. ..
1 1 0
49th Squadron ( V)
. ..
...
.. .
21 I O 0
4oth Regiment (V) Ladies' Club . . .
. ..
R
I 0 4 ·;
.:md Signal Regiment (Kohima Celebrations)
I 10 0
Southampton Branch (Collection Box)
0
0
5
Bri110\ Branch
...
...
. ..
21
0 0
Glo•SDP & District Branch ...
30 0 0
Shrew~bury Branch
. ..
...
. ..
. ..
4 17 6
. ..
...
. ..
London (Bast) Branch . . .
IO 0 0
H. R. W. Marsh, Esq. (D eed of Covenant)
5 0 0
J. P. Franklyn, Esq. . ..
1 0 0
R . N. Houston, Esq. . ..
6 6
2
11 G . Key, Esq. .. .
. ..
I
I
0
C..ptaln F . W. Natolie .. .
I
0
G , D. Adamson, Esq ... .
0
0
.. .
]. G. Hop'ons, Esq.
I
0
0
M. E. Holdsworth, Esq.
...
. ..
0
I
0
Lieutenant-Colonel T . H . L . Spaight
1 1 0
C. K . MacLennan, Esq.
12
9 6
'r1ous small donation s

Total Receipts

2

6
£747 19

11

£497

Expenditure d 1<ring March, 1969
Expenditure during April, 1969

WHERE TO SEE THE CORPS HOTOR
DISPLAY TEAH
19th-20th June
21st June
28th June
29th June
2nd July
3rd July
4th July
5th July
12th July
16th-19th July
20th July
23rd July
25th July
26th July
27th July
30th July-2nd Aug.
3rd Aug.
5th-7th Aug.
8th Aug.
10th Aug.
16th Aug.

£239 12

Organisers
Army Display
Bloxwich Carnival
Settle Community
R. Signals ' At Home '
Highland Night
Borough Creese '69
U.S. Army Station
Combined Charities
University O .T.C.
Liverpool Show
Butlin's
Open Day
Army Show
Carlisle Gala
Army Show
Tattoo
R.A.C. Open Day
Tyneside Exhibition
Caravan Club
Town Royal Show
Town Show

0

C~'C:LE

Location
Dundee
Bloxwich
Settle
Catterick
Dunoon
Carmarthen
Memwith Hill
Chichester
Liverpool
Liverpool
Filey
Bulford
ottingham
Carlisle
Nottingham
Colchester
Bovington
Newcastle
Woburn Abbey
Balla tar
Darlington

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
NesscliHe then 'Evil' Keevil
FTER a very pleasant Easter break, the Regiment got
down to some hard graft by moving out on Exercise ' April
Shower.' This involved a long drive up to Nesscliffe, where we
set up JFHQ. It was back to normal with a vengeance. It
rained all the time we were setting up, and intermittently during
our week's stay. Living conditions were good, though, as we
were in a weekend training camp, liberally provided with civilian
cleaners, so much so, in fact, that some people were heard to
remark that it was better than Bulford.
A week back in Bulford, then off on Exercise ' Replete to
Keevil,' known to the old and bold as ' Evil Keevil.' This was
a full-scale CPX with Navy and R.A.F. participation, but this
time the Navy fooled us by arriving in full combat kit and
even wearing berets. The JFHQ is losing its o!d colourful
look as everybody becomes a conformist.
' Evil Keevil' lived up to its name and it rained as we
arrived and has scarcely stopped since. Major Byrne and Major
Colman, Squadron Commanders of 1 and 2 Squadrons, set
their sleeping tents in the Comcen area and had the experience
of watching their kit float gently downstream in the river that
materialised through the comcen.

A

Defence to the fore
Great emphasis has been placed on defence on this exercise,
and sailors, soldiers and airmen have been manning defence
posts in addition to their normal shifts. Major Reed, the O.C.
D ivisional H.Q. Squadron, and ex-SAS, frightened everyone to
death with his horror tales of what the SAS would do to any
idle sentries, and with what he would do to them when the
SAS had finished.
When tlie enemy did put in an attack on JFHQ, he was met
by a barrage of fire that would not have disgraced El Alamein.
We don't really know whether it impressed the enemy, but it
impressed the O.C., Divisional H.Q. Squadron.

Special to R.A.F.
Heard in the Comcen : " Stand by for time check. For Army
personnel it is 08.00 hours · for Navy personnel it is 8 bells in
the morning watch; for R.A.F. personnel, the big hand is on
twelve and the little hand on eight."
eedless to say, it
was not an R.A.F. type talking.

To 14th H eginumt with l o ve
We hope 14th Signal Regiment will not take it amiss, but our
1 Squadron insist that we tell the world how we, or rather they,
saved the day when 14th Regiment's Dl3 Troop's DB went on
the blink. They heroically stepped in with a spare Dll they
just happened to have handy, and worked the rear link into
the DCN with no trouble at all. Now, when you talk to anyone in 1 Squadron, no matter what the subject, this story of
their Dll somehow manages to get brought up. But we reckon
that Captain Allchurch and F. of S. D unlevy, of the 14th, evened
the score by explaining to everyone that they had gone off
the air to give us a chance to rise to the occa ion.

ew Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. inc. P. Tax

each 11/6
"

12/5

(Postage Extra)
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Go i n g t o walk o ver y ou
Actually, communications have worked very well, and various new ideas have been implemented, mainly with a view to
working into the BRUIN system which, with the reorienung
toward Europe, we are becoming more and more interested in.
One idea that nobody is very happy about, though we can
all see its merits, is the withdrawal of most of the transport,
which means an awful lot of walking. Many were the reason
given for the need for a ' pecial-to-user ' vehicle, but the C.O.
was quite ruthless, and everybody walks.
This is particularly trying to the R.S.M., who believes that
legs were issued to press pedals.
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4th iv. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F••0. 15
o ..,.~- for the ornission
sinned last month by failing to submit the usual report
on the activities of the Regiment. Unu ual P'.essures
brought about this almo t unprecedented non-happening but
all our many readers will be glad to know that steps have been
taken to avoid any repetition.

TE

'

Exercise • Drown Dear ' - C:Om.ePn Goli ( f:harlie
On Troop) makes a repo .. t
It is not often that an exercise allows its participants to
sample every form of weather that the e~emcnts can besto_w
on them. Exercise 'Brown Bear' began with snow, and up m
the hills with the Comcentre, we of the hermits thought that
as this was the fifth exercise with snow, someone somewhere
was deliberately laying it on for us! By day two every form of
weather had been sampled, and we wondered what to expect
next!
obody is indispensible," so ~ey say, ~d to prov~ a
point the Commanding Officer deoded to ' kill off ' various
members of the Regiment for 12 hours (to give them a chance
to sleep!) and let those one step down take over. Lieutenant
David Williams became Comcentre Commander, Sergeant
' Doby' Forster, having just passed his Yeoman's entrance
exam slipped neatly into being mini-Yeoman, and Sergeant
Allan' F eltham became the Foreman of Signals. Everything
went very smoothly and those dead were quite content to
stay that way for a few more hours! However, Lieutenant
Williams had fifteen hours' sleep afterwards just to prove how

UK or European. posting?

Step off the plane and
\ \ \ \ 1, I into a new car !
I • Forces discount prices
•Free transporter delivery
•special forces H.P. terms
•Tax free or tax paid
• 3 years to pay_
• All paperwork completed
fo r you
• Last minute orders
no problem
Order your new car befote you leave. When you get back it will be ready and waiting
for you a1 the airport-fully insured. w11h all the paperwork completed for the U.K ..
Europe. or both. The lnformai.on Pack gives you the full gen; forces discounts, specia l
H P. terms. the lot. . . Plus a sheaf o f co lo u r hf'ochures o f a ll t he la t est

models to browse through at leis u re. Theie's no obhgation whatever. You car,
wt::1gh eo.·ery1li ng up, L· k'.e your time choosmg-and take delivery wherever you land.

Post t o : NATOCARS Ltd., Moor linch Garag e,
Bridgw a t e r, Somerset . Te le phon e: As hcott 488

W.16

r P':a':. ;:,-:n-;:,int::::u= Pa~~wllh:l :'b1;:n~ - - ...
I

Nam•

I

Ptf,.nl Address _ __

: Tu fru for UJ(,

I

an~c::lryl ~

Tax paid for U.K. only

LOeli••ry Date _
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tiring it can be! The technicians have providc_d themselves
with a mobile sleeping wagon now under the guise of a technical repair wagon. This is suitably called the Z wagon for more
reasons than one-the wagon is as sleepy as its occupants
when move time arrives because it always has to be tow started
--0ur R.E.M.E. fitter assures us now that he has rectified the
fault, and as he had just been to the M.O. we reckon it was
a quick dose of benzedrin! Under the expert eyes of the
Yeoman, the Comccntre Operators, friends Reynolds, Broadbent, Pearson, Hay, Bruce and Fuszard, kept pushing the tapes
in the right direction except when Comcentre Command forgot
to tell them that command had passed or someone was on the
move! Touch wood, and there is always plenty of that around
us, we have not suffered any desperate power failures, thanks
to Lance-Corporal Alan Jacobs and his fellow electrician drivers.

The stars of Ilegimental Deadqunrters gnily
abandon their anonymity
As one of our better-known authors once wrote, " The pen
is mightier than the sword," we felt as part of our contribution
this month we would take a look at the clerical staff of Regimental Headquarters. To assist in this task we enlisted the aid
of Sergeant Jim Fox, our P.R. photographer, who spent a week
catching various clerks off their guard and recording their
likeness for posterity. (See facing page. Unfortunately photographs of all members were not available.-Editor).
R.H.Q. staff are divided almost equally between military and
civilian clerks. Headed by W.0.11 (O.R.Q.M.S.) John Stroud
the clerical team comprises some eight military soldiers and
six civilians. On the face of it this would appe'1r to be a case
of ' Parkinson,' however, those who have served in an integrated
regiment will agree that there are administrative hurdles to be
overcome which are peculiar to this type of regiment. Avoiding
the temptation to write on the problems of integration and
how they have been overcome, let us introduce our staff.
As in all things, the ladies come first. Helen Warne and Beryl
Jones have been typing our letters, making our coffee and
pleasing our eyes for the last six months. They are both married,
to a military policeman and a teacher respectively. Mrs. Jones
threatened to sue if we published her photograph but we feel
sure readers will agree that she is too modest. Corporals
M cKie and Ayres have both been in the Regiment for some
considerable time. Corporal Terry Ayres is shortly leaving the
Regiment and the Army, and our best wishes go with him.
Corporal Ted McK.ie on the other hand is a confirmed 22-year
man (18 to go) and is employed in all aspects of officer documentation. He spends his free time on M.P.C. courses and
organising folk singing, and his word of command in consequence is a joy to hear. Signalman David Barlow has recently
joined our ranks from 2 Squadron where he was employed
in his now secondary trade of Radio Operator. He is a product
of the Junior Leader Regiment at Rhyl. Despite his ability
to speak German with a Birmingham accent, his major claim
to fame is cross-country running and the actioning of posting
orders. He shares his athletic interest with Signalman Rick
Pettigrew who recently got the better of a Winter Warfare
Course at Silberhutte. He, too, is an ex-Junior Leader, but this
time from Troon, a background he shares with Signalman Colin
Marsh, who leaves the Regiment shortly for Bahrain. He has
been gainfully employed in a variety of jobs since he first
came to Herford in 1966, He is a keen photographer, who
specialises in obscure photographs of the Hague! The Families'
Office is controlled by W.0.11 ' Sandy ' Dickson, R.A.0.C., a
keen sportsman, who has played hockey at Army level and is
a qualified boxing referee. Sergeant T om McMahon is the
Orderly Room Sergeant and joined us a year ago from C.R.
Signals Gulf. His hairline continues to recede, but undaunted
by this he still feels he is the Regiment's most eligible bachelor,
a view he shares with only himself. Herr Wylezalek (affectionately known to everyone as ' Smiler') is the B.F.G. and
stationery controller. He has 18 years' service with the Army
and is initiating an LS. & G.C. application. Herr Stute is the
Pt. II/III Order Clerk and Herr Wendt ensures we receive
and despatch our documents on time.
W.0 .11 John Stroud served in Aden, Cyprus and B.A.0.R.,
amongst other places, before becorn.U;ig our Chief Clerk, and
by the time this is read will have been deservedly promoted.
We wish both Mr. Stroud and his wife every success in the
future.
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4th DIVISION SIGNAL REGIMENT
R.H.Q. OFFICE STAFF
(SEE UNIT NOTES)

I. Mrs Helen Warne

6. W.0.11 Sandy Dickson

2. Mrs Beryl Jones

7. Sergeant Tom McMahon

3. Corporal Ted McKie

8. Herr Wylezalek

4. Signalman Rick Pettigrew

9. Herr Stute

S. Signalman Colin Marsh
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10. W.0.11 John Stroud
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B.F.P.O. 53

7th Signal
Regiment

e

B.F.P.O. 15

*

Regimental sports players well
represented in Inter - Service
teams.

'\ h;ltors galore
OOKING back over the last
..A month or so, life in our part
of the world (Famagusta, Cyprus,
1ust in case you're wondering)
em:; to have been filled with
visits, inspections, and all the preparations that they entail. Not
that we can blame our visitors from
the United Kingdom-the weather
over here, whilst by no means
ideal throughout the whole of the
winter, it is still vastly preferable
to the snow and ice of Britain.
It would be impossible to name
all those who have journeyed to
Cyprus to see us, but it behoves
us to pick out the two main events
involving visitors from within the
island.

I

• Rugby team finishes
ea on in fin e form
• R giment well
stretched on CCR
Signals exercis~
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7th REGIMENT'S OUTSTANDING RUGBY TEAM
Standing, left to right: Corpora l Dempsey, Sergeant Kubu, Corporals Biggs, Lee, Signalman Lee,
Corporal Taylor, Lance-Corporal H iggins, Signa lman Linton.
Seated, left to right: Corporal Drika, Lan ce-Corpora l James, Corporal Dunbar , Captai n Jenkins,
Captain Thompson , Lieutenant-Colonel Birtwistle, Lieutenant Melhuish , Lance-Corporal Cagi laba,
Staff-Sergeant Hassall , Absent : Cor porals Thompson , Brown and Serge:int Cribben .
Trophies , left to right : 4th Division Sevens Plate, B.A.0.R. Sevens Cup, B.A.O.R. Rugby Cup , 4th
Division Sevens Cup, Army Runners-up Cup

Rugby
FTER our disappointment in losing the Army Rugby Cup
Final, we were determined to finish the season with a
bang and capture the 4th Division and the B.A.O.R. 7-a-side
competitions.
Two teams were entered for the Divisional Sevens. The 'B'
team, consisting of Lieutenant Chris Melhuish, SecondLieutenan! Ian Wilson, Corporal Dave Higgins, Corporal
George Pmder, Corporal Bert Taylor, Corporal Sethi Drika
and Lance-Corporal Allan James, reached the final quite comfortably to meet 3 RH.A. Perhaps through over-confidence or
just plain fatigue, within minutes we were 5---0 down. Fortunately, we were awarded a penalty try shortly afterwards when
Lance-Corporal Allan James was obstructed after kicking
ahead. Then, within minutes of the final whistle, we were
awarded a penalty, immediately in front of the posts, with
which Allan James made no mistake. So we had won the 4th
Division Sevens.
Our ' A ' team, who were knocked out in the first round went
after the losers' Plate with a right good will. They reacbdd this
final where they came in for a shock. Their opponents 3
Queen's 'B,' quickly went into an 11---0 lead but then lo;t a
player through injury, and we were quick to take advantage
of our good fortune. When the final whistle went the score
was 11-all. Both teams had to drag their weary limbs into
PXtra time for a sudden death finish. We didn't have to wait
long before Lance-Corporal Feegan crashed over for a winning
try. So Seven had swept the board, taking the winner's trophy
as well as the Plate competition shield.
The B;A.0.R. Sevens were held on 2nd May at Osnabruck
and consisted of 16 teams. The four semi-finalists from each
division an? the !our sen;ii-finalists. from Rhine Army. Our
team on this occasion consisted of Lieutenant Chris Melhuish,
Corporal Bert Taylor, Corporal Dave Higgins, Signalman Pat
Lee, Corporal Sethi Drika, Corporal Derick Biggs and LanceCorporal ~an James. We met 39 Missile Regiment R.A. and
1st Battalion Royal Scots in the early rounds and went on to
meet 34th Light ~ir Defence Regiment in the semi-final. They
we_re la t year:'s winners and hot favourites to win again. They
quickly went mto a 5---0 lead, but Seven settled down to work
and with excellent covering and tackling several good passing
!11ovc were i;ilayed and we soon gained the upper-hand, finishmg 16--S wmncrs, greatly to the surprise of even our most
ardent upporters.

A
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The final against 1 Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment was
somei.yhat of a 'blood match '! We very quickly went into a
13-pomt lead, but the match was far from over. 1 Division piled
on the pressure and narrowed the gap to 13- 10. This put new
life into Seven who at this stage looked the fitter and faster
team of the two, and when the final whistle went were worthy
winners 29-10.
This was a fitting climax to a season where Seven have
swept the board in B.A.O.R. rugby.

C.C.n. Signals Exercise • Brown Bear '
Friday, 18th April, to Friday, 25th April.
The exercise was to test the communications of 1 (BR) Corps
before the main staff exercises of this season begin. It was to
start on the 18th, building up through four phases of progressive
participation during the weekend and then to run at full stretch
until the surprise finish on the 25th.
The Regiment began its move from barracks at about 06.00
hours on Friday in what looked like very promising weather.
The C.O.'s assurance in his briefing that summer had been
ordered out for the exercise was accepted but the later packets
to leave camp had some reason to be sceptical as they were
subjected to one of the worst hail storms of the winter at about
11 o'clock. Undeterred they pressed on, managing to skid and
slide into !~cation with no catastrophes to report. However,
Coventry Climax generators and arctic conditions do not agree
and at one stage three radio relay detachments had the distinction of being powered by a Sapper 27! KVA dragged up the
hill to their hide whilst carburettor de-icing activities occupied
the E.D.s
After a few intensely cold nights and sunny days the weather
turned to rain and remained so until the end, the 25th making
a glorious beginning to a promising weekend.
A special telegraph trial was run during the exercise which
caused the message centres to work flat out most of the time.
This, surprisingly enough, seemed to stimulate the comcen
ops to furious a~tivity. Afterwards some, grudgingly, admitted
that they had enioyed the change and could now see the point
of 75 Baud printers-Sergeant Brighton was alleged to have
beaten the machine to the strike on several messages!
All in all the exercise went well, changes of command went
smoothly and camouflage was improved quite beyond
recognition!
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THE ULTIMATE IN INTEGRATION?
Quarter Guard at 9th Signal Regiment

Annual inspection
The first of these was that important event, the annual
inspection of the Regiment, carried out by Brigadier E. G. B.
Davies-Scourfield, C.B.E., M.C., who is the Commander,
Dhekelia Area. The highlight of this visit undoubtedly occurred
right at the beginning, when the Brigadier was greeted at the
gate of Mercury Barracks by a quarter guard which was
commanded by a Royal Navy Petty Officer and consisted of
Army personnel wearing three different cap badges and R.A.F.
personnel. Since all these people work side by side every
day, we thought it presented a very fair picture of the cosmopolitan nature of our unit.
The guard commander, incidentally, was Petty Officer (RS)
Keith Yallop, who is one of four Senior Service representatives currently serving with 9th Signal Regiment. They all
say that they enjoy being in a landlubbers' set-up such as
ours, and they cheerfully tolerate our little foibles (such as
quarter guards, for example!). Two of them sport the 'full
set,' and were a little piqued when one of our airmen, recently
posted into the unit, appeared on the scene wearing a
luxuriant growth-we mollified them, however, by explaining
that the offender held a perfectly valid medical chit, and
that there was no question of any inter-Service competition. A
subsequent suggestion that we should hold an annual 'Best
Beard ' contest within the Regiment was unfortunately vetoed.
Still on the subject of the annual inspection, Brigadier DaviesScourfield took the opportunity to visit the Sergeants' Mess
and present Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to two
of our Warrant Officers-W.0.1 (Y. of S.) John Culbert and
W.O.Il Dennis Teesdale. The former will shortly be leaving
us on commissioning, and we wish him every success in the
future.

Administrators change
The second event of µote recently was the farewell visit
of the ;Administrator, and Commander, British Forces, Near
East, Air Marshal Sir Edward Gordon Jones, KCB., C.B.E.,
D.S.O., D.F.C. Despite a very tight programme, the Air
Marshal managed to spend on hour or so with ·us, and also
have . lunch in the· Officers' Mess, where he said goodbye informally to officers from our own and neighboriring units.
We now look forward to a visit 'from his successor, Air Marshal
D. G. Smallwood, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., D.F.C.
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Keen competition
One of our major annual events is the Commander, 3rd
Signal Group's Inter-Squadron Competition, which covers
rugger, soccer, hockey, cricket, athletics and shooting and the
1969 edition is well under way. The Seven-a-Side Rugby Cup
was taken by a strong 2 Squadron side-this was no great surprise, but the winning of the Six-a-Side Hockey Cup by 3
Squadron certainly was. They beat the much-fancied 259
Squadron team in the final, and achieved their victory by good
teamwork and never giving up. The Skill-at-Arms Meeting
resulted in a triumph for 1 Squadron, who made a clean sweep
of the trophies-a repeat, in fact, of 2 Squadron's performance
last year. It seems that in this event it's a case of 'win one,
win all."
And so, with all the Regiment's three Squadrons having
won one event so far, the competition is hotting up. There
are three independent Squadrons on the island also taking
part in the competition, and all are determined that the title
of Champion Squadron should lie outside the Regin:ient this
year, so the result should be very interesting. The next event
to look forward to is the Athletics Meeting.
Army players
Now that the winter season is over, a glance back over the
Inter-Service matches shows that we have been well repre.sented in Army (Cyprus) sides. Major Jack Harding and
Signalman David Luckett played for the Army hockey side
in the match against the R.A.F. and went on a tour of Malta.
Captain Peter Webster skippered the Army rugger side in all
its matches this season, including a Malta tour, and also played
for a Combined Services' team. Corpotal Mick Gne continued
his winning ways and maintained his unbeaten record for the
season by leading the field hoine in the inter-Service crosscountry match, and Corporal Stevie Watson, Lance-Corporal
' Jock ' Kelly and Lance-Corporal ' Ginger' Walker played in
the Army soccer team against · the R.A.F. All were awarded
their colours.
Busy life
.Finally, it migh be interesting (o know that we have a
multitude of clubs llDd societies within the Regiment, all of
which seem to go from strength to - strength. · Whatever the
interest-be it horse-riding or water ski-ing, amateur dramatics
or stamp collecting-there's no excuse for anyone to have time
on their hands at 9th Signal Regiment.
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· PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an • •

•

all-purpose
communicalion
syslem

INSTRUCTIONAL WING I Ith SIGNAL REGIMENT
Members of the In str uct ional Wing pose for the camera with Major J. G. Baker who is retiring shortly. Names are not needed as these faces
shou ld be famil iar to anyone who has recently done any training at I Ith Signal Regiment

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
Pass-off Parade-2nd April

·THE
Inspecting officer at
Pass-off Parade of No. 7

No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweight mllltary radio In quantity production anywhere
does all the things the A13 can do, In so many different roles. That's
why it's already been bought by armed forces on four continents. They
recognise the A13's unique flexibility as manpack, ground station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. They know It's proved In combat,
lnctuding parachute delivery.
The Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete channels In the 2-8 MHz band
(selected without netting): a choice of phase or amplitude voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-power
(20 watts) transmitter output; fully protected output circuits; and a wide
range of accessories. Please write for a copy of the A13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford, Essex,
England. Telephone: 01-478 3040. Telex: 23166.
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PLESSEY Electronics .

BEST RECRUIT

Siinal man S. Hartley, No. 7 Troop

T r o o p was LieutenantColonel J. L. Akass, Commanding Officer of 8th
Signal Regiment.
The best recruit of the
Troop was Signalman S.
Hartley. Before joining the
Army he was an electrician,
which should help him when
he starts his trade training
as a Technician in July. He
enjoys football and fishing
and hopes that he will get
ample opportunity to pursue
both sports while he is in
the Army. We wish him
good luck and success in
his career in the Corps.

Skill at Arms 1Ueetb1g-Itlay, 1969
Once again this Regiment won the Brigade Skill at Arms
meeting, this win making it three times running that we have
achieved success. Between themselves, the ' A ' and ' B ' teams
managed to win the rifle, LMG and SMG team matches and
draw for first place with 8th Signal Regiment in the pistol
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team match. The ' A ' team took first place in all four matches
and were runners-up to 24th Signal Regiment in the falling-plate
competition.
The teams were made up as follows:
'A ' team: Lieutenant T. N. Singleton, Royal Signals;
Lieutenant V. J. Reed, Royal Signals; Staff Sergeant K. E.
Wormall; Sergeant P. J. Tambling; Major J. B. Walsh, Royal
Signals, was the non-shooting team captain.
'B' team: Sergeant W. J. Pinn, R.E.M.E.; Sergeant W. E.
Tuplin; Corporal W. M. Rattray; Lance-Corporal B. J. Minter.
Visits
This month the Regiment received a visit from a party of
Flint and Denbigh A.C.F. cadets. Leiutenant V. J. Reed was
the conducting officer and he was kept busy, as a full and
varied programme was arranged for them. They must have
enjoyed their stay as the reports sent back were enthusiastic
and asked for further visits to be arranged.
Rugby

At last the winter sports teams have decided to finish and let
summer sports teams get into action.
The following was sent in by the Rugby Club as an end-ofseason report.
Rugby in the Regiment has continued to survive, but only
just. Our inability to field the same team for every game contributed to many of our defeats by opposition that had neither
skill nor fitness but had played together every week.
Our main achievement during the season was the defeat of
our old rivals, Gosforth, on their ground, and this after providing one of our players as referee, and in addition our Seven
team, ably led by Captain Gravestock, reached the semi-final
of the Norchern Command Sevens competition.
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The annual competition for the ' Jackson trophy' was once
again blessed with gooc! weather and. ten team~ from ~e
Regiment ~layed entertaJrung rugby w1th Instructional Wmg
finally purung an ~d to 2 S.qua<!ron's monopoly of the trophy
by defeatin~ them m e.'\.tra urne m the finr .
The RegUDent was represented by the following stalwarts
during the season: Captain Brooks (~pta~), Mr. R. D. Thompson, Lieutenant Treeby, Sergeant SLXsmith, Corporal Rattray,
Corporal Barnett, Corporal Kenyon, Lance-Corporal Brodie,
Lance-Corporal Berry, Lance-Corporal Minter, Lance-Corporal
MacPherson, Lance-Corporal Hope, Musician Taylor, Signalman Sherlock, Corporal Hayward, Corporal Whelan and LanceCorporal Vulla.
Finally, we wish Captain Brooks, ~e rugby officer, a speedy
recovery and hope his broken leg is fit for the start of the
next season.
Arrivals and departures
We would like to say farewell and wish good luck to Major
J. G. Baker who has now left Instructional Wing and is retiri~g
shortly also to W.0.1 B. V. Link who has left us to work m
Londo~. We also said goodbye to Sergeant Buzzard and Sergeant
Green who left us last month.
We welcome Major R. 0. Wilson who has n?w taken over
as O.C. Instructional Wing. A special w.elcome .1s ex1:ended to
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) F. M. Orr who has 1ust amved from the
Commonwealth Brigade in Malaya. Also to Sergeant Porteus
who has just arrived from 24th Regiment.
Births
We offer our congratulations to: Captain and Mrs. A. R.
BaLey on the birth of their daughter, E~ Lou~se, on 7th
May- Captain and Mrs. P. Brooks on the birth of their daughter,
Katherine, on 27th April; Sergeant and Mrs. Frenc~ on the
birth of their daughter, Tracy Ann Helen, on 16th April; and to
Corporal and Mrs. Turner on the birth of their daughter,
Suzanne, on 27th April.
It was obviously a good month for girls.

They played like Be1nons !
Comcen Troop and Alpha Troop of 18th Si nal Regiment battled it out into extra time for a score
of 2 all in the local Dover Road Charity Football Shield. They now keep the trophy jointly for a year

UNUSUAL JOBS-FARAWAY PLACES
A frogman prepares to dive for a damaged undersea cable in Singapore harb'!ur

A wet business
Z Squadron had a man-sized job on their hands when the
28-pair submarine cable between Singapore and Pulau Brani
went out on 7th April. Tests showed the fault to be beneath
the waves, and we were fortunate to get instant and wholehearted co-operation from 33 Maritime Regiment, R.C.T.
(occupants of Pulau Brani!) and the Harbourmaster. A crane,
mounted on a pontoon, and frogmen from 10 Port Squadron
between them got the cable into our hands and the repair
was effected in six hours.

18th Signal Regiment
e/e G.P.O. SINGA.PODE
Our visitors
11th April was a bumper day for visitors. The Hon. Philip
R. Lynch, the Australian Minister for the Army, 3:cco.mpanied
by Major-General D. N. H. Tyacke, O.B.E., the D1Str1ct Commander paid a visit to the Dover Road Complex just before
lunch, ~s part of a tour of other barrack areas in Singapore.
Readers may be interested to know that Mr. Lynch was the
youngest ca..'1didate in Victoria and the second youngest in
Australia in the 1956 Federal Elections, and is now only 35
years old.
In the afternoon, Sir Ronald Melville, K.C.B., Permanent
Secretary, Ministry of Technology, accompanied by LieutenantGeneral Sir Peter Hunt, K.C.B., D.S.O., 0.B.E., visited the
Army Comcen, telephone exchange, and part of the workshops
at Tanglin. They then saw a Dl3, Cll/C42 and C41 detachment deployed in a ' jungle environment ' on Colombo Heath.
This latter demonstration was preceded by a tropical deluge,
and it was fortunate that Major Olds had a Land Rover
standing by, as the staff cars couldn't make it. The C.O.
remarked that he had never had the privilege of travelling in
the ...ack of a f-ton truck with a three-star general before.
Sir Ronald's visit was followed up by the Minister of
Technology himself, Mr. J. S. Shayler, who saw a similar
demonstration in Calcutta Camp on 23rd April and was particularly interested in the 013.
The Regiment also had the honour of being the focal point
for three social occasions during the farewell visit of the S.0.in-C., Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E. The first was a
dinner and dance held in the Princess Mary Officers' Mess
on 26th April. This was followed by a midday session in the
Princess Mary Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess on the
28th, and an evening drink in the new Corporals' Club on
the 30th. As always, the S.0.-in-C. had a cheerful word for
everyone, and saw many familiar faces. He also took the
helm of Brigand on Sunday, the 27th, on a cruise to Raffies
Light with his brother (the C.O.) and Brigadier Warren and
his family.
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Stir-about
2 Squadron has now joined Command Group and 1
Squadron in the Tanglin Comcen Complex. Having spent
the larger part of the last four weeks humping stores, the
Squadron is now firmly settled, and the fact that both operational Squadrons are together is already paying dividends.
Major Fowke (0.C. 2) is delighted to be back in his former
habitat as O.C. 237 Squadron, and to prise the Operations Officer
(Major White) out of his old offices. Command Group is
now operating in the invigorating air-conditioned (max. 68 °F.)
and suitably rarified atmosphere of the old Comcen buildingvisitors are advised to take woollen jerseys and a flask of hot
coffee with them.
Small Bore Shooting
The Regimental Small Bore Shooting Club, which was formed
last June, bas now firmly established itself, and the two teams
entered in Division III of the Far East Services Postal Shoot
gained a first and second place. Corporal Gray-Cowan won the
second prize in the Far East Services Festival and Open
Meeting, held this month, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Hall and
Corporal Treloar also being amongst the prizewinners. The
club now has its eyes on the NSA Marksman Awards.
Football
The match between the winners of the Anderson and Lyons
Cups was held on the Dover Road Stadium on the evening
of 16th April under floodlights. The opponents, Comceo
Troop (1 Squadron) and 'Alpha' Troop (249 Squadron) played
like demons and the score was two-all after extra time. As a
result, it was decided that both Troops should hold the trophy,
The Dover Road Charity Shield, jointly for the year. The
standard of play was extremely high and as exciting as any
of the other high-class matches held on the Stadium this year.
The cheerful demeanour of the participants after the match
indicates that this decision was acceptable-see facing page.
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21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 43
HIS month we have had two of everything: two linemen's
upgrading courses, one ending the other starting; two
T
visits, one by the Deputy Commander, H.Q., RAFG, the

An Appreciation

other by the Commander, Rhine Area; two musical entertainments, one by the band of the 14th/20th King's Hussars, who
beat Retreat in Weeze, the other by the Laarbruch Singers,
who produced ' Patience,' by Gilbert and Sullivan in the
Phoenix Theatre; two exercises, one a ' Minival ' (the first
to be called on a Sunday for four years) the other the Spring
exercise, 'Glass Boot'; two days' sunshine; two snowstorms;
.. . but there, I could go on and on.
Tht~

A.O.C.-tn-C.'s Annual Administrative
peetion of RAF Lnarbrueh
A guard of honour consisting of two officers, two warrant
officers and 48 men, drawn from all the Troops of the Regiment was provided to greet the Deputy Commander, Air
Vice-Marshal J. A. C. Aiken, C.B., on his arrival for the annual
administrative inspection of RAF Laarbruch. The guard
was once more commanded by Major E. P. Hughes and maintained the high standard set by former guards. On parade also
was the band of the 14th/20th King's Hussars, who came all
the way from Paderbom to play for us.

lucky ones (take it which way you like). The driver of the
RLO's 1942 model office truck renewed his survival ration
stock and made sure he had the template for the cardboard
petrol gasket (the only one in .B.A.0.R.) and, having taken a
sad farewell of his friends in the M.T., set off well ahead of the
rest of the convoy (he always gets there, but how is a wellkept secret).
' D ' Troop dashed off with Staff Sergeant Stoneham in
charge, their trucks bulging with 10-pair cable and ' upsidedown-sky-hooks' (their own invention, and most effective).
Corporal Connelly followed with his own version of a field
kitchen, complete with hot-dog do-it-yourself kit; and last,
but by no means least, went the new R.S.M., W.0 .I Murray,
itching to find out what all this fuss was about and whether
it was as frightful as the ex-R.S .M., W.0.1 Cantle, had led
him to believe!

I

J. Situation
You are an Officer about to leave the Service.

2. Aim
You will make an Advance into the unfamiliar Territory of 'Business Management' and
capture the highest point.

{;o1ttma11der Rhine Area's farewell visit
The Commander, Rhine Area, Brigadier J. B. A. Glennie,
C.B.E., D.S.O., A.D.C., said his farewells to members of the
Regiment stationed at Wildenrath, Bruggen and Laarbruch,
at the end of the month.
He has been a good friend to the Regiment and has taken
a keen interest in our activities, both at work and play, and we
are sorry to see him go.
He leaves us for retirement and we shall certainly take
up his invitation to all ranks to visit him aboard his ' twomasted brown boat,' wherever he may be.
Arrivals and departures
Major S. W. Mawson and Captain R. Pickard both joined
the Regiment this month, the former to take over 2 Squadron
from Major B. Robins, who is shortly retiring, the latter to become_ P .R.I. in H .Q. Squadron.
Major Norman Merrifield and his wife departed to U.K.
on posting to the School and suddenly the ' big house ' seemed
large once more! We wish them a happy tour at home.

3. Factors affecting your aim
Your Military training and experience have developed an ability to analyse situations logically
and make meaningful decisions. Your ambitions, success desire and determination are positive strengths: you have many productive years ahead of you and you will refuse to take any
second rate offer. To be honest, you do not really know what your own Value is-but you
think it is higher than the salary others have been offered.

Life Assurance

You realise that only rapidly EXPANDING organisations (whether Companies or Armies)
provide real prospects for rapid promotion ..... .. .... ..... ... .. .. .... ....... .......... .. ................ .

Policies Covering War Risks
for:

If you recognise aspects of yourself in this, you need information on ' A MANAGEMENT
CAREER with IOS' from an IOS General Manager who five years ago, at the age of 34 yea rs was
in your SITUATION. Now he has a five figure income and a six figure Capital Stock Ownership
in the Firm- and is offering the same progress to others who pass the' W.O.S.B.' type of Management Selection Test.

(IOS--Investors Overseas Services- has principal activities in Fund Management, Insurance,
Banking, Real Estate and other Business Interests. Total assets under Management currently
exceed £600 million).
Before you can complete your 'Courses Open to Me' and decide on your own ' PLAN ' write
to:
Gordon Shelford,
Officer Applicant Dept. P.G./GM/Branch 062.
1.0.S. (U.K.) Ltd.,
25 Upper Brook Street,
London, W. l.
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A WORD WITH THE R.S.M.
The Deputy Commander Air Vice-Marshal J. A. C. Aiken, C.B., has
a word with R..S.M. Murray on his arrival at list Signal Regiment
for the Annual Administrative Inspection of R.A.F. Laarbruch.
Also in the photo Major E. P. Hughes who commanded the Guard of
Honour

Playing Retreat In Weeze
The 14th/20th Band also delighted the citizens of Weeze
by playing Retreat on the newly-completed Cyrakus Squai:e
in front of the town hall in Weeze, and were warmly comphmented by the Mayor, Baron Felix Vittinghof-Schell for their
playing and marching (the simultaneous slow march of the
band and quick march of the drummer was much appreciated
by the large crowd). Afterwards they, and members of the
Regiment, met in the town hall for refreshments with membel'1l
of the town council.

Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement.
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (331 % Group discount -Officers
and retired Officers).
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability.
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and For.!lgn Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun, Holidays,
Hunter. Transit, Television, etc.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

Sprl11g exercise
The annual spring exercise introduced several newly-joined
members of the Regiment to the SOP which has become a
well-drilled routine to the more hoary campaigners. The clerks
at R.H.Q. drew the usual straws to see who would ~ the
THE WIP.E, JUNE-JUL.Y 1969

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Teleplaone No. 2308.
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22nd Signa Regimen
B.F.P.O. 16
E t-r<'ises
URING the past months the
pace of training has quickened,
and during April and May the
Regiment has been concerned
with exercises to the e.."clusion of
almo t everything else. These
culminated in ' Brown Bear' and
' pring Sales '-household names
to all in Signals in l(BR) Corps.
' Brown Bear ' started in a blizzard
and finished in glorious sunshine,
and it seems safe to say that spring
has arrived at last; everyone has
shaken the cares of winter off his
shoulders, filled his lungs with
fresh air and taken on a new lease
of life. The men of 1 Squadron
have renewed their acquaintance
with the farms in many well-known
villages in North Rhine Westphalia, and 2 and 3 Squadrons
with the wooded hill-tops. It is
still too early in the year to appreciate the marvellous views and the
clean air on these peaks; one is
too conscious of the cold, the mist
and the mud. However, summer is
coming!
'

D

GARRISON COMBAT RACE
Lieutenant Kemp receives the winning team prize on behalf of
H.Q. Squadron 24th Signal Regiment

Sergeant Lockwood, who invariably win something in all the
Garrison tournaments!

SPRING COMES TO COMCEN 'S'
Signalman Bernie Cou rtl ey, Corporal Taff Elliot, Signalman "Snek" Sm ith and Lance-Corporal Eddie
Sykes enjoy the early spr ing sunshine during a pause while on exercise in B.A.O .R.

St&ff/Sit.flmls Day
Before ' Brown Bear,' the Regiment held a successful staff I
si~ls day, when we entertained Brigadier Buckland, the staff
officers and senior clerks of Rear Corps Headquarters. The
tasks of the Regiment were explained to them before they
toured the various stands where the Regiment's role was
demonstrated. They showed great interest-as well they might,
for we are, after all, their Signal Regiment!
Arrivals and departDl'es
We have recently said goodbye to W.0.1 (F. of S.) Murray,

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
a lot has happened in the Regiment-mainly on
Q UITE
the sporting side-since our last contribution to THE
WIRE. A!> anyone who has served with the Regiment will
appreciate, we do not lead such an exciting and varied life
as a field unit. However, our motto is to ' have a go at everything,' and any good results that we obtain are a bonus. This
policy has rewarded us handsomely over the last couple of
months.

Garrison Combat Bae~ new Innovation
There was until recently, no Combat Race, as such, in
Catterick Garrison. Some months ago it was decided by the
Regiment that this state of affairs should not be allowed to
continue; so the task of devisin~ and constructing a course
on Gandale training area was given to our Military Training Wing and their staff of seven. With stores begged, borrowed
and stolen from all comers of the Garrison, a three-mile course
was set up, with 18 different hazards, designed to test all
the skiIIs that a trained soldier could be called upon to use
under battle conditions.
All units in Catterick were invited to participate; however,
only 11 teams competed, seven from Signals and four from
other units-rather less than we had hoped. The main reason
for this was that two of the Infantry Regiments in the Garrion were away on exercise.
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who leaves us on commissioning. His calming influence will
be missed, and we wish him every success in his new appointment as Captain (T.O.T.) with 242 Signal Squadron.
The wealth of experience of Corporals Staden, Smith, Hirst,
Mower and Leech will also be missed as they go off to their
new postings.
We can, however, bid a hearty welcome to W.O.U (S.S.M.)
Tune and Sergeants Hunt, Johnstone and James-Bailey and
hope that they 'Will enjoy their stay with us.

An appreciation for service to the Regiment
Mrs. Stevenson, a clerical assistant, has worked for the
Regiment for the last 19 years-12 years in R.H.Q. and for
the last seven in the T.O.T.'s department. She retired earlier
this year and, as our photograph shows, she was presented
with a plaque by the Commanding Officer in appreciation of
her long and devoted service.

' REWARD FOR LONG SERVICE
Mrs. Stevenson receives a plaque from the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel Jimmy Hellier

Arrivals and departurSince the last edition there have been more coming and
goings. We welcome Captain R. Oliver from Walta and Captain
E. Tye, W.RA.C.,, and Lieutenant G. Vaug.han, both from
Cyprus. We say goodbye to Major L. Beaumont, Captain J.
Ferguson, Captain A. McGregor and Second-Lieutenant A.
McGregor, all of whom are leaving the Army, and we would
like to wish them all possible luck ' outside.'

Despite a few minor set-backs, the course was assembled a
full 24 hours before the competition started, and then catastrophe . . . a force ten gale brewed up, accompanied by driving
rain, and this lasted all that night and for the whole day of the
event. The hazards only just remained intact, and the controllers' marquee was only held in contact with the ground
by eight young basic trainees!
The results of the competition were quite satisfying,
with our Ij.Q. Squadron team winning by a clear 180 points
from 1st Royal Irish Rangers' ' B ' team, who were placed
second. It is hoped now to make this an annual event, and
next time to get a full field of starters.

Northern Command Orienteering
The Regiment entered four teams, two of which were from
the W.R.A.C. Squadron, for this competition, which was held
in the Broxa Forest, near Scarborough. The course was over
a distance of six miles, five-eighths of which was heathland.
The women ran a shorter course than the men and had little
difficulty in beating the York contingent. Once again the
men were fortunate to win, and the second team distinguished
themselves by finishing fourth. Both Sergeant John Cornforth
and Private Osborne did exceptionally well by returning the
fastest time in the men's and women's events respectively;
some beginners did very well, and some veterans not so well,
but that is how Orienteering goes!
Squash.
Members of the Regiment still maintain a keen interest
in squash, thanks mainly to Lieutenant-Colonel Hellier and
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COMMERZBANK

Wherever you may be stationed In Germany, there is OM
available for you. Before returning to the UK all your saved
money will be exchanged for English currency at once. Head Offices in Oiisseldorf • Frankfurt a. M. · Hamburg
How does it work? All you need is a current-account or a More than 650 branches in the Federal Republic
savings-account with our bank. We'll gladly look after your In Bonin: BERLINER COMMERZBANK
savings, advise you on investments. arrange money transfers and give you assistance on all financial matters. And
above all: at the Commerzbank you can always depend on
IDAMK
VIP treatment.
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INCE last month further news
I.. has come in of our detachment
in Anguilla. Together with a detachment of 14th Regiment, they
continue to provide communications for our forces in the area
and help out with Foreign Office
traffic. They are in good heart,
but looking forward to the introduction of change over of personnel. The hard work in the exacting conditions, coupled with the
lack of relaxation can be very
wearing.

J

ll.eports from the Out11osts

S

ls/anti in the San-

or much aJo about nothing

By Second-Lieutenant

Soecer
The final of the Marriott Cup
was played during the month. This
is a challenge cup for the South
West Services, and the Regiment
were tipped as hot favourites to
retain the cup against the Irish
THEY WERE TIPPED AS HOT FAVOURITES TO RETA IN THE CUP, BUT ...
Hussars. We had 75 per cent of
the play, but could only manage 30th Signal Regiment football team entered the final of the Marriott Cup as very firm favourites , but
to scrape a draw with the last kick the forwards lacked their usual thrust and finishing power and their opponents-the Irish Hussarsof the game. Fifteen minutes each
were able to scrape through with a precarious draw
way was played, and the Irish The team (left to right): back row:-Co rporal Walker, Lance-Corporal Thompson , Signalman Etchells,
scored in the first minute; for the
remainder of the game our for- Corporal Paton , Lance-Corporal Trigg, Sergeant Nixon, Signalman Smith, W.0.1.(R.S.M.) Burke
wards (with sufficient chances to Front row:-Mr. Moxham, Corporal Bown, Lance-Corporal Ryan, Signalman Reade, Corporal When·
record a cricket core) lacked the
lock and Lance-Corporal Anhoury
finishing power whoch had made
them hot favourites for the
Sld-ing
cup. Men of noce-Lance-Corporal Ryan, goalkeeper, defenders
Lance-Corporals Thompson and Trigg and the scorer of our
The Regiment was represented in the Army Ski-ing Associatwo goals, Lance-Corporal Anhoury. Our skipper, Signalman
tion's Scottish Meeting by Sergeant K. West, of 1 Squadron.
Reade, played a great game at centre-half, and was unlucky
He achieved fifth place in the Army race and won the Royal
with a header in the dying seconds of the game.
Signals Cup.
Orienteering

On 27th April, Lieutenant Cox, Lance-Corporal Percy
Drummond (A.I.P.T.), both novices, and Lance-Corporal
' Chip' Wood, competed in the Dorset Orienteering Association's senior men's event. The two novices came first
(Lieutenant Cox) and fourth (Lance-Corporal Drumm.and) but
the ' experienced hand ' got tangled up with a sand working
disguised as a check point, and ended up unplaced.

18 r1ears, service with the Corps
JONES

N Monday, 31st March, at the Signal Works Troop, BulO
ford, Mr. Fred Jones (ME(T)), known to all as 'Joner,'
retired after 48 years with the Corps.

Mr. Jones enlisted in the Royal Corps of Signals on 14th
March, 1921, when the Corps was in its infancy. After his
initial training at Crow borough and M aresfield, he was posted
to Mauritius as one of the first Signals on the island. On return. to U.K. in 1925, he was posted to 3rd Division Signal
Regunent, at Bulford, and settled down in the area. On his
discharge to the Army Reserve, he joined the Southern Command Signals on line construction on Salisbury Plain in August
1929.
'
He was recalled to military service in 1939, when he helped
to form the first Signals OCTU at Catterick, but very shortly
afcer returned to Bulford to become Section Sergeant. Many
a ' budding signalman ' will remember him in this capacity
as they passed through his hands, lwking after the miles of
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" ' eddlnJ( bells
On 22nd April, Sergeant Dave Gwinnell was married to Miss
C. O'Grady at Bournemouth Registry Office. The reception
was held in the Sergeants' Mess, where a Warrant Officer
guard of honour was at the ready, with swords poised. An
excellent wedding breakfast was laid on by Sergeant Fred
(' Mustard ') Coleman, A.C.C., and a great day was had by
all. Dave and his new bride were seen off in the normal
manner.

cables being ploughed m on the Infantry and Artillery ranges
on Salisbury Plain. In 1944 he was ~osted to B.L.A. as
part of the 21st Army, constructing landlines for G.H.Q., and
had the satisfaction of helping to install the telephones on
Luneburg Heath associated with the signing of the surrender
of the German Army.
Once again after discharge, in 1945, he returned to his old
Signal unit at Bulford, and then, until the present time, he
has been associated with cable laying on Salisbury Plain Training area. His last six years was spent liaising with the civil
contractors on the rebuilding of the School of Artillery, Larkhill, and becoming well-known with them through his knowledge of the cable layout serving this establishment.
His retirement was suitably honoured when the present staff
and several old members of the Signal Works Troop, Bulford,
met to say goodbye and present him with a gold watch and
inscribed plaque with ' Jimmy ' mounted on it.
We, as a Troop, also his many friends throughout the Corps,
wish him well, and may he in his retiring years still ' plough
a straight furrow,' as he has done during his cable-laying on
the Plain.
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Uate line 24th April -

J.

D. Ambrose, Royal Signals
Anguilla bound

ATTLE scarred, drawn and weary from the snow-clad

B wastes of Denmark, Dll Troop, 4 Squadron, 14th Regiment once again heard the clarion call ' 12 hours' standby'

sound stridently over Norton Barracks. After only 12 hours' rest
this gallant force was to be hurled into the seething unrest of
Anquilla.
Cabins just unpacked and checked were repacked and rechecked, K .D. drawn (what was left after the Dl3 Spearhead
troops had had their share), kit bags packed and marked (and
unpacked and repacked with K.D. at the top this time), and,
after a quick attempt at obtaining some red berets and parachutes, we were ready to move by Friday at 3 a.m.
By Tuesday noon we were on our way to R.A.F. Fairford
and at seven o'clock that evening we emplaned. At seven-ten
we deplaned again-technical fault. Nine o'clock, on again and
the engines started at last. We exchanged relieved looks and
settled back for the flight. Half past nine still settling and five
minutes later we were back to the lounge for the night.
Eight hours, two lost temoers and one lost beret later we
finally took off on our way to· sunny Anguilla, and eleven hours
later, true to form, landed at Bermuda in the pouring rain.
From Bermuda we flew to Antigua and spent the night at
the airhead there whilst the · R.A.F. debated whether it was
possible to fly a Hercules into Anguilla. Eventually the go-ahead
arrived and we made the final jump, arriving at Anguilla on
Friday evening.
Our numbers grow

By this time our original complement of six from 14th Regiment had grown with the atcachment of Corporals Emmerson,
Harney and Yarr, Lance-Corporal Burrows and Signalman
Smith, all from 30th Regiment, and on arrival in Anguilla we
met up with Corporal Ebbutt and Signalman Lewis, also from
30th Regiment.
The station was set up during Friday night and Saturday
morning and by Saturday afternoon we had ~stablished contact
with J.R.S. Nassau.
Conditions proved excellent and we soon began to settle down
and blister. Lance-Corporal Powell rapidly made some useful
contacts among the local children, and soon began producing
coconuts and boiled fish-gifts from his fan club. Lance-Corporal
Burrows settled in very quickly, too, jmmediately cornering
the stamp market by procuring not' one but two complete sets
of ' Independence Anguilla ' issues. Ac their present value he
is reckoning to become a capitalist after all, despite his !cftwing inclinations.
A few days later two more welcome re-inforcements arrived
from Nassau, and we were able to tap the local knowledge of
Sergeant Birchall and Lance-Corporal Hamilton while introducing them co the deHghts of a largely peaceful Anguilla.
Corporals.- Scott, Haslegrave and Holloway joined us a little
later so that Royal Signals' strength on Operation ' Sheepskin '
is now nineteen men.
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Getting wf'>ll t-ttled In
Soon after our working Easter we moved up the road and
joined 33 Field Squadron R.E. and have ~ersuaded the!11 to
build us a brick comcen to supplement the Air-Tech contamers.
This is now nearing completion.
.
.
There are still reminders that we are on an operauonal basis
-indents for stores are filled just like that for a start- and a
curfew is in operation after dark for all army personnel, but it
is becoming possible to get out and about the island. LanceCorporal Jarvis has become a very keen oarsman, for instance,
having had no option after the local fishing boat he had cadged
a trip in broke down two miles out. Corporal Dear has ma~e
himself invaluable at Radio Anguilla and spend much of h is
time there swilling tea with the ' in' crowd. Whilst a new, lean,
bronzed-type Sergeant Harvey, ably backed by Corporal Lees,
maintains the high standard of operation on the set-in between
Sergeants' Mess functions that is!
Communications good, morale high
Communications have, in fact, been very reasonable throughout our stay here so far. We have had only one major equipment fault to date, and on this were splendidly supponed by
C.0.D. Donnington, who managed to get a replacement component into our hands >1ith 36 hours. Morale is high, but we
don't want to steal all the glory and are even willing to step
down in a few weeks and let someone else have a go. After
all M.0.D. may need us again soon!
INFANTRY ATl'ACllJHENT IN KENYA
By Lance-Corporal Lawrence of 19 Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn.

Lance-Corporal Lawrence and Signalman Gibson returned to
us brown and fit from the flesh pots of Kenya. Here is LanceCorporal Lawrence's account of their adventures:
Sienalman Gibson and I were attached to ' B ' Company
1st Battalion P.W.O. for an exercise in Kenya. We left on the
morning of 6th February and flew in a Brittania of R .A.F. Air
Support Command, via Cyprus to Embakasi Airoort, Nairobi.
From Embakasi we travelled to the Kenya Air Force base at
Eastleigh, where we were to stay for four weeks.
Our first task here was twofold: First, we were to operate
the radio schedules to the Comoany detachments on jungle
training. Second, we manned a link to 48th Field Squadron
R.E. in building roads for the Kenya Government in the main
Narok area.
From K.A.F. Eastleigh Signalmen Gibson and Young were
sent to Nanyuki-a town on the slopes of Mount Kenya- to
act as an Administration Post for 'B' Company. From here
the majority of rations and stores were despatched to the
Company base on the fringe of the jungle, in the Kothen
Giriri area. In the Company base there wa another radio
link manned by Lance-Corporal Potts and Signalman Jackson,
of the P.W.O. rear link signal detachment.
For the first month or so our time was spent almost entirely
in operating the schedule . However toward the end of the
exercise, Major Batty, O.C. 'B • Company, organised afari
trips for us. These proved the most interesting part of the
exercise so far as we were concerned.
The first day found us in the Samburu game park. Thi was
wonderful as there was so much wild life to see, and it was in
its natural environment. Among the animals we saw were
giraffe, gazelle, dik dik and rhinoceros as well as a multitude
of tropical birds. We also visited the Maru game reserve, where
we ventured to within six feet of some lions and later were
charged by a herd of elephants, who were protecting their
young.
Nevertheless, not all was as enjoyable as this. One nighc,
having set up camp by the side of Lake Baringo, we were
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entertained by the owners of the Lake Lodge-an English
family. Although this was very pleasant, when we returned to
our camp we found it nearly washed away by a deluge of rain,
and all our kit was soaking. We spent a very uncomfortable
night as a re ult in the back of a 3-ton vehicle-cold and very
wet.
The last few day in Kenya were definitely the busiest.
All the stores had to be returned to the Army Ordnance Depot
at Kabawa and all our kit packed away. Finally, on the morning
of 1st April found us on board a VC-10 of R.A.F. Support
Command bound for England. We arrived at Brize Norton at
20.45 hours English time-tired but well tanned by the African
sun. So ended what had been a very enjoyable two months'
working holiday in Kenya. For this we are very grateful to
both the Kenya Government for receiving us so well and to
the P.W.O. who made our stay with the Battalion so worthwhile.

255 goes to Mirla
By Lance-Corporal Bob Hope and Corporal Eric Adie

Departure
N early February it was Bahrain Garrison's turn to provide
a guard for Mirfa Camp. The people from the Squadron
who boarded the Argosy flight for Sharjah, on the first leg of
the journey were, in addition to the authors, Lance-Corporal
' Spider ' Webb, Lance-Corporal Terry Armstrong, Signalman
Thomas and Signalman Gibson.
On arrival at Sharjah we elected to lead the advance party
on the 180-mile trip overland, whilst the others travelled in
reasonable comfort in an Andover, the following day.
The last 20 miles, between Tarif and 'Mirfa Butes pop 15,'
as the signboard proclaims, is as bad as the previous 130 miles
of spine-jarring corrugations or salt flats.

I

Pot in one~s place
Mirfa is an old Trucial Oman Scouts' camp, now only used
for training purposes by various infantry battalions and guard
units.
The advance party was met at Mirfa by an individual with
sun-bronzed face and swimming trunks. On enquiring, "who's
in charge around here, mate!" I was was promptly advised that
I was talking to a C.S.M. of the 1st Bn. The Cheshire Regiment, whom we were to relieve. After suitable apologies, we
were settled in one of the chalets to await the arrival of the
main party the next day.
Our stay was to be for 12 days, during which time we would
suoply a 24-hour guard, but even with this duty, there was
still plenty of time for swimming and fishing from a raft
built with material scrounged from the resident MPBW
representative. Unfortunately, on her maiden voyage, the good
ship 'Mirfa Project I' lost a buoyancy tank (oil drum) and we
all got an unexpected bath.
Re-supply and visitors of all sorts
Re-supply to the camp was to be once a week with fresh
rations, landed on the airstrip behind the camp by Beaver and
Andover aircraft. For these re-supply drops we relied on the
very able assistance of two telegraph operators from 222 Squadron, Sharjah, operating on a desert guard net.
During our 12 days we were visited by a surprising number
of people considering the apparent inaccessibility of the camp.
~ese visitors ranired from an Arab and his camel, the former
with a vicious-lookin~ jewel-handled dagger in his belt, to
the 0.C. 1st Infantry Workshops, R.B.M.B., who were relieving
us.
Near the end of our stay Lance-Corporal Armstrong developed toothache, and it was arranged for him to be flown
back to Sharjah; however, by that time the 255 Squadron
personnel had ' volunteered ' to travel back by road, and LanceCorporal Armstrong refused point-blank to be flown back,
pleading that his toothache had gone.
An eventful Journey
At ~8 .00 hours on the morning of 19th February, with stores
and kit loaded, and petrol tanks full, we left Mirfa on the
return 180-mile trip. We had been travelling for about four
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hours and had covered approximately 60 miles when smoke
started to billow out from the cylinder head. We decided to
wait and allow the engine to cool and then push on as far as
possible. Eventually, after another 30 miles, the gasket went
altogether, and we decided to stay where we were while the
second vehicle pushed on to Sharjah.
The temperature in the desert on that night dropped to a
fantastic level, and after the oven-like heat of the day, it was
felt all the more.
Lance-Corporals Armstrong and Webb busied themselves
with ' Benghazi burners " whilst Signalmen Thomas and
Gibson prepared brew kit and beds. The night was uneventful,
but cold.
Next morning, by 8 o'clock, the sun was very warm and
protnised another day of oven-like conditions, accompanied by
a wind that was so hot that it parched the throat in a matter
of tninutes.
At 11.30 that morning, after constantly mopping brows and
keeping lips moist, our relief vehicle arrived with fresh
supplies of water and a solid tow bar. The load was transferred from our stranded vehicle to the relief vehicle and we
were on our way again.
We arrived back at Sharjah and eventually back in Bahrain
almost two days after we had left Mirfa.

Pro v iding c ommunic ations ia Northern Normar1

We never llatl it so gootlor wllat's it all a/Jout '?
PART from the fact that from the day the A¥.F(L)
Signal Troop arrived in Norway, only two-thirds were
free from some form of injury or infection at any one time, a
most enjoyable time was had by all.
There are only twenty of us in the
Troop, and our job is to provide
communications for the 1st Bn. ColdBy lieutenant
stream Guards and their Logistics
R. C. K. Baynes, support Battalion. We are all members
of the AMF(L) Northern Flank.
AMF(L) stands for Allied Command
30th
Europe, Mobile Forces Land, and we
Signal Regiment are part of a force comprising British,
Canadians, Nol'Wegians, Italians, and
sometimes Germans.
The region that occupies most of our attention is Northern
Norway, and we are required to be able to live, fight and
communicate in temperatures of around -40°C. and with added
wind chill factors, it's possible to reach - 80 ° C. Sounds a bit
cold, and sometimes it is.
The Army was very ' switched-on ' when we came to draw
our kit for Exercise ' Hardfall Ill ' this year, and spared no
expense to give us the best kit that was available in the
'
western world.
Our oversnow vehicles came from Sweden-they are articulated full-track Volvos, which are complete in every luxury,
right down to ashtrays in the cab. Our "parkas " are from
Canada, and were so warm we couldn't wear them for a lot
of the time for fear of overheating, and our skis were from
Norway, and so it went on.

A

Before
Before we ventured into the snowy wastes, we decided
to get fit, and for the three months preceding our exit from
England, we went for road runs and did circuit trainin~ every
day; in fact, we even managed to get a few days of ski-ing at
Glensbee before we left, and some radio exercises around the
Scottish Highlands. Here we must remember the W.R.A.C.
girls from Scottish Command, who did so much to orientate
us for the social life of Voss in Norway. Thank you, girls!
Just before
The 0.C. left three weeks ahead of the Troop, and sighs
of relief from the more tubby members were heard, as the
training was getting a bit intense at that time.
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The trip out to Norway was an experience that is better
forgotten. A lot of ' pea-green ' soldiers on board the LSL
Sir Percivale were retching gently at boat stations on the first
day out of Marchwood when one of them collapsed from exposure. Amid the flying spray and pounding waves the cry
went up " Someone fetch a medic." As the boat lurched about
at crazy angles the reply came back "he is the medic." Sure
enough, there was our medic, shivering to death on the deck.
Anyway, it had a happy ending, and he lived.
The Troop arrived safely in Bergen after three harrowing
days at sea, and for some, this was their first sight of Norway,
where the hissing of skis at high speed over the frozen snow
would mingle with the clatter and thumps of the falling skiers,
sounds which were heard for the next three weeks.

urlng
Our living accommodation, to everyone's horror, consisted
f two Swedish tents with smoky, wood-burning stoves for
heating. Tent group routine was swiftly learnt, and, to everyone's surprise, it was possible to live and survive. We were
introduced to our Norwegian instructor, who was going to teach
us to ski and survive, and the training started. The instructor,
Captain Harald Brygfjell, who has been training Royal Signals
for a long time, soon sized up our abilities as nil, and we
tarted to learn snowplough turns, diagonal walking and all
the other techniques that go into cross-country ski-ing. After
four days everyone was thoroughly bent and bruised-LanceCorporal Sheldon had broken his finger, Signalman Raybould
had a swollen knee, and so the injuries mounted. Dreaded
' Mao ' flu then hit us-you name it, it happened.
There was great relief when we drew up our Volvos from
the M.T. and driver training, ski-j!llring (being towed on skis)
and fitting our radios began in earnest.
Here we must pause for a word about the soci,al life in Voss.
Voss
Voss is a holiday resort where civilians pay small fortunes
to do exactly what we were doing, and consequently it was
quite a lively little town. Between 8 o'clock and 9 o'clock in
the evening, the corpses of AMF Troop started to resurrect
themselves after pleading utter exhaustion during the day.
They struggled through the snow and ice to the discotheques
and all those gorgeous Scandinavian girls. A few amusing
stories resulted from this. Someone, who shall be nameless,
met a girl with a car who lived only three miles from Voss.
"I'll take you home,'' he said "and I'll walk back." Suitably
impressed, the girl agreed. After he bad said goodnight he
discovered that one Norwegian mile equals seven English miles.
... No wonder she was impressed!
One of the R.E.M.B. Craftsmen returned with a black eye
one day. A girl asked what his job was . .He said a ~t cla~s
fitter. (Fitter, apparently has a very different mearung m
Norwegian).
J

Back to work
Our training eontinued, and we learnt how to spend nights
out in the snow, we learnt to shoot straight whilst moving on
skis and snow shoes. We carried out equipment trials and had
verv little time off. We took part in three competitions. Corporal
Cripps' team won a bottle of whisky in a very arduous relay
race. It consisted of a two kilometre lap, ski-ing with a rucksack and 40lb. of kit, a 2 km. l~p can;rU:g the sa~ fl!Cksack and pulling a sledge filled with campmg gear; this ~e
the teams were wearing snow shoes. The last lap was ski-mg
with no load, and after a hard race, Corporal Cripps' team
finished just ahead of Corporal Cole's. The 0.C. presented
the bottle of whisky, which was never seen again-thirsty work,
these races I
There was a shootine: competition, which everybody seemed
to win Gust like the Burovision Song Contest), so no heroes
are evident here.
Our last bi~ race was the Norwegian 10 km. race for the
Norwegian Civilian Medal. This was won in record time by
Lieutenant Baynes, the O.C., in 36 minutes. Most of the Troop
qualified for the gold standard, which was 52 minutes, and
alt but two were round in the bronze standard of 65 tninutes.
This was a good effort, as we only had very heavy military
skis, and not the racing skis usually used.
We took part in a Battalion exercise and were attacked by
Norwegians at nights, and this was probably the most exhaustTHE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1969

ing part of the three weeks. It was on this exercise that
we blew up our Volvos, so we shall get some modified ones
next year, we hope. We returned to Voss, and said farewell
to Captain Brygfjell, who returned to Oslo. We started to pack
our kit, hand in stores, and do our shopping, prior to returning
to England.

After
We retraced our steps to Bergen after three weeks of hard,
but enjoyable work, and, after a very smooth crossing in the
Sir Percivale, reached Blandford again. We have a lot of valuable
experience and are now looking forward to our return to
Norway next year, when we should be able to improve our
standards.
At this point I think it should be mentioned that during our
stay in Norway, we had a detachment of three men in CanadaCorporal Soaris, Signalman Hindle and Signalman McBain,
who trained with a Company of the Coldstream Guards in
the coldest winter Canada has had for many years. Between
us, with the experience of the Norway and Canada expeditions, we should be able to do well in the snow next year.
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20th Ann'd Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Squadron (200) B.F.P.O. 41
Hatehes, l\latehes and Despatches
HERE has been the usual steady fl.ow of departures.
Suspicions about the present state of unrest in Ireland
are confumed when it is realised that Signalman Pete Mulvany
went there on leave and forgot to come back, and Corporal
' Brum ' Brittle got posted there (well, he did ask for an overseas
posting). w.o.n Eddie Cooley left on promotion to become
S.S.M. of Instructional Wing in 11th Regiment, Sergeant Da".e
Frape has gone all air portable in 205 Squadron, Corporal Enc
Allen has gone to ooerate radios for 38th Regiment in Derby,
and Corporal Eric Bell has put three stripes on his arm and
gone to fiddle about with the stores in 2~7 Squadi;on.
And talking of stores, Foreman of Signals Bnan Holder
sorted out all his deficiencies bJ' marrying Christine, daughter
of S.Q.M.S. Fred Bolwelt, RTR and at present serving with
this Squadron. The marriage was followed by a reception in
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess which certainly
enlivened Baster Monday. It was just as well that Tuesday
was a holiday, because 'compus mentus' on that day was
minimal amongst most of the seniors.
Lance-Corporal Ron Hughes has become our man in Norway,
and has temporarily forsaken line laying to act as an instructo.r
in -mountaineering at the Outward Bound School until
November. The secret is not just to do well on a previous
course there, but to prove to your Troop Commander how
dispensable you are in the unit.

T

l\leat and tw• veg
Sergeant George Smith, A.C.C., has been busy serving up a
few quick snacks in exalted catering circles. At the Bournemouth wine and food festival on 8th W arch he won the gold
medal in the game and poultry section. What is even more
commendable is that this win was in the open class, and
therefore in competition with all the best civilian chefs in U.K.
Then on 19th April he won another !SOid medal for the table
d'honneur at the B.A.0.R. Cookery Competition and was best
in class for meat and poultry. Congratulations also to Lance•
Corporal Bob Dickson, A.C.C., for being ' highly commended '
in the B.A.O.R. competition; his first attempt at competitive
cooking and a protnising start.
Ualson with the Bundeswehr
The Squadron has established a liaison with the equivalent
unit at Headquarters 21st Panzer Brigade of the German Army
based at Augustdorf, about eight rnil~s from D.etmold, and !he
first of what is hoped will be a senes of social and sporting
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contacts took place on 23rd April. The sports chosen for this
meeting were soccer and orienteering and we are p!eased to
ay that we managed to win both. ~e visit~g teams w ~e
entertained to lunch and tea and al o enioyed a little celebration
in the Corporals Club.
Dh·lslonal lUlnor rnlt Champio11s
The Squadron's sporting reputation is still high a~d. ~ince
last contributing to THI! WIRE we have won the D1v1S1onaJ
Minor Units competitions for soccer, cross-countr)'. and h~ckey.
However, with the departure of some of our sporting glad iators
uch as Corporal Pete Boulby, who has gone to offer his services
to 18th Regiment, and others going shortly \ye shall have to
be calling on the young bloods to show theU" form.. In fact
all the young blood for next season's soccer t~m-Signal~an
Dennis O'Leary, Signalman Ken Walker and S~alman Mike
Dobson -are ex-Junior Leaders or ex-Apprentices, so they
definitely still teach the right things there!

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester
IFE with a Brigade Signal Squadron remains "'.aried and
out a
hectic. The Signallers of the Squadron
L
tactical communications exercise in the Stanford Trammg Area,
car~1~d

followed by a non-tactical exercise providing communications
for a horse trial. The second event proved to be very popular
with Sergeant Chisholm and his men. When not communicating
thev were kept busy consuming large quantities of beer and
bangers.
TllE GEDDES CUP
By Second-Lieutenant David Strudley, Royal Signals
The Squadron congratulates Second-Lieutenant David
Strudley and the Defence and Employment Plato?n <?D their
uccess in this competition. David's account of thelf trials and
triumphs is not suitable reading for ambitious subalterns hoping
for a posting to this unit-one of them may be 'caught ' next
vear.
Once a year the 1st Battalion P.W.O. bold an inter-Platoon
competition in which all aspects of platoon tactics are examined.
It is held at Stanford P.T.A., and this year the R.P.C. Platoon
of 19th Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron was invited
to participate.
I arrived in the Squadron in late December and was informed,
one cold and miserable winter morning, that I would command this Platoon for the competition. This being my first
command I cheerfully accepted the task, without realising the
full implications of doing so. However, on 14th April we left
in high spirits for Stanford.
Throughout the warm-up period there were sympathetic
murmurings from the officialdom of the Battalion. All, except
us, were regretfully certain of our coming last in the competition. We, however, remained quietly confident-the epitomy
of the three wise monkeys.
Day I
T;1e competition proper started on Sunday, 20th April, with
written and practical tests in map-reading, first aid, N.B.C.,
radio and artillery target indication. Surprise of surprises, at
the end of the first day the Platoon were doing very well.
Corporal (L.M.G.) Glover attained the highest marks for
artillery target indication in the Battalion. The Battalion's comment-luck, pure luck!
Day 2-the Infantry Platoon Challenge Trophy
The second day brought us all down to Colchester to participate in the infantry platoon challenge trophy on Fingringhoe
Ranges. This proved very enjoyable for the Platoon who
wallowed in the muddy conditions like young ducks taking to
water. We finished fourth at the end of the shoot. More luck?
Private Pitt's shooting was especially noteworthy, as was that
of Sergeant (' Rolf Harris') Clapperton on the L .M.G.

Now came the real test. Back to Stanford to grab a few
hours' sleep, then away, with full fighti ng order, large packs
with three days' rations and sleeping bags, to start the tactical
phase of the competition. Unfortunately Private T hompson
(894) twisted his already injured ankle and was withd rawn from
the competition on ' doctor's ' orders.
Day 3-the Tactical Plaase commenees
The exerci e began with a IS-mile route march around the
north of the training area. This in itself proved quite a test of
endurance as the weather varied from scorching hot to very
cold and wet. Nevertheless, at about 21.00 hours, having once
been ambushed, we arrived at our night location, foot-sore and
weary but not disheartened.
H ere we were required to dig a defensive position during
the hours of darkness-no mean t ask for even a highly trained
Platoon. I decided that we would work harder if we crept away
for an hour and brewed ourselves a mug of tea. What fortune!
Just 100 yards away was a disused store which we commandeered as a platoon medical aid post. Private (' Chaddy ')
Chadwick, our own personal ' Doctor Kildare,' rapidly set
about performing miracles with the feet of the Platoon, whilst
we supped our tea.
Then on with the digging. Did I say digging? It was more
like mechanical excavation, with the Wing Commander,
Corporal Keily, burrowing away like an E-type mole.
Day 4
The next morning new orders were given and the Platoon
made its way to cordon and search a house where some enemy
had been sighted. I never believed that a search could be so
thorough. Walls were dismantled brick by brick, turning up not
only enemy personnel but unexploded bombs, four maps and
many other items.
In the afternoon we were reouired to cross a river under
fire from an enemy rifle post. Once again the Platoon were
delighted at the prospect of thrashing about the marshes on
the river banks, and received a commendation from the umpire
for an extremely slick attack.
Immediately afterwards Sergeant Clapperton took a section
by Whirlwind helicopter to capture a prisoner for interrogation.
Meanwhile, the remainder of the Platoon had to march to the
night location carrying the kit of the helicopter section. This
became a nightmare march with most of the Platoon saying
that they were more like pack-inules than soldiers.
Our new location was to be a bide in a wood from where we
sent out recce and fighting patrols. The password for the night
was ' Top Cat,' which went through devious transformations
as we became more tired. When I returned from the fighting
patrol I was challenged with the word " Bottoms,'' and replied,
without thinking, "Up." The umpire was mildly amused.
Day 5-Billy Smart's Circus Act
Thursday morning was devoted to I.S. drills. We attempted to
quell a riot in front of the 'local ambassador's' house. Without
wishing to detract from the efforts of the Platoon, this drill
would have been a successful act in a Billy Smart's Circus.
During the afternoon we routed an enemy section with a
Platoon attack. Private (' Pedro ') Protheroe had to be prevented
from annihilating the enemy section single-banded. When our
attack was complete Sergeant Clapperton left in a helicopter
to recce for a night hide. We used this bide as a base for our
night patrols.
All went quietly that night except that Corporal (' Brummy ')
Hoctor, while carrying out his recce of the enemy position, very
nearly completed a ' Dirty Dozen' type operation by attempting to relieve one of the enemy of his weapon-what exemplary
courage! The password this night was 'Come Tomorrow'a sli~ht inference of the anticipation of the married men of
the Platoon.
The last morning started with a wood-clearing operation
watched by the G.0.C. the King's Division. He pleased the
Platoon immensely by saying that we appeared as efficient as
any infantry platoon he had seen that morning.
The final phase of the competition was a forced march and
then the detested Stanford assault course. As we were the last
Platoon through, the whole Battalion was present to cheer us
across the final taoe. There we learnt that in the final score we
were placed third -out of the thirteen Platoons taking part in the
competition. It was an achievement which deserved the praise
that everyone in the Battalion gave.
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ROYAL SIGNALS ELEMENT-COMCEN BAHREIN
One of the Corps' smaller and far flung commitments
.
Standing , left to right ;-Signalman Morris, Signalman Chambers, Signalman L~ng, Si~n;.lma~ Morg.~ S~nalman McDonald, Signalman Dryden,
(0 C Joint Comcen), Captain
Lance-Corporal Mather, Signalman Morhng an igna man ' _or
Seated, left to right :-Signalman Finlayson, Signalman Doyle, Corporal Cowley, Sergea~t SPon~, Mai~ v;;ood
. .
Gubler, Corporal Young, Lance-Corporal Burns an 1gna man ar

Comcen Hahrein, H.M.S. Jufair

B.F.P.0. 63
AVING been an R.A.F. Unit for somewhat over a year,

we don't often write • The Wire ' notes, but we do have
H
Royal Signals personnel here, and so we thought tha! readers
may like to hear of what must now be one of the Corps smallest
commibnents.
An hnprobable mlxtu1·e

.

Comcen, Bahrein, under various names1 h~s for s~~7 years
provided strategic and tactical commumcauons facilit~e~ for
all three Services in the Gulf. The Comcen was ongmally
opened as a joint unit in 1963, but over the past year has
been subjected to a frenzied reorganisation under the t~rms of
RISTACOM. In its original 'joint' form, the Es~blishm~t
Table must have read rather like a Cbri.strnas puddmg re71pe
by Mrs. Beeton-i.e., ' Take one large high powe~ i;ransmmer
station (the R.A.F. kind have a pleasing flavour); nux m a Naval
low power transmitter site, receiver station and sys!em control
and leave to ferment; add operators t? ~aste (a thlfd R.N., a
third R.A.F. and another third Army 1s 1dea9 and shake well.
Use a wide range of Navy and R.~.F. eqwpment ~nd stand
two aerial farms in the sea surroundmg. Decorate with officers
of all three Services, place a 'rotating' O.('.. on top an~ serve
immediately.' It sounds an improbable mixture--but it's all
changed now.
Signals command an l&.A.F. lJuJt aboard one of
U.M. ships!
Under RISTACOM, we have turned from being 'joint' to
an R.A.F. unit--albeit still with a 'joint' role: In the process,
and by somewhat devious means, we have retamed a few Army
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and Navy posts on the operating side, to ensure that we in
the Comcen at ieast, can speak in ' joint' terms._ Most of the
changes we have undergone have involved pb~smg out N~vy
and Army personnel and replacing them w1_th appropriate
RAF tradesmen. Since most of the changes mvolve~ R.N./
R·A·F· it was perhaps as well that our O.C. at the urne was
R~y~l .,Signals (Major W. L. Wood). He at least was seen to
be neutral, and is perhaps the only Army offi7er ever to command a R.A.F. unit on board one of H.M. ships (concrete!).

In the end result, Royal Signals will continue to provide
to Comcen Bahrein one traffic officer, one serg~ant and a ~and
ful of telegraph operators. At the present urne, Captain ~
I. D. Gubler, of the Corps, is the Secretary to the Bahrem
Services' Football League, he also hol~s. down. the traffic post
when he can be spared from entertammg Sir Stanley Rous
and other visiting celebrities. Sergeant R G . Pon~ runs the
tactical radio room and a small Fiat car at alamung speeds.
Corporal • Bubbles' Young has distinguished hims.elf by playing in the combined Services' football team, which defeated
the Bahrein national team.
All of the Royal Signals element are parented ~y 255 Squadron (Major W. J. Clapp). They look after our mterests well,
and make sure that we keep in touch, and we are very grateful to them.
There are definite advantages to our jtlb
Working in a Comcen like this doe~ ~ave some advantages.
Because of its • joint ' role, oppo~turuu~s present themselves
which would possibly not be available m. the normal course
of events. In recent times we have seen signallers cor:-e home
round the Cape on a frigate, and we have partaken i_n Naval
tninesweper patrols and ski courses. i? Cyprus. There is. ple?ty
of opportunity to enjoy water ski-mg, s~b aqua, swururung
and sailing, so although it does get hot 1?. ~he summer, one
can always keep cool. There are good fac1hae . for all normal
sports and pastimes, and most people seem to enioy themselves.
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216 Parachute Signal
Squadron, Aldershot

Tllat little bit extra wllith pays the tlivitlentls • • •

Exercise Training
XERCISE 'Deep Freeze II'
was a Communication Troop
exercise in Scotland. Small patrols
were independently parachuted on
to a dropping zone. They then
moved to hlde position
and
worked Al4s over distances of six,
60 and 300 miles. They practised
hiding up with Al4 and then with
vehlcle-borne Cll stations. ' Bugging-out ' on minimum scales at
a minute's notice was rehearsed
and a high standard of camouflage
was achieved. These skills were
put to the test on Exercise ' Latchkey,' on SPTA in April and will be
practised in Germany in May I
June.

E

Reece in Germany
Whilst most of the Squadron
were on Exercise ' Deep Freeze
II,' the O.C., Major H. R. Williams,
Y. of S. Kelly, Sergeant Rollings
and Corporal Davis reconnoitred
the ground •n Germany for a
forthcoming exercise. All predictions worked well, so there was
sufficient time to enjoy the fine
hospitality offered by 207 Squadron.

SPORT

The ten members of 216 Parachute Squadron Cross Country team. They have put in a considerable
amount of hard work this season, train ing every morning in the gym and every afternoon finding
them on an eight mile practice run. But that little extra has brought its own reward and they have
enjoyed a highly successful season
Back row, left to right : Signalman Darby, Signalman King, Sergeant Houston , Corporal Angus,
Corporal McGovern
Front row, left to right: Signalman Clarke, Lance-Corporal Wells, Corporal Baikie, Corporal
O 'Rourke, Signalman Pollard

Cross-eountry rllllll.ing
The 1968/69 season proved to
be highly successful for the
Squadron cross - country running
team. Last November, with little
extra training outside the twice-weekly unit fic:ness training, the team won the 16 Parachute Brigade cross-country
match in the Ismailia Cup Competition. This indicated the
team's potential and started the keen interest in running.
Sergeant Houston took on the job of training the team. A
considerable amount of hard work was put in by all ten
members of the team. Each morning they reported to the gym
at 07.30 hours and did circuit and sprint training for an hour.
In the afternoons they ran an eight-mile course and noted
and compared times.
The events entered for were the South-East District Competition, on 24th January, which the team won; 3rd Division
Championships on 29th January; Southern Command Championhips on 5th February, and Army Championships on 21st
February, in all of which the team were runners-up to 16 Parachute Heavy Drop Company.
Southern Command shooting
The Squadron Shooting Team again won the .22 Southern
Command Shooting Competition in January. Those taking
part were Staff Sergeant Haughie, Corporal Hutchings, Corporal
f•Jrter, Signalman Sharp and Signalman Fox. The latter also
won the Individual Class B Shot. Major Williams presented the
prizes.
:Jrd Division 1o1occer
The soccer team finished off the season on a high note,

beating 19th Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron 4--0 in the
semi-final, and 60 Squadron, R.C.T., 5-0 in the final.
Taugmere Detachment
The detachment from the Squadron have now been posted
to 244 Signal Squadron (Tactical Air Support), and we wish
Sergeant McCullough and hls men good luck in their new
positions.
Arrivals and departures
The past month or so has seen an unusually large number
of arrivals and departures, due to the rundown in Squadron
strength, and we welcome the following to the Squadron and
hope they will enjoy their stay with us:
Lance-Corporal Pratt, from 28th Signal Regiment; LanceCorporal Marshall, from 1 Artillery Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron; Signalman Granitza, from A.A.C., Harrogate;
Signalman McLoughlio, from 1st Division H.Q. and Signal
Regiment.
Our best wishes also go with the following who are posted
out of the unit : W.0.II (S.S.M.) B. G. Green, on promotion
to W.0.I (R.S.M.) to 4 Guards Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron; Sergeant Houston to School of Signals on liis F. of S.
Course; Sergeant Brown on discharge and joining the Newcastle City Police Force (P.C. meaning ' parachuting constable!);
Corporal Mills to 9th Signal Regiment; and, to 244 Signal
Squadron (TAS) as the parachuting element, Sergeant Hegan,
Corporals McCullough and Elliott, Signalmen Dickenson, Clarke,
Bolas, Bell, Rumsey and Miller.
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Have you placed a standing order for a copy of The Wire?
Why not do so now!
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24th Inf. Brigade
H.Q. and Signal
Squadron (210)
*

*

e

Farewell to C.S.O. 3rd Division
on retirement.

e

Under Secretary of State for
War visits.

e

An enjoyable weekend on Drake
I land.

1·1te pace never slackens
FTER our epic trip to Ge!many and Denmark ill
February and March, we felt .at
least we were due for a qw~t
time. What a hope! Not only did
we have a fair amount of wear
and tear to put right, but we were
also committed to the normal
hectic round of Strategic Reserve
activities-from playing off a big
backlog of sports fixtures to
taking part in a variety of exercises, large and small. We have
picked out a few of. .t.J:.ie more
notable events and acuv1ues.

THEY TAKE TO WATER LIKE DUCKS
Some of the Squadron ad venture training party on Drake Island S~njor the ~hall;~g~~:s~::~e~nngd
Left to right: Lance-Corporal Dave Wild, Driver Bar~y Metters, 1gna man eor 1e
Lance-Corporal Jim Turner

Farewell visit of Colonel J. IL Piddington, O.B.E.,
M.C.
Shortly before giving up hls appointment ~s ~.S.O. 3~d
Division and retiring from the Army, Colonel ~ddington paid
hls farewell visit to the Squadron on 15th April. We felt that
37 years of service, starting before most members of the
Squadron were born, merited some special treatment. . Aft~r
whisking Colonel Piddington around the Squadron w1?1 his
successor, Colonel Jackson, we primed him t.J:.iorou~y ill the
Sergeants' Mess in the approved manner, conunued ~v1th l~ch
in the Officers' Mess and then faced the Colonel with ~aking
a speech to the assembled Squadron. Afterw~~s we s~gled
out our ex-boys for a group photograph. Alas, 1t is not swtable
for printing but as a matter of interest, our score was: one
Colonel, on~ Captain, one R.S.M., one W.0.II ~· o! S.), two
Staff Sergeants one Sergeant and 17 assorted iuruor ra~s.
After the phot~graph, Colonel Pid~gton was presente~ w1?1
a bowler hat and was eventually driven away, croo~-suck. ill
hand and standing in !l real ' hairy : spot on a line-laymg
vehlcle. He took with him our best wishes for the future.
A good hockey season
.
.
Although the normal Plymouth weather has senousl~ rmpeded our hockey this season--even our ~11-weather pitches
have been out of bounds due to frost, ram and all manner
of abnormal hazards-we have managed to. hold. our .own.
Fortunately, some of last season's team survived, mcluding a
very solid and experienced defence. We have had successes
and failures in our friendly matches and we were unfortunate
enough to meet the Command champions ~n the first ro1:ffi.d. of
the Army Cup, but we had a good run m the 3rd D!v1S1on
Minor Units' Knockout. We won four game to .w!n !he
Brigade stage of the competition, then played .a zone el~aong
round against 216 Signal Squadron, a sem1-~nal agam t 8th
Infantry Workshop, R.E.M.E., and a final agaillst 3rd Infantry
Workshop, R.E.M.E. Unfortunately, the final found us not at
our best and we lost 2-1. Last year we were knoc~ed out
at the semi-final stage, so we have gone one. bettei: this year;
next year we have our eye on the cup. . It is a difficult task
to single out individual players, but Captam (Q.M.) Stan Pavey
and Captain Ray Baldry, our Adrninistra.tive Officer, .must repr~
sent the two most experienced and rehable backs m the business. Our young players have done well, too, and we. hale
had a good reserve strength. Some of our stalmrts, notab Y
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Fred Gardner and Major K. E. Hitchcock. (L.I.) will

no~ be with us next season, but we hope to build up our

strength again.
Some success at soccer
Our soccer team has had a .mixed season, larg~ly due to long
absences on exercises-we will have to stop this unwarranted
interference with our football fixtures! We have held our own
in the Devon Wednesday League and h.ave played several
friendly fixtures as well. In the Army Minor Unit.s Cup we
were beaten by 95 Commando Reg~ent, R.A., m a. hard
fought game whlch could have gone either way, and ill the
3rd Divisional Cup we lost narrowly to 60. Squadron R.C.T.
Si nalmen Archle McNeill and Phil Martin have been our
st!rs with Signalman Tommy Power holding the defence togeth~. Private 'Geordie' Ferris, R.P.C., has c~used considerable damage to goalkeepei.;; and goa~posts m between
scoring many excellent goals with hard-driven shots.
Visit of the Under Secretary of Stat••
On 1st May we were visited by the Under Secretary of State
for the Army, the Right Honourable J. H. Boyden, _M.P.,, ~ho
saw our star shots at work at the Brigade Rifle Meeting, visited
the Sergeants' Mess in the field and subsequently. saw our
baracks and talked to a very large number. of men ill a short
space of time. We appreciated the gr~at mterest he howed
in all our views, on su.bjects as vaned as how to run a
rifle range and the mearung of democracy.
Adventure Training
In view of the proximity of a local adventure training .centre,
run by the local council, a pai:cy of 30 spent an eni~yable
week on Drake's Island, learrung how to canoe, sail an?
climb. Drake's Island is situated in Plymouth S<?u!1d and is
an old naval fort, now used as an adventure tra1rung ~entre
for all those daring enough to venture a 200-yard crossmg of
the harbour. The party, headed by Second-L1eut~aot Beare,
set off on a sunny Sunday afternoon, altho1:1gh certam members
showed a certain disinclination to spend six days cut off from
the delights of civilisation.
.
When we arrived at the island we found !t to be about a
quarter-of-a-mile long and about 200 yards wide .. Th~ acco!11modation, however, was excellent, with ~verytJ:_img, illcludrng
a common room, games room and spaClous kitchen.

Transceiver has been rejuvenated and, togther with a 19 set,
and a Cll/R210, the shack is beginning to look up. Our
aerials at the moment are just dipoles, but a tower is planned,
and we hope to have a beam up before long. Stations work.ed
so far have included Japan, Australia, Kuwait, Brazil and the
Ascension Islands. A number of the club members are hoping
to take the Radio Amateurs' Examination, and soon we hope to
have more than one licensed operator.

A full programme nhead
And that's it, really. We look forward to the Ten Tors, a
spell in Scotland, three weeks in France; even a spell on that
remote training area on Salisbury Plain.

( 'onJ(rntulations

FAREWELL TO ARMS!
A cheerful Colone Jack Piddington (centre) on a farewell v1s1t
before retirement cracks a joke with Colour-Sergeant Solly Solman
V-ight) and Colonel Graeme Jackson, ex-Scottish rugby international,
and now C.S.O. 3rd Division (left)

GETTING DOWN TO BASICS
Rem iniscent of " Oh Brother" Staff-Sergeant Dave Drane, in monklike atire, and Signalman Fred Wade learn preliminary rope work
during a mountain cl imbing period on Drake Island

We have had a good crop of well-earned promotions. Our
congratulations go to Staff Sergeant Fred Gardner on his promotion to W.0.II; Sergeants Paddy O'Connell and Larry Gray
on their promotion to Staff Sergeant; Corporals Jock Fraser
and Bob Turner on their promotion to Sergeant; LanceCorporals Brian Johnston (A.C.C.), Tom Chapman (R.E.M.E.)
and Nigel Pocock (R.E.M.E.), on their promotion to Corporal;
Signalmen Derek Bowstead, Geoffrey Wildsmith, Drivers Dave
Beckett, Jim Turner and ' Chalky ' White on their promotion to
Lance-Corporal.
Congratulations, too, to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Jim Turner
on the birth of a baby, Lee, and to Corporal and Mrs. Michael
Radford on their recent marriage.
Farewell to ~taff Sergeant Larry Gray and family on posting
to South Shields-most of us are trying for an overseas posting,
too-and to Sergeant ' Scoop ' Elliott and his family, who have
emigrated to Australia, having arranged an overseas posting
to their own satisfaction! Corporal Tony Cleary and his family
have left for Singapore; Signalman ' Scouse' Vine has gone to
Malta, and Signalman Alan Perry to Berlin.

11th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(211) B.F.P.O. 29
Featuring • Alpha ' Troop • • •
IS for ABLE, Lis for LAUGHABLE, Pis for PROFESSIONAL, H is for HOPEFUL and another A makes it
A
ALPHA. Together this stands for a Radio Troop of which

HITTING IT OFF
Sergeant Ron Finch, of A Troop, and Mr. Boyden, under Secretary
of State for War, have a good laugh
The first evening was spent settling in, and we were introduced to the island staff, and a black Labrador, ' Clip,' which
never left the kitchen door during our whole stay. The next
day we quickly got into the swing of the routine, with practical
instruction during the day and lectures in the evening. According to the instructors, we were supposed to be so tired by nine
o'clock that we would all go to bed, however, most of the
party stayed up. Signalman ' Mel ' Parker soon established
himself as a table tennis king, spending most nights playing allcomers.
The course itself consisted of instruction on sailing, climbing,
and canoeing, all of which were equally popular, although the
winds were not favourable for the latter. Signalman ' Geordie '
Armstrong was quickly marked as the course joker, but was
found to be slightly lacking in humour when he fell out
of his canoe in the middle of the harbour, having forgotten
to tell anyone that he could not swim. He complained of
being somewhat chilly after being towed for about 20 minutes
in icy cold water to the nearest shore.
The island staff discovered that they were short of sailing
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HE KNOWS WHAT HE'S DOING
Signalman Mel Parker, who is an experienced canoeist, manoeuvres
for his photograph
instructors, and we were glad to be able to help out by providing Lance-Corporal Jeplion to give a hand with one of the
boats. Climbing was perhaps the least looked forward to, but
the most enjoyed of our activities. The sight of our instructors
prancing about over SOft. drops on tip-toe produced· some
choice remarks at first, but soon we were all doing the same
(with safety ropes, I hasten to add). Gunner ' Ginge' Armstrong
showed himself to be confident· on the rock, although when
lowered down it on a stretcher, during rescue drills, he made
rather a fuss. At the end of the course we had a marvellous
day's climbing on the Dewerstone rock on Dartmoor, which
made a fitting end to the week.

Amateur radio
Since the arrival of a licensed member (G 3UPT) die 'Ham
Shack ' ~s starting to flourish again. A rather damp Heathkit
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some fifty-four of us in the Squadron are closely involved and
to whom it is something of a way of life. For everyone else,
except Mr. Pearce, the R.S.M., it is regarded as somewhat of
a mishap.
' Alpha ' Troop does a good line in cross-country radio taxis
for the staff with full cafeteria meals on wheels service. The
drivers are able to give a quick direct answer to any problems
asked, even if the answer is always the same. 'Advice' is
often given when not even asked for, especially when there i
a lapse in map reading! Names that are a household word in
Kingsley Barracks are the adventurous driver/operators of this
fleet with Signalmen Adcock, Sanderson, Davidson, Turnbull,
Private Kilbride and Lance-Corporal Wilkie being always in
the forefront.
' Alpha ' Troop also does a good line in mobile executive
offices (to others AFs V 432 Mk II) now so well modified that
the Troop 'Wag' was recently heard to say, "All they need
now is white-wall tyres to really finish them off " (with due
respect to the B.M.!).
For any Corps talent spotters 'Alpha ' Troop does a fairly
good line in footballers with Corporal McGurk, Signalman
Freeman, Signalman Millward playing a steady game. If anybody is packing a soccer team then no transfer fee less than
a crate of McEwans is considered. Our gallant Staff Sergeant
Loveday also plays between the sticks but he . is really ' ov<:r
the hill.' However, to prove we are understandmg, he gets his
place.
We can turn our hand to athletics with Corporal Chapman
being our ace 440 yards man. He was not beaten last season
but it is only because he thinks Signalman Turaga, of rugby
and Fiji fame, ls dose behind him.
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CAN SUCH A THING REALLY BE!
Signalman Parks on duty at the entrance barrier of 11 Infantry
Brigade and Signal Squadron. Recently the Squadron has had a
change of R.S.M's. Can it be that this is the new duty outfit from
now on?
Beneath the guise of being a Radio Troop, with top class
efficient tradesmen, we also ensure their hand is kept in with
routine matters. After an ' intake test ' in the Green Scarf
Club, Corporal Denton was selected as unit postman, Signalman
Wainwright gained the nomination as ration storeman and
Signalman Watson was installed as the printer. Our selection
system works as Signalman Watson has applied to transfer to
the R.A.0.C. to take up the trade!
' Alpha' Troop does well in helping boost sales of McEwans
with all. taking an active part except Signalmen Monahan and
Sanderson. However, they organise a 'get-you-home-anytimeservice' as well as training hard for the SA.S.
We have been out on three exercises this year and uppose
it would be true to say we again held the Squadron together!
' Alpha ' Troop excells in initiative, for imagine this problem
on the first exercise in February: how to conceal a green
FV 432 with a green camouflage net in two feet of snow? We
find it quite amusing still watcbipg the Q.M. looking for his
lost sheets!
Finally, to end this feature on the 'Alphas' we had better
mention some of the normal headings for articles:
Visits - nobody wanted to come; Marriage - you must be
joking; Arrivals and departures - they have asked not to be
named; Births - two puppies; Ski-ing - that would be
pleasant; Promotions - not sure of the meaning.
Sci that is 'Alpha ' Troop, if you want to know what else
goes on in the Squadron, ' Bravo ' Troop also have their say
this month.

Also featured • Bra,•o Troop-• The Bruin Boys •
Have telephone will travel. Dial Bruin 703 for your in tant
anytime-anywhere-anything telephone system.
"No matter how many numbers you've got to dial, our
system rarely fouls up. You get the number at the first go."
From the staff point of view, that's pretty unusual. They
have got to use omebody else's system before now realising
how lucky they are.
With a mobile armoured telephone exchange, and provided
the linemen leave ducks' eggs alone, we can just about live up
to that advert. We do have our difficulties, though, e pecially
when intercommunication lines and telephone lines get crossed.
The comment heard by one of the staff when dial tone came
over the intercom was that someone had "pinched his dial! '
The eagerness to get the FV 439 Auto 20 and 439 Message
Centre to the next location on exercise, has resulted in these
two vehicles being the first to move. It has had another advantage apart. fiom speed of re-establishing circuits. All following
packets are no longer issued with route cards or maps but are
told to follow discarded track pads!
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The Troop ha had quite a busy time over the past month
or two taking th mobile STD from farmyard to wood and
back, in not too plea ant weather (or location thanks to the
econd-in-Command on the Bri ade CPX!). But as 'Alpha '
Troop ay ' they uppose they held the Squadron together, '
it would al o b true to say we again held 'Alpha ' Troop
together!

It was pleasant to see Corporal Bawden coming into the
daylight from the depths of the Message Centre and streaking
through to v.in the 100 metres in the Squadron sports. The highlight of the afternoon wa the final of the tug-of-war against
the ' Alphas,' which we won by two pulls to one. The pull the
' Alpha ' won was only due to Signalman Booth insisting he
had to keep his beret on straight, and as a smart soldier he
let the rope go to do it!

COULD PICASSO HAVE DONE SO WELL!
The two artists looking at the camera-obviously waiting for a
little more inspiration-are W.0.1. Williams who is the main
architect in the construction of the fine Brigade Sergeant's Keller
Bar, and Sergeant Vince, both of 229 Signal Squadron. Who wouldn't
enjoy a pint in this bar?

And welcome to R.S.M. A. E. W. Cave. We welcome
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Cave to Kingsley from 19th Infantry Brigade,
Colchester, and trust he will enjoy a happy and successful tour.
All new R.S.M.s are expected to make their presence felt on
arrival and as can be een from the photograph the R.P. staff
has certainly undergone a change!

B.F.P.0. 45
DomesTie News
Arrivals.-We welcome the following additions to the
Squadron: Sergeant Tunm.ins and family, Signalman Perry and
family, Lance-Corporal Iredale, Corporal Downey, LanceCorporal Stark and Signalmen Grant and Stead.

Congratulations to W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Brown on attaining the
rank of W.O.I, and our best wishes go to him and his family in
their new station at SHAPE H.Q. Staff Sergeants Boyle and
Morgan on their recent promotion. Sergeant Lunn, on passing
the Y. of S. entrance examination and being selected to attend
course No. 18, and also on his recent marriage. Corporals Tait
and Robinson on joining the married families club. LanceCorporal Hayward on managing (with the help of his wife) to
produce a son. Corporals Slater and Brown on reaching the
second rung of the ladder, and Lance-Corporals Allen, Hornsby
and Sales on reaching the first rung.

"NOW THAT WILL BE SEVENTEEN THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTY NINE" . . . . AND ITS REAL LOLLY TOO!
Sergeant Featherstone of 229 Signal Squadron helping to double
check over £27,000 in notes before it was officially burnt. Reason :
In West Berlin they use B.A.F.V.S. and when the notes get old,
they are disposed of. It took Sergeant Featherstone a good two
days to recover from this heart rending experience!

Annual Emclency Inspeetion
Since our last notes were published, we have all been in
the throes of preparing for the annual efficiency inspection,
which was held on 1st ApriL No, we were not being fooled,
b~t we were being got at by that old enemy, 'flu, and a week
pnor, .we bad numerous cases of people being bedded down,
mcluding the 0.C. and the S.S.M. However, like true soldiers
we are, we managed to fill the gaps and turn out a very
good parade.

SPOBT

2'40

c 1o G.P.O. Singapore

AVING been inundated with re-directed mail and queries
from FARELF, B.A.0.R. and U.K., it is obviously time
for this ' new baby ' of the Corps to announce its arrival.
The Squadron, formed on 1st January, to implement the first
stage of RISTACOM in the U.K. We are based at R.A.F.,
Tangmere, Chichester, Sussex, a station many will know from
the Battle of Britain days.
638 (Air Formation) Signal Troop, which disbanded on 31st
December, 1968, formed the nucleus of the new Squadron
and were soon reinforced by the arrival of the ' brass ' for
Squadron Headquarters. So much for the staff, but where
were the men? This question was quickly answered by Officerin-Charge, Records, and soon they began arriving and will
continue to arrive during the remainder of the year. If you
are like me, you look for names in THE WIRE, so here is
a election from us: O.C., Major D. A. Davies; Admin., Captain
M. J. P. Giles; Ops./Trg., Captain R. Sampson; T.O.T.,
Lieutenant D. Clarke; O.C. 'A' Troop, Lieutenant A. VaincourtStral:en; O.C. 'C' Troop, Lieutenant 0 . Lewis; R.Q.M.S.,
W.0.11 K. Bunston; F.0.S., W.0.11 R. Mainwaring; Y.O.S.,
W.0.11 A. Tasker; S.S.M., W.0.11 R. Block; and Chief Clerk,
Staff Sergeant N. Morris.

What do we do?
. . . A good question. As you know, RISTACOM is well
under way and we are rapidly integrating with the RA.F.
with a view to assuming the responsibilities for all ground-toground radio communications in the combat zone for the
R.A.F. in Strategic Reserve. Despite a few initial problems,
progress is rapid, and we proudly sport the R.A.F. roundel on
our vehicles.

Exercises
Despite being in the formative stage as a Squadron, our
tasks are many, and already this year, detachments have
sped off to Denmark and Canada, whilst the next six months
promises to be a bewilderment of loading up, dashing off,
returning, re-loading and off again. And the Pay Sergeant
spends half his time working out LOA rates for the most odd
places.
The recruiting posters will shortly read: 'If you want to se~
the world, join 244.'

Departures.-Our best wishes go to the following in their
new posts: W.O.II Stephenson, School of Signals; W.O.II
Baigent, 30th Signal Regiment; Corporal Saunders, transfer
to R.E.M.E.; Signalman Cossey, 6th Brigade; Corporal
Robinson, 255 Squadron; Lance-Corporal Shaw, 3rd Division;
and Signalman Wood, Blandford.

Corporals Oub.

Support), R.A.F. Tangmere, Sussex

Squadron ' Flush '
Ex-members of Air Support Signal Units will be pleased
to know that we have adopted the ' Red Hand of Ulster ' as
the Squadron Tac Sign, whilst the Air Formation ' Beaufighter '
has also been retained as the shoulder sign.

229 Signal Squadron (Berlin)

Our inspecting officer was the Brigade Commander, Brigadier
A..L. Mc~er, O.B.E., and .with the weather blessing us with
a little sunshine on the morrung of the parade, the inspections
went ve'J well and ended with a final jug of beer in the

249 Signal Squadron (FARELF)

H

Signalmen Booth and Alexander have now joi11.ed the ranks
of linemen by bee ming BIIs direct from the basic course.
• Bravo ' Troop may not have the numbers, but it certainly has
the quality.

And featured as well • • •
Goodbye to R.S.M. A. J. Pearce. The Squadron congratulate
W.O.I (R.S.M.) A. J. Pearce on being commissioned and we all
wish him well with 227 Squadron. Much can be said and
written of the R.S.M. during his long stay with the Squadron
but above all it has been largely by his enthusiasm and
personality that a ' host of different cap badges ' have been
able to work together as a successful organisation.

244 Signal Squadron (Tactical Air

1•ort
This has not been forgotten, and already we have supplied
seven of the station hockey team and three of the station goli
team. As the Squadron increases in number, our plans include
athletics, swimming, basketball, judo and cricket, whilst we
have great hopes of next season's soccer team (LOOK OUT,
8th Signal Regiment).

I

Hockey.-In this we are blessed with some very good talent,
and we are progressing very favourably. Due to the bad
weather, we played an indoor five-a-side Brigade hockey tournament and the Squadron came out winners in the ' A ' teamS.
We have bad the following players selected to play for the
Berlin XI and the Berlin Combined Services XI: Corporal
.Mulvana, Lance-Corporal Sheehan, Signalman McDermott.
Water Polo.-After many evenings of practice and bard work,
we have had the following selected to play for a Berlin Brigade
team to play the civilian police club: Corporal Tait, Lance·
Corporal Edwards and Signalmen Grant, Dean, Hagan and
Honey,
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Training
!o solve the inevitable problem of P.E. Tests and range
finng, the whole Squadron is moving out for three days in May
to a W.E.T.C. at Gosport, where individual military skills will
be practised, and it is purely coincidental that the sea-front
and a golf course are within a mile of the camp.

. Finally, to all our friends in the Corps-if you should be
m the vicinity of Chichester at any time, there will always be
a welcome for you at 244!
I

BE BIG - B Y YO R OW
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Deuteronomy, Chapter 15, Verse l: "At the end of every seven
years thou shalt make a release."
O our avid readers who faithfully scan the pages of THE
T
WmE from month to month, without seeing some record
from our scribes, we apologise. Needless to say, with a manpower strength of fifteen officers and two hundred and fifty men
wh?m ninety per cent arc away at any one time, five per cent
sick (jungle trouble, of course) and five per cent illiterate, it is
usually quite impossible to submit articles to the lord high
Edi!or more than two or three times a year. However, here
begmneth ...

o~

*

*

*

At ~e end of our last article (date lost in dim past) we left
you with the Squadron just returned from another brilliant
success in Thailand and seemingly set for a few weeks' R. and
R. in Singapore. It was perhaps our own fault for grumbling
about too many exercises in Malaya and Thailand, that our
masters decided· to free themselves of the 'trouble makers' of
Calcutta Camp and with obvious glee they dispatched a fairly
large proportion of the Squadron to Australia to communicate
on Exercise ' Coral Sands.' There have already been several
mentions of the exercise, from other sources, in the pages of
THE WIRE, and apart from recording here our presence in four
different locations in Australia and on almost every -ship in the
Far East Fleet, we will add no more. Needless to say we learned
much and enjoyed ourselves (except perhaps 0.C. 646 Signal
Troop when asked if he could 'beach land' his Dl3 in four
feet of water!).

The beetle routine o( minor eommltm nt
Back from ' down under ' we settled into the usual hectic
routine of minor commitments with troops and detachments
here, there and everywhere. Radio Relay Troop disappeared to
communicate for the R.A.F. (via Mount Ophir-their second
home). Air Support Troop pushed themselves all over Malaya
and Hong Kong, supporting the R.A.F., S.A.S., Radio Relay
Troop, and the bar sales of many a well-known hostel. Comcen
Troop jcined forces with anyone else who would have them
and H.F. Troop went north to practise long haul telegraph
circuits, using Radio Relay in place of lines as ' tails ' at the
distant ends.
Some ~ra s klrts nod FIJI
At the beginning of November the Squadron scored another
first with a fourteen-man detachment of HF (D l l) and Comcen
Troops, commanded by Lieutenant ' Big Orb ' Howie, donning
their grass skirts and flying to Fiji. Officially they were there
to provide rear link communications back to Singapore and to
practise D.C.N. working to Melbourne. However, repeated
tales of many ceremonies such as the presentation of Tambua
(Whale Tooth) and Sevu Sevu (the ceremonial drinking of
kava; an age old Fijian drink) led Squadron Singapore base
personnel to believe that perhaps somebody was ' tearing the
back out of the expression-all work and no play, etc.' Thi
unique exercise is described elsewhere in greater detail.
Our chronicle is now nearing early December and Christina .
With o much achieved in 1968 we thought we might just relax
for a couple of weeks as a prelude to the festival vigours. .II.Q.
thought otherwise and we fled to the Jungles of Mcr~ing for a
week of jungle training-many George of the Jungle tale ,
mo~r conccrninit the S.S.M., and home with a day to ~pare
before the tint Troop party.
T.be month tbot rougbt • rend nd f{•nr rn our
hN1rt8 '
The mention of January, 1969, bring dread and fear to the
hearts of the happy two hundred and forty-niners. " Never ha
so much been achieved by so few in three weeks twenty-on
days or five hundred and four hours.'' Everyone had a go at
ui;. In this ill-fated p riod we threw ourselves at the mercy
of H.Q. Singapore District and H.Q. FARELF and gritted our
teeth-the inspection eason had arrived. Most unit . en~ibly
arrange their many inspections on a basis of one a month
through the year. Not us! (of course we aren't here for the
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Overseas opportun ities for

Radio Technicians
Cable and Wireless, the bigg!lst international
communications operator in the world, invites applications from
Radio Technicians, preferably Class 1-or those with similar
knowledcie and experience of COMCAN stations- aged about
25 to 35 They would undertake a tour of duty as technicians on
overseas radio stations handling wideband multi -channel
systems. Duties will consist of technical watchkeeping, includ ing
eq uipment maintenance and adjustment.
Applicants must have had substantial technical experience
of wideband systems including one or more of the following:
either U.H.F., or microwave, or tropospheric scatter or satellite
communications. Experience of MF and HF would be an added
advantage.
Employment offered on a contract basis for two years, with
excellent prospects of extension/renewal or of established
pensionable service afterwards. Attractive salary and
allowances, with payment of gratu ity on satisfactory complGtion
of contract. Leave with pay. All emolu ments free of income tax.
Free passages for staff and fam ily (who normally accompany
overseas) and fully furn ished accommodation.
Ap ply, in writing , giving personal particulars and coocise
details of qualifications and relevant experience to Staff
Manager, Department 97,

Cable and Wireless ltd.
Mercury House. Theobalds Road. London. W.C. 1.

The biggest international communlcatloaa
operator in the world.

~ - iid
A0229

HIRE A CAR IN BRITAIN
from

Morleys of Kingston
1968/1%9
MORRIS vans, saloons and travellers;
FORD saloons, estates and automatics·
VOLKSWAGEN DORMOBILE moto;
caravans.
Let us meet you on arrival

WINTER from £8 per week
SUMMER from £15 per week
Including
insur ance
and
additional
arrangements to cover LIABILITY TO
PASSENGERS,
personal
accident
and
loss of luggage.

NO MILEAGE CHARGE
Period hire discounts up to 25%.
Brochure and quotation by airmail.
76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, KINGSTON-ON
TIIAMES, SURREY, ENGLAND
OT

POVEY CROSS MOTORS, NEAR GATWICK
AIRPORT, HORLEY, SURREY, ENGLAND.
CABLES: " KARHIRE," KINGSTON
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NAAFI BREAK IN THE JUNGLE
Men of 249 Signal Squadron knock off for a ten minute break ·and a
smoke wh ile out on a jungle exercise.
Left to right: Signalmen Miles, Parry, Ellis and Lance-Corporal Allen
rest of the year). Documents, vehicles, technical equipment
and az:ms came under ~crutiny. Inspecting officers looked at our
education! fire precautions and security. Everytody was P.E.'d
and classified. Our annual inspection on 30th January was preceded by a full Squadron demonstration to the Staff of H.Q.
FARELF on the 29th. and just to see how far we could push
~>Urselves we re-organised to our new Squadron establishment
m the same month!
Those who had not been lost to H.M. establishment in
Netly deployed on 2nd February for a twelve-day Squadron
d~ployment and communications exercise in 11 · alaya. The surv1v<:>rs from Exercise 'Last Knight,' after an eight-day rest (?)
~gam d~ployed o~ _
23rd February for four weeks of Exercise
Crowrung Glory m support of H.Q. 17 Division.
Here endeth the main scripture.
Quickies
f!i. . detachment of one officer and thirty men represented the
Brmsh ~my at the Remembrance Day parade at the Kranji War
Memorial.
. One hundred and thirty of the Squadron formed themselves
mto an Infantry Company for Exercise ' Achilles Handicap.'
A bel_ated welcome to 649 Signal Troop, Bangkok, and the
~oyal Signals Detachment in Brunei, who came under command
m November and September.
~ngratulat;ions to ~h~ Squadr?n cross-country team who came
first m the Minor Umts competition and to Corporal Dring who
was the overall winner.
A very sad farewell to Air Troop. Their disbandment and
two years' faithful service is recorded elsewhere in the issue.
An_o~her _sad farewell to Major John Hall, E.R.D., our
Adrru,mstra~1ve \)fficer. A .full and deserved account of his 30
years service will follow m the next issue.
Finally, farewell and a sincere thank you to many of the
Squadron who have left in the last few months.
THE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1969

260 SIGNAL SQUADRON FOOTBALL TEAM-RUNNERS-UP SOUTHEND WEDNESDAY LEAGUE DIVISION II CUP
Bock row Left to Right :-Signalman Aveson , Signalman McEvoy, Lance-Corporal Barker, L'lnce-Corporal Radley, Signalman Howie, Signalman
Price, Corporal Durban and Signalman Mille r
Front row Left to Right:-Lance-Corporal Woodhall , Lance-Corporal Crowley, Sergeant Bell, Lance-Corporal Dryhurst and Staff-Sergeant Kerr
It needed a replay and extra time before they were beaten by Grays' police team

260 Signal Squadron (SAM),
Shoeburyness
Submitted by 'X ' Troop (who support 10 (Assaye) Battery
in the field)
Squadron is at present fully occupied preparing for
. competitions within the Regiment, which consist of all
aspects of military training, including shooting, PT, assault
course, NBC, MT, rugby sevens, and drill. Apa.rt from these
diversions, preparation for Practice Camp in April continues.
' X ' Troop still finds time to put in the odd 20-milc ' bash '
on the lookout for illegal Pakistani immigrants. Results of the e
shore patrols have been unsuccessful in thi field, but have
produced the occasional sore foot, dead sheep and unquenchable thirst.

,.rHE

C'orporal Bussey will ltave a few co111 m e nls in
make in censored for1u •••
Preparations are in hand for a man-pack B70 relay crew to
operate in the Snowdon Range when we go to Practice Camp.
Re-supply will all have to be done on foot, apart from the
initial humping of sets, generators and equipment. Corporal
Bassey, the Squadron ' mountain goat,' will doubtless have a
few comments to make, which will appear in censored form
in the next issue, for, as well as running his relay crew, h e
has been given the task of teaching all of his comrades to
climb.

negotiating frosty metal steps, going up and down at least SO
times. Communications failed at one stage, due to frost, 40ft.
from ground level. At least that is what ' Y ' Troop says.
We ex'tend a welcome to Signalman Morrison, who has
arrived from Training Brigade--the first newly-trained soldier
to join the Squadron since formation. We hope he enjoyed
his first week here, spent clutching icy metal Zip Up Tower
sections in a freezing wind. They don't teach Zip Up Tower
procedure at Training Brigade. Prior to joining us, he was
probably under the impression that the refurbishers of Victoria
Station are the only people that use them. He soon found
that we, too, are experts, being the only unit using them-as
far as we know.
In sport - mixed results
I n -the Regimental competitions so far completed, we have
had rni;{ed results- winning the shooting (Corps Captain please
note) and being narrowly beaten into second place in the
MT and Rugby Sevens. However, we found the competition
on the assault course and NBC very fierce, and could only
take fourth place. A particularly bright note was the performance in both hooting and driving when we supplied the individual winners of SLR (Corporal Sanctuary), 3-ton te:im
(Lance-Corporal Parker, Signalman Puddephat), Land Rover
team (Signalman Edwards, Signalman Duncan) plu th e runnerup in the SMG (Staff Sergeant Burrows).

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Cold procc,dures ou our Zip 1J1• Towt>rs
' Y' Troop have been busy lately, too; 111 (Dragon) Battery
R.A., whom they support, have been exercising in the Colchester area. The Troop provided a B70 line, using three
Zip Up Towers, from Shocburyness to Colchester-no mean
feat. A Zip Up Tower, for the uninitiated, is a variable height
tubular piece of crochet work. Lance-Corporal Radley ho!ds
the Squadron record, having spent one windy, icy night,
THE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1969

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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things work. We certainly came away with a much better
understanding of the principles of radio relay. M there are
over 8,000,000 switches and knobs in the terminal, and we all
had toddlers with us, I think Dave deserves a medal for sheer
forebearaoce and steel nerve !
With Dave heaving sighs of relief, we went to the Technical
Stores, where Sergeant John Martin is •king pin,' and were
shown his card index system. What's more, folks, it works!
The Quartermaster, Captain W. E. Howley, asked for a card
to be taken out, which I duly did, and John came up with the
said article. I couldn't tell you exactly what it was; I suppose
he could have been having us on!

llllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lilll

262 Signal
Squadron
B.F.P.O. 53

Well ••• I s ort of sit here," said the S/Sgt.
And so, on to Staff Sergeant K. Maidment in the Q.M. Stores.
We didn't glean much from ' Taff'; actually, he said, " Well,
I sort of sit here."
Visiting the Fault Control, we saw Sergeant ' Paddy' Meaney
dealing with incoming faults . This is the empire of Captain
M. S. Davies, at present on U .K. leave, and W.0.1 (F. of S.)
E. Short. They certainly have their work cut out, in conjunction
with all the technicians in 3rd Line, who have the unenviable
task of locating and mending the faults .

·e

• Cyprus Patrol Race Team
shine at Ambushing and
Vehicle Fault Finding.
• W.R.A.C. get build-up treatment from South Wales
Press.
• Brigadier John Badcock on
visit meets old friend.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

WAS HE REALLY ANNOYED?
Signalman Johnny Gotsell on the Cyprus patrol race reaches for his
mallet on the appearance of a photographer
gangplank clutching an enormous cardboard box containing the
'unexpired portion.'
Captain John Pugh and six members of 39th (City of London)
Signal Regiment (V) arrived on 26th April for a brief 48-hour
exercise, and left us in no doubt as to their professional ability.
We look forward to welcoming them back for a longer stay
later in the year.
While visiting units training in Cyprus, Brigadier J. M . W.
Badcock, M.B.E., Commander 2 Infantry Brigade, borrowed
Dhekelia Area Commander's F .F .R. Land Rover, which is
provided and crewed by Radio Troop. The detachment commander was Corporal ' Paddy • Service who had previously
served with Brigadier Badcock in 4th D ivision H.Q. and Signal
Regiment in B.A.0.R. Signalman Mark Ashberry, L'1e driver
was in noticeably high pirits following his recent M.P.T. Course
success. When Brigadier Badcock called in co thank the Squadron
just before leaving D hekelia, he was able to meet more members
of the Squadron whom he had known previously-Lieutenant
Mike Galloway, O.C. Radio Troop, and Sergeant Jim ChlnCben,
the Orderly Room Sergeant.

RELAXING ON THE CYPRUS PATROL RACE
The team, left to right : Lance-Corporal Paddy Hughes, Sergeant Alan Bott, Corporals Roger Minty and
Mick Gould , Lance-Corporal Jeff Callaway (also runner up in Young Sold iers' Shooting) Corporal
Paddy Service, Lance-Corporal Pip Dinsdale, Corporal Carl Bellamy

Squadron C::Omniander's Nlgbtm.are?
TRADITIO .ALLY the period immediately preceding the
. ann~. F1~ess for Role Inspection is characterised by
f~vensh acuvtty, m all d.epartments. Imagine then a comparauvely ni;w O.C. s mounnng horror on walking round on D-7,
and agam ~n D-2 to find a skeleton staff in S.H.Q. (SO per
cen~ of which was our much teased but good tempered civilian
typist, Ann Brown), a minimal shift on duty in the Comcen,
and almost nobody else! However, the explanation was simple.
The Squadron manpower t?tal is small, and with about 20 per
cent detached around the island, the remainder looks thin on
the ground at the beSt of times. On the days in question the
Squ3:cJ.:on was eng~ge~ elsewhere--competing in, watching and
prov1dmg commurucauons and P .A. detachments first for the
Cyprus Patrol Race, and second, with the addition of a butt
party,. the same again for the Royal Signals rifle meeting.
~~plymg commonseo~e, the O.C. left the deserted lines and
iomed the spectators in the sun.
u.eeessfol reality
Despite outside commitments, preparation had been planned
and su~cessfully com_Plet7d, and on Thursday, 1st 1' ay, the
Inspecung Officer, Bngadi~r E. G . B: Davies-Scourfield, C.B.E.,
M.C., Commander Dhekeha Area, said he was well pleased with
\\:hat he had seen d~ing the inspection. Working on the principle that '.1fl F.F.~. !flSpection should show the unit at work,
the ~ngadier ~as mv1ted to look at Radio Troop preparing for
and involved 10 an I.S. communications exercise with all nets
open, technicians carrying out classroom preparation for the
T.I. entrance exam, and the Comcen shift at work, as well as
the normal round of offices and accommodation.
Happy gals and near misses
Our !<><:ally engaged .C}'.priot civilian switchboard operators
were par_ucularly apprec1a_uve of the keen interest the Brigadier
sh~wed m them and therr work. As all communicators know,
wuchboard operators are more often the recipients of brickbats rather than bouquets.
During the inspe.ction Miss Sonia Davies of the South Wales
Echo, complete with P .R. entourage, was visiting W.R.A.C.
members of the Squadron at work and in their quarters.

Although fo~ow.ing hard on the heels . of the Brigadier's party,
untoward mmghng of the two processions was averted by slick
timing on the part of Captain Jenny Bunyan, O.C. W.R.A.C.
Miss Davies showed great interest in the girls and their
activities, and we are hoping for a good press.
The Squadr.o~'s W.R.A.C. contingent has been busy this
month. Io addmon to the F.F.R. and press visit, the W.R.A.C.
Corps Day Service was held in St. George's Garrison Church
Dhekelia, on Sunday, 27th April. Captain Bunyan read th~
I:esson, and Corporals Sue Hamilton and Sue Wright acted as
s1desw.omen. The alt~r. flowe:s were beautifully arranged, a
reflection of the femmme flarr for decoration which is very
mu~h in evidence in the W.R.A.C. quarters. Corporal 'Babs'
White appears to be especially talented in this respect.

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay)
B.F.P.0. 53

Boots and riftes
The Cypru.s Patrol Race is an annual competition designed
to test. non-infantry uoit.s in patrol skills. This year the
emphasis was more on skill and technique than sheer physical
fitness, and Sergeant Alan Bott and his team are to be congratulate? on achieving Sth place. out of twelve competing teams.
They game~ full marks ~or vehicle fault finding, and achieved
by far the highest marks 10 the ambush section-despite having
bumped two ambushes!
Our shooting team competing in the Royal Signals Cyprus
Skill at Arms meeting was not so successful-they had an off
day and fell well below their normal standard. Corporal Jeff
Callaway .must have been one of the unluckiest competitors
ever. Havmg ~ulled back from an early deficit to tie on scores
for first place m the Young Soldiers' Competition, he was finally
placed second on the 'count-back.'
Visiting and being visited
As Dhekelia provides .accomn:iodation for units training in
CyJ?ruS, we are fortunate m meeung members of many different
U?ltS bo~ at w~rk and play. Recently, H.M.S. Bulwa k arrived
~1th a noisy helicopter squadron and disembarked a large contl?gent of Royal Marines. Captain Bunyan and a party of ten
grrls s~ent a~ afternoon on board, rounding off a conducted
tour with tea m the C.P.O.'s Mess. The C.P.O.'s generosity was
too much for the girls' immediate appetites, but ever-resourceful .Corporal Sue Wright was later seen staggering down the

··-
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As a mere wife • • •

EING the only member of 259 not suffering from writer's

B cramp, and having heard vague rumbles of discontent each
time a new ' Wire ' is printed without us appearing, I thought
it about time we came into our own.
As a mere wife, I cannot go into detailed descriptions, but
hope to give you a general impression of us, and maybe shame
our tardy menfolk into putting pen to paper.
Ours is a small Squadron, based at
Episkopi, with the majority of men
Notes written by
commuting from Limassol. We have
Mrs. Susan Lyons,
a number of outstations scattered
about the island, but 'the monster'
wife of
is at Episkopi, where all the admin
Sergeant J. Lyons
side is also caried out.
On Friday, 18th April, the wives
259 Squadron
were invited to an ' At Home ' at
Episkopi to enable us to see what our husbands do. After
coffee and sandwiches at our ' Double R Bar,' dispensed by
members of the Squadron, the 0.C., Major G. J. Chitty, gave
us a short talk on how the Squadron operates, after which
we were split into groups and escorted around the various
offices.

l

Trying to co11vi.11ee us they did the real work "
Next the Squadron Offices, presided over by Major G. J.
Chitty and Captain R. E. Barber. Each of the aforementioned
tried to convince us they did all the real work. When
Major Chitty was asked if we could sit in his office and
see what he did, he hummed and ha-ed a bit and was heard to
discreetly mumble: " It's all hot air, really." Ah so! In the
Squadron Office itself sits Sergeant J. Lyons, overseeing (not
much actual work seen emanating from his direction), Corporal
D. Vockings, Corporal J. Anoear and Corporal C. Claypole,
not forgetting dear Annie, our hard-working typist. The S.S.M.,
W.0.11 P. S. W. Johnson and Staff Sergeant J. A. Angell (?)
We never did find out what they did!
This ended our tour, and I think all our husbands are to
be congratulated on a very informative and pleasant morning,
despite our ' mickey-taking,' we learned a lot and really enjoyed
it.
At present we have high hopes of a good result at the Corps
Shoot on the 29th April at Dhekelia. The team are certainly
practising hard.

ee

A fe1nini.ne eye ou the Squadron' s athletes
A mention really must be made of the athletes in the Squadron
who took part in the Troodos Walk, which is approximately
50-70 miles (depending on whether the right or wrong rouce
was taken) over very rough terrain. They came in a gallant ninth,
with some gorgeous blisters amongst them. The team consisted of Corporal A. J. Anoear, Lance-Corporal D. Snowdin
and Lance-Corporal P. A. Martin, 262 Detachment. Trolling in
at 17th were S.S.M. P. S. W. Johnson and his Sergeants' Me~s
team, comprising W.0.11 D. Wheeler and R.Q.M.S. R. Shaw,
the latter two belonging to 261 Signal Squadron. The joint age
of these three being over 100. Well done, lads!

' we are on The Wire map-at least!
••• anyway
I think that's about all the waffle from me, perhaps someone else had better take up the reins from here on, but at
least we're on THE WrRE map-at last. (Thank you Mrs. Lyons
-Editor).

CLOTH I NGis still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION

" I think Dave deserves a naedal "
First we were shown the terminal where W.0.11 (F. of S.)
D. E. G. Lanyon gave an excellent run-down on how
2-45
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t "Brps •f'U-8 lrom Britisl

Hondurn.R

633 Signal Troop (Carribbean)
B.F.P.O. 12
NE of the problems of a small Troop so far as WIRE notes
O
are concerned is the gathering of enough suitably interesting material to make up an interesting article. It is all the more
infuriating, therefore, when your scribe gets a 36 exposure .film
of interesting shots ' in the can ' only to have the lot rumed
by a certain photographic agency in the Bahamas! Our readers
are therefore asked to bear with the lack of pictures which we
hope to rectify in our next contribution.

*

*

*

The arrangement, now a year old, in which the Corps detachments at as au, Bahama , and Belize, British Honduras, were
brought together as one Troop, has
By Captain
proved a satisfactOIJ'. one; true, the
O.C. does, on occasion, feel rather
D. G. 0 . White
like the 'Flying Dutchman' commuting back and forth monthly
B.E.M.
from B.H. to Nassau via Miami.
The inevitable aircraft delays
encountered when flying with a small Central American airline
eventually result in the traveller being stranded at Miami-and
who wants to stopover in such a place-please!
During the past year there have been many changes in
Troop personalities, now that both stations offer nine-month
tours for single and unaccompanied chaps. As a result, some
twenty telegraph operators have done their stuff out here during
the year, each of them gaining valuable experience at trade.
This is not surprising because every message in and out of the
Caribbean, for which No. 1 Joint Relay Station, Nassau, is the
main clearing house and the B.H. detachment just one of the
subscribers, is handled on HF radio.

Sergeant Pat Grattan continues to hold the for t in Nassau
whilst W.0 .11 (Yeoman) Bill Coxon caters for the Garrison in
British Honduras. The Yeoman had a most useful liaison visit
to Nassau a few weeks ago; judging by the somewhat tired
look on his face a sensible balance between work and r ecreation
was achieved! Returning from Nassau, the TAN Airlines' pilot
found Belize too foggy to land-yes fog-and thus the Yeoman
chalked up anoth er country to his list with an unscheduled visit
to Spanish Hond uras.
Although the Troop is a little off the beaten track, we arc
obviously not forgotten if promotion is any guide. Sergeant
Eric Birchall, his younger brother Corporal Charles . Birchall
and Corporal David Hay, all in N assau, gained a further stripe
recently.

*
now

*
forward

*
welcoming

The Troop
look
to
their fellow
Corpsmen from 14th Signal R egiment, due out in B.H. in a
few days to field the E21 equipment for the first time. P ast
visitors to Airpon Camp will no doubt wonder where four
Hercules-worth of kit will fit and it must be admitted that
your scribe and the recce party did have something of a
problem in that respect. However, by cunningly locating the
associated antenna arrays outside the camp in the surrounding
swamp the matter was soon resolved. It now remains to be
seen if the detachment commander can be equally cunning and
actually get the masts up! Our recce visitors, incidentally, were
Major John Taylor, of 1 Signal Group, and Captain John
Gryspeerdt, of 14th Regiment; unfortunately a B.0.A.C. strike
ruined the return travel arrangements and Major Taylor did
well to get home at short notice via New York. However,
his luck eventually petered out many hours after leavi n~ Belize,
at Basingstoke railway station when BR took a hand-it was a
distinctly tired Major who finally crept into Wilton. There is,
incidentally, absolutely no truth in the rumour that John
Gryspeerdt had anything to do with the strike in order to stay
behind and attend the Mess barbecue. He had to go to Bermuda
en route to U .K. and there simply was no plane . . .
More, we hope, next time.

Home

Ownership
made

easy

There is no need for us to highlight the posmon regarding the acute shortage of
funds for house purchase loans. Would-be HOME OWNERS who did not make positive
plans well ahead for house purchase are finding it almost impossible to obtain loans
or even the promise of loans in the foreseeable future. This could happen to YOU!
If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being
able to obtain a loan for house purchase at anytime in the future. The earlier you set in
motion a positive House Purchase Plan, the easier it becomes for you to own the house
of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force, the higher the loan possible,
and the more economic the purchase.

644 SIGNAL TROOP
CYPRUS
HE summer has at long last
come to Cyprus. 644 Signal
T
Troop is again
in the s.unb ~sk ing

shine. Things did prove a . l~ttle
too hot for some of our technicians
when a television in their bunk
caught fir e, with the result that
most of the building was burnt out
inside also damaging the Mercury
Club ' which happens to be next
door: Repairs are in hand, thou~h,
and we hope to have everythmg
back to normal again very soon.
There is always a turnover of
personnel coming here for the
six-month tour, and, of course,
this means that we are cont inually saying goodbye to old
frie nds. A very well-known personality around ·uNFICYP who
we are soon losing is Sergeai:it
Trevor Daws, who has been Radio
Sergeant for the past six months,
een here in one of the T~oop.'s
mobile radio stations, operaung m
the Troodos mountains.

'Gin and tonic' signalling

The Radio Troop, although
.
. ,
.
small has a job which takes the~.
to all'corners of the island, maintammg the Uruted auons i;adio
masts and giving advice and assistance to all the nauo~~
cont~gents on signal matters. The very nature of the JO
makes them meet people, and this helps t~ bring ~bout a very
good working relationship, even if th~re 1s occas~onally some
language difficulty. Another factor which helps this good ~ela
tionship is the monthly gathering of signals officers, presided
over by the Chief Signal Officer, Lieutenant-Co!o~el D. D.
Ranft. These signals conventions are a g~eat help m s_treamlining the communications arouLd the island and. give ~l
officers a chance to compare notes and swop i~fo,~auon: This,
for the uninitated, is known as ' gin and tome signalling..
The Warrant Officers and Sergeants also hold a convention

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne'Teesside & West Riding

For full details, write in confidence to:
LIEUTENANT-CoLONEL C. B. JOHNS, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.),

I Rank, name and address

Services Advisory Bureau Manager,

2 Date of birth
3 Place of house (approx)
4 Loan required
5 Date of intended purchase
6 Details of policies held
7 Other details which you
consider will assist.

H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.
27 /29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, RGl IPA

Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227
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monthly, under the Yeoman of Signals, W.~.I Johnstone. Little
is known of what happens on these occasions.
To get away from communicating, the Troop recently ent~~ed
a team in the Signals, NEARELF, Skill at Arms Compeuuon
in Dhekelia.
.
•
b
This was run by 9th Signal Regiment, wno ~u ~t e congratulated on their fine arrangements and ~rg~rusaaon ?f .the
meeting. The Troop did very wc:ll, rnnsidermg the limned
time available for practice, by commg sec<?~d overa~ and also
second (just) in the falling plate co~peuaon. This aroused
great excitement for the eventual w~ers,. l Squadr<?nfin~th
Regunent and took exactly the same ume m the serms.
Seven teams competed. Signalman -i:urn~r p';lt up ~e best
performance, to take the young soldier mdiv1dual prize.

Personalia

DO NOT WAIT UNTIL CIRCUMSTANCES FORCE YOU TO PROVIDE
A HOME FOR YOUR FAMILY -ASK OUR ADVICE NOW!
When wnt:ng for advice on
Hou e Purcha e, please give
the following details:-

THE SHOOTING TEAM OF 644 SIGNAL TROOP-THEY MADE A GREAT EFFORT
SKILL AT ARMS COMPETITION
Left to right : w o II McKic Signalman Allen, Signalman Taylor, Lance-Corporal Metcalfe, Sergeant
Brackston, Corp~r~I Trouv~. Signalman Turner, Captain Rayner, L~nce-Corporal Banks, Corporal
Powell and Lieutenant Greig (team captain)

Visitors

"XTE were delighted to welcome the Commander, 12 Signal
l l Group (Volunteers), Brigadier ~· J. )acks<;m, to the latest

Scarborough weekend ' mini ~a~p at . Burruston Barracks.
He toured the exercise area, visamg radi~ relay. det:oichment
and found the volunteers in good heart, if a bit w.~dswept,
particularly those on Flamborough Head. Another v1s1tor was
Lieutenant-Colonel E. E. Michell, DADWRAC, from Northe~n
Command, who found our latest batch of ~.R.A.C. x:ecru1t
working hard in the Communication Centre rn preparauon for
camp in Krefeld in June. It .is at this ?me .of the yea~ that
recruits wait anxiously for uruform and 1dent1tY. card! withoyt
them they miss camp. It is said that some girls. either di~t
or eat furiously to become stock size and avoid delay 1n
the tailor's alterations!
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We congratulate Lieutenants Ron Atkinson and Bill Lan~d
on promotion to Captain, and also Li~uten~t-C.olonel ~ike
Sheffield and Captain John Smith on their Temtor?l Efficiency
Decorations. A warm welcome is extended to Lieutenant R.
I . Buckley, who has transferred from the Gunners to 90
Squadron and to Lieutenant Peter Sudborough, from the Leeds
Rifles to 49 Squadron. Two new W.R.A.C. <;>fficer cadets are
Sandra Howe of H.Q. Squadron and Sheila Tuck of 49
Squadron. We bid farewell to Captain R. S. (Pat) .Paterson,
the P.S.0. at Leeds, who has retired, and to Captam Walter
Burnett, of 49 quadron-good luck to both for the future.

Freedom

Our thanks are due to all those who wrote congra~ating
us on gaining the Freedom of the . Borough of Teesside. A
short simple ceremony takes place m May. We are seve~ely
restri'cted to the numbers that can 11:ttc:nd the pre entau<?n,
which is in the Council Chamber, but 1t is. planned to exercise
our right to march through the borough m September, whc:n
all who are interested will be welcomed. The actual date will
be circulated as soon as it is firm.
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(Continued from page 248)
Sandhurst team arc to be congratulated on their strong counterattack, which called for some excellent covering, in which
Signalman Davies excelled. We added another try and Sandhurst were rewarded with a penalty goal. A disappointing game
- had the conditions been better, the supremacy and experience
of the Corps side would have been more aoparent. We
planned to fie ld an entirely different side against the Royal
Marines, at Eastney, but to our bitter disappointment, they
cancelled the fixture, giving us no time to arrange an alternative game.
We fielded two sides in the Army Sevens at Arborfield on
2nd April. But it was very much end of season stuff, and we
were unable to produce our best teams. Nevertheless, it was
an enjoyable tournament, won by the R.E.M .E. ' A ' side, who
narrowly defeated our ' A ' side in an earlier round. I hope
it will be possible for us to run this tournament at Blandford
in, say, two years 'time.
Corps Colours were awarded and re-awarded, as follows:
RE-AWARDED
Cap:ain B. A. Blackwell
Cap:ain R. Thompson
Lieu ten a • t \VI. H . Backhouse
W.O.JI R. Block
Sergeant G . Hall
Sergeant I. Pilbeam
Sergeant J. Tunney
Corporal J. M . M . Newman
Sergeant I. Cairns
Sergeant S. D ri ka
Corpo: al S. Thomson
Corp:>ral T . R. G ainsford
La >ce-Corpo:al D . Jamcs
Lance-Corporal J. Cagilaba
Lance-Corporal J. Harvey
Lance -Corpor"'l C. Thomp on

PE RMAN ENT STAFF OF THE 34th REGIMEN r
Lieutenant-Colo nel P. J. Evans and R.S.M. A. D. Mears are fla nked by the regular element and the civil ian staff of this busy volunteer Regiment

S o c ial
A most successful dance was held in 90 Squadron, Middlesbrough, followed by an Officers' Mess luncheon party, attended
by the Mayor and Mayoress of Teesside, Alderman and Miss
Brown, togther with the Town Clerk, Mr. E. Parr. The Commanding Officer called in at SO Squadron's social and dance
in Darlington, having been the guest of honour at a Gallipoli
reunion of some 20 survivors of that 191S campaign, and
announced he had recruited six of them for the Regiment.
Unfortunately, they were a little over-age . . .

Permanent Staff
To those who have not served with a Volunteer Regiment,
the variety of duties which the Permanent Staff cheerfully
perform would astound them. This gallant band is shown
in our photograph (above)-both military and civilian. Caretakers, clerical officers and corporals, all play a vital part
in the success of any Volunteer Regiment, and the publication
of this photograph is a small tribute to their hard work and
enthusiasm.

Sport
R a ,,by F oot ball 1!)68-69

A Great year for the Corps
Colonel T ommy Grigg, President Corps Rugby F ootball, writes :

The timulus ~ iven b y 7th R e gime n t
lllS has been a great year for rugger in the Corps. First
of all, congratulations to 7th Signal Regiment for reaching
the final of the Army Cup. It is of interest that less than
half the 7th Regiment side in this year's Army final played in
the B.A.0.R. final against ' The Dukes' the year before. (I
know of no other Regiment or Corps who has achieved this).
But careers, courses, etc., have taken their righrful priority
and '7 ' deserve every credit, not only for their performances
over the last few years, but for the stimulus that they have
given to Corps rugger in the process.

T

•• • a n lc'x hibiti on o f brilliant open rugby
The Corps November tour was covered in an earlier edition.
Early in March we had no less than 53 player s (including 20
from B.A.0.R.) taking part in trials and coaching sessions at
2.f8

Blandford. On Monday, 10th March, we took on 90 Signal
Group, R.A.F. (formerly R.A.F. Signals Command) a team
which included Larter, the English international and two other
R.A.F. representative players. After the first IS minutes of
settling down, the Corps side came into its own, winning most
of the ball from the tight scrums and dominating the rucks.
As a result, spectators were treated to an exhibition of brilliant
open rugby, with the forwards well in control, giving the
backs plenty of ball. The result, 31--6 in our favour, speaks
for itself. It would be almost invidious to mention names, but
it was noticeable that Sergeant Cairns had more than the
measure of Larter, and Lance-Corporal Thompson, at back,
not only forestalled the early R.A.F. attacks, but came up
into the line cleverly to give us the man over in attack. In
addition, he kicked two penalties, two conversions, narrowly
missing the remainder.

\Vhe n b a d c o ndi tio ns dom ln nte
It was a confident-perhaps over-confident-side that took
on R.M.A., Sandhurst, two days later. Despite the heavy
groun~ and wet ball, the Corps side was rightly under instrucuons to keep the game open. These tactics worked for
the first 20 minutes or so and three unconverted tries were
notched up. Then conditions got the better of the game; the
(Continued on page 249)

AWARDED
Lieutenant C. Byron
Lieutenan t S. Coltman
Second-Lieutenant G . Maddren
S:co·d -L :emenant I. Wilson
Signalman J. Drew
·g i:-:man R. Wil liamson
Signalman A. Lee
Signalman P . D avies
'gna ! m l ~ A. S. P hillip

Ou players • • •
Lieutenant M. J. Bowen, R.M.C., Shrivenham, who has
played so well for the Corps in the past, represented the
Army against Oxford University earlier in the season. (Unfortunately, a troublesome ankle injury has caused his retirement from the active scene and he will be much missed).
Sergeant Cairns represented the Army against Newport, and
there is no doubt that given plenty of first-class rugger, he
could be one of the finest forwards in the game, combining
natural skill, powerful physique, and the right type of aggressive, but controlled temperament.
May I thank all those players who, even if they didn't get a
game for the Corps, never lost interest and enthusiasm (their
time will come). Thanks are also due to Captain R. Shiner,
who stood down to give younger players their chance, and
Staff Sergeant Block, who has announced his retirement (as a
player). Their wisdom, experience and behaviour, both on
and off the field, has meant so much to the team. Finally, our
besc wishes go to Lance-Corporal T hompson, who is leaving
th e Army. There are few better full-backs in the game today
and his experience has been invaluable.
It was a real pleasure to have Captain Blackwell and
Lieutenant Backhouse back among us, and the latter is particularly to be congratulated on bringing his Sapper Regiment
to the final of the B.A.0.R. competition and for his brilliant
play in the final Corps matches.
The f 1tt11re angurs w e ll

The future augurs well. All we need is universal support.
It was particularly pleasing to see o many spectators at ome
of our games. A special word of thank~, too, to. the Co~
manding Officer and all those concerned m 30th Signal Regiment, especially the Secretary, C~pta in D ai Rees, who have
contributed so much to the teams success and welfare. My
proudest moment wa when the skipper of the R.A.F. side
told me that he had never played against a side where the
spirit was so tremendous (admittedly this was after. a beer ?r
two, but I'm sure the sentiment expressed was genume). This,
then, is our strength. Let us hear about those players now
serving overseas who are doing so well; as far as I can make
out the M alta and Hong Kong garrison sides, t o quote two
exa~ples, are predominantly Royal Signals.
THE WIRE , J UNE - JULY 1969
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Squash llachPts, J 968-6 9

Encouraging progress by Corps Squash Team
now in secant/ year
Colonel Tommy Grigg, President of Corps Squash, write :
HIS is only the second season that a Corps squash team
T
has been in existence, and we can be assured by the
results. We ran two Corps trials late in October and in the
the middle of January. These were comparatively well attended.
We played nine Corps matches in all, winning six, including a very exciting one against The Light D ivision, who
fiel ded experienced players, right down to N o. S. We Wt!re
defeated by the Dorset Squash Rackets Association, R."' .C.,
Shrivenham (who had a Corps player, Captain Jim Pertwee,
on their side) and were very unlucky to go down in the final
point against the R.A.O.C.
But to get away from mere statistics, the really heartening
feature is that more and more soldiers, encouraged and coached
by officers, are learning to play, and this is happening, not
only in United Kingdom, but overseas, as I have been able
to see for myself. I should also like to see more young officers
playing, as we cannot go on for ever relying on stalwarts of
30 and 40.
Congratulations to Corporal Taylor, formerly of 24th Regiment, and now of 10th Regiment, on winning the Northern
Command Soldiers' Competition and being runner-up in the
Army Soldiers' Competition. Lieutenant-Colonel Hellier, who
was runner-up in the Northern Command Open Competition,
and R.S.M . Pearce, runner-up in the Command Soldiers' Competition. The writer and M ajor Sloan (average age over SO)
both reached the District semi-finals and then (discreetly!) withdrew. A Royal Signals Records team took on 223 Squadron,
captained by. the indefatigable Major Heyes, and the general
consensus of opinion was that the former side won. But it all
ended in a splendid evening, which carried on until the early
morning.
In congratulating all those who have done well, both individually and in representing the Corps, particularly Corporal
Taylor, I should like to thank especially all those who have
travelled long distances, often in appalling weather, to
represent or support the Corps. I have in mind particularly
Lieutenant-Colonel HeJlier, whose enthusiasm and support has
been a splendid tonic.
The following represented the Corps during the season:
Captain M . A. Cornfor th
Ma jor J. K. H eyes
Ma i o ~ P . Wetherill
Corp:>ral M. J. T aylor
Captain L. J. Pcrtwee
Lieutenant-Colonel B. J. Hellier
Lieutc ~ant G . A. Allen
Seco,d-Lieuteaant G . S . G ordon
Major F . Sloan
Cap :aia A . R. Sewa:d

We shall bt: without some of these p layer next year. May
I ask all Commanding Officers and all players to let me know
the names of potential starters who will be in United Kingdom
ne"-"t year. Furthermore, may I ask Commanding Officers who
are fortuna te enough to have a court near at h.and to ~cour~ge
squash. I t is the ideal game for a country with a climate like
ours and has the advantage of being quite independent of
weather or season. I t is virtually impossible to join a club in
London or many of the provinces without going on a waiting
list, yet in the Services one can play F REE.
T he only record I can personally cla~ is that in the last
eighteen months I have played squash ii;i B.A.O.R. (Herford,
Rheindahlen, Laarbruch), Cypru Bahre10, Hong Kong and
Singapore.
I was delighted to see and bear about the Corps succe es in
Singapore, and I susp ect that Colonel Tonry has had a great
deal to do with th i .
In conclusion, my sincere thanks to the Secretary M ajor
Wetherill for volunteering to take on this additional ta k when
he was 'alr eady preoccup!ed with !iocker. He. ha coped
admirably with the fr ustratlons and difficulue which beset the
secretary of any Corps activity.
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Tri6at" to a fiae Corps Cri('kPt Captai.a

Major tie Clive-Lowe

T

HE Corps cricket team has said goodbye to its skipper,

Major S. G. de Clive-Lowe (55 Signal Squaciron). Since
he took over the captaincy of the team in 1964 he has moulded
the team into a forceful, attractive, cricketing combination and
his ucce has been spectacular. He was also captain of the
Anny e:even.
Below is an appreciation of Major de Clive-Lowe written by
Lance-Corporal O. G. Butler, Royal Signals:
His record a captain of the Corps team is an impressive
one : only one defeat over four full seasons. Th: isolated case
occurred against R.A. at Larkhill in 1966 when our last three
bat men ran themselve out in a vain anempt to get even runs
for victory.
Let us have a closer look at the man in question:
From Cranleigh to Sandhurst. Born in New Zealand, he Clime
to this country in 1947 and was educated at Cranleigh, before
going on to Sandhurst. His father is a doctor in Guildford. He
played cricket for the Corps in 1959 before going to Kenya.

park his car and reach the pavilion. By then rhe score was four
wickets down for seven run .
DrNadful 1u1i1"
It was not without some emotion that the skipper bowed
out of Corps cricket at Chilwell. He failed to score in the
first innings, and after surviving a terrible mix-up at the wicket
with the writer (whose fault it was), he went to lunch: 0 not
out. He was promptly bowled off his pads for 0 at resumption,
and bagged an inglorious pair in his very last Corps match.
We all felt orry for him, but I could have run him out and
saved him the indignity of being bowled twice without scoring!
The Major will Jive near Salisbury in Wiltshire.
The new Captain of the Corps team is Captain John Radford
of 11th Signal Regiment.

8th Signal Regiment have a tough battle in
eventually winning the U.K. Anny Hockey Cup

Back to U.K.
In 1964 he returned to U.K. with the rank of Major and took
over the captaincy of the Corps cricket team from Captain
J. D. Potts (now in 249 Squadron) for the last match of that
season. This was against R.A.C. at the Oval, which we won
with three minutes to spare, and the skipper contributing a
sparkling century.
Under the skipper's leadership the Corps team went from
strength to strength, and although we lost only four matches
over four years only one (mentioned earlier) was under the
Major's leadership. Royal Signals became a most formidable
cricket team.

Preliminary rounds
Following our successes in winning the Northern Command Final, we played against the Queen's Own Highlanders in the quarter-finals of the Army Cup. We won 2-1
after a hard game in rather poor conditions against a strong,
very fit team. The semi-final game was played on the hockey
pitch at the 14th Signal Regiment's Barracks at Worcester.
Another hard game with extra time ensued against a very
skilled Sapper team from Chepstow, but our fitness and skill
led to another 2-1 score and we were through to the Army
Hockey Cup (U.K.) final.

Batting - paramount
His batting at No. 4 was usually paramount to the team's
effort. His fielding was sound, his instructions clear. He Jed
from in front and did not push from the rear-to use an
expression.
The Major scored three centuries for the Corp since returning to U.K., two in successive years against R.E. He became
the first of two players to score more than one thousand runs
for the Corps (Lance-Corporal Mayes, formerly of 255 Squadron
is the other).
I would think his best season was 1966, w:th valuable scores
between 30 and 100. His favourite shot is the square cut. He
thrives on fast bowling and compiles his runs from a compact,
defensive technique with the minimum of flurry.

The great day
You can imagine our excitement when we finally reached
the Officers' Club ground at Aldershot for the great day. A
bus load of 45 supporters followed us down, organised by
Sergeant Phillips. The hardest hockey battle that any of us
has ever experienced started at 2.30 p.m., on 15th April, against
a team from the Ministry of Defence. Everyone kept his
head, played hard and fought to win, but after much banering, the score at full time was one all, and we continued to
play extra time without success for two-and-a-half hours.
M.O.D. would not play the next day so, much to the disappointment of our supporters, a replay was arranged allowing
one day's rest.

Balanced team
Mainly by his own efforts the skipper has moulded Royal
Signals' players into an attacking, match-winning combination.
It might be said that we had one or two talented players around
at the time. In fact about half the team have been playing
together for the past three or four seasons.
The Corps baning always took care of itself, but getting
the opposition out was the bother. That is until Corporal
Kilvington (School) and Lance-Corporal Worrell (30th Regiment) came on the scene. They are now both regular performers
in the Army team, and together with Corporal Gipson (10th
Reg:ment), who recently developed into a fine bowler, provided
the right balance a successful team needs. These three-fast,
low, medium-fast in that order-are remarkable performers.
Astute leadership
Unlike some captains, the skipper never lectures a player on
the field, or reproaches a player for a mishap. At the first
match of the season he would say: "All right chaps! This is
a Corps match and a two-day game. Treat it as such--and not
like a Regime~tal kick about." This would sink in very easily,
and so the atutude on the field will be: "We shall win this
way" and not: "It's got to be won how I want it won."
DI
and pleees
Hi seasonal cricket joke is when he went along to Lords
to see 'Hi New Zealanders ' bat. When he arrived at the
ground New Zealand were just about to stan their innings
in the Test in 1965. It took him just over fifteen minutes to
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Another 1narathon
We started the next game at 2.30 p .m. on the 17th, on the
same ground. To describe the game in detail would take far
too Jong, let it be sufficient to say that three hours and eight
minutes later the winning goal was scored by Lance-Corporal
Havelin, and it left no doubt who the winners were. That
moment was very sweet for all of us. We had won the
United Kingdom Army Hockey Cup and had qualified for
the final of the Army Cup, albict after five and-a-half hours
of gruelling hockey.
Arn1y Cup eludes us
The final of the Army Cup, against 32 Engineer Regiment,
was played on 22nd April. The team had taken a hammering
physically in the U.K. finals and, unfortunately, after many
determined efforts to break through the Sapper defence, we lost
3-0. We must not make excuses for our failure at this stage,
but nobody had realised the extent of the damage suffered
to various members of our team.
We were well beaten by a good team and happy to have had
such a successful season, Cool, good sportsmanship, a very
high standard of fitness, deterrninatio!l to win, above all, the
team spirit displayed by all members of the hockey team undoubtedly contributed to their achievement this year.
T h e season's reeord
Of 26 matches played, we won 20, drew 4 and lost 2; goals
scored, for 78, against 17.
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The team
Sergeant A. Morgan (goal), Major T. E. D. Baxter (right
back), Corporal M. W. Prior (left back), Corporal C. J. Mooney
(right half), Sergeant J. Maynard (centre half), Corporal F. C.
Monk (left half), W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) N. C. Elliott (right wing),
Lance-Corporal Havelin (right inside). Staff Sergeant J. N.
Howie (centre forward), Sergeant R. H. Forster (left inside),
Lance-Corporal J. S. Boardman (left wing), Staff Sergeant J.
A. Richardson (reserve), Sergeant Holdsworth (team organiser).
S1td•(•inl mc•nd · o11
Selected to play for the Corps team: Staff Sergeant J.
Howie, Sergeant D. Forster, Corporal M. W. Prior, LanceCorporal P. Havelin, Lance-Corporal J. Boardman. Selected to
play for the Army Hockey Team and the Combined Services'
Hockey Team, Lance-Corporal P. Havelin.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O'VN
Number of cases assisted financially in April
40
Number of clothing parcels sent
39
Amount spent in grants and loans ...
£734 19

0

One of the Month's Cases
X-SAPPER, served in R.E. Signals, 1914-1919, now
E
aged 83. He and his 81-year-old wife have always
managed to live on their retirement pensions without any
help from anyone. They had saved a little money for a
week's holiday, but an unexpectedly high gas bill obliged
them to use this money. The Association made them a
grant of £15 to pay for the holiday, and clothing parcels
are also being sent.
His letter of thanks is printed below.

One of the Month's Letters
" PLEASE accept our most sincere thanks for your
kindness in helping us. We are so grateful. As
you may know, we live on the second floor in just two
rooms, and have about 40 stairs to overcome. But thank
God for His blessings, we have been married 62 years
and have our Queen's congratulating telegram. Just
imagine, I had 6d. a day when I joined up in 1914
and wore my own clothes. Thank you for the kind
words you sent, and God bless the Royal Signals."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

Association
LONDON

BRANCH

Hon . Secretary and Treasurer: MAJOR MCQUADE, roth Signal
Regiment.
It is some time since news of this branch appeared in THE
WIRE.

The London Branch has been reorganised and have combined with 10th Signal Regiment.
We now meet on the last Friday of each month at the Bruno
Club, 10th Regiment, Beavers Lane Camp, Hounslow.
The officers of the branch are Lieutenant-Colonel Hibberd,
Mr. A. W. Smith, Chairman; the committee, Messrs. Fraser,
Grey, Little, R.S.M. Thom, M.B.E., R.Q.M.S. Jewell, W.0.11
Prescott. The Secretary-Treasurer is Major McQuade.
We have arranged an exciting programme for the coming
month, this includes evening visits to the Tower of London
and an afternoon visit to Guinness' Brewery, and an evening
visit to the Continental Telephone Exchange.
Please, if you live in London and are not attached to any
branch, do come and join us, you will be made welcome.
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CAJIDIFF

JJllANUI

Hon. Secretary: M. H . Jones, 42, Carrwright Lane, Fairwater,
Cardiff, CFS IDB.
This Branch held its annual dinner and social evening on
Saturday, 3rd May. This took place at the T.A.V.R. Centre,
Park Street, by kind permission of Lieutenant-Colonel F.
Rams".Jottom, Commanding Officer, 37th (Wessex and Welsh)
Signal Regiment (V), President of this Branch.
Our President, unfortunately, was unable to attend due to
prior commitments, but our Vice-President, Captain F. Doherty,
very ably deputised and assisted in making the evening a
success.
Guest of honour was Sir Godfrey Llewellyn, Bart., who first
commanded 53rd (Welsh) Division Signals (T.A.) when it wa
formed in 1920, retaining this cormnand until 1928. Sir Godfrey
responded to the toast to our Guests and rendered a remarkable
and entertaining summary of some of his experiences, reading
some extracts from commendatory reports of the efficiency of
his Unit from the then C.S.O. Western Command, dated 1925,
1926 and 1927! We thoroughly enjoyed his company; we think
he did ours and we hope to see him again and again.
Captain F. Doherty presented Bill Edwards with an inscribed
ta 1kard, given by members of the Branch for his able and
eficient services as Treasurer to this Branch over a period of
four years; this year he has decided to make way for a younger
replacement. His successor is Frank MacFarland, M.M., and
we wish him a smoother passage than the one Bill had to suffer
for so Jong.
W.O. Jim Lister (P.M.C.), W.O. 'Geoff' Coxe and W.O. G.
Silcox took dual roles in being Branch members and representing 53rd and SSth Signal Squadrons (V).
After dinner we were entertained by some members of the
Cardiff. Caledonian Society Dancing Team and Ted Dalziel's
daughter, Anthea, presented some beautiful songs and piano
solos.
Our next event on 16th May is a social and games evening
when we combine with the Warrant Officers and Sergeants and
the Royal Engineers' Association. We would pay tribute not
only to Lieutenant-Colonel Ramsbottom and Captain Doherty
but to all serving members for their assistance, co-operation
and sympathy with the activities and aims of this BranC;b;
without their help we would be unable to offer the social
facilities so attractive to our members.

Jack Woodyatt continues to give considerable help and assi~t
ance with entertainments and has· now taken over buffet orgarusation for our dances; this has functioned quite efficiently with
a price list that mutually satisfies.
Ne·N members continue to come in, our score in the past
two weeks being eleven annual and one life member. We
welcome them all and ask for more!

''Ulu " bas/ring is now the In Thing
By Lieutenant J. C. Young, Royal Signals
" WELL, you're the Royal Signals officer, you can carry
the set." This piece of typical infantry logic heralded
the start of Exercise ' Fantism,' the final eight-day patrol
exercise on the Jungle Warfare Course.
Jungle \Varfnre S<!hool
One of the many courses run by the Jungle War!are chool
at Kota Tinggi in Johorc, Malaya, thi is a sLx-week cour e to
qualify officers and senior N.C.O.s as Regimental instructors.
The school, whose origins stem from the Malayan emergency,
runs numerous other cour c , including visual tracking combat
tracker teams, CRW. The school i organised into wing for
each type of course, with the addition of a Trials and Developments Wing and a Signals Wing, currently commanded by
Captain David Walden, Gurkha Signals. The permanent staff
are mainly British, but they include a few Australians, New
Zealanders and Americans.
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The · ·-week jun le warfare course is primar ily intended to
at r for infantry battalion arriving in FARELF, but a few
of the 40-<>dd vacancies on each course arc allocaced to other
unit . There were two Royal Signals officers on our course,
Li utenant Peter N eale and myself. The remainder were
a mixed bag, including Marines, R.A.F. Regiment, Thais, a
Philip pino and a Malay to mention a few. Our instructional
caff wa headed by Captain John Dwyer and Sergeant Fawcett,
M.M., both of the Royal Australian Regiment.
The first three weeks of che cour e were spem mainly in
the l cure room or wacching demonstrations by the re ident
Gurkha Company. Subjeccs ranged from battle drills to psyops
and le sons from Vietnam. D emon crations covered a variety
of subject , including booby traps, in which the Commandant
who was fir c to arrive, et off a series of cxplo ions and disappeared in a cloud of blue smoke.

CYPHER VA CA N CIES
GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS HEADQUARTERS

Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly ex-Service personnel) for Comm unications Centre work
in Cheltenham and London. Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting duties is desirable.
Appointments in London are paid on a scale rising to £1,225, whilst those in Cheltenham rise to £1,100.
T hose appointed must accept li:ibility for shift duties covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which
addit ional allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for Overseas Service.

Life- h comes tough

Towards the end of the three weeks we began to puc our
freshl y acquired knowledge to the test. This was as the
saying goes, easier said than done. We could guarantee that
whenever we mounted our cransporc-with no superstructure
or tailboard- that our journey would end in the debacle of an
M.T. ambu h. We almost lost one of our non-swimming
Gurkhas who completed the assault river crossing by rope
with only his jungle hat showing above the water. Events
assumed a more serious vain, however, when we carried out
an amphibious assaulc on an enemy camp in a mangrove
swamp. Those first ashore leapc from the assault boats to
cries of 'Geronimo,' only to disappear in ten feet of water.
We struggled on, alternacely stumbling over mangrove roots
or falling into mud holes, and finally emerged at the other side
of the 100 yards wide island one and-a-half hours later. This
was one of our first brushes with the ' enemy,' and I might
add that a Gurkha, dressed in khaki drill with a peaked cap
and red star looks frighteniJ:igly like the real thing.

" THE POINT IS WHERE ON EARTH ARE W EI"
F Troop , I Sq uad r on , 18th Signal Regime nt so mewh e re in t he
Malaysia n jungle
Return of n warrior

All first appointments are temporary but with excellent prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanent
and pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There are also good prospects for promotion.
Civil Service leave, hou rs and sickness benefits apply.
Cand idates and both paren ts must have been Brit ish Subjects since birth.

The sequel to these events, on my return co the Regiment,
was wh en members of I Squadron (Ops.) who had gleefully
watched their Second-in-Command disappear on the course a
few mo'.lths previously fo und themselves on training trip s from
the concrete jungle of G .H .Q. to less hospitable ' ulu ' of
Johore. The milicary training shift has un dergone a series of
one-day exer:cises on navigation, harbouring and tactical movement as useful groundwork for the Regimental training camp
!ater this ye'.lr. T ales of impenetratable swamp s and man-earmg leeches abound, and ' ulu bashing ' is now the I N th ing.

Application fo rms and fuller information obtainable from :

The Recruitment Officer (CY. OP. / ()),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Priors Road,. Oakley, Cheltenham, Glos.

Coming t o t erm s with t h e j ungle
The remaining three weeks included a number of three and
four-day exercses, culminating in the eight-day long Exercise
' Fantism.' During this period we learnt to come to terms with
th~ jll!lgle, spending endl~ s hours patrolling stealthily through
thick Jungle, belukar and mangrove swamp, sometimes covering
only ~,000 yards a day. We became more adept, not only in
the skills of such drills as harbouring, immediate ambushes and
'contac:tfronts,' but also at liv:Og in the jungle. Such delicacies
a.s curned fern and sliced Nibong palm made a welcome add ition to the FA~LF BT rations. Exercise ' Fantism,' was a
follow-up exercise on the dreaded Panti feature (4 500 feet)
which was designed ~o test all thac_ had been taught on th~
course. We were weighed down with five days' rations and
ammunition, which, together with the A41 accounted for
the footprints in the concrete floor of my roo~. The start of
the exer<;:ise was heralded by the usual M .T . ambush, followed
by a senes of c~ntacts on the lower slopes of Panti. The first
!light was spent rn a harbour on a 60 ° slope, and in the mornmg several sleeping forms were found wrapped round trees
up to 50 yards below the perimecer!

A • S iie n t Horbour '

. Having spent the second day patrolling, tl1e night was spent
a ~os t uncomfortable manner known as a ' silent harbour,'
m which we merely lay down under ponchoes on a teak crack
less than 1~ yards from the enemy camp we attacked at dawn.
The followmg day we advanced on Panti itself, only to be
ambushed . at the crest of a 200 foot cliff, in which the whole
platoon vircually found themselves standing on each others
boulders! On the fifth day we received an air drop from an
R.A.F. Andover. The firsc ten 'chuces were tolerabl y near the
D .Z., but the last. one was obviously designed to tax our
~wers of observaoon, for, having been ejected just after the
arrcraft passed over the D .Z., it eventually came to rest 600
yard away and 40ft. up a tree! The climax of the exercise
was an ~Clack on an enemy cave, complete with two Hu nter
fighter m support and simulated artillery fir e.
~n
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-If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
and interested in a new:'69 FAMILY MODELS
1200 £453'
0
1300 £597
OFF• 2000 £844 •

IRIU MPH 15%

'

OR

LIST PRICES '
SLASHED

•

PEUGEOT

ALL '69 MODELS '
DISCOUNT PRICES
FROM ONLY £595 •

Th en for details of U.K./Germany Delivery, Specificatio ns, Nato Prices, H.P., 'Partex, Call, 'Phone
o r Write to:

Mr. P. BREN NA N DUP LEI X
of WALTER H AGEN & CO ., Gm bH
415 KREFELD
Pestalouistr.-WEST GERMANY
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 c1 0.10.12.oo hra.
p r eferabl y)
I MPOR T ER -

RADIO TECHNICIAN S
VACANCIES TO BE FILLED BY OCTOBER 1969
A number of suitably qualified candidates are required for unestablished posts, leading to permanent
and pensionable employment (in Cheltenham and other parts of the U.K., including London). There are
also opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants mu t be 19 or over and be familiar with the use of Test Gear, and have had practical
Radio/Electronic workshop experience. Preference will be given to such candidates who can also offer
' 0 ' Level G.C.E. passes in English Language, Maths and/or Phy ics, or hold the City and Guild
Telecommunications Technician Intermediate Certificate or equi valent technical qualifications. A knowledge of electro-mechanical equipment will be an advantage.
Pay according to age, e.g. at 19- £869. at 25- £1 ,130 (highest age pay on entry), rising by four
annual increments to £ 1,304.
Prospects of promotion to grades in salary range £ 1,217 - £2,038. There are a few post carrying
higher salaries.
ormal Civil Service sick
Annual Leave allowance of 3 week 3 days rising to 4 weeks 2 days.
leave regulations apply.
Application form available from:
Recruiting Officer (RT/W.),
Government Communication Headquar'. er .
Oakley, Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.

SO LE D I STRIBU T OR

(We have Agents in the U.K.)
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College Students visit B.A.O.R. and have a look
at a Signal Squadron at work

SERVICE

PARTY of Students from St. Peter's College (Birmingham) visited B.A.0.R. recently on their annual soccer
A
pilgrimage. Their hosts were 11th Infantry Brigade. Their

THE DOVE GROUP
44/48 Kl NGSTO N ROAD
WIMBLEDON
LONDON, S.W.19

humorous comments about Army life, from their point of view
are written by Colin Jones, a lecturer at the College.
'

*

Tel. 01-540 1031
and at CROYDON
and WOKING

FOR THE SERVICES
Whether you are about to leave Great Britain, return to it, or
whether you ' re just passing through ...

r-------------1

Doves can help you Buy, Sell or Hire
a Car

I

The Dove Service for the Services is efficiently administered by exService men with wide experience of the serviceman's motoring
needs.
All makes of new or used cars can be supplied at preferential prices
with credit facilities arranged through us or NAAFI or as required.
Used cars carry our three month guarantee.
Personal needs and requirements can be discussed by post and the
chosen car will be ready for you when you arrive.
Cut out the coupon for the free Brochure or write and tell us your
requirements.

I
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To :- Services Liaison Dept., The Dove Group,
44/48 Kingston Rd., Wimbledon, London,
S.W.19. Tel. 01-540 1031.
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Arsennl supporters?
The guard looked, blinked, swallowed hard, and finally
raised the red and white barrier; are they Arsenal supporters
we thought? The Mindener bus sailed through and we had
made it at last. From the heart of the Black Country we had
1ourney across land and sea to reach our haven. Our party
of 19 members of St. Peter's College of Education, Birmingham
clad in motley ~ttire, and with hair long enough to make any
R.S.M. worth his salt blanche and make the sky deepen with
his carefully selected vocabulary, had penetrated to the heart
of B.A.0.R. at Kingsley Barracks, the home of 11th Brigade
H.Q. and Signal Squadron.
Impressed-the 111nootb efHcienc>y of the Army ac
work
Army life is certain ly not luxurious, then neither should it
be, yet it certainly does not lack any essential qualities. As our
stay progressed, we were to become increasingly conscious of
t~e smooth effici~ncy o~ the Army at work and play; of the
simple, yet plentiful leisure pursuits; of the discipline, both
i!11pos7d a?d self-d_iscipline; of the many opportunities for part1c1patmg m a vanety of sports, from ski-ing to squash. The
bored soldier-and we were to find but a few in Kingsleysurely has only himself to blame for being in this state. On
the first night of our stay we joined some of the fun-seeking
fraternity in the splendid cosiness of the ' Green Scarf Club '
and helped to enliven the proceedings with our unmelodiou ~,
yet wholehearted efforts at singing. We sincerely hope the ladies
present enjoyed our efforts to teach them the ' Brummy
Bounce ' and other such well-known dances. It was at this
function that we finally realised how once again we were to
be met with a very warm welcome wherever we were to visit.
Our first game took us to the famous town of Hameln, where
we took on the Garrison team and triumphed 6-4, after
leading 5-1 at one stage. This match over, we relaxed and
looked forward to our most friendly game of the tour that
against our hosts and friends of the Squadron. What a
shock we were to receive! With cunning team selection (Squadron conunent "to be fair, Colin Jones played for us and scored
two goals ") and excellent choice of weather conditions to suit
th~ Squadron's scyle of play (the truth in the rumour that
skipper Paul Barlow had prayed for monsoon condit'. ons ha s
~till to be proved) the loca!s erased memories of heavy defeats
m the past by triumphing 3-1. In 16 matches during previous
tours against strong garrison teams, this defeat by the Squadron
was our first-ever in the B.A.O.R., and they deserved it. Previous
records were also shattered in the festivities of the evening.
How wrong cnn one be nbont the R.S.M.?
We had viewed the For::es at play, but what of the Army
at work? Our impressions were obt':lined fir[t hand whe·1, at
08.30 hours one morning, we marched with much trepidation
and little skill on to the parade ground, as the photograph show .
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Pearce was taking his last works parade before
being commissioned. No mean and hungry man at first ight,
and surely no one to strike fear into the heart of a new student
recruit. How wrong can one be? A blitz of words fell about
our ears, making us w ince. With a few delicate, yet very descriptive phra , e~ , the R.S.M. left us in no doubt about how
he viewed our appearance, modern hairstyle, and our e..'forts
to drill. One particularly delightful phrase caused a shadow
o~ a smile to pass swiftly across the face of one cf the 19- to
his cost. With a wave of his magic wand, R.S.M. Pearce produced from nowhere his fairy godmother. To be correct, a
huge giant of a man with a red cap, who proceeded to rcn:ovc
the unfortunate victim at a great rate of knot~ to a destination
unknown, yet feared. Soon we were marched at double pace
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GETTING TO KNOW THE R.S.M.!
Students from St. Pete.r's College on the barrack square at 11
Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron face the R.S.M . W.0.1.
Pearce. A blitz of words left them in no doubt about what he thought
of their appearance!
towards the assault course, there to endure for the next halfhour the agonies of aching limbs, and throats raw with the vain
efforts to gulp air. The A.I.P.T. was Signalman Pitt (' Cess' to
his friends) who is merely learning his trade. One shudders
to think of the pain he will inflict when fully qualified. Our
efforts on the rifle range, our next activity, would have given
the enemY. much p ~ace of mind, but the death rate in Minden
did not notably fre. The grand finale took us into the German
countryside in FV43Zs, suitably clad in warm p2rkas, and feeling
and looking the part. Corporal ' Scouse ' Chapman must have
prayed for the safety of his vehicle and for our speedy return
to Birmingham, when we were allowed to take the controls.
This proved a little unsuccessful, for trees and fences are
surely not meant to be climbed when driving an FV43Z?
The events of the morning left us very impressed with the
technical knowledge and skill displayed by the men of the
Squadron in a variety of situations.
Our final match was against the might of M inden Garrison,
iri the barracks of the 1st Battalion The Gordon Highlanders.
We had narrowly lost the previous evening to the German
club side of Porta Niesen, so we hoped for a good victory. The
'Jocks' gave the Garrison some tremendous support, but after
a good game, we won by 4-Z and were able to ho:d our heads
high once more.

Our .D(tpreciatiou
After the match, the festivities were vo::al and wet and
Corporal Dave McGurk will long remember the o::casion.
During the evening gifts were presented to Dave McGurk and
to Staff Sergeant Paul Barlow in appreciation of their efforts
o, our behalf, and to the latter as a consolation for failing
yet again to score against the college. In return were were prefc,ted with a ' boot' to grace the college bar for year to come.
Then it was all over. The games were fini hed, the last drinks
drunk, the farewells made and we were off home.
We can look back and thank all who he oed in any way to
make o ·r 'Army trjp' ~ o hapoy. The officers and men of
the Brigade H .Q. and Signal q·Jadron most e pccially, and
if one perrnn m:.ist be ingled out from all our friends, then
r'le honour goe to Paul Barlow bv now ' Oi.:r Man in Mindei .'
\Ve all hope we may come to cat your chips once aga'.n next
year!
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Our Cover Picture
We have pleasure in reproducing th.is month a picture of the guard
of honour mounted by the 21st Signal Regiment on the occasion of the
annual inspection of R.A.F. Laarbruch by the Deputy Commander, R.A.F.,
Germany, Air Vice-Marshal J. A. C. Aiken, C.B.
Most of our readers will know that the 21st Regiment serves the
R._A.F. in Germany. The fact that the Regiment has been chosen to mount
this guard of honour, on behalf of the R.A.F. station at Laarbruch for four
years running is a compliment from our R.A.F. friends which is much
appreciated. Needless to say, every effort is made to turn out an im!Daculate guard, as the picture would indicate. Commanding the guard
1s Major E. P. ~ughes (nearest the camera) with Captain C. E. Timson,
~.E.M. (0.C. Airfield Troop, Laarbruch), as Second-in-Command. The
nght marker (nearest to camera) is W.0.11 E. A. Brewer, and the three of
the four saluting base keepers visible, with pennants, are (left to right)
Sergeant Goss, Staff Sergeant Ryall and Staff Sergeant Smith.

The Victory Ex-Services Club
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The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor:
BRIGADIER P. M. P. DOBSON,

D.s.o.
Assistant Editor :

63 - 79 Seymour Street, London, W.2
(two minutes from Marble Arch).
your Editor had the pleasure of being invited to lunch at
R ECENTLY
the Viictory Ex-Services Club and of being shown iaround the excellent
facilities that the Club offers ex-Service officers and soldiers and their wives
as well as ex-Service women and tli.eir husbands.
For any ex-Service member of the Corps, this Club merits very serious
consideration if he is likely 'to make overnight visits to London from time
to time.
There is no doubt that the amenities are of a high standard and that
the membership fee of £1.10.0 per year is more ,thrui offset by the very
reasonable rates for accommodation and meals. The Club is also most
conveniently situated adjacent to underground and bus facilities at Marble
Arch near where, incidentally, there is a large underground car park.
Details are as .follows:

ltlr. L. Wood

MEMBERSHIP
AU correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143.

This modern frequency modulated equipment is weatherproof and
extremely rugged. It can be operated in either the single or two frequency
simplex mode on up to 10 adjacent 25 KHz or 50 KHz channels in the
frequency range 25 MHz to 174 MHz. The RF output is 12-15 watts.
It is highly suitable for use in all types of military vehicles including
lorries, tanks, gyn-carriers and motorcycles. It can be moun~ed internally
or externally.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

The Victory Ex-Services Club is available to all ex-Service Officers and
other Ranks, both men and women, of the Armed Forces of the Crown.
Wives and husbands of members (even though not ex-Service) may join under
a special scheme.

SUBSCRIPTION
The annual membership fee is £1.10.0 and covers the 12-month period
from 1st April to 31st March in the next year. Members joining between 1st
January and 31st March pay only 15s. od. for that period of the year and a
full subscription from xst April.
lnt!ending members are advised that Release Documents from the
Services are required.

ACCOMMODATION

@
the vital contact

rely on

•

•

Pye lelecommunications Ltd .................... '" ... ,,,,''""''"'""'""'·,,,,.,
2S6

.,,.j
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Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail); Twelve months 24/-; single
month, 2/-).

The Club has almost 300 bedrooms, including 59 double rooms for
married couples, and can accommodate about 380 members.
Prices (per night exclusive of breakfast) : Single from 8s. od. ito 20s. od.
Double for married members, 13s. od. 'to 20s. each person. Sharing for
either men or women in the Old Clubho se, 6s. od. or 7s. od.
All rooms are centrally heated and most have hot and cold water. Limit
of booking 10 nights. Only Club members may occupy bedrooms.

MEALS
0

IUl,Y/AUGUST

Vol. 23

•

(New Series)

1969

No. '7
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Dining room: Breakfast 5s. 6d. or 3s. 9d.; lunch from 8s. od.; dinner
from 9s. od.; also a la carte.
Cafeteria: Light meals, grills, snacks at reasonable price .
(Continued on next page)
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EDITORIAL (continu ed')
OTHER AMENITIES
Fully licensed bar, lounges, library, lad ies' dra~ing
room, television room and billiards room (three full-sized
tables).
Children under the age of ten are not allowed in t h e
Club. Between the ages of ten an? sixteen they m ay u se
the lounges, dining room or cafeteria be~een the hours of
12 noon and 5.30 p.m., when accompanied by a member.
Children are not allowed to occupy bedroom accommodation.
REUNIONS, FUNCTIONS, ETC.
The Club ha excellent facilities for holding. reunions
of Old Comrades' Associations .or other f~cuons, and
bar and catering facilities are available for din:iers, buffets
and dances. Full details of charges and specimen men~s
may be obtained from the Secretary. Rooms are also available for meetings.
An illustrated brochure and an a~pli~ation form for
membership may be obtained on applicauon to:
The Secretary,
The Victory Ex-Services Club,
63/79, Seymour Street,
London, W.2.
Telephone: 01-723-4474.
Major General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., Signal Officer-in-Chief
(Photograph before his new appointment)

New S.0.-in-C. takes up his
Appointment
By the time this edition of THE WmE is publisbe~ the new
S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. F. Pen?"eath, M.B.E., will be well
settled in having taken over from Ma1or-General J. E. Anderson,
c.B.E., last May.
Many, of course, will have served with and: will know General
Pentreath but for those who have not met him THE WIRE takes
pleasure in introducing him to its readers.
General Peter Pentreath started bis service in the ranks of
the Coldstream Guards in ovember, 1939. In May, 1940, he
was selected for Officer Cadet trairll?g and was . granted an
emergency commission in the Corps ID 1941. J?urmg th.e war
he served in Egypt the Western Desert and m Italy ~ the
11th, 10th and 7th' Armoured Divis~onll:l Signals respecuvely.
He was awarded the M.B.E. for service ID North West Europe
shortly before returning to Egypt to serve on the staff of H.Q.
B.T.E. in 1945. He passed the Staff College Course at Cambe:ley in 1948 and then served for three years as D.A.Q.M.G. m
G.H.Q. FARELF.
More recently be was a Squadron Commander in l Corps
Signal Regiment and then became GS02 (Signals) ~.Q. 2 Corps
during the Suez operations. In 1958 he was appo1?ted br~vet
Lie .enant-Colonel and attended a course at the Jomt Services
Staff College, after which he took over command of the 7th
Signal Regiment.
After a spell as AAG at AG 11, the War Office, be moved on
to Northern Command as CSO and _from there ~e became CSO
B.A.O.R. from 1965 to 1967. His la.st. app_omtment before
becoming S.0.-in-C. was Brigadier Adrmrustratlon and Quartering, H.Q., Southern Command.
General Peter Pentreath has a wide experience of the Corps
at all levels as a Regimental Officer in both war and p~ace.
Added to this is his undoubted ability as a staff officer. ~ lively
and positive personality, there can. be no doubt ~t he 1~ very
well suited to be head of the servmg Corps at a ume of great
progress in communication techniques offset, alas, by present
manpower problems.
The best wishes of THE WIRE and all its readers go to him
as he takes up his important new responsibilities. . .
We must, in conclusion, record our warm appreciation for all
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that General John Anderson did for the Corps during his term
as S.0.-in-C. He never spared himself and no one could have
done more than he in travelling the length and breadth .of our
far-flung Corps commitment in order to meet the soldiers of
the Corps and to understand their prc;iblems on the g!ound.
Despite what must often have been peno<;!s of great stram ~nd
tiredness for him, he was always calm, friendly a~d reassurmg
to all those he met. It is good to know that he s~l serves the
Corps indirectly, only a few doors a':"ay from . his old office,
in the important appointment o~ A~s1stant Chief of Defence
Staff (Signals)--head of coµun';llllcauons f~r all three services.
We wish him very well in his new appomtment.
Death. of Distinguished Ex-Corps Oiflcer

lieutenant-General E. A. Osborne,
C.B., D.S. 0.
Many particularly the older members of the Corps, will be
saddened to hear of the death of Lieutenant-General .E. If·
Osborne, who was such a well-known Corps personality Ill
the pre-war era. *
*
*
Edmund Archibald Osborne (' Chops '), born in Edinburgh
in 1885, son of Captain J. W. Osbo~ne, C.B.E., R.N.,_ was
educated at Cheltenham and the ' Shop. He was comrmss1oned
in the Royal Engineers in 1904 and he joined the l~t Telegraph
Company R.E. at Aldershot in 1906. The f_ollo':"mg year he
moved to the 2nd Telegraph Company at L~enck ':"here he
spent three years. Being a keen horseman this posting gave
him a wonderful opportunity and he became a successful ownerrider.
D' · ·
1 s· l
In 1910, as a Lieutenant, he command.ed 7~ 1v1s1'?na 1gna
Company at Pretoria and he brought this urut home ID 1914 en
route for France where they arrived in November. He won an
immediate D.S.O. on 1st December. ~n 19~~ .he was for a
short time Staff Captain in 9th Scotush D1v1sion, and. fro~
1916-1918 he remained in France as a Staff Officer, being m
turn Brigade Major of 28th Infantry Brigade and 101 Infantry
Brigade, GS02 at G.H:Q. and ?f..V Corps, and fina.lly G_SOl
33rd Division. In addition to his D.S.O. he was ~1g):it times
mentioned in despatches and awarded a brevet maJonty.
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After attending the Staff College at Camberley he became
GS02 Aldershot Command in 1920, in which year he tran ·fcrrcd to Royal Signals. From 1922-24 he was an instructor at
the Staff College, Camberley, and he then became Second-inCommand of the School of Signals, being now a brevet
Lieutenant-Colonel. In 1926 he assumed command of the
5chool of Signals. H e not only trained the young officers technically on the ' Q ' Courses, but he had considerable influence
on their lives generally. He encouraged hunting and field sports
and, in conjunction with Brigadier Heymann, presented the
Heavyweight Point-to-Point Cup to the Corps. Incidentally, he
won this trophy himself on one occasion.
In 1930 he became GSOl of 3rd Division as a Colonel and
in 1933, on promotion to Brigadier, he commanded 157 (H.L.I.)
Infantry Brigade. After commanding the Cairo Brigade from
1934 to 1938 he was appointed G .0.C. 44th (Home Counties)
Division T.A. and was awarded the C.B. in 1939. His division
formed part of the B.E .F . He became Commander II Corps
as a Lieutenant-G eneral in 1940 being mentioned in despatches.
He continued to command this formation in the United Kingdom until he retired in December, 1941. After serving his
apprenticeship as a private in the Home Guard, he became a
Sector Commander responsible for seven battalions.
' Chops ' was a lover of the countryside, the peace of which
appealed to his quiet nature. Increasing old age brought him
various handicaps in recent years, but he would never allow
his infirmities to embarrass his old comrades. He died in
Scotland on l st June, where he had been living in seclusion
in the highlands.
The funeral was held at Middle Chinnock, Somerset, on
Saturday, 7th June. The Master of Signals, accompanied by
Brigadier C. H. Stoneley, O.B.E., Colonel Commandant, and
Brigadier J. R. Cubberley, representing the Signal Officer-inChief, were present. The family have requested that there
should not be a Memorial Service.

Birthtlay Honours
All will be pleased to hear that the following awards were
made to members of the Corps in the recem Birthday
Honours :
O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. L. Murray
Lieutenant-Colonel F. D. Williams
M.B.E.
Major P. F. W. Gahan
Major J. H. Hild
Captain (T.O.T.) R. W. N. Hutley
B.E.M.
Staff Sergeant E. A. Burton, T.A.V.R.
Sergeant D. T. Harris, T.A.V.R.
Staff Sergeant D. K. Harvey
Staff Sergeant L. G. H. Storey

Special Mention
- - Lance-Corporal Cort'oran, ol 7th Armoured
Brigade H.q. and Signal Squadron (207)
for being selected to train for this year's British Biathlon
team. Lance-Corporal Corcoran started to ski in December
of last year, which makes his selection all the more remarkable, but his prowess on skis was quickly discernable ;
he was soon in the Squadron ski team which wem on to
~e Di_visional Champio;iships and later the Army Champ1ons~p s. Added to this, of course, he was the champion
shot m the B.A.0.R. Shooting Competition.
- - The Vnit Shooting Team of the School ol
Signals
for p_uning up such an all round, competent display of
shootmg at the South West United Services Small Arms
meeting recently. They carried off:
The Wright Cup
LMG Match Challenge Cup
Fir Bank Trophy
Unit Team Championship Cup, and
The I'ndividual Rifle. Championship Challenge Cup.
The team also shot in the winning Army Teams in the
Inter-Services matches and, having the most members in
the shoot, bold the trophy for a year.
- - Capta.in. Gray and Lance-Corporal Story ol
13th Signal B.eghnent
for keeping Corps canoeing well to the fore in the Poole
Harbour Circuit Race. In Class 4, the National Long
Distance event, Captain Gray gained first place and
Lance-Corporal Story gained second place.
- - Sergeant Tom Payers ol 7th Sigaal B.egi:men.t
for gaining ·a first-class award while representing the
British Army in the Scottish six-day trial and so adding
to the long and impressive list of successes achieved by
the motor cyclists of 7th Signal Regiment. Incidentally,
Sergeant Payers was in the British Army team which defeated the Swedish Army in Sweden and so helped to
avenge their defeat last year in the Army Championships.
- - Corporal Farr ol 2 Squadron, 18th Signal
Regiment
for earning himself the commendation of the Commissioner of Police, Singapore, for his brave and publicspirited action which led to the arrest and ultimate conviction of a gang of armed thieves, at very considerable
risk to his own safety. (See unit notes and photograph on
page 280).
- - • • • and to Corporal Fin.ch and Signalmaa
. Waugh also ol 18th Signal Degimeat
for also displaying considerable alertness and courage when,
as a Security Patrol, they succeeded in apprehending three
thieves in a mini van in the act of relieving the SKC
Headquarters of 27,000 cigarettes.

*

Clothing Gilts
Since the beginning of April, gifts of clothing, books,
toys, etc., have been gratefully received from the following:
Captain N . A. V. Ribchestcr
D. Grcenbrook, Esq.
Captain and Mrs. A. D. Steel
A. Walsh, Esq._
Brigadier and Mrs. W. G. Tucker
Sergeant G . H . Little
Roy..J Signals Association, Newark
Branch
Mrs. E. Dickinson
V. A. Heath, Esq.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Stead
Mrs. N. Church
Lieut."Colonel D. C. Hibberd
Mrs. West
Lieut.-Colonel and Mrs. J. J. H.
Swallow
Colonel G. D. T. Harris, O.B.B.
Major and Mrs. G. Corden
F. Neale, Esq.

T.M. Troop, 36th Signal Regiment (V)
Mrs . M. S. Wheatle>•
Brigadier & Mrs. C. H. Stoneley
Ser~eant ar.d Mrs. P. D. SprS"tt
Maior P. D. Warren
Mrs. W. A. Lavers
Foreman of Signals, 36th Signal
Regiment
Brigadier R. H. 0. Coryton, C.B.B .
Colonel and Mrs. I. G. Swan
Maior M. H. Priestley
Sergeant and Mrs. D. G. Perry
Mrs. G. Newton
Major J. L. Donne
A. W. Smith, Esq .
Mrs. D. Turner.
W.O.U (Y. of S.) Hanison
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The foregoing in no way attemprs to cover all items of
Corps news worthy of special mention. Something of
particular interest must have occurred in YOUR unit,
station, or command. Write NOW and tell the Editor
about it and so f1elp keep this a live and interesting
Column.
ROYAi, SIGNALS AS OCIATION AND
BENEVOLENT F~D
The follotui11K
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Canerick Garrison Gift Shop ...
Colonel T . W . Vigers, o.s.B., M.C., T.D. , D.L.
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A New Deal on Promotion

unique gathering

An official policy statement issued by the Army Signals Staff,
Ministry of Defence

Survivors of
Hong Kong Signal
Company (1939-49)
meet for their
first Reunion

h1frod11ction
The 1st April, in addition to being 'All Fools Day' and the
rare of yet another financial year, had great significance for
the Corps and, in particular, for its Signalmen. For ir was on
this day that the Corps launched a completely new scheme for
the promotion of Signalmen to Lance-Corporal. Perhaps one
could almost call it a 'New Deal ' as it aims to give an equal
opportunity to every Signalman to gain promotion. The aim
of this article is to explain briefly the present system and its
disadvantages and then to explain how the new system will
work.
Before doing so it would be as well to make it clear that we
are discussing vacancy promotion; that is, promotion into
vacancies in the establishments of units caused by N .C .0 .s being
promoted to a higher rank or leaving the service. We are not
dealing with Time Promotion, which is applicable only to
technicians. The rules for Time Promotion are contained in
the Pay Warrant and remain unchanged.

HaJTOwing experiences
remembered

Organised by Lieutenant·
Colonel 'Monty ' Truscott

Th.- old system
THEY HAD A L O T T O TAL K ABOU T
T h irt y s u r·vi vo rs m et fo r t he first time in 24 years and ha d a lot to talk abo u t. Lieutenant-Colonel E. Levett,
C.S. O . China Com ma nd , was prese nt a.nd all were delighted to see him. He was unfortunately a prisoner of
bot h W orld W ar I an d 11. Lieutena nt-Co lonel Levett is seen on the left of Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) M. E.
E. Trusc ott who Is pictu red In the front row centre.
O thers in the pho t o graph were u(t to Right working upwards : E. Rumfo rd, V. lent, H . Liley, H. Copsey, R. Hood,
N. Lester. J . Dignan, G. Busby, H. Ro elich, F. C arter, M. Fraser, B. Bi n ningsley, A. Another, F. Ashford, B.
H arrison, W . McCormi ck, D. Howell, P. Mo ddrell, C. Latter, A. Topliff, W. Devlin, J. Whitehead, G. Nation,
G . C ar r o l, L. P arry, H. Bate s, D. H o lland, A. Hunt, F. Bennett, R. Co1bill, L. Murphy, A. Austin

URVIVORS of the Hong Kong Signal Company 1939-49
met for their first re-union at the Duke of York's Barracks,
S
Sloane Square, London, on Saturday, 17th May. On Christmas
Day, 1941, the Company became prisoners of war when Hong
Kong fell under the Japanese onslaught. After spending nine
months in captivity ar Sham Shuipo Camp they boarded the
prisoner-of-war transport Lisbon Maru bound for Japan, with
1,800 British P.o.W. on board.
Four days out from Hong K ong the USS Grouper, an
American submarine on its second mission, torpedoed the ship.
The prisoners were then battened down in the holds and left
to their fate, attended by five armed Japanese soldiers on the
superstrucrw.-e, whilst the crew were taken off by a destroyer
which appeared on the scene soon after.
The ship was listing badly and in danger of sinking. The
prisoners had received no food for 24 hours, no toilet facilities
existed and in the pitch black holds the air was foul.
An escape was engineered in No. 2 hold by cutting the
canvas between the hatch boards; the first few out were shot
as they entered the water. What became of the five guards after
that is not known, suffice ir to say they were killed in the first
few minutes of the breakout.
The ship sank soon after, a few survivors swam to ~ome
islands, being in the water for a whole day; some were picked
up by the attendant destroyer only when the game of shooting
men in the water ceased to be a novelty.
The survivors were rounded up on the island aad taken to
Shanghai where they met those that had been picked up from
the sea. The roll call was taken and less than 700 men answered
their names our of the 1,800. The Company lost 51 officers
and men out of the 100 who had embarked at Hong K ong and
many were to die soon after due to exposure and sickness.
This was one incident in their lives; later they experienced

the terrible bombing of Japan when whole cities were destroyed,
and finally the dropping of the two atomic bombs which in
effect saved their lives.

Reply to a message of good wishes from the
S .0.-in•C.
Dear General Anderson,
Thank you for your good wishes on the first reunion of the
Hong Kong Signal Company (1939-45) held on Saturday, 17th
May, 1969, at the Cent;ra.l Me.ss, Duke. of York's B~rracks .
Thirty-five of the rema1mng sixty survivors of the ill-fated
Company were present; our thoughts were with the hundred
all ranks who were drowned on the Lisbon Maru or died in
the prison camps.
For the lighter moments i~ was wonderful to meet e~c~
other again for the first time m twenty-four years. The spun
rhat kept them going then was evident on the Saturday when
some had made the journey from Scotland and Northern
Ireland. We were able to comacr twenty members through the
gocd offices of Brigadier Peter H utchins and Major Bob Blackman, Chief Press Officer, MOD.
.
.
C.R. Signals, Hong Kong, sent hJs good wishes, a copy of
which is enclosed (see below).
Yours sincerely, M . E. E. Truscott.
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Prior to 1st April, a Commanding Officer promoted Signalmen
of his choice to the rank of Lance-Corporal up to the full
entitlement of the unit establishment. Initially, rhe promotion
was to acting rank, but provided the soldier was fully qualified,
i.e. had his Class III trade, ACE III and MPT Ill, he would,
in due course, be absorbed into a substantive Lance-Corporal
vacancy on his Promotion Roster. That very moment decided
hi seniority in the Corps and, to a large extent, affected every
subsequent promotion right up to the rank of Warrant Officer
Class I. Ler us take a look at a practical example of this system
in operation.
The Adjutant of, say, 'X ' Signal Regiment, reports to the
Commanding Officer that there are vacancies in the unit for
three Lance-Corporals. The Commanding Officer consults his
Squadron Commanders and, finally, three Signalmen are
selected for promotion. In making his choice there is little
doubt that the Commanding Officer rakes all the usual factors
such as merit, qualification and length of service into consideration. What he fails to do (and it is not in his charter nor
within his capability ro do so) is to consider the qualifications
of three Signalmen in 'Y ' Signal Regiment a few miles away
who, as it so happens, are just as well qualified, have more
service and equally merit promotion. Unfortunately, there are
no vacancies in ' Y' Signal Regiment and as this situation
persists for some time, these three remain Signalmen for the
duration of their tour. Meanwhile, their fellows in 'X' Signal
Regiment progress on the seniority list as Lance-Corporals and
in due course enter the zone for promotion to Corporal. From
this example which, unfortunately, occurs frequently, it is clear
that the luck of the posting played far too important a part in
shaping the future of the soldiers concerned and ir W"S ro
overcome this unfortunate side-effect of an orherwi e very good
system that the new promotion scheme was devi ed.

Th.- new i;iystem
S i g aual from C.R . S i gnal s, Hong Kon g
For Hong Kong Signal Company from C.R. Signals and all
ranks Royal Signal~ Hong Kong. Today especially we recall
your exploits with pride and hope that we who follow you are
half as good. You a1e remembered here by many who still
serve the Corps and who ask especially that their fond regard
be added to those from. us in uniform. Good luck and God
bless you.
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With effect from 1sr April this year the pre ent Opera•h~ .
Field and Administrative Promotion Rosters ceased and in their
place appeared separate promotion rosters, one for each tr~cl ?.
The Band Roster has been retained unchanged and, as indica•e<l
earlier, there is to be no change for the time being in the
Technician Roster which remains a multi-trade roster for the
three technician trades.
Officer i/c Records is now maintaining seniority rolls of
Signalmen by trades and every Signalman has been given a
seniority number determined by the date he passed his Class
III trade test or, in the case of an Apprentice, or any rype of
junior or young soldier who passed a Class LU trade test before
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the age of 17t years, the date he was posted to man's service,
i.e. 17t years.
From now on, as each soldier becomes the senior in his
trade: (by virtue of length of service) and provided he is fully
q~al~ed for promotion and there is a vacancy in his trade
within the Corps as a whole, a promotion advice will be sent
from Records to the soldier's Commanding Officer who will
be invited to consider the soldier for promotion. If the Commanding Officer has already earmarked the Signalman as a
potential N.C.O. he will be able to promote him to substantive
Lanc<:-Corporal immediately. If, on the other hand, the Commandin$ Office~ feels that the soldier does nor yet merit
promouon he will endorse the proforma accordingly and return
ir to Records, in which case the soldier will not be considered
again for a further twelve months unless he is specially recomm~nded in th~ intervening period. Every Signalman rejected
will be reconsidered at least once a year thereafter until he is
promoted or he leaves the Service.
What are the advantages of such a system? First and foremost
no soldier will be debarred from substantive promotion because
of lack of a vacancy in a unit establishment. Secondly, every
soldier will be considered for promotion in his turn no matter
where he is serving or the job he is doing at the time. The
only criteria that matter are seniority, qualifications (trade,
education, military proficiency), a vacancy in the Carps and
merit. The Commanding Officers will assess the merit factor
and on this rests the final decision as to whether or not the
soldier is to be promoted.
It will be ~een that we .have moved from a promotion system
based c:xclus1vely on merit to one based on seniority tempered
by ment. Some see this as a disadvantage, believing that merit
is the only factor that matters in deciding who should be
promoted, but in the case of the promotion of Signalmen we
see it differently. In fairness to our soldiers, who are all serving
in one Corps and doing similar jobs in their various trades, each
should have an equal opportunity of getting a foot on to the
first and viral rung of the promotion ladder. This can only
be achieved by a system which looks at the merit of each man
in his due turn. If he merits promotion at the first look then up
he goes on to the first rung of the ladder. If, on the other hand,
he does not measure up to the required standard at that time
then he must wait for a second appraisal. In the meantime he
will have matured that much more and may be promoted. If
not, he must wait a third time, and so on. Although merit
decides who will be promoted, seniority determines the order
in which soldiers will be considered. In fairness to all, seniority
cannot be left out of the reckoning ar this stage of a soldier's
career.
The same principles . apply in promotions from LanceCorporal to Corporal. This has always been the case and no
change is to be made in the foreseeable future. The merit
factor a surnes greater importance when considering promotions above Corporal, and it is ar this level that promotion
becomes really competitive. It must do so to ensure that
only the best of our soldiers reach the highest ranks.
Now a few words about acting promotion and accelerated
promotion. As hitherto, a Commanding Officer can award acting
promotion to any Signalman in hi unit to fill a vacancy in the
establishment which cannot be filled by a Records' nomination
for promotion or a posting in. The current rule on acting
rank apply, that is to say, it is temporary and is liable to be
removed on posting out or when a substantive rank N.C.O. is
posted in to the unit, but Records will do all they can to avoid
reverting an acting Lance-Corporal. Unit Commanders can
play a part in this by only selecting their most seniar and
meritorious Signalmen for acting rank. By so doing, many will
come into the zone for substantive promotion long before they
become vulnerable to an enforced reduction.
The rules for accelerated promotion will not apply to promotions from Signalman to Lance-Corporal. It is felt that
ample opportunity is provided later on for the soldier with
exceptional qualiue to be advanced more quickly than other .
To summarise, until 1st April we had a promotion system in
which rhe luck of the posting played a large part in determining
the future of many of our soldiers. Today, we have a new
system which provides equity of opportunity for all, but which
still recognises that merit is the most important factor in selecting N.C.O.s. We believe that the new system will give a 'shot
in the arm ' ro the morale of our young soldiers who can now
rest assured that everyone has an equal chance in the line-up
for the race to the top.
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Out in front on all fronts
Re dlfo n's new MF/ HF receiver-the R.550 •Altair'g ives a choice of •free' VFO tuning with a reso lution
of 10 Hz or, using a simple adapto r, full frequency
synthe sis in 100 Hz steps. After VFO search, transfer
to synthesise r operation is instan taneous.
The fu lly transistorised Altair ach ieves hig her
standards in frequency and phase stabi!ity. In
frequency setting accu racy, cross modulation and
blocki ng characteristics.
It has a remarkable dynamic range with unrivalled AGC performance and fron t end protection.
And it operates on CW, MCW, DSB, SSB and ISB.
The Altair is designed to meet the most

demanding naval and military specifications at a price
that is realistic to commercial users. At the lowest
price on the market for this class of receiver.
Remember, it's the Altair.
Redifon Limited, Communications Division,
Broomhill Road, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18.
Telephone: 01-874 7281.
Applications (or posts in Redilon are invited from
suitably qualified eng ineel'l .

A Member Company of the Rediffusi on Orga nisauon

(atterick
rebuilt! makes
steady progress
New Trade Training School
rises from the ashes of old
" Kremlin"
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PBlO.JECT

Colonel John North, Project Liaison Officer, reports:
The accompanying photograph shows the remains of the
old " Kremlin ' after the bulldozers and graders started their
work of demolition and on the ite is to rise the new Trade
Training School ~uilding for the Training Brigade. This is
the first actual evidence that the Vimy Project is taking place.
Many will already know of the Vimy Project, which was
~r~t moot~d. as long ago .a~ 195?, and its object, viz, to provide
livmg, trammg and adm1mstratJve accommodation for 8th and
24th Signal Regiments, office accommodation for Brigade Headquarters of these Regiments and for the rehabilitation of
what used to be known as the Headquarters Mess for all the
officers of the Training Brigade.
IF011r Phases

The Project, due to its size and the present financial climate,
has been divided into four phases :
Phase I: The rehabilitation of the Officers' Mess.
Phase II: The building of the Trade Training School.
Phase III: Provision of living accommodation for the
W.R.A.C.
Phase IV : The remainder of the project which, interalia,
includes a J.R.C., Sergeants' Mess, Brigade and R.H .Q. office
block, administrative block, guardhouse and armouries, and a
civilian canteen.

Trade Training School is k eyston e
The keystone of the Project is the Trade Training School
and whilst it was classed as Phase II, its provision has always
been the highest priority. Work to clear the site started on 17th
March and by mid-May levelling was almost complete and
piling operations started. The scheduled completion of the
building is in April, 1971. The cost of this phase, which includes
the conversion of Druggon R oad into a dual carriageway,
approaches the £1 million mark. The building itself is three
storeys in height and of overall rectangular shape approximately
300ft. x 150ft., with open light areas in the 1st and 2nd floors
forming two connecting square cellular shapes, which can be
added to infinitum.
The ground floor walls are to be internally, concrete block
work, fair faced and painted. Externally the walls are fair
faced brickwork. The 1st and 2nd floors are to be concrete
block with plaster finish and glazing as required. The entrance
foyer is to have terrazzo flooring with timber panelled feature
walls.
Phase I of the Project, rehabilitation of the Officers' Mess,
is due to start in April, 1970, and will take at least a year to
complete. Phase III, the provision of accommodation for the
W.R .A.C., should be completed about the same time as the
Trade Training School in April, 1971.
Phase IV is still in the early planning stages and for which
no dates can be given, but pressure is on to provide at the
earliest possible date at least the new Sergeants' Mess and
J.R.C., and for the rehabilitation of the Sandhurst Blocks Vimy
'A' and 'C.'

Bring Colour to yo1ir Magazine
' The Wire ' plans to publish colour front cover photographs with increasing frequency. To achieve
this we need the co-operation of units and individuals who are asked to submit suitable photographs for
this purpose.
To justify the extra exirenditure involved photographs must be of a really high standard. The subject
matter should be of Corps interest-this can be fairly freely interpreted-but above all every effort should
be made to capture the effect of strong and contrasting colours to produce an eye~catching resu1t.
Photographs should be
proportions.

St

inches wide and 6t inches high or, if larger or smaller, in these

£2.0.0 will be paid for any photograph used by ' The Wire.'
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BY APPOINTME TTO H ER M! JESTY THEQUEEN,
GOLD MITH ' & C RO\
JEWELLER •
GARRARD & COMPANY LTD ., LON DON

The Pride of
the Regiment.
For over two hundred years Garrard have commem·
orated, in finely-worked silver, the achievements of ~reat
Regiments. Today this tradition of service to the mihtary
is firmly established.
As Regimental Silversmiths Garrard maintain close
contact with a large number of r egiments and individual
serving members. We offer you unrivalled traditional s~lls
of our designers and craftsmen and the personal erv1ce
that is the hallmark
of Garrard.

From our "Jn" Tray
The Corps use of donkeys-they still use them here-but they
are a better strain than formerly!
Sir,
I was very interested to read Major Bidgood's letter in the
April/May edition of THE WIRE.
H ere in Wuscat and Oman, both donkeys and 19 Sets are
still in service with the Sultan's Armed Forces. Luckily, we no
longer have to operate 19 sets on the donkeys. We now have
the A14 for mobile communications and the 19 Set is used for
static communications.
We have also improved the strain of donkey; the local donkeys
can carry about 180lb. instead of the 90lb. claimed for Somali
donkeys.
We can no longer match the ' mean, moody and magnificent
Corporal ' as the Royal Signals element consists of Force Signal
Officer Tech. Sergeant and Cipher Sergeant only. However,
if we had to revert to carry 19 Sets on donkeys I am sure we
would all become mean and moody.
Yours, etc.,
D. W. Cook, Captain, Royal Signals.
Headquarters,
Sultan's Armed Forces, B.F.P.0. 63A.
A.~ AFFECTIONATE llEGARD

··on

THE
CORPS AND THE ASSOCIATION

Sir,
May I record my grateful thanks to the Welfa re Committee
of the Association, especially the Assistant-S e~retary_, Miss ~ ·
Hyde-Parker, for their kindness and promptitude m sendmg
me a parcel of clothing.
As an old Life Member, since 1925, I have an affectionate
regard for my previous association with . the Ri:iyal Sign~ls .
Now having been in ill-health for some time, this expression
of c~re and thought for old members from the Association,
makes me very grateful indeed to them.
Thank you, everybody.
Yours gratefully,
F. A. Payne, ex-2312689
18, Eastwood Road,
Radcliffe-on-Trent,
Nottingham. NG 12-2FZ.

CAl..f,ING 01...D FlllENDS

W.0.11 J. F. P. Head, late of the Corps and now serving
with S.D. Signal Troop, Addington Barracks, P :O. Box 901 5,
Addington Christchurch, New Zealand, would like to contact
W.0.1 (F. 'of S.) M. J. Carpenter, who !~ft 237 Signal Squadr~m,
Singapore, in July, 1967, for Australia._ Perhaps some kmd
friend could notify his address or this may catch W.0.1
Carpenter's eye.

*

*

*

Mr. J. Brundell, originally R.E. Signals, and then with the
Corps from 1920 to 192?, "':'ould like ~o hear from old_ members of 'K' Section servmg m Chanak m 1?23. He.parucularly
remembers Lieutenant Odell, Sergeant-Ma1or Bayliss and Les
Bramwell. Mr. Br,.ndell's address is No. 1, Rapleys Bungalow,
Mill Lane, Pirbright, Woking, Surrey

GOING OUT OF TllE CORPS ? .

There are several vacancies for staff at Regimental
Headquarters, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London,
S.W.1. Salary £1,000 p.a.
Ideal for Senior N.C.0.s or W.O.s who wish to keep
in close touch with the Corps and are London based.
Write to the Editor NOW.
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= === Movem ents
l\'.O.s nml Sen io r N . C. O .s
W.0 .1 A . Brown . ..
W.O.l J. J. Brough
W.0.I T. E. B. Cran
.. .
..
W.O.I (F. of S.) R . J . R . W ood
W.0 .II J . W . C larke
.. .
A/ W.O .II R. P . Edgar . . .
W.O.II F. W illiams
...
. ..
W.O.II (Y. of S .) D. A. Newell
W.O.II E . H . Le Quesne
...
W.0 .II J . B. L indsell
W.O.II J . Moher .. .
W.O.II G. A. Howie
W.O.II R. S . Bresloff
W.O.II E . Hall
...
. ..
·-.o.n E. H . T . Withall
W.O.II A. B. Millington
W.O.II A. F. Gunder sen
taff Sergeant B. K . Williams
taff SCTgean t M . M. McEwen
taff Ser11eant F. R. Lee
. ..
iaff Sergeant J . P . Byrne
. ..
ta ff Sergeant W . J. Harvey .. .
tafT Sergeant R. Wade
...
taffGr~~~'LJiint (Y: . . of -~-) .\: . ~:
Staff Ser geant (F. of S.) J. B. T . Hill
' taff Sergeant (F. of S.) C. M.. Smith
t.afT Sergeant (F . of S.) R . Morris
Staff Sergeant (F . of S.) R. J. Wherry
A/ Sergeant P . D . N . Le GTos
Sergeant E . W . Percival
...
Sergeant T. C . Smith
Sergeant 1. R . Redgrave
.. .
Sergeant K . De Lccq Le Montai s
SSer11eant J. CW
. F arrellyth .. .
ergean t K .
. Griffi s
A Sergeant G. H . Little
Sergeant A . G . A . Brittenden
Sergeant C. M. D oyle
Sergeant I. Fornes
ergeant C. Hall . ..
Sergeant D. J. H arries
Sergeant J . Hough
Sergeant P . S. Jones
Sergeant H . J. Latham . ..
Sergeant C. J. M eredith . . .
Sergeant K. R . ·M cRae
Sergeant W. Sugden
Sergeant T. N. Hughes
Sergeant D . A . Ackers
Sergeant T. R. Morris
Sergeant F . Cowley
Sergeant M . J . Barton . ..
Sergeant T. M . Crickmore
Sergeant M . Richards
Sergeant J. R . Longstaff
Sergeant M . Nicol
...
Sergeant W . J . Cheesman
ergeant T . M. Mack
...
Sergeant J. E. L ovell
Sergeant P. J. McLaughlin
Sergeant J. A. Wraith ...
Sergeant F. G . Copeman
.. .
Sergeant D . G . Lunn
ergeant J. M . Ross
...
Sergeant J. D . Raymen t
Sergeant A. K. Woods . ..
A/ Sergeant B. W. Connor
A/ Sergeant R. Paterson . ..
A/ Sergeant A . L . Hawkins
A/ Sergeant D. Jones .. .
:::
Sergeant B. B. Marshall . . .
ergeant D . Mackay
.. .
Sergeant G. S . L . Markwell
Sergeant E. W. Delaware
Sergeant F. D . Wilson .. .
ergeant M . J. Hanlon . . .
Sergeant R. P. Etherton
Sergeant W. G . Bell
Sergennt J. J. Duke

T o H .Q . FARELF
,, H.Q. T rg Bdc.
MOD Ca m p Comd . Cen tral Staff
., 252 Squadron
,, 222 Squadron
,, 3 Div. Sig_nal Regiment
I
Div. S1g,1al R egiment
253 Squad ron
,, 255 Squadron
,, llth Regiment
H .Q. AFNORTH
., 17 th Gurkha Signal R egiment
4 Div. Signal R egiment
226 Squadron
,, 255 Squadron
234 Squadron
,, 249 Squadron
MOD Camp Comd . Central S taff
22nd Regiment
,, SHAPE \BAE)
30th Regunent
,, 1 Div. Signal R egiment
,, 63 SAS Signal Squadron (V'
,,
"
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"
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222 Squadron
3oth Regiment
252
Squadron
642 Troop
9th Regiment
240 Sq uadron
28th R egiment
2ut Regimen t
222 Squadron
7th Regiment
nth Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
30th Regiment
21st Regiment
18th R egiment
28th R egiment
28th R egiment
7th Regiment
253 Squadron
3 D iv. Signal Regiment
H .Q . AFCENT
14th R egiment
246 (Gurkha) Signal Squad ron
SHAPE BAB
1 Arty. Bde. Signal Squadron
241 Squadron
24th Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
30 th Regimen t
School of Signals
21st Regiment
1oth R egiment
8th R egiment
642 Squad ron

Lieutenan t-Colonel

Captain (T .O .T .) R. E. Jeokins
Captain (T.O.T .) R. L und
..
. ..
L ieutenant J . W. Miller ...
Lieutenant D . C . Pcxlevin
...
Second-Lieutenan t P . N . Rcnecle
Maior D. Shaw
...
Major R. H . Stewart
Major S . R. W. Slinger
Captain J. A. Tonnison
Major P . A. Talbot
Major R. A. Trotman .. .
Captain (Tfc.) D. K. Wallis
Captain W . Watson
...
L ieutenant P . P . White . . .
Captain L . T. Waumsley

REG™BNTAL DUTY RoSTBR
ToW.O .I
ToW.O.Il

To S Sgt.

2 Div. Signal R egim ent
18th Regiment
24th Regiment
30th Regiment
1 Div. Signal Regiment
19 Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn .
226 Squadron
26 Cadet Training Team
20 Armd. Bde . Sig. Sqn.

M ears, A. D.
A/ W .O.I
K endrick, L .
A / W.0 .I
H owie, B. S .
A / W.O.I
A / W .O .II Harris, A . J.
Goldsmith, P .
S Sgt.
Williams, F.
S Sgt.
G ardiner, F . R.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Bedwellj C . C.
Kelly, .
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Dunmall, M . J .
S Sgt.
Hope, G. W. E.
S Sgt.
Roberts, J. K.
A / S Sgt. Baxter, R .

To W .0 .II

S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
A / W.0 .II
S Sgt.
A / W.O.II
A / W .0 .lI
S Sgt.

YEOMAN OF SrGNALS ROSTER
148o
Martin , T .
Briggs, R . S. W.
1490
1500
Higgin s, J. A.
1510
Mortlock, D . J .
1520
Price, R . 0 .
Lightfoot, C . N .
1530
Gurr, R. H .
1540
1550
Brown , T . L.

T o W .0.I

A / W .O.I
A / W.O .I
A/ W.O.II
A / W.O.II
A/ W .O .II

CHmP CLllRK ROSTER
Beasley, E. A.
480
Jones, R.
490
Thomas, F.
1130
McKay, H .
1140
II50
I zzo, J . H

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl .
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

TECHNlCAL ROSTER
Rothwell , G .
7623
How, M . R .
7636
Paulley, R. P .
7749
Kelsall , A.
7750
Qork , G . B.
7775
Trevithick, L . J. D . 7841
Howard, G . C.
786o
Groome, L . J .
791 5
Teasdale, A .
7930

ToW.O.II

JULY, 1969
Captain M . M . Ayrton .. .
Major D . H . W . Barnes
~ajor (T. O .T.) J. A. Bevan ...
L ieutenan t - Colonel
(T .O .T .)
Bennett .. .
.. .
...
...
Second-Lieutenant M . L . Baxter
Captain J . S. B. Brinsford
...
~uiin A. R. Bailey

...
...
o.Jor W . J. Clapp
. ..
. ..
.tain J . J. Cullen
...
. ..
~ior (T .O.T.) L. H. F . Doweling
ior W. R. M . Dunkley
...
tt'!or (Q.M .) J. W. Douthwaite
a1or P. S. Davis, M.B.E.
.. .
MaJOr F . W. Edwards .. .
Captain (Q.M.) E. J. Ford

T o 16th Regiment
,, R.M .A .S .
.. School of Signa1s
MOD Sigs. 36b.

f: ,,
. ..
...
. ..
...

,, nth R egiment
,, 222 Squadron
,, B,D .L.S . Canberra ( Australian
School of Signals)
,, R.M.A.S.
., 2 Div. H.Q. and Sig. Regt.
., 6 Inf. Bde. H .Q. and Sig. Sqn .
., uth Regiment
,, nth Regiment
2 Div. H.Q. and Sig. Reg t.
R.M.A.S.
,, nth Regiment H .S.
,, 7th Regiment
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1530
156o
1570
4900
4910
4920
4930
4940
4950
496o
4970
4980
5720

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS
Saxton, H. J .
Berry, C . A .
Martin, c .
Prime, D.
Hoe, R. J .
Yates, G . E.
Brid geman, J. V.
Collins, D . B.
Phippard, R . H .
Finney, J.
Wherry, R. J .
Yule, G .
Eu•tace, K . E .
Jones, F.
Westwater, S. K .
Downton, K .
Douglas. A. M.
L ynn, A .
Coley, M . P.
McNally, K. H .
K ent, W . P ..
Turner A. G .
Appleton, P . R.

Offleers
Lieuten a:.~ t R. D . Abbott

N ew
Old
S en. N o. Sen . No.

W .O .II
W .0 .II
W .0 .ll
W.O .II
W .O.II
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
S gt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

ToW.O .I

School of Signals

,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
.,

Rep. Staff
Brussell (CANOE)
,, 7 th Regiment
,, 255 Squadron
38th Regiment
A.A.C . Harrogate
Abu Dhabi Del. Force
252 Squadron
,, 18th Regiment
H .Q . AFCENT (Comd . and
Sup. International)
18th Regiment
,, 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment
30th Regiment
A.A.C. Harrogate
,, 8th Regiment
,, 220d Regiment
School of Signals
,, H.Q . 4th Div.
,, J.T.R. Troon
,, nth Regiment H .S.
,, 220d Regiment
,, Attd. 71st Regiment (V)
,, I Div. H .Q. and Sig. Regt.
,, 7th Regiment
,, 18th R egiment

Promotions

To S Sgt.

J

J. A. D . F rancis ,, I.M.S. and U .K.

Lieutenant J. J. C. French
Captai n W . A . C. G riffiths
M ajor K. R. G ill . . .
. ..
Captain J. L . E. Gryspeerdt
Major J. K . H eyes
Major R. F. Hills .. .
Major J. H. Hild .. .
Major (T .O.T.) J. A . jackaM .

T o W .0 .II

T o Sgt.

ROSTER
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
2100
2110

21 2 0

3530
3540
3550
356o
3570
3580
3590
36oo
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
366o
3670

266o
2990

298o
4840
4870
4730
4850
4900
4920
5040
5030
5000
8910 (O p.)

1820
t 88o
1840
1610
1020
830
2230
2540
436o
4510
4565
5115
5165
5205
5255
5270
5316
5352
5455
5680
578o
61 30
65r

(T ech.)
(Sgt.
(Sgt.
(Sgt .
(Sgt.
rgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
(Sgt.
(Sgt.

T ech.J
T ech.)
T ech.)
T ech .)
T ech.)
Tech.)
Tech.)
Tech.)

Tech.~
~ Sgt. Tech.
Sgt. Tech .~

(Sgt. Tech ..
(Sgt. T ech.)
~Sgt. T ech .
Sgt. Tech.

1590
230
1580
130
1520
1630
1530
1330

8oo
770
1214
II8o
12 10

12576
12941
15000
13385
1~89
I 470
13753
14126
13936
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Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Richard . M.
Hill. G. R.
Ambrose, W. C .
Taylor. M. J.
Huey, H. A.
Dickinson. J. E .
Hawley, D. J.
Brown. T . J.
Craine. B. E.
Lode)', D.
Gable. B.
Durban, A. I.
John on, A. P.

gt.

Cpl.
A ' gt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

OPERATING Rosn;R
Chant, I c.
15590
15610
Connor. B. W.
r5620
Allen, K . A.
15630
Vannan. 0 . S.
15640
Davi , E.
Coupe, L.
156 o
Lawrance, J. A. G. l566o
Fryer, D.
l 680
Langford , B.
15690
Hockram , P. J.
15710
Williamson, R w. I -740
Burton, B . K .
15750
l5 76o
Smith, M. R .

To Sgt.

A / gt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.

FIELD ROSTER
Grubb, L . H.
Hehir, J. s.
Stccle, B.
Reynolds. B. M .
Walker, R . A .
Web ter. C.

To

7935
;940
7955
7970
7995
8ooo
8005
8o10
8020
8105
8235
420
8440 .

5410
5420
5430
5440
546o
5490

rPGllADIN'G COUllSES TO DE HELD IN
CATTEHICK

13492
13025
13484
15100
146f
155 5
12696
13557
13449

Course

Assembles

o.

II - I
Tech. Radio
II - I
Tech. T.E.
II - I
Tech. T.E.
II - I
Tech. Radio Relay
III-II
Tech. Radio
III-II
Tech. T .E.
III-II
Tech. T.E.
Tech. Radio Relay III-II
II - I
Telegraph Op.
II - I
Comcen Op.
II - I
Comcen Op.
II - I
Driver R. Signals
II- I
Electrician Driver
II - I
Lineman
II - I
Radio Relayman
II - I
Cipher Operator
Driver R. Signals III-II
III-II
Electrician Driver
III-II
Clerk Tech.
!II-II
Draughtsman
III-II
Lineman
III-II
Radio Relayman
III-II
2/42 Cipher Op.
2/ 27 Comcen Op. IIICipher Op. II

I /50
1/32
1/33
I /25
2/51
2/42
2/43
2/ 33
I/SO
1/40
1/41
l /36
1/25
l I 50
l /24
I / 32
2/5
2/51
2/21
2/20
2/40

13377

13649
13655
14459

14150
25170
26400
29886
29586
29930
30110
27230
28500
30930
29836
30056
30370

5790
5800
5810
5820
6r50
6410

16 Sept.
2 Sept.
21 Oct.
30 Sept.
23 Sept.
2 Sept.
30 Sept.
21 O ::t.
2 Sept.
14 Oct.
28 Oct.
16 Sept.
15 Sept.
23 Sept.
2 Sept.
28 O::t.
l Sept.
21 Oct.
23 Sept.
9 Sept.
2 Sept.
2 Sept.
2 Sept.

Disp~rsts

'69 - 23 April
'69 - 9 April
'69 - 28 May
'69 - 23 April
'69 - 19 Feb.
'69 - 29 Jan .
' 69 - 26 Feb.
'69 - 5 Mar.
'69 - 12 Dec.
'69 - 9 Jan.
'69 - 23 Jan.
'69 - 21 Nov.
'69- 21 Nov.
'69 - 5 Feb.
'69 - 16 Oct.
'69 -19 Dec.
'69 - 24 Oct.
'69 - 12 Dec.
'69 - 21 Nov.
'69 - 24 Oct.
'69 - 20 Nov.
'69 - 30 Oct.
'69 - 3 Oct.

'70
'70
'70
'70
'70
'70
'70
'70
'69
'70
'70
'69
'69
'70
'69
'69
'69
'69
'69
'69
'69
'69
'69

2 Sept. '69 - 14 Nov. '69

DELETIONS
REGL\lENTAL DUTY ROSTER

W.O.I

w.o.n

S Sgt.

W.0 .1

720
3120
550

Outward bountling in Wales-anti Corps
Detachment help in mountain rescue

FOREMA.'1 OF SIGNALS ROSTER
II OO
rr30
870
OilEF OJiRK ROSTER

S Sgt.

1000

S Sgt.
Sgt.

954
1530

Sgt.

8510

Sgt.

430

(Contributed by 30th Signal Regiment)

TECHNICAL ROSTER
5620

OPERATING ROSTER
13940
FJELD ROSTER
650

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially in May
Number of clothing parcels sent .. .
Amount spent in grants and loans

21
37
£387 2 10

One of the Month,s Cases
ORPORAL, 12 year s' service, wartime and subseq uently. Since a road accident five years ago,
he has been crippled and almost blind. Recently, he
and his wife have both been seriously ill, and the committee have made a grant of £50 to clear t heir debts
and put them straight. H is letter is printed below.

C

One of the Month,s Letters
" P LEASE accept our most sincere thanks for the most
generous grant of £50. When we received your
letter, my wife just turned and cried, and I couldn't
realise it was true. All ou r debts are paid, thanks to
the Signals. It is such a relief not to worry about them,
especially with all this illness. W e just don't know how
to express ourselves adequately, so can only say ' Thank
you' to all concerned. The clothing parcel was lovely,
and we take it in turns to wear the dressing gown . Hope
you can read this all right, as I am still a bit shaky,
but will write again as soon as I can."
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early April, 4 Squadron, still at home, had a small detachment camping in the Welsh hills, under the instruction
Lance-Corporal Blackall. In the party were Signalman
Woodward, Lance-Corporal Burch, Sergeant Harris, C~rporal
Francis and Signaiman Layberry. For most of them, lt was
the first taste of 'outward bound ' life in Wales. The five
men had a most enjoyable, if not comfortable, few days.
They camped at the rear of the Pen-y-Gwyrd Hotel, the
centre of most mountain rescue activities in Snowdonia. The
party found that their tents were not as weatherproof as expected, as they awoke one morning to find ~at they had .builtin washbasins. Handy though, when there is snow outside.

I
of

6195

H e lping a mountain rescu e tea m
On the first day the group went for a warm-up walk over the
Glyders. All went smoothly until the descent of Glyder F~ch
when, being slightly off-course, it was necessary to negotiate
a waterfall. F reezing conditions did not make this a particularly pleasant experience.
The second day was spent learning basic rock climbing an~
abseiling techniques on Idwal Slabs. All seeme~ to fin~ their
feet quickly enough; but, as the weather deteriorated, 1t was
decided to call it a day for an early tea at Ogwen Cottage.
On arrival, they were asked by the leader of the Ogwen
Cottage Mountain Rescue Team to take part in a rescue on the
Carnedds. So, with stretcher and rescue packs, the group set
off. After a hard climb of some 2,000ft. they discovered a
young lady (Llyn Taylor), a member of a Farnborough Youth
Club. She was suffering fro m exposure. Dave Blackall was
fir st on the scene, accompanied by Sergeant Harris, Dave
Francis, Mike Bur ch, Roy Layberry and Pete Woodward.
U nder the expert guidance of two members of the Mountain
R escue T eam, the girl was brought down safely. Many tourists
had gathered below to wait the party's descent.
T he fi nal day was spent on Snowdon itself, crossing the
scree slopes above the Pvg Track to the summit. I t was near
here that they encountered a very srrong wind which almost
succeeded in returning them t o camp faster than planned, and
certainly tested their endurance. This adventure training trip
proved a pleasant and interesting' few days, away from the
routine of R egimental life.
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PLESSEY A13 all -transistor
t ransmitter-receiver is an • •

•

all-purpo~e ..

co11un1ca11on
sysIem
No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweight military radio In quantity production anywher•
does all t he things the A13 can do, In so many different roles. That's
why It's already been bought by armed forces on four conti nents. They
recognise the A13's unique flexibility as manpack, ground station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. They know It's proved In combat,
Including parach ute delivery.
The Plessey A 13 provides 2400 discrete channels In the 2-8 MH z band
(selected without netting); a choice of phase or amplitude voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-power
(20 watts) transmitter output; fully protected output circuits ; and a wide
range of accessories. Please write for a copy of the A13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford, EHex,
England. Telephone: 01-478 3040. Telex : 23166.

• PLESSEY Electronics
~PE (E)SAR

High morale
Morale is high, and the Troop is rapidly integraung itself
into the life of the Regiment. G reat things are expected from
them in the sporting sphere, and they are participating happily
in our adventure and jungle training activities.
The records of ' outages ' for April, our first month as an
Army Troop, show that we are maintaining the excellent
record established by the R.A.F. The communications are
live ones, on which the operation and safety of aircraft depend.
The Troop is therefore doing a serious and useful job. Why
not join them? The Microwave Troop needs you.
Li k.-Jy to stay until 1971

TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER AERIALS ON SINGAPORE ISLAND
The Army-and this means the Corps-have taken over the R.A.F.
Radio Relay network on Singapore Island and a newly installed
Tropospheric Scatter link between Singapore and Penang. (See
article the Microwavers below)

J 9tl& Signal Regiment have

something

to

sa11

abo11t their new Troop

The Microwavers
HINGS are not what they used to be in 19th Signal
Regiment. Whilst other units in the Far East are contracting or disbanding, the nominal roll at Changi gets longer
every day. Moreover, whilst in the old days Air Formation
Signals dealt almost exclusively with telephones, exchanges
and cable, nowadays they are dabbling in radio relay and tropopheric scatter equipment.
It all began in July last year when a youp of six technicians were posted in from 237 Squadron. A further five
arrived in August, and a trickle of reinforcements from
Royal Signals Records in September soon be~e a flood
in the early months of 1969. By August of this year there
will be 110 of them.

T

RISTACO~Df-the

reason for it all
The reason for all this movement is RIST ACOMM (the
plan to rationalise Service communications, in case you did
not know!). In Singapore, this means the taking over by the
Army of the Royal Air Force radio relay network on Singapore island and a newly-installed Tropospheric Scatter Link
between Singapore and Penang. This commitment was given
to 19th Signal Regiment. A policy of gradual take-over was
adopted and close liaison was maintained with No. 2 Signals
Unit, R.A.F., who were then responsible for the microwave
system. As members of 2 S.U. depaned on normal posting,
they were replaced by Royal Signals personnel. Until 1st
April, 1%9, these technicians were operationally commanded
by 2 S.U. and administered by 19th Signal Regiment. Royal
Signals technicians were given a two months' course at R.A.F.
Locking prior to arrival in Singapore. A similar course has
now been established at 8th Signal Regiment to teach the
complexities of the Marconi HM 314/315 radio equipment.
Corps takes over
By 1st April, Royal Signals had achieved SO per cent representation in o. 2 S.U., R.A.F., which was then officially taken
over by the Army to become the Microwave Troop of 19th
ignal Regiment. The event was celebrated with a massive
party in the Senior Ranks' Club, at which Sq1;1adron-Leader
M. H. W. Sayer, the outgoing 0.C., No. 2 S.U., was preented with a Royal Signals plaque by the Commanding
Officer. Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Thursby-Pelham paid tribute
to the high standard of communication provided by 2 Signals
Unit and expressed his determination that Royal Signals would
maintain this standard. Captain Bill Roper, the new 0 .C.,
Microwave Troop, has accepted his new responsibility cheerfully.
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To those of you coming to join the Microwave Troop, we
would explain that all new arrivals are likely to stay until
late 1971, when the Troop will finally disband. We have
eleven terminals on Singapore Island and two more at Penang
and Butterworth. After a month's initiation, under supervision,
you would be likely to be posted to one of t hese thineen
terminals. Later on it is possible that you might be transferred to Changi as a fault or system controller, or even
placed in a key job as a member of one of the third line
mai ntenance teams.

No. 4 Army Youth Team, Bradford

DORSET COUNTY EDUCATIONALISTS MEET AT SCHOOL
Major Petheram gives an administrative briefing prior to a tour
of the School of Signals

NO. 4 ARMY YOUTH TEAM
The ir job : keeping the Army in the public eye and promoting a
good image to young people. Left to Right : Lance-Corporal John
Shar man , Lance-Corporal Pete Leach, Signalman 'Fred' Gardner,
Lieutenant Peter Dick and Sergeant 'Jim' Newell

ln.troduclng t .b e Team
O. 4 Army Youth Team is situated deep in the heart of
industrial Bradford, in the only British outpost, or should
N
I say inpost, the Army Information Office. Our job, visiting
the local Army Cadet Forces, youth clubs and schools with
the aim of keeping the British Army in the public eye and
promoting a good image to young people.
The team consists of five members, O.C.- Lieutenant Peter
Dick, Sergeant Jim Newell, Lance-Corporal Pete Leach, LanceCorporal John Sharman, and the recently posted Signalman Fred
Gardner. Our job means working unusual hours and it is
mainly evening work leaving little time for social activities.
Weekends are spent either with Army Cadet Force at one of
the many weekend training camps or climbing, canoeing,
orienteering or just walking with the local youth clubs. T o
members of the Youth Team their job is no ' test piece ' but
'just routine.'

Lyke Wake Walk '88
One of the many activities which No. 4 Army Youth Team
helped to organise was the massive sponsored Lyke Wake
Walk which involved over 150 personnel, the proceeds, which
came to around £400, going to the York Minster Restoration
Fund. The walkers came from the Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate, 4 (Volunteer) Para Battalion, Pudsey, and the Bradford Area Army Cadet Force. Communications were provided
by Schemes Troop, 24th Signal Regiment.

•22 Shooting
During the winter months we organise a .22 Shooting Winter
League with youth clubs from around Bradford taking part.
The winners are to take part in the national .22 Postal Shooting Competition which is organised by No. 36 AYT in London.
Last year the winners were the local Police Boys' Club who
took part in the national competition and came second in the
whole of Britain. We find that .22 shooting is by far the most
popular indoor activity which we run.
Orienteerin~

We are hoping to run an orienteering competition berwe_en
the local youth clubs and we are busy at the moment explaining the various techniques of orienteering to Sedbergh Bo_Ys'
Club, who, earlier in the yea r, braved the cold and six foot high
snowdrifts to run a course set by the Youth Team, the memb~rs
of which used CPRC 26's to maintain inter-control pomt
communications.
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Keeping fit
Keeping fit in a Youth Team is no problem as this Youth
Team will tell you. Apart from their activities with the youth
clubs, f:ieutenant Dick enjoys mountaineering, canoeing and,
along with Sergeant Newell, is a keen badminton player. LanceCorporal Leach is a member of a judo club which is run by
the University of Bradford, Lance-Corporal Sharman has
formed his own civilian soccer team, which was good enough
to be accepted into the Bradford Amateur Football League last
season, and Signalman Gardner is a keen badminton and
squash player. We are also making our own wet suit for use
when canoeing and diving.

Friends far away
Before we finish let us say hello t o all our Youth Team
predecessors and hope that wherever they may be they are
enjoying life as we are, with a special mention to Les, Mick,
' Humph ' and Rod, but not forgetting Mr. M. Albert who
wishes to be remembered to you all.

Headmasters' Semlnnr
On Thursday, 27th February, representatives from the staffs
of Dor.set Schools and officials of the Dorset County Education
Corruruttee met at the School on the invitation of the Commandant, Brigadier J. R. Cubberley. They met to discuss career
prospects for teenagers on leaving school. The conference took
place in the morning and after lunch in Headquarter Me s they
were briefed on the role and organisation of the School and
then taken on a tour of the School.
· Mr. Donald Cox, of Basics Division, gave the briefing and
Major Petheram and Captains Cornforth and Maynard were
each responsible for one of the three tour parties into which
the visitors were divided.
Our picture shows the delegates in the small conference room
of the School being briefed on administrative matters bv Major
Petheram just prior to the presentation on the role and
organisation of the School.
Lieutenan~Colonel

Lamb retires after 28 years'
service
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Lamb, M.B.E., Royal Signals, retired
on 12th March after 28 years' service with the Corps. At an
informal gathering at the School of Signals before his departure
he received a lOin. high scale model of the Transmission Group,
by Corporal J. G. Jones.
Lieutenant-Co'.onel Lamb has been the Senior Instructor of
Systems Division since June 1967, and whilst acquiring new
equipment for the expansion and modernising of the Division
he was a veritable ' wolf in lamb's clothing.'
From us all Sir, "Goodbye, and good luck in your retirement.'

School of Signals, Blandford Camp
RIDAY, 15th November, 1968, saw the dining-out of
F
Brigadier J. D. T. Bren, O.B.E., as our Commandant. It
was a sad occasion with sentiment concealed beneath the lively
activities of the Corps Band, which was present for the occasion,
At the end of the evening, the Brigadier, mounted on a Land
Rover, was towed away from H.Q. Mess, the scene illuminated
by flaming torches held by those officers who were not doing
the pulling. Brigadier Brett shared with one other officer in the
Corps the unusual distinction of moving the School of Signals.
This was first done in 1924 when Lieutenant-Colonel P. R.
Bald, D.S.O. (the Commandant at the time), moved the School
from Maresfield, where it wa first formed, to Catterick. Only
once since that time has it moved and that was in 1967 when
Brigadier Brett moved it to Blandford.
When he left the School Brigadier Brett did not know where
he was to be posted next, but we now know he is to be C.S.O.
Southern Command, so the School will continue to feel his
influence.
To replace him came Brigadier J. R. Cubber:ey. May his
tour in the School be a contented one and to him and his
family go our wishes for a pleasant stay in Dorset.
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" ' .0.1 (H. -~1.) Harrison lea,Tes

On Friday, 25th October 1968, the Me~ s dined-out R.S.M.
Bill Harrison and dined-in his replacement. R.S.M. Sam Raynor .
One hundred and twelve members sat down to a plendid meal.
This, and associated refreshment, was obviously enjoyed if the
number of ' red flags ' on the range next day was anything co go
by.
The presiding member for the evening (W.0.I (SC) L. Curtis)
stated that the onl other time he could imagine being between
two R.S.M.s would be under entirely different circum tances.
A presentation of a tea set and a lighter was made to R.S.M.
Harrison who, in turn, gave a Parker pen set to the Me s for
the signing of the vi itors' book by the increa ingly large
number of senior officers who vi it the Mess.
The best wishes of us all go with R.S.M. Harrison and hi
family on leaving the service and our many thanks to them for
all they have done for the School.

Get with it ! Order your WirP NOW!
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1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 32

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp

HIS month our WIRE space is offerecl to 3 Squadron whose
T
attempts to weld a multi-capbadge (in excess of 30 at the
last count), multifarious mixture into an effective team, is

H to
in England now that summer is here. Makes one
O
glad to be alive and a soldier. Predictably of cour e the
day after we went into shirt-sleeve order it was as cold as a

worthy of publication.

A MEMORIAL TO SOME OF THE OLD T.A. REGIMENTS
This beautiful table with ics unnusual design now stands in the foyer
of Headquarters Mess, School of Signals. In conju nction with certain
distinguished T.A. officers (and T.A. Regiments now defunct), it
was presented t9 the Mess as a fitting memorial

Gift; of table by T .A. Regiments to H 't· :Hess
Standing in the foyer of Headquarter Mess is a most beautiful
table of unusual design. It stands graced, as in our photograph,
by a bowl of flowers and some selected pieces of Corps silver. .
This cable was presented to Headquarter Mess by t_he ~e~1ments Royal Signals of the now extinct T;A. and certam distmguished T .A. officers, namely Colonel Sir Derek Greenaway,
Colonel G. J. Underwood, Colonel J. R. S. Grimwood-Taylor,
Colonel P. R. Hoskins and Colonel B. R. Wood. In case there
is no record elsewhere in THE WIRE of the numbers of these old
T .A. Regiments, they are as follows: 42 to 54, 57 to 59, 61,
63 to 66. This lovely cable is a splendid memorial to them.

SHIELD PRESENTATION
Lieutenant (Q.G.0.) Humbahadur Gu rung, Gurkha Signals, presents
a shield for the Nepa~ Room at the School
Gurkha Signals Presentation

On Friday 13th December, 1968, Lieutenant (Q.G.O.)
Humbahadur 'Gurung made a presentati~n to the Commandant
on behalf of Gurkha Signals. The occas1oi:i was a coffee party
held for the students of 68 ' Q ' Course which the Commandant
attended. Our picture shows Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) ~umbahadi
Gurung presenting the shield to the qomrna~dant 10 the ~epa
Room the name given to one of the mstrucuonal rooms m
School. The shield has been mounted on the door of Nepa
Room.

chi

RADIO TECHNICIANS
VACANCIES TO BE FILLED BY OCTOBER 1969
A number of suitably qualified candidates are required for unestablish~d pos~s, leading to permanent
and pensionable employment (in Cheltenham and other parts of the U.K., mcludmg London). There are
also opportunities for service abroad.
.
Applicants must be 19 or over and be familiar ~ith the. use of Test Gea~. and have had practical
Radio/Electronic workshop experience. Preference will be given to s~ch candidates wh~ can also o~er
' O' Level G.C.E. passes in English Language, ~aths and/or_ Physics, or_ hold th~ Ci~ and Gmlds
Telecommunications Technician Intermediate Certificate or equivalent technical qualifications. A knowledge of electro-mechanical equipment will b6 an advantage.
Pay according to age, e.g. at 19-£869, at 25-£1,130 (highest age pay on entry), rising by four
annual increments to £1,304.
Prospects of promotion to grades in salary range £1,217 - £2,038. There are a few posts carrying
higher salaries.
Annual Leave allowance of 3 weeks 3 days rising to 4 weeks 2 days. Normal Civil Service sick
leave regulations apply.
Application forms available from:
Recruiting Officer (RT/W.),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 SAJ.
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Squad·ron ( Sn1okcr '
The exercise season loomed closer and as the most integrated
Squadron in the Regiment we suddenly realised that, due to
the inevitable turnover, we were in danger of going into the
field completely disintegrated! A 'Grand Smoker' seemed the
answer but, with about 150 people of all ranks and sizes concentrated in the Club Centre, there was still the danger that the
' gilded staff' would not really get the chance to meet and chat
with the operators, technicians, drivers and linemen with whom
they would work on exercises. The problem of getting everyone to intermingle was solved when Lieutenant Rollo Rumford
and Sergeant Doug Boxall met to plot the most highly organised
games evening the Club Centre has ever known.
The plot was based on ten subtly chosen games, including
the G.O.C.'s personal game of 'Bean bag~,' liar dice and the
use of the bowling alley, to name but a few. With 'Bravo'
Troop's nominal roll headed by Major-General A. M. Taylor,
M.C., followed by the Colonel G.S., an inter-Troop break-down
of ten teams was rather interesting.
The evening started well with Corporals Syd James and Mick
Lumgair, ' Echo ' Troop's professional dart players, watched
dumbfounded as the Colonel G.S. carried off the second round
of the darts competition with a superbly aimed ' double top.'
Sergeant Doug Boxall, as M.C., had everybody on their toi:,s
with his privately owned ·P.A. equipment and when he wasn't
calling forward teams or announcing results, the Club Centre
was gently throbbing to the sound of hiS record and tape
collection.
Ali comers were welcomed at the door with a glass of tonguefreeing punch (based on brandy and pineapple, but SergeantMajor Haywood won't reveal its secrets!) and judging by its
rapid disappearance it could be safely called a success.
A choice of ' Bratwurst and chips ' or curry and rice was
offered in the recently decorated restaurant and our thanks are
due to Lance-Corporal Roy Hannigan, A.C.C., for the sterling
service he provided.
At midnight, as the knockout competition reached its climax,
' Bravo ' and ' Line ' Troops were level on points with the
final table tennis match yet to be played. ' Bravo ' Troop
eventually emerged the winners and although we could not
persuade the General to go forward to collect the prize of a
crate of Amstel, the fact that he stayed until 2.45 a.m. would
seem to indicate that, like all of us, he thoroughly enjoyed
himself.

Football in ( the field '
3 Squadron/Rear Headquarters took the field in more ways
than one when they embarked on Exercise 'Brown Bear.' In
between the hectic traffic handling and frequent moves (one of
them a very realistic ' crash out '), time was found to liaise with
the football team in a local village called Hiipede and in the
ensuing duel we held them to a 2-2 draw.
The locals were most hospitable and besides offering full
showerin~ facilities to the Squadron, they also entertained us
to a traditional German meal in the village Gasthaus. In reply
to a welcoming (somewhat slurred) speech in German from the
opposing team captain, our O.C., Major Hugh Wilson, held
forth most eloquently in his native Welsh! Signalman 'Joc.k'
Skeoch vainly tried to emulate the fine singing of our host with
a rather tired version of ' Annie Laurie ' and we had to hurriedly
explain to them that a cotsman is never at his best without
a sporran. The local Press subsequently gave coverage to the
event, describing the contest, rather, grandly, as bein~ between
The Rear Headquarters 1st Division and 'Hiipede Elite.'
Rugby

Also from 3 Squadron is Captain Conrad Garton who, regrettably, is about to leave us on posting to the School of Signals.
He will be missed in many quarters not least on the rug~y field
where his captaincy and his considerable personal skill and
effort have brought many successes to this unit; the mo t recent
of these are:
Divisional 7-a-side Championships
winners; B.A.0.R.
7-a-side Championships - runners-up.
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taxman's heart, but as the weeks went by it gradually wanned
up and now we have a heat wave.
Wednesday, 21st May, we had the Inter-Squadron Athletics
meeting, won this year by 1 Squadron. Commanded this year
by Major Mike Colman, which leads one to think he's a
good totem as 3 Squadron won last year and he used to be
O.C. 3. 2 Squadron won the tug-of-war. Only one new Regimental record was set up by S.S.I. Tiltman, who cleared
lOft. 3in. in the pole vault; he also was Victor Ludorum. The
rest of the winners were Corporal Wilkinson, 1 Squadron, the
100 yards; Corporal Parris, 1 Squadron the 220 yards; SecondLieutenant Pennington, 2 Squadron, the 440 yards; Corporal
Sloan, 1 Squadron, the 880 yards; Corporal Venus, 2 Squadron,
the one mile and three miles; Corporal Adam, 1 Squadron, the
two-mile walk; Corporal Howells, 2 Squadron, the weight; S.S.I.
Tiltman, 3 Squadron, the 120 yards hurdles, the long jump and
the pole vault; Signalman Head, 2 Squadron, the javelin; LanceCorporal Arnold, 2 Squadron, the discus; Cf Sergeant Le Prince,
Divisional H .Q. Squadron, the hammer; Corporal Cuthbertson,
1 Squadron, the high jump; and Signalman Bradley, 3 Squadron,
the triple jump. Other items of note were Major Butcher winning the old soldiers' race and Lieutenant-Colonel Bohannan,
the C.O., winniog the chain of command race. The meeting
was organised by Lieutenant Guy Meakin and went off like a
charm.

Alarms and Excursions
The alarm was that we had a fire. Other units may not
report them but we feel that they are so unusual as to be
newsworthy. Ours had overtones of tragi-comedy. It's a long
story but we shall only give you a synopsis. 10 Flight A.C.C.
had a hut in Carter Barracks which 'M ' Troop had been after
for a long time. (' M ' Troop are empire builders). Eventually
10 Flight moved, but before 'M ' Troop could claim the building
2 Squadron smartly moved in. ' M ' Troop then put in an
impassioned appeal to higher authority, who, after consultations
with various disinterested persons, awarded the hut to ' M '
Troop. They jubilantly took over and transferred stores and
offices and generally spread themselves out. Then the building
caught fire during one lunchtime. It is a matter of record that
the first people on the scene fighting the fire were 2 Squadron.
This may be because their billets are closest but there are dark
mutterings in ' M ' Troop and smug looks in 2 Squadron.
Then we all went to Chickerell near Weymouth which, as
everyone knows, is where we spend our summer holidays. It was
the usual mixture, range work, B.E. tests, adventure training,
canoeing and the R.S.M. went sailing. In fact we have to report
that on one occasion, much to his disgust and surprise, he was
seasick. The Sergeants' Mess had the Officers' Mess into a
' games night ' which was a draw up to the boat race which
the Sergeants won. It wa a well-conducted boat race, run in
a gentlemanly fashion, controlled by the R.S.M.
We also sent a team down to Taunton to compete in the
S.W. District Athletic Championships and much to our surprise
came second in the Major Units, this despite the fact of lo ing
' C ' Troop, the air support troop, to 244 Signal Squadron at
Tangmere. We are very sorry to lose them and wish them well
in their new location. 244 Squadron have certainly gained a
good Troop.
We've still been doing the odd spot of communicating, with
the Cl5s out doing communications for the National Gliding
Championships and a DU over in Normandy working back
from the D Day Anniversary celebrations. Talking of co_mmunications remind us of our Pioneers who were workmg
A4ls on a range safety job. (Very ver atile our Pioneers). However, they refused to answer any call unl,ess their own c~ll igns
were used, so it was ' ZVl for BD ' and your message timed at
14.30 hours' or they wouldn't play.
We've changed Adjutants again. Captain Mike Ayrton ha
wangled a posting to Sandhurst and Captain Do~g Ge_n ders
has come into the corridors of power. The R.S.M. is a bu put
out as it means he's got to get the name boards changed again.
The latest in phra e here is ' Slippety Pink ' o that' the lot
from 3 H.Q. and 'Slippety Pink' Regiment.
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8th Signal Regiment have many sporting
successes
HARD ' Cattcrick ' wincer delayed a number of sports
fixtures leading to rather a rush during March and April.
A
We are pleased to be able to report a number of successes
this year and hasten to point out that only one N.C.0., Sergeant
John Maynard,. has .Played in both Regimental hockey and
rugby teams; his claim to be sportsma·n of the year has not
been approved yet!
Sports successes during the winter season 196811969 were
including those shown on the facing page, as folJows:
'

HOCKEY TEAM
Winners United Kingdom Army Cup, Northern Command Hockey Cup, Northumbrian District League Cup, Runners up
Army Hockey Cup. The Regiment's six-a•side team also carried off the Northumbrian Six-a-Side Championship
Back Row: from Left to Right: Staff-Sergeant (Foreman of Signals) Howie (Captain), Corporal Monk, Staff-Sergeant Holdsworth, Sergeant Morgan,
Corporal Mooney, Staff-Sergeant Gi llman, R.Q.M.S. Elliott, Private Sands (Driver) Major T. E. D. Baxter, Staff-Sergeant Richardson B.E.M .
Front Row : from Left to Right: Corporal Prior, Sergeant Maynard, Lance-Corporal Havelin, Sergeant Forster, Lance-Corporal Boardman

RUGBY TEAM
W inners Northern Command Rugby Cup, Northumbrian District Rugby Cup and the Seven-a-side team also won the Northum•
brian District Seven-a-Side Cup
Back Row: from left to Right: Corporal J. Barden, Sergeant C. Williams, Sergeant D. Mathews, Sergeant C. Derbyshire, Sergeant A. Dodd ,
Sergeant J. Maynard, Signalman F. Dewa, Corporal J. Field, Lieutenant D. Case .
Front Row: from left to Right : Captain J. Bally, Corporal C. Butler, Lieutenant S. Coltman, Sergeant S. V. Erasito, Lance-Corporal I. Brydon,
Lance-Corporal J. Masuwale

Tc>11-pin bowlh1g
The bowling team comprised of Sergeant Butlin, Corporal
Monk, Lance-Corporal Filmer, Lance-Corporal Morley Signalman Smith with reserves started meeting together regttlarly for
training for the Army championships in September.
We had a goal to aim for, we were second in 1967 and with
three of the original team, Sergeant Butlin, Corporal Filmer
and Signalman Smith with our two ' finds ' in Corporal Monk
and Lance-Corporal Morley, we had a stronger team and had
hopes of winning. Several times as a team we had beaten
last year's winning total.
We travelled to Workingham full of confidence, but it turned
out that the other teams were of a better standard than the
year before and after a very exciting finish with all hanging on
the last few frames we were finally placed fifth in the Army
championships, and so went forward to Stevenage to represent
the Army with seven other teams in the Inter-Services
Championships.
It was at Stevenage that our success came after a very exciting team game, we were placed fourth, beating all the Army
and Navy teams and five good RAF teams; this I think is the
first time that RAF teams have not filled the first five places.
This was a very good result by the team.
These notes would not be ·complete without mentioning
Lance-Corporal Filmer who was amongst the best five Army
bowlers and was chosen to represent the Army against the
other two services.
Football
Success has been eluding the team for some time. The
Northern Command final at last satisfied the many supporters
the team has had during the season. We were treated to an
excellent display of first class football and although there were
anxious moments the final score of 5-3 concluded the competition season very satisfactory.
The Regiment kicked off and after only five minutes' play
were one up when Lance-Corporal Bob Dafforoo scored from
close range. Throughout the first half the Regimenc was well
on top and it was against the run of play when 1 R.R.F.
equalised through a defensive ' mix-up.'
In the second half the Regiment seemed to have the game
sewn up when they went into a 4--1 lead, through goals by
Lance-Corporal Geoff Bond, Corporal Geoff Nelson, Sergeant
John Harvey, but credit must be given to the R.R.F. for their
fighting spirit, they fought back to 4--3, but thanks to Sergeant
John Harvey the issue was put beyond doubt when he netted
the fifth goal three minutes from time.

SUCCESS!
Staff-Sergeant (Foreman of Signals) Howie being presented with the
Army Hockey Cup (U.K.) by the Commandant, Staff College,
Camberley

-AND MORE SUCCESS!
Lieutenant S. A. Coltman being presented with Northern Command
Seven-a-Side and Northumbrian District Seven-a-Side Rugby Cups
Brigad ier P. B. Foster M.C.

4th Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15

Swnn1er camp
We have been very fortunate in getting the exclu ive use of
an island in the W oselle at Coehem. Preparations are well in
hand and the majority of the Regiment will have the opportunity
of a seven-day visit. We hope to include reports in a future
issue of these notes.

Massed Dnuds dis play
'TWO very fine evenings' entertainment were fully appreciated by large Anglo-German audiences at Herford
Stadium on 30th and 31st May. Some 370 musicians took part
and the castle wall and effective flood lighting coupled with the
colourful uniforms made a memorable impression.
Needless to say elemencs of the Regiment were deeply involved in both communicating and administrative tasks. These
went off without a hitch and, believe it or not, the public
address system worked 'far excellence.' We hear that Foreman
Johnson was in search o finger-nail restorer at the end of the
second performance but he need not have worried!

ailing
We got off to a good start with a course at Kiel and a
number of individual Bosuns taking to the water at the Mohne
See Sailing Club. We are trying to encourage the 'younger end'
to take the tiller but in regatta they are more enthusiastic
about crewing. This is perhaps no bad thing so long as they do
not pick up any bad habits from the ' old masters.'
The crew who qualified on the course at Kiel were SecondLieutenants Barnes and Thomas, Staff Sergeant Wild and
Signalman Low. All thoroughly enjoyed the cour e and
obviously impres ed the public relations visitors as they had a
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B.F.B.. interview during which they reiterated one of many
incidents:
Skipper: "Is that there seagull walkin' or swimmin', Mr.
Mat?"
iate: "Walkin' ir."
kipper: "Ready about, Mr. Mate."
A very enjoyable Corps Regatta has come and gone. The
wmd in the Kiel Fiord was at its best for the two days and
we ended satisfactorily, winning two classes out of three.
Second-Lieutenant Barnes' boat, crewed by Signalmen Power
and Smith, won the 30 square metre clas , and Major Bar°!'ett,
a si ted by Second-Lieutenant Stuart and Corporal Wnnge
carried off the Cutla s class trophy. Both yachts achieved two
firsts and a second in their three races.

2

S(tUADROX

Apart from one exercise, the event of the month. of Ma"5'. as
far a we were concerned was the Regimental athlencs .mee~mg.
After a very hard struggle 2 Squadron emerged v1ctonou ,
beating 3 Squadron by only one. point. 1:-ieu!enant Armstrong
and his team deserve every credit for this vi_ctory. ~orthy of
mention is Lieutenant Burgess, recently out of hospital, who
won the 100 metres, was third in the 200 metres and was the
prominent member of the winning 4 x 100 metres relay team.
He appeared to enter everything, although we are assured
he was within the limits laid down. Signalman Alan Poppmacher
was our Squadron gladiator with the 800 metres, was second
in the pole vault and was also a member of the 4 x 100 metres
relay team. We are pleased to report that 2 Squadron were
also runners-up in the tug-of-war event, just to prove all that
beer does some good! Twelve members of the Squadron have
been selected for the Regimental athletics team.
.
At Whitsun Second-Lieutenant Spencer, accompanied by
Signalman (now we hasten to add Lance-Corporal) Alan Knott,
Signalmen Col;n Birnie, 'Pip' Cordingley, Pete Daly and John
Smith went off campmg at Rudesheim. They were somewhat
disillusioned on reaching the camp site when told b"S'. the farmer
that as they were soldiers they woul.d be charged as if they w~re
children. Anyway, regardless of this they all returned looking
as though they had found more sun than their comrades who
sped by means various to .u.K.
.
Congratulations go to Signalmen Counsel!, Coles, Wnght and
Knott on their promotion to Lance-Corporal-the Squadron
story is now 'too many chiefs and. not enough. I!'.1diaos!'
We say goodbye this month to Signalman Williams (w~ hope
he enjoys Singapor~) and to . Sig.nalmaJ?-. Arnold, who is now
signing on as he thinks he will like Bnnsh Honduras.

3

S(tUADRON

Only one exercise and a long Whit break. " May isn't what
it used to be," the old lags might say. However, as usual there
hasn't been a dull moment. With the disbandment of 4 Squadron,
3 Squadron now has Staff Troop under its wing and a fairly
sizeable wing it has to be!
A recent MPC I course saw our Corporals, in the shape of
Pat Fraser and Des Wheeldon, occupying first two places in
the order of merit. "Well done!"
Our footballing six won the Regimental six-a-side competition.
The winning team was Corporal Al Cooper, Bombadier Bob
Flood, Signalmen ' Paddy' Morrison! 'Paddy ' Wray, Alt'.c
Petrie and Brian Hudson. Our other nme teams also had their
moments and all upset the ' bookies ' at sometime during the
competition. It was a good day and by the time we got to the
final the Squadron Commander realised that his shouts of
" keep your stick on the ground " were falling on stony ground.
We are taking a 'Victor Ludorum ' share of the Regimental
athletics team now under training for the Morrison Cup, and
feature prominently in the Black Forest marching and Nijmegen
teams. The Black Forest event is a new one on our calendar
and we will ask a competitor all about it when they return.
In the hockey world we have won all our matches in the
annual Oundle Cup competition and so our name will be
inscribed on the trophy before very long.
It's all sport is 3 Squadron-not all-but we did say that
we never have a dull moment. We were all keyed up for a
Quicktrain recently and were very disappointed(?) when we
returned from Exercise ' Spring Sales ' to find that it had
happened whilst we were out. The major CPX of the year
lies ahead and no doubt the customary ' modifications ' to
OP will cause a stir as deployment hour approaches. We are
longing for the day when we go out SOP!
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4

S(tU ADRON

As mentioned elsewhere in this contribution, the Commanding
Officer made the decision to disband us in view of the departure, without replacement, of Major Hart, our Second-inCommand, and Corporal ' Kit ' Kitchin, our worthy Squadron
adrnin. N.C.O.
Major Hodgson, our erstwhile Squadron Commander, has
now taken on the full-time duties of Training Major, and Staff
Troop, still under the command of Captain Stork at the moment,
has swollen the ranks of our neighbours in 3 Squadron. Staff
Sergeant Driver, now S.Q.M.S. 3 Squadron, was heard to
remark that at least he ought to be able to take a shower in hi
converted washroom stores!
The ' wind of change ' blows in Herford as well as in other
parts of the world.

ap.d Mrs. Wilson to the Mess and invited them to lunch and
drinks on their arrival in Herford on Friday, 2nd May. After
the handover/takeover the Mess held a dinner on Friday,
9th M ay, to dine out R.S.M. Tom Laycock and dine in R.S.M.
Mark Wilson. After a superb dinner with assorted wines laid
on by Sergeant John Wall and his cooks, after-dinner speeches
were made. In his farewell sp eech R.S.M. Laycock said he was
pleased that the alteration and extension to the Mess were
now complete. He also congratulated R.Q.M.S. Brian Cleaver
on his promotion and appointment as R.S .M. to 2 Division
Signal Regiment; he hoped that as he was going to Bunde
himself on commissioning that the future R.S.M. would be
lenient towards subalterns. R.S.M. Laycock then presented the
Mess with a decanter, and was himself presented with a sword,
suitably engraved.
Finally, all members and their wives extended best wishes
and success for the future to Lieutenant and Mrs. Laycock.

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
A ntonth in the field
NCE again the Regiment has spent most of the month
in the field. The high point being Exercise 'Spring Sales'
which will be remembered by all for one reason or another.
The live enemy provided by 20 Armoured Brigade obviously
enjoyed themselves, except for fourteen captured by the signals
element of H.Q. R.A.C.
The sub aqua club have been busy with two members joining
the 2nd Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment party in the South
of France. Another group spent four days over Whitsun diving
in the Eder See, Mohne See and Bloua See and managed some
sixteen-and-a-half hours' under-water-time between them.

O

Sailing off to 1,1 good start
The Regimental sailing season got off to a good start with a
helmsmen's course at Kiel where Corporal Angus Ratcliffe
acted as skipper and instructor for our party. Captain Tony
Taylor, Sergeant John Chapman and Corporal John Maynard
are now proud possessors of a Baltic second mate's certificates
and Lance-Corporal John Gray managed to acquire an offshore
hand rating. The crew spent the first three days uncovering
the mysteries of navigation in the classroom and carrying out
devious manoeuvres in the boat. The big occasion of the course,
however, was the three-day cruise to Faaburg in Denmark.
This gave the students and the skipper plenty of chance of
practising their classroom studies. The return to Kiel, which
took an almost record twenty-five hours, was followed by the
first test which, as previously stated, resulted in 100% success.
Well done Corporal Ratcliffe, a better record than our previous
course could claim. In the world of small dinghies Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) Kitchen continues his victorious progress by marking
up further success at the Mohne See Sailing Club's Whitsun
regatta. Bill Kitchen is, however, suffering from family troubles!
His son, Christopher, is now steadily beating him home in the
dinghy racing and the family store of trophies is growing even
faster than last year.
The Royal Signals Skill-at-Arms meeting was well attended
despite the really appalling weather. Our Regimental team,
however, did not fire very well although Sergeant Taffinder
won the Roupell Individual Competition and Captain Lombard
won the Pistol XXX for the second, year running.
First class awal'd for Sergeant Foyers
Sergeant Tom Fayers has just returned after representing the
British Army in the Scottish six-day trial, winning a first class
award. He also visited Sweden for a two-day trial where the
British Army beat the Swedish Army, thus avenging their defeat
in last year's Army championships. A full report will be in
next month's WIRE.
Wai-rnnt Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
With the passage of time it is inevitable that many faces
change and this has been very apparent in the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess here at Maresfield Barracks over the past
few months.
The biggest change, of course, was the handing over of
R.S.Ms. The outgoing R.S.M., Tom Laycock, introduced R.S.M.
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11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
PASS-OFF PARADES
9th 1'fay
HE inspecting officer at the Pass-off Parade of 4 Troop was
Major-General A. E.
Stanton, O.B.E., Chief of
Staff, Headquarters, Northern Command.
The best recruit of the
twenty-eight soldiers in the
Tr o o p
was Signalman
Kenneth Charles Sisson.
Before joining the Army he
was a Junior Operative
trainee. He is a keen sportsman and represented his
school in the athletics and
football teams; his hobbies
are reading and shooting.
As a Cadet Sergeant Major
in the A.C.F., he decided
that a full-time life in the
Army would suit him and he
now looks forward to making a career in the Army
and hopes to travel abroad
during his service.
We wish him good luck
in his future life.
Signalman Kenneth Charles Sisson

T

21st May
The Inspecting Officer at the Pass-off Parade of No. 3 Troop
was Colonel D. S. Clarke of the Ministry of Defence.
The best recruit of the twenty-eight recruits who passed-off
was Signalman Kevin Conder. His civilian occupation was a
fork lift truck driver, but he decided that the Army would be
a more interesting career. He is a keen sportsman and played
inside-left for the local football team, the Orrell Park Rangers.
He also represented his school at swimming and is very keen
to continue these sports in the Army. He has now left to start
training as a Comcentre Operator and we wish him every
success in his career.

Visits
On 16th May we were visited by four officers from the
Recruit Selection Centre, Corsham, which, although still in its
infancy, has produced many recruits for us to train, many of
whom are now joining field units after trade training. At the
invitation of the Commanding Officer they came to see our
methods of recruit training. They were shown all aspects of
training and trade selection and we hope that it proved of some
use to them.
On 17th May we received a party of youths from Bradford
who were brought here by Lieutenant P. R. Dick.
Besides the normal tour of accommodation and talking to
recruits, they visited the range where they received instruction
on and fired the SLR and SMG. In the afternoon a Fieldcraft
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lesson had been arranged which ended in a very realistic
exercise. They were impressed by what they saw and we hope
that we may see some of them back here in the future a~
recruits.
llogln1ental Athletics - 10th .June
The Athletics Meeting, having been postponed once because
of bad weather, was held in brilliant sunshine on 10th June.
The weather produced some good results and all competitors
found themselves doing better than they had hoped. Some of
the memorable sights of the afternoon were: 'H.Q.' Squadron
beating 2 Squadron in the final of the tug-of-war; LanceCorporal Broad sprinting the last SO metres to overtake two
competitors and win the 1,500 metres; and the biggest cheer of
the afternoon for W.O.Il (S.S.M.) F. E. Slade as he cleared
the bar in the pole vault competition to come first against
some keen competition.
1 Squadron were first in the inter-Squadron competition,
winning by a comfortable margin.
After the meeting the individual prizes were presented to
the competitors by Mrs. C. 0. Bound.
Northnmbrimt View 11- 7th June
.For the last few months the increasing thought in everyone's
mmd has been the Northurnbrian View II display. It reached
the climax on Saturday, 7th June. Our Regiment had the
pleasure of opening the Barracks for the public to view; below
is a report from one of the members of the Regiment who
worked so hard to make our Regiment's contribution to the
display such an outstanding success.
The time: 11.30 hours, Saturday, 7th June.
The scene: Helles Barracks, but with a difference. From the
vantage point of R.H.Q. and wherever the eyes looked, could
be seen groups of people walking about; there were mothers
pushing prams, youths with their hair c~;'.::;.:r,g their shoulders,
old men and some not so olci, some obviously old soldiers
with their upright gait ar.d Regimental ties, young girls with
bright ·mini-mini-skirts. Wi1atever they were, they were all
members of the public taking advantage of the ' Open day '
organised by the Regiment as part of the major Army Day
displays arranged at Gandale by H.Q. Northumbrian District.
The whole was an exercise in public relations and to stimulate
recruiting.
The foregoing scene was to be observed, with greater or
lesser numbers of the public present, throughout the day from
10.00 hours to 19.00 hours, when the Barracks were closed.
The final event of the day was Beating Retreat by the Band
and Corps of Drums of the 1st Battalion Royal Regiment of
Fusiliers. The salute was taken by the Chief of the General
Staff, General Sir Geoffrey H. Baker, C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E.,
M.C.
Earlier in the day we had been honoured with a more
formal visit by the C.G.S. There was not time to let him see
all the exhibitions, demonstrations or displays open to the
public, but he was given a representative selection. This ranged
from a brief view of the excellent living quarters, which we are
very lucky to enjoy in the barracks, through a series of exhibitions and displays mounted in Instructional Wing covering such
diverse subjects as instructional technology in technician training (brilliantly displayed by 8th Signal Regiment) and in basic
training subjects (by our own Instructional Wing), a gruesomely
realistic di play of first aid in every-day accidents, educational
opportunities for the soldiers (again by Instructional Wing), two
exhibitions on ' How the Army helps ' and ' Seeing the World '
(by No. 2 (The Depot) Squadron) to a concluding visit to an
impressive demonstration (by our Weapon Training Staff) of
the fire power of weapons taught to the modern Signaller.
On the way to the 30m. range, the C.G.S. took a great interest
in some recruits of Continuation Training Troop of No. l
Squadron doing an assault course in a timed competition.
Indeed, the C.G.S. impressed us all by the close intere t he
took in everything, particularly in the individual soldier or
officer.
The whole day the sun shone brilliantly and this must have
been a major factor in attracting about 6,000 vi itors, many of
whom elected to take the guided tour. Programmes of the
event to be seen were distributed free. Army Benevolent Fund
boxes carried by the programme ' sellers ' nevertheless attracted
over £26 in small change. Light refreshments costing over £100
were dispensed from the dining hall and an outdoor hot-dog
stall by the Messing Officer and his staff, who had also
assembled a comprehensive display of catering in the Regiment
in the dining hall.
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The • new look '
HAT does 14th Regiment do now that D.C.N. has gone
to the RAF? A question we often hear and the answer
i - plenty. In the first place D.C.N. hasn't gone yet although it
does go during the year, and in the second place the 'new look '
14th Regin1ent is already forming up in its new home at Norton
Barracks, Worcester. The relay centre at Beddington passes to
the RAF in July, the receiver station at Bampton in September,
Robinswood Barracks closes at the end of the year and Droitwich early in 1970. A lot of the old D.C.N. bloods have gone
or are gomg but their replacements are arriving despite vicious
M.P.T. figures. The new C.0. and Second-in-Command,
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Baker and Major C. S. Galbraith, are
well established as well as the new R.S.M., W.0.I D.
J. M. Rumsey, plus most of 4, 5 and 6 Squadrons.
We have been proud of our many years' association with
the Army Wireless Chain, then COMCAN and finally D.C. .
but we are becoming even more proud of our new role as a
Force Rear Link Regiment supporting Army Strategic Command equipped with some of the most modern high capacity
long haul comm~ca~ions. equipment in service: the medi~m
radio squadron with its air port~blC? Dlls and Dl3~ working
for real in Anguilla and on exercise m Holland, the high power
squadron, half of which is on exercise in British Honduras by
courtesy of the RAF, five of whose Hercules aircraft air lifted
them there, and the satellite squadron which already has the
first of its Skynet satellite ground stations-at a mere £tm. a
throw. For anyone who wants to use modern radio equipment
and to travel the world using it, 14th Regiment is the pl~ce .
If all our plans materialise and the string of overseas ex~rc1ses
take place its seems probable that every detachment will get
abroad at least once during the year and several detachments
more often. Interesting places too--various African countries,
the Mediterranean and several pans of the Caribbean with
Continental Europe as a back-up.
Incidentally, the move from Gloucester ~o Worceste~ will
not loosen our close ties with the former city and we .mtend
to continue to exercise our freedom of entry mto that city. In
fact we exercised the privilege during May when we marched
past the Mayor and Corporation behind the Corps Band with
drums playing, bayonets fixed and sword~ drawn-;-a~d ~or ~e
first time since the freedom was granted m 1966 it d1dn t ram.

W

General Sir Geoffrey Baker talking to the assault course team, who
later demonstrated to the public, how to tackle t he obstacles in the
confidence training area.
Names from left to right: Signalmen Johnson, O'Crowley, Marshall,
Ludlam , Murray

Saxony tweed jacket £28.1Os.
Wool cavalry twill trousers
£12.15s.

Moss Bros give you
the credit for
being well dressed
- and make it easy for you to enjoy fine clothes
with their Monthly Subscription Plan.

Moss Bros
Bedford Street, W.C.2
(nearest station Leicester Square)
Lime Street, E.C.3 • and Branches.
And now at Au Bon Marche in Paris
Official tailors to the Royal Signals
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The Quartermaster's department contributed ~ livC? model
demonstration of current uniforms and dress, besides items of
a new range of combat and barrack dress now being developed
by the Ministry of Defence for .the Army of the 70s. In
addition the public were able to inspect a complete range ~f
clothing' and personal equipment items issued fre_e to the recrwt
and the shop which is open thro.ughout .a working day for the
sale of clothing and personal eqmpment items.
At one end of the parade square, 8th and 24~ Signal RC?giments had assembled a representative. selectl~n of ve?ic:Ie
mounted communications equipment which provtded facsimile
and other circuits to the equipment display at Gandale. Also
on the perimeter of the square, O.R. 1 Troop h.ad assemb~ed
an exhibition of equipment for sports and pastime~, r~ngmg
from sponsored activities such as riding and. rock climb~g to
unit sports like fencing and football, to remind the public of
the great range of opportunities which the Army offers.
Needless to say, none of this happene_d with a wa_ve of a
hand, but involved much careful planning, ~reparatlon an.d
organisation by everyone. Mer_nbers of ~e Regiment and their
colleagues in 8th and 24th S1gn3:l Regrments . a~e all thankful
that their efforts were crowned with such a brilliantly fine day,
which brought the crowds; hardly anyone would deny at the
end of it that he had really enjoyed himself quite a lot.
Arrivals and departures
We welcome Lieutenant P. J. Myatt who has just returned
from Germany, also W.0.1 R. C. Meyer an~ . W.0.11 H.
Jennings who were in Germa_ny as :ivell. A familiar face who
has just returned to the Regiment 1s that of Lance-Corporal
Churchward, who decided that civilian ~e wa~n't very good
and rejoined the Army; we hope he enioys his further stay
with us.
We have said goodbye in the last month to W.0.1 E.
Robinson who has left for 35th Signal Regiment ~V), and a!so
to Staff Sergeant Wonnall and Staff Sergeant Atkms. We W!Sh
them all good luck in the future.
1\lnrriages
The Regiment offers its congratulations to Sergeant and
Mrs. D. IL Leggot who were married on 3rd May, ~nd to
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. R. G. Broad who wer~ ma.rried on
5th May. We wish them a long and happy mamed ltfe.
Births
We offer our congratulations t o Lieutepant and .Mrs. A. L.
Steane on the birth of their daughter, Andrea Lowse, on 20th
May, and t? Lance-Corporal and Mrs. T. S. Charter on the
birth of the1r son, Mervyn, on 8th June.
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• Freedom ' Weekend
Due to the recent changes in the Regiment's role a_nd
location our Regimental Weekend, to celebrate the third
anniversary of being granted the Freedom of Gloucester, had
to be split between two cities.
On Saturday, 3rd May, at Worcester, ~.e Regjm~nt played
hosts to military guests and local personalities. Withm the fine
Victorian confines of Norton Barracks the Corps Band, under
the baton of Captain Keith R. R. Boulding, Director of Music,
played retreat. The band produced a varied programme of
music both ancient and modern and ended with the Sunset
Ceremony. This was Ca~tain Bo~ding's .first ceremonial function in uniform since takmg up his a_ppomt~ent ~nd we thank
him and the Corps Band for a most 1mpress1ve display.
This was also the first official public function held by the
Regiment since its arrival in W~rcester and we had no way
of knowing how the local population would react. We are very
pleased to say that they gave us overwh~lr_ning support- almost
literally for approximately 450 people v1S1ted the barracks. To
all thos~ who did not get a seat we say " sorry " and promise
to do better next time. The playing of Retreat was ended by
the salute being taken by the Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.B.E., E.R.D. Afterwards our guests were entertained at a cocktail party in the
Officers' Mess, and a dance in the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess.
Sunday 4th May, brought an early rise to many of the
members ' of the Regiment as, in the aft~rnoon, we were .to
exercise the Regiment's privilege of marching through the City
of Gloucester with swords drawn, bayonets fixed and ~rll!Il5
beating. This to many Regiments would seem 3:n e~sy rrussion
but to the present 14th Regiment, still perforn:;mg its old role
as well as its new and with soldiers located m two barracks
and five operational centres, quite a major operatic~ was
required to bring all our parade together. Also to many this was
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their first introduction to their new R.S.M., who him elf had
only been with the Regiment for three weeks. But as alway
we came ' through.' Before the march through Gloucester the
Regiment commemorated the granting of the Freedom of the
City with a service held in the Cathedral.. On entering the
Cathedral the Mayor, Alderman K. A. M. Hyett, and members
of the city council, were greeted with Bullocks Homage Fanfare
by the Corps Fanfare trumpeters. The Corps band, with Mr.
John Sanders at the organ, provided the music for the service.
The Lessons were read by the Mayor of Gloucester and the
Representative Colonel Commandant and the address was given
by Canon W. R. Houghton.
After the Cathedral service 140 members of the Regiment
marched through the city for the Mayor to take the salute. This
was followed by the Mayor and City Council being entertained
to tea in the Guildhall by representatives and their ladies from
all ranks of the Regiment.
R egimental Regatta
The day of the Regimental Regatta dawned, if that's the
correct word. A light meter could no doubt have detected an
increase in the day-light but, on 6th May at the Droitwich
puddle, the dark clouds stayed and the rain came down. Needless to say the airs were lighter than light.
The Regimental Inter-Squadron Regatta was under way at
10.30 sharp. The hard work put in by D.C.N. Troop's lineman
and the Troop Se.tgeant was, we hoped, paying off. 'H.Q.'
Squadron helped with some excellent cuisine and even 1
Squadron at Gloucester chipped in with ~e renown~d Mr.
Sadler and his bar. One should perhaps mention our Regrmental
Sailing Officer, Major Charles Galbraith, of Daily Mirror fame,
who kidded and cajoled but never shouted and whose general
staff work made the organisation seem simple.
.
The day ended with the jetties under water and a wm for
the 'H.Q.' Squadron and D.C.N. Troop team (Lance-Corporal
Brian Clayton, Major Charles Galbraith and Captain Bob
Middleton). 6 Squadron were second and the combined 4 and 5
Squadrons were third.
.
The prizes were presented by Mrs. D. A. Harbord, the wife
of our local doctor who had, in fact, donated the Inter-Squadron
trophy.
Royal Signals Inter-t:nit Regatta
The Corps Regatta was held on the following day, 7th May,
and the ' dry ' run on the previous day had ironed out any
of the slight snags that might have. occurred. .
The rain had gone and the wmd had arrived, almost too
much of it in fact.
The teams were from: 37th Signal Regiment <Y), School of
Signals, Training Brigade, 24th Brigade Sigrtal Squadron, and
14th Signal Regiment.
All appeared to have a good day's sailing even if the rescue
launch was used more than one would have hoped. A watch
was Jost and various people got wet and cold. Even Sergeant
Howie of the jetty party couldn't resist walking in to see how
deep it was!
The 'crew of the day award must, I think, go to Lieutenant
Humphrey Vines and Second-Lieutenant Reynolds, W.R.~.C.
They were first aero s the finishing line in every race ~ed
except the final of the individual. This .feat helped th~ Signal
Training Brigade to take home the winner's cup, with 37th
Regiment as runners-up.
The individual competition was won by Mr. (ex-W.0.1) Stan
Barrett. He had persuaded his employer, the local bank manager, to give him the day off come t<? th«; Regatta ._
This was 14th Regiment's fourth go at runrung a Corp
Regatta. We are grateful for the suppon receive~. ~rom other
units and were delighted to welcome the v~ 1ung Corp
' sailors.' Sailing types here look forward to meeung such st!l1warts as Lieutenant-Colonel Freddy Ramsbottom and Ma1or
John Le Hardy at Corps events during the current sailing
season.
Finally we would like to express our thanks to LieuteoantColonel Dudley Lincoln (retd.), Secretary Western Command
A.S.A., for giving us the be_nefit of ~is experience 'on the
bridge ' this year and on previous occasions.

t.ale of tiny teeth
Readers who shave to Radio Four's Jack de Mania Show, or
read the inside pages of the ' popular ' press over their bacon
A
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Eventually, with great relief, and gratitude we found on
arrival in Bad Rcichenhall, that our German hosts had 'prepared excellent accommodation for us.
The following evening saw the arrival, by rail of the
tudenrs under the cheerful supervision of Corporal H erbert
R.A.P.C. The party, 20 in all;_ and now complete, moved fro~
the home comforts of the l:ierman barracks, 2,000 feet up
into the mountains to the eclusion of a G erman Army ski
chalet, and at last there was real snow.
The following day, Sunday, dawned gloriously sunny on
the area of virgin snow, and to the echoing yodels of skiers
taking their first ' plunge.'
'I?ie radio detachments, under the command of Corporal
Gramge, learnt a great deal from operating in mountainous
areas ometimes at sub-zero temperatures. The detachment
provided excellent communications.
The standard of me sing was high throughout the ten days.
Everyone took their turn as cook, and to the urprise of all
the food was eaten with relish by Peter, the German N ationai
Serviceman caretaker of the hut, whose own larder was full
salami and black bread.
The time to return to Krefeld came all too soon, and it wa
with regret that we left the mountains of Bavaria and the
generous hospitality of the Alpine Artillery. Grateful thanks
were expressed to Stfw Dieter Koster, who arranged with his
Commander, Oberlieutenant Muller, such an enjoyable ten
days, and who, even during his leave found time to assist us.
Golf

and eggs, may have been slightly startled one recent morning to
learn t;if 'sabotage' ~t a 'hush-hush army signals unit.' We
apologise to any semor officer who's reactions resulted in a
sliced chin or impaled lip. As usual, the denouncement came in
the last paragraph. The saboteurs were mice with a taste for
paper insulation .and the result of their efforts was a day of
~lissful. peace with no calls from the outside world. It was
~teI"C?stmg to 1;10te ho':" the vario?s newspapers, having received
1denoc:a). stones, printed versions completely different in
emphasis and content.
Tail piece
Although grateful for all the kind offers, we do not want to
purchase any mouse-traps and we are not a collection agency
for unwanted cats.

Th~ Regiment entered 13 players in the Royal Signals
Meenng and had the great satisfaction of winning the Regimental Cup for the first time. This was due to the fine
round of net 68 by W.0.11 T. Humphery and Staff Sergeant
(Y. of S.) J. Graham; pushing them very hard were Corporal
'Jock' Lawson and Lance-Corporal A. Pennie, who had a
net 69.
We were only able to produce two players with handicaps under 18 for the B.A.0.R. Spring Meeting, in which
Major 'Badger' Terrey finished fifth, but by the Autumn
Me~ting we are hoping to be able to raise this figure ro eight
entr1es.
As we now have 16 active golfers, with three or four more
triers, it is intended to begin Regimental monthly medal competitions in June.

Football

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 34
VJsJts

HE ~~giment was honoured on Thursday, 1st May, by
a v1s1t from the Chief of General Staff, General Sir
Ge_offrey Bake~, G.C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., M.C., A.D.C. He
arrived by helicopter, landing on the main square where be
was met by the C.S.O., B.A.0.R., Brigadier P. E. s.' Mansergh
O.B.E., an~ the . Co~anding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R'.
Pope. Dunng his v1s1t, the C.G.S. presented Long Service
and Good Conduct Medals to W.O.II (S.S.M.) T. Keany,
W.O.I~ (R.Q.M.S.) W. W. Easter and Staff Sergeant B. A.
Cumnungs. He .s~w 2 and 3 Squadrons deployed in a field
r_ole, a~d also VISlt~d the T.R.C., where he spoke for some
ume with the soldiers and W.R.A.C. on shift.

T

Kl-ING

EXERCISE

Exercise • ~fain
trike I '-Bavaria
Members ~f the Regimer;it, having returned from three weeks
at ~ .T.C., Sil~erhutte, Wmter Warfare Training Centre, and
ha':'~g ~een little or no snow, decided to put their ' dry ski
trammg to some use.
As a result of a. liaiso'? visit to ?ie Gebirgs Artillerie Battalion
(German Mountam Arnllery Urut) by Second-Lieutenant Pete
M~r~an and Lance-C:orporal ' Taff ' Thomas, ten days' ski
trammg was arranged m the Bavarian Alps at Bad Reichenhall.
An H.F. detachment was provided as an administrative link
between Krefeld and Bad Reichenhall.
.On 5!11 Marr h, Exercise ' Main Strike ' began with a 500mile dnve to ~01:1thern Germany, which proved to be a great
success, as .the iourr;iey was accomplished in one day, and
the only mishap bemi; Lance-Corporal Gibson and LanceCorporal Holme runmng out of petrol on the autobahn a
great resupply problem.
'
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The 1968/69 season has been quite successful. We finished
third in the North Rhine Inter-Services League; winners and
runners-up being R.A.F. stations. Our early success in the
Army Challenge Cup came to a disastrous end when we were
defeated by the RM.A. This was a great disappointment,
as we had previously beaten 13th Signal Regiment 4--1 (no
mean achievement) and 4th Division R.C.T. 6--3 in away
matches.
Although we have had many changes, we still have our
old stalwarts, Geoff Glenn, Derel< Garrow, ' Geordie ' Smith,
'Jock' (Y. of S.) Graham, F. of S. Pittock, Sam Bendon, Bobbie
Baggerly and ' Ginger ' Dunnell.
Geoff Glenn and Derek Garrow have both played for
B.A.0.R. on several occasions during the season (well done).
Ha:rching
The Gipfel International March, held at Baden Baden, is
a ;i:early e".ent organised by the French Forces in Germany.
!h~s )_'ear it was held on 1st May, and for the first time an
mv1tat1on was extended to the British Army.
H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Troop accepted the challenge and
sent a team of fifteen men, led by Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.)
Mick GoJJedge and Sergeant ' Mick ' Scott.
The course covered 36 rough, rocky and muddy, kilometres,
over large, steep hills, the highest named 'Mekur,' which is
688 metres Gust over 2,000 feet). Over 5,000 contestants,
from French, German, American and Canadian units, and a
large number of civilians took part. The time allowed to cover
the course was 10t hours. The team thought this a lot, and
had a lau~h amongst themselves about it, but at the top of
the first bill the laughs had changed to gasps and grimaces as
everyone realised they might need the full time allocated to
complete the course; however, everyone finished within seven
~ours. (\.t the finish line the team was presented with a very
1mpress1ve medal by a two-star French General. A little while
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later the team found themselves to be the proud possessors of
six magnums of champagne and 100 cigars, presented as a
team prize.
The team was administered by 32 S.I.M ., which is a French
Medical Unit; everyone certainly went out of their way to
make our stay a pleasant one. Our first visit to the dining hall
was a memorable one, for on each table was a flagon of red
wine and a bottle of beer. The meal was quite good (if you
like rare hamburger with raw egg on top) and tasted much
better than it looked.
A sp ecial mention for Corporal 'Jesse ' James, our photographer, who intended riding the course on a bicycle whilst
taking action shots. He ended up walking the whole distance.
Everyone enjoyed the outing, which we thoroughly recommend to other marching teams in B.A.0.R. The presence of a
British Army team on this march enabled the Union Jack to be
flown in Baden Baden, a rarity indeed.

18th Signal Regiment

THEY KNEW HOW TO PULL
The winning Tug of War team-249 Signal Squadron

c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
The pace
HE tempo in Singapore, like the weather, seldom changes.
When I arrived, some 18 months ago, I was told that I
had arrived at the busy time, but once Christmas was over,
the quiet period set it. Well, here I am, 18 months' later,
looking forward to the time when I can safely put up my
feet for a few weeks and take in a bit more sailing. This past
month has been no exception to the previous 17, except that
it has been even more hectic. With the Regimental funfair
and three major athletics meetings, all within two weeks,
life for 0 .C. H .Q. Squadron has not been a happy one, and
just to crown it all, WIRE notes to write as well.

T

Athletics

The Regimental athletes have had rather a busy time this
month, with three meetings in two weeks. The season opened
very successfully, with a triangular match between 19th Signal
Regiment, 1st Bn. Black Watch and a combined 18th Signal
Regiment and 249 Signal Squadron team. If any one athlete
can be picked out as an outstanding performer, it must surely
be Lance-Corporal Che Abdullah, who won the long jump,
triple jump, 110 metres hurdles and was a member of the
winning 100 metres relay team.
Four days later the Dover Road Stadium was the scene of
the Inter-Squadron Meeting, a truly exciting affair, with the
result undecided until the final 4 x 100 metres relay. The two

SUCCESS
Corporal Sidek receives his prize from the C.0.
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teams from 249 Squadron and H.Q. Squadron we re very evenly
matched, nmning neck and neck to the end. The final event
was run off with four points separating the two Squadrons. 249
Squadron finally ran out as the champions by winning the
final relay; they also won the tug-of-war, having pulled I
Squadron in two straight pulls and defeating 2 Squadron by
the best of three pulls in the final.
The final me~ting of the month was the Royal Signals
Triangular Meetmg between 249 Squadron, 19th Regiment
and ourselves. This meeting proved a disaster for the Regimental team, but there were, nevertheless, some very good
performal_lces, including several new records established by
19th Regunent, who won the event. We are now looking forward to our next meeting, the major units competition ne11.-r
month, to arrange their defeat, so watch this space in the
next edition. The rug-of-war was won by the 2 Squadron
team, representing the Regiment, reversing the decision at their
previous meeting with 249 Squadron by two straight pulls.
The only member of the team who seemed to have put in any
effort was the team coach, Lieutenant Simon Gadd, who came
off the pitch absolutely exhausted.
The BegJmental Funfair

In between the athletics meetings, the Dover Road Stadium
was also the venue for the Regimental Funfair. This event
was also blessed with fine weather, though the week preceed-

FROM THE NEPAL HIGHLANDS
Gurkha pipe band at the Regimental fun fair
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mg aw a great deal of rain, and the orgarusmg Squadron
had everal agonising moments on coming to work to find all
the previous day's labour flattened by the night's storm. But
all went well on the day, and a good crowd enjoyed all the
fun of the fair.
The centre soccer pitch was a fitting venue for displays by
the Army Guard Dog Unit and a trampoline display ~e~m
trained by APTC C.S.M.I. Haslam from the Far East Trammg
Centre. The Gurkha Signals Pipe Band gave a splendid performance of marching and counter-marching, followed by an
exhibition of highland dancing. A highly appreciative crowd
stayed to the end to watch their finale-a beating of Retreat
under the stadium floodlights.
A great deal of hard work was put into the fair by the
Troop stallholders, and all the credit must go to them for the
ucce s of the event. The Regiment cleared over $6 300, which
we believe to be an all-time record, of which $2,300 has been
donated to local Singaporean charities and the rest to military
benevolent funds.
Th Beghnental Regnua
The Regimental WIRE notes are never complete without a
mention of sailing. During all the other major acuv1ues, we
managed to fit in a Regimental regatta. Organised by the
Second-in-Command, Major M. M . Barker, for the novice
helms who had successfully completed Regimental courses
during the past year. Seven GP14s and six Fireflys raced
four races in each class, and a fair distribution of prizes resulted in the end.
The morning races were held in a good fresh breeze, with
Corporal Essam and his crew, Corporal Ellis, emerging winners
in the GP14s, with a win and a second. The Fireflys were
won by Captain David Henning with his crew, Corporal
Walmsley, who proved a strong combination, winning both
races. The wind in the afternoon dropped off completely, and
an expert's couch was needed to keep the boats moving in very
light breezes. Once again, Captain Henning and Corporal
Walmsley won both GP14 races, with Sergeant Thurgood and
Corporal Kerry taking the Firefly event with a win and second
place. Now we look forward to the Inter-Unit Sailing Meeting
in July; having lost to H.Q. FARELF last year by one point,
we look forward to another series of exciting races.

taxi to ·top, he then chased one of the armed men, bringin
him down with a well-timed flying tackle and dragged the man
back to where he had dropped his dagger. He then phoned
the police, who were then able to arrest the other two member
of the gang and subseqently obtain a conviction for attempted
robbery and for three other robberies in the area.
He received the Commissioner of Singapore's Police Com
mendation for prompt public spirited action from Superintendent
Dudley D e Cruz on 24th May.
During the night of Friday, 18th April, the security patrol,
Corporal Finch and Signalman Waugh succeeded in apprehending three thieves in a mini van in the act of relievin!l
the SKC Headquarters of 27 000 cigarettes.
The reward, in this instance, was a little more practical,
and consisted of twelve free tickets for the Kent Cinema.

SHADES OF ANCIENT ROME!
"A most modern purpose-built ancient chariot"-19th Regiment's
only fighting vehicle, is inspected by the Representative Colonel
Commandant of R.E.M .E. Legend has it that the C.O. uses it for
gladiatorial CJmbat at the annual R.A.F. Changi sports meeting

IT'S VERY SIMPLE WHEN YOU HAPPEN TO KNOW ALL THE
ANSWERS
And it is obv ious that Staff-Sergeant Logan does as he described to
Lieutenant-General Sir Peter Hunt, K.C.B., D.S.O., O.B.E., Army
Commander FARELF, the system of laying plastic covered U.G.
cable. In the photo also Major Cox O.C. I Squadron

Visits-they nil come to 19th%
OLLOWING our habit of producing feature articles
F
covering longer periods than a month, this time we let
you know about the important people who have visited us
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special
about Wilsons?

19th Signal Regiment, Changi
c 1o G.P.O. Singapore

That's the spirit
During recent months members of the Regiment have had
two successful ' goes ' at local lawbreakers.
In February, Corporal Farr, of 2 Squadron was relaxing
in his flat when a neighbour's screams roused him into instant
action. Dashing down the stairs, he caught sight of three
men rushing into a taxi and gave chase in his car. Forcing the

BRAVERY COMMENDED
Corporal Farr with Superintendent Dudley De Cruz after receiving
his Singapore Police commendation

So what's so

since November last year.
Last time we did this, our article ended
of Brigadier A. D. Brindley's farewell visit
Regiment saw to it that he was suitably
occasion." We had sent a photograph of the

with a mention
and said: "The
dressed for the
Brigadier having
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a Regimental sarong fitted around him. This was not published, so we can't imagine what our readers thought had
happened. (Apologies to D. Tels!).
On 11th November the outgoing Army Commander
Lieutenant-General Sir Thomas Pearson, K.C.B., C.B., D.S.o.:
came to s.ay farewell and a few other kind words, and was
greeted with a quarter guard from the Regiment. A similar
w~lcome was given to. Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E.,
Director of Army Public Relations, when he visited us on
27th November.
.M~jor-General D. N . H. T~acke, ~.B .E., G.0.C. Singapore
D1stnct,. gave us our annual mspecuon in January this year,
and achieved the near impossible by visiting all three main
R.A.F. stations on Singapore Island in one day and seeing
our men at work at Tengah, Seletar and Changi.
On 4th March the Representative Colonel Commandant of
R.E.M.E. visited our L.A.D. and saw the most modern purpose-b?i!t L.A.D. building in the Far East. He also saw, as
our picture shows, a most modern, purpose-built ancient
chariot in which our Commanding Officer does annual combat
at the R.A.F. Changi sports meeting.
On 20th March, the new Army Commander, FARELF,
Lieutenant-General Sir Peter Hunt, K .C.B., D.S.O., M.B.E.,
paid his first official visit to the Regiment. After in peering
our quarter guard, he presented Staff Sergeant P. Blunt with
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. He was then
given a briefing on the role of the Regiment, and after a
M~lay curry lunch, served in the M.O.R. Mess at Camp Askar
Buiang, was shown around_ the Regimental activities in Changi.
It was the Army Commander's first visit to an Air Formation
Signal Regiment, and he was very interested in all that we
showed him and said he wanted to come back for more.
. ~n 28th ~arch, Officer-in-Charge Royal Signals Records
VlSlted us. Since Colonel T. H. C. Grigg had very little time
in which to cover both interviews and a lecture in the Senran
Club, h\s visit was devoted entirely to work, and there are
no photographs.
On 15th April, the Chief of Staff, FARELF, Major-General
M. S. Hancock, M.B.E., made his first call on us. After presenting Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to Staff
Sergeant Mohammed Zain °(A.C.C.) and Signalman Jaafar Bin
Saad, Royal Signals, he congratulated the quarter guard on their
turnout and drill, and then received a briefing on the role and
structure of the Regiment.
qur most recent visit was from tl1e Signal Officer-in-Chief,
Ma1or-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., but again time was
too short for ceremony and was devoted to briefing the
S.0.-in-C. on our latest acquisition, the Microwave Troop.
Now with a lightning exercise in mental arithmetic, you
can see that we have had many stars in five months.
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. . . well nothing really if you can find
another firm of brokers who are Incorporated, established, reliable, who
really do understand and specialise in
Army matters, who act for something
like two out of three Units for their
Official Insurances and insist that a
professional, personal and friendly
approach to insurance problems is
appreciated by officers. Our leaflet
" Keys to Security '' tells you more.

(INSURANCES) LTD
Incorporated Insurance Brokers

Head Office: 4.31 Lord Street
Southport, Lanes.
Branches in U.K. and Overseas

Please send, without obligation, your leaflet" KEYS TO SECURITY "
NAME

····· ·· ······• · ·•· ...•••••.•.....•....
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. Special mention must be ma~e of Corporal Fenge who won
his three events, hop, step and iump, pole vault and 110 metres
hurdles and set new station records in the last two. LanceCorporal Harber won the hammer, Signalman Gumbs the high
iump, Lance-Corporal Webb the 400 metres Lance-Corporal
Dixon the_ 800 metres and Lance-Corporal 'Turner the 100
metres sprmt.
The Regiment also won th~ 4 x 100 metres relay in 47 seconds
and the tug-of-war team disposed of their opponents in the
final in two straight pulls.

HE sporting ea on is very much with us and this month's
notes seem to con ist of a long list of new trophies for
T
our howca e. We would like to assure readers that work is
going on a u ual and the customers do not seem to be
complaining.
The shooting team ha · caprured by far the largest number of
prize including easily the most impre sive, the King George V
Cup, randing 20 inches high in very solid 1913 silver, and the
Corp hield, 30 inche in diameter. ( ee photographs opposite).
We would therefore like to start with a report of their activities.

( 'rieket
Cricket, in spite of the C.0.'s reputation, is not the most
favoured of our Regimental sports but we would like to point
out that we played five matches in the first month of the season
(a record) winning four and drawing one five runs short of
victory (another record). Poaching by other sports seems to
reduce our strength each week but we always rise above it.
We thought we had had it yesterday when we were all out for
27 but thanks to Corporal Hedgecock's 8 wickets for 11 runs,
we managed to beat our opponents by one run. Phew!

Royal Signals B~\.O.n. Skill-at..-,ums lleeting
The Royal Signals B.A.0.R. Skill-at-Arms meeting was held
at Sennelager and the Regimental team scored cop marks in
every team practice except one where they came econd. Conidering the foul weather this was no mean feat. This resulted
in their winning the Champion Team Cup and the RCZ T eam
Cup both for the second year running.
Corporal Jaques distinguished himself by becoming Champion
Cla 'B' Shot and winner Match l(a).
Major J. Harwood came fourth in the pistol and might have
done better with a more even stance (maybe the accident to hi
boot was sabotage! ). To the uninitiated it should be explained
that the soles of his boots DMS melted when they were inadvertedly left on a stove to dry out and Major J. Harwood's
ize 12 feet bravely completed the meeting clad in uppers only
-the boots are now in the Regimental museum.
A.ft.A. N'on-Central ~lat;ches
The Regimental shooting team acquitted themselves honourably in the A.R.A. Non-Central matches, winning the Corps
Shield for the fourth year in succession and winning the King
George V Cup (the first time it has been won by a Royal Signals
Regiment since it was presented in 1913). (Our two photos
show the shield and cup).
In the King Edward VII Cup the team came third and in
the First Army Cup fifth.
A really excellent effort and some fine shooting.

Arrivuls
Major C. K. Powell joined us to command No. 1 (RISTACOM M) Squadron and we wish him an interesting tour with
the Regiment.

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O 16
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THE KING GEORGE V CUP
First time won by a Royal Signals Regiment

Rhine Area Skill-at-Arms lUeeting
At the Rhine Area Skill-at-Arms meeting held at Ar beck
the Regimental team won the Young Soldiers' Ri.tte Team Cup
for the third year and collected the SMG Team Cup for the
first time. Captain R. R. Bulloch took 8th place and Signalman
Harris 9th place in the Top 16 Rifle competition.
Captain R. R. Bulloch and Staff Sergeant E. R. R. Smith were
econd in the LMG pairs (beaten only by four points). LanceCorporal Binstead came second in the SMG individual competition only one point behind the winner.
Again a very worthy effort.

Whitsun neeess
Everyone is encouraged to get away from Lippstadt for the
holiday long-weekends and most Troops chose co spend Whitsun on a recce for their advenrure training exercises in August.
Parties of officers and men spent an enjoyable weekend in areas
ranging from Denmark to Holland; presumably a useful weekend, too, although the proof of that will be seen in August.
'Alpha' Troop decided, apparently, to take virtually the whole
Troop on their recce, with the result that Lieutenant Stephen
Paul, Staff Sergeant Greaves and some thirty men spent Whitsun in the Arnhem area. No doubt, having ' done' Arnhem,
they will now decide that a further recce is necessary to find
somewhere else for the August exercise.

R.A.P.C. Inter-Unit Non Central RiOe :'.'tlateh
Not to be outdone our R.A.P.C. lads produced a team of
three (our of a total of six) to shoot in the R.A.P.C. Inter Unit
on-Central Rifle Meeting and, beating the previous record
by 37 points won the Cup. To prove this was no fluke Corporal
Hudson went on to shoot in the R.A.P.C. B.A.0.R. meeting and
became Champion Corporal Shot.
top PJ:'e .
In the A.J!..A. Match 43, The First Army Cup (SMG) yesterday the Regimental team put up an excellent performance which
will take some beating.
With these successes under their belt, the team is now training
ev:en harder for their _trip to the Corps Shoot and Bisley. We
W!Sh them good shootmg and are sure all their dedication and
hard work will be rewarded.
tbl~tie.

Each day seems to herald the arrival of yet another shooting
trophy, but the athletes have not been idle either. Under the
eagle. eyes ?f. Assista_nc Adjutant (ex R.S.M.) Terry Cantle,
fanauC!ll murung routmes have been producing results and we
a!e qu1e~y ~onfident that we shall achieve our long-term objective of wmnmg th7 A!my Cup _in 1970. It takes time to produce
the depth for a wmnmg athleucs team but we are quite certain
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Exer••lse • Sprlug Sales '
XERCISE 'Spring Sales,' which takes place every year
and is one of the most important events in the Regimental
calendar, sprang two surprises this year. First, it sent us on to
new ground, the outstandingly beautiful country south and
west of the Eder See; and second, it was blessed with the
most superb weather imaginable. Not surprisingly, everyone
deriv~d a lot of benefit from thts change of scene, and the
exercise proved thoroughly enjoyable. From the training point
of view it was good value too· and we can chalk it up as a
distinct success. Now for ' Summer Sales ' in a fortnight's time!

THE CORPS SHIELD

that we have already progressed sufficiently for 1969 to be our
best season yet.
Our first test came with the RAF Laarbruch Station Athletics
Meeting where this year the Regiment (200 plus) found itself
faced by the rest of the station (1,350 plus) divided into only
two teams. Nothing daunted, we won the trophy for the eight
successive year. In an overwhelming victory, we achieved eight
first, nine second and five third places in 17 events, beating the
second team by nearly 50 points.
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S1tort
Summer sports suffer in B.A.0.R., for exercises have a
wretched habit of getting in the way! However, a start has been
made. The Regimental cricket team began with a disaster
against RAF Gutersloh, but have since recorded their first win.
By bad luck we have been drawn against 7th Signal Regiment
in the first round of the Army Cup; it would have been more
fun to have met them in the final. But it will be a needle
match, and we hope to surprise them!
Captain John Dawson and Q.M.S.I. Carpenter organised an
excellent Regimental athletics meeting on Friday, 30th May.
One of the aims of the day was to sort out the talent available
in preparation for the Morri on Cup competition in July so
that we can begin serious training. The day was run as an
inter-Troop competition, and the rivalry between the Troops
was intense; it was good to see such a large number of people
taking part. 'Juliet' Troop won the cup by the narrowest of
margins from 'H.Q.' Squadron 'A' team and 3 Squadron won
the inter-Squadron cup. On these occasions the tug-of-war
competition seems to hold a special place for both the
participants and spectators, and this year the 2 Squadron team
carried off the Ribchester Cup, beating 3 Squadron in a very
good final. On the lighter side, Captain Hedges walked away
THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1969

NEARLY A DEAD HEAT
Lance-Corporal Ray Gourley winning the 200m. final by inches from
Signalman Leigh Hodds with Second-Lieutenant Tes Fish following.
Corporal Leonard, on side line, appears to be happy with the result

with. the Old Soldiers' race and 'H.Q.' Squadron won the
Cham~f-Co~and: ra~e, thanks in pan to the Squadron Commanders skill m sinking the final bottle of beer in one gulp!
It was pleasant that. the school children were on holiday on
the day of the meetmg, for the Regimental families attended
in large _numbers, which added greatly to the enjoyment of
the occasion.
Prepa:ation for the annual Nijmegen march is in full swing;
the Regiment always enters a team for this international event
and competition is keen. As part of their training a team of
twenty, led by Q.M.S.I. Carpenter and Foreman Braniff, took
part in a 30 kilometre march at Rheindahlen on 21st May
and everyone completed the course without difficulty.
'
At the last minute the regiment decided, despite the many
other commitments, that a team must be entered for the Royal
Signals (B.A.O.R.) Skill-at-Arms competition as it is held on
our doorstep at Sennelager. Team practice was limited to one
session on a 100 yard range, hardly the best preparation for
serious competition shooting, even though we are fortunate
enough to have shots like Sergeant Robertshaw and LanceCorporal Edwards, who both got into the Artny Hundred at
Bisley last year. In the event, the weather was foul-wet and
bitterly cold-and inevitably the standard of shooting was low.
Our team came seventh and we now wish Lieutenant Paul,
Sergeant Robertshaw, Sergeant James-Bailey, Lance-Corporals
Edwards, Mayo and McGregor and Signalman Parker good
luck as they go off to the Corps meeting in Bulford and the
A.RA. Central meeting at Bisley.
Arrh·als and departures
For a brief period the members of 1 Squadron found that
they had no less than three Sergeant Majors! Sergeant Major
Lindsell ha been in post for a long time, of course, but when
well-merited promotion came through for Staff Sergeants Hope
and LeQuesne we suspect that one or two members of the
Squadron thought 'This is just too much!' The Offi er i/c
Records has obviously thought so, too, for he has promptly
issued posting orders for all three of theml By the time these
notes are read all will have left here and it looks as if 1 Squadron
will be functioning without either S.S.M. or S.Q.M.S. However,
no doubt that will be sorted out in time. We wish all three of
them the best of luck in their new units.
This month we say goodbye to three other well-known
Regimental personalities; Major Macintyre, the Second-inCommand, leaves for the U.S.A. o
romotion, and Captain
Hayes and R.Q.M.S. Brooks return to the U .K. after completing
their tour here. To the three of them and to Mrs. Macintyre,
who has done a great deal for the Regimental families a
secretary of the Wives' Club, we owe thanks for all they have
done for the Regiment, and we wish them good fortune in the
furure. To off et these losses we welcome Foreman Lynn from
Blandford, and hope he and hi family will enjoy their tour
with us. We mean no disrespect to Foreman Lynn's undoubted
talents, but have AGll and Records got their um right?
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Goll
The firs t two months of the 1969 season have been most
successful. We now have about 24 people in the Regiment
playing regularly. Our . ~jor successes .included the winning of
the Norchumbrian District Inter-Regimental Golf Challenge
Cup and the Curragh Cup for the Inter-Regimental H andicap

REGIMENTAL GO LFERS

Group Left to Right : Cor poral Cheesman, Mr. Pulleyn, W.0.1 Gillyeat,
Lieutenant-Colonel Hellier, Captain Kenrick , Major Cook and
Major Sandys

Competition i,n the ordist ~lf Mee~g on 29th April. The
winning team was ably captamed by Ma1or Andrew Cooke and
included Major Charles Sandys, Corporal Derek Cheesman and
Mr. T ed Pulleyn.
W.O.I Mike Gillyeat, our star left-hander, won the Corps
Individual Stableford in the Royal Signals Spring Meeting
(North), held at Catterick on 19th/20th May. Major Andrew
Cook and Major Charles Sandys were third in the Northern
Command F oursomes at Strensall on 16th May, for which
they received the hats they are wearing in the photograph.
Major Cook is our Regim~ntal Ch~pion Golfe~ . for the
second time. He won the Hellier Cup ID the compeuuon held
on 17th April.
.
..
Ocher successes i,nclude: Runner-up, Regrmental Compeuuon,
Corporal Cheesman; winners, R egimental Greensome .Stableford, M ajor Cook and Captain Kenrick; runners-up, Regrmental
Greensome Stableford, W.0.11 Patterson and Mr. P ulleyn.
We offer our hearty congratulations to M ajor Charles San~ys
on his appointment to captain for the yeai: 1969 /70 and with
him we look forward to a successful and enioyable year of golf.

II
e

fo r Communications System Planning , Commissioning, Installation & Project Management

•
•

in this country may requ ire some travel abroad . Successfu l candidates will probably be between 25 and 40 and
can be from eithe r industry or the Services.

•
•
•

Please write in confidence to the Technical Staff Manager, The
Plessey Company Limited, I/ford, Essex.

•

•

e.
•
•

PLESSEY ELECTRONICS

Some appointments will be based ove rseas: th ose based

•
•
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That ls/anti in tile Sun!

letter from East Africa

By Lance-Corporal Burrows, 30th Regiment

D ear Bwana,
Promotion at last! After three years as a communications
aid I was elevated to Assistant Clerk of the Course for this
year's East African Safari Rally which, in addition co clerking
duties, involved the organising and manning of all controls in
the Kenya Central area which stretched from Elementita to
·
Kibwezi-some 200 miles by 150 in
size and containing 13 controls. A
Written by
number of people from the Training
Team volunteered co give up their
Easter holiday to assist at these
Major
remote, bleak controls. From the
Signal section W.0 .11 (Y. of S.)
French ran the secret passage control
J. R. E. Cross
at Kitui and Sergeant Green helped
at another while Sergeant Challis
again helped at communication control Nairobi. T o give more interest at the public information
centre where rally progress is p osted on huge display boards I
decided chat an electronic control indicator board would be a
good thing so that the public could press a button and light
up a control position on a large map. The Yeoman and Sergeant
Green spent a lot of spare time happily mucking about with
wire and bulbs to produce ic-it was a great success.
Locating and visiting controls involved a lot of pre-rally
travel and they all had to be re-visited during the event. Overseas drivers again failed in their efforts to win although they

Fly ing off

:

specific experience and interests

,,

,.

'l{eports from t;he Outposts

are required in U.K. and overseas

~a:~~g0:~1~:~~ ua~:a~~
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FAR AWAY PLA.CES-UNUSUAL JOBS

IENG
I
I

:
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I··········································1
RADIO SYSTEMS DIVISION
:
Qualifi ed Engineers with experience in the radio com munications systems fields, (in particular H.F. point-to-point
li nk, and Multi-channel radi o relay) are invited to explore
•• the scope for advancement offered by the Radio Systems
Division of The Plessey Company.
•
Opportunity exists for broadenin g experience in the interrel ated activities of Systems Desig n, In stallation Plan•
ni ng, Commissi oning and Project Management-while
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occer
With all fixtures now completed both senior and junior league
ides can look back with satisfaction on a moder ately successful
season.
.
As usual our 'extended winter' forced us to play SLx matches
in fourteen days to finish the season . Th.is, coupled -..yith the
lo s of our team captain, Sergeant Lockwood, and leading goal
scorer, Signalman West, both p laying in Corps macc~es over the
same period, probably !lccounted for ?S only b.emg a~le to
finish rurmers-up to neighbours 8th Signal Regiment m the
District League.
We are now faced with a break-up of the team for Sergeant
L ockwood, Signalman West and Signalman Whittak~r a,re on
the transfer list and as they are three of the Garrison s top
players they will be sorely missed.

~

.

.

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick C amp
r a c quets
The Regiment . can proudly . 1?<>ast . that wt; hav~ led th,e
Garri on both acuvely and admimstrauvely during this scas~n s
quash. Our Commanding Officer, a Chairman of th~ Garns~n
quash Racquet Association, has created such an mterest ID
the game that we have run three maj?I" cba?lpionships and a
very ucces ful winter league. In domg this the lot of the
quash Officer has been far from easy and the turnover makes
a football league manager's job seem quite secure!
Although we are ' blowing our own trumpet ' surely <;mr
re ults make this justified. Lieutenant-Colonel E .. J. Hel be~,
M.B.E., the Commanding Officer, is the cu:rent <far;1son Handicap Champion, R.S.M. Pearce has Jed his soldiers team from
success to success, losing only one match .all season, and
Sergeant Lockwood is the holder of the Ga~nson OpC? Plate.
We have at present 38 members of the Regiment playmg at a
good standard, so the moral is clear, ' If you play squash come
to 24.'

,._

-

,
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After a hectic weekend, as a prelude to our ten weeks in
Anguilla, a party of seven, consisting of Corporals Ebbutt,
Emmerson, Harney, Yarr, Signalmen Lewis, Smith, and myself,
Lance-Corporal Burrows, left 30th Regiment at 17.00 hours
Monday, 17th March. An overnight stop at Devizes, where I
received an excellent briefing on the operation from the television, was followed during the early hours of Tuesday morning
by a bus ride to L yneham; there we split into two parties, one
going by VCIO, the other by Hercules. I flew by VCIO, arriving
at Antigua 09.00 hours local time.
T wo distinct memories thrust themselves into my mind when
th e word Antigua is mentioned. One, our days there were spent
loading and unloading aircraft. Two, having no accommodation,
during the evening and nights we were at the mercy of
mosquitoes-a very unhappy situation.
At Antigua we were joined by a detachment from 14th Signal
Regiment consist\ng of Second-Lieutenant Ambrose, Sergeant
Harvey, Corporals D ear, Lee, Lance-Corporals Jarvis, Powell.
With them they brought a complete Dll station.

f,oea) con t a ct
We arrived at the Anguillan Airport (which consisted of one
brick building, housing 'Valley Air Service,' Customs and
Excise, Immigration, etc.). The feeling of the inhabitants seemed
to be mutual. I found myself being poked, pinched and prodded
- a subject of great amusement to all but myself.
We moved into the grounds of a school, where we stayed
for two-and-a-half weeks. During this time a steady trickle of
bodies were seen heading towards the post office where the
purchasing of a set of the local stamps had become a ritual.
Apparently, a rumour had been passed around saying that the
stamps were valuable.
Our officer, over the campaign, increased his typing speed
some 300 %, and his literary appreciation seemed to increase
daily! Work was intense, with the radio and cipher sections
working at full steam .
The weather throughout the operation was excellent, excep t
for the last two weeks when it rained almost daily. This caused
grave concern as no ' panic suntans ' could be produced.

Dail)· r outb1e
A typical working day started with a work's parade at 07.30
hours, working unt il lunch at 12.30 hours, finally fi ni h ing for
the day at 17.00 hours.
Most days, the majority of the signals contingent managed
to take a quick swim . Eventually a sailing yacht was procured,
whereupon our officer ' disappeared ' most afternoons!
The food, after moving from the school grounds to the R.E.'s
camp, settled down to a regular diet of steak and chicken.
Entertainment con isted of either a trip to the ' Police Club '
or a film show twice a week within the camp.
The weeks passed fa irly quickly. Perhaps the one lesson I
learned from this exp erience was that ' Islands in the sun ' have
their disadvantages as well as excellent swimming facilities.

Post. Script
Perhaps I may take thi opportunity of asking any ex-members
of L/Tech 3/00/0 to get in touch with me, via TM Troop
H .Q. Squadron, 30th Signal Regiment, as I would be interested
t o hear from them.
THE WIRE, JU L Y- AUGUS T 19 69

ACTION ON E. AFRICAN SAFARI RALLY
W .0 .11 (Yeoman of Signals) French stamps route card of Po lish
champion M. Wachows ki at Kitu i Control Point. The car is a Porsche

were well up in the leading group until troubles put them out.
Next year the rally has full international status which means
that it will count towards driver and manufacturer rally
champion hips so a larger overseas contingent is expected. The
overall average speed was 60 m.p.h. (for 3,600 miles!) and over
some of the special sections on, so called, road 85 m.p.h. wa
expected and obtained. I drove one of these sections not long
ago and was hard pressed to touch 40 at odd moments. I have
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done a certain amount of this type of rallying in my day but
to e some of the profe sionals handle out-back Kenyan roads
in the dark makes my hair stand on end.
Ex-Sergeant Joe Filtness took the )ob with the Keny~ P~lice
and i now back here a an As 1stant Telecommumcauons
Engineer and has taken over as Deputy S_igna~ Officer at
Provincial Police H.Q., Ki umu on Lake Victoria. Sergeants
Delamare and Challis have left the team on R.H.E. not to be
replaced. Challis, a mo t willing off-duty helper left before
tour end due to family health problems- most unfortunate.
A short while ago Hewlett Packard, in co-operation with our
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Electronics Institution, flew in their demonstration laboratory
aircraft from the States and set up shop at Nairobi airport.
Visitors from all over East and Central Africa came in to view
and it was nice to meet one of the Canadian signals team from
Tanzania and Major Gilhooly from Zambia who brought along
military personnel from those places.
Ex-Kenyan servers may be interested to hear Brigadier
Ndolo has been promoted Major-General and has taken over
as Chief of Defence Staff and that Colonel Malingi has taken
over the army as a Brigadier.
Kwaheri, C.R.O.

EXERCISE "TANAH Tl NGGl"- 19th REGIMENT'S EXPEDITION TO THE CAMERON HIGHLANDS-DESCRIBED
IN PICTURES See article opposite
I. The Cameron Highlands-a typical early morning view.
2. "Get ready to move" 2nd Lieutenant Kimber and Sergeant
Piper briefing the Squadron prior to a jungle exercise
3. Sergeant ("Sailor") Mourant helps Staff Sergeant Blunt
with his pack while Sergeant Worrall looks on.
4. At ease in the jungle. Left to Right (facing camera) are
Signalman Lewis, Signalman Berry ·and Corporal West.
S. Corporal Yusoff (left) with two aborigines with blow-pipes.

19th Signal Regiment move to higher
ground on Exercise "Tanah Tinggi"
400 miles from ingapore, to the north of Malaysia is an
area known as the Cameron Highlands. These are mountains ranging from 4,000 to 6,000 feet, covered in thick
primary jungle. Due to the altitude, the temperature and
humidity are lower and more bearable than Malaysia and
Singapore. In these Highlands is a British Garrison whose
function is the admin istration of a leave and change-of-air
station1 ~ convalescent hospital and barracks for visiting units
on trammg.
These barracks were chosen as a base for an adventure/
jungle training exercise. A hundred men from 19th Signal Regiment, supplemented by Aircraftsmen from No. 6 Tactical
Signal Unit, R.A.F. Seletar, and cooks from R.A.F. Seletar,
took part in the exercise, commanded by O.C. 2 Squadron,
Major F. V. B. Philp, the aim of which was to provide a
change of air and to introduce a proportion of the Regiment
to the jungle as an infantryman sees it.
The advance party of Operations Troop, led by SecondLieuteoant A. T . B. Kimber, motored up from Singapore and
raged through Seremban with 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment.
They arrived in the Highlands two days later to find W .0 .11
(R.Q.M.S.) A. Gibson and Sergeant ' Sailor ' Mourant just
completing the takeover of Slim Lines. A large Australian
Gunner Sergeant-Major was retreating down the hill mumbling
about paying for a quantity of damaged mattresses. But
we had our friends, too, because the Garrison Sergeant-Major
turned out to be W.O.I Hawk (ex-16th Signal Regiment).
The main party, which travelled up by train and bus, were
divided into two platoons, each of three sections. Sergeant
Piper and Sergeant Worrall acted as Platoon Commanders.
The remainder of the Senior N.C.O .s acted as D.S. or camp
admin staff, under S.S.M., 2 Squadron, W.0.11 Webster.
Training started with a competitive 'jungle walk' ("what
does he think we are, mountain goats?") over the surrounding
jungle-covered hills. Instruction then followed on first aid,
jungle survival and map-reading (lecturers: Staff Sergeant
O'Connor, Corporal Lindsay and Lance-Corporal Widdowson).
Two short day exercises followed. Second-Lieutenant
Kimber, assisted by Staff Sergeant Blunt, taught and
practised minor jungle tactics and survival, and Lieutenant Lai
Sin Wah, with his senior N.C.0.s, produced a rather difficult
map-reading circuit which involved each section going to
various points, in rum, on high ground. (" Do we have to
climb right up there? Can't we just point at the bloody
place?").
After a sports day, there was an overnight jungle exercise.
We set off in transport, but soon feund ourselves footing it
to a point 13 miles to the north, where we were to harbour in
the jungle. Two hours before dark S.A.C. Robinson fell ill
and ii: was decided to 'casevac' him on a stretcher. Eight
volunteers, who could see a convenient escape from the comparative discomfort of a jungle 'basha,' came forward. Their
exit turned out to be neither quick nor easy, but they managed to accomplish the feat before dark, along a narrow track,
almost vertical in places, to a waiting Land Rover, three miles
away.
On the last day in camp, a Sunday, we had a voluntary
church parade. The Padre, Squadron-Leader Rabson, who had
braved the jungle with us, gave a stirring sermon in the
local church to a pleasingly large congregation. A rumour
had got around that the sixth form from an American girls'
boarding school would be attending. The rumour proved unfounded and 15 linemen want to interview the man who pread
it.
A good time was had by all-at least in retro peer. We
had caught jumping green nakes with orange tails. ("Grass
snakes, my foot! Them's the most deadliest in Malaysia"). We
had learned how to write a letter home, using only a banana
plant (pen, paper and ink). We had played football and
sepak raga against the local military and police. We had
climbed ... my, how we climbed! And now we are glad to be
back in Singapore and recuperating from our "change of air.

THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING
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ExP1·clse

•· Viti

Leuu "

meant:

A Tamhua-or whales tooth-welcome for the
Corps in the Fiji ls/antis
anti the testing ol HF Comns to Melbourne
N 28th October, 1968, a detachment con isting of a Dll
O
crew, a small Comcen staff and technicians, set off for
Fiji on Exercise 'Viti Levu.' The exercise was so named
after the largest of the Fiji group of islands (there are over
300 islands in all) where we were to test HF communications
to Melbourne, Australia, and to Singapore. Also, we •were
required to operate a Seacom Microwave Compac cable from
Fiji to Singapore for a period of one week.
Though we have three Fijians in
the Squadron, namely, Seregant
A unique occasion in Deghei, Corporal Powell and
the Fiji Group of Islands
Signalman Tewari, none of us had
met Fijians in their own country.
is described for us by
We soon became aware of their
Captain A. M. P. Howie, fine record as jungle fighters and,
B.E.M., of 249 Signal of course, rugger players.
The detachment flew in a C130
Squadron, FARELF.
Hercules aircraft and staged over.
night at Hong Kong, where we
picked up the advance party of 7th D.E.0. Gurkha Rifles.
A...Company of Gurkhas was to carry out jungle training in
F1Jl, and one of our tasks was to provide the rear link communications for them. We spent a night at Darwin, Northern
Australia, and arrived at Nasouri Airport, Fiji, on 30th October.
Once t_h~ remainder ?f the Gurkhas arrived from Hong Kong,
we, as v1s1tors, were given a traditional ceremonial Fijian welcome by the s<!ldiers ~f the Fijian Military Forces (F.M.F.).
However, on this occasion, we were afforded a particular honour in being presented with a whale's tooth, or Tambua, an
honour normally reserved for chiefs and high personages.
As this was a unique occasion, I will describe the ceremony
as it was explained to us.

A ceremonial way of greeting dating back to 1875
The ' Tama,' which is a ceremonial way of greeting, is
accorded by the people to their chiefs. Chiefs themselves
do not normally ' Tama,' and this gesture of respect to the
representatives of the crown, dates from 1875, when the then
paramount chief of Fiji accorded this respect to Sir Arthur
Gordon, the first Governor.
On this occasion the ' Tama ' was accorded to the guest of
honour, the Company Commander, 7th D .E.O. Gurkha Rifles,
Major Mike Ingles. Other representatives pre ent were the
Chief Signal Officer, Brigadier D. E. Warren, Lieutenant (now
Captain) A. M. P. Howie, B.E.M., Detachment Commander,
249 Signal Squadron, and Captain T. Lyons, 18th Light Regiment, R.A. We approached our seats in front of the assembly
of Fijian soldiers who were dressed in traditional grass sk'irts.
The ' Tambua,' or whale's tooth, is of great ceremonial
value to the Fijian people. It is not in itself a gift, but a
ymbol which sets the seal on a welcome speech-the promise
of loyalty, the request or whatever may be uttered. No article
in Fijian culture is prized above the 'Tambua.' It's presentation is a solemn act, a demonstration of the highe t respect for
the recipient. It is a necessary part of the ceremonial which
surrounds the crisis of life, birth, betrothal and death.
In the presentation to the Company Commander, the Fijian
officer making the p7esentation, Lieutenant K. Cava, M.B.E.,
said: "It is indeed a great honour for us to welcome you to
our country, and we incerely hope that your stay with us will
be enjoyable and, as far as your training goes, worthwhile.
During your short tour here and during future vi its by other
elements of your units we look forward to furthering the relationships and friendships of comrades in arm , which have
been established between our Regiments during the emergency
in Malaya in the early fifties. With this ' Tambua ' we are
also asking you to forgive us for any shortcomings or hardships that you may encounter during your months' stay in
Fiji.
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T e full up of Kava
At the end of hi address, he handed the 'Tambua ' to M ajor
Ingles. The Chief's herald then carried a coconut shell cup
of kava (a liquid prepared from the root of a bush) to the
C.S.0., Commander F.M.F ., and all other offi rs present, who
in their turn drank a full cup of this ' muddy ' tasting liquid.
Thi brought to an end a dignilied and impressive ceremony
which was performed to honour the first British T roops ever to
,
step foot in Fiji.
After the ceremony, the Governor of Fiji, Sir Derek Jakeway
was taken on a tour of 249 Signal Squadron detachment and,
accompanied by Lieutenant Howie, he met Yeoman Martin,
Corporal Hyde, Lance-Corporal Hodgkinson and Signalman
Greenhalgh, all of whom worked in the Comcen. H e was
particularly intere ted in the Dll cabins at the transmitter
and receiver sites, where he met Sergeants Ballard, Dicker,
Corporals D eghei, Powell and Signalmen Hancock and Tewari.
(Sorry no photographs of this, P.R. failed to turn up).

o ..·e r c>oming

the 1•rt•sen ce o f s oapstone deposits
The ne.'l:t four weeks kept the detachment extremely busy
in carrying out the tasks assigned to it. We soon encountered
a problem which we had not previously experienced. We
found large deposits of soapstone existed about four inches
below the surface of the earth. This is a known phenomenon
which has insulating properties and requires a comprehensive
earthing system to overcome its effect on HF propagation.
Soapstone is, in fact, corroded coral, and once we recognised
its adverse effect, we were able to counter it with the help
of the C.S.O., who spoke to the Chief Engineer Post and Telegraph, Suva, and it was agreed that the transmitter be moved
to the P. & T. transmitter site at Tamavula, where an effective
earthing system, costing about two thousand pounds, bad recently been built into the surface area.
l\' ork.ing FST secure mode to Aus tralia and
Singapore
Once established, we were able to work FST secure mode
to Australia, 2,800 miles away, and to Singapore, some 5,000
miles. We were given a strenuous programme, and the results
were worthwhile and encouraging. We were fortunate to have
the assistance of Major Alastair Petrie, who is now an engineer
with Post and T elegraph, Suva. Alastair has been associated
with the Corps for many years. His help, expert guidance and
generosity were overwhelming.
I was able to carry out a complete tour of this beautiful
island with him. We stopped at the scenic and resplendent
spots which attract the very rich tourists throughout the year.
(One couldn't live there on the £50 limit).
Viti L evu has a large mountainous range which divides east
and west. The eastern part of the island is comparatively dry
with less h~d ity. Sugar cane is grown on this half of the
island in large quan tities and is the major source of income.

'lbe g a y, wnrm, friendly peoplc> of ... ljl

The most triking aspect of Fiji is in its people. They have
a gay, warm and friendly spirit which blends with their generous hospitality and sincerity. Although of Melanesian origin,
there has been considerable Polynesian influence in their wcllbuilt, handsome features.
Everyone, from farmers to chiefs, greeted us with their broad
miles, flashing their pearly white teeth and giving vigorous
handshakes with obvious delight. That they were glad to sec
us and be with us was clearly demonstrated throughout our
stay. N owhere were we allowed to leave, be it a government
office or a humble household, without the ceremonial drink of
Kava.
Unfortunately time soon runs out on an exercise such as
this. The exercise, which had its communicating and theraputic
value, ended on November 30. The detachment left Fiji on
2nd D ecember and arrived in Singapore the next day to an
empty barracks. The Squadron was on jungle training in Ea~t
M alaya. With a sigh of relief, we unp acked our souvenirs (two
grass skirts presented to us) with a wistful memory of Fiji.

5th Inf . Bde. H.Q. & Signal S q n. (205)

Tid w o r t h

Han/ship in the Gull
By a Correspondent from 255 Signal SquadroR
A d jman b eund

HE word came down from M ount Sinai: " I t's time that
T
Field Troop did something to justify their exi tencestick 'em out in the ' bondu ' for a week or so ..• " Great joy
was the initial reaction-a change from cleaning wagons; no
more first works parades for a bit. Can't be bad, we thought.
The next logical step was speculation as to wh ere we were
likely to spend our sojourn in the wild yellow yonder. Mirfa?
Buraimi? Adjman? All Khatt? The relative merits of the various places were weighed up, and we decided that we would
prefer Buraimi. But the word said that we would go to
Adjman. So be it. Some time later we were dumped by the
R.A.F. at Sharjab in preparation for our lonely, lazy, sunbathing vigil at Adjman.
Sharjab, as usual, contrived to dampen our enthusiasm.
It appears that the drivers in Sharjah h ave been so careless
with their trailer-mounted equipment, turning it over and
wrecking it and so forth, that the big white chief there has
forbid them to leave camp towing trailers. All ow; kit is
trailer-mounted-and when ' in Shatjab, one does as the
Sharjians do.
Which explains why we spent a week playing electronic
cowboys and indians on a football pitch in Sharjah Camp.
H owever, in spite of the terrible hardships encountered, communications throughout our stay were pretty good.

CLIN G ING LIKE A FLY
Lieu t enant Ebdo n (top) urges on Signalman Lowe ry at Swanage

REGULATION PATTERN

SCHOOL FEES
Substant ial savings are still to be made from
speciali sed school fee plans in compliance with the
new regulations.
Par t icula rs, de tai ls, a nd quotations, fr ee of ob li gation
to be obtained from

This is an important offer - specially introduced
for HM Forces in BAOR and attached civilian
personnel. Between Oct I and May 31, N orth Sea
Ferries take your car from Rotterdam (Europoort)
to Hull (and back) at half price.
It's a convenient drive-on-drive-off service too operating at night, so you get a comfortable
night's sleep en route. All service passengers get
10% off their fares - even cheaper on special 8day return excursions - and there is a comfortable
berth, dinner, morning tea, and full breakfast
included in the· fare plus 3 bars, duty free shop,
colour T .V., even a juke box. Drive off next day
at Hull and you're home. There's no fuss, no time
wasted and no extras - everything's included
in the price.
F rom £9.8.6. single with
your car- from£7 .8.6. single
with cabin berth only.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Home -12/ 9 each plu1 1/3 post
Abroad-11 /6 e a ch plus 1/ 3 post
Wall Shields 7• x &• Roya l Slena ls
Pace Sticks ...
...
...
...
. ..
...
...
. ..
Serceants W a l kine Canes, Ball, Pea r o r Thi mble Cap,
Crested. Home
...
...
...
...
...
...
Abroad ...

STUDENT FUNDS (COMBINED SERVICES) LIMITED

ERNEST GOODRICH

Ramri dge, WEYH IL L, Andove r, Ha mpshi r e
Telep ho ne : Weyh ill 558

4'1, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY

37 /-

@NORTH SIA.flRRIS

63/52/-

ROTTERDAM (EUROPOORT)- HULL NIGHTLY

G~~ =~&~=~ir~,;::,~~ill~~

Speclalist In the supply of Milliary Requ/sltu

l

Name

I Address
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Have you placed a standing order for a copy of The Wire?
Why not do so now!

OH THOSE FEET!
Lieutena nt Ebdon on top of th e world in Skye
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(See remarks on climbing overleaf)
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Ferry 1our car
home for
half-price?
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Cllmltinl( and fht> lnvesfiture
could head thi You don't have to climb to work here
.1 but it help !' Recently I left a film in to be developed
and found a selection of climbing phocos covering the last
eight month in the quadron. They give a useful cross-s~tion
of climbing available in Britain ranging from the lOOft. cliffs at
Swanage to the 3 OOOft. peaks of Skye. With two full m~b~s
of the AM.A. in the Squadron there is nearly always a chmbmg
trip being plotted somewhere. Could this. J;>e why the Sq,ua~n
has been given the task of providing n_ulitary commuruca~ions
for the Investiture of H.R.H. TI1e Pnnce of Wales? Highly
rmprobablc, but nonetheles it does mean some eighty m~mb~rs
of the Squadron will be very close to some of the best climbing
outh of the Scottish border for about four week . For more
news of the Investiture (and the climbing) watch this space.

' rou

The State Visit of the President of Italy
Strange things started happening in April. The R.S.M. was
to be seen reading the drill manual and talking about forming
two ranks and rwo of our subalterns (Lieutenant Ebdon and
Second-Lieutenant Wallis) were making a fair effort at
decapitating the front rank whilst practising sword drill. The
rea on for all this unusual activity was that forty members of
the Squadron were lining the route in Wind o.r during the
State Visit of the President of Italy on 22nd April. They were
extremely lucky with the weather in a very unsettled week,
and our intrepid photographer (Staff Sergeant Richardson) came
back with some good colour slides.

~

A • Troop notes-through to Shnrjnh

3 RTR just down the road from us have a quadron in harjah
and asked if we could assist them in e tablishing a radio link
for the exchange of Regimental and goodwill messages. We used
a Dll with a sloping vee antenna employing a 48ft. lightweight
mast. Although the exercise lasted only four hours contact was
maintained throughout the afternoon of 14th April and the
operator , Corporal Paddison and Signalmen Grier and Hodgkiss, were swamp~d with traffic. However, they were sustained
by a tidal wave of hot tea supplied by the beneficiaries.
Before establishing the link we had a good example of two
different methods of working out the bearing and distance
between Sharjah and Tidworth. Second-Lieutenant Wallis spent
a considerable time and reams of paper working them out by
the 'great circle method.' Second-Lieutenant Hadden (our new
arrival) rang the RAF and asked them. Neither is prepared
to disclose if there was a difference in the an wers!

7th Armd Bde. H.Q. and Signal
Squadron (207) B.F.P.O. 37
Football and hockey successes
INCE Christmas we, like everyone else, have had our
S
share of bad weather that unfortunately curtailed our
sports programme. Luckily there has been the odd fine day
that has enabled us to play some important matches which has
left us winners of the Soltau Garrison F.A. League Minor Units
Knock-out Competition and runners-up in the 1 Division final
for the B.A.0.R. Minor United Hockey Competition.

Lance-Corporal Corcoran makes his mark

VISIT OF PRESIDENT OF ITALY
Lining the route. Corporal Powell and Sergeant Cooper in the
foreground

Congratulations to Lance-Corporal Corcoran who has been
selected to train for the British Biathlon team this year. It is a
remarkable achievement, Lance-Corporal Corcoran only learnt
to ski last December when he was selected to ski for the
Squadron that went on to ski in the Division Championships
and later the Army Championships. It was here that he was
asked to return to Norway a1.1d see if he could improve.
Coupled with the fact he was a champion shot in the Corps
B.A.0.R. Shooting Competition led to his selection. Well done
indeed.
Congratulations also to W.O.II Williams, Stall Sergeant
Wade and Sergeant Hamilton on their recent promotions.
Apart from the usual exercises this year, which have all gone
extremely well from our point of view, social occasions have
been frequent and obviously well enjoyed (ask the Q.M. how
many Carlsbergs he has drunk). Not only has the cellar
discotheque in the Officers' Mess been flourishing, the
Corporals' Mess have had their share of fun and games and
the bars and ' Discos ' down in Soltau have been used to
advantage.

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester
lnt .. oduction
AY was. designated by ~e O.C. as a 'slac:k ' period, and
like his last ' slack ' period has been hecuc.
In ~pite of our sporting activities we still communicate, and
have found time to send Sergeant Ferguson, Corporal Bullen
and Signalman Wood to sea in H.M.S . Eagle; the highlight of
their vi it was the Phantom landing trials.

M

lnter-Troo1• com1tetitiou
The second round of this competition was completed just
before Easter, and it is with a certain amount of shame that
we announce the winners as the Royal Pioneer D. & E. Platoon.
They won the competition in a most convincing ma~er, winning
the Barrack Room, Airportability and Oriemeenng events.
Sergeant Clapperton-an ex-member of the Corps-the Platoon
Sergeant was presented with the Inter-Troop Cup by the
Squadron Commander, and by way of celebration the Platoon
consumed a barrel of beer kindly donated by the Panther Club.
(The O.C. and R.S.M. who have, in the past, represented the
D. & E. Platoon, have now transferred their allegiance to S.H.Q.
Troop-who promptly won the shooting event of the summer
round of the Inter-Troop Competition).
Exercise • Men 0111~- '
Exercise ' Men Only ' was a 24-hour Squadron Communications exercise with a difference. The difference was that the
Junior Officers and Sergeants ran the Squadron, filling all the
command appointments. For the sake of future careers no names
will be mentioned!
The exercise was held in Mereworth Woods, Kent, and some
said it would be a miracle if the Squadron ever reached the
Dartford Tunnel! With no difficulty at all Mereworth Woods
were reached and on time. The acting Second-in-Command

Arrivals and departures
Exercise • RepletP '
.
Weather was certainly not a good talking point as far as
Exercise ' Replete ' in Sennybridge was concerned. Does it
always rain in Brecon? Certainly soon after we arrived an
emergency supply of oil stoves and wellington boots was conjured up in about six hours by Captain M. Ham, our Quartermaster. For this he received the C.D.M. (three shilling size)
and citation from our Brigade Commander.
hange at the hPlm
During April Major I. Macdonald handed over to Major
M. J. Flynn as 0.C. Squadron and headed for B.A.O.R. on
promotion to take command of 28th Signal Regiment. We wish
him every success in his new appointment and trust he will
have no shonage of stories, both amusing and cautionary, of his
eighteen months of ' integrated ' life. Major Flynn and 'clan'
have come all the way from Hong Kong to our paradise on
the plain. Welcome to them and we hope they have an interesting and enjoyable, if somewhat less exotic life in Tidworth.
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Since Christmas we have welcomed the following personnel
into our m idst: Sergeant Wilson, Sergeant Parker, Sergeant
Welch, Corporal P. Smith, Lance-Corporal Kinnell, LanceCorporal Bain, Lance-Corporal Iddon, Signalman Halfhide,
Signalman Morrison, Signalman Bryson and Signalman Singh.
The following have departed: Corporal Miller, Corporal
Robertson, Corporal Cameron, Signalman Loxton, Signalman
Sutherland. All the very best to you.
Now hoping for some improvement in the weather, the
Squadron is preparing itself for some son of success in the
summer sports season.

Badminton is their forte
Lastly, many congratulations to our O.C. Major Oehlers, and
his wife, who attended the B.A.0.R. Bad.mjnton Championships
and won the mixed doubles competition. Major Oehlers
became the runner-up in the men's singles. Mrs. Oehlers also
was runner-up in the women's singles and won the ladies'
doubles with Mrs. Rose.
THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1969

THE PLOTTERS!
The acting Brigade Commander, acting O.C. Squadron, Sergeant
Foggo and Lance-Corporal Green R.E.M.E ., stand among the trees
and plot the next move on Exercise 'Men Only'
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had laid the location out and the Squadron busied itself with
settling in. It was at this time that the first lesson was learnt:
the size of a Brigade H.Q. location should be quite a lot larger
than the one that was chosen. The result was vehicles parked
very close to one another causing sue? problems as mutua~ intc;rference and lack of protection from air at.tack, etc. ~e Brigadier
visited us in this location and was very interested m everythmg
that was going on.
.
The following morning the Squadron made a move. Havmg
learnt from the first mistake the second area was much larger
and an altogether better site. During the move one of the
packets was ambushed by the Brigade H.Q. L.A.D. which ~as
exercising in L'1e same area, the ambush was most effective,
and brought a few more points home.
At 11.00 hours the Squadron returned to camp, again without
any mishaps. All the people filling command appointments learnt
a great deal and found the exercise very worthwhile.

19th Infantry Brigade B.Q. and Signal Squadron
L.A.D. R.E.M.E. ou Exercise • ~fen Only '
Priority 1 group of the L.A.D. consisted of Lance-Corporal
Green (A.S.M.), Craftsman Brown (Troop Sergeant) and five
other craftsmen to make up the group, mounted in two Land
Rovers with trailers.
In the first location the Brigade Commander found the
LMG pit by almost falling in on top of Craftsman Beresford
and his No. 2, Craftsman Alwill. Good camouflage plus two of
the ' Black Hand Gang ' was enough to scare the O.C. SquaW:on
and Brigade Commander into the remark " Good defensive
position," much to the; delight of Cr~ts~!ln ~eath-our sunburned since birth driver-who was mv1S1ble m the grass by
the side.
Due to our policy of ' Preventative Maintenan7e/ little work
was required and a pleasant day was spent avo1dmg the ants,
who seemed to delight in human flesh.
Our Priority 2 group, consisting of the remainder of the
L.A.D. (less our two A.S.M.s) ~ounted in a .Bedford and a
Light Recovery vehicle, were hav1~g a merry .tlDle ~o~d ?ie
area. Various tasks were set by our two charming cl~iefs which
taxed the brains of everyone, our three N.C.0.s taking turns as
acting A.S.M. Lance-Corporal Drew, .as A.S .M.1 was sudd.e?Iy
presented with a piece of paper which read, Your posmon
mortared Craftsman Gould with head injury and smashed ~eft
knee.' G~uld in the meantime was lying in the track ~~g
realistically, smothered in tomato ketchup. Co~ral Dtckinson,
our first aid instructor /recovery mechamc, applied shell dressing, splints, etc., while a stretchC! was q~ckl~ made from a
poncho and poles. All was well until evacuanon .tlDle came ~hen
the poles were found to be too weak. By th~ trme they arnv~
at the helicopter (Rover type) Goul~ was m agony from his
posterior making frequent contact with the ground, muc~ to
the delight of his stretcher ~carers who found a body m a
stretcher with weak poles no Joke over 300 yards.
To add further enjoyment for all, the priority 2 group set up
an ambush for the priority 1 move. At the s~me nme two
parties were in position to switch the route signs.
Packet 1 was diverted off route to the right through a bog
and full marks to the Royal Signals drivers who arrived safely.
Packet 2 was ambushed very successfully on a b~d. The first
vehicle crew took action very quickly and effecuvely but the
second vehicle crew remained seated with open-mouthed wonder
at the rapid movements of their compatriots in the first
vehicle.
Packet 3 was diverted to the left which sent them back to
their previous location w~ich they passed on numero1:1s
occasions, much to the chagrm of our officers who shall remain
nameless! Chaos was .finally ended and a lesson learnt.
All ranks openly admitted that the exercise was a great
success and much was learnt. " When is the . next one?" and
" Can we expand even more?" are the questions asked now.
Arrivnls nnd de1tartnrN1
We welcome to the Squadron Sergeant Hanlon, LanceCorporal MacGregor, Lance-Corporal Ayres, Lance-.Corporal
Stevens, Signalman Langley, Signalman Stokoe, Signalman
Tuck, and we say go~dbye to W.0.11 Johnson, L3;11ce-Corporal
Daniels, Corporal Price, R.E.M.E., Corporal Krught, R.C.T.,
Private Wilford, R.P.C., and Craftsman Brown, R.E.M.E., and
wi h them well in their new units.
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12 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Squadron
(212) B.F.P.O. 36
Comings and goings
HIS month we say farewell ro Staff Sergeant (O.R.S.Q.M.S.)
D. Walker who leaves us on promotion, to the MOD,
where we hope life will be less hectic. We welcome in his wake
Staff Sergeant (O.R.S.Q.M.S.) K . P. Derrick, from 225 Sigrial
Squadron, and also Sergeant P. J. Davis, from 11th Signal
Regiment.

T

t;xereises
May has been a merry month for some, but a busy one for
most. The main event which has occupied the minds of the
majority was, without a doubt, Exercise ' Pilgrims Progress.'
This was the first full Brigade CPX this year, and really did
shake-out the dust from under our feet. We had our good
moments, our bad moments and some very interesting moments.
For some unfathomable reason, several doubts were cast not
only upon a Brigade Reece officer's parentage, but also upon
bis map-reading ability. No one can understand this, although
a typical conversation could go like this:
O.C.: "When shall we two meet again; in thunder, lightning
or in rain?"
Brigade Reece Officer: "When the hurly-burly's done; when
the battle's lost and won!"

I Ith INFANTRY BRIGADE H.Q. AND SQUADRON SIGNAL POSE FOR THE CAMERA
Note the many different cap badges!

11th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Squadron
(211 ), B.F.P.O. 29
PEATVHl~G

'M' TROOP

Conling and going

""\-XTE have deli?erately withheld the pen these last few

Y.l'

months bemg small in numbers (14 intelligent techruCians and a tame RA.0.C. Sergeant), so that our contribution
to '.lHE WIRE wouJd be of the high standard we normally
achieve.
In February the oldest stalwart of the Troop, Corporal
'Herbie' Herbert, left to join the G.P.O. It was rumoured that
be bad to leave for civvy street because the Foreman thought
he was pan of a Test Sec. We all wish ' Herbie' the best of
good fortune.
Also away, but on courses, are Sergeant Gordon Page in
Ital¥, Corporal Graham R~ynolds ai;d Lance-Corporal 'Spa~er'
Whitworth. We thought Spanner bad just gone for a long
N¥FI break only to be told he had been given one hour's
n~t_1ce to fly to U.K. We trust they will return as better techmcia~ut please don't bring too many big ideas back from
Cattenck.
With these departures we were glad to have Lance-Corporal
Bob .Jones join~g us. The potential strength of the Troop was
al_so rncreased with Lance-Corporal Jack Carpenter's wife giving
bJ.Cth to a second son. Congratulations.

pert plays its part
In the recent Squadron sports the Troop put up their usual
good perfonnance by corning last in the events entered. We did
at least try; well Lance-Corporal Tony Kellett did in the mile
and ~e _did have the distinction of a first in the high jum~
even if 1t was first to drop out.
During the winter months we have reguJarly turned a soccer
team out from our 14 members, which was reduced to 12 with
Corporal ~en Bailey and Lance-Corporal Bob King always
away playmg for the Squadron. This has meant cancelling all
leave to keep the team together and let our free-running, goalhungry forwards, Corporals Tony Chapman, Mick Johnson
and Paul Cowles son the so-called soccer elite of the other
Troops our.
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Infra-Bed Trials
' Bravo ' Troop had an interesting night early this month,
when they tested our new infra-red night driving aides for
AFV430 series vehicles. They took their 439s on to the local
training area, and were very impressed with the results.

If this is someone else's Wire you are
readingWhy not be big and buy your own copy!
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Done riding
By Sergeant J. M. C. Pow
Since our last notes we have gained so much support that
to list the names wouJd look more like a roll of honour.
Talking of honour, falls are now a regular occurrence. At
the top of the list is Craftsman Lomax who, when told to relax,
just seems to take to the sawdust. Next on the list is Corporal
Fred Biddle who is often heard muttering sweet nothings to
his mount as he emerges from a newly-formed hazard in the
school. Lance-Corporal Gene Moy should be topping the list,
but we are still checking on his story that he has seen his
regular mount wearing a black belt at the local judo club.
Some of the others have had a few but spectacular falls.
Corporal Vince Wake spent a night in the M.R.S. after knocking himself out. Lance-Corporal Wells gave the school ground
a close inspection with one foot still in the stirrups.
Two ladies have now joined us. They are Mrs. Kelly (wife
of the Y.O.S.) and Mrs. Budworth. Despite the occasional
falls, they also are progressing well.
Now that the better weather is on the way (we hope) we are
planning a few hacks to gain more experience, and relieve the
boredom of the school. As yet, nobody has ' chickened-out '
and we hope to have many experienced riders by the end of
the summer. Who knows, we may even have an entry or two
in the Osnabrock Garrison horse show! The Second-inCommand perhaps?

The mouth's great thought
" There is no secret so close as that between a rider and
his horse." Sch . .. !
Shooting and helicopter training
As usual, we sent our shooting team to the Royal Signals
B.A.O ..R. Skill-at-Arms meeting at Sennelager. The results
were by no means brilliant, but we did well taking into account
the lack of experience and practice.
Later in the month the whole Squadron went to Sennelager
again for three days.
This was really the first opportunity we have had to practice
shooting uninterrupted. We fired the SLR, LMG and the 3.5
Rocket Launcher for which we had 80 ME Rockets. Captain
Yates was most disappointed, because he was not able to use
his plastic explosive to destroy the blinds. Out of the 80 not
one rocket failed to explode.
Also at Sennelager Lieutenant Pattison demonstrated the use
of the ' Kit Explosive Trench Digging Aid ' with devastating
effect. Fortunately on exercises we move so often that we have
little time for digging trenches, even with explosives to help us.
At the end of the month the Squadron practised helicopter
handling, mounting and winching drills with RAF Wessex
helicopters. This was unusual training, and was very well
received.

" Had a good leave?" a familiar cry these last few weeks.
To look at our leave addresses you will understand why, as
places such as Cyprus, Denmark, Greece, Ireland have been
visited, as well as the odd weekend to U.K. to see the Cup Final.
Our next trip as a Troop will be the summer camp down near
Frankfurt, where we hope to have two weeks in the sun,
although some of the rumours of the programme sound a little
sore on the feet!

A few aueedot s to end
On the exercise front Lance-Corporal John Jacobs misread
a 37 feet square sign on the autobahn telling him to turn right,
instead he turned left and headed with the ' Secure ' workshop
to the East German border. We would not really have minded
this but the cookhouse vehicle followed in sympathy. Some-thing therefore had to be done to prevent Lance-Corporal
Jacobs from bringing the exercise to a hungry end.
Fore~ John Paul helped to keep spirits high during his
never-ending tour to prevent ' Alpha ' and ' Bravo ' Troops
from ' playing technicians.' He was seen returning without his
SMG slung in a soldierly fashion around his neck. Retracing his
steps in double quick time he noticed the 0.C., Major Davis,
carryin~ a weapon slightly too large for a pistol holster. What
was said between the O.C. and the F.O.S. never did become
known.
Finally our thanks to 'Alpha' and ' Bravo ' Troops without
whose unwanted cry for help our lives could be spent in
'research and development.' It really is wonderful how they
both find things go faulty always the day before an exercise.

beautiful, and the reception from the locai girls in a nearby
discotheque was so enthusiastic that it has been voted the
place most likely to succeed in 1969.

227 Signal Squadron (AFCENf)
NIGHT DRIVER
Lance-Corporal Gunn uses the infra-red night driving aid while
in charge of the AFV435

Squadron Club
The building of our new Squadron club has really progressed
amazingly in the past few weeks. Most of the credit must go to
Craftsman Phillips, from the LAD, who has shown a great
deal of talent as carpenter, decorator, plasterer painter and
plumber.
So many other people, however, have also helped with the
building, wiring, ere., that they are far too numerous to
mention here.

Visits to the Ederst,-e
During both the Easter and Whitsun breaks, parties from
the Squadron camped near the Edersee. The weather was
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B.F.P.O. 18
Hail anti Farewell
During the month pa t we have bad reluctantly to say farewell to one of our most popular and hard-working members in
Lieutenant Peter Walls, who has left us on posting to 10th
Signal Regiment.
He and his wife Joan have left us prematurely for dome tic
reasons which we all 1'.ope will soon be nonnal again. Then
perhap they may return here sometime in the future. We wi h
them a pleasant tour in Maastricht.
The officers of the Squadron wined and dined Peter out on
14th April in an Hungarian ryle. The same evening we made
Lieutenant Alan Pearce welcome to our rank .
Sergeants' l\less
On 21st April the Sergeants' Me s again had another of their
dinner nights with the Senior N .C.0.s of the 2nd Signal
Company, German Staff Battalion, as guests.
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Our guest were very impressed by our Mess kit and we
hear they are making a proposal for a similar dress for themselves.
The occasion was a great succe as noted by the fact that
the following m ming most of our guests were seen to be
wearing white shirts on first works parade. We are happy to
say none of ours were still in M ss kit.

244 Signal Squadron (Tactical Air
Support) R.A.F. Tangmere
lnU-odoction
C\ AY we remind our friends throughout the Corps that this
.i.l
new ' baby,' whilst still 'teething,' has begun to crawl
and the Red Hand of Ulster is fast becoming a familiar sight,
both at RAF Taogmere and in the streets of Chichester.
E'·ents
There have been two events of paramount importance during
the past month and in chronological order they were as follows:
' Inspected by a Dam-Buster '
On Friday, 16th May, RAF Tangmere stood to for its annual
inspection by the Air Officer Commanding 38 Group RAF, and
this Squadron rook pride of place as No. 1 Flight of No. 1
Squadron as Air Vice Marshal 'Mickey' Martin, C.B., D.S.O.,
D.F.C., A.F.C., arrived.
The historians amongst us should well remember the DamBusters of the second world war and, in particular, Guy Gibson's
right-hand man, whom we had the honour of parading in front
of.
An addition to the parade was the W.A.A.F. band, looking
delightful .in red and grey cloaks and providing a touch of
charm to what can often be a rather sombre affair.
The second event of the month was the arrival on 29th May
of a complete Radio Troop, commanded by Lieutenant Roger
Brooks from 3 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment. Overnight
our numbers jumped over the 100 mark whilst our vehicle
strength was doubled; now we were really in busiriess! To their
delight(?) they discovered that they were to start a three-week
exercise on 3rd June. The blow was softened when they found
that the last week of the exercise was to be at Weymouth.

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)

B.F.P.O. 53
Civil war (also callc-d athletics)

irJ-,HE battle on the sports field between 262 Squadron and
..L our closest neighbours, 9th Signal Regiment, has been
hard fought during the past month - at Squadron level, of
course.
The Commander 3rd Signal Group's Athletic Meeting was
held in Episkopi on 23rd May. Hard training paid off, and we
emerged the winning team, beating 1 Squadron, 8th Signal
Regiment, by one point. Our relay ream of Lance-Corporal
' Dinger ' Bell and Lance-Corporal Joe Gill came third in both
2 x llO yards and 2 x 220 yards relays. Cerporal Michael
Stocks won the mile, closely followed in second place by LanceCorporal Peter Martin. They finished in the same order, this
time in second and third places respectively, in the 880 yards,
while Corporal ' Buli ' Vuiyale won the javelin.
Determined to get their revenge, 1 Squadron 9th Signal
Regiment put a strong, well-trained team into the Army (Cyprus)
Minor Units Meeting a week later. Although there was no hope
of either team catching ' C ' Company I King's Own Borderers,
we fought for second and third place until the last event, when
we were still leading by just one point. That's the way it
goes-we were pipped into third place in the relay, which with
double points gave 1 Squadron second place to our third.

port
Golf bas become the thing now and our famous quartet sally
forth each Wednesday to do battle, which is followed on Thursdays with much mutterings about ' birdies,' ' eagles ' and the
ones that were missed on the last green.
. On Wednesday, 4th June, we shall be appearing for the first
time as a Squadro~, when ~e take .part ~o the Station sports
day. Hopes are high, despite knowing little of our possible
talent.
Stop Pretois

The Station sports day proved to be an overwhelming
triumph for the Squadron team, who completely outclassed the
opposition. (Story and pictures next month).
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Front Row Le(t to Right: Corporal Gordon Scott, W .O . II (S.S.M.) Brian App le by,
Seriea nt Alan Bott (coach), Corporal Harold Service, Sergeant D ennis Lamberton
Back Row Le(t to Right : Co r po ral Ray Wa lton, Lance-Corpo ra l Paddy Hughes,
Se rgeant Ben Lawson (Team C a ptain) Sergeant O lli Aldridge

Brawn and It.rain
In both meetings, the disciplined technique and determination
of our tug-of-war team paid handsome dividends, and we won
both competitions. There is no doubt that early-morning training and the threat of anchor man W.0.11 (S.S.M.) John
Appleby's diet sheet contributed much to the team's success.
However, we are all agreed that the winning tactic was the
very fast ' jerk-rate ' used by the team under the able coaching
of Sergeant Alan Bott. The technique was so effective that the
Royal Signals Cup was won in two straight pulls at every stage,
and really serious opposition was encountered only in the final
of the Army Meeting.

Personalldes
Pride of place this month must surely go to Lance-Corporal
Peel, M .T. N.C.0. of 'C' Troop, who, whilst taking part in
the battle-course for the A.0.C.'s inspection, carefully concealed
a satchet of tomato sauce beneath his denim trousers and, when
collapsing so realistically at the explosion of a thunder-flash,
allowed the tomato sauce to spurt in all directions, bringing
from the A.0.C. the comment, " Good God, you've killed him."
Tra,,els
Once more our Line Troop are intact having welcomed back
to the fold Lance-Corporal Patton and Signalman Cawtheray
from Canada, and Corporal Wood and his men from Libya .
Cawtheray still regales the Squadron about his trip to
Niagara Falls and the LO.A. in Canada!

262 SQUADRON'S TRIUMPHANT TUG OF WAR TEAM WITH THEIR
TROPHIES

WAY OUT AHEAD!
Corporal Michael Stocks wins the mile from Lance·Corporal Peter
Martin at the 3rd Signal Group athlet ic meeting-no one else in
sight. In the Army meeting Corporal Stocks won the mile and came
2nd in the 3 miles while Lance-Corporal Martin won both the 3
miles and the 3000 metres steeplechase

Individual success
The Arfny (Cyprus) Minor Units and Individual Championships were combined in the same meeting. Special mention must
be made of our distance runners, Corporal Stocks and LanceCorporal Martin, who added to their successes in the Royal
Signals Meeting. At the Army Meeting, Corporal Stocks won
the mile and came second in the three miles, while LanceCorporal Martin won both the three miles and the 3,000
metres steeplechase.
Due to an unseasonable heat wave the temperatures at both
meetings were in the high nineties !
Both runners have been selected provisionally to represent
the Army (Cyprus) against the RAF.
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Co111naando carrier's departure
Relative peace reigns over Dhekelia now that H.M.S.
Bulwark has left, taking with her 41 Commando and 7 Commando Light Battery R.A. Surprisingly, there are no broken
hearts in the W.R.A.C. detachment but O.C. W.R.A.C. is
reported to have done a roaring trade in psychedelic ties with
the visitors. Ann Brown, our typist, was asked to be 41 Commando's mascot, but she wam't sure if her finance would
approve! A few days before Bulwark sailed, a party of technicians
from the Squadron and East Troop 259 Signal Squadron were
entertained to lunch on board, and a conducted tour. This was
in return for the hospitality extended by 259 Squadron whilst
Bulwark was anchored off Limassol.
The display of equipment was impressive, but Sergeant 'Dick'
Farmer returned muttering "ladders everywhere," and complaining that the tour involved more physical effort than playing
rugby for the Sergeants' Mess.

610 Signal T 1r oop (C & E),
C.O.D. - Donnington
Contributed by Sergeant ' Ron ' Kent
NCE again this year we have enough material to get into
O
THE WIRE and what follows is a shining example of what
the Corps can do when showing its paces to other Corps.

J•rominent in many sporting events
Firstly, in March, four of our number entered into the
R.A.0.C. cross-country championships, namely Lance-Corporal
' Stevie ' Stevenson, Signalman ' Chick ' Couper, Signalman
' Mal' Britton and Signalman Terry Seeds, and were placed,
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A SMALL TROOP BUT THEY KEEP THE CORPS NAME OUT IN FRONT
Athletics members of 610 Troop pose with some of the cups they have won
Left to Right: Sta nding: Corporal Dave Hare, Major (T.O.T.) Bevan, O . C ., LanceCorporal Garry Yates and Sergeant ' Scouse' Jones
Kneeling: Staff-Sergeant (Foreman of Signals) John Field, Signalman ' Ma l' Britten,
and Lance-Corporal 'Stevie' Stevenso n

at the end of a gruelling course, respectively 10th, 25th, 34th
and 4lst, out of a field of 120 runners. Not a bad effort.
.In the hockey field the Corps was represented in the R.A.0.C.
' Bari ' Cup (Blackdown) by Sergeant Ron Kent and LanceCorporal Garry Yates, playing for C.O.D. Donniogton. Their
team was unlucky to be knocked out of the cup in the semifinals.W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Jimmy Drugan and Corporal Dave Hare
generally play for the Depot during the season.
Over to badminton and here we have Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
John Field, who represented Donnington in a local match . Most
other members of the Troop are fairly keen to have a game,
but a high standard is required.

In front at athletics
On 21st May this year our entry into the R.A.O.C. athletics
field produced a few shocks for the Depot, in that our of 16
events held on that day the Troop entered 12 of them, coming in
the first four in each event entered, and breaking three of the
local track records. Lance-Corporal ' Stevie ' Stephenson
managed to clip a comfortable 15 seconds off of the local threemile record, and broke the local mile record by a good four
seconds, and though the actual time was not a four-.n;IDure mile
effort, ' Stevie ' reckoned that as he had no compet1t1on he was
not putting his best into it. Here is a run-down of the events
and placings of the Troop members:
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) John Field, shot putt (3rd), discus
(2nd), tug-of-war (1st team); Sergeant '.Ron' Kent, old oldiers'
race \3rd); Corporal Dave. Hare, 1 mile (4th); ~ance-Corporal
'Stevie' Stephenson, 3 miles ( lst) record, 1 mile (1st) record;
Lance-Corporal Garry Yates, 220 yards, 440 yards ~nd high
jump (3rd in each), and member of the 4 x 110 (2nd); Signalman
' Mal' Britton, 440 yards (1st), 880 yards (1st) record, javelin
(2nd) and member of the 4 x llO (2nd).
The Troop also fitted up the P .A. system for the meeting,
as they will also be doing for the main R.A.0 .C. Mee.ting . at
Bicester on 20th anc.l 21st June. Events and results will give
something for another submission to THE WIRE.
.
Not wanting to give the impression that. all we do .1s play
sports, we still think that the above resu!ts give a good impression of the way a small Troop can hold its own.
J•e-..sonal news

Arrivals and departures since our last WIRE note , fir t we
lost Signalman ' Chick ' Couper to 21st Signal Regiment, fol295

lowed a week lacer by Si nalman Terry Seeds to 13ch Signal
Regim nt (a letcer from 111m recently tells of a marvellous life
afcer the quiet time he had here). Arrivals were, in January,
from 24th Signal Regiment (re-traded) s ·gnalman Skelly, who
ha since been back to Catterick for hi B2 Clerk Tech. course
and pa sed. Then in April, from 9th Signal Regiment, Signalman Brookfield, and lastly, in May, from 16th Signal Regiment,
Corporal Mills. Our new O.C., Captain I. J . Rose (T.O.T.), ha
arrived but has not yet taken over, so further on him in our
next report.
ote specially that Signalman Terry Seeds took che plunge

•• .'111

on 3rd May to Janice Boothroyd, W.R.A.C. (ex), and both are
now waiting to be re-united in Germany.
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Jimmy Drugan recently went on a refresher
course for a month. It is still not known who was refreshed,
but he certainly looked a better man for the absence from
hereabouts.
That's all for this time folks, hope to have more news and
pictures for the next edition, or at least the one after that.
(Thank you, Sergeant Ron Kent, for letting us know how
well this small Troop keeps che Corps name out in front.Editor).

honour to express our appreciation of the ser.,lee given by eur own Signal Regiment "

(Continued from page 296)
individual. The people of Teesside were proud to have such a
fine ~cgime n t belonging to che area. The resolution was passed
unanimously, and che Mayor presented a scaled and illuminated
copy of the Deed of Grant and a plaque of the Coat of Arms
to the Honorary Colonel.

39th (City of London) Signal
Regiment (Volunteers)

THEcamp
Regiment usually contributes an annual article after che
in mid-summer, but so much seems to have
happened recently that we simply had co burst into print.

·10 years' association
Brigadier Fairweather said chat it was a particular honour for
him to accept C:11~ Freedom of Teessi.de on. behalf of the Regiment. He first iomcd 50 (Northumbrian) Signal Regiment as a
subaltern over 40 years ago; he had served in the Regiment for
many years and had been associated with the area of Teesside
all his life. He pointed out that 34 (Northern) Signal R egiment
had been for~ed by rh;e amalgamation of 49 (West Riding),
who had prev10usly r~ce1ve~ che Fre~dom of the Cicy of Leed ~ ,
and SOth (Northumbnan) Signal Regrments ac the same time as
the formati on of the County Borough of Teesside. The new
Regiment was a worthy successor to its forebears; it had
excellent uniforms and equipment, was 100 % recruited and
was looking forward to camp in Germany in the summer.

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt.
(V)
1
Tyne Teesside & West
Riding

1•0111p lUld Ci r cw11stance

Living on the edge of the City of London may bring
to our recruiting officers, who can find no local
dorruc1le population, but it certainly brings pomp and circumsta~c~ into the R~giment. Each year the Lord Mayor pays us
a v1s1t, accomparued by his Sheriffs, all gloriously attired for
t~e .occasi~n. He came this year on 14th February and after
his mspecc10n of the Guard of Honour we gave him refreshments co the strain of music from che W.R.A.C. Band. He then
visiced che Lynx Club and che Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess before dining with the officers. Sir Charles said chat che
Valentine presented to him by the W.R.A.C. officers was the
first chat he had ever received, so perhaps Lady Trinder will
insist on a different date next year to protect the new Lord
Mayor.
The weekend after this visic we flew a party of 50 senior
members of the Regiment to 7th Signal Regiment to have a
look at the Bruin equipment. We are full of praise for this
efficient and mosc hospitable Regiment for we had a very
profitab~e and enjoyable weekend. The Sergeants were workmg until ac least 4 a.m. on Saturday morning, studying Bruin
... or something.
diffi~u~ties

•Borough Freedom
Conf~rred at
impressive Ceremony
Do by these pr sents ••• "
To the Honorary Colonel, the
Commanding Officer, the 34th
(Northern) S i g n a l Regiment
(Volunteers), the Officers and
other Ranks, Greeting.
WHEREAS We, the Mayor,
Aldermen apd Burgesses of the
County Borough of Teesside, being
mindful of the record and traditions
Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Evans addressing the Council before presentation of a silver statuette of
created over long years of loyal
"Jimmy"
service all over the world by the
SOth (Northumbrian) Signal Regiment (T.A.) within whose ranks
Captain R. 0. Edwards, representing 49 (West Riding) Signal
there served many of the inhabitants of the area within the
Regiment (T.A.). Alderman R. Hall proposed and Mrs. E. A.
County Borough, and being desirous of cementing and fostering
Gaunt seconded the motion to grant the Freedom. Both had been
the, association between the County Borough and your Regiment
associated for many years with the Territorial Army and spoke
which has now inherited such record and traditions.
with regrec on the changes which had occurred and the disDO BY THESE PRESENTS confer upon you and your
appearance of many old and trusted Regiments. They consuccessors in perpetuity the right, title, privilege, honour and
sidered it an honour to be able to express their appreciation of
distinction of marching through the streets of our County
the voluntary service being given by Teesside's own Signal
Borough of Teesside with drums beating, colours flying and
Regiment.
bayonets fixed.
IN WITNESS whereof we have caused our Common Seal
Bouquet for W.R.A.C.
to be hereunto affill:ed this Sixteenth day of May One thousand
Many ocher Aldermen and Councillors rose to support and
nine hundred and sixty nine.
speak on behalf of the motion. Ex-service members from che
J. A. BROWN, Mayor.
three services made an especial point of associating themselves
E. C. PARR. Town Clerk.
with the general approval of the meeting; memories of both
world wars and stories of 50th (Northumbrian) Signal Regiment
Tbr first freedom
were recalled by the speakers. A lady councillor said she was
~c was an impres ive ceremony. The council chamber in
delighted to see che W .R.A.C. of the Regiment representedMiddlesborough was filled with Aldermen in their high benches
she complimented them on their smart appearance and modern
Co~cillors in the body of the chamber and members of th~
uniforms- a far cry from FANY !
~egiment in uniform and their wives. In the seats immediately
m front of the Mayor and Town Clerk in their traditional robes
Passed unanimously
sat representatives from che Regiment, among them Brigadier
The Mayor of Teesside, Alderman J. A. Brown, C.B.E., J.P.,
C. C. Fain\:eather, C.B., C.B.E., T.D., J.P., D .L., the Honorary
F.R.S.H., put the resolution to the meeting, and in a moving
Colon.el; Lieutenan!-Co!onel P. J. Evans, M.B.E., the Comspeech said that it was ficting that the fuse Freedom chac the
manding Officer; Bngadier A. J. Jackson, Commander 12 Signal
new Borough should grant was to a Regiment and not to an
Group (V); Colonel W. A. Lee, O.B.E. J.P., representing old
comrades of 50 (Northumbrian) Signal Regiment (T.A.), and
(Continued on page 297)
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A PROUD OCCASION FOR 34th (N) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)
Alderman J. A. Brown, mayor of Teesside, presents the Deed of
Grant of the Freedom of the Borough to the Honorary Colonel,
Brigadier C. C. Fairweather

Silver Jinuuy
Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Evans, M.B.E., the Commanding
Officer, presented che Town Council with a silver statuette of
Jimmy. He said that he hoped chat chis would be accepted, nae
only as a token of the deep appreciation of the honour given
to the Regiment, but as a pledge of service for the fucure. The
volunteers of today had the same spiric of public service that
their fathers and grandfathers had shown during the past sixty
years of the Regiment's history.

MODERN EQUIPMENT IS OF REAL INTEREST TO VOLUNTEERS
Sergeant Seery in the receiver trailer. Staff-Sergeant Henderson
(W.R.A.C.) on right
full week
The week beginning 17th April was 'full' to ay the least
of it. On chat evening che Regimenc welcomed the Master and
Wardens of the Worshipful Company of Skinners to Worship
treet. The Master presented Corporal Etheridge, W .R.A.C.
wich a silver powder compact and Corporal Bennett with a
silver tankard in rccognicion of their outscanding work during
the year. We then showed our guests the type of training that
takes place in che T.A.C. and because none of chem is a communicator che presentation was fairly light-hearted. le became
obvious from che antics of Officer Cadet Burgess and R.Q.M.S.
Paine chat we have hidden talent in our midst, so don't be
urprised to see the Regimental Review advertised in the Wesc
End soon. On 20th April most of che Volunteer Unics in London
marched past Field Marshal Lord Templer and then provided
a static display on Horse Guards Parade co show che general
public that despite popular belief che T.A. is now a very active
organisation. Quite a crowd gathered and we soon had hosts of
small boys emulating our parachutists and doing forward rolls
A

t:011elusio11
The corporate seal was affixed to the orders and proceedings
and the Council and members of the Regiment moved co the
Civic Suite for refreshment. During the evening it was
announced that the Regiment will exercise the right to march
through the town on Sunday, 14th September. All old comrades, members of the Signals Associations in the Regimental
area and friends are invited. Details of timings will be available
nearer the day from R.H.Q. at Brambles Farm, Middlesbrough
(Middlesbrough 43785/6).

BE BIG - BUY YOUll OW
COPY OF THE WIRE!
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Overseas opportunities for

Radio Technicians
.

VOLUNTEERS TAKE THEIR WORK SERIOUSLY
A parachute detachment is briefed by Captain Myhill

over the ramp. A good breeze gave our men a chance to deploy
their chute and soon the crowd was scattering before yards
of billowing nylon. N en from 10 Parachute Regiment were soon
mutcering "Who are these people anyway?" The permanent
staff spent the next two days showing BP employees something
of the New Territorials. They invaded Brittanie House in the
City, surrounding it with communications trailers and sending
a foraging party right into the heart of the building-to the
cinema to be precise, to give talks illustrated by colourful
slides, to prospective recruits. We hope that t his will soon
bear fruit. On the Friday of the same week the Regiment ~ ent
detachments to Malta, Gibraltar and Cyprus for a communications exercise called ' Drum Beat.' The rest of the Regiment
deployed in comcens in Scotland and Buckinghamshire while 4
Squadron dropped in on the South of England-literally. The
exercise only lasted for a long weekend but it proved that we
can produce communications in double quick time.

Cable and Wireless, the biggest international
communications operator in the world, invites applications from
Radio Technicians, preferably Class 1-or those with similar
knowledge and experience of COMCAN stations- aged about
25 to 35. They would undertake a tour of duty as technicians on
overseas radio stations handling wideband multi-channel
systems. Duties will consist of technical watch keeping, including
equipment maintenance and adjustment.
App licants must have had substantial technical experience
of wideband systems including one or more of the following:
either U.H.F., or microwave, or tropospheric scatter or satellite
communications. Experience of MF and HF would be an added
advantage.
Employment offered on a contract basis for two years, with
excellent prospects of extension/renewal or of established
pensionable service afterwards. Attractive salary and
allowances, with payment of gratuity on satisfactory completion
of contract. Leave with pay. All emoluments free of income tax.
Free passages for staff and family (who normally accompany
overseas) and fully furnished accommodation.
Apply, in writing, giving personal particulars and concise
details of qualifications and relevant experience to Staff
Manager, Department 97,

~e~~!u~~~o!~!~!~!!n~!~.

The biggest international communication•
operator in the world..

A0229

UK or European posting?
Corps Band
The Corps Band visited us early in 'IV ay and gave a splendid
performance. Our hearts were filled with military music which
was probably a jolly good thing for that weekend we went to
Folkestone for what must always be known as the 'duck shoot.'
le was our annual range cla~sification and it poured and poured
with rain. No wonder the y;iuth of Folkestone rioted that
weekend!

~tep

off the plane and
into a new car !

Welcome to new units
Recent re-?rganisation~ of the T. & A.V.R. have given us
the opportumty to recruit new members from the Oxfordshire
Territorials, the Black Watch and 940 Troop, Roya l Signals.
We are_ very pleased to have them with us, but you might be
wondermg what the Black Watch can possibly have to do with
a City of London Regiment. Our No. 2 Squadron is moving into
a permanent home in Dundee and the girls from the Black
Watch are joining u s there. We are not sure what to call this
Squadron-' The Scotcish London ' perhaps?
The. unit. is becoming more _ambitious every day and now
e_ven our cipher staff are learnmg how to erect bivouacs and
live rough. They probably would rather be hidden behind their
black drapes, but one must be cruel to be kind for in a few
weeks' time many of them will be living on Bodmin Moor or
Dartmoor or perhaps in Cyprus, but more of that next time.

Send now for FREE Information Pack
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special forces
H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid • 3 years tQ pay • All paperwork
completed for you •Last minute orders no problem
Order your new car before you leave. When you get back it will be ready and

DE

DIG -

DUY

YOUR

Europe, or both. The Information Pack gives yo u the full gen: forces dfscountJ;, specibl
H.P. terms, the lot . ••. Plus a sheaf of colour brochures of all tho latest

models to brdWse through at leisure. There's no obligation whatever. You can
weigh everything up, take your time choosing-and take deliver/ wherever you land.

O~
Vauxhall • Hil!man •

COPY
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wailing

for you at the airport-fully insured, with all the paperwork completed for the U.K.,

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashf?ott 488

Singer

• Sunbeam , Humber •

EING British to the marrow, I'll start by giving you the
latest weather news. It's hot.
Right, now what next? It's always hard to know what to
natter about; I mean, I could reel off any number of visits, inspections, etc., but I know that most of you get as far as "The
Regiment was visited by . . . . . . " and then skip the next
couple of paragraphs. I've probably lose half of our readers
just by putting that bit in.

w .17

~J·;-Ao
NATOCARS
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Thc•atre News
The Mercury Theatre Group, our own little band of strolling
players, gave a performance of ' The Celebration,' a play in
the lightest of spirits. Lieutenant Bill Buxton's performance was
particularly popular. He didn't actually appear on stage until
well into the last act, so throughout the first rwo aces was able
to fortify his flagging courage with a few beers. Thus, his portrayal of an inebriated Sergeant-Major, complete with detachable waxed moustache, proved to be life-life in the extreme,
and won him tumultous applause from the gallery.
S1•ort
The Regiment has been doing extremely well recently, particularly 1 Squadron. Early in the month, 1 Squadron wiped the
board at the Commander, 3rd Signal Group's Rifle Meeting,
winning all events, and carrying of the trophy in the bargain.
The Regiment's Squadron's later combined co form a Regimental
team in the NEARELF Rifle Meeting, and did extremely well
to come second, being beaten by 3 D .G .
The Royal Signals NEARELF Minor Units' Athletics took
place shortly after this, and each of the Squadrons sent in a team.
I Squadron did well, being just pipped into second place by
262 Squadron, and 2 and 3 Squadrons tying for equal fourth .
Revenge came shortly afterwards, in the NEARELF Minor
Units Athletics: once again 1 Squadron was second, being beaten
by 'B ' Company The Worcestershire Regiment but this time
they pipped 262 Signal Squadron by one point.
Chabs
The Saddle Club are taking their riding seriously nowadays.
They built their own cross-country course in the Wadi behind
the Regiment, and held their first 'Hunter Trials ' during May,
an instant success. They then travelled to the other end of the
island to cake part in the All Island Horse Show. They did
well, too, finishing second, after a hard day's dressage, showjumping and cross-country.
The Sub-Aqua Club is now in full swing, too. They've
recently been exploring an old Italian warship, lying in lSOft.
of water, and the Water Ski Club have also got under way
now that the weather has warmed up. A lot of members are
new to the spore, so they're bound to spend a bit of time ~der
rather than on top of the water, but at times one rrught
chink they were members of the Sub-Aqua Club rather than the
Water Ski Club.
The Sailing Club had a pretty busy Whitsun, they were
hosts to the Annual All Island Regatta. Teams from Dhekelia
Episkopi and Akrotiri took part. I won't mention who won,
suffice it to say that all but one of the cups are a long way
from here at this moment.

Exercise "Cunningham "prot!uces some
unusual situations
Contributed by 30th Signal Regiment
exp~riences

E"f
C!f a Regimental detachment on Exercise
T
Cunningham ' 1s small beer but for the people caking
part the exercise provided some entertainment and worthwhile
employment.

Prologue
In 1809 an expeditionary force under Lord Chatham sec out
to attack Antwerp, an important base of operations controlled
by Napoleon. L ord Chatham, it is said, was interested more in
the quality of his wine, food and health than in fighting and,
apparently by mistake, his forces landed on Walcheren rather
than on the south side of the Scheidt estuary. The campaign
was a complete fiasco and the force withdrew at the onset of
winter. When in early 1969 the Regiment was warned to take
part in Exercise ' Cunningha m ' and it was noted that this too
involved a landing on Walcheren, the Commanding Officer
implored us not to repeat the debacle of 1809. From time to
time there were incidents which promised to get out of hand
but altogether our participation was most successful.
i11aus1•ieious start ·
' Cunningham' was an exercise controlled by H.Q. 2 Transport Group R.C.T. to practise the concept of the deployment
of the Advance Base Group controlling movement of manpower
and stores through a number of ports, airfields and railheads
in a theatre of war. The start of the exercise, as far as the
Regiment's detachment was concerned, was inauspicious. After
a drive from the Dutch airfield in pouring rain on 24th April
we arrived on the camp site with a gale force wind driving
horizontal jets of rain over the desolate landscape. The tents
which should have been erected had only just :urived and
were not unpacked. This lack of tentage was because in
despatching the tents from the Depot in Germany the inners
were all in one ra,ilway wagon, the outers in another and the
poles in yet a third. Each wagon had then found its way to a
different location-one to Holland, one to Belgium, one elsewhere.
After an all-night tent treasure-hunt the exhausted camp
R.Q.M.S. had finally located the last wagon load and had
hunted down his qu:ury by, on the last lap, pursuing a moving
train along a railway track in a ten-tonner. So we finally got
our tents! It was a sorry sight to see us all, officers, seniors
and soldiers huddled in the lee of the only structure, a
corrugated iron latrine, eating (drinking?) a diluted (and
steadily becoming more diluted!) solution of brown stew, whilst
water ran off us in streams. However, the stew was a great
reviver and after consuming it we set to and erected the tents
we were to occupy for the next five weeks. We were glad to
crawl into our sleeping bags that night.
J\11

The whole Regiment suddenly went into its well-known, allswinging, all-dancing act over the Whitsun holiday. The Sailing
Club held its regatta dance, the Youth Club had a dance, the
Harewood Club had a ' Wild West Rodeo ' night, the Officers'
Mess had a dance, the UK.BC Club and the Sergeants' Mess had
a games night. Oh well, keeps us off the streets, ! suppose.

Communications, at least, worked
Together with a rear link detachment from 14th Signal
Regiment and Radio Relay detachments from 16th Signal
Regiment we provided communications for the exercise from
24th April to 26th May. From all accounts the signals facilities
and the manner in which they operated were looked on very
favourably by everyone engaged on the exercise. Despite the
somewhat primitive working conditions of a Comcen in a
marquee and the at times foul, wet weather, the signals detachment were in good spirits throughout. Signalman Rannard
deserves special mention in this connection. We were all
impressed by the way in which he ende:ued himself to a very
senior officer on the exercise, to the extent of for a short time
sharing a tent, unintentionally, with the said officer.

• Efta,' Dill and George,
Signalman Bill Cowley and George Truswell returned from
their trek around Eastern Cyprus recently. They took with
them George's donkey, ' Efta '-or should I say that 'Efta ' went
with them-sometimes.
Both Bill and George were greatly impressed by the hospitality extended to chem by the Cypriot villagers throughout their
fortnight's tour. They took £15 between them, slept rough
and ate the local food and drank the local drink. The hospitality
at times became overwhelming- they are just getting some blood
back into their ouzo-stream.

Hilarious moments
There were as always some hilariouLmoments on the exercise.
The night the mobile bath unit pumping unit broke down in
the middle of bath time caused some amu ement. About two
dozen individuals-a whole marquee-full all well covered in
soap suds with no water to rinse themselves, stood looking helpless and emb:urassed like a family of abominable snowmen.
Well, what does a man do under these circumstances? On one
occasion an R.C.T. officer brought a pigeon (which had landed,
exhausted, on his tent) to the Comcen enquiring if it was one
of ours! It wasn't. And a memory to be preserved of putting up

Wbit.StUl
0
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Thursday
crew con sisting of Majors Sumner and Lockwood and
O/Cadets Burrows, West and Thompson, of the
R.M.A., met at Marchwood at lunchtime and took over
Skywave, which looked very smart with her white fibreglass hull and anodised mast. After loading the stores and
motor-sailing down Southampton Water, we corkscrewed our
way out into the channel in a freshening Force 6 wind.
The second mate was the
ARE YOU A FRUSTRATED first to lose his supper,
SAILOR?
rapidly followed by one of
the hands, the mate and, to
Have you always wanted to try his surprise and disgust, the
sailing but have never known
skipper.
how to go about it? Do you
That first night is recalJed
know that the Corps has its only as an eternity of cold,
own ocean - going craft in wet and frequent heavings
Southampton, Poole, Kiel and over the side; when we
Singapore? Are you not quite sailed into Cherbourg early
sure that you would like it the next morning it was
but would like to find out? with a feeling of having
If, after reading this account of crossed the Atlantic - at
a recent cruise in the new Corps least.
yacht ' Skywave,' you feel like
joining in, why don't you? Friday
There is no subscription or
A sleep, a shower and a
entrance fee for Regular Corp drink aboard a friendly
members.
Gunner boat put us all in
Contact your regimental sailing a fit state to tackle 'moules
officer or the Secretary, Royal marinieres '
at
Madame
Signals Yacht Club, Lieutenant- Escargot's. Washed down
Colonel L. Ball, Signals 35b (A), with plenty of wine, the
Room 044, Old War Office s u p p e r completed our
Building, Whitehall, London, recovery and once again we
S.W.l.
rocked in our bunks.

'THE

SETS ARE GETTING A BIT LARGER THESE DAYS
Exercise ends! A crane from 42 Squadron R. E. loads the D 13 airtech
container of 14th Signal Regiment on to a 10 ton vehicle of 265
Tipper Squadron R.C.T. The pipeline in the foreground is the
pipeline from a dredger reclaiming more of the Scheid t Estuary

a marquee in a gale. Three officers floundering about under
the canvas attempting to hold the poles down whilst hordes
of men hung on to guy ropes and bits of room as the marquee
attempted to take off at high speed. It was a scene reminiscent
of 'Around the World in Eighty Days.'
Dutch friendliness

One particular factor which impressed us all was the friendliness of the Dutch people in general and the way in which we
were received by the inhabitants of Middelburg and Flushing
in particular. It was a heart-warming experience to enjoy such
hospitality.
A good time, as you can gather, was had by all and although
glad to be back in U .K. most of us retain pleasant memories of
Exercise ' Cunningham.' At least it was better than 1809!

Saturday
A fine, sunny day, with a good strong north-easterly to blow
, us to Guernsey; and at 10.00 hours we roared out through
the breakwater with three reefs in the mainsail and a SubL ieutenant working his passage. After the humiliation of our
crossing we were delighted to see the Royal Navy being sick,
surrounded by steadfast, chicken-eating soldiers - particularly
as he had just made some rude remarks about Army sailors.
It was an exhilarating sail with the yacht surfing on the
crests of the ten-foot waves sweeping up from astern. We
covered the forty-five miles in six hours and arrived at St.
Peter Port at teatime to moor in the calm of the inner harbour
in the company of the other boats who had not ventured out.

Wednesday
Over one hundred miles from Marchwood and the boat due
back on Thursday; we had to leave. One of our hands stayed
to crew for the other Nicolson, and on yet another sunny but
wi ndless morning we motored north-east past Alderney and
Cap L e Hague out once more into the shipping lanes of the
channel. Perfect weather for sunbathing, but not so good for
sailing; so we sunbathed and motored on. With sunset came a
outh-westerly wind, and midnight saw us surging along at
five knots with the lights of Anvil Point to port, St. Catherine's
to starboard and the Needles dead ahead; a perfect landfall in
fine sailing conditions. What more does the homeward-bound
sailor want? By 04.00 hours we had tied up at Yarmouth.
Thursday
A change in the weather. Strong winds with low cloud and
ram. After clearing Customs we left under our Genoa alone
and romped down the Solent. Egypt Point, Calshot Spit and
into Southampton Water dodging the hovercraft and hydrofoils.
We had been lucky with our weather all the way and now we
had the final pleasure of the home stretch under sail.
What a fine boat Skywave is; what a paragon our skipper;
and what a splendid crew we were. When can we be off again?

SPORT
COllPS v. ROYAL ENGINEEHS
The annual match against the Sappers was played at
Hankley Common on Derby Day, 4th June, and resulted in a
win for the Corps by 8pts. to 4. Detailed results were (Corps
names first):
Singles
Major-General Cole (t), Brigadier Stevens (t); Major Hales (t),
Lieutenant-Colonel Armstrong (t ); Brigadier Jackson (1), Major
Nott-Bower (O); Lieutenant-Colonel Scott (i), LieutenantColonel Wilkins (t); Colonel Linton (1), Lieutenant-General
Jones (O); Major-General Vulliamy (t), Major Reed (!);
Brigadier Hobson (1), Lieutenant-Colonel Hughes (O); Colonel
Harris (1), Major Bevan (0).
Foursomes
Major-General Cole and Major Hales (1), Brigadier Stevens
and Lieutenant-Colonel Armstrong (O); Brigadier Jackson and
Lieutenant-Colonel Scott (1), Major Nott-Bower and Lieutenant
Colonel Wilkins (O); Colonel Linton and Major-General
Vulliamy (0), Lieutenant-General Jones and Major Reed (l);
Brigadier Hobson and Colonel Harris (0), Major Nott-Bower
and Lieutenant-Colonel Hughes (1).
Cri.cket-A Fine Cent11rf1 for the Corps

SIGNALS IN AGGllESSIVE :HO..D
AGAINST Jl.C.T.
The match was played at Longmoor on 11th/12th June and
was blessed with non-stop sunshine and the first hard, fast
wicket the batsmen have played on this year.
Royal Signals: 292-4 (Coltman 147, Williamson 50 not out,
Butler 46).
RC.T.: 75 (Taylor 5-17, Franks 3-12, Kilvington 2-22)
and 81 (Taylor 5-17, Kilvington 3-19, Franks 2-13).
Result: Royal Signals won by an innings and 136 runs.
R.C.T. won the toss and to the delight of the Corps side
asked them to bat on a good wicket. Lieutenant Coltman and
Lance-Corporal Symonds put on 86 for the first wicket, Coltman
playing very aggressive cricket, scored a century before lunch.
He was ably assisted by Lance-Corporal Butler (46) and LanceCorporal Williamson (50). The innings was declared for 292 runs,
scored in two hours fifty minutes.
Facing such a huge total, the R.C.T. batting collapsed against
accurate seam bowling by Corporal Franks and Corporal
Kilvington. Signalman Taylor continued with off-spin and took
the last five wickets.
The follow-on was enforced and two more wickets were
taken on the first day. The game then became a procession,
with the same three bowlers taking the wickets, Taylor having a
match analysis of 10-34.
The folJowing represented the Corps: Captain J. Radford (11th
Regiment); Major D. G. Mitchell (School of Signals); Lieutenant
S. Coltman (8th Regiment); Corporal Franks (10th Regiment);
Corporal Kilvington (School of Signals); Corporal Seales (24th
Regiment); Lance-Corporal Butler (10th Regiment); LanceCorporal Drummond (30th Regiment); Lance-Corporal Symonds
(10th Regiment); Lance-Corporal Williamson (School of Signals);
Signalman Taylor (6th Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron).
no,·AL

Elglat da.JI• a"oard Skflwave

The new Corps Yacht shows her class in
Channel ls/antis cruise

Sunday
One look at the weather and we, too, decided that discretion
should keep us in harbour that day. However, the gale did not
stop us playing in the sheltered waters and we experimented
with our rubber dinghy and outboard motor. InitialJy the little
donkey just would not go, and it only did so after capsizing
gracefully and ducking the crew who had been flo1ming it with
the starting rope. Never was seen a more reluctant swimmer,
nor a more realistic imitation of a Polaris. He indicated that
the water was cold so we let him come on board!
Monday
The day dawned sunny and warm, and we decided to sail
to Jersey in company with another Nicolson yacht with whom
we had made friends. We lent her one of our crew as she was
short-handed, and the day was pleasantly spent in passage.
A steady wind got up in the afternoon to let us make St. Heller
harbour under sail, with the crew handling the boat in brisk
and seamanlike manner. We tied up feeling relaxed and conscious of having a good cruise.

THIS IS THE LIFE ..... !
Relaxing aboard Skywave, during her Channel Islands cruise are:
Left to Right: O /Cadet Thompson, Major F. C. Lockwood and Major
C. R. A. Sumner
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Tuesday
Another hot and sunny day- but little wind, so we motored
back towards Guernsey across a calm and beautiful sea. We
decided to take a look at Sark on the way, and as we felt our
way cautiously through the shoals into the minute natural
harbour of L'Havre Gosselin we were delighted to find another
friend already there-a Sapper yacht, with most of her crew
ashore exploring the headlands. After an appreciative exchange
of visits and a drink we had to leave for the short sail across
to St. Peter Port again.
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FINISHING THE SEASON IN A BLAZE OF GLORY!
After being beaten in the final of the 3 Division Minor Units Cup by
216 Para, 19th Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron finished the soccer
season with a storming come-back, winning the 19th Infantry Brigade
Challenge Cup against 'E' Battery I Regiment R.H.A., with a 2-0score.
In the photo.Brigadier W. N. R. Scatter, O.B.E., M.C., presents the
trophy to Lance-Corporal 'Andy' Anderson. Members of the team
are in the background
Sporting Profile

The impressive Corporal How Eng Choon
of 19th Signal Regiment
Corporal How Eng Choon joined the British Army in 1959
and was posted to 19th Signal Regiment in 1962.
At the age of 24 he has the following impressive list of
sporting successes to his credit:
Badminton
He has represented 19th
Regiment since 1964 and
has helped to win the
R.A.F. Changi League title
three times to date.
Basketball
He has played for the
Regiment since 1962 and
helped to win the Singapore
Division I Knockout Competition in 1964.

Corporal How Eng Choon with some of
his trophies

Squash
He has represented the
Regiment since 1965.

Table Tennis
Has represented the Regiment since 1966. He won the
R.A.F. Changi League and Knockout Competition in that
year. In 1968 he won the Changi Open Doubles Competition,
FARELF doubles title and the Joint Service doubles title.
Heckey
He consistently plays for the Regiment, the Corps, the
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rmy, Joint ervi es at inside-left, and the Singapore State
ide at left wing or lefc half.
Corporal How i · not only a competent, all-round sport ~na n ,
he ha never, to anybody's knowledge, disputed a rcfc:ee ~ or
umpire' deci ion by word or even ges_ture, ~nd has ma~n~amcd
the highe t standards of every sport m wh1, h he paruc1patcs.
Hi personal modesty and good manners set a very fine example
for all portsmen to follow. Not surprisingly he was voted
the Regimental portsman of the Year 1968.
Corporal How is a Technician Qass II ~d he is atle°:ding
an upgrading cour e in the U.K. later_ this year (8th Signal
Regiment plea e note) so he has brains too.
Can any unit sportsman beat this?

Signalman Bowman of 24th Signal RegimentPotential Anny Cycling Champion?
A recent arrival co the Corps and at the mom~t undergo~g
training in 24th Signal Regiment to be a radio OJ?erator is
Signalman D. R. Bowman. At the ag~ of twenty h~ is alre~dy
one of the leading lights in the Scorush Road Racmg Cycling
world, and is tipped by Cap~ M. J. Mullett, R.E.~.E.
(representative Army Road Cycling) as future Army Champion.
Road cycling has enjoyed a great boom _sipce ~e war, whi<;h
has largely been triggered off by the publicity given to ~e big
Continental races such as the Tour-de-France. This has
resulted in higher' standards and competitio~ is. very fierce, ~d
extremely high standards of fimess and dedication are required
if you wish to become a champion. Signalman Bowman's record
to date shows that he is well endowed with both of these
attributes.
Born in Perth in 1949 he started his cycling career at the
age of twelve when in 1961 he joined the Perth United Cycling
Club. He soon made his presence known and was Dundee
District Schoolboy and-Junior Champion for the years 1962 to
1966, and also won the short distance and middle distance titles
in 1965-66.
He joined the Dundee RC. in 1967 and had a great year,
winning the 10- 25- 30- and SO-mile titles. He was also Senior
and Junior 50-~e 'champion of Scotland. Th!s was crowne?
by his being short listed for the 1968 Olympic Games. This
meant however, that he had to renounce his Junior titles and
'
compete for Senior. His
form dropped in the latter
part of 1968 but he still
ended up Senior short and
middle distance champion
and runner-up in the long
distance.
During his eight years of
cycling he has won a11 his
club titles and holds a11 the
Penh and Dundee district
records. At national level he
holds the Scottish B.A.R.
(best all-rounder) record
average time. He has won
over 2,000 events, which
include
four
three - day
events, and has led his club
to seven Scottish team titles
in the last three years. The
figure of 2,000 events, an
average of approximately
five races per week, makes
you realise what is meant by
dedication and fitness.
His best personal times
are:
10 miles - 22min. lsec.
15 miles - 34min. 7sec.
25 miles - 55min. 42sec.
Sicnalman Bowman - potential Army
SO miles-1hr. 58min. 42sec.
Cychnc Champion
100 miles-4hr. 17rnin. lsec.
12 hours - 257t miles
ince joining the Army in October, 1968, to which he was
attracted by being able to learn a trade and by the Army's
attitude co sport and fitness, his form, due to trade training
commitments, has slipped. He is, however, now finding more
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time to devote to his cycling and on 10th May he represented
the Army in the Inter-Services 25-mile Time T~ial Championships and came third in the Army team of thirteen. H e was
not very pleased with hi performance because the winning
time was five minutes below his personal best, and said that
it will be a different story the next time.
He is due to pass out from the Regiment on 8th August, and
it is to be hoped that his posting will allow him to carry on
with his cycling and that he will fulfill Captain Mullett's forecast in the near future.

<l&bituarp
MAJOR

T.

A.

DALL

·MANY readers of THE WIRE will be very sorry to hear of
the untimely and sudden death of Tom Hall on 30th
March, at his home at Sturrninster Newton, Dorset.
Tom Hall was born at Newhaven, Sussex, on 21st June, 1909.
His war-time service was mainly with S~rd Divi~ional Sigx;ials
in B.A.0.R. as O.C. of an Infantry Brigade Signal Secuon.
From 1945 to 1947 he served with 3rd, 4th and 13th Divisional
Signals in the Middle East and was mentioned in despatches.
For the next five years he was in the U.K. where he served
as Officer-in-charge Posting Section at the Royal Signals Depot,
S03 at H.Q. Eastern Command and Squadron Commander in
5 Corps Signal Regiment. He then spent three years as a
Squadron Commander in 19 Air Formation Signal Regiment in
Ceylon and Singapore, followed by three years in the U.K. with
COMCAN. Between 1959 and 1961 he commanded 222 Signal
Squadron in Aden.
Tom Hall joined 2nd Signal Regiment in Bunde in 1961 as
S.S.0. and P.R.I. His hard work, his ability to make friends
and his cheerful good humour quickly established him as a key
figure not only in the ~cation but also in the ~own. Past and
present inhabitants of Birdwood Barracks owe hrm a great deal
for a variety of achievements: for the considerable sums of
money that he seemed to conjure for the P.R.I. from the pig
farm for three well-organised Kohima celebrations and for
num~rous improvements in quarters and welfare facilities for
single soldiers and families. Above all, however, he will be
remembered for the excellent relations he established with the
local German population. Regular meetings were held with
the Press and with the Police and other stadt officials, and
these did untold good in fosteri,ng Anglo-German friendship
and avoiding misunderstandings. He appeared ~n Germa_n
television and when he left Bunde on retirement m 1964 his
departure made the headlines and filled two columns in the
local Press. Even the Soviet military mission were sorry to see
him go.
.
.
.
On their return to England Tom and his wife, Trudi, went
into business with a village shop and post office near Tunbridge
Wells. Although Tom always had a fund of amusing. stories of
village life he clearly missed the Army very much mdeed. In
the summer of 1965 he was able to return to duty when he
assumed the appoint_mem o~ Retired .Officer i.n Pl~nning "."~ng
of the School of Signals, m Cattenck. Agam his orgarusmg
ability, his sense of humour and his wise counsel proved invaluable and he made a significant contribution to the work of
the Wing, in what were then the early days of the Mallard
studies. In September, 1966, the Wi,ng moved to Blan_dfor.d
in advance of the main party of the School, and once agam his
outstanding ability and energy were a tremendous asset. In
1968 he underwent a serious operation and made a good
recovery to resume normal duties "".ith the W!ng .. His attention
to detail in the running of the Wmg and his kmdly concern
for the welfare and happiness of its members will be sadly
missed and difficult, if not impossible, to replace.
Tom HaU was a fine military looking figure of a man; he was
always well dressed, full of life and had a .zest !or livi~g that
outdid many a younger man. To work with hrm, or iust to
know him, was a rewardi~g exper.ience. H~s su<;tden dear? has
left much sadness in the lives of his very wide circle of friends.
They can, however, look back on many amusing hours of help!ul
friendship and the very warm hospitality of his home, which
he and Trudi always made so refreshingly artistic.
His wife, son, daughter and grandchildren have our deep
sympathy in their tragic and unexpected loss.
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OBITUAllY ( Continued)
Darlington Branch. The branch very much regrets to announce
the deaths of two very stalwart supporters in Mr. F. C. Beasley
and Mr. E. Brown. Mr. Beasley was an ex-Sergeant of the Corps
and served from 1924 to 1931 and then in war service from
1939 to 1945. In the 1930s he served in India on the North-wc•t
frontier. He leaves a widow and a son to whom sincere sympathy
1s expressed. Address: 17, Oswaldine, Osmotherly, NorthJllerton,
Yorks.
Mr. Brown was an ex-Sergeant of the Corps serving from
1941 to 1946, and he was always ready and willing to put himself at the disposal of the Branch for any service he could
render. Sincere sympathy is also expressed to his family.
Address : 7, Hulton Grove, Hartburn, Stockton-on-Tees.
SERGEANT ALAN TANCOCK
17th Gurkha Signal Regiment, c/o G .P.O., Seremban, writes:
It is with deep regret that we report the death of Sergeant
Alan Tancock at the British Military Hospital, Dharan, Nepal,
on the 9th June.
Alan joined Gurkha Signals in November last year, from
237 Squadron, and quickly endeared himself to all British and
Gurkha ranks by his youthful enthusiasm, obvious enjoyment
of life, and his desire to help his fellow men. H e was a dedicated
Christian and led a good life; he was able to join others in their
fun and pleasures, but one was always aware of his own high
standards. In this manner he exerted considerable influence
over others.
He played most games well and was a sportsman in the
best sense of the word-an energetic yet chivalrous opponent.
The local boys' football team he organised in Bangkok, wh~st
serving with 237 Signal Squadron, was a form of commumty
service he enjoyed.
He was the senior technician in Nepal and in the ready
assumption and careful discharge of his varied responsibilities,
showed great promise for such a young N.C.O.
It was typical of Alan that he did not report sick until very,
very late, and his sudden death was a shock to aU.
The funeral took place on the 13th June at Dharan.

[Courtesy: Film and Phmo Studio: Photo by Nell H . Noel

THERE'S ALWAYS A SMILE, A JOKE AND A DRINK WHEN O LD
COMRADES MEET
A picture which typifies the all round happy friendliness which was
the keynote of the evening at the 22nd Reunion of the Indian
Signals Association. In the photo Left to Right : Lieutenant-Colonel
Charles Weech, Sergeant (Chelsea Pensioner) Tommy Halton and
Lieutenant-Colonel Nat Gould

INDIAN

SIGNALS

ASSO CIATION

Brigadier Freddie Allen, the President, writes :
The twenty-second Reunion was held at the Duke of York's
Headquarters Club, Chelsea, on 19th April. Brigadier F. J. Allen
presided and 127 sat down to dinner. Our guests of honour were
Major-General Sir Hubert Rance and Lady Rance and Brigadier
and Mrs. H. I. Allen, and also three Corps Chelsea Pensioners.
As usual it was a cheerful and wonderful party. I don't know
which is the more exhilarating pan-before dinner, the dinner,
or afterwards. The first excited greeting or pump handling
between old friends from those far-away place in the dim
nostalgic mists of long ago and the mutual joy and exci.te~ent
of seeing ' Bill' or 'Harry' or 'Glad' from Jubb or Pmd1 or
Poona.
Sir Hubert Rance gave us an enthralling five minutes on his
Burma and West India (including Anguilla) Governorships.
Harry Allen, our former pre ident, was obviou ly as pleased
to see us and we were to see him. The after-dinner chats over a
beer continued and brought to an end a memorable and unique
function at which the pervading atmosphere was sincerity and
friendship.
If you want to join write to Lieute nant-Colone~ ~at <!<> uld,
65 Angel Hill, Sutton, Surrey. The annual subscnptlon 1s 5/-.

Association News
PERCIVAL COACHES
fo r PR IVATE HIRE
Luxur;' Saloon Coac h es
Availa b lefor Military
units at short notice
TBLBPHONB:

RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PL ACE, RI CHMOND, YORKS.
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JIAllTLEPOOL AND DISTIUCT BHANCD
IRVIN, 32 High Street, Greatham,
Hon . Secretary.-MR.
W. Hartlepool.
Mr. B. H owell writes:
Arriving at tl1e G.C.E.-A.E.I. Sports and Social Club ~n
Friday evening, 9th May, I was greeted by the steward with
the words: "You are a bit late, there is quite a crowd up
there already." So I nipped into the bar, ordered my usual
rum and coke and then slipped up the stairs, only to find
the door to the meeting room closed. Hearing sounds of music
and female voices, I looked intu.. another room, to be in·
stantly recognised, whilst someone said "Hello, there!" Funny,
but I could not see a single Old Comrade in sight-only young
female ones! (Comrades at w.ork, that i~ ! ). _So I . decided to try
the meeting room door agam, and this trme 1t was opened
to be greeted with "We were just talking about you-you
always turn up last!"
Looking round in mock indignation, I soon saw why the
door was closed-a full house. Apparently, the Se retary,
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Stan Irvin was just reading out items from an agenda just
after di cus ing th 1969 Catterick Reunion (top secret stuff
on how to get there).
Late t copy of the latest WIRE was placed in my ]~ands
and after commenting on a resemblance to young Mickey
Rooney in the colourful jacket passed it along, noting that
there was a famine of notes from Association branches? Wake
up there. Let's be hearing from you!
We di cu~ ed various matters, with amusing reference to
a requirement of P.T. display girls at tha Sunday demonstration at the reunion--and why not have them for a change-and o say all of us!
Arrangements to attend the annivers~ry at Bl~ndford next
year are already in hand, and as far as this branch is concerned
we hope to have a high attendance. (How about you, ' Dodger '
Green and Co).
In our next notes we hope to give a run-down on ex-Royal
Signals members for the bene~t of other .old comr~des who
have lost touch and might poss1bly see theJr names listed and
write in.
From all of us at Hartlepool and District Branch-over to
you other branches. Let's be hearing your signals!
BIIOIINGRAlU AND DISTIUCI'

Our Cover Picture
Our cover picture this month is a view of part of the new Corps Museum
wh~ch forms the entran_ce ~all to the School of Signals at Blandford Camp.
This fine Museum, which 1s truly worthy of the Corps, was opened in the
su~er of 1967. The object is to preserve a living record of the history and
traditions both of our predecessors in the field of military communications,
and of our own Corps. On display, in an area of about five thousand square
feet, is an extensive array of apparatus of the earliest means of communication; authentic items of equipment used by Roya l Signals and our predecessors over the past 100 years; documents, uniforms, paintings, prints and
photographs. All are of historical significance and illustrate an incident or
phase in the evolution and development of Royal Signals, and its operations
throughout the world, and in association with other Commonwealth and
allied Signal Corps.
The Royal Signals Museum is open during normal working hours on
Monday to Friday and between 10 a.m. and 12 noon on Saturdays.

BRA.i.~CR

Hon. Secreiary: M.Rs. JEAN HARRIS, 133 Russell B:ink Ro2d,
Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield.
Two dates worthy of mention
Birmingham Branch have held rwo good monthly meetings
recently which we felt worthy of mention.
24th April. We were addressed by Colonel J. A.. Mac Lean,
Commanding Officer of our host Unit, 35 (S.M.) Signal Regiment T .A.V.R. He outlined present and future activities of the
Unit, stressing their important international roll, and his
Warrant Officers and Sergeants demonstrated some of the new
equipment now being used. Members were intensely interested
and one got the impression that the Colonel would have had
many more recruits if he could have ignored age levels.
29th May. We held an informal social evening for members
and their ladies. We had a 'half price' night at the bar and
were provided with wonderful food by one of our members
who, very luckily for us, is a director of a well-known firm
who make pork pies, veal and ham pies, sausages, etc. Two
whole cooked hams were amongst items provided and as it was
impossible for SO people to consume them entirely, wrapping
paper (by kind permission of H.M. Government) was found
and George Osman did a most professional job of slicing and
everyone went home armed with a small package of beautiful
cooked ham. Many ladies present expressed their loyalty to
the Corps by wearmg the H .Q. key fobs ingeniously converted
into either brooches or pendants. A most successful evening.

' BRIGAND OF CHANG!'
Useful addition to th e Corps fleet

THE
As a condition of the grant of welfare funds towards her
purchase, she is available to the whole of Singapore District.
Crews have varied from the Captain of H.M.S. H ermes to a
party of boys from St. John's School.
Her future is to join the Royal Signals Yacht Club fleet
when we withdraw from Singapore, though where she will be
based has not yet been decided.
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'BriganJ ol Changi'
' Brigand of Changi ' belongs to 18th Signal Regiment and
has now been sailing for over a year from the Army Yacht
Club in Singapore. In spite of some misgivings about the
robustness of a yacht of this type for the inevitable hard usage
of charter work, she has been a great success.
In her first Lwelve months she was at sea for 243 days
and could have been booked twice over for the next six
months. She visited Kuala Trengganu and Penang, 300 miles
north, on the east and west coast respectively, and has now
made twelve cruises to the islands off Mersing, some 100
miles from Singapore. The west coast is not so popular,
with only four visits.
She is not really built for racing, but before the regatta
season, we fitted her with a new spinnaker and mizzen staysail
and practised some crews in handling them. Twenty-three
different ~mbers of the Regiment crewed during the 13
days ~f racmg and she came fourth out of 25 in the handicap
class m the Round the Island Race; a comfortable first in
the Republic of Singapore Yacht Club Regatta, with a first and
econd place in two passage races.
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Catterick Reunion 28th129th June
To say that the Reunion Weekend this year was a success is almost an
understatement. A record turnout, fine sunny weather and efficient arrangements, organised so admirably by the Training Brigade, all combined to
produce a memorable two days. In fact, one wonders how anything better
can be staged for the 1970 Reunion, but no doubt the Training Brigade will,
as usual, produce that little extra for the occasion.
The weekend, as usual, opened with the Retreat ceremony on the Saturday evening, and this proved to be a very happy amalgam of the Corps Band
with the Band, Pipes and Drums of the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate. Noteworthy were new tunes and a certain freshness of approach, for
which thanks, no doubt, are due to our new Director of Music, Captain K
R. R. Boulding.
Saturday night in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Messes ... well,
what can one say but that it was the usual very cheerful gathering, and
the pictures on pages 332 and 333 tell the story even better than your Editor
can.
Church Parade and Service on the Sunday was an occasion of quiet
dignity, past memories ·and pride of Corps. Long remembered will be the
stirring and very much to the point sermon given by Brigadier The Reverend
Charles Nettleship--late of the Corps. For the march past, no less than
300 Old Comrades were on parade and they indeed made a stirring sight.
The Annual General Meeting, held at midday, was well attended
despite the counter-attraction of a beer tent at the front door. This gave the
Chairman an opportunity to enlarge on the arrangments for 1970-the 5oth
anniversary of the formation of the Corps ( ee pages 355 and 356).
The Sunday afternoon displays went off in their usual efficient way, in
brilliant sunshine, and the very many well thought-out sideshows and stalls
were a particularly popular attraction ( ee panoramic view on pages 332 and
333).
And so, before we knew it, another Reunion Weekend had come to an
end; but before we ourselves end, one last tribute must be recorded. It i
to all those who produced such excellent meals throughout the weekend.
Their efforts received universal praise.
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Spe ial Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps appen.ings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
a.re deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.
~

- - Sergennt T. ,1. • ./Jlaaghan, .t.(;.1.0., Edinburgh
for receiving a personal rribute from the civic head of
the town of Kelso for 11is work as Army Recruirer, on the
occasion of the presentation of the L.S. and G .C. medal.
Ir i~ nor oflen that our Army Recruirers receive a mark of
public e reem which many of them so richly deserve. Their
job, by its very nature, is a personal one and they carry
our their duties-sometimes calling on capabilities of the
highest calibre-unostenratiously. Sergeant Maughan was
on the employed list serving with the A.C.!.O. Edinburgh
and deployed ar a sub-recruiting office in Kelso for the past
two years. Even again r the high standard set by recruiting
N .C.O.s Sergeant Maughan's work in the area was outtanding and he quickly established himself amongst the
people of Kelso, identifying hirn ~elf with their local
problems and carrying out a wide range of civic duties
and at the same time establishing a first class image of
the Corps. He received many commendations locally for his
work and the energy he pur into it. He never refused a call
upon his services and he soon became a well-known Corps
man locally. An expression of the esteem felt by the people
of Kel o and the surrounding district was made to Sergeant
Maughan when he was presented with the L.S. and G.C.
medal. The Provost of Kelso, Provost Tom J. S. PlenderIeith, and the Town Clerk, Mr. M. D. Carlaw, attended the
presentation. The presentation of the medal was made by
the Commander of Recruiting and Liaison raff (Scotland)
who spoke of the great privilege to have the civic head of
the town present and said it demonstrated the great fund
of goodwill that existed between the Army and the town
a good deal of which had been brought about by the
untiring work of Sergeant Maughan. Replying, the Provost
paid tribute to Sergeant Maughan and said he had done a
tremendous job for the town and he held him in the
highest regard.

- - ('orpor a l Jt> lt Penge . ol 21st Signal Hegimeiit
for playing the star role, with other athletes of 21 st ignal
Regiment (see unit notes for names) in registering ~ome
outstanding succes es in two championships-one at Sennclager and the other at Rheindahlen- a dfatance of over
1 SO m iles--on the same day. Corporal Fenge's effor ts in
these championships were remarkable. On the Tuesday
afternoon he won the R.A.F. pole vault with a new
record came second in the triple jump and third in the
400 metres hurdles. The following morning, while the
engine of a car was ticking over, ready to take him to
Rheindahlen, he recorded the best performance of the
meeting with a pole jump of 12ft. 6in. Away to the
R.A.F., Germany, Championships, 150 miles away, he
arrived just in time to get into the 110 metres hurdles
event, which he won by 10 yards- in a best-ever time.
But this was not enough for Corporal Fenge-he acted
a anchor man in the R.A.F. Laarbruch relay team and
helped them to win a splendid race in the last event of
the day. Of such stuff are champions!

*

*

*

The foregoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
Corps news worthy of special mention. Something of
particular interest must have occurred in YOUR unir,
station, or command. Write NOW and tell the Editor
about it and so help keep this a live and interesting
column.

From our "Jn" Tray
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE ASSISTED ROUSE
PURCHASE SCHEME
Sir,
You mave have seen reference in the National Press to
the new . inistry of Defence Assisted House Purchase Scheme
which became effective from the 1st July, 1969.
The following is a copy of a signal which gives a brief outline of the scheme. It was despatched by the Ministry of Defence (Army) PS.4 (a) to all Commands at Home and Abroad
on the 25th June, 1969 (with a request to Commands to publicise this information to all Units and Corps and Regimental
Headquarters):
"NEW ASSISTED HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME (.)
FIRST (.) A SCHEME OF LOANS TO ASSIST
MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES WITH HOUSE
PURCHASE IS TO BE INTRODUCED WITH EFFECT
FROM lST JULY, 1969 (.)FULL DETAILS WILL BE
GIVEN IN DCI (GEN) 125/69 TO BE ISSUED ON
30TH JUNE, 1969 (.)
SECOND (.) PURPOSE OF THIS SIGNAL IS TO
EXPLAIN THE COMPLEMENTARY NATURE OF
THE NEW M.0.D. SCHEME AND EXISTING
ARMY BENEVOLENT FUND SCHEME AND TO
AVOID ANY INITIAL CONFUSION (.)

Sergeant T. A. Maugha.,,, pictured after receiving his Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal from Colonel Lamb, Commander of
Recruiting and Liaison Staff (Scotland), at Kelso. Pictured, left to
right, ore: Provost Tom J. S. Plenderleith , Colonel Steel-Scott,
Army Careers Officer for Edinburgh and the Borders, Mr. M. D.
Carlaw, Town Clerk, Colonel Lamb, Colonel Pender, Chizf Recruiting Officer for Scotland, Sergeant Maugham and Mrs. Maugham

- - Tit" WatPr Polo TPam ol 229 Signal Sqriadron
for winning in such fine style, the Divisional Water Polo
Cha!f!pionships. In the semi-final they beat 21st Engineer
Regiment and then went on to beat 16th/5th Lancers in
the finals, held in Hohne. They are winners also of the
Berlin Brigade League and the Berlin Brigade Knockout
Cup Championship.
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THIRD (.)EXISTING ABF'S WIDER SCHEVE FOR
ASSISTING SERVING SOLDIERS, DESCRIBED IN
LEAFLET ARMY BENEVOLENCE AND THE
SERVING SOLDIER POLICY STATEMENT NO. 2
AND OPERATED THROUGH CORPS AND REGT.
ASSOCIATIONS, WILL CONTINUE IN ITS PRESENT FORM WITH EXCEPTION THAT FROM 1ST
JULY, 1969, LOANS FOR HOUSE PURCHASE
REPEAT HOUSE PURCHASE UP TO THE MAX
SUMS STATED IN DCI (GEN) 125/69 WILL BE
OPERATED THROUGH THE M.O.D. SCHEME (.)
HOWEVER, APPLICATIONS SIGNED BY C .O.s BEFORE !ST JULY, 1969, WILL BE DEALT WITH BY
ABF AS AT PRESENT (.)
FOURTH (.) IN CASES WHERE LOAN REQUIRED
FOR HOUSE PURCHASE EXCEEDS SUMS STATED
IN DCI (GEN) 125/69, APPLICATIONS FOR THE
BALANCE WILL BE SUBMITTED TO THE ABF
THROUGH CORPS AND REGT. ASSOCIATIONS
AS AT PRESENT (.)
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FIFTH (.) REQUEST YOU PUBLICISE THIS INFO
TO ALL UNITS AND CORPS/REGT. HQs U N DER
YOUR COMMAND (.)"
Further details are given in DCI (General) No. 125, dated
the 30th Ju~e~ 1969, but this may not _have reached you yet.
The new MIIllstry of Defence Scheme is operated direct from
Unit Commanders to R.P.'s and thence to the Solicitors handling
the house purchase.
Briefly, the effects of this new Ministry of Defence Scheme
on the Army Benevolent Fund comprehensive scheme of help
to the Serving Soldier, as outlined in our leaflet " Army Benevolence and the Serving Soldier," are as follows :
(a) The new Ministry of Defence Scheme and our Scheme
are complementary.
(b) T he Army Benevolent Fund Scheme will continue in
exactly its present form with one exception that in future
the Ministry of Defence Scheme will cover HOUSE
PURCHASE up to a maximum of £775 (with certain
qualifications for Soldiers) and £1,250 for Officers, in the
twelve months prior to the expected date of leavmg
the Services. The Ministry of Defence Scheme applies
only to Officers on long-service commissions and soldier
on pensionable engagements.
(c) The Army Benevolent Fund will, therefore, continue to
help cases of need in the following categories of setting
up a home:
(i)
Cases where the loan requirement for house purchase exceeds the permitted financial maximum in
the Ministry of Defence Scheme and a balance is
needed. (Applications signed by Commanding
Officers before the 1st July, 1969, or before receipt
of the Ministry of Defence signal, quoted above,
will continue to be dealt with by the A.B.F. in
full).
(ii) Cases where the loan requirement is in excess of
12 months.
(iii) Cases in which the length of service of the applicant
does not meet the Ministry of Defence requirement.
(iv) All loan applications for FURNITURE AND
FURNISHINGS.
(d) In addition, of course, the A.B.F. will continue to cover
all other requirements of a compassionate nature, as at
present, as described in the policy leaflet 'Army Benevolence and the Serving Soldier.'
Our leaflet ' Army Benevolence and the Serving Soldier ' will
remain effective in general terms as far as loans and grants
from the Army Benevolent Fund are concerned, and the
mechanics will remain the same; certain minor amendments will
be necessary in due course to certain portions of this leaflet, in
particular to paragraph 18.
In future cases of double applications for loans, i.e. both
Ministry of Defence and Army Benevolent Fund, under paragraph 3 (c) (i) above, we would ask you to include, in paragraph
7 of our MRI Form, the amount of any loan approved under
the new Ministry of Defence scheme, when it was made, and,
of course, the amount of the terminal grant.
We are giving urgent consideration to the possibility of extending our scheme to include Officers.
It is requested that you pass this information on within your
Corps and Regiments.
Yours etc.,
P. N. F. White (Major-General),
Controller, Army Benevolent Fund.

THAT

(:HOUSEY'

AFFAIR AT
JtEGIMENT

14th

SIGNAi,

Sir,
I enclose a cutting from the 'New Zealand Herald.' It
appeared under the Column 'News in Brief.'
(The cutting referred to mice eating U.G. telephone cables
a1 14th Signal Regiment.-Editor).
Such excerpts are culled from world-wide news.
It would seem that at last someone has tumbled to the importance of Signals. I have experienced the ravages of rats,
the damage caused to line communications by horses, mules
donkeys, goats, cattle and sheep. White ants have always had
to be contended with. I have even had the main open wire
trunk system in Azad (free) Kashmir put out of action by the
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ma china~ion s of the lowly, but clever, spider, but never have I
heard of an Army' s communication's system being made useless by a little mouse I
iBut surely, sir, in these days of technical advances and
sophistication a common cat or two should still be on the unofficial establishment of every Signal Regiment. But the Commanding Offi::er of 14th Signal Regiment might take ome comfort in the lines of the great Robbie Bums that:
" The best laid schemes of mice and men gang aft agley.''
But, of course, the mouse won this time. But let us hope that
14th Signal Regiment will win next time.
Yours faithfully,
J. M. S. Tulloch,
P .O. Box 3, Keri Keri,
(Colonel, late Royal Signals)
Bay of Islands, New Zealand.

Sir,
I am sorry that I am late reporting to you that the Royal
Signals wreath was duly laid by me during the Annual Dunkirk
Pilgrimage of 1969 on the Memorial in the British Cemetery.
The reason for the delay was that I have been waiting for a
photograph to be developed, hoping that it can be reproduced in THE WIRE (above, but regretrably rarher indistinct.Editor).
The significance of this photo is, it was taken at LeParadis, in Northern France, where over SO men were
shot by the Germans after surrendering their arms. Some
two years later they were taken from the communal grave
and laid to rest in a specially-made cemetery by the French,
close to where it happened.
2319789 Signalman B. A. Stanley, whose name is on the
stone is buried in this cemetery. He was a regular soldier,
as his number is a little later than my own. I hope it may be
of interest to some members of the Corps.
Next year (1970), 30 years later, a plaque will be unveiled
on the wall where these men were buried. I feel that Signalman
Stanley, who rests with hi comrades typifies the valour and
fortitude which is endured during campaign such as thi -a
valour and fortitude which is rendered quietly and inconspicuously.
I accompanied Major-General D. A. L. Wade, himself a
Royal Signals Officer to Le Paradis. It is the General who
is making arrangements for the plaque to be made and placed
on the wall, where it will be unveiled next year.
There are probably many things to be proud of in our
span of life- there may be some of which we are not prou
of. I know that when I saw that grave " In some comer of
a foreign field " that I wa proud . . . ye , proud to have
served at Dunkirk with such men and al ·o proud to have served
with the Royal Signal . The plaque will be bought with public
donations-any donations sent will be forwarded to the fund.
F. Steel,
Founder Vice-President,
IS, Capel Gardens,
Dunkirk Veterans' As ociation
Seven Kings, llford, Essex.
(London Branch)
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Movements = = = =
Major J. B. Atkinson . . .
Major M. E. Bradbury .. .
Captain (T.O .T .) J . D. Baker ...
Captain J. Barrett . . .
. ..
C..aptain (Tfc.) G. H. Cowsill
Lieutenant J. V. C ulbert ...
Major M. C . Deverill . . .
. ..
Captain (T.O.T.) P. Devanney
Lieutenant M. J . C. G alloway . ..
Major M. Q. M. Greaves
Lieutenant J . A. G rierson
Capwn J. Hawthomthwai te
Lieutenant B. C. P . Hig90n
Capwn E. Hampson . . .
. ..
Qip1ain D. J. Henning . . .
. ..
Captain (T.O.T.) D . P . H erring
Captain G . W. H oward ...
. ..
Captain R. B. Ingram .. .
...
M jor H. A. Johnstone, M.B.B.

To School of Signals
,, 63 (SAS) Signal Squadron

o.c.

,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

C.ptain (T.O .T.) B. A. Kimber
,,
L1eut.-Colonel P . W . Lonnon, O.B.B. ,,
Maj<¥ K. F. Lloyd
,,
iajor F. C. Lockwood

l'tlAN WITH A HOBDY
Sir,
As a member of the Cardiff Branch of the Association, you
may be interested in my hobby.
Towards the end of 1939-the year I joined the Territorials! started to collect Army cap badges. During the war years
this collection continued to grow, embracing badges of other
forces, then on to civil, police, transport, and so forth, until
today, 30 years later, I have a collection of over 6,500 badges.
I have taken the liberty of enclosing a photograph of a
recent display of some of my badges. This was in connection
with an R.A.F. recruiting drive, and the badges aroused quite
an interest among the general public. (Myself pointing).
I am, of course, very keen on the various cap badges worn
by Signals units in overseas countries, and I am also keen
to obtain the King's crown and Queen's crown issues of the
busby plume holders, as worn by the Corps Band.
Yours etc.,
G. F. Isom
148 Splott Road,
Splott, Cardiff. CF2. 2DD.

HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW, 1969
Sir,
Through the generosity of The British Show Jumping
Association and Colonel Sir Michael Ansell, the Gala Performance on Monday, 6th October, will be given to the Army
Benevolent Fund.
It will be held at The Empire Pool, Wembley, and starts
at 7 p.m.
Members of the Armed Services may buy tickets at concession rates, as follows: 15/- seats, normal price, for 7 /6;
10/- seats, normal price, for 5/-; 5/- seats, normal price, for
2/6.
Supplies of ticket order forms will be available shortly and
will be distributed throughout headquarters and units in the
vicinity of London. Tickets will, however, be available from
the Box Office at the Empire Pool, Wembley, and provided
1t 1s made clear chat applicants are eligible for cheap tickets,
they will be issued.
J. C. S. Ashworth (Brigadier)
The Army Benevolent Fund
CALLl~G

OLD

FftlEl\'DS

Sergeant and Mrs. Ron Kent would like to know the whereabouts, and to hear from, Sergeant and Mrs. Pete Nicholls (ex4th Division).
Sergeant Kent's address; 610 Signal Troop (C. & E.),
C.O.D. Donningcon, Telford, Shropshire.
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CONTACT ESTABLISHED
Left to right :-The V.C.G .S.-an intent watcher, Captain Ray Webb
(MP4TDA) and W.0.11 Leese. At this time contact had been
established with Lieutenant Nick Herwood in Nyeri (E. Africa).
The G2 DAF amplifier was constructed by W.0.11 Derek Leese

ROYAL SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETYAN OUTPOST HONOlJRED
An outpost of the Corps Amateur Radio Society was honoured
by a personal visit from the Vice Chief of the General Staff,
Lieutenant-General Sir Victor Fitzgeorge Balfour, during a
cour of the Command Force Gulf area in June.

The great day was Friday 13th and the V.C.G.S. called at
the British Troops Sharjah club station during the late afternoon and the station was explained to him by W.0.11 Derek
Leese (MP4TAF) (late 1 Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment).
Various questions were asked by the General who was extremely
interested in what he saw and sat listening to a contact between
the station, being operated by MP4TDA (Captain (QM.) Ray
Webb, past secretary and treasurer of the Society) and 5Z4LS,
Lieutenant ' Nick ' Herwood, an old Corps T.A. member
currently teaching in Nyeri, East Africa.
Other contacts made the same day were with ZC4HS, Staff
Sergeant Harry Sankey (of Corps display team fame) at present
in Dhekelia; 9HlBE, Sergeant Harry Whenman, in Malta;
VS6AA, Captain (Tfc.) Maurice Caplan, in Hong Kong; and
G4RS, the H.Q. station of the Society in Blandford, Dorset.
Frequency used was 21380 KHz.
Full information about the Royal Signals Amateur Radio
Society can be obtained from: W.0.1 (F. of S.) J. Cooper, High
Power Receiver Hall, School of Signals, Blandford Camp.

llOYAL

SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND

AND

The following donations were most grateflllly received during 1une,

1969:-

3oth Regiment
21st Regiment
9th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
18th Regiment (ail ranks)
Bath a:id District Branch
Major-General R. F . B. Naylor, C.B ., C.B.E. , D.S.O. , M.C.
(in memory of the late Lieutenant-General E. A. O sborne,
C.B., D.S.O.)
Colonel A. J . G . McNair
Mr. C. West
Mr. T. G. Handy
Colonel R. G. L . Giblin, O .B.E.
Various small individual donations

Expenditure during 1une, I969

I

9
I5
3
54 8
IO IO

6
2
6
5
0

2 2
3 0
2 IO
I 0
0
l
17

0

Total Receipts . . . £82 16

I

0

0
0
0

6

£1,037 18 II
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X..Cutenant G . Meakin .. .
Captain W . A. F. Morgan
Major H. G . Mackinlay ...
Lieutenant C . Needham . . .
. ..
Major (T.O.T.) G . E . Pinder ...
Major M. A . Petheram . . .
...
Major W . D . A. Poole ...
. ..
Colon el G . Proudman , M.B.B.
Captain E . W . Penny . ..
. ..
Major H . Rothwell, M.B.B. . . .
Major M . U. R yan
...
...
Lieutenant R. J . G. M. Rumford
Lieut.-Colonel I. M . Rose . . .
...
Second-Lieutenant I. M . G . Strong
O/Cadet D . W . Sharpe ...
...
Captain (Tfc.) B. T . Seymour
Major A. V. Swindale ...
Major J. E. W . Thompson ...
Lieutenant D . A. Williams ...
Lieutenant A. D. Whipp
Major M . R. C. Weiner
...
Lieutenant P. M. A. Whittaker
Lieutenant R. M.. Yolland

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,.
,,
,,
,,

.,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

as

IOth Regiment
22nd Re~ent
38th R egiment (V)
22nd Regim(."11t
Liverpool Univertity O.T.C.
PEPS
7th R egim ent
31st Regiment (V)
24 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
ll th R egiment (Course)
16th R egiment
222 Squadron
7th R egiment
30th Regiment
xst Arty. Bde. H .Q . and Sig. Sqn.
2nd R egiment
4 Gd s. Bde. H .Q . & Sig. Sqn.,
as O.C .
4th Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
llth Regiment
H .Q. , Army Group Signals,
NORTHAG, as Lr.-Col.
uth Regiment, as C .0 ., Lt.Col.
253 Squadron
227 Squadron, as O.C ., M~jor
249 Squadron, as O .C .
I Ith Regiment
B.A.T.T., Kenya
20d Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
244 Squadron, as O.C .
C.S.0., Army Strategic Comd.,
as Brigadier
229 Squadron
33rd Regiment (V), as C .O .
9th Regiment
3oth Regiment
3oth Regiment, as C .O .
7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn .
2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
30th Regiment
H.Q., 13th Signal Group
H.Q. , FARELF
28th Regiment
5 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn .
3 H.Q. & Signal Regt.
255 Squadron
244 Squadron

Sergeant J. T. Cross
Sergeant P. J. Fcrnie ...
Sergeant F. J . Crawford
Sergeant A. Spencer
Sergeant G. T . Howse .. .
Sergeant B. Taylor
.. .
A/Sergeant G. E. G1iy .. .

==Promotions==
REGIMENTAL D UTY ROSTER

Old
S en . N o. Sen. N o.
To W.0.11

To 30th Regiment
,, 3oth Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
,, 1 uh Regiment
,, 9th Regiment
r6th Regiment
,. I 8th Regiment
,, 71h Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
,, 2nd Division Signal Regiment
,, 220d Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, 1st Division Signal Regiment
,, 6th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, H .Q ., 3rd Signal Group
,, H.Q .. Strategic Command
MOD Camp Comd . Central Staif
., 227 Squadro:i
,, 71st Regiment (V)
,, 2nd Div. Sigo:d Regiment
,, 9th Regiment
., 223 Squadron
,. 9th Regiment
3 Commando Bde. Sig. Tp., R.M.
1st Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
,, School of s :gnnls
., School of Signals
,, 242 Squadron
,. 8th Regiment
7th Regiment
nth Regiment
24th Regiment
,. 7th Regiment
,. 255 Squadron
., 20d Div. Signal Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
,, 227 Squadron
uth Regiment
6th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 255 Squadron
22nd Regiment
r3th Regiment
22nd Regiment
38th Regim ent (V)
,, 30th Regiment
rst Div. Signal Regiment
xst Div. Signnl Regiment
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J.

S/ Sgt.

W alton , C .

5000

4990

A / W .O .I

CHJEP CLERIC ROSTER
J ames, G .
500

850

To Sgt.

Cpl.
C pl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl .
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

T ECHNICAL RoSTER
Lowes, T .
7861
Tidswell, w.
7869
Hooks, D . H .
7872
Field, M . J .
7880
McLellan, I. F.
7954
Bristow, N .
7956
Peplow, M. J.
7975
Halliwell, A. J .
7976
Rumley, R.
7978
Bullard , D . C .
7979
Ferster, J. J.
7980
Conway, D. G.
7982
JeffriC-', E. G.
8oo9
Smurthwaite, P. C 8or5
Cairns, I.
8o25
Harvey, S. M.
8195
Beavan, P . M.
8210
Aldridge, M. P.
8285
Gibson, K. c.
8430
Lloyd, T. I.
8450
Dolby, I.
8490
Riddy, G . T. I.
8630
Batley, J. A .
8710
Joy, R. G.
8750
McCormack, J. w. 8755

14333
14449
13376
14751
15001
14193
13390
14147
13IIO
ll500
13265
14491
14330
13446
13789
12945
13971
14778
14469
14629
15182
14627
lI86o
1436o
14294

To Sgt.

Cpl.
· cpl.
A / Sgt.

OPERATING ROSTER
Pengilly, B. E.
15530
Ke:my, J. J. P.
15720
Fenton, G.
15730

176oo
31744
28740

To W .0 .1

DELETIONS
REGIMBNTAL DUTY ROSTER
86o

W.O.I

840

W.O.I

1090

IIJO

Sgt.

5085

TECHNICAL ROSTBR
5690

Sgt.

7120

0PBRATING ROSTER
1246o
13350

Sgt.

1020

Warrant Officers and Sergeants
W.O.II (Y. of S.) W . Coxon . ..
W .O.II (Y. of S .) G . H. Wright
W .O.II A . Charlton
...
. ..
W .O .II R . G. W . Hayes
W.O.Il G. W. E. Hope .. .
W.O .II P. B. Overland .. .
W.O.II A. J. Thomas .. .
W.0.II B. C. Cole
Staff Sergeant (F. of S .) J . N. Rogers
Staff Sergeant (F. of S. ) G. W.
Fordham
Staff Sergeant R. J. Isaac
Staff Sergeant A. Morris
Staff Sergeant J. T . Worrall
A/S taif Sergeant N. Wallace
S taff Sergeant A. G. Rose
Staff Sergeant T. Sharrock
Staff Sergeant F. R. Lee
Sergeant P. D. Cole .. .
Sergeant F . L. Crossley . . .
Sergeant T. G . Jones .. .
Sergeant P. J . A. Beer . . .
Sergeant D. J. Tunmore
Sergeant A. Young
.. .
Sergeant P . D . McGinn .. .
Sergeant J. S. Dew
ergeant J. Welsh . . .
Sergeant A. F . Wilson
Sergeant C. I . Perry
. ..
Sergeant W. F. Quinlan
Sergeant J . C. Banks
Sergeant G. A. Aylmer
Sergeant T. A. Hyde
Sergeant G. Hall .. .
Sergeant J. P . Edison ...
ergeant W. A. Hughes
Sergeant D . A. W. Bowden
A / Sergeant A . Easton . ..
A / Sergeant J. H. Davies
Sergeant R. D. Ale.'<llnder
Sergeant P. I. Musgrave ...
Sergeant M. G. Springer
Sergeant J. R. Smart
Sergeont G . Hanson
Sergeant J. M. Evans .. •
Sergeant R. L. St1rrk . ..
Sergeant F. A. Webber
Sergeant E. W. Wiffen . . .

,. 4th Div. Signal Rciiment
2nd Div. Signal Regiment
19th Cadet T raining T eam
9th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
224 Squad ron
244 Squadron

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS RoSTER

Sgt.

440

FIELD ROSTER
2684
2230

3710

4400

4780

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER
2620
I844

VACANCIES FOR ASSESSORS
A ·number of vacancies exit for ASSESSORS (Technical
Class Grade III) with the Army Scaling Authority at Woolwich.
The posts are temporary in the first instance, but carry the
normal prospects of establishment.
The alary scale ranges. from £940 to £1_ 347 and the. ~ntry
point for age 28 or over 1s £1,206. There 1s a £75 additional
allowance for working in London.
Foremen of Signals, or Technicians who have served an
apprenticeship and possess an 0 C, . who are due to. c~mplete
their service shortly and who are mtc:rested, are invited. to
write to the O.C., Army Scaling Authority, R.E.M.E:, Stadium
Road Woolwich, London, .E.18, for further details and/or
a fo;m of application.
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J. Bardell, O.E E., F.R. G.S.

Sail Training Schooner

The Sail Training Association

A

RE you interested in ' going foreign ' aboard a topsail
schooner for fourteen days, manning the yards and taking
your turn at the wheel? No experience is required. Alternatively,
are you sufficiently experienced in cruising or ocean racing to
take charge of a watch of fourteen young men and accept the
responsibility of a 300-ton ship cracking along at twelve to
fourteen knots bound for Norway, Brittany or the Isle of Skye?
The Sail Training Association will willingly take crew members
from the Corps or apprentices from Harrogate. They would also
welcome some experienced watch keepers.
~he Sir Winston Churchill and her sister ship Malcolm
Miller . operate from March to November in a cruising area
extendmg from Portugal to Sweden by way of Fair Isle-this
may be extended to the Azores in 1970. Light airs or gales,
they always get to sea, and cover as much as 1,100 miles in a
formighr's cruise. Every other year they take part in the now
famous Tall Ships' Race.
There are berrhs for 39 trainees on each ship and we in
the Corps have endowed one berth aboard the Malcolm Miller.
The ships are worked by the trainees who are required to take on
under supervisi<?n all the jo~s that were normally done by the
crew of an old-ttme square-rigger, such as sail handling steering
lookouts, handling wires and ropes, cleaning ship above and
below decks and t~g th~ir turn with the chef in the galley.
They also gam experience m the shipboard arts of navigation
use of radio and navigational aids, and the maintenance and
proper handling of sails and gear. But it is not the aim to
produce seamen in a fortnight. The main experience is of
co~munal eff?rt and living in the confined space of a sailing
ship. Formal mstruction is kept to a minimum.

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!
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we drifted back up Channel on a calm blue sea in the broiling
sun. A ladde: wa~ rigged on _the port side and a safety party
placed aft with lifebuoys whilst hands went to the bowsprit
and dived over for a swim. Sixty fathoms below was the Hurd
Deep. A brisk easterly then sent us away towa rds Ushant, and
we had the thrill of carrying square sails and the raffee during
the night watches with the ship rolling in the swell and at ten
knots we almost held our own with some of the slower cargo
ve~sels. During the forenoon in company with the M alcolm
Miller we found ourselves surrounded by units of the F rench
Navy-an aircraft carrier and her escorting destroyers. Aircraft
were being flown on and off the carrier. We exchanged courtesies
with the Frenchmen and dipped our ensigns.

Sailing with a difference
By Colonel E.

..

U nusual s ignals
The Miller was repeatedly buzzed by the aircraft when they
found she had girls aboard. H er skipper eventually made the
signal EVQ-' trouble with crew.' A quick thumb through the
book and our captain replied with the hoist DUH-' place in
confinement.' One imagined the mystification of the French
yeoman of signals aboard the carrier as he turned that up in his
International Code Book.
As the naval vessels made their way to Brest we turned south
to Douarnenez where we anchored off the harbour entrance.
A dusty little French town built of grey stone and fitted in
against the hillside and the low cliffs. The town owed its
original prosperity to the -privateers who commenced operations
from there in the time of Elizabeth I. In the 17th and 18th
centuries it was famous for its sardine fleet but it is now better
known for the bird sanctuary on the nearby Pointe du Raz.
The motor launch and the sailing dinghies were hoisted over
the side. Races were organised between the two ships and I
fear the girls took the honours. A party was organised by the
local yacht club for the two crews while the afterguard spent
a hilarious evening in the Ty Mad, a prosperous hotel across
the peninsular and had a gargantuan meal of shell fish, cold
meats and suoerb ice-creams. Our hostess drove us back to the
quay and kissed us fondly on both cheeks in good French
fash ion.
On Saturday both ships came alongside for water and the
yards were cockbilled so that we could lie together without
fouling our rigging. It took two hours to water and cost 15
francs. We then cast off and left harbour to the cheers of the
fishermen and the sound of their sirens and bells. It had been
a happy but expensive weekend.

" Mann ing the yards"

"Working aloft"

A taste of fright, discomfort and adventure
H.R.H. Prince Philip best described the objects of the Association when he said that the scheme was designed to benefit
the young men of this country, to give them a taste of fright,
discomfort and adventure in an age when it is possible to live
comfortably, securely and boringly.
My last cruise aboard Sir W inston Churchill is typical of
most voyages. Both ships were lying in the River Dart off the
Britannia Royal Naval' College when I joined. It was the afternoon of a fine sunny day as the London train came down the
incline to Kingswear. There was a heron stalking small fry at
the river's edge and a pair of swans with necks outstretched
were flying upstream at deck height.
The crews reported aboard on the Sunday-I was delighted
to see the first trainees arrive, a bevy of shapely wenches, but
alas, hopes were soon dashed as the young Amazons passed
across to the Malcolm Miller. My own watch soon appeareda couple of tough apprentices fro!D the Steel Corporation of
Wales, one or two long-haired university students, assorted
chaps from Kodak, the Rank Organisation and the RAF, a shop
assistant and a young signaller from H.M.S. Mercury. Fourteen,
including Gladys with his long blonde hair, and his request,
as he stepped abroad, for a pill. He had to have the pill. He
could be so dreadfully seasick! You may laugh at my motley
collection but from past experience aboard I knew they would
turn into a good lively watch, prepared to take on the most
unexpected and unaccustomed tasks. They were signed on and
made their way below to the half deck, to their pipe cots and
hammocks.
Next day all hands were called at 06.30 hours to prepare the
ship for sea. They climbed the masts; the top of the main is
98 feet above the deck; were instructed on bridge duties and
worked out the sail drills. The morning soon passed.
At 14.00 hours the girls loosed their square topsail and hoisted
the outer jib. We followed, th.e hands on the upper yard

casting off gaskets and those below hauling sheets. In line
astern we moved down river, dipping our ensign to the Yacht
Club on the Dartmouth shore and on to the castles at the
narrow cliff entrance. It was here that part of Drake's fleet
lay behind the chain boom stretched across the river' s mouth
awaiting the call for them to go out to the Armada. Many of
them were no bigger than ourselves and certainly not so handy.
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Plenty of deck work for a large crew
Once out past the Mewstone, hands went aloft to take in the
square topsail and we rounded into the wind to set our fore,
main and mizzen. It was our first attempt and a ragged one.
Sir W'inston Churchill carries about 7,110 square feet of canvas.
The principle underlying the final choice of her sail plan was
to provide plenty of work on deck for a large crew while
minimising the work aloft, so as to avoid exposing inexperienced
hands to the hazards of laying out on yards in all weathers. An
example of the practical effect of this design is that there are
only two winches for ail handling in the whole ship, those for
the jib topsail sheets. Everything else is 'hand,·aulic' and to give
an idea of the manp:iwer bill, it requires five hands on the throat
halyard and three on the peak to hoist the mainsail. As the
ocean racing enthusiast knows, it is the handling of a sail in
difficult conditions where numbers really count. To lower and
stow the jib topsail in a force 8 gale, requires six or seven
hands to make a reasonable job of it.
During the afternoon and evening we tacked ship, sorted out
sheets and halyards, discovered that the raffee was the large
triangular sail on the foremast extending from the upper yard
to the masthead, we found a use for assorted blocks and runners,
and found our way about the ship as watches. Towards dusk
we returned to Torbay and anchored off Torquay for the night.
We awakened to a dull morning, overcast and drizzle, and
set off down Channel, skirting the lobster pots off Berry Head
and then south of the Eddystone Light. The wind dropped and
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The Old Head of Kinsale low on the horizon
We set course for the north-east and Ireland while the Miller
turned north for the Channel and St. Malo. The Captain held
a short church service on the foredeck in the bright sunlight.
As night fell so did the barometer and for the next three
hundred miles across the Western Approaches we had a bumpy
ride. I see from the log that night I recorded :
" Moon up, heaving sea. Six orange cowled figures crouching
against the squalls and dripping like so many holy fathers
gathered on the bridge. They kept a good lookout and the
messenger is wearing his safety harness in case he has to go
forward. The man on the wheel now wears gloves. Sent H ......
below, a wee sparrow of a boy, cold and tired, and obviously at
the end of his strength. Bishops Rock, the outlying light of the
Scillies bears 090 ° distance 28 miles."
We ploughed on through the heavy seas under all plain sail
at a steady 10 knots. As the weather report looked favourable
the Captain decided to make for Cork. Cheers and great excitement the following morning when the Old Head of Kinsale
appeared low on the horizon. Most of the watch had ma tered
the Decca Navigator by then and were making reasonable plots
of the position. Young H ...... appeared, completely recovered
after a full night in his bunk. The recovery of that small cockney
sparrow left me gasping- with some of the watch sick he
poli hed off a double ration a: midday, most of a young chicken,
an extra plate of thick rice pudding well laced with jam, followed
by French bread and a hunk of cheese.
Those • Irish ' Pennants
We took a pilot aboard near the Daunt Light Ves el and once
inside the headlands we stowed sail. We silently applauded
Number One who was slanging one watch for slovenly stowing
and hastily attributed some ' Irish pennants' to Scotland a
he caught the eye of the Irish pilot standing on the bridge.
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watch. In retrospect those who had to work up to their waists
in water or were soundly ducked out on the bowsprit as they
took in the jib topsail appeared to enjoy the experience. As
officer of the watch one missed the physical exhilaration of
working on the foredeck but enjoyed supervising the whole
team and keeping the ship's head close to the wind in order
to assist the hands on the bowsprit. The look-out was charged
with the task of counting heads as the ship shook herself free
of the short steep seas breaking into the bowsprit net while the
messenger was prepared to throw overboard one of the life
buoys should the count prove to be one short.
On Thursday evening we made our way into Morte Bay and
anchored off the small village of Woolacombe, well protected
from the south-east and only disturbed by the swell which
followed the earlier gale.
The watch hatl indeed t1trned out a good one
We cleaned ship, scrubbers and sanders brought the deck to
a fine whiteness, the brass and brightwork hone and we were
suitably turned out to make our entrance through the lock gates
to the Cardiff Docks. We had covered a little over 900 miles in
the fortnight after leaving Dartmouth. We paid off on Saturday
-my watch had indeed proved to be a good one. I had enjoyed
their company on the long night watches and even G ladys had
turned out to be a stalwart when the going had been hard.
Pill or no pill he had earned his keep.
Postscript. Officers running unit adventure training may
obtain full details of cruises from the Schooner Secretary, Sail
Training Association, 3 Glencoe, Bosham Lane, Old Bosham,
Sussex. There are still vacancies for periods during September
to November this year. Applications are filled on a first come
first served basis. There are no selection boards or examination
of applicants. Trainees m ust be at least 16 years and their 21~t
birthday may not be later than 1st ~ay of ~e year of ~eir
cruise. The cost is £40 and part of th1s 1s a fair charge agamst
adventure training fun ds. L eave warrants may be used for travel
to and from the terminal ports. A sea jersey and oilskins are
provided aboard.

N.c.o.

Corporal Geoffrey H oward Farr, of 18th Sign<1l Regiment, who tackled three robbers, single-handed, despite great personal risk, has received the Queen's Commendation for Brave Conduct. The Citation says that
Corporal Farr's boldness and quick thinking were in
the best traditions of the British Army.
T he account of Corporal Farr's remarkably courageous exploit was fully told in the July/August issue of
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CO U llSES TO DE
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Course No.

l/51
2/52
1/75
1/51
2/58
2/28

Technician Radio Class II-I
Technician Radio III-II
Radio Operator II-I
Lineman II-I
Telegraph Operator III-II
Comcen Op BUI-Cipher Op
BII

HELD I N

Assembles

4
18
18
4
11

N ov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
N ov.

'69 - 11
'69 - 23
'69 - 6
'69 - 19
'69 - 27

Disperses

June
Apr.
Feb.
M ar.
Feb.

'70
'70
'70
'70
'70

18 Nov. '69 - 13 Feb. '70

Corps Bantl Programme
August
15th to 23rd
24th

UK or European posting?
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25th to 31st

Working up to the waist in water
We cleared Cobb and in the St. George's Channel we found
a complete variety of weather. Squalls which beat the waves
fiat into a sea of champagne bubbles and left us with no wind
at all. The following night a gale blew up from the south-east
and continued for twelve hours. We threaded our way through
a trawler fleet, the lee rail well under for long periods and the
clinometer touching its stops at 43 ° . .By this stage we had
become a thoroughly competent crew and the hands had found
their sea legs and were no longer sick. No one seemed to resent
the fact that the galley stove had been washed out and bad
weather meals were the order of the day. A large tot of brandy
and a thick meat sandwich went down well after four hours on

The Foreman of Signals course, afte slight adjustments, has
been recognised by the Government department and the
Institutions concerned as a full preparatory cour~e for the
H .N.C. examination in Electronic E ngineering. Candidates from
Foreman of Signals courses will still reqwre to sit the H.N .C.
examination and students who, at the end of their Foreman's
course, arc considered to have reached the required standard
will remain at the School of Signals for a further three weeks
of special revision prior to sitting for the H .N .C.

(;onduet i n tile best traditions of tile
Britis h Army

"Force 8 Gale"

The quayside benh at Cork was in the city centre and as the
schooner's presence attracted considerable attention there were
numerous invitations ashore for the crew. We soon had the
lines ashore and were off for a bucket of Guinness. An interesting
port. Berthed ahead of us was an American seismographic ship,
the W estem Sea, a floating laboratory with its stern rollers for
lowering the probes to the sea bed. The new Cork-Fishguard
ferry, Leinster, was dressed overall. Dutch and German coasters
had brought in agricultural machinery and the specially built
Russian banana boats are now opening up a trade between the
one-time French colony of Guinea and Eire.
The Captain gave us a beautiful exhibition of ship handling
as we freed ourselves from the congested quayside in the city
centre and made our way down the ten miles of river to the
sea. Groups of people gazed from rhe river banks, work in
building sites stopped, and the workers in the shipyard gave
us a cheer and a wave. The Churchill certainly looked a fine
sight as she towered above the trees lining the river bank.
Colonel Bardell presented a Corps plaque to the wardroom
of the Churchill on his last cruise with her. It hangs in a
position of honour alongside those of great seafaring cities
such as Hamburg, Stockholm, Plymouth and Rotterdam).

lllGREll NATI O ~AL CEllT:IFI CATE FOR
FOREHAN 01· IGNAl .S

qVEEN,S C O MM.END ATION FOil CORPS

Step off the plane and
into a new car !

SCOTTISH COMMAND (Timings not yet
available)
Kirkaldy- 15.30-1630 hrs., Beveridge Park; 18.3020.00 hrs., Ravens Craig.
EDINBURGH FESTIVAL Concert Timings :
25rh Princes Street Gardens- 15.00-16.45/19.3021.30 hrs.
26rh Princes Street Gardens-15.00-16.45 hrs.
Saughton Gardens-19.30-21.30 hrs.
27rh Saughton Gardens-15.00-16.45 hrs.
28th Princes Street Gardens-15.00-16.45 hrs.
19.30-21.30 hrs.
29th Princes Street Gardens - 15.00-16.45 hrs.
Invereith Park19.30-21.30 hrs.
30th Princes Street Gardens -15.00-16.45 hrs.
15.00-16.45 hrs.
Portobello Pool31st Princes Street Gardens - 15.00-16.45 hrs.
19.30-21.30 hrs.

September
8th-9th 30th Signal Regiment, Blandford
10th
Dining In YOs (71 Q)-School of Signals
11th
Band Concert- Blandford High School
12th
Blandford
14th to 27th

Send now for FREE Information Pack
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special forces
H.P. terms •Tax free er tax paid • 3 years to pay • All paperwork
completed for you •Last minute orders no problem
Order your now car beforo you leave. When yo u got back it will bo ready and wa1ii ng
fo r you at the airport-fully insured. with all the paperwork completed for th e U.K..
Europo, or both. The Information Pack gives you the full gen: forces discounts, special
H.P. terms, the lot. , , . Plus a sheaf of colour brochures of all tho latest
models to brdWso through at leisure. T hero's no obllga1ion who tover. You can

weigh everything up1 take your timo choosing-a nd take dclivory w herever you land.

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd.,. Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

Vauxltall • Hll!man •
Singer • Sunbeam • Humber •

October
9th
10th
23rd
30th
31st

w.18

~;©crJ:;!\,
NATOCARS

November
9th
14th
lSrh
December
17th
19th

EASTBOURNE
Concert Timings :
Sunday, 14th September, 10.45-12.30 hrs./14.4516.30 hrs./19.45-21.30 hrs.
Remaining days, 10.45-12.30 hrs./14.45-16.30 hrs.
Corps Guest Night, Blandford
11th Signal Regiment Pass-Off Parade
Corps Guest Night, Blandford
R.E./Royal Signals Dinner Night, Blandford.
11th Signal Regiment Pass-Off Parade
Remembrance Sunday Services, Blandford/
Catterick/Richmond
11th Signal Regiment Pass-Off Parade
12 Group Dinner Night, Catterick
Ladies' Night, Royal Signals Mess, Catterick
Ladies' Night, H.Q. Mess, Blandford

SIGNALS

REUNIO

A reunion of ex-Gurkha Signals officers and other ranks is
to be held at Vimy B on 20th September, starting at 7.30 p.m.
Any ex-member of Gurkha Signals wishing to attend should
notify Major T. E. D. Baxter, 8th Signal Regiment, Catterick
Camp, as soon as possi ble.
Limited n umbers of the Gurkha Signals News L etter are
available to any ex-members of Gurkha Signals at a cost of
2/ 6 per copy. Anyone wishing to keep in touch with the
Regiment by this means shoulld apply ro Major C. G. A.
Ridley, School of Signals, Blandford Camp.

®hituarp
BRIGADIER

GUY

LOVETr-TAYLEUR

Guy Tayleur, who died in Jersey on 12th July, was originally
a Territorial who was transferred to the Indian Army in 1918.
He served in Palestine and in the Third Afghan War. From
1919 be· served with Indian Signals until he transferred to
Royal Signals in 1926, when serving with B Corps Signals,
Rawalpindi. In 1928 he became Adjutant of 53rd (Welsh)
Divisional Signals, an appointment he held until 1932. After
five years in Catterick, he was promoted to command 2nd
Indian Divisional Signals at Quetta in 1937.
He spent the war in India, and among the senior appointments he held was rhat of C.S.O., Southern Command.
In 1914 he married Miss Evelyn Gwynne, of Frensham, who
died in 1956. Guy is survived by his three daughters, to whom
we offer deep sympathy.

LIEUTENAl\' T-COLOl\'EL AllTHUR DILL, O.D.E.
Arthur Hill, born 1906, enlisted as a ' boy ' in 1922. Soon
after reaching ' man service,' he became one of the few selected
to go to the Royal Military Academy as a ' Y ' Cadet. Commissioned in 1930, he became Adjutant of 5th Divisional
Signals after only five years' commissioned service. He saw
active service in Palestine before joining Egypt Command
Signals in 1938.
Before returning to U.K. in 1944 as C.O. of 47rh Divisional
Signals, he had served in 6 L. of C., 4th Indian Division,
30 Corps Signals and 10 Corps Signals, which he commanded.
After the war he returned to North Africa to Cyrenaica
Signal Regiment. His final command was Northern Command
Signal Regiment, from 1950-1956, when he retired.
Since his retirement he had been employed as an RO in
240 Signal Squadron and was still 'in harness,' afrer 47 years
with the Corps, when he died on 18th July.

THE LATE lV.O.ll JOHN KING
Mrs. Marie King, of 11, Rockland Drive, Stechford,
Birmingham 33, wishes ro thank the very many of all
ranks of Royal Signals who have written her letters of
sympathy following rhe tragic motor accident in which
her dear husband, John, was killed in January. She is
physically unable to answer the letters in person, having
only just left hospital, and begs all the writers to accept
this, her sincere thanks, for their kind thoughts.
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E.M.I. Electronics Ltd., is an international organisation making
a wide range of complex electronic equipment for commercial
and military use. Due to the rapid expansion of the Company
and the success of our new colour television camera we have
a number of vacancies for young men with enthusiasm and
real ability to work in the Quality Assurance Departments of our
Commercial and Military Divisions.
There are openings for Test Engineers to test and fault diagnose prototype electronic equipments in accordance with
draft specifications. This will involve work on a wide range of
equipments including nucleonic instruments, television systems, and radar systems.
Applicants aged 21-45 should be qualified to 0.N.C. standard
and have some years· experience in a similar position in the
electronics industry.
These vacancies will be of particular interest to those who
have served apprenticeships in radio or television and to exservice radar personnel.
The salary for these positions will depend on qualifications
and experience but will be in the range of £1100- £1450.
If you are looking for excellent career prospects, security of
employment and good working conditions please telephone
or write for appointment to:

M. L. WATERS· GROUP PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT· E.M.1. LIMITED
BLYTH ROAD· HAYES· MIDDLESEX· TEL: 01-573 3888 EXT: 411

IEMI~
?/Nl!l&~REERB
31 ..
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GENERAL SALUTE-PRESENT ARMS
A General Salute for the Reviewing Officer, Major General M. D. Price, O .B.E. at the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, Spring Graduation
Parade on 9th April. Commanding the Parade was A/T R.S .M. W . R. Kirkwood

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
Graduation, Spring, 1969
N 9th April, 1969, 92 young soldiers left the Army
Apprentices' College, Harrogate, to begin their careers
in the various branches of the Royal Corps of Signals.
The Graduation Parade was commanded by Apprentice
Sergeant Major W. R. Kirkwood, whom the Reviewing Officer
was later to compliment on his personal performance, as well
as that of the parade as a whole.
The Reviewing Officer for this occasion was Major-General
M. D. Price, O.B.E., who was commissioned into the Royal
Corps of Signals in 1935 and who is presently Vice-QuarterMaster-General of the Army. Before presenting the prizes he
recalled that his last visit to Harrogate had been on the occasion
of his 21st birthday, but nevertheless expressed his pleasure to
be back.
Commenting that the Army was not ' all drill and trade,'
General Price stressed the need today for ' the complete soldier
-a man of broad bases and wide intere ts.' \Vhile he shared
the popular regret that fewer postings were now available in
the Far East, there were, he said, still plenty of opportunities
for travel; during the past year there had been 96 exercises
in 20 different countries; this year 150 exercises were scheduled
in 27 different countries.
The future, said General Price, was bright for Royal Signals
especially for bright young men from Harrogate and from
Denbury, the last of whom were graduating that day. "There
are tremendous opportunities,'' he said, "both in technical
fields and in honest-to-God, dirty-booted soldiering." It wa up
to those passing-out to seize them.
The Mayor of Harrogate, Councillor Alan Mais, J.P., before
pre enting the Borough of Harrogate prize, remarked that he,
too, was passing-out that day as his term of office had ended.
He would not, though, be " getting an overseas posting-

O
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however much some may think I deserve it!" He assured his
audience that the Borough of Harrogate continues to be very
proud of the College and everyone connected with it.

Knareshorough Ded Race-by Sergeant P. Hardwick
Phillips Squadron once again entered the Knaresborough
Bed Race, an annual event organised by Knaresborough Round
Table, and once more hoped for success. The team went into
strict training-that is if exercises can be classed as strict
training. We did, however, manage to get a couple of river
crossings in at Knaresborough. These proved a great success.
A/T 'Jock' Haines, assistant trainer, bed builder and official

KNARESBOROUGH BED RACE
The bedraggled team pose after their efforts. Left to right:-AfTs
Whitton, Randle, Manning, Miss Fox, A/Ts Reay, Barber, Sergeant
Campbell and Corporal Pegg
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photographer, really put the team through its pace in the river
-freezing cold a it was. I think he aspires to the Permanent
taff.
The team, A/Ts Graham Campbell, Harry P~gg, Tony
Barber. Richard Reay, PL:I Scott and Angus Whitton, ably
pa ed by A/Ts Kerry ~anning and Ste~e Randle, were in fi?c
form on the day. Our girl pas enger, L1~ Fox from Yorks~ure
TV's • Calendar,' was al o in ' fine form much to the delight
of the team.
The day was spoilt by .atrocious weather .. It poured with
rain mo t of the day, keep111g the crowd, which was expected
to be large, away.
.
The judges in their ' wi dom ' gave us a one-rrunute penalty
for the figures on the bed being too small (nothing to do with
Miss Fox!). This was rectified but the penalty stayed.
The teams started in pairs at 30-second intervals. Our team
were 25th to start and 3rd to cross the finishing line. Thi was
a great run against strong opposition and such awful weather
conditions. Liz Fox summed up the team's run when she said,
"These boys were just great." Yorkshire TV filmed the race
and the cameramen were very impressed with the team's effort.
I feel sure the team enjoyed the ' liquid refreshment ' provided
at the end of the race. Who says the run was worth it to save
2/-?
When the results were finally announced, we were not first
as everyone CA'Pected but second by a mere seven secondsthis with the minute penalty already added.

The New D e puty Commandant nnd C:hief Instruct.or
We welcomed to the College in June our new Deputy
Commandant and Chief Instructor, Lieutenant-Colonel D . A.
Barry, Royal Signals, who
came to us from the Signal
Officer-in-Chiefs Directorate
at the Ministry of Defence.
Colonel Barry was commi sioned in Royal Signals
in 1947, and has seen service
in B.A.0.R., Hong Kong,
Singapore,
Austria
and
Canada.
He has no small experience of dealing with young
soldiers, having served as
Adjutant of the All Arms
Junior Leaders' Regiment at
Tonfanau from 1959-1962
and as commander of the
Operator Training Squadron
at the Royal Canadian
Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Barry
School of Signals from
1964-66.
Married, with three sons, Colonel Barry's leisure-time interests
include sailing, ski-ing, golf and amateur radio.

1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 32
Athletics
AVI G completed another strenuous exercise season
(apologies to 2 Squadron, who, being in great demand,
are having an extended run) the unit has turned to revitalising
the body and spirit.
The 'body building' has mainly concerned the athletics
team who have been training hard and bringing home the
trophies. The team won the 11th Infantry Brigade Athletics
Championship at Minden on 29th May and, more recently,
were victors in the Divisional Athletics Meeting, also at Minden,
on 12th June.
As a result of these successes, our team went on to the
B.A.0.R. Championships, finishing a creditable third. We hope
to publish a team photograph soon.

H

SHORTLY LEAVIN G
The Commandant, Colonel J. W. Eagle, and the Chief Instru ctor,
Lieutenant Colonel M. Scott, are both leaving t he College this t erm
on retirement. They are joining t he Construction Industry
Training Board, Lieutenant Colonel Scott remai ning in the Ha rrogate
area as a Training Adviser and Colonel Eagl e moving t o No rfolk as
Princi pal of the new Civil Engi neeri ng College

If this is someone else's Wire you are
readingWhy not be big and buy your own copy!
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Adventure Training
The refurbishing of the spirit is being achieved by the various adventure training schemes that are afoot. The first of
these has already got under way, namely Exercise 'Viking
Return.' This exercise is an ambitious Baltic cruise, the two
main objectives being GOteborg (Sweden) and Copenhagen
(Denmark).
The first two of three crews have already returned, having
achieved these objectives and having survived some truly
adventurous weather conditions. Deserving of special mention
in the first crew are Signalman Roger Dimsdale and LanceCorporal Jock Higgins (the General's batman). Dimsdale heroically plunged over the side in a Swedish harbour to free the
boat, Petasus, from a buoy lodged under its keel, and Higgins
caused some concern during a dark, rough night at sea
when he could not be found. He was eventually discovered
imprisoned under a sail, but still firmly secured to his safety
line.
The second crew, amongst other trials, suffered from a leaking compass. They attempted to replace the lost alcohol in
a Swedish port, but found that the local drink laws were so
severe that a doctor's certificate was required. In the end it
was necessary for the skipper to forego his gin, and the compass is now functioning well on a popular London brand of
that spirit.
' A rabian Nights ' - a ligh t h e a -rted :re1•ort
Throughout the summer, the Regiment has had a detachment providing communications for units of the division training in Libya. The following is a light-hearted report from the
detachment:
" While the R egiment shivered in the Gennan spring,
twelve volunteers set out for Libya to provide commu nications
THE WIRE, AUGUST - SEP T EMBER 1969

for the Batlle Group exercises in the desert. Led by that intrepid explorer Second-Lieutenant David Munro, the gallant
band sailed off into the sun, determined to bring more glory
to the unit.
Little d id they realise the hardships they would have to face
before they saw their loved ones again.
Bravery, hard work, heroism- these are no new qualities
to the Royal Corps of Signals. But this adventure added yet
another glorious page to the British Army's Roll of Honour.
Two months later, four blood-soaked survivors staggered back
into civilisation with an incredible story of cheerfulness against
overpowering dangers. As I write, eight men arc still marooned
amidst the scorpion-infested sand dunes, anxiously awaiting
rescue by those brave enough to try. As their leader said,
tears coursi ng down his scarred and lined cheeks, " quite simply,
heroism and daring like this will never be seen again. The
pnce of glory is too much."
The Regiment was asked to provide the men and equipment
for C ll communications between the Battle Camp and the
Base Unit, and a Dll link to Germany. A fairly cosmopolitan
lot volunteered to go! Corporal 'Jock' Harper, Lance-Corporal
' Kiwi ' Nation, Lance-Corporal 'Ginger' Jones, Signalmen
' Jock ' Brown, ' Paddy ' Hyland, Ed Mitchell, ' Scouse' Garbert,
• Danny' Dukelow. 'Foreigners' outnumbered Englishmen by
a wide margin.
The standard of morse operating was very high, except when
the O.C. detachment had a swing on the key himself. After outra~ed complaints from everyone on the net, he decided that
th is was not his true metier.
All in all, a very enjoyable time was had, and the teams
returned looking bronzed and fit."
Visit of the Re1tresentative {;olonel Commandant
Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.B.E., E.R.D., visited the
unit on the 30th June. The highlights of his programme were
a vehicle and equipment demonstration, an M.T. competition
and school sports.
The Brigadier met most of the unit and a large number
of the wives.

"AND THEN-WITH REASO NA BLE LUCK-YO U' RE THRO UGH"
Corporal Nason (right) briefs Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson (Representative Colonel Commandant) on equi pment. Lieutenant
Harrison (centre) enjoys Corporal Nason's enthusiastic exposition

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
Shooting
URING the middle of June we were pretty heavily involved
in administering the Southern/Strategic Command and
Corps Skill-at-Arms meeting held once again at Bulford. It is
amaz~g to see all the same old faces, with admittedly a
Jcaverung of new blood, appear, looking for the room they had
last year and full of comments because we had changed the
Range Admin. Arca around a little. Traditionalists, not to ~ay
reactionary, are the Corps shots. Still it was nice to meet them
over a pint again and tell the old tales.
Brigadier K. D. Gribbin, M.B.E., C.S.O. Southern Command, came along on 18th June to present the prizes for the
Southco/Stratco meet, and Major-General P. F. Pentreath,
M.B.E., the S.0.-in-C., came on 24th June to present the prizes
for the Corps meet. We have decided to stop giving other
Regiments free publicity in our notes so we can only mention
one prizewinner, Captain D. C. N. (Doug) Genders, of 3
Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, who was Champion Shot
and winner of the Army Hundred Cup. From which you will
gather that all the other silver was won by unmentionable
Regiments or establishments.

D

Dave yon a pair of odd wellin gtons?
Talking of Captain Genders reminds us of a plea he made.
Is there an officer in the Corps who is the possessor of a pair
of wellington boots, one size 9 and one size 12. If there is and
he contacts Captain Genders it is possible they could come
to some form of amicable agreement. The original ' swap '
appears to have taken place after a wedding they both attended
but Captain Gender's memory seems to be a trifle hazy.
A frustrated man

The Squadrons are all frustrating the R.S.M. in his neverending search for men to do odd jobs, by sending Troops out
on exercises. As they are all Troop and Squadron excursions
·working to each other with no outsiders involved, the R.S.M. is
convinced that it is all a dastardly plot. His remark on a
C.O.s' conference that it all seemed slightly incestuous to him
caused much spluttering from O.C.s 1 and 2 Squadrons.
' D ' Troop has escaped his scorn, however, as they have
been employed, among other things, in a three-day map-reading
exercise where they all covered at least 45 miles each. On foot.
That is if you were very very good with the map and compass.
If you were not very good it was a lot more than 45 miles.
Odd items of nows
The Sergeants' Mess invited all the Regimental Majors to a
dinner in the Mess, which social event proved to be one of
the most successful yet. After a good meal the Mess and their
·guests were dancing away into the small hours to a really lively
group. Gone are the days when Majors and above did a
stately one, two, three to every type of dance. Our lot are
with it man.
The Wives' Club had an outing to the theatre at Bournemouth and later on in the month ran a fa hion show. Both
events went off very well, especially the fashion show which
had an attendance of over 200.
Six-a-side football has been continuing throughout the month
and the finals take place next month. It is all cut-throat tuff
designed to help get the best possible team sorted out for next
season. We shall merely mention that we took part in the
3rd Division sports and came third in the Major Units and
that we do play cricket. We have not been terribly successful
this season.

Places?
Unusual Jobs!
Why not send us your story?

F araway
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4th Divisional Headquarters
and
Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 15
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Visit by Brigadier R. H. E.
R o b i n s o n , Representative
Colonel Commandant.
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Plenty of postings in and out.
Sailing to the fore.
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THANK YOU
Mrs. R. L Stonham receives a bouquet from Tracy Travers, daughte r of Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.)
Travers, after presenting prizes at the Regimental Ath letics Meeting. Watching are (left to right)
W.0.11 A. Dickson, Lieutenant W. G. Lidster, B.E.M ., Capta in J. Lowe, Signalman L New, Captain
D. G. Dudley, Lance-Corporal B. Hudson, Sergeant R. Russell, Signalman R. I. Ford and LanceCorporal P. J. Ball

Exercise then camp
HE _e arly part of the month was ov~r~hadowed by the
maior CPX of the 1 (BR) Corps trammg year, Exercise
' Summer Sales,' which took place from 12th June to 20th
June. This exercise made a searching examination of our
vehicles, equipment and procedures and was very much enjoyed
by everyone. As always, there were numerous visitors to the
divisional headquarters, but none more welcome than Captain
Bill Williams, from the School of Signals,, who came as a
working member and shared our discomforrs and tribulations
with very good spirit.
The Regimental summer camp is at present under way down
in the Eifel district where Major Errol Hunt and Captain Ron
Bird have taken elements of 2 Squadron and Headquarter
Squadron to carry out an intensive programme of military and
fitness trainiag. After their nine-day stint, it will be the turn
of 1 Squadron (Major Lavender) and 3 Squadron (Major
Hodgson) who will take over the camp which was set up by
the Training Wing. We expect lurid and probably exaggerated
tales of all their adventures which should set the pages of the
next issue of THE WIRE really humming.
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Choosing the · right insurance
scheme. We'll advise you on all
forms of insurance, including life,
personal effects, household and
motor policies. It's especially important that your possessions are
insured when you' re posted overseas.
Making your money work best
for you. You need to make the
most of your spare cash. And we'll
help you-with advice on the right
form of saving, such as National
Saving Certificates, Unit Trusts and
stocks and shares.

Settling your bills. Have you
ever forgotten a payment? It need
never happen again. We'll take
care of all your regular m9ney
commitments, such as subscriptions, insurance premiums and
hire purchase instalments.
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The man to contact is
Mr. D. P. Gardin.e r, who is specially
concerned with liaison between
H. M. Forces and the Bank. Write
to him, using the coupon and
he'll send you full details of all our
services to the Services.
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T?·~r. ~-Gardiner,

D.
T.D., Services
L1a1son Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited,
Cox's and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall,
London, S.W.l.
Plea~e send me full details of alJ your
se rvices.
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Lloyds Bank helps you to plan
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llepresentative Colonel CoD11Danda11t Visits
The Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier R. H. E.
Robinson, C.B.E., E.R.D., and Mrs. Robinson, paid a short
but delightful visit to the Regiment on Thursday, 3rd July.
After inspecting the Quarter Guard, Brigadier Robinson presented the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to W.0.1
(F. of S.) K. Johnson and then toured the Regiment with the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. L. Stonham. Major
F. L. Stork, the recently appointed Training Major, had
arranged an energetic programme of potted sports in which
over a hundred members of the Regiment took part. A short
break in the proceedings enabled the Brigadier to meet many
of the competitors. In the meantime Mrs. Robinson spent the
afternoon with Mrs. Stonham and vi ited Mrs. Lund, wife of
Corporal Lund, and Mrs. Bratley, wife of Corporal Bradey,
of 3 Squadron, in their houses.
(;om.ing imd going
Considerable rearrangement of some of the senior appointments in the Regiment has taken place following the departure
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of the Second-in-Command, Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Briggs,
to i:orr Monmou_th, U .S.A. The Second-in-Command's promouon came earlier than expected and for a short time we had
the unusual situation of two substantive Lieutenant-Colonels
occupying C.O.'s and Second-in-Command's chairs at the same
time. However, everything has gone back to normal with Major
M ..A. T . Hartnett moving into the Second-in-Command's slot,
Ma1or B. C. Hodgson has taken over his old job of O.C. 3
Sq~adron and Major Stork has been promoted as Training
Maior.
Other recent regretted departures include the Quartermaster,
Major S. Mcivor, W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) P. B. Overland and
Sergeant C. Harvey, the Provost Sergeant.
However, we are pleased to welcome Captain (Q.M.) Alec
Ayrton, W.0.II (R.Q.M.S.) R. S. Breslofi, Staff Sergeants
(Y. of S.) J. M. Ferguson and (F. of S.) A. M. Douglas, and
Sergeants G. Hardman and A. S. Cotillard.
Lieutenants Graham Thomas and John Chambers are congratulated on their promotion from the lowest commissioned
rank.

SMUNG
Royal Signals .lieelboat Regatta
We have three regattas to report and are pleased to record
succe~ses i~ each. 1:'"irstly, the Royal Signals keelboat regatta
at Kiel which consisted of three long races well out in the
fiord towards the well-known Kiel light. Of the three classes
sailed crews of the Regiment won two. Second-Lieutenant C.
P. P. Barnes made sure of the 30 square metre cla s with two
wins and a second. His crew-Signalmen Power and Walker.
Also with two win and a second was Major M. A. T. Hartnett
in the new Cutlass cla.5s, introduced into the British Kiel Yacht
Club this year. Second-Lieutenant J. R. Stuart and Corporal
Wringe were the crew in this boat.

4th Division Regatta
Again at Kiel only a week later, the 4th Division Regatta
took place. This was organised so that each crew sailed in each
of the three classes of yacht with a final race to determine the
championship. There was a very good entry for thi regatta
which made it even more satisfying to have two boat among
the prizes. Major D. H. Briggs, crewed by Corporal Wringe and
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PLENTY OF PLAY AS WELL AS WORK
Major Derek Briggs at the helm of a Cutlass with Corporal Wringe
and Lance Corporal Wray on the sails, coming up to the start of the
4th Division Championship race at Kiel. They finished second

lladio Uelaymen et to interesting places
It is intere ting at this time to consider the varied conditions
some of our radio relaymen have worked in during the last few
months. When the first hints of spring were showing we had the
pleasure of bulldozing our way through snowdrifts to site ourselves at the top of a ski slope-the amenities of which were
readily available in return for a small technical repair on the
ski lift.
Sergeant Chapman took this opportunity to introduce Corporal
Sharp, Corporal Lucas, Lance-Corporal Roberts, Lance-Corporal
McSherry, Lance-Corporal Probin and Signalman Francis to the
joys of ski-ing, the only injury being incurred by Lance-Corporal
Roberts, whose broken hand was adequate testimony to the
fact that children's toboggans are not the best means of transport down the local bobsleigh track!
In direct contrast our last exercise involved siting the C70
masts in a loft and a linle slate removing to enable the
antennae to rear their ugly heads; Sergeant Davies became an
instant Class I steeplejack-firmly anchored by a piece of quad
cable. One of the linemen was heard to remark that he hoped
the quad was of better quality than the one he had to re-lay
twice on the previous exercise.

Sailing successes
The annual Royal Signals Yacht Club Regatta was held at
the Mohne See on 23rd to 25th June. The Regimental 'A'
team won the inter-Unit team trophy for the fourth consecutive year, beating our ' B ' team in the final. Staff Sergeant
Bill Kitchen won the individual and his crew, Lance-Corporal
Parrotte, won the ' C ' helmsman series.
So far only Regimental sports have been mentioned, but we
have another competition for the Page Trophy, for sports played
at Troop level, and in which only one Regimental player is
allowed per team.
The trophy is played for twice annually to cover winter
and summer sports. The winter sports are hockey, soccer, shinty
and cross-country running, and, in a close contest, ' K' Troop
(5 Squadron) have just managed to hold off the opposition and
thus retain the trophy.
It rather looks as if we have used up our ration of good
weather during the last two exercises (which produced no snow
at all!), a situation everyone hopes will change before summer
camps start. Everyone is furiously ' recceing' for suitable spots
to go and practise military skills and adventure training, the
pre-requisites being somewhere distant enough to be temporarily
out of reach, and tolerant natives.

Lance-Corporal Wray, was overall second, closely followed into
third place by Major M . A. T. Hartnett, with LieutenantColonel R. L. Stonham and Captain W. G. C. Bowles as his
crew.

Corps Dinghy Regatta
Finally, the Corps dinghy regatta at the Mohne See Sailing
Club was very well anended. ' A ' and ' B ' helms sailed against
each other and there were separate ' C ' helm races. Staff
Sergeant Kitchen, of 7th Signal Regiment, was in tremendous
form and won all four individual races--0ur congratulations
to him. Major M.A. T. Hartnett, crewed by Captain J. H. Lowe,
finished second, with Major D. H. Briggs, crewed by Sergeant
Smith, sharing third position. We were somewhat disappointed
to have been knocked out in the semi-final of the team event
by 7th Signal Regiment ' B ' team. Needless to say that particular race has been 'resailed ' many times since!
Golf
On Monday, 23rd June, the Regiment played 13th Signal
Regiment in the first round of the B.A.0.R. Inter-Unit Golf
Competition at the Hannover Golf Club.
The Regiment was represented by Major B. C. Hodgson,
Captain A. J. Field, Captain M. D. Hutchins, R.EM.E., and
Staff Sergeant W. J. Kirk, who won by four holes in an
aggregate ' holes-up ' basis. Our opponents in the next round
are 40 Army Suppon Regiment, R.E.
The Regiment's teams in the 4th Division Inter-Unit Leagues
continue to fight their way through the trees at Sennelager.
The 'A' team scored a victory against the 5th Inniskilling
Dragoon Guards and the ' B ' team lost narrowly to both 24
Missile Regiment, RA., and H.Q. Army Aviation 4th Division.

Cricket
The cricket fixtures organised for the start of the season have
been severely hampered by the weather, and consequently of
our nine fixtures up to date, three have been cancelled. Of those
played the results were two wins, three draws and one defeat.
The one defeat was a costly one as it eliminated us from
the B.A.0.R. Major Units Cup. We were defeated by 26th
Engineer Regiment in the final over of the 30-over match.
Captain Gordon Hale, R.A.E.C ., scored 46 of our total of 94
runs.
The team is playing very well at present (too late!) and our
four West Indian players, Gunner Sam Palmer, Gunner 'Nappy'
Inniss, Lance-Corporal Sam Samuels and Signalman Ray
Higgins, are a great asset to the side, both on and off the
field. Other stalwarts of the team are Lieutenant-Colonel Alan
Stepto, M.B.E., A.A.C., Major Dick Owen, R.A.0.C., Captain
Gordon Hale, R.A.E.C., Lieutenant John Speakes, Royal
Signals, Corporal Terry Ayres and Signalman 'Scotty' Scot.
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Despite the fact that soccer is primarily a winter span many
of the local German club hold football festivals at this time
of the year and our Regimental team has recently played in
the Herford V.F.L. football festival (an invitation match against
the host side which we won 3-1) and also in the Kusenbaum
festival. In the latter festival the team were in excellent form
and were convincing winners of the final by 5-2. The goal
scorers were Corporal Dave Lester (1), Lance-Corporal 'Geordie'
Beston (2) and Signalman Garry Denham (2).
The local sides always make us most welcome on these
occasions, football providing a universal 'language' which docs
much to foster Anglo-German relations. Naturally many of our
players are registered with local clubs and this season we have
been asked to enter a Squadron team in the local league.
The Regimental cricket team has so far played six matches,
winning five and drawing the other.
Our first round match in the B.A.0.R. major units competition was against 22nd Signal Regiment. Having dismissed them
cheaply in an earlier match we were hoping for a repeat performance but, at the end of their overs with 109-8 on the
board, we obviously had a match on our hands, but Private
Versailles gave us a good start and Lance-Corporal Lennie Hunt
and Corporal Lawrence maintained the momentum and we
eventually won in the 18th over.
With Corporal Bert Taylor back our side looks in good shape
for the next round of the cup, and as we go to press we are
able to report a comfortable eight wickets' win against 3rd
Queens. We now meet 24 Missile Regiment R.A. in the Divisional semi-final.

9th Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 53
ITH daytime temperatures rarely below 80°F., the RegiW
ment has had a remarkably active time throughout June.
Highlights of the month have been Corps week, farewell to
SKI-ING THROWN IN FOR NOTHING
The radio relaymen of the 7th Regiment tend to find themselves
in high places such as the top of ski slopes. So while on duty a
little ski-i ng is not out of place. Lance Corporal McSherry holding
his skis heartily agrees

Footbnllel'S cenient good relations with the
locals
Since the last notes were written we have held the interSquadron athletic meeting which, considering the lack of time
available for training, produced some good results. The overall
winners were 5 Squadron with 141 points and 3 Squadron
were runners-up (116 points). The team is now training for the
Morrison Cup which is to take place on 10th July.
(Continued on page 321)
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the G.0.C., Near East Land Forces, and an inter-Service
athletics meeting.

Corps Week
The week started with a fete, which was a great success due
to the tireless efforts of Major John Williams and his team
of helpers. There were stalls of every size, shape and attraction,
all offering something different, and all manned by members
of the Regiment and their families. Mrs. Bate, wife of the
Commanding Officer, opened the fete with a ' successful ' th!ow
at the .ducking stool, which dumped Mrs. Georgie Bu.xton mto
the water.
Fancy dress competitions for the children produced many
interesting creations. The difficult task of picking the wipners
was given to one of the B.F.B.S. staff, w~o chose Mich.ael
Bonaker, the Adjutant' son, dressed as a tortoise, and Jacqueline
Ecclestone, daughter of Signalman Ecclestone, of 2 Squadron,
dressed as the queen of hearts.
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An even more difficult problem of findiog the winner was
posed by the donkey derbies. There were six entries for this
classic, each entry trained by an officer and jockeyed by one
of our W.R.A.C. girls.
In the first race, Captain Adrian Edwards seemed to have
the race in his pocket with his donkey Last Chance, ridden by
Private Carol Ryder. Unfortunately, and quite unexpectedly
for Carol, Last Chance stopped dead in his tracks some two feet
from the finishing post. Carol, needless to say, crossed the line
first, and was declared the winner, but an objection by Major
Mike Deverill and Corporal Mary Wollet, who were placed
second on Nig Nog, was sustained, and the finishing order
reversed; first was Nig Nog and second Carol!
The second race was a golden opponunity for punters who
back favourites, for Mrs. Georgie Buxton, refreshed from the
ducking stool, and deputising for the injured Carol on Last
Chance, stormed through to win in a most convincing style by
some twenty lengths. All the donkeys were well rewarded for
their efforts, as the carrot season is in full swing here in Cyprus.
The afternoon's entertainment included also a display of
piping and marching by the RAF Akrotiri Pipe Band, and a firefighting demonstration by service and civilian fire brigades. As
it was a very hot afternoon, the children who took advantage
of the high-pressure hoses to have a shower were considered
most fortunate; some parents possibly took a different view!
The final event .of the afternoon was the announcement
of winning raffle ticket and programme numbers. Amongst the
winners were the Commanding Officer who won a wedding
cake, the Adjutant, who won first prize on the bottle stall (mere
coincidences), and Corporal James McDermott who won £50
with the lucky programme number. A most successful afternoon's entertainment which has ensured that the Christmas
festivities and some charities will be financially well supported.
Other activities during Corps week included a beach barbeque, and a Z-craft outing along the east coast of Cyprus; both
were organised by the junior ranks; a cricket match between
the Officers' and Sergeant ' W. esses, which resulted in a 'narrow'
victory for the sergeants by a mere 60 runs; and two grand
dances, one in the Officers' Mess and one in the Harewood club.
The fatter, our all ranks' ball, was highly successful, and
during the course of the evening Corporal ' Ginger ' Jones, on
behalf of the Harewood club, took the opportunity of thanking
Major Williams for all his effons in puning the club on its feet;
Major Williams leaves the appointment of officer-in-charge of
the Harewood club shortly to become O.C. 1 Squadron, with
Major Terry Moynan the new officer-in-charge of the club.

Farewell to the G.O.C:.
Major-General D. L. Lloyd Owen, D.S.O., 0.B.E., M.C.,
General Officer Commanding Near East Land Forces, visited
us for the last time as G.O.C. on Thursday, 12th June.
During his visit he opened our new gymnasium, the Rawson
Hall. The hall is named after Major-General G. G. Rawson,
C.B., O.B.E., M.C., who was a founder member of the Corps
and became the first Director of Signals in 1941.
The General's son, Major Aubrey Rawson, is our Second-inCommand, and, with his wife and son, David, was present
at the opening ceremony. The hall was planned and designed
largely by Major Rawson, and it was fitting that it should be
opened in June, since he leaves us next month for a new post
in Northern Ireland. We all wish Major Rawson and his family
good luck in the future.
The G.O.C. met many members of the Regiment including
Velettin Houssein, who was awarded the B.E.M. in the Queen's
Birthday Honours List. Val, as he is known throughout the
Regiment, is Captain Dick Whittington's foreman aerial rigger,
and has been with the Regiment for eight years.
Before drinks in the Sergeants' Mess, the G.O.C. presented
the L.S. and G.C. medal to W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Ron Ross, who
is the 2 Squadron Sergeant-Major. After lunching with the
officers, the G.O.C. finally left us at the end of a crowded but
enjoyable visit. The General's next appointment is as Pre ident
of the R.C.B. at Westbury in Wiltshire.
Athletics
In the last major athletics meeting of the 1969 season, the
RAF inflicted a heavy defeat on the Army in the annual interServicc match. Our few representatives acquitted them elves
very well, with Lance-Corporal Peter Ellis winning the 880
yards event in a time of 2min. 9.3 ec., and Lance-Corporal
Dave Kelly coming third in the discus.
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11th Signal Regiment
C a tterick Camp
Pass-off Pnradt> - 18th .J une
HE Inspecting Officer at the P-.ss-off Parade of 2 Troop
was Brigadier F. L . Clarkson, M.B.E., Commander Trarning Brigade, Royal Signals.
.
hardy before the parade the w73~er changed, ~e ra111
poured do vn and it had to be held ms1de the gymnasium.
The be t recruit of the 27 on parade was Signalman C. R.
Williams. Before he joined the Army he was an insurance
clerk but decided that the Army was a better career. He has
now left us to train as a T echnician, and we wish him good
lu k in his future career.

T

27th June

The Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. F . Pentreath,
M.B.E., was the inspecting officer at the p ass-off parade of 7
Troop.
The weather was perfect and the parade went off in grand
style.
The best recruit of the
Troop was Signalman R. L.
Bolt who e civilian occupation was a warehouseman.
He is a keen sportsman
and played football and
cricket for Redbourn Club,
and also represented his
county at athletics. He hopes
he can continue to improve
his sporting prowess in the
Army. We hope he manages
to achieve his ambition and
wish him good luck in his
career in the Corps.
The Signal Officer - in Chief went on a brief tour
of the Regiment and saw our
training methods and the
accommodation of a Royal
Signalman R. L. Bolt
Signals recruit. He showed
a close interest in the conditions which a newly joined recruit enjoys. After this the
S.0.-in-C. presented the prizes. Later he met the parents, who
had come to the parade, over a drink in the J.R.C.
Vlslt8
On 17th June we were visited by Colonel B. M. Metcalfe,
M.B.E., Commandant W.R.A.C. Training Centre, who was
shown our barracks and approach to recruit training.
Even though the Regiment only has two members of the
W.R.A.C., they play an important part in its function. She
was able to compare our conditions with those encountered by
W.R.A.C. recruits.

13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 40
f'ha11J(e of Commanding Officer
E would like to bid farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel and
Mrs. Peter Palmer who have been with us for two
years and record our thanks and best wishes for a happy stay at
SHAPE.
We would like to welcome Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Peter
Baldwin and hope that their stay here with us will be an
enjoyable one.

W

lVh,es' Club
The Wives' Club have had a buy month. On Wednesday,
28th May, they entertained the Wives' Club from 227 Squadron.
An evening of games, followed by a fish and chip supper gave
everyone an opportunity to get to know one another.
On 31st May the Wives Club set up numerous stalls and
sideshows at the Regimental athletics meeting and raised over
£87 for various charities.
Petas n s first crn use o f 1 969 sea s on
Petasus, with Signalman Chris Power as skipper, and Sergeant
Ted Edwards, Corporal William P arker and Sapper John
Pinkney as crew, slipped her moorings at B.K.Y.C. for her first
cr uise of the 1969 season, destination Copenhagen.
First port of call was Mastal for night's stop, but not before
going aground in the very narrow approach channel to the
harbour. With the help of a passing ' outboard ' they were soon
free of the silt, and secure in harbour.
T he second night stop was made at Kalundborg and unfortunately the gales were so severe the skipper had to remain
in harbour for a further two days after which it was decided
to return home.
Athletics
After many weeks of planning and a lot of concentrated
effort, the annual inter-Squadron athletic meeting was held on
Sat urday, 31 st May. Along with the athletic events were sideshows and stalls provided by the wives of the Regiment, the
various Squadrons and the Guides, all were very successful
and realised a profit.
Our main worry for the day was the weather which, after
an initial downpour, remained kind for the rest of the time.
Ex-members of the Regiment will be pleased (and surprised?)
that the Lannon Cup was won by 2 Squadron, although 1
Squadron won the tug-of-war.

The day was a family affair, with lunch and tea served
on the sports field to all ranks, with the normal liquid refreshments available. The races were exciting and included the usual
novelty events.
The inevitable old soldiers' race was won by Major Len
Rogers, though Captain John Alexander is still complaining
about the handicapping system which denied him the benefits
of his pre-war (which war?) service.
On 18th June, Rhine Area Athletic meeting took place in the
Ayrshire Barracks Stadium, Moenchengladbach. The Regimental team was placed fifth. Corporal Jim Malone and
Corporal Neil Harvey set up a new Rhine Area record in the
~hot, producing a combined throw of 8lft. 5tin.; the former was
unable to repeat his B.A.0.R. individual performance of 124ft.
in the discus at this meeting, so we were relegated to third
place in the event. The distance runners in the 1,500 metres
and 5,000 metres, Messrs. Skinner, Codd, Wallace and Green,
gained us second and third places respectively in those events.
f 'rl«'ket
The Regimental cricket team got off to a good start by
beating R.A.F. Brilggen by seven wickets, and sin ce the beginning of the season have played nine, won five, lost two, and
drawn two matches. Only one team, R.A.F. Brilggen, have
so far scored more than 100 ru ns against the ful l side, and
the opening attack, Corporal ' Mo ' Emmott and W.0.1 Stan
Brice, have shared most of the wickets between them. The
very necessary runs h ave been scored, in the main, by Signalman K eith Lawrence, Sergeant Vernon Merrick and Staff
Sergeant Johp Goodall, who all have the occasional halfcentury to their credit. Unfor tunately, the full team has seldom
been available, owing to courses, shift duty and the absence
of some stars playing for Rhine Area and B.A.O.R., but it is
hoped that as the team settles down we should far e well
in the M ajor Units Knockout Competition.
W.0.1 Brice, Corporal Emmott and Sergeant Merrick have
so far rep resented Rhine Area, and an All Stars side versus the
Parasites, a touring side from U.K ., and Corporal Emmott has
just returned after touring U .K. with the B.A .O.R. team. It
is rumoured that h e will be departing again for B.A.O.R.
swimming on his return from U.K ., but hopes to become a
serving soldier once more this winter.
R e gimental Hockey Club
1st June saw the opening of the Regimental Hockey Club,
with its n ew badge, designed by Lance-Corporal Brian Smith,
our draughtsman.
To cr eate an atmosphere of festivity on this occasion a match

'

Retreat t:eremony- 28th June
Once again the barracks echoed to the sound of military
music as the Royal Signals Staff Band and the massed bands
of the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, took part in the
Retreat ceremony at the Old Comrades' At Home Weekend.
The weather was perfect and over a thousand spectators,
including hundreds of Old Comrades, enjoyed the music; no
doubt many old memories were reawakened. Afterwards the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess was opened to the Old
Comrades in order that acquaintances could once again be
renewed.
Arrivals and departures
We bid a farewell to Major T. F. Ross, who has commanded
1 Squadron for the last eighteen months and we welcome his
successor, Major D. A. Brockhurst, who has just arrived from
the warmer climate of the Middle East.
We also welcome W.O.I R. C. Meyer and W.O.II A. E.
Cooley who have arrived from B.A.0.R. W.0.1 Meyer is
working as a Troop Officer in 1 Squadron, and W.O.Il Cooley
has taken over as Sergeant Major of Instructional Wing.
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was arranged with the local RAF Station, Wildenrath. Afterwards the teams and their wives, along with other guests,
christened the club room with ' liquid refreshment ' and the
buffet. The latter was prepared by the wives of the club
members, with the help of Sergeant Graham Adlington who is
now taking orders for trifles!
Missing from the team photograph is Sergeant Adlington
who was unable to play due to having had his finger bitten
by a dog, so h e tells u s!
T h e McLea n F und
On 16th May a Regimental dance was held to raise funds
for the purpose of buying a guide dog for ex-Signalman McLean,
formerly 1 Squadron.
Alex McLean was born in Glasgow in February, 1945. He
enlisted into the Army in June, 1964. He was eventually
discharged from the Service in 1968. He is now classified as
being 80 % disabled as h e is nearly blind. He is living at the
moment with the family of one of the members of the Regiment,
as he does not have any home of his own and does not receive
a Service disability pension. Due to the generosity of all ranks
the dance raised the sum of £160/7 /5.
On 1st June the W.R.A.C. members of the Regiment
organised a march in aid of the McLean Fund. There was a
total of nine W.RA.C. marching and they were all sponsored
by members of the Regiment who paid 10 pfgs. for each kilometer marched.
They collected the sum of £50. Well done members of the
W.R.A.C., 13th Regiment!
Visitors
We are always delighted to have v1s1tors to our 'neck of
the woods,' and included in the list of those we have had the
privilege of entertaining recently were Brigadier R. H. E.
Robinson, C.B.E., E.R.D., Representative Colonel Commandant,
Brigadier P. Crook, D.S.O., Commander Rhine Area, and
Rear-Admiral G. A. Henderson, C.B.
We hope they enjoyed their visit as much as we enjoyed
having · them. The visit of so many distinguished officers has
meant a very busy time for the quarter guard, under Sergeant
Danny Byrne and later Staff Sergeant Cyril Harding, which
paraded on each occasion and who are to be congratulated
on the consistently high standard they produced.
Adventure Training
The Commanding Offi.c er's edict that all Senior N.C.0.s
should carry out individual training tasks has been taken
. up with unbelievable enthusiasm. The aim is to give each
N.C.O., in turn, a chance to plan and execute a three to fiveday exercise, involving initiative, adventure and travel-things
which are often missing from the day-to-day life in camp.
Each senior N .C.O. must lead a party of three soldiers.
The first expedition, led by Sergeant Terence Edwards, involved a 'short' trip to the United States! An account by
Public Relations of this very successful enterprise appears
separately (see page 338). At the time of writing, Sergeant
Brian Lawrence and his party are, we hope, tasting the delights of Norway. Future plans include such diverse tasks as
vine picking in the Moselle; a spell in the salt mine of Salzburg; a trip down the Rhine in an assault boat; and an air
flight to El Adam. We hope to report on some of these
in future notes.
Sum10er ball
The annual summer ball was held in the gymna ium on
20th June. The combination of tasteful decor (a la Sergeant
Jim Goodridge), a fine band, provided by the Royal Air Force,
Germany, and an excellent buffet, provided by the messing
staff, resulted in a wonderful evening, which was thoroughly
enjoyed by all. Our thanks to all those who worked o hard
to make the evening such a success.

"NECK AND NECK"
Corporal Harvey and Signalman Kirk in the 100 metres.
Harvey won by a lunge

Corporal
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THE REGIMENTAL HOCKEY TEAM
Standing left to right :-Second lieutenant Fiskel, Sergeant Taylor,
W .O. Martin, Lieutenant Mountford, Sergeant Faragher, Signalman
Lister, Major Rogers
Kneeling left to right :-Corporal Robinson, Sergeant Clark, Captain
Seward, lance Corporal Smith, Sergeant Watson
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14th Signal Regiment
Worcester

• Visit by the S.0.-in-C.

e

Boddington Communi c a ti o n
Centre handed over to the
Royal Air Force after 15 years
operation by the Royal Corps.

• 14th Regiment gain second
place for British Army in NATO
target selection competition.
[Court•sy: Cheltenham Newspaper Co. Ltd.
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THE LAST PARADE
14th Signal Regiment's Guard marches through the open ranks formed by an equivalent R.A.F. Guard
who present arms to the accompaniment of a Fly Past

Visl.t of the Signal Officer-in-Chief
AKING his first visit to a Regiment since assuming his
appointment, Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E.,
visited us on the morning of Wednesday, 8th July.
Although our satellite ground station was unfortunately away,
we were able to show him some of the other equipment that
enables us to carry out our Force Rear Link role. Possibly more
important, he met and chatted to a good proportion of the
keen young soldiers who make that equipment go.
Within a busy programme, which included visits to all

M

Squadrons based on Norton Barracks, General Pentreath found
time to visit the Sergeants' Mess, where R.S.M. D. H. M.
Rumsey re-introduced old friends and introduced new
acquaintances.
We were delighted by the interest shown by the S.0.-in-C.
in all aspects of the 'new look' 14th Regiment, and hope that
he enjoyed seeing us just as much as we enjoyed meeting him.

HanJ-over of BoJJington Communication
Centre to The Royal Air Force
By the last Royal Signals O.C., Major Charles Bushell

Now your voice will carry
even further
A radical breakthrough in battlefleld communications, the
GA.480 is the first completely transistorised wide·band li near
amplifier developing 100 watt p.e.p. over the 1.5· 12 MHz range.
And, as it weighs only 161b. it is the first really man·portable one,
too.
It fully complements the GR.345 SSB manpack, with which it
forms a frequency-synthesised SSB station for vehicular and/or
ponable use, operating from its own 24-volt battery or directly from
the vehicle supply. It can be dr iven by any 100 mW RF source.
Entirely aperiodic, it has no tuning or loading controls to
adjust It cannot be damaged by mismatch or overdrive and
automatically delivers full power when the A.T.U. is adjusted for
maxir:num RF indication. Being designed and built to DEF 133
Specification, the Redifon GA.480 is suitable for universal use.
Tough, versatile, foolproof, requiring no tuning, impossible to
overload, easy to carry-you've got to hand it to Redifon.

REDIFON
REDIFON LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

[Courttsy: B errows Newspapers Lrd., Worcesrer

Broomhlll Road, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18.
Telephone: 01-874 7281
A Member Company of the Redlffusion Organisation

QUARTER GUARD INSPECTED
The Signal Officer-in-Chief has a word with Lance Corporal Walter
Crawford when inspecting the quarter guard. R.S.M. Douglas
Rumsey stands by
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The red light still burns in the main corridor of the Comcen, Boddingron, with beneath it the words "If the light is out
tell the D .S.0." But it's a Royal Air Force Officer who will
receive the mysterious warning now. (Older readers may recall an amusing article about the Boddington red light, written
by Major Willie Hughes and published in THE WIRE about a
decade ago). Boddington has been 'rationalised' and, in a
ceremony, held on July 1st, the Corps' best-known comcen was
handed over to the Royal Air Force.
Our long association with this part of the world began in
1938 when the CNW (standing for Cheltenham Net Work) telephone exchange was built. During the war it was expanded
to include the main DHN switching centre for the West Midlands.
It was in 1954 that the more familiar main building was
opened by H.R.H. The Princess Royal. It was named No. 1
Signal Centre, but soon acq:iired the title under which it best
became known, " TRC Boddington."
In 1964, Boddington became automatic and, with the intr<"duction of TARE, was almost ' tape-less.' So it a urned a
new title, ' Relay Centre, Boddington.' A final change of name
came this year, when by decree (DCI (GEN) 42/69) it became
' Commcen Boddington.'
In its 15 years of existence, Commcen Boddington has earned
a justifo.:d reputation for efficiency and innovation. It has become a Corp property that has been shown to countle. s
visitors with considerable pride.
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Major Jim Che hire and W.0.I (F. of S.) Hughie Morrison
will remain. The fact that Major Cheshire will be the last
officer to leave i. ironic for, as W.0 .11 Cheshire, he was on
parade in 1954, when the centre was opened.
14th Regiment, in its new tactical role, continues to work
into Beddington, and certain of the civilian staff, notably Mr .
Saltrner, the Chief Clerk, and Miss Hoare, in charge of Sta ts,
will remain with the Royal Air Force. In addition, 10th Regiment will continue to be responsible for CNW Exchange.
14th Regiment will exercise 'Freedom ' rights from time to time,
and so the Corps will not easily be forgotten in this part of
Gloucestershire.

[Courrosy: C hc/tonham Newspaper Company Ltd.

CEREMONIAL HANDOVER
The C.0., Lieutenant Colonel J. A. Baker hands over the keys of
the Beddington Comcen to Wing Commander J. F. F. long, R.A .F.

The ceremony to mark the handover was simple and extremely effective. On parade was a 30 strong guard from
14th Signal Regiment, with a similar number from the Royal
Air Force. The reviewing officer was Brigadier D. P. Rennick,
C.Ontroller, DCN (a previous C.O. of 14th Regiment, incidentally). After the inspection, Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Baker,
C.O., 14th Regiment, addressed all present, then officially
handed over the keys of Boddington to Wing Commander J.
J. F. Long, C.O., Royal Air Force, Stanbridge. In accepting
the keys, Wing-Commander Long expressed his thanks to the
Regiment for the harmonious way that the transfer had been
accomplished.
The parade presented arms as the C.Orps flag was lowered and
the Royal Air Force flag raised. Then, to the strains of the
C.Orps March, played by a R.A.F. band, 14th Signal Regiment,
led by Major Charles Bushell, the last Royal Signals 0.C.,
Boddington, marched out of the centre through the ranks of
R.A.F. guard, commanded by the new O.C. Beddington,
Squadron-Leader Norman Harvey, as the R.A.F. staged a flypast.
Before the parade, Colonel Baker had presented Wing-Commander Long with a commemorative plaque to place on the
door of the Beddington Briefing Room. He had sent a farewell message to all connected stations and, whilst Brigadier
Rennick and a party of senior Army and R.A.F. Officers toured
the centre, the replies arrived . Perhaps the most touching were
the C"nes from Canada and Singapore.
The Canadian message read:
" The circuit from Boddington to Canada has not only
joined two nations, it has also been a connection between
Royal Signals and R.C. Signals. It is with sincere regret
that we terminate this association. Many thanks for your
co-operation and understanding over the years. Au Revoir."
Whilst Singapore was even more generous with theirs:
" During the 15 months in which our Communication
Centres have been connected, 14th Signal Regiment (Royal
Signals) has gained the respect and admiration of all ranks.
You leave Commcen Boddington with the knowledge that
the reputation earned by your Regiment will be difficult
for the Royal Air Force to equal and impossible to surpass. All ranks of this Communications Centre join me
m wishing 14th Signal Regiment good luck and good
fortune."
This, from a Royal Air Force C.Ommcen was praise indeed!
And so an era has ended. Boddington no longer belongs
to the C.Orps. For the next four months, a rear party of two,
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First Army Awnrd in Ext~r •ise 'Jloynl Flush '
Exercise ' Royal Flush,' a photo-reconnaissance competition
for the NATO air force , was first held in 1956 at the French
Air Force Base Lahr, Germany. The aim is for the NATO
ground forces to select and camouflage suitable tactical targets
which have then to be discovered and identified by the various
NATO Tactical Air Forces. In addition to the prizes awarded
to the individual aircrews and photo interpreters, a trophy, the
Kielmansegg Trophy, is competed for by the Army units producing the targets.
This year targets were provided by most of the NA TO
assigned forces, including the ground forces of Belgium, France,
Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The
air forces of Belgium, Canada, France, the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom and the U.S.A. had the task of seeking out
these targets.
For the first time, 14th Signal Regiment was amongst the
British Army units assigned to the task of target selection,
and the responsible officer, Second-Lieutenant Robin Richardson, fo und his fellow competitors very reluctant to divulge any
information on what constituted a good target.
The trophy, which has usually been won by the G erman
Army, went to Belgium, but, for the first time, the British Army
had a place. Captain John Gryspeerdt, representing the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Tony Baker, went to
Bruggen, in Germany, to collect the handsome silver eagle,
second prize, from the Chief of Staff, SHAPE, General Horace
M. Wade, U.S.A.F .
THEY SWEPT THE BOARD
At hletes of 18th Signal Regiment who had a very convincing win in the Singapore District Major Units Athletics as their trophies indicate

We require

ELECTRONICS
TEST ENGINEERS
ARE YOU AMBITIOUS?

WE CAN OFFER YOU
ADVANCEMENT FAST!
Almost all our line management and supervisors
joined us within the last two years as test
engineers. We are expanding rapidly! You
could have the same opportunities. If you have
O.N.C. or equivalent and practical experience
with transistor equipment please write, outlining
qualifications, background and quoting reference
B.C.C. to:

EUROTHERM LTD.
Broadwater Trading Estate
Worthing
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18th Signal Regiment
c/• G.P.O. SINGAPOllE
Colllllland ond control
249 Signal Squadron (FARELF) comes under command of
18th Signal Regiment (Singapore) for all purposes with effect
from 1st July. The process leading up to this has been a gradual
and painless one but the fact is recorded here so that our readers
will appreciate that these notes will reflect the activities of our
illustrious field force Squadron as well as the rest of the
Regiment in future.
Athletics
The combined efforts of the Regiment and 249 Signal
Squadron succeeded in achieving a convincing win in the Singaport District Major Units Athletics competition held on 30th
June/1st July. Royal Signals as a whole swept the board as
the results t estify:
First, 18th Signal Regiment, 123 points; second, 19th Signal
Regiment, 114 points; third, Singapore Guard Regiment, 92
points.
We gained first place in the following events: 4 x 100 metres
relay (Corporal Sidex (H.Q.), LanceCorporal James (H.Q.),
Lieutenant Woodhouse (249), Lance-Corporal Bell (249) ),
time 44.6sec.; 4 x 200 metres relay (Corporal Sidex (H.Q.),
Signalman Zakaria (H.Q.), Lieutenant Woodhouse (249), LanceCorporal Bell (249) ), time !min. 33.8sec.; 1500 metres (Signalman Palany 1st (H.Q.), Lance-Corporal Hinton 2nd (249),
Signalman Parry 3rd (249), Signalman Sinith 8th (249) ), time
4min. 19.9sec.; 5,000 metres (Signalman Palany 2nd (H.Q.),
Signalman Stanley 4th (249), Lance-Corporal Hinton 5th (249),
Signalman Sinith 12th (249) ), time 16min. 22see.; 4 x 100
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shuttle relay hurdles (Lance-Corporal Abdullah (H.Q.), LanceCorporal James (H.Q.), Lance-Corporal Lockwood (249), LanceCorporal "Beh (H.Q.) ), time !min. 9.8sec.; Long jump (LanceCorporal Abdullah (H.Q.) and Corporal Catterall (249), combined
jump of 12.21 metres.
We also entered two tug-of-war teams-100 stone from 2
Squadron and 88 stone from 249 Squadron. Both succeeded
in getting through the semi-finals under the energetic coaching
of S.S.M. Dean (249) (after eight pulls each) and the 100 stone
team went on to the final in which it was defeated by the
traditional winners-3 B.O.D.
Not content with these efforts a large number of our
athletes entered for the Singapore District Individual Athletics
competition held on 3rd July, and Lance-Corporal Abdullah
won the long jump, Signalman Palany won the 800 metres and
five of our number gained second or third places.
Another reshuffle
Those readers who have served in the Dover Road may be
interested to hear that R.H.Q. and 'A' Squadron Q.O.H. are
moving into Meiktila Barracks in November. By this time the
Technician Training Wing of o. 3 Squadron will have disbanded and their premises converted back into their original
form of a Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Me s. Military
Training Wing h s already been moved into Princess Mary
Barrack so that their old premises can be established as a
cookhou e and a programme has been agreed to pl ase out the
remainder of the Signal Training Centre between ovember
and April next year. We will retain our M .T . yard, the
Corporals' Club, Cinema and Calcutta Camp until 1971.
Our second pilgrim
It may be remembered that our WIRE notes for January
included an item about the departure of Lance-Corporal Abdul
Rahman bin Haji Arshad on a pilgrimage to Mecca.
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He returned to the Regiment on 29th April and told us
that during the voyage he was appointed the ship's ' Bilal '
and becam cllampion • Berzanji Reader' (that is the interpretation of the reading of the Koran). For this he was awarded a
hield and a Koran.
He returned to the Regiment as Lance-Corporal Haji Rahman
the title Haji being given to all who have made the pilgrimage
tCI Mecca.
On Wednesday, 14th May, on the Commanding Officer's
parade, he wa pre ented with a Regimental H aji Songkok by
Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. G . Anderson.

FAREWELL PARTY TO C.O .

Left to right:-W.0.1 Osman Tasi, Lance Corporal Haji Abdul
Rahman, Mrs. Anderson, Lieutenant Colonel Anderson, Corporal
Haji Amran, Mrs. Amran and Mrs. Mahat Apandi

LEP S cial
On 30th May the Indian, Chinese and Malay other ranks
of the Regiment held a party in the Princess Mary Club, being
their official farewell to the C.O., departing shortly for colder
climes. During the course of the evening both Colonel and Mrs.
A;'Jderson were given gifts as mementoes of their stay in
Singapore. Mrs. Anderson was given a beautiful gold
embroidered sarong, woven in Kelantan, and the Colonel
received a traditional silver Malay Kris. Both the Regimental
Hajis, Corporal Amran and Lance-Corporal Abdul Rahman,
also presented the Colonel with souvenirs of their trip to Mecca.
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O one appreciates the Regimental WIRE notes man until
N
. he is away and then it is only his reluctant stand-in who
realise_s what a great job he does. Fortunately for this particular
stand-m, June has been an eventful month for the Regiment
with tremendous activity in both work and play.
A nf"w Squadron

Historically speaking, our big moment was the formation of
1 Squadron at the beginning of the month. We had a 1 Squadron
before but that is now H.Q. Squadron (I suppose that they
know what they are doing up there). The new 1 Squadron
un~er the command of Major Keith Powell, has the task of
taking oyer 0e RAF (Germany) Radio Relay system. One
of the 1;>1g social events of the month was a presentation by
the Regunent .o~ pla.ns and problems of 1 Squadron which was
~de to a distmgu1shed audience including Air Commodore
Wilder (Chief RAF Engineer), Brigadier Pat Mansergh (C.S.0.
B:A.0.R.) and Brigadier Cubberley (Commandant School of
Signals). If our communications are as successful as the lunch
that followed, we should have no difficulty in coping with our
new role.
K-plnJ( In thl" publlf• eye
On. Sth June, Major Bill Oates and a colour party consisting
of L1euten3!1t Hywel Thomas, Staff Sergeant Brian Hill,
Corporal Keith Johnson and Corporal Btian Robbie, represented
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the United Kingdom at the annual .A.T.0. Day Parade held
at the urburg Ring. The President of Germany, numerous
V.I.P.s and 40 000 spectator watched the parade. All went very
well and the only black note wa the loss of Hywel Thomas'
left spur which fell off in front of the stand. As our party wa~
followed by 90 Leopard tank , chances of recovery seem slim.
Not to be outdone, the rest of the Regiment took part in
the Wildenrath Air Display which took place in front of no
less than 250,000 onlookers. Our great moment came on the
landing of an enormous Belfast transport aircraft during a
representation of an air landed attack. The appearance of
Major Peter Bolton from the belly of the plane was enough to
convince everyone of the enormous potential of the Belfast for
landing large war-like forces in restricted conditions. When he
was followed by a seemingly never-ending line of 150 troops
from the Regiment, there was an astonished roar of applause.

Athletics
One way and another, the athletes have had quite a month.
Things staned well with successes in the B.A.0.R. individual
championship , notably Corporal Jeff Fenge (1st 110 metres
hurdles, 2nd pole vault and 3rd long jump), Corporal Pete
Dring (3rd 5,000 metres) and Corporal Ray Storer (7th 5,000
metres and 8th 800 metres). This was followed up by an overwhelming victory in the Rhine Area Unit Championships in
which the team scored 105 out of a possible 120 points, winning
mo t of the events.
Corporal Fenge then went home to compete in the Army
Championships, coming second in both the 110 metres hurdles
and the pole vault.
Things reached a climax this week when we were faced
with the interesting challenge of competing in both the RAF
Germany Championships (at Rheindahlen) and the B.A.O.R.
Championships (at Sennelager 150 miles away) on the same
day. The team agreed that we should do our best in both
events and thanks to an incredible logistic arrangement in which
ten of the team were driven in fast cars from Sennelager to
Rheindahlen at lunch time, we did very well. Our athletes
distinguished themselves at the RAF meeting, our home station
RAF Laarbruch winning the event by a record margin, and
thanks to a tremendous effort by the reserves, we came a
creditable fourth in the B.A.O.R. competition.
During this hectic day Ray Storer competed in the B.A.O.R.
5,000 metres (3rd) and 800 metres (team 3rd) in the morning,
then in the R.A.F. 800 metres (Sth) and 3,000 metres steeplechase (2nd) in the afternoon. Lance-Corporal •Spider' Webb,
Lance-Corporal Colin Dixon, Laµce-Corporal Brian Turner,
Major Keith Powell, Signalman Ron Ramos and Corporal Pete
Dring (individual winner B.A.0.R. 5,000 metres) also achieved
considerable success at both meetings.
The efforts of Jeff Fenge are so remarkable that they deserve
detailed mention. On the Tuesday afternoon he won the RAF
pole vault with a new record, came second in the triple jump
and third in the 400 metres hurdles. At 11.30 a.m. on Wednesday
he had one jump at the B.A.O.R. long jump recording the best
performance of the meeting (2lft. Sin.); at 11.SS a.m., with the
last of the lesser pole vaulters finally eliminated and Captain
Len Hawkins sitting in his car with the engine running, he
had one attempt at the pole vault, again recording the best
performance of the meeting (12ft. 6in.). He then sprinted across
the stadium, was driven 154 miles in two-and-a-half hours and
arrived at Rheindahlen as the competitors in the 110 metres
hurdles final were at the starting blocks. The drama was completed by his winning the event by ten yards in a record
15.6. In case this wasn't enough for one day he acted as anchor
man in the RAF Laarbruch's relay team for its splendid win
in the last race of the day.
One final performance which sums up the spirit of the whole
team, Signalman Dave Hoodless competing for the first time
in the pole vault in the absence of our second string at the
other meeting, actually recorded the second best height of the
B.A.0.R. meeting (lOft. 3in.).
We are now preparing madly for next week's Morrison Cup
meeting. It looks to us like a battle royal with 1 Division H.Q.
and Signal Regiment, but we apologise in advance to any dark
horses who pop up.

Tug of war
The tug of war team have also had a good month. They won
the Station Championships and the Rhine Area Championship
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without losing a pull: Unfortunately there was no . way in which
they could compete m both the RAF and B.A.O.R. championships, so the main effort was directed at the B.A.0.R. with the
reserves pulling gallantly ~ut UJ:?SUccessfully in t11e RAF event.
In the ~.A.0.R. Champ1onsh1ps a tremendous struggle with
the Canadians was lost by the odd pull and both sides used
up so much effort that they probably lost their chance of beating
the eventual winners, 26th Field Regiment R.A. We came third
however, in the very high grade contest and the team are t~
be heartily congratulated.

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O 16
Training
N 12th June, probably for the last time for three or four
months, the whole Regiment went into the field on a
' test ' exercise. This was ' Summer Sales,' probably the most
important exercise in the Regimental calendar. This year it
produced one or two surprises, which added greatly to its
interest and to the value we obtained from it; and as the
exercise was blessed by splendid weather it was most enjoyable,
too. • Summer Sales' always attracts a number of visitors from
U.K., and th~s year we were particularly pleased to welcome
among others, Brigadier J. R. Cubberley, Commandant School
of Signals, who spent an afternoon and evening with us. The
Corps Commander paid us a visit, as was to be expected. Our
last location on • Summer Sales ' happened to be only a few
miles from our barracks, which was fortunate for those detachments which were required to deploy within a few hours on a
German Corps exercise, 'Frische Wind,' to provide control
communications. Despite the rush this proved to be a most
interesting and enjoyable exercise, and it is highly satisfying
to see the admiration of our allies for the latest British communications equipment.

O

Shooting
Lieutenant Stephen Paul again led our Regimental shooting
team. to the ~orps meeting at ~ulford and then at the Army
mectmg at Eisley. At both meetings we achieved only limited
success; even so, at Bulford they won the Colonel Commandant's
Cup (match 15/16) and were the runners-up in both the Small
Arms Cup and the Royal Ulster Rifles (Falling Plate) Cup.
At Bisley in the A.RA. meeting, Sergeant A. Robertshaw
excelled himself by winning the Roberts Cup with a score of
196 out of a possible 200. He also won another bar to his
Army Hundred Medal and is now engaged on the National
Rifle Association meeting. Well done, indeed, Sergeant
Robertshaw!
Visit of Represeutativo Colonel Comnmndaut
On 9th July we were delighted to welcome the Representative
Colonel Commandant for 1969, Brigadier R. H . E. Robinson,
C:B.E., E.R.D., who came with Mrs. Robinson to spend a day
with us during their tour of Royal Signals Units in B.A.0.R.
Brigadier Robinson's day starced conventionally enough with a
Quarter Guard commanded by Staff Sergeant DaneUs, after
which he was quickly brought up to date on the Regiment's
role during a briefing by the Commanding Officer. The Representative then had coffee in the Corporals' Mess with some
sixteen Mess members, and toured the Regiment in quick time,
finishing (as ever!) with a drink in the Sergeants' Mess and lunch
with the officers and their wives. Meanwhile, Mrs. Robinson
was meeting members of the Wives' Club in the W.R.V.S.
room before visiting Sergeant and Mrs. Joy at home, and meeting Sister Taylor in the new Station Medical Centre. After
lunch there was time for a brief visit to the B.F.E. S. School
before it was time for them to leave. It was a great pleasure
to the Regiment to have Brigadier and Mrs. Robinson visit us,
a.nd ~e hope there may be an opportunity to do so again some
tune m the future.
So4•ial ev4~1lt.<i
On Saturday, Sth July, the Corporals' Mess, which had been
closed for a complete redecoration, reopened with a formal
summer dance. This occasion, attended by some 300 member ,
wives and friends, was an outstanding uccess, and Corporal
Meredith, the P.M.C., and his committee can feel well satisfied
with the results of their efforts during recent weeks.
On the following Monday the Regimental Wives' Club held
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its final meeting before cloi;ing for ome ten weeks in the
summer. This last meeting of the session, as is the custom, was
held in one of the better hotels in Lippstadt, and some sixty-five
members sat down to an excellent dinner. Mrs. Macintyre who
during her two years ·as Secretary had done a great de~! for
t~e Wives' C~ub, was presented with a cigarette box and table
lighter, as this, unfortunately, was her last meeting. She had
made very many friends during her stay in the Regiment and
goes off to America with the good wishes of all the members.
By the time these notes are read there will be a number of
n~wly joined families in the Regiment, so may we assure new
wives of a welcome at the first meeting of the new session of
the Wives' Club in September.
A party of eighteen officers, led by the C.O., spent Sunday,
29th June, visiting the battlefield of Waterloo. They spent the
Saturday ~ight in Bruss~ls and some of the younger officers,
remembering that the rught before the battle itself had been
sp~nt in ~igh j.in~ at _the Duchess of Richmond's ball, found
this sufficient JUSllficauon for exploring the possibilities of a
Saturday night in Brussels to the full. The battlefield itself is
fascinating, especially if just a little trouble is taken in advance
to learn some~i.ng of the battle and its background, and
altogether the v1s1t proved to be a rewarding experience.

Personalia
Last mo'n th we mentioned that two of our Staff Sergeants
(LeQuesne and Hope) had earned well-merited promotion, and
been pr~mptly posted by Office: i/c Records without any sign
of a relief for them. He has quickly put this right, authorising
us to promote Sergeant Barber, and keep him in his new rank
of Staff Sergeant, and sending us Staff Sergeant Mullord from
200 Squadron. Our congratulations to Staff Sergeant Barber,
who is now busily checking 1 Squadron's stores, and a warm
welcome to Staff Sergeant MuUord, who is doing the same in
H.Q. Squadron.

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
NortllUDibrian view
ERHAPS it goes without saying that this month has been
wet-while the BBC Weatherman says "the fine spell is
coming to an end" in Catterick the ducks have had a field day.
But we did have our bright spells. After days of rain we struck
lucky for the weekend of Northumbrian View, the Catterick
Army D!splay. Doubtl~ss our readers have already seen glimpses
of the View on TV or m the papers; some no doubt experienced
the trauma preceding it, in other years.
This month we give a brief account, an ED' eye view of
21st June. "Some weeks before Northumbrian View was due
to start the Troop had already been in action. Several times
journeys were made to the site, rain swept and grazed by
depressed cattle. Not much could be seen, but the water oozing
over boots, though failing to dampen spirits showed just how
uncomfortable it could be in the event of rain.
'.Then as the day began to loom ominously closer came the
conferences, and worried expressions began to be seen, though
a worried ED is about as likely as a heat wave in January.
When it came to the day to move in and lay on the power, of
course it rained. On the way in, disaster threatened when the
27 KV A generators were succe sively bogged down. Threetonners slid helplessly and the recovery tractor caught a flat
tyre.
"A promising start. Late that night, however, while no one
was looking, the generators were hauled into place, and the
weather began to improve. The following day most of the
power was laid on. The Troop, consisting of Sergeant Platts,
Sergeant Roberts and Lance-Corporal Lee, worked late. Meanwhile, one of the security dogs tethered in a tent emulated
the devil himself and appeared, to threaten life and limb. Then
Lance-Corporal Lee, more at home perhaps in tht manipulation
shop, had a stroke of genius. Having left the safety of his Rover
outside which the dog had decided to ensconce itself, LanceCorporal Lee omehow enticed the bea t into the vehicle and
slammed the door.
" With the danger thus averted, it was decided that time had
come for supper. Unfortunately refreshment were in the Rover:
discretion became the better part of valour and later the mo t
somnolent and well-fed dog in the business was handed over
to its keeper.

P
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"From this point our bad luck eemed exhausted and everything clicked The View it elf passed off without a hitch and
even the wt-ather tried its best."
In fact, for the mooch ind efficient provi ions of power
thanks go to Seri:eant Platts, Sergeant Roberts and LanceCorporal Lee who all worked long hours to ensure the success
and safety of Nonhumbrian View.
Having heard from ED Troop it is only fair to hear what
Driver Training Troop has to offer.

F lr t ftigh t
Exercise ' Fledgling,' a driver traJillllg exercise, took place
from 2nd-4th July. The exercise, designed to practise trainee
drivers in camouflage, night driving and map reading, centred
on a camp near Gamblesby some ten miles north-east of
Penrith. The trainees very soon settled in under the eye of
Sergeant Phoenix and Lance-Corporal Holliday, and few
problems arose initially. Though none had before done this type
of training in the field, Signalman Wonderling found that his
ell.-perience as a scout stood him in good stead when it came
to roughing it. The first night was spent in camp with normal
guard duties to perform. Several times the alarm was raised
when the camp was under siege from hostile cows. On 3rd
July a 60-mile map-reading test was carried out successfully
and in the evening a night drive was done of roughly the same
distance.
Amazingly enough, and all credit to them, no trainee was lost.
Early on Friday, 4th July, camp was struck and the convoy set
off for home, but not before seeing for themselves the highest
cafe in England on Gemblesby Fell from where it is reputed one
can see the Solway Firth and Lake Windermere on that everelusive clear day.
Cric k.-t, lovely cricket
Sport has suffered during this damp summer, not least of all
cricket, and already several games have been rained off.
H owever, after postponing the first game the Regimental
team evenrually played the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate, in the zone semi-final of the Army Cup on 25th June.
But after knocking up 186-6 declared against 4 Field Regiment
in the previous round, dropped catches dispelled the air of confidence the team had built up. After having the College reeling
at 52-7 the team allowed H arrogate to top the century and
then quickly succumbed to the College attack and were all out
for 55. Once again the vital necessity of holding the catches
was brought home.
The XI now goes back to the more mundane, yet hardly less
interesting, fixture list.
Meanwhile our best player, Corporal Seales of 3 Squadron, is
invariably lost to us through his commitments with the rather
more successful Corps team.

30th Signal Regiment
BLANDFORD

CAHP
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as I complete these notes to meet the deadline comes
J UST
the welcome news that our canoeists have paddled off with

the Army ~hampionship . at Pani;bourne (4th / 5th July). M any
congratulations to Captam Martin Gray and Lance-Corporal
Bo~ Story w~o won the big race, the Senior K2 1000 m. sprint.
TJi!s was agamst very high-class opposition and included international paddlers. In a thrilling photo finish Gray and Story held
off Evans and 0ei;ory, of 63 Para. Squadron, R.C.T ., by three
!eet. The meeting is fully reported elsewhere in this issue but
1t ~us t no! be fol"l?ott.en that our winning pair only got into the
Seruor spnnt by ~nnmg the Intermediate race on the same day.
All the .other seruor cre~s were nominated from last year. Congrat1;11attons too for Signalman Alan Moran and Signalman
Davtd Morgan, both of M.T. Troop, who were 2nd and 4th in
the. Long Distance Class 3 (Touring) after a anoeing career
of JUSt three months. What a start!
Gray and Story were also 1st and 2nd in their long distance
race at Pangbourne. ~n the Poole Bay race the previous weekend the¥ were the highest _placed Service paddlers (4th) in a
race which attracted many mternational canoeists and was also
the Navy Canoe Championships.
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30TH SIGNAL REGIMENT CANOEISTS CARRY OFF ARM Y
CHAMPIONSHIP
Captain Martin Gray and Lance Corporal Bob Story, In the leading
canoe, were the winners of the Senior K2 I OOOm Sprint in the Army
Championships at Pangbourne, in a real photo finish victory.
Signalman Moran and Signalman Morgan, also of 30th Regimen t
gained second and fourth in the Long Distance Class 3 (Touring) event

Still on the water, the Regiment chartered the magnificent
new Corps yacht, Skywave, for a week. Lieutenant Bob Wright
skippered a hardy crew, going 'foreign ' for the second time
this year. Major Gerry Boast, Staff Sergeant George Gilder
Corporal Pete Kehoe (bosun) and Signalman Jack Goodacr~
had a superb cruise to Alderney, Guernsey, Jersey and St. Malo
in Brittany. The wind blew them there in great style but they
were forced to motor back to make first parade on Monday!
avigation worked out well despite allegations that the log
reads between 20 % and 30 % low. Luckily the visibility was
good; much of the sailing was by night, leaving days free for
sightseeing and bird watching! For those who have not yet seen
Skywave, she is a true thoroughbred, with comfort and modern
instrumentation added. The Regiment have been able to book a
further charter in September when it is hoped to qualify more
' mates ' and ' hands.'
With half the Regiment serving in far-distant lands, our
annual athletics meet was a smaller affair than usual. It was
held in bright sunshine, however, and on his farewell visit to
the R~giment, the C.S.O. STRAT<;:O, Brigadier T . I. G. Gray,
saw .L•e~ten an t Bob Baynes and Lieutenant Rodney D ransfield
donunaun~ track events, the former leading the 2 Squadron
team to victory. The C.S .0. was guest of honour at a dinner
night in the Officers' Mess.
Midsummer heralded an extremely succes ful Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess ball and the shooting season.
At the very well organised Corps Skill-at-Arms meet at Bulford
our team won the Falling Plate competition from all comers.
The team which achieved times of 24.2 in the semi-final and
25.4 in the final, beating 16th Signal Regiment from B.A.0.R.,
comprised: Staff Sergeant D avid Ainge, Sergeant K enneth Clark
Signalman Clive Copestake and Signalman ' Andy ' M cBain. '
The Regimental team were also third in the Bisley Cup
(Target Rifle Ma~ch 300 yards, 500 yards and 600 yards), and
Staff Sergeant Ainge only just missed getting into the Army
' 100.' Now they are back from Eisley looking very sunburnt
and raring to get back to work !
Recent losses have incl~ded our Q.M., Captain Ray Webb,
but another one has been mdented for on a ' Red Star.' Captain
Webb has gone 'up the Gulf' and Captain Brian Robinson
has also left us bound for Singapore. Captain ' D ai ' Rees has
also gone to learn the Q.M. business.
We welcome Captain John Williams, Captain George Hayes
and W.0.11 (O.R.Q.M.S.) ' Paddy ' Byrne into the Regiment.
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PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an • •

•

all-purpo~e .

commun1ca11on
syslem
No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweight military radio In quantity production anywhert
does all the things the A 13 can do, In so many different roles. That's
why it's already been boug ht by armed forces on four co ntinents. They
recognise the A13's unique flexibility as manpack, ground station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. They know It's proved In combat,
Including parachute delivery.
The Plessey A 13 provides 2400 discrete channels In the 2-8 MHz band
(selected without nettin g) ; a choice of phase or amplitude voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-power
(20 watts) transmitter out put; fully protected output circu its ; and a wide
range of accessories. Please write for a copy of the A13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford, Esaex,
England. Telephone: 01-478 3040. Telex: 23166.

Catterick Reunion Wee end was a great success!
Record attendance, fine weather and everything excellently organised.

A panoramic vfow of the crowd watching displays and visiting sideshow tents on the Sunday afternoon.

I. SATURDAY 7 p.m.-section of the large crowd watching retreat. 2. SATURDAY 9 p.m.- cheerful company in the W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess- I Ith Regiment. 3. SATURDAY II p.m.-Staff from Association H.Q. getting in the right mood at 11th
Signal Regiment. 4. SUNDAY (2.30 a.m.)-As the evening wore on at 24th Signal Regiment W.O.'s and Sergearits' Mess! s. SUNDAY 11.45 a.m.- Association Standards and Escorts march past the S.0.-in-C. 6. SUNDAY 11.47 a.m.- The Old Comrades Squadron marches
past. 7. W.0.11 P. Gill (P.M.C. I Ith Signal Regiment W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess) has an animated discussion with a member from Darlington. s. The end of a perfect evening-but "Oh my feet!" 9. Close up of Standards and Escorts marching past

_·->,:.;~~);:~~

.. -

FAR AWAY PLACES~-~->u~~~rrs· uAL JOBS
Reports from the 011tposts

Mountain Mission
MODERN START TO AN AGE OLD JOURNEY
Captain Kent supervises the unloading of kit near Gorkha at the
beginning of the trek to western Nepal

- a nostalgic journey to
tfle flomelantl of tfle Corps'
Gurkfla soltliers
by
lieutenant-Colonel 'Able' Dacre, M.B.E.
and Captain Kelvin Kent

NEPAL - HOME OF THE GURKHAS
Many thousands of feet up, the view is breathtaking, but the going hard and stony.
Terraced rice fields cover the distant mountainside as far as the eye can see

HE rundown of the Brigade of Gurkhas was to have begun
in 1962. The actions of a gentleman named Soekarno,
however, caused the poHticians to think again, and the Brigade
was reprieved. Redundancy did begin in 1967 and is reducing
the strength of the Gurkha force from 14,000 to a figure of
6 000 by late 1971.
The effect on the Gurkha Signal Regiment is considerable.
In 1967 the unit was 1,200 strong. In 1972 only 400 will remain. 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment and two Brigade Squadrons will have disappeared. The balance will be concentrated
in Hong Kong.
The Regiment is required to send redundant almost 200
men each year in a steady stream of between 15 and 20
every month. These totals are dictated by the capacity of the
Nepal-based resettlement courses.
The first units of Gurkha Signals were raised in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaya, just 21 years ago. The pages of THE WIRE
have recorded the birth pangs, growing pains and moments
of success; it is hoped that it will be many years before an
obituary is necessary.
In March, April and May of this year, Lieutenant-Colonel
' Able ' Dacre and Captain Kelvin Kent were permitted to
travel up to epal. This is their account of the journey.

T

Land o( Mountains and Valleys

Our aim was to visit all signal detachments on the lines of
communication and as many Gurkha ex-Servicemen as possible.
We planned to be away for six weeks and to walk in the hills
for at least four of these weeks.
A short introduction to Nepal and the Gurkha soldier
may be helpful to those of you who have little knowledge of
the country or its people.
With the exception of a small strip of mostly jungle-covered,
low-lying plain along its southern border, Nepal is a land
of mountains, hills and valleys. Movement is only possible,
between one or two larger towns, by plane and elsewhere on
foot. Two roads have been built from the plains, one into
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senior ranks. I was able to meet and talk to many of the
soldiers I had selected for redundancy, whilst they were undergoing the course.
The evening before we set off on our trek, Mervyn Lee had
arranged a curry party. He had invited all the serving
Gurkha Signals personnel in Dharan and many ex-Servicemen from the immediate vicinity. It was delightful to meet
o many old friends. Most of them have homes way up in
the hills but live in Dharan whilst their children are being
educated; some of them are there because of the medical
facilities available to them.
Our route was to take us north from Dharan to the town of
Dhankuta, thence to Terhrathum, on to Taplejung, Chainpur,
Bhojpur and back to Dharan. From Dharan we were to fly
via Katmandu on into West Nepal. There we were to walk from
the ancient town of Gorkha to Lamjung and on to Pokhara.

Katmandu and the other to a town called Pokhara. They are
monuments to man's ingenuity, but are very often closed
by God's landslides and floods.
The Gurkha soldiers recruited by the British Army come
from the hills running east and west of the country. Their
villages are invariably between 5,000 and 8,000 feet above sea
level; they live i,n the shadow of the everlasting snows of such
Himalayan giants as Annapurna, Dhaulagiri, Arna Dablam and
Everest.
The Brigade of Gurkhas maintains two large recruiting
centres in Nepal, one at Dharan, in the east, and the other
at Paklihawa, in the west. At Dharan, Gurkha Signals man
a communication centre and provide a Dll/R234 link over
the 2,000 miles back to Seremban, Malaya. From Dharan
they also control a net linking Katrnandu, Paklihawa, Pokhara
and certain temporary paying posts (in season). The equipment currently in use on this net is WS 76 with R209
receivers!
Royal Signal representation is one subaltern, at present
Lieutenant Mervyn Lee, shortly to be relieved by Hamish
Adams, a Cipher Operator, and Sergeant Ron Constantine.
These are located at Dharan; with them are some serving
Gurkha soldiers, but all the other Nepal detachments are
manned by Gurkha civilian ex-Servicemen. Later this year,
Lieutenant-Colonel Graham Davies (Gurkha Signals 1960-63)
will assume the appointment of A.A. & Q.M.G. at H.Q.,
British Gurkha L. of C., in Dharan, and Major Peter RidHngto~
(Gurkha Signals) takes over as Second-in-Command at Pakhhawa.

Tough going
We planned to walk for 26 days and estimated we should
cover about 300 map miles. We were to discover that map
mileage was relatively unimportant; it was the number of
times in a day one had to climb up to 7,000 feet and down
again which really mattered. Throughout our trek we were
accompanied by a young N.C.O. from the Regiment; one from
the East, a Limbu, and a Gurung for the West. This was
necessary for, although we both speak Gurkhali, we would
not be able to make ourselves understood in the quite different
languages spoken in Limbu or Gurung villages. During both
parts of the trek we were to be served by four porters.
On a trek such as this, it is necessary to carry everything
one needs. It would be commendably democratic to be able
to carry one's own kit on one's own back. Few Europeans
would be capable of such effort, however, and speed of movement would be severely limited.
The Gurkhas are designed for movement in this rugged
country of theirs. From a very early age they are require~ to
carry loads, using the traditional head band to take the weight
on the forehead. In consequence they have short, muscular legs
with bunched thigh muscles, like built-in shock absorbers, and
neck muscles of tremendous strength. Our porters each carried
8Slb. of stores in a huge basket called a ' doko.' The entire
weight was taken on a broad band passing over their forehead.
Each man carries a. ' T ' shaped stick on which he rests his
load whenever he stops.
Rather than bore you with a day-by-day account of our
travels I will try to summarise the trek and highlight some of
the more important aspects of life in Nepal and the effect of
redundancy on our Gurkha soldiers.

First eucomder with old friends
Kelvin Kent preceded me to Dharan by a few days, and
with lots of help from Mervyn Lee, arranged supplies, camp
kit and porters. I was able to make a tour of Dharan signal
installations, on arrival, and meet all the signals personnel.
I was interested, too, in the excellent resettlement courses.
These are of two types, agriculture and building, with an
additional panchayat (local government) course for selected

Daily routine
Our daily routine began around 04.30 h?ur~ when one of
the porters woke us with a cup of tea. At this ~1me of the year
the weather is hot in the valleys and one tned to cover as
much distance as possible before the su~ rose. tJnles~ we were
staying at the house of one ?f our soldiers :-ve mvanably lep~
rough and in the open. We aimed to be walking by 05.15 hours,
it was still quite dark at this hour.
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TRICKY GO ING
Dacre crosses a 'bridge'
Kelvin and I would walk on with Corporal Jitbahadur /LanceCorporal Pahalman (East/West); slowly at first to ease the stiffness from our limbs. It was an odds--on chance that one would
begin by going up or down a very steep, rocky track, for there
are no other kind. None of the tracks we followed, throughout
the trek, was suitable for any form of wheeled vehicle. In
point of fact the only wheel we saw during our time in the
hills was a spinning wheel. To ascend 5,000 feet in two miles
was a normal start to any day and, unfortunately, one often
lost the hard-gained height just as quickly.
As we climbed out of the valley the air would become cooler
until at 10,000 feet it was positively cold and sweaters covered
by wind-proof jacket were required to retain body heat.
By 10.30 hours we would look around to select a suitable
stopping place for the morning meal. Water and firewood were
the primary requirements; it was usually possible to find a
mountain stream with built-in shower facilities but as the water
was straight off the snow-line it was a pretty invigorating
experience.
We collected firewood before the porters arrived and had
the fire going ready for cooking to commence. Feeding is one
devil of a problem. The only local items available were rice
(in the valleys only) and a lentil called dhall. The Gurkhas
are prepared to subsist on this diet, with the addition of
potatoes, or a few beans (whenever they can get them). Gurkha
stomachs can accommodate enormous quantities of this simple,
unappetising fare, sufficient to keep them going for 12 ho~s;
ours can not. We invariably started our morning meal with
Quick Quaker Oats and milk made from powder; nourishing,
sustaining and light to carry. This was followed by a packet
of powdered soup; our favourite was oxtail. Then we would

HAPPY ENCOUNTER
Lieutenant Colonel Dacre with the mother and uncle of Lieutenant
Digbahadur Gurung, the present M.T.O. of 17 Gurkha Signal
Regiment
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done over an open wood fire,
own way out through the roof.
the atmosphere for more than
red-eyed, for a change of air.
wide vera ndah.

the
We
five
We

smoke being left to find its
found it impossible to stand
minutes and would emerge,
usually slept outside on the

Jlos 1•Hality in ah111ula11cit>
T he hospitality afforded us during such v1s1ts was most
generous. Chickens were cooked, sheep or goats became
separated from their heads through the expert use of that
utilitaria n weapon- the kukri; delicious meals were produced
and inexhaustible pots of locally brewed beer and ' rakshi ' were
prod uced. Nautches (spontaneous singing and dancing) just
happened and everyone gathered around to look, talk, laugh,
eat and drink.
We, for our part, produced such luxuries as tea, salt, shot gun
cartridges, velveteen cloth, sweets and balloons (for the
children) and most highly prized of all, medicines. There arc
still very few hospitals, outside of the larger, low-lying towns.
In the hill villages the Gurkhas depend on ex-Servicemen
medical pack holders supplied by our Gurkha Brigade Welfare
Funds. Even those, however, are sparsely scattered and Kelvin
and I carried large supplies of medicants for cuts, sores, fever,
dysentery and the more common complaints. These medical
supplies were not carried merely with philanthropic intent, we
both required treatment for cuts, sore feet, blisters and stomach
troubles at some stage during the trek.
!Vostalgic visit
Our most nostalgic v1s1t was to the home of Honorary
Lieutenant Parsuram Gurung, M.B.E., the first Gurkha Major
of Gurkha Signals. This grand old soldier is now the 'Laird '
of his village and the surrounding area. He is well-nigh
worshipped by his fellow villagers for his benevolent and
enlightened leadership and conduct of local affairs. He

OLD FRIENDS MEET AGAIN
Lieutenant-Colonel Dacre meets the first Gurkha Major, Honorary Lieutenant Parsuram Gu rung, M.B.E., in his own village surrounded by a
cheerful gathering of villagers

the poners in as much of the rice and dhall as we could
manage, usually about one-sixth of what they had put away.
This meal had to keep us going from early morning to evening.
For the evening meal we had one more packet of soup followed
by rice and dhall, but in addition we also had one tin of fish,
meat or fruit for each day of the trek. We shared out the
contents of the selected tin at the evening meal. Once every
three days we would try to buy a chicken and quite often we
were able to buy eggs, very small but fresh.
Whilst one of us was taking his turn as cook the other
would bathe and shave and wash dirty clothes; we quite
unashamedly washed our dirty linen in public throughout the
trek!
Having eaten and dried our clothes Kelvin and I would walk
on whilst the poners packed up. In this way we could stop
and speak to fellow travellers or goatherds one happened to
meet, and to take photographs.
JOIO

Intense c ultivation
The scenery was varied but invariably grand and rugged .
Even in the valleys, during this the hot season, there was
sufficient water to cause the rivers to be described as rushing
torrents. Often we walked along rocky ledges, overhanging
the e rivers, with vertical rock faces above and below.
From the valleys up to about 7,000 feet the steep hillsides
are intensively cultivated. Over the years the slopes have been
cut into permanent terraces, but so steep is the gradient that
the average field is only about six feet wide and winds snakelike following its contour line. Many of the so-called paths
merely follow the bunds between fields and it is necessary to
balance, acrobatically, on the narrow bund and scramble up
the giant three to four feet step between each terrace level.
Between ~even and nine thousand feet one enters jungle where
mos -covered deciduous trees and tall pines house deer, bear,
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wild cats and, in some places, tiger. Brilliant rhododendron
trees and bushes a£e found along the high edge of the jungle.
Above this level, and below the snow line, are the high grazing
areas devoid of trees and very like our own moorlands.
I well remember dropping from one high ridge to a river
valley. It took us only three hours, but during that time we
passed rhododendrons in bloom, wild strawberries and primulas
in flower, crops of early potatoes, fields tall with ripening wheat,
oats and barley, newly planted maize, orange trees bearing fruit,
banana-laden plantains and newly planted rice paddy fields;
the temperature variation was also noticeable.

The local scene
About every third night we stopped at the house of one of
our serving soldiers, or an ex-Serviceman. News of our impending arrival had not always preceded us. Nevertheless, this made
no difference to our welcome. During the day the men and boys
were all out in the fields or above the tree line tending the
herds and flocks. The women and girls were sometimes
apprehensive, a few had never met a European before, and
would quickly call one of the menfolk. Home-brewed beer or
spirit and strangely brewed tea were quickly produced and
quite often a fried egg. Very soon the children of the house,
and surrounding houses, began to gather and as initial shyness
disappeared the talk and questions flowed.
The houses are substantially built with a strong timber framework, thick walls of rock covered and held fast by a dried mud
mixture. Roofs vary from tiles and corrugated iron (near the
plains and roadheads) to slates (where available) and straw
thatch (the majority). The houses are usually of two storeys
with a low roofed verandah below and a wooden balcony above.
The eaves of the roof have a considerable overhang and the
strutted supports to this are quite often carved into intricate
designs. The houses arc sparsely furnished and cooking is
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epitomises all that is admirable in the Gurkha; he served our
country loyally and well from 1927 to 1955, when he went on
pension. D uring h is service he had travelled the world, fought
in many countries, met our Queen and the late Princess Royal.
He had enjoyed all the amenities of civilised life, in officers'
Messes, and the benefits of modern technology; on pension he
returned to the village where he was born and now lives under
what we would consider as medieval conditions, with no electricity or piped water, roads, medical or welfare facilities. His
village is four hard days' walk away from the nearest road head,
and supplies. He must, of necessity, grow all his own food and
weave most of his own cloth. The hills get steeper and the
marches longer as he gets older. He remains as tough, rugged
and as independent of spirit as ever; I am proud to have served
with and to have known him.
We met many others of those with whom we had served or
are serving. They shame many of us by being completely
content with their meagre lot.
My prevailing memory will always be of the resilience and
contentment of these most hospitable hillmen.
At the end of the trek both Kelvin and I had lost a stone in
weight due to the diet and exercise and neither of us had any
weight to spare when we started.

Gurklan welfare n1•peal fund
I returned to my Regiment determined to do everything
possible to raise as much money as possible for the Gurkha
Welfare Appeal Fund, which is to be launched later this year.
I hope many of you will support the Appeal Fund, when it is
announced; the Gurkhas have been our loyal friends and
comrades in arms for over 150 years and deserve whatever
help we can give them.
A sad postscript: Since this article was written Sergeant Alan
Tancock has died in Dharan. He died after a short, sudden
illness. A notice of his death has already been published in
Tim WIRE.

DAILY SAILINGS
AT REDUCED FARES
TO ENGLAND i:~:;"'"

e At least 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sailings a
day during June, July, August and Sep·
tember e Reduced fares for British and
Commonwealth Forces and dependants,
and attached civilians e Economical
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates
with your family and car for home leave.
CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc.
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CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl.
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M I LA T R A v E L Offices, Local Travel Aaentt,
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h ., Bismarckstruse 89, Duutldorf 4,
Furness Shipplnr: Line, Groenplattl 4., Antwerp,
or Townsend Car Ferries, Car Ferry Terminal,
Zttbruue or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a
British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE.
U.K. Bookines throuch your nearest Motorlnr
orcanlsatlon, Travel A&tnb or the Town11nd olllc11

at:

199 REGENT STREET, LONDON W .I or
P.O. BOX 12, DOVER.
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Well wined and dined there, they departed for New York,
where they had arranged to pick up their return flight to
Cologne-again by courtesy of Luftwaffe.

Corps men get to the States nnJ hack on
25 tlollars-

llrok••-bu t sC.ill f ull o f h t iti ativt•, w hic•h 1mid o ff
There was still to be, however, a further opportunity to
make full use of any initiative left over after this whirlwind
venture; funds were running low until Sergeant Edwards spotted
a blood bank offering $5 a pint. In they marched with arms
bared, and came out each a pint lighter but five dollars
heavier.
" It paid for a jolly good steak," pointed out Sergeant
Edwards.
Flown home by Luftwaffe, the party were back with the
Regiment exactly on the seventh day after their departure,
keeping faith with their Commanding Officer.

They get some V.J.P. treatment-and narrowly miss presenting
the President with a Corps plaque!

(S tory by courtesy of Public R efrltions, B.A.0 .R .)
""{ HEN 13th Signal Regiment, at Birgelen, on the GermanDutch border, talks about initiative tests for senior
N.C.O.s, they really mean it! Twenty-five-year-old Sergeant
Terence Edwards, for instance, has just taken himself and three
others on a whirlwind trip to the U.S.A., stretching a routine
challenge to his initiative into a highly-successful venture
across the Atlantic and back-a seven-day trip on just 25
dollars!

'l

En»ryChing go .. s-tfiat is within Ch • bounds of
reason%
Idea for the enterprise came when the Commanding Officer
of the Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Baldwin, and his
Second-in-Command, Major Len Rogers, threw down the
gauntlet to their senior ranks, challenging them to think up
sufficiently demanding tests of their initiative. Anything goes,
they told them, within, obviously, the bounds of reason. Conditions were that a scheme must take a minimum of three days
and a maximum of seven to execute, with no financial aid
from the Regiment.
Said Sergeant Edwards: "I asked three others to join rneCorporal Robert CampbeJI, Corporal Stanley Cribbett, of
R.E.M.E., and Sapper John Pinkney, and told them I planned
to make the trip to the States. There was no stopping them
after that!"
Luck takes a big hand
All very well in theory, but how does one get across the
Atlantic on a total outlay of 25 dollars, which, adhering to
the spirit of the thing, was all the party allowed themselves.
Answer, after enquiries were batted back and forth from one
contact to another, came with an offer from the Luftwaffe,
who gave the party seats aboard one of their Boeing 707 trooping flights from Cologne to Davison Airfield, just 30 miles
from their target at the Pentagon and White House.
"To hitch a lift across the Atlantic and land only 30 miles
from where we wanted to get to was a big piece of luck," said
Sergeant Edwards gratefully.
Deciding that the $2.50 coach fare from the airfield into
Washington was too much for the communal coffer of $25,
they shouldered their packs and started walking. Temperature
on the road was a fierce 100°F, so, dressed as they were, in
shirt sleeve order, No. 2 Dress trousers, boots and stable belts,
they were grateful for the lift offered by an astonished United
States Navy Lieutenant, who stopped because he was unable
to believe his eyes.
" The help we got from him was a taste of what was to
come from the Americans," said Sergeant Edwards. "He could
not do enough for us. He not only drove us to Washington,
but took us on a quick sightseeing tour of the city, then
dropped us off at the Military Reception Centre. It could not
have worked out better."
Prt>s.-nting a sur1•rised U.S. Chief of Electronics
tan with a Corps Plaque
Phase II of this self-imposed test of initiative was about to
begin: to make contact with the ' brightest brass ' they could
find in the U.S. Army Signals.
Surprisingly, this proved not to be as daunting a prospect
as the four had imagined. They presented themselves smartly
at the Reception Centre, and requested an interview with the
Senior Signals Officer.
"They batted a few eyelids," said Sergeant Edwards, when
recounung the moment, " but that was all." In no time at
all, we were standing in front of Major-General George E.
Pickett, Chief of Staff for Communications-Electronics. Needless to say, he was more than surprised to see us, but he was
delighted when we presented him with a plaque bearing the
Royal Corps of Signals crest."
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THE PINNACLE OF SUCCESS
Sergeant Edwards and his party in the office of the Chief of Staff,
Commun ications Elect ronics United States Signal Corps at the
Pentagon . Left to right, Back :-Sapper John Pinkney, Cor poral
Robert Campbell , Major General Geo rge E. Pickett, Ch ief of Staff,
Sergeant Terence Edwards
Front :-Corporal Stanley Cribbett

Whisked from one plush carpet to another-and
theu on to the WWte Honse
From then on, life in America could not have been sweeter,
for these ambassadors from 13th Signal Regiment. Whisked
from one plush carpet to another in a V.I.P. style only the
Americans can master; they were given a top-priority tour of
the White House and luxuriant gardens, with the hope of m eeting President Nixon.
The President nearly got a surprise
"We wanted,'' explained Sergeant Edwards, " to present
him with a plaque as well. " He came out into the gardens
while we were there, but he did not see us, and his aides
didn't tell him we were there. That was the only disappointment of the trip."
'
Compensations were near at hand, however, for MajorGeneral Pickett laid on a four-seat aircraft to take them down
to the School of Signals at Fort Monmouth, in New Jersey450 miles from Washington and 80 miles from the sprawling
fun of New York.

s ur1•rises in s tore from 13th lle l(iment?
The Regiment are in for a long summer of surpr ises. With
Sergeant Edwards setting his sights so successfully high, the
rest of the Senior Ran ks are busy planning their own tests
and submitting them to the C.0 . and ~econd-in-Com.t?and.
His scheme was the first of what promises to be a h1ghlycntertaining series!

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester
High summer!
HE month of June has been busy, and the Signallers of
19 Brigade have seen little of Colchester. Firstly, we
T
carried out our annual counter insurgency training at Stanford

P.T.A., which is reported on below. Seco~y, we h!l".'e taken
part in numerous communication exercises, pracusmg our
normai forward and rearward links. Concurrent with ~ese
activities we have been hosts to 12 cadets from Queen's University O.T.C., Belfast. When their visit was a°!1ounced to th~
R.S.M . he muttered various comments about flower people,
' hair ' and ' student riots.' However, after the cadets had been
with us for 24 hours even the R.S.M. had to admit that they
were smarter than most soldiers, and they certainly earned the
respect of all members of the Squadron in the enthusiastic way
in which they took part in unit activities. During this period
we also had a 'flying' visit from Colonel Jackson, C.S.0. 3
Division, who found time to present an L.S. and G.C. medal
and meet most members of the Squadron. The Squadron even
managed time to do the communications for the Army Canoe
Championships.

' F•ur clicks up '
During the early part of June eight members <?f the Squadro_n
went to Bulford to take part in the Royal Signals Straterpc
Command rifle meeting. As we had not h_ad a chance to pracuse
we did not expect to produce sparkling results, and. were
pleasantly surprised to find that we di~ not <;ome 1.ast ~n any
particular shoot, and even succeeded m coming thtrd m one
cl ·
match.
d
In fact we took things fairly light-he:irtedly, an can aim
the distinction of being the only fallmg plat~ team to be
defeated by a 'fit of giggles.' However, the e~enen<;e was m~st
useful, and we are now well set for the 19 Bpgade Rifle mi:enng
and, we hope, the Strategic Command meetmg. We apologise t.o
the experts for the rumours spread b~ our team that arn:nurution manufactured at Radway Green m 1968 fired four mches
high-we hope it did not cause too many washouts at 500 yards!
THEY GET BACK TO A DELIGHTED C.O.
Lieutenant Colonel Peter Baldwin, Commanding Officer 13th Signal
Regiment, receives the White House Communications Agency
plaque as a gift from the team. Left to right:-Corporal Stanley
Cribbett, Sapper John Pinkney, Corporal Robert Campbell, and
Sergeant Terence Edwards, who master-minded the venture
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Exercise ' Baton '
From 16th to 25th June the Squadron moved. to St~nford
P.T.A. to learn the finer points of internal sec~nty dunes, to
practise field firing and to throw. handgrenades without destr<?Ying the thrower. Our Provost urnt sent a small detachmen! with
us not to carry out tl1eir normal duties, but to take par~ m the
va~ious training activities-certain members of ~e umt u~ed
this as an opportunity to even old scores, but this was taken
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in good heart. We also had the pleasure of entertaining 12
university students from Queen's University. All in all a very
mixed bag.
The preparation for 'Baton ' started in early June with
Sergeant Foggo instructing the unit in handling and throwing
the 36 grenade. It was noticeable that our Infantry expert Captain John Reason-decided to tal<e leave at this stage. The
rumour rapidly spread that this was to boost his courage before
the exercise started. I t was also noticed that three officers,
who shall rema in nameless, fled to Bulford using the Royal
Signals rifle meeting as an excuse to preserve their bodies.
The move to Stanford on Monday, 16th June, was in the
form of a road rally covering most of East Anglia. This was won
by a team consisting of Corporal Bullen (navigator) and Signalman Thomas (driver). They were exact to the mile, much to the
dismay of Captain Atkinson, our M.T.0., who thought he had
set a course which could not be conquered. Well done, Corporal
Bullen and Signalman Thomas! Monday evening was spent in
cleaning 36 grenades, and, much to the relief of everyone, proved
uneventful.
During Tuesday, 17th June, three activities took place, an
assault course race, field firing and grenade throwing. The
assault course was run as a competition and ' J ' Troop were the
winners, much to the dismay of the D. & E. Platoon who consider themselves experts in this field. The field firing was
interesting as the Squadron nearly ' bagged ' a platoon of
guardsmen who had wandered into the ra~ge area! i;-he grenade
throwing went well, although a few potential V.C. winners came
to light. The R.S.M. did a sterling job priming grenades,
Second-Lieutenant Strudley did watch dog in the tower, whilst
Captain Heason kept the angels at arms length in the throwing
.
bay. Conversation ~verheard in the t!irowing bay.:
Signalman ?: " Su, what happens if I drop this grenade m
the bay?"
Captain Heason: "You go that way quick!"
Signalman?: "Where will you go sir?"
Captain Reason: "I will ·have gone!"
On Wednesday crowd dispersion was practised, during which
each Troop took turns in being riot platoon and r~bels awaiting
dispersion. Sergeant Abdul Clapperton and bis cut-throats
provided a most realistic rebel b~d ~ho refused: to be
dispersed. During Wednesday evenmg rnght patrolling was
practised in an area allocated solely to the Squadron. However,
this news had not reached the other units exercising as the
following comments overheard on the field of battle indicate:
" No! I am not in the Queens!"
" My name is Sergeant Quinn and I'm not a - - - - - guardsman!"
Thursday and Friday were spent practising anti-ambush
drills, road blocks and cordon and search. Thanks to the Q.M.
we had plenty of blank a~munition and b!lngs so the unit
certainly got the feel and noise of a counter msurgency operation. Comment beard from a university student on seeing rebel
Chadwick of the D. & E. Platoon during cordon and search:
" Come out ye coward and foigbt the twelve of us.''
The exercise was voted a great success by all, and thanks
must go to the 'behind the scenes' men such as R.Q.M.S.
Webster and Sergeant ' Chips ' Constable who did so much to
make things go smoothly.

Arrivals and departures
We welcome to the Squadron Captain Houchin (Royal
Anglian), Sergeant Smeets (Para.), Corporal Tait (R.A.O.C.),
Corporal Fill (R.P.C.), Corporal Nash, Lance-Corporal Pratt
and Signalman Esnouf (Royal Signals), and we say goodbye to
Sergeant Dalton (Royal Anglian), Corporal Walton (R.A.0.C.),
Corporal Hoctor (R.~.C.), Lance-Corporal .James, Co~ral
Dunphy, Private M~lins ~A.O.C.)1 and Signalman Aldrich
and wish them well m their new uruts.
Stop press
We congratulate Second-Lieutenant D. Strudley, Royal
Signals on his engagement to Miss Josephine Pavey, our
Quarte:rriaster's daughter. (This announcement was !equested
by the Q.M. who, unfortunately, cannot afford the sucpence a
word charged by the Daily Telegraph).
Late News
19th Infantry Brigade and Signal Squadron have won ~e
Regular Army Orienteering Championship for Minor Units.
Report next -issue.
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24 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn. (210)
Plymouth
wo short months have passed since our last appearance
T
in THE WIRE, but, as usual, they have been crammed
with events. We have had plenty to do in the way of exercises,
but this has not stopped us being active at sport, too.

Tt>n Tors 1969
We made our usual contribution to the annual Ten Tors
Expedition on Dartmoor by putting our radio stations all over
the moor. Some managed to drive there, some were flown in;
alas, the remainder had to walk and carry all their equip-·
ment. As always, this was a worthwhile communications exercise, as well as an effective contribution to the running of this
now nationally-known event. The weather made its usual contribution, particularly during the setting-up phase, and mist
and driving rain made conditions very difficult.
Tho Joys of Salisbury Plain
Immediately after Ten Tors, we moved to Salisbury Plain
for a Brigade exercise. We found a particularly nasty hilltop
on which to site ourselves and there endured almost a week
of wind, rain, mud, heat, dust and every other sort of natural
hazard. Communications weren't too involved, so we were
able to assist by providing an enemy force which mounted a
series of attacks on units of the Brigade, some by helicopter.
Led by Sergeant Ken Purnell, this dashing force struck terror
into the hearts of the BMA. After an undignified altercation
with O.C. 60 Squadron, R.C.T., about who had killed who,
the raiding force was bribed by the said 0.C. 60 Squadron with
a stock of flares and thunderflashes and persuaded to go and
attack another unit next door.

A select minority can buy a Rover 2000 at
a considerable saving. If you're overseas or going
in the next six months you qualify for special
concessions. Over £500 at the present time.
Here's what you get for your money. A car,
though built with up-to-date production met hods,
still built wit h painstaking care at every stage of
manufact ure.
And instead of brief checks, we give every
engine a full bench test. And drive each car
around and around our test track until we
are satisfied .
Instead of mere padding, a safety
cage t hat surrounds and protects you and
your passengers. One of 23 very real safety
features.

It's these standards, these feat ures and t he
thinking behind them, that make a Rover a
remarkable car a t any price.
Stand up for your right s at the Rover
dealer in your area. He'll tell you more about t he
car and the tax concessions. Or writ e t o: Personal
Export Department, The Rover Company
Limited, Solihull, Warwickshire.

Take the high road
In early June we moved to Glentrool in South West Scotland
for what was optimistically called some arduous training. For
most of the time the weather was hot and dry, and we covered
a very full programme of fitness training, map reading, first aid,
orienteering, rock climbing and swimming. In the few free
hours we played and tactfully lost two football matches against
local teams and kept our amateur radio station going full tilt.
The final patrol exercise left all concerned shattered· those
patrols who finished the long course found the last check point
at the top of a 200 foot scramble; it was manned, needless to
say, by R.S.M . John lent, whose vociferous encouragement of
the sluggish was a feature of the closing stages. Captain Mike
Forge was our chief tormentor and exercise controller, and
Captain Cliff Morgan, R.C.T., our M.T.O., looked after

RELAXING AT GLENTROOL
Signalm en Noel Humphries, John Davies, and Kevin Nicholls of
24th Infan t ry Brigade (210 Squadron) obviously en joying a spot of
relaxation during a pretty arduous tra ining programme at Glent rool
In South West Scotland
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our administration. It will certainly be a long remembered
exercise, particularly by the M.T.O. who is still in ho pita!
recovering from a slipped disc, caused, he claims, by the
Squadron Commander taking him on ' a shon walk ' in the hills.

Bits and piee"s
July has been a relatively quiet month, with a lot of small
events but no big exercises. We have welcomed L ieutenant
Folker Spangenberg, of the 10th Fernrnelde Battalion of the
Bundeswehr, who has been on a fonnight's exchange. Our
O.C. 'A' Troop, Captain Peter Stanley, is going on the return
half of the exchange in early August. We have also welcomed
the Signal Section of the East Midlands University O.T.C.,
and their P.S.I., Staff Sergeant Arthur G aze. We have sent
two parties to sea in H .M.S. ManX»lan foe sea familiarisation
and this has been a much appreciated facility. In August our
big fixture is a four-week exercise in Mourmelon, F rance; we
sail from Plymouth by L.S.L. on 1st August, and look forward
to the odd free weekend to sample the delights.

Welcom e
We welcome W.0 .1 Ray Leonard, R.A.0 .C., Sergeant Ron
Gregson, R.P.C., Corporals Jay Orr and James Devlin, R.P.C.,
Signalmen Dave Donaldson, Bob Waller, Andrew Begg, Anthony
Walters and Bob Drake. Farewell and our best wishes to
Sergeants Allan Dodd, ' Taff' Hughes, Ted Pluck, R.A.O.C.,
Mike Tyler, R.A.0 .C., Corporals Ray Rooke, ' Mac' Campbell,
Bob Taylor, Lance-Corporal Brian Fuller, Signalman 'Jock'
McNeill.

• • • and c ongratulations
Our congratulations to W.0.II Hanna, R.E.M .E., and Sergeant
Conway, Royal Signals, on recent promotion, and Geoff and
Pauline Wildmith, Ron and Lynda Attwood on their recent
marriages, also a happy event in the fa mily of Andrew and
M argaret Smith, a son.

11th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(211 ) B.F.P.O. 29

COMMAND CHANGES
Major G. Corden arrives and Major P. S. Davis, M.B.E., departs
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.\. ('hnnfle of Com
nd
N Thursday, 3rd Juiy, M ajor Peter D avis, M.B.~., le.ft the
quadron on posting to R M.A. San<lhur t. Durmg lus two
yean as O.C., there have been ~any. changes for the better,
all of which helped to make life m . the Squadron m?re
efficient as well as making life more enioyable. We all wish
Major Peter D avis and his wife, Anne, an equally successful
tour at the R.M.A. Even with a change of command, one
memory will linger on, and that is the cry " It is the little
things that count," o we will keep on checking antennae coax
leads, F sections, etc., etc.,!

O

From Bowh~r to Brigade
Major Gerry Corden has now taken over command, hav!ng
arrived from the realms of deep thought and future plan m!1g
at SRDE, to life in Kingsley. We all trust that to~ethe~ with
his wife, Anne, they will enjoy the next t wo years m Minden.
.~

Look at Life-~f.T./L.A.D.
Compared with the other Troops in the S_q uadron, M .T ./
L.A.D. is truly integrated, with R.C.T., Royal Signals, R.E.M.E.,
R.A.0.C., and Scots Greys Hat badges making up the num~ers.
Even so the age-old cry of " We do not have enough drivers
to look ~fter the vehicles, sir," comes from the M .T.O. at every
O.C.'s conference. However, somewhere, someho~ ,. every
vehicle is manned when it comes to exercises, even 1f it does
mean lifting Sergeant Bone up into the driver's cab.
aturally on exercise, we support the Brigade Headquarters
from our w~ll-recced, well-sited, tactically camouflaged echelon
barn, capable of holding 15 four-ton vehicles under cover.
At present we have plans t? carry our own portable barn,
which would speed up recces immensely.
.
.
When in barracks we carry on the normal routine domesuc
tasks with a few ' Quick Trains ' thrown in. We turned out so
fast on the last one that we thought an hour had been lost
somewhere! A special word of mention to the servicing bay
team, of Corporal Eddie Hobday and Lance-~orpor:U Mac
McKenzie. They are a good team and do well mspecnng and

servjcing some 118 vehicles and trailer . It is also encouraging to
know that we are not having a U.E.I. th is year, as the Troop
worked so well last time to gain a 97 p er cent excellent grading.
One is asked what is life like in the Brigade? There is only
one answer-hectic! Basically ' IT ' (whatever ' IT ' may be)
never stops, from exercises to sports meetings, to demonstrations and back to exercises, with the odd inspection and visit
thrown in.
With July now being upon us, we are off as a T roop to
camp down n ear F rankfurt. I_f Sergeant Pigg h~s recced. the
site well enough we are hopmg to have an enioyable time.
At least it will be pleasant to be away as a Troop to a complete
change, even if not a rest.

M.T.O. retires
We had hoped Captain Jim Topping, R.C .T., would have
been with u s on summer camp. However, he was tempted
away by Tesco's to be a transport manager. We all wish him
well. If a Tesco's vehicle is seen in a lay-by in U.K. with the
driver doing a first parade service, you can guess it will have
come from their branch at Harlow.
Staff Sergeant Weir is now carrying on as M .T.O. and
sporting a brand new moustache to go with the job.
Also to leave this month is Corporal Verner, R.C.T., who is
away to enjoy the sun in Bahrain. The L.A.D . has, h owever,
been increased with Corporal Wilkie and Lance-Corporal
Parker joining.
F inally, congratulations to Lance-Corporal G raham and his
wife on the birth of a baby daughter.
Captain ' Paddy • Hackett
Of the many that have passed through the Squadron in the
last two years, all will remember the Adjutant, Captain Paddy
Hacket, Worcester Regiment. After 30 years (not all in the
Squadron!) he is retiring to wo~k iI?- Barclay's B~nk, Brackne~ .
(It is rumoured that next year it will be Barclay s & H ackett s
Bank and the following year H ackett & Barclays !) The Squadron will miss you, Paddy.

r°''·

P~~.-

B YAPPOJNThiENTTO Rll MAJESTY THE Q.U££N , G OLDSMITHS &: CROWN JEWELLERS, GARRARD &: C O MPAN Y LIMITE D , LO NDON

~

~gift from <;Jarrard

N 14th June the Squadron provided a detachment under
O
Lieutenant Pearce, for the H .Q. AFCENT parade in
honour of Her Majesty's official birthday.

There is something very special about a gift from Garrard.
A quiet but unmistakable compliment to the one who
receives it, a beautiful thought to be treasured for ever.
A pair of gold
& diamond earrings-£410

tfD~, JJ~~li~-~~Sapphire diamond
...

& gold brooch-£440

Earpiercing by appointment

GARRARD
The Crown Jewellers
GARRARD &. COMPANY LIMITED
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ll2 REGENT STREET

227 Signal Squadron (AFCENT)
B.F.P.O. 18
Queen' s Birthday Parade

comes wrapped in thought

~

217 SQUADRON'S INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK
Cheerful smiles Indicate good team work in this internationally manned mobile communications centre

LONDON WIA Z)J

TEL: 0 1-734 7020
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Despite the extremely dusty conditions (the parade ground
is in the confines of a coal mine) and the blistering heat, all
those taking part bore up well and the Squadron was very
proud to receive a special commendation from the reviewing
officer, Air Chief Marshal Sir Augustus Walker, the Deputy
Commander-in-Chief AFCENT.
Fun fair aml sports day
The Squadron follo·Ned the previous event by making a
week-end of it with a fun fair and sports day on Sunday, 15th
June.
It was very gratifying to find so many attending with visitors
from other units and nationalities, all of which contributed to
make the fun fair a great success and to produce a sum of over
a thousand guilders for good causes.
On the sports side the Troops were evenly matched, winning
one major trophy each.
Captain Richardson gained full revenge for the ribbing we
gave him last month by romping away with the tankard for the
old soldiers' race, then less than thirty minutes later as last leg
in the Chain of Command relay taking Support Troop to
victory to make sure they were the overall winners of the day's
meeting.
It was pleasing to have our senior ex-Corps officer in
AFCENT, Colonel W. W. Cock, present and also to see him
finish a good second in a special visitors' old soldiers' race.
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Long Service and Good Conduct ~ledals
The Squadron only has three Warrant Officers Class Two and
therefore it was an occasion of special significance when all
three were presented with L.S. & G.C. medals at the same
time.
The whole Squadron was paraded for the event on 27th
June and before which the medals were presented by Brigadier
J. R. Cave-Browne, M.C., Commander British Army Element,
AFCENT.
It says much for the recipients, R.Q.M.S. R. G. Postlethwaite,
B.E.M., F. of S. Q.M.$. J. V. Bridgeman and S.S.M. B. L.
Brewer, that apart from several families observing the event
there were also Colonel W. W. Cock, Wing Commander A. P.
G. Holden, RAF, Lieutenant-Colonel W. L. Otto, German
Army, Lieutenant-Colonel H. H. Kessels and Major H. J. C.
Gits, of the Royal Netherlands Army, and other visitors of
several nationalities too numerous to list.
After the parade the three recipients entertained the Officers,
Warrant Offi ers, Sergeants, visitors and families to a curry
lunch and 'medal wetting ' ceremony.
Tapijn Kaserne was a very happy place to be in that afternoon.
International activities
The Mobile Communications Centre to which the Squadron
contributes three officer and 82 soldiers recently took part in
Exercise 'Trix 69/4.'
Our picture (which we hope the Editor will find room to
print) show the M.C.C. on parade with vehicles; Lance-Corporal
Read with a German lineman doing a 'through' act with 14pair cable; and a tower or Mobile Micro Wave which has
recently come under command of Chief M.C.C.-our own O.C.
Major Hickman. This latter fact will be of particular interest
to those readers who know us.
The exercise was covered for AFCENT by the Public Information Office and according to them, signals are ' caught by the
dish and roll down 14-pair cables to systems control."
(See more p11otographs overleaf)
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at work a11d play

234 Signal Squadron (Malta)
B.F.P.O. 51
Ufe in general
HESE notes have been written by a member of Airfield
Troop-so please excuse any ' Eght blue ' bias which
appears!
Captain John Mills has arrived in Malta once again-this
time into a staff job at H.Q. British Troops and not as a communicator. However, he quickly made his presence felt in the
world of communications - he has his own programme on
B.F.B.S. and runs a highly successful discotheque-out of working hours of course!
The recent bus strike in the island has caused no small
headache. Captain Ken Ward and Sergeant Jim Smart had
quite a time organising M.T. details to get people to their
places of work on time-a real problem now that we look
after the telephones for all the Services in Malta and have
groups of one or two in isolated spots.

T

The Light IUne story
Airfield Troop began 1969 by reactivating RAF Halfar for
three months, whilst RAF Luqa runways were resurfaced.
Corporal Johnnie Howes, now in Germany, is probably still
talking of his tasks there. Both the Royal Navy and the
Americans had used the airfield before the Signal Squadron
became involved. Corporal Zammit had an initial crack at
producing some records, and these were checked by Corporal
Howes and Corporal Ray Marshall. These latter spent a long
time in providing all the circuits required by the three RAF
Squadrons, the Civil Airlines, and the other organisations
working there.
Lance-Corporal Farrugi!I and some of the Squadron's civilian
line staff reorganised the cabling in Lyster Barracks, which bas
become a new RAF transit hotel.
The new 600 line PABX was commissioned (note the dark
blue influence in terminology!) at RAF Luqa in March, and
work has now started on replacing the SO-year-old PABX
Halfar. Most of this work, of course, has fallen to T.M.

MAN WITH A LOAD OF RESPONSIBILITY
Corporal Johnny Howes looks pleased with the results of his work in
local control at R.A.F. Halfar

ALL THEIR OWN WORK
From left to right : Mr. C. Xerri, B.E.M., Corporal Maurice Hurley,
Mr. P. Dimech Debono, and Corpora l George Brown in the recently
installed a 600 line PABX at R.A. F. Luqa. Mr. Xerri and the two
corporals did it all by themselves-and it wor ks too!

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

a.

The Squadron mascot Fred backed up by his officers and soldiers.
The Squadron marches past Air Chief Marshal Sir Augustus Walker, Deputy Commander-in-Chief AFCE NT. Detachment
commanded by Lieutenant Pearce.
"How how the •.•. do we camouffage it?" Two German soldiers have a problem
International co-operation. British and German linemen work together
Wetting their "routy gongs." Left to right:-R.Q."'.'.S· ~on ~ostleth~aite, S.S.M. Bria~ Br:ewer, Q.M.S. (F. of S.) John
Bridgeman and Brigadier Cave-Browne who looks as 1f he 1s going to drink the brew and hke 1t
S.S.M. Brian Brewer receives his LS. & G.C. Medal
So does R.Q.M.S. Ron Postlethwaite
And last-but not least-F. of S. John Bridgeman
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Troop-Captain Bernie Moxon and Mr. C. Xerri, B.E.M ..
The future looks busy for all of us. Accommodation reshuffles a new air traffic control tower, reorganised RAF operations room and communication centre, the coming of microwave
to Malta and umpteen maintenance projects are at our doorstep. The magic of rationalisation!

ALL UNDER CONTROL
Lance Co r poral Farrugia, in the pilot's seat, discusses the Lightning's
scramble circuit arrangements with Sergeant ' Ogg ie' Lindsay,
while pilot, Flight Lieutenant R. K. Jackson, looks on at the
" brown jobs"
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The Dark Illne Angle
There is quite a story with dark blue bia resulting from
our assumption of telephone responsibilities for the Royal avy.
They are a good Service to work with, but perhaps Captain
Bob Rowland can tell you all about it when he has completed
the exploration of his newly inherited Alladin' Cave, and the
Genie has enlightened him a to the secrets of the naval line
records!

HS

244 Signal Squadron (Tactical Air
Support), R.A.F. Tangmere, Sussex
HERE wa I, co;npletcly relaxed, gazing in a satisfied
manner at an empty • L ' tray. Miraculously, the Imprest
balan cd, the P.R.I. was st.ill in the black. and all the
vehicle were on the road, when m strode the Chief Clerk and
in his mo c polite way said," You won't forget THE WIRE notes
will vou?" Good grief, it was the 8th of the month already,
what · on earth could I write about?

T
had

E,•t>nts
The cation sports day was held on 4th June and with a
certain amount of tredipation we joined the four RAF ~quadrons
m entering a ream. Imagine our astonishment and ~~1ght, when
we proceeded to weep the board, thanks to the brilliant effort
of Signalmen Clarke, Wells, Corporal Wilkinson, S.S.M. Block
and the Squadron mg-of-war, who very nearly pulled the other
Squadrons into the next counry!

They gave a wonderful display of precis}on riding ~nd the
town is still •a-buzz' at the way the Carnival Queen Jumped
on the pillion of one bike and was ridden through the figure
of eight!
Thanks lads you did us proud.

249 Signal Squadron (FARELF)

c 1o G.P.0. Singapore
Disclaimer
T is with great trepidation and much misgiving that the
author submits this article to the Commander, Cheltenham
Terrace (WIRE Branch). The cardiac c:ondition of ~e Editor
has not been stated publicly and the wnter fears massive shock
may cause a prematl!re de.mi~e of the ' Great Man ' as he
receives the second arucle, within two months, from the prontoes
of FARELF. (The love of a father is greatest for the prodigal
son who returns to the bosom of his farnily.-Editor).

I

The reas ons wlty
The intention of our latest written effort was to have been
to give our readers a more than usually detailed <:Ic:scription
of our personalities jobs, equipments and places visited, etc.
Unfortunately, as s{ated in our ' many ' (sorry Editor-' few ')
previous articles the literary ability of the Squadron matches
that of a dumb' mouse and so we are again left with a few
unconnected, ungrammatical and some might .s~y unwanted and
unwarranted sentences. Having, in the last edit1051 of ~E WIRE,
covered an action packed period of some ten months m but. a
few paragraphs it seems rather gladiatorial to as~ for. spac~ m
the magazine to describe a short and rather macuve eight
weeks. Nevertheless, we feel a need to tidy-up our past scriptures to add a few missing facts and to wipe the slate clean
befo;e the beginning of a new era in our history.

R.A.F. TANGMERE SPORTS
Lance Corporal Clarke and Signalman Wells 1st and 2nd in 880 yards

le was a proud S.S.M. Block who stepped up to recc:ive the
championship trophy from the Station Commander's wife.
A better start to our tour with the RAF could nor have been
fictionalised .

l\'ork
As exercise follows exercise, the Squadron now boasts many
seasoned travellers and instead of the bars in Chichester it is
now the standard of beer in Cyprus, Malta, El Adem, Germany,
Isle of Skye and orth America. A glorious example of our
mobiliry is shown by the lineman who, stepping off the plane
from Germany on Sunday evening, was told to dash up to the
pay office as he was leaving for North Africa at 6 a.m. next
morning!
Integration
We are now the proud possessors of 17 airmen as part of the
inter-Service rationalisation of communications. They were
highly delighted to be issued with denims, boots, puttees,
combat suit, equipment and the like and have been gaily
showing off to their fellow airmen.
. ·ote
Perhaps the hardest working member of the Squadron at the
moment is our financial wizard, the P.R.I.! With his grass-cutting
scheme and now a printing press producing headed notepaper,
we are wondering where his schemes will end!
It is with tremendous pleasure that we announce the successful visit of the Corps display team to Chichester on 5th July,

H6

Ravages of time
By the time this article appears in THE W IRE (if it ever does)
the beginning of the Far East rundown and the current shortage
of manpower will have shown their effects on our ever ha~py
Squadron. On 1st April we handed over much of our routme
administrative responsibility to 18th Regiment and come 1st
July we say a sad farewell to our much-loved independence
and place ourselves, for all purp?ses, under comi;ri~md of !he
local L ieutenant-Colonel, Royal Signals, Commanding. Our JOb
as the Far East Reserve Squadron remains unchanged and,
having cohabited with the Regiment for so long we feel sure
that all will go well in the future.
Contrast
W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Martin reflects on his 18 months with 249
Squadron.
.
.
.
A kaleidoscope of places, Malaysia, Thailand, Australta and
Fiji. Comcens in permanent b!-1ildings, .tents, borr.m yed offices,
even deep in the jungle. Penods of mtense act1v1ty and by
contrast the sedate base life. Long hours of movement by road
through jungle country, relieved by the plantations nearer
civilation. The drone, vibration and strictly econc;>my class
flights by courtesy of RAF Support Command. One-rught stops,
plush in Hong Kong and Darwin, but rat infested. at Geben~.
Many hours smoothly passing traffic, cooped up m .a hwrud
blacked-out tent. Some even longer hours wondering after
doing so much, why it just wasn't working.
Exercises, with ' stand to's,' little black ninges for enemy,
deep trenches, shallow shell scrapes and too many gua~ds.
Quieter non-tactical exercises with time for sport .and swunming on desert golden beaches that si:etch for miles. Jun~le
training in the cool of the Cameron highlands. Hot, humid,
wet navigation exercises in South Johore.
Casually generous Americans. Brassy night club shows in the
N.C.O.s' Club Camp Friendship, Korat. Even more sincere and
generous, the tall intensely loyal Fijian soldiers, who with two
beers and wonderful voices in harmony produce never to be
forgotten evenings .
No two exercises have ever been the same. Such has been
the wide variety of life which is exclusive to 249 Squadron.
Adieu
It has never been our practice, in the past, to take space to
say Jong and sad farewells, but we break this rule for once, in
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our last independent writings, and regretfully say adieu and
thank you to the following:
To Detachment 249 Squadron, Brunei, who disband on 1st
August. No doubt they will publish their own last requiem
To Major ~eith Olds, who leaves us for the M.0.D. afte~
two years m command. To Captain Aubrey Howie (0 C
Comcer;i) and Lieutenant Tony Woodhouse (0.C. Radio Rel~y;
Australian ~xchange Officer and some time Admin. Officer),
who respectively depart to B.A.O.R. and Aldershot. To Staff
Sergeant (now W.0.11) 'Mac ' McEwan (Chief Clerk) Staff
Sergeant ' Doc ' Docherty and Staff Sergeant ' Bert ' Bowes.
To our two Dll crews who disappear under the manpower
axe. To t:J:ie m3;0y others unnai;ried, who departed our happy isle
before this arucle became prmt. A sincere thank you for all
your hard work. and your efforts in making the Squadron such
a great success m the past two years.

1.n our crystal ball
Our fortune teller, local representative of Cook's tours and
Operations Adjutant foresees much interesting and enjoyable
work in the next six-month period, July-December and no
doubt you will (if you are extremely lucky) be 'fortunate
enough to read about our future adventures in the coming
Regimental notes (did someone say Fiji again?).
QSY, ZUJ and ZKJ
249 (Independent) closes now and will open again as 249,
18th Signal Regiment, in the near future.

75 LCT Squadron, R.C.T.,
c 1o G.P.O., Singapore
" HERE be a few salt notes from the LCTs in the far
.
distant land of Singapore. Singapore-the land of sunshine, beer, women and many more wonderful things."
You do;11't get to hear from us very often, I don't know when
the last ume was. We have but four craft, two of which contain British operators and the other two with Malay operators.
All the craft have the title of 'Her Majesty's Army Vessels '
and are named as follows: Ar~an, Antwerp, Arromanches and

Ardennes.

At present Antwerp is doing a spot of Middle East work in
Bahrein, whilst Arezzo is here on a long-awaited refit.' The
change-over took place in January/ March of this year. On
Arezzo is Lance-Corporal Dougie Pope and Signalman Phil
Derry; on Arakan is Lance-Corporal Brian Le Breton and
Signalman Pete Tharme. (Arezzo and Arakan iBOR crews).
Phil. and Pete are on their AI and AII, respectively, at 18th
Regrment; so as Arezzo is in dockyard, Dougie Pope is getting
his sea legs on board Ar~an with Brian Le Breton. Arakan
has been steadily ploughing the oceans of the west coast of
Malaya since leaving dockyard in March of this year, but at
present is undergoing a main engine overhaul. Life on the
' Ts' is fairly varied, for, as well as being ship's operators, we
are also the ' scribes ' (clerks) so we are kept fairly busy.
Dougie Pope is hoping to leave us soon for some more ' Iandlubbering' at 18th Regiment, with 3 Squadron, as an instructor
(heaven forbid).

Mons Officer Cadet School,
Aldershot
• • • sonlo proof of our o:xJstence
T is a long time since the Corps men at Mons Officer Cadet
School submitted any proof of their existence. We hope
this short article puts things right.
First some general news for all the old Mons men among
your readers. The twenty-week training cycle goes on as normal
but we have recently changed to a two company establishment.
Kohima Company has gone and Arnhem with Salerno have
~een retained. There has been a small but significant increa e
m numbers with the introduction of the Joint Industrial Commission Scheme. Brigadier Hugh Cunningham, O.B.E., has just
taken over as our new Commandant. He i a Sapper and the
grapevine says that things may change.

I
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THEY KEEP THE CORPS FLAG FLYING AT MONS OFFICER
CADET SCHOOL
A small Corps detachment-but they give a very good account of
themselves
Back : Captain Sam Cowan and Lance Corporal Henry Parker
Front : Staff Sergeant Bob Isaac and Staff Sergeant Vic Campbell

Turning now to the four Royal Signals men at Mons. As
S.Q.M.S. in charge of the School clothing store we have that
well-known man throughout the Corps, Staff Sergeant Vic
Gambell. Twenty-seven years in the Corps he is the model of
loyalry and is highly respected at Mons.
~taff Ser~eant Bob. Isaac is the man who runs the Signals
Wmg and 1s responsible co the Chief Instructor for all that
goes on. there. H.e leaves us in n;id-Sepcember on posting to
22n? .Sign~ R~g1ment a_nd we ':Vill be sorry to see him go.
Assisung him m the Signal Wmg stores is Lance-Corporal
Henry Parker.
We have also Captain Sam Cowan who is now with his second
course as a Platoon instructor in Salerno Company.
We are a small band but we like to think that we give a good
account of ourselves and keep the Corps flag flying high.

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)
B.F.P.O. 53
Summer camp
w~s

OBODY
ever quite sure why we went to camp for
N
ten days m June. The most popular theories were as
a reward for surviving the Fitness for Role In pection, or for
winning the Royal Signal Athletics Meeting. However, the
excuse used by Lieutenant Mike Galloway was that it was an
opportunity for the Squadron to learn to live under canvas
and to cook for themselves under far from ideal conditions.
We had planned to camp at Ayia Napa, one of the famous
Cyprus beaches, but in the end had to stay within the S.B.A.
The beach '."as small, and the ~eld where we actually camped
was very wmdy and full of thistles! The advance party did
a good job on the thistles, but keeping the wind down was too
much for them!
Six'l:een set off for camp-eleven Royal Signals personnel, led
by Lieutenant Mike Galloway, as 0 .C. Camp, and five
W.R.A.C., led by Captain Jenny Bunyan, as Officer-in-Charge
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DHEKELIA COMCEN GAIN TOP AWARD FOR EFF ICIENCY
Dhekelia Comcen shared with 644 Troop (UNFICYP) the quarterly award for top efficiency in tape ha nd li ng in the Near East network- t wo
Royal Signals Comcens be it noted (See oppo~ite page)
Included in the photograph are Corporal Rita Wood, Private Frances Hopwood , Captain Jock Reid , Staff Sergeant Jac_k E. ~lark , Co~pora l Babs
Wh ite, Private Senga Forgie (with halo), Sergeant Jill Trainor, Lance Corporal Jan Starkey, Staff Sergeant Tom Cockeri ll, Private Jackie Hayman,
Corporal Jock Edward and Lance Corporal Cynth ia Gri ce.

of messing, for her sins! All mod cons-Sergeant Olly Aldri~ge
set uo his bar, and lighting was provided by Signalman Mick
HarriS, using a generator kindly loaned by 62
eareast) Support Squadron, R.E.
Although we had a fatigue party of two people daily to
prepare the food, the actual cooking was rather ' hairy.' Two
of the three burners proved especially temperamental. Camp
5peciality was stew ; or stew burned on one occasion by
Signalman Johnny Gotsell and hastily converted to curry; or
the famou s barbecued liver, when the pan caught fire. Next
time we will definitely take compo-fresh rations were provided by Central Catering and proved hard work:
Swimming was naturally the most popular pasume, and the
ub Aqua members of the Squadron had a field day. Sergeant
Alan Bott did a fine job of suoplementing the fresh rations with
as5orted fish. The volleyball court was very nearly demolished
by Lieutenant Andy Spillane (Royal Signals attached to A.A.C.)
on a ' goodwill ' visit in his Sioux. On the next visit he tried
to rnkc the flagpole with him!
E scape and evasion exercises and night marches were
planned and proved quite amusing. Private Senga Forgie was
een on beach patrol on one occasion, far more concerned
about putting on her lipstick than keeping her eyes and ears
open for the 'enemy.'
Despite odd mutterings, mostly about the food, unfortunately,
the camp was classed as a great success, and more camps are
planned. Next time someone else can look after the food!
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NOM INATED TOP COMCEN IN THE NEAR EAST COMPETITION
" A" shift , 664 Signal Troop. who were on duty dur ing the presentation of the award. They shared top place with another Army ComcenDhekelia (Opposite)
In the Photo, Standing left to right : Private Laverd iere, Signalman Verner, Lance Corporal Renno ldson, Signalman Flynn, Corporal Harney,
Corporal Poole, Sergeant Leslie, Corporal Lindsay, Sergeant Jenn ings, Signalman Sylvester, Signalman McKenzie, Signalman Marchant.
Se a t ~d left to right: Signalman Tu rner, Signalman Ogilvie, Corporal Paton.

Visitors
Once again we welcome the visit of a party from 39th Signal
Regiment (V), who arrived _on 29th J~ne for a two-week ~~er
cise. The Regiment must like Dhekelia-the par ty who V1S1ted
in April have brought a second detachment with them on
this trip. They have all _settled in well, and. no doubt
will send a full report of their own after the exercise.
Our Hat1•i11
As a result of sustained and meticulous teamwork, the staff
of the comcen were ' canonised' en bloc on 24th June by
Air-Commodore J. W. Bayley, M.B.E., the Air qfficer-inCharge Engineering, Near East Land Force, for their efforts
in the field of communications.
The HATPIN award is a ' Halo for Accuracy and skill in
Tape Preparation In the Near East Network.' The av.:ard was
introduced in September, 1968, to increase efficiency m message handling and to fo ster friendly rivalry between comcci:isten manned by the R.A.F. and two by the Army. In any given
quarter a percentage of all OUT messages from c:rery comcen
is checked by H.Q., N.E.A.F., and the comcen with the least
errors receives the award. During the period 1st January to
31st March) the Dhckelia Comcen had no errors-a very commendable effort. (They shared top place with 644 Troop's
comcen, see page ???)
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644 Signal Troop (UNFICYP)
B.F.P.O. 667
~lerm1ry

Club reo1•e11ecl

D

OWN in one! Captain I. J. Crouch, O.C. 644 Signal Troop,
watches in appreciation as Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. Ranft,
downs the first pint of beer in true British fashion to well and
truly declare the Mercury Club open. The occa ion was the
official reopening of the club after being rebuilt following fire
damage in April. About a hundred people in all attended tlle
?pening, including representatives from every branch of signals
m U.N., Cyprus, other clubs in UNFICYP and many people
who had helped us out during the rebuilding of the bar and
refitting of the club in general. The rather exoti paintings on
the front of the bar were the work of Sergeant Tom Leslie, who
was posted in at a most convenient time.
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.Two members of. the Tro<?p who are just rotating arc
Lteatenant C. :8· Greig, the ra_d10 officer, and W.O.I Johnstone,
Yeo;nan of Signals; both will be returning to 30th ignal
Regiment after leave. No further reference will be made to
the Regiment, as it is usually mentioned elsewhere in this
magazin~. Yeoman Johnstone, Vlilio has been with 644
ignal
Troop smce 8th January, 1968, has decided to m.akc his return
journey to U.K. into a hol iday, by sailing first to Rhode and
then driving home across Europe with his family. The Yeoman
has done a lot of good while in the Troop and he will be
remembered for a long time. The new radio officer is Lieutenant
R. Dransfield, and W.0.II P. C. Wood is t1king over as the
new Yeoman. The po t of Foreman of ignals has been taken
up by W.O.I B. T. Flint, who keeps him elf fit by wimming
every morning at 05 .15 hours-very bracing, we arc informed!

The sea is the thin~
The climate is offering endless opportunities f r water sports
and most members of the Troop are wimming cvcral times
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and after a little practise you soon learn to stay u nderwater for
a reasonable time, diving to around 20-30 feet.
There is plenty to be seen too. The north coast of Cypru
is very rich in fish all small, but very brightly coloured, while
there are many areas, esp ecially in the east, where old pottery
can be found in quite sh allow water. Many members of the
Troop who have tried it have been amazed at what can be
seen and h ave come back to work longing for the n ext trip.
" I t i just like swimming around in Brighton Aquar ium," said
one.

'DOWN IN ONE'
Lieutenant Colonel D. D. Ranft opens the Mercury Club

a week. The favourite areas are around Kyrenia, in the north,
where many small beaches can be found that are almost
de erted. The shift Senior N.C.0.s take it in turns to run a
small camp every weekend, which enables those who so wish
to spend 48 hours on the beach, non stop-well almost.
One of the most popular local sports is snorkeling. This is
often thought of as the small man's aqualunging, b~t it sh~ul.d
not be belittled. With the aid of snorkel, mask and flip pers, it is
possible to see most of the underwater sights around the coast

Basketball
Another sport which is very much a Troop, as opposed to
Headquarters sport is basketball. We have always had a fairly
keen group of players, but Sergeant Mick Jennings has now
taken over the team and is holding training periods every
afternoon. His own skill and enthusiasm has done much to
raise the standard and he is of the opinion that, with the
players we have available, the Troop team will soon be making
its name in Cyprus.
The Troop has at last got itself a new mascot. It is an about
four months old Labra-something and is very fond of beer.
He will be guarding the Troop relay station up in the Troodos
mountains, along with the two kittens which are there already.
Quite an animal house-no reference intended to the three
human occupants.
Well done - the Comcen
The H.Q. UNFICYP Comcen, which is manned by us, was
nominated top Comcen of Near East for the first quarter . of
this year in competition with Com~ens a~ far apart a~ Persian
Gulf, Libya, Cyprus and Malta. It is parocularly pleasmg to us
that we shared this honour with Comcen Dhekelia, the only
other Army Comcen in the competition.

Class 1Technicians
Openings overseas and i n U.K.

Cable
and
Wireless
has
vacancies from time to time fo r
the following catego ries of ex
Royal Signals Class 1 Technicians:

or microwave or t ropospheric scatter or satellite communications.
Experience of MF and HF would
be an advantage.

1 . Telegraph Technicians with
suitable experience, to work on
teleprinters and telex installations,
either overseas or as members of
our home service staff.

3. Radio Relay, Line or Telegraph Technicians with suitable
experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links,
voice frequency telegraph and
solid-state electronic equipment
teleprinters and associated telegraph machines, for employment
overseas in ou r Central Telegraph
Offices.
Where employment is offered
overseas, married staff would
normally be accompanied by their
family, passages and fully furnished
accommodation being provided
free of charge. and salary and
allowances being free of income

2 . Radio Technicians who
would normally be employed at
one of our overseas radio stations
and would. at least initially, wo rk
as technical watchkeepers doing
equipment maintenance and adjustment. Applications would only
be considered from those who
have already had substantial technical experience of multi-channel
wideband systems (60 channels
upwards) including either U.H.F.

tax. Overseas employment would
be offered on a two-year contract
basis initially, with excellent prospects of renewal or of established
pensionable service thereafter.
Where employment is in the
U.K. only. it would be either on a
Contract basis or on pensionable
service following 6 months probation, but staff would be responsible for their own accommodation,
income tax, etc.
Suitably experienced Class 1
Technicians who would be available for engagement within the
next 9 months are invited to
write for an application form,
giving concise details of qualifications and relevant experience
and stating in which job they are
interested, to The Staff Manager,
Department .... .. . .. .

.......~ Cable and Wireless lid.
Mercury House, Theobalds Road, London W.C.1 .
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The tlishantlment of 11th Engineer
Brigade Signal Troop
B.F.P.O. 31
A s tory with a toucli
of Sadness

WHAT
marches round two
sides of a square to

' Beyond Dull Car e,' passes
the Commander, 1st (British)
By Capt. A. B. Martln
Corps to the strains of ' Wings '
and then carries straight on
off the square to ' Auld Lang Syne,' while contingents fro~
five Royal Engineer units present arms?

FoUowing th0 band away into history
Those who have i;iot yet solved this unique riddle may
turn to Robert Browmng's poem, ' The Pied Piper of Hamcln '
and read of the fine b~y of !1Pstanding young people who
followed the band away mto history, and left one behind to
tell the tale.
I was that soldier, and the tale I tell is of the disbandment
of 11th Engineer Brigade Signal Troop, late of Hamcln.
11th Engineer Group, ~ormed at Osna~rilck on 1st April,
1951, mo".'ed to ~ameln m 19?1, when 1t was redesignated
11th Engmeer. Br.1gad~, and disbanded on 1st April, 1969.
Throughout ~s ~ it was ~upported by the ~ignal Troop,
some 45 m.en? mcludmg rear link detachments with four units.
T~e peculiarity of the Troop was the way in which the
Brigade H.Q. element, under a Royal Signals Captain joined
with the Brigade H.Q. Troop, under an R.E. W.0.11, to
~orm th~ 'Brigade Headqu~rters and ~ignal Troop.' This H.Q.
mtegrauo~ was never officially recogrused, but it worked, with
never a hmt of the problems which are said to beset similar
official organisations.
'
Central figure of this, the original 'funny ' organisation, was
the R.E. W.0.11, who, at the close, was W.0.11 D . H. R.
Claridge, holder of many shares in the Bacardi Rum business
and. the Long. Serv~ce and Good Conduct MedaL (Owing t~
a slight technical hitch, the only photographs which exist of
the last days of the Troop are of him receiving this award.A merciful editor has asked that readers be spared photographs
of such events, and from us, they are!).
Like the m oon w h en the astronauts have left
It would be fitting to continue with tales of the bold exploits
of the Troop, but life in a unit due for disbandment is like
the moon when the astronauts have left-a little uneven, cold,
dark in places and only a small scorch mark to show where
the great have departed. Few were depressed by this, and
all benefited: for six months, every course vacancy was filled.
Now that the mighty ' Club Eleven ' has been sold; now
the vultures have overflowed into what was once ' our ' barrack block, and someone else is having mirrors stolen off what
was our vehicle park, one can only remember: remember that
' Wings ' is the quick march of the Royal Engineers-if you
did not know before; remember that the answer to the riddle
is '11th Engineer Brigade Signal Troop,' and remember the
words of the Commander, 1st (British) Corps, as he spoke, on
1st April, 1969, of the men who worked for 18 years,
"efficiently, bravely and above all, always with good humour.''

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding
i.tay or's S unday
ED by the Band, elements of 90th (North Riding) ignal
Squadron and H.Q. Squadron marched past the new
Mayor and M ayoress of Teesside, Alderman and M rs. F . T .
Webster in Stockton H igh Street. The parade represented all
aspects of public ervice-Fire Brigade, Voluntary Services,
Scouts and British Legion. A service of dedication of the new
mayor followed in Stockton Parish Church.

L
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W.R.A.C. Weekend
A second annual W.R.A.C. weekend was held at the Bradford Armoury at parlington. 'The usual high turnout of girls
was very encour agmg to the semor W.R.A.C. (V) officer, Captain
Dorothy Clark, and ensured that the dance in the evening
was a great success !
Catteriek Army Day
Detachments from Darlington and Middlesbrough provided
stalls and demonstration equipment at the very successful Army
Day held at Catterick. The Band also drew great interest from
the large crowds when they played at Helles Barracks during
the day.
Last Scarborough Weekend
~e last Scarborough weekend of the uammg year drew
a . ~1gh att~n~ance of volunteers. The weekend emphasised
rml~tary trammg . and R.S.M. A. D. Mears seized the opportunity for a Regimental parade, followed by a church service.
Padre C. C. Barker persuaded Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Evans
to read the Lesson in 'Scouse '-which makes even the Lord's
Prayer sound very different. Football and netball inrerSquadron finals took place, together with 'potted sports.' Prizes
for th.ese were presented at an all ranks' dance in the evening,
orgamsed by 49 (WR) Squadron. We would like to thank
Major (Q.M.) Jimmy Bevan and his staff at Burniston Barracks for all their help on the seven weekends held during
the past year, and look forward to the opening weekend in
October.
Ladies' Nigh t
Over .sixty officers and their ladies attended the annual precamp dinner at Brambles Farm. Brigadier Claude Fairweather
the Honorary Colonel, in his speech, congratulated the Regi~
ment on its achievements dur ing the year and looked forward
~o. his yisit. to the R~giment at camp in Krefeld shortly. All
Jomed m his· good wishes for the future to Second-Lieutenant
Angela Phillips, who had just been granted her commission
after two years as an officer cadet.
Padre's B enefit
Our ban? continues to fill numerous local engagements, too
many to list here, but one such occasion deserves mention.
The Rural Dean of Hutton Rudby, our Padre, Rev. Clifford
Barker, engaged the band for his annual village fcte and
many of the Regiment turned up to support him. After a
full programme of music in the afternoon, the band beat
'Retreat ' in the evening in the village square watched by
mo~t of the villagers. There is no doubt that our high recruited strength sterns from these local demonstrations and
public appearances.
A nnual Old Comrades' R e union
The annual meeting and dinner of the 345 Club will be
held in Burniston Barracks, Scarborough, on Saturday, 11th
October. ~ ex-officers of 49th ~est Riding), 50th
orthumbnan) and 34th (Northern) Signal Regiments will
be welcomed. Please let the Adjutant at the T.A.V.R. Centre,
Brambles Farm, know as soon as possible, particularly if you
wish accommodation to be arranged.

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V)
Wanstead
Prac tical trainJng a t The tford
AST month saw the major Regimental Weekend excrci e
w~ich this.year was held in the The~ord Practical Trainin~
Area. S 1tuat~d m the north of our area it meant a journey of
up to 170 miles for so~e. of us to reach the exercise site. Many
people reported at Trammg Centres at 16.00 hours on Friday
but it was not until 04.00 on Saturday that the last element
from Eastbourne were able to complete their deployment.
The aims were to establish full communications by all means
to concentrate on traffic handling and to continue to stud,!
local defence. In this last aspect we had an unexpected bonu·
when we made contact with a detachment of Scots Guard

L
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from their training depot. It wa agreed that their patrols
would recce our po itions during dark?~ss and te t .o~ defenc~s
at fir.>t light on unday. Several posmons wer~ v1 1te~ and m
all ca e the patrol were spotted by our sentries. This ~ave a
real boost to enthusia m for defence a nd added a spice to
' tand-to.' Apan from the signalling int~rest _in ~e wee~e?d,
it provided a fir t class .movement ~xerc1 e with mght dnvmg
and in ome cases a rught occupauon.
Colonel R. A. Chell and Major R. A. Dominy, both of 12
ignal Group, spent omc time with us visiting the Squadrons
and Troops; we were delighted to sec them.

The London T.A.V.ll. Parade
Elements of the Regiment at Wanstead and I lford took part
in the T .A.V.R. review organised in London by the Greater
London T.A. & V.R. Association. The salute wa taken by
Field Marshal Sir Gerald Templar who inspected detachments
on Horse Guards Parade. The Regimental Detachment . was
commanded by Major Pat Hart, 9.c. 45_ (Essex) Signal
quadron. The public showed great mtere~t m the eve?t and
in equipment displays. Ir all helps to remmd the public t~at
the T.A.V.R. still exists and is a force to be reckoned with.

40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (VJ
Belfast
All the best from t;tster
' Slainte Aris ' from the Ulster Signal Regiment.
The exercise season madness is with us once more, and
the murmurs of ' shape, shine and shadow ' ' stand to ' and the
like permeate the soft Irish air, along with a few other wellchosen expletives as some newcomer to the game finds the
gorse or the bog not to ~s Jil?ng.
. .
The C.O. is a great believer m good crew orgarnsanon, but
we notice he rarely accepts the choice morsels offered by the
crew 'duty chefs'!
We have a little competition from the regular element over
here who are out guarding the key installations. Last weekend 'Lieutenant Kevin Murphy was giving spirited direction to
one stray, who mildly protested, explaining that he was gtJarding the airfield.-" Sorry, wrong Army."

B nornry Colonel Visit.<o
The ceremonial parade, held in honour of Colonel J. McCann,
our Honorary Colonel was well attended, .and was even allowed
ro interfere with training for 45 minutes. The Colonel
visited the Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess and then
sat down to a five-course lunch with the officers, which included roast duckling and oran~c salad, cooked by the strongest
and best qualified A.C.C. contmgent in the country.
Corps Col.,ur c..avnts
The shooting team went in at the de~p end~ .t~king on all
the Ulster Shooting clubs and the well-teamed M1ht1a, U.O.T.C.
and Campbell College C.C.F. teams during the recent Ulster
Rifle Association Meeting. The SLRs were no match for the
P14s, No. I and
o. 4s, complete with Parker Hale sights,
sling etc. at 500 and 600 metres. The team looked the
part, tltough with their light blue dark ~luc ai;id ~reen crav~ts
and, in fact, astonished everyone by commg th~d m th~ Segirt
Cup (rapid fro m so9 yards), only seven ,POmts behmd the
winners tha nks to Lieutenant-Colonel Hall s 44 and Corporal
Shanks,' Lance-Corporal Black and Signalman Conlon's 37
apiece.

Get going with reerniting
In order that ordinary people may have an opportunity to
share in this crack Ulster Regiment, we have hawked a DU
and other veh icles, adorned with placards, through the stree~s
of Belfast Portadown and Lurgan at recent Lord Mayor s
Shows. The Press have criticised this by stating that . we
have made an attempt to turn a perfect!~ p_e aceful show mto
a pocket Moscow May Day Parade. This 1s o~y one small
symptom of the recruiting fever which has smmen us.

Sport
CRICKET

Corps Eleven in Championship Form
Corps v . Roynl 1Uarl11es
The match was played at Eastncy on 20th June in very windy
conditions with a constant threat of rain.
Royal Marines: 90 (Worrell 4 for 20, Tay~or 4 for 26).
Royal Signals: 94-5 (Drummond 29, Worrell 25 Seales 27
not out).
Result: Royal Signals won by five wickets.

Cor1•s v. R.E.M.E.
At Aborfield on 26th/27th June.
Corps: 148 (Carr-Smith 47, Bolding 31) and 166 (Williamson
57, Worrell 29).
R.E.M.E.: 150 (Kilvington 4 for 45, Worrell 3 for 29) and 106
(Worrell 5 for 21, Kilvington 3 for 29).
Result: Corps won by 58 runs.
Playing for the Corps: Captain J. Radford (captain), Captain
S. Carr-Smith, Captain W. Price, Corporal M. Kilvington,
Corporal L. Worrell, Corporal A. Seales, Corporal N. Franks,
Corporal W. Bolding, Lance-Corporal G. Williamson, LanceCorporal P. Drummond, Signalman D. Taylor.
Cor1•s v. ll.A.(;.

MiJJ/esex Yeomanry (O.C.A.) Military BanJ
Concert
HE above band (late Royal Signals T.A. Band 3~ (Greater
London) Signal Regiment (V)) gave a c<;>ncert m June to
the patients at the Star and Garter Home, Richmond, Surrey,
for the severely handicapped ex-Servicemen.
The concert was made possible by the undermentioned R?yal
Signals Units and organisations, who sent generous donations
towards the expenses of the band:
The Royal Signals A;sociation, 24th Signal Regiment, Mi<;ldlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades: Assoc~a~on, 44 (H.C.) Signal
Regiment T.A. Old Comrades. Ass0C1al!on, R.H.Q. and ~.Q.
Signal Squadron 31st (G.L.) Signal Regll?ent (V), _14th Signal
Regiment, 10th Signal Regim~nt, 18th Signal Regiment, _19th
(Infantry) Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron (219), 664 Signal
Troop, 24th (Infantry) Brigade and Signal Squadron (210)1 222
Signal Squadron (Sharjah), 48th (Gurkha) Infantry Brigade
H.Q. and Signal Squadron (246), H .Q. 18th Company
R .A.M.C., 34th (N) Signal Regiment (V), ~.E.M.E. ~enevolent
Fund, 83 Signal Squadron, 31st _(G.L.) S1gna~ .~egrment (V),
3rd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, 4th D1vmo~ H.Q. and
Signal Regiment, 1st Division H.Q .. and Si~al Regiment, 227
Signal Squadron (AFCENT), 22nd Signal Regiment, ~th Guards
Brigade Signal Squadron (204), 11t:J:i _qnfantry) Br!gade H .Q.
and Signal Squadron (211), 2nd D1V1s1on H.Q. Signal Regiment and Airhead Signal Troop (Para) (V).
The Band President, Lieutenant-Colonel S. J. Williams,
M.B.E., T.D. (ret.)-wishes to thank a_ll those :who donated
money, for their assistance and good wishes, wh1c? mad~ the
occasion a great success. The surplus of cash rece1v~d "".ill be
used towards the expenses of a concert the band will give to
the old soldiers of the Royal Hospital, Chelsea.

T

Played at Bovington, 1st/2nd July
Corps: 181 (Worrell 75) and 214 for 7 dee. (Worrell 64,
Coltman 59).
Royal Armoured Corps: 178 (Worrell 5 for 43, Franks 3 for
47) and 159 (Worrell 5 for SO, Kilvington 2 for 11).
Result: Corps won by 59 runs.
Playing for the Corps : Captain J. Radford (captain), Major
D. Mitchell, Captain S. Carr-Smith, Lieutenant S. Coltman,
Corporal M. 19lvington, Corporal L. Worrell, Corporal A.
Seals, Corporal N. Franks, Lance-Corporal G. Williamson,
Lance-Corporal P. Drummond, Signalman D. Taylor.

Corps v. Royal A.-my Ordnance Co..JtS
At Chilwell, on 11th/12th July.
Corps : 223 for 8 dee. (Howie 83, Worrell 42).
R.A.O.C.: 87 (Worrell 4 for 33, Kilvington 3 for 28, Taylor
2 for 9) and 93 (Taylor 3 for 24, Kilvington 2 for 15, Worrell
2 for 35).
Result: Corps won by innings and 35 runs.
Playing for the Corps: Captain J. Radford (captain), Captain
W. Price, Lieutenant S. Coltman, Staff Sergeant J. Howie,
Corporal M. Kilvington, Corporal L. Worrell, Corporal A. Seales,
Corporal N. Franks, Corporal W. Boulding, Lance-Corporal P.
Drummond, Signalman D. Taylor.

Corps Canoe Championship Successes
The Corps Canoe Club gained the following successes in
1969 Army sprint and long distance canoe champion hips,
held at Pangbourne recently:

Spring events
FARAWAY

PLACES!

JOBS !
WHY NOT WRITE YOUR STORY FOR
" THE WIRE "?
VNVSVAL

"A WEE DRAPEE"

822 Radio Relay Troop enjoying a brief break on exercise "Welcome
dawn"
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Army Canoe Sprint Championships, winners, team trophy;
Senior Kl (Class 1), 1,000 metres sprint, second, Royal Signals,
Blandford (Captain J. M. Gray); Senior K2 (Class 2), 1,000
metres sprint, first, Royal Signals, Blandford (Captain J. M.
Gray /Lance-Corporal R. G. Story), third, 2nd Division Signal
Regiment (Lance-Corporal D. Wink/Lance-Corporal R. M.
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Pawlow); Intermediate Kl (Class 1), 1,000 metres sprint, second,
Royal Signals, Blandford (Lance-Corporal R. G. Story); Intermediate KZ (Class 2), 1,000 metres sprint, first, Royal ignals,
Blandford (Captain J. M. Gray/Lance-Corporal R. G. Story),
fourth, 2nd Division Signal Regiment (Signalman V. E. Bingham/
Signalman M. T. Unwin); Intermediate Class 3, 1,000 metres
sprint, first, 2nd Division Signal Regiment (Signalman V. E.
Bingham), second, Royal Signals, Blandford (Sergeant M. A.
Brett), third, 2nd Division Signal R egiment (Lance-Corporal D.
G. Alexander); Intermediate Class 4, 1,000 metres sprint, second,
Royal Signals, Blandford (Sergeant M. A. Brett/Signalman D.
F. Morgan); Junior Class 3, 1,000 metres sprint, second, Royal
Signals, Blandford (Craftsman M . Boyles).

Long Distance Events
Army Canoe Championships, Long Distance Team Trophy,
runners-up; Intermediate Kl (Class 1), fir.>t, Royal Signals,
Blandford (Captain J. M. Gray), second, Royal Signals, Blandford (Lance-Corporal R. G. Story); Intermediate K2 (Class 2),
second, 2nd Division Signal Re~iment (Signalman V. E.
Bingham/Signalman M. T. Unwm; Intermediate Class 3,
second, Royal Signals, Blandford (Signalman A. Moran), fourth,
Royal Signals, Blandford (Signalman D. F . Morgan); Intermediate Class 4, third, 2nd Division Signal Regiment (Captain
R. P. Harrison/ Signalman S. H. W. Hebdon; Junior Class 3,
first, Royal Signals, Blandford (Craftsman M. Boyles).
GOLF

Corps Jose to ll.C.T.
Corps golfers lost their first match this season on 11th
June, when they were narrowly defeated by the R.C.T. Officers'
Golfing Society at orth Rants G .C. The match, played off
handicap, was all square at 4--4 after the morning singles,
but in the afternoon the Corps could win only one of the four
foursomes, although two matches went to the last green.
Detailed . results were:
ROYAL SIGNALS
Singles
Lieut.-Coloncl Scott
(4+3)
LieuL-Colonel Evans
Brigadier Jackson
(5+ 4)
Major Benbow
Captain Kennedy
L ieuL-Colonel Gordon
Major-General Vulliamy (2+1)
Lieut.-Colonel Beattie (2+ r)
Fo-ursonies

Scott and Jackson
Benbow ""1d Kennedy
Evans and Beattie
Gordon and Rowley
(3+ 2)
Totals

R.C.T.
1

o
1

o
o

o
r
r

Captain Manton

Lieut.-Coloncl Davies
Brigadier Booth-Mason
Lieut.-Colonel Hill
Major Davies
Major Eccles

o

o

(2+ 1)

0

r

(7 +6)
(3 2)
(3+ 1)

+

I

I
o

Major Knight

o

Captain Potter

4

4

o
o
o
I

Booth-Mason and Davies (3 + 2) r
Hill and Marston
(I bole) I
Davis and Eccles
(2 boles) r
Knight and Potter
o

5

7

Result: Win for R.C.T., 7-5.
LAWN TENNIS

The following Corps matches have been played with results
as shown:
Corps v. Welbeck College (24th May at Welbeck)
The Corps won by 7 point to 2. Playing for the Corps were
Major Simpson, Captains Cornforth and Allen and
Lieutenants MacLean, Butler and Mills.
Corps v. R.A.P.C. (5th June at Roehampton)
The Corps were beaten after a close match by 5 point to 4.
Playing for the Corps were Lieutenant-Colonels Willway,
Brown and Lowe, Major .Eleyes and Lieutenants MacLean
and Mills.
Corps v. RM.C.S. (11th June at Shrivenham)
Again a narrow defeat for the Corps by 4 points to 5. Playing
for the Corps were Lieutenant-Colonel Lowe, Majors Bamber
and Le Hardy, Captains Cornforth and Gordon and
Lieutenant MacLean.
Corps v. R.A.E.C. (9th July at Aldershot)
The Corps suffered a severe defeat from a very ·trong
R.A.E.C. team by 8 points to 1. Playing for the Corps were
Lieutenant-Colonels Lowe and Willway, Majors Bamber and
Heyes, Captain Cornforth and Lance-Corporal Dunster.
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TENN! -{contimmf)

c

rp v. n. - 1.'E.
Played 11th July at Tidworth.
Corps won 7 points (two roatche ) to 0 (one set all).
The match was played on a hot day on. grass C0!-1fts and
wa the replay of a rained-off match. In th1 match it loo~ed
a if the Corps were in for a beating, but the R. E.;M.E. s1~c
wa mu h weaker than previously, and we had no difficulty m
winning.
L
M ·
Playing for the Corps: Lieutenant-Colonel
owe,
a1or
Bamber, Captains Cornforth and Gordon, Corporal Marsden
and Lance-Corporal Dunster.
'ftTATER

POLO

229
uadrou win. Divisional Championship
229 Signal Squadron have won the. Divisiona.l Wate~ Polo
Championship. They beat 21st Engmeer Reg1~ent m .the
semi-final and then went on to gain a first-class victory agamst
16th/5th Lancer in the final.

Date-line Beel ls/anti
By W.0.1 (F . of S.) A. R. Jarratt, of 14th Signal Regiment
An L.S.L. making the return jouri;iey from . Sou~ampton to
Anguilla and calling at Beef Island m both direcuons, offered
a splendid opportunity for ' B ' Troop to extend its broad
horizons till further.
Thus it came a no surprise to my detachment to find themselves steaming down the English Chan~el on 12th June aboard
L.S.L. Sir Tristram, bound for the Canbbean. We were fo~tun
ate in that the modern L.S.L. i~ a co~?rtable, wel~-a~pomted
ship, with nightly film shows, air-cond1~oned dormitones, and
an open deck big enough for the daily P.T. parade . before
breakfast. Furthermore, our first ports of call were Belize and
Kingston, where evenings ashore were spent. (How they were
spent is another story!).
.
Arriving off Beef Island on 30th June, men and eqwpment
were tran ferred to a mexe-float to be ferried ~shore, where
they had a somewhat mixed rec_e ption !rom 5? Field Squ~dron
R.E. already in the throes of d1smantlmg their camp. CJ:uvalry
won the day, however, and the Sappers went out of their way
to make our few days' stay much more comfortable than 1t
might have been.
Beef I sland is probably little known to many. 9ne of the
Virgin I slands gr?up, it lies abo1:1t a hundr:ed Dllles ea~t of
Puerto Rico and 1s only three miles or so m length, ~Jth a
very small population. Its significance stems from the airfield
(built by 53 Squadron R.E.) which serves. the larger and more
populous island of Tortola, connected with Beef I sland by a
road bridge.
.
The area is one of outstanding beauty, with numerous s~ll
green islands rising out of a brilliant blue sea in every direction. As might be expected, only 1~ degree~ from the
equator, the cliri;iate is . very warm, with o~cas1onal he~vy
showers. Vegetaoon, which 1s i;nostly dense, . mcl~des the mevitable coconut palm and the msect populauon is enorm~us .
This note is written on the first full day of our ~xe~crse,
our object being a reliable twin channel telegraph circwt to
the U.K.-well over four thousand miles away-using the
D 13/R airportable station.

THE MARCHING TEAM WITH THEIR EYES ON THE BIG STUFF
Th is Ang lo-German marching team of 227 Signal Squadron takes
its marching very seriously and have their eyes on the big events
such as Nijmegen.
They already have clocked up a few successes
with tramps Limburg. Belgium and Luxemburg. Left to tight:(Rear) Lance Corporal 1 Baugh, Signalman Jones-Ward, Sergeant
Smith, G Kohl, (Frarrt) Corporal L-:iney & Signalman Lynch

Present
Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., Chairman; Colonel F. E.
B. Jones, 0.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., Vice-Chairman; Brigadier
P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O., General Secretary; and some 120
members of the Association.
Brigadier Tucker opened the meeting by welcoming all who
had travelled to Catterick for the Reunion Weekend. All told
ome 940 members, including wives and families, were attend~
ing and 30 br~nches were represente~. The numbers attending
were an all-time record. He particularly welcomed MajorGeneral P. F. Pentreath, who had been appointed S.0.-in-C.
only last month. Although very busy taking over his new
responsibilities, he had found time to come up to Catterick
in order to be present with the Old Comrades of the Corps.
The Chairman said he had received apologies from MajorGeneral E. S. Cole, who much regretted that other commitments prevented his attendance this year.
Minutes ol the 23rd Annual General Meeting
The Minutes of the 23rd Annual General Meeting were put
to the meeting for formal approval and, having been duly proposed and seconded and approved, they were signed by the
Chairman.
Chairman's report
The Chairman then reported on Association affairs as
follows:
Branches. No Branches had opened or closed since the last
meeting, and there were currently in the U.K. 48 Branches
of the Association. All things considered, this was a pretty
healthy figure. While some Branches might be languishing
because of lack of local support or of volunteers who were
able to give their full energies to committee work, there were
others in a '\Tery active state, some of whom were actually increasing membership. There was no doubt that the success of
Branches depended almost entirely on a handful of devoted
committee members who were prepared to give time and energy
to Association affairs. The Association owed much to these
gentlemen, and for that matter, ladies, for several of our hardest
working secretaries were ladies.

Welfare. The welfare section continued its very important
work. During 1968 £11,252 was spent in helping 544 welfare
cases, an average grant of about £20 per case. At Christmas
special grants totalling £284 were made to 99 particularly hardpressed individuals and families in order to help bring some
Christmas cheer into their homes. On top of this, 510 welfare
parcels were sent out during the year, mostly containing used
clothing, very kindly donated by many friends in the Corps,
both serving and retired. These parcels constituted an important element in Corps welfare work and it is believed that
the Association is unique amongst Corps and Regimental welfare organisations in this respect. Were this scheme not in
operation, it would be necessary to call on funds for several
thousand pounds each year. The unpacking, sorting, repacking
and despatching of clothing parcels added considerably to the
very heavy load carried by our two welfare ladies, Miss HydeParker and Miss Cook, who, as usual, continued to handle
every variety of welfare problem with much skill and human
understanding. We continued our very close contacts with

is the Word for Beer
THIS IS THE LIFE!
Lance-Corporal Tofield of 19 Inf. Bde. Signal Sqn. taking his communications nice and easy at the Army Canoe Championships
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Minutes of the Twenty - Fourth Annual General Meeting, held at Catterick Camp, on Sunday, 29th June, 1969.

Membership. Since the 23rd Annual General Meeting, 119
new life members had joined, of which 56 were regular soldiers
leaving the Corps who had qualified for membership under
the Day's Pay Scheme. The majority of these had been put
in touch with their nearest Branch and it was hoped that
Branches were gaining a small but steady influx of new members from this source. In addition, 227 annual members joined
the Association during the same period, the majority of whom
belonged to Branches.

Courage
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other Service organisations, such as S.S.A.F.A., British Legion,
Forces Help Society and the Army Benevolent Fund, to whom
we are very much indebted for all their help and advice.
During 1968 the Army Benevolent Fund made, through the
Association, loans to serving soldiers totalling £8,100, to assist
with house purchase and furnishings against their return to
civilian life. The highest loan was no less than £1,300. In
addition, the Army Benevolent Fund assisted with grants to
individuals totalling £700. Apart from direct assistance to
individuals, the Association has supported such organisations
as the Star and Ganer Home (£210) and the Shaftesbury
Homes and Arethusa Training Ship (£230), who have done
so much in caring for invalid ex-members of the Corps and
the children of ex-members. The biggest donation made from
Association funds was the sum of £5,000 to the Army Benevolent Fund. As already mentioned, they are solidly behind us
in our efforts and in all cases requiring major financial assistance. We have only to ask and we receive a cheque by return
post. Finally, he would stress, as he had in the past, that
the very full and comprehensive welfare work that we are now
able to undertake is only possible because of the excellent
support given by the Corps to the Day's Pay Scheme, backed
up by generous donations made to the Association by individuals, units of the Corps and Branches of the Association.
We are most grateful to them.
'The Wire.' Since the increase of price in 1968 to 2/- per
copy, THE WIRE had been able to balance out financially
(abo.ut £30 profit for 1968) compared with a loss of about £900
in 1967. Recently there had been an increase in printing
charges of 5 per cent, and it will not be too easy to balance out
expenditure and income in 1969, but so far this year we are
on the right side of the books. Sales are holding up well, and
some units are increasing their bulk orders. On the other hand,
the run-down of the Army, and particularly the loss of Regiments in the Far East in 1970 must inevitably reduce sales to
a certain extent. The magazine is undoubtedly popular, and
is considered to be one of the best, if not the best, Service
magazine, but, of course, its basic appeal must lie mainly with
the serving Corps, who are its main customers.
Staff. Since the last meeting, Mr. Stead retired at the healthy
age of 67, after 22 years' service with us. All will be glad to
hear that we have been able to make sound financial provision
for Mr. Stead during his retirement and that he still keeps
in touch with Association affairs by pan-time asssistance at
H.Q. On his retirement he was presented with a substantial
cheque from the Association which included some £47-odd subscribed by friends in the Branches. He was also presented with
a suitably inscribed ' Jimmy ' statuette and wa made an
Honorary Member of the Association in recognition of his
sterling and devoted services.
Our staff is now, therefore, as follows: Miss Hyde-Parker
and Miss Cook, Welfare; Mr. Greenbrook, Assistant to the
General Secretary and Records; Mr. Evenden and Mr.
Shelbourn, Accounts; Mr. Wood, Assistant Editor, THE WIRE;
Mr. Walsh, THE WIRE mailing list and post.
Accounts. The meetmg should have laid before them, in
abbreviated form, the balance sheet and the income and expenditure account for 1968. (See page 357). The c account
had been approved by the Central Committee in May, 1969.
From the balance sheet it would be een that the A ociation was worth in all, £125,822, and that the market value
of investments was £159,425 on the 31 t December 1968,
although because of the recent heavy drop in hare prices, the
value would now be more in the order of £125,000. However,
this was no cause for concern, as the stock market was always
subject to fluctuation and prices would no doubt recover in
due course.
On the income and expenditure ide, there was an execs~
of income over expenditure of £3,472 in the general account
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and one of £ 2.443 in the ben ~vn le:n a::::::ount, o giving an overall ex e of income over expenditure of £5 915 for the year
ending 31 t D mber, 1968. Witl1 this surp lus in mind, the
Central Committee had decided to step up our annual donation to the Army Benevolent F und from £5 000 to £6 000 in
1969; to et aside £1 ,000 against the extra expense that would
be incurred b cause of the 1970 celebrations and to earmark
£1,000 to cover the co t of a monthly colour picture on ' THE
WIRE ' front cover plu the cost of publishing certain useful
general imere t articles in THE WIRE. T he rema inder of the
surplus to be invested witlt a view to building up capital against
the probable decline of income from the Day's Pay Scheme,
due to the run-down in the strength of the Corps.
The accounts for 1968 were then put to tlte meeting and,
having been duly proposed and seconded, were pas ed by a
show of hands.
1970 Celebrations

The Chainnan reported that a Corps Committee had been
irting on the form that the 1970 celebrations should take.
From the Association viewpoint it had been decided to
hold two gatherings in 1970. One would be in Blandford, at
the School of Signals, on Sunday, 21st June 1970. This would
be a one-day affair and the main items would be a service at
Salisbury Cathedral in the morning, followed by displays in
the afternoon. It is hoped that as many Association members
as possible would attend, and the Association planned to pay
for the travelling expenses of Standard Bearers and possibly
escorts as well. The General Secretary would investigate the
question of accommodation for a limited number of standard
bearers and escorts at or near Blandford.
The second gathering would be at Catterick on the 27th-28th
June, 1970, and would follow the lines of a normal reunionincluding the Annual General Meeting-except that every effort
would be made to make it a really outstanding occasion.
Certain Branches were planning celebrations of their own
and they were requested to let the General Secretary know
the dates they had in mind as soon as possible so that p ublicity
could be given and also to avoid possible overlapping by neighbouring Branches. In connection with 1970 a commemorative
pictorial booklet is being produced which tells the story of
military communications before the Corps came into being and
of the first 50 years of the Corps. It will have over 270 illustrations-a number in colour-price 12/6, obtainable from Regimental Headquarters or Association Headquarters. There will
also be a special issue of pottery mugs in Corps colours with
a figure of 'Jimmy,' price about 20/- to 25/- each.
Ceatraf. Committee

The meeting was asked to approve the election or re-election
of the following to the Central Committee:

Chairman and Treasurer, Brigadier W. G. T ucker, C.B.E.;
Vice-Chairmen, Major-General E. S. Cole, C.B., C.B.E., Colonel
F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T .D., D.L., J.P.; T .A.V.R. Representative, Colonel R. A. Chell, T.D.; Branch Representative, Nr. W.
G. Faircloth (Chester Branch) vice Captain R. D . Hardy
(Chester Branch) retiring in rotation.
The Chairman expressed his appreciation for all that Captain
Hardy had done during his tenure of office on the Central
Committee. Captain Hardy, in reply, stated how much he had
enjoyed serving on this Committee, wh ich was a very friendly
and co-operative one and on which all members were able to
express their views freely knowing that their viewpoint would
be given full consideration.
.-lpprf! c iation

The Chairman warmly thanked Brigadier Frank Clarkson,
his staff and the Regiments of the T raining Brigade for all that
they had done to make the weekend such a success. H e said
he would like to express the appreciation of the Association to
Lieutenant-Colonel Colin Bound who had so ably acted for
the last three years as Chairman of the Committee at Catterick
making all the detailed arrangements. H e was shortly to be
posted and Lieutenant-Colonel Freddie Lockwood would be
taking over these important duties.
.Any other business

Brigadier Good (Catterick and District) asked if there was
any news about the appointment of a new Colonel-in-Chief.
The Chairman said that this was a matter upon which he
could not properly comment but that he had no doubt that
it was receiving full attention in the right quarters and that
a Colonel-in-Chief would be appointed in due course.
Captain Wiggins (Leeds) queried whether the BBC or ITV
were prepared to give coverage to the annual reunion, particularly m 1970. The Chairman explained that the normal annual
gathering did not in the view of broadcasting programmers
constitute an item of news that merited national coverage.
However, it might receive local coverage and this was up to
Branches to effect with regional or local stations through their
own contacts. The 1970 celebrations with a service in Salisbury
Cathedral might be an item of national interest.
Mr. Lightbody (Newcastle) and Mr. Black (Liverpool)
supported the view that local coverage could be obtained if
local contacts with press and television were good. Mr. Abell
mentioned that he believed Colonel Whatman (late of the Corps)
had some influence in television circles.
Mr. Soar (Hull) proposed a vote of thanks to the Commander
Training Brigade and all who worked under him for such
excellent arrangements for the weekend which were much
appreciated by all attending. This was carried with acclamation.
There being no further business the meeting closed at 12.50
hours.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION & BENEVOLENT FUND
Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1968
1967

£

£

I 13,682
(57)

1,492 -

17
1,532
-

6!
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122,096

106, 166
4
106,17'l - -

CASH Ar BA"K AND I" HA"D
SUNDRY D wroRS AND PREPAYMENn
I NCOME TAX R ECOVERA BLE
STOCKS IN HANU . .
. .
••
LoA S TO ASSOClATlON BRANCHES
..
I NVESTMENTS AT COST (per s u m m ary
attached)
Quoted ( m arket va lue £1 59,425- 1967,
£ 124,423)
Unq uo ted ..
OFFICE
F URNITURE- AT
D EPRECIATION ..

394
3,726

C OST

£

£
1 3, 0 ~6

2. ~1 8

1.647
685

10 7,657
4
107,66 1

LESS
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W . G. TUCKER, Chairman
P. M . P. Hooso", Secretary

£ 117.463

£ 125,822

£11 7,463

£1 25,822

. .
A UDITORS ' REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF THE ROY AL SIG ALS AS SOCIATIO AND BENEVOLE T FUND
In ou r opinion th e a bove ba la nce s hee t a nd a n ne xed inco me and ex ndi t
,
· ·
1·
1968, and of t he surplus fo r the yea r a t th a t d a te. Lloyd s Ba nk umri'e d h~:·.,;:~u;Jt\g
~~ ahtr ude ahd fair v1~w o f the stat.e of the affairs of the Fund at 31st December,
name of T he R o ya l S igna ls Associa tio n Trus tee Limited.
r 1 ie 1 a ll 0 1 s t e secunues representing in vestments, which were registered in ihc
3 Frederick 's Place,
Old Jewry, Lo nd o n, E .C .2.
15th May, 1969.

(Signed) PRJCE WATERHOUSE & CO
Charrered A ccounta111J

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31st December, 1968
GENERAL
1967

£

£

684
1,282
1,966 - 25
44
69 743
9 61
I

-

ADMINISTRATIV E EXP ENSES:
Sa laries, Natio na l Ins ura nce

a nnua tio n contributions
~.
Other administra tive expenses

£

£

Super836
1, 320

Furniture and fittings . .

£

85
5

39
39
833

COST OF ASSOCIATION R eUNIONS
Loss ON P UBLICATIONS . .
..
..
INCOME TAX D EDUCTED FROM I NVEST·
MENT I NCOME N OT R ECOVE RABLE
E XCESS OP I NCOME OVER EXPENDITURE : :

1,865

1967
£
296
47

2, 156

AMOU NTS WRITTEN O FF :
Stocks in h a nd . .
..

90 - 5, 172

SUBSCRIPTIONS
RECErPTS FROM BAANCHeS .
PROFIT ON PuBLICATIONS . .
SUNDRY INCOME:
Income from sales of Corps clothing,
badges, records of Corps music and
diaries
..
•.
Sundry other income ..

£

£
322
43
63

493
493
5,579

INCOME FROM [ VESTMENTS-GROSS

3,472

£5,605

£6,500

£5,605

£6,500

BENEVOLENT
1967

£

£
2, 309
232

10,489 -

-

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPE SES :
Salar ies National Insurance

£

£

1967
£

Super-

annua tion contributions
Pos tage of welfare parcels
BENEVOLENT GRANTS
D ONATIO s:
Army Benevolent Fund
Sta r a nd Garter H o mes
Sha ftesbury Homes
..
Army Apprentice College
Others . .
..
..
EXCESS OF I NCOME OVER ExPE DITURE ..

2,788
11 ,252
5,000
210
230
200
65

£

480
1,226
1,706 - -

2,574
214

2,500
15,341

D ON ATIO s :
Indi viduals end local branches
..
Regiments and Squadrons Royal Signals

1, 202
1,012
2,214 - 1,922

5,705
2,443

£

£

523
1,224
1, 747

RECEIPTS FROM CORPS FUNDS:
Officers
Other ranks

2,750
16,233

17,841

£22,188

18,983

G RA ITS R BFUND60 :
Benevolent
War Memo rial F~nd

1,122
336
1,458

EXCESS OF EXPENDITURE OVER I NCOME ..

£23,683

£22,188

SUMMARY
1,922

EXCESS OF EXP ENDITUR E OVER I COMB
ON B ENEVOL ENT A CCOU NT
..
..
O VERALL EXCESS OF INCOM E OVER ExPENDITURE TAK.EN TO ACCUMULATED
FUND

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER E XPENDITURC
0" GENERAL ACCOUNT
ON BENEVOLE n· ACCOUNT
0VSRALL EXCESS OF ExPENDrrUR.E ov£it
I COME TAKEN TO AC'CU~•ULATED
Fu D

1,865

5,915

57
£1 ,922

£5,915

3,472
~.443

£1,922

£5,915

Investment Summary as at 31st December, 1968
Mark et
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES
..
..
CoRPORATION AND CO UNTY SECURITllo.5
..
..
DOMINION ANO COLONIAL GOVERNMENT SECURJTIES
BANK DEPOSIT 1N1EREST
EQUITIES
..
..
..
..

INCOME R nLAT1No To M1No11 Tnusi·
OrnsR INCOME
..
..
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26
981

on re11rement.

inches high or, if larger or smaller, in these

£2.0.0 will be paid for any photograph used by 'The Wire.'

£

9

5,91 5

6,922

£23,683

Photographs should be 8! inches wide and
proportions.

11 5, 174

io

99

To justify the extra expenditure involved photographs ~ust be of a really high standard. The subject
matter should be of Corps interest-this can be fairly freely interpreted-but above all every effort should
be made to capture the effect of strong and contrasting colours to produce an eye-catching result.

1967
£
6,226
2,4%
1,675
543

£

SUNDRY
CR EDITORS
AND
ACCRUED
CHARGES
..
NoTE: The_re is a conting~ n t li~bi : ity
refund life me m bership subscriptions
to ce n.ain serving so ldiers of th e Corps

2,289

10,000
210
180

'The Wire' plans to publish colour front cover photographs with increasing frequency. To achieve
this we need the co-operation of units and individuals who are a*ed to submit suitable photographs for
this purpose.

£

11 5, 174

2, 541
10,653

Bring Colour to your Magazine

ACCUMULATED F UN D (incl udin g Mino r
Tr us ts) :
Balance at 3 1s t Decem ber 1969
Add: Excess of income o~er cxpenditu~~
for th.e year ( 1967 excess of ex penditure
over income)
..
..
.
Excess of income of minor Lrust ov~~
expendit u re for the year
Profi t on sa le of in vest me nts

Cost
£
10,065
14.768
5,034

Value

77,790

135,248

£107,657

£159,425

£
8,404
12,961
2,812

brromt
1968
£
60J
875

1967
£
788
5 0

217
3,910

7
3,821

£5.605

£5,196

5,579

24
5,172

£5,605

£~.196
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PERSONALITY PARADE
= from 18th Signal Regiment

Corporal ' Geordie ' An drewl!i
Born Newcastle 1945. Joined A.A.C. Harrogate 1960. T g. Op.
I. He had a rapid rise to football fame. Played no football above
Company level at Harrogate and it wasn't until he joined 14th
Regiment in 1963 that he began to take the game seriously
and p layed Regimental football . Made his name with 18th
Regiment in 1968 and a regular member of the Army XI this
year. A specialist cen tre-forward, his speed, ball control and
ability to get goals (12 for the Army, including a hat trick, this
year) against the best opposition in Singapore earned him his
place in the Joint Services' XI.
Corpo ral ' Ed ' W eed y
Born Middlesborough 1946. Joined A.A.C. Harrogate 1963.
T .E. Tech. II. Played for North Riding schoolboys and had
trials with his home town before enlisting. Played regularly for
7th Regiment and was a B.A.O.R. trialist. Joined 237 Signal
Squadron in 1968 and soon earned a place in the Army side.
D etached to Bangkok late 1968, he taught the U.S.A. forces
the arts of soccer and cap tained the ' M ilwaukee Coolies,' a
multinational team, to victory in a competition op en to
foreigners. F or his work in fostering Anglo-American relations
he received a personal letter of appreciation from the British
Ambassador in T hailand, Sir Neil Pritchard, K.C.M.G . Centrehalf and cap tain of the R egimental team, a strong defender,
sound in the air and 101 % fit.
Corporal Tony Watt
Born Alston, Cumberland, 1945. Enlisted 1964. Comcen Op.
II. Another ' G eordie' h e played junior football for B.R. N.E.
Region before joining up. Played regularly for 14th Regiment
and represented 1 Squadron of that unit when they won the
Southern Command M inor Units cup in 1965. A wing-h alf or
inside-forward who gets through a lot of work, strong in the
tackle and an intelligent distributor of the ball.
Corporal ' Pat ' Gallagher
Born Sunderland 1945. Enlisted 1963. Tg. Op. I . Played for
Sunderland Boys before joining up. Regularly represented 24th
Regiment the year before they won the Army Cup and later
30th Regiment. Has only recently made the Army XI, but has
the natural ability to stake a permanent place in the side. A
(very) attacking wibg-half with fine ball control and technique.

M.T. EXPERT
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Osman Bin Tasi

The emphasis in this month's personality parade is soccer;
a Class I Army Referee and five Regimental 1st XI playe!s,
all of whom have played for the Army and two f~r the JOint
Services here in Singapore. We start our parade with the one
exception, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Osman Tasi.

FIVE FOOTBALLERS OF NOTE

Left to right :-Corporals Gallagher, Weedy and Watt.

Kneeling

Corporal Andrews

W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Osman Tasi
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Osmap Bin Tasi was born in Perak on 6th
June 1933. He enlisted into the British Army (LEP) on 7th
Mardi, 1951. After normal basic training at F.E.T.C. ~e was
posted to Signal Training Squadron where he was trained as
a driver. He was promoted to Lance-Corporal on 9th June,
1953, and to acting Corporal in July the same year. His promotion to Substantive Sergeant in January, 1957, was made
direct from Acting Corporal. After promotion to Staff Sergeant
in October, 1960, he was posted to 237 Signal Squadron
(Comcan) as S.Q.M.S. In April, 1962, he wa~ posted t? 18th
Signal Regiment as M.T. Staff Sergeant. His promotion to
W.0 .11 in December, 1965, and his subsequent promotion to
W.0.1 have all been attained in 18th Signal Regiment with
M .T . Troop, where he continues to serve. He is married. and
has five children and has been to U.K. on two occasions.
Firstly in 1963 where he attended a Guards drill course and
secondly in March this year when he attended his first R.S.M.s'
Convention with the Corps, to become the first (LEP) R.SM.
to attend thi5 annual event.
His excellent work with 18th Signal Regiment M.T. is well
known by all who have passed through the Regiment, and his
wide experience has proved invaluable to the many M .T.0.s
with whom he has served.
1'-.0.11 P. D . . tudd
Joined the Army in 1951 as an O.W.L. and later changed
to his present trade of clerk. He has spent most of his Service
with the Para Brigade Signal Squadron and joined the Regiment in April, 1968, and is now Chief Clerk.
Soccer has always been one of his major interests and in
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AJventure Training in ScotlanJ
By Second-Lieutenant Andrew Gale, of 14th Signal Regiment

1960 he took up refereeing and graduated to the Army selected
.
referees' list in 1968.
He and W.0.11 Todd have done much to promote mterest
in refereeing and have run successful courses. He is a~ present
secretary of the Singapore District A.F.A. sub coll?-ID1ttee and
finds time in his already crowded week to orgaru.se referees
for all the Service games on the island plus refereeing at least
one game.
.
Having been appointed referee of the ' plum ' match 10
FARELF his ambition is to be the second member of the
Corps to referee the Army Cup Final- the previous time was
1928--perhaps 1970 would be appropriate?

FIVE FOil TllE AllMY, TWO POil JOINT
SEllVICES
Corporal Artltur Sutherland
Born Durham City 1939. Enlisted 1962. Comcen Op. II.
Played little soccer before joining up. Came rapidly to the
fore when with 24th Regiment from 1962 to 1966. Played
regularly for 1st XI and was left-half in the side which won
the Army Cup season 1965/66. Played for the U.K. Army for
these four years against many top U.K. amateur clubs . Toured
the Channel Islands three times. Played in the 18th R egiment
team which won the Caldbeck Cup in 1967 and regularly for
the Army and Joint Services 1967 and 1968. Has been out of
action this year through injury; when fit is one of th~ Army's
finest footballers and it i.S with much regret we see hlffi go on
posting in the near future to 28th Signal Regiment.
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Whilst the majority of 2 Squadron were away on exercise
in British Honduras, the remainder, plus a few extras, set
off for the newly-formed Army Mountain Training Centre at
F ort George, Inverness, on an adventure training course.
T hese courses are designed to teach all aspects of mountain
survival, combined with a high standard of map-reading and
elementary rock climbing. As it turned out, most of our time
was spent climbing mountains. After a quick briefing on
arrival, and the assurance that the course was not de igned to
break us, we all retired gratefully to bed. Those assurances,
for some, were quickly shattered when, at 6 a.m. the following
morning, we all found ourselves in P.T. kit going for a run.
This, I might add, was followed by a cold bath, and even now,
some members of the Squadron are still suffering from the
shock. However, after two days of settling in at Fort George
and completing the theoretical side of the course, we moved out
to a T.A. hut at Kingussie, near the centre of the Cairngorms.
From this base we gradually built up experience in all a pects
of mountaineering, and began putting into practice all we
had been taught at Fort George.
After five days we were ready to move, but not before
we paid our respects to the Saturday night dance at the
Aviemore Centre. As Corporal Les Roles commented: "It's
a bit hot and sticky trying to dance in boots and climbing
breeches."
Everyone left Kingussie with foreboding. We were leaving
behind hot showers, beds, drying rooms and civilisation. What
lay ahead was the prospect of moving to the West Coast and
going under canvas, with no ' civilised ' facilities available.
THE WIRE, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1969

SMILES BEFORE A CLIMB
Corporal Cliff Cunliffe, Lance Corporals Bill Cook and Tony Couper,
Corporal Jim Watson and Signalman Graham Noble

The journey to the West Coast was uneventful and, after a
two-hour trip, we arrived, in the pouring rain, to pitch camp
at the western end of Loch Torridon. During the next five
days we enjoyed glorious sunshine and high temperatures;
ideal camping weather. These days were . pent putting into
practice everything we had learned and, due mainly to the
weather, they were by far the most enjoyable. The days were
spent climbing and the evenings in cooling off. An attempt by
Second-Lieutenant Andrew Gale, Corporal Mick Castle,
Corporal Cliffe Cunliffe and Lance-Corporal Bill Cook to provide the party with fresh fish proved highly amusing, but unsuccessful.
The climax of this viliit came with the climbing of ' Liach,'
3,456 feet above sea level and the highest land mass in the
area. It proved a difficult climb, but the view from the top
made it all worthwhile. One particularly hair-raising moment
was when the party got detached from its 'Mountain Goat '
instructor and Second-Lieutenant Gale suddenly found himself clinging to the rock face at 3,000 feet, unable to movethe only pearl of wisdom Lance-Corporal Paddy Donovan could
suggest was flying- it wasn't tried! The effon required for
this climb and the subsequent vertical descent proved so
much for Lance-Corporal Cook that he had to be helped and
persuaded the two miles to the pub that night. Fortunately
for all concerned, he got a lift back to the camp site.
On the last day we climbed Ben Damph. Lance-Corporal
Tony Couper was heard to mutter, as he pulled him elf to the
top, somewhat hot and sunburnt, "bit of a dooddle really."
It then took two hours to revive him. It was all in a good
cause, though, as we spent the time brewing up and drinking
Signalman Graham Noble's 'lemonade on the rock ' -lemonade powder with crushed snow.
The return journey to Fort George proved a little more
exciting and, at one stage, we had to abandon our 3-tonner
after it had left the road to avoid a sheeo. Forcunatel it
was not long before we were under way again to the comment of "if somebody had brought the peas we would have
been alright for another fortnight." Someone had erred in
as much as we lived on ' G ' rations-mutton and peas-for the
entire course.
In all, the course wa very succes
abour mountain condition and climate
warning to all who follow, you need to
you definitely want to check your ration

ful and a great deal
was learned. But fair
be reasonably fit, and
before you leave.
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The vvorld's finest
amphibious load carrier

CLIMAX OF 7th REGIMENT'S ATHLETIC MEETING
Major T. H. Blashill receiving the Inter-Squadron Athletic Trophy on behalf of 5 Squadron from Mrs. J. M. Sawers, wife of Brigad ier J. M
Sawers, M.B.E., C.C. R. Signals I Br. Corps

LEAVE NOTHING TO CHANCE .... . . LEAVE IT TO

PICKFORDS
._A_L_V_l_S_L_l_M_l_T_E_o~,-c_o_V_E_N_T_R_Y_E_N_G_LA_N_D_ _ _ __

Consult your Telephone Directory
PF R 27/3
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EDITORIAL-(continued)
supplem ent the Soldiers' Widows Fund grant to widows
in cases of large families and extreme distress- totalling
£7,700.
478 LOANS made against the soldier' s terminal grant.
For example (i) to help purchasing and furnishing homes
near the place of their future civilian employment, and
(ii) to ensure continuity in education of their childrentotalling £239,999.

Our Cover Picture
Corps canoeing i now well established at its U .K. base in Blandford
and Corps canoe enthusiasts have had a very good season-over half the
Army team is found from the Corps (see report on pages 410, 411, 412).
THE WIRE is happy to give publicity to this very healthy and increasing;y
popular sport which calls for a high degree of times and self-reliance, as
well as determination and skill.
Pictured on the outer cover are four of the Corps' leading canoe
enthusiasts-from left to right: Lance-Corporal Pawlow and Signalman B.
Ingham in hot pursuit of Lance-Corporal Story and Captain Gray.
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We are happy to give below an outline of what the Army Benevolent
Fund has been doing to help the serving or ex-serving soldier and his
dependants.
The Royal Signals Association plays its full part in this very necessary
work. In 1968 the Association made grants totalling £11,250 to serving
or retired members of the Corps who found themselves in difficulties. In
conjunction with the Army Benevolent Fund, loans totalling £8,800 were
also made-mainly to assist serving soldiers to set up homes in civilian
life shortly before they left the Service. Donations to other charitable
organisations amounted to £5,700, of which £5,000 went to the Army
Benevolent Fund. Over 500 clothing parcels were sent out.
The wide range and comprehensive benevolent care directed to the
soldier or ex-soldier and his dependants is only possible with the full
support given by those serving to the Day's Pay Scheme.
St;)LU.\UY OF ARlUY DEN'E'\'OLEXCE-ID6H/6U

£635,000 was spent in normal relief work, against £558,000 in 1967 / 68.
£239,000 was paid to serving soldiers in LOANS AGAINST THEIR
TERMINAL GRANTS towards the end of their Service, to enable them
to prepare for return to civilian life, against £63,300 in I967 /68.
MAKING A TOTAL ARMY EFFORT FOR THE YEAR OF
£874,000.

Remittances should be made payable
Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail); Twelve months '24/-; single
month, 2/-).

SEPTEMBEll/OCTOBEH
(New Series)
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GRANTS made by the A.B.F. to ex-soldiers of the
British Army and their dependants living in EIRE in need
of help-including Basic Grants to the old disbanded
IRISH REGIMENTS, Major Rehabilitation Grants and
upplementary Allowances dealt with through the
BRITISH LEGION Dublin, amounted to £4,500.
GRANTS made by .t he A.B.F. to the BRIGADE OF
GURKHAS totalled £7,000.
GRANTS made by the A.B.F. to BRITISH LEGION,
SCOTLAND, towards administrative cost of their work
for SCOTTISH REGIMENTS and other miscellaneous
grants to Corps and Regiments £3,700.
llELPl~G

THE J<'.AMll,Y

THE ClllLDllEN

GRANTS to TWELVE HOMES AND . SCHOOLS
FOR THE CARE AND UPBRINGING OF CHILDREN
IN NEED including 204 individual annual BURSARIES
from £50 to £300 were made in 1968/69 to children, with
priority given to orphans, children with one parent only,
or from broken homes, totalling £29,800.
EHPLOYMENT

CORPS AND REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATIONS LIE AT THE HEART
OF ARMY BENEVOLENT WORK.
TllE

TllE DISABLED

EX-SOLDIER

The number of cases of need and distress amongst ex-soldiers and
their dependants dealt with by Corps and Regimental Associations in
1968, not covered by State Welfare, was 25,000, and GRANTS made by
CORPS AND REGIMENTS and THE ARMY BENEVOLENT FUND
in direct support of this work came to £366,000.

To TWELVE HOMES AND CENTRES DEALING
WITH THE CARE AND TRAINING OF THE DISABLED, £25Aoo.
EXAMPLES OF ANNUAL
SPECIAL GRANTS

MAINTENANCE GRANTS

AND

ALLOWiANOBS of IO/- to £1 a week were also granted by the A.B.F.
in 1968 to 348 cases of severe hardship amongst AGED EX-SOLDIERS
AND THEIR DEPENDANTS to sustain them in their declining years,
to the DISABLED and PERMANENTLY SICK, to the DEPENDANT
PARENTS of soldiers killed or disabled on duty, amounting to £17,000.

To The Star and Garter Home, £5,600.
To Scottish National Institute for the War Blinded
£3,000.
To Lord Roberts Workshops, £4,000.
To Princess Louise Scottish Hospital, £4,500.
To Ex-Services' Mental Welfare Society-per capita
grant for Army patients, £1,550.

TllE SER1''1J\'G SOLDIEll.

TllE 1U1'ED

The number of cases of help to Serving Soldiers and their dependants
faced with personal and family problems, not of their own making, particularly during the difficult period of resettlement into civilian life, was 523,
and consisted of 45 GRANTS made, for example (i) to help rehabilitation
of soldiers discharged on medical grounds and often disabled, and (ii) to

To NINE HOMES AND CENTRES CARING FOR
SOLDIERS AND THEIR WIVES IN THE EVENING
OF THEIR LIVES, £8,100.

ALLOH' ANCES

(Continul!d on next pagll)
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EXAMPLES OF ANNUAL MAINTENANCE AND SPECIAL
GRANTS

To Royal Cambridge Homes for Soldiers' Widows and
1969

EXAMPLES OF MAJOR REHABILITATION GRANTS

348 SUPPLEMENT ARY
named, totalling £17,000.
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ALLOWANCE ,

already

TllE COMMO:VWEAl.Tll

GRANTS made by the A.B.F. to soldiers and their
dependants domiciled in Commonwealth Countries are
given through the BRITISH COMMONWEALTH EXSERVICES LEAGUE. In 1968 these totalled £12,400.
TIJE SOl,IMEHS' WIDOWS. FflcVD

The S.W.F. is a separate Trust. It provides for the
immediate needs of widows and dependant children of
Regular Soldiers who subscribe to the Fund, and die
while serving on a Regular Army Engagement.
94 % of married soldier strength have joined the Fund.
78 WIDOWS received grants each of £6oo in I968,
totalling £46,200.
THE SI. 'GLE

To S.S.A.F.A.-for the investigation and financial help
of Corps and Regimental case-work and for the Children's
Home at Chelmsford, £28,100.
To FORCES HELP SOCIETY-for similar case-work
assistance, but EXCLUDING help in running eight
LORD ROBERTS WORKSHOPS for disabled, Training
and Rest Homes and Regimental Cottages, £19,300.

To the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE
EMPLOYMENT OF REGULAR SAILORS, SOLDIERS
AND AIRMEN, to help in the resettlement and placing
of 6,173 soldiers and ex-soldiers in employment in 1968,
£20,300.

SVPPLEMEi~·TA-RY

10 :

SP.Et'IAI. GRANTS

St. Mary's Home for Aged Nursing Sisters, to complete
modernisation scheme and for maintenance, £3,650.
To 'Not Forgotten ' Association for renting televi ·ion
sets for the aged and incapacitated, £1,200.

SOLDIE llS~

DEPE.\'DA:\'TS. FU.\'D

The S.S.D.F. is a separate Trust, though run in conjunction with the S.W.F. It provides for the immediate
needs of the specified dependant(s) of the Single Soldier,
who subscribes to the Fund and dies while serving on a
Regular Engagement.
The Fund was formed in July, 1968.
17 % of single soldier strength have joined, and new
members are enrolling at the rate of 2,000 a month.
Four dependants received grants each of £350 in 1968,
totalling £1AOO.

The Whistler Subalterns Trophy, 1969
Lieutenant Ian Turner has been adjudged the winner for
1969
This trophy, presented by Major-General A. M. W.
Whistler, is awarded to the subaltern who has done most for
his Regiment or unit over the year, paying particular attention
to what he has done for his men, to his enterprise and to his
contribution to the Corps.
Lieutenant Turner's recommendation comes from the Commanding Officer of the 1st Battalion The Royal Scots, in which
unit he has been serving as Assistant Signals Officer since
April, 1967.
The C 0. draws attention in detail to Lieutenant Turner's
high all 'round qualities as a Signals Officer and a leader.
Referring to a very bu y period of oversea training, the C.O.
says in his citation: " Despite shortage of equipment he
(Lieutenant Turner) carried out his task with skill, displaying
a maturity and resourcefulness which would be difficult to
equal or surpass. Working long hours under trying conditions,
his personal example inspired the N.C.O.s and men with
whom he was working . . . "
Later, on an exercise in France, the citation reads: "Hi
selflessness and devotion to duty were once again an example
to everyone." Finally, on an exercise in B.A.0.R., he is described as using his knowledge and initiative to evercome many
problems which faced his battle group, during which he worked
very long hours, either as radio officer ur duty watchkeeper.
Apart from hi communication duties, he is cited as pulling
his full weight in the Battalion- leading an Infantry Platoon
and being a very successful officer-in-charge of hockey, ar
the same time remaining a very loyal member of, and a great
credit to, his Corps.
Congratulation to Lieutenant Turner on thi fine report,
e pecially coming, a it does, from a senior officer outside the
Corps. May his example be an in piration to other young
officers in Royal Signals.
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Special Mention
- - -.U ajor n ·estlal"'. (,'apttr in l "f' n t h am. Lif'Ulf'nant
.lladdrf'n. Corporal lUorril>sf' I/ a nti l,anrt>Corporal Tofit>ld, (I f 19th l nfan t r11 llrigadt>
Signal Squadron

for winning the Anny Minor Units Orienteering Team
Champion hip; also congratulations to the 24th and 8th
Regiments for coming second and third, respectively, in
the Major Units event. Alrogether, nine members of the
Royal Corps were in the first 25 at the Army Orienteering
meeting ( ee page 392).
- - lt'.O.I (l". ol S.) J. l". Crilb1•rt. of 9111 Signtd

have been cfoubrful whether they would have been able
ro win against the high standards set by 1st Division
Signal Regiment.
nnd al.'lfJ to I I ti~
~~gntd .11iiq111ulr1m ( 21 I)

-- • • •

lnfantr11

ll r it1ad1•

*

The foregoing in no way atiempis lo covei- all irems of
Corps news worthy of special mention . Something of
partiwlar intef"est must haue occurred in YOUR uni1 ,
station, or command. W'rite NOW and tell the Editor
about it and so help keep this a live and interesting
column .

Rt•gimf'at

for being presented by his Regiment with a sword to
mark the occasion of h is commissioning into the Corp .
Yeoman Culbert joined the 9th Regiment in September
1966, and since then, he and his wife, Florence, have been
at the forefront of many Regimental activi ties.
On his side he has been President of the H arewood
Club, a member of the Church Council, the local scoutmaster besides being Troop Commander of ' 0 ' Troop
for the greater pan of his tour in Cyprus. Florence, for
her part, has been a SSAFA representative and a leading
member of the Wives' Club, to name but nvo activites.
They left the Regiment on 5th July to take a wellearned rest before joining 22nd Regiment, where, doubtless, they will, if they have not already done o, make their
presence felt.
The Regiment wish them and their family all the best
for the future, and to Lieutenant Culbert every success in
his new appointment.
- - The Corps Cricket Eleven

for enjoying the best season they have had since 1950
when records were first kept. Out of the eight matches
played, the Corps won six of them; no side throughout
the season was able to beat them-the two remaining
games, one drawn and one abandoned.

- - Sf'rgcaat Pctf•r ~cri.vcn, of 3 Squadr•on, 21st
Regimf'nt

for earning the Commander-in-Chiefs Commendation by
his outstanding work and devotion to duty. Sergeant
Scriven, a senior technician at Gurersloh-a most complex
and difficult airfield rechnically-achieved excellent reresulrs by dim of his leadership, skill and very hard workoften berng on duty 80 or 90 hours a week- and setting
a very high example to his comrades on the airfield. As
well as this, Sergeant Scriven takes part in a whole range
of oth r station activities.
- - 18' Diri11ion Signal Rf'girnent

for winning the B.A.0.R. Athletics Meeting- the Morrison

Cup--~ handsomely, with a margin of 21 points to spare,

and serrmg up many new times and records for this competition.
- - • • • a11d It) 21111 • "ignal Regiment

for winning the runners-up shield and always keeping up
i.trong challenging pressure on the winners, although not
~ble to fi~ld. their strongesr athletics side. And for sportmgly admitting that had they been able to do so, it would
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COHHECTIO~

Sir,
In Brigadier Peter Hutchins' address to Branch Representaovcs, which was reproduced in your June/July edition, there
are two small, but quire imporrant, errors.
The Brigadier said that "Foremen of Signals automatically
qualify for HNC (and technicians soon will for ONC)." This
is nor so.
As far as Foremen are concerned, their course is now
recognised by the Department of Education and Science as
a suitable qualifying course prior to sitting the HNC examination, i.e., by qualifying as a Foreman of Signals, the man is
eligible ro sit the HNC examination. He certainly does nor
qualify for HNC.
The same applies to technicians and ONC, except that in
this case there is a second misleading factor. Only apprentice
technicians will be recognised as having completed a full preparatory course for ONC, as only they, as opposed to adult
technicians, complete a sufficiently long course.
In case you think that I am laying myself open to a
Brigaderial belt up the bracket for impertinence, I should
point out that Brigadier P eter suggested that I should write
this letter.
I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,
J. A. Cleland, Lieutenant Colonel,
S.0 .I., T raining and
Evaluation Team
Headquarter s,
Training Brigade, Royal Signals.
FOHEMAN OF SIGNALS COUUSES
Official Policy Stntf"ment

- - Scrgea11t Torn Faycrs, of 7th Signal Rf'g im••nt

for once again emphasising his real motor-cycling champion
class by being picked for the England Vase ' A ' T eam
at the six-day trials at Garmisch-Partenkirchen in September. This event, which is reckoned to be the most difficult trial in the world, covers approximately 1,500 kms.
across country. Recently, Sergeant Fayers had collected a
bronze medal while riding for the Arrny Team in Bavaria
in a three-day trial. Of the seven Army riders, only
three finished, due to the very rough country and the
heavy rain in which the event was held.

QITAUD<"'' ING FOil 11.N.4;. ANn
A

for carrying off the Minor Units Cup for the second year
running.

*

From our "Jn" Tray

RETIREMENT OF MR . W . H. C. BROWN -T ELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP
B.A .0 . R.
W . H. C. (Bill ) Brown r et ire d to t he U. K. in Jul y after t w e nt y three yea rs service
w it h Tels G r oup B.A. 0 . R. He is w ell kn own to t he Corps havi ng at te nded mo st
large exercises in B.A.O . R. since 1946 as a Liaiso n O ffice r .
H is career in uni fo r m
Starte d in 1938 w it h t he D. C .L.f. (T. A.), but in 1940 he saw t he light an d transfer r e d to the Cor p-s. Mos t of his w ar years we re spent In t he Far East bu t he
fi nis hed in G ermany where he w a.s d emobbed in 19-46 and imm ed iat ely jo ined
Te ls Gro u p. Bri gad ie r I. 1'"1 . Sawe rs (r ig ht) is see n maki ng a presentat ion co Bill
on behalf o f his colle agues in Tels G ro u p

Will all Units please note!
In order to avoid the u ual postal diffi.
cu]tie · ju t before Cliri tmas, the December
ue of " The Wire " will be puhlished on
16th December.

Thi mean that final copy MU T b in
the Editor' hand by TUESDAY, 11th
. OVEMBER LATEST.
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The Signals D ir ectorate at the M inistry of Defence has
recently undertaken a review of the future requirement for
the training of Foremen of Signals. As a result, it has been
found necessary to adjust the frequency of courses to run
at two per year, starting in 1970. The strength of each
course will be not less tha n 14 students. Dates of the next
three Foreman of Signals Courses, to be held at the School
of Signals, are as follows:
Course No. 30, 4th M ay, 1970 (applications closed 1st May,
1969).
Course No. 31, 7th September, 1970 (applications to be submitted to Officer-in-Charge, Royal Signals Records, by 23rd
October, 1969).
Course No. 32, 8th March, 1971 (applications to be submitted to Officer-in-Charge, Royal Signals Records, by 16th
April, 1970).
The new syllabus for the Foreman of Signals Qualifying
Examination is published in Corps Memorandum No. 12
(1967) (available in all unit orderly rooms). This examin ~ tion
is at a higher standard than the previous one. The higher
standard qualifying examination is to be introduced for No.
31 Course, the cxl mination for which is to be held on 11th
December, 1969.
!t is important to note that the introduction of the higher
standard makes it necessary to cancel previous passes at the
lower standard Individuals concerned will have to re- it the
examination at· the higher level before they can be considered
for selection to attend a future Foreman of Signals Course.
N .C.O.s already nominated to attend Course No. 30 will
be individually informed by the School of Signals of the
arrangements being made ro introduce HNC at the_ end
of the Foreman Course and invited to take the higher mrake
test on assembly for the course at Blandford.
The syllabus of the Pre-Foreman of Signals Education
Course, run for U .K. based students at the Army School of
Education has been adjusted to meet the new level now
required.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER
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Of interest to Technicians
8th llt-gime11V1'1
Relny g .. t

new f'0 11r1wH 011

w ade r way fOT •·

Stnfif• Radio

RISTAf'OM~f." .

Many members of the Corps have probably realised that
Royal Signals is in the process of taking over the Sratic Radio
Relay system fro m the Royal Air Force. Technicians were at
first sent on courses at RAF Locking; however, since January
tatic Radio Relay Courses have been held at 8th Regiment.
Some would say, "Are you in the ' mire'?''
We wish to scotch the rumour that personnel successfully
completing a Static Radio Relay Course in T erminal Equipment
Group become ' Members of the Institution of Ristacomic
Engineers '-nor are they entitled to use the initial letters
lv' .I.RE. after their names.
Being less facetious about the subject though, we have trained
some 48 technicians of all grades (Class III to Foremen of
Signals) on this equipment since the RAF completed the installation here at th e beginning of the year. These technicians are
at present providing airfie ld communications for the R.A.F. in
Cyprus, Bahrein and S ingapore.
Personnel who complete futur e courses are probably destined
to assist in the take-over of Sraric Radio Relay from the RAF
in B.A.O.R., and it is envisaged that before the end of 1969
we will have trained another 48 technicians on this important
equipment.
T he six-week course we run encompasses communications
equipments with a frequency range from DC to S Giga Henz.
The complete system comprises :
VF Telegraph Equipment: TMC 24-Channel VF Rack
(T 24 B); TMC 12-Channel VF Rack (T 12 A).
Carrier Equipment: AT & E 60-Channel Carrier Equipment
(UCP); AT & E 60-Channel Carrier Equipment (CMR).
Radio Equipment: Marconi HM 314/315 SHF TM TX/RX.
The ideal student is a Class I Radio Relay Technician
although other trades and ratings have successfully completed
the course. There is no doubt that the course broadens the
horizons of any technician who thinks of Radio Relay in terms
of C41 / 1 + 4, etc. Any student warned for a future course who
wishes to do some preparation prior to his arrival in 8th Regiment is advised to study ' microwave principles.' Recommended
textbooks are: Services Textbook of Radio-Vol. 5-Transmission and Propagation; Radio Engineering-F. E . Terman; Radio
Relay Systems-Helmut Carl.
SAIL~G

IN

U.K.

All members of the Royal Signals Yacht Club who are
stationed in U.K. and who wish to sail dinghies (including
Mermaids) should ensure that they are registered with either
the Unit Sailing Officer if serving with a Unit, or Hon. Secretary
R .S.Y.C. (U.K.), c/o H.Q. Blandford Station, Blandford Camp,
Dorset if no Unit Sailing Officer is appropriate. This will
ensure that they are kept in touch with events.
In accordance with the Rules of the Royal Signals Yacht
Club (1968), all sailing members should be in possession of
an R.S .Y.C. membership card showing their official rating, and
the membership card number should be quoted when registering as above.
Register by lsr January each year or when you arrive in
U.K., whichever is later.

PRO~fUf,GATIO:V

PllO~IOTIONS

Ot'

OTHEH RA:VK
WIRE.

l:V •TOE

It is anticipated that the 1969 edition of the Blue Book
will reach units in October, 1969.
o further details of promotions for promulgation in
' The Wire will therefore be published until early
October, 1969. This list will cover promotions authori ed
in the period July to September for publicarion in the
November issue.
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Obituary
Tr 11ining th1• Tm·l1ni,.·ian11 .,/ TtJ11torro1t·

Teaching tomorrows Technicians toaay Highly successful Display stagea by 8th Regiment
Below are shown a few of the stands featured at this display

lUAJOll .H. PETCH, T.D., ·w.H •.\..C.

2, 000 people see impressive Signals
Instructional Techniques Display at
Catterick

R.O.E. writes :

T eaching Tomorrow's T echnicians T oday was the
theme of 8th Signal Regiment's display of instructional
techniques at Helles Barracks on 7th June; this was
part of the ' Open Day ' organised by 11th Signal Regiment as a contribution to Exercise ' Northumbrian View
II,' designed to show the public how the modern army
works and live .
The display of modern techniques and aids which are
in current use in the training of technicians and allied
tradesmen in 8th Signal Regiment was visited by more
than 2,000 people in the eight hours for which it was
open. Many of the visitors said that they had not
realised that Signals used such advanced professional
methods in training.
The Chief of the General Staff, General Sir Geoffrey
A. Baker, C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., M.C., and the many
senior officers and civilian officials amongst the visitors
congratulated the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant·
Colonel J. L. Akass, and the Chief Instructor, Major
T. E . D. Baxter, on the mounting of the display. General
Baker said that it compared more than favourably with
the many large civilian displays that he had attended.
Readers will recognise several well-known Signals
personalities amongst those responsible for the organisation of this event, included amongst whom were Mr.
Peter Halsey (Deputy Chief Instructor), Mr. Roy Arnold
(Supervising Instructor) and Lieutenant Brian O'Connor,
Captain Phil Johnson, Captain George Speight (R.A.E.C.),
Mr. Norman Callender, Mr. Peter Dawson, Captain Jim
Ireland, W.0.II (F. of S.) Nixon, and W.0.11 (F . of S.)
Jeffreys.

(See pieturt> pagt> opposite)

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\\'N
The centre piece above consisted of a static base above which rotated a range of exposed
whole being surmounted by 'Jimmy'

eq~ ipments

and test instruments the

Number of cases assisted financially in June
59
Number of clothing parcels sent . . .
28
Amounts spent in grants and loans . . .
£1,037 18 11
Number of cases assisted financially in July
50
Number of clothing parcels sent .. .
47
£1,028 5
Amount spent in grants and loans .. .

IDOW of Signalman who died last year whilst
W
serving overseas, leaving her with three young
children. She has now obtained a house, and the Association made her a grant of £50 for essential furnishings.

One of the Month's Letters

"I

On the left a training aid which can demonstrate the behav·
iour of anything from a resistor to a complete transmitter or
receiver. Flanking it was a very popular U .G. cable layout

COLONEL

FEEL I must write in answer to the very nice letter
I received from you. First, I would like to express
my sincere thanks for the very generou grant which has
enabled me to pay off my debts. Thi has rid me of a
great worry, for which I am truly grateful. I am also
delighted with your kind offer of clothing, and this will
be a godsend . May I once more tender my thank for
your kindness to myself and my children during this
time of stress."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

.\.LA~

JA.MES

KEDDIE

Alan James (' Steve ') Keddie was commissioned from the
Royal Military Academy in 1924 and attended No. 10 Q
Course. His early service was in the Signal Training Centre,
where he was notable in horsemanship and boxing, in which
he represented the Corps. From 1930-36 he served under the
Colonial Office as O.C., Northern Brigade Signals, King's
African Rifles.
Almost as soon as he reached home, his new unit was
moved to Palestine. However, he was quickly to return as
Staff Captain, S.T.C. He was at the Staff College when the
war broke out. After a succession of short appointments in the
United Kingdom, he sailed for the Middle East. He commanded 25th African Corps Signals and later was C.S.O. of
the Central and Southern Areas of East Africa. For two years
from 1943-45 he was G.S.0.1 of different areas in Africa.
He was D.C.S.0. in B.A.O.R. from 1946-49, when he
assumed command of 6th (Boys) Training Regiment. His last
appointment was that of C.S.O., 1 A.A. Group.
'Steve' died suddenly after an accident on 28th July,
and is survived by his wife and daughters, to whom we express our deep sympathy.

9

One of the Month's Cases

A display illustrating the use made of student response
systems. The overhead transparencies and overlays form
an essential part of this new teaching technique

" I have to inform you with deep regret that Major Mollie
Petch, T.D., W.R.A.C., passed away at Chapel Allerton Hospital,
Leeds, on 2nd July, following some five weeks in hospital at
Harrogate and Leeds.
" Mollie had a long association with Royal Signals T.A. having
served with A.A ., No. 1 Northern Command, 60(M), and 49th
(Yorkshire) Signal Regiments in tum. She was with the latter
Regiment from 1961 until retiring in 1967 following the reorganisation of the Reserve Army. In her last four years with
the Regiment she was Senior Ma'am. Her life outside her
employment with the National Provincial Bank, where she was
senior lady clerk, was devoted to ' Signals,' and she was rated
extremely highly by all ranks.
" For some twelve years Mollie did not miss a Reunion at
Catterick. She became a Life Member of the Association in
1962 and was a most loyal supporter of all the Leeds Branch
activities. She will be sorely missed in the Branch."
At Mrs. Petch's request there were no flowers at the funeral
but she asked that any donations should be sent to the Leeds
Branch of the Royal Signals Association.

THE

SllOHTLl'?

e

Would you like to keep in
touch with the Corps and work in
Regimental Headquarters in London ?

e

Could you do a clerical job
requiring common sense and an
interest in the Corps ?

e
e

One-finger typing sufficient.
Salary about £1,00G-more for the
right man.

Apply direct to:
Lieutenant-Colonel E. G. Day, O.B.E., T.D.,
Secretary,
Royal Signals Institution,
Regimental Headquarters, Royal Signals,
Cheltenham Terrace,
London, S.W.3.
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(a/one/ Tommy Grigg says gDotlbye to Records

On 25th June Colonel T. H. C. Grigg relinq uished his
appointment as Officer i/c Signals Records being ucceeded
by Colonel C. B. M asser.
D uring his term at Balmore House, Colonel Grigg rook a
prominent part in fostering the social activities at Records and
by his example encouraged all members of the staff to join in
the fu nctions arranged by the office entertainments committee
In his cap acity as Officer i/c Records he always put the
welfare of the Corps above all and took every opporcunicy to
meec and talk to soldiers of all ranks during his various tours
ac home and abroad.
On his lase day ac the office, afcer being entertained by his
Officers, he was presented with a bouquet of flowers for Mrs.
Grigg as a token of thanks and appreciation from all members
of the staff, the presentation being made by Miss E. E. Oiivey,
a long-serving member of the Records organisation.
We wish Colonel Grigg well in h is new task as C.S.O.
Western Command and at th e same ti me extend co Colonel
Masser a very warm welcome to Caversham.

LECTl.7H ER

"\'ACA:'\" c~·

AT THE
SJG:XAl,S

[Phorograph by Courresy of S. H endren, 60 M arkee Place, Richmond Y orks.

FLYI N G MOTORCYCLIST!
O ne o r th e latest t hr ills prov ided by t he Co r ps Display Team is fo r
o ne or its mem be rs to t ake off from a ram p at speed and jum p a
Triu mph spo rts car lengthways
Pict ured above is o ne of the team high a bove t he car in mi d-aira new way of beatin g t raffi c jams o n t he Exete r by-pass?

THA:VK. i.·o r;r

Since the beginning of June, gifcs of clothing, books, toys,
etc., have been received with gratirude from che following:
Lieur.-Colonel D. A. Barry, Major D . J. 1', ilton, Unknown
donor in Camberley, W.O.II (Y. of S.) Harrison, A. Walsh, Esq.,
Colonel P. R. Hoskins, O.B.E., T.D., Lieucenanc-Colonel P.
G. Goodeve-Docker, Mr. and Mrs. F. Stockdale, Brigadier
T . I. G . Gray, Mrs. B. Complin, Staff Sergeant and Mrs.
White, V. A. Heath, Esq., Mrs. B. Torrie, M ajor A. D .
Lewis, Mrs. J. J. C. Finch, Major J. L . D onne, Mrs. V.
M. Fraser, Lieucenant-Colonel E. G . Day, 0.B.E., T.D.,
Major D. W. Sherrard-Smith, Colonel G. J. C. Moss, M.B.E.,
· r. and Mrs. R. A. Smith, Major P. F. W. Gahan, L ieutenantColonel G. R. Gould, Hannover Station Thrift Shop, Capcain
and Mrs. A. D. reel, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs . G. M.
Welsford, Brigadier R. H. 0. Coryton, C.B.E., Mrs. Newson,
W.O.II <Y . of .) C. A. Smith, Mrs. F. Cooper, Mrs. D.
Turner, Capcain C. J. Bayfield, Captain J. Potts.
THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING
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Sf:llOOL OF

A grade II lecturer vacancy exists at the School of Signals.
l e could suic a suitably qualified Royal Signals Officer. Commencing salary is £ 1,725, plus a special non-pensionable allowance of £365 a year. The post is pensionable under th e
Teachers' Superannuation Acts. Selection will be by a
Board at the Mi nistry of Defence in October, 1969.
Qualifications are :
" Candidates should have an honours degree in electrical
engineering or physics with an interest in electronics.
Candidates with a mathematical degree and an interest in
computers or the Cambridge M echanical Sciences Tripos
will also be considered. Experience in the use of modern
milita ry communications equipment and teaching experience are desirable, but not essential. "
Requests for further information and application forms
should be made before 30th September, 1969, to:
Commandant, School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset.
The vacancy will be advertised in the public press.

lrOYAl. SlGNAl.S D IARY FOil 19?0

Arrangements have been made for the same firm as
last year to produce the Corps diary for 1970.
The 1970 diary will be similar in format to the 1969
diary. There will be a special Corps section, which w:ll
consist of notes on the Association and the Institution, a
short history of the Corps, and a record of outstanding
Corps sporting achievements, amounting in all to just
over eleven pages, plus nearly five blank pages for notes.
The gener al section contains useful information, such as
we:ghts and measures, metric conversion tables, public
holidays for 1970, lighting-up times, phases of the moon,
road ma p of the U.K., street plan of London, Underground railway plan, telephone numbers and locations of
London railway stations, coach stations, air line offices
and theatres and calendar notes for five years ahead.
There ace also a further seven blank pages for notes and
seven pages for addresses.
Prices, including postage, will be:
U.K . Ex-U.K.
A. Wallets, complete with refills
18/14/B. R efills only (for wallets previously
4/6
3/6
issued)
C. Leather bound diaries . . .
6/6
5/3
The firm have contracted to have overseas diaries
ready for desp atch during October, so that overseas
units should receive diaries in time for Chr istmas.
A firm print figure, based on previous years' demands,
has been placed with th e manufacterers. If there is a
heavy demand, it may not be possible to satisfy all
customers. Orders will, therefore, be dealt with on a
strictly 'first come, first served,' basis and late orders
may only be partially met or not met at all.
If desired, a signal may be sent, using the category
letter in the order form to designate requirements, e.g.:
'Corps diary order (.) A-two (.) B-nil (.) C-fifteen (.)'
A follow -up order form with remittance should follow
as soon as possible.

W ELCO ME TO THE CORPS
Two Cadets pro ud ly wearing a Corps Cap Badge afte r t he
presentat ion

NEWLY AFFILIATED TO THE CORPS

UK or European posting?

On 7th July a new D etachment o.f the Army Cadet Fo!ce
became officially affiliated to Royal Signals when, at a badging
ceremony held at Darlington, Cadets of the Branksome School
Detachment of the County Durham Army Cadet Force were
inspected and presented wit;h their Corps Cap ~adges by
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Hellier, M.B.E., Commanding Officer
of 24th Signal Regiment, to which Regiment the D etachment
is affiliated.

Step off the plane and
into a new car !

Present at the ceremony were the County Commandant,
Colonel W. A. Lee, O.B.E., T .D., D.L., and the Area Commander Lieutenant-Colonel M. J. F. Sheffield, both former
officers 'in the Corps, and the H eadmaster, Mr. David Yorke,
and a large assembly of paren ts.
The detachment, only formed in January of this year, is
thirty strong and plans to increase to a strength of. fifry next
term. I t is only the second school detachment m County
D urham. It is commanded by one of the masters, SecondL ieutenant D. B. Todd.

Send now for FREE Information Pack
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special forces
H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid •3 years IQ pay • All paperwork
completed for you • Last minute orders no problem

On 14th July, the new headquarters of the detachment was
officially opened by Her M ajesty's L ieutenant for County
D urham, Sir James Duff, in ~e presence of the May9r a!1d
Mayoress of D arlington, Councillor and Mrs. H. Carr, Bngadier
F. Clarkson (Commander, Royal Signals Training Brigade) _a nd
Mrs. Clarkson, Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Hellier, Councillor
Richard Hoy (Chairman of the Education Committee) and Mrs.
Hoy, and a large assembly of parents and well-wishers.
After the ceremony, tea was provided by pupils of the
school.

Order your new car befo re you leave. When you get back it will be ready and waliing
for yo u at the elrport-fully Insured, with ell the paperwork completed for the U . ~ .•
Europe, or both. The Informa tion Pack gives you the fu ll gen: forces discounts, spec18I

H.P. term s, the lot. • . • Plus a s hoaf of colour b rochure s o f a ll the latest
model s to brOWae through at l eis ure. There·s no obll~atlo n w hatever. You ca
weigh everything up, take your time choosing-a nd tako de!1very wherever you land.

TTIE

~ IJI T Oll

Owing to
from our
obliged to
keep this

llEGJlETS -

a very
many
cut or
' Wire '

heavy influx of contributions
correspondents, he has been
hold over articles in order to
from bursting at the seams.
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Post to : NATOCARS Ltd.,· Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashc;:ott 488
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If this is someone else's Wire you are
readingWhy not be big and buy your own copy!
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and Lieutenant M. S. Wallis arrived in Chester with the
Western Command Dll detachment. With their arrival our
party was firmly established in Llandwrog.

The Provision ofMilitary Communications
for the
Investiture of H.R.H. The Prince of Wales

Everyone soon settled into life under canvas and after duty
each evening the more adventurous spirits were to be found
in Caernarvon seeing what night life had to offer.

Bf/ Major E. PickPp, Royal Signals
l~'TBODVCTION

IN LOCATION

N August, 1968, Major I. Macdonald, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Cowe
Idiscus
and I visited Colonel Rees, C.S.O., Western Command, to
the provision of military communications for the

Until the 24th June life was quite settled and everyone
oon adjusted to the gradually increasing workload. However,
from then until the Investiture life became quite hectic as
numbers rapidly increased with the arrival of all the
Ceremonial troops. During this period Lieutenant S. Fa!la
and the 10th Regiment detachment arrived and got to work
with their task of establishing the Ceremonial net.

Inve titure; a task which had been given to the 5th Infantry
Brigade Signal Squadron and a detachment of 10th Signal
Regiment.
Colonel Rees explained the likely communications requirements. Firstly, administrative communications to assi t in the
build-up of the military camps, to meet the day to day
communications requirements of the processional and support
troops whilst in the Caernarvon area, and to control their
dispersal after Investiture Day. Secondly, operational communications to control the move of troops into location on
Investiture Day and during rehearsals, to control helicopter
movement, and lastly to be available to exercise control over
the progress of the Investiture in the event of any disruption
of civilian and police communications.
On the following day together with the C.S.O. and Major
R. Bryson his G.S.0.2 Signals, we travelled to Caernarvon to
carry out a preliminary recce and to meet some of the local
personalities. It was agreed that detailed communications trials
would be necessary in view of the nature of the route and
the multiplicity of communications which would be employed
on the day.

TRIALS
At the end of October with four C42/Cll equipped rovers
and two C41 radio relay detachments twenty members of the
Squadron arrived at Menai Bridge Camp to carry out the first
of the radio trials. Numerous probable sites were tested and
suitable frequencies selected.
Once again at the end of January a party from the Squadron
went to Chester and Caernarvon to test the Dll cct which
would carry routine administrative traffic. Further trials of
the C42 net were also carried out at the same time. Once again
all went well and in rather light-hearted mood on the return
jo~ey to Tidworth we sorted out suitable pubs on the route
with car parks large enough to take our convoys which would
be moving up to Wales in June.
During the next couple of months the communications requirements firmed up and by the end of April it was clear
that some eighty all ranks of the Squadron would be involved,
and some twenty members of 10th Regiment.
Two military camps were being established; one south of
Caernarvon to accommodate some three thousand troops on a
disused airfield at Llandwrog, and the other at Vaynol Park,
near Bangor, to accommodate the Household Cavalry, Royal
Mews, and the Metropolitan Police.

DETAILED COMMUNICATIONS RE(lVIREMENT
It is probably appropriate at this stage to examine the
communications requirement in some detail.

Lines and exchanges
Both the military camps would require locals and DELS to
civilian exchanges and H.Q.s in the area. Extensions were
limited to thirty in each camp and in Llandwrog it was planned
to use two 40/160 exchanges to cope adequately with subscribers requirements. Civil exchanges would also have to be
manned at the Police H.Q. and at Ferodo Works for part of
the Investiture.

(',emmunlc-atlon centres
The main communication centre was to be established at
Llandwrog and a small comcen was planned for Vaynol. At
Llandwrog there would be a TASS terminal· a teleprinter
OJ?erating over the Dll link to Western eom:nand, together
with normal comcen and S.D.O. facilities operating on a 24
hour basis.
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Major M. J. Flynn, the Squadron Commander, became a
long range commuter between Tidworth and Caernarvon until
a week before the Investiture when he joined us for the
duration and took up residence in the Operations Room during
each working day.

THE INVESTVRE

AT VAYNOL CAMP
Corporal Brown checking lines at Vaynol Camp.
Ebdon in the background

Lieutenant

Radio (V.H.F.)
Three main nets were required.
a. Main Control Net. Control to be established in the
Police Operations Room :-vith outstations at military
camps; along the Processional route; and at certain
R.E.M.E. recovery posts.
b. Pye Net ~supplied and manned by the Ceremonial Troop
10th Regunent). Control to be established in the Police
Operations Room with outstations in Caernarvon Castle
and at certain points along the Processional Route.
c. Army Air Control Net (outstations provided by 10 Flight
A.A.C.). Control to be established in the Police Operations Room with outstations at R.A.F. Valley and a
helicopter LS in Caernarvon.
Radio Relay
A radio relay cct was to be established between Llandwrog
and the T. & A.V.R. centre where Headquarters Wales would
be workin~ during the Investiture period. It would provide
three ccts mto the Llandwrog exchange and a teleprinter cct
between the T. & A.V.R centre and the Llandwrog Comcen.
S.D.S.
A twice daily S.D.S. run between the local military camps
and Headquarters was to be established.

On the day of the Investiture life started early as far as the
Squadron members were concerned. The detachments moved
out from Llandwrog Camp at 04.30 hours and the nets were
established and working by 06.00 hours. The weather forecasters had promised reasonable weather so we were all a bit
anxious when we saw some fairly stormy clouds gathering.
However these were to disperse later in the day and during
the Investiture Ceremony the weather was excellent. At 07.00
hours the Processional Troops started moving out of the camps
and their progress to their locations was reported through as
planned. Despite the large numbers of spectators converging
on Caernarvon the military convoys were able to travel without
any delay due to a strictly controlled pass system operated by
the local constabulary. The deployment of troops from
debussing points into position on the Processional route went
off without incident. From my location at the start of the
Processional route it appeared that everything was going
perfectly smoothly and this impression was later confirmed by
Major Flynn who was in the main Operations Room. Considerable pre-planning in detail had been carried out by H.Q.
Wales and H.Q. Western Command and the fruits of this
planning were evident on the day. The only incident of any
consequence which I remember causipg a mild flap was a
bang which occured ten minutes before the Royal Salute was
due to be fired. On television this was erroneously attributed
to the Saluting Battery getting over-eager. As I was at this
time doing the ' talk down ' for the Salute to the B.C., Major
Derek Jones, R.A., neither of us was very amused. Shortly
afterwards tl!.e cause of the bang was found to be an overlarge
firework strung up in a tree by the ' Viet Taff.' Apologies all
round were offered.
Lieutenant Falla and his operators in the Castle were the
only ones lucky enough to wimess the Investiture Ceremony.
The rest of us are still waiting for a replay on television. With
the end of the Ceremony and the departure of the Royal
Parties from Ferodo Works the move back to the camps took
place in very quick time. Celebration was the order of the day
and soon four thousand troops were descending on Caernarvon
for an evening's entertainment.

DEPLOYMENT
At the end of May, Lieutenant R. J. Ebdon moved to
Caernarvon to establish our ' presence ' in the area and to act
as an L.O. ~or Colonel Rees until the main body of the
Squadron arnved. On 2nd June the Line party arrived in
Caernl!-rvon and started on its task of laying line at the two
Invesuture camps. On 7th June I moved up to the area with
the Comcen and Radio Relay detachments. We found that
the linemen had done a tremendous job and were well ahead
with their work and on the 9th June we opened up in
Llandwrog exchange six days al}ead of schedule. On the 12th
June Captain K. G. Wright arrived with the Radio detachments
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DEPABTVRE
On the following day with all ceremonies completed what
started as an orderly withdrawal rapidly showed signs of
becoming a ' bug out ' as units vied with each other to get
back to their home locations in the shortest time. Leaving
behind a few of us to pick up the pieces and start closing
down what had now become ' our camp.' The dismantling of
the camp went ahead at great speed and when Lieutenant
Ebdon withdrew with our rear party on the 10th July the
Gunners and Sappers were nine days ahead of schedule.
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IN CONCLUSION
The whole operation proved to be very popular as far as
the Squadron members involved was concerned. For some five
weeks they had been employed in their trades and the benefits
of this will be felt within the Squadron for some time. Our
particular thanks are due to all ranks of 22nd Light Air
Defence Regiment, who built and ran a really splendid camp
and who took trem!!ndous trouble to see that everyone arriving
at the camp was well looked after and made to feel thoroughly
at home. It would be impossible to mention everyone else
who helped to make our stay in Wales such an enjoyable and
successful one. Outstanding in my mind though are three
agencies. Firstly, the Headquarters Gwynedd Constabulary
who suffered us during the radio trials and during the setting
up of the various radio nets in the Operations Room. At times
they kept us all afloat on a veritable sea of coffee. Secondly,
the Home Office Radio Department at Colwyn Bay who gave
us much useful information and assistance during the planning
of the operation. Lastly, the Post Office Engineering Department at Bangor who responded extremely quickly to any
additional requirements given to them and who gave us a
tremendous amount of assistance during the setting up of the
camp exchanges.

Footnote
Many of you will no doubt have read of the tragic death of
Driver R. Berry, R.C.T., in a vehicle fire on the night of the
Investiture. Our heartfelt sympathy is extended to all the
members of his family on their bereavement.
The funeral took place privately in Liverpool and was
attended by Major Pickup, Captain J. May, R.C.T., and four
members of the Squadron.
FARAWAY

PLACES!
- 1JNUSUAL JOBS !
SEND l!S THAT STORY

SCHOOL FEES
Substantial savings are still to be made from
specialised school fee plans.
£1,000 paid now should provide £600 per
annum, a total of £3,000, for a newly born
child at a Public School free of all tax.
Alternatively, the payment of £94 per annum
should reduce the cost of the same fees by
63 % ; £134 per annum should reduce the
cost to NIL with a surplus in addition.
Combined Preparatory and Public School fee
plans available on request.
Quotations for eased payment of current fees
supplied if required.

STUDENT FUNDS (Combined Services) LTD
Ramridge, WEYHILL, Andover, Hampshire
Telephone: Weyhill 558
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Droitwich Transmitter Station

Our bands were the 4th/7th Royal Dragoon Guards the
Pipes and Drums of the Gordons, No. 1 (Bomber) Group
R.A.F. Pipe Band and R.A.F. Laarbruch Pipe Band. The
latter two bands, self-acknowledged amateurs in the presence
of the Gordons, gave an impressive performance throughout.
There were, of course, other bands-American, Dutch and
German-but I was not involved with them.

CO' HT INSPECTION 01\Y

Br1 Captaia R. J. L lJliddleto~ 14th Signal
Regiment, 11'-0rccster

HE Army Wireless Chain, Comcan and DCN have all
T
pa ed through Droitwich, and now it seems that Droitwich itself is going. Through devious channels, information
has reached us that we are to 'pull the plugs' on 31st
December, 1969. One perhaps should add that the 'plugs '
control the DCN circuits and not the level of water at the
Upton Warren ' Sailing Puddle.'
One doesn't want to dwell too much upon the sadness of
the occasion. Enough has already been said about the Joss to
the Corp of the long haul circuits. One can only add that
Droitwich will continue to serve swiftly and surely for as
long as the transmitters are required.
About the Equipment •••
We started in 1942 with 6 SWB lls and 10 RCA 4750s working either c/w or 'high speed' morse. We were then working to
Accra, Nairobi, Fayid, Colombo, Delhi, Karachi and Malta.
The immediate post war era brought additional circuits,
Rhine Army, Singapore and Trieste, the latter circuit being
one of the first to work CFS or, as it was then known, ' Radio
Teletype' (RTTY).
1947 saw the first modifications to SWB lls for SSB working
and the first tests were conducted between Droitwich and
Fayid.
Since then, Droitwich equipment has continued to be modified and re-modified until today, when it is still a potpourri of
the old and new, having Marconi synthesised drives working
through ElO transmitters and a co-axial aerial switching system.
• • • and the personalities
First and foremost one should mention Mr. Stan Whines.
He first arrived at Droitwich as Signalman Whines, of ' C '
Troop, War Office Signals, in April, 1946, learned a little about
the job and left in 1950, as Sergeant Whines, for Austria. He
re-appeared in 1957 as Mr. (Civilian) S. Whines, STO, and
since that time has seen off six Commanding Officers and five
O.C.s, been promoted from Technician Grade II to Technician
Grade I, and kept the technical side of the station running so
smoothly that O.C.s have tended to 'leave it to Stan.' The
' sharp end ' has always worked. Stan knows the job.
The writer has personally survived two 0.C.s (and even
made the exalted position himself) but the surprising th.ing
is the number of people in the Corps who have come back,
either on posting or purely for a visit, and have said " Yes,
I remember doing that " . . . " I remember putting that piece
of equipment in " .
" I remember you,'' etc., etc.
Salling
We started the Upton Warren Sailing Centre under Major
Charles McDevitt with some Firefly Dinghies, scrounged from
various units in the Command and a couple of wooden huts
on the edge of the 'puddle.' Now, some five years later, the
centre, owned by the Worcestershire County Education Department, is a thriving concern, with a well-built club house,
eight Fireflies and 10 GP14s. The initial drive and enthusiasm
for this project came from Major McDevitt, now at SHAPE,
W.0.II ~l~m, now with 222 Signal Squadron, W.O.I Barrett,
now a civilian, and Lance-Crporal Clayton, who is still with
us.
Of course sailing will not cease with the closure of Droitwich. Winter maintenance will now be carried out at Norton
BSf!acks and, during the season, the motorway will be even
busier than before, with much sailing traffic, between the
barracks and the ' puddle.'
By the way, I have deliberately not told you before. The
standby station at Pirbright is closed. We were told on 5th
July that it should have closed down on 30th June. One can
only say that the information came in a letter and not a signal
transmitted by us.
·ergean.ts' ~I
At last, and with some sadness, the tentacles have all been
severed. After many years as a four-element mess, we are now
one, and things are ticking over very nicely, thank you. We
welcome to the mess W.0.1 (F. of S.) Reg Banham, Staff
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Sergeant( F. of S.) Harry Latham, Sergeant John Hunt and,
on promotion, Sergeant Taff Jeffries.
It is a sad event to record the imminent departure to
civilian life of W.0.11 Ken Waterworth, who has trained very
many of the Corps Draughtsmen. A more beautiful part of
Gloucestershire than Bourcon-on-the-Water it is difficult to
imagine, but this picturesque village is where Ken and his
family have chosen to settle and conduct the business of
garden furniture manufacturers-a venture .in which he has
all the good wishes of his countless friends.
From time to time, Ken's cartoons, under the nom-deplume ' Kenbar ' have appeared in THE WIRE. Indeed, we
hope to see this portrayal of C.O.'s M.T. inspection in this
issue. It will be odd not being able to call on his fertile
imagination and skilful pencil to record the more humorous
aspects of military life. We wish ' Kenbar ' and the children
all the best for his second career.
Tail piece
Perhaps it would be rash to say that inspections abound in
the Regiment, but certainly the C.O. does get about. One
tame cartoonist did manage to catch Lieutenant-Colonel Tony
Baker in an unsual parade ground position, and we hope that
readers will appreciate his portrayal of the scenario above.

The Spirit of Nijmegen
Captain G. E. Loudoun, of 3 Operating Troop, 16th Signal
Regiment, was on duty at this year's Nijmegen Marches as a
Band Liaison Officer. He writes of his impressions of the
wonderful Nijmegen spirit. (See also pages 375 and 382).

*

*

*

with an elderly aunt of mine who once asked
I N " common
what are the Nijmegen Marches," I was a little ignorant

of the scope and purpose of this now world-famous venture.

Selectecl to be D.L.O.
This personal weakness has now been changed and I can now
authoritatively say that I know almost as much about Nijmegen
as the marchers themselves. How was this transformation
effected without blisters? I became a Band Liaison Officer.
For a non-musician, with only a hazy recollection of childhood
piano purgatory, this title was not so demanding as you would
imagine. I was, in fact, there to ease the administration of the
four British Bands and to ensure their prompt and happy
participation in support of the marchers.
I feel that W.0.11 Roper, R.A.0.C. (my ABLO) and I succeeded in our task, not so much through our own efforts as
by the sheer willing and co-operative spirit of the bands, who
were accommodated in very cramped and difficult conditions.
What we would have done if we had had one wet day, I
just do not know.
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A fcelilag of 1•ride
It would be impossible to say which band was the best
out of our two professional bands. One cannot sensibly compare a military band with a pipe band. Suffice to say that the
4th/7th R.D.G. were excellent in performance, immaculate in
turnout, and most fortunate in the imposing military figure
of their Bandmaster, W.0.1 Briggs, whilst the Gordons stole
the show for colourful dress and perfect pipe music. All bands
particularly on the tattoo, left one with a feeling of pride of
belongi~~' and a gnawing fear that this shrinking aspect of
true military presence may one day totally disappear.
Tlaat inlectlous spirit
But now a word about the marchers. I had heard this
term ' the infectious spirit of Nijmegen ' so much that I was
somewhat sceptical. I was soon to learn differently.
Seventeen thousand marchers set off on the first day of the
53rd International Vier - Tagemarsche Nijmegen. At 04.30
hours the joyous bedlam of their passing by soon alerted me
to this infectious spirit. Fortunately, no anti-biotic treatment
was necessary, and the bands and their BLO team were able
to set off on their tasks at a little more leisurely hour. Siting
the bands along the circuit at prescribed times and places was
our task. This meant passing the marchers' columns which
at times, was eight miles long.
'

21 Nations
It was the first morning that I fully appreciated what is
meant by 'infectious spirit.' Some 21 nations sent teams
Individuals equally widespread in their origins as in their age
groups also attended. One very elderly man with a wooden
full-length 'Long John Silver' type limb, got a tremendous
reception. He is apparently a regular. Another old-timer
was in for the 35th time. Elderly couples in their 60s and 70s
strolled along seemingly effortlessly, albeit on a modified distance of a mere 30 kilometres!
Most popular were the Israelis, who seemed co dance all
the way round, and possibly to the annoyance of some,
appeared to arrive at the 50th kilometre as fresh as when
they set off at the start.
British contingents hold their O'WJI
Inevitably, the heat, which was tropical for most of the time,
brought many casualties and and blisters were innumerable.
However, determination won through, and the British contingents remained reasonably intact, amongst them young
cadets, London 'Bobbies ' (male and female), young Girls'
Venture Corps members, and some very long-haired youths
w~o may. well, in other surroundings, be mistakenly connected
with thetr less useful contemporaries.
Proud to be a member of their breed
P.erh~ps I s~ould concluc:J.e, but I would like to give my
lastmg impressions of the N1imegen scene. The times, fashions
and the pattern of life may change, but I feel that British Youth
and Servicemen do not. I am proud to be a member of their
breed? with perhaps some regret that my performance on th.i
occasion was not so energetic as theirs. Nevertheless, I am
grateful for the opportunity to learn what is really meant by,
and become infected by 'the Spirit of Nijmegen.' I am not,
of course, forgetting the wonderful warm-hearted hospitable
Hollanders, without whose initiative this memorabie experience would not have occurred.

UPGllADING COURSES AT CATTERICK
Course No.
Title
Assembles Disperses
9 Dec. '69-16 July 70
1/34 Technician T.E. Class 11-1
1/26 Technician R.R. Class 11-1
2 Dec. '69-25 June '70
1/51
Telegraph Op. Class II-1
2 Dec. '69-20 Mar. '70
1/26 Electrician Dvr. Class 11-1
9 Dec. '69-20 Feb. '70
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Saxony tweed jacket £28.1 Os.
Wool cavalry twill trousers
£12.15s.

Moss Bros give you
the credit for
being well dressed
- and make it easy for you to enjoy fine clothes
with their Monthly Subscription Plan.

Moss Bros
Bedford Street, W.C.2
(nearest station Leicester Square)
Lime Street, E.C.3 ·and Branches.
And now at Au Bon Marche in Paris

Official tailors to the Royal Signals
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Highlights of the season included team and individual successes at the Dorset County Rifle Meeting (two trophies); the
London and Middlesex Rifle Association Meeting (four
trophies); the South West United Services Rifle Meeting (six
trophies); the Royal Signals Southern Command and Strategic
Command Rifle Meeting (seven trophies); the Royal Signals
Corps Meeting (five trophies), and the Army Rifle Association
Eisley Meeting (three trophies). The following team members
attained the distinction of qualification for the Army 100,
1969: Major G. A. S. Exell, Sergeant M. J. W . HolJins, Corporal
C. M. Blowman, Captain R. J. Haywood.
The following represented Royal Signals during the Army
and National Rifle Association ~ eetings at Eisley: Major
G. A. S. Exell, Major P. Carr, Sergeant M. J. W. Hollins,
Corporal C. M. Blowman, Captain R. J. Haywood.
The following shot for the Army: Corporal C. M . Blowman,
Major P. Carr, Captain R. J. Haywood.

MAYOR AND CORPORATION OF BLANDFORD VIS IT SCHOOL
The Commandant, School of Signals (Brigadier J. R. Cubberley)
presents The Mayor of Blandford (Alderman S. Trickett) with a
Commemorative plaque

School of Signals, Blandford Camp
Visits
URING July, in addition to the usual large number of
D
training and liaison visitors, the School was glad to
welcome the Mayor of Blandford Forum and the Corporation
for a day at the School. The programme included a brief
on organisation and training, an explanation of Phase II of
the building project, now under construction, and concluded
with the Corps Band playing Retreat in Blandford. The
photograph shows the Commandant, Brigadier J. R. Cubberley
presenting a commemorative plaque to the Mayor, Alderman
J. Trickett.
A similar programme was followed a few days later for
the Chairman and Councillors of Blandford Rural D istrict
Council, who showed great interest in the large military community now established in their District.

1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 32
A hundred miles in fonr days
grilling temperatures that soared into a ninety-degree heat
I N wave,
ten members of the Regiment were among 17,000
men, women and children from all over the world who
tramped a hundred miles during the four footsore days of
Holland's annual walking festival, the Nijmegeo Marches.
Working in the sophisticated world of the Army's ultramodern communications systems, the team, by winning a team
medal, showed once again, that the British soldier is first and
foremost, a soldier.
Pictured, enjoying a well-earned rest, are, from left to right,
Lance-Corporal Campbell, Signalman Welsh, Lance-Corporal
Simmonds, Signal.man Baxter, Lieutep.ant Rumford, Signalman
McGibbon; the remaining members of the team, each of whom
received a medal were Corporal Moss, Signalman Barker,
Signalman Cain, Driver Costen.

Sheeting Notes
The ending of the National Rifle Association Meeting at
Eisley on 19th July, marks the end of another successful shooting season by the School Team, during which a total of 29
individual and team challenge trophies, won in high class competition, were the reward of many days of hard, unremitting
training.
It is perhaps unfortunate that the team, except for one or
two members, now disbands due to postings, and that a new
team will have to be formed, based on the experience of the
old. This fact may, of course, bring joy to our arch rivals,
21st Signal Regiment, under Captain Bob Bullock, with whom
we have had many hard-fought, but friendly, battles during the
season; we would hasten to add, however, that we, under new
management, will be in there fighting next season, so watch
it 21st (and 16th and 3rd H.Q. and -Signal Regiment).
Team spirit and effort having been the key to our success,
our thanks go to all who took part during the year, including those who in the end did not make the final teams,
for in their effons to succeed lay the true strength of those
selected.
Mention must be made of those who finally attended the
Combined Services Meeting at Eisley, for they formed the
back-bone of the different teams for all the meetings which
preceded Eisley, and provided the School with all the individual trophies won during the year. They were: Corporal C.
M . Blowman, Corporal M. G. Collins, Corporal M. Johnson,
Sergeant M. J. W. Hollins, Major G. A. S. Exell, Major P.
Carr, Major D. Bidwell and Captain R. J. Haywood.
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Notes from 2 Squadron
Last month, 3 Squadron dominated the 1st Division H.Q.
and Signal Regiment contribution to THE WmE, so this month
we thought that readers might be interested in one of the
'Sabre' Squadrons-2 Squadron. It has been so long since
2 Squadron last had a mention in THE WIRE that this will be a
resume of our activities over the past six months.
The New Year brought a number of new faces to 2 Squadron.
Lieutenant Dick Baly came from being A/RSO with the 2nd
Bn. Grenadier Guards to take over as Second-in-Command
from Captain Jim McLuckie. Second-Lieutenants Niel Donaldson and David Munro arrived from their ' Q' Course in
Blandford. Staff Sergeant Ray Vasper returned after being
detached to 39 Missile Regiment, and W.0.11 (F. of S.)
Saunders arrived from ' darkest Africa.' During the same
period our S.Q.M.S.-now W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Froggatt- left to
become S.S.M. of 1 Squadron (the other ' Sabre ' Squadron).
The first part of the year was spent relearning our military
and operating skills in preparation for the exercise season ..
Driver training and snow clearing became new highlights of
our lives for a while. Major Peter Dally and W.0.11 (S.S.M.)
Brian Cook encouraged, coaxed and ' persuaded ' the Squadron through the administrative inspection. By the end of
February we were only too pleased to get out of camp on
the first exercise of the year.
The first exercise, in conjunction with 7 and 11 Brigades,
were called 'warm-up ' exercises. The weather conditions
were polar and hostile to even the bravest brass monkey.
However, we survived, learnt and came through better
equipped for exercises ' Spring Sales,' ' Brown Bear,' ' Summer
Sales ' and ' CRA Practice Camp.' The exercises went well.
We had our moments though!-Corporal Bob Pollitt had a
little trouble with disobedient radio equipment at his rebro;
the S.Q.M.S. drove away with all the remotes attach~d to his
trailer leg! There is never a dull moment on exercises and,
compared to the sisyphean tasks we have in camp, they are a
million laughs.
In the sponing world, the Squadron has done extremely
well, winning the cross-country, orienteering, potted spons
and athletics, as well as being the holders of the Page Trophy
for inter-Troop sport. Notable sportsmen in the Squadron
are Sergeant • Taffy ' Owen, Corporal Tom Taylor, Corporal
•Nev' Illmaa, Corporal John Halford, Lance-Corporal John
Taylor and the Jones 'twins.'
Adventure training has been the highlight of the last month,
with Al, AZ and A3 Troops all going away for periods of
about ten days. Lieutenant Jack Amberton took Al Troop on
Exercise • Cycledelic ' down to the Germany /Luxembourg
border, cycling the 700 km. with a small group to meet the
main party, who were involved in canoeing and trekking. AZ
took to the Eifel Mountains and A3 Troop to sailing on the
Eder See.
Shortly the • funnies ' will be over and the ' suicide season '
starts again-military training, upgrading and administration.

4th Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.0. 15
Su~er

ITH sighs of relief, we returned from Exercise '
W
Sales ' eagerly looking forward to a well-earned quiet
month or so after the exercise season-some of us even
thought, just for a moment, about leave. It all proved to be
wishful-thinking and, a the month of July drew to an end,
many of us were wishing for the comparative ' peace ' of a
Divisional CPX.

MADE IT-BUT, O H, MY FEET!
Nijmegen marcher, Lance-Corporal Simmond, takes a well earned
rest while he ponders on the state of his feet
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4th Division Canoe (;hampionsbips
W.J.A. writes:
For the first time, it was decided that this year a Divisional
Canoe Meeting would be held, to give units within the
Division a chance to practice with serious competition before
the B.A.O.R. annual meeting.
With a stalwan team, led by Lieutenance Lance (now
Captain Lance) who had only been in the Regiment a few
hours at that time,, the brave team set out for a three-day
warm up on the Weser, near Holzminden.
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THEY DID VERY WELL
4th Divisional Signal Regiment Canoe Team. Left to Right:-Bock
Row : Driver Shore, Captain Lance, Lieutenant-Colonel Stonham,
Lieutenant Armstrong and Signalman Martin
Front Row:-Signalmen Smith, Green and Othen

The weather was very kind to them, and the training paid
dividends, for the two boats entered finished first and second
in their class. Signalman ' Smudger ' Smith and Howard
Green finished first in their touring double followed closely
(well, not too closely) by Captain Lance and Signalman Chris
Othen. Over a 40-mile course we didn't see fit to quibble
about a few hundred yards.
The team performed magnificently, and every credit should
go to them. How they will fare in the B.A.0.R. meeting remains to be seen, but our hopes are high.

Nijmegen Marches, 1969
- M.K.C. writes:
" Fancy volunteering to march 40 kilometres a day for four
days, carrying 22lbs. with the temperature at 90 °F.-you must
be mad!" We might be mad, but then, so must 17,000 other
people, who spend a week at Nijmegen each year marching.
We were one of the four Royal Signals teams represented this
year, and although one of the smaller teams, we can boast of
being one of the more vocal and thus well known! Ask
Corporal 'Dusty' Miller, who suffered from a sore throat by
the end of day two; lozenges soon put that right and he was
able to continue the chants and keep the very nice female
walkers with us! The singing was not to the liking of
Corporal Harry Quinn, who prefers quietness or the bagpipes
to the more boisterous singing we rendered; he used the
marches as training for his Norway outward bound course ...
It takes all sorts to make a world!
Some members of the team walked more than their quota
of miles each day· whether it was by choice they would not
reveal, but Corporal Stewart Bromidge and Signalman Dave
Richardson found the night life too good to be true, and
were often found to be walking back to camp from as far
away as Arnhem. Twice they returned just in time for the
next day's march! Corporal Paddy Kirkpatrick was filmed for
Tyne Tees Television, and .we in the team were disa.ppoioted
that his donkey was not mcluded on the film! Signalman
Eddy Callaghan's comments when interviewed for a B.F.B.S.
programme were obviously unprintable, for we never heard
them over the air-perhaps it was as well, as he had been
walking on a very painful and swollen ankle since day one!
As our report of the event has to be short, other members
of the team were Corporal Bob Irving, Lance-Corporal Keith
Swaile, Signalmen Dick Linney, Jef Jeffery-ask him what a
Corps stable belt gets on the black market at end of Nijmegenl
Signalman Johnny Duncan, who came along to get the crown
for his collection, but does not intend doing it again. The
team's thanks go to Lance-Corporal Tom Sharp for his expe;t
medical efforts in the evenings and for looking after our kit,
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and al o to Signalman Jock Burgess, our cycle orderly, who
spent hours gathering our requirements all round the courses
-he is an expert at choosing gooa tomatoes and decirung which
is butter and orrunary milk in the shops now. Any mention of
punctures to him would not be received with favour! The only
members of the team left to mention are Second-Lieutenant
Chris Spencer, who found the course very little trouble until
members of the team began to suffer from the heat, and then
carrying other people's kit he found it got a trifle exhausting;
but he says that that would have been acceptable if the other
people had not to be carried as well! Finally, our team
captain, Captain Mike Carson, who would far rather have been
playing cricket in the summer than walk. However, he has
been affected by the bug now, and next year it is a fair bet
that he will be back for the torture!
Nijmegen is indeed an experience that is beyond real description, and once experienced never forgotten. Dutch girls
at 5.00 a.m. (at their bedroom windows) just do something t o
you that makes 40 kilometres a mere nothing!

Visit ef Brigadier IL H. E. Robinson, C:.B.E.,

E.R.D.

l.J.H. writes:
On 3rd July the Regiment was visited by the Representative
Colonel Commandant, Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.BE.,
E.R.D., who was accompanied by his wife.
The Brigadier arrived at 14.30 hours and was greeted by
the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Stonham and
R.S.M. A. R. Hill. The Brigadier then inspected the quarter
guard and presented W.0.1 (F. of S.) Johnson with the Long
Service and Good Conduct medal.
The party then proceeded to make a tour of the Regiment,
and the Brigadier showed great interest in all he saw.
Mrs. Robinson also had a full programme; she was escorted
by Mrs. R. L. Stonham and visited the B.F.E.S. School and
the Quadrant Club, where she met Mrs. Hill. Later she met
Mrs. Lund and Mrs. Bratley in their quarters.
We appreciated having them both and trust they enjoyed
their visit.

REPRESENTATIVE COLONEL COMMANDANT VISITS
Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson inspects a smart quarter guard

Sa-..er C:amp (Exercise

t

Dragon's Tull')

. This year we tri<:d a new venture and had a military trainmg cai_np on the River Mosel. As the Morrison Cup came in
the rmddle of our proposed dates, we were forced to split
the camp into two periods, hertce:
Episode 1-A.P.H.M. writes:
"Wakey, Wakey, rise and shine, it's 06.30 and P.T. in two
minutes!" So started our first day at summer camp-running
on the spot, ten press-ups, another five for the Queen, first
one to catch the S.S.M. gets a prize!
Our camp was situated on a small island near the village
of Treis, and we feel that Majors Hodgson and Stork could
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not have chosen a better place. In the heart of the Mosel
valley, with excellent weather, wc were really extremely lucky,
and from the first day, the camp went with a swing.
The whole comp, consisting of members of 1 Squadron, 2
Squadron and Headquarter Squadron, was organised into
seven sections, and all our activities were run on a competitive
basis. Our training covered map-reading, PE te ts, weapon
training, watermanship and culminated in an all-night exercise, covering a distance of approximately 30 miles, with an
assault boat crossing of the River N osel at Cochem. This
caused a great deal of amusement among all the holidaymakers and we thought we performed rather well-anyway,
no one fell in, much to the disgust of Staff Sergeant Orton,
who was all ready to jump in and rescue any unfortunate who
felt like a swim.
It is hard to pick out any individuals at such a camp, where
everyone gives of his best and really enjoys life. However, I
feel we must mention Corporal Lewis, who ably led his
section on the wrong route but recovered to finish the exercise;
Signalman Mac McMillan, for his gallant attempts in the
swimming gala-he always said he didn't trust life jacketsand on the social side, Corporal Brooks, of 1 Squadron, who
won the ten-pin bowling competition. We must also mention
Captain Ron Bird, our 0.C., L.A.D., who, because of his
knowledge of German, saved us embarrassment on many
occasions.
On the last day, the Seniors took the assault boat on a trip
from Cochem back to the camp site. They now know every
wine shop on the way, and they, to our knowledge, are the
only people to row down the Mosel sideways! We all came
back to camp very bronzed and much fitter, and we proved
once again that camps of this son develop comradeship among
all ranks and make us feel all the more that we all belong
to one organisation working towards one end.
Our thanks also to Lieutenant Paul Whittaker and S.Q.M.S.
Bill Kirk, who administered the camp so well and left us free
to march, swim, patrol, train and enjoy ourselves.
Episode II.

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
D••r(o1·cl Sclauetze11 Ge!wll1rnltaft
N Monday 23rd June, the Commanding Officer and O.C.
H.Q. Squadron were among the guests at the Herforder
Sehuetzenfest. Our photograph shows them being greeted on
their arrival and then getting down to the serious business of
the day.
The Herforder Schuetzengcsellschaft goes back some 150
years, and is composed of four companies. The origin of the
Gesellschaft was to defend their town or village against raiders,
and thus their organisation is built very much on military lines.
Each year a new king and queen are elected who, in turn,
form their own court. The new king is decided by a shoot-off
at three targets, namely, an apple, a sceptre and a crcwn.
During the course of the day, each company is visited by
the guests, and during the speeches liberal quantities of
chnaps and beer are pressed home.
On the following Saturday evening, both the Colonel and
Major McKellar and their wives were invited to the Schutzenfest ball, which was a most enjoyable affair.
Our hosts had a most pleasant custom, named testing for
cork, in which both officers were invited to take their turn.
Sixteen bottles of wine are offered and each has to be
sampled before dispensing to the other guests. You would
be surprised how long it takes to get through this task. The
evening ended with a lantern procession and firework display.
It was most enjoyable meeting our German friends of the
town in this manner, and there is no doubt that their hospitality is without parallel.

O

D.G.D. writes:

" Come on Staff, get those cooks cracking, you've had your
four days' rest, the Morrison Cup is over and the second
batch of happy campers are here."
3 Squadron had arrived on the Mosel for Exercise ' Dragon's
Tail '-3 Squadron, ha, ha! for as we called the roll, we
found as many faces from 1 Squadron and a fair number from
H.Q. Squadron. Ah well, it would have to be a mini Regimental Camp.
Camp usually means ' bashing,' and we did our share, but
it was not too bad. The first was a short, sharp, five-miler,
which was over before we realised it. The second incorporated a visit to a fairy-tale castle, and this broke the monotony.
The third was the ten-mile test, and thanks to some excellent
chivying at the rear by Signalman ' Spud' Murphy, every single
man finished the course on time. These marches were included as part of a very full training programme, which taught
us everything from firing 3.5 rocket launchers to snaring,
skinning and cooking rabbits. The practical side of both, incidentally, Captain David Dudley aims to have us doing very
shortly.
We borrowed two large inflatable assault boats from the
German Army and were soon racing round the island to
gutteral chants of " dig " " dig," which would have done
Cleopatra proud. Lance-Corporal Trevor Mortlock finished
with blisters on his hands and vocal chords, trying to get
his team round in a fast time. In fact, as the whole camp
was run on a points system, competition was strong in most
things. When Sergeant-Major Norman Ladds and Sergeant
Ronald Russell decided to plant the Squadron pennant on a
neighbouring hill-top (850ft.), there were suddenly three pairs
racing each other to bring it down again-winning time,
llt minutes from the bottom to the pennant mast!
The night exercise was somewhat curtailed by a tremendous
thunderstorm right on the start time. However, it stopped
after exactly one hour, and off we went. It proved much
tougher than expected, but it did have its lighter moments. A
' silent approach, retrieve, silent withdrawal ' was turned into
a fairly professional section attack by Corporal Hill's
marauders. They did finally win the points competition, so
that particular fiasco could not have set them too far back.
We returned to barracks tired but happy; perhaps liverish,
but bronzed; ~lad to be back, but hoping that next year's camp
.
will be as enioyable.
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AT THE HERFORD SCHUETZEN GESELLSCHAFT
Officials greet the C.O. Lieutenant-Colonel Birtwistle (left) and
Major McKellar (right)

Visit by the llepresentative Colonel C:oJUmaudant
On 3rd July, the Regiment was honoured by a v1s1t from
Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.B.E., E.R.D., and Mrs.
Robinson.
The Brigadier was met at the barrack gates by the Commanding Officer, and after inspecting the guard of honour,
went to the parade ground to present Long Service and GQod
Conduct medals to W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) J. B. Cambell, Staff
Sergeant C. W. Kitchen, B.E.M., Staff Sergeant P. B. Cairns
and Corporal R. P. Orwin. At the same time, the Page Trophy
was presented to ' Kilo ' Troop, who were champion Troop
of winter sports. The parade was drawn from 3 and S
Squadrons and was commanded by Major Tom Blashill.
The Brigadier then visited a BRUIN demonstration, L.A.D.,
and various other departments. By lunch time he had had a
pretty good look around and seemed quite satisfied with the
Regiment.
Luch was arranged for him in the W.0.s and Sergeants'
Mess where he met and had a good chat with many old
friends before he had to dash off to 4th Regiment .
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Whilst all thi~ was going on, Mr . Robinson had been
whisked off by Mrs. Birtwistle to meet some of the married
families-Corporal and Mrs. C. D. Harris in Herford, and
Signalman and Mrs. P. A. Allport in one of our mobile homes.
Coffee was taken with the Wives' Club Committee in the
Way Inn and then off to Bad Salzuflen for lunch with the
officers' wives.
All in all, a pretty hectic morning for both.
The motor cycle escort was commanded by Staff Sergeant
Ken Atherlt:y. Pictures of the visit next month.

" "ives' C:lub
The Wives' Club summer dance was held in the gymnasium
on the evening of 27th June. The gym was beautifully decorated and completely transformed by Staff Sergeant John
Howker and members of 3 Squadron. Thirty-seven tables,
each decorated witb flowers and candles, had been placed
around three sides of the gym, providing plenty of seating and
dancing space for the 250 present. Excellent music was provided by the Music Company, and the evening wa compered
by W.0.11 Jim Roberts. During the interval a superb buffet
was provided. Many thanks to Staff Sergeant Gerald Wood
and Sergeant John Wall, A.C.C., and their staff for their hard
work. A raffle was held, prizes being presented by Mrs.
Birtwistle, and thirteen lucky winners went home with some
lovely prizes.
Most grateful thanks to R.S.M. and Mrs. Wilson and all
those who spent so much time and effort to make the evening
such a success. Everyone is wondering when the next Wives'
Club dance will be--soon we hope!
Tlae '°"-ay Inn Dance
By Signalman Leslie Jones
The soldiers' summer dance was held on 25th July. We
organised and ran this ourselves in our Way Inn Club. About
a hundred of us attended, and our wives were invited. The
band was called 'The Music Company' and they were a
bit worried because they normally play for the Officers' Mess,
and they dance a bit slower than we do, or so I'm told. We
bad some very good prizes, useful things for the home, and the
buffet was excellent. I think it is fair to say that a good time
was had by all.

Exercise • Black It.at II '
From 14th to 28th July, Lieutenants Wilson and Whitbread
took fifteen soldiers adventure training to ordeney, one of
the Friesian Islands.
With plenty of sun, sand and sea, there was never a dull
moment. Captain Bums, our adventure training officer, took
everybody through the basic skills of canoeing. By the end of
the two weeks, everyone knew whether or not they had the
natural aptitude for canoeing.
The holidaymakers and local inhabitants were very friendly
and keen that we should join them in their activities. We were
only too happy to, and consequently we returned to camp well
tanned all over.
The gratitude of everybody on the course was extended to
Signahnan Simcox and Private Hatton for working wonder
with our camp ration .
Summer Ca1111•, 4
quadrou
4 Squadron have been holding their summer camp near
Cochcm in the Mosel Valley. Visits were made to various
local vineyards and we took on the local football team, who
beat us 4-2. A three-day initiative re t wa won by LanceCorporal David Simpson.
Canoe C:lob--A profil 011 Sigualmau Beacti•
Signalman Beattie first began canoeing at A.A.C.. Harrogate, and quickly showed promise a a slalom canoei t. However, it wa not until he arrived at 7th Signal Regiment that
he began to take the sport seriously. In spite of lack of equipment, Signahnan Beattie and the other canoe enthusiasts,
Lance-Corporal Moynihan, Corporal Aggripa, Lance-Corporal
Laye, Signahnan Williams, Signalman Walker, Captain Jock
Burns and Second-Lieutenant Mike Burrell managed to nter
both the 4th Division Canoe Race and the B.A.0.R. Championship , where Signalman Beattie and his partner, Staff Sergeant
Cazaly (35th Engineer Regiment) came econd.
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Having di tingui hed himself in the B.A.0.R. Championship
ic wa decided to end Signalman Beattie co accompany a team
panish International
from the 14ch/20ch Hu sar to the
Champion hip . Judging from hi pa t achievements, he i
·ure to do well.

D •.\.O.n. TBJ .\N"Gl.'l,.UC BEG.\TT.\, 196U
By Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Kitchen
The annual reg a becwe n the R.A., R.E. and Royal Signals
was held on che 14ch/ 15ch/ 16rh July ar the Mohne See Sailing
Club. The team which represented the Corps was Brigadier J.
M. Sawers (who, incidentally, was al o in the team that last
won thi march in 1959), Major I. C. Spear and Major M. A.
T. Hartnett, assi ted by Staff Sergeant Kitchen. Corporal
Williams, Lance-Corporals Parrotte and Mitchell, from 7th
Regiment crewed, plus Second-Lieutenant J. Stewart, from
4ch Divi ional Signal Regiment.
The weather for the event was near perfect, wich a cloudles blue ky, and a teady force 2-3 breeze, which brought
out the hons and shirts normally a sociaced with a holiday
beach.
Monday, che 14th, was practice day, the match starting on
the 15ch. The Corps was drawn against the Gunners in the
fir t race, which the Corps won with an 11 point lead. The
econd race, against the Sappers, was sailed immediately
afterwards and again the Corps won, taking che first four
place . A match between Gunner and Sappers followed, which
was won by che Gunners. This should have been che last
race of the day, but as the good breeze persisted, the committee decided to bring forward a race from the neJ.'t dayignals v. Sappers. This race held a number of mishaps for
the Corps ream, wich Major Hartnett retiring after a mi understanding between helm and crew the Brigadier was hit wich
che boom. This led to him running into a marker and having
to reround it, so losing valuable ground.
At no time did the Corps have a winning combination until
the last leg, when Major Spear slowed the opposition down
ufficiently to allow his team mates to get through, this gave
the Corps team a win by a quarter point. Wich three wins
and one race to ail against the Gunners, who had now nvo
wins, the last match had to be won to clinch it. This proved
easier than expected, with the Corps team dictating the race
throughouc, and so bringing the trophy back to Signals for the
first rime for ten years.

8th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp

One we k later the team again prepared for battle-thi ~
time in the 'orthern Command Competition.
Unfortunately, through a disqualification early on in the
match there was no chance of winning. The final scores were
uch that if we had not been disqualified we would have
won. The final winners were, in fact, 24ch Regiment.
In the water polo, though with little chance of complete disqualification we won through with some exciting matche .
The real deciding match was against A.A.C. Harrogate, in the
semi-final, when we eventually pulled off a 4-3 win.
With no serious wimming matches lefc the water polo
team got down to some really hard training, although almost
before we got to the Army finals we knew there was not much
hope. This feeling wa only too right. Wich competition from
such team as che Junior Leader Regiment, Royal Engineers we
had only a M!int chance. In che three matches, though, we
played becter than we have ever played before; Corporal
Newman and Corporal Butler put up sterling performances,
ably helped by Lance-Corporal Christie and Sergeant Derbyshire, and some brilliant saves from goalie Sergeant Larkman.
Even wich this udden streak of genius (or luck) it wa\
not enough. The scores speak for chemselves, and it could
only give us fourth po ition out of four.
v. Junior Leader Regiment, RE., 25-5.
v. 35 Corps Engineer Regiment 17- 10.
V.
4 R.R.F., 14-3.
However, a lot of experience (for next year!) was gained,
and a lot of enjoyment.
The team was: Corporal Newman, Corporal Butler, Corporal
Christie, Sergeant Derbyshire, Staff Sergeant Richardson,
Corporal Maxwell, Corporal Mallory, Lieutenant Ingram,
Corporal Vella, Sergeant Larkman, Corporal Lee.

9th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 53
ULY has been a relatively quiet month for the Regiment,
with swimming, sunbathing and, of course, work, filling
the majority of people's time. There have been some notable
exceptions, naturally, with our Saddle Club stars excelling
themselves at the Dhekelia Horse Show; our Theatre Group's
production, ' Channel 9 '; the Sub-Aqua Club summer camp;
members of the Intelligence Corps enjoying cheir week; and the
preparations for, and the visit of the new G.O.C.
The month started on a very happy note, with W.O.I
(Y. of S). John Culbert being presented wich a sword to mark
the occa ion of his cotnmissioning into the Corps (see ' Special
Mention ' column). This was closely followed by che Sergeants'
Mess summer ball, which was a great success; the R.S.M.,
W.O.I Bill Smith, and his staff produced a magnificent evening which will long be remembered.

J

Swimn~ing

and water polo
FTER an early start to training attended unfortunately
by only che very keen (we began in February). There
seemed to emerge in May whac looked like an above average
water polo team and rhe basis of a swimming team.
We practised che polo team with two matches in early
June, the fust being against our old rivals, 24th Regiment.
This we won decisively, 9-4. The second match, a week
later, on 12th June, against 1st Bn. Royal Anglian Regiment,
proved chat the team we had got was on its way up. We
won 11-1.
In the swimming, on 30th June, the Regimental gala proved
co be a very excicing match. 1 Squadron 'pulled out the stops '
and woo by a small margin of three pomts. The final score
was 1 Squadron, 62; 2 Squadron, 59; H.Q. Squadron, 22.
2 Squadron got their own back in the polo by beating 1
quadron in the final match.
Apart from the excitement and fun, the gala introduced some
new names for the swimming officer's book. Armed wich these
and che old faithfuls, such as Corporal Butler, Corporal Lee,
and Lance-Corporal Christie, the Regiment entered the 7 - 8
Brigade swimming with high hopes. Ir was closer than we
thoughc, but victory was ours in the end when, with the leading reams on che score of 24th Regiment 44, Sch Regiment 44,
Corporal Newman, Lance-Corporal Dunderdale, Lance-Corporal Toye and Lieutenant Case won the final freestyle relay
fairly convincingly.
In the final of the polo, which was against 24th Regiment,
we won again.

A
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'\'isit o( the new G.O.C.
All farewell visits are closely followed by ' hello ' v1s1ts
and, as we reported last month, the farewell of Major-General
D. L. Lloyd Owen, we now report the initial visic of MajorGeneral M. W. Holme, C.B.E., M.C., the new G.O.C., Near
East Land Forces.
Once again we produced a tri-Service guard of honour, and
within the Army ranks we had three different cap badges. I t
would be wrong to say that members of the Regiment volunteer
for guard of honour duties, but all the men who provided che
G.O.C.'s guard appeared happy, very smart and well disciplined; they were highly praised by the G.O.C.
After touring the Regiment, drinks in the Sergeants' Mess
and lunch in the Officers' Mess, che G.0.C. left us to visit the
local mayors.
The Dhekelia Horse .Show
Several members of the Regimental Saddle Club rook part
in the annual Dhekelia Horse Show, and all did well.
Lieutenapt David Hetreed won the Gamblers' Stakes, Mrs.
Pat Deverill was third and Mandy Young fourth.
The club's successes in this horse show was a fitting tribuce
and farewell present to Major Mike Deverill and his wife, Pat.
Major Deverill has been officer-in-charge of rhe club for a
long time, and it is his and Pat's hard work and support
that has made our club one of the best-if not the bestSaddle Club in Cyprus.
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The Devcrills have now returned to England, and we wish
them all the best for the future in cheir new environment (and
new addle Club!).

centres at Beacon~field and Wilton, on transfer of resporu.1bilities to che R.A.F. and the posting our of Mr. Graham Kenc
and ocher scaunch members of the unit team.

llN;ide tho seasi d.Members of the Sub-Aqua Club have recently returned from
their summer camp near Aphrodite's Rock. ·1 he camp was
a great success, but it did have its momencs. Sergeant Rick
Horsted (R.E.M.E.) and Lance-Corporal Arthur Openshaw
(Int. Corps) had their moment speeding around a headland
in a small motor boat. Unfortunately the engine and cransom
back of the boar) fell off and sank, leaving our two ubaquanaurs in a situation fraught with human interest. Locating
the engine was obviously a simple task for the club. The
Regimenc's Padre, che Reverend Jim Cross has recemly joined
che club. It is reported that he finds ic difficult co descend ....

To bt> ado1••••d b y Jlo1111&ht ·

Danger •nouey re•111ired
Corporal Jerry Cooper, of TM Troop, was quietly working
up a 60ft. mast in che Troodos Mountains when, to his great
consternation and alarm, he was attacked by an eagle. He did
manage, however, to convince it that a mast was not the
ideal place to rear a family.
If any reader has a similar experience, do drop Jerry a line,
for he is currently recovering from having fallen off a uampoline ! Not his year, is it?

ral

1 Otb Signal Regiment
~
Hounslow

IC:til
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Regiment, like a battery secondary porcable
lighcning, continues to seeche with events.
T HEby fork

struck

t :or1•s Band iJnpressirs
This ' bactery charging process ' began wich the annual v1 1t
of the Corps Band, which set che highest standards at a
number of official and social unit functions under the colourful
personality of Captain Keicb Boulding, Director of Music. His
inuoductory remarks to che musical piece ' In a Persian
Market' at our band concert were memorable: "The gentlemen in the front row are no doubc all too familiar with the
problem of looking for a hard bargain in the bazaars of the
Levant . . . '
.\ssociation Standard banded over
The Retreat ceremony varied this year to embrace the handover of che Standard of the London Branch of the Associacion
to the Regiment for safe custody took place before our
Bruno sratue, at che ocher end of che ~arad_e ~round, .f~om
the big curnout of spectators. From ~his v1ewmg pos1u~n,
the statue acted as che foresight of a rifle to focus attenuon
on the miraculous way that jet aircraft approaching on t~e runin to London Airport conscientiously banked left or nght at
the lase moment co avoid disrupting the ceremony. The behind-the-scenes activities to ensure the latter-and the good
weather-need no suessing.
St.ate and many other occasions
State occasions and other calendar events have cluscered
thickly about us, including H.M. The Queen's Birth~ay Parade,
the Stace Visirs of the Presidents of Italy and f1nland, the
Investiture at Caernarvon and the Aldershot display. Ac all
these functions Lieutenant Falla and his radio troop, bolstered
by D.R.s and ~perators from 2 Squadron, have done their task
and mastered the unforeseen happenstances that always occur
on these -:iccasions; such an example occurred ~t a recent
state occasion when Lance-Corporal Symonds received an unexpected call for help from a mounted VIP, whose horse
was rapidly getting out of control. S~onds took charge of
the quadruped and prompcly averted ~saster. .
.
Annual adminisuative inspections consmute reading mat~nal
which falls into the heavyweight class, rather than che h~t
entertainment category. Let it suffice to say chat ours hes
behind us.
The Regiment has undergone a minor uansplant operacion
over this period, with the closure of the TASS switching
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On 4ch October next, the Regiment is to be officially
'adopted ' by the Borough of Hounslow. This major event
in the history of the Unit will be marked by a parade supported by the Corps Band, and a subsequent party which is
to be given by che borough.
Other events which call for record include the presentacion
of Comscar silver awards to the staffs of our teleprinter
terminals at RPO Brighton, R.E.M.E. Arborfield and R.A .
Records Foorscray; che recent presentation of che Imperial
Service Medal co Mr. Tillbrook of the SWS Troop, Shoeburyness, on hi recirement afcer 40 years' service; che very fair
resulcs and placings achieved by Lance-Corporal Fox in the
Souchern Command motor cycling championships; by the unit
shooting team at the Corps Skill at Arms Meeting; by the
W.R.A.C. relay team of 3 Squadron in winning the Command inter-unit swimming championship and to Private Smith,
W.R.A.C., who won the backstroke event; by the officers and
seniors in a recent games contest versus the Australian Military
Staff.

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
1•ass-off parade, 11th .July
HE Inspecting Officer at
T
che pass-off parade of
No. 4 Troop was Lieutenant-

Colonel E. J. Hellier, Commanding Officer, 24th Regiment.
The best recruit of the
Troop was Signalman J. A.
Larley. He was a alesman
before he joined che Army,
but found civilian
life
boring. He enjoys playing
football
and
swimming
and hopes be can become
proficient in a few more
spores whilst in che Army.
He has left us to start
training, and we hope he
enjoys his career in the
Army.

Signalman J. A. Larley

Freedom of Iticlnuond, 31st July
Once again it wa time to exercise our right to the Freedom
of Richmond. Remembering previous occasions when che
rain poured down, many umbrellas were prepared and galoshe
brought our of tore. However, after a beautiful day, the
weacher was perfect in che evening. The parade commander,
Lieutenant-Colonel C. O. Bound, led the parade, with No. 1
quadron being provided by the Regiment, on che long rou~e
around R ichmond. The milicary spectator · in cbe crowds m
Richmond heard many civilians comment on rhe smartnc · and
bearing of che soldiers on parade.
Afcerwards, chc Corps Band, assisted by the massed ban~
of the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, beat Rctreac m
che beautiful setting of Richmond cascle.
Births
We congraculacc Corporal and Mrs. K. W. Brown on the
birth of their son Garry Keith, on 5th Augu t.
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19th Signal Regiment
c 1o G.P.O. S ingapore
.,C'hit•,·t•mt'U(

E flatter our clv that we are well known for our hockey
prowe bur perhaps . we are not ~o well known in the
athletics world. Yet we believe our achievement have been
remarkable, a the Ji t below show :
. .
.
.
S ingapor~ D istn~t Ma1or Um~ s
' 1968: Regiment win
Competition. Regiment ~ in s Royal 1gnals Tnang ul ~r Compeu·
tion, ingapore. Changi-ba ed athletes (togech.er with a mall
R. . air upport unit) win the RAF Chang1 annual spores.
eletar-based athlete win the RAF Selecar annual sport . Ten
members selected for Army athletics team.
Records broken 1968: 4 x 100 metres in 44.3scc. in Major
U nits competition (Lance-Corporal Selvara;iah, .Sign_'.llmen
Shaarani, Yeo and S. Osman). 4 x 200 metre 111 lmm. 3:>.8sec.
in Royal ignal Triangula r meeting (Lance-Corporal Selvarajah, Signalman Shaarani, Signalman S. Osman, Lance-Corporal
M. Yusoff 176).
.
.
1969: Regiment comt'. second . in Singapoi:e Di smc~ Maior
Units competition. Regiment wms Roya l S ign a l ~ T nangular
competition, Singapore. Seletar-based athletes wm the RAF
Seletar annual spores. Changi-ba ed athletes come a close
econd in RAF Changi ports. ine members sele~ted fo r ~my
a thletic team. Four members represented Combmed Service .
Records broken 1969: Shot: Aggregate distance 24.58 metres
ingapore Major Units championship (S~rgeant Zoing and
Signalman Gumbs). 4 x 200 metres: lmm. 35.5sec. (R?yal
ignals Triangular) (Lance-Corporal Yahaya, Corpo:al F1i:Id,
Lance-Corporal Selvarajah, Lance-Corporal Shaararu). .High
jump: Aggregate height o~ 3 . ~3 metres (Roya:1 Signals
Triangular) (Sergeant Fountain, Signalman ~- Ibrah~). Shot :
Aggregate distance of 23.46 metres (Royal Signals Tnangular)
(Sergeant Zoing, new individual record of 12.57 metres, and
Corporal Lindsay).
.
.
.
Bearing in mind that we are a small Regunent, widely ~is
persed and with a large shift-workipg element, we do not 0mk
this is a bad record. We were delighted that the only Urut to
beat us this year was our sister, 18th Signal Regiment, who
(let u not so magnanimously point out) could select from something close to three times our numbers.
Charioteering and 'Hippies'

The highlight of the Armual Changi Sports is the chariot
race, in which the RAF Wing Commanders and our Commanding Officer are raced around the track in lightweight chariots,
towed by a chain of command of slave pairs. The keenest
competition is between Engineering Wing and our elves. They
have a light chariot, built for speed and manoeuvrability, and
the slaves are trained to a high pitch. Our chariot is heavier,
built more for missile capacity and heavy in-fighting than for
the sprint. Last year the Engineers got clean away and the
Wing Commander was home and dry, literally, which was a
pity, considering the number of water bombs we had left
unexpended. This year, by a curious coincidence that only
took two weeks to plan, there was a diversion at the start
The Regimental chariot was escorted on to the field of battle
by an extraordinary mixture of protesters, hippies, flower
children and dissidents. The banners they carried called for a
wide variety of reforms, ranging from ' Make Love, not War '
co ' Bring back the Royal Flying Corps.' One geode soul complained that 'The Wages of Sin is Death, but the Wages of a
Soldier is Worse.' It was a completely peaceful demonstration,
and as the competitors lined up, they were scattered liberally
with real flower petals. And then, in an absolutely classic
manner, the demonstrators swirled gently on to the track and
sat down. Nrs. Pankhurst would have been proud of them!
Unfortunately, the C.O. could not take advantage of the clear
lane which the sitters had thoughtfully left in front of his
chariot, because the Station Commander refused to fire his
~tarting gun unless the track was cleared. This was done without violence and the race was started. AB soon as the gun went
off the petal throwers ran bravely into the moving chariots,
suffering some bumps and bruises from the careless military,
and ' accidentally' dismantling Wing Commander (Adrnin.)
chariot. Intense in-fighting began, but once again Engineering
Wing shot clear but NOT dry and sprinted for home. Our
chariot, however, was not going to be easily defeated and,
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cutting a slight corner, bore down on the finis hing line on a
collision course firing volley after volley of water bombs . The
collision unhappily never took place and we came second again.
There have been mutterings around the Regiment that this is
yet another demonstration that non-violence docs not work.
Engi nee ring Wing had better watch out next year!

18 th Signal Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGA POH E
(;h:u1ge or (;o nnuaud
HIS month has seen the command of the Regiment pass
from Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. G. Anderson to Lieutenan tColonel J. H . Hild, M .B.E. The changeover took place remarkably quicklr. and smoothly and barely ten days after LieutenantColonel Hild arrived, Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson departed
from Paya Lehar Airport in the general direction of that
mysterious organisation known as MOD (U .K.).
Actually, he will probably need most of his leave to recover from the send-off given co him by the Regiment. All
the messes and the families organised functions to say their
farewells, including a dinner in the W.O.s' and Sergeants'
Mess, and a ladies' guest night in the Officers Mess. At this
latter function, Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson presented a
painting of a guard of honour, consisted entirely of locally-enlisted personnel; " this will keep fresh our memories of the e
splendid soldiers after we leave in 1971."
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Anderson were cheered as
they left, and drove away in the staff car. The driver was
doing a steady 30 miles an .hour down the road when it was
noticed that Major (Q.M.) T. P. Canham was still sitting on
the boot. Although 249 Signal Squadron are now part of the
Regiment, this was carrying loyalty a little too far!
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(tueeu' s Cont.Dlendation
Corporal Geoff Farr, who chased and caught an armed
robber (see July/August WIRE), has now been awarded a
Queen's Commendation for Brave Conduct for his action. We
are sure that the whole Corps will join with the Regiment in
congratulating Corporal Farr on this award.
Inter-Unit Sailing Competition
It has been rumoured, without foundation, that we are
changing our title to 18th Maritime Signal R egiment. The
new C.0. arrived t o find three of his field officer s away sailing small boats around the islands; this was the Singapore
District Inter-Unit Sailing Regatta. After our near success
last year, we had high hopes of winning, but, alas, it was not
to be.
After a bye in the first round, we beat H .Q. FARELF in
the second round, and found ourselves facin g 40 Command
Workshops, R.E.M.E., in the semi-final. With one race to go,
the scores were tied; unfortunately, we were pipped on the
post and lost by the closest possible margin.
The team consisted of: Major M. M . Barker, Major L. D .
Edinger, Major M. 0. N. Bird, Corporal Gibson, Corporal
Essam, Corporal Lincoln, Lance-Corporal Jenµings, Signalman
Waugh and Signalman Lim.
Bits and Pieces
-The football 1st XI continue to enjoy mixed fortunesin more simple language, they are extremely good one week
and incredibly bad the next . . .
-Lieutenant M. D. Patterson took bis dog, ' Fevvers,' on
Exercise 'Evergreen '; the final score was 'Fevvers ' 7,
Chickens 0 . . .
-Also on Exercise ' Evergreen,' Lieutenant J. C. Young did
himself no good at all by discharging a Verey pistol in a
confined space-it recoiled a few inches and gave him th e
most beautiful black eye.
-The Regimental 4 x 100 metres relay team represented the
Army in the Inter-Services' Athletics, and now go on to represent Combined Services against the Singapore A.A.A.
-To show they really pelong to the Regiment, 249 Squadron now wear Singapore District flashes on one arm, and
FARELF flashes on the other.
-The officers are all playing musical chairs; the list giving
all the changes of jobs within the Regiment ran to four pages
of foolscap.
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LADEN, WITH CUPS AND GLORY
list Regiment's shooting team pose for the camera
Standing Left ta Right : Lance-Corporal Brooks, Signalman Harris, Lance-Corporal Telford (R.E.M.E.) Lance-Corporal Flynn and
Corporal Woodford
.
.
Seated Left to Right: Corporal Jaques, Major Harwood, Captain Bulloch, Staff-Sergeant Smith and Corporal Purkiss

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 43
LL ranks of the Regiment salute the skill and courage of
A
the Apollo 11 team who landed on the moon OJ'.! 20th
July. We also salute our brother technicians and. c_ommurucators

who brought live television coverage to 600 ~o!l ~eople all
over the world; what an incredible feat of engmeermg. .
In between watching the moon we have found trme to
transfer ' A ' Troop from 2 to 1 Squadron, . to stai:t our fifteenth
lineman upgrading course, to carry on :with maio~ cable projects on all our airfields, to get more radio relay minded and to
complete our eleventh year at Laarbruch!
lloginumtal Shoot,lng Team in fine (orm
Captain Bob Bulloch and his Regimental shooting tea~ have
just returned from their successes at the Corps . Meeung at
Bulford and the A.R.A. Meeting at Bi ley laden with cups and
glory. (For full details see report on page 407).
Athletics
The 1969 season closed in grand style with Co~poral Jeff
Fenge winning the pole vault in the U.K. Inter-Service Championship with a new record of 14ft. Otin. A co~ple of days later
he set a non-champion hip record of 14ft. 41ll. Jeff ha had
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a great season, the most imI?r.essive fe~ture of whi~ _for us
bas been his wonderful versatility and his unselfish willingness
to put the Regiment before self.
He now bas his sights on the 1972 Olymp~cs and although
be has co find another two feet to even qualify, our German
friends confidently expect him to clear 15ft. 6m. 1!1 1970 and
to continue to improve thereafter. Corporal ~ete J?nng bas. also
registered his claim for the Olympic _short ~st :with the eighth
fastest U.K. marathon time, and his dedicat.Jon, youth and
talent promise much for the future.
The Morrison Cup prove~ a splen_did clima~ to the team
season, with 1st H .Q. nnd Signal Regrment b~aung us by _161
points to 140 after a thrilling match. A la t-rmn~te kne . lllJury
to Lance-Corporal Colin Dixon, our s.t~ m1<;ldle ~stance
runner of the year, upset not only_ the critical nuddle d1 tance
races in which we had no s~bsur1:1tes _but _also one or two
other events. This, plus a di qual~cauon m the la t race,
undoubtedly widened the final margm, but we have no doubt
that 1 Divi ion were the better team and congratulate tJ?em
on a splendid victory in which more than half the prev1ou
records were broken.
Training for next sea <;>n S!arts in a few weeks' time and
with reinforcements pourmg m for our two new quadron ,
we are looking forward eagerly to summer 1970.
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22nd
Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 16
e

Regimental Marchers uphold
British Army reputation at
Nijmegen.

e

Unit Sportsmen out in front
in competition with rival German Signal Regiment.

•

Swimmers go
B.A.O.R. finals.

forward

MAN WITH A MISSION
Q .M.S.I. Carpenter gets busy on a Nijmegen marcher's blister.
Both doctor and "sheep-dog" he inspired his team

to
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FIT AND DETERMINED
22nd Signal Regiment's Nijmegen marchers step it out with confidence under the guidance of
Q.M.S.I. Carpenter

\ ·isit of twn C.C.F. contingents
AS month follows I?Onth, so the Regimental calendar pro'
duces thos,e familiar . events wh1ch may be classified as
~ardy annuals. The arnval of the school holidays in the
rmddle of July, always means a visit from a deta~ent or
t\Yo of C.C.1'.. schoolboys. This year was no exception, and
we were delighted to welcome masters and boys from two
schools, Malvern College and Rugby. 2 Squadron, who looked
after the Mal':'ern C'.<>llege contingent during their short visit,
arrange~ a faJ.rly widespread HF exercise for them and included m the programme a two-day visit to an Artillery Regiment (SS mm. SP) who were firing on the ranges in Soltau.
R?gby School, who were put in the care of 3 Squadron were
wnh us ~ather longer.. ~n addition to seeing and usi~g our
own eqwpme~t, the VlSJtOrs accended a reception given by
our Burgermemer in Lippstadt's historic old town hall visited
a Bundeswehr Nike unit and were entertained right' royally
by the 4th/?th Dragoon Guards for a day. They also spent
a day motoring throughout the beautiful countryside around the
Mohnesee o~ .a map-r73ding exercise, in the course of which
they were v1s1t~d ~urmg lunch, at the Sailing Club, by our
Co~~er, Bng:idier J.M. Sawers, himself an Old Rugbeian,
T~e!I visit also. mclud.ed the usual night exercise and range
firmg and culminated m a long weekend camp on the shores
of the Eder Sec.
~ljmegen ~larches,

1969
Q:M.S.I. Carpenter, whom we will shortly be losing on
posnng, .seems to have the knack of inspiring interest within
the Regiment for the !1Illlual !'lijmegen March; and, having
assembled a t~m, seemg to 1t that they excel. This year
was no exception. An account of this year's march written
by o?e of the party, is given later in these notes. The Regiment s .team did splendidly and every member deserves congratulanons.
Sportiest Bel D •r Du.nderwebr

We .are fortunate in hav~ a .Germany Army Signal Regiment 1Il the other barrac;:ks m L1ppstadt. The various messes
~e on exc.ellcnt terms with each other and a friendly sporting
nvalry exist:; between the two units. On 17th July, the
German umt .celebrated the opening of their new sports
ground (on which we have our eye for training!) with a Regimental sport~ day, ~nd they invited a team from our Regiment
to compete 10 a tnathlon event, comprising shot, 100 metres

and long jump. The shot was won by Sergeant McManus,
th.e 100 mer:es was won by Lance-Corporal Gourley, and
Lieutenant Fish won the long jump and the individual cup
for the best overall competitor in the triathlon event Not
surprisingly, we won the team competition. A further win
for the Regiment. was in the 20 x 200 metres relay-an
unu~ual event, designed to get as many people participating as
possible. A very hoi:iourable second was achieved by LanceCorporal McGarva m the 3,000 metres race in which he
also broke hi~ personal record for . this even{ This says a
lot for the wmner, who showed himself to be approaching
Olympic standards.
2 Squadro~, the Regimental champions, sent along a team
for a ten~a-s1de t~g-of~w~, undei: S.SM. Mullin, and they
had no difficulty m wmnmg, while our scratch Regimental
football. team drew one _g?al all in a most enjoyable game
played 10 the best of spmts. Needless to say, after all this
effort had been expended throughout a staggeringly hot day
our ~haps were right royally entertained, some of the~
draggmg themselves away from their hospitable hosts at 3
o'clock the following morning.
Nijmegen ~larch, 1969
(by a member of the party)

In April, this year, Q.M.S.I. Carpenter began preparations
to take a team to march at Nijmegen. The initial training
programme planned for over 400 practice miles however due
to exercises and other commitments, only a fe~ of the 'team
managed to march more than 200 miles before setting off
for Holland.
Eighteen ID:en left Lippstadt on Sunday, 13th July, to represent the Reg1JTient. On our arrival we learned that we were
the largest of the British teams taking part and this made
us all. the more determined to finish as a' complete team.
We d1d not have ~ completely untried team, for Q.M.S.I.
".arpente.r was strolling along the cobbles of Nijmegen for the
eighth ume, and Corporal Foy and Signalman Holley for
exactly half that number. Corporal Sahari and Signalman Snell
were chasing the figure 3 for their medals. Of the remainder
?f the tea.m, five were there for the second time and eight seemg the sights for the first time.
The exceptionally hot weather during the first two days
knocked ~e stuffing out of some of the teams, but the
22nd rema10ed undaunted. The third day was considerably
cooler and seemed to make everyone want to race around
the added speed causing greater friction in the boots and

inevitably bringing lots of unwelcome blis~ers. On his, re~
to camp, the Q.M.S.I. quickly_ changed h~s trade to Blister
Doctor-First Class ' and enhsted the aid of the yet unblistered Corporal Thackwel~. A few cries of "_no more white
spirit" (as the assistant swigged the anae~thetic) and all the
feet were repaired ready for the last 2S miles.
The Q.M.S.I. became decidedly unpopular at 02.30 on
Friday, when he came round and tipped ~s all out ~ bed.
No he had not just come in from town-It was reveille. At
04.00 we were all on the road, at 09.10 we ha~ our first stop
as we arrived at the pontoon bridge to find It had not yet
been floated However, we managed to catch a ferry over
the river. A. snappy bottle of milk at the next gasthaus and
we began the last 10 kilometres to the: ch3?ging area. We
were the first British team to reach this pomt; we changed
into our best kit for the march past, then waited three hours
for enough other teams to finish to make the . march past
up to reasonable numbers. We assumed that bemg the fir~t
in we would be immediately behind the band; however, this
was not to be and for an unexplained reason, we were separated
from the ba~d by a team from The Queen's R;egiment. The
final march in at Nijmegen makes ~e w~ole trip well worthwhile. To anyone who has not tned 1t, I would strongly
recommend it as a great morale booster. There are few other
places in the world where British soldiers are made so welcome.
The whole team successfully completed ~e march, the
majority with very little foot tro~ble. We ~d not hold a
blister competition this year, but tt was. unan1mously_ agr_eed
that F. of S. Braniff would have won outnght (serves him nght
for missing some of the practice marches). Co~poral . Baker
would have easily lost-he bas never had a blister m two
marches.
Swimming

The Regimental Swimming Team ~d p~etty well in the
recent 4th Division Swimming Champ1onsh1ps .. There w~e
no individual events, but we came overalJ .t~1rd m the ;MaJor
Units Competition and broke the 4th Dtv1S1on record m the
4 x SO metre freestyle event. The photograph shows a group
of our swimmers-incomplete, since Corporal Moorcroft,
Corporal McGurk and Corporal Wood went off on a longdelayed leave the moment the championship was over, and
Lieutenant Lovatt was away on duty. We congratulate L~nce
Corporal Madden, Lanc~-Co_r~ral Wood, Corp?ral Saban and
Lieutenant Lovatt on bemg mvned to compete m the B.A.0.R.
Individual Championships in Berlin, a~d. _Lance-Corporal
Madden on being selected for the 4th D1v1s1on Water Polo
Team.
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SWIMMERS IN TOP FORM
Some of the members of 22nd Regiment's successful swimming team
Front row (left to right): Signalman Cassidy, Lance-Corporal Abdullah,
Signalman Lofts
Back row (left to right}: Corporal Madden, Signalman Shimmin,
Signalman Frampton, Corporal Sahari Bin Ubu

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
Regiment~s

we look at two facets of the
ll!e
field, Exercises ' Felcat ' and ' Combat SurVJval.
T HISin themonth
• Felcat ' • The Longest Day '
The Oxford Dictionary (hip version) defines 'Felcat' as:
"noun: fallen woman or a bird on a bad trip.' Neither of
these delightful definitions was realised!
Exercise 'Felcat' took place on the weekend of 18th-19th
July. A glorified type of combat race, 'Felcat' exercised v~
ally the whole of the cadre in tasks as diverse as ch~gmg
a wheel to code-breaking. Gas was also encountered. Briefly,
the idea was that each team should attempt seven hazards on
each of the two days, using, of course, ' Shanks's Pony ' to
move from one hazard to the next-for some, the 'pony ' itself
was quite a big enough hazard!
A short account of one team's experience follows:
" Despite all the prayers for some disaster ~o occur and
thwart the intention of holding ' Felcat,' all failed, and the
day dawned. Having been dropped in the F~dom Training
Area, our first job was to get to the star~ P?tot, some three
miles away, where compo was to be distnbuted.
The team, consisting of Sergeants . lsgate and ~ockram,
Corporal Jenkins, Lance-Corporal Mitchell and Signalmen
Kaiser and Russell successfully arrived and watched. the officers'
team apparently attempt to immolate the start P?lDt. In fact
it was simply that a brew was on the way, but tt wa sad to
see that most of the now boiling water had to be used to douse
the fire!
Having left the start point, the first hazard reached was the
gas chamber, where, recovering the mortally w?unde.d soldier
from the ga , the team achieved the enemy s ob1ect, and
with misdirected zeal, hastened the unfortunate man across the
Styx; anyway, what was a man in his condition doing in a gas
chamber?
The team left in high sptrits and reached the next hazard,
which was a fairly straightforward walk, without maps, acros
the moor. This presented no difficulty. But _then came the
movement under fire. Typically the way to avoid fire had been
chosen so that one's path lay along the bed of a stream. By
this time one failed to appreciate the sense of humour of the
grand designer.
On, a little lower, we went, and all but failed to break
the code of hazard 4 assuming the me sage to be at least of
ome minor assistanc~; in fact it read "It is better to wear out
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than ru t out'; being till wet after the crawl in the stream, its
full philo ophic content was rather lost on us!
We left wearing gas masks for the next hazard, finding our
path through steep, heather-clad moor. By chis time one fel t
rather like the motorist who, having suffered a broken arm, a
broken leg, three broken ribs and a broken neck, was asked
if it hurt and replied with some feeling ' only when I laugh!"
However, the next hazard was reached. A short, but vertical
bit of rock-climbing, which transpired to be a little easier
than it looked. After a round of wild strawberries, the team
pu bed on to the next obstacle. The wheel-change without a
jack wa quickly done.
And o to the final hazard of the day. Here an injured
man had to be removed from the middle of a minefield, where
the only clear path lay along a tream and up an almost sheer
bank-no tretcher, of cour e. In fact, having completed the
task, it was gratifying to hear that the injured man had enjoyed his most comfortable trip of the day. And so to the
final RV and a welcome break, and a cold night on the moor.
Our second day, on Carcerick training area, turned oul
to be far easier than Feldom, and nothing but sympathy-well,
almost nothing perhaps just a little hysterical hilarity-was
felt for those embarking on Feldom.
Such i life, however. Catterick saw us attempting to revive 'Resu cie Annie ' with almost tender regard; saw us doing a 'Kildare' on some pretty horribly wounded, no less
loquacious for that, and saw us proving chat the pistol in ome
hands is rather less effective than a catapult.
Perhaps the final memory of Catterick is the trailer loaded
with ammunition boxes, standing forlornly in thick heather
some 500 yards below the road. Our task was to deliver the
offending vehicle to the road. No further comment ...
Thus ' Felcat ' was over for another year. The final winners,
after the officers and ORI team had been disqualified for ungentlemanly conduct, was the team led by Sergeant Harrison.

18th June. We hope that they enjoyed their visit as much as
we enjoyed seeing them.
Following the visit of the Represcntatve Colonel Commandant, Brigadier J. R . Cubberley, Commandant of the
chool of Signals, visited us on 23rd June. This proved an
excellent opportunity for us to give him as detailed a briefing
on the role of the Regiment as we could in the time available.
We were delighted to enterta in him to lunch and hope he
left with a good impression of the Regiment.
Our most recent visitor, the Commander, Rhine Area,
Brigadier P. E . Crook, C.B.E., D.S.O., M.A., paid us an · infor mal ' visit. As any fan of Anthony Armstrong will know,
the ' informal ' visit is the hardest to prepare. The programme
appeared to go off without a hitch- rather like the swan
floating serenely on the surface whilst paddling furiously below .

Farewell

30th Signal Regiment
BLANDFORD

THE WINNING FIRST AID TEAM
W .0.11 S.S.M . Green, Corporal Croot, Lieutenant-Colonel
Macdonald, Corporal Drennan, Sergeant Brooking

28th (BR) Signal Regime nt
(NORTHAG) B.F.P.O . 3 4
• T asty 28 ' ·
HAT was the headline in the B.A.0.R. Forces Newspaper,
'Union Jack,' when our capable cooks won the Army
Cookery CQmpetition at Aldershot in May. This triumph
followed earlier successes in the Rhine Area and B.A.0.R.
Competitions, and it was a fitting tribute to our Messing
Officer, Captain Ernest Tickner, A.C.C., who retired in June
after 33 years' service. The team consisted of W.O.II
(S.Q.M .S.) J. Oytaben, Lance-Corporal R. D. Daniel and
Private Blake, all of whom fully earned their rewards, not
solely for their successes, but also for maintaining an equally
high standard in barracks and the field.

T

F irst Aid
In addition to our excellent cooks, the No. 1 First Aid Team
won the Rhine Area First Aid Competition. The team was
led by W.0.11 Green, consisting of Sergeant Brooking, Corporal
Drennan and Corporal Croot. Their experience and hard work
paid dividends, and we congratulate them for their efforts,
especially since we beat our Krefeld rivals, 16th Signal Regiment.

• Fran F orst '
This adventure training exercise finally took place in June,
and the lucky 85 men must still have the strains of che tune
' A Walk in the Black Forest ' ringing in their ears. The R egiment camped near Schluchsee, in the Schwarz Wald, two
years ago, so we were returning to old friends. As before, the
main activities were trekking, canoeing and mountain walking.
Also we had with us a detachment from the Belgian Signal
quadron and two German Sergeants. The canoeing was a
great success, we had with us a large number of canoes, mainly
chanks to the Nuffield Trust. D uring the Commanding
Officer's, visit the W.0.s and Sergeants challenged the officers
to a can<?C race. By some underhand trick, it is suspected that
the steering of the canoes was interferred with, and the W.O.s
and Sergeants managed to scrape a win. A reversal of this
re ult is certain, should the race be held in ' home waters '
under careful supervision.
The exercise was enjoyed by all concerned, and our grateful
thanks go to the friendly people of the Schwarz Wald, who
helped us so much and who were so hospitable.
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Lance-Corporal L arry Worrell regularly plays for the Army
and Combined Services at cricket.
Lance-Corporal Bob Dunster regularly play for the Army
and the Corps at tennis.
Lance-Corporal Ian Cutts regularly boxes for the Combined Services and the Army (and for Wales on occasions).
Lance-Corporal Percy Drummond has also repre ented the
Corps at cricket.
As will be seen elsewhere in this issue, Captain Martin Gray
and Lance-Corporal Bob Story have been awarded Corps
Colours for their great efforts in canoeing. They are, of course,
from 30th Signal Regiment and not from 13th Signal Regiment, as stated in last month's WIRE. (Error regretted-the two
gentlemen concerned may claim a beer ofl the Editor if in
London.- Editor).

"CANOE LINE UP"
Left to right: Signalman Williams, Signalman Wakefield, Lieutenant
Harrison, Signalman Passey, Signalman Britton, Corporal Mills,
Lance-Corporal Spowart, Signalman Berry, Signalman Mountain,
Signalman Peters, Corporal McKay, Signalman Nash
•Fran Fist'

This exercise was more strenuous than ' Fran Forst,' since
che aim was military training. This year we shared the N .A.T.O.
training area at Vogelsang with the 2nd Bn. The Coidstream
Guards. Part of the training was a 'Battle Inoculation Course '
which consisted of an exhausting 100 yards ' belly crawl ' while
0.5 inch machine-guns fired overhead and explosive charges
went off on all sides.
Though che stay was short (many would have liked it
shorter) we also managed to provide enemy for the Coldstream
Guards. The kind comments we received as to our Infantry
capability went a long way to compensate for the hard work
put in in preparation for the exercise.
V is i ts
Being a N.A.T.O. unit, we have many VISltors to see how
' the Brits ' live! Recently, all our visitors have been British.
Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.B.E. E.R.D., Representative
Colonel Commandant, and Mrs. Robinson, came to see us on
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Visit of Sll(nal Officer-in-Chief
NOTHER busy month for everyone in 30th, highlighted
by a visit from the new S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. F .
Pentreath, M.B.E., on 29th July. Informality was the keynote
of the visit and we enjoyed the opportunity to show General
Pentreath the Regiment's activities 'with the lid off' much
easier to do on an informal basis. The weather man unkindly
produced a wet, cold day for the visit-an isolated day
amidst a month of sunny weather. However the rain did
not dampen the spirits, and the quarter guard did its stuff
nobly indoors, under the able direction of Sergeant Paddy
Smythe.
Featured on the visit were all the varied Regimental
functions from ' Spearhead ' to ' Swiftsure.' The latter is
the Southern Command recruiting display and has been commanded during this year's extensive tour of U.K. by Staff
Sergeant Prees, who was able to give the S.0.-in-C. a firsthand account of some practical aspects of recruiting from
civilian life. Staff Sergeant Prees, incidentally, has now handed
over to Sergeant Griffiths, so the latter will soon become one
of the most travelled men in the Regiment.
Corporal Colin Ebbutt, commanding the ' Spearhead ' Detachment, inspected by the S.0.-in-C., was able to give his
first-hand account of the Anguilla operation. After visiting the
M.T. servicing bay, Quartermaster, TM workshops and Training School, General Pentreath was entertained in the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess before lunching in the Officers'
Mess. The S.0.-in-C. left after lunch for the School of Signals,
having packed as much as possible into a very busy morning.

A

Stucllm1d Day Operation
A most unusual and well-publicised task, involving 26 men
of the Regiment occurred on 4th August. The party was
commanded by Lieutenant Jeremy Miller, newly joined after
a Degree Course at Cambridge. It all started when a bomb was
exploded by an R.A.0.C. team on Studland Bay beach, a
very popular beach with holidaymakers, especially at this
time of the year. Unfortunately the bomb contaminated a
large area of beach with phosphorus as it exploded, providing
a potential hazard to any unsuspecting holidaymaker venturing
on to that part of the beach.
At 14.30 hours on 4th August, the Regiment was ordered
to send a working party, suitably dressed in protective clothing
and provided with vehicles to remove the contaminated sand.
By 17.00 hours that day the party was on the beac~ and
working. After several hours' hard work, the contammated
area had been cleared and two three-tonner loads of sand had
been collected for disposal. The whole party were back in
barracks by midnight, thus demonstrating once m?re t~e
Regiment's ability to deploy troops rapidly and effectively 10
emergency. We were gratified to receive thanks for our prompt
action from all concerned.

S 1torHn g actlvltl~s
The following members of 30th Signal Regiment have
distinguished themselves in the sporting world this summer:
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The Regiment says goodbye on behalf of the Corps to Major
(Tfc.) Tom Flipperson and Major (T.O.T.) Bill Connett. Tom
has been in the Corps for 36 years, whilst Bill (young soldiers!)
has served for 33 years. In the same month we have also said
goodbye to Major Bob Garwood, R.E.M.E., who has served
in the Army for 36 years and has been with the Regiment
for lt years; he is almost one of us. We are sorry to see
the departure of these three and wish them well in civilian
life-one as an R.0. at Aldershot; one into insurance, and one
he assures us, on the dole for six months at least!
Do-it-yourself fish fryer

Anglers may be amused by the story of the ED in the Regiment who was asked to catch some of the goldfish in the
static water tank-there are literally hundreds in there. Having
been unsuccessful with the net and not being inclined to use
rod and line, he hit upon a technical solution to the problemelectrocute them. So he got this 12 volt battery well charged,
fastened a lead to pos and neg terminals and, holding them
tightly plunged them into the water. . . . Result-not fried
fish, but well-broiled hands. And the fish are still there.

·In Civilian Life

Enjoy
Service and
Comradeship
in the
BRITISH LEGION
Your service to Queen and Country
needn't stop when you leave the Forces.
T he British Legion has as much interest in
and responsibility for young ex-servicemen
and women of today as it has for those of
two world wars and looks to them for its
leaders of the future.
British Legion · 49 Pall Mall · SW1 ·
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They went to the four corners ol Germany

A Troop Commantler in Libya

A skywave story from 11th Infantry Brigade Signal
Squadron

By Sergeant ' Wally ' Lockwood, 244 Signal Squadron

\l' bat a pint will do!
GROUP of junior N.C.O.s in 'Alpha ' Troop were discus ing over a pint of ale one evening what they could
do in between exercises that would add a little interest to
PACE, normal maintenance and military ttaining. The decision
taken was to hold another exercise!
The exercise put forward and agreed was to get away from
Brigade Command nets and VHF and to recall the use of CII
and skywave communications. Further, it was decided to drive
co the four comers of Germany and give young commanders
experience in using their initiative in finding and setting-up
locations, as well as fostering goodwill
Four detachments were sent out. Off to Kiel went LanceCorporal Ridley, the detachment commander, a technician
(for the ride only) known as Corporal Ken Bailey, plus Signalmen Peter Neale and 'Shorty' Chilcott.
Down to Lake Constance went Lance-Corporal Paddy King,
detachment commander, Signalmen John Wem and Paul
Smythe. At Obergrenau, in Bavaria, Lance-Corporal ' Scouse '
Higgins, as detachment commander, was to be found with
Lance-Corporal Pete Kellet, Lance-Corporal 'Tubby ' Gamet,
Signalman 'Albe' Slater and Signalman' Les' Warren. Finally,
Lance-Corporal Dave Collens took his detachment of Signalmen ' Mkk ' Turnbull and ' Mick' Pearsall to Chiemsee.

·

lle~·-w .. ·~·e

got some French guys•

All four crews left on Sunday, 22nd June, self sufficient for
one week. The three going south decided to move off together
and try to get to Stuttgart for the ·first night. 'Paddy' King and
' Scouse ' Higgins pulled safely into an American base, whilst
Lance-Corporal Collens was last seen getting himself lost in
Frankfurt.
The two detachments staying the night with the Americans
were welcomed with open arms by the duty sergeant as he
leaned out of the window to shout to his friends: "Hey you
fellows, look we've got some French guys"! . .. to the disgust of the two crews. Early the following morning the crews
moved on after being entertained extremely well in Kelly
Barracks. Lance-Corporal Dave Callens had also found his
way out of Frankfurt and was to be seen again heading south.
In the north, ' Riddles ' Ridley was closing in on Kiel and
by Monday afternoon had found an excellent site just 15 feet
from a guest house. The others were now also established,
with Paddy King SO yards from the shore of the Boden See,
' Scouse ' Higgins in Garmisch Partenkirchen and Dave Collens
on the shores of Lake Chiemsee.
T .. c>bnic>all~· and so<-lally a success

Communications opened on time at 09.00 hours on the Tuesday, but two d~tacbments bad to change locations slightly to
ensure good voice and CW. Once the teething rroubles were
orted out, the schedules worked well during the day. At night
the normal problems of frequencies were to be found.
On the . social. side good':"ill was 7ertainly to be found in the
way of ~1endship and ass1s~nce . Scouse ' Higgins even had
an Amencan Colonel refuelling them with as much petrol as
they could carry.
The following Monday, and some 4,000 miles later all
detachments arrived back in Minden with recommedations' that
another exercise on the same lines be run during the winter
months.
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ACED with the commitment of providing two vehicles,
F
six men, plus an officer and a sergeant to be mobile
detachments in the Libyan D esert for 17 days, you will agree
with me, is not far from bein g a T roop Sergeants' nightmare--especially when he has to include h imself in the party.
A few threats and a few lies thrown in about clear blue
Ides, warm, clear seas and dusky, bikini-clad m aidens, induced
ix volunteers, followed somewhat reluctantly by Lieutenant
Vaigncourt-Strallen to step aboard the El Adem-bound Argosy.
So after an overnight stop at Malta, we were soon to
arrive at the ' oven,' or so it seemed to u s.
~

.Just

fiitm~11ts

of tile inmgi11ntio11 '

It soon became painfully obvious that those lies about
the sea, sky and dusky maidens were all figm ents of my
imagination.
After a few hours shopping amidst the splendour of multistoried Tobruk, the remainder of the day was spent in preparation and briefing-the latter being a series of spine-chilling,
blood-curdling warnings, some serious advice, and a few
rather-you-than-me looks. The Desert Survival Officer assured
us that non-compliance of his instructions would certainly result in our deaths, whilst the bomb disposal and mine experts
promised a similar fate, or at least that contact with an anti·
personnel mine would render us useless for a further visit to
Tobruk.
We left the briefing <:onvinced that to walk was dangerous
and to remove one's lips from one's water bottle was fatal.

·now to g••t your head blo-wn off witltout rf'ally
h·yin~

Our first stop-off in the wild unknown was at Chatham,
some 60 miles into the desert. As a 'Livingstone-type ' expedition into the 'never-before ' desert wastes, it was a flop .
As we stepped from our vehicles with ' Apollo-type ' attitudes,
we were met by hundreds of Irishmen, or, to be more precise,
the 1st Bn. The Royal Irish Rangers, on exercise from
Catterick! Despondently we drove off into the lost world. On
our eighth day we were hit by a sandstorm; it could have
been the storm or it could have been the poor maps, or it
could have been Lieutenant Strallen's habit of taking bearings on camels that could have accounted for us that day
being well and truly in the middle of a minefield.
Any doubt about that fact were soon dispelled by the
sight of dozens of bleached bones around us. Being a democratically-minded N.C.O., I called all the crew members down
off the roofs of their vehicles and asked for suggestions on
how to get out. I disregarded all suggestions that I should
walk twenty yards ahead the the leading vehicle. The appear~nce of an old Arab on an equally old camel was greeted with
Joy, and Corporals Reid and Wilkinson had to be resttained
from kissing him when he led us to comparative safety.
Safely returning to base, we prepared for another trip and
anot~cr chance to test our communications at such places as
Bar.d1a, Ghotal El Afraque, Girabubb, Musaid (where we
acc1dent~lly strayed in Egypt). This time all went well; we
c~mmun1cated and returned in high spirits in time to witness
Lieutenant StraJlen's attempt to buy. a tortoise from a local
shopkeeper. His bi-lingual qualities were amply rewarded
when he left the shop with a camel stool!
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THE CORPS GETS AROUND
Members of B Troop of 14th Signal Regiment in remote Beef Island
Standing Left to Right : Sergeant Cawte, Lance-Corporal Antill, Corporal Wye, Corporal Handley, Signalman Rannard and Signalman
Muir
Kneeling Left to Right: Corporal Cairns, Signalman Hartley, Lance-Corpo ral Pickering, Corporal Chambler, Lance-Corporal Dunk,
Lance-Corporal Cowsill, Signalman Brebner, W.0.1. (F. of S.) Jarrat

Date-Line Beel /slant/ (II)
By W.O.l (P. of S.) Jarratt,
14th Signal Regiment
URTHER to our note of last month, Exercise' Long Wave'
F
has now passed into the Troop's history. Though not our
most successful exercise, communications were achieved direct
from Beef Island to U.K. in spite of a real estate shortage
on the island which prevented proper deployment of the
station.
Unusual for an air portable detachment, transport to and
from the Caribbean was by sea, and our stalwarts rapidly
developed a rich vocabulary of nautical terms, plus an intimate
knowledge of the ship's structure, the result of ' volunteering '
to assist with the endless task of removing coats of paint and
applying new ones.
The LSL (Landing Ship Logistics) is a modern and complex ship, which goes far to destroy the image of the old
troopship; troops' accommodation is in small dormitories with
built-in settees. Ablutions (h. and c.) include fresh-water
showers, the recreation room is fitted with closed circuit
TV, over which films are shown, and the whole ship is airconditioned. From daily experience, we can add that the
vehicle deck is big enough for PT parade of 100 men!
Among the various leisure activities on board was a team
knock-out quiz series, in which our team, comprising Corporal
Wye, Lance-Corporal Pickering, Signalmen Muir and Brebner,
emerged triumphant after demolishing reams from RE., R.A.,
R.C.T. and Apprentice Tradesmen elements. In~vitably, !he
Foreman, W.0.1 Jarratt, was obliged to defend his reputation
for impartiality-be was quizmaster throughout.
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Of Beef Island itself, little can be added to our previous
report. Having completed the airfield construction, 53 Field
Squadron, R.E., have withdrawn completely, whence the population reverts to almost nil. Consisting largely of dense forest
and scrub, the island faces possible development as a holiday
resort. But in any event, B Troop were there!

FOUR TEMPORARY BEEF ISLANDERS

Left to Right :-Sergeant Cawte, Corporal Cairns, Corporal Chambler
and Lance-Corporal Antill
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Exercise Saturnin - Britis'1 Honduras,
May-July, 1969
Contributed by
( ' nptnin 1JJ. L. P. Brt>cl,, 14th Signal Hcgimf>nt

r1im

was the first and last overseas exerci e of 635 and
636 ignal Troop . When we wenc \ e wer e numbers
and when we came back we were ' Delta and ' Echo · Troops,
part of 14th ignal Regiment at Worcester.
ot that we
haven't alway been part of the Regiment, but with number
one alway feel that bit more independent!
.\ rt-al tr;,·out of our E21 stntions
Since October, 1967, the two Troops have been waiting for
the E21 station to arrive, and eventually they were delivered
in late '68 and early '69. After a little training on the equipment, everyone knew roughly what it was all about, and a
week's exercise, working to Cyprus from Worcester, soon
proved whether or not we were fit to take part in an overseas exercise. The answer was ' yes,' but it left serious doubts
a to whether the station was reliable enough to go on a sevenweek exerci e with literally continuous working for five weeks.
However, we crossed our fingers and faced EAST (correction,
WEST). We then decided to try and find British Honduras in
an Atlas, without much success, until Signalman Woods (on
loan to us from 30th Signal Regiment for the exercise) volunteered the information that he had just returned from there
and he thought he might be able to find it! He did and we
then saw that BH is on the east coast of Central America and
its capital is Belize City. With this information and a brief
from Captain John Gryspeerdt, our Technical Adjutant, who
somehow fiddled his way out there on the ' recce,' we all
developed our own mental pictures of the country; mainly
pleasant pictures of a warm Caribbean climate, with plenty of
sea, sun and sandy beaches. We were in cloud cuckoo land
until we aetually arrived .
Helped by the Anguilln Bnp?
~e preparations for the exercise were vast, as essential
equipment and spares were not forthcoming until three weeks
before we were due to leave. This was entirely due to the
fact that the detachment was put on unofficial seven days
stan_d -by to go to Anguilla and, of course, all the pares and
eqmpment we had been waiting six months for, started pouring in. We will never know whether or not we would have
got the spares for the exercise if it hadn't have been for
the Anguilla panic. However, by the time the day of departure
came, we were just about ready to go. There were five R.A.F.
Hercules scheduled to take the 35 men and the E21 station
to BH, the first one leaving on 2nd May, two on the 3rd, one
on the 4th, and the last one on the 5th. Four were routed
through Gander, Newfoundland, and the fifth through the
!'zore~ ~d Bermuda. Se~geant Dave Stokes reported enjoymg his flight as N.C.0.-m-charge of the fifth flight!
The journey out went smoothly, but very uncomfortably
(as all those who have flown in R.A.F. Hercules will appreciate), and all the flights arrived in BH without any serious
delays.
-~

liftlt- on the warm side
()n ai:rival in BH our mental pictures of the Carribean
were quickly forgotten as we climbed out of the aircraft still
in combat-kit trousers, and into the mid-morning sun. 'The
te~peratur~ was w~ll up. into the 90's and the humidity like~1se, and .1t was like this for most of the exercise. By the
nme the aircraft had been unloaded, everyone had almost dissolved, an~ several pools were plainly visible on the red-hot
rnrml!c. Signalman F. U. B. Williams was an early casualty
and, if he hadn't have been dismissed from the unloading party,
would probably have spent the entire exercise in hospital.
In the mnln, l•ommunleatlons were l(ood
We were accommodated by H.Q. British Honduras Garrison
and all the facilities available to the garrison were offered t~
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us during the ti me we spent in BH. For this we would like
to thank them all incerely. Also a word of thanks to all th e
garrison staff, who looked after our admini ·trativc needs so
well, and a mention of our fellow communicators out there,
Captain Don White and his merry band in 633 Signal Troop
(Caribbean), who helped enormously, especially when our
circuits were not working! To get on to the communications
part of the exercise, which is the m ain subj ect for this n arrative. We were scheduled to work five phases of communications: Phase I to Boddington, Phase 2 to Stanbridgc, Phase 3
to Malta, Pha c 4 to Cyprus and Pha e 5 to Boddington again.
In the main, the communications were good, although no outtanding traffic times were achieved. It was p roved that the
station was capable of working a Contingency Rear Link circuit
over these distances. The Phase to M alta was the best, and
it was possible to establish a voice link and three t elegraph
channels working ISB. The voice link proved to be a great
bonus, a problems could be discussed verbally instead of on
the teleprinter.
Visited by

tlu~

Reversing a trailer into a Hercu les calls for some sk ill

Governor

So much for communications. During our stay in BH we
were able to see quite a lot of the country, the Mayan Temple
ruins at Altun-Ha, various Cayes, or islands (which are numerous between the mainland and the barrier reef), Mexico (or
at least part of it), the Bamboo Bay Inn (where visitors are
able to feed the catfish in the canal below and where Commanding officers lose their jackets), and various other places
of interest. As has been hinted, our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel Baker, visited us during the exercise and
stayed with us for a week flying back to U.K. on the first
Hercules to leave on the recovery phase of the exercise.
Whilst the C.0. was there, H.E. the Governor of British Honduras, Sir John Paul, visited the exerci e and, after meeting
members of the detachment, was entertained in the Officers'
Mess.
When it was time to leave BH most of the detachment
wer.e glad to be going_ home, as ~e seemed to go very slowly
d~mg the last fortrught, when it was a matter of finding
thmgs to do. The communications phases had finished on
17th June and all the equipment had been packed ready to
move.

deck caught fire. Then a replacement aircraft was sent for.
This duly arrived within four days and, after everything had
been loaded again, it took off for Nassau. It actually got
to N assau before anything went wrong. This time it was the
radar equipment. New equipment and a fitter was sent out
fro m U .K., but apparently the wrong equipment had been
sent. More delays while the correct one was sent out. Eventually, after five very expensive da}'.S (the only thing we c~uld
afford to do was stay in bed), the aircraft was passed as serviceable and the journey continued without further mishap.

Whilst in Nassau the O.C. and Sergeant Storey were entertained admirably by a fellow Signaller, Sergeant Gratten, who
is reputed to be the highest paid Sergeant in the British Army
and is in charge of the Royal Signals Detachment stationed
there.
Once back in Worcester, everyone remarked on the colour
of our knees, which had turned several shades darker during
the two-and-half months in BH. Little do they know that
it cost most of us at least five layers of skin to get it, and
cost the doctor a fortune in calamine lotion.
Whilst we were out there we were visited by H .M.S. Sir
Tristram, which just happened to be carrying Captain Noel
Clark, W.0.1 (F. of S.) Jarratt and members of 'Bravo' Troop,
14th Signal Regiment, who were off to Beef Island for
Exercise 'Long Wave.'
Altogether a very enjoyable and instructive exercise, despite the frustrations of trying to get home again. Join 14th
Signal Regiment and sec the world!

A child's grLide to Formard .4ir Controlling
irs the Persian. Grdf

GPtflng home wasn't easy
On the return trip there were again five Hercules flights.
Two were on 20th June, the remaining three on the 4th 5th
and 6th July. As everyone climbed on the first four flight; the
O.C. was watching, thinking to himself that he would be
leaving on 6th July with Sergeant Jack Storey. However this
w~s not to be. The first four flights got away with .J. few
rrunor delays, but the last one seemed to be fated. Twice it
took off and twice it returned within an hour. The first time
the aircraft wouldn't pressurise and the wheels wouldn't go
up. The second time the radio equipment under the flight
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The first period of the course consisted of the issue of
protractors, chinagraph pencils, maps and navigational .rulers
marked off in nautical miles. Each student was then issued
with his own 'Fortune' number. Every FAC has a fixed
callsign of his own and each is prefixed by the word ' Fortune.'
Initially, we only had course numbers, and I ended up . as
'Fortune Four.' Only one day was spent on theory during
which time we learned the principles of navigation as applied
to fighter aircraft; how to plan and plot a fighter attack, and
the set format for briefing our pilots. From then on, everything was practical . . . and with real aeroplanes!

The Corps gets about

"Flying for a Fortune "

"The qu ickness of the hand deceives the eye." Sergeant Jack Storey
shows H.E. The Governor of British Honduras what it is all about

The author of this article, Lieutenant l. R. J. Tilson, just prior to
his familiarisation flight

"To be a first class Forward Air Controller, gentlemen, is
so difficult, that it is ruddy nigh impossible!"
These were the words which opened the first Forward Air
Controllers' course to be held in Sharjah, and on which I
had the privilege to be the only Royal ~ignals .student. ,
In simple terms, the job of an !'.AC 1s to sit .up at the
sharp end,' and direct a fighter aircraft by radio, so th~t
it can attack and destroy an enemy target on the gr<?u1?d m
a one-time pass. It is a job carried out only by comrmss101?ed
officers or N.C.0.s with pilot
qualifications. It is, however,
By
usual for a Primary FAC deLieutenant L. R. J. Tilson,
tachment to be made up of
one officer and two Royal
Royal Signals
Signals operators, who, although not actually controlling the attacks, have vital and
very interesting roles to play.
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A fiue bunch of pilot..<i

Supplying the aircraft for course was No. 203 Squadron,
from R.A.F. Muharraq, who fly Mark 9 Hunter aircr~ft. The.y
were indeed a fine bunch of pilots, whose prowess m the air
was equalled only by their prowess in the bar during our
"meet the flyers evening"!
.
We flew out to our training area early each moi:nin¥ by
Wessex helicopter and were landed on the top of a high 1ebel
at about 07.30, giving us half-an-hour to set ourselves up before the first aircraft appeared at 08.00 hours. The se~ used
for FAC work at present is the A43, and althou~ it has
certain unfortunate characteristics for this particular 1ob, once
one is aware of them, it performs quite atisfactorily.
Tbnt • little gr&)' pimple '
"Right Fortune Four" said my instructor, "see that little
' grey p~ple' about 800 yards away, at two o'~ock? At the
bottom right of it is an enemy machme gun post m that clump
of bushes. That's your target. Your mission number will be
401 and your aircraft is due at the gate in 15 minutes." Thi
wa; it then. In 15 minutes, goodness knows how many
thousands of pounds worth of pilot and aircraft would come
hurtling into the sky at 500 mile an hour and expect me to
tell him where to fly.
.
An FAC takes control of an aircraft the moment it p~ssc:s
through a point known as the ' gat~,' and from here . 1~ . 1s
directed to fly to another specific pomt known as the 1ruual
point or IP. All these places are known in advance to both
pilots and FACs, and the point s~ected depends upon the
direction from which the FAC wishes the attack to coi;ie.
On his way to the IP and w1?11st in orbit abov~ it, the pilot
i briefed. He is told the gnd reference. o~ his ta!get, and
also the grid reference of his FAC. To mdicate this on the
ground, the FAC lay out a T~GO. of he~ic:opter pan~ls,
and it is from this that all ground direcu?ns ongmate. ~avm_ir
been told the location and nature of his target, the pilot is
then given his navig~tioi;ial details "."hich the FAC has :worked
out in advance. He is given a bearing a speed and a ume for
which he must fly before turnin~ O!l to hi attack hcad!ng,
again calculated by the FAC. This 1s followed by a detailed
description of the location of the target related to the TANGO
and finally the FAC gives clearance for the attack to tart.
Having done all the above, I now stood and tared at the
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horizon, over which I hoped my Hunter would appear in
about 40 econd . With an operator on an Aldis and another
on heliograph a an added aid to help th pilot pot us, we
uddenJy, there he was, 250 feet up, and
waited anxiously.
below the top of the jebels, thundering across the sky at 420
knots. From then on things went rather like this:
• Mi sion 401 have you visual right 1 o'clock two miles."
" Roger-no contact."
"Tango now 2 o'clock one mile."
" Roger-no contact-pulling up."
.. Tango three o'clock 1000."
·' Tango--Tacgo."
Thank goodnes for that-he had seen it! The aircraft was
now well into its attack pattern, which i a set manoeuvre
carried out by the pilot for each attack. Having spotted my
TANGO, I now had about seven seconds to take his eye
from it aod lead it to the target. (This is the difficult bit).
"Er-TANGO left- no right-2 o'clock~r-800-' grey
pimple ' -left hand-no sorry-right hand end at bottommachine gun in bush-your target! '
tt Badd~·-it

might look like a lone trt•e to you

but • • • "

By this time my Hunter had passed over my position, and
my target, and was disappearing rapidly from whence he had
come!
"401 I am taking positive control, orbit left. Are you still
contacting my TANGO?"
So it went on throughout the day. The FACs making all
sorts of nonsenses, and the pilots exhibiting limitless patience.
However, half way through the second day things somehow
began to click, and we were getting our Hunters smack on
target first time and were even winning the odd compliment
from our pilots. Now and again though, things still went
wrong. Like the time I told one pilot: "Your target is the
lone tree in the middle of the plain." To which he replied :
" Buddy-it might look like a Jone tree down there, but from
up here I can see about two thousand-and while you're at itwhich plain?"
Perhaps at this point I should explain to all those operators
who by now are throwing up their hands in horror, that there
is no real procedure as we know it in the Corps when doing
this particular job!
The highlight of the course for all of us was our familiarisation flight, when we travelled in the co-pilot's seat of a T7
Hunter and got a pilot's eye view of the whole procedure.
At the same time listening to our fellow students controlling
the attack and seeing some of the rather foolish things that
are sometimes said.
I must confess, however, that it was not without a certain
amount of apprehension that I handed in my ' blood chit,'
which stated that I was fit to fly in aircraft that might be required to carry our aerobatics, and that I was also fit to be
ejected, should the need arise. I was then fitted out with
an anti-G suit, 'Mae West,' flying overall, crash helmet and
oxygen mask and was tightly strapped into my seat. Soon we
were hurtling down the runway, and before I realised it
we were airborne and turning to fly up the coast towards our
~ng ~rea. FIY;ing below mountain tops at 500 m.p.h. is an
exhilarating expenence to say the least. Soon we were orbiting
our IP and getting briefed by our FAC. I watched my pilot,
taking notes with one hand, flying with the other, and somehow managing to map-read at the same time, and then we
were o~. Flying low towards the target area before pulling up
an? climbing into our attack pattern. Tipping in, diving,
~~, pu!ling b~ck and c).imbing again at 6t G, with my G
sun inflating rapidly, and 1t was over. The PAC had given us
a good control, and we were bang on target. Flying back
to camp, I was allowed to 'drive ' for a while-again a most
thrilling experience.
All too soon our course was ended. There was no exam
and v:e were graded on our practical performances throughour.
.qespite our early problems, we. were delighted to find that all
rune of us had passed, and with our real Fortune numbers,
and our log books tucked under our arms, we sallied forth to
the bar in celebration, where I am sure we must have bored
our no'l-FAC companions stiff, with our talk of 'poling it
around,' 'pulling 6! ' and ' tipping in.' If we did all I can
ay is, if you can't beat us, join us. It is really weh worth it!
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So what's so
special
about Wilsons?
. . . well nothing really if you can find
another firm of brokers who are Incorporated, established, reliable, who
really do understand and specialise in
Army matters, who act for something
like two out of three Units for their
Official Insurances and insist that a
professional, personal and friendly
approach to insurance problems is
appreciated by officers. Our leaflet
"Keys to Security " tells you more.

WILS·O N & CO
(INSURANCES) LTD
Incorporated Insurance Brokers

Head Office: 431 Lor<] Street
Southport, Lane .
Branches irt U.K. and Overseas

------------Please send, without obligation, your leaflet " KEYS TO SECURITY "
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PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an • •

•

all-purpo~e

•
co11un1ca11on
system
No cryst al tuning
Inst ant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other llghtwelght military radio In quantity production anywhe~•
does all the things the A13 can do, In so many different roles. That•
why It's already been bought by armed forces on four continent•. T.hey
recognise the A1S's unique flexlblllty as manpack, ground station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. They know It's proved In combat,
Including parachute delivery.
The Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete channel• In the 2-8 MHz band
(selected without netting); a choice of phase or amplitude vole•
modulation or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watt•) or high-power
(20 watts) t;ansmltter output; fully protected output circuits; and a wide
range of accessories. Please write for a copy of the A13 brochure•
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford, Esaex,
England. Telephone: 01-478 3040. Telex: 23166.

UNITED KtNGOOM
REGULAR ARMY

minutes 30 seconds; things had improved and we were now
lying second to the Parachute Logistic Regiment. Our last
· runner away was Captain Jeremy Ventham, who also had
trained hard, and again this produced the required result, and
he finished in 105 minutes 3 seconds. When the final results
were calculated, we had won by seven minutes--a close run
thing, but we are the new Army Minor Unit Champions.
Our final placings that counted were:
Captain J. J . Ventham ...
11th
Major J. Westlake ...
15th
Lieutenant G. P. Maddren
34th
Our own result aside, the championships went well for the
Corps. 24th Signal Regiment came second in the Major Units
event, with 8th Signal Regiment following them a close third.
It was also encouraging to see nine members of the Royal
Corps in the first 25-Certa Cito.

...

ORIENTEERING

Arrh·als nnd Departures

SUCCESS !
Lieutenant " Gerry" Maddren receives The Army Minor Units
Orienteering Shield from Brigadier W ise

Championships, held on 24th July, 19 Infantry Brigade Signal
'quadron are the new Army Minor Units Orienteering
Champions.

19 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL SQUADRON
WINNERS-ARMY MINOR UNITS ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIP-1969
Standing (left to right): Lance-Corporal Tofield, Corporal Morrissy (R.E.M.E.)
Sitting:(teft to right) : Major Westlake, Lieutenant Maddren, Captain Ventham

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester
f 'orpornls' Dnntw-• Most Excellent '

J:as been a busy month for this unit, with activities
J ULY
rangmg from a ten-d~y ~rigade exercise, to a Corporals'
Club dance and the orgarusat1on of an Army sporting event
(see detailed report below). The Corporals' Club dance was
most excellent and is worthy of a mention. Under the 'benevolent dictatorship ' of our M.T.O., Captain John Atkinson
RC.T., the ~lub committee and helpers, comprising Corporal~
Jock. Fothenngham, Paddy Dunphy, Tiny Gooding, Tom
Davies, Jock Donaldson, Frank Stalgis and Dave Green with
the aid o~ bunting, greenery, flowers and cam nets, set'about
tra~formmg the accommodation available imo something
which would befit the occasion.
All guests were met. at th~ door and given a glass of M.T.O.'s
punch (of unknown mgredients) as a warmer into the bank
The music, provided by a local group, 'The Apricot Brandy,;
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soon had everyone jumping-even Brigadier Scotter and the
O.C.'s wife, Georgina Westlake, twisted and danced.
Corporal John Walton, of our catering staff, was an able
M.C., but he surprised everyone when he appeared dressed
as a glamorous black-haired beauty singing ' My Boy Lollipop."
He had a captive audience and the floor to himself, he even
in~ted. the R.S.M. to dance- and was accepted. At first
Bngad1er Scotter couldn't believe it was John until introduced
to him.
An excellent buffet was provided by Sergeant Constable and
Corporal John Walton, and the cooks are to be congratulated
on such a fine spread.
Dancing continued into the 'wee small hours ' which in
itself must have proved to the organisers that the dance had
been a great success.
Army Orienteering Cham1•ionships-yt•t anotlu•r

triumph for the
of the 19th

11u11t

nnd eom1mss foot rtuwrs

. Reade~s of THE WnlE will have long been aware of our
mterest m the sport of Orienteering, and will have read of our
exploits in Brigade, Divisional and Command Championships.
We are now able to report a very major success in this sport,
namely, that as a result of the Regular Army Orienteering

Before we describe the event in detail, it is perhaps of interest
to tell how the championships nearly did not take place.
After the Southern Command Championships, both Major J.
Westlake (0 .C. Squadron) and Lieutenant G. P. Maddren
(Orienteering Officer) spent much time on the phone trying to
discover when the Army event was to be held. Firstly it was
rumoured that it was to take place in Scotland in June, then
another rumour was that the N ew Forest was to be the venue,
with early July as the date. Eventually, in a fit of frustration,
the O.C. phoned that 'mine of information,' the M.O.D. To
his horror, he discovered that a recent high level meeting had
decided that this year's championships were to be cancelled
as no suitable unit was available to organise them. To our
O.C. this was merely a challenge, and having firstly obtained
backing from our Brigade Commander, he set about organising
this year's championships. Time was short, and there were
many problems to overcome- the major one being how to run
the championships and at the same time compete without being
disqua lified on the grounds that we knew the course. This
was overcome by asking Captain J. R. Chapman, of the Green
Howards to set the course. Naturally, we had an idea of the
area to be used, but by administering the championships
from a base camp some distance from the start, we ~atisfi~d
criticism, and contrary to popular rumour, had not tramed. 1!1
this area. Having organised several Brigade events, the adrnirustration became routine, and within a week of the event, the
entry list was full; it was gratifying to see so many Royal
Signals entries, and we are left with the impression that a
need exists for a Royal Signals Orienteering Club--Royal
Signals Games Club please take note.
The day of the championships dawned fine, but not too
warm. The venue was an area of heath and dense woodland
near Thetford in Norfolk, and the course was estimated to
be lOt kilom~tres in length. The fir t unit c;ornp~titor away
was Corporal Morrisey, from our L.A.D., with his cheerful
grin and parachute wings flapping, he completed the course
in 134 minutes SS econds. A good time, bur not good enough
to hold off our main rivals in the Minor Units event-the
Parachute Squadron, R.A.C., and the Parachute Logistic Regiment. Our next competitor away was Lieutenant Gerry
Maddren, who, unfortunately, h~d been on th~ tile ' the ni?ht
before and did not produce his usual fast . ume, complet~g
the course in 124 minutes 13 seconds. Thmgs looked grim.
Next away was Lance-Corporal Tofield who unfort1;.1nately
sprained his ankle half way round the course and failed . to
finish-we were in desperate straits. Next away was Ma1or
Jack Westlake who had been training hard for the event.
This training 'paid off and he finished with a time of 109
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We welcome to the Squadron Captain Smeeton (Green
Howards), Corporal Nash, Signalman Esnouf, Signalman
Lincoln, Signalman Mackie, Corporal Tait (R.A.O.C.) and
Sapper Craven (R.E.). Leaving us, we say goodbye to Sergeant
Smith, Corporal Hoctor (R.P.C.), Lance-Corporal Spencer
(R.P.C.), Private Mullins (R.A.0 .C.), Signalman Aldrich, Signalman James and Sergeant Heaton (Int.) and wish them well in
their new units.

11th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(211) B.F.P.O. 29
Exercise • Davy Crocket ID '
OR two weeks in July, the Squadron got away from
F
FV 432s, 'Quicktrains,' PACE parades and the R.S .M.
and headed south to spend two weeks in Troop locations
around the Frankfurt area. The four camps were approximately
15 kilometres apart and were grouped MT /LAD, A Troop, B/M
Troops, RMP. From the stories that were told, once b~ck in
Kingsley Barracks and the sun tan ~t everybody had, 1t was
obvious that the camp had been eDJOyed by all.
Schol.ten - 631 Club
MT / LAD found themselves camping by a stream and in
the • from ga.r den' of a friendly gasthaus. Staff Sergeant Weir,
R.C.T., and his merry band were soon well esta?lished ~nd
made friends very easily with the locals. The villagers JUSt
could not do enough to ensure the Troop was made welcome
and had everything that was required. Meanwhile, of an
evening time, the recce parties, led by Driver Robinson, fo1;1nd
a good site in Schotten to relax from the strenuous exercises
of the day!
On the Saturday morning the Troop went into Friedberg
to play soft ball against the American Forces. The teams were
split to make the game more eve_n, but the Troop were ab!e
to hold their own and take an acuve part. Staff Sergeant Well'
was able to get round with his first strike, just to show them
how easy it all was! While the game was going on, Corporal
MacFarlane, A.C.C., happened to be talking to the Chief
Cook and suddenly found he was given 60 pieces _of .chicken.
On the last evening of the camp the Troop mvned the
locals to come to a barbecue at the 631 Club. The setting
for a Troop on cam.I? was quite incredible, and howed tremendous initiative, Wlth bunting being made from green and
blue convoy flags, imported trees, borrowed dance floor, 631
tac signs, coloured lights and many ' guests ' ~o make the evening go with a swing. The • DJ ' for the rught wa Corporal
Coppock, and the servicing bay team of Corporal Hobday and
Lance-Corporal Mackenzie did a good service behind the bar.
Schonen will long remember the camp of MT/LAD!
Gederu-A Troop CamplJag Pbdz
A Troop were located amidst 2,000 campers beside a lake.
The 160lb. tents appeared just a little out of place next to the
latest in modem camping equipment.
During the day the 0 members of A Troop undertook a
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va ried p r gramm e of initiative te ts, orienteering, map-reading
e.xcrci . It was alway very plea ant to return for a swim
at Gedem and view the many, many bikinis that happened
al o to be taking a dip.

223 Signal Squadron (Radio)

The Troop became a p art of the camping platz, and holidaymaker were practically queueing up to have a look around
the camp site. On Saturday evening the T roop entertained
tho e campers who were enjoying a p int in the gucschomc.
The 'choir,' Jed by Lance-Corporal Wilkie, were in fi ne form,
and in no time at all the campers were joining in the songs
and action . The locals enjoyed the ' show ' so much that a
colle tion was made amongst the campers !

l11t,•r-Troo1• .\tlal1•iics
INCE our last notes the Squadron has had a change of
Commanding Officer, Major J ohn Heyes has left for the
Abu Dhabi Defence Force as Signal Adviser, and we ay welcome to M ajor Tony Bushell, who b as taken over.
On e of the last events held before Major Heyes left was the
Inter-Troop Athletics Meeting. This turned out to be very
successful and enjoyable, the highlight bein g the old soldiers'
race over 100 yards, the handicap being one yard for each year
of service. The S .S.M., having previously finished second in
the 100 yards event and having only 19 years' of service, was
ordered not to compete by the 0 .C.- who still did n ot man age
to win . The Q . ., Captain Jack Needham, won the running
part of the event. He failed on the finish in g line, however,
when h e tried to tackle his beer and was beaten by Captain
Peter Oague-Quine, who down ed his beer in on e gulp . (Practice
obviou ly h elps).
T h e team p icked after this meeting took part in the M inor
U nits Athletics at Aldershot and managed to come joint seventh.
Corporal Gue won th e mile event easily and bas since won the
Army (1 mile) Championship, 1969.
Corporal Neil Bonner h as h ad some success wi th h is basketball. The team he was playing for won the Basingstoke 1st
D ivision Basketball L eague at the fi rst attempt, for which he
received a m edal; they then wen t on to th e second round of
the N ational Intermediate L eague.

To have 14 days of glorious sunshine in such a location
wa quite something.

Dr4'itenborn-• .lagcrmeist r

B/M Troop found themselves tucked away in a wood and
having to fight a tough battle against the horse-fly. As the
site had been recced by A Troop, there was a certain feeling,
at fir t, that B/M Troop had just been 'parked ' on the first
piece of spare land! However within a day, the view of the
location had changed, and the Troop felt they were better
off and would not want to be elsewhere.
Canoeing took up a large part of the programme, with
Second-Lieutenant Skaife doing the instruction. To the delight of the Troop they beat A Troop 10---1 at soccer, with
Jagermeister McLoughlin playing a sterling game, whil t Foreman Paul kept the spectators in good voice.

Winchester

S

Trout tickling became a favourite pastime, but, as usual,
when the O .C., Major Corden, and the R.S..M. , W.0.1 Cave,
visited the location, nobody could give a po itive demonstration on how it was done!

t:rieket
The unit cricket eleven continues to enjoy a good season
and, to date, have lost only one club match, despite a drop in
the standard of batting amongst the higher order batsmen.
This speaks well for our bowlers, esp ecially Corporal Al
Marsden and Lance-Corporal Mark Isaacs, who have kept
down the opposing totals.
A recent match at Bushfield produced a ' cliff-hanger ' finish.
With the last pair at the wicket, 15 runs were required, and
these eventually came, with loud cheers from the pavilion .

INSTRUCTOR

Tennis
The unit entered the S .E . D istrict Knockout Competition
and was drawn again st the School of Transport, Bordon.
After a very enjoyable game we were defeated by a narrow
margin. It was assumed that after this we had been elminated
however, as a esult of some team playing an RO, the competition was redrawn and we played R.A.P.C ., Worthy Down.
This was a somewhat harder draw, and we lost by a fair
margin.
Our next major enterprise was the Corps Tennis Championships, held at Salisbury. Five entries were made from the
Squadron, and after three days of hard-fought competitions,
Major Bushell and Captain Clague-Quine ran out winners of
the Blake Doubles and Corporal Al Marsden, who regularly
plays in the Corps team, was runner-up in the Blake Singles.
By and large, a very enjoyable season, and although we are
inevitably the dwarf against the giants, nevertheless, our efforts
are well worthwhile.

apprentice training school
A responsible and rewarding career is open to an elec·
tronics engineer with a genuine interest in the training and
development of young people at the E.M .I. Apprentice
Training School.
Candidates who should be aged 25 to 40 years must
have practical experience in electronics and the follow ing
qualifications :0 .N.C. Electrical - or
O.N.C. General Engineering with Electrical Engineering
and Physics II .
H.N.C. Electrical or C. & G. Electrical Technicians. Full
Technological Certifi cate, and experience as an instructor
would be additional advantages.
The successful candidate will teach electronic, craft and
technician apprentices the basic skills, relat ing their college
theory to practical appl ications in building circuits and
small projects and in using measuring instruments and test
gear. He will also assist in the provision and supervision of
graduate and undergraduate project work.
Salary will be in the range of £1275 - £1875. Conditions
of service and prospects for advancement are excellent.
Ameniues include an active sports and social club and an
attractive contributory pension scheme.
Please write giving brief details of age, qualifications and
experience to date, to :J. V. SWALLOW.
GROUP PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT.
E.M.I. LIMITED.
BLYTH ROAD. HAYES. MIDDLESEX.
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Fishing
Major (T.0.T.) Charles Holland has been active on the
fishing front and runs a keen fishing club in the Squadron.
On a recent trip he managed to catch a fine 121b. salmon in
the River Spey in Scotland.

To sea in H.lU.S. Uulwark
Several members of the Squadron enjoyed two days aboard
H.M.S. Bulwark-a helicopter assault vessel. We arrived in the
morning at Portsmouth in time for the rum tot and after
lunch left, bound for Plymouth. As the ship was leaving after
its refit to go overseas, we were able to see the parade by the
quarter guard and ship's company as we passed down the
harbour.
During the afternoon we were all shown round, which was
very interesting. Funnily enough, there have been no complaints about corny accommodation since.
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GETTING ACQUAINTED
Some of 223 Squadron aboard H.M.S. Bu lwark
Left to right : Corporal Colin Mason , Corporal D. Scott (REME
transfe r ring to Royal Signals), Corporal Bill Garner, Sergeant
"Chalky" White, C.P.O . Collins, F of S "' Bushy" Coll ins, Sergeant
Bob Mawson , P.T. Instructor, Corporal Bob Tu rner

WHAT A STORY!
Aboard H.M .S. Bulwark the odd tale is told
Left to right : F of S "Bushy" Collins, Sergeant " Chalky" White,
Sergeant Stan Ball , Sergeant Pat Baldwin, Sergeant Bob Mawson
and two naval friends
During the trip down the Channel the Marines boarded
their helicopters after an impressive fiy-past, and we saw some
of the problems involving landing 36 We sex helicopters on a
small deck as quickly as possible.
After a most enjoyable evening in the C.P.0.s' Mess, we
landed at Plymouth to make the journey home.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps

Ferry 1our car
home for
half-price1
This is an important offer - specially introduced
for HM Forces in BAOR and attached civilian
personnel. Between Oct I and May 31, North Sea
Ferries take your car from Rotterdam (Europoort)
to Hull (and back) at half price.
It's a convenient drive-on-drive-off service toooperating at night, so you get a comfortable
night's sleep en route. All service passengers get
10% off their fares - even cheaper on special 8day return excursions - and there is a comfortable
berth, dinner, morning tea, and full breakfast
included in the fare plus 3 bars, duty free shop,
colour T.V., even a juke box. Drive off next day
at Hull and you're home. There's no fuss, no time
wasted and no extras - everything's included
in the price.
From £9.8.6. single with
your car-from£7.8.6. single
with cabin berth only.

""5U: •

ES NORTH SIA fERRIS

Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. inc. P. Tax

each 12/9
,, 14/1

(Postui:e Estral

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
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July also saw an adventure trammg exercise to the Isle of
Skye, where mountains were climbed, lochs swum, roads
marched and sheep chased. The highligh t of the exercise was
Lieutenant Lewis, O.C. Line Troop, slowly submerging in his
water-filled canoe. As ever, he did the job properly and the
canoe has not been seen since.
Whilst at Skye, Sergeant King and his Line Troop earned
themselves a special mention from the local counci l by doing
a number of jobs for the Old Folks' Home, in particular, constructing a super set of stone steps down the cliff to enable
the residents to reach the seaside without a two-mile trek.
As the Sergeant-Major said, it was the first time Sergeant
King had dropped a brick to some purpose.

Hoyal occasions
A memorable week for all of us at Tangmere, commenced
on 29th July, when Her Majesty The Quen and Princess Anne
landed at Tangmere after their flight from the West Country.
A large crowd saw them drive through the station on their
way to Arundel Castle.
On 30th July, Prince Charles arrived to complete his flying training, and, despite being very nearly dragged on to the
morning Squadron parade, seemed to enjoy himself and his
surroundings.
So we press on and look forward to exercises in September
to the Middle East, Denmark and B.A.0.R.
THE AFCENT MARCHING TEAM
This comprises American, British, Dutch, and German soldiers. All the British are from 227 Signal Squadron except for one
sapper

227 Signal Squadron (AFCENT)
B.F.P.O. 18
International barbecue
COMMITrEE of W.O.s and Senior N.C.0.s of all
nationalities working in Tapijn Kaserne was formed to
organise an all ranks' barbecue. Those involved performed a
superb job, as they succeeded in providing not only an enmormously successful occasion on 3rd July, but also in making more
than sufficient profit to run a similar type of event later in the
year.
Squadron personalities involved were W.0.1 Fisher, W.O.s
II Brewer and Posdethwaite, and our R.A.P.C. representative,
Sergeant Bex.

A

::\'Jjmegen

~larch

Eight members of the Squadron were in the multi-national
team which represented H .Q. AFCENT in the annual Nijmegen
March.
These men all acquitted themselves with honour, and
Sergeant Smith, Corporals Read, George, Roythorne, LanceCorporal Mugford, and Signalmen Boddis, Jones-Ward and
Lynch were all formally congratulated by General J. Bennecke,
CINCENT, at a function held on 1st August in Brunssim.

Sport-Sons take ou 11.q. AFCENT cricketers
The H.Q. AFCENT cricket team threw out a holiday
challenge to the British sons to play them on 30th July at
Heerlen. Tlie challenge was accepted, and two of our Corps
sons, Philip Partington, of Grenville College, Bideford, and
Tony Richardson, of Read Grammar School, Drax, the sons
of Major Partington and Captain Richardson respectively, were
~elected to represent the sons eleven.
On the day, the sons were put in to bat first and were
severely shaken when their opening batsman was clean bowled
with the first ball of the match. It took them another halfhour to settle down and score their first run, but then they
got on with the task well, scoring a total of 101, of which
' our ' repre~entatives collected 2 and 1 respectively.
The AFCENT team then went in to bat, all poised to win
ea ily, as evidenced by their vigorous batting. But they were
not prepared for rhe keen bowling and fielding of the sons,
who now had their tails up. Here, ' our ' sons came into
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their own, with Tony Richardson showing his scorn for 'blue
jobs ' by clean bowling Wing-Commander Howell, SquadronLeader Drake and the Assistant Provost Marshal, FlightLieutenant Burgess, to gain an analysis of 3-32, while Philip
Partington bowled Sergeant Davies, R.A.F., and Sergeant
Gosney to take 2 for 13. Are these boys going to be Corps
cricketers in the 70's?
However, experience won in the end-just-for the AFCENT
team won by a mere two wickets, and only then scoring the
winning run with the last ball of the match.
The R.A.F. in AFCENT were more than cocksure when
they similarly challenged the Army to a match on 28th June,
since they provide by far the majority of the H.Q. AFCENT
team. But in the event they certainly bit off more than they
could chew.
We had four Squadron men in the Army team, and oneCorporal Nixon-set the seal on the R.A.F.'s defeat by taking
eight of their wickets for 26 runs. The final score being Army
86, R.A.F. 77.

244 Signal Squadron (Tactical Air
Support), R.A.F. Tangmere, Sussex
Still truvelllng

EN is put to paper this month
the roar of jet engines
P
as the ' Red Arrows ' aerobatics team, staying with us
for the day, practise their fabulous display immediately over
to

my office, so there is every excuse for a certain amount of incoherence.
Continuing the saga of 'Have Detachments, will Travel,'
last week saw the Squadron returning once again from its
Middle East jaunts, having been to Libya, Malta and Cyprus.
The airfield was a hive of activity as plane after plane arrived
and disgorged their sun-tanned warriors straight into the arms
of the ever-smiling customs officers! Despite this, all was
smiles, and we have been merrily puffing super-length cigarettes
ever since.
August is, allegedly, a mark-time month, when the Squadron
gets its leave in and make-do-and-mend is the order of the
day. Nevertheless, a party of five have gone off to Libya on
a ' Desert Survival Course,' the Line Troop cavorted over
Dartmoor for three days, whilst Radio Troop set fire to one
of its Land Rovers.
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die in battle is honourable, is part of the Hong Kong taxi
driver's manual. Bravery is always difficult to define, but the
sight of Staff Sergeant ' Dug ' Bowman stepping into the
Nathan Road traffic to raise a manhole cover, brings tears of
pride to the eyes of his cowering repair team.
Fifty p er cent of our soldiers are Chinese. This brings its
complications, as the photograph shows. A keen reader, with
time on his hands can make a tentative start to a ~tudy of
Mandarin by working out which characters mean 'jockey
wheel.' There are no prizes for spotting the deliberare mistakes.
Every day Sergeant Paul Glover, a Tech TE comes in
ro work by car, changes to a 3-tonner and makes his way to
Kowloon Public Pier. There he steps aboard a wallah-wallah
boat and crosses the harbour to Stonecutters Island. There arc
only two vehicles on the island so, from then on, he's on foot
as he shuttles between the Joint Services Transmitting Station
and the auto exchange. At the end of the day, the reverse process takes place. Things get complicared when he has ro
change the routine to fit in a football game. 1ust some of our
everyday problems!
Successes
The Squadron continues to be a force to be reckoned with
in minor units span. We have recently won the Minor Units
Football League, the Royal Signals Hong Kong Inter-Squadron
Athletics and the Slst Brigade Minor Units Athletics. F. of S.
Mortensen and Sergeant Millar recently produced a magnificent golf cup for our trophy cabinet.

'&<' aces
1HE Squadron is now ' under new management.' Major
Dawson Pratt finally departed these shores in April
from Kai Tak Airport. We have heard that. he hasn't reached
England yet-something to do with sabotage. It's not surprising, really, most of the Squadron had an afternoon off to
see him on the plane, and the farewell drinks started early
and didn't finish until long after he had gone.
Major Martin Pickard is now firmly in the chair and
grappling with the problems of a Squadron on to which the
planners wish to force a ' marriage of convenience.' " Integrate with H.Q. 51 Brigade and Camp Kowloon," they say,
or " amalgamate " or "rationalise." Since neither the O.C. nc:ir
the Brigade Major or Camp Commandant are well versed m
these esoteric terms, a pretty exercise in semantics has occurred,
but the Squadron carries on in blissful independence.
Life can be tough. Two of our stalwarts, R.Q.M.S. Ted
Morrill and Sergeant ' Dusty ' Millar, have both had compulsory extensions to their tours in Hong Kong. They have
taken it very well. Several extra months to be spent away
from dear old Blighty-and not a word of complaint!

'I

Places
For those who don't know, it is pointed out that 253
Squadron is split between Kowloon, on the mainland side
of Hong Kong harbour, and Sek Kong-a Catterick Camp-like
establishment in the New Territories, half way up to the
border with China. Two Troops of the Squadron are in
Kowloon, coping with the bustle and noise of city life, whilst
the third Troop idles in a lush backwater in the country. The
prize for ' real ' soldiering, however, goes to these country
cousins-they have to take paludrine!
' N ' Troop, at Sek Kong, is very useful for visits to the
border. As a line Troop, it maintains all the lines to the
border O.P.s. 'The border' is the place where everyone has
to go at least once. A young Artillery offic.e~ must. have been
most impressed recently when a party v1s1ted his O.P. It
consisted of a Major, a Captain, a W.O.II, a Foreman of
Signals and a Lineman. "No, we don't have to have clearance
to visit the border, we're the line party checking the phone."

'THElandSquadron
is located at Bahrein, a small island off mainArabia. The weather is hot but not unbearable and

1•.-oi.le111s
"Living dangerously"
a well-worn phrase these days,
but to the members of ' K ' Troop it has come to mean another dreaded cable fault in Nathan Road. Piccadilly
Circus has nothing on Nathan Road, . e/{cept I?erhaps a
degree of orderliness and control. The Oriental belief that to

because of the sunshine and water all around us, we are able
to live the sore of life, off duty, enjoyed normally o~y by
millionaire and film scarlets. For work, the Squadron 1s split
into three main locations, Jufair, where we serve the Joint
Headquarters and three single Service Headquarters, .Hamala,
where we provide communication for the Royal Au: Force
and an Infantry Battalion, and Muharraq, where we serve both
the airfield and the Army camp.
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253 SQUADRON ATHLETIC TEAM

Back row (left to right) : Lance-Corporal Moffat, Signalman Roe,
Lance-Corporal Mann, Lance-Corporal West, Lance-Corporal Evans,
Signalman Southam
Pront row (left to right): Corporal Jones, Lance-Corporal Devereux,
O.C., Captain Law, Corporal Innes

255 Signal Squadron (Bahrein),
~B.F.P.O. 6 3
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.Jufi Ir

\\"c have recently said farewell to Major John Clapp and hi~.
family who move to 2 Divi ion . Hi place ha been taken by
Major John Brian. Al o to depart shortly arc the econd-inCommand, Captain Geoff Maude, and his family, who follow
Major Clapp to Bunde, the . J\1., W.0.11 Bob Hayes, and
the R.Q. 1. ., W.0.11 Bob Jones. We wish them all well in
their new appointment . The Joint Message Centre held a
very succe ful parry last month and managed to gather a
large number of mo t attractive girls to the function. Well
done, Sergeant Pat Travers. The Line Troop eem to have
decided to corner the market in stamp and a visit to the
office most night will fin'd Sergeant Geoff Rookes and a . mall
group in the quiet of an air-conditioned building, poring over
the late t i ue . Sergeant Bernie Welch, left arm weighed
down with a fine new gold watch, has put a lot of effort into
organising tours of the local cable and wireless installations.
These have proved both interesting and educational, as they
have included Telephone Exchanges, an International Switching Centre, a Tropospheric Scatter Terminal and a briefing on
the new Satellite tation due to be opened in mid-July. The
M.T. ection seem to provide many of the Squadron athletes,
Signalmen M ichael McGowan and Bill Whale are among the
most active. Field Troop as ever, spend much of their time on
exerci e and have recently been in Wadi Shawkah providing
communication for 1 Cheshire.
llam a la
Here we have a mall, but none the le s active pan of the
quadron. 515 Troop provides the resident Infantry Battalion
with rear link communications. Sergeant John Clayforth runs
the detachment which provides the Comcen and the automatic
telephone exchange. Again they are all active sportsmen and
are teaching themselves to play squash. It must be quite
difficulc with a book in one hand and a squash racket in the
other. Lance-Corporal Roger Beasley, of Radio Relay Troop
distinguished himself by capturing single-handed an Arab
intruder who had managed to get past the guard dogs of the
RAF station at Hamala and earned for himself the congratulation of the Station Commander.

SWIMMING IS GOOD HERE
255 Signal Squadron water polo enthusiasts in action

~luharraq

~ere are three Troops located here, the Airfield Troop,
Radio Relay Troop and S.W.S. Troop. The Airfield Troop
regard themselves as the workers of the Squadron. There can
be no doubt that they have plenty of work to do in hot and
tryin~ conditions and . their 0.C., Captain Tom Scarff (when
not ID the U .K . or SIDgapore), keeps them hard at it. Radio
Relay Troop provide 24-hour-a-day communications under
Foreman of Signals Dave Potter, who recently took command
of the Troop and S.W.S. T roop, a vital part of the Squadron
under the helpful guidance of the T.O.T ., Major Les Knigh~
who sees to it that the Gulf has all projects and stores firmly
under control.
WH O WANTS TO LEAVE T H E GUL F?

\\' ater Polo
The Sq';ladron has just won the Garrison Water Polo League
an~ ~as ID fact only beaten once in the competition. The
ma1omy of the team are also in the Garrison side which has
won the Major Units Water Polo T rophy. The normal members
of the team are Captain Geoff Maude, Sergeant Max Pond
Corporal Morris Vaughan, Corporal John Doyle, Lance~
Corporal Max Max~ell, Lance-C?rporal ' Jock' Cartwright,
Lance-Corporal Berme Luby and Signalman Dave Lewis.

Exercise ' Blister '
This was a 36-mile, voluntary night march from the south
to the north of the island. Five of the six competitors entered
by the ~quadron w!!re high in. the l_ist of finishers, Corporal
Gerry Lilley and Signalman Nick Gibson finishing third and
fourth., This, in July, is a real endurance test and all who took
part did very well.
Prlnct>s s Royal Day

Th_is was celebrated by the Squadron by having a floodlit
7-a-side knock-out . soccer competition organ ised by Staff
S~rgeant Rex ~lothier, followed by a barbecue. We invited all
u:mals. Umts m. the G ulf to take p art. I t was good to see t he
C:R.. Signals, _L ieutenant-Colonel Jim Massey, making some
urrmg saves m goal, and Majors Willy Robotham and Phil

Prin cess Royal D ay spread

Spooner dashing about like 12 years olds. The final was won
by _2_22 Squadron who came over from Sharjah for the comP.etit:Jon. They narrowly beat a combined M.T./Field Troop
side. The ba~becue, held _by the side of Jufair swimming pool,
w~s most enioyable. Ma1or John Brian presented the soccer
pnzes, the Princess Royal Fishing Trophy to W.0.11 (S.S.M.)
Bo~ .Hayes, who caught a shark on the last day of the competmon (no photograph enclosed; we have taken his word as
a . fisherman that he actually caught it), and the darts prize to
Signalman George Salvona, of 2 ]RS. The draw was a great
success under the managell?ent of the chief clerk, Sergeant
Ian Ryder, and. a good everung was enjoyed by all present.

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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Now your voice will carry
even further
A radical breakthrough in battlefield communications, the
GA.480 is the first completely transistorised wide-band linear
amplifier developing 100 watt p.e.p. over the 1.5·12 MHz range.
And, as it weighs only 161b. it is the first really man-portable one,
too.
.
It fully complements the GR.345 SSB man pack, with which 1t
forms a frequency-synthesised SSB station for vehicular and/or
portable use, operating from its own 24-volt battery or directly from
the vehicle supply. It can be driven by any 100 mW RF source.
Entirely aperiodic, it has no tuning or loading c~ntrols to
adjust. It cannot be damaged by mismatch or over_drive. and
automatically delivers full power when the A.T.U. 1s ad1usted for
maximum RF indication. Being designed and built to DEF 133
Specification, the Redifon GA.480 is s~i_table for u_niversal us~.
Tough, versatile, foolproof, requiring ~o tuning_. 1mposs1ble to
overload, easy to carry-you've got to hand 1t to Red1fon.

REDIFON
RED IFON LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
Broomh lll Road , Wandsworth, London, S.W.18.
Tele phon e: 01-874 7281
A Member Company of the Redlffuslon Organisatloo
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262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)
B.F.P.O. 53
Q ADRO
Headquaner is looking rather thin on the
S
ground at pre ent. We said farewell to Lieutenant Mike
Galloway early in July, and we vish him, his wife, Marion,
and on, Richard, all the best du.ring their tour of B.A.0.R. A
few days later the O.C. was whi ked into hospital-protesting
volubly-for the removal of an offending knee cartilage. However, Major Gent i progressing well and should be back with
u by the time the e notes are published.
Corporal Mark Eaton was the driving force behind the
organi ation of the beach barbecue on Saturday 26th July.
This wa attended by the majority of the Squadron and
voted to be a great ucces . The setting was ideal- andy
beach, warm night and a full moon; add to thi good food
plenty to drink and music it could hardly fail!
~ieut~nant-~lonel Ridler, W.R.A.C. and Mr. Spiro, a
cnpl:\vnter, arrived at the end of the month on a recce for
a. W.R.A.C. recruiting film~ to be made in October. A Royal
Signals are on~ of the chief employer of W.R.A.C., quite a
loc. ?f scenes w1.ll be hot in the Squadron. Mr. Spiro will be
wmmg the script for the film and also directing the film
unit when ic arrives.
As a warm-up for the Minor Units Swimming Meeting
Sergeant Alan Bott organised a Squadron Swimming Gala on
9th July. le was a grea.t. succe s and made an interesting afternoon out for the families. Although some of the times returned in the Squ~dron gala were good they were not good
enough for th~ Mmor Units Meeting. We did do very well,
but as the saymg goes, you cant win them all!
After many months of waiting and looking for suitable
accommodation, work is now well under way on the Squadron
Club. The building is right by the sea and should be ready
for use soon. MPBW have been very co-operative, helping
to knock down walls and promi ing to help with decoration.

\\.•R-<\..C. Take fo Hock Climbing
The W.R.A.C. have found a new wav to use some of their
energy-this time rock climbing~ Instructors are provide~ by the R.A.F. Mountain Rescue Team, which, incidentally mcludes one Royal Signals member Signalman Harrison
of 2~1 Signal Squadron. Learning by oul mistakes the amoun:
of kn ~aken i now the minimum. Hoots of laughter greeted
the arrival of the first party, armed with tents cookers pots
and pan~.
ow the rations go to the R.A.F., who do all
the cooking, and the tents are in store until the winter comes.
Cyprus offers ~airly ~aried ~liJ:nbing, ~nd although it does not
match the alpJDe heights, It is certainly ideal for beginners.
Ther~ ar<: rum'!urs afoot that there will be a course of intrucuon m radio procedure for W.R.A.C. after hearing some
of their efforts at weekends ! Several attempts were made to
cal} up a party that was overdue last weekend and a small
voice was ~card to reply: " I don't know wh~ we are but
are you calling us."
'
e~cess

.\11 llt•,·oir, Singaport•

Fl.ying th.e flag of the Commander Far East Fleet we said au
revo1r to m.gaporc and set off east for Borneo, where Labuan
and Kota Kmabalu were our ports of call. Our time at each
was fully occupied by sporting fixtures of every kind. We then
headed north for Hong Kong. A day s ' roughcrs ' caught us
unawares and some pongoe were noticed doing standings for
matelots-:--other were no~ noticed at all! We entered Hong
Kong with the band playmg and the Signal Troop paraded as
Quarterdeck Guard. The snags of maritime guards rapidly
became apparent as we were showered in soot from the funnels
and wadding from the saluting guns. Despite the Surgeon
Corn~andcr's appearance ~n the .TV .briefing ' This is Hong
Kong, there followed a nightly 1nvas10n of Wan Chai until
inevitably, the money ran out. The sportsmen also had a~
opportunity to display their kills.

Strained loyalties
A pedal mention hould go to Signalman Barry Mulley who
was a member of the R.N. side that broke the Hong Kong
Rugby Clubs persistent domination of Service teams and also
Tamar
to .S ignalman ' Jock ' Arnot who played for H.l\f
aga~nst 252 Signal Squadron we find our loyalties rather
stramed at times. Exercise 'Trident Star' concluded our visit
to Hong Kong. The R.C.T. played a big part in this exercise
providing every form of tran port from hovercraft to mules
the latter causing some cracks at our expense from the Navy'.
On. the return p~ssage to Singapore we had our Operational
Readiness Inspection when Commodore Amphibious Force
threw everything at us. We were then declared ready to carry
our our pnmary role as an assault ship. Our stay in Singapore
was short,. our only commitment being a demonstration assault
on Chang1 Beach for the benefit of the Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State (R. .), Dr. David Owen, M.P. Then as
the Signal Troop presented arms to the Fleet Commander' for
the last time after nearly two years' service, we settled down
to the long ocean passage to Bahrein and eventually home.

.S.

From Singapore

O

UR last major exercise before leaving Singapore was
'Fote_x .69.' As it~ name implies this is the Far East Fleet
annual trammg exercise, in this case a classic amphibious
a ~ult .. After a lengthy passage punctuated by attacks from
Malaysia~ F.P.B.s, Australian aircraft and British- submarines
H.M. Ships He"'!es, Albion, Intrepid and a host of escort~
reached the rebel 1~land of Penang, which was quickly crushed
by o~r .e~barked <;:ornmandos. The Fleet returned to Si ngapore
by d1v1S1ons, an 1ml?ressive sight well covered by the local
I?re ~, to take .Part m 'Fosport,' in which Intrepid (with a
httle Army assistance) came second.

being even ruder to the senior N .C.0.s at 06.45 hours each
morning on the square than he had been to the recruit squad
on the previous afternoon. For the 'seniors,' relaxing over their
foaming pints, the highlight must have been the sight of the
officers setting off for a spot of evening orienteering (did someone describe it as a sport?). Whilst for the officers, I have
heard it suggested that the unexpected departure of the R.S.M.,
half way through the second week, was celebrated by at least
one subaltern who had been found ' in very bad order, sir '
on one of the officers' drill parades. (No one escapes our Mr.
Alfred!).

Sergeants' l\less Dinner
Parachuted into their arms
Our stay irt the Gulf was busy. We embarked troops at
Dubai and Bahrein and then headed out to the East Coast of
Muscat ~o r,ound ~P some dissident S.A.S. tribesmen as part
?f Exer~se Face. ~ur beach recce group parachuted straight
mto their arms, which was an ominous start; however all
went well., and a week later we returned to Babrein to disembark, prior to starting our long homeward passage.
'

31st (Greater London) Signal
Regiment (Volunteers)
Hammersmith
Annual Cami• a happy memory

661 Signal Troop (LPD)
H.M.S. Intrepid
B.F.P.O. Ships

A DUBIOUS ADDITION
S.S.M. ' Dusty' Miller about to reinforce the W .R.A.C. soccer
team for an inter-troop match

HERE we are, back in our home city once more with
another annual ca~p just a happy memory. I hope it
.
is a happy memory-I dido t hear any complaints-and those
among us :vvho have been going to. Scarborough for more years
than we hk~ to remember, unanimously declared it the best
camp ever 1n one respect-the weather! We must admit to
having our own private witch-doctor- R.Q.M.S. ' Nobby'
Clarke who, w~en we were ankle deep in mud, on a recent
weekend exercJSe, assured us all that he could guarantee
W?nderful weather.at Scarborough. Now, having provided us
with 15 days of sunshine, his meteorological magic must have
reached the ears of our neighbours, 7lst Signal Regiment for
d_ocumentation. is being rushed through to get him co~s
s1oned as their T.A.V.R. Quartermaster before they go to
Scarborough m September. I bet you can't do it again
Nobby!
'

A selection of highlights
It is cµtficult to say which was the highlight of camp; I
suppose 1t depends on who you are. For the new recruit, it
was probably the sight of R.S.M. Alfred (whom we've recently
acqmred from 4 Guards Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron)
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I really ought to mention something about work, but before
I do I must tell you about the Sergeants' Mess dinner. It
start~d at 5.30 p .m. with a visit to the Tommy Cooper Show
(from which we don't think he's ever likely to recover) followed by a superb dinner at the Crown Hotel and thei; ~ack
to the Sergeants' Mess, where the cast of the show were mv1ted
to join the party. Some of our younger members gave up
early on, but the more experienced ones managed to keep
going to see the clock round to 5.30 a.m.

Dest parade fo

many a year

Now to work. We ran upgrading courses, recruit training,
and had our Regimental parade during the first week. R.S.M.
Alfred must take credit for what many of our ' Old Comrades'
present described as the best Regimental Parade for many a
year. Our thanks also to the Middlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades' Band who travelled overnight to play for us on the
Saturday; w~ greatly appreciated ~s, particular]y a.s they had
to leave immediately after our Regimental Service m order to
return to London to fulfil an engagement on Sunday morning
at the Cenotaph. During the parade the. Honora;y Col~ne],
Colonel B. R. Wood, presented the Lord L1eutem1nt s Mentonous Service Certificate to Sergeant John Benson.
The second week was taken up with a Regimental exercise.
We enjoyed the opportunity to get away from such well-known
training areas as Chobham Ridges and, on the wh?le, we
thought the Yorkshire Moors and Dales compared qmte favourably with Aldershot!

Visitors galore
We had a number of v1s1tors whom we were delighted to
see at Scarborough. In particular, General Gralka, th.e new
ACOS (CANOE) at SHAPE, who spent 24 .hours with us,
accompanied by Colonel M~iaux, of ~e Belgian Army. T.he
General was obviously fascinated by his first . encounter with
the T. & A.V.R. and talked at great length with many of us.
We hope he didn't go away convinced that we were all ma~,
but he appeared puzzled as to why anyone should spend their
two weeks' annual holiday in the Army! (And when you_ look
at it like that-perhaps we are all mad I). Anyway, we enioyed
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SHAPE VISITOR
General E. Gralka (Acos Cande Division SHAPE) on right talks
with the C.O. Lieutenant-Colonel Brown (centre) and Brigadier
Borthwick, Commander 11th Signal Group

seeing the General° over here, and we look forward to meeting
him again on many future occasions.
We also had visits from Brigadier R. H. Borthwick, Commander, 11 Signal Group M and Lieutenant-Colonel F. M.
S. Winter, C.S.O., London District, as well as from our
Honorary Colonel, who managed, as always, to spend two
days with us.

Come up and see us som.etimet
As, no doubt, the Editor is going to slash these notes to
pieces, I see no point in going on! (Oh! Ohl-Editor). Ann173l
camp is over for 1969; next year we go to Europe once agaJD.
As we must never miss an opportunity to recruit-perhaps some
readers who are due to leave the Regular Army and are
planning to live near London would like to join us--we always
keep a special welcome for ex-Regulars, so why not come
along and see us?

32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (VJ,
Glasgow
~Vind

of change

•THOSE of us north of the border ha':'e not escaped the
'wind of change'; we started 1969 with a new and more
realistic role in support of U.K.L.F. This necessita~ed a great
deal of re-training, with the changeover from radio relay to
HF radio.
There have also been changes in personnel. We absorbed
the Scottish Regional Signal Troop and Sub-Regional Troops,
and, inevitably, a number of ~dividuals who had been with
the Reserve Army for some time have had to go; to them
we say farewell and thank you. Not satisfi~d with o~r basic
responsibilities for the whole of Scotland, It was decided to
give us a stake in Northern Ireland, too, and we now have
69th (North Irish Horse) Signal Squadron (V) in Londonderry.
As if this wasn't enough, those members of the Permanent
Staff who helped to found the Regiment on 1st April, 1967,
are now leaving at the end of their tour, amongst them
Lieutenant-Colonel Graham Davies, who has been relieved
by Lieutenant-Colon~l David ~attermull; Major .Jim Robinson
by Major Frank Lettin, and Maior John DouthwaJte as Quartermaster by Captain Peter McNaughton.

• Sight and Sound '
' O.K. cries' are not the monopoly of the Regular Afm_yfor the benefit of those readers who have not heard of Sight
and Sound ' it is a commercial venture which undertakes to
teach anyo~e to touch-type on a typewriter, from scratch, in
101

Shoe.' This showed that there is great potential in the
Regiment, ready to be harnessed. The weather was fine and
everyone enjoyed it, particularly the W.R.A.C., under canvas,
who were able to show the men how to erect tents that would
stay up.
The considerable traffic handling capacity of the Dil s'
telep~inters resulted in the directing staff running out of
pracuce traffic-at about the same time as the Officers' Mess
ran out of tonic water. The Regimental Padre had with him
the official report .on . the World Council of Churches. Anyone
subsequently morutormg our traffic would have been mystified
by the mixture of ecumenical discussion and action to overcome the great tonic water shortage.
One of the trials of every camp is the number of visitors·
a very efficient 69th (North Irish Horse) Squadron guard com~
mander found a novel and effective means of entertaining
those who did not know the password, by arranging a short
stay in his guardroom.

Fare w e lls
NEW TRAINING METHOD
The G.O.C. Scotland, lieutenant-General Sir Derek Lang, receives
some touch-typing instruction from Sight and Sound 's 0n-Site
Training Manager, Mr. Martin Kaye, during his visit to the annual
camp of the 32nd Signal Regiment at Burniston Barracks, Scarborough
12 one-hour lessons (which preferably should be on consecutive days). We were extremely fortunate in having at camp
an instructor from the firm with a set of their equipment,
and 48 volunteers were put through the course. No previous
training is required; some of the trainees were linemen convertin~ tf1eir trade t<;> comcen operator as part of the reorgarusat:J.on. Camp 1s not the best place for ' Sight and
Sound,' because it is difficult to organise the subsequent teleprinter training to follow on immediately afterwards. Conflicting requirements make it difficult to ensure that volunteers
attend for the specified periods and, of course, the multitude
of visitors are a distraction to trainees trying to concentrate,
though General Sir Derek Lang, G.O.C.-in-C. in Scotland,
when he visited us, joined in as a trainee and appeared on
Yorkshire Television in this role.
We all hope that 'Sight and Sound' will be available to us
out of camp as the answer to reducing the time it takes to
teach a volunteer the basic keyboard skill.
Camp
Once again we went to Scarborough, and not to the Continent
as had originally been promised, prior to our new role There
was some apprehension as we assembled there-those of us
from Scotland had almost forgotten our former tribal loyalties
(Highland, Lowland and City of Edinburgh)-but how would
the men from Londonderry (North Irish Horse) affect us. We
need i:iever have feared, they fitted ~ extremely well, and
wh~t is r;iore, brought the North Insh Horse Regimental
Gwdon with them to add a splash of colour to Regimental
parades. The Guidon was also taken to camp by the other North
Irish Horse Squadron, which is part of the Royal Yeomanry
Regiment, Belfast.
. Forty-~o of our . volunteers went to the Training Brigade
m Cattenck for their camp, and we say thank you yet again
to Major Fred Leatherland and the instructors of 8th and
24th Regiments for all their help.
Those at Scarborough spent their first week on individual
training, and the second week on exercises. We started with
a Regimental one to shake out, before the group exercise ' Red

f'ARAWAY

PLACES t

VNVSVAL

JOBS 1

WHY NOT WRITE Y01TR STORY .FOR
H THE WIRE ,,,

The Regiment's farewells to Lieutenant-Co!onel Graham
Davies were nothing if not original. The Warrant Officers
and Sergeants, having wined and dined him, disposed of him
atop _the Scammell, seated in an armchair. Fortunately, he was
wearmg a crash helmet, as he attempted a parachutist's exit
without the parachute.
The officers, not to be outdone, planned a Viking farewell.
~ortunately they decided against floating him out to sea, and
mstead produced a novel ' longship ' floating in a water-filled
trailer with mist (from dry ice) rising from the water.
And so to 1970 when, we have been told, we are to camp
north of the border, at Cultybraggen. When the news gets
aro_und, no doubt it will result in sighs of regret from the
maidens of Scarborough, matched by more sighs--of relieffrom the men (and officers) of the Regiment.

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt.
(V)

Tyne1Teesside

& West

Riding
• Over 500 attend annual camp
in Germany.
• Mayor and Mayoress of
Teesside visit Regiment for
four days.
o Honorary Colonel t a k e s
parade.
Commander
well
• Group
five - day
wi th
satisfied
exercise.
• Anglo-German goodwill increased.
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TEESSIDE IN GERMANY
The Mayor and Mayoress of Teesside watch the Regimental Band beat Retreat in Krefeld , Germany
In the centre is Lieut enant Colonel P. J. Evans, Commanding Officer and on the right is the Honorary
Colonel , Brigad ier C. C. Fairweather

Onc e upon a time • • •

• Retreat'

HREE VCIOs took off from Teesside's Airport carrying
T
350 anxious, excited and apprehensive passengers.
Seventy W.R.A.C., some of whom had never flown or left

The exercise finished on Thursday and on that day our
Honorary Colonel, Brigadier Claude Fairweather, arrived,
together with the Mayor and Mayoress of Teesside, Alderman
and Mrs. F. T. Webster, whom we were delighted to welcome
for a four-day stay. That night the band, who incide~tally ha~
paid their own fares to come to camp with us, came mto their
own. In front of a large aucEence, including the Burgomeister
and Stadt D irektor of Krefeld, under their Bandmaster, W.0.1
S. Peacock, they Beat Retreat. This, of course, is always a
moving ceremony, but especially so t<? us, listening to 01:1r own
Regimental Band Later that evenmg they played m the
gardens of the Officers' Mess and all agreed that they had put
on a tremendous performance.

En~d

before; old soldiers - some returning to scenes of
acuon (or so they said!) and young soldiers, determined to
out-do their elders. At the same time, pulling out from Hull,
the Landing Ship Logistic Sir Geraint, with the 'Rear Admira:1'
(Major Jim Malcolm) in command, ably supported by his
' Bosun ' (Captain Cedric Platt) with the Regimen~al v~hicles
and ISO drivers. So started the adventure, the testmg tune of
all Volunteers-annual camp. This year in Krefeld, B.A.0.R.

At the
double I

• • • shall wo danee?

We have been serving Her Majesty's armed forces with fine
wines, spirits and cigars since the beginning of Queen
Victoria's reign. So we know how to take an order. And how
to carry it out at the double.
We keep an excellent cellar with a very wide range of
burgundies, clarets and hocks. We take so much trouble in
selecting even our vin ordinaire that it is quite extraordinaire.
Our Masters of Wine see to that.
But onlyourtrade price list can show what we have to offer.
Please send for it.

SACCONE & SPEED LTD
In •ssoci•tlon

with~

Kinloch House, Cumberland Avenue, London, N.W.10.
0-31
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It was a considerable surprise to many of the you~ger
passengers that the aircraft neither caught fire, plunged i:ito
the sea nor was hijacked to Cuba, and by the Mon~ay lunc:htune
the spare accommodation given up by 16~. Regunent di~ not
seem so bad-all the spiders had been anmh1 ~ate~. The dr1v.ers,
weary from crippling Merchant Navy hosp1~ahty, drove mto
camp after their 48-hour journey- no casualues and only two
minor accidents because the Germans drove on the wrong
side of the road. That night the all ranks' dance, to our own
dance section of the Band.

Down to business
On Tuesday the serious business started, with the Co1?111anding Officer, Lieutenant-Colone.\ ' Pad~y ' Evans, settmg. ~e
exercise ably supported by Ma1or Leslie Clayton, the TraJ?mg
Major. 'All the hard work at rnini-weeken~s . at .Burmston
Barracks, Scarborough, showed its value ~d within eight hours
all communications were through and Ma1or Peter Halsey, the
Operations Officer was ' almost satisfied.' No message tr~c
was passed as the' W.R.A.C. were 'brushing up' under ~a}or
Henry Knight at 16th S.ignal Regimen!'s excellent Trammg
Wing. At 28th Signal Regiment the remainder of .the W.R.~.C.
were undergoing a basic course of Comcen operatmg, orgarused
by Captain Jim Chater.
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GOOD MUSIC, SMART TURNOUT
The Band beat Retreat on the Main Square at Krefeld

Mayor

met

set by the Group Cornll13:nder, B_rigadier James Jacks~n. ~e
expressed himself well satisfied with the result and Bngadier
Pat Mansergh, C.S.O. B.A.0.R., certainly enjoyed his afternoon's visit to the exercise locations. The first week had been
perfect weather an a terrific storm during the first night of
•Northern Flash' prov~d the title apt ai;id also reminded ~s of
the rigours of soldiermg. Monsoon ditches were dug m a
hurry!

After the cerem ny, the Mayor of Teesside and the Burgomei ter met and exchanged presents. Speeches of goodwill
were made and the whole evening was recorded by Tyne/Tees
Television for home consumption. Of course, none of us saw
the film but we were told it was very impressive. The only
criticism was that it was not followed by a recruiting advertisement for the Regular Army!

nil lived lu•1•pily ever niter
So it ended and the long trek home began. Long trek it
was for the drivers; the first started . on T.hursday afte~~on
and the last got in early Sunday mornmg. Five convoys sailing
from three different ports, then gathe:ing together at Dover a~d
moving up north-eastwards. All vehicles g?t s~fl'.ly pack with
no casualties, except the new Scammell which ~ied half-way
up England. The trouble was as assembly fault m the factory,
so honour was satisfied!

Parnd.-s and guests
The following day, Friday, saw the Honorary Colonel's
parade at which Brigadier Fairweather inspected the Regiment
and took the salute. He was kind enough to compliment us on
our turnout and marching. A Drumhead Service followed when
the Padre, Rev. Clifford Barker, gave one of his direct, downto-earth sermons. Then an Officers' Mess lunch party, followed
by a tour of the barracks by the Honorary Colonel, the Mayor
and Co'onel Hodgson from the Volunteer Directorate at M.O.D.
Another visitor, Major-General J. M. D. Ward-Harrison, G.O.C.
orthumbrian District, arrived by helicopter and was greeted
with a quarter guard and a general salute blown by Sergeant
Howe. The day ended with a Sergeants' Mess dinner in candlelight, with 16th Signal Regiment and our pennants decorating
the W.ess. R.S.M. A. D. Mears welcomed his guests, and in
reply the Mayor of T_c!esside was warm in his praise of those
who had organised his visit. He only wished he were a younger
man so that he could join us.
Up the RhJne
The first week ended with the day off, and the Regiment
departed by coach to Amsterdam and Dusseldorf, or perhaps
just to laze in the barracks. Most officers wem by train to
Koblenz and returned by steamer up the Rhine. What a

VOLUNTEER GUARD ON PARADE
Major-General J. M. D. Ward-Harrison inspects the Quarter Guard

memorable trip-accordion music, singing and jugs of German
beer. An inspired rendering of 'By Ilkley Moor' cemented
Anglo-German relations for ever. It was at this point that
Major Charles Smith, the Second-in-Command, discovered that
'Noche bier' was not a particular brand, but meant 'same
again."

• • • and the moral is • • •
What were the results? Three W.R.A.C. engaged. Sergeant
T. Hardy in hospital with jaundice. A couple of broken legs.
A lot of very tired but happy volunteers, who. had _done
extremely well in their first B.A.0.R. camp. The mmor miracle
of taking 500 platelayers, private secretaries and petrol pump
attendants, transporting them ~ thousand miles and transfo~g
them into tradesmen and soldiers has come and gone yet agam.

38th Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Exercise • Northern Flash '
One exercise is very much like another, but we were particularly pleased with the results of this one, a five-day exercise

AN ARMFUL!
Sergeant Major Cruxqn surrounded by some ~f the new Nottingham
WRAC. Lance-Corporal Smithies looks on. Its not hard to guess
what he's thinking!

And, of course, we also now embrace the Leicest~r ar~
(literally, off duty, as they were mostly ~.R.A.C.). M~ior Bdl
Heaton led his tribe (the former 930 Signal Troop) mto the
fold en mass.
And so to Scotland

Sheffield
Sumn1ary
HE Regiment has completely reorganised; has. a new role,
new equipment; has been on manoeuvres m Scotland;
command has changed, Lieutenap.t-Colonel John Francis posted,
Lieutenant-Colonel Ken Gill (a Volunteer) in.

T

The Regiment went off to camp near Edinburgh ~or the
first fortnight of June. The first we~k ~vas spent m and
around ihe camp, doing indi_vidual l!ainmg ~ tempo~ary classrooms in derelict huts (but like I said, musn t make ir too easy
for them).

Professional reorganisers
We are now on our third role in three years. We are the
professional reorganiser_s. If y~:m need advicl'. on how to retrain a Regiment of men to different trades m three months,
we have the answers. If your Q.M. wants to know the best
way to hand in the 1098 ~nd dr~w up a_ new on~ _(at the
same time, of course, and with no mterrupuon ~o traffil:11g) we
can show you the scars. And just to make life a bit of a
challenge (mustn't make it too easy for them) . you've got to
do this during two weekends and four evenm~s a mont~.
But as the C.0 . says, _what would '!'e find to
if we weren t
reorganising. How quiet and dull life would be.

d?

Enter the W .n..A.C.
Then another exciting factor that has enterl'.d our .lives is
the W.R.A.C. We have ?ecome a UN!S~X ~egi..n;ent si,nce we
last wrote with a smashmg bunch of birds m uniform. Most
distracting! Only the tou~h, _hard, _ 64 (Sheffield) ~quadro;i
have retained their masculine mtegnty (at least I think thats
what they call it).
.
And then there was the minor problem of drawmg up twenty
old unfitted box bodies and building them up from scratch to
suit our new communications layout for annual camp. The
last vehicle was finished at camp by a breath!ess Foreman
Kelbie who has been in a muck-sweat ever smce he came
(but it~s doing wonders for his figure!).

MAYOR"S SUNDAY
The Regiment recently marched past the Mayor and Mayoress of Teesslde on Mayor's Sunday in Stockton-on-Tees
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A new Squadron frem the Infantry
I didn't tell you about our new Squadron at Blackburn and
Manchester. They came from the very distinguished 4th. East
Lancashire Regiment, who change<l: fr~m In~antry .to S1gna~s
overnight. They are doing a smashmg JOb with their dynan;i1c
(lovely word but most fitting) Squadron Commander, Ma1or
Dick Motte~head, and their dedicated S.S.!., St~ Sergeant
Butler and numerous others, all equally keen. This Squadro_n
was aiso lucky enough to pick up Major John Hadley and his
followers of the ex-900 Signal Troop m Manchester, who provide a bit of signalling experience to temper the heat of
Blackburn's enthusiasm.
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STRANGE GOINGS ON
The banner presented to the C.O. at the Officers' Mess party for
the W.O.s and Sergeants at Camp

The Q.M., Captain Stephens, was selling clothing like Marks
& Spencer on a Saturday afternoon, a.s we had ov~r 100

recruits in the last month. Most were kitted out, but It produced some interesting statistics, born.e out by _appearances on
the Regimental parade that the Nottmgham girls are all very
tall, the Blackburn me~ all a bit stunted, ai;id the Sh~el~ men
mostly fat (and undoubtedly prosperous), it makes It easier to
identify the Squadrons.
We didn't get much sleep in the first "".eek ~ecaus~ we
shared our camp with about 150 Royal Mannes, mcludmg a
full-sized band. The band had a simple system, as long as

the drink kept coming up they kept playing. So what with
them at it until dawn, and the blinking birds scratching about
from just before dawn onwards, you needed ear plugs to
manage the statutory annual camp two hours' sleep a night.
And this condition of ' combat fatigue ' was aggravated by
mild alcoholic poisoning, as is normal and expected on these
occasion. All this resulted in an epidemic of sore throats,
which the doctor kindly attributed to a virus infection (funny
how it cleared up so quickly once we got on exercise!). But
seriou ly, we had splendid co-operation from the Royal Marines,
pecially in the cookhouse, where our Jong-suffering preparers of nosh, were quickly sorted out into 'watches ' and
were kept busy scrubbing the ' deck ' by the Royal Marine Cook
Serg ant.
At the unearthly hour of 03.00 hours, on the middle
Sunday (or was it Monday), the Regiment moved out for the
Jong awaited exerci~e. Packets waiting their turn to move
were happily lunging stones at the trees, shouting " get up
you blighters" at the birds · as they had woken us up at dawn
every day so far, this was a chance to get our own back!

new Irish bride in September, and Corporal McHale joins 233
Signal Squadron at Lisburn. T here are rumours, too, that
the C.O. is going to wear two hats and look after the communications throughout the six counties, in addition to his
full -time job her e.
We enjoyed Exercise 'All Stir,' a two-day exercise held to
ensure that we were not in too bad a shape for this camp.
We also collected 24 new recruits during the month, and it
appears that our efforts to acquaint the young bloods that we
are the ' greatest ' is bearing fruit.

Bisley feels our presence
Three members went to Bisley as the C.O.'s advance guard,
and nearly won a team event on their own. Staff Sergeant
Darrah came second in the Kinnaird and Stevens fourth in
the Wantage. Corporal Shanks shone in the 300 yards deliberate, with a joint first, and Signalman Conlon won enough on
the sweepstakes to pay for his entry fees. Look out Bisley,
1970, when the full team is shooting.
Major Dick Carroll, our Training Major is shortly leaving
us for H.Q., No. 1 Signal Group in Salisbury. We shall mis
him, not only as our only 1 handicap golfer, but for his
' quiet,' firm control over our wayward doings in the field,
in barracks, and in the mess. We wish him good luck for the
future.
Major Aubrey Rawson joins us from Cyprus soon, and we
look forward to meeting him.

An anomaly
This month the
For those (if any)
as its predecessors
Signals element in
the rules.

' other half' of 40th also writes its piece.
who need reminding, 81 Squadron is now,
have been in the p ast, the Air Formation
the Reserve Army, and an exception to all

We are, we think, as a result of the latest reorganisation,
the only Squadron in the T.A.V.R. which is 'undiluted' exA.E.R.-and of that, we are very proud. We send out greetings to the (alas) small elements of former A.E.R. in other
T .A. V.R. Regiments and encourage them not to become downhearted or totally submerged!
DINING OUT THE C.O. IN JUNE AT SHEFFIELD
Le~ to right: Major Gill, the new C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Francis,
off to N.A.T.O., Brigadier Robertson, Commander 13 Signal Group

Farewell
Lieutenant-Colonel John Francis finally staggered away from
Sheffield on 28th July, en route to Brussels. After the excitement of the last couple of years, we all hope that he won't find
life too boripg. To John and Jean the Regiment send their
very best wishes-it really has been nice having you.

40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (V)
Belfast

Although we know we are different and exclusive, we are
still an integral part of the Ulster Signal Regiment and are
proud of that, too.

The ' Bogs ' of Ireland
Scattered as we are, from JerS'ey to Inverness, we do not get
together very often outside camp. However, occasionally, and
with some gentle muttering, we gather up our uniforms and
equipment and catch a variety of steamers from a multiplicity
of ports and test to the utmost the efficient organisation and
generous hospitality of our R.H.Q. and Ulster bretheren. Just
such an occasion came recently and rather to our surprise, after
an excellent crossing, we found ourselves at Ballykinler. Don't
ask us where it is, but it seemed well away from the ' troubles '
and we enjoyed it greatly. Our new Colonel honoured us by
presenting a cup for the best Troop to Captain Tim Armstead
of 856 Wing Troop, a just tribute for the excellent work
carried out by that Troop when camping with 21st Signal
Regiment at R.A.F. Bruggen in May of last year.

1'1 e have the pipes too

we begin with a suitable Irish greeting. Not
U SUALLY
so
time as we are about to leave for annual camp
tl ilS

and .Co~al McCa!'ghey is practising Celtic music on th~
bagpipes ID order ~o greet' us at reveille. Yes, 32nd, we have
the pipes, t~, wh1c~ are panicularly ' welcome ' the morning
after a tradiuonal dirmer night.
In. th~ halcyon days leading up to camp, we provided commurucauons for a f~te, a horse, show and. a motor cycle rally,
and .the~ 798 went all to sea and provided ship-shore communications for the long distance swimmers braving the cold
water of the Belfast Lough. Lance-Corporal Black, our scabourne communicator, joined in, and has now asked for instruction in Arctic survival and the inclusion of sea-sick pills
in the medical pack.
Staff Sergeant Eddie Canale is off to Singapore with his

NEARELF ahead
It came as no surprise to us, as we tend to be 'cocky,' that
we were selected (?) to go to Cyprus in October/November
for annual training and to help out with a few jobs that need
doing out there. The C.0. and Captain Ivor Smith had a
hectic recce, apparently out-eating the locals at kebabs, etc.,
when testini the ' entertainment ' available. From their report it is obvious that Colonel Sylvester Bradley and his Group
are bending over backwards to help.
Being nearly up to strength, and largely G.P.0., we expect
to do the job well and to have a marvellous time in addition.
We salute 261 and 259 Signal Squadrons, with whom we
look forward to working (and playing) for the brief two weeks,
but not without a twinge of regret that we shall not be seeing
our friends in 21st Signal Regiment again this year.
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Report on
Corps Sllooting
1969
• School of Signa's and 21st
Signal Regiment fight it out
at Corps meeting.
• School apd 21st Regiment
come 5th and 7th respectively
in Army Major Units Cup at
Bisley.
• Corporal G. L. Jacques takes
Class ' B ' Championship at
A.R.A. central meeting.
• Sergeant A. C. Robertshaw
wins Roberts Cup.
• Corps win Woolwich Trophy
again and come 7th in
Methuen.
• 15 Corps Marksmen in Army
Hundred.

THE CORPS METHUEN TEAM 1969
Left to right :-Captain Haywood (standing), Corporal Blowman, Sergeant Hollins, Major Carr
Captain, Corps Shooting), Staff Sergeant Smith, Captain Genders , Lance Corporal Kingham
Sergeant Robertshaw (standing)

Major Carr, Captain of Corps Shooting, reports:

I

T must be many years since a Captain of Shooting has been
in a position to say that the most memorable factor of the
season has been ' glorious weather ' throughout; certainly the
writer did not ·get wet even once. Not surprisingly the blue
skies had their effect on the cheerfulness and scores of everyone
shooting this year.
The three real highlights have been the winning of the
A.R.A. Central Meeting Class ' B ' Championship by Corporal
G. L. Jacques, 21st Signal Regiment; the winning of the A.RA
Roberts Cup by Sergeant A. C. Robertshaw, 22nd Signal Regiment; and the fact that 15 Royal Signals firers made the Army
Hundred-the highest number ever achieved by the Corps.
It is most appropriate to praise the excellent standard of
administration shown by 3rd Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment in running the two Skill at Arms meetings on Bulford
Ranges. Between them the Second-in-Commond, T.0.T. (Stats
Officer) plus staff, and the R.S.M. somehow ensured that ten
days' firing progressed without a single hitch. Those who have
any knowledge of rifle meetings in the past will realise that
this was no mean feat.
The behind-the-scenes lads, whose praises usually go unsung,
are the army of butt-markers ; even though a high proportion
of the firing now takes place on E .T. Ranges there continues
to be a large requirement for markers, and this ye~ we hav.e
been indebted to the N.C.0.s and men of 30th Signal Regiment who sweltered for many long hours working the target
frames. In order to ensure the first round of the day going
down at 08.30 hours, the marking party would leave their own
barracks at 05.30 hours. Very well done to all concerned.
Space does not permit other than the major results to be
published here, but the 1969 Shooting Bulletin will be
published later in the year giving fuller coverage.

Royal Signals Southern Conunand and Strategic
Command Skill at .Arms Meeting 1969
Fired on Bulford flanges 16th-18th Jw1e
As can be seen from the results this meeting turned out to
be something of a ' School of Signals Benefit.' The past ten
years' results have proved that when any particular te~ brings
in outstanding results the secret has been the drive and
initiative of the Team Captain. This year the School Team has
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been driven cajoled, sworn at and led to well-deserved success
by Captain' R J. Haywood. The really p~iseworthy fact is
that whilst training his own team, Captain Hay_wood als?
carried out the duties of Secretary of Corps Shooung, and Jt
is to his credit in the main that the two Skill at Arms meetings
on Bulford ranges ran without any noticeable hitch.

Champion Team - 11 entries
1st, H.Q. Squadron School of Signals; 2nd, 2 Squadron
School of Signals; 3rd, Trials Squadron School of
Signals.
Champion Shot - 78 entries
1st, Corporal C. M Blowman, School of Signals; 2nd,
Captain R. J. Haywood, School of Signals; 3rd, Major
P. Carr, School of Signals.
Royal Signals Corps Skill at .Arms Meeting 1969
Fired on Bulford/Perham Ranges 19th-~4th June
This meeting saw a very grim, albeit good-na~ed, battle
between 21st Signal Regiment and School of ~1~s. The
final difference in grand scores of a mere seven po1Dts ID 3,000
shows that neither team could be sure of a result until the last
man had fired the last shot in the competition. Always . the
most satisfactory ending to any rifle meeting, unless one is a
member of either team, of course.
The number of firers from B.A.O.R. was down by half
this year and some half-dozen knoy.-n good mar~smen ~erefore
failed to demonstrate their experuse on the firlDg pomr.
We were very fortunate in being visited on the final day by
the S.0.-in-C., Major-General Peter Pentreath,. who roun~ed
off a perfect day's shooting for us by awar~m¥ th~ various
prizes. Taking poetic licence, the General said ID his speech
that " good shots never die, they just ac~uire more grey haiJ:s."
Perhaps the old brigade have gone grey m the process of trylDg
to teach the younger lads how to shoot!

Champion Team Major Units-8 entries
1st School of Signals (score 2,973); 2nd, 21st Signal Regi' ment (2,966); 3rd, 3rd Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
(2,773).

hampio11 T eam Minor U ics - 3 entries

(Conzinued from page 408)

1 r llrh Signal Regimcnr.

6.

Individual Championship - 89 entries
Class 'A '

1'/te K.R.R.C. Cup - Maior Unit s Chanipionship
39 entries
Sch, School of Signals ; 7th, 21st Signal Regiment.

1sr Captain D. C. N. Genders, 3rd Div. H .Q. and Signal
Regimenr (881); 2nd, Captain R. J. Haywood, School
of Signals (878); 3rd Lieutenant V. J. Reed, llrh
Signal Regiment (849).

7.

1sr, Corporal C. M. Blowman, School of Signals (838).

8.

The Brook Bond Cup
Winners, 21st Signal Regiment; 2nd, School of Signals.

Roupell Cup
Winning team, 21st Signal Regiment.
Winner Class 'A,' Staff Sergeant E . R. R. Smith, 21 st
Signal Regiment.
Winner Class 'B,' Corporal K. Purkiss, 21st Signal
Regiment.

9. The Worcestershire and Lindley Cups -164 entries
Class 'E'
4th, Corporal M. G . Collins and Corporal C. M. Blowman,
School of Signals; 9th, Corporal K. Purkiss and LanceCorporal A. S. Brooks, 21st Signal Regiment.

\Vhitehead Cup

10. The Small A rm s Cup
6th, School of Signals.

Winning team, School of Signals.
Winner Class 'A,' Major G. A. S. Exell, School of Signals.
Winner Class 'B,' Lance-Corporal A. B. Pennie, 16rh
Signal Regiment.

11. The Staff and Schools Competition
3rd, 11th Signal Regimen t.

Roberts Cup
12. The Meth uen Cup - 28 entries
1st, R.N. (Naval Air Command) (957); 2nd, R.A.F. (Strike
Command) (948); 3rd, R.E. M .E . (928); 4th, Household
D ivision (927); 5th, R.A.O .C . (919); 6th, The Lighr
Division (91 8); 7th, Royal Signals (917).

Winner Class 'A,' Lance-Corporal R. G. Kingham, 16th
Signal Regiment.
Winner Class ' B,' Corporal C. M. Blowman, School of
Signals.

N.R.A . Service Rifle Matches

The Corps was represented in the S.R . matches by 1hc
folio .v:ng members:
Staff Sergeant E . R. R. Smith, Sergeant A. C . Robertshaw, Corporal G. L. Jacques, Corporal C. M .
Blowman.

The R.A.S.C. Cup - Minor Units Championship
18 entries
8th, 11 th Signal Regiment.

Class 'E '

·2.

Their aim was to aggr egate sufficiently high scores in each
of the ten ma rch es to win the African Cup, which was prcscnred
for the fi rst time this year by the Army Rifle Association. With
only one match co fire, th e Corps team were in the lead, just,
bu t unfortuna tely the SMG Cup proved to be a stumbling
!:lock a nd we finished in 4rh position.
3.

N. R.A. Targe t R ifie Mat ches

I n this the Centenar y Year of Bisley, our Corps representatives were:
Colon_el M. J. H. Fletcher, Lieutenant-Colonel R. H .
Gilbertson, Major J. Cox, Major P. Carr, Captain
R. J. Haywood, Lieutenant V. J. Reed, Corporal
C . M. Blowman.

Ir is perhaps understandable to say that we shot wirh mixed
fortunes; to contend with we had new ammunition, new rifles,
new aiming marks and temperatures into the low 90s Fahrenheit. It is proposed to deal more fully wirh the Target Rifle
1969 in the Shooting Bulletin later this year.

Goll

SMG XXX Cup
1st, Captain R. J. Haywood, School of Signals; 2nd,
Corporal G. Jacques, 21st Signal Regiment; 3rd,
I.ance-Corporal R. G. Kingham, 16rh Signal Regiment.

THE ROBERTS CUP

Sergeant A. C. Robertshaw, winner of the Roberts Cup

Eisley Cup - 28 entries
1st, Lieutenant-Colonel (retd.) C. V. Walsh (138); 2nd,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson (136); 3rd,
Corporal J. Rattray (135).

l. Class Championship
Class 'E'

Piswl XXX Cup

1st, Corporal G. L. Jacques, 21st Signal Regiment, who
wins The Manchester Regiment Cup and A.R.A.
Spoon; 3rd, Corporal C. M. Blowman, School of
Signals.

1st, Lieutenant V. J. Reed, llrh Signal Regiment; 2nd,
Major G. A. S. Exell, School of Signals; 3rd,
Lieutenant T. N. Singleton, 11th Signal Regiment.

Small Arms Cup

2.

9th, Sergeant A. C. Robertshaw, 22nd Signal Regiment
(637); 16th, Corporal G. L. Jacques, 21st Signal Regiment (627); 25th, Staff Sergeant E. R. R. Smith, 21st
Signal Regiment (616); 28th, Corporal C. M. Blowman, School of Signals (614); 36th, Lieutenant V. J.
Reed, llrh Signal Regiment (608); 41st, Captain R.
J. Haywood, School of Signals (605); SOth, LanceCorporal R. G. Kingham, 16rh Signal Regiment (596);
61st, Sergeant M. J. W. Hollins, School of Signals
(587); 66th, Major G. A. S. Exell, School of Signals
(583); 73rd, Lance-Corporal A. B. Pennie, 16th Signal
Regiment (577); 81st, Signalman C. G. Harris, 21st
Signal Regiment (573); 82nd, Lance-Corporal A. S.
Brooks, 21st Signal Regiment (572); 83rd, Captain G.
H. Cowsill, 16rh Signal Regiment (571); 84rh, Signalman T. J. Locke, 28th Signal Regiment (568); 92nd,
Sergeant P. Walsh, 16th Signal Regiment (561).

Winning team, 22nd Signal Regiment; 2nd, 3rd Div. H.Q.
and Signal Regiment; 3rd, 16th Signal Regiment.

Parachute Regiment Cup
Winning team, School of Signals; 2nd, 21st Signal Regiment; 3rd, 11th Signal Regiment.

Meihuen Cup
Winning team, School of Signals.
Winner Class ' A,' Staff Sergeant E. R. R. Smith.
Winner Class ' B,' Corporal G. Jacques.

A.ILA. Central lUeeting
Fired at Blsley / Ash/Pirbright 26th June-5th July
Number of entries: 558
This meeting was so heavily over subscribed chat rhe A.R.A.
Committee had to reduce Unit entries from the usual ten to
eight firers; this had the obvious result of raising rhe standard
of shooting and making any team successes more cut-throat
rhan ever before. The criterion of a Major Unit's shooting
abiliry is !efl.ected in its placing in the K ,R.R.C. Cup, and
&I:eat cred1.t 1s due to borh the School of Signals and 21st
Signal Regunent teams for achieving their 5th and 7th placings.
Considering that the first four places were taken by 1 Worcestershire Regiment, 3 Para, 1 Para and 2 R.G.J., all of whom
' hoot for a living,' the Corps can be justly proud of its
representatives.

The Army Hundred-Order of Merit

3.

The Roupell Cup
6th, Lieutenant V. J. Reed, 11th Signal Regiment.

13. The N .R.A . Silver M edal and Eisley Cu p - 112 entries
3rd, Captain F . W. Mathews, 28th Signal Regiment (139);
4th, Captain R. J. Haywood, School of Signals (139);
6th, Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson, 30th Signal
Regiment (138); 7th, Colonel H. J. Thompson, late
Royal Signals (138); 8th, Lieutenant-Colonel C. V.
Walsh, late Royal Signals (138); 9th, Major P. Carr,
School of Signals (138); 10th, Lieutenant S. R. Davis,
late Royal Signals (136); 13th, Major J. Cox, A.A.C.
Harrogate (134).
14. The Target Rifle Team Match
Winners, School of Signals; 3rd, 30th Signal Regiment.
LS. SMG XXX Cup Order of Merit
17th, Staff Sergeant E. R. R. Smith, ?lst Sign~! Regiment;
20rh Sergeant P. Walsh, 16th Signal Regiment ; 26th,
Corporal K. Purkiss, 21st Signal Regiment.

16. The Revolver XXX Cup - 240 entries
5th, Lieutenant V. J. Reed, 11th Signal Regiment.

The Whitehead Cup

I\' .H •.A. f'e>ntrnl ~Jef'tin~
FirNI a• Hisle>:"· 7fh-19Ht .Jul~·

1.

Inzer-Service Team Mat ches

These were fired during the N.R.A. Meeting, the election
of the Army teams being based on rhe resul~s of th~ .;.RA.
Central Meeting and the performa:11ce of the. short hst cc;intenders in oractice periods. Royal Signals provided the following
firers:
-

a.
b.

Service Rifie

c.

The Roberts Cup
1st, Sergeant A. C. Robertshaw, 22nd Signal Regiment
(196/200), who wins the Cup and A.RA. Spoon.

(Continued on page 409)
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Revolver
Army VIII, Lieutenant V. J. Reed.

7th, Sergeant P. Walsh, 16th Signal Regiment.

5.
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ROY AL SIG ALS
S ingles
Lieut.-Colonf!I Schofield (2+ r )
Major Hales
(6 +5)
Lieuc.-Colonel Scott
Major Roderick
Lieul.-Colonel Evans
Brig.-dier Jackso,
Lieut.-Colonel Beattie
Colonel Harris

ROY AL ARTILLERY
r
l

0

Foursomes
Schofield / Hales
Roderick / Beattie
Jackson / Scott
Evans/ Harris

Colonel Gillson
Major Singer
Major Lodge
Major Fletcher
Captain Hugonin
Brigadier Block
Colonel Wharry
Cap:ain Shorl.and

0
0

(7 + 6)
(t

hole)

Tu~1R~

.
Army XII Long Range, Major J. Cox, Maior P.
Carr, Captain R. J. Haywood.
Army XII Short Ran~e, Lieutenant-:Colonel R.
H. Gilbertson, Ma1or J. Cox, Maior P. Carr.
Reserve : Colonel M. J. H. Fletcher.
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1

I

0
0
0

0

Gillson/ Singer
Lodge/ Fletcher
Block/ Wharry
Hugonin / Shorland

0

0
0
0

JO

Army VIII, Corporal C. M. Blowman.

4.

T'i '.: Cwtain of Corps golf, Brigadier A. J. Jackson, repons:
Corps golfers have played two most entertaining fixtures
_ince our last notes.
The first was against rhe Gunners, at Sunningdale, on l 7rh
July, when we emerged with a clear win by 10-2 aS?ainst
a Gunner side which, on handicap, was at least as srrong as
ours. This fixture always provides one of rhe most enjoyable
days and this year was no exception. Detailed remits were:

2

On 1st August we played our annual fixture ai:ainst ~.A.P. C.
at Wentworth who produced a very strong side against us.
Although we were out-handicapped righr . down the list and
lost the singles by 6-2, we managed to win three of ~he four
foursomes in rhe afternoon. Thus, we lo t 7-5, which was
highly creditable in the circumstances. Detailed re ulcs were:
ROYAL SIGNALS
Singles
Lieut.-Colonel Schofield (2 + 1)
Major Hales
(3+ 2)
Major Roderick
Lieut.-Colonel Scou
Lieut.-Colonel Evans
Colonel Linton
Major-General Morri, on
Colonel Harri

Foursomes
Schofield / Hales
Roderick / Scott
Evans/ Linton
Morrison / HaTris

(3

+2)

(4 + 3)
(3 + 2)

'ROYAL ARMY PAY CORP
1

o
o
o
o
o
o

r
o

Captain Lampard
Maior Wltitehou e
Cap:ain Armstrong
Ollonel Cockburn
Captain Bas ii
Lieut.-Colonel Holmes
Captain Harrison
Major Robey

Lampard / Arm troog
Basw/ Whitehou :
Cockburn/ Holme
Harrison / Robey

<.

0

+ J)

I

0

0

7
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Canoeing -

A sport that

IS

Corps Canoeing

really catching on

..

1n

the A scendant

U.K. Headquarters Canoei 11g now f irmly basPd a l Blandford

.1. mid-season report from /he Secrelary. Lieulena11t-Colonel R. P. D. F. Painter
GEXER.\I,

H E U .K. ba e of the Corps Canoe Club is now firml y
esrablished ar Blandford Camp, Dor et. Present accomT
modation carers for :
..
.

Corps Boat Store: Holding. 24 coml?eu u on craft of various
rypes, wirh paddles and associated eqmpl?cnt.
Blandford Station Boat Store: Holdmg a dozen canoes
belonging co 30th Signal Regiment, and about another dozen
privareJy-owned canoes.
. .
.
Workshop and Clubroom: Canoe butld!ng, general ~ m
tenance and repair work takes .Place d~mg most evenings,
and the clubroom is used for social gathermg ~.
Two canoe trailers are owned, one beJongmg ro the Corp ~
and one to 30th Signal Regiment.
B •.\.O.U. ( "auoe ing
The B.A.O.R. Branch of the Corps Club is at 2 J:?ivision
Signal Regiment at Bunde. The B.A.0 .R . represeocauve for
Royal Signals Canoeing (and also Secretary . of the Army ~anoe
Union in B.A.0.R.) is Captain R P . Hamson, Royal Signals,
rationed at 2 Division Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 46. .
Captain Harrison will be only too pleased to . deal wit~ ~ll
queries concerning canoeing, from any Royal Signals umt m
B.A.O.R. Matters connected with the Royal Signals Canoe Club
Central Card Index r ecord of Corps canoeists should be
addressed direct co the Secretary ar Blandford Camp (see
below).
Corps S up1tort U ni t
30th Signal Regiment at B landfor~ has been actin& as the
sponsor Regiment for the representauve Corps team smce the
Club became established ar Blandford . It is due largely to the
generosity and whole-hearted co-operation of the C.O. and
departments of 30th Signal Regiment that so much has been
achieved during lace 1968 and 1969.
Org nni!iintlon of Corps Canoe ing Comm ittee
By good fonune rather than manag~men t, the Corps Canoeing Committee are currently all servmg at Blandford Camp.
The present committee is as follows:
.
Presidenr, Brigadier J. R. Cubberley; S ec~etary ? L1eutenaotColonel R. P D . F . Painter; Team Captam, Lieutenant M.
Harrison (due· to arrive at School of Signals on 2nd September
1969); i/c Records, Mrs. Molly Richards.
(', e1dral Card Inde x Record
The Secretary and Mrs. Richards maiorain an up-to-date
card index of all Royal Signals canoeists. At present, records
are maintained of some 600 individuals within Royal Signals.
If you feel that you should be included in t?is card index, 3!1d
are not or if there has been a change of circumstances which
require~ up-dating of your card, please write to: T he Secretary,
Royal Signals Canoe Club, School of Signals, Blandford Camp,
Dorset, and mark the envelope c Card Index.'
Querle!j and reque sts for a ssi s ta11 e ••
Any unit canoe club or individual member of the Corps,
having an y queries about canoeing, should write to the Secretary
at Blandford Camp. For units and personnel based in B.A.O.R .,
however, and particularly if the q uery is concerned with
canoeing in B.A.O.R., enquiries should be addressed in the first
instance to Captain R. P . Harrison, of 2 Division Signal
Regiment.
DE\'F.l..OP.}IENTS D U RIN G J 969
( • nNtrut•tiou of Club aee ommodat ion
The building of racking for canoes and equipment, the layout
of the workshop and decoration of me clubroom was fi nished
early in 1969. Captain J . M. Gray and Lance-Corporal R . Story
(borh of 30th Signal Regiment) were J?a rticularly involved in
the hard work (often late into the night) th at was necessary to
complete this task.
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Canoe b uil d lna 1•rojt'(•ts
More than twenty fibre -glass canoes were built . during the
first few months of 1969. Some of these were built to order
for local schools and youth organfaations and others by and
for members of the Corps.
Royal Signals units or individual members of the Corps !11.ay
place orders for canoes _of two main types (orders and enqumes
to the Secretary). Details are as follows:
.
.
.
Zimmerman W hite Water Single. The name 1mp!Jes that t his
is a competition canoe and indeed it can be made as such? but
the intention has been to produce a general purpose smgle
canoe suitable for all kinds of water (including sea), and to be
equal ly suited for teaching basics to beginners or for adventure
.
.
trai ning or rouring purposes.
Specification : Length, 14 feet 8 mches; beam, 23 .mc~c s;
weight, 35lbs. (or co order); price, £17 10s. Od. (this 1s a
special ' at cost' reduced price for members of the Corps).
BAT (Bath Boat). ' BAT' stands for ' ~ath a~vanced trainer,'
and ~as designed by Alan ~yde (a leadm g nati<;>nal coa~h) for
teaching quick reaction basic st.rokes and esk1mo rollmg to
beginners, or for advanced practice !or experts.
.
Specification: L ength, 8 feet. 6 mches; . be~m, 20 1_nch,es;
weight, 20lbs. (or to order ); pnce, £ 11 (this 1s a special at
cost ' reduced price for members of the Corps).
. . .
The most satisfactory arrangement would be for md1v1duals
to help with the building of the boats they have ordered, b.y
actually visiting Blandford for this purpose: In most cases. this
will not be possible and, although orders will be met as q u1ckl_y
as possible, manpower an~ time av~ila bili ty at Blandford 1s
restricted and some delays m producuon may occur.
Cl ub OJttm N i ght
The club held an ' Open Night ' on Wednesday, 2nd July,
1969. Brigadier and Mrs. Cubberley, together with about 20
club members, welcomed some 50 guests, who came not only
from Blandford Camp but from as far afield as B.A.O.R.,
Hertfordshire and Devon. From the Royal M arines at Poole,
Doctor Charles Evans (British Open Singles Champion 1966
and 1967) and M r. John Glavin (who attained best results of
the British team in the Mexico Olympics) also attended. Guests
were shown what facilities the club offered, and how fib re-glass
canoes were constructed ; quite a substantial amount of beer
was consumed, under the attentive direction of Sergeant and
M rs. Jim Shield behind the bar.
CO lUPE TI T IO~

R ESULTS AN D AClllEV~.r.IENTS
D URING 1 960
De , ·izt•s Co \\"eshn lnster J 969
The best Corps results to date in this national canoe marathon
were recorded th is year, though again not quite up to the high
hopes held during training. Captain Gray and Lan ce-Corporal
Story (30th Regiment) and L ance-Corporal Bull. and Signalman
Bingham (2nd Regiment) completed the course m 24 hours and
25 hours respectively, and Captain R. Harrison an<l; L ieutenant
S. Galpin (2nd Regiment) also finished the course m 3.8 hours,
after a race full of mishaps overcome by a very fine display of
determination by them both.

N a t ional D.C.I. rankiua rn•' ' "'
Royal Signals crews have taken part with considerable success
in many national races and regattas this year. Two Class 4
long-distance races have been won by : Captain G ray and LanceCorporal Story, at Poole Harbour ; Signalm an Wink and LanceCorporal Story, at Nottingham; and placings in various classes
have been attained at Oxford, L eamington, Bradford upon
Avon and Hereford.
Arm y S lalom Chnmpions hiJtS
Two Corps canoeists, Sergeant M . A. Brett (Scho<;>l of
Signals) and Apprentice Tradesman . Corporal A. Rob1f!son
(A.A.C. Harrogate), did extremely well m rhe Slalom Championships this yea r.
(Cominued on page 412)
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(I) Corps canoe store at Blandford
(2) Canoe workshops
. .
3~ One of the Corps trailers fully loaded with compet1t1on boats
4 Lance-Corporal Story (30th Regiment) in action

~

.

.

5 The Corps .team ~fter theirMoutstan(~~~~ ~cc;~~~:) t~~g~:l~~;~aar;:'~~oonJ~~~~: Regiment), Sergeant Brett (School of Signals),
Bock row (left to right) : S1gnalma.n orga~
egi
. '
d Re iment) Si nalman Wilkinson (2nd Regiment)
Signalman Hebdon (2nd Regiment), Signalman Unwin (2 n.
g
' Cg
I Stor (30th Re iment) Captain Gray (30th
Front row (left to right): Lance-Corp~ral A(Slexander )(2Lnd R~~";ep~~~I L:a~f~wo(;~~r~egime~t Signal~an Bingham (2nd Regiment)
Re · m t) Lieutenant-Colonel Painter ecretary , ance o
.
• .
)
gi en '
(Absent from photo : Captain Harrison and Signalman Wink (2nd Regiment
(6) Lance-Corporal Story, Lance-Corporal Pawlow and Captain Gray celebrate at the Canoe Club Bar

(Cominued from page 410)
Sergeant Brett was fourrh overall in the Army in the open
C\'Cn£, and botl1 he and Robinson arc almo t certain to be
required t repre~ent the Army in the Inter-Services regatta
later this year, not only for Slalom but also for the print and
Long Distance events.
.\rn1~

S1•rh1f and l,on~ Disf:11w4• f'ha11111ionshi1•s
The charroionships were held at Pangoournc on the Thames
during the fir t weekend in July.
Two Unit te'lm were entered from the Corps. The e were
fro:n 2 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment from B.A.O.R.
Bunde) and Royal Signals Blandford (ba ically 30th Signal
Regiment).
The long distance race wa over a 15-mile course, a straightforward deep-water race of seven-and-a-half mile upstream
and return, with four portages.
Re ults were as follows:
Open Kl (racing singles): 1st, Captain J. M. Gray (Blandford); 2nd, Lance-Corporal R . G. Story (Blandford). Intermediate K2: 2nd, Signalman Bingham and Signalman Unwin
(Bunde). Intermediate Class 3: 2nd Signalman Moran (Blandford)· 4th, Signalman Morgan (Blandford). Intermediate Class
4: 3rd, Captain R. Harrison/Signalman S. Hebdon (Bunde).
Junior Cla s 3: 1st, Craftsman M. Boyles (Blandford).
The Long D istance Team Trophy was won by the Parachute
Brigade with 19 points, and Royal Signals, Blandford, were
runners-up with 18 points.
The Sorint events were even more successful from the Corps
poim of view, with Royal Signals, Blandford, winning the
Senior Army Team Challenge Trophy for the first time (from
the Parachure Brigade). Individual results were as follows:
Senior K2 1,000 metres: 1st, Captain M. Gray/LanceCorporal R Story (Blandford); 3rd, Lance-Corporal Pawlow/
Signalman D. Wink (Bunde). Senior Kl 1,000 metres : 2nd,
Captain M. Gray (Blandford); 4th, Lance-Corporal M. Pawlow
(Bunde). Intermediate Kl : 2nd, Lance-Corporal R . Story
(Blandford). Intermedi ate K2: 1st, Captain M. Gray/LanceCorporal R. Story (Blandford); 4th, Signalman Bingham/Signalman M. Unwin (Bunde). Intermediate Class 3: 1st, Signalman
V. Bingham (Bunde); 2nd, Sergeant M. Brett (Blandford); 3rd,
Lance-Corporal D . Alexander (Bunde). Intermediate Class 4:
2nd, Sergeant M. Brett/ Signalman D. Morgan (Blandford).
Junior Class 3: 2nd, Craftsman M. Boyles (Blandford).
H •.\.O.U. Canoe llaee

A in previous years, Corps canoeists were very successful
in the B.A.O.R. Canoe Championships on the River Weser,
which were held this year on 24th and 25th July.
Individual results were as follows:
Singles Oass: 1st, Lance-Corporal D. Alexander (2 Division
H.Q. and Signal Regiment); 2nd Si~alman T. Wilkinson (2
Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment). Racing Doubles (Class
K2): ! st, Lance-Corporal M. Pawlow/Signalman D . Wink (2
Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment); 2nd, Staff Sergeant Cazeley
(R.E.) (35 th Engineer Regiment) and Signalman D . Beattie (7th
Signal Regiment), a Sapper/Signals joint crew individua l entry;
4th, Lance-Corporal M. Bull/ Signalman V. Bingham (2 Division
H_.Q. and Signal Regiment). Touring Doubles (Class 4): 5th,
Signalman P. Dilworth/ Signalman S. Hebdon (2 Division H.Q.
and Signal Regiment).
SrlPeotion
fram

or

Bo~·nl

SiJ(nals f'anol'ists fol' Arm;r

It has been confirmed by the Secretary of the Army Canoe
Union that the following Royal Signals personnel have been
elected to represent the Army in the Inter-Services regatta in
eptember:
. Captain
M. Gray and Lance-Corporal R. G. Story (30th
1gnal Feg1ment); Lance-Corporal M . Pawlow, Signalman D.
~ink, Signalm3.!1 D . Alexander, Lance-Corporal M. Bull and
Signalman V. Bmgbam (2 D ivision H .Q. and Signal Regiment
B.A.O.R.). Reserves: Lieutenant M. Harrison, Sergeant D .
L'!nl! and Serge~~t _M . Brett (School of Signals); Signalman T.
Wtl~son (2 D1v1S10J?- H .Q. and Signal Regiment B.A.O.R.).
Jumo.rs: Afr A. Robmson (A.A.C. Harrogate).
I t 1s of mterest to note that, of the Senior canoeists, Corps
per~':1nt;I make up slightly more than half of the Army team.
Thi m itself reflects perhaps the extent of the success achieved

r
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('.\. ·oE

TESTl~G

Ol•FU' EUS

The Army Canoe Union appoint a .small number of
qualified Canoe Instructors as A.C.U. Canoe Testing Officers
and only those who hold this appointment arc qualified to
test and award qualifications for A.C.U. Canoe Instructor.
The following members of the Corps hold the appointment of
A.C.U. Canoe Te ting Officer at the present time:
Lieutenant-Colonel R. .P. D. F. Painter (School of Signals);
Captain C. W. Palmer (1 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment);
Captain A. Burtt (2 22 Signal Squadron, Sharjah); Sergeant J.
W. Cornforth (24th Signal Regiment); Sergeant M. A. Brett
and Sergeant D. G. Lunn (School of Signals (Course)).

SUM?UA1n·
At both Blandford Camp (the U.K. base) and at 2 Division
Signal Regiment (the B.A.O.R. base), the Royal Signals Canoe
Club is now firmly established, with facilities to help both
Un:t Clubs and individual canoeists in the Corps. These facilities
belong to the Corps, and we would welcome queries and
requests for help connected with Corps canoeing. All members
of the Corps who are keen on this sport can feel assured that
we will do all we can to help if it is in our power to do so.
The following members of the Corps have been awarde::l
Corps Colours for canoeing in 1969:
RE-AWARD
Captain J. M . Gray
Lance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow

Sergeant M . A. Brett
Lance-Corporal D . Wink

INITIAL AW ARD
Lancc-Coropral D. G. Alexander
Lance-Corporal M. J. Bull
Lance-Corporal R. Story

Lance-Corporal T. Wilkinoon
Signalmll'fl V. E. Bingh am
A / T A. Robinson

CRICKET
{;or1•s , . • Ro~· nl Eni.fill(,-ers
Played at Chatham on 16th/17th July, in hot, dry weather.
Royal Engineers: 246 (Worrell 3 for 65, Kilvington 3 for 75)
and 229 for 8 dee. (Worrell 3 for 74, Kilvington 2 for 30).
Royal Signals 223 for 8 dee. (Worrell 65, Butler SO, Seales
32) and 158 for 8 (Coltman 64, Howie 35).
Result: Match drawn.
The following represented the Corps: Captain J. Radford
(capt.), 11th Regiment; Major D. Mitchell, School of Signals;
Lieutenant S. Coltman, Staff Sergeant J. Howie, Sergeant M.
Richards, 8th Regiment · Corporal M. Kilvington, School of
Signals; Corporal L. Worrell, 30th Regiment; Corporal A.
Seales, 24th Regiment; Corporal N . Franks, Lance-Corporal S.
Butler, 10th Regiment; Lance-Corporal P. Drummond, 30th
R egiment.
Corps ,._ H .A.F. Sigmals
Played at Catterick on 25th July.
R.A.F. Signals: 82 (Franks S for 51, Taylor 3 for 10).
Corps: 86 for 4 (Drummond 28 n.o., Carr-Smith 26).
Corps won by 6 wickets.
Playing for the Corps: Captain J. Radford (11th Regiment),
Captain S. Carr-Smith (6th Inf. Bde. H .Q. & Signal Sqn.),
Captain W . Price (15 Flt. A.A.C., R.A.F. Topcliffe), Lieutenant
S. Coltman, W.O.II J. Howie, Sergeant M . Richards (8th
Regiment), Corporal A. Seales (24th Regiment), Corporal N .
Frank, Lance-Corporal S. Butler (10th Regiment), LanceCorporal P . Drummond (30th Regiment) and Signalman D .
Taylor (6th Inf. Bdc. H.Q. & Signal Sqn .).

TENNIS
t::tirpH ChturipitinHhips-Jlintd fle11u1'11

School of Signals beat Lieutenant-Colonel J. Maclean
and Lieutenant G. Wilsoµ of 35th Signal Regiment
(V) 7-S, 7-5.
Royal Signals Open Doubles Championship
Captain M. A. Cornforth and Lance-Corporal R. A. S.
Dunster beat Lieutenant-Colonel G. F. Lowe and
Major L. S . Bamber (Major Bamber retired injured).
Royal Signals Singles Plate Competition
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Maclean beat Corporal A. Marsden
6-2, 3-6, 6--1.
Royal Signals Doubles Plate Comeptition
Major A. R. Bushell and Captain E. P. Clague-Quine
beat Lieutenant C. G. Cruickshank and Signalman
C. F. Braganza, 6--2, 6--4.
COUPS .HATCH llESl'LTS
f 'or1•s 7: ll.(;.T. 2
Played at Tidworth on 16th July.
Playing for the Corps : Major Bamber and Lance-Corporal
Dunster; Lieutenant-Colonel Lowe and Captain Cornforth;
Corporal Marsden and Lieutenant Mad.can.
t ·or1es 2: ll.A.H.C~./ll.A.D.C. 7
Played at Tidworth on 23rd July.
Playing for the Corps: Captain Cornforth and Lance-Corporal
Dunster; Lieutenant-Colonel Lowe and Lieutenant-Colonel
Mclean; Captai.{i Verdon and Corporal Marsjen.

4.Jor1•s 0: R.A.F. Signals (fJO Grou1•) fJ
Played at Catterick on 25th July.
Playing for the Corps: Captain Cornforth and Lance-Corporal
Dunster; Lieutenant-Colonel Hel:ier and S:gnalman Braganza;
Corporal Miles and Corporal Marsden.
f 'or1•s v. Hoyal E ngineers
Played at Chatham on 6th August.
Result: Corps It, Royal Engineers 7t.
Playing for the Corps.-Lieutenant-Colonel Lowe and
Captain Cornforth; Corporal Marsden and Signalman Braganza;
Major Bushell and Major Le Hardy.

1969

IAN'DCJN' BllAXCH
Hon. Secretary: MAJOR J F. McQuADE, 10th Signal Regiment.
Since the appearance of the branch notes and future programme, members and their many friends were amongst the
300 spectators who were present at a ceremony when the London
Branch Standard was taken into care by 10th Signal Regiment.
it had previously been decided by the Branch President,
Lieutenant-Co~onel Hibberd, and the Branch Chairman, Mr.
A. W. Smith, that the London Branch Standard be given into
the care of 10th Signal Regiment and that this should be
carried out on the evening of Tuesday, 13th Iv ay, when the
Royal Signals Band were to play Retreat at the Regimental
Headquarters of 10th Signal Regiment.
The evening turned out to be both warm and sunny, an
ideal setting for a ceremony that had on the previous evening
been rehearsed in pouring rain.
As to the ceremony itself, with the Royal Signals Band
formed up on parade, at the pre-determined moment the
Standard was brought on to the parade ground by the Branch
Chairman, Mr. A. W. Smith. The Standard Bearers, ex-W.0.11
Perry and his two escorts, ex-R.S.M. Gibb and ex-Staff
Sergeant Morris were in position. The Standard was handed
over to the Bearer, and the Colour Party then advanced in
slow march to a point in the centre of the Royal Signals Band,
where they were met by a Colour Party under the command
of R.S.M. Thom, M.B.E.
The Branch Standard was handed over and was then trooped
off parade.
The whole parade was carried out with precision, and the
credit given to all those who took part in the ceremony is
fully deserved.

aua:.u. § IG:'.\'ALS A§SOCIATIO::\" .\.G.~ll.
In the minutes of the above meeting, held at Catterick, on
29th June, it was stated that Mr. A. E. Stead had been "made
an honorary member of the Association in respect of his sterling and devoted services." This should have, of course, read
" made an Honour Member of the Association in respect of his
sterling and devoted services."

Class 1Technicians
Openings overseas and in U.K.

Cable
and
W ireless
has
vacancies from time to time for
the following categories of ex
Royal Signals Class 1 Technicians :

1. Telegraph Technicians with
suitable experience. to work on
teleprinters and telex installations.
either overseas or as members of
our home service staff.
2. Radio Technicians who
would normally be employed at
one of our overseas radio stations
and would. at least initially, work
as technical watchkeepers doing
equipment maintenance and adjustment. Appl ications would only
be considered from those who
have already had substantial technical experience of multi-channel
wideband systems (60 channels
upwards) including either U.H.F.

or microwave or tropospheric scatter or satellite communications.
Experience of MF and HF would
be an advantage.
3. Radio Relay, Line or Telegraph Technicians with suitable
experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links.
vo ice frequency telegraph and
sol id-state electronic equipment.
teleprinters and associated telegraph machines. for employment
overseas in our Central Telegraph
Offices.
Where employment is offered
overseas, ma rried staff would
normally be accompanied by their
family, passages andfullyfurnished
accommodation being provided
free of charge, and sa lary and
allowances being free of income

Royal Signals Singles Championships
Lance-Corporal R. A. S. Dunster beat Lieutenant G.
Wilson, 6--2, 6--1.
Royal Signals Inter-Unit Doubles Championships
Major L. S. Bamber and Captain M . A. Cornforth, of
THE WIRE , SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER

Association

tax. Overseas employment would
be offered on a two-year contract
basis initially. w ith excellent prospects of renewal or of established
pensionable service thereafter.
Where employment is in the
U.K. only, it would be either on a
Contract basis or on pensionable
service following 6 months probation. but staff would be responsible for their own accommodation,
income tax. etc.
Suitably experienced Class 1
Technicians who would be available for engagement within the
next 9 months are invited to
write for an application form,
giving concise details of qualifi cations and relevant experience
and stating in which JOb they are
interested. to The Staff Manager,
Department .. 189

Mercury House. Theobalds Road. London W.C.1
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Sc-cond-Licutenant J. C. Chambers ..
Lieutenant B . Chubb
.. .
.. .
Lieutenant R. A. Couchman ...
Lieutenant R. J. Ebdon . ..
.. .
Second-Lieutenant G . A. Farrell . . .
Second-Lieutenant R. N. B. Freeman
Second-Lieutenant S. D . Galpin
Lieutenant D. P. Hughes
.. .
Second-L'eutena:it D . Jesscu ...
Lieutenant C. D. McK . Kemp
Lieutenant P. J . J. J(jngton
Second-Lieutenant A. M . Lovau
Lieutenant F. S. Mackenzie ...
Lieutenant G. P . Maddren ...
Lieutenant S. S. Paul ...
Second-Lieutenant M. Prymaka
Lieutenant S. M . Siddall
Lieuienant H. Smith . ..
Lieutenant L. R. Smith
Lieutenant M. R. Stone
Lieutenant H . M. Vines
Second-Lieutenant A. M. Wallace
Captain M. F. And rews
Captain M. E . G. Chandler
Captain I. Graham
. ..
Captain J. G . McLuckie
Captain E. Mulley
.. .
Captain A. M. Willcox .. .
Major R. M. Armstrong .. .
Major D. R. Beadon .. .
Lieutenant-Colonel C. 0 . Bound
Captain P . E. Bruce
Major C . F . Bushell ...
Captain (Tfc.) J . N. Clark
Colonel J. C. Clinch
Captain M. F. Collins
Major J . Cooper .. .
. ..
Lieutena'!lt L. C. F. C urtis
Major L. H. D utton
Captain J . M cD . Edgar .. .
Major (Q .M.) R. S. Ethe rin gton
Lieutenant S . G . Falla ...
Lieutenant S. C. L . G add
Colonel T . H. C. Grigg
Captain (Tfc.) G . I . D. Gu bler
Lieutenam M . E . Harrison
Major K. E. Haycock .. .
Major G. A. W . Hickman
Major J. G . J ames, M.C.
Lieutenan t S. M . A. Lee
Captain M. S. Loude n
Captain G. A. Maude
Major F. W. O akes
Major L. J . Par ker
Major (T .O .T .) A. G. Pritchard
Major P. E. R idin g
Lieute~a nt R . J. Sand ers
Ma jor D . W . Sherra rd-Smith

The 8th Signal Regiment Athletics Team who have won during th is season: The Northern Command Major Units Athlet ic
Team Championships T r ophy, The Northumbrian District Major Units Athletic Team Trophy, The Training Brigade Roya l
Signals Athletic Trophy
Seated, left to righ t : Signalman Bannon, Co r poral Hunter, Sergeant-Instructor Webb, Captain (T OT) E. M. Frost, M. B.E., Lan ceCorporal Ellis, Lance-Corpora l Lee, Lance-Corpo r a l Mar t in
Standing, 1st Row, left to right : Corporal Mclaren, Corporal Thompson, Lance-Corpo r al Du n n, Corpora l Vu ll a, Lance-Corpo ral
Nichol, Corporal Barden, Lance-Corporal Christie
Standing, Back Row, left to right : Lance-Corporal Cerrone, Corporal Brazil , Signalman Car dwe ll, Corpo ral Cott am, P r ivate Masan ja,
Corporal Fr oud

Major V. S. Smith
Capt . (T.O.T .) R . Taylor
Ma jor P. A. Thompson
Major P . D. E. Tidey ...
Lieutenant L . R . J . Tilson
Capta in (T .O.T.) R .
. T odd
Second-Lieutena nt R . A. W annell
Ma jor B. A. W atson ...
Major B. I. W eston . ..
Lieutenan t T . A. W oodhouse

I

lI

To 24 Y.O .s' Degree CourM!.
R .M.C. of S.

J

}

Army

Staff Course, No.
Div. 2. R .M .C. of

5.

.....

·-~

11th Regiment, HS
,. BMM, Libya
,, Sign:rl School, R.A.C. Centre
26o Squadron
r 8th R egiment
.. 7th R egiment
.. 4th Signal Group (change of
rame)
1st Div. H .Q. & Sig~al Rcgt.
1 1th Regiment, HS to retire
,. r6th Regiment, 1st Comm.
Retires
.. 2211d R egimen t
39th R egim ent (V)
. ..
55 Squad ron (V)
Birmin gham U n iv. OTC
,, H. Q.. Western Comd.. CSO
School
School
H .Q .. Berlin, CSO
8th R egiment
,, H .Q ., Southern Comd.
,, 11th Regiment, HS (course)
School
2n d D iv. H .Q. and ignal RcgL
4th Signal Group (clumge of
name)
,, MOD (ACEP)
.. 641 T roop
H.Q., Far East Comd .
7th R egiment
N avsouth,
M alta,
G .C.
(.-,
Lt.-Col.)
,. MOD (Signals I)
,, MOD (Q (AE)le)
28 th Regiment
H .Q ., FARELF (Records Office)
4th Div. H.Q. and Signal R egt.
" 2 1st Regimen t
.. 4th Gds. Bde. H .Q . &
;g-~·:
Squadron (204)
7th Regiment
,, 8th Re giment
., 2 16 Pa ra Squad ron

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

J. V. l'rccs

T. Kerr
(Y. o£ S.) G. Lile
L. G . H. M e rry
R. J. Isaac
J. J . McElvoguc
T . E. Canale .. .
R . Fell
B. P. Hill
(Y. ol S .) G. l'owcll
G. E . Tompkins
H . Simister
(Y. of S.) I.
Sleightholm
Staff Sergea nt R. Bowes
A / Staff Sergeant H. A. Docherty
Staff Sergeant P. Blunt ...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D . Thom
Sergeant D. Mcintyre
ergeant D . E . Crump
A / Sergeant G. C. D. Maso:i
Sergeant T . M. Chad wick
Sergeant N. F. Bumby
Sergean t E. W . Percival ...
Sergeant J. :N. Martin
Sergean t J . A. Strickland
Sergeant P . Parish
Sergean t A. P atterson
Sergeant W . R. D . Cou pcrthwa ite
Sergeant M . J. Scott
Sergeant R . W atson
Ser geant C. S.
. Bar tleu
Sergean t R. I . W illiams
Sergeant M . N. Robinson
Sergeant E. R . S. P otter
Ser geant R . G . S tan ley-Jones
Sergean t M . M ycock
Sergeant D. W . Gwinnell
Sergeant D . L. Conibeere
Sergeant G . Fenton
· s ~rgcant B. A. Boon
Sergean t W . J . Adams
Sergeant E . D . Oriordan
Sergeant A. E . Vickers ...
Sergeant P . J. Ham ilton
Serge,.:it E. Birchall
Sergea nt W . Escott
Sergeant I. K. Bartet
A / Sergean t W . D . Close
A / Se,gean t J . Kell y

., 26 t quadron
22nd Regiment
,, Jrd Divi ion Signal Regiment
.. 33rd Regiment (V)
19th Regiment
., 244 Squadron
.. 18th Regiment
26o Squadron
3rd Division Signal Regiment
16th Regiment
224 Squadron
School of Signals
,, 9th Regiment
,, 4th Gds. Bde. Signal Sq n.
12th Inf. Bde. Signal Sqn .
30th Regiment
242 Sq uadron
,. 24th Regimen t
223 Squa'dron
3rd Division Signal R egim ent
,, Army Personnel Selection Group
,, 30th Regimen t, 4 Sq uad ron
25 9 Squadron
,. 28th Regiment

School of Signals,
Y. of S. Course, N o. t8

,.

.,
.,

,,
,.
..

ioth Regiment
10th Regiment
t8th Regiment
t!t D ivis;on Signal Regiment
ist Di vision Signal Regimen t
4th Gds. Bde. Signal Sqn.
7th Armd . Bde. Signal Sqn.
7th Regiment
9th Regiment
229 Squadron
2nd Division Signal Regiment
3rd Division Signal Regiment
RMA, Sandhurst
24th Regiment
6o2 Troop
Aberdeen University OTC
63 (SAS) Signal Sqn. (V)
6th Inf. Bde. Signal Sqn.
nth Signal Regiment, z Sqn ..
for attachment to Canadian
Army

Se rgeant
Sergean t
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Se,geant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Ser geant

E. C . F. F riend
M. J . W . Hollings
P . Allison
F . R. Budd
K . F . C . Wh ewell
W . G. Page
N . D. Martin
I. M . Sayer
J . G . Jones
J . D . Godwin
A. D. Dodd
B. Fisher
G . F . Austin

A / Sergeant M . F . Dennis

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,

18th Regiment
16th Regiment
262 Squadron
10th R egiment
242 Squadron
240 Squadron
14th Regiment
21 st Regiment
21 st Regiment
19th Regiment
21st Regiment
2211d Regiment
Junior Trade men s
Troon
7th Regiment
1

p

,,

Regiment,

U 'arrtin t Ofli.ccr s 11nd Sen i o r N .C.O.s
W.O.I (F. of S.) G . E. Shakeshnft
REGU LAT ION P A T T E R N

FOR TEL EVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

D. & G. MANSELL
41, MARKET P LACE,
R I CHMO ND, YORKS. T el. 2024.

Also all Domestic Electrical A ppliances
Our Record Dept. contains the largest sel.:ctJon
of records in the disuict, also sheet music and
musical instruments.

'11'1

W ,0.II
W.0 .11
W .0 .11
W .O .II
W .0 .11
W .0 .IJ

ROY AL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Ho me -1 2/9 e a c h p l us 1/ 3 post
Abro a d - 11 '6 each plus 1/3 pos t
W all Shields 7' x 6' Roy a l Si c na lt
Pace S ticks ...
...
...
.. .
...
. ..
S e r c e a n u W a l ki n s C a nes, Ball, Pear or Thim bl e C a p,
Crest e d . Home
.. .
Abroa d .. .

37/63/52/-

ERNEST GOODRICH

W .O .II
W .O.II
W.0 .11

w.o.n

W.O.II
W .O .II
W.O .II

W .O .II P . E . Jepson
Stoff Sergeant J . A. Wesley
Staff Sergean t (Y. of S .) E. V.
Thompson ., 24th Regiment
,, 35th Regiment (V)
S toff Sergean t R . Perry ...
StatT Sergean t G. A. Leiper . ..
.. . ,. 259 Squadron
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) J. Brunt ... ,, 22nd Regiment

Spedalist In the supply of Mllltory Requisites
44, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY , SURREY

TH E WIR E, SEPTE M BER-O CT OBER

w.o.n

(F. of S.) W . S . R owland
(F . of S.) R . T. M assey
(Y . of S.) T . L . Brown
G . L. M cK ic ...
P . B. Overland ...
..
(Y . of S .) D. T . Llewellyn
P . L. H a rri son ...
(Y. of S.) R. H. Gurr
R . M . Jones
W . Forrest
D. R oss
...
...
(Y. of S .) W . J . L eech
D . W . M . Howes
D. F. Goodyer .. .

T o Army Appre n tices' College,
Harrogate
226 Squadron
,, 3rd Di vi -ion Signal R egiment
,, H .Q ., N ORTHAG
,, 2nd Division Si_s!lni R egiment
34th Regiment (V)
,, School of Signals
,. 7th Regiment
., 7th Regiment
,, 16th Regime nt
,, 22 nd R egimen t
.. 10th Regiment
., 30th Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
,, H .Q ., Army Department Radio
Service
,, H .Q ., AFNORTH
,, r 3th Re giment
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TUJ.; \l'IBE GETS . UCO r':'\.D !

The following, addressed correctly, to Cheltenham
Terrace, L ondon S.W.3, including even the te lephone
numbers has been received :
Dear R eader,
Pass these magazi nes of THE WIRE to me thank you
to these magazines.
Yours
Khalifa Ebrahim Dawood,
A li Jassim Naar Store 255
Bahrain-Hidd.
14 July 1969.
so ~on · \l'E "~· 1n1 · 11·u ,1T T O DO !
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These and all other
famous drinks
are obtainable
through N.A.A.F.I.

LIFE ASSURANCE
IT S FUNCTION.

The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment,
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5% . Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
R.

Deliciously Different

~igwi~iam.
F .C.I.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Mai or

T . F. Williams
F.C.I.B.

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE

SOUTH AFRICAN
SHERRY

Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
Membe.r of the Services Insurance Brokers Association
Assisted by Major Q. St. J. Carpendale (RTR Retd.)

The Lux1-1ry you can afford

Amontillado Sherry

Class 1Technicians
Openings overseas and in U.K.

Cable
and
Wireless
has
vacancies from time to time fo r
the following categories of ex
Royal Signals Class 1 Technicians:

1. Telegraph Technicians with
suitable experience. to work on
teleprinters and telex installations,
either overseas or as members of
our home service staff.
2. Radio Technicians who
would normal ly be employed at
one of our overseas radio stations
and would. at least initially. work
as technical watchkeepers doing
equipment maintenance and adjustment. Applications would only
be considered from those who
have already had substantial technical experience of multi-channel
wideband systems (60 channels
upwards) including either U.H.F.

or microwave or tropospheric scatter or satellite communications.
Experience of MF and HF would
be an advantage.
3. Radio Relay, line or Telegraph Technicians with suitable
experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links.
voice frequency telegraph and
solid-state electronic equipment.
teleprinters and associated telegraph machines. for employment
overseas in our Central Telegraph
Offices.
Where employment is offered
overseas, married staff would
normally be accompanied by their
family, passages and fully furnished
accommodation being provided
free of charge, and salary and
allowances being free of income

tax. Overseas employment would
be offered on a two-year contract
basis initially, with excellent prospects of renewal or of established
pensionable service thereafter.
Where employment is in the
U.K. only, it would be either on a
Contract basis or on pensionable
service following 6 months probation. but staff would be responsible for their own accommodation.
income tax. etc.
Suitably experienced Class 1
Tech nicians who would be available for engagement within the
next 9 months are invited to
write for an application form.
giving concise details of qualifications and relevant experience
and stating in which job they are
interested. to The Staff Manager,
Department .. 189

Mercury House. Theobalds Road, London W.C.1
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EDIT OJUAL-l~ ontinucd

*
-•

Our Cover Picture
This shows the UK/TSC-500, or, in more descriptive terms, one of
the Airportable Satellite Communications Earth Stations, which is operated
by 14th Signal Regiment as part of Project Skynet. (Skynet being the
U.K.'s Defence Satellite Communication System).
T he station is intended to provide the rear link from a deployed Force
H .Q. into the Defence Communication Network. To carry out this role,
it is fully airportable, either inside fixed wing transport aircraft or as
slung loads from helicopters.
It breaks down into seven basic loads none of which weigh more than
4,000lb., and, upon arrival at a new site, can be assembled and on the
air within three to four hours.

Planning for 1910

TUE
Tll E

\VIRE

110'\'A L SIG N AL S
lU A G A ZIN E

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor :

llHIGADIEil P. IU. P . DODSON,
D.S.O.

Assistant Editor :
1'1r. L. Wood
AU correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to T HE Wnm, Royal SipaJ1
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S .W.3. Tel. N os. 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. E x t. 143·

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
R emittances should be made payable
Royal Signals A ssociation. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail); T welve monihs 24/ -; single
month, 2/-).
10 :
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(New Series)
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Many will know that 1970 is a ver y special year for the Corps,
being the 5oth anniversary of the formation of R oyal Signals as a separ ate
Corps from our illustrious forbears, Royal Engineer Signals.
It is, of course, intended to accord full recognition to this 5oth anniversary, and a number of gatherings and other social and military occasions are
scheduled to take place.
We are particularly concerned with two which affect the Royal Signals
Association . These are the Reunion Weekend for Old Comrade member s
of the Association at Catterick on Saturday/Sunday, the 27th/28th June,
and a one-day Reunion on Sunday, 21st June, at Blandford Camp.
Planning the administraQive arrangements for the potentially large
numbers who may wish to attend either or both of these reunions has already
started, but the most important information of all-the likely numbers wishing to attend-is an unknown factor.

cases, numbers should include wives and families, if they
are accompanying individuals. A reminder of the above
requirement will appear in TliE WIRE next January, and it
is hoped that by the end of February we shall have figures
at our disposal-albeit not necessarily very accurate oneswhich will serve as a useful basis for planning.
Later in the year, about May, Branches and individuals
who have sent provisional figures in, will be contacted by
Association Headquarters so that their original figures can
be confirmed.

~

v

PRE~~TED
THE PEOPLE

sO: BAMPTON

WANT TO DO SOMETHING FOR
YOUR CORPS?
The Corps has first class equipment in reasonable
supply.
The Corps has first class soldiers in short supply.
(We are below strength).
If you know of any likely young man who may be
interested in joining the Corps please complete the
coupon below and forward it to:
Recruiting Co-ordinator Royal Signals,
L ie utenan t-Colonel B. A. Beattie,
Army Signal S taff,
Ministry of Defence,
Whitehall, London, S.W.1.

~
~...

THE OFFICERS. WARRANT OFFICERS.
NON .. COMMISSIONED OFFICERS & MEN
OF THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS
IN APPRECIATION OF THIRTY YEARS
HAPPY ASSOCIATION WITH THEIR TOWN

Name of likely young man .................... .. ..... .
Address

Your rank and name ................ ... .. .. .... .. ....... .

Unit

1939 .. 1969
FAREWELL TO BAMPTON
Close up of the plaque in the bus shelte r presented by the Corps
to the people of Bampton

YOU WILL HAVE DONE SOMETHING
REALLY WORTHWHILE.

(S ee article on page 462)

T he weekend at Catterick will take the usual form to the one that has
been going on for many years now, except that every effort will be m ade
to make it a particularly outstanding occasion.
T he one-day event at Blandford Camp will commence with a Service
of Rededication at Salisbury Cathedral at about 11 a.m . (the time is subject
to confirmation) after whlch there will be a march-past of those on parade.
This will be followed by a buffet lunch, on a payment basis, served in
marquees at Blandford Camp, and during the afternoon there will be various
displays on similar lines to those held at Catterick. Of particular interest
will be the new Corps Museum, and there will be opportunities for all to
obtain a general idea of what the new home of the Corps is like at
Blandford.
Unfortunately, the School of Signals at Blandford is not in a position
to provid e ovC!rnight accommodation (except for a very few, mentioned
below) and Branches an d individuals who wish to arrive the day before will
have to make their own arrangements for overnight accommodation. It is
realised that this may preclude the attendance of Branches and individual s
who have to come from some d istance, but it is hoped that at least as many
Branch Standard Bearers as possible will attend. To this end, arrangements
have been made with the School of Signals to accommodate, where necessary,
Standard Bearers overnight, and Association Headquarters is prepared to
pay for the expenses of Standard Bearers, for whom special travelling arrangements have to be made.
The purpose of this editorial is to alert all Branch and Association
members now, so that they can give careful consideration during the next
few months as to what function they wish to attend in 1970. Individuals
n ot with Branches (including retired officers) are also invited to write in
between now and next February, giving details of their intentions. I n all

( ConUnue d on n ext page )
THE W I RE , OCTOBER · NOYEMBER 1969

WE LCOM E TO THE CORPS !
New ly joined o ffi ce rs from the Ro yal Milita ry Academy attend 71 Q ualifying Course at the. School of Signals
Back raw (left ta right) : Second-Lieute nants R. M. Bur rows, M. J. Emslie, L. Fo x, C. J. Geldard, A. H. Gibb, A. ~elm, R. H. Hoyle, J. Kay
Front row (le ft to righ t) : Seco nd-Li eute nants J. A. No ble, D. F. Palme r, H. J. Pat erson , P. Ric hards , A. J. Schuler, Chief Inspector J. Sherwood ,
Second-Lie utenant s N. G. Steven, A. G. W hld det t
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were able to relax together at the end of a busy day mixing
with th~ ma~y varied types found in such places, 'but remembering still that they represent the Corps all the time.
Very often over a pint of beer or a whisky, the conversation
of the evening can bring nostalgic memories to many civilians,
as the new-look team portrays the modern face of Royal igna!s.
For .this reas_on, th.e many n.e~ members we now have rcp rcsentmg us, mcludmg tech01c1ans for the first time, arc an
added bonus in our midst.

A great year for Corps Display Team

WHITE HELMETS AT EASE
In rear new articulated vehicle which is used as a static recruiting display

ROM the Midlands to Mexico, from Newcastle ro New
F
York, the 1969 season will be remembered as one of
travel, excitement-and hard work-culminating in the magnificent tour of the United States of America. Genuine travel
posters could not do better than the itinerary of the Display
Team for the 30 lucky members performing for queens and
presidents in places spanning over 60,000 miles of travelling
this year. With likely audiences totalling over 200 million, it
is probable that the current WHITE HELMETS will be seen by
almost as many as have seen the teams of the last eight years.
However, at this stage, the tour in the U.S.A. partly lies in
the future. The British tour is history.

Young entry do well
The song that says "We don't know where we're going ... "
will have applied to the new members of the Display Team
last Christmas. With almost 20 who did not have current motorcycle licences, one of whom had never ridden before he joined
the terun, and with only four old members to train, guide,
r.oax and tolerate the newcomers, there was a long way to
go before they became once again the stars of the show. Yet,
from June onwards, it can honestly be said that wherever they
have been, all over Britain, they have provided the highlight
of the various displays. It says much for the individual dedication of the team, and also for the team leaders, that this success story has, in fact, come about.
glorlous mud r
Those who remember the mud of Flanders must have found
many memories when they returned to Sconon on Thursday
24th April, for the Display Team's opening show, for mud
was everywhere; the rain poured down and the grass disappeared in a morass, both mesmerising and menacing. With
so many new men and new ideas, the show was counted a
success, although the rain did its best to dampen everyone
and everything. Television at this stage certainly taught the
team patience for, having done the Press show completely
through, there then arrived an unnamed TV camera ream,
so that the whole thing had to be repeated once again. The
team did not get much rest, as soon after lunch they cleaned
~fud,
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off the mud, prepared the equipment and almost immediately
the crowd appeared for the evening show. Then, under the
watchful eye of the Brigade Commander, the show was put
on.
!t is perhaps appropriate for the team to record here the
thanks we owe him for all he has done. Throughout the last
18 months, Brigadier Clarkson, together with his staff, has supported us so well, and if we are to be proud of this year's results, it is largely due to his personal interest and backing.
A few weeks later found us in the rain at Birmingham, where
the organisers booked us to perform on the same arena as the
Royal Artillery and the Royal Marines on successive Saturdays.
This was particularly useful for all three teams in the early
part of the season. Direct comparisons were immediately
drawn, and many lessons learnt by the 75 motor-cyclists on
parade.

The Daily Mail Air Race
This was followed by participation in that magnificent promotion for Britain, The Daily
ail Air Race of 1969. Television viewers will have noticed the team escorting Miss
Sheila Scott and others from the London Post Office Tower
on their hectic way to the Empire State Building. (Unfortunately the team's journeys stopped at London Airport!) Here
we should record the exploits of just three members of the
team who, for obvious reasons, must remain anonymous.
There was the ex-G.P.O. messenger boy from Plymouth who
met an American on the Monday morning, who, having lost
his motor-cyclist, said "Gee, could you get me to the airport?"
After quick discussion with the 0.C. and organisers and with
the television cameras, the said Signalman disappeared on his
very first day in London ever in a westerly direction towards
the airp:>rt. Under 20 minutes later, he deposited the said
American at the Panam building reception desk . . . Who said
London traffic was difficult? Who ever said anything against
the London police? The Signalman said he had just asked
the police the way when he was lost and got sent through
with an escort! This Signalman is also very photogenic (we
think its the moustache that counts!) and many people will
have seen his face, both on television and in the Press.
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GLAMOUR IN THE DAY'S WORK
Signalman Bill Billam (Big Bill) with Sally Knot as passenger. She
held tight when on the pillion in the Tournament ride! Note
new style riding boots

The second story concerns another team member, whose
love of motor-cycles and publicity took second place to the
attractions of a long-haired model of international renown.
He was one whom the O.C. did not single out for publicity!
A quiet time was had by him for a week-so he says!
Thirdly, the record holder from Waterloo Bridge to the Post
Office Tower for the week was the team member who, throwing aside the O.C.'s quasi-legal attempts to fix traffic lights, disregarded all orders and made the distance in under three
minutes!
However, in general, it was a success for all, as many friends
were made, both in and outside the team, and if the task of
the Display Team is to publicise Royal Signals and to bring
the image of the Corps to the public eye, this week was certainly a success. What is more, great fun was had by everyone
concerned.

Other visits
The Tidworth Tattooo wa held in traditional rain on the
Sunday following, but this year the innovation of a floodlit
evening performance was a welcome addition.
It was after this that the O.C. decided he had had enough
and flew off to America for what he said was a working week
in New York. With Captain A. C. M. Prince out of the way
everybody looked forward to a quiet ten days, and so it turned
out to be. This included the Bank Holiday weekend, when a
stand-in 0.C. was joined by our glamorous Team Adjutant,
Captain E ileen Tye, W .R.A.C., in the Triumph sports car,
and proceeded to follow the 'bus around the country from
showgrounds as far apart as Lincoln, Brands Hatch Newtown
and Redhill. All this time the O.C. was travelling the east
coast of the United States, carrying out a recce for the autumn
tour. He returned, however, to join us in Scotland for our
long KAPE tour in and around Glasgow.

Time off
With the assistance of many
managed to be accommodated
and much fun and enjoyment
big cities such as Glasgow and

people, the team have at last
in hotels for certain hows,
has been had, particularly in
Birmingham, where the team
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Rough golnJ(
Some of the arenas the WHITE HELMETS find are both
smooth and level; it is on these that invariably the best displays
take place. However, unfortunately, too o~ten it is long grass,
holes and bumps that greet us on our arnval. It w'.ls on on~
?f these, at Glasgow, that Signalman Barkess, the 18-year-old
Junior of the team, grew up. While riding 'Helmets ' at speed,
he took off from one bump, flew through the air, someho v
rmssrng his partner, travelling in the opposite direction. On
landing and continu:ng the ride, he admitted to being a
changed man. But, unfortunately, there can be no excuse for
the collapse of the 'Pyramid ' at Chelmsford, which, because
?f the Queen Mother's presence, attracted national publicity
10 so many Sunday newspapers. During this part of the season
our newfound clown, Lance-Corporal Roy CoffiJ, started
branching out on his own, adding little bits of humour here
and there. Certainly the money invested in his clown's kit
has paid off many times, as kids love to see him up on
the ' Penny Farthing ' or pretending to fall off the nowchanged ' Standing Trick.'
·
Another innovation is the change from the ' Swallow ' to our
'Musical Ride,' perfected so well by Corporal Chalky White
who, as an ex-dance band leader, carries his guitar and plays
it around the arena. He has to look after it well because he
pays for the damage himself!
Unfortunately, the title of the 'worst display of the year '
has already been given by the many Old Comrades who saw
us at Carterick at the end of June. Maybe it was the sight of
so many ex-despatch riders, with such experience, around us,
but whatever it was, let us hope we never have another one
like it.
Here today, gone to1norrow
However, a few days later, it was proved that what the
Brigadier had said earlier in the year really was true: "Blood,
sweat, toil and tears!" On Wednesday, 2nd July, we were in
Eastern Scotland at Dunoon; Thursday, 3rd, at Carmarthen in
West Wales; Friday, 4th, (Independence Day) at the United
States Army station at Menwith Hall; Saturday, 5th, at a
carnival in Chichester, Sussex; Sunday, 6th and Monday, 7th,
were spent in recovering and hoping to make up for three
nights of lost sleep.. Amongst all the glamour that the team
is often credited with, this sort of hard work is more than
frequent. Many will have ' kipped ' on the coach as it travelled
an average of 400 miles at a time, but few remember the
drivers who also have to take part in the show as well. This
year, new drivers Corporal Hancock and Corporal Brown deserve a word of thanks, not only from the team, but also from
the Corps for upholding their trade so adequately over the
motorways and byways of Great Britain, while still maintaining
a tremendous sense of humour and taking full part in the
displays on the ground. These two, together with the team's
most e::-.-perienced member, Corporal Jim Sharp, have driven
the new lorry over almost 15,000 miles in the la t four months.
visitors than ever
This season the team have had many more v1 nor than
usual. They have come, not only because of the new image
Display Team, but also to see such specific things as the new
WHITE HELMETS Albion/Freightmaster tractor/trailer as
well as the famous Red Barrel and the gleaming Triumph GT6.
While many traditionalists may dislike the obviou introduction
of subsidy and advertising in the display, there is no doubt
that by these additions the team reaches a far greater audience
and bears greater relevance with the young men whom we
indirectly wish to encourage in their choice of career. Thus,
with the full resources of Me srs. Warney Mann and British
Leyland behind us, we have been able to extract maximum
publicity which, on our own, would have been impo ible.
So far this season, the team has appeared on television on
18 recorded occasions, including the 'Blue Petet ' how and
~fore

~21

National N ews from ottingham; the display was. broadcast
• live,' including the O.C.'s commentary on BB<;: Radio Merseyside and, of cour e for tho e wh_o ~av~ m1 sed a personal
visit to the cinema, on national distribution for Pathc Ne\".S
throughout the United Kingdom for a few days .. '.J'he moral 1~
clear: If you want to see your face on telly, JOill the team.

Tho e autogra1JJ1s
This, however, also carries its responsibilities. Autogr~ph
hunters now be iege the team wherever ~ey ~o, and the re9mrement to sign magazines and many other bits of paper 1 ~ unceasing. T o sign six or seven hundred autographs alone is no
mean feat, but to do so, having just co~pleted ~ show on a hot
day, still in urtiform and dying for a drmk, .a quick smoke ~nd a
bit of relaxation before the next show, requires a lot of patience.
Once again these aspects, however hard are worthwhile when
they go cowards the tremendous sense of achievement felt as
a member of the team at the end of a good show.
U.K. season closes
The season has come to a close with displays at the Colche ter Tattoo, the traditional T yneside Exhibition at Newcastle (which gets more and more crowded each year) and
this year an international ~how to the Ca!avan Club .at Woburn
Abbey. This arena possibly created history, for 1t was the
first time we can honestly say that a ploughed fi~ld h3:d been
used. The furrows in the ground created such difficulues th~t
once in the rut, you could not get out. Not only was this
felt by the riders, but also . strongly taxed tJ;ie co~entator of
the day : the O.C. in English, not to menuon the mt~rpre.te r
in German and French, who was none other than his wife,
Mrs. K. E. Prince!
Rather like leaving junior school and going up, the team
came down to earth with a bang when we returned to train
on the Aldershot square, preparing for the great American
tour of 1969. But more of that in a later edition.

Volunteers for 1970 season
The team is always looking for volunteers, particularly those
soldiers who are fully qualified in their trade and who have
something to offer the team and the Army in their personal
abilities BJtd attitudes. Only the best will do. The next selection trials will be held in November, and late entries will be
accepted, so write now, either through your 0.C. unit or direct
to the team to join for the 1970 team, which will also be celebrating the SOth Anniversary of the Royal Corps of Signals,
with the many publicity shows that will entail. In the meantime ..• come back from America, the rest of you!

EX-OFFICER

APPO~Tl\IEI\'T

Seaview (Isle of Wight) Yacht Club needs a Secretary
as soon as possible. This post is very suitable for an
ex-officer with an interest in sailing who is prepared to
live in or near Seaview. Applicants should write to the
Secretary, Seaview Yacht Club, Isle of Wight.

Your Future?

Movem ents=== =

Offici al Pollf• y S fa f.-m e nf

The Signals Directorate at the Ministry of D efence has
recently un dertaken a review. of the futur e . requU;ements for
the training of Foremen of Signals. As a result, 1t h as been
found necessary to adjust the frequency of courses to run
as two per year, starting in 1970. The strength of each
course will be not less than 14 stud ents. Dates of the next
th ree F oreman of Signals Courses, to be held at the School
of Signals are as follow :
Course No. 30, 4th May, 1970 (applications closed 1st May,
1969).
Course No. 31, 7th September 1970 (applications t o be submitted to Officer-in-Charge, Royal Signals Records, by 23rd
October, 1969).
Course No. 32, 8th March, 1971 (applications to be submitted to Officer-in-Charge, Royal Signals Records, by 16th
April, 1970).
The new syllabus for the Foreman of Signals Qualifying
Examination is published in Corps Memora~dum ~o .. 12
(1967) (available in all unit orderly rooi;ns) . This examm~ uon
is at a higher standard than the prev10u~ one. The higher
standard qualifying examination is to be mtroduced for No.
31 Course, the examination for which is to be held on 11th
D ecember, 1969.
I t is important to note that the introduc!ion of the higher
standard makes it necessary to cancel previous passes at the
lower standard. Individuals concerned will have to re-s.it the
examination at the higher level before they can be considered
for selection to attend a future Foreman of Signals Course.
N.C.0 .s already nominated to attend Course. No. 30 will
be individually informed by the School of Signals of the
arrangements being made to introduce HNC at the end
of the Foreman Course and invited to take the higher intake
test on assembly for the course at Blandford.
The syllabus of the Pre-Forman of Signals Education
Course, run for U .K.-based students at the Army School of
Education has been adjusted to meet the new level now
required.
UPGRADIN'G COURSES A T CATTERICK IN 1970
Course Serial N o.
1/5 2
1/ 35
. 2/44
2/34
1/76
1/42
1/37
1/52
1/25
2/59
2/ 52
2/ 22
2/29

T echnician Radio•
T echnician T.E.
T echnician T.E .
T ech nician R.R.
Radio Operator
Comcen Operator
D river R. Signals
L ineman
Radio R elayman
Telegraph Operator
Electrician Driver
Clerk Technical
Comcen Operator

Course T itle Assembles D isperses
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

II-I
II-I
III-II
III-II
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
III-II
III-II
III-II
III-II

13
20
13
20
27
27
6
6
6
13
6
6
13

Jan. - 6
Jan. - 13
Jan. - 4
Jan. - 28
Jan. - 3
Jan. - 24
Jan . - 13
Jan. - 14
Jan. - 19
Jan. - 24
Jan. - 27
Jan. - 6
Jan. - 25

Aug.
Aug.
June
M ay
Apr.
Apr.
M ar.
M ay
Feb.
Apr.
F eb.
M ar.
M ar.

Will all Units please note!

165 Virtoria Street, London, S.W.1

In order to avoid the u ual postal difficulties just before Christmas, the December
i sue of "The Wire" will be published on
16th December.

would like to hear from you if you have
experience 1n electronics, or mechanical
engineering

This means that final copy MUST he in
the Editor's hands by TUESDAY, 11th
OVEMBER LATEST.

Technical & Executive Consultants
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From our "In" Tray

omccrs
OCTOBER
Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. G. Anderson
. ..
...
. ..
...
Captain R. I . F. Am os .. .
...
Major T . E . D . Bax ter .. .
...
. ..
Brigodicr J . D . T. Brett, 0 .B.E.
Second-Lieutenant D . Beare .. .
Captain C. J . Crow ...
.. .
Captain (T.O.T .) L . R. Churchill
Major D . W . W. Cooper
Major G . J . Curl ...
. ..

To
,,
,,
,,

M .O.D . (A)
38th Rcgtmcnt (V )
17th Gurkha R egiment
H .Q . Soutco, as C .S.O .
Cam bridge O .T.C.
,, R.M.C. of S .
,, Attached
H .Q .
D.C.l'I.
movemen t)

(no

,, 22nd Regim ent
371h (W . & W .) R egiment (V),

Major (Q.M.) H . R. H . Dunlop
Captain (T .O .T .) P. W. Foakes
Lieutenant G . W . Giles
...
Lieuten8'flt-Colonel J . E. Gray
Captain J . M . Hincks ...
...
Captain A .M. P . Howie
...
. ..
Captain (T.F .C.) J. D. H eard
Lieutenm:it-Colonel A. Holifield , M .C'.
Major E . P. Hughes ...
Ma jor H. B. de-M. Hunter

TITl, E

,,
,,
,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
,,
,,

...

Ca~tain (Q .M .) T. Jones, B.E.M.

Ma1or A. J. Jack son . ..
. ..
Captain M . L . W . Jennings ...
Captain D . M . 0. Miller
...
.. .
Second-Lieutenant D. J . Munro
Major (T.O.T.) W . E. Oates ...
Lieutenant M . D . Patterson

OF

CORPS

MAIU'lf

Sir,

.,
.,
,,
.,
,,

,,
Captain C . Riley ...
,,
Major J . W. Robe rts ...
Major P. H . Ridlington
.,
Major A. S. Rawson ..
.,
Captain C. E . R. Story ...
,,
Major G . A. Thompson
,,
Second-Lieutenant M. S. Walli s
Major R . M. Wright ...
... ,,
Captain (T.O .T .) N . Walker
Captain M. P. W alker ...

as C.O.
School
16th Regiment
633 Troop
SHAPE
R .M .C. of S.
H .Q. 2 A.T .A.F .
7th Regiment
4th Signal Group
n th
Regiment
(H .S.)
for
reti rement
11th
Regiment
(H.S .)
for
retirement
1 rth Regiment
H.Q. L.F. Gulf, as C.R. Signa-1
R .M.C. of S.
R.M .C. of S .
Cambridge O.T .C.
24 I Squadron
Attached 2nd Signal Regiment
Royal Australian Si g ~ al s
28th Regiment
J .T.R. Troon
H .Q. British Gurkha L . of C.
4oth Regimen t (V)
7th Regiment
I
Div. H.Q. aad Signal R cgt.
Cambridge O.T .C.
37th (W. & W.) Regiment (V)
r8th R egimen t (rst Com .)
J unior Staff College

I have jus.t read your August/September issue of THE WIRE
:';nd wou~d like to comment on the story on page 351, entitled
The disbandment of 11 th Engineer Brigade Signal Troop
B.F.P.O. 31."
'
It is about the introductory paragraph that I sp eak.
"Wings," I am well aware, is the Regimental quick march
of the Royal Engineers. However, " Beyond Dull Care " is a
new one on me.
I sincerely hope that:
(a) This was a printer's error;
(b) This was Captain Martin's DELIBERATE MISTAKE!
or
(c) That the author was not an officer of the Royal Corps
of Signals.
" Begone Dull Care " is the Corps quick march.
Yours sincerely,
J. A. Oakley, Corporal.
Ex-A/T Band Sergeant,
Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate.
7th Signal Regiment,
B.F.P.O . 15.
(Oh! Oh! W e, too, must blush, as it slipped past our Editorial
eye!-Editor).
OIJITVARY

UEUTENANT-COLONEL J. ~fcCONVILLE, ~l.C.

W.O.s and S e rge ants
W.O. I D . Wood ...
...
...
...
W .O .ll (F. of S .) G . E . Curtis
...
W .O .II (F. of S.) A. G . M . Buck.land
W .O.II R M. San derson
W .O .II
W .O .II
W.O.II
W.O .II
W .O .II
W.O .II
W .O.II
W.O.II
W. 0 .II
W .0 .11
W .O.II
W .0 .II

(Y. of S.) C. A. Smith

N.
T.
E.
G.

R. H. Leach .. .
M. M artin
S . Filder
M iller .. .
. ..
.. .
(Y. of S. ) C. N . Ligh tfoot
D . Shakespeare ...
. ..
R. Smith . ..
. ..
P . S. W. Johnson ...
(Y. of S.) D . E . P . Cox
H . K. Boyle
J . D . Griffiths

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergean t
Sergeant

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

H.

Johnson

...

N . Papanicolaou

T . D . A. Davis
W . L. Beard
E . J . Banham
H. Hagley
I. C. Chant
N . F . Bumby
C. J. Davies
P . C . Perrin

39th Regiment (V)
School of Signals
7m R egiment (V)
Army Apprentices'
H arrogate
,, r6th Regiment
,, 229 Sq uad ron
,, 262 Sq uadron

College,

,, 13th Regim en t

,, 3rd Division Signal R egiment
,, Armed F orces, M alaysia
9th Reg;men t
,, 244 Squadron
,, 38tb Regimen t (V)
,,

R. H. Cobb
D . R. D aruels .. .
D . R. Brown .. .
(F. of S .) A . W . A.
Charlton
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J .
McNaughton
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J . S. Alyson
Sergeant E. J. Kingman
A / Sergeant A . Johnstone
.. .
Sergeant B. R. Lawrence
...
Sergeant T . Skinner
Sergeant E . E . Mourant
Sergeant J . Phillips
Sergeant J . B. Salter
. ..
Sergeant F . C. Brudenhall
Sergeant J . Cadman
.. .
Sergeant J . C. Mat thews
Sergeant J . J . Morrison
Sergeant E. B. Stevens ...
Ser geant M . A. C. Casey
Sergeant R. J . Harper . . .
Sergeant J . A. Batley
...
Sergeant C. E . Williams
Sergeant J. Moore
Sergeant T . Leslie
...
Sergeant J . G . P . Akehurst
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

To
,,
,,
,,

2 20d

Re gim ent

,, n th R egiment (2 Squad ron)
., Army Appren tices' College.
Harrogate
,, r4th Regiment
,,

21s t Re~ mcnt
J st Division Signal

Regiment

,, 222 Sq uadron

., 28th Re~im en t
7th Regunent
., 8th R egiment
,. 2nd D ivjsion Si gnal Regiment
School of Infantry
,, 26 I Squadron
.. 18th Regiment
,, 26o Squadron
,, 7th Regiment
., 4th Division Signal Regiment
4th Division Sig~a l Regiment
. . 21st Regiment
., 4 Gds. Bde. Signal Sqn .
nth Ini. Bde. Signal Sqn.
., 7th R egiment
. , 8th Regiment
.. 18th Regiment
., 261 Squadron
., 12th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
., 253 Squadron
,. Army
Apprentices
College
Harrogatt
,, 4oth Regiment (V)
., 18th Regiment
.. . .• 25th Cadet Training Team
I 8th Regiment
., 24th Regiment
., 21ld Div. Signal Regiment
., 226 Squadron
., 30th Regiment 4 Squadron
., 7th RegUnent
., 36th Regiment (V)
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J~es McConville served in the Royal Irish Rifles in Ireland,
India and Burma from 1898 to 1911 when, on the formation
of Indian Signals, he became Company Sergeant Major of
34th Divisional Signal Company at Ahmednagar.
He embarked with the Unit along with 6th (Poona) Division
on 6th November, 1914, and within ten days they had fought
the battle of Sahil and captured Basrah. In 1915 he was
commissioned into the King' s Regiment and seconded to
Indian Signals. The Unit took part in the battles of Shaiba,
Birjisieh, Kurna, Amara, Nasarieh, Kut el Amara and
Ctesiphon before the now greatly weakened division had to
withdraw to Kut el Amara. They were beseiged in Kut from
6th December, 1915, until 29th April, 1916, when General
Townsend was forced to surrender. During the campaign
34th Company had had 104 killed or died of disease and over
50 wounded out of a total of 279 all ranks. Between them
they won 32 decorations and 45 mentions in desp:uches,
McConville contributing an M.C. and two mentions. Then
followed the dreadful march to the P.0.W. camps at Yozgad
and Afion Kara Hissar in Turkey.
On his release in 1918 McConville returned to India until
1922. He was adjutant of 54 (E.A.) Divisional Signals from
1925 to 1935 first as a regular and later as a T.A. Officer. He
returned as a brevet Major in 1935. Re-employed in 1937 he
held administrative appointments until assuming command of
Eastern Command Signal Company in 1939.
In 1941 he was given command of 7th Command Signals,
but by the end of the year the health of this battle scarred
veteran of the deprivations of the long seige of Kut began
to fail. He returned to work as a Regional Officer, Civil
Defence, in London.
He died on 7th September, 1969, at the age of 86 years.

LANCE-CORPORAL

~llCRAEL

. Pf'RWA , .

We very much regret to record the death of Lance-Corporal
Michael Spurway, 24th Infantry Brigade Headquarters and
Signal Squadron, in a shooting accident in Northern Ireland
on Saturday, 13th September. At the time of his death, LanceCorporal Spurway was detached to 39th Infantry Brigade
Headquarters and Signal Squadron. He joined the Army in
1963 and became a radio operator. He served in B.A.O.R.
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Some Corps Flavour at the East of Eng/anti
Agricultural Show

and was in Aden with the rear link detachments of the
Northumberland Fusiliers and the Argylls. He was a poJ?ular
and efficient member of his detachment. He leaves a widow
and young baby, to whom the very dee est sympathy has
been extended. The funeral took place privat ly in outh Wales.
Captain S. G. Pavey, Royal Signals represented the Corps.

Storr1 told l>f/ Corport1l Cutlrl1<>rlH011 and Cor11oral
\Villiamson of 11.11 Troop, 3rd Divisif>ntd 11.q.
and Signal 11.CfJin&ent

T he East of England Show is one of the largest agricultural
shows in this country and is held annually just outside the
to.v n of Peterborough. Preparations for the show start weeks
beforehand . An Army of contractor erect vast marquees,
construct pens for livestock, haul in masses of modern farm
machinery, etc., until the area of the showground re~cmblcs a
small town. Indeed, with the more permanent fixtures such
as Banks, a Post Office, a first aid post, fire and security
ervices, and sufficient pubs, of course, it had all the facilitie
normally available in a medium-sized town.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND
BENEVOLENT FUND
Th• following dona1ions were most J(Tatefully

r~ceived duri1111

A11gus1,

1969:11th Regiment (Collection box)
3rst Regiment (V) (Donation from camp sweepstake)
16th Regiment (Combined Church Service)
Camp Commandant, H.Q. Advance Base (British Force ),
B.F.P.O. 21
Colonel T. H . C . Grigg (through Major A. Begg. M.B.E. ,
Royal Signal )

5 7
9

o

10 10

o

0

0

I 2 12

o

Total Receipts . . . £39 16

7

1

15

£684

Expendi1ura during Augus1, 1969

7

7

ltlo to r c y c ling

Taking part in one of the worltl's
toughest trials
Story by

HE Scottish Six-Day Trial
T
is every trials rider's
dream, and must rank as one

of the toughest tests of rider
and machine in the world. It
has been held every year since
of 7th Regiment
1909, except, of course, during
the war years.
The Army entered two teams this year, the ' A ' team,
Staff Sergeant Mick Soames (R.C.T.), Corporal Jack Goldaway
(7 R H.A.) and myself, and the ' B ' team, Corporal George
Webb, Lance-Corporal John Wigham and L ance-Corporal
Bob Bolton (all R.C.T.).
On the Sunday, after a hectic morning of last-minute adjustments and final preparations, we handed in our bikes at
2 p.m. We spent a somewhat apprehensive night wondering
what was in store for us over the next six days, and hoping
that both riders and machines would last the week.
On Monday morning we awoke to thick fog, which
shrouded the run of 20 miles to Culross, where the first
section was held, but this soon cleared and all of us got
through the day without serious mishap. All the sections
were good, and two of the new ones were very stiff, and
even the experts had trouble in keeping to time. George
Webb knocked a lump off his machine and we had to hodge
the clutch, which was done without penalty points for lateness. The total day's run, from Edinburgh to Fort William,
covered some 159 miles and, apart from a 20 minute lateness
penalty for John W igham, resulting from a puncture, both
teams finished without penalties. We spent the night in a
very pleasant hotel overlooking Loch Linee, nursing our
bruises, but happy to still be in the race.

Sergeant T. G. Fayers

Roug h ri d ing o ver the r o cks
Tuesday's route card covered just 66 miles, but 40 of these
were over the roughest country I have ever ridden over. Four
hours to cover 29 miles may sound a lot, but those miles were
over lft. wide sheep tracks, frequently with steep drops on
either side. Thick heather, large boulders, streams, and very
sticky boggy patches-all were encountered. We all made it,
but we were a very weary bunch that night.
Wednesday's run was 115 miles, mostly on roads, except for
the terrifying 'Raine and Devil's Staircase '-a tortuous track
with drops of up to 150 foot on one side. However, we ended
the day with both teams still in the running and ready for
the morrow.
Thursday was the hardest day so far, and the route took
us over 123 miles of some of the roughest country in Scotland.
The morning climb of Laggon Locks, some SOOft. of rocks of

THE BRONCO BUSTER!

Sergeant Tom Fayers of 7th Signal Regiment on Grey Mares Ridge
in the Scottish Six Day Trial. The trial is one of the world's
toughest and the Army team had many hair raising experiences
all shapes and sizes, was an exacting and bone-shaking ride.
The afternoon rook us down to Leiter Boform, the track cut out
of the rock by P.O.W.s in 1917, drops about 1,000 feet in a
series of hair-pin bends and varies in width from 18 inches
to four feet. This was followed by about five miles of mixed
rocks and bogs, during the course of which I first helped to
pull Bob Bolton out of a bog and he helped me when I
came to an untimely halt in two feet of water. The fourth
day ended with a 1,000 foot climb up Bild Path, both teams
still in the running, but by now very stiff and weary.
Friday should have been a slightly easier day, with only
71 miles to cover, bur misfortune struck and my speedometer
drive came adrift and Jocked the rear wheel, breaking the rear
brake cable and ancho.r plate. Roadside repairs kept me in
the running, but the remainder of the morning's run, with
no back brake, was a ride I won't forget for a long time. The
rest of the team rallied round in the lunch break and I was
able to start the afternoon with full brakes again. Lost time was
made up, and we all finished the day on time.
Saturday, the final hurdle, and everyone keyed up and praying that our machines would hold together to Edinburgh.
~llnklng

the hair stand up on end

We started with a fairly easy section at Marn Bree, and
then on to the dreaded ' Pipe Line,' which only the top few
riders managed to clear.
The final section, at Lyndrum, was a fitting end to six days'
hard riding. We climbed up 1,000 feet in a series of hairpin bends, and were faced with a long, almost sheer drop on
the far side, which was quite the most hair-raising experience
of the trial.
A straight road run took us back to Edinburgh, where we
gathered our shattered teams together. We had all finished
and the results were most satisfactory. Our 'A' Team won
the Services' team prize, and Jack Galloway, Mick Soames,
George Webb and I all got first class awards and the others
second class awards.
This account of the trial would not be complete without
a mention of the ream manager, Captain John Bartlett, R.A.,
and his assistants from the R.E.M.E., A.Q.M.S. Derek Pollaro
and Staff Sergeant Rex ·Barnett. Their organisation and support made the whole thing possible, and their enthusiasm ·kept
the team on its toes throughout.
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A • Formidable Te:un '
The three day show is visited by thousands of people from
all over the country. Because of this several units cf the Armed
Forces were there to quote: "Keep the Army in the public
eye and to entice, if possible, recruits." Naturally enough, the
job of showing the Regiment to the general public went to
'D.11 Troop' in the able form of detachments 'A.15,' manned
by Corporal ' Big Taff' Jones, Signalmen • Mitch ' Mitchell,
•Mac' Mackenz:e and young ' Joe' Crow, and 'A.14,' manned
by Corporal Wi:liamson, ' Scouse ' to those who know him,
all in all a formidable team led by Sergeant ' Chris ' Bartlett
(also forrr:idable).
We arrived three days prior to the show as planned, after
an uneventful journey and got stuck into unloading stores and
tcntage, etc. Most of the work was done that evening, and
bar minor tasks such as erecting antennae, repairing the
equ'.pment (as per S.O.P.) and establishing communi:ations
the evening was rounded off with food and Double Dhmond.
Who cooks the grub crisis
The following day communications were established on
the ' big' sets; there was some initial trouble with the ' dinky '
sets (C.11 guard net supplied by ' B ' Troop) but barring
this communications were up to the excellent standard expected
of a crack radio troop throughout the eight-day per'.od.
Two days after our arrival, things came to a head over
meals. Lance-Corporal ' Yorky' Baker, although willing, lacked
the practical experience of a field cook, (probably due to the
fact that he is a P.T.I.). He stepped down from the post and
was succeeded by none other than ' Scouse ' Williamson. Now
' Scouse,' although a cook of rn:;ne renown (he managed to
avail himself of plenty of fresh rations from a local ' blue job '
base), tended to be temperamental, and if meals were not
attended promptly he would as soon throw them away as
keep them. The food on the whole, however, was good and
wholesome, owing to the excellent administration of ' Scouse '
Wil.i, the chef.
The show got off to a rather slow start on the 15th July.
This was expected anyway as it was members days only, and
a fifty-year-old farmer is hardly a potential recruit. The
16th-17th July proved to be much more worthwhile with the
general public, and young boys in particular, who were soon
clambering in and out of the airtech cabins, occas.ionally
switching off the power to ob~erve the effects on the eqmpmcnt
and operators.
A back-to-back teleprinter circuit was alw rigged up, and
the number of would be young female typi ts who had a
quick Cabby was amazing.
Overawe1I by the complexity oi eqniJtment •.•
The public in general tended to be a bit overawed. at the
complexity of the equipment, but once it was explamed to
them in simple terms (i.e. this dear is just a large version of
the radio in your front room) they seemed to understand fairly
well. They were also intrigued by the traffic coming in on the
teleprinters, and continually asked how anyone coul_d . type
so fast. (We didn't Jet on about the auto-head transm1 s10n!).
One farm worker asked us if we co:.ild possibly tran mit over
the national network, a mes~ age to his mate in York,hire to
the effect that he thought the weather wou'.d bre9k very
shortly. Funnily enough he was right, it broke within 24 hours
of his prediction. We didn't send the message.
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Among the many visitors to the Regiment's dhplay wa
the C.S.O., NORCO, who thought it was an excellent idea
for detachments actually to be on exercise for the display.
'D.11' Troop will be doing more displays and demonstrations in the future and I'm sure everyone in the troop is looking
forward to them.

1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 32
joined the Army to ee the world
HE group in the photograph really have been seeing the
world. On Adventure Training Exercise 'Cycle D cllic'
four intrepid signallers cycled 450 miles from Verden to Minden
(near Trier). At Minden they joined another advenrurous
group from 2 Squadron who were deployed on the same
exercise but engaged in canoeing, swimming and trekking.
To correct the impression that Adventure Training is for
the benefit of a few gladiators, we include excerpts from
reports on Exercise ' Edelwc'.s,' a 3 Squadron Adventure
Training Exercise involving forty men in climbing and canoeing
in the Mittenwald area close to the Austrian border.
lV

T

Climbing-Excerpts, we hope not of context, from
a report by Cn11tain Pt>ter Brown
" I'm afraid you've had your leave, it clashes with Exercise
'Edelweis '." It was my Squadron Commander talking. "And
anyway I'm sure you will enjoy it."

* Main Party
* under Sergeant
Early on Tuesday* morning the
Douggie Boxall trundled into the vehicle park. After such a
long time in the rear of a 3 ton vehicle, all were relieved to
see the Union Jack fluttering aloft. At least they knew they
had come to the right place!
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The equipment bought included lightweight crash helmets.
These proved their effectiveness very soon. Corporal Chris Tadd
had just buckled his helmet on, when a large lump of lime tone,
dislodged by the climbers above, came rattling down the
rock face and crashed onto his head. He was unharmed but
the helmet was badly dented.
Firm belays were *a rarity and more often than not I had to
hammer in a belaying piton. Geordie Ramshaw came up well
behind me followed by Clive Higgins and John Terry.

*

There were two peaks we wanted to try. The 'Partcnkirchner' and one appropriately called the ' Signal Kopfe.' To
reach them we had to climb a huge buruess which led to a
long ridge dividing Germany and Austria : during it traverse,
each foot can be in a different country. After a hard climb,
we arrived at the foot of the Signal Kopfe. We looked at it.
asty,'' I said. "A bit hairy,'' replied Ramshaw.

*

*

* next morning. I heard the
I awoke at 04.00 hours the
scratch of a match. Ramsbaw was already up with his first
cigarette of the day-what 'di arming ' habit some lineman
have. We were oon at the saddle and climbed on toward the
Pa teok:rchener.
*

*

*

*

*

That afternoon I decided we should climb the same peak
again this time in two ropes of four. Ramshaw led one with
John Terry, Corporal Jim Waldie and Lance-Corporal Titch
Artiste and I took Clive H iggins and the Tadd twins.

* fast and got: into the hut just as the
We came down very
storm finally broke. Thunder crashed about the hut. ~ e were
glad we wern't still up there on the mountain.
Canoeing- Excer1•ts from a re1•ort by Ca p tain
• Clena ' Palm er
The first day's training consisted of an entire morning
spent in canoe repair and maintenance. During the afternoon,
the soldiers took swimming te ts and practi ed lifesaving
and artificial re piration. One of the linemen i now nble to
boast that he has p ublicly ki sed the R.S.M.
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Long Strollers were: Signalman Taffy Ahearne, Trooper
Steve Croft, Lance-Corporal Julian Forbes, Lance-Corporal
Tom Joynes, Signalman Mickie Kiernan, Signalman 'Scouse '
Rylance, Signalman ' Skid ' Shoemark, Signalman ' Geordie '
Sutherland, Sapper Bob Vander-Linden, Corporal 'Tez '
Watkinson, Corporal Rod West and Private Brian YearcCey.
Training Major's footnote: Rehabilitation is nearly complete.
Of the Strollers, most of them are to attend Military and Trade
Proficiency Courses and, if that doesn't do the trick, P.E.
Tests will.
Goodbye Chief
W.0.11 (0.R.Q.M.S.) John Griffiths has just left us on
posting to the Army Apprentices College, Harrogate, on a well
deserved promotion. Veteran of the never-ending paper battle
at R.H.Q. he returns for rest and recuperation of the soothing
Yorkshire Spa Waters (?) . . . .
Our best wishes go to him and Mrs. Griffiths, whose familiar
and cheerful face to many families will be missed . . . .
Corporal Bob Sheldon also le<ives, on promotion to Sergeant.
He will also be missed among the clerical staff. He is, however,
remaining in B.A.0.R.-and is posted to the civilization of
H.Q. B.A.0.R.
Just prior to their departure W.O.II Griffiths and Corporal
Sheldon held a farewell party in the new plush surroundings
of the Discotheque. Both were presented with pewter plaques
bearing the town Coat of Arms of Verden, by the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel W. T. MacFarlane.

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp

S

OME months one sits down to do THE WIRE notes and
nothing much seemed to have happ-ned, until you really
think about it that is, and in other months such a lot has
happened that it's difficult to know where to start. It's like
being an editor of a Sunday paper when on Saturday afternoon
you get a train smash, a good sexy murder, a spy ring
discovered and a ' scandal in high places ' all for one issue of
the paper. Still, musn't complain.
Ulster-key personnel recalled from leave

They pedalled 450 miles.

FOUR INTREPID CYCLISTS FROM 1st DIV. SIGNAL REGIMENT
Note 1200 year old Verden Cathedral in background. Left to right: Signalman Tim Craven, Signalman Tony Tobutt,
Lieutenant Jack Amberton and Signalman Danny Barber

At 16.00 hours, three strong swimmers (Captain ' Clem '
Palmer, Lieutenant Chris Enright and R.S.M. Jack Turner)
ventured down the River !sar in an engineless Gemini craft.
The river at this time was flowing at about fifteen knots.

*

*

*

From 28th-31st July the canoeists made a four-day jo:.irney
down the Isar from Bad Tolz, through l\f unich to F reising.
At night they bivouaced on the river. bank. Near Wolfratshausen, the river was particularly interesting as for ten kilometres it flowed through a nature park. The flora and fauna
were scant although nudists were in refreshing abundance.

*
the party

*
negotiated

*
more

On 30th July
than thirty weir5
and carried out extensive white water training. On 3l"st July
all trainees were tested to and successfully reached the standards
required to obtain Army Canoeist Basic Proficiency Ratings.
Verden

Stroll~rs

hit the road

" I suppose we must now begin a proce~s of rehabilitation"
said the Training Major as the Verden Strollers rerurn~d
from. Exercise. 'Long Stroll,' a grand drama tour of the
provmces. Th1s was not an unreasonable assumpt'. on since
twelve soldiers under the command of Copora~ Rod West
had been detached from the Regiment for three weeks touring
B.A.0.R. with a production of Willis Hall's play about Malaya
in 1942, ' The Long And The Short And The Tall.'
The Strollers visited nineteen garrisons playing and living
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in aJ sorts of circumstances. The audiences ranged in size
from nine to five hundred. As well as visiting many Signals
units, they dropped in on rwo Engineer Regiment , two British
Military Hospitals, H.Q. R.A.F. Germany and Windsor Boys'
School at Hamm, where the reception can only be described
as tumultous.
After one n'.ght's rehearsal in the gymnasium a,t Verden,
they p acked their equipment, personal kit and themselves, in
that order, into a 3 tanner and trailer and headed for
Osnabrock. There they found that the stage was too narrow
to take the set so they took out a ro·.v of audience seats and
played in front of the stage.
At the B.M.H., Iser!ohn, they performed in the Ribcage
Theatre, but scorned playing on the stage putting some of the
audience up there instead. Good thing too, as they learned
afterwards - it's made of coffins!
On the Sunday following the tour they staged the play
for t'1e last time in our Club Centre. Their presentation was
for all their supporters and the packed house included the
G.O.C., Major-General A. M. Taylor, M.C. This grand finale
was followed by a party which proved almost as successful
as the tour.
Maybe the sleeping-bags, spartan transport and combat
dress were factors in preventing the glamour of show-biz from
reaching them but they saw the tour through precisely on
schedule and, perhaps the best indication of whether or not
Exercise 'Long Stroll' was successful, is that they were invited
to return soon- everywhere!
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At the beginning of this month we were nearly all away
on leave except for the detachments required to go on various
Flag Flying exercises-cum-demonstrations at some of the
larger county shows. (A separate article from Corporal
Cuthbertson and Williamson is included with these notes) and
those lucky ones from Echo Troop and the Pioneers who were
going off in the advance party for our large scale autumn
exercise in foreign fields. We mus'nt say where but it's hot
and dusty. We all duly came back from leave to find that
things had been happening. Certain key personnel had been
recalled from leave and had gone to Ulster in a bit of a hurry
and in general there was an air of expectancy about.
We were scheduled to do two work-up exercises in preparation for the big one and as we carried on getting ready for
them one felt that the emphasis was shifting from a hot dusty
area to a cool boggy one and so it proved. The main autumn
exercise was cancelled and though not very many of the
Regiment have gone to Ulster they are mostly the trades
and ranks that one cannot afford to be without. So we of
the Strategic Reserve sit h-re in Bulford feeling somewhat
frustrated whilst a few of us and many others from non-reserve
units are peacekeeping in Ulster.
Streamlining ' Streamline '
We condensed the two work-up exercises into one named,
before the event one must add, ' Streamline.' This was designed
to show the staff our latest ideas for improving the flow of
signal traffic in the J.F.H.Q., but in the event it did a lot more
than that, it demonstrated our ability to make bricks without
straw. We were visited on 3rd September, the fir t day of
Streamline, by Major-General P. F. Pentreath, accompanied by
Brigadier G. Proudman (C.S.O. Stratco) and Colonel T. G. H.
Jackson (C.S.0 . 3rd Division). General Pentreath went round
the camp during the morning finishing up in the Sergeants'
Mess for a pre-prandial drink and meeting most of the W.O.s
and Sergeants.
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In the afternoon he went round the exercise and was kind
enough to tell us we seemed pretty good. On the Friday MajorGeneral McMeekin, our G.O.C., came to see the exerci e
followed at intervals throughout the day by his 5tatf who were
all most interested and asked some pretty searching questions.
During all this we still had elements of 1st and 2nd
Squadron out Flag Flying, the whole of ' D ' Troop getting
ready to go out and tidy up the FOVANT Badges (if you
don't know what these are wait till the next issue of THE WIRE);
the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Bohannan, went off to Italy to
be one of the D.S. at the Salerno Battle study period for the
Staff College; the Adjutant, Captain Genders, has gone after
him, as an earnest seeker after knowledge, and the R.S.M.
has gone sailing, as an earnest seeker after peace.
So it's all pretty quiet in the old camp these days. How we
do wish something exciting would happen.

4th Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
Printer beware!
ID you see the 'quadrants' at the head of our August/
September Notes? The impression of 9 to 3 is unfortunately about 2t hours too short. We are sure the 90
degree rotation of the right hand divisional sign was well
intended symmetry by the printer!

D

Practice for the 2nd XI
Lots of leave during the last six weeks has left ' second
strings' calling the tune in various departments. No really
'flat' notes have been heard, we're glad to say. Just to prove
it we were turned out twice during August. The first, Exercise
' Second String,' wa~ our own little practice for the real
Quicktrain which happened a week later, surprise, surprise, it
came in daylight - at 12.40 hours to be precise. Everyone
suffered - the early lunchers bad their names taken (!) and
the more conscientious (the majority) starved!
Contented with the speed of our exodus we motored to
our hideout only to find the G.O.C. on the ground already he happened to be in a Scout and, fortuitously, in combat
uniform. You can't win, one thought. Ah! The General hasn't
got his revolver - but lo and behold his P.A., the good
Corporal Irvin Capper motors in and hands over the weapon!
Hatt

~funro

in Herford

The Garrison took over the local Scbutzenbof Halle for an
evening's lively entertainment on Wednesday, 27th August.
Matt Munro led a star-studded programme in aid of the
Army and R.A.F. Benevolent Funds. Derek Dene proved a
very talented comedian. ' The Raindrops ' and Cy Grant were
on parade and the Viva Lovelies exposed six nifty knees sorry, we're a bit shy! 'The Skins ' and 7th Regiment joined
us, of course, for the evening which everyone, except perhaps
the organisers, thought should happen more often.
Schoolboys' visit

Just one week they were here - it seemed like an age!
They were on the go the whole time. The conducting Officer,
Lieutenant Bill Lidster, did a grand job and was appointed
a B.I. conductor, by the conducted. The 25 boy were from
three schools - Broadway School (Sunderland), Lutterworth
Grammar School and Belfast' Campbell College.
The boys were made very welcome to the W.R.V.S.
' complex ' by Mrs. Peggy Kendrick and spent most evenings
between there and the ' Y-dubb.'
The days were fully occupied - you name it - the boys
saw it. Demonstrations and use of weapons, radios, 432's,
helicopters, radio relay and visits to Herford, Bielefeld and
Hameln just about filled the seven days. Prominent among
those who assisted to make the visit such a success were
Lieutenants Warren Armstrong and Graham Thomas and Staff
Sergeant Gerry Orton. Sergeant Jimmy Doolan (A.C.C.) always
able to fill some very large holes, was a popular figure with the
boys.
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GUESTS OF THE 4th DIVISION SIG NAL REGIMENT
Masters and boys from three schools (Broadway School, Lutterworth G rammar School and Campbell College) pose with the C.O. , his dog
and Lieutenant Bi ll Lidster during a 7 day visit to the Regiment

Those soldiers, too numerous to mention, who emered into
the spirit of the visit, did a lot of work which was most
appreciated. Some may have bordered on second childhood
but O.C. 2nd Squadron now has all his 432's going and clean
again!

strength with Major Hartnett, Second-Lieutenant Barnes and
A.S.M. Thomas helming we had first and second boats home
in each race. We now .find ourselves in the semi-finals of the
competition facing last years winners so we hope for a fair
wind-fair in our favour, of course!

Early start
" But not in August?"
" You try to restrain the enthusiastic Corporal 'Big Dee '

.!Fu tin.ts
As everyone rolls, flies or thumbs their way back from leave
we start making plans for a three day exercise-escape and
evasion. This, we hope, will be a novel experience for some
and we trust some of the stories following it will be printable.
Who to ' e cape and evade ' and who to hunt? That is the
ticklish decision that R.H.Q. are faced with in early September
there is no truth that their coffee fund has reached
astronomical proportions from bribes.

Shimmons."

"Couldn't possibly, O.K. then, soccer in August!"
Three stalwarts from last year, namely Lance-Corporal
Paddy Wray, Signalman Alex Petrie and Private Mick McCran,
together with two very welcome goalscorers in the shape of
Corporals Dave Nixon and Pete Askew, will undoubtedly form
the foundation of the 1969/70 team. They have started
reasonably well but not good enough they will tell you!
Two satisfying victories, over our 2nd D ivision friends (8-0)
and 5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards (6-0), gave us the
confidence to take on our friendly riva ls - 7th Regiment. We
lost a good game 2-3.
Major Fred Stork is organising a Divisional ' timed small
team soccer' (six-a-side to you and me!). Four miniature pitches
will appear on 13th September and 32 teams will descend.
119 games are scheduled to be played and - if we win we'll tell you all about it next month!

trength in reserv~
With three recognised helmsmen absent on leave the standins, Major Ted Andrews and Corporal Mick Wringe assisted
W.0.1 (A.S.M.) Thomas to a very successful three days sailing.
In one day they 'polished off' 12th Light Air Defence Regiment, R.A., and 50th Missile Regiment, R.A., to keep us in
the B.A.O.R. inter-unit team racing championship.
The following two days saw the same team win the 4th
Division Regatta plate competition. The team was eliminated
in the fir~t round proper by some of the nastiest sailing trickso they ay! Having learned a lesson or two the team 'saw off'
some noteworthy opposition to earn a miniature mug for
themselves as winners of the plate competition.
4th Division Regiment, R.C.T., suffered a setback from us
in the next round of the B.A.O.R. competition. Back to full
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Now your voice will carry
even further
A radical breakthrough in battlefield communications, the
GA.480 is the first completely transistorised wide-band linear
amplifier developing 100 watt p.e.p. over the 1.5-12 MHz range.
And, as it weighs only 161b. it is the first really man-portable one,
too.
It fully complements the GR.345 SSS man pack, with which it
forms a frequency-synthesised SSS station for vehicular and/or
portable use, operating from its own 24-volt battery or directly from
the vehicle supply. It can be driven by any 100 mW RF source.
Entirely aperiodic, it has no tuning or loading controls to
adjust. It cannot be damaged by mismatch or overdrive and
automatically delivers full power when the A.T.U. is adjusted for
maximum RF indication. Being designed and built to DEF 133
Specification, the Red ifon GA.480 is suitable for universal use.
Tough, versatile, foolproof, requiring no tuning, impossible to
overload, easy to carry-you've got to hand it to Red lfon.

IREDIFONll
OBVIOUSLY MEETING WITH APPROVAL
A mess tin meal goes down well with all concerned -even Lieutenant
Bill Lidster gives the impression of enjoying it- perhaps a trifle hot
though
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7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15

9th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 53

ummer camp in full s ·Ing
UGUST is always reckoned to be a quiet month with
-'-\ many away on leave. This year the majority have bee_n
on lea •e but the few here managed to fit in a full-scale Regimental exercise. Troop and quadron summer camps have
been in full swing and 1 quadron have held two Troop camps
at the Eider See. The weather was kind to ' S ' Troop and
their time wa spent canoeing and such sport. An attempt to
introduce the locals to the delights of rugby failed mi erably
but occer matches were held daily-and friendly relations were
maintained mainly due to the efforts of Corporal ' Sandy '
Geddes and a party for the locals run on the last night. L3!1ceCorporal Pete Childs, Signalmen Andy Mo~cur, Pop~ D1Uon
and Mick Graham turned out to be proficient conoe1sts and
undertook an expedition up the Weser to Kassel.
' E ' Troop haven't returned yet but since the rains came
down rumour have been drifti ng in about requests for floatation bags for 3-tonners.

War of the Roses
ROBABLY few people outside Cyprus realise that we too
have exercises; it would indeed be unfortunate if that
privilege was exclusive to B.A.O.R. and U.K.! Our exercise
(note the use of the singular) was held last week.
All ranks were confined to the Garrison and, since it was
now 'home,' defend it boldly and resolutely. We were
assisted in this defence by members of the 17th/21st Lancers
and the King's Own Royal Border Regiment (Red Rose),
against the foe, the Green Howards (White Rose).
eedless to say we carried the day. Three amusing incidents
occurred during the exercise. A little boy came in one evening
after playing with his friends and asked his father: "Daddy,
why did those soldiers hiding in the orange grove keep saying
to us: ' Go away little boys, go away'? " or words to that
effect! It may have been the same children who were wildly
enthusiastic about the ' Dancers ' and their armoured cars,
which should do the Lancers recruiting a bit of good?
The tailpiece comes from the Garrison Medical Centre
which was over-run by the 'enemy.' An umpire said to the
M .O.: "That man is seriously injured," pointing to one of
the enemy. "He requires urgent treatment at a hospital and
must be casevaced.'' After being told by the umpire that he
was only pretending, the M.0. drew his gun, said: "Bang,
bang," and reported to the ump ire: "That man is pretending
to be dead so we won't need that ambulance now ! "

Outstanding canoeist
In the canoeing world Signalman Beattie has been going
from strength to strength; partnered by Staff Sergeant Caguly
from 35th Engineer Regiment he came second in the 1969
B.A.0.R. championship. This resulted in his being selected
for the B.A.O.R. team for the Spanish International championship. His performance in Spain led to further invitations and
paddling with John Milham he took part in the Ribadesella
descent race as a British team entry. They achieved a very
creditable 56th out of 290 entries. His next race was the Nalon
River Ascent when, partnered by Sergeant Harrison, 14/20th
King's Hussars, he came 33rd out of 150. He has now been
invited by the Danish and Irish teams to take part in training
and races and is at present in Ireland competing in the Liffey
Descent Race.
Sailing is popular too
Sailing continues to flourish and Sergeant John Chapman
took another party to Kiel and we now have two more second
mates, Signalmen John Watson and Jimmy Evans, and offshore
hands Corporal Jim Hamifer and 'Doc' Dockerty.
A dinghy course at the Mobne See has produced five more
dinghy helmsmen, Corporals 'Corky' Cork, Geoffe Back and
' Paddy ' Murray and Lance-Corporal ' Scouse ' Green and
Signalman Bob Smith.
Corporal John Maynard has been on loan to Kiel with a
crew frpm 4 Guards Brigade and in Bavaria with a party from
2 Division.
Lance-Corporals Ross Parrotte and Pete Gardiner hired the
Corps yacht Petasus for a fortnight and had a pleasant if somewhat rough cruise around the Danish Islands.

P

Single wicket competition
For the second year running a most successful single wicket
cricket competition was held in the Regiment. Throughout the
day a very high standard of cricket was provided for the
delight of the many spectators.
The best game was undoubtedly one of the semi-finals
between Signalman Jeff (Brummie) Andrews) and Signalman
Mike Ford. It was a most exciting tussle with Jeff Andrews
scoring the winning hit, a four, off the last ball of the match.
The final was a much quicker affair. Lieutenant Warren
Hodson, who played very well to reach the final, mis-timed
a drive and was well caught for a duck off the second ball.
Jeff Andrews, his eye obviously still in from his previous
match, glanced round the attacking field set by Lieutenant
Hodson, and promptly boundried the first ball, thus winning
the competition.
Without taking any of the glory away from Jeff's success
it would have. been interesting to have seen W.0.11 Stan
Collett (R.E.) and Signalman Dave Luckett, two well
known Regimental cricketers,
in
action.
Unfortunately
they were away representing
the Army Cyprus Cricket
team.

Farewell to an old friend
The month's notes would not be complete without a mention
of the departure of Major Ron Etherington, our technical
quanermaster for nearly four years. It is not possible in a few
words to do justice to his many services to the Regiment, but he
will be long remembered for his never-failing good humour,
his ability to achieve the impossible, not once but almost daily,
and his activities on the hockey field as an umpire and in the
Garrison church. His many friends wish him well in his new
appointment.
Stop Press
Congratulations to 7th Signal Regiment who have won the
B.A.O.R. Motorcycling Championship for the seventh successive year, and to Staff Sergeant K. A. Atherly, who gained
second place in the experts' competition.

PLEA E REMEMBER
La t date for copy for December lssqe ls
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Signalman Duncan Bailey of 9th Regiment training: for the 1969 champion·
ships. He has a string of highly
competitive successes
behind
him
especially in the I 00 mile Inter-Service
Time Trial. He has recently been
awarded his Army Cycling Colours

Cycling sucess
Signalman Duncan Bailey
has just returned to Cyprus
after seven weeks in the
U.K., during which time he
took part in six InterService Cycle races. Duncan
was highly-placed in all the
races but his best achievement, and one which the
Corps is very proud of, was
his success in the 100 mile
Inter-Service Time Trial.
Duncan was first in the
Army and fifth overall. This
was a really magnificent
achievement
considering
that group training sessions
and competitive events in
Cyprus are virtually nonexistent.
Duncan's
personal efforts in the cycling
field have recently been
recognised by the Army
with the award of his Army
Cycling Colours.
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\Vater sports
Highlight ·of the month was the underwater endurance
epic of Petty Officer Fred Birchenough. The aim of the
venture was two-fold; to see how long Fred could stay
submerged and secondly, to raise some money for the Sub-Aqua
Club and the W.R.A.C. Comforts Fund.
The M.0., Captain Jeremy Fisher (nN the same M.O. as in
the exerci e story) decided that, due to Fred's body temperature
falling and his lips swelling visibly he should come up, w Fred
surfaced after 12 hours and four minutes. Just before he
surfaced, however, Fred chose the winning raffle ticket at 25
feet underwater. Though it was soggy the number was quite
clear; Fred had sold it himself to a friend at R.A.F. Troodos!
Sheer coincidence naturally.
The Sailing Club, not to be outdone, held a moonlit race.
With marker buoys lit by hurricane lamps, a keen race was
soon in progress. The same number finished as started, but
the number of laps claimed completed by each boat varied
enormously. It was a most successful venture and a swinging
beach party soon developed. Sailing stories were in abundance
with each story capping the last; the biggest liars being thrown
in the water.

Farewell to the Second-in-Command
Major Aubrey Rawson has recently left us after more than
'1,000-days of being our Second-in-Command' (a quote from the
Commanding Officer's farewell speech).

13th Signal Regime nt, B.F.P.O. 40
Cl'icket
Cricket Xf reached the Rhine Arca tinab
OURof Regimental
the B.A.O.R. Major Units Cup, and on 14th August

met H.Q., Rheindahlen Garrison on the Command Pay Office
ground at Moencheng!adbach. The Garrison side won the tos
and elected to bat first. They set a formidable total of 195
runs for five wickets in the 30 overs.
Although we set off to a bad start by losing a wicket before
opening our account, the Regiment settled down and runs
came at four and five an over. However, the Regiment was
narrowly defeated with a score of 173 for 9. Major Maurice
Maisey batting at number 10, had a fine innings of 39.
It was a most enjoyable day's cricket, with a total of 366
runs scored in 60 over . A total which would have satisfied
any county Gillette Cup side.

Tennis
On Saturday, 23rd August, Major Nick Williams and Sergeant
Graham Adlington represented the Regiment in an ' international ' tennis tournament, held to celebrate the 10th anniversary of a local club, the Lieck Tennis Club. Unfortunately,
they were beaten in the semi-finals by a powerful pair from
Heinsburg, who went through to win the tournament.

Few people, when they are posted from a Regiment, leave
behind them many permanent reminders of their tour (see
August/September, 1969 notes on the opening of our new
Gymnasium). Major Rawson has achieved this mark. Mind
you he also has one of the biggest 'In-Trays' in the business!

UK or European posting?

~tep

off th'1 plane and

into a new car !

Sergeant Graham Addlington receiving his prize from Mrs. Baldwin
for winning the men 's singles final

Hockey

Send now for FREE Information Pack
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special forces
H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All paperwork
completed for you •Last minute orders no problem
Order your new car before you leave. When you get back it will be ready and waltlng
for you et the airport-fully insured, with all the paperwork completed for the U.K ..
Europe, or both. Tho Information Pack gives you the full gen: forces discount~. special
H.P. terms, the lot.•• , Plua • sheaf of colour brochures of all the latest
models to brdWse through at leisure. There's no obligation whatever. You ca

weigh everything up, take your time choosing-and take da!ivery wherever you land.
Wl.tO

Post to:NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashc;ott 488

Vauxhall , Hiilman ,
Singer • Sunb,am • Humber -

,

':;±o+J·;-ea
NATOCARS
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The Summer Hockey League, introduced by us la~t year,
has once again been most enjoyable. This year there were
team from H.Q., B.A.0.R., R.A.F. Wildenrath, R.A.F. Bruggen
and R.A.F. Rheindahlen and, of course, ourselves. We are
now confidently looking forward to the coming season having
lost only one game during the summer.
Our aim now is to find new players, and it i hoped the
Regimental Inter-Troop Six-a-Side Hockey Tournament, on
13th September, will reveal some talent.

Soccer
Our summer inter-Troop ix-a-side tournament has just
been completed. The winning team, spotted some time ago,
was ' C ' Troop of 1 Squadron. The team, ably led by Signalman Colin Gibson, have won all their games most convincingly. The final, played on 4th September, wa won by
27 points to 4. The runners-up, ' B ' Troop, 1 Squadron, led
by Lance-Corporal Keith Jarrold, played extremely hard
throughout.
The Soccer Officer, Second-Lieutenant Colin Riley, i
pleased, but will he find a place in the Regimental ide-he
is not a member of 'C' Troop!
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\'lsit rs
Vi itor and there are alway a large number are alwa;:s
ver • welcome at 13th Signal Regiment. Once again we were
delighted to receive 4 quadron, 30th Signal Regiment, on
16th August and to ettle them in for a pleasant stay. However for o~e member of the Squadron it was not to be,
and with super efficiency were fed, bedde~ an~ sent on the
return journe · within eight hour of theJI arrival, to meet
operational commitment cl ewhere. Hard luck fcllows--comc
again soon.
On 4th eptember 3 Squadron 1st Canadian ignal Regiment arrived from Kingston, Canada. Like our 4 Squadron
friend -at least tho e who stayed with us-they will be based
on the Regiment, but will oon move out ~o test the fresh
air and the delights of the German country ide. 4 quadron,
under the command of Captain Andrew Briggs from Blandford. and 3 Squadron, under the command of Major Ted
\Vil on from Kingston Canada will I'm sure, enjoy their
exerci e, · Triple Chance.'
At the time of going to press, we are all actively engaged
in preparing for the visit of the Commander-in-Chief General
Sir D esmond Fitzpatrick, K.C.B., D.S.O., M.B.E., M.C., on
5th September. More of this visit will appear later.
Ad,·entur

Tra ining

Our adventure and initiative training continues with great
enthu iasm. It is a pity we cannot record all our Senior
.C.O.s' adventures, however, a few remark may be appropriate.
During the course of the last month, some eight Senior
.C.O.s and 24 ~oldiers have been somewhere, somehow and
done something. Very briefly, these adventure and initiative
training exercises have included:
Exercise 'Gr eat Dano'
Planned by Sergeant Jim Goodridge and executed by himself, Corporal ' Chippy' Wood, Corporal 'Taff' Oad and
Lance-Corporal Brian Bates. Exercise ' Great Dane ' was designed to study the Danish Army. A successful exercise, which
resulted in Sergeant Jim Goodridge and his team being
entertained by the Commanding Officer of a Danish Signal
Regiment in Aarkus as 'guests of honour.' The C.0. of this
Regiment presented us with a very nice Danish Army plaque.

grape , and three bottles of super wine. After their debrief,
they very kindly offered the, by . now v_cry thirs~y officer, .the
bunch of grapes and left clutchmg theJI attractive, temptmg,
bottle of Naturrcin and Spatlese something or other.

Exf•r••isP • llonn ommard '
Sergeant Steve Simms and his team, cons1stmg of LanceCorporal Brian Fish and Corporal Ronald .Bumstead, successfully examined the production of wine from the grape to the
bottle. They reurned with a bunch of sad, alrr.ost dried-up,
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On Exercise 'Discovery' a v1s1t was
made co the tiny state of Liechtenstein.
Corps men were very well received.
In this photo the Chief of Police and
Burgermaster is with Sergeant Fran k
Robinson, Lance·Corporal Br ia n Smith
and Corporal Frank Cashen

July 17, l 969

Dc.•.1r Sergeant Edward~:

1 want yCJu to know how pleased l was to recoive the
Mnd~omc Heraldic Shield which Colonel Hugh 1•a
acc:t ptcd for me o n bobaH of you and tho mcmbe-ra
oi your Advr.nturo/lnitl."ltive T am. It~• a great
di snppointrncnt to me that my s .... hedule did no·t permit
mu the oppot"t nity to meet you nnd oiler my personal
cc:,n~raLula tions on the ingenuity that prompted your
11pccf;i l project. I hope. howe:vc:r, that your viait to
thn White House "'.tna :t ph.• a.tiant one and tha.t )'our
cntir1~ ttlay in tho United StAtea proved to be a
$~ ti!.fying and exciting C.)\.poricncc. You may bt!<
~ore th4t your thoughtful gilt will b<! a welcome
.1dclltion t v my collection of souvenir•.

Exv r c ise ' lletu r 11 T ri 1t '
A most interesting study of the battlefields of Arnhem was
carried out by Sergeant Paul Scottorn, Corporal Al Hi ndmarsh,
Lance-Corporal Mick Codd, and Corporal J im Moore. « It
was shattering to see the actual area, the bridge etc., where
all the fighting actually occurred," said Corporal Hindmarsh.
" hatter:ng to see the graves of 'Brigadier so-and- o' next to
' Private so-and-so,' and so many very young officert ."

Sincerely,

s,, ri;_·· mt 1' £
-! )1'·1''ll·S
r • .,1n J...., :tdL"r
J .:. h Si.f.n."i.l

l

\\ '

The first week had Officers, W.O.s and Sergeants bursting
the Mess ante-room at its seams. As well as 1 Squadron
Officers, W.O.s and Seniors, we had the Adjutant, R.S.M.,
Captain Duncan Smith, Oxford O.C.T.U., and Officer Cadet
Simon Arbuthnott, 37th Regiment (V). We enjoyed having
both Duncan and Simon with us and hope that the Mess was
not too expensive for Duncan, he having learned more Mess
rules than he ever thought existec,I!
Troops were named 'Mercury,' Gemini' and 'Apollo,' in
line with the times, and the Regiment's task of going to farflung places and reaching for the stars .
The week started with P.T., map-reading and first aid revision, then followed an orienteering exercise around the roads
of Anglesey. Although the map-reading was a little shaky,
all made the finish in good time, some teams jogging round .
The first sports afternoon was spent with Troops sorting
out their teams for the competitions in soccer, volleyball,
basketball and tug-of-war. The second afternoon saw the
actual competition, when competitive spirit was very high.
The sports, P.T. and battle efficiency tests were organised by
W.0 .11 (Q.M.S.I.) Underwood, who put a lot of hard work
into it. By kind permission of the R.A. Trials Establishment .
TY Croes, we had the use of their sports field, range and
showers; without these a lot of training could not have taken
place.
Monday was range classification day, and the results were
good. Firing stopped for an hour as H .R.H. The Duke <?f
Edinburgh was landing at R.A.F. Valley, up the. r<?ad. This
cease-fire was strictly observed, the O.C. not wishing to be
accommodated in the Tower, and assuming that the axe these
days is made by Wilkinson Sword.
The hill-walking exercise took p lace in the hills n~ar
Snowdonia, nine to ten miles across country, map-readmg
and hard exercise, but in magnificent weather. The O.C.
decided to get his exercise by doing check point on the
highest peak; the Adjutant took the second and Major Ron
Hardy the third. The Adjutant, Captain Phil Bye, gave us
all advice on hill-walking from his own experience-this was
of great benefit. The teams made excellent timings and, though
there was the odd person with stomach trouble, nobody broke
anything.
The observation exercise took place in Anglesey and
proved the point that one can leave one's eyes open, but it
doesn't necessarily mean one sees anything.
T he last day was the day of battle efficiency tests. This
was the day the Q.M.S.I. P.T. could be seen .with a twin!<le
in his eye. T he tests went well, the crop of blisters not bemg
too big. The final afternoon, everybody had off to relax.
Throughout the week a severe strain was put O-? ?ic beer
supply system in North Wales and the P.R.I., and it 1s understood many useful contacts were made.
Finally, before the quotes and the second ~e~k experien.ces,
it must be emphasised that the excellent trammg and enJOYment could not have been p o sible without the hard work put
in by M ajor H ardy and his adm inistrative staff, particularly the
cooks, who excelled themselves.

SUMMER CAMP
Major Brian Postlethwaite (on /e~) delivers the goods to the "best
troop"

The Second Week
The second week was on a much smaller scale, but enthusiasm was not lacking. Because of the scarcity of officers
(there being only two) Troop were split up into the highly
original X, Y and Z, each commanded, for the purpose of
our short stay, by a senior N.C.O. This system worked
extremely well.
The week's activities went very smoothly, and everyone put
the maximum effort into everything. The fishing was poor,
but the birds, feathered and various, that surrounded the
island compensated for this.
The weather was reasonable, but the one day it decided
to rain had to be during the Snowdonia exercise. In fact,
this was not altogether a bad thing, as it illustrated how efficient
Troops are at finding their way when visibility is down to
ten yards. It also gave them first-hand experience of the dangers
of exposure.
The observation exercise proved equally interesting and
humorous. The D.S . could be found suitably di guised as
orth Sea Gas labourers, confectionery alesmen, and cafe
waiters Needless to say, no pay was forthcoming.
The· week ended with P .E. tests; there were few failures.
A picnic lunch was to have been held on the beach but, due
to the bad weather, the lunch and prizegiving had to be confined to the Trials Establishment, Royal Artillery, sports field.
Summer camp has therefore ended for another Y!!Sr.
Certainly for 2 Squadron, it will b~ .remembered. as. an enioyable week; a week of hard competmon and gratifymg results.
Our thanks must go to the permanent staff of H.Q. Squadron
who looked after us so well. Thanks mu t al o go to the P.R.I.
for the constant supply of nece itie and for the excellent
film shows provided.

Edwarda

Quotes

Rc~im~nt

.') lJ,,h 1''"vt~'

The Corporal on the observation exercise, who bought an
ice cream from his Troop Commander in a ~hop without
recognising him.
' Apollo' Troop for (a) winning the Troop Competition;
(b) keeping the breweries in business; (c) winning the volleyball by one win and two honks (R.S.M. quote).
The senior N.C.0. who, on a check pomt at 2,800 feet in
the hills, recognised three civilian hill walkers at three miles
distant to be girls.
The two soldiers for whom every late night out cost them
extra in the morning.
The two Officers and two Warrant Officer· who had a
permanent bridge school.

The First W •ek

That remarkable initiative test, led by Sergeant T. E.
Edwards, of 13th Signal Regiment, when a party went to the
United States and back on 25 dollars (as reported in the
August/September WIRE) has earned each member a personally signed letter from the President of the United States.
A reproduction of the letter is given below :

Exf•rci e ' Swiss Ch eese '
Sergeant John Co!es' plan was to discover all there is to
know about Gruyer cheese, and so took himself, Signalman
Philip Ward and Signa:man Brian Green off to Switzer:and.
I am told I must believe that Petula Clarke's presence in the
same area of Switzerland had nothing to do with their hurried departure south. We shall never know about Gruyer
cheese now, their evidence, a piece of cheese, was thrown
away on their return trip . . . Why?

196fJ
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That Initiative Test to the States anti hack Personal Congratulations from President Nixon

Exercis • Ca n a l Barge '
Sergeant D ave BuJ!ard accompanied by Corporal Fred
McAlpine and Corporal Brian Furlong travelled many miles
in a barge on the Dutch canals; an adventure which was most
interesting and educational. Our pipe-smoking, kilted, Corporal
Fr::d McAlpine almost certainly provided our Dutch friends
with something to talk about.

SV~IMEU CAMP~

HIS year, summer camp was held at No. 82 W.E.T.C.,
Menai Bridge, Anglesey, from 1st to 14th August. Prior
to camp, Major Ron Hardy, 0 .C. H.Q. Squadron, moved out
with his administrative staff and took over the centre. On
1st Augu~t, M ajor Bryan Postlethwaite, O.C. 1 Squadron, with
his Squadron and other elements, descended on the centre for
a week. From 8th August, Major Richard Reynolds, O .C. 2
Squadron, did likewise.
The training programme was basically the same for each
week and consisted mainly of plenty of exercise, culminating in
battle efficiency tests.

Exercise • Uiscov(•.r::r •
Sergeant Frank Robinson,
Corporal Frank Cashen and
Lance-Corporal Brian Smith
decided to visit Liechtenstein and discover all they
could about this tiny country.
How can it be in this age of
super powers. They found
the p e op 1 c remarkably
friendly and produced an
extremely good report on
the history, economy, civil
defence and police organisation of this small country.
The Chief of Police and the
Burgcrmaster very kindly
presented the Regiment with
two most interesting books
on Liechtenstein.

14th Signal Regiment, Worcester

We take our hats off to:
T he tea m on the orienteering exercise who, at the start,
wen t off down a road with a sign showing a dead end, later
to return to a grinning R.S.M .

Pon Office 40
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by 18.00 hours that evening we were ' through.' Our teleprinters were removed into the Commcen manned by 233 Signal
Squadron, and by late everiing everything was well .
Since that Tuesday, the detachment has been providing
both HF and line circuits and, ap art from the fact that the
Commcen has been knocked down and rebuilt around our ears
all goes well. Our conference printer, removed from our cabin:
now re ides in a special part of the Commcen, suitably furnished,
carpeted and soundproofed, as befits the potential users, be
th ey M inisters of State or mere G.O.C.s.

Helping 233 Squadron
Now the Troop Commander has returned to the Regiment,
lest he be gradually absorbed by 233 Squadron, leaving the
Foreman, W.0.1 (F. of S.) Bob Jarrett, in command. To pass
his time, he has helped 233 Squadron instal an HF overlay
to guard three important circuits in Northern Ireland, and is
now assisting in installing new securiry equipment in 233
Squadron's shiny Commcen . He phones u s daily to keep in
couch.

[Photo-Courtesy Bimn11gham Post and Mai!

DOING A GOOD JOB IN N. IRELAND
Corporal Harry Dickenson of 'B' Troop 14th Signal Regiment
checks equipment. Captain John Fielding studies E.M.E.R.s

Northern Ire/anti here we come
Flaps always start on a

18th Signal Regiment
c/o G.r.o. SIXGAPOUE

weekend

B

TROOP (645) on the move again. As always happens,
flaps start on a weekend. Having spent the previous
week appreciating the siruation, we were all convinced that
events in
orthern Ireland would have little effect on us,
especially as we knew that Projects Troop had spent some
time there in the spring installing additional equipment.
On Friday 15th August, with minds at ease, everyone stood
down and the Troop Commander, Captain J. V. Fielding,
went_ on leave. Saturday .morning, as it has done in the past,
provided a rude awakening. We were on four hours' notice
to emplane with effect from 12.00 hours, 18th August, to an
undesignated theatre of operations via Northern Ire~and!

" Thnt"s not your llercnles "
At 11.30 on 18th August we left camp knowing that we were
to go to Lyneham (that information arrived at 1030) for emplanement to Aldergrove, near Belfast. Other incidental info~tion, like a Complan, task and final destination, would
be _given us en route. Nevertheless, undismayed, we eventually
arnved at Aldergrove, having virrually picked our Hercules
at Lyneham and loaded them ourselves with only one mistake:
"Ere mate, that's not your Hercules! Try the next one."
As there was no one at Aldergrove, save for a few very
tired R.A.F. Mobile Air Movement men, doubt began to be
felt. All was soon cl~ar, after a few phone calls. It transpired
that we would be picked up by transport to go to Lisburn
Camp. We arrived there at about 20.00 hours and were
briefed for our task. Having sited our equipment, we then
went to bed.

Tbreugh by that evening
Next. ~orning w~ finished. off p!eparing our equipment,
the ma1onry of which was mcely situated outside the main
H.9. b.uilding on a beautifully-kept lawn by the main entrance.
Being m such a location, the remainder of the day was spent
conn~tmg up the :<I';tiPment tidily with D10, six-pair and
anythmg else, and this involved of lot of plumbing, i.e., looking
for sewer , ducts, etc., to hide it from prying staff-like eyes.
The <;:omplan. was fixed by tel~phone with H .Q., DCN
and wJth Boddmgton over a telepnnter on the land line, and
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Finally, we all owe thanks to 233 Squadron and their C.O.,
Major John Montague, for all the administrative arrangements
and for quietly assimilating us into the Squadron so that the
detachment has only to worry about the job in hand. Also,
we have only been too pleased to help, in turn, in the rebuilding of their Commcen.

Quiet month for the Regiment

'THERegiment
month of August was a relatively quiet one for the
in terms of activities beyond the normal call
of duty. Even for duties it was perhaps quieter than usual
certainly for 2 Squadron. Singapore has been celebrating
her 150th anniversary with a fair amount of pomp and
ceremony and the lifting of the ban on letting off fireworks
and firecrackers. They did, however, impose a ban on the
digging up of any major road during August. As a result
much of the work on 3 Squadron underground cables and
to come to a halt.
Our Regimental skill at arms meeting was held during the
month and also the Singapore District Swimming Championships. For the latter, the team championship was run on a cap
badge basis, in which Royal Signals came first followed by the
Royal Marines and the Royal Engineers. We have to admit
that 19th Regiment provided the majority of the Corps team
but we did have few stalwarts p'.aying their part, namely
Corpora!s Long, Lennon, Powells, Loh, Lance-Corporal Nunn
and Signalmen Michen and Francis Lee.
The Regimental shoot was a success for 2 Squadron, who
won all the major trophies except one, which went to a now
very depleted 3 Squadron. The Regimental champion was
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Hall, who is also a very keen .22
marks~n. He and Staff Sergeant Johnstone are now training
the Regimental team for the forthcoming Corps and District
meetings. In the meantime our Pay Office team, led by W.0.II
Thomas, took part in the Royal Army Pay Corps meeting and
won the S.M.G. trophy, W.0.11 Thomas also being the
individual winner in the same match. As the team were
runners-up last year they are naturally and justificably very
pleased with their success.

Promot.ed to the lst Division at Se1mk Raga
T!ie Sepak ~aga s~ason is now in full swing and our Malayan
soldiers team 1s domg well. Having been elevated from the
Second to the First Division since last year, they are already
half-way up the First Division ladder. An Inter-Squadron
League is about t~ start ~ith teams from both the Malayan
and European soldiers which may well be amusing to watch.
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Favourite from the British teams is reputed to be in H.Q.
Squadron, led by the Adjutant, Captain Garlick, supported
by Sergea11t HiUam and Sergeant Elson. F or the uninitiated
the game can be likened to volley ball but wiiliout the ' ball '
being handled i.e. only passed by use of the head or feet.
The ball is made of strands of cane woven together and is
about six inches in diameter, the scoring being as for badminton.
At the beginning of August, Radio T roop of 3 Squadron
became Charlie Troop of 249 Squadron. I t is of interest
to note that the last time locally enlisted p ersonnel served in
249 Squadron was in 1963. There are one or two members
of the troop who were serving in it then, amongst ili\!m Staff
Sergeant Zain. H e has celebrated his reLu:n by attending the
long jungle warfare course.
Our L.A.D. and attached R.E.M .E. p ersonnel have been
doing well in their various pastimes. Staff Sergeant Wood
takes part in scrambling competitions with a success rate
since February of three firsts, two seconds and four thirds.
T he local circuit is in the same area as the Regimental crosscountry course and there have been many times when the
runners have wished they had the other means of locomotion.
Our armourer, Sergeant Thompson, is a keen sailor and
recently took Brigand up the East coast with a novice crew
from the Command Pay Office. We are still wondering who
learnt most, Sergeant Thompson or the rest of th e crew!
As a postscript to our Exercise 'Evergreen,' we now know,
those of us who were not forrunate enough to visit the island
were it was held, why perhaps it was so popular. Our permanent staff didn't disclose that it has been described in a
local magazine as " a perfect tropical paradise with fine white
beaches, casuarina trees and palms. Swimming is ideal and if
one is equipped with goggles and flippers, one sinks beneath
the green-blue water and enters a wonderland of deserts
and mountains, cactus plants growing on a massive desert,
and pale mauve flowers rising from miniature mountains
of coral, pink, blue, pale green and white. Brilliantly coloured
fish darting here and there in this underwater paradise-quite
small, some with purple and red stripes and other sedate
and serenely unconcerned, gliding as though contemptuous
of the intruder."
No wonder people are already asking when and where
is Evergreen IX. Care to join us?
We should not close without mention of our annual L.E.P.
children's day. Ably organised by W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Othman
and W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Lee, it took place as usual at a seaside
spot near Changi. Some 443 children were catered for and a
very high proportion, particularly of the seven and eight year
olds, seemed to enjoy dancing to the pop group as much as
anything! The group, ' The Drifters,' is composed of Malay
soldiers from the Regiment, the lead man being Signalman
Hassan bin Hamzah.

made up of R.H.Q., • Q ' Troop, ' M ' Troop and H .Q .
Squadron S.H.Q.) where R.H.Q. scored the winning goal in
the last minute of an exciting ga me, played at great pace.
The final was between 'L ' Troop and R.H.Q. and was a
very even match r ight up to the last fifteen minute of the
second-half when ' L ' Troop broke away to win by five goals
to three.
A very good days hockey enjoyed by competitors and
spectators alike.

' Going Dutch '
' H ' Troop of 21st Regiment, stationed at the Royal Air
Force Station, Bruggen, assisted by two R.A.F. friends, have
in the past few months, being going ' Continental ' by entering
football competitions in Holland, against local clubs from both
Holland and Germany.
Although no ' Cups ' came our way, they all had a great
time. A ' highlight ' of one match was the K.O. of the then
Signalman ' Tony ' Dickens (now Lance-Corporal - did the
K.0. have anything to do with it?) who, when coming to,
asked : " Have we scored?"
With Signalman ' Mike ' McGowan and Signalman ' Ron '
Ramos getting the troop goals and Lance-Corporal ' Jimmy '
Lindsay wearing down his now very short legs with all that
running about and the never to be forgotten goalkeeper, Signalman 'Terry ' Gotts, they gave the locals some very exciting
football.
Some of the Troop have left since these notes were written
and we wish them and their families the very best of luck
in their future postings.

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 43
VERYBODY has taken advantage of this lovely sunny
E
month, the lucky ones have been on holiday of course
but the remainder have continued with airfield projects,
linemen and drivfog courses-all made more pleasant by the
good weather.

Cadets visit
Three officers and twelve cadets from Lord Wandsworth
College in Hampshire spent their nine days summer camp
with the Regiment this month. Lieutenant H. G. S. Thomas
was their conducting officer and led them on a grand tour of
all our places of interest, including that paradise for school
boys the Phillips Exhibition in the ' flying saucer ' at Eindboven,
the Evulon. What with map reading, shooting and a tour of
the battlefields of Grave, Nijmegen and Arnhem they had
their time well occupied.
Inter-Troop hoekey
The Inter-Troop hockey competition was held at RA.F.
Bruggen and produced some exciting matches and good hockey.
Thanks to excellent organisation on the part of Lieutenant A.
J. Clark, the two semi-finals and the final were all played on
the one day.
The match of the day was, without any doubt, the semifinal between 'H' Troop and R.H.Q. (a composite team
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GOING DUTCH!
The soccer team of H Troop list Reg iment who in recent months have been
entering football competitions in Holland. So far no cup,s have come their way
but that doesn ' t matter-they all have a ireat time
Back row. left to right : Signalman B. Rant. Signalman G. Clark, Lance·Corponl
A Dickens. Signalman M. McGowan. Lance-Corporal J .. Booth, S.A.C. B. Jonu,
and Team Manager, Sergea.nt M. Teague
Front ro.v. lef< to right: Signalman J, McLe;sh, lance-Corporal J. Lindsay, Sicnalman
T. Gotu, S.A.C. G. Parker and Sign•lman R. Ramos_{Camera Shy!)
Not shown but who have played during the season :
Signalman H. Bartle1c, Lance-Corporal D. Cooper, Lance-Corporal P. Thomas,
Private E. Smith, (A.C.C.) lance-Corporal R. Poole

Tennis
Congratulations to our Adjutant, Captain Bob Siderfi.n, for
his fine tennis this season. Runner-up in the B.A.O.R. singles
and winner in the doubles, he played a major part in the
B.A.0.R. defeat of R. •. F. (Germany). He also look 1ik leading
RA.F. Laarbruch to a win in the Inter-Station Cup. (Stop
Press: He did just that!).

Cresta
We hadn't rcali ed just how well Major John Harwood had
done in the Inter-Service Cresta this year until we read the
Army Ski Association Year Book. With one leg badly damaged,

i35

he qualified for the Army team and was actually the third
fa te 1 Army rider. All this at . th~ age of 45. ~c modestly
, ·plains hi fas t time by pomung out that u hurts his
damaged leg too much to brake.

•\u lo-German r"latious
There wa a further episode in the development of our
ex ellent relation with 33 Fernmeldebattalion, our local
German 1gnals Unit when we paid a visit to their caml? and
installation on 3rd July. Twelve officers of tl1e Regiment
had a very interes ting and enjoyable day and the stage is set
for more joint func tion .

E-·-n.

~"\f. VnugJmu·s boys
As ome of our readers may know the AAFI manager at
Laarbruch i an ex-R.S.M. of the Regiment, Mr. Terry
Vaughan.
We discovered the other day that his eldest son Alan ha
ju t received the Garrison Commanders Cup (H.Q. B.A.0.R.)
for services to the school and the community, and that his
econd son, Gordon, has been made Head Boy of Kent
School. It i nice to hear that some teenagers have a positive
contribution to make.
Ir is al o worth mentioning that we are particularly well
looked after by Mr. Vaughan and hi employees.

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 16
year, the month of August sees a slackening of
E VERY
commitment in outside affairs, providing a welcome gap
between the major exercises and the inspection and individual
training season.
It is by now something of a Regimental tradition that during
this period not only does the C.O. manage to get some leave,
but Troop commanders also manage to slip away with their
Troops on adventurous training.
aturally, some Troop commanders are more adventurous
than others, but all expeditions require detailed pre-planning
and all who participated derived both benefit and enjoyment
from them, at least in retrospect.
Detailed accounts of the expeditions would probably require
an edition of THE WIRE exclusively for this Regiment and
while this might not be a bad thing, we must not be greedy.
A brief summary only of each expedition is therefore given:

EXERCISE • mGn POST '
'A' Troop - Lieutenant Paul, Sergeants Shipley, Hardaker,
Loach, Robertshaw, Hunt, Gibson and 25 men - Kochel Am
See, Bavaria, 14 days.
Here the accent was on competition, and the Kochel Am See
appears to have turned ' A ' Troop into water babies. Rowing,
swimming and raft building formed a major part of the activity.
Perhaps the Troop's experience of Exercise ' McGinty's Goat '
has decided them to make future river crossings without Sapper
help. Football, volleyball and baseball also combined with a
talent for camp comfort to produce a cheerful suntanned Troop
on their return . to Lippstadt.

EXERCISE 'HOUNTAIN GOAT ID '
' B ' Troop - Lieutenant Goodman, Staff Sergeant Pfeiffer,
Sergeants Lumley, Langley and 10 men - Aschau in area of
the Chiem See, Bavaria, 12 days.
' B ' Troop carried out a full programme during their expedition in Bavaria, a mixture of hard work, both mental and
physical, and of interesting visits.
P.T. and swimming before breakfast was routine, followed
on different days by either hill climbing, patrol races, map
reading or escape and evasion exercises. The Troop do not
appear to have been daunted by these formidable physical
exercises and found the energy to play the normal sports in
the early evening.
For the weekend, the Troop visited the city of Salzburg and
also Hitler's old residence at Berchtesganen.

EXERCI E ' TENDER FOO-T '
' C ' Troop - Captain Hendren, Sergeant McDonald and
21 men - Sjelborg on west coast of Denmark, 14 days.
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Captain Trevor Hendren, having used his Irish blarney to
good use on th e D anish customs in conn ection with a rather
generous quantity of essential stores, ' C Troop set up camp
on the coa t of D enmark, onl y to find that their locatiQn
recced some time ago h ad been turned into a civilian camp
site .
This inauspicious start was soon rectified with the help of
our Danish allies who provided another site. Sailing, swimming, cycling and volleyball were intermingled with exp edition
to places of interest. Competitions between teams selected by
age group resulted in a win for the aged . 'C ' Troop have
always b~cn re pectful. T he prize for initiative goes to LanceCorporals Joseph and Straw, who in dire emergency caused
by the superb weather, managed to move a large quantity of
ice the 10 kms. from Esj berg. It was free, too.

EXEUCISE ' lJPW AllD ISOlJND Ill '
L ieutenant Hood, Lieutenant Goodman and 20 men - L aarbruch and Wesel, three weeks' gliding.
Lieutenant Leigh Hood, using his considerable ability as
glider p ilot and instructor, once again took 20 men to the T wo
Rivers Gliding Club at RAF L aarbruch.
Of the 20 p articipants, eight had flown before and formed a
cadte to initiate the remaining 12 in the delights of gliding.
These eight also took the opportunity to improve their own
gliding standards.
A a summary of the party's achievements, 978 launches
were made, giving a total of 120 hours' actual fl ying time.
Of the 12 beginners, 11 had ' gone solo ' by the end of the
course.
Of the other eight, Lance-Corporal Bishop achieved Silver
' C ' standard after a flight of 5hr. 3min. duration, having
reached a height of 7,200ft. ; Lance-Corporal Griffin a Silver
' C ' standard for a height of 7, lOOft., and Lance-Corporal
Taylor a Bronze 'C ' for duration with a flight of 43min.
Gliding, apart from being an enjoyable sport, gives those
who participate a sense of achievement and teaches selfreliance. Our thanks are due to 21st Reginlent for their assistance to the party throughout the course.

EXF..llCISE ' LONG SHIP '
' D ' Troop - Lieutenant Lovatt, Sergeant Cross and 13
men - Isefjaer, Norway, 10 days.
In addition to furthering good relations in N.A.T.O.,
Lieutenant ' Sandy ' Lovatt had arranged with the Outward
Bound Centre to obtain equipment and instruction for his
party to undertake a 100 km. journey over difficult terrain by
canoe and on foot.
With the instruction completed, the expedition canoed for
three days up Byglandsfjord. On arrival at the start of their
proposed trek, on the advice of a guide from the O.B.C., the
trek was cancelled owing to appalling weather conditions .
Instead, the party returned to set up base camp at Byglandsfjord. From here, the remaining days were spent in climbing
in the Knoten and Mealini ranges among some of the most
beautiful scenery in the world.

EXERCISE ' PEAK CONDITION '
' F ' Troop - Second-Lieutenant Tilson, Sergeant Sage and
14 men - Sonthofen/Oberstdorf in Bavaria, 14 days.
The Regiment is no stranger to this part of the world since
our ' Snow Queen ' hut is located here. However, for this
period, the snow had gone, to be replaced by a mixture of sun
and, unfortunately, rain. The initial reconnaissance some
months previously had unfortunately fai led to iron out aU
mishaps, and the party arrived only to find that the base camp
area had also been offered to another expedition. The persistence of Second-Lieutenant Philip Tilson and Sergeant Sage
managed to extract another field from an unwilling farmer
and the programme got under way without undue delay.
Rock climbing and feU walking provided the bulk of the
activity and the 19cal pool often played host to the weary limbs
of British soldiers.
An initiative and map reading exercise proved itself more
elusive than the participants had expected and the weather
reduced the amount of rock climbing that had originally been
planned. One highlight was the climb of the Grunten from
which a native assured the party they would be able to see
London. Indeed, the view was magnificent and it can only be
our capital's smoke haze which prevented its sighting.
(Continued on page 438)
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PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an ...

all-purpo~e

.
co11un1ca11on
system
No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweight military radio In quantity production anywhe~•
does all the things the A13 can do, In so many different roles. That•
why It's already been bought by armed forces on four continents. They
recognise the A13's unique flexibility as manp~ck, ground station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. They know its proved In combat,
including parachute delivery.
H b d
The Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete channels In the 2-8 M z an
(selected without netting); a choice of phase or amplitude voice
modulation or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-power
c2owatts) t;ansmltter output; fully protected output circuits; and a wide
range of accessories. Please write for a copy of the A13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systema Division, llford, Essex.
England. Telephone: 01-478 3040. Telex: 23166.

Coiuimted from page 436)
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'H.Q.' quadron Q.M.S.I. Carpenter, S.S.M. Tune,
Sergeant Gri t and 11 men - 360 km. by river and canaJ
from Oldenberg co Lippscadt, 14 days.
Once again W.O.II (Q.M.S.I .) Carpenter, of Nijmegen fame
took up his ' sheepdog ' duties. Having put blisters on the feet
of the Regimem's marchers, he found it surprisingly easy to
find 14 men willing to receive blisters on their hands . With the
e.'\'.pert guidance of Corporal McSorley, for whose loan we
thank 16th Regimen t, the parry trained for the first week on
the river Lippe and the M argareteosee. Then they travelled by
road to Oldenberg for the starr of their venture. Their route
took them on the Kusten canal, the r iver Ems, the D ortmundEms canal, the D attelo-Hamm canal and into the river Lippe,
and they soon became used to rid ing in the wake of barges,
a hazardous and wet occupation for the inexp ert.
T he weather was superb throughout and the navigation
reasonably good except that some p uzzled comments were
made as to the straightness of the R iver Ems until it was
eventually decided that a wrong turn had been made. This
resulted in a S km. portage which did more for the m uscles
than the tempers.
A much fitter suntan ned party returned to Lippstad t on
schedule looking for a rest. One member was heard to bemoan
the fact that rivers and canals alike had flowed against him
and that he had previously believed that one canoed down
weirs and rapids rather than up them.

All have now returned co the fold, fortunately without serious
mishap and are engaged in P.E. tests and preparation for the
~nnu:iI rou_nd of pre-F.F.R. inspectio~s. The M.T.0. is busily
1ugglmg with the U.E.I. programme m one hand and exercise
commitments in the other. No doubt the next edition will bear
ome evidence of the order that will no doubt emerge from
the present chaos.

Ar.-ivnl a11d depart11res
Major J. R. Gibson has now left us after commanding 3
Squadron almost since its formation in September, 1967. He
has gone to be a ' friend in high places ' as G.S.0.2 at the
H.Q. Royal ignals 1 (BR) Corps. At least we hope he will
look upon us with a friendly eye. We wish him well in his
new appointment and welcome Major R. A. Trotman as his
relief.
August also saw the departures of Lieutenants ' Sandy
L ovatt and S tephen Paul, both of whom shortly embark on
their degree courses at Shrivenham. W .0.II (Y. of S.) Llewellyn,
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Braniff and Sergeant Cross have all
done valiant work for the Regiment, and 2 Squadron in
particular, and all will be sorely missed.
W.0 .II (0.R.Q.M.S.) Paul Jepson has left us for a tour in
Norway, lucky chap, and we welcome W.0 .11 (O.R.Q.M.S.)
McEwan in his place.
Lieutenant John Culbert, who was plunged in at the deep
end, and Captain John Barrett, from Berlin, have arrived with
the Regiment, and we hope their stay with us proves to be a
rewarding experience.
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<u1"giftfrom qarrard
conies wrapped in thought
There is omething very special about a gift from Garrard.
A quiet but unmistakable compliment to the one wh o
receives it, a beautiful thought to be treasured for ever.
A pair of gold
& diamond earrings- £410 ~~~I~~
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EXERCISE ' LAST MINVTE I '

' J ' Troop - Lieutenant Carmichael, Second-Lieutenant
Rutherford, Sergeant Nicoll and 15 men - SO yards from a
Danish beach, 14 days.
' J ' Troop complete with assault boats arrived at their
Danish beach location without mishap (this locat ion found
with the help of a Danish officer, and complete with summer
hou5e, is a closely guarded Squadron secret- sorry readers).
Despite the idyllic surroundings and the general hope of a
curriculum to match, the swim-before-breakfast routine soon
dispelled any misapprehensions. Needless to say, large breakfasts were the order of the day.
The command group team won the expedition competition
series, no doubt with generous handicap. While footba ll, cricket
volleyball and softball provided the bulk of the competition,
the piece de resistance was the assault boat races. These
involved the teams starting from the shore, launching their
boats, paddling them round a buoy and returning co the
beach. Unforrunately, the rules never seem to have been
properly drafted since it became not unusual for the winning
boat to be that left afloat.
Aparc from the mysterious incident of Second-Lieutenant
Rutherford's broken toe (another closely guarded secret), one
highlight concerns a certain Danish boy's unaccountable fascination with the Troop's wacer bowser. All became clear when
he explained that he believed the bowser to be full of beer.
We await with interest our next routine hygiene inspection.

On a recent visit to the Regiment, C.C.R. Signals, 1 (BR)
Corps, Brigadier J . M. Sawers, M.B.E., presented Long Service
and Good Conduct Medals to W.0.I (F. of S.) Staniford, Staff
Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.) Horne and Staff Sergeant Greaves.

The Crown Jewellers
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112 REGENT STREET
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LONDON WJA 2JJ
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THE DOVE GROUP
44/48 KINGSTON ROAD
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LONDON, S.W.19
Tel. 0 1-540 1031
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EXERCISE ' LAST MINlJTE D '
' H ' Troop Lieutenant Fish, CorporaJs Keenan and
Rollings and 20 men - Danish coast, 18 days.
' H' Troop took over the 'J ' Troop beach location with
Lieutenant George Carmichael still in attendance.
Activities were much the same as those of 'J' Troop although
a reduction in assault boat races resulted from a dearth of
paddles ' lost in action.'
O_ne particular fishing expedition tells one of those ' whopper'
stones. It appears that the boat ran out of petrol one day and
had to be beached on a nearby nudist colony. This event
goes on record as the first occasion that Lance-Corporal Joe
Peters ever volunteered for anything. Luckily, officers were
aboard .to keep their eye on the men--0r something.
Despue the staggering of these expeditions, those left behind
in L ippstadt co cope with the chores often found themselves
doing more than one job.
. " Who's _Paymaster today'?' was !ii not infrequent question
m the Regunent. Boards of srocktakmg continued at a reduced
pace _and all those left behind managed to get in some range
practtce.

GARRARD

Sto1• Press • • •

BRITISH BEER IS ALWAYS BEST-BUT CERTAINLY ON AN
OCCASION LIKE THIS!
C.C.R . Signals, Brigadier J. M. Sawers, M.B.E., presented L.S. and
G.C. Medals to W.0.1 (F. of S.) Staniford, Staff-Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.)
Horne and Staff-Sergeant Greaves of 22nd Regiment. Later there
was the traditional wetting ceremony. The photo shows W .0 .1
(R.S.M.) DeClancy assisted by W .0 .1 (F. of S.) Staniford dipping the
medals in the beer-British beer mind you- it's the only sort of
beer with that tradition behind it!
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be carried a ' do-it-yourself Kildare' kit, complete with portable operating theatre and standby power supply. Oh, and don't
forget, a one-ton trailer to put it on!

30th Signal Regiment
DLAI\"DFOHD

CAlUP

Meanwhile, back at the lakes, adventure training goes on.
Home cookin g is the order of the day, and some instruction is
given on what to do with any rabbits or pigeons foolish enough
to be caught.

Our late t commitment has been the sending of reinorthern Ireland wh ere we are confident
forcements to
they are giving valuable support ro those hard-pre sed Royal
ignals unirs in that troubled country. The call came at an
inopportune time when many were on leave, resulting in a
ha ty rcdi tribution of duties to say nothing of the inconvenience to famil ies. The Second-in-Command was not spar ed,
a he was hurriedly. recalled to a sume command from
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson, who was summoned
to be one of the first ro deal with the complex communications problems the emergency pre ented. We wish all
those engaged in this operation a speedy return.

Change of CoD1DJand
Lieutenant-Colonel Gilbertson wa released from his duties
in Ulster to hand over the Regiment to his successor, LieutenantColonel I. M. Rose, who bas now assumed command.
Lieutenant-Colonel Rose has joined from the Royal Military
College of Science Shrivenham, and we wi h him and his
family a happy toar in the rapidly-changing Blandford scene.
Lieutenant-Colonel Gilbertson was dined-out in the traditional
way by the Officer ' and Sergeants' Me ses. We are sorry to
lose a dynamic and indefatigable commanding officer, who
steered the Regiment smoothly from its former trials role to
that of a strategic support unit with diverse responsibilities.

Any swimmers arc shown the rudiments of canoeing by
Sergeant Cornforth, always assuming survival from the rock
face. Sergeant Smith, in the limited time available, instructs
on increasingly difficult gradients. During their stay, most
trainees also arc enabled to see the lakes from the top of
Helvellyn.

20 LCT Support Regiment RCT
Gosport

Keeping the Corps in the public eye is the task of ' Swiftsure.' This mobile display takes to the road each spring and
returns to winter quarters with 2 Squadron, its sponsor, at
the end of an exhausting tour of agricultural shows, exhibitions
and Army displays up and down the country. ' Swiftsure' is
managed by Sergeant K. W. Griffiths, assisted by a small team
of technicians, operators, linemen and drivers, who have come
to like the nomadic life. This display has proved itself to be
a popular attraction, judging by the demands it has had for
return appearances. It is also pleasing to note that links have
been established with Royal Signals T. & A.V.R. units in whose
areas ' Swiftsure ' has been set up. The team is grateful for
the help they have had from the Territorials.

How can yo u pu t yo ur money to many use o
that it grows, provide insurance. bea ts inflation,
and yet is readily accessible?
There is a proved financial plan, sponsored by the
largest Compan y of its kind in the world, which
enables you to save your money in such a way
as t9 provide for you :

(a)

A considerable Capital Sum.

It has been quite a considerable time since the Royal
Signals of 20 L.C.T. Support Regiment, R.C.T ., produced
a r eport for THE WIRE.

(b)

Complete Security for your Famil
in the event of death.

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp

A most welcome visitor, amongst many others to the Comcen this year, was Lieutenant-Colonel Gilbertson, Commanding
Officer of 30th Signal Regiment.

(c) Protection against inflation.

has for the most pan been quiet; traditionally
A UGUST
the leave month, at times we have received a dose

Many events have taken place during the last six months,
with five landing craft at sea most of the time. H.M.A.V.
A bbeville made a memorable trip to La Pallice, France, in a
Force 8 gale, much to the discomfort of Lance-Corporals John
West and 'Taffy' Daniels.

Accent on adventure

lloyal Sii;(11als Display-• Swiftsore '

What happens if they LIVE?

MAC writes:

ADVENTURE TRAINING LANDSCAPE
Fell wal king in the Lake District provides an excellent outlet for
outdoor train ing in 24th Regimen ~

of the traditional weather. In fact early in the month calls
from the NAAFI suggested it was about to floa t off down
the road to 8th Regiment! Closer inspection revealed that its
anchor was holding to such effect that submersion was
threatened. Fortunately someone with great presence of mind
removed the plug and the danger was averted!
Next month 'Autumn Scramble ' is sure to make its presence
felt but ip the meantime on with the month's notes.

TRADITIONAL FAREWELL
Lieutenant-Colonel Richard Gilbertson in a landrover towed by
the officers is carefully steered by Lance-Corporal Forster on his
farewell journey from the Officers' Mess

Most Membe rs of the Forces, Member· of B.F . . .
and attached Civilians have Insurance Polic1e to
provide for the distant future, or to provide fer
their fam ilies should they die.

' Military Training Wing ' is a phrase hardly likely to
gladden the heart of the basic trainee; in fact in this case
truth is indeed stranger than fiction!
Of course the primary role of the Wing is Weapon Training
and Map Reading Instruction each trainee has visited
upon him 30 periods during his course. But perhaps of wider
interest is Adventure Training conducted under the aegis
of the Wing. But to digress briefly. Captain 'Chas ' Hughes is
officer-in-charge with Lieutenant Charles Kemp as his deputy;
the administration power-house is supported by Staff Sergeant
Kinrade, Sergeant Baker (Weapons), Sergeant Burt (N.B.C.
Map Reading) and Corporal Stacey (N.B.C.) make up the
home team. The team for away fixtures invariably includes
Sergeant Cornforth (canoeing) and Sergeant Smith (rock
climbing and fell walking), and a more physical bunch it is
difficult to imagine!
But to return to adventure training. Having suffered previously at the hands of Mil Trg (as they are affectionately known)
during the grass-seed serial and horse mint tea episode, it
would be easy to be over-critical. However, paying a visit last
week has certainly changed my opinion.
First I saw an irridescent pond outside the Mil Trg HQ,
containing sub-miniature golf fish. Perhaps they are bred so
minute so that on combat survival exercises they can be transported live in water bottles as a source of extra nourishment!
Around the corner of the building was the weed garden.
Never before have weeds been so jealously guarded and
nurtured; nettles and chickweed, docks and grass; all in carefree abundance to be foisted on the luckless student who
seriously doubts their edibility! At this stage he will probably
retire to the goldfish.
Yet if he doesn't, he will see the as yet unfinished survival
room. In many ways reminiscent of the chamber of horrors,
it contains all the information needed by the would-be escaper.
No longer the need to apply to the R.A.C. or A.A. for a
suitably inscribed map; no, that will be hidden beneath a jacket
button! In addition to the rest of the escaper's kit, should also
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At the time of writing, four of our landing craft are in
Scottish waters on weekly trips from Rhu to St. Kilda (Puffin
Island). Unfortunately, H.M.A.V. Akyab, whose two operators,
Lance-Corporals Eddie Neary and Jock Irvine, both Glaswegians, has spent a considerable time undergoing engine repairs at Rhu. The Comcen staff are sure that the operators
spend more time ashore than at sea.
The Comcen in Gosport has just had a refit (carpenters,
painters, electricians and G.P.0. technicians working to make
the place presentable. The W.0.11 Pete Hawkins, who
directed operations, and the Comcen Staff, kept communications running as smoothly as possible.
We have been very fortunate during the last six months,
in that 50 per cent of our strength have been able to attend
upgrading courses in trade, edµcation and military proficiency.
So far, we have had 100 per cent passes.
Sports activities, unfortunately, have had to take a back scat.
Lance-Corporals Freedman,' Smudge' Smith,' Yorky' Beharrel
and Bob Keen represent the unit at football, when not at sea,
and Corporal Bert Cheyne asserts himself on the cricket field.
We welcome our new arrivals this year-Lance-Corporal
Bob O'Brien, Corporal Boizot, Corporal Joseph Leech and
family-and say farewell to Corporal Alan Browne, LanceCorporal Brian Harp and Lance-Corporal Harry Harrison.

(d) Taxation Relief.
and yet keeps your money readily acce ible.
For further details, and free confidential advice
on your financial problems and planning, write
or 'phone for an appointment to either of the
undermentioned:

Major P. L. Rice.
Major D. V. Polan
(Ret'd)
(Ret'd)
3 Commercial Road,
Guildford,
Surrey.
Tel: Guildford 65461/2/3.

-----------------POST THIS NOW FOR YOUR FUTURE
ADVANTAGE

Major P. L. Rice
Major D. V. Polan
3 Commercial Road
Guildford, Surrey.
Name .... . . . ......... . . . .. . . .. .... . ..
Address

. .......... .... . .. ....... .... .

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

D. & G. MANSELL
41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection
of records in the district, also sheet music and
musical instruments.
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. .. . .......... . .. . .......... ..
Tel .

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .

Please send me, without further obligation, detail
of the confidential financial planning service which

i available to every Member, Retired Member, and
particularly Retiring Member of Her Majesty's
Force , BFES, or attached Civilian Employee.
ignature . ... . ... ... ... .. . ... .. ....... .
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Report froni Anguilla
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We combine on this page a short written report from the 30th Signal Regiment
detachment on Anguilla Island, backed up with photographs supplied by 14th
Signal Regiment
Our small detachment is still at work in that happily le s
troubled island. The pioneers of this operation have now been
rotated, and down-to-earth descriptions of life in the fabled
Caribbean of the travel brochure are often heard in the canteen. Recently TM Troop conjured up an amplifier with six

extension speakers for use in Anguilla ho pital. The detachment then installed the equipment and, judging by a letter
received from the authorities, it is a much-appreciated amenity.
Thanks are due to the congregation of the station church and
others in Blandford for their generosity in meeting the cost
of the components.

On the lslaad of Palau Bobo Besar again

18th Signal Regiment get in some jungle
training on Exercise Evergreen VIII
But there was always the B • • • factor

Right :
A rough and ready sign proclaims
the presence of the Corps-one
Yeoman of Signals and 16 other
professional communicators

ROYAL

Below :
CHEERFUL PICK AND
SHOVEL MEN
Lance-Corporal Hall and Signalman Black digging in heavy duty
cable for 24 volt power supply

T

HIS year, as last, the Regi.
mental. . annual camp and
Jungle
trauung exercise was
centred on a small island ten miles
due east of Mersing, on the east
coast of Malaysia. Camp O.C.,
who became self-styled G.O.C.,
C.S.O., king and dictator of Pulau
Babi Besar Garrison was Major Edinger, supported by the
training team, led by Lieutenant John Young, and a small
permanent staff.

There were nuany
highlights, m a n y
lowlights, and very
much laughter as
well

The D • • • factor
The original plan for movement to the i land was issued
on 29th May, showing the advance party moving up on 16i:h
June, followed, a week later, by the first party of trainees
Due to unforeseen circumstances, and to what became kno~
as i:he B . . . . factor, a new instruction had to be issued
on 6th June. Four days later, and only six days before the
advance party was due to leave, the MOD issued an order
restricting the distance an RPL was permitted to travel and
thereby effectively prohibiting their use for the exercise'
33 Maritime Regiment, R.C.T., were put very much on
their. mettle by this order and proceeded at once to try and
provide an alternative ~olution. Having found that they were
unable to get an LCT m to the beach, we finally admitted defeat and cancelled the exercise. Only minutes later the
R.C.T. rang up and said i:hey could provide a mexifioat and
could get us ashore. And this indeed is what happened.

Heart palpitations, but the flooding manoeuvre
was successful

Above :
LONELY MAN
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Dixon waits for
someone to call him
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Left:
MULTI-UNIT LINE PARTY
Drawn from various units they
were soon an efficient team
Directing operations:
Sergeant Desborough (30th Regt.)
Up the pole:
Lance-Corporal Dudding
(14th Regt.)
Holding ladder:
Private Shaw (2nd Paras.)
Cable drum holder:
Lance-Corporal Brown
(30th Regt.)
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The advance party moved up by road to Mersing, were
met by a Hovercraft of 200 Squadron, R.C.T. and ferried to
P~au Ba~i Besar.. Early the following morning the LCT
arrived, disgorged its cargo of eight 3-ton vehicles on to the
mexifloat and, despite the fears and heart palpitations of the
Quartermaster, Captain Sid Howard, they successfully arrived
on the beach. The LCT then proceeded to perform an interesting manoeuvre by flooding her tanks and allowing two harbour launches to be floated out, which later proved invaluable
for collecting rations and the ferrying of men to and from
Mersing. The O.C. of the LCT Squadron had last performed
the flooding-down manoeuvre nine years ago, so even be felt
that the operation was good training. The camp was soon
erected and approximately 100 trainees arrived for a week's
training at a time.
~

18th REGIMENT JUN GLE PARTY
Included in the group are: Signalman Zahari, F. of S. Hope, Signalman Hussein, Signalman Illingworth, Signal man Zulkifly and
Signalman Sharif

Jungle Warfare School. ~y L~eutenant John Young (see June/
July W~). The rema1rung nme \~as then spent in recreation
'.Ind he!pmg out the local populaoon on such tasks as painrmg their mosque and, under Captain Jimmy Yahya enlarging
the jetty built for them by the Regiment last year.' For three
weeks of t1?-e training, .we were joine~ by the W .R.A.C., which
made for light entertamment, of various kinds, especially during the barbecue evenings, held once a week.
The permanent staff and, no doubt, the trainees too, felt
there were many lighter mo~ents to the ca~p, though, perh~p~, most of the!Jl became lighter and funruer on reflection.
Livmg. on a tropical . par.adi~e island, surrounded by coconut
trees, it was rather Iroruc, if not amusing, to find coconuts
supplied. with the fresh rations for the locally-enlisted men in
the RegJ.ment.
ot so funny, and very hard work, was pushing
the ho~ercraft 01:1t of .a dip on the beach into which the pilot
was. dnven by high wmds coupled with a heavy load. Pushing
vehicles yes, but whoever dreamed we would have to push a
. hovercraft!

Ula ·bashing ' again

This consisted of two clays' revision of jungle battle drills,
assault boat hovercraft, and one week, helicopter drills, floatation using ponchos, and a sharp uphill navigation exercise to
sort out the sick and lazy. This was followed by a 48-hour
exercise in the ' ulu,' based largely on the skills learnt at the
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PEACEFUL SCENE!
A new load of unsuspecting trainees arrive at Jimmy's Jetty

And so m e ndm h1isiration toot
The a~nistration. ?f the expedition was handled by
S~con~-~1eutena!1t ":1 hams, ably supported by ' Rhubarb '
Sinclair, Bon y1veur B~ash and 'Bullitt' (Signalman Tullitt).
The R.E.s .prov~dcd us with an assault boat with a big outboard
motor (wh1~h did not work) and a little one (which did). Somewhat a_mazmgly the whole party as~emblcd on the camp sire
'La Girellc ' a~ Colliourc. without incident on 19th May. This
was a good achievement smce we had been on Exercise ' Spring
Sale~ ' till the day before our departure.
W:1th the club. party _wa~ a crew of potential dive marshals,
commg f~om vanous umts m the area. One such was Lieutenant
(Scroungmg Tony) ~ury, o~ the umpteenth/umpteenth Hussars.
Every party needs 1t~ corruc me!llber, and ours was complete!
He clarms we gave him a hard time but perhaps all is forgiven
now.
Outside attractions
The administration. _was helped (sometimes) by the camp
followers - the families of the pads. Bachelor and married
male !llorale alike was h_igh when we heard by latrinogram
that eighty (80) French girl students were coming to the site.
Yo? should have seen the faces drop when only six girls
arnved escorted by about twenty boys ! Mind you that did
not . stop 'Jock' .~an nah having a go at Anglo/French
relations and organismg a very successful joint sing-along.

GOOD FOR A LAUGH!
They had a joke but S.S.M . Harris wasn' t in on it
Left to right : Brigadier Warren, Major Ed inger, Lieutenant Moxon
,W.R.A.C.) and S.S.M. Harris

Instructing the girls was ' very hard work

~

Sergeant John Woodhouse was the instructor for the
W.R.A.C., which he also described as very bard work, though
naturally everyone laughed at this, particularly the O.C., the
camp S.S.1\.1 ., W.O.II Ben Coleman and our chief cook, W.O.ll
Keith Young, when they went to visit the girls during their
exercise on a neighbouring island and made an unopposed
and unseen landing. The reason for their absence became
clear when all and sundry were found to be fa t asleep under
the longhouse they bad constructed. It is also rumoured that
Keith Young is paying hush-money to a photographer who
caught him scrubbing the backs of the girls whilst they were
having a shower!

The R.S31. is amazed • • •
Other amusing incidents occurred almost weekly during the
visit of the LCT to give us fresh water, though the O.C. was
always muttering about the B . . . factor. The LCT anchored
about 200 yards offshore and a water hose was then brought
across by a launch and the static water tanks filled. On the
first occasion the R.S.M., W.0.1 Wood, showed considerable
skill in flashing up the LCT with a torch at about 05 .45 hours
and getting a reply; needless to say, to everyone's utter
amazement and admiration! The 0 .C. tried the following
week, only to admit defeat, as the answer came back too fast!
On the third visit, an attempt was made to get the hose
ashore by connecting it to the end of a rocket line. Someone nearly lost their h~d, but otherwise the system worked.
(Especially for the S.SM., who now has lengths of very
superior nylon line). On the last occasion the ship really had
everything planned very well. They steamed up at high
speed, came to a rapid halt, and before most people were
out of bed had the ramp down ready to disgorge the hose,
this being already tied to oil drums to help it float. All went
well, to the great admiration of the shore party, until the
end was lost from the LCT. The harbour launch then got into
difficulties and finished up aground with the O.C. and others,
all in their birthday suits, trying to push it off.
The hovercraft, which we had weekly made the whole
camp a great success, not only for transporting men to the
jungle, but also, in the absence of an RPL, for ferrying heavy
stores. Whilst with us they were called upon three times to go
on emergency trips. The first was to take a team of doctors to
a neighbouring island, where the children were suffering from
evere dysentry. The second was to search for a missing helicopter, which they found safe and sound; the pilot being
quite unaware that he was expected anywhere. And the third
was on a call from the exercise area to fetch out a dangerously
ill person. This turned out to be an overstatment of the
case. The hovercraft crew were still looking around wondering
where the casualty was after he had calmly walked aboard
unaided!

HOVERCRAFT MAN
R.Q.M.S. Taylor looks as if he owned it- certai nly he could not
have done his job withou t it

All the men • • • and all the girls enjoyed
themselves
All the men, and all the girls, seemed to have enjoyed
themselves,, pronounced the camp far better value and more
enjoyable than last year, and even our particular jungle fiend
on the permanent staff, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Paddy Boland,
seemed to think that the standard achieved was eminently
satisfactory, even if they didn' t have leeches to eat. Also very
prominent in -this connection was Corporal John Kerry, the
chief of the demonstration section and head of the ' enemy '
and Signalman Zukifly who looked almost too lifelike in his
enemy uniform.
We would like to record our thanks to those people outside the unit who helped us so much to make the camp a
success, and in particular to 75 LCT Squadron, 37 Maritime
Squadron and 200 Hovercraft Squadron, R.C.T., and the
Hygiene and Malaria Control Unit.
Perhaps we should close with some of the verses composed
by R.Q.M.S. J. E. Taylor and sung on barbecue nights :

Exercise 'Low Dive '
A ltlecliter t"anea11 outing by 2nd Division Signal
Regiment
This was the name given to the Three Bells Diving Clubs'
expedition to the South of France in May and June this year.
The site at Colliour, near Perpignan, was selected by W.0.11
Geordie Sanderson, the club's diving officer, and turned out to
be almost ideal.

E a rly training
Volunteers for the club trip started training in November '68.
Only the prospect of sun-drenched beaches (and bikinis?) kept
us going as we trudged through the snow to the heated pool
where we completed the tests to qualify to go. We also had
a series of lectures in the congenial atmosphere of the Three
Bells Club, which were good for club profits as well as increasing our knowledge. We all became 3rd class divers
following trips to the Blauer See and to Kiel.
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Daily routine
The day always started with a before-breakfast snorkel
training swim. We dived once or twice a day depending on
how fast . we recharge? with air and had daily sessions of
l~ctures given by .th e dive mar~hal ~. We had a coup le of night
dives, two of which were fascmaung. After every dive octopi
(pusses?) and squid were produced for the pads to cook. I'm
so.rry to have to report that most of these went rotten in the
fridge ! We hauled anchors and other gear up from the sea-bed
and attempted to denude the area of sea-urchins We did
und ~ater orienteering until we were completely at home in
findmg our way underwater with a compass. There were
real attempts to put fresh fish on the menu but these came
t~ naught. F or most of the dives, the dive marshals acted a
dive leaders, and the club members were led.
And then drama!
T~e greatest excitement was on the day when two pairs
of dive marshals were carried out of the diving area by a
strong coastal current after an eighty foot dive. As soon as
they went missing a search was organised. Within the hour
we had fi;re 'Gemini ' inflatables manned by 'les paras,'
sundry fishing vessels, a coastal research ship and a French
army helicopter. However the four wanderers scrambled ashore
several kilometers down the coast and arrived back in camp
by car. The search was called off and we attempted to thank
all those who had taken part with the aid of plenty of whisky.
The incident received large, distorted, coverage in the local
press and we were visited by a T.V. interview team.
A thoroughly enjoyable break
By the end of the camp almost all the dive marshals had
completed their dives and later passed the written exam.
Se:;eral club diver~ made 2nd class and we all had a thoroughly
en1oyable and different break. We all felt indebited to
Geordie Sanderson, his effort alone made the expedition
happen. We shall miss him when he goes off to Harrogate
later this year.
The plan for 70 is to ' do' the Bay of Naples. There's a
sunken city, wrecks galore, 50 foot visibility and lots of sun.
Going to join us?

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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Lil"e to b~ a S ub A qua Div er?

It is not as hart/ as al! that to qualify for the
wontlers of the 'Silent Wor/tl'
W.~.11 (Y. of ~ -) ~· P: T. ~aku, of 17th Gurkha Signal
RegJment explams m this article 1ust what is required for
you to take p art in this highly interesting and thrilling
sport.

UST before ~ . departed .~n the Seren:iban ~arrison's last
. sub-aqua div11~g cxp ed1t1on to P. T ieman m the South
c;:iuna Sea, the AdJ utant rang to remind me that he would
like some notes for THE WIRE when I returned, with, of course
'
some photographs.
Thinking back, I remember having read a
number of WIRE articles on
SCUBA expeditions over
recent months, so I thought
that I would adapt Major
Philp's idea of " things to do
in various parts of the
world " (Collecting Butterflies in the Far East, THE
WIRE, April-May, 1969) and
give a little insight into the
underwater world and how
to get there, as opposed to
writing an article on a
single expedition.
J

11'ou don't hove to he
a super swinuner
Most people I speak to
have the mistaken impression that one must be a
super swimmer before even
contemplating taking up
sub-aqua diving as a sport.
W .0.11 (Y. of S.) Raku the writer This, of course, is not true;
of th is article entering the water as long as one is an average
to explore the underworld of swimmer, who is confident
in the water, that is all that
beauty beneath.
is required. For instance,
.
.
.
let us take a look at the
basic swunmmg test that is the initial standard required to
st3!~ you on the ladder to the depths. This test is the official
Bn_us~ Sub-Aq~a Club standard, under whose auspices the
ma1onty of Services clubs operate, and is as follows:
Test of preliminary swimming
Swim 200 yards free style (except back troke) without a stop.
Swim 100 yards backstroke without a stop.
Swim 50 yards wearing a lOlb. weight belt.
Float on back for five minutes (hand and leg movement
permitted).
Tread water with hands above head for one minute.
Recover six objects from deep end of pool (one dive each
article).
. ?Jlere, now,_~at's not too difficult for the average swimmer,
is it? The tra1i;ung ~ Test A is progre sive and interesting
and mostly earned out m the comfort of your training swimming
pool. Tes~s B and C progress to snorkel training and snorkclmg techmques that will bear you in good stead when you
even_rually progre s to aqua-lung training. There i also a
considerable amount of theory to be learnt, and it i very important that it is learnt thoroughly before you put the tanks
on your back for the first time. When you have completed
tests A to D inclusive, and also passed a hort oral te t et
by the club diving officer, you are graded a norkel diver
and ~n then . start aqu~-lung pool training, on the way to
beconung a third cla s diver. The ' E > te t i the test which
most peoJ?le ai:e m_ost apprehensive of, but, provided training
up to this pomt 1 properly conducted, it is a test which
is usually completed without difficulty, and once over, the

cudent breathe a sigh of relief and says " Why on earth
did I worry . bout it, I could do it again straight away " .. .
and he could, too. Basically, the E ' test consists of sinking
an aqua-lung, mask fin , snorkel tube and weight belt in the
deep end of the pool, then the trainee dives down and stays
down until he ha all hi kit fitted properly and working;
naturally once below the surface the first thing he does is
to go for the aqua-lung, turn on the air and carry on breathing;
once he ha reached this stage he has all the time in the
world to sit down and think about what he is going to do nei.1:.
This hurdle over, the other pool training tests are soon completed and the student progresses to open water training and
his first dive. Thi of course, will vary with circumstances,
dependant upon whether you are located near the warm
waters of Singapore and Malaysia the clear waters of the
Mediterranean, or the cold waters of the U.K., but whatever your present environment, I am sure that once you are
on the bottom and have forgotten those pre-dive apprehensions,
you will be completely absorbed in the wonders of the " silent
world."
Being in the S rviees gives considerable
advantages
Sub-Aqua is a fast expanding pastime in the U.K.; I am
more than surprised that more Servicemen don t take full
advantage of the considerable advantages that he has over his
civilian counterpart. For example, climate; most Servicemen
will serve for some time in a warm climate, and usually within
reach of the sea. Expense: with the facilities of the Nuffield
Trust, the expenses for a Serviceman joining a Service club are
nominal in comparison with the £200-£300 that it costs a
civilian ro equip himself for joining a civilian club.
What equipment is normally required for a beginner?A mask, a snorkel cube, a pair of fins (or flippers). Virtually
everything, apart from the above, is supplied by the club.
Later, of course, our beginner will be a confirmed, experienced
diver, and if in the U.K. or B.A.O.R., will require a 'wetsuit ' to keep himself warm whilst diving in chilly waters,
but this is a small price to have to pay to participate in this
fascinating and exhilarating sport.
There follows now a few notes on our last eJi.'Pedition to
an island in the South China Sea.
Serembara Garriso• Sub-Aqua Club Expeditiora
to Pulau Tiomara
This expedition finally got under way in June, after having
been postponed in May due to the widespread curfews imposed in West Malaysia at that time.
Pulau Tioman is an island about 12 miles long by six miles
wide and is located approximately 35 miles east of Mersing,
off the east coast of Malaya, and is renewed for its clear waters,
coral reefs and the abundance of marine life around its shores.
For this expedition, the club had obtained official 17th
Division backing as an adventure training exercise, and consequently we were subsidised considerably by a sizeable grant
from the FARELF Adventure Training Fund; this grant
covered the hire of a sampan, which was necessary for the
eight days of the expedition and was the largest single item
on our expense account.
A 3-ton truck transported us, our equipment and rations
from Seremban to Mersing on Friday, 13th June, and we
arrived bruised (200 miles in the back of a truck over Malaysian roads is not recommended), but in one piece, that evening.
Abu Bakar bin Haji Salleh, our Malayan sampan owner, was
waiting with his worthy craft at the jetty to greet us, and
despite our aches and pains and a sudden cloud-burst, the contents of a fully-laden 3-tonner had soon somehow mysteriously
disappeared into the holds of the sampan, which appeared not
much larger than a Mk. 9 Land Rover. We were to find later
that our rations had, in face, been depleted by an invasion
of cockroaches, once the hold hatches were dropped. It
appeared that nothing, apart from canned foods, was safe from
these marauders.
The next morning dawned bright and clear as we wended
our way to the jetty from the Merdeka Hotel, where we had
'roughed it' the previous night. By 09.00 hours we were
luxuriating in the gentle swell and the warm sun as our sampan passed Pulau Babi Besar (the scene of our last expedition)
and headed towards the peaks of Tioman, which could be

~h.er.e.

A view of Pulau Tioman where diving took place-the underwater
scenery of the coral reef was indescribably beautiful

seen in the hazy distan~e. ~y 10:00 hours we were fighting to
keep our balance, trymg m vam to find shelter from the
spray and rain and doing our best to retain our breakfasts as
s1;1ddenly the wind freshened, the sky darkened and a squall
hit ~s, and our old sampan started performing impossible
gyratlons. By 13.30 hours, however, we were entering a
large bay on the leeward side of Tioman and were soon tied
up at the jetty and unloading our stores.
The film ' South Pacific' was filmed to a large extent on
this exotic island, and when one arrives there it is easy to
see why, Jungle-covered mountain peaks towering to over
3,000 feet, stretches of white sandy beaches fringed with
palms on one side and the blue sea on the other, and small
attap-roofed kampong houses with brown-skinned children
playing outside, compose the scenery that greets the visitor.
Our accommodation here was anything but primitive; we
rented six government chalets with all mod cons, such as
Dunlopillo mattresses, showers, gas stoves, etc., the only luxury
not provided was electricity. This indeed was 'adventure
training '-said with tongue in cheek.
The underwater scenery of the coral reef was
indescribable
The following morning, however, after having settled in,
we were soon on our sampan and heading north looking for
likely places to dive; we were not disappointed, almost as
soon as we had passed the first headland we were in a small
bay, bounded by rocks at each side and a sandy beach inshore.
F. of S. Pete Clifton (presently seconded to the Armed Forces
Signal Regiment of the Federation of Malaysia) our diving
officer, asked me to go as dive leader on the first dive. On
this dive with me were to be Dick Jones (R.E.M.E.) and John
Masek (R.M.P.) and we were soon kitted up and ready to go.
The depth under the boat on this dive was 40 feet, but John
Masek had difficulty clearing his ears and had to leave the
water, so Dick and I continued by ourselves. The underwater
scenery of the coral reef is indescribable to those who haven't
seen it, with the different coloured corals and sponges, the
myriads of brightly-coloured fish of all shapes and sizes, and the
darkness of the distance, with the shapes of larger, unidentified
fish moving around on the outer edge of vision. We left the reef
for a while and finned slowly down a sandy slope, our
fins leaving twin clouds of sand behind us, down to about
60 feet then back up to the reef, as this was Dick's first time
to more than 30 feet. On the way back we passed through
a cloud of disturbed sand, out of which emerged a quite large
ray, which sailed up from the sand and flapped majestically
away into the distance. We surfaced after an interesting dive
of 40 minutes.
Divil')g for the remainder of the week continued much
along the same pattern, each day we would pick a different
area to dive in, sometimes carrying out three or four dives
in the same bay if it was an interesting diving area, and in
the week we covered approximately two-thirds of the island's
coast line and a smaller island, Pulau Tulai, to the north of
Tioman. Dives were made to depths up to 100 feet; dives
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theri: was good vi s i~iliry, dives when there was poor
vmbihty; dives on coral; dives on rock or sand and so n
A large variety of marine life was seen and a 'large vari~cy
of the more dangerou~ avoided. Shark barracuda moray eel
and stone fish abound in th~s area, bu: although plenty were
seen, none appear~~ . aggressive, although sharks in particular
seemed very mqu1s1t1ve towards snorkel divers, and Captain
Dave McLeod, R.A: (att. A.A.C.) was rather upset to find four
of t!1e brutes playmg tag with him whilst he was snorkeling m abo~t 4 feet o~ water. . . . So much for the belief that
sharks don t venture mto the shallows.
Th~ evenings were spen.t talking diving over cans of Tiger,
clea,nm~ shells found . du~mg the day, or planning the next
day s dives. Commurucauons back to Seremban were establishe<;I twice daily~ with Signalman Hombahadur Gurung perforrrung an adrmrable task with his SR Al3 and hand
generator, when he wasn't shinning palm trees collecting coconuts for all and sundry or cooking curry for those who preferred
a change from their mutton and peas.
P.et~ Clifton isn' t at .t~e moment available to give me all the
stat1sucs of the exped1uon; however, I do believe that in all
about 70 dives were made, involving approximately 40 hours
spent under water at varying depths . A very enjoyable expedition, and we. look forward to planning one more before we
leave Malaysia next year. Someone has mentioned the Anambas Islands (sssh-they're in Indonesia!).
Postscript
. Shaul~ I have. aroused the curio ity of any potential SCUBA
dive:s, mformauon a~ to your nearest branch, etc., can be
obramed from: Captam S. E. Roberts, Secretary Army SubAqua Association, Kensington Palace Barracks, Church Street,
London, W.8.
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Filth At/venture Training Expetlition aboartl
'Briganti of Changi'
Object
HE object of the scheme was to teach seamanship and
navigation to the crew and to search for suitable an~horages for small craft at Pulau Aur and other neighbouring
islands, betwee~ 7th a~d 15th June, the crew being made up
by the followmg: Skipper, Sergeant Ray Gersey) Eouzan
W.0.II (Q.M .S.I.) Charles Priestley (A.P.T.C.), W.0.11 Arthw'.
Thomas (R.A.P.C.), Diarist, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Den Hall,
Purser, Sergeant Bob Thompson (R.EM.E.).

T

Shaking down
Setting out at 07.00 hours on the 7th, the Skipper picked up
the re~ain.der of the ere':"', and, after some slight delays due
to a nusla1d cholera certificate and a late delivery of ice for
Brigand's ice-box, we finally slipped the moorings at 10.30
hours and sailed for Pulau Aur (a journey expected to take about
24 hours), with both wind and tide in our favour. We made
such good time, in fact, that the skipper decided to avoid the
sometimes tricky inner roads of Keppel Harbour, and so we
sailed behind the island of Blakang Mati and on up Singapore's east coast.
The wind, light originally, and blowing from the south-east,
tended to veer away or even drop off from time to time, so that
by 14.00 hours all the crew were thoroughly familiar with the
nautical terms applied to sails and ropes and aware of which
rope hoisted what sail. Each crew member had al o taken a
sp~ll at th.e helm and were surprised by the effort required to
sail a straight course. One of the crew, in particular, found it
far too easy to go about and hence earned the nickname
'Gibe.'
The skipper introduced everyone to the ' South China Seas
Pilot,' containing a wealth of information on the hazards to
be ~ncountered in the area and explained the finer points of
settmg a course after reference to this, tidal charts and the
wind direction and strength. Having digested this information
we were then shown how to take a fix in order to estimate th~
boat's position and then lay the bearing taken off on the chart
th~s procedure having been done hourly to dare, by eithe;
skipper or purser.
17.00 hours saw us well into the Lima Channel, maintaining
our estimated speed of five knots, and so much driftwood
and other hazards were seen that several of the crew became a
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little alarmed at the thought of running into some of it during
night, sin.ce even _in ~ay~ght the bow-wa~ch needed very sharp
eyes to give warrung m ume to take evasive action. Their fears
proved groundless, however, since, on changing course as the
Horsboro µghthouse fell astern, to sail on up the east coast
of Malaysia towards Pulau Aur, an almost uneventful night
was passed. The skipper had briefed the crew on the hazards
to be expected, but neglected to mention ' flying fish,' so that
when one cleared the stern rail at 04.00 hours, ' Gibe's ' attention was distracted and he almo t took off the F. of S.'s head
as he proved that his nickname was justified.
A following wind made the night a rather uncomfortable
one, since Brigand was inclined to wallow or corkscrew in the
heavy swell that was running, which not only made it tricky
to move about in a hurry, but also made it doubly difficult
to steer a straight course. Several times, on staring hard at
the ~irnly-lit compass the newer helms found they had been
fightlng hard to hold the boat five degrees off course, an it wa
perhaps just as well that the skipper had allowed for it as well
as for vagaries of wind and tide when originally setting his
course.
Ar.r ival at Pulaq Aur
Dawn brought the welcome ight of Pulau Aur on the near
horizon to the crew's weary eyes, and with the wind dying on
us, we headed for our anchorage between the island of Aur
and Dayang under the engine, finally dropping anchor at
09.00 hours. After a quick breakfast, the anchor watches w.:rc
decided upon, and the remainder of the crew retired to ..:acch
+47

up on their Jeep. Anchor watch was, of course, necessary,
ince in spit of having two anchors out at 90 degrees to each
other, it wa still possible that they might be dragged and
the Brigand end up a hore.
The afternoon was .pent earching for anchorages and then,
a meal having been erved, some of the crew set out to use the
last hour of daylight snorkling. So entranced were they with
the colourful display of coral and the abundant, multi-hued
marine life, that the skipper had to threaten to abandon them
before they reluctantly returned to the tender and so to
Brigand.
The skipper had planned to instruct the crew in the use of
the 'Seafix' kit which picks up navigational radio beacons that
evening, but it refu ed to work and so was left until the
more technical members among the crew had managed to
render it operational. On that note all bar the watch, turned
in for the night.

Polan Tioman
At 07.30 hours nell.'t day, we set off on the 'emergency
course,' set the night before by the skipper in case we had
had to move out in a hurry, and, on clearing the channel between the two islands, changed course for Pulau T ioman,
clearly visible on the far horizon. The journey was quite
uneventful, although the wind failed u completely by 09.30
hour , making it necessary to go ahead on the engine. Dropping
anchor in Telok Tekek Bay at 14.30 hours, no time was lost
in heading ashore for a cold drink, as our ice had long since
melted, and the skipper insisted that Tioman boasted a refrigerator. The crew were not convinced, although the existence of a fairly large and well-constructed jetty implied that
the island was more civilised than most, as there was obviously
no eleetrical power ashore. The mystery was soon solved
when, seated in the shade of the local store, we sipped cold
drinks from the refrigerator driven by kerosene. The offer
of a small sum of money quickly brought the required results,
and within minutes the proprietor was clearing a shelf in his
'fridge for us, while we headed back to Brigand to pick up the
drinks we wanted chilled.
Towards dusk, we were joined by small fishing boats, as
had been the case at Pulau Aur. I t would seem that they
lay their nets, anchor up for the night nearby and at first
light haul in their catch before heading for the 'fish market '
in Mersing, some 30 miles away. Since it was obvious that
each boat must carry ice to keep their catch fresh, it was
decided to follow the matter up next day, with a view to
restoring our larder to its original function as an ice-box!
As a result, after a night disturbed only by a heavy swell,
breakfast having been eaten and duties farmed out, the skipper
and Sergeant Thompson went ashore to cement relationships
with the local constabulary and enlist their aid in obtaining ice,
the outcome of which was the delivery of a large bowl of
crushed ice, plus two dozen small fish, all for a mere 40
cigarettes. As a mark of thanks, the skipper invited two constables aboard for breakfast next day, prior to our departure
for Pulau Tufai, a small uninhabited island, some ten miles
away. Regretably, they failed to appear until 07.30, by which
time breakfast had long been cleared away and everything
made ready for our departure. Having brought them aboard,
showed them around Brigand and provided them with a cup
of coffee, we returned them to the shore and finally set sail at
08.00 hours.

Pulau Talal
W.0.11 Priestley was made acting skipper for the day, and
soon had the less experienced of the crew taking bearings on
surrounding landmarks, putting into practice the theories
already taught. Dropping anchor at Pufau Tulai, in a cove,
at 10.30 hours, the acting skipper called for a 'cuppa' before
relinquishing his post, and so at 11.00 hours, all except the
anchor watch headed for the sandy strip of beach aboard
Brigand's tender. A coral reef extended for some 50 yards out
to sea, and the depth of water varied alarmingly from inches
at one moment to several feet the next. This led to our first
~or accident, when Sergeant Thompson spotted an obstruction. t~ late to steer clear: and, in whipping the outboard
engine inboard to protect its propeller, had the misfortune
to sheer the retaining clip, which holds the engine clear of the
water.
A quick check of the beach revealed a huge clam shell
measuring some 4! feet, end to end, and then, after a refresh-

ing swim, back to Brigand for lunch prior to setting out in
search of anchorages. The food scraps thrown overboard soon
attracted a host of fish, the only known species being a garfish
some 2ft. in length. Several turtles also surfaced nearby, but
none near enough to be photographed, much to the annoyance
of tho e armed with cameras.
A it wa intended to sail for Pulau Babi Pesar early next
day, lots were drawn for the tasks to be undertaken, and,
leaving watch aboard, the remander set out; two to search for
anchorages and the second pair to take a look at the marine
life, with the usual aid of face masks, etc! Some three hours
later, both parties returned flushed with success, the search
party having located an excellent anchorage on the north-west
side of the island, while the ' snorkelers ' were lyrical in their
praise of the splendours they had seen, which included a
large ' grouper ' and a larger turtle, which Sergeant Thompson
cautiously approached with the idea of stealing a ride on its
back, as seen in ' Safari' or some similar TV programme. It
must be said that he was unsuccessful, since the turtle spotted
him while he was still some way off and shot off into the distance at a high rate of knots.
W.0.II Thomas also had a successful day, since, as befits
a member of the R.A.P.C., he had obtained ice and a choice
supply of fish from the fishing fleet for a mere 20 cigarettesa hard bargain for a non-smoker to drive.
Having fed on steamed fish, there followed a very quiet night,
and after breakfasting on scrambled eggs and hamburgers
(thus avoiding a threatened mutiny by a crew tired of sausages
and beans), the skipper sailed into safer waters before handing
over his command to Staff Sergeant Hall for the trip to Pulau
Babi Besar.

Pulau Dabi Desar
During this trip, which at one time or another saw us
under sail, under engine only, or even under both, as the conditions dictated, we were joined for some ten minutes by a
school of porpoises, and soon after their departure, though
the events were coincidental, a green and yellow sea snake,
judged to be 3ft. in length. Shoals of flying fish were also
seen from time to time as they leapt clear of the water in
shimmering silver clouds, but the first event of any consequence
was the squall encountered half-an-hour after we set out, which
left the crew cold, wet and unable to stop shivering until the
skipper issued a double whisky all round.
For most of the trip we were headed by the wind,.but made
steady progress, in spite of it, and as we neared Mersing,
Sergeant Eouzan made it known that he was considering putting
in there to replenish our fresh water tanks, which idea was
not relished by the acting skipper, who was well aware of
the many sandbanks and other hazards in the approach, and
who made it clear that if he was still in command, Brigand
would anchor well off shore. The tide tables, however, showed
it to be an inopportune time, and so on we went to Pulau Babi
Besar, where we anchored up at 16.00 hours, just in time
to see the R.C.T. vessel Arromanchee running hoses ashore in
an experiment aimed at providing fresh water for this year's
Exercise ' Evergreen.'
One of the islanders paddled out just before dark, under the
impression that Brigand was her sister ship, sailed by a doctor,
and which often called at Babi. Somewhat disappointed, but
consoled by the usual cigarettes, he paddled off into the dusk.
The ' Seafu:' kit, having been repaired by ' Sparks ' Hall, the
entire crew tried their hand with it that evening and found
great difficulty in distinguishing between real and back-bearings, as well as in identifying the stations, as some crew
members were unable to decide upon what were 'dits ' and
what were ' dahs.'
Apart from the odd rainshower, the night was peaceful
enough, and Friday, 13th June, dawned bright and clear. The
date was perhaps in pan responsible for the only two events
worthy of note. Firstly, in carrying out the early morning
chores, the skipper sheared the shaft of the bilge pump and
so made our putting into Mersing next day a matter of necessity. Secondly (and again Sergeant Eouzan featured, accompanied by Sergeant Thompson), some concern was felt aboard
when the search party failed to return by 17.30 hours. With
a squall rapidly approaching, they were finally spotted paddling
for dear life in an attempt to reach the ship before the storm
hit them. Fortunately, it suddenly veered off to the south-west
and everyone relaxed, and got on with preparations for tea.
(Continued on page 449)
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(Continued from page 448)

Mersing
Another uneventful night was followed by the usual hustle
and bustle as we prepared for the voyage to Mersing. Setting
out at 08.00 hours with absolutely no wind at all, the entire
crossing was made under the engine, and with a fishing boat
to follow, we ran straight into Mersing harbour to tie up
Customs jetty at 10.15 hours.
Having made good use of the piped fresh water to shower,
three of the crew set out to collect two-stroke mixture for
the outboard motor and to have the bilge pump repaired,
leaving two on board to fill up with fresh water and to move
Brigand further upstream on completion. Obtaining fuel was
no problem, but the bilge pump was another matter; being
of phosphor-bronze, the shaft required brazing, and three workshops were tried to no avail. Feeling a little dispirited, the
crew set out on their return, but just short of her new anchorage were approached by a young lad obviously keen to exercise his linguistic talents. Following his directions, a sampan
was hired (ten cents per person, stated our new friend), and the
river crossed to find yet another workshop where the task was
finally accepted. Returning to Brigand by the same sampan,
the purser was understandably angry when the owner doubled
his rates, and after much haggling a compromise was made,
leaving purser and Mandor to head in opposite directions, both
muttering oaths and shaking their heads.
There followed a very wet and miserable afternoon, spent
entriely below decks and after a thorough clean-up, the crew
passed their last afternoon on board packing or reading. It
It would have been an ideal ending to say our last night was
as undisturbed as those preceding it, but unfortunately we
went aground at about midnight, the water level having fallen
not the predicted nine feet, but something in excess of twelve
feet. In an effort to find deeper water, a second anchor was
hurriedly run out astern, and there followed a frantic hour of
hauling in on first one anchor chain and then the other until
Brigand was eventually manoeuvred into a basin, at which point
we surrendered and sat down to wait out the remaining two
hours to the turning of the tide. Unfortunately, it was found
that the stern anchor had fouled something on the river bed,
and also, in making room to haul up the bow anchor, a halyard
had become stuck at the mast head.
It follows that after a more or less sleepless night, the first
tasks to be undertaken at first light were the freeing of these
two items. The skipper and Sergeant Thompson, after circling
the snag point, hauling mightily upon the anchor chain,
finally achieved success, while Staff Sergeant Ball, being the
lightest member of the crew, was hauled up in the bo un's chair
to free the offending halyard.
Breakfast was then prepared and all that remained to be
done was to scrub the decks down and clean up generally before Brigand was handed over to her crew, leaving us to return
to Singapore by road, well satisfied with our efforts at becoming
sailors.

the Morrison Cup we finished in third place; the stars of the
team were undoubtedly Lance-Corporal M urray, in the 400
metres, and Signalman Holmes, in the high jump. Ho:me wa
never beaten throughout the season, apart from the B.A.0.R.
Individual Championships where he was hecond.
All rankH' drulf•"

An all ranks' dance was held in the Wlute Rose Club, our
new and rather splendid All Ranks' Club. Lively entertainment was provided by the local pop stars, The Manic Union,
who were ably supported by the Squadron Disc Jockey,
Corporal Lavery (Screaming Jim). An excellent buffet was
served, after which winners of events in the unit sports were
presented with prizes by Major Jackson.
All ranks were well represented and the tremendous success
of the evening is a tribute to the hard work by the organising
committee and shows how truly integrated the unit is.

Vogelsang .Field Training
The Squadron spent a week at Vogelsang Training Centre
doing intensive military uaining. All our weapons were fired,
grenades were thrown and bod:es were cruelly beaten into
better shape than before. Our resident P.T.I. Corporal Dyer,
took what seemed like far too much pleasure giving u 15
minutes' P.T. every morning at 06.30.
Signalman Powell was enjoying himself throwing grenades,
far more than Lance-Sergeant Henaghan, of the Irish Guards,
who was in the priming bay. He handed Powell his grenade,
ready for use; Powell took it, walked away and then turned
round holding the grenade in one hand and a spare pin in the
other, left over from the previous day's throwing. " What is
this bit for?" he said, but the joke didn't go down as well
as he thought it might.

Nijn1egen mar •hes
A team from the Squadron went to Nij megen, the first for
some time to represent us, and came back with tales, blisters
and medals, and for the most part an ambition to go again
next year. Guardsmen Watt and \Vhittaker in particular have
most atuactive reasons for going back there. The team was
typical of an integrated Brigade H.Q. in that there were six
different cap-badges worn, although half of the team were
Signaller3.

4th Guards Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(204) B.F.P.O. 1 7
HE last few months have been full of activity with sporting
T
and social events. The first of th ese, the six-a-side football
competition, has just been completed. Unfortunately it turned
out to be a one-sided affair with ' Alfa ' Troop supplying both
teams in the final. However, in the semi-final Alfa 2 just
scrap ed through by beating Bravo 2 by the odd corner. uperb,
if not lucky, goal keeping by Lieutenant M. J. Vest saved 'Alfa'
Troop .
In the final Alfa (1), represented by Corporal McCondochle,
Lance-Corporals Dawe, Curry, Carty, Signalmen McAllister
and Rylance, beat Alfa 2 by three goals to nil, Corporal
McCondochie scoring all the goals.

Athfotics
The athletics team has had a mixed season. In the Brigade
athletics meeting we were clear winners, but unfortunately this
good star t to the sea. on did not lead to greater things.
In the Divisional athletics we were beaten into second plac
by one point, the winners being 65 Corps Squadron R.E. In
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10 KILOMETERS TO GO!
Trooper Reeve and Driver Henshall keeping closed up

ly,4ppolntmtnt to

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester

Her Majesty the Queen·

~

is rumoured that the recent coup in Libya was financed
IandT and
organised by members of 19 Infantry Brigade H.Q.
Signal Squadron to avoid an exercise in the
Howde~crt.

ever, as there have been no rapid promotions to date, it would
seem that there is little substance in the rumour.
Political activities apart, the Squadron spent the month of
August on adventure training and leave. Detailed reports on
canoeing and mountaineering arc included in these notes. We
also spent some time dinghy sailing under the expert tuition
of Captain Atkinson, R.C.T., and Sergeant Popple, R.E.M.E.

FOR
INSPECTION

ADVENTllllE

You are probably now wearing an H. J . Service
cap, the best quality cap made today-but how are
you 'hatted' off-parade? Our new fully illustrated
brochure for ordering by post shows our comprehensive range of hats and caps to suit every
occasion. Send for your free copy by filling in the
coupon below.

YOUNG MAN W ITH A PROBLEM
Signa lman Aga r pon ders o n the state of his feet during the N ij megen
marches

REGIMENTAL CAPMAKERS
TO
YOUR CORPS

Visits
The Squadron seemed to spend most of the month preparing for displays and taking part in them, starting with a visit
from the Permanent Under Secretary for Equipment. The
display went well and he saw and drove all our vehicles. The
vehicles were freshly painted, Signalman Harman having developed a new method of painting 432s, consisting of pouring a
five-gallon drum of paint over the vehicle. It should be noted,
however, that this does not go down too well with other people
painting the vehicle, and three olive drab figures emerged from
the garages in hot pursuit of Harman.
The Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier R. H. E.
Robinson, C.E.B., E.R.D., visited the Squadron in Barracks on
11th July, to be met at the gate by a well-turned-out quarter
guard, which had been practising hard at Vogelsang, and then
he had a look around the Squadron, stopping to talk to soldiers
on the way. Mrs. Robin son took things a little easier, and had
a chat with the wives in the Sergeants' Mess.

THE 'BURGH LEY'
One of our dual
purpose felt hat11.
In rough finish
Bro wn_or Green.
Price'95 /-+ 7!- p.p.

Herbert Jq/J/1~9!1
38 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W .1
Tel: 01-629 7177.

Civil and Military Hatters.
40a London Road, Camberley. (Wednesday,
afternoons only) .
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TllAlNlNG

IN

SCOTLAND

Or •• n1nke your belny elsewhere Ind, that's me
b • • • foot"
After the rigours of life in Colchester, Salisbury Plain,
Stamford, and all points not east of Suez, we decided it was
time for a rest cure. That was why a party of 14 members of
the Squadron found themselves booked on a course at the
Army Mountain Training Centre at Fort George.
As with all these things, the biggest adventure came sooner
than we expected-during the journey from Colchester to
Inverness. A large rail transport organisation, which will have
to remain nameless, exceeded all our expectations by getting
us to London 40 minutes late (on a journey that should only
take one hour). A ' spokesman' gave the reason for the delay
as " there were too many people getting on and off the train
at the stations en route."
The result was that we got rnrne good training by dashing
across London laden with all our kit. Needless to say, we
got to Euston just in time to see the Inverness train disappearing. By the aid, however, of that flexibility of approach for
which 19 Brigade is justly famous, we caught a later train and
managed to arrive at our destination only Zt ho:.irs late.
The course itself, we had been warned, would be fairly
fast-moving, and so it was. We spent the first two days at
Fort George itself, learning about the somewhat specialised
kit and having some classroom instruction by day and drinking
the local beer by night.
We then moved out to spend a couple of days at the rockclimbing venue, about 15 miles away, where we were instructed in the more practical mysteries of abseiling and belay-
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Canoeing
While the tough-nuts of the Squadron were proving their
worth in Scotland, a group of fun-loving cavaliers set forth
for Norfolk.
The aim of this exercise was to canoe down the River Bure,
a tenuous, rapid-strewn stretch of watenvay on the Norfolk
Broads.
We spent two days camped by the river in order that we
could all receive the necessary instruction from Signalman
D ooher to enable us to undertake our task.
The weather was glorious until the third day, when the ' 19
Brigade Cloud ' loomed high above and presented u with
our traditional exercise soaking. However, this lasted just a
few hours and then the sun returned to scorch us until the
end of the week.
Once we were under way, canoeing became a very pleasurable occupation. River cruisers p assed us in droves, laden
with bikini-clad girls.
Each evening we moored by the riverside and camped for
the night. This we did for three nights, arriving at our
destination outside Great Yarmouth on the fourth day, feeling
very fit and wishing that we could have stayed for another
week to enjoy what came to be called Exercise ' Broads ' on
the Broads.
A r riva ls nod d e par tures
We have been joined during the last month by Drivers D avies
and Smith, R.C.T., Sergeant Hofler, R. A.P.C., Corporals
Campbell, Cloake, Forrest an d Signalman 9onnelly. Of those
who have left, we say goodbye to Sergeant Parry, R.A.P.C.,
Sergeant Constable, A.C.C., Driver Boniface, R.C.T., W.0.11
(F. of S.) Rowland, Lance-Corporal Anderson and Signalmen
Docker and Hicks, and wish them all well in their new units.
REPORT FROM N . lllEJ,AND

J

24 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (210) Plymouth
I

ELL There we were, minding our own business on
Exercise ' Canterbury Tales' in
orthern France and
W
all of a sudden we were whistled away on an unaccompanied

4 th Guard Brigade RiRe M eeting
The meeting was held at Sconelager, and was run on a
minor unit basis, that is, each team was no greater than
Company or equivalent level. We entered for all SLR, SM G
and L MG matches, doing well in the SMG competition, where
Corporal M eTernan came second overall, and SLR , where
Corporal Wi!liams came tenth overall.
In the falling plate competition the Squadron ' B ' team did
well to win outright, consisting of Lieutenant Prymaka, Corporal
Wi!Jiams, Corporal Underhill and L ance-Corporal Crump.
U nfortunately they were matched against the 'A' team early
in the competition, so the chance of an all Signals' fi nal was
not possible.

Get with it I Order your Wire NOW!

ing and a thousand other ways of making life extremely
difficult between the bottom of a mountain and the top.
Four days followed at Kingussie, where we walked the
mountains by day and consumed the local beer by night. Those
showing more ape-like aptitude that the rest, also got the
chance of more rock-climbing on longer faces; a storm broke
whilst they were on the face and dampened their enthusia m
considerably.
The next move was to Western Ross, where we spent our
final few days walking some more hills by day and consuming
some more beer by night.
After that it was a rush to get back to Fort George and
hand in our kit and catch the train back to Colchester in
time to start our block leave.
We thought we had really earned our leave, and if we were
not all first-class mountaineers by the end of the course, most
of us had acquired a very good head for Scottish ' heavy '
bitter.

tour in Northern Ireland. It all happened so fa t that we have
not yet recovered from the shock.

REALLY IT'S GREAT FUN
Captain Ventham and Sergeant Hudson take th ei r moun tai neering
ch eerfully in Scotland
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l G hours not.ice to move
About half the Squadron left for France on the L.S.L.. Sir
Tristram on Friday, 1st August. After a very well organised
convoy run across Northern France we ended up at Mourmelon,
near Rheims where we began classifying on our personal
weapons and' sharpening our military skills. We took a b.reak
for a spectacular weekend in Paris, and managed to fit 10 a
trip to Verdun to view the battlefield and a vi it to the Veuve
Cliquot Champagne cellar, and were all set for a fur ther two
weeks of fie ld firing and other excitements such as grenade
throwing and rocket launcher firing, the whole co be topped
'45 1

with a generou do ~ of block leave on rerurn to Plymouth,
when we were brought to an abrupt halt, and given 15 hours
notice to mo\'e to orthern Ireland. It was made clear that
orthern Ireland, and would not
we would move direct to
pa
Plymouth and (for Monopoly veterans) that we would
not colk t £200. Well! Mo t of our vehicles and equipment
were in Plymouth but at lea, t we were armed to the teeth.
J\.ieanwhile, back at the ranch in Pl •mouth, our small rear
party under Captain Mike Forge had formed up 'In ' ad hoc '
tacti al headquarters and was preparing to leave by air, having
had about 24 hours notice. Mo t of those who were not on
exerci e in France were on leave, so it wa a motley crew
that assembled. Captain Forge wa , indeed, about to take off
for France fro m Gatwick Airport in hi private plane, when
he wa mi guided enough to 'phone Plymouth to ask them to
t~l the remainder of the Squadron in France, over the rear
link, that he would be late due to weather. A harra sed Brigade
Major told him to fly to Plymouth in read, and within 24 hours
he was on his way to Northern Ireland.
We ~e normally at seven days notice to move; in this ca e,
we received the order on Friday evening without any reduction
of our. period of notice: by Saturday evening the advance party
were rn Northern Ireland and by the following Thur day all
but the ~tragglers from Jeav~ had arrived complete at our
field locau?n on a R.A.F. station near Londonderry, including
our sea tail. As usual, we were split up into many different
group : apart from the Squadron Commander, who flew from
France to orthern Ireland by Beaver aircraft we used the
following means to get here:
'

Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) George Geldard and Captain Peter Stanley
discuss a technical point in the Bogs of Ireland

Exercise • White Water ' by
Seeond-Lieutenant n. J. Skaife
N 9th August, Second-Lieutepant Skaife, Corporal Geoff
Hughes, Lance-Corporals Fred Alexander, ' Cass '
Francis, Colin Wing, Barry Young and Signalmen Jo Ashton
and Tommy Oman left Minden for the sun, wine and waters
of the Nahe to do some canoeing, and, as a sideline, some
winetasting.
After a rather long and hot journey to Brucken, we found
unfortunate~y. that the river was rather small for canoeing where
we had ongmally planned to start. So with great regret (?)
we camped our first night in the back garden of a gasthaus.

• .The first party from E.xerdse ' Canterbury Tales ' under
Captam Ray Baldry - by road to Calais, by civil ferry to
~over, by road to Livecpool, by L.C.T. Audemer to Belfast
via the Isle of Man. This parry managed to spend a gay night
ashore in the Isle of Man, en route.

•

The second sea parry from Plymouth, under W.O.II

Str Geramt to Londonderry. The R.Q.M.S. had remained in
France as the rear party for Exercise ' Canterbury Tales '
then had moved independently to Plymouth, where be was
able to spend at least two hours before moving off again.
• The follow-up party from Plymouth, under W.0.1
(R.S.M.) John lent and W.O.II (Y. of S.) John Birkwood by road t<? Lyneham, Fairford and Brize orton via Devizes
'
then by air to R.A.F. Ballykelly.

An

xtenslve net covering four COWi.ties

Ta!k about doing things the hard way! It was little short
of rruraculous that the. Squadron ~as able to assemble in good
order from so many. different parues, and we must pay uibute
to our rear ~arty m Plymouth, under Captain (Q.M.) Stan
Pavey, for the1r great labours to " get the show on the road,"
as ":Veil t? the Yeo~n and his parry, who fitted and loaded
vehicles m record ume. From the moment we arrived in
Nonh:rn Ireland we were communicating, and now have an
extensive command n!!t covering four of the six counties of
Ul~ter. We are ~restling with the problems of new equiment
which ha been issued to us here, but by and large we can
say confidently that communicating is the least of our problems.
We are clearly here for some months, and are "digging in"
for a long stay.
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unUJter Sales '

INCE our last contribution to THE WIRE this unit found
it:,elf heavily engaged in setting up the Co-ordinaling
Headquarters for Exercise ' Summer Sales.' This in fact was
a great success. Communications, the weather, and the
administrative set up were all excellent.

S

O

0 The first sea parry, under A.S.M. Jim Marston, by road
to Marchwood then by L.S.L. Sir Tristram to Londonderry.

~Q.M.S_.) Harry Bell, to Marchwood by road, then by L.S.L.

Exercise •

• D' Troop and

• The advance party, under Captain Mike Forge: road to
Lyneham via Devizes, then air to R.A.F. Ballykelly.

• Th~ third party fr?m Exercise ' Canterbury Tales ' under
Second-Lieutenant David Beare - by road to Calais civil
ferry to Dover, road to Lyneham via Devizes air to R
' AF
Ballykelly.
'
. . .

12 Inf. Bde. HQ. & Signal Squadron
(21 2 ) B.F.P.O. 36

11th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(211) B.F.P.O. 29

even ways to get to Ireland

• Th.e second party from Exercise ' Canterbury Tales '
under Lieutenant Alan Wallace: by road to Calais, by civil
ferry to Dover, by road to Plymouth to collect vehicles and
stores, by ro~d . to Lyneham via Devizes, by air to R.A.F.
Ballykelly. This Journey took a total of 60 hours to complete we challenge anyone to make better time on this course!

will be sorry to hear th at Captain Cliff Morgan, R.C.T., our
M.T .0 ., has left Brigade Headquarters where he has been
M.T .O. and previously Second-in-Command H .Q. Company
for four-and-a-half years. He has not left the Brigade however:
he is now reigning as Q.M. of 69 Squadron R.C.T., our
Brigade R.C.T. Squadron. Lieutenant Alan Wallace has left
us .for R.M.C.S. Shrivenham : his handover to Lie utenant John
Gnerson was completed over the Irish Sea as their aircraft
crossed. Bravo Troop has agai n been ha nded over in classic
style. Now that Lieutenant Wallace has gone we have to look
for another " wee fellow " to play on the right wing of our
soccer team. We welcome Lieutenant Grierson and our new
M.TO., Cap.tain Kev_in Humphries, R.C.T., and hope that
their tour will be enjoyable. We have also said farewell to
Sergeant 'Jock' Fraser, Corporal Bill Heath, Corporal Dave
Scott, Lan~e-Corporal Monty Montgomery, R.C.T., all leaving
us on postmg.
We welc0me Sergeant Les Buckley, Corporal Roger Boutw~d (R.E.f-1.E.), Corporal Brown (R.C.T .), Driver Ron
Wmslow, Driver Norman Creedy (R.C.T.), Signalman John
Gadston, Sapper Pearce (R.E.), Private Midgley (A.C.C.),
Craftsman Mortimore, Craftsman Bill Skinner, Craftsman Mike
Stokes (R.E.M.E.).

Lance-Corporal Stan Stevens, Detachment Commander at a vital
rebroadcast station in County Tyrone, Northern Ireland
Our accommodation at R.A.F. Baliykelly, provided by the
g~nerosity of the R .A.F., is cramped, but a great advance on
bivouacs, and many of our problems in the field have been
solved by moving into this R.A.F. station. Our largest problems
revolve around Plymouth, the families who were left for one
month and are now on their own for a much longer period
the kit left behind, and so on.
'

Linte-green dresses and long black hair
The next day we recced a new site in more favourable
canoeing waters and decided to visit Ellweiler, where there
was a Sportsfest and dance that weekend. So successful was
the dance and our visit that we were invited back to the village
by the Burgermeister, any time we wished. (0 .C. 'B ' was
invited back too, but to see a person who wore a lime-green
dress, and had Jong black hair. Now, whenever he sees someone fitting this description his troop have just about to tie
him down!).
1'1idnight canoeing
We did, however, do some canoeing and in fact, Signalman
Jo Ashton got bitten by the bug so much that be decided
to do some midnight canoeing. It was only due to the restraining attempts of Lance-Corporals Barry Young and Colin Wing
that he was prevented from setting off for Minden at midnight
with a lamp H.P.P. securely tied to the front of his canoe!

Getting ou with the job
Still, we musn't grumble: we are doing just the job for which
we ~av: been tr~ining, and are getting some real live commurucatmg expenence, as well as getting the edge for the
SUI!I?lY of the new e~':'ipment for which we have been patiently
wa1tmg. Once t~e .~tial ru s~ ~a s died down we hope to get
down to some md1v1dual trammg, education courses and the
' normal ' events of a peace time existence.
We have had quite a few visitors here, and have been
pleased to welcome Lieutenant-General Sir Ian Free!and,
~.0.C. Northern Ireland, under whom the Squadron served
m East .Africa in 1963-64, Brigadier G. Proudman, C.S.0. Army
S?"ateg1c Command, Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson, C.R.
S1.gnals Northern Ireland for one hectic fortnight, and
Lieutenant-Colonel D. Hall, the new C.R. Signals.

Losses and gabts
During our move to Northern Ireland we have been losing
and gaining with normal postings. Veterans of the Squadron
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Jndo, allergy and winefe.<;>ts
Time unfortunately pa sed quickly, and we soon found
ourselves in the last week.
Signalman Ashton decided that it would be a good thing
to teach Lance-Corporal Alexander some Judo, before LanceCorporal Alexander left for Hong Kong but unfortunately
our teacher succeeded so well that he had his shoulder dislocated by his pupil! But a night in an American hospital
attended by some delicious nurses soon bad him back on bis
feet again. This time he gave up Judo and began to teach
one-armed combat.
During frequent visits to gasthou es to sample the local
wine, it turned out that Lance-Corporal Alexander was allergic
to wine! When he was told this by the German doctor, after
he came out in an alarming rash, his face grew longer and
longer, as beer was about twice as expensive as wine!
Finally we finished up in Bad Kreuznach, where by a strange
co-incidence, there happened to be a winefest. This was taken
full advantage of, and many bottles of wine were sampled by
the expert drinkers.
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TECHNICIANS AT WORK
The camera catches four intent techn icians of 12 Infantry Brigade
Headquarters and Signal Squadron (212) while setting up the
Co-ordinating Headquarters for Exercise Summer Sales. In the
photo (left to right): Corporals Biddle, Harris, Walker and Brake

Unit Club

We have at last built
a great debt in this to
hours building the bar
to make it into a really

and opened our Unit Club. We owe
Craftsman Phillips, who spent many
and all the necessary accoutrements
attractive and going concern.

Corporals Club
This is going on from strength to strength and recently
they have had a fancy dress football match which was attended
by Padre 'Fourth Class' Captain Yates! They followed thi
up by a hippy party!
Riding
The 12!.h Brigade Signal Squadron cavalry i still co-opting
recruits and on the last sport afternoon, twenty-two of the
Squadron were mounted. A great deal of credit goe to our
Squadron Centaur Sergeant Pow for all the organisation and
effort he has put into this.
Exer •ise • July Dug '
Our Summer Camp this year took place on the Baltic at
a place called Brodau. The weather was reasonable and the
camp was made even more successful by the inuoduction of
two assault boats with 40 H .P. engine and three
emini
with Seagull engine . This enabled us to water ski and there
were many boating trips to local seaside re:.orts. The Barbecue
was a great success and the camp concert starring ' Rowdy '
Yates on the guitar backed up by ' Spoons' Pattison turned
into a very definite ' R,ave.'
Expedition to climb 1'1onnt ('into (D,020 feet)
An expedition was launched to climb Mount Cinto in
Corsica and those who took part were Corporal ' Mash '
Marshall, Corporal Tony Brake and Corporal Don Campbell.
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Haughie. When most people had parachuted, it was time to
go back to Aldershot for a long and very pleasant evening of
dancing and revelry in the Hollinghurst Club.

In charge of the baggage party wa Corporal Eddie Sykes.
The expedition started with . ome alarm and despondency
when Corporal Don Campbell disappeared in the direction of
the Italian border without the re t of the party, but with all
the pa sports, rucksacks food, etc. J owevcr, all was well
when they met up at Lugano. After climbing 9,020 feet the
party arrived back looking extremely fit. There wa no indication of any ill effect of the many pizzas and bottles of red
wine consumed.

Arrivals and departures
The past few months have seen quite a few changes in
the Squadron. We welcome the following: Lieutenant T. A.
Woodhouse, from 249 Signal Squadron; Corporal Hamilton,
from S Field Regiment, R.A.; Corporal Marshall, from 234
Signal Squadron; Signalman Murphy, from 28th Signal Regiment; Signalman Munro, from 7th Armoured Brigade· Signalman Bremner, from 13th Signal Regiment; Signalman Clanachan, from 25 Field Squadron, R.E.; Signalman Watts, from
30th Signal Regiment.
Our good wishes also go with the following, who are posted
out of the unit: Lieutenant D. P. Hughes, to R.M.C.S.,
Shrivenham; Lieutenant H. Smith, to R.M.C.S., Shrivenham;
Corporal Preston, to 21st Signal Regiment; Signalman Thomas,
to 1st Division Signal Regiment; Signalman Watts, to 21st
Signal Regiment; Lance-Corporal Burrow, to 7th Signal Regiment; Corporal Maddison, to 21st S.A.S. Regiment (Artists) (V)
as a Sergeant; Signalman Robertson, to 4 Guard Brigade H.Q.
and Signal Regiment.

Bromscbe marches
The Unit entered three teams for the Bramsche marches.
Thi wa a Dutch Army sponsored event and included four
evening marches each of fifteen kilometres. Every evening
after dutie the Squadron teams set off. We were the only
British Army Teams who took part and we were very well
looked after. Everyone received a medal at the end of the
mar::hes and the Quartermaster ran out of berets and cap
badge~.
We sti!l have some familiar Belgian, Dutch and
German headdresses cropping up in the Squadron at odd
intervals. There are too many names for us to include all, but
our special mention in dispatches goes to W.0.11 Miller, who
led the Squadron Headquarters team to victory. In pite of
blisters he still had enough strength to organi~e Scottish
dancing and enough breath to lead the Squadron Choir after
each session. Nearly a.11 the Squadron and Brigade Headquarter
Clerks took part and did extremely well. They also got Staff
Sergeant (Y. of S.) Kelly, who was the pacesetter for the Alpha
Troop team.

226 Signal Squadron (Radio)

B.F.P.O. 23

Footnote
In case anyone has forgotten 'TffiS IS A GOOD UNIT.'

216 Parachute Signal Squadron
Aldershot
Exercise ' Allegre> '
XERCISE 'Allegro' was a trials exercise in B.A.O.R.
during May and June, which was highly successful and
proved that multi CW nets over long distances were not
obsolete. The exercise was split into two phases. The first part,
of 14 days, was designed to test all in a severe physical environment. Where objectives were not reached, resupply was
withheld. After a thorough ' shake-down ' and then a break to
rest and reorganise, there followed a short second phase.
The five-day rest period between phases provided a very
pleasant break for the Squadron. Trips were laid on to many
of the more interesting places, such as Hamburg, Hannover
and Herford. A good time was had by all in the Reeperbahn
and at the Eros Centre! (No connection with ' Jimmy ').
The final phase was a week long, and lessons learnt during
the first part were thoroughly tested by complicating and adding constraints to the overall tactical picture. The exercise was
highlighted by a visit from the Divisional Commander and from
Colonel T. G. H. Jackson, O.B.E., C.S.O., 3rd Division.

E

ports and Extra ~lural .Activities
During the past season the Squadron maintained its high
standard of spons, and some of the trophies gained included:
The Ismailia Cup (Parachute Brigade Minor Units Spons
Trophy); 1" inor Units, 3rd Division, Soccer Cup; Brigade
Cr?ss-country; Brigade Water Polo; Brigade Swimming;
H:1gade Boxing; Brigade Orienteering; Brigade Soccer; Royal
Signals, Southern Command, Small Bore Competition; Army
Cross-country (runners-up); Southern Command Cross-country·
3rd Division Cross-country.
'
Free Fa.11.-Lance-Corporal Griffiths and Lance-Corporal
Whitehead successfully completed a Free Fall Course at Netheravon in July.
Ski-ing.-Members of the Squadron have been making use
of the dry ski slope now open in Aldershot. The slope provides .an excellent way of introducing people to skis for the
first nine and for continuation training for the Squadron ski
team.
Gallant W .B.A.C.
Co~ral Hamilton, Lance-Corporal Nash and Signalman Fox
were given the pleasant task of assisting Private Maggie Douglas

At a time which only Mrs. Robinson can determine, Brigadier
and Mrs. Robinson ret1,1rned to their hotel to prepare for the
next ttage of their tour and somewhat later the officers and
ladies of our sister and rival (in sport) 225 quadron, left for
their eighty-mile drive home.

227 Signal Squadron (AFCENT)

B.F.P.0. 18
A 1uonth of h.-llo and goodbye
"'\XTHAT is usually a month of relative quiet, with as many
l' l' as possible getting in some leave, has in tead turned
out to be a most hectic time of hail and farewell.
Those departing include the O.C., Major Hickman, also
Major Crookes and W.0.I Walker. Major Gordon and Julie
Hickman are leaving for the wilds of Catterick, with 8th Regiment; Major Doug:as and Margaret Crookes for an odd outpost called SHAPE, and Foreman and Eileen Walker to 18th
Regiment, where Norman is to be a T.O.T. We wish them all
every success in their new units.
Their replacements arc Majors Bill Morgan and Julian
Jackson as O.C. and T.O.T. respectively, while the Foremen
are still being shuffled around. We hope they and their
families that are over here will have a most enjoyable tour and
not judge us on the present chaos of parties and whirlwind
visits.
Also leaving from the MCC are two of our German officers,
Captains Hans Gautsch and Wolf Mack, who are both moving
on promotion, the former returning to the Luftwaffe and the
latter to H.Q., NORTHAG. To them and their families we
also bid a fond farewell together with our thanks for their
comradeship during the last two and-a-half years.
Parties, games evenings and mess dinners have a.11 taken
place. First, the Sergeants' Mess dined-out the ' victims,' followed by the officers, and then the whole thing snowballed,
for the men followed suit with a games evening, and our allied
nationals · were close behind, to make a total of nine functions
altogether.

216 SQUADRON 'S PROUD RECORD
Sports trophies won in 1969

(W.R.A.C.) in her bid to walk from Aldershot to Barton Stacey
and back, a distance of 100 miles. Unfortunately, she only completed 52 miles, due to a strained shoulder, and we hope
she will be more successful next time.

Visit by C.S.O., 3rd Division
Colonel T. G. H. Jackson, O.B.E., C.S.O., 3rd Division,
visited the unit on 15th July. He was met by Major H. R.
Williams and then visited the various departments within the
Squadron. He was shown two radio detachments deployed in
hide areas, and spoke to Lieutenant H. Smith for some minutes
without realising he was less than !Oft. from a vehicle-borne
Cll station because he was standing on it! Corporal Angus's
manpack detachment was dug in, working an Al4 to Bulford
and was extremely well hidden. Again, it could not be detected from a foot away! Corporal Baikie demonstrated how
his deta:::hment operated on normal manpack parachute scales.

New arrival
Our coni;ratulations go to S.S.M. and Mrs. Wells on the
birth of a baby daughter in June in the Farley Home.

Open day
On the last Friday in July there was a Squadron parachuting
day, and families and friends were invited to Hankley to
watch. The day was perfect and to begin the parachuting,
there was a massed jump from a Cl30 Hercules. The balloon
car was then driven out on to the DZ and visitors were permitted to move up and watch their husbands and sons being
manifested and checked into the balloon cage by Staff Sergeant
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ARRIVING FOR DINNER WITH 225 AND 226 SQUADRONS
Left to right : Brigad ier Robinson, Mrs. Young, Major Ross (O.C.
225 Squadron), Major Young (O.C. 226 Squadron), Mrs. Robinson

Visit of the Representative Colonel Commandant
mo ~ t

F the many recent visitors to 226 Squadron the
O
welcomed were Brigadier and Mrs. R. H. E. Robinson
on 1st July. Arriving in Celle during the afternoon Mrs.

Robinson joined the Wives' Club for tea and was able to see
the Investiture of H.R.H. The Prince of Wales on colour
television. The Brigadier had a more strenuous programme
visiting all departments of the Squadron and meeting as many
soldiers as possible in a brief ninety minutes.
That evening they attended a ' family ' dinner party given
in their honour by the officers and ladies of both 225 and 226
Squadrons. Due to lack of Mess facilities the dinner was
given in the Officers' Mess of 94 Locating Regiment, R.A.,
kindly loaned for the evening by the C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel
J. R. Rigby, R.A. The band of the 3rd Battalion The Royal
Green Jackets played during dinner and for dancing afterwards.
The Squadron provided the cooks and waiters for the evening
and all helpers excelled in their unaccustomed role.
The occasion was taken to say farewell to Captain and Mrs.
Brinsford of 226 Squadron and Major and Mrs. Talbot of 225
Squadron and welcome to Captain Noonan and Major Ross in
their places.
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PRESENTATION (I)
R.S.M. Fisher presents a bouquet to Mrs. Walker

Sport
Once again, a son has been outshining his father, but this
time at soccer.
We all knew that Lieutenant Pearce was a regular player
for the Dutch Garrison Officers' team, but believed that was
because after every game the team vi iced one of the local
breweries. The team also usually lost by a rugby score of
nine nil, or thereabout. However, on 28th August the Garrison
team was one man short, so young Alan Pearce volunteered to
play as goalkeeper. He was so successful that the team actually
455

Relay Troop 65 for no wickets. The Troop was well repre
sentcd at the q uadron barbecue on 29th August, and was
narrowly pipped in the first round of the darts tournament
by M .T. T roop. However, honour was avenged when th ey
won several prizes in the draw.
Th<; Troop mini-dhow is now read_Y for the water, and when
Captain Tom Scarff returns from Smgapore with a new outboard engine, many happy hours should be spent fishing and
pottering in the Gulf.
T he Troop has recently said farewell to the Troop Sergeant
Sergeant F red Askham, who has been in th e M iddle East s~
long that it i~ anticipated that he will require a work permit
to gee back mto the U .K The T roop also bid farewell co
Signalman Bob Drummond and Lance-Corporal Jack Summerfield.

PRESENTATIO N (2)
Majo r Hickman hands ove r t he Squadron ga mes shi eld to Cor po ral
Loney, captain of t he win ni ng team

drew (they never have won), and the following celebrations
were unusually hilarious-but D ad P earce was not present.
Probably because the son was asked to play next time and he
was not?

' Fred '
AU former members of the Squadron will be sorry to learn
that after an active life of over 12 years, the Squadron
mascot ' F red ' became so ill that he had to be put down.
The O.C. promptly provided a young alsatian puppy replacement as his parting gift to the Sq uadron. The new 'dog
soldier ' doesn't seem to have a fixed name yet, but we hope
to get the O.C. to make a decision for us before he finally
leaves in a few days' time.
top Press
The Squadron's new mascot's name is ' Boy.'

255 Signal Squadron (Bahrein),
B.F.P.O. 63

THEregional
last WIRE notes we submitted were written on a
basis, i.e., with collective notes from our main
:vorking locations, J ufair, Muharraq and H amala. This time
it has been decided to let the Troops sp eak for th emselves.
.11.(t.
Captain Bill . Griffi~hs, the new Squadron Second-i n-Command, foun? himself m a difficult position during his take-over
from Captam Geoff Maude. The Squadron Commander, Major
John Bnan, announced on the third day that he was off to
U.K. f?r a quick conference and that Captain Griffiths would
be takmg over th~ Squadron! Somehow he managed . The
S.S.M., W.O.II E.nc Le Qu~sne, ~as stopped rushing to th e
J.M.~. e~ch rnornmg ~t. sunnse ro mspect all incoming signals
as his wife has now 1010ed him in station.

irfi••ld Troop
Due to heavy wor~ commitments, the Troop has been unable to devote much time to net practice · as a result they were
narrowly defeated . in a recent cricket ~atch by Radio Relay
Troop . Result: Airfield Troop, 64 for 6 in 12 overs, Radio
456

Field Troop
Thi Troop is the only truly mobile part of the Squadron.
Lance-Corporals Steven Frith and Chubby Hewitt and Signalmen Jim F.l eming and ' Smudge ' Smith have recently returned
from Wadi Shawkah, where they were providing rear lin k
communications for the Cheshires on their final desert training exercise. All ~ommunications worked well and an emergency
casevac was earned out over the link when a Battalion signaller
from The Queen's Own Highlanders fell off the jebel whilst
erecting an antenna. The sympathetic comment was heard from
the Troop: " Just shows that they should leave such work
to the experts!"
On Exercise ' Green Bucket,' held by the Troop in the south
of. the island, f?'O Arabs were casevaced by the Troop, one
with a snake bite and one almost minus a foot. As a result,
Sergeant Ted Lyth and Lance-Corporal Steve Frith were invited co an .Arab dinner. The Troop still wonders how Sergeant
Lyth got nd of a sheep's eyeball, having given the impression
he had eaten it.
The O.C., Lieutenant Dick Sanders, has now departed, and
in his place we have Lieutenant Doug Pawlow. We have also
sadly said cheerio to Lance-Corporal Bob Hop e.
Ope rating Troop
This Troop has also had a recent change of 0 .C.s, and
Lieutenant Paul Whittaker is now firmly in the chair. The
Troop triumphed, winning the Pope Cup for a seven-a-side
hockey competition, which was held as a prelude to the
Squadron barbecue. The team was Lance-Corporals Mo
Vaughan and Mick Sheehan, Signalmen ' D ids' Foy, ' Ginge '
Barker, Ernie Cowan, Johnnie Foreman and 'Mack' McFarlane.
As the other prize was a crate of Carlsburg, the cup was
well and truly wetti;d, and the win well celebrated . The
T roop also spores a successful soccer team, under the able
leadership of R02(T) Bastock, one of our naval section. It
has remained undefeated for the last 15 matches.
llamala IDetachn1ent
This detachment ~s ably commanded by Sergeant J ohn
Clayforth, who wishes to remain anonymous. For a small
group of men, they produce a fine crop of athletes, both
for the Squadron and for the local Infantry Battalion- currently 4th Bo. The Royal Anglian Regiment. Notable among
these are Corporal ' Squash ' Jenkins and Signalman Tony
Barker. Being in a place like Hamala produces strange habits
and Corporal Neil Pegg recently shared his bed with ~
scorpion. History doesn't relate whether it was male or female,
but he hasn't repea ted the experience! This month we bid
farewe ll to Lance-Corporal ' Brum ' Bellamy, who has been in
the camp so long, that it is rumoured that he h elped M.P .B.W .
to build the place.
Li11e Troop
T he O.C., Lieutenant Chris Wollaston, and several members
from the Squadron, Sergeant Ferguson, Lance-Corporal
Mitchell and Signalman Shanks, have ju st returned from Exercise ' D esert Patrol.' This exercise was organised by our sister
Squadron in Sharjah, and will no doubt be written u p by
them. for T HE W IRE. I t was an extended trip round the
Truc1al States and was thoroughly enjoyed by all those who
took pare. Many new experiences were gained from a real
desett . sandstorm to climbing a near 6,000ft. :nountain and
qualifying for the coveted Firq-Saiq tie. 222 Signal Squadron
are thanked for their hospitality.

(Continued on page 457)
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(Continued from page 456)
Flv e -n-Side Soccer
On going to press, one of the Squadron's sides, the Canaries,
had reached the final of the Garrison Competition and were
eventually beaten by the Ordance Depot. The prizes wer e
presented by C.L.F.G., General Gibbs, who congratulated both
sides on an excellent final.
Pos tscript
Overheard passing the O.C. Squadron's office.
0 .C .: " Sergeant-Major, did you see last month's W IRE?"
S.S.M.: "I did indeed, sir.''
0 .C.: "Did you see that very good photograph of General
David Price taking the salute at Harrogate?"
S.S.M.: "I did indeed, sir."
O.C.: " When did we last have a visitor from the Corps?"
S.S.M.: "I don't recall, sir, but it muse have been some time
ago, sir.''
0 .C.: "I wonder why, Sergeant-M ajor?"
S.S.M. : "I don't know, sir, it puzzles me, too. Could it
possibly be, sir, that the temperature is 105 •, sir?"
0.C.: "I wonder, Sergeant-M ajor . Do carry on."

1st Artillery Brigade H.Q.
& Signal Squadron (25 7)
B.F.P.O. 102
Heraldic n11d hJstoricnl introduction
" FIRST, how much? . . . oh, you mean 257 Signal
Squadron!" Yes, well we were back in 1967, but when
we moved up ..from Dortmund to the sharp end at Hildesheim
we changed a lot of things. Our name, our status, our outlook
- but not our irrepressible zest for life, fun and new brands
of beer !
We are, we will have you know, unique. We are the largest,
the best, and the only fully integrated Artillery Brigade Signal
Squadron! When we drop a brick, our Gunner friends can
help us do it as far as 32 kilometres away! (U sing their super
bit of kit, the S.P. 175 m.m. gun).
Our crest is the empty skull of a dead ram - we are not
sure why, but it has its origins in the forma tion of 1st A.G .R.A.
in 1942.
Trumpet voluntary
We have often admired the fluency, style and frequency of
some of the regular contributors, so our appearance in print
is, to our shame, long overdue (anyway the O.C. said so, period).
Our aim is to keep in touch with our friends elsewhere, to
encourage those nominated by Records, and ro show those
who remember, how we keep the Corps integrated with the
Gunners while keeping alive all that is best from the days of
E, F, G and H Troops.
General
B.F.P.O. 102 is a p ic!UI"es_que place; near the hills of the
Harz, excellent for sw1mmmg, fishing, canoeing, camping,
walking (on and off duty), and not too far from the Luneburg
Heide for serious (and almost continuous) training.
We are a fully integrated Squadron; the Commander,
Brigadier L. H. Plummer and his staff are provided with
communications, administered, housed, fed and watered by
five Royal Signals officers and our exceptionally integrated
Q.M,. Captain E. W. Clowes, R.A. (he has even begun to
suspect that he has negative feedback in his dead-sack!).
Early 1969
In the depths of winter, in four feet of snow that well-known
travel agency, A.G. 11, arranged a package deal, and swopped
Major David Lycett-Gregson and Nora from Singapore for
Major Peter Tripp and Cherry to Singapore. Always a pensive
period, all came and went smoothly, and we found ourselves
at Summer Practice Camp in Hahne. Weatherwise, there was
no summer, spring or joy, despite the April dace, and it was
more of a survival exercise. We set up our base camp, the
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officers stayed up very late once or twice putting the Squadron,
the Army, the world and the cosmos to rights - we survived
seventeen moves in ten days and came back with our tails held
high. We overheard a remark from a Gunner Officer who had
mistaken the Squadron coming into action for a Battery of
RH.A.! . . . praise indeed (aforesaid E.F.G. and H Troopers
will get our point) - we have a Corps trumpeter seconded
to us you will observe.

Personalities
Captain Bill Morgan (now Major) has left us for H .Q.
AFCENT; Captain Gordon Howard has brought the know-how
of the School of Signals to us. Lieutenant Brian Chubb left in
September for a degree course at Shrivenham, to be replaced
later by a fortunate from 71 Q course. Lieutenant Dick
G ardner reigns supreme in the Comms Troops with Sergeant
M. R. M andy and Sergeant A. Aitken. Foreman J. N. Rogers
has gone to help 28th Signal Regiment, and been relieved by
F oreman W. Sugden, who is putting bis recent course to th e
acid test.
T he backbone of the outfi t, S.S.M. S. G. Neill, has to
wrench himself away in November after over four years, to
be a RQ.M .S. in Hong Kong. In his place we will welcome
S.S.M. Bedwell from the School of Infantry, Warminster.
Many have come, a nd many have gone (not too many by
purchase); we have lose our telegraph operators, but overall
the quality remains constant.
Training
In the last five months we have done seven exercises (who
in B.A.O.R. hasn' t!) but we regard the following anecdotes
as highlights :
The night we got the Bruin
We are not yet Bruinised (of which, more later), but after
some pretty high-powered politics, C.R.A.C. loaned his pair
of Bruin terminals to the Commander. The O.C. was having
his usual well-earned post-prandial snooze (i.e. after gin and
liaison with the staff) when he was summoned, but quick,
to Corps H.Q. Reviewing his errors and ommisions on the way,
he was relieved to hear the glad news. Returning - assured
that an officer ' expert in handling the thing ' was included on
the C.E.S., but wishing he had his precis on the subject, we
settled down to eager anticipation. It got dusk; it got dark; it
got very dark. At the inevitable hour of 23.00 a very large
vehicle arrived, and soon some more - but not the promis::d
expert! With the aid of 22nd Signal Regiment's immaculate
equipment, a knowledgeable Sergeant and a most helpful
Lance-Corporal Technician, the O.C. and the Second-inCommand (with their adverse confidentials eye-ball to eye-ball)
settled down to work it all out from first princip!es. It's not
really all that difficult, when you are only 7 kilometres from
the Comcen - and with self-satisfied smirks it was all through
by 02.00. The staff were tickled pink, and chatted securely on
. the telephone to all the friends they could th ink of throughout
the Corps. Relaxing on his now stone-cold pit, the shattered
but smug O.C. was again summoned co Signals Command to
receive a personal 'historic' and congratulatory SECURE
telephone call from the C.C.R.A. himself. Believe it or not,
when we all sprang to stand-to at first light some 45 minutes
later, it was still all there, it wasn't a dream, it was all
solid, and continued so for the best ever exercise before or
since!
The night the O.C.•s •"iJe sorted out the Statlt>
COlUCEN
The Squadron were all away on exercise when a circuit on
the static network went out. An enterprising supervisor way
back down the line rang the O.C.'s home number. The O.C.'
wife at the witching hour of 01.30 dragged from the recesses
of her past training as a D .S.O., W.R.A.C., a plan of action.
With the Garrison Orderly Officer, the Guard Room, the Duty
DR, the N .C.0. i/c Rear Details, the Shift upcrvisor and
the Naafi Manager all in orbit, the circuit was back in order
by 01.52! An amendment is being submitted to M .O.D. for
the wives of integrated Artillery Brigade H .Q. and ign:il
Squadron commanders to be established as ex-W.R.A.C.

D.S.0.'s!
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seen hurling books, ashtrays, and worse, at the offender. Of
course, he forgets the fact that 'notionally,' both he and the
Second-in-Command were killed in the same night raid on
the Ops. Room! However, they were slaughtered in good
company, which included one Brigadier and two LieutenantColonels. There were sufficient survivors to ensure continued
communications, Sergeant ' Ollie' Aldridge (Tech TE TI) was
ba rricaded in the radio room, looking disgusted at being surrounded by radio equipment. The raiders also missed Corporal
Ken Clark, ' guarding ' the Brigadier's Land Rover outside,
and Corporal ' Snowy ' Snowden, secure in the teleprinter
room; so at least some of us were left to keep control.

Pronounced Himmel-fart. We were in a super-wood if you
ignored the ine.xplicable midden, right on the top of a hill.
There was an old beacon tower nearby the view was delightful,
and the excellent comms site enhanced the general atmosphere
of a Cypriot olive-grove. On the recce we had noticed some
rather strangely arranged stones and remains of fires (sacrificial or orgia tic - not to worry). It was of course a local
picnic spot, and the night was the night of father's day .The
locals have a very civili ed custom whereby the fathers of the
village supplied with crates of beer by the mothers, retreat
at night to the hills to make their imitation of the proverbial
coot - in 'our' wood! Having fallen over most of the
bivouac , aerial guys and walked flat into a number of vehicles,
the fathers ceased to be amused. An attack by car was mounted,
and only luck could have saved us from a nasty accident. I
have never een the barbed wire round the Operations area
repel a drunken Volkswagen before! Stand-to was for real
we hadn't the ammunition, and in any case it was too dark to
see the pinks of their eyes. The sight of the Q.M. in the correct
S.O.P. rig for such an occasion, of wellington boots, long-johns,
shirts K .F., Brigade-scarf officer pattern, and berets blue
badged embroidered, clinched it, and the Himmelsfahrted
elsewhere.

Our offer was turned down
The Comcen garden is now almost back to normal, after
much activity by our protectors from 1st King's Own Borderers,
who insisted that we (they?) needed sandbag sangars on the
roof for protection. On the evening that the Comcen was
attacked, the infantry subaltern commanding our defenders,
presumably overcome by the problem of command, turned
down the remarkable offer of one Major, one Sergeant, one
D.R., and two assorted technicians as assistance. The enemy
made three attacks on the Comcen that night, but were beaten
off. Seeing a thunderflash for the first time, Lance-Corporal
Prebble asked to throw one. Unfortunately, he just dropped
it. He was seen through a cloud of earth, sandbag and
trouser from the sangar. We hope that he is now satisfied.
The W.R.A.C. Comcen operators, already more than usually
busy, as half the shift was providing emergency manning for
two switchboards, cheerfully ignored the male province of
fighting and continued with their communications tasks.

Home life
On the home front the distaff side is happily integrated
with the Station Wives' Oub, taking their turn with batteries
from the major unit in station.
A recent highlight was the very welcome visit of Mrs. R. H.
E. Robinson, who met most of the wives at coffee and in
quarters. Both she and Brigadier Robinson were entertained
to lunch by the officers and their wives in our picturesque
'Ratskeller.' Afterwards some of the treasures of Hildesheim
Cathedral were viewed. All in all, we cannot remember
when we have enjoyed having such a welcome visit.

Life at the top
Up at the Mount Olympus detachment, M.P.B.W. are preparing for winter in a big way. Ex. ' Mountain Men '
may remember the hike through the snow from the guardroom to the detachment hut, and much shovelling of snow.
Although the. site looks very much like a builder's yard
at present, a covered way is being built around the hut, linking
it with the guardroom and the other buildings. This will
naturally make life a lot easier up ' on top.'

Leap info Ute electronic age (forecast)
Mentioned above is the fact that we are not yet ' Bruinised,'
but we do link into the system to try the patience of 7th
Signal Regiment with our C41. Next year, 1970, if we are
very, very good, we are promised our own pair of Bruin
terminals. Meanwhile, we soldier on with steam radio,
expertly keeping the techniques alive! We have got rid of
the dear old 40-line F & F, and with the new kit, we hope
to be able to afford one of those modem camera-obscura
things. Meanwhile, we hope that the Squadron artist, ECK,
will illustrate our point to you.

The S.S.M . gives clear instructions on the nuts and bolts of basic
tactics

621 Troop, H.M.S. Fearless
B.F.P.O. Ships

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)
B.F.P.O. 53
T the end of August, the entire Squadron found itself
A
deeply involved in
island-wide exercise, as shown
by the following quotation from ' The Lion ' (British Services'
an
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lieutenant Dick Gardner has a refreshing and novel approach to map
reading. He has visited some remarkable parts of B.A.O.R.
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Cyprus Weekly).
" The exercise was in two phases. Phase I was largely a
matter of staff problems and signals. Operational centres
at both ends of the island worked out the battle procedures
and problems with the troops at their disposal during the conflict. Signals passed thick and fast as the exercise built up to
a climax in the second stage."
Just for the record, nobody noticed any particular easing
up for the Squadron in Phase II! Nevertheless, like all exercises, having taken careful note of the lessons learned and
problems overcome, the slightly off-beat happenings are remembered. For Royal Signals Records, we have produced
the new, multi-purpose expandable (and expendable) Signalman. Poor Signalman Stewart found himself stretched many
ways and in many tasks over the four-day exercise period.
To his credit, he seemed to cope cheerfully with ail of them.

The new dirty word is • Notlonnl '
A new ' dirty word ' has been added to the Squadron ' black
book'-' notional.' Now, whenever this word is mentioned
to the Squadron Commander, he flies into a rage and can be
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HE ship sailed from U.K. on 4th June for a tour in

foreign waters in the Far East. Before we sailed we
said farewell to Corporal John Tucker and Signalmen ' Sandy '
Deuchars and Harry Jack-they served the ship and the Troop
well, and we wish them all the best. In their places we welcome
Lance-Corporal Dave Higginson, Signalmen Bob Lennard and
' Smudge' Smith, who has come back for a second tour. We
also congratulate Signalman Dougie Bristow on hi marriage.

• Crossing tho Line ' certificates
The Troop now proudly possess their ' crossing ~c line '
certificates, except the O.C., who flew on ahead to Smgapore
for the planning of the ship's amphibious exercises. He swears
he was asked to volunter for the job instead of the five-week
passage.
The ship called at Cape Town for a week on the way out
and a good run was had by all.
.
.
.
On arrival in Singapore, the ship went straight mro the
first exercise, ' Summer Frolic,' followed by participation in the
Far East summer manoeuvres.
We have made contact with Royal Signals in FARELF,
and 249 Squadron have already sent so~e to sea. with us
and helped by lending a Land Rover d~rmg our time back
in Singapore for maintenance. Three soldiers from the :rro~p
are attending upgrading courses in 249 Squadron, starting m
September.
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We have just finished a period anchored in Singapore harbour for the lSOth anniversary celebrations. We had a radio
relay detachment of 99 Brigade H.Q. and Signal quadron
on board and a detachment of 249 Squadron ashore to link
the ship's exchange to the Tanglin milituy exchange. It
worked very well and was very much appreciate by the
ship and the shore units.
We arc now on our way to Seria, in Borneo, to embark
2/2 Gurkha Rifles for an exercise. We still have Corporal
Russell and our three Gurkha operators from 99 Brigade H .Q.
and Signal Squadron with us, who are now ' part of the ship '
and taking their tot of rum with the best of them.
By the time these notes are in print, the O.C., Captain
Walker, will have been relieved by Captain Rumford and
Yeoman Rawlins will be looking forward to the arrival of his
relief in November, along with other members of the Troop
who have now completed their tours.

661 Signal Troop (LPD)
H.M.S. Intrepid
B.F.P.O. Ships
V.I.P. Visit
IDDING farewell to our friends in Bahrein, we passed
through the entrance to the Persian Gulf for the fourth
time in a fortnight, this time en route for the Cape. A message
' from the deep ' confirmed rumours of a royal visit on 10th
May, and much effort ensured a good turnout. The Captain
duly welcomed aboard ' King
eptune ' and ' Queen Aphrodite,' and a guard of honour of policemen with rubber truncheons was inspected with due pomp. Neptune lost a little
time in convening his coµrt, and the wrong-doers were swiftly
brought forward for trial. Much to the delight of the Troop,
our 0.C., Captain A. J. Briggs, was proven guilty and given
the fuJl treatment of 'penance pill,' shave, and consignment to
the deep.

B

South Africa
Our visit to Durban was without doubt one of the highspots of the passage home. The people of Durban took it
upon themselves to entertain us and show us as much of
their country as they could, and we shall always be grateful for
their hospitality, which is already a legend in the Royal Navy.
It was with much regret that we said goodbye on 21st Maya memorable five days behind us.
South Atlantic
As we left the shelter of Durban Bluff, we hit a heavy
swell and driving rain, which looked rough for our rounding
of the Cape. However, by the following morning we were
· safely round, and those that were not too busy catching up
on lost sleep saw the truly magnificent sight of the sun rising
behind Table Mountain.
Unexpectedly, we visited Saint Helena, the island where
Napoleon was exiled and later died. Just eight hours to stretch
our legs and then it was up-anchor and away north for
Gibraltar.
As we passed round Cape Verde, those who spent Sunday
afternoon 'goofing ' over the guardrails were rewarded by
excellent views of sharks, rays and other fish in the crystalciear waters of the African Continental Shelf.
The Surgeon Commander took advantage of the long passage
by producing the ship's concert. The ship has a very fine
built-in theatre, though occasionally we have to fill the
auditorium with armoured cars and Land ~overs!
Our course then took us through the Canary I lands, however, visibility was poor and we saw little, apart from the
dark shape of Tenerife looming in the distance.
Gibraltar
Our stay in Gibraltar was rather more peaceful than our
sister ship's more famous visit. Two days was just long
enough to climb the Rock and visit the Ca ino. Our thoughts,
however, were very much on our next port of call-Plymouth.
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Plymouth
Late at night on 9th June, we _enter<'.d Plymouth So1:md
and lntrepid's anchor touched Engh h s<;ll! for the first time
in nearly two years. Early next mormng we embarked a
special force of Custom~ and a little later a more welcome
force of families and friend . With families lining the decks
and our eight landing craft in line astern, we wound our way
up the river and came alongside in D::von port.
The Troo1•
With bztrepid entering a lengthy refit, the majority of the
Troop have been drafted, leaving only a continuity group of
three, around whom a new 661 Troop will form at about
Christmas. We hould like to say ' thank you ' to the forty or
more units with whom we have communicated, and single out
for special mention 18th Signal Regiment, who helped us
many times in Singapore; 99 Brigade and 248 Gurkha Signal
Squadrons, who Jent us radio relay detachments on several
occasions, and, of course, 30th Signal Regiment, where we were
' born,' and will no doubt be ' born ' again.

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne'Teesside & West Riding
Showtime
N the Re erve Army, this is the time, when, after Camp,
the volunteer and P .S.I. take the children to the seaside
and to the local agricultural and home produce shows. At the
shows, he is likely to see both the Regimental Band and the
local Squadron putting on a show of their own. The Teesside
Show saw both the Band and a Radio Relay detachment of .
90 (N.R.) Squadron. Darlington Show, Leeds Gala, Eston
Show - the list is a formidable one, and with Major Stan
Phillips, the local Army Recruiting Officer, most major
functions are heavily represented by both Regular and Volunteer
Armies.

I

Lord ~layor•s Show
Special mention must be made of 745 Troop in Hull, who
succeeded in taking part in the Lord Mayor's Show in Hull
and created a considerable impact with their radio and line
Landrovers, manned by men and women of the Troop. The
detachment at Hull is commanded by Captain Cedric Platt,
ably supported by Captain Lee Tibbs, W.R.A.C. (V).
A new mace

The band have had a busy time; apart from the shows, they
have Beat Retreat and played concerts in the parks and
gardens, including Durham Castle and Scotton Hall. They are
looking forward particularly to the Freedom of Teesside Parade
and /II arch, when the Mayor of Teesside is to present Staff
Sergeant Beazley with a military band mace. The public
appearances have resulted in a number of enquiries to join
and we now have seven professional musicians on the waiting
list.

Visitors
Recent visitors to the Regiment have been LieutenantGeneral Sir Cecil Blacker, K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., G.O.C. in C.
Northern Command, and Brigadier R. C. H. Barber, M.C.,
Deputy Commander of Northumbrian District. As our Annual
Auministrative Inspection draws closer, so the experts descend
upon us; the R.H.Q. Drill Hall is being redecorated to add to
the general air of bustle and spring cleaning.
PPrsonalla
We also wish good luck to Captain Eddie Whaley, who
transfers to the Reserve this month after joining us from
R.E.M.E. We welcome Second-Lieutenants Wettern, Cox, and
Wilson, and congratulate Second-Lieutenant Peter Gibbs on
commissioning from Officer Cadet. Congratulations too, to
Officer Cadet Sandra Howe (W.R.A.C.) on her marriage fhis
month.
We record with regret the sad death of Major Mollie Petch,
who retired in 1967 after many years' service in Leeds. (S ee
obituary in Tu!! WIRE, September/October issue).

Major Charles Smith, our
redoubtable Second-in-Command, who is the senior
Major in Royal Signals
Volunteers, re Li res t111s
month. He joined Royal
Signals in October, 1941,
saw service in Europe
during the war years and
was wounded in 1944. After
tours in India and West
Africa
he
joined
49th
Divisional Signals (T.A.) in
Leeds in 1950. He was due
to command the Fegimcm
in 1967 when, on reorganisation of the T.A.,
49th disbanded and together
with SOth (Norrhumbri1n)
formed the present RegiMajor Sm ith, T.D., the Senior Major of
ment. He was awarded the
Royal Signals Volunteers
T.D. in 1962. He is now
over the age limit and after
twenty-five years' service will undoubtedly miss the Volunteer
life. We all wish him the best of fortune for the future and
hope to see him at the 345 Club functions.

40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (VJ
Belfast
Regiment is now preparing for another training season,
T HEhaving
just completed a very successful camp at Scarborough. That the camp took place at all was undoubtedly
due to the fact that the radio vehicles, by some stroke of genius,
sailed with the advance party the night before the Belfast
riots broke out.
The first week was devoted to the completion of trade training at Class III level, and 61 made the grade. During the
middle weekend we had an open air church parade and
service, conducted in rich Irish brogue by our new Padre,
Captain H. H. Woodhead.
The Brigadier really needed a drink!

Brigadier Jackson really needed a drink after taking the
salute at the march past. The C.O. gallantly led the Regiment in a ' conga ' round Burniston Barracks Square, calling
repeatedly to the R.S.M., "where do I go now?" and finally
achieved a breathtaking interlaci g effect with three Squadrons,
similar to the Corps Motor Cycle Display Team. The Brigadier
was heard to ask "which way are they coming?" and bravely
prepared to return the salute, with both hands if necessary.
The second week got under way with an exercise over the ·
neighbouring Yorkshire dales. The success of the exercise
was due in no small measure to assistance received from 34th
Signal Regiment (V), who kindly loaned us some of their radio
relay vehicles.
Colonel Evans was a welcome guest at an Officers' Mess
dinner night on the final Thursday. On visiting the all ranks'
dance, afterwards, he discovered his Regiment had loaned,
without his knowledge, some very different pieces from his
Regiment- a fair number of W .R.A.C. from his Hull Troop.
We hope they were returned as intact as his radio vehicles.
Another guest was Captain Roland Allen, who had come over
from 21st Signal Regiment to give the Officers and Senior
N .C.O.s a very interesting lecture on the Regiment's B.A.0.R.
commitments.

Fairness prevailed, and the Sergeants were allowed to win.
Former C.O., Colonel Eddie Carroll, in recognition of this
stirring event, presented the Regiment with a magnificent cup
filled to the brim with near Scotch, to be fought over by
the Sergeants and Officers annually.
The return to Belfast went off as smoothly as the remainder
of camp, and the verdict of all concerned . . . the best yet.

Well done
Meanwhile, the Regiment has taken over part of the T.A.
Centre at Ballymone:y with a view to increasing the present
satisfactory trend of our recruiting- we had the best August
figures for any volunteer unit in Northern Ireland.
lf)th

Si~nal

R egiment c hoose their

SPOllTSMAN OF THE YEAll
T has been the Regimental custom since 1963 to elect a
Ididates
' Regimental Sportsman of the Year.' A short list of canis produced by the
in charge of the seventeen
office~s

different sp orts in which we comp ete regularly, nominating
those who have done most to enhance the reputation of the
Regiment in their chosen sport. Skill and prowess are not the
only factors taken into consideration. Sportsmanship, behaviour
on the field, and unselfish contribution as a team member
count as much. The names ar e published and free elections
are held in Troops, to choose the man that the members of
the Regiment believe has done most in the year. The votes
are counted and the name of the winner is added to the honour
board listing winners.
Winners since 1963 have been: 1963, Sergeant Ahmad Nizar;
1964 Lance-Corporal B. V. Bourgoise; 1965, Signalman Hassan;
1966: Signalman Abdullah Ali; 1967,- Lance-Corporal Mohd
Ghani; 1968, Corporal How Eng Choon.
In view of the forthcoming disbandment of the Regiment,
it was decided to present all winners we could trace with a
personal memento of the honour awarded by their comrades.
Only one is untraceable, having left the service and gone to
live in Malaysia. One other is still serving but too far away
to receive his trophy personally.
To mark the occasion, a ' Sportsman's Night' was organised
in the Senran Club, attended by members of all the Regimental
Teams. Films of sporting events such as the World Cup were
shown, Malay curry and salad buffet were provided and k~en
darts matches were played between the Sports Teams. Dur1!1g
the celebrations, the Commanding Officer pre sence~ troph_ies
to the four traceable winners (three of them are sull servmg
in the Regiment!).
Lance-Corporal Bourgoise is now a Sergeant in the A.P .T.C.
attached to the Royal Lancashire Regiment in Malta, and we
will be sending his trophy to him. Sergeant Nizar, Corporal
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f'ORPS GOLF

Royal Sigm.ls v. R.A .O.C. The Corps had a clear cut win
against R.A.O.C. in the annual fixture at Hankley Common
G.C. on 28th August. Results were:
Sincle<

ROYAL SIGNALS

Lieut.-Colonel Schofield (3+1)
Major-General Cole
(4 + 3)
•"1ajor Hales
L'eut.-Colonel Scott (1 hole)
Briga<lic: Jackson
(4 + 2)
Lieut.-Coloncl Brown
(3+2)
Major-General Morrison (6+ 5)
Lieut.-Colo:iel Omrrurnney
(3+2)

Foursomes
Schofield and Hales
(3 + 2)
Cole and Jackson
(6+ 4)
Scott ..~d B:ow,
( t hole)
Morrison and Ommanney

19th REGIMENT'S SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR AWARDS
Left to right: Sergeant Nizar, Lance-Corporal Ghani, LieucenantColonel D. H. Thursby-Pelham, Lance-Corporal Abdullah Ali,
Corporal How Eng Choen
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R.A.0.C.
1
1

o
1

1
1

Cap:ain D id<enson
Lieut.-Colo,el Hawkins
(2 + 1)
Colonel Tredin:!ick
Major Bric'gc
Captain Andrews
Major Liveing
Captain Boyd
Lieut. -Colonel Logan

o
o
1

o
o
o
o
o

I

7
1
1

r
o

Dickenson and Tredinnick
Bridge and Andrews
Hawkins and Boyd
Liveing and Logan
(6+ 4)

10

o

o
o
r
2

Result: Win for Royal Signals 10-2.

TRAINING BRIGADE MEETING, 1969
The annual· Training Brigade Royal Signals Golf Meeting
for 1969 was held at the Catterick Garrison Golf Course on
Wednesday, 3rd September.
Throughout the day, the weather was extremely kind to
the forty-one golfers who participated in a most enjoyable and
well contested competition.
Results were :
Individual Scratch: Major A. Cooke, M.B.E., R.A.P .C.
(Attached 24th Regiment), Gross 79.
Individual Handicap: 1, C.S.M. I. Patterson, A.P.T .C.
(Attached 24th Regirnear), Nett 68; 2, W.O.I. (Y. of S.) Scrafton
(Attached 24th Regiment), Nett 69; 3, Corporal Beardwell
(Royal Signals Staff Band), Nett 71.
Foursomes Stableford: I, Lieutenant D. Ree!i, (Royal Signals)
and Mr. Carver (8th Regiment), 36 Points; 2, M~jor C. G.
Sandys and Lieutenant-Colonel A. Cluderay, 35 Pomts.
. Inter-Unit Championship: 24th Regiment 'A' Team (Major
C. G. Sandys, Major A. Cook, W.O.I Scrafton, Corporal
Cheeseman).
At the conclusion of the meeting the prizes were presented
by Mrs. F. Clarkson.

llOYAL

Very doubtful play • • •

The Sergeants' and Officers' football match produced some
doubtful play and introduced moves that even Nobby Stiles
hasn't thought of.
However, the officers, draping their goalposts with a camouflage net and then completely obscuring the field with smoke
grenades, was a trifle non-U. Even then, when the smoke
cleared, it was discov~red that the officers had gained an
extra player, thought by all to be a leprachaun, who turned
out to be the C.O. in a green track suit.

How and Lance-Corporal Abdullah have all played hockey
for the Republic of Singapore and gained Joint ervices
Badminton honours. Corporal Ghani was a S.E.A.P. games
bronze medallist for driving. Articles on Corporal Ghani
(Febru1fY /March, 1968) and Corporal How (July/ August, 1969)
have appeared in Till! WtR::.
For the 1969 title we shall have about nine starters including
Joint Service and Army football, hockey, rugby players and
one Signalman who represents the Regiment at three major
and one minor sport and plays some seven other sports at
Squadron standard I

SIG~ALS

CA~OE

CLUB

Lieutenant-Colonel R. P. D. F. Painter, Secretary of the
Royal Signals Canoe Club, writes: ~e following r~sults were
achieved by members of the Corps m the folloNmg events :
1969 Arun River Long Distance Race: Class 2A (Senior K2
racing doubles) : Fir t, Lance-Corporal R. -~· . Pawlow and
Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink, both of 2 D1vJS1on H.9. and
Signal Regiment. (This crew complete? the course 1~ .I.hr.
26min., beating into second p!ace a N auonal Standard ov1han
crew from the Royal Canoe Club, who completed the couri e
in lhr. 34min.).
Class 3A (Senior Class 3 touring singles): Fir t, L_anceCorporal D. Alexander, 2 Division H .Q. and Signal Regunent
(completed the course in lhr. 52min.).
Class 4A (Senior Class 4 touring doubles): eco~d, LanceCorporal M. J. Bull, 2 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, and
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Lance-Corporal R. G. Story, 30th ignal Regimenl (completed
the cour e in lhr. 43min ' ·
Clas IA (Senior Clas, I racing singles): Fourth, Corporal T .
Wilkin on, 2 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment (completed
the cours in lhr. 42min.).
1969 ational Canoe Surfing Championships (Bude): The
Army ' A' team of four canoeists, entered for the relay race
in these civilian National Championships, included the
following cwo members of the Corps : Sergeant M. A. Brett,
School of Signals (course), Sergeant J. W. Cornforth, 24th
ignal Regiment. Thi~ Army ' A ' team was placed first
in this event.

and we felt very strongly that we couldn't go without leaving
behind ome tangible evidence of our appreciation to the
people of Bampton for all your kindness over these past 30
years, and it was decided that th is would take the form of this
bus shelter which we see here today. This was decided upon
in the hope that it would be of some lasting benefit to quite a
fe w members of the community and I hope it will b e. So
before I present this, I will unv eil this commemorative plaque
here, and ask you, Mr. Clack, on behalf of the people of
Bampton, to accept this bus shelter from the Royal Corps
of Signals as a token of our appreciation of your kindness,
understanding and hospitality over the past 30 years."

Royal Signals leave Bampton

lleply by Chairman of the Parish Council
In reply, Mr. Clack said :
" Colonel Winn, members of the Parish Council, ladies
and gentlemen, it gives me pride and great pleasure to stand
here this morning and accept this most generous gift from the
Regiment. I think we ought to thank everyone concerned very,
very much for this, for Colonel Winn coming along to see us
and present this to us, to Major Prescot, of the unit at the
moment, who thought all this out, and to the people who
have worked on the job. I feel we owe a lot of thanks to
everyone concerned. It is, as the Colonel says, rather sad
to think that these things always come at the end of a
long and usually happy association, and, unfortunately, this
is the caSI'! today. It must have been, I think, a rather disturbing factor, perhaps, immediately at the onset of the war
to find troops arriving in the parish in such haste, because it
must only have been a matter of 48 hours or so, I believe, after
war was declared that the first Signals arrived. But the whole
thing went on and grew, and I think they really became part
of the parish, and I think most people will really be sorry
to see them go, and in accepting this shelter today, I think we
shall all of us remember Bampton Signals. Thank you very
much, ladies and gentlemen."
After the ceremony, the assembled company adjourned to
Weald Camp for a buffet lunch followed by a cricket match
against the town. The score in the cricket match is best left
untold, suffice it to say that from the Signals' point of view
it was not the best part of t!he occasion!"

(Contributed by 14th Signal Regiment)
ULY saw the hand-over of Boddington Communication
Centre to the Royal Air Force, and this month it was
the turn of the Receiver Station at Bampton.

J

Past history
The Corps' assoc1auon with Bampton began on 3rd
September, 1939, when 50th Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.)
stayed there on their way to France. They were followed by
Air Formation Signals from R.A.F. Brize Norton, but the
Corps really moved into the town in 1943, with the building
of the receiver station. Weald Camp was first occupied by
E Troop, o. 2 War Office Signal Regiment, and the unit,
after various titles, became 3 Squadron, 14th Signal Regiment.
Colonel " "inn's address
To commemorate the long association of the Corps with
the town, the occasion was marked by the presentation to the
parish of a bus shelter. This was formally handed over by
Colonel E. J. Winn, Commander, 1 Signal Group, at a simple
ceremony on 6th September. After being introduced to members of the Parish Council by the Chairman, Mr. E. J. Clack,
Colonel Winn said:
" Can I first of all say it is a very great pleasure for me to
be invited here today to take part in this little ceremony.
It also gives me the chance to say publicly how very grateful
we, in the Royal Corps of Signals, are to the people in the
Parish of Bampton for the kindness and hospitality you have
always shown to our unit here. We are indeed very grateful.
Our association with this parish, as most of you know, goes
back a very long time. In fact, it is exactly 30 years ago this
month, in September, 1939, that the first Royal Signals unit
came to Bampton, and that was the Signal Regiment of the
famous SOth
orthumbrians, which stayed here on its way
to France at the start of the war to join the British Expeditionary Force. I had the privilege of serving in that Division
myself, but we are particularly fonunate today in having with
us one of its very illustrious members, Brigadier Sir George
Walton, who has very kindly taken time off, in a very busy
weekend, to join us in this little ceremony this morning. lle
was very closely associated for many years with both the
SOth Division and with the Royal Corps of Signals as a whole,
and we are grateful, sir, that you could spare the time to come
this morning.
You all, I am sure, appreciate tllat it is very important in
the life of an Army unit to get on well with the community
in which ir lives. I think it is true to say that in this country
the general public is quite happy to have the Army around in
wartime, but it is ofren a different story in times of peace.
Happily for us, the people of Bampton have always been
extremely kind and hospitable towards our unit here, and this
ha made the work of the unit and the life of the people in
it a very great pleasure indeed. I think, to many of the soldiers
who served here, their stay in Bampton counts as one of the
most pleas·mt periods in their whole service. I think it is
clear evidence of this that a few of them have had the good
taste to marry local girls, and quite a few have since settled
here, including, I believe, Mr. Warterson, who must have been
ju~t ~bout the very first member of the Royal Signals to set
~oot m Bampton, way back in September, 1939. So, possibly,
m a small way, we can claim to have had something to do with
~e growth and. development of this community. Unhappily,
like all good things, our stay here is now coming to an end.
Due to a defence reorganisation, the Signal Squadron here is
about to leave Bampton after handing over the radio station
that you are all familiar with, to the Royal Air Force, so
you'll have to get used to some light blue uniforms around
instead of khaki ones. We are very proud indeed to see you,
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2nd D·iv. Signal Regiment take their sport seriously

SIX·A·SIDE HOCKEY
The photo shows the 3 Squadron champion 6.. a .. side Hockey team celebrating in their usual manner
Team, from left to right: Corporal Roger Jaggard, Lance-Corporal Vic Buttery, Lance-Corporal Tony Hewson, (Captain), Lance-Corporal Geordie Collins,
Corporal Bill Robertson and Lance-Corporal Bobby Jones

Association News
NEWCASTLE

AND

DISTRICT

BRANCH

Hon. Secretary: MR. W. A. LIGHTBODY, 138, West Thorpe,
Newbiggin Hall, Estate, Newcastle-upon-Tyne S.
The first week of August saw glorious weather, the Tyneside Show and a visit of the Royal Signals ' White Helmets '
Display Team.
Taking this opportunity to bring to the attention of local
Royal Signals members and Old Comrades of the existence
of the local Association Branch, arrangements were made to
set up an enquiry kiosk adjacent to the ' White Helmets' ' display vehicle.
Many thanks to Association H .Q. for laying on the arrangements and supplying literature and sale stock; to Captain Prince,
for his help and hospitality on the site and to the ten members of
the local branch who provided continuous manning of the stall.
The ' White Helmets ' were, as usual, the major attraction
of the show, and considerable numbers of the p ublic visited
the display vehicle to see the men and their machines, and
this brought large numbers to the location of our stall.
Much interest was shown by serving members and Old
Comrades that there was a local Association Branch on Tyneside, and during the three days six new members were enrolled, including three life members.
A surprising number of youngsters declared: " W. y dad was
in Royal Signals " and were promptly given an enrolment
form to take home to dad.
Of the many callers at the stall, the following asked to
be remembered to Old Comrades: S.S.M. Bert Howell, late
P.S.I., SOth Division Signals; A. M. Kirby, late Sth Indian Division; A. Stratton, late 40th Division Signals; W. B. Vincent,
late SOth Division Signals; J. T. Barnett, late 6th Armoured
Division Signals; J. Willis, late 2 R.T.R.; J. Welbourne and
R. W. Harle.
Should any old friends like to renew contact, the Branc?
Secretary, Albert Lightbody, will be pleased to forward their
home address.-S.A.E., please.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1969

FOOTBALL
3 Squadron has now gone ahead, and bought their own Football Strip. The colour Is Black and White Vertical stripes. These are Newcutle United
colours, and S.S.M. Sanderson just happens to come from there. He even swears it was a majority decisionl
Back row, lc(t to ri~ht: Corporal Mick Braddon, Si11nalman Muggy Mulralne, Ser1eant Keith Howes, S.S.M. Geordie Sanderson, Corporal Jock Robertson,
Lance-Corporal Tubby Thompson, Lance-Corporal Skinny Thompson
Front row, le(t to right: Slrnalman WirrY Wi11ins, Signalman Punchy Carr, Lance-Corporal Bobby Jones, Lance-Corporal Gln1er Hewitt, Corporal Taff
Evans. (Note: J. Howes Is the Mascot)
The photo was taken when the Squadron took on the team from the Sth lnnlsklllin1 Dragoon Guards from Herford. After beating I and l Squadron•,
) Squadron are now lookln1 further afield for oppoaltlon, and hope to play re1ularly on Sunday1

i EUROTH~RM

110

requires

ELECTRONIC
TEST ENGINEERS
To jo in an ent husi astic yo ung team manufact uring
worl d beating el ectroni c in struments fo r Industrial Co nt ro l an d Auto mat io n.
O ur huge expa ns ion, almost doub ling t he)i ze of
o ur on e year old fact o ry, mean s rapi d pro mo t ion
t o sen io r pos itio ns in t he production and test
departments.
If yo u are kee n, compet e nt and ambitious and seek
a challenging career w ith above average salary,
please write ci uoti ng reference JMS/CSPfTE.

Hawkes of
Savile Row
The British have regularly gone Into battle with
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived
to keep the firm going ••• and on victory parades
and ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes'
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion.

Hawkes of Savile Row go back to the
I770's. Every year hundreds of people
go back to Hawkes to be dressed for
the 1960's. You ' ll know our reputation
for made-to-measure tailoring but you
may be surprised at the extent of our
hand-made ready-to-wear range.
Drop in and see both at:

SAVI LE ROW · LONDON · WI
01-734 0186

EUROTHERM LTD.

12a LO NDO N ROAD
CAMBERLEY · SURREY

Broadwater Trading Estate
Worthing, Sussex

l/Iustrated catalogue sent free on request

DAllY SAIUNGS
AT REDUCED FARES
mENGLAND ~~:;once

W e are also the specialists for: Regimental Ties
Regimental Car Badges
Regiment al Cuff Links
Regimental Wall Plaques
Crested Tankards
Min iature M edals

Our extensive selection of equipment
covers all your uniform requirements.
From Mess l<its and Officers uniforms
to quality shirts and a complete range
of hats- all at competitive prices.

Cam berley 3829

e At le ast 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sail ings a
day during June, July, August and Sep·
tember e Reduced fares for British and
Commonwealth Forces and dependants,
and attached civilians
e Economical
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates
with your family and car for home leave.

Experts in the mounting of
Medals and Ribbons.
Let A. H. Martin solve your
particular outfittin g problem. Complete the enqui ry
form fo r full details and
price list.
Special quot ati ons for bu lk
orders.

~.H.
iViAR'TiN.1M;~~I
Centre, Pall Mall Entrance,

Manc h ester 2.
II Please
send me details about:

I

I ~ ~ m·~ .... ._.._._._. ... ..

I

.

.'."...·.-.-.-. ....-.·.:-.-.-.:::

I Branch of Service .................... ... I
I Address .............................. ···I

MoV1NG?

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc.
t aken for ONE HALF of NORMAL
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl.

GET FULL DETAILS FROM
M I LAT R Av E L Olllces, Local Travel Acenh,
G.8.N. Co., m.b.h., Bilmarckstrasse 89, Du11eldorf 4,
Furness Shipping Line, Groenplath 42, Antwerp,
or Townsend Car Ferries, Car Ferry Terminal,
Zeebruue or Gare de Transit, Caiafa. Travel on 1
British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE.
U.K. Bookincs throuch your nearest Motorini:
Organisation, Travel Acents or the Townsend offices
at:

TOWNSEND

199 REGENT STREET, LONDON W. I or
P.O. BOX 12, DOVER.

LEAVE NOTHING TO CHANCE ...... LEAVE IT TO

PICKFORDS
Consult your Telephone Directory
PFR 27/J
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Special Mention

From our "Jn" Tray

A M ONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have

A l"l , ~L\. T O • OLDE ·wonl!, D E ' WIR E I. ~S S
STL\.f,WAllTS - 1,ET"S H EA il F llOM Y OW'

come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

-

Our Cover Picture
W e are indebted to Major T. E . D . Baxter for this month's front
cover picture. Although not a military subject the scene depicted will be
familiar to many and possibly a source of nostalgia to some. Taken from
the banks of the River Swale it shows the bridge leading into Richmond,
Yorkshire, with R ichmond Castle in the background.
The F reedom of Entry to the Borough of R ichmond was, of course,
granted to the Corps on the 17th August, 1964, since when the Training
Brigade annually exercises the right of marching through the streets
of Richmond with " swords drawn, bayonets fixed drums beating and
ban ds playing."
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That Christmas Present Problem
Christmas draws near and we feel that it m ight be appropriate to remind
our r eaders tha t there is available here at Associa tion Headquarters a
considerable variety of Corps good s which may well provide the answer to
your Christmas present problem.
The following goods are on sale :
Corp s Ties-Woollen
10/6
Terylene
II/T erylene (narrow) Type D
8/T erylen e (narrow) T ype E (H orizontal stripes)
8/Corps Scarves-Woollen
21/Corps Squares-Rayon
21/Cravats-Terylene
21 /Corps Cuff Links ...
12/6
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
(Member s only)
Old P attern 3/New P a ttern 4/Corps Blazer Bad ges (Silver ' Jimmy,' C rown and M o tto in gold, as
approved by the C orps C ommittee) o n Black or D ark N avy
Blue backgro und (state b ackground )
35/Blazer Button s-Large (each)
2/3
Small (each)
1/8
Motor C ar Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours). Bumper or
Radiator fittings (state fitting)
30 /Motor C ycle Badges (enamelled in C orp s C olours) while stocks last
15/Corps Plaques
Plus postage (Inland 1/6)
35/6
L.P. Record of the Corps Band . . .
Callers 27 /-, by post 30/K ey-rings with embossed 'Jimmy' b ad ges
5/Necklaces with embossed ' Jimmy ' p endants, similar to key rings
(A new item)
s/Toughened glass ashtrays in d a rk blue with coloured ' Jimmy' crest
Wallet complete with Corps dia ry (1970)
These prices
Leather bound Corps diary
include
R e-fill diaries for wallets . . .
postage
For any of the above write t o :
The General Secretary, Royal Signals Association,
R.H.Q. Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace,

10/18/6/6
4/6

Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Please send cash with order.

Addition of postage would be appreciated.
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Co r poral Paul Dra;il of 8t11- Regiment
for being the acknowledged star of 8th Regiment's athletic
team, a team which this season has won the Northern
Com.nand Major Units Athletic Team Championship,
the Northumbrian District Major Units Athletic Team
Trophy and the Training Brigade Royal Signals Athletic
Trophy. He has run in the Army team several times this
yea~ '.ind came _fourth in the six-mile race at me Anny
I nd1v1dual meetmg at Aldenhot. Corporal BraziJ does in
fact specialise in the three-mile and six-mile events.

- - Major P . H .
lCe gime n t (V)

Bullar d

P.

M

th e

35 t h

for winning, amongst other prizes, the King George V
Silver J ubilee Commemorative prize, awarded by the
C :iartered I nstitute of Secretaries at their annual examination. The award is competed for on a world-wide basis
and apart from the credit redounding to Major Peter
Bu.lard, is indicative of the ability of members of H. .
Forces when they apply themselves in the world of
commerce.

- - Sta# S e rge ant W. Kitc lien ol 7th ltegi.me nt
for winning the National Bosun Sailing Champ ionships
'held in September at Lee-on-Solent.

- - Sergean-t Derek Drem ol 2'14
Support)

Sqr~adron

(Air

for being awarded in the Birthday Honours List the Air
Officer-in-Chief's Commendation for loyal and valuable
service. Sergeant Drew, a Rad:o Relay Technician, b as
been at Tangmer e for seven years. He is a mine of information and a tremendous asset to his unit. The Commendation was presented to 'him during the recent v!£it of C.S.O.
Strategic Command, Brigadier G. Pro ud.man, M.B.E.

- - lCoyal Signals Canm•ists
for providing a high proportion of the Army's team which
won the 1969 Inter-Services Canoe Championship. Corps
canoeists won many of the main events. This year r~1e
R.A.F. did not enter a team and the event became a
straight fight between the Army and the Royal Navy
(including Royal Marines). For Lance-Corporal D. D . Wink
and Lance-Corporal Fawlow of 2nd Division H.Q. and
Signal Regiment it was a great success story. They won
the Senior K2 5,000 metres, the Senior K2 1,000 metres,
the K2 500 metres, gained 4th and 2nd place respectively
in the Kl 1,000 metres and were in the Kl / K2 relay
team which gained second place. (Report on page 508).

*

*

*

The foregoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
Corps news worthy of special mention. Something of
particular interest must have occurred in YOUR unic,
station, or command. Write NOW and tell the Editor
about it and so help keep this a live and interescing
column.
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1969

Sir,
As some of your elderly readers will remember, communications in India in the ' thirties ' depended entirely on the Feeder
W /T Groups and on the VV net. These were manned by
Ro¥al Signa.s ?P~rators who were well known to each other by
their charactcnsuc mor~e. One wonders what is happening now
to ' Neddy ' (your norse is Junk) Ward. In particular I am
thinking of those operators on frontier stations who warmed
the early morning eit•:1er with a ditty to the RAF which went,
" Calm, calm, good, clear, yes." I do not recall any variations
on this theme, which speaks volumes for the reliable weather.
Op~rati ng in those far-off days had a thrill which today's
rnachme operators c~n hardly know, such as listening out for
the thin piping note of a Pack (mule) Section " O ut of the
blue" and realising that this was their sole link with
' civilisation.'
Perhaps we could h ar from some of these ' Olde Worlde'
Wire :e ~ s Stalwarts?
Yours faithfully,
· C. J. Scantlebury (Mr.).
Officers' Mess, Sherford Camp,
Trull R oad, T aunton, Somerser.
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Lieutenant-Colone\ S. J. Williams, President and Secretary
of .the Middlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades' Association Band,
writes :
The 2n:l Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment sent a most
go;nerous donation ·or £50 towards the expenses of the Band
giving concerts to the Star and Garter Home and to the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea. The Band·felt that this gesture to a struggling
ex-Royal Signals T.A. Band could only be answered adequately
by publishing their thanks to Lieutenant-Colonel H. A. J.
St .!rge and to the 2nd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
tJ.rough the columns of ' The Wire.'

LIElJTENANT-{;OLO~EL 'NAT· GOULD

.HETnrns

A"l' TEll 50 "l.'"J<:AJtS• CROWN SEU\'lf'E

Lieutenant-Colonel Robert George Gould (Retd.), of 65,
Angel HiE, Sut,ton, S~rey retired O':! Tuesda y, 30th Septem ber,
:!fter SO years service to the Crown as so'.dier, ofhcer and
c. vii servant.
Colonel Gould- ' at ' to his cor eagues-was head of the
section at the Minisuy of Defence dealing with the Army's
world-wide needs for line telecommunications. He is 65.
It was 50 years ago Christmas, 1919 that as a young boy
of 15t, he added three years to his age to join the Army. He
enlisted in the Royal Artillery at Dorchester, Dorset, and
soon found himself in charge of two large horses, he recall
with amusement.
Two years later he wa posted to India and was eventually
tran ferred to the Royal Signals. The young soldier was to
serve 26 years in the Army on that continent, on and off.
Co:nmissioned at the outbreak of the war, he fought in
North Africa with the 4th Indian Division at EI Alamein and
aLo aw action in the Sudan and Eriuea.
He retired from the Army in 1948 when serving with the
Corps in India. A year later he moved to the Army Department, serving with Signals at Port~mouth .
Co!onel Gould joined the Ministry of Defence in 1952. Of
his retirement plan , he ays: "I shall probably rend my rose
and possibly sell my house and buy another in the country."
A widower, Colonel Gould has two married daughter and
six grandchildren.
Colonel Gould has been the Honorary Secretary of the
350-strong Indian Signal Association incc 1961. It wa .
formed in 1938.
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V.LP.s Visit Recortls
On 15th August the ignal Officer-in-Chief (Army), MajorGeneral P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., visited Caversham to meet
the Officers and staff of Royal Signals Records.
. ..
On his arrival he was introduced to rhe heads of D1v1s1ons
by Officer-in-Chief Record , Colonel C. B. Ma ser, and
given a brief explanation of the organisation of the office and
of the work problems at present foreseen. This wa followed
by a tour of the office during which he met mo t of the ~taff .
His keen interest in and knowledgi.: of a wide range of ~ub)ects
from enli tmem figures, through career tructure to discharge
by purchase, was reflected in the many searching questions he
a ked.
On 9th September we were again visited by M ajor-General
C. W. Woods, M.B.E., M .C., me Director of Manning (Army),
who displayed an equal intere t in the problems affe ting the
Corps and whose visit followed a similar pattern to that of
the ignal Officer-in-Chief.
Both vi itors were entertained to a plendid cold buffet
luncheon arranged by the able office canteen staff.

®bituarp
f ;OJ,ONEI, THE J.,OUD BASING, T.D., IJ.L., C.A.
John Limbrey Robert Sclater-Booth, Third Baron Basing of
Basing Byfleet, was born in 1890 and was educated at Eton
and Sandhurst. He was commissioned into 1st Royal Dragoons
and served with that Regiment until 1920, spending the period
1914-18 on active service in France. He was seconded to the
Cavalry Corps Signals in 1917.
He then transferred to Re erve of Officers as a Brevet Major
and became a Major with Royal Signals T.A. from 1920. In
1929 he assumed command of 43rd Wessex Divisional Signals
until 1933 when he was promoted Brevet Colonel. He was
Hon. Colonel from 1934. He was re-employed in 1939 but
transferred to R.E. on the Movement Staff in 1940.
He was a Deputy Lieutenant of both Hampshire and Dorset,
and a County Alderman of the latter. He died at his home,
The Malt House, Gillingham, Dorset, on 2nd October. He is
survived by his wife and daughters to whom we offer our deep
~ympathy.

f'OD,O:\"EL (,. PEAT. O.H.E.

S.0 .-in-C. AT RECORDS
The S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. F. Pentreath , M.B.E., visited the
Royal Signals Record Office at Caversham. He made a tour of the
offices and disp layed a keen interest in the many phases of their
work

1970

CEl.EBIC.~tTIOJ\·s

Calling all Association Members and Retired Officers!
Are you thinking of attending the
Service at Salisbury Cathedral and the
Reunion at Blandford Camp
on the
21st June, 1970
and/or
Attending the Reunion Weekend at Catterick Camp on
27th/ 28th June 1970?
(For fuller details see Eclitorial column, Oct./Nov.
W IRE, 1969, or contact Association H.Q.)
Then warn in before the end of February to the Ge neral
Secretary, Royal Signals Association, R.H.Q ., Royal
Signals, Cheltenham Te rrace, Chelsea, L ondon, S.W.3.
(Tel.: 01-730-4129) or if you belong to an Association
Branch, see that the H on. Secretary includes you on
his return to this H .Q ., du e in during February, 1970.
This information is essen ti al if we arc to make adequate
administration arrangements for both of these occasion s.

Gordon Peat, who died at his home in Aldershot on lSch
October, 1969, will be missed widely in the Corps. Having held
both the AG 11 appointments of D.A.A.G. (Officers) and
A.A.G., he must have helped hundreds of officers to solve
t.'leir personal problems.
The writer as A.A.G. had the benefit of his advice and can
test.fy to the patience and understanding which Gordon put
into •:1is work for others, and his skill in balancing the interests
of the inclividual against those of the Army.
Gordon served in North Africa and Italy during the war,
was in India over the ' Independence ' period, and served in
Hong Kong from 1953-56. He was not afraid of a tough job
and it was no coincidence which posted him from the chair
of the D.A.A.G. to Command 216 (Parachute) Signal Squadron
whi(h he took to the Middle East.
I n 1961 he went to Germany on 'straight' staff appointments, until assuming Command of 24th Regiment in 1962.
He died in harness whilst Corrupander of No. 2 Signal Group.
The Corps will wish to express their deep sympathy with
Helen, his wife, and their children.

E X -n.s .M .

JACK

BOWARD

M ajor R. S . E therington, of 39th Signal Regiment (V) writes:
Jack Howard, known as 'Chinky' to all during the India
days, and in particular .W. Frontier, Pindi, and towards the
end of the war S.T.C. (B) Mhow, died at his home in Cotteslo,
Perth, West Australia, after a short illness, on 27th June at the
age of 69 years. Many old soldiers will remember him well
by his nickname.
He married. Miss Stel'a R eifer, daughter of me Mhow photographer, in 1942 and after service in the Arakan and due to
ill-health, returned to Mhow in 1944.
He retired and was employed by the Officers' Training
School, Mhow, until his move to Perth and fina l employment
with the Australian Post Office.
He has been kept in the picture of Corps events through the
WIRE which I have sent on to him monthly.
Our deepest sympathy goes to his wife, Stella.

Ex-W.O.I.

P.

SllU NET T

M r. L. B. Simnett, of 4, Elizabeth Street, Dowlais,
Glamorgan, writes to say that his father, ex-W .0.1 P . Simnett,
well known amongst older Corps members, passed away on the
1st October. H is home address was L avender Cottage, Ch cdwor th, G loucester. Our deep sympathy goes to Mr. Simnett
(j unior) and relatives.

Photo by Signalman R. Perrigo

S.H.A.P.E. COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS BOARD MEETING
A recent photograph of S.H. A.P.E. Communications-Electronics
Division Staff and signal officers of Allied Command Europe's
major subordinate commands. Front row, 4th from left is A.C.O.S.
Communications-Electronics S.H.A. P.E. Major-General E. Gralka,
German Air Force. Royal Signals officers in the group are Brigadier
0 . J. Peck, O .B.E., Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Palmer and LieutenantColonel J. E. Taylor

EVEN WHEN YO U BEAT TH E BOUN DS YOU KNOCK OFF
FOR LUNC H
Members of Continuation Troop I Ith Signal Regimen t wi t h t he
Mayor of Richmond-during the lu nch break-at t he Beating the
Bounds cere mo ny at Richm o nd

At 6 p.m. we had completed the Boundary route, had the
speeches and said our temporary farewells. R omances were
pledged to last and all baste was made back to Troop lines
to watch ourselves on national and local TV.
Sports afternoon next day was a trip into the town hall to
sign the Mayor's book recording the names of those who had
completed the walk.

===::~~Movements

-Beating the Bountls Ceremony
at Richmontl

fUlicer s

I give notice that pursuant to the Charters of Queen
Elizabeth I (r576) and K ing Charles II (I668) and
following custom faithfully observed since those times
the boundary of rhe Borough of Richmond in the
County of Yark will be ridden and perambulated
by the Corporation of the said Borough, the Lords
of the Manor of Richmond aforesaid, its Agents,
Tenants, and others
Story by Signalman R. Perrigo of ll th Signal Regiment
So began a day of festive activity when 20 members of
Continuation Training Troop, 11th Regiment, joined the Mayor
Aldermen and Burgesses of the Borough of Richmond.
At the invitation of the Mavor and lead by our Troop O.C.,
Captain Roy Simmons, B.E.M., in keeping with the Corps
'freedom of the Borough,' C.T. Troop set out at 09.00 hours
in the forenoon of 3rd September with some 500 civilians, to
' Beat rhc Bou nd of the Borough.' Some 16 miles of country
hill, water and road walking to cover.
Dressed in full battle order and armed ContiTJ .. ation Tree:->
mixed in with the locals. We came into ou~ ow"1 by assisring
the 'Pinder,' carrying as Pioneer, th_ Axe for clearing a free
way for the Mayor and his party .
T his Septennial Boundary Riding dates back to Eliza~et '"
or ear:ier times. Record show as far back as 1576, the d1tc
of Queen Elizabeth the Fir r's Charter.
This was the fir t time the Roya l ignals had taken P"rt
and the Troop certainly gave suc-h assistance at me crossing .
of walls, water and fences, to endear themselves to young and
old alike. We as istcd with the distribution of food carried the
' tots,' chatted the 'birds ' and by mid-afternoon Captain
Simmons was d oing a right royal job in th e 1\ ·a yo r's lead ing
party.
W e had our Troop photographer along (yours truly) to place
the event on record, also to supply the Mayor with his own
cop y of all inter esting happenings throughout the day.
0
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Major B. F. Allen
.. .
. ..
Major A. S. M. Anderson
Captain W. A. Barnes ...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel D. M. F. Barker
Major R. B. Carroll
...
Captain (Tfc.) Davidge ...
Captain E. W. Firth
Major G. Ferrier ...
...
.. .
Captain (T.O.T.) J . M. Gilyeat
Major C. N. Le Gassick, M.B.B.
Major M. R. Hewitt . . .
Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Hibberd
Captain (Tfc.) W. C. Lombard
MG"jor A. D. Lewis
...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel R. W . Milla
.\i.ajor A. W. McL. McKinnon
Captain (Tfc.) T . C. O'Toole
Lieutenan t N . R. Pullman
Lieutenant P. C. Pearson
Lieutenant-Colonel D . A. Polley,

To 1st Div H.Q. & Signal Regt.
259 Squadron, as O.C.
,, H.Q ., UNFICYP
,, 10th Regiment, as C.O.
I
Si goal Group
,, H .Q., AF ·oR"ffi, as Major
,, 11th R egiment (HS) to retire
ISt Div. H.Q . & Signal R egt.
,, A.A.C., Harrogate
,, 28th Regiment
,, Housing Comd. to Blackdown
11th R egiment (HS)
,, School
,, J.S.S.C. Latimer
,. Govt. Signals Planning Office
,, 9th R egiment as C.O .
,, 262 Squadron
,, 8th R egiment
,. 220d Regiment

O.B.B.
...
...
•..
,. H .Q., Singapore D ist. as Col.
Lieutenmt-Colonel F. Ramsbottom ... ,, SHAPE (Panda Div.)
· Lieutenant-Colo:!el W. E . Sherratt ,
M.B.E.
., C.C.R. Signals, 1 (BR) Corps,
as Brigadier
Captnin E. Summers
,, R.A.P.C. Training Centre
Cap:ain (Q.M. ) J. W.
inclair
,. 259 Squadron
Captain J. A. Tonnison
,, 34th Signal R egiment (V)
.\<lajor J. N. Taylor
210 Sq n. (24 Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn.)
Lieutenant P. Thompson
n
24th Regiment
Captain D. Turner
...
...
,, H.Q .. AFCBNT, as Major
Lieutenant C. G. A. Whiteh ead
,, R.P.O ., Taunton

W.O.I J. A. Rose
...
A / W.O I H. L. H. Feber
W.O.II D.
. Wheeler
W.O.II A. D. Webst r
W.O.II W. J. Hough
W.O.It W. Forrest
W.0.II E. J. Mann
w.o.n R. H. Block
w.o.n M. G. E . Hall
W .0 .ll C. C. Bedwell ...
. ..
W.O.II (Y. of S.) A. McBeath
W.O.II P. Drake ...
W .0.U C. E. Stephens
W.O.II A. Heyes ...
W .0.II C. Speight
Staff Sergennt (Y. of
.) M.
O ' D onoghue
. ..
. ..
Staff Sergeant M. Kennington
Staff Sergean t J. Q uayle

... To
..
,.
,,
..
,,
..
.,

.,
,,
.,

c:

.,

31 t Regiment (V)
SHAPE (B.A.E.)
5- ouadron (V)
18th R egiment
37rh R egiment (V)
22nd Regiment
35th Regiment (V)
30th R egiment
::22
quedron
1 Artv. Bde. Signal Squadron
School of Signal
224 Squadron
Mat>chester University O.T.C.
261 Squadron
18th Regiment

,. t Div. ignal R egiment
,. 13th Regiment
., 24th Regiment

.. 22nd Regiment
taff Seracant D. T. Mecson ..
., 19:h Regiment
:aff ergcant E. D. Dunam ...
School of Signals
St:df ergcant J. Hu . es
talf Sergeant A. Srruth
.. .
... ., 19th Inf. Bdo. S'gnnl qun<lron
21st Regiment
taff ergcant (F. of .) A. J. Porritt
6th Inf. Bde. Signal quadron
• tall
rgcant (F. oi .) R. M. Limb
- th fof. Bde. ig :rl qundron
ergcant ~ . . ~die
1 Div. Signal Reg;ment
Se eant B. D. Dunmock
13:h Regime,t
:\ ergcant R . J. Good
661 Signal T :oop
erj!C:lnt D . All n
3o:h Reg:ment 4 Squad ron
ergeant J. Cr.r
...
R.M .A. Sandburst
crgeant J. R. Meehan . . .
. ..
24th Reg'.mcm
etgeant J. C. T. Rit:hards
...
18th Reg:.roent
'ergeant J. M . W. Richardson
1 Div. Signal Rog"mc t
Serg -ant D . L. Edwards
,, 21st Rcg:mcnt
"II ant K . Cooper
3 Div. 'gnat Rcg'ment
ergcant B. Haynes
::.i:29 Squadron
rgca·ll P. L. Marsh
18th Rcgime:n
ergean< C. B. Mills
...
19th Regiment
ecgeant M . L. Matthews
.• 19th Regiment
ergeam H . P. Smith
ergeant P . Scriven
255 Squadron
16th Regiment
rgeant M . Armer
., 242 SqllBdron
ergcant C . J. Wadley
21st Regiment
crgcant H . A. Huey
School of S ignal
ergeant R. J. Baker
,, 8th Regiment
Sergeant D . E . Rex
.• 13th R egiment
ergcant M . J. Sheridan
,, :z.Sth R egiment
Sergeant C . A. E. Pylec
School of Signals
ergcam E . G. Bell
,, 21st Regiment
S ergea'lt F . A. Askham
School of Signals
Serge"°t B. F. Welch

Spotting the first seal

lintlislarne - A canoeing aJventure
By Sergeant John Cornforth and other members of the
Telemark Canoe Club of 24th Signal Regiment
Our original intention on arrival at our camp-site in Bu~e
Bay Northumberland, was co visit the_ seal colonies and bird
anctuaries of the Farne Islands, four miles off the Northumberland co:ist. Our party consisted of myself, Second-Lieutenant
' Fizz' Reynolds (W.R.A.C.), Sergeant Alan Smith, Corporal
Brian Bennett, our driver Signalman Len Tewkesbury and our
guide and adviser, a civilian canoeing instructor by the name
of ' Lofty ' Wright.
We set up camp and o·•er an evening meal of 'compo'
stewed steak and beans we debated the weather prospects for
the following day. Unfortunately the morning shipping forecast
brought bad news-gales were forecast for. sea areas Tyne and
Dogger which ruled out any chance of gomg to the Farnes.
We had already decided upon an alternative progi:amme to
be implemented in the event of bad weath_er. and this was to
canoe round Lindisfarne, or Holy Island as 1t 1s i;nore popularly
known. As the tide was out we decided to dnve the canoes
over co the island via the causeway and set off from the sand
dunes on the northern shores of the island.
The wind was already freshening as we set off but the sun
was out, visibility was good and it was quite warm. ' Lofty '
led the way down a shallow, winding channel in the sand bank,
paddling his home-made Es_kimo kayak; the open_ . ea lay_about
half-a-mile ahead and breakmg on the sandbanks m the distance
we could see a line of white surf. The remainder of us
p:iddled slalom kayaks of various design, all fitted with
painters, extra buoyancy and carrying balers. In each canoe
was a waterproof bag containing dry clothing and a light
lunch. For added safery we wore orange anoraks over our
cut-away wet-suits and, of course, lifejackets; in my canoe I
also carried a yacht flare and survival blanket.
Arrh·al af tfU' suc-6-line

The arrival at the surf-Jin · was rather sudden as the channel
we were in slop<:d steeply do,vnwards, propelling us into the
oncoming waves and taking us a t;•tle by surprise. Once beyond
the influence of the breakers we set out along the island's
north-west coast-line keeping about a i:undred ya rds from the
shore. The tide was still going out and had about an hour to
go before the turn. There was a gentle swell which was easy
to manage and gave us a chance to look around.
Between us and the shore were large beds of kdp, the long
ribbon-like seaweed which attaches itself to rocks below the
surface. The arched stalks of this strange sea-plant would be
alternately exposed and covered by the swell and often we
found ourselves lifted on top of these slippery platforms and
left stranded until the next wave picked us off.
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There is always an encouraging interest in Royal Signal
shown by Schools and Cadet Fo~ce con~gents aJ?d we welcome
frequent vi its by these potenual recruits. Durmg September
a party of cadets from H~nl ey-on-:rhames. Grammar c~ool
spent a day with Royal Signals Wmg, se~1~i;; demonstrations
of antennas and voice procedure and v1s1ung the U.H.F.
tower. In October, other schools who will be sending paf!:ies
ar .! Blandford High School, Bournemouth School, Queen Elizabeth's Grammar School, Wimborne and Wimborne Modern
School.
l''ilm and Stage Show in Princess IUary Hall
The School of Signals Film Unit recently organised two
~h ows of the ' Ten Best Amateur Films of 1969,' augmented
.
by live stage shows, in Princess Mary Hall.
An audience of more than 200 attended the two evenmgs,
anc'. over £18 was raised for the old age pensioners of Castleman
Ho.Jse, Blandford Forum.

ON HOLY ISLAND
Corporal Brian Bennett, Second-Lieutenant 'Fizz' Reynolds
(W.R.A.C.), Sergeant Alan Smith and ' Lofty' Wright-civilian
canoeing instructor enjoying a rest and a 'cuppa' on Holy Island,
after canoeing through rough water
The first seal
It wasn't long before ' Lofty ' sported the first seal, its
inquisitive head protruding above the surface, watching us from
about 20 yards away. We soon saw quite a few others; one
came within about two feet from Brian's canoe and appeared
to follo w us for a short while out of sheer curiosity.
As we approached the north-east tip of the island, which
was also the most exposed !o the open seas, the waves were
steadily becoming steeper and the sea ;:;.ore choppy. Along
the north-west coast we had been sheltered from the wind by
the island but now we were exposed and it suddenly became
a force to reckon with. The waves were far less predictable
and seemed to be coming from two directions. Their crests
would rise suddenly to heights of six feet or more and then
flatten again with a swirl and a flurry, leaving us unbalanced
and unreadv for the next one. We would find ourselves suddenly
picked up from behind and hurled forward, frantically slapping
for support, only to be dropped again as the wave went on
ahead with the wind whipping the spray back into our eyes.

St.:1yiug in the rough stldl
' Lofty ' insisted that we should stay in the rough stuff for
a while to gain experience, before going on to calmer water
beyond the point. He even suggested that this would be the
ideal place to practise deep-water rescues, but no-one seemed
to be listening! After about ten minutes of ploughing unsteadily
back and forth trying to kid eacti other we were in control, we
decided we had pushed our luck far enough and headed towards
the calmer water on the east coast.
The east coast of Lindisfarne stretches for about a mile and
a half and pulling against the tide and into the wind (which
was by this time gusting to force 6) it was quite a slog. Ahead
of us we could see the island's fortress, a well-preserved and
impressive-looking castle built on a large rock on the southern
shore. That castle just didn't seem to be getting any closer
despite our efforts but eventually we reached the harbour
entrance at the southern tip of the island. We were rewarded
with a d:tferent and striking view of the castle and the quaint
but very welcome sight of the harbour itself with a cluster of
fishing boats on the muddy flats.
After beaching the canoes we had some compo cocktail soup
cooked in one of the balers and ate a few biscuits with a cup
of tea to follow. We took a stroll round the little harbour
after lunch and were attracted by some strange looking fishermen's huts, which on closer examination turned out to be very
old fishing boats rurned upside-down and covered in tarred
canvas. Each little hut had a door which was cut out of the
stern and hung on huge rusty hinges.

The canoe sli1tpoo away • • •
On returning to the beach we found that the tide had risen
extraord:narily fast and was already lapping round the canoes.
As we watched, my canoe slid gracefully into the water and
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Some of the party in calm waters in North Su nderland , but rough
seas were ahead of them
started to drift away. Brian Bennett, who had reacted a bit
quicker than the rest of us, dash~d down to . the .rocks ~nd
plunged in after it. This gallant acuon re~ulted m Brian havmg
to dip into his bag for a change o~ clothmg.
The incident caused much mernment-soon to be forgotten
as back in our canoes we negotiated the incoming tide stream
at the harbour exit. We had to hug close to the rocks at the
mouth of the harbour to avoid a current of about ten knots
which ran against us. ' Fizz ' Reynolds got stuck in this current
for a while and had quite a battle to get out, eventually ferrygliding to the side.
.
We were now heading south, away from the island and back
to our camp-site about four miles away. We came across some
reasonable surfing waves and stopped to make the most of
them. ' Lofty ' and I had done quite a bit of surfing before but
it was a relatively new experience for the others. They soon
got the hang of paddle-bracing in on ~e breakin~ "".aves and
Alan Smith even managed a triple Eskimo-roll, fimshmg up in
gre:it style still paddle-bracing on the same wave!
A tricky business
Further on down the coast we were forced to stop for a
rest and a bar of chocolate each. Arms and shoulders were
aching a bit by this time as we had been p~ddling for about
six hours. As we approached the narrow openmg to Budl_e B~y,
on the final leg of the journey, the breakers increased m size
and thundered down on the sand banks on either side of the
bay. It was quite a tricky business entering the bay as e;ich
wave threatened to throw us shorewards before we had re3 c h~d
the opening. Once safely in the bay we had a~ easy paddle m
sheltered water all the way back to the camp-site.
That evening over a pint in the local bar, we mt round
the table and r~counted the day's exciting events. I am s~re
tb.t any locals who may have over he~ rd our convers'.! tlO!!
wo'.Jld think we had just crossed the or::h Sea!

Six t.11.ommnd. Visitors at tlie Collefle

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
First-ever

• Open

Day~

is

gr1>at

success
h~ld

N Saturday, 27th September, the College
its firstO
ever Open Day. Our primary object was to give members
of the public the opportunity of seemg for themselves. every
aspect of the College, both at work and play, and to mspe~
at close quarters the College's new buil~ngs, .completed. tp.is
year at a cost of £3 millio_n. Secondarily, with the _willing
assistance of our colleagues m other Arms of the Service, we
were able to show some of the work of the rest of the Army.
Our three unique pyrauddal cbu1-eht-s
Among the buildings them~elves, the ~reatest attractions
were, perhaps, our three umque, pyram1~al chur~es-St.
Alban's for the Church of England; Christ the King, . for
Roman ' Catholics and St. Christopher's for other demomnations. But a st~dy srream of interest~d visitors throng_e d
classrooms, laboratories, gymnasia, swi~g l??~l and hobb!es
centre in all of which the modern design, facilities and equipment ~oused great admiration. "Absolutely first class," was
the comment of the Head of the Deparnnent . of G~neral
Studies at Harrogate's College of F1!1"ther. Educauo~-h1mself
a former Adjutant of an Air Formation 1gn~l. Reguncnt.
Throughout the afternoon coo, many ~ v1s1tor found w~l
come refreshment in the luxury of the Juruor Ranks' Club, with
its unusual circular design.

School of Signals, Blandford Camp
HE winter term at the School of Signals started on 2nd
T
September with an exceptionally full programme of
courses, both in the School and in the
.
D .A.D.P.T.~.

The prizegiving for 71 ' ' Course was held m Prmcess
Mary Hall on 4th September. A large audience watched the
Commandant pre ~ ent the P?v"l ;;'!nals. Sword and the gar
Memorial Prize to Second-l 1e1r t ~ :i.:rnt Nicholas Steven, and the
Wemyss IVemorial Prize to Second-Lieutenant John Kay. We
congratulate them on their ac~evements.
.
Visitors during the month mcluded the Duector of Army
Training, Major-General A. G . .Patterson, P.S.O., O.B.E., M.C ..
who spent a day at the School, Mr. D. E. John, who gave a
well-attended Institution Lecture in Princess Mary Hall or.
'Management Techniques in Industry' and th~ Master of
Signals and Lady ~cott and Mr: and Mrs. Leonard Boden. Mr.
Boden has now pamted four . p_1ctures tor. the Coros and thes~
are well displayed in the dmmg room m the Headquarter
Mess.
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With the unique three pyramidal churches as a background, visitors
start to arrive for 'Open Day.' Awaiting them was a remarkable
range of displays and demonstrations. Man: of th_em came _a":"ay
expressing admiration and surprise at the wide variety of facilities
the College had to offer
471

Coll~~e displays and demon trations were arranged b •
Technician. Wmg (0 .C., Major John Cox, B.A.), Operator Wing
C<?.C., Ma1or Peter Gregory) and Education Wing (S.E.O.,
L1eutenant-Colonel R. Foster, B.Sc.. R.A.E.C.). Apart from
being able to ' l\';'iddle the knobs and push the bunons,' member of the public were able to send me sages by teleprinter
to their relatives in BA.0.R. and Blandford and co the Ideal
Home E: hibition in Bournemouth.
~e more ' lei urely ' side of College life was represented
by displays of hobbies, ranging from canoeing (Lieutenant Peter
Arthur Smith) through cycling (Captain P. E. Thomas, B.Sc.,
R.A.E.C.) to our latest venture, \Var Game . Here, vi itors
were able to see re-enacted with the aid of model one of
the banles ~f the American Civil War although the officer-inCharge, Ma1or Peter Krell (Retd.) admits to having been on
leave during the actual conflict.
~ere were also . ~emonstration of judo fencing gymnastics 3;11d . trampobrung by .membe_rs of the College teams
and a hilanous black-and-white box:ing demonstration by the
P.T. Staff, under C.SM.I. E. Costall, A.P.T.C.

Swimming internationals partici1mte

Captain Roy Tatham, R.A.E.C., organised a swimming
match between Combined Service and York and D istrict
A.S.A., in which at least three international swimmers participated. So popular was this that your correspondent was una~Je to secure even a 'fish -eye view' but both splashes and
applause were resounding.
It was significant that Ifie ladies .22 shooting competition
was wo~ by Mrs. Brenda Cox, wife of the Officer-in-Charge
of shooting, and pleasa_n~ _that the open competition was won
by one of a .Party of visnmg C.C.F. Cadets from oningham.
From O!-JtS1de the College, displays were kindly and pectacuJarly provided by the Roya~ Corps of Signals with ' Quicksilver '
-"1 most popular anracnon-and the Royal Artillery with
a pack howitzer, the delig~t of many a boy of any age up to
a~out 80. ~e Royal Engineers moved quantities of our earth
with a voracious digger-and were kind enough co put it back·
£.!le Royal Ar!Il~ Ordnance Corps staged displays of ammuni~
tJon and realisncally c<;>nveyed ~1e tension of bomb disposal;
the Royal .i\fmY Med_1cal ~orps produ::ed some satisfyingly
gory c::asualaes. (happily simulated); while many a young
poten~1al recrun ~as seen. emerging from the Army Youth
Selecnon Centre display, with hands full of edifying literature.

Colonel R. Foster, B.Sc., R.A.E.C. but especially to M ajor
Ron Roberts, and Captain Jack Shepherd, R.A.E.C., on whose
broad and capable shoulder the main burden of organisation
fell.
Our thanks arc due to them. as they are to all those, wi thin
the College and without who gave unstintingly of th eir best
on this, surely the most important day in t'he history of the
Army Apprcmices' College, Harrogate.
t,; 11.\UUATION IP.\,- , Sl lU ll DEH. JOQUJ
On :Wednesday, 6th August, to th e strains of ' Auld L ang
yne,' played by the College Band 109 Apprentices slowmarched off the parade ground to take their place in the
regular ranks of the Corps.
The par ade, traditional highlight of Graduation Day, was
commanded by Apprentice R.S.M. Alfred Davie, who wa~
afterwards public!y congratulated upon his admirable performance by the Reviewing Officer, Major-Gene.ral the Earl
Cathcart, D .S.0., M.C., the G .O.C., Yorkshire District. As the
General began his military career in the Scots Guards, his
comments on the high standard of the oarade as a whole
were praise indeed.
Also 'passing-out ' on this occasion was Colonel J. W.

Th.- housewife bents the Arm)· ehef!j

On~ of the hi~lights of the day was the 'Great Yorkshire

Pu~ding Contest, . staged by the Army Catering Corps, in
wh1~h 16. hou~ew1ves vied with . the Army's d1efs in pro-

ducmg thtS delicacy on a No. I Field Cooker. Judging was in
the han<;is---0r mouths-:of a panel of real experts, four hungry
Apprenaces, . and the winner, Mrs. Ashton, of Harrogate, was
pres~nted with a hands~me photograph of a silver cup and
the Apron of I:Ionour. . Each lady competitor received a
corsage of a white carnat1on.
Br.-atb-taking displays
N~r was the air neglected, and breath-taking displays were
provided, .of free-fall parachuting by 'The Ravens • of the
4th. Battali?n, The. Parachute Regiment (T.A.) and of aero~ancs ~y The Lm!<;>n Gin' .of the Royal Air Force. An
rn.ipress1ve demonstration of gliding was produced by FlightL1~u~enant Sam St. Pierre, an instructor of the Cleveland
G~~ng Club,_ of ~.A.F ., Leeming to which the College
Gliding Club is affiliated.
Music, during the afternoon, was provided by the bands
o~ the 9th/112th Royal Lancers, by kind permission of
L1i;utenant,-Co.onel G._ M. G. Swindells, and the Duke of
Edtnburgh s Roy~ Regiment, by kind permission of LieutenantColonel T. A. Gibson, M.B.E.
~he bands com~ined to present a colourful and moving
closmg ceremony m the beating of Retreat, at which the
salute was taken by the College's Commandant, LieutenantColonel Desmond Barry.
It _is _estimarc:d that the a~t~ndance figure reached 6,000
and .It 1s ce.rta1n that our v1s1rors found it both enjoyabl~
and mformattve: a popular feeling was surprise that this w
our first Open Day-we do not intend that it shall be 0 ~;
last.
That everything went .with such unbelievable smoothness,
and was thus an '!lnqualified success, is due to the untiring
efforts of the comrruttee, under the Chairmanship of Lieutenant-

ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE
A very smart march past by the Senior Squadron of the Army
Apprentices College on Graduation Day. The Reviewing Officer
was Major General the Earl Cathcart, D.S.O., M.C. Apprentice
Regimental Sergeant-Major A. Davie, who commanded the parade
was publicly congratulated upon his admirable performance by the
Reviewing Officer
Eagle, M.B.E., E.R.D., Commandant of the College for the
past three ye~s, . who left the Army after 30 years' service
t~ become Prmctpal of the Civil Engineering College, at
B1r~ham Newt~n, in Norfolk. He was well and truly 'seen
off the followmg day when member. of his staff true to tradition, _ rowed his Land. Rov~r out of the Coll:ge gates.
W10ners of the maior pnzes awarded on Graduation Day
were:
Army Commander's prize (for all-round excellence): A/T
R.S .M. Alfred Davie, 19t , of 12, Hampden Avenue,
Beckenham, Kent.
Commandant's Prize (for conduct, discipline and example):
A/T S.S.M. Frank Byrne, 18, of 56, Stonedalc Crescent,
Liverpool, 11.
Signal Officer-in-Chief's Award (for the best all-round tradcsrnan) : A/T Sergeant George Thomson, 19, of 98, Apollo
Walk, logs Road Estate, Hull, Yorks.
Colonel Commandant's Award (for the best soldier/tradesman):
A/T R.S.M. Alfred Davie.
Borough of Harrogate Prize (for the best essay on Local
Government): Shared by A/T Lance-Corporal Charles
Dowie, 171-, of Whinthank Farm, Strathness-by-St.
An.drew's Fifeshire, and A/T Alan Speakman, 17, of 30,
Onent Street, Cheetham, Mandiester 8.
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2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 22
URING July and August- the so-called slack period- the
D
Regiment ran a number of adventure training camps.
We append as our notes for the month two articles which
show that all is not work in the Regiment. (For Regiment' s
canoeing successes see report on page 508 and see Special
Mention on page 467).
:S •

~farine

' Squadron !'IUmmer cam1t -

Kiel 69

The Squadron, with their families, spent another enjoyable
nautical fortnight, based at Kiel. S.S.M. ' Geordie' Sanderson
led the Sub-Aqua Club course for newcomers, ably assisted
by Lance-Corporal ' Goff ' Adams. Corporal Jim Frith and
Lance-Corporal Pete Hewitt were in charge of the canoeing.
Dinghy sailing was organised by Corporal Gordon Holdsworth
in the Regimental Mirror, Mercury. The 0.C., Major Colin
Bunce, on Aloha (a B.K.Y.C. 30 sq.) and Signalman Power (our
permanently detached sailor) in the Corps yacht Petasus,
cruised luxuriously around the Baltic, calling infrequently at
scheduled Danish ports to diange crews. The non-swimmers
were taken regularly for instruction by Second-Lieutenant
Peter Williams.
Staff Sergeant John Winning and Corporal 'Taft' Evans laid
on numerous football matches against local military units,
including the 5 Marinefliegergeschwader (Sea-Air Rescue) Regiment of the Bundeswehr. A couple of very successful games
evenings were held with the Permanent Staff of the A.W.T.C.
Needless to say the S.S.M.'s foresight of bolstering the
Permanent Staff bar with Signalman ' Stevie ' Stephenson paid
dividends.
The ' Three Bells ' was well established under S.Q.M.S.
John Bree and Corporal Ken Suckling. This proved to be
very popular amongst the other military units in the area who
were amazed at the usual 'Three Bells' exercise layout of
refrigerators, TV and illuminated bar signs, thanks to Signalman Graham Hill's generator. (For WIRE readers, this is usually
to be found by looking for the German TV aerial at fl ain
H.Q. 2 Division in the Field!).
A highlight of the fortnight was the visit of H.M.S.
Warspite (a nuclear hunter/killer sub) to Kiel. Captain Adam
Rassim arranged a very memorable tour of this fine ship.
The non-aquatic members of the Squadron, Gunner Dave
Gray, Signalman Jeff Dyer and Signalman Benny Holder,
found the bright lights of Kiel conveniently close. With first
parade at 09.00 hours no wonder they enjoyed themselves!
Personality corner

Staff Sergeant John Winning fixed the C.-in-C.'s yacht
lights. No wonder the Q.M. summoned him back to camp!
Lieutenant Bob Graham lose a boat hook off Petams
whilst she was becalmed!
Major Geoff Lefroy, a welcomed attachment from Divisional
H.Q., passed the Scuba course with flying colours.
Lieutenant Steve Galpin even got out of his 3-ton cab to
sail in Danish waters, albeit to the wrong destination!
CLIMBING IN BAVARIA - ADVENTURE
TllAINING 1969
Contributed by 2 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment

Having spent all day Saturday travelling from Bunde to the
camp in the small village of Brossis Ellegg I was looking forward
to a day's rest; however, this was not to be and so on Sunday
afternoon I found myself half-way up the Grunten. The other
two instructors, Captain Chris Parsons and Second-Lieutenant
Peter Williams, thought ic would be a good idea for me to have
a look at the climbs before the course began. This seemed to
end up as a Jot of walking, a litre of shandy and " Oh, the
climbs are along there.''
Monday-the first day of the course-found three instructors
and some members of the course toiling up the Grunten (1,738
meters). The first climb, later to become the classic and most
used ' way to the top,' was a short chimney which all members
found very easy. The next problem was how to get down from
our perch-this was solved by a 60-foot abseil, and a swift
return for a drink and some food. That afternoon saw the first
encounter of Chris Parsons and myself with a hard chimney
climb on the 150ft. side of the cliff. Having failed we returned
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to the short side just in time to hear Peter Williams making
rude remarks about loose rock as he arrived at the top.
The rest of the week was taken up by numerous ~hort
climbs and a long traverse of the ridge which most of the
course found most interesting. By now all members had got
to know one another quite well and ribald remark~ flowed
freely. Also on Wednesday the three instructors finally got
up the hard chimney, but not without incident. While half-way
up I sat on a large stone which fell off, nearly hitting Peter
100 feet below. Having finished we removed the peg we had
used to take all our weight, only to find the rock around wa
loose!
Saturday and Sunday morning were free and most of us
took the opportunity to have a look round the town which
was very picturesque. Sunday afternoon found us on the move
again, mis time into the high mountains. All afternoon was
spent in reaching the Waltenberger Haus (2,083 meues),
which proved to be quite some climb even though the mist
spoilt the view. Monday morning found us on the move at
first light up to the Bockkarschane (2,523 meues) and from
here along the ridge to the highest point, the Hohes Licht,
which is in Austria.
This proved to be the high spot of the course as the last
week was spent doing climbs between storms. It was in one
such storm that Sapper Wanles had rather a shocking experience. The lightning was striking all around so we sheltered
under a large overhang, where Wanles sat down. As he sat
down the ridge above was struck and he received a shock on
ti1at part of his anatomy then in use. This was certainly the
joke of the course and was never quite lived down.
The day before we left some of us went over to another
ridge on the other side of the Grunten. This proved to be a
very strange place with steep walls and at no time was it wider
than six feet and often only about one foot. It was such a
weird place no one was inspired to climb and so we returned
quickly and packed for the long trip home.
KOBUIA

CELEBRATIONS

Tl;le Kohima ball, an annual event organised by the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess of 2 Div. H.Q. and Signal
Re.g iment to commemorate the part played by 2 Division in
the banle of that name in 1944, took place at Biinde on Friday,
11th July. As the Mess is split geograp'illcally between Biinde
and Liibbecke, a great deal of planning and co-operation is
es ~ential for the organisation of this event. The Biinde Stadtgarten was once again the venue as its large ballroom allowed
the Mess to cater for 500 seated guests and still have a large
dancing area.
Music was provided by the Band of the 4th/7th Dragoon
Guards and the wife of W.0.11 Horner, R.C.T., better known
as Vickie Lane, sang. A credit to them that the dance floor
was crowded from the word ' go,' and even the buffet scarcely
thiruied the ranks. Guests included welcome contingents from
all Ifie Signals Units in the area and many old acquaintances
were renewed.
The ball was a great success and provided the new R.S.M.,
W.0.1 Brian Cleaver, the rare opportunity of meeting all his
Mess members at once.
The Biinde Mess is at the moment undergoing a facelift
and promises, when finished, to provide a serious challenge to
the attractions of the Hansa Bar for those in the know.
The sporting side of life is in full swing with a sailing victory
over the Officers' Mess recently and weekly games of Sunday
football .

3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
OT really a great deal to write about this month as we
N
seem to be in a bit of limbo. We have the odd Troop
and Squadron exerci e going on, M.P.C. courses, and Bruin
familiarisation courses, but there is a lull on and we are
waiting for the storm to break.
We carry on playing sport but with a lot of our good
players away we have very little in the way of success to
report. The rugby team lost its 1st round Army Cup game
again t 23 Para. Fd. Amb. and both the soccer and hockey
teams have yet to break their ducks Still, a we have aid
before, "The game i the thing."
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\\"e promi ed you some more information about the Fovant
Badges. The following report from Captain J. H. Graham
houJd atisfy your curiosity.

·~ny

oltf Badges?"

AN UNU UAL JOB I

A NOT SO VERY FAR AWAY
PLACE
Report by Captain J. H. Graham
A request for assistance came into the ' tray ' from the
Fovant Badge Society, to repair and clean 11 cap badges of
Regiments of the British Army.
" What? I thought every soldier should clean hi own
badge."
"Ah now these are badges with a difference."
Dur~g the 1st World War men stationed in tl1e Salisbury
area cut huge designs, depicting their Regimental cap badges,
into the sod of Fovant Downs.
" What? What luck, all we dig now are the camp gardens."
However. as these old soldiers began to fade away so the
Fovant Badge Society became more and more hard pres~ed
to preserve the badge . They soon deteriorated and started
to fade away with their makers. It was decided to end a
party of men to camp on the downs and to repair and recur
these memorials for one week.
Hi ho, hi ho, it's off to work we go
With a shovel and a pick
And a walking stick,
Hi ho, hi ho.
(Apologies to the seven dwarfs)
Actually it was with a lot more 'hi' than 'ho ' that men
of ' Delta ' Troop 2 Squadron started to work.
"N en thar hills were big 'uns."
And many a visitor found out just how high they were to
the cost of his lungs and blood pressure. It wasn't as easy
as first thought but soon the lads got used to the steep hillsides, and set to work with gusto. Ably supported by two
cooks and in fine weather they soon worked up a fair old
thirst, to be quenched by the beer in the local village pubs.
Gradually the badges began to take on a new look and more
and more tourists were seen to stop and start and take some
photographs.
Yet it certainly wasn't sunshine all the way as the weather
soon closed in. The digging and carrying chalk, the weeding,
scraping, raking and cutting became back-breaking. But at
last the work was finished and the sampling of the local brews
paid dividends as the party knew exactly what they wanted
when they were treated to free beer and eats on their last
night. A darts match against a local team was very well won
and everyone returned to their respective homes well satisfied
with the results.
"But what a way to ger out of an R.S.M.'s drill parade."
row, if you are travelling along the A30 west from Wilton
and Salisbury why don't you stop off at Fovant, have a look
at the badges and remember the veterans of the 1st World
War.

4 Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
ad occurrenc·e
T is with regret we pass on to readers the sad news of the
death of Sergeant Francis Hunt in B.M.H. Rinteln on
15th September afcer a short illness. Sergeant Hunt was a
popular figure and will be missed in the Regiment and in
particular in 1 Squadron. He was accorded the normal military
honours at his funeral on 19th September at the Hannover
Military Cemetery. Our sympathy is extended to his relatives
and friends, most of all to his twin brother, W.0.II Hunt of the
Corps.

I

Football under-way
This season the inter-Squadron football league has been
extended to include Squadrons of ' the Skins ' and 7th Regi-

mcnt- in other word a Herford Minor Units League. This is
most velcome for building reserve trength and getting more
men playing.
ome early friendly matches, the league and a couple of trials
got the 1st XI off to a good start in the Major Units battle with
a comfortable 8-1 victory over the R.E.M.E. workshops and
a very exciting 3-3 draw with 7th Regiment. This draw was
creditable and it was encouraging to see that the team can fight
back as 4th were trailing 1-3 at one stage. Very nerve-wracking
these local derbies!
Three of last year's stalwarts, Captain John Edgar, Corporal
Al Cooper and Lance-Corporal Brian Archer, have departed
recently and their loss to us will be another team's gain.
Finally, on the soccer front a short report on that classic
Divi ional 6-a-side tournament so ably organised and controlled
by Major F. A. Stork, Q.M.S.I. Tye and their assistants. The
four leagues of eight teams necessitated each team playing
even games. The Regiment's ' A ' team won a strong league
and there were high hopes of success until the quarter-final
match against the eventual winner, 4th/7th Dragoon Guards,
proved disastrous as their goal was so elusive and 4th/7th
scored one which was enough!
22nd Regiment carried the Corps flag to the final so our
interest was maintained, but unfortunately they, too, fell to
the 4th /7th. The day was glorious and if the sea of empty
' Coke ' tins reflects the next quarter's NAAFI rebate the P.R.I .
will be alright!

Fun at the iUohne See
The Regimental D inghy Regatta was sailed in ideal conditions on the Mohne See in early September. Three races were
sailed, the final one being a novelty race. The Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. L. Stonham, had a novel(ty)
experience in the first race, too! A local fisherman, anchored
close to the leeward mark, suddenly hurtled forward with a
mainsheet round his shipped oar. "Dumm kopf, dumm kopf,"
shouted the irate fisherman. "What's he say," inquired the
Commanding Officer. "He says you're caught up with his
boat, sir,'' replies the loyal crew-Sergeant ' Smudge ' Smith.
The first race was a R.E.M.E. benefit, with A.S.M. Thomas
winning and Corporal Knight following him. Major M. A. T.
Hartnett came off the bridge to try to avoid a repetition in
the second race. This he successfully did, and Corporal Knight
was again second.
The third race involved various deviations from normal on
each leg, such as removing the rudder, paddling a leg, man
overboard drill, and other unpleasantries dreamed up by
Major Hartnett-no prizes for guessing that he was on the
bridge again! The fleet was fairly spread out in this race
and A.S.M. Thomas crossed the line first, with SecondLieutenant Chris Barnes in second place.
The B.A.O.R. semi-final team race we wish to forget!
~th Regiment beat us in this competition for the third consecutive year. Although disappointed, we cannot deny that
the best team won.
• H.t).• Squadron sweep the board
Two days in mid-September saw the introduction of a
Troop Test Competition. Teams of four underwent twentysix different timed tests of field activities. They included
camoufla~ing, weapon training, first aid, map-reading, vehicle
fault-findmg, erecting penthouses and many other activities of
a general military nature.
Washing and shaving on a 6ft. table in the middle of
the Regimental hockey .pitch took some of the early teams by
surprise. "You must be joking!" Tne test controller assured
these competitors mat it was serious. The sparks flew at Captain
Barry Kimber's battery connecting test!
It was interesting to note during the tests how well soldiers
carried out unfamiliar tasks successfully, e.g., radio operators
erecting a D10 poled crossing, and non-drivers successfully
finding many A jobs on the doctored vehicles.
The Divisional Commander, Major-General Erskine Crum,
was most enthusiastic about the tests during his informal
walk around.
If one wants to know where general military training weaknesses lie, this sort of activity, not difficult to arrange, is an
excellent way of revealing the relative standards within a unit.
The winners of the tests were Corporal Rafferty, LanceCorporal Gourlay, Driver Jones and Driver Adam, all R.C.T.
Second were a team from ' M ' Troop, comprising Sergeant
Stockham, Corporal Waring, Corporal Halfpenny and LanceCorporal Nevill.
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MANNING THE BIG STUFF
Smiling members of Bravo Troop, 4 Div H.Q. and Signal Regiment, elated at their_ succe~s on the ~ennelager Ranges when they went
wrecking tanks with 3.5 inch rockets. They had five direct hits out of nine
Standing at the back (left to right): Captain Dudley, Sergeant Moore, Lance-Corporal Swaile
Main group (left to right) : Second Lieutenant Stuart, Signalman Woodward, Signalman Rushton, Lance-Corporal McSeveney, Lance-c_or?oral
Pratt, Signalman Palmer, Corporal Parker, Sergeant Russel, Lance-Corporal Cooper, Lance-Corporal MacTaggarc, Lance-Corporal Wilkinson
Right front (left to right): Signalman Easton, Signalman Law, Corporal Van Ross

Dig guns out!
A little man about to collapse under the weight of a 'drainpipe ' says " Sir why do we have to hump these . . . rocket
Jaun~hers around? I bet no one in the Troop has ever fired
one!" Three weeks later, Captain Dudley took 'Bravo' Troop
to the Sennelager Ranges, wrecking tartks with 3.5 inch ro~k~ts.
Teams of three from each Comhead had two dry trammg
periods in camp. Then the real thing.
Under the watchful eye of Sergeant 'Gi:ordie' Moore, e~ch
man fired at 100 metres, and five out of nmc scored first-time
hits. Lance-Corporal Keith Swaile did well to overcome a
nervous twitch and clammy hands and helped Corporal Gord.on
Van Ross and Si nalman Terry Low to get a hat-mck
for ' Step-up ' Co~ead. Ambitions soared, sights up; the
next target was at 450 metre . A strong cross: wind de~nded
bold aiming off and near misses were reg1 tered. Fmally,
with the last rocket of the day, Corporal 'Mick' Parker scored
a direct hit to win the crate of beer.
0

P~rsonulity

1mr1ule
Signalman Michael Greenacre is a radio relay man B2 .of
1 Squadron. He is tall, slightly . built, and gen~rally of a quiet
and unassuming nature. What 1s remarkable, lS that he holds
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a private Pilot's licence. ' Spindle,' as he is kn?wn to h~s
friends, is 20 years old. He lived on R.A.F . stallon.s all his
life until he joined the Army four years ago. His father
retired from the R.A.F. only last year, and so he has alway
had a close association with aircraft and flying.
After a couple of flights in a glider at Detmold last yi:ar,
he resolved that this summer he would learn ro fly. Takmg
a month's leave and his courage in boti.1 hand he withdrew
some money from his P.0 .S.B. and also. sold his car. Thu
he raised the sum of £287 13s. 4d., which was the amount
required for a course of lessons to gain hi private pilot' licence.
With his money in his hand, he returned home to England,
to the Middleton St. George Flying Club at Tee ide Airfield. There he began a course of 50 lesson '. t~talling 36 .flying hours in all, one hour more than the nummum rcqurred
for his licence.
He spent the majority of his leave at tl1e airfield, in fact,
and afterwards he aid: "Ir all went very moothly really,
the only anxious moment was on my first landing. 1 le.velkd
out at about three feet above the ground and rhe a1rcr~ft
landed with rather a bump. I opened up and took ?ff agam,
and as we flew around the circuit once more, the m tructor
looked out of ~1i s window and then to me he said 'just check
that you've till got a wheel on your side, will you?' "
..75

The 'plane in which Greenacre learned to fly was a singleengined Ce ma 150, and during his training he flew to several
local airfield including Leeds and Sunderland. He is now
enquiring about local G erman clubs, where he hopes •to
ontinue his flying in order to qualify for his night-flying
rating.
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7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
UMMER is drawing to its golden close and the darkS
brown late leave-takers have bounded back to the Regiment. Autumn is a-comin' in and minor wars are springing up
all over the North German Plain. The doings of our individuals and teams in summer happenings have not proved
easy to extract from the performers, however.

Old frfond

A urprise visit in late September may interest readers. No
le a person than ex-T.O.T., Major Les Pettifer. Le took
Holy Orders after leaving the Service and is at present assistant curate at Ringwood. Being still on the Reserve of Officers
he wondered what Corp /Department would now have his
ervices if he was mobili ed! It was suggested that if he
practice what he preaches (loave and little fishes) he might
well qualify for the Army Catering Corps! Nice to have seen
you again, Les.

R. SPENCE & Co.,

EXEllCISE

LTD.

IRONMONGERS
Telephone 2171/2

R l CHM 0 ND

&tablilhed 1788

HARDWARE FOR CAMP MAINTENANCE
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDBN TOOLS
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MAITRESSB.S
GLASS AND ClilNA
PRAMS AND CYCLES

*

CALOR GAS AGENTS

UK or European posting?

~tep

off the plane and
into a new car !

Send now for FREE Information Pack
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special forces
H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All paperwork
completed for you •Last minute orders no problem
Order your new car before you leave. When you get back It will be ready and waiting
for you at the airport-fully insured. with all the paperworlc completed for tho U.K..
Europe. or both. The Information Pack gives you the full gen: forces discou nt$; special
H.P. t•ms. the..loL .•. Plus a sheaf of colour brochures of all the latest
m~deta to browse through at lei.sure. There's no obligation whatever. You ca
weigh everything up, take your time choosing-and take delivery wh erever you land.
w . tl

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

Vaulthall • Hll!man •
Singer • Sunbeam • Humber •

r:e;irJD~

' PARASDOT '

(8th-11th September)

Overcoats from £:39.
Subscription terms
available.

Buy your
better clothes
at

Moss Bros
Bedford Street, W.C.2 (nearest station Leicester Square)
Lime Street, E.C.3 and Branches. And now
Au Bon Marche in Paris

Official Tailors to The Royal Signals

NATOCARS
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This competition consists of two parts, a parachuting section,
where the competitors spot for their jump, exit from the aircraft, and handle their parachutes on the descent. The team
is marked for its accuracy on to the target, the skill of the
landings of the members, who are then called upon to field
pack their parachutes and leave the dropping zone in a given
time. The team winning this part of the competition only
is awarded the Rothman's Trophy.
In the second part, a ten-mile circuit is covered by a
number of check points. The team members, each wearing
a 40lb. pacK and carrying an SMG, are required to move tactically between check points and at each point carry out a task
detailed by the directing staff at each dieck point. The task
may be a demolition, first aid, live firing, helicopter handling
or radio procedure test. Points are awarded for these, and
the total from the first and second pan of the competition
are added together to give an overall score. The highest combined score is rewarded by the presentation of the Daily
Telegraph Cup.
Some four weeks before the date of the competition, the
Regiment received official notification of the competition, and
after a week's lobbying, Second-Lieutenant Mike Burrell and
Corporal Shone, of 3 Squadron, Sergeant Jarrett and LanceCorporal Burrow, of 4 Squadron, with Lance-Corporal Smith,
of 3 Squadron as reserve, formed the Regimental team. A
certain amount of useful training was fined in between Regimental exercises and on one momentous occasion, the whole
team was assembled together for a training session.
The competition itself was upon us before we knew it. We
bundled out of the aircraft, an Army Beaver, at 3,000 feet above
the target area. An accurate drop, rapid pack, and we were
away on the ten-mile slog across country to carry out the
set tasks at each check point. By the time we assembled for
the prizegiving we knew that we had won the Rothman's
Trophy.
The final results were: Overall winners, Daily Telegraph
Cup, 1st Glosters, 70 points; second, Princess Patricia's Canadian
Light Infantry, 659 points; third, 4th/7th Dragoon Guards,
658 points; fourth and winners of the Rothman's Trophy, 7th
Signal Regiment, 656 points.
SERVICES
(GER1'1ANY)
GLmlNG
CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1989
(27th July to 9th August)
The competition was held once more at Detmold airfield,
on lines similar to last year's event. The five aircraft taking
part were handicapped by performance, but the Ka-6E flown
on alternate days by Captain ' Wally' Lombard, of the Regiment, and Flight Lieutenant Connolly scored a convincing win
with 5,881 points, set against the runners-up score of 4,449
points.
The second week of the competition took place in glorious
conditions, the climax being reached on Friday, when Flight
Lieutenant Connolly flew from Detmold to a declared goal at
Lier in Belgium (some 316 kms. away) and on Saturday,
when Captain Lombard, who had spent most of the previous
night retrieving Flight Lieutenant Connolly, reached his goal
at Putten, in Holland, by way of a turning point at Holzminden
(a total of 307 kms.). By these two performances the two officers
each received the Federation Aeronautique Internationale Gold
Distance Certificate and Diamond Goal Certificate.
In the nine flying days the total cross-country distance
covered was 3,500 kms., 1,252 kms. were covered by Ka-6E,
of which Captain Lombard was responsible for 986 kms.
The pilots were enthusiastically supported by a ground
organisation and retrieve crew including Corporals Ian Borland
and • Bronco ' Lane, of 2 Squadron, who were sadly missed
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when they had to be withdrawn for an exercise before the end
of the competition. Staff Sergeant (now W.O.II) John Wise, of
4 Squadron, who recently went solo, was also concerned in
the provision of airfield control communications.
CANOEING
The Regiment recently entered for four distance races. In
the first of these, the 4th Division race, the Regiment's competitors gained useful experience and training without winning
any of the sections; however, in the B.A.O.R. competition, over
the same course, Lance-Corporal Laye gained fourth place in
the single-seater class. In the K2 class, Signalman Beattie,
in a joint entry with a member of 35 Corps Engineers, came
second, with Captain ' Jock ' Burns and Signalman Walker
sixth, whilst Signalman Williams and Corporal Fielding were
eighth.
Signalman Beattie then transferred the scene of his activities
to Spain, where he came 30th in a field of over 200 in the
Spanish Championships.
Meanwhile, back on the D iemel, Captain Burns won his
class event in an exciting white water race.
Our aim now is to renew our out-of-date B.A.O.R. canoeists'
qualifications with the Army Canoe Union equivalents and
to acquire the financial support to buy new canoes for next
year.
AU Tll'E SEV&.~S -

MOTOR CYCLING

By the narrowist of margins, after an intensive struggle
against 10th Regiment, R .C.T., the seven riders of 7th Regiment, for the seventh year in succession, scooped the B.A.O.R.
Motor Cycling Championship.
Team 'A ' consisted of Staff Sergeant 'Herb' Atherly,
Corporal ' Jock' Brownhill and Lance-Corporal 'Mick'
Corrigan.
Team ' B ' was Corporal Harry Bishop, Signalman Ken
Johnson and Signalman Barry Marsh.
Signalman Bob Smith entered as an individual.
Of the seven, only Staff Sergeant Atherly was rated in the
Expert Class, the remainder being regarded as novices. Staff
Sergeant Atherly was the second individual in the competition
and receives our heartiest congratulations.
~' uch of the credit for our success must be laid at the
feet of Sergeant Tom Fayers, who led the pre-match training
of our team before setting out to represent the British Vase
' A' Team in the International Six-Day Trial at GarmischPartenkirchen. Regrettably he had to retire on day four with
electrical trouble.
Special mention must be made of Lance-Corporal Corrigan's
contribution to our success. As our R.E.M.E. representative,
he served our machines well and gained a second in the
individual novice placings.
It may be worth noting that only two of the seven are
M .T. professionals, the others being drawn from such diverse
trades as draughtsman, radio relay man, clerk technical and
lineman.
Rugby Footnot.e
With the season a month old, we have been able to weigh
up our chances and to some extent, have a look at the opposition. Although seven of last year's first tring have left, we
still have a strong side. Captain Roger Thompson has stood
down and the skippering of the side has been taken over by
Lieutenant Chris Melhuish. Taking Roger's place in the pack
is Staff Sergeant George Hall, a newcomer to the Regiment,
but known to the rugger fraternity for his games with the Corp
side.
So far, the first team has won all it game by comfortable
margins, and although the second team has not had the same
success, in the two games in which they did go down, they
were up against full regimental ides.
B.A.0.R. has called on us to provide player~ already thi
season. They are: Lieutenant Chris Melhuish, Lance-Corporal
Alan James and Signalman Pat Lee. These are among our star ,
but, without doubt, much of our succe s has been due to the
' A' XV, ably led by Lance-Corporal Feegan. For ome
seasons ' Feegy ' had built up a good reputation as a referee,
but last season ' trimmed down his paunch ' and showed how
useful he could be as a centre, and the depth of our re erves
is contained in this enthusiastic team, who prove themselves
a good match for most Regimental sides.

8th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp

Out in front on all fronts
Redifon's new MF/HF receiver-the R.550 •Altair'gives a choice of •free' VFO tuning with a resolution
of 10 Hz or, using a simple adaptor, full frequency
synthesis in 100 Hz steps. After VFO search, transfer
lo synthesiser operation is instantaneous.
The fully transistorised Altair achieves higher
standards in frequency and phase stability. In
frequency setting accuracy, cross modulation and
blocking characteristics.
It has a remarkable dynamic range with unrivalled AGC performance and front end protection.
And it operates on CW, MCW, DSB, SSB and ISB .
The Altair is designed to meet the most

Division,
S.W.18.

HIS year we have had a successful athletics season . From
T
our own inter-Squadron meeting (won by H.Q. Squadron,
with 2 Squadron
the tug-of-war) we picked a team
winnin~

that took the H.Q. Training Brigade Trophy from 24th Signal
Regiment at the Royal Signals (Catterick) Meeting, and me
Northern Command Trophy from the 1st Battalion The Royal
Anglian Regiment.
Unfortunately we were beaten at zone level by the 1st
Battalion The Black Watch. Perhaps next year we can get to
the finals at Aldershot!
Mention must be made of Corporal Paul Brazil, who
specialises in the three and six-mile events. He has run in
the Army team several times this year, and came fourth in the
six-mile race at the Army Individuals ]If eeting at Aldershot.
He has, "";'ithout doubt, been the star of our team.

from

9th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 53
A Member Company of the Rediffusion Organisation

2 Squadron in the Dundu
HOSE of you who have ever served on Aphrodite's Island
will almost certainly remember the beach at Ayia Napa.
For those who haven't served here, it is a oleasant sandy beach
overlooking a rather delightful bay. From 5th September to
21st September 2 Squadron held their summer camp there.
All the shifts were changed so that each Troop spent four
complete days loafing around in the sun in a Mediterranean
paradise. Well, sort of paradise, because you don't have to do
map-reading exercises at real paradises--0r B.E. tests.
Naturally, swimming formed a large part of the programme,
and C.S.M.I. Ken Williams, our A.P.T.C. boss, and Corporal
Dave Kelly took candidates for Bronze, Silver and Gold
Amateur Swimming Association Personal Survival Awards.
Surprisingly, perhaps, everyone survived and the Squadron
collected 54 Bronze, 16 Silver and 1 Gold.
The Squadron also ran a recce boat race in the bay, but not,
I notice, until people had done their survival tests!
The RAF elemem which forms a fairly sizeable chunk of
2 Squadron had their own programme to carry out their
annual training requirements. (M.O.D. please note, they don't
have to do B.E. tests). Their programme was arranged by an
RAF Regiment Instructor, affectionately known as ... er well,
never mind.
Sergeant Tony Dawe suffered something of a traumatic
experience when communing wth nature early one morn.
Lance-Corporal Bill Holwell drove past, ' accidentally ' catching
one of the guy ropes in the bumper of his Land Rover, thus
tearing down the latrine screens and catching Tony--er, how
shall I put it-with his trousers down?
Then we had one of the syndicates in the map-reading
exercise who arrived back in camp in a taxi. They had been
lost for St hours and the route was only six miles.
Then there was the bloke who dropped a block of ice on his
big toe, tearing off his toe nail; Captain Geoff Tacey, using his
best bedside manner, smothered the wound in what he thought
was acri-flavine. Only it wasn't acri-fiavine, it was iodine;
we are still waiting for Corporal Bill Ellis to descend.
Anyway, everyone seemed to enjoy themselves and all came
back bursting with enthusiasm to get back to work, of course.

T

Sports
The weather here has now cooled down sufficiently for u
to start playing the more vigorous winter games like football,
hockey and rugby.
The rugby team is taking the game very seriously this year
again, and can be seen twice a week practising on the sports
field under the direction of our new Second-in-Command,
Major Ultan Ryan. They even went as far as organising a
lecture on the Rule of the Game by Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
Alan Tomlinson, who is one of our referees. Alan, armed with
blackboard, chalk and a pint of Double Diamond, fought off
the other 28 members present for over three hours.
The hockey teams seem to be settling down now. 1 Squadron .
v. 3 Squadron, the first Je;igue match of t11e season, ended in a
0-0 draw, and 3 Squadron then beat 2 Squadron 2-0.
The footballers have now finished their trial games and
have started on a busy fixture list over the next couple of
months.
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IF ITS 'HIPPIES' THEY WANT, WE HAVE GOT 'EM
When the Sergeants Mess ac 9th Sisnal Regiment staged a 'Hippy Night' some
very bizarre creations in the best 'hippy' style were on view. The Eros 'hippie,s
would never have had a look in here. Supposed to be in the photo, if we can
recognise them are:
Back row : Mrs. J. Bullen, Mrs. J. Gouldsmith, Mrs. S. Davies, Mrs. S. Lyons
Centre row: Sergeant G. Bullen, Sergeant D. Gouldsmith, Mrs. I. Mullet, SuffSergeant J. Lyons, Sergeant I. Mullett (A.C.C.)
Front: Sergeant A. Davies

Sergeants'

~less

That hive of social actw1ty, red eye-balls and Alka-Seltzer,
the Sergeants' Mess, bas recently been living up to its reputation as the Cyprus Swingsville in a big way. All that fuss over
the hippies in London prompted them to hold their own
'Hip-in' on Saturday, 27th September. The photograph gives
you some idea of the result. The guard on the security gate
nearly went out of their minds trying to identify people!
To provide the beat music, Sergeant-Major Bert Fugill built,
with the kind aid of T.M. Troop, a tapotheque. It is a son

"ADVANCE TO CONTACT ... "
No. 2 Section of a series of tju'ee M.P. C. Courses which includes Corps personnel
from all parts of NEARELF make a fast run for cover. In the photo!
Far left: Corporal D. R. Bennett (262 Signal Squadron) and Corporal Mellor
(amched Q .O .H.)
Foreground: Corporal A. R. Cutler (2 Squadron, 9 Si1nal Resiment)
Far rifht: Corporal A. S. Taylor (I Squadron, 9 Sisnal Reciment)
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of di comequc e. ·cept that it'

got tape; instead of di. cs.
A ces. ory equipment includes lots of silv~r P.aper and psych ~
delic light . The lights flash on and off . m ume to the .music
and different p itches of notes produce different colours m ~c
lighting system-it'll never By, though. Anyway, Sergeant-Ma1or
Fugill is now touting for custom as a D .J. under the name
The Pie-eyed Piper '--oops, I mean ' The Pied Piper.'

l'U.P.C. eourses
The Regiment has just started a series of three M.P.C.
courses training Royal Signals personnel from all over
NEARELF. Lieutenant David Hetreed, Officer-in-Charge
Training Centre, is organi ing them, with the aid of W.O.II A.
Champion and Sergeant A. D. Davies. All of the courses include
a three-day infantry exercise in the Lefkoniko training area,
near the Kyrenia mountains. All the candidates tell me that the
Training Centre Staff are sadists. Mind you, this has it uses;
one of the M.P.C. I course candidates tells me he never looks
at his map during map-reading exercises. When given a grid
reference to go to, he says he just looks around for the nearest
2,000ft. hill, walks straigtit up it, and there he finds the nexr
check point.

New arrivals
The Regiment welcomes to its fold our new M.O., Captain
Peter Bennett, who has taken over from Captain Jeremy Fisher,
and Major Clive Roberts, our new dentist.
Staff Sergeant I. Sleightholm, Staff Sergeant P. ]. Femie and
Sergeant G. Fenton all arrived in September, and are all
wished a pleasant stay here on Aphrodites Island.

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
E have good news for all those poor undermanned Royal
W
Signals units throughout the world-more men are on
the way. In the last two months, the intake of recruits has
risen from approximately 70 per month to 140 per month.
This has, of course, caused some change within the Regiment, 1 Squadron is now working to capacity, and in the
very near future will be operating eight Troops. However,
the problem of undermanning is not unknown here, too,
and W.O.I R C. Meyer and the S.S.!., Staff Sergeant C.
Markie are both doing sterling work as Troop Commanders.
Most of the problems have now been overcome, but we would
appreciate any suggestions on the best method of teaching
a recruit to swim in the one square foot of the Saodes Home
swimming pool that we are able to allocate to him.

Pass-oft paradett

Si1nalman A. P. Small

Our new C.O., LieutenantColonel F. C. Lockwood,
began what promises to be
a long list of pass - off
parades, when he was the
Inspecting Officer at the
pass-off of 18 recruits of No.
7 Troop on 12th September.
The best recruit prize went
to Signalman A. P. Small,
whose previous experience as
a civilian cable jointer
should stand him in good
stead in his chosen trade of
Lineman. He is a keen
soccer player, but wishes to
try as many sports as possible in his new career.

ll-•ateh-geese?
A ~hort-term, but very. i;njoyab!e diversion was recently
seen m the Weapon Tram1ng Wmg. No weapon training
manual seems to deal with the correct procedure to deal with
" weapon fires one or two more times-goose grabs barrel."
Nor did anyone seem to know where the geese in the 30
metre range had come from. Our Infantry Advisor soon explained, however, that they had been brought from a now

disused amrnunmon dump at Warcop, where they had proved
invaluable as alarm-raisers on the event of attempted theft.
The last goose-sighting reported was a neck sticking out of
a sack being carried away from the range by a figure in
combat smock. Perhaps the recruits' marksmansh ip was too
good for them.

A proud anti memorable month for 10th Signal Regiment
Atloptetl by Hounslow in tratlitional anti colourful ceremony
(See Unit N otes overleaf)

Sport
Winter approaches again, and clean whites are exchanged
for gaudy strip. The hockey XI started well in a series of
friendly matches, but lost 5-1 to 24th Signal Regiment in
the opening league match. The rugby XV would sooner forget the game against Richmond Grammar School, but both
teams hope to have better news soon. A r ecent squash match
between the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes proved most enjoyable. Despite a good start, when the C.O. won his match,
the Sergeants' Mess had no difficulty in winning 4-2. We
have now formed a Regimental squash team and are now
eagerly looking for friendly matches.
Don' t miss it
Those of you who are regular readers of The Guardian
will know mat Lieutenant C. J. Grant, has recently returned,
thankfully minus his beard, from a long expedition to Greenland. He is at the moment engaged in writing copious notes
on his exploits, and we will bring you the full, unexpurgated
story in next month's WIRE. Place your order now!
Births
We congratulate Staff Sergeant and Mrs. R. J. Mathieson
on the birth of their daughter, Michelle Jane, on 4th September;
Sergeant and Mrs. D. H. Leggott, on the birth of their son,
Rory Charles, on 28th September.

nsssc
The current RSSSC Course spent their normal day at the
C.D. School (Easingwold), engaged in light rescue techniques
and were visited by 0.C. ' I' Wing, Major R. 0. Wilson.
He arrived at the 'high spot' of the day, when course
members, to give them confidence in their knot tying-and
we are sticking to it!-are lowered from the 40ft. tower. It
was suggested that descent by the 0.C. would bolster the
spirits of our less willing members (leadership from above?).
The challenge was bravely accepted.
The descent is carried out using me bowline round the
waist, the art being to lean well back with legs straight,
forcing the weight against the corrugated metal of the tower,
then simply ' walk ' down backwards.
The 0 .C. started well and confidently, but as if his knee
caps were suddenly, and powerfully magnetised, they made a
lunge at the tower, leaving him with his knees at shoulder
level against the tower. A sharp upward pull solved the problem and we compromised by a straigtit lower. If the O.C. was
at any stage alarmed, he concealed it well and it was unnecessary. The course had made a firemen's mattress, using
a blanket (u/s) in which they carried him off on landing.
Before the O.C.'s 'complete demonstration,' there were two
rather reticent students; on completion of same, this number
had mysteriously swelled to five. In addition, the tower was
seen to have two (knee-cap size) dents at 35 feet and the
O.C. had something in his shoe, at least he was limping!

Bring Colour to your Magazine
' The Wire ' plans to publish co'our front cover photographs with increasing frequency. To achieve this we need
the co-ooeration of units and individuals who are asked
to submit suitable photographs for this purpose.
To justify the extra expenditure involved photographs
must be of a really high standard. The subiect matter
should be of Corps interest - this can be fairly freely
interpreted-but above all every effort should be made
to capture the effect of strong and contrasting colours to
produce an eye-catching result.
Photographs should be Sf inches wide and 6f inches
high or, if larger or smaller, in these proportions.
£2.0.0 will be paid for any photograph used by ' The
Wire.'

I.

The Mayor (Alderman D. C. L. Usher, C.B.E., J.P.), accompanied
by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. C.
Hibberd, Royal Signals, addresses 10th Signal Regiment.

2.

The Mayor shows keen interest in the Buckingham
Despatch Riders forming part of the Vehicle Party.

3.

The Mayor inspects the W.R.A.C. Squadron accompanied by
Major E. L. Ross, W.R.A.C., the Officer Commanding.

4.

Lieutenant P. A. Neale, Royal Signals, and the "Scroll Escort"
consisting of W.0.11 Mann, W.0.11 Blease, Sergeants Spratt,
McKechnie, Adams, Sinnett, Bower and Taylor 'troop' the
resolution past the ranks of 10th Signal Regiment.

s.

The Commanding Officer presents the Mayor with a replica
of the Regimental Cable Bear Mascot 'Fitz Bruno' to com·
memorate the "adoption" of the Regiment by the Borough of
Hounslow.
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Th'• HHh ll1·~iment i s ado pted

b~· Houns low
T is heart-warming to see the successful accomplishment of
a joint civilian / military mission on which all sights have
been fixed for a long time p ast; the seal was set on the formal
adoption of the Regiment by the BorO~J?ih of Ho~n slow ~ecc ntl y
at a full Regimental parade and a civic recep uon which wa
both memorable and colourful.
It is difficult to coin me right collective noun for a body,
burge s or worship of four Mayors, two County Dep uty
Lieutenants 150 Councillor and other Civic D ignitaries and
military .I.P.s. However, this was the measure of it.
A Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Hibberd said, in his reply to
the M ayor : " It has been my privilege to see the relationship
ber.veen HoumJow and the Regiment develop, consol idate and
finall y culnUnatc in this ceremony."

\ ·.l.P . ' Open Week '
Again, the collective noun appropriate and applicable to a
group pack, company or pride of General Officers does nor
jump instantly to mind. The fact is that the Regiment was
glad to be visited on successive days by the C.-in-C., Genera!
Sir M ichael Carver, and the Major-General of the Household
Division. Boch Generals were very much alive to the developments in the field of static communications and met and talked
to every available soldier. (It was j u~t as well for the peac;:e
of mind of all concerned that the Reglffiental football team did
not beat the 1st Banalion Grenadier Guards 6-1 in the Premier
League until after M ajor-General Fitzalan Howard had left
the lines).
Brigadier Gribbin, outgoing C.S.0 . Southern Command, and
his successor, Brigadier Brett, were entertained to a buffet lunch
with the main object of providing Brigadier Gribbin with a
fining farewell on h is retirement after 30 years~ .s ervice a~d
appoinrment as Secret.ary General to the Brmsh Empue
Campaign for Cancer Research. We wish him good fortune for
me future.

S UDtD1e r Camp
The object of the Regimental camp at St. Martin's Plain
wa~ to get away from the exigencies of routine working on a
shifts-basis and on to general military training.
For this reason, fieldcraft and tactics, exercises and ranges
were the order of the day. W.R.A.C. Signals provided volunteers
for the 'enemy ' on the night-exercises and found the experience a ' shriek-in.'

was born. AL long last we ma y be able to tame the beastat least we live in high hope .
L••1•us Europaeus
Writing about beasts brings to mind the two latest arrivals
in the Regiment; it was in early August that an enthusiastic
farmer ploughed through one of our control cables, and a repair party was soon on the cene. It was here that Staff
Sergeant (F. of S.) Bob Phippard found what he thought to
be a ba by rar.
"Anybody want a rat," said he, dropping the rodent into
a newly-dug hole, pending execution. This was the signal
for much animated argument, Sergeant Tom Farragher insi ting that the 'rat ' wa in fact a rabbit. Corporal ' Smudger '
Smith was not at all sure it was. Later, after the cable repair
was fini bed a look around solved the problem, an upturned
form told us tha t our new friend was a baby hare. Two other
babes were found one with a broken back, but the other
very much alive.
To cut a long story short, the two survivers are being handreared by Staff Sergeant Phippard and Corporal Smith, and
to date they are both doing very well and are about onethird fu lly grown .
We did have a crisis, ' G us ' became very ill by eating far
too much clover than was good for hjm, however, our capable
M.O. produced a bottle of special 'hare restorer,' and in
under two hours pronounced the patient FE.
Every body is delighted at their antics, a running turn
through 180 degrees is commonplace; both are house-trained
and show no desire to return to their natural habitat.
V isit of the C.·in-C.
During the month of September we were delighted that
the Commander-in-Chief, Lieutenant-General Sir D esmond
Fitzpatrick, K.C.B., D.S.O., M.B.E., M.C., was able to visit
us. He met all the officers and a lar ge proportion of the
Regiment at meir work. His fri endly approach and keen
interest in our task was much appreciated by all ranks.

Country Club.' Here the dwindling company took their teabreaks in the mornings, dallied at dinner and foregathered for
fun in the evenings. The accompanying pictures show the mood
mat prevailed during the last of these social gatherings.
The work went on, however, and gradually the old Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess and the main cookhouse were
packed to the doors with furniture and fittings, machines and
materials, baskets and bric-a-brac. The O.C.'s desk 'slummed'
with tables - writing - two persons, plates - soup or sweet,
shared floor space with dishes - hors d'oeuvre and bureaux senior officers.
Finally the work was finished. !he .rear party? having worked
o
itself out of a job, packed therr kit and said farewell.
celebration-just a last cup of tea and into the transport. If
C:1ere was a final parade it was held in the old Sergeants' Mess,
where three rigid ranks of steel lockers stood smartly under
.
the gaze of a crowd of 300 chairs-folding flat.
Left behind to hand over the huts and the history, the
cares and the keys, were S.Q.M .S. ' Duggie ' L ivermore and
Staff Sergeant Jackson. ' Jacko,' h.is time finished1 had to. leave
prematurely (his cheerful and pauent presence will be m1sse~) .
And so the watchman, after the hand-over, lowered the roam
.
gate barrier on a solitary car driven by the S.Q.M.S.
Was that a sigh of relief ?r nos~algia that escape? him as
he looked back in his rear-view nurror? Perhaps, like all of
us in 14th Regiment, as he headed his car towards Worcester,
he felt a little of both.
Vis it b y G.O.C. ,,·est 1Uidln11d Di s tri4•t
On Wednesday, 8th October, the 9.0 .c. West Midland
District, Major-General W. G. S. ~s, C.B.~., made an
informa l visit to the Regiment. On arnval be mspected the
Quarter Guard, provided by the p7esent M .P.T . I C?ursc,
consisting of members of this Regiment and other Signals
U nits.

, Sport
The Regimental six-a-side soccer team gave an excellent
account of themselves by winning the Rhine Area competition against teams from all major uni ts in tl1e area. The competition was hard fought-good value for sp ectators, with few
dull moments.
Our rugby team opened the season with a convincing win,
at home, over R.A.F . Laarbruck; a week later the return match
was played at Laarbruck and we only managed to draw,
however, our doughty rugby officer, Captain John Alexander,
is in good vocal form and we got the impression, during his
verbal barrages from the touchline, that th e team dare not
lose.

13th Signal Regiinent, B.F.P.O. 40
The S yS'tem

H

AVE you noticed a profusion of notes from us of late?
Good . . . the system is working. It's very simple, a
roster has been produced; all, in due turn, are invited to ' have
a go.' The term 'invited ' is used i'l the loosest possible sense!

· The D e a l!i t '
Those readers who have served with our T.M. Troop will
no doubt remember 'the Beast'; for the benefit of the uninitiated, this large green animal (the brain child of a reputable German firm) has stood in the workshops for almost a
decade, defying all attempts to put it into service.
Its present keeper, Sergeant Dave Bullard is convinced rt1at
his predecessors were not posted but devoured by 'the thing';
once sane and dependable technicians have been reduced to
gibbering wrecks after short encounters; rumour has it that
the T.O.T . has been seen surreptitiously feeding it with cream
buns.
Nine months ago, our frie nds in R.E.M.E. decided it was
time for them to have a go, suffice to say that a once peaceful
and well-organised ~ase workshop now has a resident psychiatrist. Last month, a top level conference was convened
at the manufacturers' haven, and we learn that over sixty
modifications have been introduced since our own creature

14th Sig nal Regim ent
Wor cester
J 4th R egi meu t leaves llobiJaswood llarraeks

15 years in residence, the last contingent of 14th
A FTER
Regiment left Robinswood Barracks, Gloucester, on Sm
September to join the main body of the Regiment at Norton
Barracks, 25 miles away in Worcester.
This was no overnight affair. It involved a planned transition
period, which began early in the year when the advance party
left to lay the technical and administrative foundations in
Worcester. This was followed at intervals by the various departments and troops until finally, in mid-August, there remained
only a rear party, commanded by M ajor Peter Tidey, Royal
Signals. This consisted of Major Joan Parker, W.R.A.C., W.0 .I
(now Captain) Arthur Str inger, W.0.11 Pete Smith, W.O.II
' Duggie ' L ivermore, Staff Sergeant 'Jacko ' Jackson and
Sergeant Jim Wren, A.C.C., with a score or so of N.C.O.s and
men whose task was to gather together the chattels and
accoutrements of a Regiment ready to hand over to the
M.P.B.W. and Barracks.
D uring th is period the rear party had withdrawn from their
billets and M esses around the camp and occupied the old
Officers' M ess in the camp centre, renaming it 'Royal Signals
T HE WIRE , NOVEMBER - D ECE MBER 1 96 9

As usual on such visits the G.O.C. had a lot to see in a
short time, covering the Squadrons and their equipment,
accommodation and administrative facilities. The Regiment h
administered by West Midland District, though under co~mand
of Strategic Command. Th.e G.O.C., th~refore, was paruC'!-~rly
interested in the work bemg done to rmprove the cond1uons
in the barracks, including the alterations of b~rac~ rooms to
provide smaller and more pleasant rooms for hvmg-m soldiers.
The G.0.C. visited tile Warrant Officers' and ergeants'
Mess before lunch to meet all the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants, before finishing off his visit wi th lunch with
Lieutenant-Colonel Tony Baker and the officers of the Regiment.
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QUADRO •

IN SEARCR OF T U E SHAMR O CK
Contributed by W.O.I (F. of S.) A. R. Jarratt
Greetings from Northern Ireland, where the re!lewal of
civil strife in mid-August, and the consequent build-up of
troops, demanded tilat ' B ' Troop should again ' grab a piece
of the action.'
.
.
Thus it was that Detachment 1, nobly throwmg aside all
plans for their block leave, instead made a smart air-move to
H.Q. Northern Ireland, where we quick_ly established our usual
radio link with the- D.C.N. before pausmg to take stock of our
new surroundings.
After the initial shod< of discovering that we were not (for
once) in a duty-free paradise, ~d that the natives speak
passable English, we fw:fher realised that Wf? were but .Part
of a tidal wave threatenmg to engulf the resident 233 Signal
Squadron. Elements of other Royal . Signals units fro~ ~ngl8;11d
followed us quickly, and some idea of the adrrurustrauve
problems involved may be gathered from the fact that the
Squadron's strength more than treble? in a few days. Several
times the Squadron Commander, M a1or . ~· A. Montague, was
seen to be searching vainly for a farruliar face! .. ~w, after
several weeks, he possibly finds them all too. farnµiar . . ..
Communications of all kinds expanded rapidly m the mmal
phase, and inter-unit co-op~atioi;i o~ every fro~t was mo t
impressive. We offered our widow s rrute by erecung ~ur spare
80-foot mast at the local helicopter pad, to suppot:f a g.wde light.
As this note is wriuen, the D etad1ment and a s alC-portable
equipment has been on the air non-stop for .more than se_ven
weeks, a new record a far as we know. for thi typ_e of sta~~n ,
though we should admit that we are usmg the public elecmcity
supply!
.
. .
F
J t
On the personnel front, Captam F1eld10g and oreman arra t
were amply rewarded for their deft swopping of Detachments
prior to this operation-both of them were called when the
time came thoug11 Captain F ielding (0 .C. Troop) returned to
.
Worcester 'after the initial phase.
Sorry, no pictures this ti~e~ but Wf? will sec what Qw~ can
do with our next despatch, 1f, indeed, 1t comes from h ... re.
:lflND

"I can t ell you all you want to know abo ut t his spect ru m a nal yse r,
Sir " . . . o r so It app ears fro m t he photog raph as Lance-Cor poral
Barry Hamill of 14t h Signal Reg ime nt, an swers a q uestion fr o m the
G.O .C. Major General W . G. S. Mil ls, C.B.E., w hil e the O .C.,
Lieutenant Colonel A. J. Baker looks o n

1

Here, there and e v rywbere
To keep up the record of providing the most, 1 Squadron
have been asked to provide WIRE notes for this month, in
add ition to the wealth of articles provided for the previous one.
The Squadr on provides, as part of 14th Regim en~'s Force
Rear L ink role fo r Strategic Command, m e medium . HF
detachments of airportable Dl3/R234 and Dl1/R230 stations.
T he detachments spend a lot of tJ:icir time in suni;iy places
and also in not so sunny ones, varymg from the Caribbean to
Denmark. At present there are detachments in Anguilla and
Northern Irelan d.
T he O.C. Squadron, Major Bryan Postlethwaite, and S.S.M.,
W.0.11 Alan Walton, see men winging their way around tJ:ie
world, while they remain U .K . bound. However, they did
manage to cross water to Anglesey, but even that was over a
bridge !

BLOW

(1 969 )

( o r the Isl e o f Wi~b t F estiv al of i'.Uu!!ile 1960 )
Contributed by L ance-Corporal Ray Russell and LanceCorporal Phil Dorling
Travelling by the plebeian ~eth'!d, British R~ to the
uninitiated, we arrived at the fesuval site e~ly on Fnd:iy afternoon. The site consisted of an arena, buil~ to contam about
250 000 bodies and the ' village,' now a relic of. the pa t but,
at the time, ra:Oous for its 'Skid Row,' 'Destrucuon Row ' and

Mo t Member of the Force . iember of B.F.E.S.
and attached Civilians have Insurance Policie to
provide for the di tant fu ture or to provide for
their families hould the die.
What happen if the: LIVE?
How can you pu t your money to many use o
that it grow . provide insurance, beats infl ation ,
and yeti readily accessible?
There i a proved financial plan, ponsored by the
large t Company of it kind in the world , which
enables you to ave your money in uch a way
as to provide for you :

(a)

A considerable Capital Sum.

(b)

Complete Security for your Family
in the event of death.

(c) Protection against inflation.
(d) Taxation Relief.
and yet keeps your money readily accessible.
For further details, and free confidential advice
on your financial problems and planning, write
or phone for an appointment to either of the
undermentioned:

Major P. L. Rice.
Major D. V. Polan
(Ret'd)
(Ret'd)
3 Commercial Road,
Guildford,
Surrey.
Tel: Guildford 65461/2/3.
POST TIDS NOW FOR YOUR FUTURE
ADVANTAGE
Major P. L. Rice
Major D. V. Polan
3 Commercial Road,
Guildford, Surrey.

'The House.' We were quite surprised at the number of people
already at c.'.ie village and as all the • kip ' houses were full or
' booked ' we wandered off into a nearby field and spread our
hou es (sleeping bags) on the ground.
Around six o'clock we drifted into the arena to the sound
of wha! was t.o be the festival signature tune, a really gas piece
called Am~z1ng qract;' by the 'Great Awakening.' It was, in
fact, a version of
wmg Low Sweet Chariot ' that had been
added to and deducted from, so that all the upright people
wouldn't really recogni~c it. The live music began and gradually
an atmosphere wa built up so that, by the time that Unique
Bonzo D og appeared at ten o'clock, there was an electrifying
atmo phere a mongst w;1at was now known as People (us!). The
Bo n~o's performance can only be adequately described as a
m usica l goon sho w. Then came the first real mind blow. The
N ice ! J ust to sit still a~d !Jsten was impossible. The People
~ere really swung by this ttmc and were swaying side ro side
m tempo. To give a description of The Nice's performance we
would probably run out of uperlatives. Needless to say there
was an encore, two in fact. Finally, after a supper of hot dogs
and doughnuts, it was off to bed.
Saturday morning passed off quietly and then off into the
arena. Notable p erformances came from Eclection, T he Who
Blodwyn P ig, Moody Blues, Family, Joe Cocker and the E dga;
Br?ughton ~a nd. D u rin~ Edgar's gig a young lady started
domg her thing at the side of the crowd and then, when she
had finally manag~ to sh~d the skins, started moving among
the People about six feet m front of us, to the cries of " Sit
down" and " Get out of the way.'' T he night's performances
were really '~t up ' by the m ar vellous stage lighting. So was
she!
Su~day dawned and by eigh r-tl1irry of the clock people were
queumg for entrance to the arena, which d idn't open till 11.30.
While this was happening we decided to have our first solid
meal for two-and-a-half days. This m eant that Ray went into
the tent and squatted our p laces while I was left to wait standing to be served for an hour-and-a-half. After having finished
' no~h ' we saw, for the second time, three friends from th e
Regiment, namely Nick Hughes, ' Fub ' Wiriams and Pete
Archard. Having supplied them with light refreshment we then
meandered around ~1e village till 11.30. T hen we started to
the arena. Being experienced ' crowd gainers ' we were inside
the arena in about 20 minutes, long before some of the people
who were waiting at half past eight.
The only disappointing performances on Sunday came from
Bob Dylan and the Band. Tom Paxton far outshone Bob
Dylan, whose performance really was a hang up. Artistes for
Sunday were Pentagle, Tom Paxton, Julie Felix, Third Ear
Band (only for the initiated), lndo Jazz Fusions (also for the
initiated), Garry Farr, Ritchie Havens and the Liverpool Scene.
British Rail (someone bless their souls!) had laid on a halfhourly ferry serv:ce from Ryde ' but, as we had arrived via
Cowes, a very cold night (the only cold night, in fa ct) was
spent on West Cowes Pier waiting for the 6.30 a.m. ferry back
to the outside world and thoughts of work.
Footnote: For peop'.e who complain about noisy transistors
and jets, try sitting 60feet from two-and-a-half thousand watts
of, to us, beautiful sounds.

18th Signal Regim.ent
Name

c/o G.l•.O. SIXGAPOHE

Address

Soccer season ends
HE soccer season in Singapore has finally come to an
end, and it is worth contemplating on our efforts which
have been a great improvement over the previous season due
to the hard work and effort by our team manager, Major Terry
Canham. <;>ur three teams have played a total of 66 league
games durmg the season and the final results were: 1st ream
fourth in Division I; 2nd ream, third in Division II · 3rd team'
sixth i.n Division Ill. In the six-a-side knock-our ~ompetitio~
of which SO reams entered, our 1st team reaciled the semifinal. Major Canham has had the honour to be chosen to lead
a team from Singapore to Hong Kong in October, whilst
Co~porals. Wat~ Gallagher and Weedy have been chosen for
their playmg skills and W.0.11 (RQ.M.S.) Todd as the touring
referee. Corporal MacDonald is also to be congratulated for

T

Tel.
Please send me, without further obligation details
confidential financial planning servic~ which
IS available to every Member, Retired Member and
particularly Retiring Member of Her Maj~sty's
Forces, BFES, or attached Civilian Employee.

?f th~
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(Continued on opposite page)
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winning the Gibson trophy as the best junior referee of the
year, whilst special mention must be made of W.0.11
(O.R.Q.M .S.) Studd, W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Todd and L anceCorporal H usni Bin Othman who have refereed matches continuously throughout the season. Unfortunately we arc losi ng
a number of players before next season, so anyone wishing
to play a lot ?f football apply for 18th Signal Regiment for
your next postmg.

Swimmin g
The swimming and water polo season has ended in a climax
with a strong repre~entation from the Regiment in the Army
team against the Navy and the R .<\F. L ance-Corporal Nunn
and Corporal Long were the leading stalwarts in the water
polo ream, and were joined by Signa1map Meighen, Corporal
Powell, Corporal Lennon in the swimming team. Well done!
A word must also b~ sa.id about ~hildren's swimming, since
every year our populauon 1s always mcreased with th eir arrival
from U.K . for their summer holidays. They all demand to
take the A.S.A. survival awards, and fortunately we have an
excellent P. T. staff under W.0.II (C.S.M.I.) P riestley and
Corporal F ernandez, who have the stamina to meet their
dem ands. During the summer holid ays over 150 children
succeed in passing these awards and 40 of them obta:n the
gold standard and a further 60 of them the silver standard
Congratulations to everyone concerned.
·
Rugby
The rugby season has .s t~rted, but unfortunately we have
not done. so well. as we ongmally anticipated owing to injuries
and playmg agamst the best teams at the beginning of the
season. However, the team under Corporal Davis is in full
spirit and Sergeant Parkinson has already been selected for the
Army team in Singapore.
Hockey
Hockey has got under way with a number of fri endly games
and so far we have won six out of ten. Two teams entered
for the Singapore D istrict ix-a-side competition and, although
we acquitted ourselves well, we did not quite make the trophy
stage. We are fortuna te in having old stalwarts such as Staff
Sergeant Harun and Sergeant Sardul Singh with us and we
hope they, together with younger members, will have a successful season.
Sailing
The Royal Signals Regatta was held on 11th September at
the (\rmy Yacht Club. There were 16 entries mainly from the
Regiment who enjoyed good racing in a light breeze. They
were divided into rwo groups for two races each in the morning
and the best four of each group went forward to race for
the Robinson Salver in GP14s and dinghies in the afternoon.
The remainder raced in Fireflys for a secondary trophy. The
Salver was won by Major Dick Bird, crewed by W.0.11 A.
Thomas, R.A.P .C., who won convincingly all races they sailed.
Second was Corporal Keith Essam, crewed by Corporal Martin
Gray.
From the results of this Regatta the team for the Triangular
Regatta against the Gunners and Sappers was chosen.
This was held on 23rd/24th September, when rhe Sappers,
led by the Olympic star helmsman, Maior Stuart Jardine,
resoundingly won every race. We struggled with the Gunners
for second place, but never recovered from a disastrous start
in the first race. We won the second race but not sufficiently
to overcome the points deficient from the first. The team was
Major Mark Baker and Corooral Malcolm Lincoln. Maior Dick
Bird and Sereeant Nick Thurgood, Captain Dick Hood and
Major Lee Edinger (against the Sappers), Corporal Keith
Essam and Corporal Marrin Gray, Major Lee Edinger and
Signahnan Harry Waugh (against the Gunners).
Shooting
The Royal Signals Shooting Competition was held at Nee
Soon on 8th/9th September. Unfortunately we did not do as
well as we expected and 19th Signal Regiment emerged as
convincing winners. However, 249 Signal Sauadron came
overall second in the competition and the rest of the Fe1riment
third. Staff Sergeant Abu Hassan was again the Royal Signals
L.E.P. champion and it is interesting to note that he has won
this title four times in the last five years.
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Princess ~fary Club
T!iis club is managed entirely by the J unior N.C.O.s of the
RegIIDent, and their lively entertainments committee has
succeeded in arranging a func tion nearly every night of the
week. One of the recent highlights was a barbecue at the
Dover Road swimming pool which was .enjoyed by everyone,
even by those who ended unexpectedly m the pool. W e hope
that they will keep up their efforts.
WE

WOHK

TOOt

Signnl Training Centre Far East closes
As we go to print our 3 Squadron, perhaps more widely
known as the Signal T raining Centre (Far East), is closing
down. Sergeant N ichols is quietly disposing of the stores whilst
Y. of S. Durrant has organised a farewell party at which Mrs.
Da~ies, wife of Corporal Davies (the rugby captain), sang in
Shirley Bassey style.
Major Fleming and W.0.11 Coleman are due to leave us in
November, but Captain Kery will remain behind to organise
a trail10g troop under the Second-in-Command to carry out
upgrading and other essential courses. A special mention must
be .~a de ?f F. of S. Waite who succeeded in passing Sergeants
Co.be, Lightfoot and Rose from the Regiment, plus others
from elsewhere in the Far East, through the F. of S. entrance
examination. Well done! A special article on the S.T.C. will
be submitted next month.
Disbandment parnde
The parade to mark the disbandment of the Signals Training
Centre Far East was held on 3rd October. Ceremonial parades
are not normally a part of the curriculum of the S.T.C, and
usually only the cadre parade with the Regiment, but on this
occasion everyone in the Squadron was present. Those who
could not parade were t'.1ere as spectators including the families.
In honour of the occasion, 3 Squadron formed up in front
of the Regiment, 133 strong. Many of those on parade had
had no practice, and even some had never done S.M.G. drill
before.
The opportunity was taken to pre~ent the Long Service and
Good Conduct Nedals to the following: Captain Mansur,
Royal Signals, W.0.1 Osman Tasi, W.O.II Priestley, W.0.11
Phillips, Staff Sergeant Doyle, Sergeant Nicholls, Corporal
Amran, and Signalman Ahmad, of which Sergeant Nichols,
N.W., belongs to 3 Squadron.
The !mpecting Officer was Colonel C. E. Toney, who was
kind enough to write immediately afterwards congratulating
everybody, especially S.T.C., on their performance.
Immediately following the parade the spectators had refreshments in the Princess Mary Club and talked with the Inspecting Officer.
Finally, the following Signals were exchanged with the
Commander Training Brigade Royal Signals:
"From 18th. Signal Regiment to Training Brigade Royal
Signal . For Commander P .D. On occasion of parade to disband
Signal Training Centre Far East we send greetings to you and
all cadre staff of your Brigade P .D. We thank you and them
for help received over many years."
" From Training Brigade Royal Signals ro 18th Signal Regiment. For C.0. from Command P.D. LBD3 030830Z OCT P.D.
Most grateful for your very kind message P.D. Best of luck to
you all."
i'U.P.C. courses
These are now being carried out under the general supervision of R.S.M. Thomas assisted bv Staff Ser~eant Johnson,
Ser1?eant Atkins and Sergeant Davidson. On 19th September
another course finished with a short parade and drill di olay.
The insoecting officer for this parade was Lieutenant-Colonel
D. H. Thursbv-Pe'bam. Commanding Officer 19th Sie:nal Regiment. Lance-Corporal Coward, of 249 Signal Squadron, is to
be congratulated as the best drill student on this course and
he had the honour of drilling
the students before the
inspecting officer.
2 ,t9 St~al Squadron
249 Signal Squadron is being reorgani ed under their new
0.C., Major MacKintay, for a busy autumn of exercises. This
Squadron is fortunate in being able to exercise in Fiji,

19th Signal Regiment, R.A.F. Changi
c 1o GPO Singapore
itlen ol Op1•ration11 Troo1' "'' to Cyprrt.N

(Report by Second-Lieutenant A. T. B. Kimber)
HOSE of you who have soldiered in 19th Regiment over
T
the past eight years will remember that 2 Squadron, based
at RAF Seletar con isted of Malay ia Troop and Operation ·
Troop. The former was disbanded in April this year and the
latter was disbanded in September. H.Q. 2 Squadron now
controls Tenga'n and eletar Troops (as it did when the Regiment was first formed).
An u nex1te(•i.-d announce111e11t

A SPLASH OF IND IAN COLOUR
at the marriage of Sig nilman Ar u mu gan of 3 Squad r o n, 18th Signal Regiment.

Those in the photo :
Back row : Mrs. Lynch, Mrs . Singarave lu, Beve rley He weu. Mrs. Hewett, W. 0 .11
Co lem11n, Be nny Coleman, Mrs. Coleman
Front row: T erecy Hewett, Ad rian Lyn ch, Deborrah Lynch, Mr. an d Mrs.
A rumuga.m (Bride an d Brid egroo m), Mr . A lag ap pan, Tere ncy Coleman

Bangkok Hong Kong, Sarawak and /II alaya. At th e present
Captain Waulmsley is with a large detactiment in Fiji. We
hope to submi t a series of articles from the wan derers on these
countries when they return.
'ft' eddings
An Indian wedding wa held on 14th September and
Signalman Arumugan, of 3 Squadron, is to be congratulated
on his marriage. We wish both he and his wife all the best for
the future.

In July, our Squadron Commander, Major F. V. B. Philp,
was explaining some of the ramifications of the new pay code
to us when in walked the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel D. H. Thursby-Pelham. He told us our collective and
individual futures and that the Troop was to be disbanded in
September. He suggested that those who wanted to opt for a
p articular posting should say so as soon as possible. Almost, it
seemed, as an afterthought, he added: "By the way, I have
got an interesting job for you before you finally lose your
identity as a Troop. I want sixteen volunteers to go to Cyprus
for about a month."

-

17 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7

Cyftrus and 1•lay
At weekends opportunities arose for excur~ions on the island
and among places visited were Paphos and Famagusta and, of
course, Keo Brewery at Limassol. Many old friend , too
numerous to name, were discovered in both Project Troop and
Airfield Troop of 261 Signal Squadron and their excellent
hospitality made the trip a memorable one. Special mention
must go to Captain J. Jupe (0 .C. Project Troop), Captain J. A.
Gatward (0.C. Airfield Troop), Staff Sergeant Bermingham and
Sergeant White.

There was no shortage of volunteers--0nly of available men.
On 14th July twenty of us started our bus ride from RAF
Seletar to RAF Changi where we boarded a Britannia for the
three-day fl ight to Cypr us. F irst night stop was at RAF Gan.
There we were met by Staff Sergeant ' Bud ' Abbott (Nineteen's
man at Gan) and by five of our own Troop on detachment
there (Corporal Wathen, Lance-Corporal Clinch, Signalmen
Bennett, Brierley and J ackson). Later that evening in flew a
U.K.-boun d VC-10 with Signalmen Robey, Sheldon and Barnes
on board. So we had over three-quarters of our Troop on Gan
Island and an excuse for a reunion party!

Time passed quickly and soon we were moving back to
Singapore and to new postings. The signboard of Operations
Troop was finally lowered on 22nd September and those of us
left in Singaoore wish past and present members of the Troop
all the best for the future.

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 43
Fourt h annual s um mer e n :m p
OR the fourth year in succession t\1e R egiment established
F
a tented summer c;imp for 100 men, the
and
best yet, on the high ground at Cochem an der Mo el. The
bii~ges t
0

weather throughout the month was far better than last year,
the locals as friendly as ever, the wine flowed free and with
outboard motors on the assault craft we created quite a wash!
The permanent Camp Commandant, Captain J. D. Greatrix.
had everything highly organi~ed and put some G unner-insp ir ed
ingenuity to excellent use (those showers would have done
credit to H eath Robinson him self!).
To some 400 of us it was a welcome, though strenuous,
change fro m our airfields and made a pleasant ending to the
summer .

l.nnrbruc h Station F ete
The L aarbruch Station fete excelled itself this year an d the
Ree:iment was pleased to play its part. Captain L. A. D .
Hawkins. R.E.M .E., ran the king-size raffle, selling over 8,000
tickets. The ' Duck the Pongo ' stall, run by ' L ' Troop with
Staff Sereeant Gray and Sergeant Goss as the victims, made
more money than ever before, thoug1l-to quote the Station
Commander-its entertainment value and crowd appeal far
outweighed its ca<h value.
The Wives' Club ran the bottle stall and took a mammoth
£106 in two hours fla t with the aid of a team of 10 who never
stoooed till they ran out of stock.
All in all a very sari factory day for many charities, both
Service and civilian.

IN CYPRUS
T he Cyprus Detachm e nt or Operations Troop or 19 Signal Reg iment pose for th e
camera at R.A.F. Akrot ir i. Among the jobs tack led was the laying or a permanent
over head route, and many were the fri e ndihips cordially ren ewed
Knee/lni: (left to rii:ht) : Signalmen Gu irey, Best Brown, Savy, Houghton and
Lance-Corporal Hudson
Centre row (left to right) : Corporols Renn ie, Clark, Sergeant Mouront, Second
Lieute nant A. T. B. Kimber, Sergeant Br istow. La nce .. Corpor al Cameron
Bock row (left to right): Signal Goo dstad t, Corpora l Lindsay, Signalman Han n,
Corporal Lunn, Signalman Thornton, Lance ... Corporal Pete rs , Signalman Gal e,
Lance-Corporal C t ipps
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Snllln~

T'he Regiment now has a growing, very keen sailing
fraternity, and to date, although no regattas ha ~e been won,
their results have been very encouraging.
For the first time the Regiment has entered teams in the
Royal Signals Regatta at the Mohne See where Sergeant Smart
was in fine form, and in the B.K.Y.C. Regatta at Kiel, where
L ieutenant G. D avies took second place.
L ieutenant G. D avies was also asked to skipper the R AF
Laarbruch boat in the RAF Germany Regatta at Kiel, and,
with his crew, took two firsts and one second place. A protest
on a technical point robbed them of one of the firsts, and lost
them the overall first place, leaving them a disappointed but
wiser crew.
The lucky sailors (and there were more volunteers than
vacancies) made up a crew consisting of Lieutenant Davies
(skipper), Major Powell, Sergeant Smart (mate), LanceCorporal Webb, L ance-Corporal Flynn and Signalman Howie
(cabin boy), and managed a cruise in the Corps boat Pe tasus
from Kiel. Although they did not make Copenhagen all
seemed to enjoy the experience despite the seasickness.
N ow there is only the end-of-season regatta at Ki el which
we shall enter with high hopes of winning. Whatever the
result, sailing at 21st Regiment has come to stay and the
champions will have to look to their laurels next year.

Home n o d away

Mee ting a t Gan

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Terylene 13/6
Silk 10/6
Silk 21 /Gold Wire 36/6 & 55/Cuff Links 29/6 & 63/- Wall Shields 35/6 to 57/6
Crested Tankards
Car Badges 38/6 & 45/57/6 & 72/6
Ties made to your own design

f :y1trus 1111d work
Our next night's stop at RAF Muharraq in the Persian Gulf
was less comfortable. Late on the following day we touched
down at RAF Akrotiri and were welcomed by Staff Sergeant
Tony Bermingham, of the Airfield Troop of 261 Signal
Squadron. Our task was to assist in building a permanent overhead route at Akrotiri (who said linemen did not do this sort
of thing anymore?). We also had to go further afield to
Dhekelia at the Eastern end of the island to complete some
semi-permanent field cable laying on 262 Signal Squadron. The
work proceeded fairly uneventfully with little bands of men in
jungle green moving about amidst the khaki drill of the 'locals.'

Other spo rts
The soorts teams have made a good start to the winter and
so far have a 100 per cent record. The hockey team looks
to be the best that we have had for a very Ion~ time and has
begun its league commitments with a string of victories. The
Laarbruch soccer team di stingui~hed it elf by winnine: the
Station ore-season soccer cup, defeating 16 Squadron 2-0 in
an excellent game.
The cro~ s-country team looks to be in excellent shape and
the training schedules of some of our runners are quite
frightening. There is eoing to be a tremendous battle between
Corporals Georl?e Holden, Graham Campbetl and Pete D ring
for the Regimental cross-country championship next week.
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Arrh,als and d e partures
This month the Regiment said fare well to Major and Mrs.
E. P. Hughes and to Major and Mrs. W. E. Oates.
Ted Hughes leaves us on retirement and he will be long
remembered, not only by us but also by th e RAF, for h'.s
impeccable Guards of Honour, his Station Volunteer Band,
and the excellent work he did cementing Anglo-G erman
relations for us all.
Before he left Ted presented the Regiment with a magnificent silver trumpet, suitably engraved, and we know he
will be delighted to hear that a trumpeter was posted in the
day he left. ~i s gift will be used for the first time on th e
Quarter Guard for our new C.S.O., Major-General D . R.
Horsfield, O.B.E., A.D.C., M.A., next month and on many a
ceremonial occasion to come.
We wish him, Mary and the family every happiness in
civilian life.
Bill Oates leaves us after serving Air Formation for five-anda-balf years and making his mark on many airfields both here
and in the FARELF. We shall miss him and Kathy, always a
staunch supporter of the Regiment, and wish them well at
Shrewsbury.
We welcome Captain (T.O.T.) R. S. Todd to the Regiment
and hope he has an enjoyable tour with ' M ' Troop.

2 4 th Signal R e g iment,
Catte rick Camp
INTER'S bitter fingers surely approach, beckoned in
W
by the beginning, in fits and starts, of the rugby
season.
Needless to say, the moment that the heating was finally
switched on to combat the northern blast, the mercury rose.
Not that we now complain, not for a minute, far better a
Turkish bath than the dreaded sauna.
To return to rugby. The season has started, not without
its minor successes. To date, the 9th/12th Lancers and 11th
Signal Regiment have been defeated- and 24th Signal Regiment has lost to Richmond Grammar School and C.0 .D .,
Chilwell, the latter in the first round of the Army Cup. Unlucky, perhaps, since our stand-off, Sergeant Morpeth, was injured early on and taken to hospital.
It is with the latter game that we shall deal in more detail,
hastening to add that names, places and facts have been
altered to suit the story!
With no little confidence, the team set off for Chilwell
on 1st October, Jeavine: Catterick at the uncommonly early
hour of eight o'clock. The defences of Chilwell were breached
at around lunch time and the kick-off was set for 2.30 p.m.
As so it was. Both teams trotted out, collar wine;ed, on
to the hard turf, looking for all the world like profe sional
killers.

'4S7

Ferry 1our car
home for
half-price?
This is an important offer- specially introduced
for HM Forces in BAOR and attached civilian
personnel. Between Oct I and May 31, North Sea
Ferries take your car from Rotterdam (Europoort)
to Hull (and back) at half price.
It's a convenient drive-on-drive-off service toooperating at night, so you get a comfortable
night's sleep en route. All service passengers get
10% off their fares - even cheaper on special 8day return excursions - and there is a comfortable
berth, dinner, morning tea, and full breakfast
included in the fare plus 3 bars, duty free shop,
colour T.V., even a juke box. Drive off next day
at Hull and you're home. There's no fuss, no time
wasted and no extras - everything's included
in the price.
From £9.8.6. single with
your car-from£7.8.6. single
with cabin berth only.

It was noticeable how both teams moved energetically
around-not mark you, passing much-who knows what confidence that might have given to the opposition? Both teams
trying to look unconcerned, attempting to portray an air of
calm, cold indifference. At the same time the teams remained
as near to their respective posts as possible, without actually
leaving the field.
~ventually the whistle blew, whereupon most, except the
entuely foolhardy, affected not to hear it and carried on cacti
his own communion.
The shouts and expletives, the imprecations and demands
finally contrived to get both team to the middle. Almost immediately the kick-off was taken, amidst muttered warnings
from the pack to " watch for the short one " and " get up
there, backs. ' It is noticeable that the shouts, rising to a
clamour in moments of crisis, are invariaoly directed to one
unfortunate who, in all probability cannot hear, since he is in
full voice at someone else.
1'be lineout comes and cunningly the home side withdraws
three men, forcing us to do likewise. Which means that half
the pack is running around between the scrum-half and standoff, not quite sure where to go next, except that obviously
the referee's view must be impeded if possible!
The ball is thrown in-judged not to be traight-" . . .
offside " " playing a sixteen-man team here, lads," " ... useless
ref," and so on.
The scrum settles. The hooker strikes for the ball, which
gets halfway out, seems to think better of it and retreats
under the feet of the opposition. As it appears a cry goes
up "lost! watch the blind." So everyone does .. . and they
cro s for the first try. The pack walks, cursing, back to the
" offside " " forward pass " . . . " ref playing for
line . .
them."
" Get ready to charge boys . . . " the kicker kicks and
the captain and scrum-half charge, the rest, with some dignity,
trot forward.
Play restarts-the stand-off goes down wounded, the team
gather, water is poured over his boot, his leg is massaged
to groans and cries of anguish. " Okay, stand up, you'll be
all right." The stand-off makes a feeble attempt-and is carried off-it transpires later that he has a broken ankle.
· As the end draws near, and throats get drier, pints of
Whitbread can be seen floating over the pavilion.
_The blind side wing-forward, mistaking one of these
mtrages for the ball, leaps and crashes into one of his own
team, who collapses on the ground, muttering that it was
his opposite number who did it, and ·threatening hell and
damnation to all and sundry.
The final whistle blows and, with a resurgance of energy,
everyone shakes hands and races for the dressing room, after
all, the sooner showered the sooner soaked! With a speed unbelievable after the memory of ttie shattered team, minutes
before, the bar is reached and all is forgotten. Memories of
last year are re-lived and this year is prepared for next year's
recollection.

30th Signal Regiment
BL,\~DFOllD

CA.HI•
i~

L THOUGH the address of 30th Signal Regiment
A
Blandford Camp, regular readers will know that a large
proportion of the Regiment is always overseas. This month
is no exception, and there are over 250 members of the
Regiment serving overseas at the time of writing. To all those
members of l'he Regiment in Anguilla, Cyprus, Gibralt~r,
Libya and Northern Ireland, greetings from Blandford. We
look forward to having you back with us in the not-toodistant future.

we in Blandford could turn out on a Regimental basis at 24
hours' notice and act effectively. The situation painted for
the exercise necessitated the intervention of the Regiment to
assist the civil authorities in the temporary evacuation of
nearby Salisbury. The Regiment was given the initial warning on Wednesday, 1st October, and moved out the following
day. A camp site on Salisbury Plain was recced and set up,
and the Regiment spent Thursday night under canvas, returning to camp on Friday. Luckily, the night was not too cold
and the camp was provided with some comforts-including a
canteen-so everyone returned on Friday in high spirits.
One particular feature of the exercise was the operation by
1 (640) Squadron of the C42 link to camp, which was a
solid circuit, despite the 45 miles range and some very high
ground in between and with no rebro showing. They know
their job in 1 (640) Squadron.

i\11 unusually turbulent mouth for tlu• Ueghneut

September has been an unusually turbulent month for us
all. Further detachments have . been sent to Northern Ireland;
there has been a complete changeover of personnel on the
Anguilla detachment, and a number of familiar faces have
disappeared from l'he camp. On 13th September, Staff Sergeant
(Y. of S.) Ron Botham flew out with the relief detachment
fol' Anguilla, and took over as ' CR Signals, Antiga/ Anguilla •
from W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Dixon, of 14th Signal Regiment. Those
returning to Blandford after their stint in the Caribbean were
Sergeant Ernie De la Mare, Corporal Bert Yarr, Corporal Bob
Williams, Corporal Ron Burrell, Signalman Dave White,
Signalman Danny Gray, Lance-Corporal Ralf Work, Corporal
Terry Le Mouton, Signalman Len Woodger, Corporal Bill
Scott. Welcome home!
We reported last month that our Commanding Officer had
just arrived and it was assumed that this was sufficient change
to the Regimental hierarchy in one month to satisfy everyone!
However, apparently this is not so. Captain Payne has recently
joined the Regiment from Shrivenham, and has taken over
as Adjutant from Lieutenant Cox. Also the Second-in-Command has now been posted at short notice. This, we hasten
to add, was caused only by the requirements of the Northern
Ireland situation. Major Plant is only going to H.Q., Army
Strategic Command, just up the road at Wilton, so he's going
to be close at hand to answer the questions unanswered at his
departure. Major Haw, his relief, is scheduled to arrive on
17th October, eleven days after Major Plant leaves for
Wilton.
Add to this fact that the Training Officer, Captain Duncan
is in Northern Ireland, plus the fact that our Operations
Officer, Lieutenant Lorna Windmill also leaves the Army thi
month, readers will see what we meant by saying September
has been turbulent.
The gap left by Captain Duncan's sojourn in Northern
Ireland has been ably filled by that stalwart of Korea, Cyprus,
and, come to think of it, jmt about everywhere cl~ e, W.0.1
(Y. of S.) Johnstone, ably assisted in the Training Centre by
that other notable, W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Bill Coxon, late of British
Honduras. De, pite our lack of officers and soldiers the
training system continues as normal.

The begiJming of intensive exer4'ises and traininl(
Exercise 'Storm Cloud• signals the start of a period of
intensive Regimental exercises and training, to which everyone is looking forward, as an escape from office life and the
ever-mounting tide of the 'paper war.'
The main overseas exercise of the month has been ' Green
Express,' the Ace Mobile Force . exercise in Denmark. This
time, in addition to the participation of the Ace Mobile Force
Battalion Rear Link Signal Troop (what a mouthful!) we
have also been represented by an observer team from our new
Ace Mobile Force Radio Troop. This was led by Captain
Crouch, the newly-appointed O.C. of the Troop. Our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Rose made an official fourday visit to the exercise and was suitably impressed by this
NATO organisation and the representatives of 30th Signal
Regiment in it.
Regimental Week
The second week in September is traditionally Regimental
Week in 30th Regiment. This year, because of the depleted
strength in Blandford, some activities had to be curtailed.
The sporting a:::tivities and the all ranks' dance were both
postponed until such time as the majority of the Regiment
return to the camp. Several events, however, did take place,
and it was generally agreed that the band concert, given by the
Corps Band, in Blandford High School, was excellent. It
was certainly well-attended and warmly applauded by the
Regiment's friends in the Blandford civil community. The
final event of Regimental Week was the annual cricket matcii
between the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes. The officers
batted first and, thanks mainly to Captain Dai Rees (more
at home on the rugby field) amassed 56 runs in the 25 overs.
The Sergeants' Mess team laid about the Officers' Mes
bowlers to such good effect that the 57 runs required for
victory came in eight overs. So the handsome losers' troph y
now has a place of honour (?) in the Officers' 1'. ess . . . but
only until next year, they claim.
· Obituary
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The Brigade Orienteering Championship took place on
Saturday, 20th September, in
and around Stang Forest,
near Barnard Castle. The
event, w h i ch was run
beneath a cloudy sky. but
luckily, in dry weather, encompassed the most difficult
conditions, not least of which
was the dense forest. After
the bogey-time of two-and-ahalf hours had elapsed, a
large number of competitors
were still on the course.
However, Lieutenant Charles
Kemp and Lieutenant Dick
Stokes had both reached
Lieutenant C . Kemp, showing the trojourney's end and claimed
phies won in the Br igade Orienteering
for 24th Signal Regiment
Championship with lieutenant Dick
Stokes they ,ained the first two ind ithe first
two individual
vidual places for 24th Regiment
places.
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'Ve • base wallalts ' have our share o( soldleriJ1~
aetivitit's
Those members of the Regiment roughing it in faraway
places may be comforted, or at least amused to learn that
we 'base wallahs ' at Blandford have been having our share
of soldierly activity. Exercise ' Storm Cloud,' conceived by
the Commanding Officer, and organised by the training staff,
backed by the R.S .M. and the Q.M . department proved that

We regret to announce !'he death, on 14th September, of
W.0.11 (F. of S.) Cowan. He died in The Queen Alexandra
Military Hospital, Millbank, after an illness which had necessitated him staying in hospital for the past five months. He
joined the Army in 1949 and had served in Singapore, Persian
Gulf, Malaya and latterly in Cyprus, with 644 Signal Troop.
Our deep sympathy goes to his parents, Mr. and Mr . Cowan,
of 169, Harolds Cross Road, Dublin 6.

Places!
Unusual Jobs!
Why not send us your story?

Faraway
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Scenes from

25~

Squadron's Island
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28 days
Hard Labour

253 Squadron, Hong Kong,
adopt an island, do a good job
of work, and in the process
make a lot of local friends, to
say nothing of a close tie-up
with a Royal Navy mine
hunter.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiillllilllllllllllllllllllllilllllll

SIU A CHAU-253 SQUADRON 'S ISLAND
It was only 900 yards long and 300 yards wide but it had a lovely beach and friendly inhabitants.
beach, on which stores were landed, can be clearly seen

·' job fo do

THE little island of Siu A Chau in the remote Sokos group
s_outh-wesc of Hong Kong, has about fifty inhabitants
Hme pmeapples, a few fishing boats and very little else. Th~
ong K.ong Government decided co provide a small generator
on the island co produce a supply of electricity. The Forces
were as~ed to h~p :ind 253 Squadron took on the task of
putthung m street lighting and domestic lights and power points
ID
e houses.
Th~ o.c;;., _with heavy-handed subtlety, christened the project
Exer~se Lml~ Jenny.' Captain Stuart Law took on the
detailed planrung and, after a brief recce by helicopter
acco!T!parued by. F. of S. Ron Mortenson, the business of
choos1Dg a workmg party and assembling stores was put in
hfnd. L~ce-Corporal Dave Pedley had the novel experience
o shopp1Dg on the local market for lamp-post fittings.
Even~lly all !11e. sto~es were. assembled, including a monster
20 cubic foot fndge - which was the only size we could
scrounge. O~r final loading list looked more suitable for a
D-Day ~andmg than a modest operation in aid of the civil
commuruty - ~ut we were very grateful for our ' comforts '
before the exercise was over.
We planned to fii_iish the job in twenty-eight days. We would
land a party of thirteen on the island and change over part
of the detachment each week - although one or two ' experts '
would have to stay the full course. Once on the island the
detachment co';11d only be reached by ll boat which visited
each week or, m an emergency, by helicopter.

Our I land
The first party set off for Siu A Chau on the morning of
9th June in a R.C.T. landing craft. We reached the island

The

after about two-and-a-half hours and landed our scores over
the beach. Tl:ie. island _is about 900 hundred yards long and
3~ hundred w1d~. It 1s very rocky and covered with scrub
with _a few cleanngs for growing pineapples but there is a
beauuful beach of fine white sand. It was very, very hoc
when we landed. The work of manhandling the stores off
the beach and up the dunes was exhausting but by 18.00
hours the base camp was established, the radio link back
to the Squadron H.Q. was working, the generators running
the fridge stocked, and Captain Law, accompanied by Sergeant
P~ter Taylor, had gone off co make his ' number ' with the
village he~dman and plan the work which was to start the
next mornmg.
The locnl<s
~e next d~}'. we moved into the village and got stuck into
tJ:te JOb of wmng u~ t?~ houses for power and light. The
villa~e. was very pnrmtJve and the villagers were rather

susp1c1ous of us and kept well out of the way However the
soldiers' gift for ' chatting up the locals ' wa·s soon p~t to
work .. Not that there were any 'birds ' on which to exercise
the gift - any local ' talent' . was kepc well out of sighc - buc
there we~e lots of young _ch1ldre~ w?ose curiosity soon overcame the1~ fear. The working p~rt1es ID the village were always
accomparued by a group of smiling and unpaid assistants. The
adults slowly came to accept us and realised we wanted to help
al"!d we were offered beer and gifts of pineapples. Soon ~
friendly Jo San (good day) and a smile greeted us everywhere.
Lance-Corporal Mick Moffat found a tiny starving kinen in
the scrub n~ar <?ur base cam~. The. kitten was adopted and called
Soko. Soko s tmy body belied his enormous appetite and h e
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4.

Corporal Bill Burley at work on some exterior wiring 2. "Hank" the mealtime menace 3. One of the younger helpers
Sergeant Taylor watches the village headman doing some basket work 5. Corporal Ross Graham mans the rear link back
to Squadron Headquarters

gorged huge quanuues of bully beef and grew rapidly. He
returned to barracks with us as ' R ' Troop mascot.
Cuisine
We lived on 'Compo,' enlivened by any fresh item we
could rake up. Our Hong Kong soldiers demonstrated the
great talent of the Chinese for fine cooking. Corporal Ma Kwok
Keung and Signalman Yim Tak Wah produced a magnificent
Chinese-Indian curry, and Lance-Corporal Ng Shiu Joe and
Signalman Lok Tze Chiu served a delicious ' Chow Fan.'
At any rate, our cooking was good enough co provide a
regular attraction for Hank, one of the villagers. Hank was a
talented scrounger who appeared each mealtime with his
chow bowl and an ingratiating smile. He was seldom
disappointed.

Animal life
The villagers were very fond of animals - so much so
that dogs, goats, chickens and ducks wandered freely through
the village treets and in and out of the houses. Our base
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER - DECEMBER
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camp site was a mecca for insects. Thou and~ of creeping,
hopping or fly ing beasties each armed with nippers or stings
descended on us at night. We emerged after our fuse night
on the island a very puffed .and spotty-looking crew. Having
painfully re-learned an old lesson we made sure our tent~
were fumigated and closed down before nightfall during the
rest of our stay. Our nocturnal visitors included sand crabs with
a mountaineering spirit which managed to climb on the roove
of the tents.
Sergeant 'Dusty' Millar, a keen fisherman, managed co gee
away from a huge sea creature which was about to catch him.
This monster cook bait, hook, line and had caned to drag our
intrepid angler out to sea when the line gave way.

Sport
Our main sports were swimming and volley ball but we al o
developed a novel form of water polo. Po c were put up in
the water about ten yards from the beach and the game wa~
played parrallel to the shore. On one wing the player had to
swim, on the other they could run out of the water and along
491

the hore carry the ball. This combination of water p olo, rugby
and catch a catch can was ver y exhausting and provided
cndles opportunities for cheating. Exp'. oiring their talent for
the latter characteristic the 0 . . with a team of officers and
seniors managed to beat the re. idem 10-4.
Fri.-nds
Although we had taken on the job of putting in the wmng
in the village we had no idea who was going to build the
generator house or erect the lamp posts. D uring our econd
week on the island the Royal
avy mine hunter H.M.S.
Kirkliston appeared and put ashore a p1rty of sailors to do
the building work. This wa the beginning of a continu ing
friendship between 253 Squadron and H .M .S. Kirkliston. We
provided cool beer (from our enormous fr idge) and the odd
meal for the sailors ashore; they took some of us aboard in
the evenings for a drink or a film show. The sailors afr o
arranged an exciting introduction to
avy rum for Staff
Sergeant Dick Sizeland. We ended our work on the island
with a combined barbeque on the beach. We have kept
up our contacts with Kirkliston. Sailors have joined our remote
area patrols and come to our social functions - and the O.C.
has just completed a twelve-day cruise to Borneo and back with
Kirkliston as unofficial ' liaison officer.'
.\ belpin(t band

Jn the small hours of one Sunday morning an eighty-four-old
Chinese lady in the village was taken ill. The village headman
asked for help from our det'lchment. Lance-Corporal Dave
Co!Jey, our first-aid trained N.C.0., visited the old lady and
could see she was in a very bad way. A me~ age was p!!s ed
to Squadron H.Q., the O.C. turned out, and the B.M .H .
contacted. At Squadron H .Q. we had a radio link to the island
and a telephone through to a doctor at the ho piral. U sing
these links the doctor carried out a long-range diagnosis by
asking questions about the old lady's symptoms wh ich were
answered by Corporal Colley on the island. The doctor advised
immediate evacuation of the old lady to hospital. A helicopter
was ca!Jed for and the old lady carried aboard. She had never
been away from the island before and insisted that her head
be covered with a blanket so that she could not see what was
going on. She was in hospital within half-an-hour and was
eventua!Jy nursed back to health.
A ebange is ns good as a bolida:-·

Our twenty-eight days on Siu A Chau were not very
dramatic. Ir was very hard work but we had many laughs,
made new friends and felt we were doing something useful.
We returned to barracks both tired and refre•hed to take up
our normal duties on mainland Hong Kong. We would all do
it again and the 0 .C. has been heard mutterin ~ about three
remote villages in the Sai Kung peninsula which are without
electricity.

Exercise 'Cross Swortls' meant Adventure
Training in Bavaria
lt meant also making warm friends with the
Bergwacht and the Americans
Contributed by Lance-Corporal Pete Theobald, of 16th Signal
Regiment
HE ground work for this exercise began in March, when
T
the M .T .O., Captain Lord, obtained permission to run an
Adventure Training exercise for ' his hard-worked
~oldiers .'

Under the able direction of Staff Sergeant 'Dixie ' Dean,
Sergeants ' Mickey ' Phin and AI Palmer, the necessary stores
and provisions were gathered together. Corporal 'Jock'
MacSorley, who went along as P.T .I. and canoe/swimming
instructor, ensured that canoes, life-jackets and sports equipment were available.
The journey

Depanure day arrived-dull, damp and dreary. In typical
British fashion wellingtons were donned as the day grew more
miserable. But the wagons rolled at 18.00 lhours and spirits,

despite Lhe weather, remained high in view of the marvellous
weather we were sure awaited us. T he journey, a long flog of
18 hours, was punctuated by long breaks and (inevitably) hot
soup · so that the rain did not seem to be so p enetra ting as it
in fact was. By various routes we arrived at the camo site and
Sergea!1t Phin decided. to ~a~e a grand entrance by silentl y
and without any warnmg sliding off the muddy track into a
ditch; but, of course, we ' experts ' soon got him out. The
marquee and tents were soon erected and whilst Signalman
John Thompson and ' Ginger' Donnel provided us with a
very welcome meal Sergeant Palmer et up the lighting equipment. The rema inder of us set to work to finish unloading.
Four lads from 2 Squadron, an H .F . Detachment, ably lead by
Corporal ' R.E.M.E.' H arper, moved into a nearby clearing
and commenced setting up communications. It was early to bed
that night, with an 18-hour drive behind us we were not sorry.
Bav a ria n hos1•itality

Rain greeted us on the Sunday as we went to meet th e
Bergwacht Bereit•chaft (literally ' mouritain w•w ·h '). and
Corporal Ian Collins, who was driving the 3-tonner, decided
to compete with Sergeant Phin's escapade. The vehicle turned
around -and skidded to a halt off the road, with Lance-Corporal
Theobald and Signalman Jimmy Field attempting a trapeze
act by flying over the tailboard. Fortunately no bones were
broken and the Bavarian State Police were very helpful in
that not only did they guide us to the hospital but then took
us to Spitzingsee where we met the 'Mountain Watch.' Having
ground our way up to 1,400 metres in the 3-tonner we then
climbed the last 200 metres, seemingly almost vertically. The
Mountain Men showed us their eouipment, and fro m a point
above the more elderly watched whilst three of our members
abseiled - for their bravery they were later awarded small
medals. We were then taken to the mountain p olice hut for
a party given by the Bergwacht. The hospitality that greeted
us was overwhelming and everybody aereed that they had
never felt rn at ease with people they had just met. Regretfully
th e visit was over too soon.

the Commanding Officer and his group took pity on us and
arranged a coach tour of 1V unich for us on the following day.
A guide went with us to show us the sights which included
a visit to the D eutsd1es Museum. After lunch we visited the
Munich Opera H ouse and the site of the 1972 Olympic Games,
saw the television tower, the swimming p ool and ice rink.
Everyone voted this the most enjoyable t wo days and we
thought our hosts had done a marveUous job in entertaining so
small an element of the British Army. That evening we gave a
party at which we attempted to repay some of the hospitality
shown to us by botll the Bergwacht and th e Officer Commanding, Deputy Commander and the men of SSG 4, and at which
we presented 16th Signal p laques. As you might guess it rained
(again) but nothing daunted our spirits, especially when the
Bergwacht staggered into the marquee wim a SO-litre keg of
beer to supplement our own supply. Their musicians helped
make it a night to remember and the rain did not dampen our
pirits one bit. We like to think that they were especially
impressed with our floodlit Union Jack and Corps flag. They
also toured the H.F. Detachment and sent a signal to our own
C.0. expressing thei r appreciation. Finally we poured ourselves
into our beds, which by this time were nearly floating.

Home war d hound
Friday morning saw us pack:ng our stores-and miraculously
the sun began to shine. A shopping uip had been arranged in
the nearby town of Wasserburg and everyone managed to buy
something to take home. With the long journey ahead an early
night was called and at last the weather was dry. Saturday
dawned clear and at 12.00 hours, with blue skies and wisps
of high cloud, the wagons rolled homeward. The journey was
smooth and we stopped for long halts, with a three-hour halt
at midnigh t, which was found beneficial later on-for the night
was foggy and with rain and mist the drivers had as much

Fit w e are now

The following two days were devoted to phvsical trammg
and exercise. We visited the S i m~ee for canoeing, under the
guiding hand of Corporal MacSorley. Lance-Corporal ' Taff '
Morgan and Siimalman Donnel caosized their caooe, but again
DO bones were broken, and as it Was already raining the extra
water did not bother them unduly. Th e same afternoon Corporal
MacSorley gave instructions on rescuing a man from a ca psized
canoe, with Corooral Chubb in th e caosized canoe and LanceCorporal Morgan rescuing him. T he - exercise of izetting the
canoe up the righ t way was easy como~red with keeping it
that way, in consequence Corporal Chubb soon fo und himself
cap~ized aeain. Tuesday brought the inevitable rain and
Exercise ' Move Out,' an orienteering exercise, so off we
marched with compasses and maps, wa ter driooing from our
noses. The result is best left unmentioned, as Corporal Collings
got lost and caused some anxiety as conditions were very bad
due to the rain.

We meet the ADierfcans

On Wedne~day we set off to meet the Americ<t ns of Si!!nal
Service Group 4 ba~ed on Munich. This ~isit h"d been tied-up
by Captain Lord over a p eriod of moriths, with letters 1wing
b~~k. and forth between himself and Lieutenant-Colonel W. J.
F1shinger, the Deputy Commander SSG 4 who, with a milit<>rv
sedan, met us and took us to the McGraw Kaserne. We
lunched in the Officers' / Civilian Mess, being introduced to
maf!y officers and to the command Sergeant M ajor, the
equivalent of our R.S.M. They were all very friendly and
soon, with the beer flowing and a cinema show and lunch
behind us, we were taken iri .in-ouos to vi~it the static communications provided bv SSG 4 11nd to meet the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel N. D. Nicols. During the aftern?On Captain Lord. Staff Ser!!eant Dean. Corporal Chubb and
Signalman Crossland were taken in hand to make a recordiniz
for A.F.N. Munich, and each of us was given a sleeve flash of
the command.
As the weather was so bad (we now had hail as well as rain)
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" TO FRIENDSHIP"

Staff-Sergeant Dean and Staff-Sergeant Ph in take a drin k with Lieutenant Colonel W . J. Fish lnger, SIG .C., U.S. Army during the ir Bavarian
Adventure Training Tour. The party made many friends and
enjoyed great hospitality wherever they went. On the right
Signalman Dennis Mallie makes friends in another direction ...
as they could cope with. At 06.00 on Sunday we were back in
Krefeld. Washdo.vn of trucks and transport and we were away
to bed, possibly dreaming of a mall field bright under the sun.
Afterthoughts

Although by m id-week the M.T.O. had to a lte~ the programme hurriedly, since we only h.ad one dry Ult l.eft, our
journey was not wasted. The cookmg was done ennrely by
members of the Troop, with th e help from CraftSIJ?.an 'Nobby '
Dennis, our R.E.M.E. support. The standard was high, f~d w~
always piping hot and a great pleasure to eat. Then the fnendl1ness of all with whom we came into contact and especially
with our friends the Bergwacht and the Americans .. ~d finally
-we'd like to do it again ne.xt year, weather p enrutung!
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North American Scene
By Captai n M. C. Spence
I mpressi o ns are kaleidos c o 1•ic
First impressions of any country arc varied, of Canada
they were kaleidoscopic. A blizzard, sub-zero temperatures,
stifling cenual heating, a ' Mountie ' in a fur hat and a va~t
station wagon which left my 14 pieces of luggage room to
s!ide around . Above all this stood the hosp1tamy of the
Canadians whic•il was almost overwhelming. Those who have
met Canadians in B.A.O.R. will be aware of this but in their
own country they seem to excel themselves.
I&oy nl S ignals in (;armdn
Under the N .A.T.O. exchange s::heme there are over 80
British Army officers and N.C.O.s stationed in Canada, Major
A.an Yeoman is in the power house at Canadian F orces H eadNo. 2
quarters in Ottawa and M ajor Tim Hackworth as
Communications Company trains operators and li ne men at
the School in K ingston, Ontario. The Canadian School of
Signals amalgamated with the R.C.E.M .E. School earlier V:1is
year and now has the grand title of Canadia n F orces School
of Commu nications and L and Ordnance Engineering.
Sergeants Dave Cheyne and James Kelly keep the Corp'
wicket up at Ladner, British Columbia. M y job is wi th the
1st Canadian Signal R egiment.

q.c.

From Arctic snow to tropic heat
The Regiment's main role is to provide M obile Command
Headquarters with its field communications. Tasks could vary
from providing communications and adrninisuarive support for
a T ask Force Headquarters on a divisional scale to assistance
to a single unit. Therefore the Regim ent's uaining provides
ample scope for travel. This year elements have been sent as
far from home as Alaska, Jamaica and West Germany. The
Regiment is very much a war~ of . its possible world-wide
commitments and consequently lt uams to be equally at home
in the cold snow of the far north or in the steamy heat of
-the tropics. Friends of the Regiment wi.l be interested to
know that Lieutenant-Colonel B. J. Bennett recently moved
on to the Canadian Land Forces Command and Staff College
as a member of the faculty. The new Commanding Officer
is Lieutenant-Co:onel P. H. Sutton whom many will have met
in B.A.0.R.

The Limestone City
The Regiment's home is in Kingston which is located on
Lake Ontario at the beginning of the St. L awrence. It is in an
ideal place for travel to V:1e ?tates, Que?ec and the !'1aritime
Provinces. Known as the Limestone City, due to ns many
fine buildings in thi; stone, Kingston dates back to the early
days of Canada. It was laid out by the Loyaiists who came
north after the American War of Independence and was known
as the Kings Town. It was formerly the capital of Canada
before the war of 1812 with the United States. Due to its
proximity to the States . it lost this. hon<;>ur. to a backwoods
village ca!Jed Bytown. Kmgston retamed 1t.s IIllportanc~, ~ow. ever, because it guarded the mouth of t~1 e Cataraqw nver.
This river was connected via an area of many lake , and
using an extensive lock sy ~tem, to the new capital, with its
new name on the Ottawa river. Kingston provided a base
for the Royal Naval ships operating on Lake Ontario and the
R.M.C. of Canada now stands on the site of the form er dockyard. The city is also the home of the Canadian Staff Colle~e
and the higher
ational Defence College. To balance lts
military association it is also a university town, has several
light industries and is a port of enuy.
Action money and 111ilk in plastic.·~ baJ(~
Soldiering in Canada in these rimes is particularly inter~s t
ing. One is more than a first-han~ observer o~ the mtegratio,n
of the three Services. Now the 1mplementat1on of Canada
new defence policy is taking effect with its fre h outlook.
Living in Canada maintains the kaleido~col?ic i1 1age recei:ved
on arrival. The picture ranges from dr1v.e-m ~hurch ~crv1ce
to back-pKking a canoe on a moose huntmg u:1p ; credit c~ rd
are so extensive that hard cash is known as ' acuon money,' 1cccream comes in half-gallons and milk in p!astic bags houseboats abound in summer and snow mobiles in winter. The
distance from
ewfoundland to B.C. is greater than from
London to Ba'hrein. It is a va t country full of contrast ,
potential and colour.
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Toug/1, goi11g in 1Vor1cay
Crossing a swollen glacier river .. . some were pulled under. the icy water but
desperately held on for their' ives

roped together for the crossing, and then some were pulled
under the icy water, but desperately held on for their life.
Although cold and wet, the party was across and all alive."
A lighter side
The weather was superb for most of t'he exercise, with
temperatures around l00 °F . at um.:s. This is all very pleasant,
but can often be cruel when too much sun is taken. Corporal
Chapman found this with severe burning on his face and
had to order some extra sun cream from the nearest lodge.
Two days later it arrived with a label saying ' Tann-Krem.'
Even though it was blue in colour, Corporal Chapman was
only too happy to cover his burning skin. A closer look
at the tube showed that it was 'Tann-Krem with Fluor . ..
Tann? Wasn't that Norwegian for tooth! And Fluor wasn' t
that fluoride! A sheepish Corporal Chapman crept away to
agonisingly take a tube of toothpaste off his sunburns!
011% To reach tlte to1•

We will all remember the view from the top of Galdopiggn
on to the Jotunheimen mountains. Row after row of granite
giants, glittering icefields, and all looking so majestic as they
reached towards the blue skies-a million dollar view-we
will all remember the agony to get there as well! TI1e log
again shows our thoughts on the first day of a two-day trek:
" After a short rest, we took the treacherous track over
Sjugundt. Carrying packs for the first time, up to 1,600 metres,
the track rose 600 metres in less than 800 metres. With legs
crying for a rest, lungs bursting for air, and sweat flowing into
our eyes, we edged further forward and at last reached our
prize and gained the secret of the mountains; our labour being
rewarded by the sense of achievement and the glimpse of
a beautiful unspoilt world.
Hikinis a s well
Finally, for the faint-hearted with weak legs, the mountains
also hold another secret when the sun shines for long hours.
Out from the many lodges came many girls all dre sed and
looking beautiful in bikinis, and there are many more girls than
fellows (we could not get down from the mountains quick
enough!). To the adventurer, be careful, you may end up
marrying one!
Comment: (Mrs. McLean has just returned home, to Norway,
for a holiday with her parents!).

THE MOUNTAIN RAMS
Members of Alpha Troop-I I Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron -adventure train ing party say goodbye to the O.C. before setting out on a
three weeks trekking expedition in Norway. They faced some really hard going
Left to right: Signalman Hudson, Signalman Pitt, Signalman Emmerson, Craftsmen Wakeling, Lieutenant Mclean, Signalman Neale, O.C. Major
Corden (saying farewell), Corporal Chapman, lance-Corporal Ridley, Signalman Palmer, Signalman Peters, Signalman Tu raga, Signalman Smyth
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poR those who have been to
Norway, all will remember
by
how unspoilt and beautiful it is.
Few visitors, however, rarely
Lieut. D. J. McLean venture to discover the wild
mountainous regions called Jotunheimen-the giants' home-situated centrally in Southern
orway. This was the aim of the trip, which took twelve
members of ' Al)Y-1a ' Troop mountain trekking for three weeks
during July and August.
The area is also famous, for it was from these mountains
that Greig was inspired to write much of his music. Further,
our first day's trek took us up Gjendin-Eggen, over which
Peer Gynt rode on a reindeer. This is some 1,740 metres
high and now called Besseggn.
Jotunheimen is also the home of Northern Europe's two
highest mountains Glittenind and Galdopiggn. Their heights
are so identical tllat it depends on the current depth of the
glacier as to which is the highest; both are about 2,470 metres.
T~e mountains always look attractive, many draped with
. himmering glaciers, the largest of which is 570 square miles
m area.

4'9-4

:\'ot all sightseeing
During our stay we walked and climbed the two highest
mountains and also spent eight hours on a glacier, an experience we shall all remember. As should be expected on an
adventure training exercise, there is rlle one highlight that
will always be remembered. This moment normally combines
the frightening, dangerous, exhausting time which, when completed was really rather easy and somewhat amusing, although
still giving that inward sense of achievement. All this came
to the pany when we undertook to trek from Memurnbu to
Gjendebu, on the descent of Bukkelaegret. This was a fall
of over 420 metres in a path Ieng~ of only 600 metres, made
more dangerous by the loose shingle. If this was not enough,
we were soon to be faced with crossing a glacier river, swollen
to terrifying proportions as the result of twelve days' glorious
sunshine melting the ice. We were being led by a guide
and had been on the go for eight hours. It was impossible
to go back, so we had to cross. The log tells the tale: "We
had to go across, so Lieutenant McLean followed the guide
and thought 'he would have no difficulty. However, the guide's
experience was not everything, and a sudden slip nearly
brought disaster. Turaga and Smyth edged slowly out and
made the far bank, to their relief. The remainder had to be
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Motoring in Singapore
or I ma"ietl a Grant/ Prix Driver
By Staff Sergeant John Bunting, 18th Regiment
Some 18 months ago my wife and I arrived out here and
brought with us one 850 Mini. Our first impression of driving
in Singapore was that we were admist a horde of traffic light
dragsters, and then we discovered a source of even faster and
expertly 'controlled ' cars stabled by The Singapore Forces'
Driving Club and The Singapore Motor Club. So off we went
and joined the Forces' Club.
Competition was so strong that we would need either rocket
assistance or a ten-minute start on the field to get anywhere,
so to the drawing board we went and slowly rebuilt and
modified our Mini with startling performance effects.
Somew:1ere around this time two of the Corps ex ' Go-kart '
Kings arrived on the scene, namely, Captain John Eastgate
and W.O.I (F. of S.) Geoff Wright. The Captain had his wife's
Sprite and the Foreman obtained a Mk. II Mini, o off we
went to compete in a hectic four-wheeled racing calendar
rallies, laterite sprints, driving tests, grass track events, hill
climbs, the lot. First thing on the agenda was a twilight rally.
In went my Mini with the Foreman navigating and myself
at the wheel. We were doing rather well until 'the road'
parted our sump guard from me bottom of the car . . . back
to the drawing board.
My wife, Elizabeth, got a little tired of being volunteered as
a marshal! and wanted to have a bit more fun than waving
yellow and black flags at competitors-she wanted to have a
go! We entered her into the next laterite sprint where she
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Mr-s. Elizabeth Bunting and Staff Sergeant John Bunting of 18th
Signal Regimen t show off their min i and the trophies they have won.
Says Staff Sergeant Bunting : "My wife is the fastest thing on wheels! married a Grand Prix Driver"'

frightened everybody but herself and then went on to win her
next sprint event a few months later. The Captain and the
Foreman went on to do very well in driving tests, with
Elizabeth and I making our mark in sprints and 1:1ill climbs
and breaking one long-standing hill climb record to our credit.
Easter produced the Singapore Grand Prix and under higher
ranking pressure I was forced to let our speeding lady of the
team have a go in her class event. Also at that time an exofficer of the Corps, John MacDonald, appeared on the scene
from Hong Kong with a Brabham. Five days' leave and
around the clock we worked on the Brabham, the Foreman's
Mini and now the wifo's Mini (as it appeared to be), with the
help of Staff Sergeant ' Chippy ' Wood, R.E.M.E., L.A.D., 18th
Signal Regiment. Major M. C. Barrett and Captain (Q.M.) T.
Jones, both of Gurkha Signals, helped us a great deal in the
pits. The time came and off went our Minis with t~e other
Minis, Imps, Escorts, Japanese l'v azdas and everythmg else.
I sat in the pits going grey whilst E!izabeth in one class and
Foreman Geoff in another screamed around the circuit, somebody's engine blew up, a couple retired, somebody came ~ff the
track. I found a Ohlnaman selling Tiger Beer and then tt was
all over; in she came with a grin on her face like a Cheshire
cat-she had won her class! Another piece of silver to clean.
Some chaps get married to strip-tease dancers; I married
a grand prix driver and believe me this one can strip rubber
off tyres quicker than any dancer can . . . you work that out
for yourself . . . you should have seen those wheels! The
Foreman was complaining about Mk. II Minis and wished he
had bought a Mazda, whilst I and 'Chippy ' Wood rejoined
· the ' commis ioned mechanics ' in the pits working on the
Brabham for a later event; unfortunately it developed fuel
injection problems and would not start on the start line, but
of cour e it started perfectly any other time-that's the way
it goes.
Looking back over our busy past months, tho e of us from
the Corps seem to have faired quite well in the ~otor worl~
-the Captain and the Foreman have added trophies to. thelf
collections and Elizabeth and I nave over a dozen btt of
E.P.N.S. and pewter to clean and we are all looking forward
to more evencs.

If this is someone else's Wire you are
readingWhy not be big and buy your own copy!
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the expression-is Signalman ' Lou ' Lewis; he's regularly en.gaged in sub-aqua activities, and was a member of an R.A.F.
sub-aqua expedition to Labuan in July. In fact, there arc
times when work actually encroaches into valuable diving
ti me ! He has taken L ance-Corporal ' Rocky ' Hudson (on
attachment to us from Singapore) under his wing-or should
it be flipper, and is teaching him the awful truths about decompression, etc. Having passed three tests so far, he's well
on the way to becoming another shark-cha5cr, though when
he gets hold of a spear gun, it could be to intimidate Movements Section, who nearly lost him on the way over here.
L ance-Corporal Ali Abdullah, newly-arrived, and eventually
fin ding out that the dance on Bushy was a hoax {the island's
standing joke!), has decided to use the energy saved by
playing badminton, at which he is becoming very useful, and
swimming1 a sport at which he is accomplished. Lastly,
there's Signalman ' Lofty ' Riddlesden and Signalman Jeff
Moon, both of whom are very keen on the photography bit,
and arc always going about muttering strange photo-type
p hrases. Actually, ' Lofty ' seems to spend too much time
round the developer, or so it seems, as he appea rs to be
getting larger every day. The holes that now regularly appear
in the ceiling of various offices are not, we've fo und out,
made by him when h e stands up straight, but due to the
beams th at move out of the way of his feet when he's working in the roof. Jeff Moon, when not actively engaged in
photography or dabbling in the sporting scene, can be easily
coaxed into highly enthusiastic talks (well, they're too onesided to be called a discussion!) about motor-cycles. Being
an ex-members of the White Helmets, I suppose this is only
natural, though he's never been the same since the day he
discovered that there aren't any on the island.
These then, are the members of the Corps on Gan, a happy,
sun-tanned part of 19th Signal Regiment, who extend a warm
welcome to any members of the Corps to drop in and have
a beer at any time. Mind you, as it's a bit difficult to get
here anyway, it shouldn't cost us a fortune!
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Working and playing m
rm i.:' land paradise

Report from
Gan ls/anti Troop
19th Signal
Re1iment
• All t he yea r round
sunsh ine
• Every conceivable sport
• No guards, no parades
• So what's missing ?

Notes written by
Staff Sergeant A. E. Abbott
111111111111111111111111111!1111111111 11111111111111111111111111111

JUST DROP IN ON US . . .
and have a beer is the invitation of th is cheerfu l Troop-it may be difficu lt to get here but you 're
very welcome. Members of the Troop :
Standing (left to right): Lance-Corporal Foote, Cor po ral Standi ng, Signalma n Riddlesden, Staff-Sergea nt
Abbott, Lance-Corporal Hudson , Corporal Brooks, Signal man Lewis
Kneeling (left to right): Signalman Moon, Lance-Corporal Abdu llah

INCE the last report from our island paradise {?), many
moons ago, about me only thing that has changed has
been the occupants. The weather remains warm and wet,
and lately there were doubts as to whether we should still
call it an island, as there was more water on it than around itor so it seemed.
\Vie still n:oan about the mail, but then, don't we all, as
sometimes it even takes three whole days to get here !
As for work, we are still coping with a multitude of telephone alterations, landline circuit allocations, and projects
that everyone here swears they know nothing about, and are
usually right. However, everything manages to get done
eventually, and as we are still on speaking terms with the
R.A.F. (even over the telephone) things could be a lot worse.
In actual fact, we share, with the other air support rmits,
a very good relationship with the 'Blue Jobs,' strange though
some of their customs may be ... like everyone wanting their
own personal telephone and wondering why, with six parallels
on one extension, th ings ar en't working too well. Nevertheless, on the island everyone is prepared to go to great lengths
to help others out, making life that much more pleasant.
Mind you, usually it's one of the island's thirteen bars that a
body is being helped out of!

S

S port
Although there aren't enough of us to form a full-sized
team, Wt; have, as individuals, represented R.A.F. Station, Gan,
at athleucs, soccer, rugby, cricket and basketball. In addition,
most of us manage to get games with the R.A.F. section
teams in practically any game you can think of, and possibly
s:>me you can't. With this and PT twice a week (everyone else
on the island thinks we are mad!) we keep fit enough to
have the strength to lift our ice-cold pints in the evenings.

Esc ape
While I was on a well-' yearned ' leave recently, LanceCorporal Wiliy Laing achieved h is ambition and was RHE before his time, though as a ' cascvac ' with a broken wrist. I
understand h e went happily, probably because it wasn't his
drinking and darts hand. (So that's the way to get back to
civilisation !). The darts team will m iss him, mainly as they
will now have to buy their own.
Our thanks to Corporal 'Taff' Wathen for holding the fort
during said leave; we arc all enjoying the resultant p eace and
quiet. He might li ke t o know that they arc now issuing
stimulants with the tickets for the m idnight movie !
O eeu1•ants
I run the Troop and, in all fairness to the remainder, it
should be said that I was definitely going thin on top when
I arrived. Perhaps ' run ' is the wrong word, for during my
spare time I can be seen doing my daily walk round the
island, a distance of about 4t miles, trying not to exceed the
speed limit! Corporal Mick Standing, when not re-wiring
the exchange, is our ideas man, and his idea of exercise is the
'horizontal and 3ft. up ' kind. Actually, he indulges in most
sports, and acquitted h imself quite well representing the
station at this year's FEAF athletics champions1-iip. He is ably
assisted in the intricacies of relay bashing .. . er .. . adjusting,
by L ance-Corporal Ron Foote, an intrepid soccer player and
golf fanatic, who reckons that if it keeps raining at this rate,
he will have to fit his clubs with dorsal fins or fill his bag
with fishing rods. Another soccer player, Corporal P at Brooks,
is doing well enough to be in the local transfer market, asking
price is a handful of shells (~e sea kind!). He is also showing
them how at basketball, and is already a regular member of
the station team. One man who is regular- if you' ll pardon
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The Departed
Just a word (it's not a rude one!) to our erstwhile members,
John Mason, Brian Cope, Tony Acott, Mick Renwick and
Willy Laing: " surprise you all though it may, fellers, the old
firm is still ticking over, while the bicycles don't seem to
get as drunk these days. Many thanks for all your efforts,
our regards to you all."

Reeruiting?
So, all you terminal technicians and linemen, if you care
for a year of all-round sunshine and warmth, every conceivable
sport, on land and water, an interesting job, amenable companions, and if you have got a sense of humour, then Gan
is the place for you. Book now to avoid the rush! A place
of no parades, no guards, no duties, BUT, no females and
no where to go! Though we do have the occasional airquartermaster (female) staging for the odd day, and the reflected gleam in 800 pairs of eyes is something to behold!
P.S.- N o mothers-in-law, either!

20 Arm'd Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Squadron (200) B.F.P.O. 41
" R

IGHT th en," said the 0.C., "produce some WIRE
notes and you can have your two weeks' leave." So
h ere we are- WIRE notes-and I'm off to Bavaria next week.
M y first problem was to try and decide where to begin. Unfortunately, our back numbers department does not stretch
back as far as the last time we contributed, so I shall take
' pot luck' and go back to the early summer of this year.

Exe rcise •Northe rn Cro ss ' -

Ki e l

With the close of the first half of this year's exercise season,
the Squadron was launched into its summer camp. This grand
and glorious affair took place at K iel u nder the overall direction of Captain C. E. Byrom, assisted by a small base party
and hindered by yours truly, Second Lieutenant I . R. K nock.
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The six-week camp was held to take three parties of 20 men
for two weeks at a time and give them a week's basic canoeing
instruction and a week's march ing and map-reading {to include the PE test). Th.is was achieved by Captain Byrom, who
spent two years with P ara Signals learning how to march, and
myself, spending four cold, wet weeks on the Eder, learning
the 'ins-and-outs ' of canoeing. Fortunately, the weather was
kind to us and we had about four weeks of brilliant sunshine
and only a few days of continuous ra in. Sunburn, from the
week's canoeing, and blisters of all shapes and sizes from
the week's walking, were the most noticeable effects of this
exercise. I was most intrigued to see Corporal Roberts and
Lance-Corporal Pointer stagger off on a 35-mile march, a ftc ~
keeping the barman in the local up until 3 a.m. every morning.
But they made it-obvious ly they have highly-tuned systems
than run on someth ing akin to Avgas. We were all very
pleased to see our Provost Unit well and truly represented,
with at least two on each course. Corporal Forbes, R.M.P.,
was very helpful as a canoeing instructor, when a certain
subaltern had his eyes on other things. And there were
certainly many other things to feast one's eyes upon. The
camp site was right on top of a local holiday resort, which
provided the chances for many extra mural activities. All in all,
our six wcks at Kiel was well worth the effort put in by
all concerned, with a special mention for Lance-Corporals
Smiley and Peart, who worked a daily HF schedule back to
Detmold, some 250 miles. This link was always worked on
CW to give the operators some practice. A vote of thanks
must go to the various cooks from the Squadron who gave
us their best under somewhat difficult conditions. Looking
forward to next year, we hope to travel south to Bavaria
to indulge in more canoeing and a try at glacier walkingwhatever that may be!

In between
After a short two weeks' recuperation we were all brought
sharply down to earth by the opening of the autumn training
season. A four-day Brigade CPX intended to put us on the
right lines went like a bomb, with all our petrol-driven 432s
enveloped in clouds of smoke. L ance-Corporal L itchfield, in his
message centre, certainly did have troubles when his vehicle
exploded on a move of Headquarters and he was left behind.
I am sure there is not really any truth in the rumour that he
cammed up to prevent the L.A.D. finding him for two days!
Eventually, under our own steam, or on the end of a tow
chain, we all arrived back in barracks to begin a frantic two
weeks' preparation for the Brigade FTX on 23rd September to
3rd October.
E x e r c ise •Top T wen ty
Exercise ' Top Twenty,' the Brigade FTX, was fought over
the excellent tank country around Socst and Ver!. The Brigade
was split down the middle, with all the units changing sides
half-way through to ensure that everyone had a chance of
withdrawing and advancing. Who to give what and when
certainly gave Sergeant Greenhalgh and Corporal H and, our
scant N.C.0 .s, a large number of headaches. Fortunately the
Headquarters onlv had four moves during the 10 days (even
if the OC Provo Unit did cover 2,000 miles in his Land Rover).
A lot of credit must be given to all the communicators under
Sergeants Taylor and Bailey on the VHF side and Corporal
Gill on the HF side, with a special rosette to Y. of S. Chapman,
without whose devotion to night hifts, two subalterns would
not have managed 15 hours' sleep a night. It's rough at the
sharp end! 'Top Twenty' was undoubtedly a success, bo~ to
the units involved and to the Headquarters and Signal
Squadron, who had a very enjoyable and worthwhile 10 days
in the field.

Etcetera •
The summer has been extremely quiet on the sporting
side. M ost of those people available spent the long hot days in
' individual swimming training ' or any other plausible excuse
to be in the G arrison swimming pool. We have had so many
arrivals and departures since our last contribution that I feel it
would be unfair to mention any in particular. But a fond farewell and best wishes to all tho e departed and a very warm
welcome to those just arrived. Now I must close these notes,
time is running short and I have a suitcase to pack . . .
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7 Armd Bde. H.Q. and Signal
Squadron (207) B.F.P.O. 37

M.l.L. lceeps ypu
one steo alielid in
. Mfitary
Electronics...

Squadron summer ca1n1• -

Eckernfordc

F

OR the fourth year running, the Squadron held a summer
camp in Eckernforde, and it was again declared an unqualified success. The activities, programmed and otherwise,
were varied and sometimes stn:nuous. The camp was split
into two sections, and the whole camp was run on an intersection competition basis for all activities. The competition
was fierce for the traditional ' crate ' prize for the winning
section.
Among the activities we managed to cram in were ocean
sailing, volleyball, football, assault course, initiative test,
swimming and P.E. tests, sprinkled with plenty of spare time
to sunbathe in the beautiful weather we were lucky enough
to have.
The Squadron is now in Soltau again, looking tanned and
fit and talking about next year's summer camp.

in Military Radio for exa111ple.

The four-day evening mare.hes

This equipment is designed
specifically for tactical roles, in
combat and signals vehicles, and
for transportable command
stations for forward and
rear units.
M.E.L. kadership in Military
Electronics also extends to Opto-

The teams of eleven enthusiastic soldiers were drawn from
' Alfa ' and ' Bravo ' Troops and sent up to Zeven to compete in the Four Day Evening Marches. We moved out of
barracks on the Monday and set up a tented camp in ranges
of the Belgian Brigade, who were stationed just outside Zeven.
Having put the tents up in the rain, we began to prepare
ourselves for the evening's ordeal (15 km. an evening). At
18.00 hours we reported to the start and moved off with
4,000 other competitors from all the local units and schools.
No sooner had we started than trouble began, for those at the
front wanted to go faster and those at the rear slower, and
what's more, those persons at the front changed step enough
times to warrant them extra foot drill (i.e. Yeoman of Signals
Yates, Lieutenant Thorne).
In order to keep everyone happy, on the second day }Ve
divided our team into two--one fast, under Sergeant Escott
and Sergeant Hamilton, and one slower, under Y. of S. Yates
and Sergeant Turner. This time everyone was happy, and
the fast team managed to be first home the next night, for which
they got a write-up in the local papers, which encouraged
them to repeat their performance for the remaining two ni~hts.
For the final march into Zeven we fell in behind the Band
of the 3rd Royal Green Jackets; being the leading English
contingent, we found ourselves garlanded, looking more like
flowermen by the time we reached the finish. To end the
whole event off, they had a military tattoo and a ' Blisterball' (appropriately named).
To pass the time while were camped at Zeven, Y. of S.
Yates arranged some morse training for all our radio and telegraph operators on a Cll link back to Soltau; and for those
unable to take part in it, there was soccer against the local
Dutch unit, and running, under Sergeant Escott, for our
athletics team.

ATHLETICS
By Sergeant H. Escott
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The Squadron started off the season with an inter-Troop
athletics match to find our athletic potential.
Things did not look too good at first, until the Brigade
meeting. Then the team pulled together and won seven of
the ten events, second in two, and third in another.
From the Brigade meeting on to the 1st Division finals,
where we again came first, qualifying us for the B.A.O.R. finals.
Unfortunately, due to an accident, we lost our team manager
and coach, Sergeant Escott.
The team then went to Sennelager for the finals and were
runners-up-a very good effort. The team lh:e!l looked .forwar.d
to the Morrison Cup, with plenty of team spmt, and Wlth their
coach now with chem, they set off for Herford where, after
some very fine performances, we again. e~ers::ed as runners-up.
Certain members of the team were mv1ted to compete at an
Anglo-German meeting in September and assisted the Army
team to be runners-up.
.
On 5th October, six team members travelled .to Bad Memberg co compete in the district. team champio?ships. The team
came in third. The outstanding athlete this season, at 800
metres, has been Signalman Houchen, with third place B.A.0.R.

Championships; first place, Divisional Championships; fir~t
place, Brigade Championships; second place, B.A.O.R. Team
Championships; first place, Morrison Cup; 1500 metres, third
place, Anglo-German match.
We are looking forward to a very good cross-country sea on,
and, with a certain amount of luck, a place in the Army
Team Championships.
At the moment the team lack men for the field events, &o
if you long jump, high jump, throw the discus, get a posting
here . . . we need you!

Football
The Squadron started the season fairly well, although they
lost a couple of games by the odd goal.
Due to the bad weather in February, the league had to be
frozen. To enable a top minor unit to be established, all the
minor units in the Soltau Garrison were drawn together in
a knockout competition. After collecting a bye in the fir t
round, the Squadron were drawn against 612 Tank Transport
Unit, R.C.T., in which we emerged winners by seven goals
to four.
The final was held in Hohne, in which 73 Aircraft Workshops, R.E.M.E., were our opponents. The game got off to
a fast stare and at half-time the Squadron led the R.E.M.E.
Workshops by three goals to nil, and at full-time saw a
win for the Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron by four goals
to two. The trophy and medals were presented by the Brigade
Commander, Brigadier R. C. Ford, M.B.E.
The B.A.0.R. Minor Units Challenge Cup saw the Squadron
drawn against B.M.H., Hannover, a game which we won
by nine goals to two. In the first round we were drawn away
to our old friends, 225 Signal Squadron; although it seemed
rather a long way to travel, the Squadron made us very welcome; they lost by four goals to nil. Perhaps more luck will
come their way next time. Unfortunately, the next round saw
the end of our cup hopes, as we were drawn against 11th
Infantry Workshop, R.E.M.E., at Minden. This team, the
eventual winners, beat us by six goals to three.
The start of the current season saw the Squadron winning
their first league game against 73 Aircraft Workshops.
In the preliminary round of the B.A.O.R. Minor Units Cup
we are drawn against 1st Artillery Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron.

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester
EPTEMBER has flown past with a host of activities taking
S
place-the two most pleasurable being reported on below.
The remainder, apart from a ' swan' by the 0.C. to Italy
allegedly to study the paintings at Pompeii, were damp and
dull. However, morale i high and we look forward to an
autumn and winter of individual training and sporting activitie .

2 LIGHT INFANTRY SIG:VAL TROOP
514 Signal Troop Exercise • Salon' (lUalnysln)
The Troop, commanded by Sergeant Myers, left the U.K. for
Malaysia for their first major exercise with the Battalion.
We flew out towards the end of May and after tak ing off
from Cyprus the aircraft's radio caught fire, which meant
returning to Akrotiri where we stayed for about 36 hours,
during which Signalman Gibson met his relative who are
stationed there.
We arrived in Burma Camp in Johore Ba ru on a Saturday
morning at 4 a.m., and at 10 a.m. we had been issued witp
jungle kit and warned to start work on the Monday. This
consisted of the N .C.0.s, namely Sergeant Myers, Corporal
Hodge and Lance-Corporal Brown, attending a short Signals
course on radio communications in the jungle at the Jungle
Warfare School. The course was run by Captain Walton, Roval
Signals, and proved very useful and interesting. The cour e
consisted of Manpacking A13s and A41s through the ULUA41 Rebroadcast-warning devices and various other a pect
of equipment.
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Signalman Gibson went with one of the Companies for a
short time and Signalman T hompson went up on rebro.
During our tay in the Far East we all did our fa4" share
of work and had some interesting times.
On two occa ions Sergeant Myers was stranded up on Panti
Ridge once for two days, wirl1 only boiled rice sweet and
a bar of cho olate fo r food, as his detachment was ready
to be lifted off by Sioux helicopter. H e was speaking to the
pilot on his way from Singapore and the weather was fine,
but as he got nearer, the fog and the rain came down, making
it impossible to get them off. T he amount of kit they had
put walking down out of the question. When they did eventually gu back to Burma Camp Sergeant Myers made up for
lo t time by catching a taxi to J.B.
The last two weeks were spent in packing and a short
leave in Singapore. On return co U.K. we all had three
weeks' leave and are now serving in Ireland.
19 ln(n11try Brignde :Hinor Units Slllall Arms Cu1•
At la t the ' D ead Eyes ' have won a competition. We were
beginning to despair after our previous attempt at Bulford in
June.
Our section consisted of Major J. Westlake (O.C.), Captain
J. J. Ventham (0 .C. ' A ' Troo_p1, Lieutenant G. P. Maddren
(0.C. ' ] ' Troop), and Staff Sergeant Maltby (F. of S.), as the
four riflemen, and W.O.I H. Skinner (A.S.M.) and Sergeant
S. Clapperton, R.P.C. (D. & E. Platoon Sergeant) on the
' scatter gun.' (All we needed were the M.T.0. and Secondin-Command to make up an 0.C.'s conference).
In practice, things looked good, and scores of 120 were not
uncommon. In two practices, the Foreman did exceptionally
well, getting 23 out of 20 and 6 out of 20-the latter being
more unusual because he was not firing at the time!
On the day of the 19 Brigade Shoot we tried some diversionary tactics, such as getting Sergeant Fred ' Duff ' Coleman
co set up a hot-dog stand to slow the run-down of our
competicors, and having the O.C. making loud comments like
' Don't forget that Radway Green fires two feet high at 200
yards."

f"or11orals• 1'1ess -

• Trn 1n1•s · Bnll •

Yet again the Corporals' Mess has triumphed in th e field
of entertainment. T he event this time was that of a ' Tramps'
Ball.'
To everyone's surprise, this eveht attracted a large proportion of M ess members (who, I may add were all suitably
attired).
The M ess was literally a ' mess ' after the committee and
helpers- Corporal John Clover (P.M.C.), Corporal T ony Fill,
Lance-Corporal ' Pedro ' Protheroe, Lance-Corp oral ' Sedge '
Searchfield, Corporal John King and Corporal Tom D avis
(Percy), had finish ed.
The scene was ' switched on ' with th e striking-up of the
group which, to say the least, was ' way out.'
After a few hours of dancing and drinking, various competitions were held and prizewinners were: Best tramp, L an ceCorporal Chris Tofield; best female tramp, Chris T ofield's
wife, Pat; best pair of tramps, Corporal Graham and P at Scott;
sexiest tramp, Corporal Jock Fotheringham's wife, Vonny;
fattest tramp was a disputed decision, due to the large number
of entrants, but was inded won by Corporal ' Tiny ' Gooding;
anyone objecting to the final decision should contact the
judges, Captain J. 0 . Atkinson and Staff Sergeant E. D.
Duncan.
The buffet supplied by Corporal John Walton suited the
o::casion admirably-sausage and chips!
After the break for judging the temperature rose, and
everyone had a ' ripping ' time.
T he ball was due to end at 01.30 hours, but due it its
success, it somehow managed to stretch to 03.00 hours. It
was a unanimous decision that more events of this type should
be organised.

N ight '

At the end of September, the Squadron deployed to the
Sennelager training area for another command post exercise.
Although short, the exercise involved a series of fast moves,
which were not helped by the ' new ' one-ton workshop which,
despite Corporal D ave Walker's efforts, appeared reluctant to
leave each location, and usually had to be persuaded with
a 439. Even when the exercise was over, the vehicle decid~
it did not wish to return, and it took the L.A.D . to convince
it. After the radio relay vehicle became stuck between trees
for the third time at one location, rumour has it that Captain
Bev Yates has decided to ensure that in future all German
trees are planted at least !Oft. apart.
•B '

Since the recent amalgamation of ' B ' and M ' Troops,
the new Troop has h ad a large number of successes. Corporal
Pete Hallsworth has branched out from being solely a lineman and his just passed his Bil ED course at Catterick, and
Lance-Corporal Rick Johns has passed his P.T.I. course and
will soon be posted to 11th Signal R egiment.
T he whole T roop was out for Exercise ' T welfth Night,'
although some went fur ther than others. Lance-Corporal Roy
Lyon and Signalman John Morgan, for instance, were last
seen 30 miles from camp, rapidly slowing dow n in their radio
relay 439. Four days and 28 Bratwurst _later, they were foi:nd
again on the back of a low-loader askmg when the exercise,
which only lasted three days, would _begin. . . . .
.
Early in October, the T roop held ns own mmauve exercise.
TJ:ie Troop Commander, Second-Lieuten_a nt David Chatterton,
decided he wanted some peace and qmet for a day, and so
had the T roop transported in pairs to a r emote spot outside
camp, and told them not to come back until they had collected
or achieved certain thin gs. The winners we re Corporal Tom
Hayden and Signalman ' Mac' McGilvary, and the collection
of fishes, suga r beet, seaweed and horse-shoes at the end of
the day proved that t11ere is no lack of initiative in ' B '
Troop.

EPTE V BER saw the spectacular departure of the SecondS
in-Command, Captain Tony Hunt, for an emergency
six-month tour in N orthern Ireland. After being put on
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e T w elfth

We have been joined during the last month by Driver
Denning, Sergeant Coleman (A.C.C.), Sergeant Hopkin (Int.),
Private Catlow (R.A.O.C.), Lance-Corporal Ottley (R.A.O.C.),
Private Beatwell (R.P.C.), and Lance-Corporal Lewis. We
say goodbye to Major Miles, Corporal Mulgr ew (Int.), LanceCorporal Snell (R.A.O.C.), Private Keyworth (R.A.O.C.),
Signalman Durrant and Signalman Dale, and wish them all
well in their new units.

Co1nings and ._goings

Our ~ hoot that day was one of the best we had done, with
Lieutenant Maddren getting into double figures (17 to be
exact and our top rifle score) we pulled off first position, with
126 beating 1st Regiment, RH.A., by one point- a close shave.
At the Strategic Command Meeting, at Lydd in Kent, we
were not so lucky. In practice we averaged around 110 and
on the day managed 11~, which gave us fifth place o~t of
16 teams, first place bemg taken by 42 Survey Regiment
R.E., with 127.
'
A final word abo~t our non-firing team captain, Sergeant
Foggo. He had a difficult task, to say the least, being both
the boss and the junior rank. At times he went from ' Sub '
to ' Acting ' and made ' Local ' a couple of times, but surprisingly never made Corporal.

Exerci se

Arrivals and depnrtures

12 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Squadron
(212) B.F.P.O. 36

THEY CALL THEM 'THE MAGN IFICENT SEVEN '
. . . at lean down Colchescer w ay. Members of 19 Infantry Brigade and Signal
Squadron shooting t e am w hich have pulled off 19 Infantry Brigade Minor Un its
Small Arms Cup by o ne point. From left to right : Captain Ventham, Major
Westlake, Lieutenant Maddre n, Serge ant Foggo, Sergeant Clapperton , W.0.1
Skinner, Scaff-Sergeant Maltby

Brigade Commander, Brigadier W. G. H. Beach, 0.B.E., M .C.,
took the pas-off parade and commented on the high standard
achieved by the course. He also presented the prize to the
top student on the course, which was won by Lance-Corporal
Gene Moy.
At the same time, a ' B ' vehicle driving course was held,
during which, much to the relief of the M .T.O., Captain Ken
Adrian, there were no major incidents or collisions. Things
became a little desperate by th e third day, however, as one
crew had managed to get through its third vehicle.
A week later, several members of the Squadron took a trip
to the River Weser to practice FV432 flotation techniques. The
instructors, Corporal Freddie Fry, Corporal Jim K ent and
Lance-Corporal ' Ben ' Gunn, left a few days before the main
party, and as a result of their expert tuition, nobody's 432
sunk and all managed to reach the far bank in one way
or another.

notice to move, he finally received h is posting instruction, and clutching his respirator, was last seen heading
in the general direction (we hope) of Ireland. A sense of relief was felt in that the Squadron sport of car-pushing would
cease for a while, but we wish him well and look forward to
his return in March.
Another recent departure was that of the R.S.M ., W.0.11
J. A. Rose, and we welcome, in his stead, W.O.I J. N. Copley,
from 11th Brigade.
PRE Inspection
During August we were visited by the R.E.M.E. team for
our annual U.E.I. Everyone worked extremely bard for this
and a very high standard was reached. Much of the credit
for this must go to the unit L.A.D. who, under W.O.I (A.S.M.)
D. A. Thomas, put in many extra hours in order that all our
vehicles would be in top condition.
Courses
The Squadron ran its own MPC III and II Course for
the first three weeks in September, and all that could be
heard for miles around was the chant " wun, tup three, wun,"
as the drill square shook under the strain given to it by
22 members of the Squadron, encouraged in a suitable manner
by Sergeant Morry Foster and Corporal Sam Leggett. The
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N O. I SU PERVISOR {RAD IO} Q UALI FICATION COURSE OF 22'4 SIGNAL
SQ UADRON
Rear row : Staff-S ergeant P. J. Sm it h, Staff-Sergeant R. W . W ell s, W .0 .11 (S.S.M.)
F. P. Sea rle , W .0 .11 (R.Q .M.S.) A. G. Ridd ell, W .0 .11 {R.Q .M.S.} N . C. Ell iott,
Scaff-Se rg eant J. B. Cooper
Centre row : W .0. 11 (S.S. M.} W . Mo tion, Ser gea nt G. G. Eagle, Sergeant A. B.
Cooper, Serge-a nt T. 8 . Neal, Sergean t J. B. Rosson , Sergeant J. F. Gayther
Front row : W .0 .11 (Q . M.S.I.) C. D. Edgar, Major R. A. Macheath (O .C. 22~ Signal
Sq uad ron}, Co lone l 0 . J. Peck, O .B.E., Majo r J. M. Elli ngwort h, M.B.E. {C.I .
22~ Signal Squadron), W .O .I {YOS) D. H. S. Aldborough

Troop

224 Signal Squadron, Garats Hay,
Loughborough
ANY months have elapsed since the Squadron was last
mentioned in THE WIRE, when it was reported that we
M
had opened ' The Smallest NAAFI Shop' at Garats Hay and
we proudly proclaim that sales are still booming.
Change of eonunand
The command of the Squadron has changed from Major
W. H. D. N. Robotham, who is now sweltering in the Middle
East, to Major R. A. Macheath, who has now been in the chair
for nearly six months.
Number I Supervisor (Radio) (lnalification
Course
August saw the successful conclusion of this course whidh
was attended by ' 12 students.
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As can be seen from the course photograph there were
several seniors ' returning to the fold ' after tours at Regimental duties.
The course was welcomed by Colonel O. J. Peck, O.B.E.,
from - M.O.D ., who also paid his last visit at the end of the
course to Garats Hay before he left to take up his new
appointment.
Squadron ' At Home ' Weekend, 4th-6th July
Fine weather favoured our ' At Home ' this year when we
welcomed about 100 of our soldiers' parents, brother and
sisters, most of whom remained for two nights.
Saturday afternoon found most p eople, including many
local p eople, spending their hard-earned money at the fete or
watching displays of gymnastics, judo and karate and on the
trampol ine.
The wives, under the auspices of Mrs. Macheath, contributed most towards the financial assets of the afternoon.
without whom we could never have donated £55 to S.S.A.F.A.
an d £10 to the Royal Signals Association.
The evening was spent gyrating to either the Corps Band
or a local pop group, and on Sunday morning a Drumhead
Service was !held when approximately 300 peple attended .
\V.R.A.C. contributions
ll~ ention must be made of the W.R.A.C. contingent for
their sterling efforts on walking 17 miles on a sponsored walk
and collecting £46 15s. Od. for their p3ins. Sergeant Jan Witt
presented £30 to the Children's Home at Hemp Pit Hill House
and the balance was sent to the Church of England Children's
Home.

De1mrtures
F inally, we arc sorry to say tlmt our R.Q.M .S., W.0.11 E. S.
Filder, ha left us on posting to 13th Regiment as the R.S.M .
May we take t'his opportunity to give pr ior warning to 13th
Regiment of h:s impending arrival and congratulate him on hb
promotion.
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227 S ignal S q uadron (AFCENfj

B.F.P .O . 18
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.\noHte r

n od G.C. :\lednl Parude
N the 11th of Septem·
O
ber the C.S.O. B.A.0 .R.,
Brigadier P. E. S. Mansergh,

O.B.E., paid a visit to the
Squadron and the opportunity was taken for him to
present the L.S. & G.C.
M e d a I to Sergeant Alf
Waters.
Again the chance wa
taken to turn the event into
an international affair at
which we could ' show the
fla g,' and in consequence a
large gathering of foreign
and national guests were
present for the parade and
the subsequent high jinks.
All we can say is that
Ser ieant Alf Wat ers w ho was pres en t ed
such events must be popular,
w ith his L. S. •nd G.C. Med al by t he
for much the same people
C.S.0 ., B. A.O .R., Br ig•d ier P. E. S.
Manserg h, O .B.E.
come along every time and
they even ask about the
next one. We are always happy and pleased to see them and
we could even answer their query as to when is the next one
-we think it will be in about three months' time.
~bange

in

comm.and

As reponed last month we have recently had a change of
O.C. and now the new one, Major Bill Morgan, is well and
truly in charge. He b ad the M.C.C. out on a small exercise,
after which a few unnamed people were on a diet of pure
rice until the real thing-when as could be predicted, all went
well. Obviously the diet works, because we even enjoyed it.
Now we hear that our Second-in-Command, Captain Frank
Richardson, is also hortly to leave us to take up Quartermongering in B.A.O.R. and Yeoman Brian Adcock is to leave
for the U.K. on commissioning. I wonder what, sorry who,
we will get in their place.
Ge rman O ctobe r B eer iest
The German Signal Company held their annual Oktober
Fest on the 4th and 5th October (the author, who is reasonably
practised in the art of arrnbeoding, cannot see how anyone
can last two full days) to which all the British were cordially
invited.
The cordiality berween the two nations is really remarkable,
and with not even a minor incident to mar the occasion, a
most convivial time was had by all concerned.
Oh yes, there was one incident, but a very pleasant one in
which a cenain Bavarian farmer, in the guise of Lieutenant
Alan Pearce, managed to perform the traditional dances to
everyone's delight. It broke the ice, so to speak, as everyone
else followed on and joined in with enthusiasm to make the
event a memorable one.

234 Signal Squadron (Malta)
B.F.P.O. 51
A r e u:e the f>ld est S quadron in t h e C orps wi.th an
•nbroke a histor r1P

The p ast
OYAL Signals in Malta bas a long and interesting history
R
\\-foch we have recently been piecing together and in
outline we issue a challenge to any
producing the
followin~

Squadron who can claun a longer continuous existence than
the Malta Squadron.
The Malta Signal Section was formed from our original
ancestors in Malta, RE. Signals, in 1923, and was commanded
un t:l 1926 by Captain 0. S. D . Wills.
502

The ignal ection had an element of Linemen who, with
field cable, small magneto and central battery telephone
exchanges and D.R.s with motorcycles, provided all the local
Army communication .
D uring the period immediately before World War II the
cable system on the island developed considerably and main
underground routes were laid by contractors (mainly M es r s.
Siemens & Co. L td.), between the Fleet Air Arm base area at
Halfar and other N aval and Coastal Gunnery locations on the
.E . of me island.
In addition main r outes were laid from the Army H .Q. area
(Portes des Bombes) down the middle of the island taking
in Mosta and Rabat and on to the north west.
F rom 1937-1940 the Signal Section laid cables all over the
i land to provide access to the many widely dispersed military
Headquarters and Units, and to numerous isolated coastal
observation posts. Until 1940 the main telephone exchange was
located at St. James Cavalier (Fortress Exchange)- this is now
the location of the main NAAFI families' shop in Valletta.
The following commanded the Malta Signal Section:
1926-1933, Captain G. Rivers-Halliday (Mrs. Rivers-Halliday
still resides in Malta and is a regular guest at Corps functions
on the island); 1933-1934, Captain R. Sutton-Pratt; 1934-1936,
Captain D . R. Patterson; 1936-1940, Major F. H. Bury.
The w a r

years

The outbreak of World War II saw an increase in military
activity in Malta. New units arrived, units increased in size
and the Army communications commitment became one for a
unit of Regimental size and consequently Malta Command
Signals was formed in early 1940, and was commanded by
L ieutenant-Colonel F. L. E llis.
During the war years the unit provided communications for
man y units on the island. The Linemen's work was primarily
that of repairing damaged cables and clearing faults caused by
the heavy bombing. Working conditions were frequently
dangerous and very difficult. In 1941 those Maltese civilians
employed with the Services were conscripted and it is interesting to note that Mr. Charlie F enech-now a Leading Chargehand with Line Troop-was the first locally enlisted Maltese
recruit to join Royal Signals.
Wartime exigencies necessitated moving Fortress Exchange
out of Valletta to a safer site at Portes des Bombes, and it
remained there for 15 years.
For those who have served in Malta it might be interesting
to make a note here of the other telephone exchanges extant
during the war. Gunner Exchange located at Tigne Barracksstill the home of 2nd Regiment Royal Malta Artillery Pembroke Exchange (Infantry Battalions), Imtarfa (Hosp ital),
M aritime (main RAF airfield), and Victoria Exchange, in the
depths of L ascaris, which was the main RAF magneto switchboard and was later converted to CB and renamed Ariel
Exchange in 1945.
The following commanded fl' alta Command Signals during
the war years :
Lieutenant-Colonel F . L. Ellis, 1940-1942; LieutenantColonel H. V. G . Bloodworth, 1942-1943; Lieutenant-Colonel
W. G. F. Bale, 1943- 1945.
1945 and the end of the war brought the formation of Malta
Signal Squadron. Majors J. Knox (1945), R. F . A. Weaire and
N. Henniker-Heaton (1946) saw its first year through, and were
followed by M ajor Eric Buirski (still at Western Command?)
as the first Squadron Commander to do a full three-year tour
(1946-1949). Since then the Squadron has been commanded by :
Major 0. B. G. Shoubridge, 1949-1951; Major Mc. D.
Chapman, 1951- 1952; Major J. D. Yule, 1952-1953; Major W.
J. Hotchkiss, 1953-1955; Major C. L. Wikner, 1955-1958; Major
A. P. Boyle, 1958-1961 ; Major R. C. Anderson, 1961-1964;
Major J. T. Treglown, 1964-1966; Major T. B. Woods, 19661968; and Major A. M. Hewson, 1968- - .
The Squadron moved to its present location in Lintorn
Barracks !n 1948 and settled into a pattern of responsibilities
of: manrung the Army Headquarters Comcen ; provision and
maintenance of telephone exchanges, lines, cables and telephones throughout the island; technical maintenance; and
limited radio assistance to infantry battalions.
P e a eeti1ne reb u ildin g a nd rehnbll i tatiou w o rk
For three years after the war the Lirte Section was busy
with rebuilding and rehabilitation work. As the Services settled
down to peacetime conditions there were numerous installation
tasks, fault clearance and maintenance work to do. Cable routes
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were laid between Msida-Pembroke, Halfar-Safi and within the
Safi and Luqa areas. It was at this time that the existing cable
complex at Luqa airfield was commenced.
1949 saw the arrival of the first post-war enlisted career
soldiers into Royal Signals, and the formation of Fixed Signal
Services Troop within the Squadron. The Troop was over one
hundred strong and com,r.rised U .K. military personnel, locally
enlisted soldiers and civilians. In order to provide immediate
first line cover for faults and minor installations work on the
airfields, small line detachments of the Troop were deployed
at Halfar, Luqa and Ta-Qali; these were th forerunners of
our present Airfield Troop.
Junction and inter-connection points for the main cable routes
were provided by what are today still called test points. Here
facilities exist to jumper a pair of one cable to a pair of another,
and to test lines in all directions. These test points, of which
there are approximately 75 scattered throughout the island,
were modernised and rehabilitated during the period 1949-1959.

two Troops in order to improve control and efficiency. Linc
Troop (cable and line installauons, cable records and fau lt
control) and Technical Maintenance Troop (exchanges control
and equipment maintenance) were formed.
During 1967 Gladiator exchange, serving the airfield area,
was found to be inadequate to cope with the increasing ubscriber load. It was therefore decided that Mercury exchange
should be reduced to 400 subscribers who were to be transferred
to the Naval exchange. This was effected on 1st April, 1968,
and Mercury was dismantled, refurbished and installed at L uqa
to replace Gladiator. The new exchange was go!-ng to . be called
Ariel exchange but the powers-that-be decided It 5hould
continue to be called Gladiator.
Airfield Troop Royal Signals was formed in the Squadron
in July, 1968, and was soon well established with the RAF;
the Troop submitted our last WIRE notes and gave some idea
of their problem s.

The lnylng o f s ubmarine e ubles

In our last WIRE notes we mentioned our assump tion of the
area of responsibilities which, for year s hitheno, had been
carried out by the Naval Repair Superintendent, Malta, and
said we would have something to tell of the dark blue side
once we got into Alladin's Cave - open s esa~e ! The area
comprises the Naval dockyard, the Naval Hospital, M .P.B.W.
H eadquarters and other minor areas completely new to us.
With the responsiblities we also took on the employment of
the majority of the N.R.S. industrial staff consisting of Exchange
Technicians, Cable Jointers and Linemen, who quickly adapted
to their new employers, conditions of work and wider area of
responsibility.
The cable and other records previously maintained by N .R.S .
were based almost entirely on the memories of a handful of
their employees who were relied upon to pro~uce the necessary
circuit routing and information! Almost nothing was on paper
and for five months we have been tracing lines and writing-up
complete new records. The Records Office at present looks
and sounds like the editor's office in a busy London newspaper.
However order is slowly appearing out of considerable chaos.
One of the most interesting phenomena we found was a 41-wire
distribution case with 58 pairs terminated - and everything
seemed to work alright! Since we now have something like
1,000 cable miles of UG routes the importance of getting the
records straight is fairly obvious.
The most interesting of our inherited tasks is that of local
submarine cables and the provision of lines to visiting ships
in the Grand Harbour. To this end we have a 15-foot dinghy
with 10 b.p. outboard motor and an antiquated cable-laying
barge (see photographs).
A few weeks ago we had to renew a length of submarine
cable for M.P.B.W. between Manoel Island power sub-station
and Tigne across the entrance to Sliema Creek, a total of just
less than SOO yards. The harbour tug Scouis~ Terri;er, secured
to the barge in Grand Harbo~, then t?~e.d 1t to Sliema Creek
with a working party of soldiers and civilians a?oard. We had
assistance from the R.C.T. vessel Scrooge which acted as a
safety boat to warn shipping of the temporary hazard. When
·t he barge was secured to the land, divers from the local. Royal
Navy Fleet Clearance Diving Team went down to exarrune ~e
old cable to see if it could be used to ' under run ' and guide
us to the other side of the creek. This was found to be not
possible as the old cable "."as securely wedged under debris
in eight fathoms of water. Smee the tug was unable to move u
slowly enough across the creek to lay the cable, we decided
to pull ourselves across using a 500-yard length of one-.~ch
rope. The ensuing sight resembled. a . 19th century expedition
propelling itself down the Zambes1 nver- all we needed was
Paul Robeson singing "Yo-oh, heave ho" ! Nevertheless, we
completed the actual laying ?f the 28-pair ~ble in just under
one hour and only twice did we suffer mmor heart attacks
when sp~ed-boats were seen racing towards our towing rope,
but each time they were warned off, thank goodness!
Line Troop is probably the largest of its type in the . Corps,
comprising over 80 all ranks. Commanded by Captain Bob
Rowland there are 35 locally enlisted soldiers, all of whom are
Bl or Bil Linemen. Our notes in February showed the: results
achieved by some of the chaps on BI courses at Cattenck, and
these reflect the hard work and conscientious approach that
they have to their work.
There are four Senfor N.C.0.s Staff Sergeant Joe Grech,
B.E.M., Staff Sergeant T ony Mifsud (congratulations on :i;our
recent promotion), Sergeant Remmy Hales and Sergeant Vmce

T HE

F.S.S . Troop was renamed Signal Works Services Troop in
1955. In 1956 submarine cables were laid by the T roop between
Cable and Wireless St. Georges, and Lascaris for N .A.T.O.
purposes. T hese cables wer e later ha nd~d over to ~e Naval
authorities who possessed better submarin e cable mamtenance
facilities than Royal Signals.
The early years of the S.W.S. T roop were extremely busy.
July, 1958, saw them carrying out the difficult t:isk of co~bining
four subsidiary CB exchanges, F ortress, Anel, Castille and
Casemate, and extending cables from Portes . ~ es Bombes ~o
Lascaris to effect the transfer to the first military automatic
exchange in Malta. A 600 PABX - M ercury Exchange! with a manual supervision and assistance facility worked continuously for the next ten years. Pembroke exchange (1959),
L uqa (1960, and renamed G ladiator) and II!ltarfa (1961) w ~re
all converted from CB to PABX, as automatic exchange eqwpment became available.
In 1959 the RAF located a F or eward Scatter station at 11K ortin, Gozo, and S.W.S. :rroop carried . out a majo.r ca~le
installation project on the island to provide them with lme
communications. In May of the same year the Squadron was
redesignated 234 Signal Squadron (Malta).
The 1960s have been busy with an increasing and interesting
work load for the Squadron. The Luqa airfield, in developing
from a minor RAF station to a major RAF and civilian air
terminal necessitated the provision of additional main cable
' routes ~nd extensive local installation work. The lines a~d
~ exchange work load within the island became such t!iat. m
'' 1964 it was decided that S.W .S. Troop should be split mto

LINE TROOP OF 234 SQUADRON GET TO WORK LAYING
SUBMARIN E CAB LE

The dinghy waits to take the end of t he cable t o t he shore, and th e
rope is paid out 500 yards to t he opposite shore. Standing in t he
dinghy ls Mr. Tony Fenech, a cable joiner who has wo rked fo r Royal
Signals for over 35 years
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I So what 's so
special
I about Wilsons?
. . . well nothing really if you can find
another firm of brokers who are Incorporated, established, reliable, who
really do understand and specialise in
Anny matters, who act for something
like two out of three Units for their
Official Insurances and insist that a
professional, personal and friendly
approach to insurance problems is
appreciated by officers.
Our leaflet
"Keys to Security " tells you more.

~mit. The. civilian ide of the Troop includes some cable
J0:111ters and 1:inemen wh<? have had over 30 years of service
\".1£!1. Royal Signals,. and if you total up the service of all the
civilian staff there 1s something like 700 years of service in
the Corps.
A. busy life has b_een accentuated by the rundown. Units
moving to new locations; cables to be re-routed due to local
developm~ts; cables da~aged by indigenous contractors all
?ver the 1_sland:-~e _nastiest word in Line Troop at present is
pneurna~~ . drill ; Imes to be provided to numerous Naval
vessels v1smng Malta _(Maritime Line Troop !); to say nothing
of the. faults and maintenance responsibilities for over 3 000
subscribers and a 100-plus point_-to-point li?es-we can hon~stly
say we are never bored! O.C. Lme Troop is expecting a posting
order . now at the end of three interesting years-who wants a
good )Ob?
\Ye have. all seen 10-pair self-susp ended cable used for a
vanety of ; obs, but how about this for an origi nal idea? On
one buoy m Grand H arbour we needed to replace the cable
ac~oss 100 y_ards of the harbour to the mainland distribution
pomt. No suitable submarme cable was available and so 10-pair
self-s1:1spended s~emed to be the answer. Has anyone had any
exp erience . of ~1s ca~le used for submarine work? As we write
the cable 1s bemg laid- so we'll wait and see!

1'fiseellaneous
We ri:cently sai_d fa:ewell on posting to W.0 .11 (R.Q.M.S.)
~y SDllth an d his wife and family who have left us for 244
Signal Squadron. \Ye thank them for all their help in the past
three years, and w1s!1 _them all the best in their new unit. We
v,~elco~e W.0.11 Milhngton, who joins us as R.Q.M .S., and
his wife . and trust they enjoy one of the few remaining
acco_m parued overseas postings.
AirfieJd Troop and their families spent an interesting day out
on the lSland of Goza on 4th June, and visited the Inland Sea,
Marsalforn, Ramla Bay, Rabat and Xlendi where they had lunch
and spent the a.ft~rno~n swimming.
'
Annual Admrn1strauve Inspection-oh, sorry, F .F.R. 1969approache_ fast an~ we are busy with the usual preparations.
!he burmng questl?n at present is, " Shall we paint the buoys
m Grand Harbour m Corps colours or not?"
Oheerio for now from Malta; on 9th September it is 91 ° m
the sliade and about 91 ° humidity!

WILSON & CO
(INSURANCES) LTD
Incorporated Insurance Brokers

Head Office: 431 Lord Street
Southport, Lanes.
Branches in U.K. and Overseas

-----Please send, without obligation, your leaflet - ..
" K EYS TO S ECURITY "

NAM E

.... ........ ..... ..... .... ... ....... ...

ADDRESS

.- PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Sa l oon Coaches ·

........... ..... .. .... ..... ... ....

A v ailablejor Military

.. . ............ ... .. . . . . . . . .. . .. ..

units at sh ; rt notice

... .............. .. ... ........ ....
... ...... ....... ..... .. ...........

TBLJIPHONll : RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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244 Signal Squadron (Air Support)
Tangmer~, Sussex
Gc~n eral

AY we point out to all future members of this Squadron
M
that we are stationed with and administratively controlled by the RAF.
If you requjre married quarters, then please write to the
Chief Clerk requesting that R AF quarters forms are sent to
you. A.F.sA.10 are not accepted.

E xer cises
As usual our working life is dominated by exercises and
our new Squadron slogan, ' See more with 244,' has been
bandied around from D enmark to Cyprus.
L ance-Corporal Alves and Signalman Lally seemed to enjoy
their brief visit to D enmark despite being separated from
their vehicle on the way home. They flew straight back whilst
their L and Rover arrived by sea at Hull! All ended h appily,
however, after a dash by train.
T his week a simulation exercise is being held in U .K. whilst
next week the li nemen zoom off to Cyprus, complete with
shopping list from the Administrative Office r!
On the 26th of this month the remainder of the Squadron
fly off to M alta for a week's tactical exercise and, they hope,
a brief flurry in Valetta.
Sport
The Squadron six-a-side soccer competmon, ably organised
by Sergeant Wally Lockwood, was a great success, with the
Para Troop outgunning the Technicians in the final.
A joy to the spectators was the appearance of H .Q. ' A •
team, the youngest of whom was 38! They still proudly boast
of bow they reached the semi-final; who says the Administrative
Officer is finished?
We are now supplying players in the Station soccer, hockey,
golf and basketball teams, despite so many other commitments.
Visits
We were delighted to see the Chief Signal Officer Strategic
Command, Brigadier G. Proudman, M.B.E., in September,
when he spent the whole day with us and visited every department of the Squadron. We now feel a little more on the map
and will be delighted to see any more of the Corps who
would care to visit us.
1•1,rsonalities
We like to single out personnel of the Squadron each month
and this month we introduce:
Sergeant Derek Drew, a Radio Relay Technician, who,
believe it or not, has been here at Tangmere for no less man
seven year s! Needless to say, he is a mine of information and
tremendous asset to all of us. So it came as no surpri e when,
in the Birthday Honours List, he was awarded the Air Officerin-Chief's Commendation for loyal and valuable service. During
the recent visit of the C.S.O. Strategic Command, this commendation was presented to Sergeant D rew by Brigadier G .
Proudman. Well done, D erek, it was thoroughly deserved.

Nearly u p to

trength

On 2rrival from Practice Camp, back at Shoeburyness, we
found that our Squadron had nearly been made up to strength
by th e addition of seven R.A. r ecruits, Corporal Hill and
me mber~ of. 653 Signal Troop from M anorbier. Throughout
our penod m B.A.O.R. our attached personnel worked willingly and cheerfully with the Squadron, and coped well with
any task they were given. Without them the Regiment could
not have been fully deployed, and we thank them all for their
•help.
' Y ' T roop thoroughly enjoyed B.A.0 .R. They con ~ tructed
and engineered seven ' Thunderbird • Battery communication
systems and the total vehicle mileage was 71 ,768 miles in all.
We will not mention how much petrol was used, but the fact
that the four recce rovers in the Troop averaged just under
100 miles a day, over 59 days, gives an indication.
W e are very proud of our second eleven recce party, led
by Staff Sergeant Frank Rogers, who achieved the record time
for Battery deployment. Mind you, all the first eleven recce
par ty considered it was the excellent shape in which the Main
party arrived which reduced all the timings!
We were hoping to publish a photo of the Troop in B.A.O.R.
in THE WIRE. But as the photo was taken the day after our
return to Dortmund, all the photo shows is a group in a haze,
which was how they all felt.
Most of the Troop returned to U .K . in the Sir Percival,
and enjoyed the trip over, in spite of one or two having difficulties in getting up the ramp.
Once we got back to Sboeburyness, after a week of checking
stores, the majority of the T roop went off on leave, leaving
behind a small rear party.
Slalom: Draw between Royal avy /Army (this event took
place on Saturday, 27th September).
Individual placings: 2nd, Lance-Corporal D. D . Wink (novice
entry, t!herefore did not count towards competition); 7th,
Sergeant M. A. Brett (School of Signals); 14th, Lance-Corporal
A. Robinson (30th Signal Regiment).
Team event: 2nd, Sergeant M . A. Brett and Lance-Corporal
A. Robinson.
Long distance (15 miles): Overall winner: Army (this event
took place on Sunday, 28th September).
Senior K2: 2nd, L ance-Corporal R. G. Story and LanceCorporal D . Alexander; 3rd, Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink and
Lance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow; 5th, A/ Corporal T. Wilkinson
and Lance-Corporal M. J. Bull; 8th, Sergeant M. A. Brett and
Sergeant D . G. Lunn (both of School of Signals).
Junior Kl: 3rd, Lance-Corporal A. Robinson.
It is of interest to note tha t Surgeon-Lieutenant Charles
Evans, R. ., who was British L ong Distance Class I Ch:imp ion
for two consecutive years, M arine reservist John Glavin, who
was a member of the canoeing team representing the United
Kingdom at the M exico Olympics, and Corporal G . Page, who
nas represented Great Britain in International Slalom events,
· ~ere comp eting in these championship s. This gives an indicauon of the standard of competition.

FROJJ1
F i nalo
We have vacancies in the Squadron fqr T.G. and Radio
Operators and for Radio Technicians. If you like to travel, how
about joining us? - ' See more with 244.'

260 Signal Squadron (SAM),
Shoeburyness
260 Signal Squadron (SAM) has not appeared in l'HE WIRE
for about three months due to Practice Camp, B.A.0 .R. training and summer leave.
T he camp, for l l l (D ragon) Battery, R.A., went very
smoothly, with both missiles being fired at the first two available opportunities . T his enabled all the Battery Group to have
an add itional week at Shoeburyness, prior to departing to
B.A.0.R. for June and July.
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621 Signal Troop (LPD)
H.M.S. Fearless
B.F.P.0. Ships
Far East again • • •

I CE leaving D evonporr in June, we have ailed down
the Atlantic, crossed the Equator, and via various ports
S
of call arrived in Singapore. We stopped for five days in
Cape Town before goin g up the east coast of Africa. Up the
Beira Strait, past M adagascar, stopping briefly at the Island
of Farquhar before crossing the Indian Ocean, paying a vi it
to our sun ta nned R. A.F. fr iends on Gan, and then on to
Singapore.
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E_

~rclse

again • • •

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding

o sooner had we arrived than we were out on three exerc1 ·cs, each closely following the other. Exerci e • Summer
Frolic,' followed by 'Julex ' Naval tactical) and then, after
a brief clean-up in ingapore, Exercise 'Happy Hunters,' off
Brunei. Thi wa followed by our appearance in Singapore
harbour for the i land's 150th anniver ary- no doubt well
covered by articles by 18th and 19th Signal Regiments. From
the rruddle of Augu t until early September, we were in
the Nayal Base doing maintenance, which included tl1e inevitable painting. One or two managed to get some leave
in before we ailed for Hong Kong and Tokyo in company
with RF.A. S1rorm1ess (Stores Ship).
~ e left bebii;td Lance-Co!poral Higginson, Signalmen
Hunter and Davis on upgrading courses with 18th Signal
Regiment and took with us Captain Rumford, our new C.O.
Hon~

Freedom !\larch

T

HE main event of the month has been
our right, as a Regiment, to march
with the band playing and bayonets fixed.
occasion that we had done this, following
Freedom of Teeside in May this year.

Kong • • •

Captain Walker left us in a blaze of glory, doing the guard
of honour when the ship did a ceremonial entry into Hong
Ko~g harbour .. ~e left after a couple of days R. & R., in
which Troop v1s1ts were made to 48 Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron and the various bars of Kowloon and Wancbai
districts. The ceremonial guard was also the Yeoman's last
dury a a Staff Sergeant, as the following day he was promoted
to Warrant Officer.

FEARLESS SHE LOOKS-AND FEARLESS SHE IS
H.M.S. Fearless, with 621 troop aboard, received a great welcome
as she made her way into Tokyo Harbour, the fire boats using their
water jets and the tugs sounding their syrens. Her visit coincided
with British Week, and 5,800 Japanese visitors had a look round
the ship. What happened to members of 621 troop in Tokyo is
told in Unit Notes

get ii;ivited_ .ro offici~ . cocktail parties. The most popular
orgamsed v1s1t was a v1s1t to the Suntory whisky factory . .. hie!
Signalman Robert Walker had 'size 9 head' the following
day.
<?n the 28th September we had an Open Day during
which ~,800 Japanese visitors had a look around the' ship in
the penod of 2t hours. It was a fantastic sight with a queue
two deep, stretching back 500 yards.
'
'
On Monday we return to Hong Kong for Exercise ' Sea
H?rse,' ~hen we .will have 2/7 Gurkhas on board. During
this ex~rc1se we will be working closely with 48 Brigade H.Q.
and Signal Squadron.

And so to Australia • • •
. After our stay in Hong Kong we sail to Fremantle via
Smg.apore, on yet another goodwill visit, a trip everyo~e is
lookmg forward to.
A smart Guard of Honour by 621 Troop as Fearless noses her way
into Hong Kong Harbour. Officer of the Guard was Captain
M. P. Walker who was carrying out one of his last duties with the
Troop
Tok~· o

and Uritish Week • • •

We slipped away from Hong Kong just as the United
States
avy steamed in-in force-with an aircraft carrier,
several dsetroyers and frigates.
On Monday, 22nd S_epten:ber, having crossed a very calm
S~a of Japan, ';Ye arrived i.n Tokyo harbour. Despite the
mlS(, the recepuon we received from fire fighting launches
and rugs made us feel like the Q.E.II entering New York
harbour on her maiden voyage.
.Within 24 hours there wei;-e ta~es of good baths, complete
with massa~e and the expensive night clubs of the Ginza area
of Tokyo (ltke the London's Wen End). However, work soon
began to P~~pare the ship for the various Open Days and
numerous v1s1ts by Japanese Self Defence Force Officers. The
R.C.T. gave demonstrations of the Stalwart and the SRN 5
Hovercraft, the latter affectionately known as the ' Hoovercraft.'
British Week started on 26th September and continued until
5th October. Members of the Troop went to the official
opening by H.R.H. Princess Margaret, and some managed to
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Tribute • • •
Before finishing these notes, a word of tribute to Corporal
Farrell (on loan fr?II} 252 Signal . Squadron in Hong Kong),
Lance-Corporal Williams and Signalmen Fenwick, Grant
Bristow and Smith, who, for two weeks, manned the ship'~
telephone exchange, competing favourably with the Japanese
who would only say 'Moshi-Moshi.'
We. say farewell to the Yeoman, W.0.11 Rawlins, now instructmg at the School of Signals, and welcome to Staff
Sergeant Fisher, our new Yeoman, who has come from the
S~ho?l to fly t.he joint flag. Also congratulations to Dave
Higginson on his well deserved promotion to Corporal.

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen in your Unit and send in to The Wire
with one or two action photographs?
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the exercising of
through Teesside
It was the first
me grant of the

Officers •
Regimental officers, past officers, and their guests, lunched
in the Brambles Farm Drill Hall before the parade; 123 ol
them altogether, and the meal was provided and cooked on
the premises by our A.C.C. and W.R.A.C. Volunteers. This
may not sound much of an achievement in a regular unit,
but T.A.V.R. readers will know exactly the efforts involved.
The lunch was superb, and Lieutenant Barbara Bailey and lher
experts received well-deserved praise.
Soldiers • • •
The parade formed up at the Cenotaph in Linthorpe Road,
and as 2.30 struck, the Mayor, Alderman F. T. Webster, M.B.E.,
escorted by the Honorary Colonel, Brigadier C. C. Fairweather,
C.B., C.B.E., T.D., J.P., D.L., the Town Clerk and Macebearer, took up position on the saluting dais and received
a general salute. The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
P. J. Evans, M.B.E., reported 350 on parade and the Mayor
inspected.
Old Comrades • • •
During his inspection, the Mayor particularly congratulated
Captain Dorothy Clark, W.R.A.C. 01) on the turnout of her
girls and also made a point of talking to many of the Old
Comrades and members of the Signals Association from Hull,
Leeds, Darlington and Middlesbrougil, some of whom had
travelled over 100 miles to be present on parade.
A Gift • • •

peoole sat down in the Town Hall, Crypt and Mayor's parlour.
The band played light music throughout the evening and
the new mace, th~ Deed of Freedom and the silver 'Jimmy,'
presented by the Regimem to the Borough were on prominent
display.

Ending
The occas:on was thoroughly enjoyed by all who took
part, and was a day to remember. Some of those who attended
were Brigadier Sir George Walton, K.B.E., C.B., T.D., J.P.,
D.L., Brigadier T. T. J. Sheffield, C.B.E., T.D., D.L., Colonel
W. A. Lee, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., Colonel N. R. Bigland, T.D.,
Colonel R. M. Percival, T.D,, D.L., Colonel A. A. Edwards,
T.D., Major C. Crosthwaite, M.B.E., T.D., D.L., and many
other past members of the Regiment. We also welcomed
Brigadier R. C. H. Barber, M.C., Deputy Commander of
Northumbrian District, and Brigadier A. J. Jackson, Commander, 12 Signal Group (V). Also present were 60 members
of the Borough Council, their wives and guests, and many other
Leading members of the community.

40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (V)
Belfast
camp satisfactorily behind us all things in
W ITHthe annual
Regiment are setting down to a 'dull roar.'

In order that Squadrons may preserve a certain amount of
individuality, ' Squadron Loyalty' Eli:ercises were held recently.
66 and 85 Squadrons set out for 'far-off fields' and had a
very primitive weekend, cooking out in the open like gypsies
and sleeping in the wet grass in tiny little tents. Not so 'H.Q.'
Squadron, their exercise was based on the centrally heated
T.A. Centre, luxury and comfort were the keywords, while the
other Squadrons were standing out in the pouring rain, eating
congealed burnt offerings off cold tin plates. 'H.Q.' Squadron
were living like the ladies and gentlemen they are; even on
Saturday night we had an informal dance and buffet upper
in the plush surroundings of the Junior Ranks' Club. How
those other Squadrons have any Squadron loyalty left beats me.
On Sunday, 5th October, we were honoured by a visit from
the recently installed Lord Mayor of Belfast, The Right
Honourable Alderman J. Cairns, J.P., for whom this was his
first attendance at a military parade in his official capacity.

The Mayor then presented to the Regiment a persona.J ~ift
of a silver band mace, as a gesture of thanks for the hospualtty
that he had received during his visit to the annual camp in
Krefeld, earlier in the year. He congratulated the Regiment on
their ~plendid turnout and, addressing the large crowds watching the ceremony, told them that they S'hould be proud of
their Regiment.
Families • • •
All joined in the hymns during the Drumhead Service that
followed, including nearly 600 families that had made a day's
outing from the various Squadron drill halls. The service was
conducted by the Rev. C. C. Barker, C.F.(V), the Regimental
Chaplain, and the address was given by the BiS'hop of Whitby,
the Right Reverend G. D'Oyly Snow.

!\larch Past
Then to the march past and the march through the borougJ:,
The Regiment fixed bayonets and the officers drew the~
word~. W.0.1 (Bandmaster) Peacock formed up the Regimental Band at the head of che Regiment, and then, led by
Staff Sergeant Beazley, proudly bearing his new mace, tlle
Regiment marched past the Mayor and the G.o.c;:. orthumbrian District, Major-General J. M. D. Ward-Harnson, O.B.E.,
M.C. After the Band and the Regiment passed, the standards
of the Royal Signals Association, together with the branch
representatives, marched past. Then the long march chrough
Teesside to the Town Hall.
Doro11,;h l10spltnllty
A first-rate tea was provided by the Borough of Teesside
for the Regiment, families and guests, and well over 1,000
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VISIT OF BELFAST'S LORD MAYOR
The Lord Mayor of Belfast, Alderman J. Cairns, visited 40 (U)
Signal Regiment, and expresse-d his appreciation of the thriving
nature of this volunteer Regiment. In the photo he is seen talking
to Private Caron Bingham, W .R.A.C. Others pictured include
the Honorary Colonel, the Commanding Officer LieutenantColonel Derek Hall and O.C. 66 Squadron, Major J. Scott
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Aft r the parade and march past the Lord Mayor looked over
a repre entative election of our communication vehicles before
rouring the Centre, wh re he wa able to sp eak to some of ou r
pro p ctive recruits who were completing the forma lities of
their ini~al docum entation. After drinks with the Sergeants and
IJnch wnh the Officer the Lord Mayor, who was accompanied
by the Lad M ayoress, left the Regiment in good heart and
well aware th:it Ulsrer has a thriving TA VR ignal Regiment.

55 Signal Squadron (Volunteers)
Liverpool
"X E go from ' Group ' to ' Group,' from role to role, and
,·l
from ' Ever Readies ' to the new T & A VR.
Looking back over the past year it can be said that never
ha a Royal Signals Unit been moved or rasked as has SS
' ignal Squadron (V)!
We started life under. 13 Signal Group (V) (Glasgow), moved
under command 11 Signal Group (V) (Liverpool) and now
the larest proposal is co move to 12 Signal Group (V) (London).
With Troop's i~ Liverpool, London and Cardiff we only
need to go to 1 Signal Group (V) and we will have completed
the ' Tour de 1 ile de Grand Britagne.'

.. . . .. AND (2)
.... . . in the O .R.'s Mess tent over a cup of tea, hearing direct points
raised by t he soldiers of t he un it

\\-id e r a nge of o ur tasks

the enthusiasm, efficiency and high standard that was achieved
by all ranks.

Our tasks have. ranged from support to the U.N., to B.A.O.R.,
and now Strategic Command, but then what is the T & A VR
for? To be prepared to meet all evenmalities in time of war!
Va!iety is the spice of life, and at least one can say that
SS Signal Squadron have achieved some merit to that end.
How~ver ~o turn to i;Jie more serious view of T.A. soldiering,
the uni~ ~ch1eved considerable measure of success during the
past trammg year, and ended with a most successful camp in
Scotland based at Cultybraggan .

The S9uadron has been exercised in two of its roles: (a)
T o provide a Force H .Q. with F. .K . Communications to
Cyprus and Malta. This was achieved with ome measure of
success, and our appreciation is passed on to RAF Comcen
Cyprus, and . 234 Signal Squ~dron (N alta) who made th ~
exer : 1se possible. (b) To provide fie ld communications to a
forward . battle group . In this the Airhead Troop were practiced
by .Jandmg at a forward D:Z., and then establishing communicanons. to deployed radio detachments representing unit
formations.

The Army Commander, Lieutenant-General N . Crookenden
sp7nt, two days \?ith the Squadron during Exercise 'Highland
Fling, .accomparued by our Group Commander, Brigadier R.
Borthwick, and Honorary Colonel, Colonel K . Patterson.
The Army Commander stated that he was impressed with

The exercise. and <:amp ended on a high note with a proud
record of havmg dnven some 2,500 miles without accident
or mishap from the various T.A. Centres to camp and back.
We now look forward to the coming year under 12 Signal
Group (V) and the new roles and tasks that we will once more
regard as a challenge.
We extend a welcome to new and not so new arrivals and
wish them success for the coming training year :
Major G. N. Jenkins, from Cyprus; Captain S. G. Falla
from 10th Signal Regiment; Staff Sergeant (0 .R.Q.M.S.)
Anderson, from Cyprus; W.0 .11 Wheeler, from Cyprus· W .0 .11
Birtles, from 11th Signal Regiment ; and Lance-Corporal
Bennett, from School of Signals.
The following have either left or will soon be leaving us
and we wish them every success in rheir new environments: '
Major de Clive-Lowe, on r elease; Captain Tonnison, J;o
J.T.R., ~roon ; Co.rporal Wray, on release; Sergeant Hutton,
to l ~th Signal Regiment; Lance-Corporal Knight, to 1 Division
Regiment; Lance-Corporal Hutchinson, to 3 Division R egiment;
and W.0.11 (F. of S.) Holland, to School of Signals.

S PO RT
CORPS C:ANOEISTS CAIUlY TUE DAY IN
I NTER-SEllVICES CHAMPIO NSJIII•S

VIS IT OF THE ARMY COM MANDER (I) . ..
O ne of the features of t he successful camp held by 55 Signal Squadro n
(V) at Cultybraggan, was t he visit of t he Army Com mander
Lieutenant General N. Croo kenden who spen t t wo days wi t h th e
unit and was evidentl y impressed by t he ent husi asm, effici ency and
the high standard achieved by all ranks. Here is t he Comman der
discussing a point with Captain S. G. Falla, w it h Brigadier R. Borthwick an interested listener and .. . .. .

Lieutenant-Colonel R. P. D . F. Painter, Secretary of the
Royal Signals Canoe Club, writes:
The 1969 Inter-Services Canoe Championships were held at
Shepperton on 26th/27th/28th September.
Although it
had been h~ped that ~his would be a three-Service meeting,
th~ Royal Air Force did not enter a team and the championships therefore become a Royal Navy (including Royal Marines)
versus the Army event.
~he <;:orps provided a high proportion of the senior competitors 10 ~e Army team.

The Army won the sprints and the long distance event and
drew with the Royal Navy in the Slalom Championship~. As
a result the overall championships were won by the Army and

a large proportion of the credit for this victory over the Royal
N avy team must go to Royal Signals canoeists.
D etailed results achieved by members of the Corps in all
events during the championships are as follows :
Sprints : Overall winner, Army (lilis series of events took
place on Friday, 26th September).
Senior K2 S,000 metres: 1st, Lance-Corporal D . D . Wink
and Lance-Corporal R. M . P awlow (both of 2 D ivision H .Q.
and Signal Regiment); 3rd, L ance-Corporal R. G. Story (30th
Signal R egiment) and Lance-Corporal D. Alexander (2 Division
H .Q. and Signal Regiment); 4th, A/ Corporal T . Wilkinson and
L ance-Corporal M . J . Bull (both of 2 D ivision H .Q. and
Signal Regiment); 5th, L ieutenan t M. Harrison (School of
Signals) and Corporal M . Gue (223 Signal Squadron (Radio)).
Senior K2 500 metres: lsr, Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink and
L an ce-Corporal R. M. P awlow; 5th, A/ Corporal T. Wilkinson
and L ance-Corporal M. J . Bull.
Senior Kl 5,000 metres: 5th, Lance-Corporal R. G. Story.
Senior K2 1,000 metres : bt, Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink
and Lance-Corporal R. M . P awlow; 3rd, Lance-Corporal R. G.
Story and L ance-Corporal D . Alexander; 4th, A/Corporal T.
Wilkinson and L ance / Corporal M. J. Bull.
Senior Kl 1,000 metres : 2nd, Lance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow;
4th, Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink.
Senior Kl/K 2 R elay : 2nd, Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink/
L ance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow (K 2), Lance-Corporal R. G.
Story / Lance-Corporal D. Alexander (K2), A/ Corporal T.
Wilkinson (Kl).

A fa irly h e etic tlrue • • •
We have had a fairly hectic time since our return from
summer leave; we have taken part in the G arrison Open Day
and the R egimental sports. At the G arrison Open D ay the
Squadron displayed 2xSR C41, 2xSR Dll , a tedmician's bench,
full y wo_king, plus several working SR B70. The event was a
great success, and it is estimated that it was attended by about
6,000 visitors.
At the Regimental Sports, the Squadron fairly wiped the
board clean in most of the events and were worthy winners
of the inter-sub unit competition. Our time for the ' pianosm ashin g ' was 4 min. 39 sec. Is this a Corps record?
Our spr inters performed well, and it was surprising how
much hidden talent was found in the Squadron for such
even ts as bicycle polo, trampoline basketball, lifting 40 gallon
drums of waste steel, etc.
The Squadron is having a large turnover at present, and
we wish the following every success on their postings-Major
J. M. Hincks, Staff Sergeant Kerr and Sergeant Johnstone.
Our S.Q .M .S., Staff Sergeant Burrows, is soon emigrating
witfrl hi fa mily to Australia, and we wish them every success
in their new life.
New arrivals include Captain Bruce, Staff Sergeant Fell and
Staff Sergeant Stanger. We still hope that one aay we might
even be sent some radio relay operators to fill up our sadly
d epleted ranks again.

CORPS SPORTS RESGLTS
H o ckey
Corps 8,
Corps 2,
Corps 2,
Corps 3,
Corps 4,

H.A.C. 0.
Dorset ' A ' 1.
R.E.M.E. 1.
R.M.A.S . 1.
R.A.O.C. 1.

Squash llnf'ke-ts
Corps 4, R.E.M.E. 1.
Corps 5, R.A.E.C. O.

Go ll
Corps 6t, Ironsides St .
Corps 6, R.A.M.C. 6.

Association News
«::ARDIFF B H ANCH
Hon. Secretary: M. H. JONES, ESQ., 42, Cartwright Lane
Fairwater, Cardiff CFS 3D B.
Those who read the letter by George Isom in the August/
September issue, describing ' his hobby of collecting R egimental
cap badges, may be sll!'prised to ~earn tha~ whe~ fue letter .was
published G eorge was interested m an entirely different subiect,

that of recovering from a particularly severe operation following a sudden illness whilst on holiday. W e are pleased to say
he is now mending rapidly and will soon be occupied in adding
to his splendid collection.
We are distressed to learn of the illness of Les Simnett's
father, ex-R.S .M. of the Corps. W e have missed Les during th e
time he has been occup ied in helping to nurse h is father; he
is a very loyal member of the Association and a valuable asset
to tfrl is branch. We can only voice our sincere wishes for the
safe and speedy return to good health of his dad. (Sadly, since
receiving these notes we have to report the death of Mr.
Simnett senior.-Editor).
Morgan Jones, our Hon. Secretary, has indicated his wish
to relinquish office at the end of this year, a very sad blow to
us for Morgan has proved to be the most conscientious and
hardest working officer this Branch has known. We have grown
in strength and status during the three years he has so excellently coped with this onerous task and his eagerly awaited
Newsletters will be difficult to equal.
Morgan's private commitments, however, are weighing more
heavily on his shoulders and we will have to accept the
inevitable. His successor will be hard pressed to equal his
standard of performance .
Our Catterick Reunion party was larger than last year's
representation and the weekend was voted one of li!e besr yet.
This phrase is used so frequently now that we wonder when
absolute p erfection will be reached, if one can improve on the
perfection now achieved. Whilst there we were delighted to
renew the acquaintance of our ex-President, Lieutenant-Colonel
J. A. Cleland. He tracked us down during the display. How did
he kno w we would be in the vicinity of the beer tent?
This month we will be bidding farewell to our President
L ieutenant-Colonel F. Ramsbottom. We would express our
very sincere thanks for the valuable ibelp and guidance he has
given to this branch during his term of office. We wish him
excellent health and good fortune for the future and trust we
shall meet again.
Our monthly meetings are becoming more popula r and
successful with the introduction of skittles matches against
local teams following the meetings. We have 'mcked away'
quite a few teams since we started and last month the local
Royal Ordnance Factory suffered a crushing defeat.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
N um ber of cases assisted fin ancially in Sept.
41
N umber of clothing parcels
41
Amount spent in grants and Joans . ..
... £746 15 10

One of the Month's Cases

S

IGNALMAN, war-time service, who has been unable
to work for 16 years owing to mental illness. Since
the death of his mother he has been devotedly cared
for by a sister. The Association made a grant to enable
the brother and sister to have a day out at the seaside,
their first day away from home for years. The ister' s
letter is printed below.

One of the Month's Letters

"J REALLY
don't know how to start and thank you
for the kindness you have shown to my brother
and myself. What a lovely surprise I got when I received
your letter. In fact all I-could do was to cry with joy
and thankfulness to know what a good friend the ignal
Association has been to us. My brother was delighted
and thanks you very much indeed. We did have a lovely
day. We went to the seaside and enjoyed the sea air
and had a good meal without worry abour the co t. What
a lovely day we had, we'll always remember it, so with
all my heart I thank you again. Without your kind thoughts
of us, it could not have happened. God ble s you."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
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LEAVING

THE

ARMY

SHOltTL'Y?

e

Would you like to keep in
touch with the Corps and work in
Regimental Headquarters in London ?

e

Could you do a clerical job
requiring common sense and an
interest in the Corps ?

e
e

One-finger typing sufficient.
Salary about £1,000-more for the
right man.

Apply direct to:
Lieutenant-Colonel E. G. Day, O.B.E., T.D.,
Secretary,
Royal Signals Institution,
Regimental Headquarters, Royal Signals,
Cheltenham Terrace,
London, S.W.3.

WANT TO DO SOMETHING FOR
YOUR CORPS?
The Corps has first class equipment in reasonable
supply.
The Corps has first class soldiers in short supply.
(We are below strength).
If you know of any likely young man who may be
interested in joining the Corps please complete the
coupon below and forward it to:
Recruiting Co-ordinator Royal Signals,
Lieutenant-Colonel B. A. Beatfe,
Army Signal Staff,
Ministry of Defence,
Whitehall, London, S.W.1.
Name of likely young man ........... .. .. . .. ......... .
Address

Order your personal copy of the MNre
NOW!
The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.

Your rank and name ..... ....................... ....... . .

Unit

YOU WILL HAVE DONE SOMETHING
REALLY WORTHWHILE.

Please arrange to send THE \VIRE to me for twelve months
commencing with the next issue. I enclose a cheque/Postal
Order for 24/-.
My rank and name is

I wish THE WIRE to be sent to ................................... .

B.20 HF SSB Station Radia

The B.20 is a very versatile all
solid-state equipment. It can be
used as a manpack or installed in
vehicles and light aircraft.
The B.20 HF SSB Station Radio,
which has an RF output of 30W
p.e.p., represents an entirely new
design concept. The transmitterreceiver weighs only 10 lb (4.5 kg),
and a lightweight station including
a 24W /h battery weighs only
15 lb (6.8 kg). The B.20 uses a
fully synthesized frequency control
system developed by Plessey
specially for this equipment, and
510

which provides 280,000 channels on
the frequency range 2- 29.99 MHz.
SSB is the main mode of
communication, but a.m. and c.w.
facilities are also provided.
The B.20 will achieve reliable
ground wave communications using
8 ft. (2.4m) whip antennae at ranges
in excess of 30 miles (48.3 km).
By using vehicle whip antennae
distances in excess of 45 miles
(72 km) are possible. Using sky
wave, communication over 300 miles
(480 km) is achieved.
The Plessey Company won the

Queen's Award to Industry
1969 for the export achievements of its Electronics
Group.
:::::::;.~·~:::
For further information and
illustrated literature, please
contact The Sales Manager,
Defence Unit.

PLESSEY El • ctronics
The Plessey Company Limited,
Radio Systems Division,
Ilford, Essex, England
Telephone: Ilford 3040
Telex: 23166

T H E WIR E, N O VE MBE R- D ECE MB E R 1 969

OR
The Accounts Officer or P .R.I.
........................ ..... ............. Regt. I Sqn. /Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will
cost me 2/- a month.
Name and rank ................. ...... .. ..... ..... ............. .. .

You re not with it - Without it!
T HE W I RE , NO VEMBER- DE CEM B E R 1969

Clothing Gihs
Sin'.:e the beginning of August, gifts of clothing, books,
coys etc., have been gratefully received from the following:
Mrs. M. S. Wheatley, Miss Swallow, Unknown donor in
Camberley,
rs. J. St. C. W. Robinson, Staff Sergeant and
Mrs. White, W. E. Osborne, Esq., Brigadier R. H. 0. Cory· on,
C.B.E., Captain and Mrs. W. A. Barnes, Corporal and Mrs.
P. S. Shotts, A. Walsh Esq., R.Q.M.S. Robinson Staff Sergeant
Smith 36th Signal Regiment, Mr. and Mr . F. Sto~kdalc.
Mrs. Guest, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. D. H. Eriggs,
Captain C. J. Bayfield Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. G. M.
Welsford, Brigadier T. R. Warburg, C.B.E. Mrs. D. Tur'1;r,
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. J. H. Swallow, Mr. and Mr.
. Church Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. E. G. Day, Hannr . J. Finch,
over Statio'n Thrift Shop, Major R. B. Sully
Mrs. B. H. P. Barnes, Mrs. ew om, W. J. Evcnden, Esq.
"Blandford Camp Thrift Shop, Major-General A. M. Vf.
Whistler, C.B., C.B.E., Brigadier C. E. Page, M.B.E., Captam
R. Iliffe, R.S.M. M. F. B. Garland, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
and Mrs. N. Crowder, Sergeant W. S. Beadle, Mrs. Davi~s,
Captain D. MacGillivray, Captain and Mr~. A. D. ~reel, Ma1~r
T. Rigby, Major P. D. Warren, Catterick Garrison. Thrift
Shop Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. R. Hamer, Maior and
rs.' J. L. Donne, Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Aka s, A. W.
Smith, Esq.
ROYAL

SIGN ALS ASSOCIAT ION
B ENEVOLENT FUND

AND

Tl1e fol/otoing dona1io1ts were most gralefltlly received duritig September,
£ . d.
Royal Signals Display Team
...
75 0 0
36th (Eastern) Regiment (Drumhead
8 0 0
224 Squadron (Drumhead Service)
JO 0
0
227 Squadron (\Vives' Club)
.. .
II
2
7
' Anonymous '
JOO 0
0
Mr. K. J. William
...
2 15 0
Various individual donations
2 I

Tou'1 Receipts [,209

1s
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•) .... .. ... t; BT APPOl~TM.l!NTTO H£R 'dAJEST\' THE QUEEN. oo:..OSMITHS &::: CROWN JEWELLERS, OARRARD & COMPANY LIMITED, LONDON

(!/£giftfront <;;arrard

*
I

co111es fJJ)JUpped in thought
There is something very special about a gift from Garrard.
A quiet but unmistakable compliment to the one who
receives it, a beautiful thought to be treasured for ever.

r~·-~~~

II

'

~

-~

Sapphire diamond

Earpiercing by appointment

GARRARD
The Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET

•

LONDON WIA Z)J

•

THE
TUE

TEL: 01-734 7020

\VIBE

ROYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor:
BIUGADIEll P. lH. P. DOBSON,

Class 1Technicians

D.s.o.
Assistant Editor :
1'1r. L. Wood

Openings overseas and in U.K.

Cable
and
Wireless
has
vacancies from time to time for
the following categories of ex
Royal Signals Class 1 Technicians:
1. Telegraph Technicians with
suitable experience. to work on
teleprinters and telex installations.
either overseas or as members of
our home seNice staff.
2. Radio Techniciarts who
would normally be employed at
one of our overseas radio stations
and would. at least initially. work
as technical watchkeepers doing
equipment maintenance and adjustment. Applications would only
be considered from those who
have already had substantial technical experience of mu lti- channel
wideband systems (60 channels
upwards) including either U.H.F.

or microwave or tropospheric scatter or satellite communications.
Experience of MF and HF would
be an advantage.
3. Radio Relay, Line or Telegraph Technicians with suitable
experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links.
voice frequency telegraph and
sol id -state electronic equipment.
teleprinters and associated telegraph machines, for employment
overseas in our Central Telegraph
Offices.
Where employment is offered
overseas. married staff would
normally be accompanied by their
family, passages and fully furnished
accommodation being provided
free of charge, and salary and
allowances being free of income

tax. Overseas employment would
be offered on a two-year contract
basis initially, with excellent prospects of renewal or of established
pensionable service thereafter.
Where employment is in the
U.K. onl y. it would be either on a
Contract basis or on pen sionable
seNice following 6 months probation. but staff would be responsible for their own accommodation.
income tax. etc.
Suitably experienced Class 1
Technicians who would be available for engagement within the
next 9 months are invited to
write for an application form,
giving concise details of qualifications and relevant experience
and stating in which job they are
interested. to The Staff Manager.
Department .. 1 89

Mercury House. Theobelds Road, London W.C.1 .
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& gold brooch-£440

GARRARD & COMPANY LIMITED

~I

~.ii::_~!~'~L~N'~·~·~~;;~~,,_.__,l~'~~
.. . ... .
..
.
... "· ...... ..

A pair of gold
& diamond earrings - £410

Jj~)t~-~

'QI:be :fllaster of $i!!'nals senbs bis best
luisbes to all ranks of tbe !!Corps for
Qebtis1mas anb tbe Jiebl ~ear.

All correspondence and matter for
publication in THB WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WmB, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.l\7.3. Tel. Nos. 01-730-4129

and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
ro :
Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail); Twel'lle months 24/-; single
montlt, 2/-).

···:~

~

DECDIDER/JAN1JARY,
1969/70
Vol. 23

(New Series)

No. 12

has gone past-as each year seems to-with incredible
speed, from the point of view of your editorial staff.
Maybe it is because each issue of THE WIRE is such a rush job.
A large proportion of contributions come pouring in at the last
moment. THE WIRE has to be 'pasted-up' in a day, and final
page-proofs, received about ten days later, quite often have to be
read and checked and sent back to the printers all in a day as
well. Meanwhile, another WIRE is begining to build up. And
so it goes on.
As usual, we must thank our readers for their generous support
during 1969. We are much encouraged by the way our circulation figures not only hold up, but are even slowly increasing,
despite some run down in the strength of the Corps. Particularly
pleasant have been the leiters of encouragement and good wishes
that we have received from a number of our friends. These are
no~ only good for our morale, but make us all the more determined to do our best to produce a magazine worthy of the Corps.
Very many-from Signalman upwards-have taken the
trouble to contribute something to our pages, and we like to
feel that THE WIRE is accepted as a family magazine in which
contributions are welcome from all members of the family.
At times we have been overwhelmed by th'e sheer volume of
articles that have been sent in, and it has often been our painful
duty to cut contributions or hold them back to another issue.
Even then, we have had to go to press with Tlm WIRE a number
of pages in excess of what we should really publish in order to
avoid getting into the red financially. In this connection, we
must record our grateful thanks to the Central Committee of the
Association who have allowed us exua funds to cover the cost
of coloured front cover pictures and certain general interest
articles.
We would make one suggestion in respect of unit notes, and
that is that it might be of interest, from time to time, to preface
such notes with a list of the principal appointments in a unit,
as this is of considerable interest to a large number of readers
outside the unit.
Our thanks must also go to Messrs. F. J. Parsons, Ltd.our printers-with whom we have had very happy dealings over
a number of years.
In conclusion, we would wish all our readers a very happy
Christmas and the best of good fortune in 1970. We have enjoyed
working for you in 1969, and if you have, in a small way,
appreciated our efforts, then we have been amply rewarded.

Our Cover Picture
At first sight, perhaps, the subject matter of our cover
picture-including as it does a desert scene and a camelmight seem to be somewhat irrelevant for our Chrisanas edition.
Yet perhaps this is not really so when one reflects that scenery
such as this is appropriate to the Three Wise Men of the
Olristmas story.
Be that a it may, we felt that the picture was one of
considerable attraction showing the Corps in one of its more
unusual roles. The photograph wa taken some years ago and
derives from the South Arabian Federal Army Signal Squadron
to which a number of officers and soldiers of the Corps were
seconded in those days, as they still are to the Trucial Oman
Scours.
11

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CtCtl~

Special Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.
- - \l'.0.11 B. II. Stein, n.E.IJI., Boyal Signals.
,trmr1 Care1>rs omc"• llamilto ...
for being pre ented with 1!1e Meritorious ervice Medal
at an Inve titure held in the Great Hall, Edinburgh Castle.
The pre entation wa made by Lieutenant-General Sir
Derek Lang, K.O.B., D.S.O., M.C., General Officer Commanding Scotland (Army). Warrant Officer Stein is in
charge of the Army Careers Office, Hamilton, and b •
hi devotion to his job, his sympathetic approach to the
problems of others, his incc.rity and friendly personality
and, above all, his personal example, he was able to enhance the Army' image and his out randing effort were
reflected in die marked rise, during a difficult recruiting
period, of the number and quality of young men who
joined the Army ince his arrival in the town.
W.0.11 Stein has served continuously with the Corps
for 28 years. In 1955 he was awarded the Commander-inChiefs Far East Certifi ate for his ability and devotion
to duty, and six years later, the same qualities earned
him the B.E.M . while Chief Clerk, Signals Branch, War
Office.

Retirement ol Mr. W. J. Evenden
All his many friends
will be sorry to hear of
the retirement of Mr. W.
]. Evenden, from Association Headquarters at
the end of October.
Bill Evenden joined ti:- '!
Association
on
20th
Augu t, 1945 since when
he has given loyal and
devoted service in the
Accounts
Department.
Prior to joining the
Association, he served in
the Corps from 1926
onwards, serving in Iraq
1927-29 and India from
1929-1933. He went on
the R e g u l a r Army
Re erve from 1934 to
1939, but during mon
of the war he was with
A.G. 11.
Bill kept the compliAs soc i at i o n
cated
Mr. W . J. Evenden
accounts with meticulous
accuracy and copy-book
tidiness, and he was an auditor's 'joy.'
At a farewell party on 31st October, the Chairman presented
him with a suitably inscribed ' Jimmy ' statuette, a substantial
cheque, subscribed to by his friends in the branches and from
Association Headquarters, and a Honour Member's badge.
The Association staff also presented him with a small travelling
clock as a personal tribute.
All will wish Bill Evenden a happy retirement at his home at
21, Cathles Road, Balham Hill, London, S.W.12., and it is
expected that he will be a frequent caller at Association Headquarters to keep in touch.
He has been succeeded by Mr. F. C. Shelbourne (late W.0.1!,
of R.A.P.C.) who, for some year , has been asdstant to Bill
Evenden in the Accounts Department.

1970

Calling all Retired Members of the Corps
Are you thinking of attending the
Serv:ce at Salisbury Cathedral and the
Reunion at Blandford Camp
on the
21st June, 1970
and/or
Attending the Reunion Weekend at Catterick Camp on
27th/28th June 1970?
(For fuller details sec Editorial column, Oc.t./Nov.
WrRE, 1969, or contact Association H.Q.)
Then warn in before the end of February co the General
Secretary, Royal Signals Association, R.H.Q., Royal
Signals, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
(Tel.: 01-730-4129) or if you belong to an Association
Branch, see that the Hon. Secretary includes you on
his return to this H.Q., due in during February, 1970.
This information is essential if we are to make adequate
administrat:on arrangements for both of these occasions.

SPECIAL ONE-DAY POSTAL COVEil
50tb ANNIVEllSAllY, llOYAL SIGNALS
A special Royal Signals One Day Cover will be issued
in Catterick, dated 28th June, 1970. This cover is being
designed professionally and will be issued on beha'.f of
the Corps by Training Brigade, Royal Signals. All
profits are to be donated to the Royal Signals Benevolent
Fund.
Details of the cover and order forms for it will appear
in all issues of 'The Wire ' from January, 1970, onwards.

CORP§ OFFICEilS HEAD ARMY PUBLIC
REL"-TIONS

W .0 .11 Stein, on the extreme right, about to be presented with the
Meritorious Service Medal, by Lieutenant-General Sir Derek Lang,
K.C.B., D.s.o .. M.C.

cyclists ol 229 Signal Squadron
for their success in the Berlin Motor Cycle Trials. Of
the seventeen teams entered, the Squadron's ' A ' team
came out winners and the ' B ' team were runners- up.
The Squadron was equally succes ful in the individual
competition. As expected, Lance-Corporal Hornsby-an
ex-member of the Royal Signals Display Team-used his
experience and expertise to carry off the event easily,
and the runner-up position went to Signalman Sanger.

- - Tlt.f' motor

MRS. F. S. SW AINSON
As we were about to despatch the final proofs to the

printers, the very sad news came in of the death of
Mrs. F. S. Swainson, widow of the late Major-General
Eric Swainson, Signal Officer-in-Chief, 1962-65.
'Pip' Swainson was known and greatly liked by very
many in the Corps both serving and retired. Her sudden
death at Fleet on 7th December will come as a shock.
The deep sympathy of all will go to her son, Richard,
now a subaltern in the Corps.

The appointment of Mr. Robert Blackman as Deputy
Director of Public Relations (Army), at the Ministry of Defence,
brings two former Royal Signals officers together in the top
two posts in Army Public Relations.
The Director is Brigadier John Woodrow, who commanded
the Training Brigade at Catterick before taking up his present
appointment in 1968. His new deputy served as a regul ar
officer in the Corps from 1939 to 1961, retiring in the rank of
Major.
His last appointment was as Training Major, 43rd (Wessex)
Signal Regiment, in which Brigadier Woodrow served for four
years, between 1940 and 1944.
Major Blackman joined the British Army Public Relations
staff in 1956 and his P.R. appointments, while serving, include
those of D.A.D.P.R. (Liaison) at the British Embassy in Bonn ,
and D .A.D.P .R., Malaya.
On retirement he joined the War Office as a Press Officer
and, successively, has been Senior Press Officer, Army D epartment, Chief Public Relations Officer, Southern (later Arm y
Strategic) Command, and Chief Press Officer at the Ministry
of Defence. His new job brings promotion from Principal to
Chief Information Officer.
Major B1ackman, a former Fleet Street journalise, was coauthor of the Eagle Book of Britain's Fighting Services and
has written innumerable articles of military interest, which
have been published world-wide.
Incidentally, both these officers complain that they do not
receive nearly enough material from the Corps . . . there's
asking for trouble with a vengeance . . . what about it all you
writers!
(The Editor o( ' The Wire ' has no com.olaints on this score).
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From our "Jn" Tray

CELEllBATIONS

THllOUGH

TO

1970

The Royal Signals Institution regret to announce that,
due to a delay imposed by an industrial di~pute, the
probable date of publication is now 1st March, 1970.
Orders for the de luxe edition will be accepted up to
20th December, 1969.

.urn

YOU IN THIS PHOTOGllAPll? • • •
IF SO, THE OW~"ER CAN HAVE Ill CAME i& .~

BACK

Sir,
A camera (make and model unspecified) was found at
Mawgan Porth, Cornwall, during the first and second weeks in
June.
The gentleman who found the camera bas had the exposed
film developed and printed in an effort to trace the owner,
but without success.
It is requested that the enclosed photograph be published
in THE WIRE in the hopes that the owner of the camera may
recognise h:s friends or himself and claim his property, via
the Chief Clerk of this unit.
Yours,
E. C. Byrne, Captain
School of Signals,
Blandford Camp, Dorset.

SOUTHAMPTON

BllANCU

Temporary Hon. Secre!ary: MR. B. T . PARRY,
9, Gover Road, Redbridge, Totten Southampton .

Assembles Disperses
No.
17 Feb. -24 Sep.
Technician Radio
Class ll-1
17
ar.-22 Oct.
Technician Radio
C lass II-I
10 Mar.-15 Oct.
Class 11-1
Technician T.E.
10 Feb. -13 Aug.
Class I ~-I
Technician R .R.
Class III-II
3 Feb. -25 June
Technician R ad io
Class III-II
10 Mar.-30 July
Technician T.E.
17 Feb. -25 June
Technician R.R.
Cla ~ s III-IJ
Technician R.R.
Class 111-11
24 Feb. - 2 July
3 Feb. -IS May
Telegraph Operator Class II-I
3 Mar.-15 May
Radio Operator
Class II-I
Comcen Operator
Class II-I
3 Feb. - l May
24 Mar.-19 June
Comcen Operator
Class 11-1
Driver R. Signals
24 Feb. - 1 May
Class 11-1
Driver R. Signals
Class II-I
24 Mar.-29 May
Clas. 11-1
Clerk Technical
17 Mar.-15 May
Cipher Operator
Clas II-I
24 Feb. -24 Apr.
Telegraph Operator Class III-II
17 Feb. -29 Nay
Electrician Driver
Class 1~1-11
3 Mar.-24 Apr.
Radio Relayman
Cla~s 111-11
3 Mar.- 7 May
Comcen Op. III-Cipher Op. II
10 Mar.-29 May

Death of ~fr. L. llllngswortb
We have to report, with a sense of shock and great Joss, the
death of our Branch Secretary, Les Dlingsworth, in October.
He had held this job for ten years or more and indeed had
been a very active member of the Branch since the end of the
war, during which he was a member of the 43rd (Wessex)
Divisional Signals as a pre-war Territorial. In particular, he
served for moch of it with 130 Infantry Brigade and was also
at the time of his death, Secretary of its very flourishing Old
Comrades' Association.
These facts show the bare facts of Les Illingsworth's contribution to the Corps. We who knew him well knew also hi.
tirelessness in keeping the Branch really alive, his concern and
sympathetic handling of welfare cases and his warm, generous
friendliness whenever we met. The ' hean ' of the Branch
which meets monthly at Fred Conconi's cation Hotel at Totton
on the first Wednesday in each month (we wi h rt1at many
other would join us), have a continual reminder of his lo s.
Others, who responded to h ' yearly call to the Branch dinner
will, I know, remember gratefully what he has don e so freel v
for them.
All of u join in our sympathy for his wife and young son:
and most of us measure what we are prepared to do freely for
others against what Les did- and feel thoroughly humble.
Mr. Illingsworth's address was: 52, Park ide Avenue, Millbrook, Southampton.
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SIS

UPGllADING

Course
1/53
1/54
1/36
1/27
2/52
2/45
2/35
2/36
1/52
1/77
1/43
1/44
1/38
1/39
1/16
1/33
2/60
2/53
2/1
2/30

COURSES AT
IN 1970

CATTERICK

MA.JOH

E.

W.

DARllETT

Major Edward Walter Barrett died aft r a very short illncs
at M aidenhead on 28th October.
At the outbreak of the Second World War Major Barrett left
the G .P.O. re enlist in the Royal Signals. H e was commissioned
in 1941 and then served in India until 1946. After the war h is
time was spent in Regimental duty, in 6th Airborne Divisional
ignals in Palestine and later 3rd D ivisional Signal Regiment
in Colchester, and in communications se<:urity staff work.
In 1962 after three years as a Training Major with T.A.
Royal Signals unit in orthern Command, he went to the Air
M inistry as G.S.0 .2 Air Formations Signals, a post which h e
held until his death and in which many erstwhile 'Air
Formators ' will remember him as his office was a regular
port of call during their visits to the U.K.
To Edward Barrett his duty, strictly observed, was to help all
tho e with whom he had to deal and he will be remembered by
his colleagues and friends for his integrity and gentle good
nature. To his widow and two sons we offer our deep sympathy.

GOOD

NEWS

FOR

CORPS

TECllNICIANS

From February, 1970, onwards all Tedm.icians who pass the
Class I Trade Test after completing the 11-1 Upgrading Course
at 8th Signal Regiment will be awarded a City and Guilds of
London Certificate in Mathematics for Telecommunications
'B,' Tele<:ommunications Principles 'B' and Radio and Line
Transmission ' B.'
Two copies of the actual certificate, showing the City and
Guilds and Royal Signals insignia, will be issued to those
successful either before they leave 8th Signal Regiment or it
will be forwarded to parent units with course reports. It will be
an extremely valuable personal document as the duplicate copy
can be used to claim exemption from all City and Guilds
examinations of the Telecommunications Technicians Certificate, up to and including the third year, should the holder
decide to attempt the fourth year and final certificate. On
leaving the Service, holders can produce the certificate, or the
duplicate, to prospective employers as proof of training
achievement.
This procedure differs from that used for the last few years
during which no certificate has been issued. It has been
necessary for a technician who enters for the final examinations
of City and Guilds to claim exemption from the first three
years by prodLTcing proof (by means of a formal Army document) that he is a Class I Tedmician. It results from a change
in City and Guilds Regulations which has made it possible for
8th Signal Regiment to become an ' approved centre ' and award
its own Certificates. There will be no change in the standard
of Class I Trade Tests.
It is regretted that it has not been possible to arrange for
Certificates to be awarded retrospectively. Technicians who
qualify before February, 1970, will have to adhere to the old
arrangements.

THE

ROYAL SIGNAl..S ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUl\"'D

AND

Th e followinK donations w ere most gratefully received during October,
1959 : -

20d Regiment (Kohima celebratio:is) .. .
234 Squadron (Malta) (Installation Team)
School of Anillery (Larkhill D ay, 1969)
...
83 (London) Squadron (V) Sergeants' Mt:ss
G . B. Hollings, ESQ. . ..
. ..
...
.. .
.. .
W . C . Buchanan , EllQ .

L . H. Mo:-se, Esq.

...

.. .

. ..

Bripdier Sir Ralph H. Rayner, M.B.E: ..
Vanous individual donations

Expend11ure durin6 Octcber,
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1969

Major D . P . Watson
Major A. J. Welch
...
Captain D . G . 0 . White
Major K. W . Watts
.. .
Captain M . P . Walker ...

The
I USTRA.Lill'
ARMY
needs officers
For the Combatant Arms and
Services.

By Mr. S. P. Halsey, Deputy Chief Instructor,
8th Signal Regiment

£ s.

104 16
51 6
25 0

d.

6

Service as Lieutenant, Captain or Major in
the British Army could qualify you for a
short service or permanent commission with
the Australian Regular Army. Desirable
maximum age limit is 32 years (42 years with
special qualifications).

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.
If you are a medical or dental practitioner
whose qualifications are registerable in the
Commonwealth of Australia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commission in the
R.A.A.M .C. or R.A.A.D.C. Your appointment
would carry the minimum rank of Captain
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably under the age of
40 years.
~~~~~~~~~~~-

1f your application is successful. you will be
commissioned in the U.K. and travel to
Australia with your family. You will have
good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
and a generous pension or gratuity scheme.
You and your family can take advantage of
Australia's boundless opportunities and high
standard of living in the world's best climate.

For complete details call or write to:
Captain J. R. Godwin,
Australian Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01-836 2435 extension 356

J

0

0
0

15

6

2

0

0

2

0

0

I

I

0

1 16

0

2

Total Receipts ... {.t<}O 15

I

.. . £668 16

IO

, H .Q . N. Ireland
,, 24th Regiment
7th R egiment
nth Inf. Bde. H .Q . & Sig. qn.
,, 5th Inf. Bde. H .Q . & Sig. Sqn .
4 Div. H .Q . & Signal Re11.
I I th Regiment
,, I D iv. H .Q. & Signal R.e11t
,, 30th Regiment
2 D iv. H .Q . & Signal Rcaimcnt
(as Lieutenant-Colonel C.O .
,, 3 H.Q . & Signal R egiment
10th Regiment
30th Regiment
19th R egiment
i7th Gurkha Regiment

Major T . I . McL. Ro binaon .. .
... . ..
Captain A. Raasim
Lieutenant T . N . Singleton
...
Lieutenant R. J. H. Swainaon
Captain D. W. Stanley ...
Lieutenant R. G . Stokes
Lieutenant J. A. Speakes
Major J. W . Swindells ...
Lieutenant J. M . Thewlis
Major G. A. Thompson

ebitua rp

W.O.s and Sergea•U
W .O .II (Y. of S.) R . D . P rice

MECHANISED DIGGER
2 lst Signal Regiment's latest acquis ition. Colonel J. Clinch at the
controls. Looking on Lieutenant-Colonel Norman Butler and members of " H" Troop

MECHANISED

AT

LAST

Faced with the challenge of laying 20,000 yards of cable in
the next twelve months ' H ' Troop of 21 st Regiment came up
with the idea of using a mechanical digger- been thought of
before? Quire right, but they did more than just think about it,
they turned ideas into reality !
They found a digger, contacted the firm, discovered the RAF
could let them have a tractor and presented the whole plan
through the Regiment to CAFSO branch who worked the 'open
sesame' on the purse strings.
Result-one digger with two drivers now trenching 250 yards
a day through good soil and scrub (it chews through roots up
to about an inch in diameter as if they were not there). An
added bonus is that the tractor has a shovel and can back fill on
reasonably flat ground!
How's that for progress!

==========Movements
Olliecrs
. .. To H .Q .. SHAPE, Comd. & Sup.
Staff
,, 4th Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
7 Amd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
,, Trucial Oman Scouts
., 24th Regiment
., nth Regiment (retiring)
,, H.Q .. B.A.0.R.
,, 1st Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt.
,, Imperial Defence College
,, H.Q., AFCE T
,, 4th Div. H .Q. & Signal Regi.
18th Regiment
,, H.Q., FARELF
H .Q ., NORTHAG
12th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
,, 3 H .Q. & Signal R egiment
,, nth Regiment
., 30th Regiment
., 226 Squadron
,, J.T.R ., Troon
,, 24th Regiment
., H .Q. Radio Group1 B.A.O.R.
26o Squadron (as Major)
., 3rd Regiment
.. 21 st Reg\ment
H.Q. N .W. District
School

Major M. Allen

Major D . F . B . Anthonisz
Captain B. J. Austin . ..
Captain M . Allan . ..
Lieutenant J. R. S . Amber ton
Major (Q.M .) G . B. Andrews .. .
Captain G. Barnett
...
.. .
Lieutenant C . J. Brill .. .
...
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C . Bate, O .B. E.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Beale
Lieutenant A. J. Bailey ...
Captain P. R . Brewis ...
Lieutenant-Colonel W. Bell
Major H . D. V. Chappell
Captain R. E. S. Drew .. .
Captain J. V. Fielding ...
.. .
Second-Lieutenant T . G. B. F ish
Second-Lieutenant W . J. L. P iskel
Captain />). J. Field
.. .
Lieutenant G . H . G ood man .. .
Captain T . ] . Hendren
Lieutennnt-Col<Y.'el D. C . Hibberd
Captain B. F. Kavanagh
Lieutenant S. M. A . Lee
Lieutenant N . A. MaeKere: h
Major E. F . Matthew
Major M . G . Pll'llton

KEEP

IN THE PICTURE

With several thousand Individual subscribers •The
Wlre • canno t hope to keep up with postings cha.n ges In
rank. decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted
or promoted or have something new to add after your
name drop us a card so that we can address your • Wire '
properly. Thank you .
THE WIRE, DECEMBER-JANUARY 1969-1970
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. .. To Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate
32nd R egiment (V)
,, 9th Regiment
3 Division Signal Regiment
Birmingham U niversicy O.T .C.
,, nth R egiment 2 Squad ron
,, 40th Re11iment (V)
7th Regunen t
,, 13th Regiment
,, 19th Regiment
,, 3 D ivision Signal Regiment
,, 1 D ivision Signal Regiment

W .O .II J. B. Campbell
...
W.O .II (Supvr. (R )) F . P . Searle
W.0 .II H. G . Arnold
W.O .II K. Mason
w.o.n s. F. Bloom
W .O .II J . B. Appleby ...
Staff Sergeant F . J . Loveday
Staff Sergeant J. F. Jones
Staff Sergeant G . F. Smith
Staff Sergeant K . I. M organ . ..
Staff Sergeant C. Harding
...
. ..
Staff Sergeant (Supvr. (R)) G . G .
Eagle
...
...
.. .
•. .
. ..
Staff Sergeant (Supvr. (R)) A. Cooper

,, 224 Sq uadron
,, rumy Apprentices' College,
Harrogate
Staff Sergeant (Supvr. (R)) T. B. Neal ,, 13th Regiment
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) W. R. F .
Hall
...
. ..
•.•
...
. .. ,. 18th Regiment
Staff Sergeant (Y . of S.) P . Sharp .. . ., 222 Squadron
Staff Sergeant D . B. Smith . ..
.. . ,, 253 Squadron
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) S. W. AUen ,, 241 Squadron
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) I . D. Hope ,, Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. Brown ,. nth Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) A. J. Horton ., 19th Regiment
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) P. D. Watton
Joint Op. Computer Projec1

Team
Sergeant K. Halliwell
Sergeant M. W. Slater
Sergeant D. Shrives
Sergeant A. C. Potts
Sergeaiit J. L. BaU
Sergeant J. P. Rigby
Sergeant J. C. Young
.. .
Sergeant E. F. Shuker .. .
Sergeant M. A . C. Casey
Sergeant T. J . Fountain
Sergeant G. F . Escott
Sergeant R. J. Yarnell ...
Sergeant G . M. Hartland
Sergell'llt J. A. Schneider
A/ Sergeant R. A. F. Chiny
Sergeant F. G. Farrell .. .
Sergeant A. Fraser
Sergeant G. R. Spooner
Sergeant G . F . Hutton ...
. ..
A / Sergeant K. G . Hainsworth
Sergeant D. Brackston ...
Sergeoot C. C . MacMillan
Sergeant R. K. Miller .. .
Sergeant D. M . Pentland
Sergeant R. Constantine
Sergeant R. G. Vale
Sergeant J. Waldron
Sergeant A. McMillan
Sergeant D. I. Wilcox
Sergeant S. J. Jury
Sergeam D . A. F. Adam
Sergeant J. E . Wharmby
Sergeant J. Sullivan
Sergeant C. L. Brown
Sergeant J . Wilson
Sergeant J. McDade
. ..
.. .
A/Sergeant R. S. G. Georgeson
A / Sergeant W . A. P itcher
A/ Sergeant T . H . Tate .. .
A / Sergeant R. I. B8')'1iss
A / Sergeant T . R. T aylor

,, 30th Regiment
,, 259 Squadron
,, 240 Squadron
,, 21 st Regiment
~1

24.2 Sq uadroo

., 8th Regiment
,. 233 Squadron
,, 2ut Regiment
39th Regiment (V)
,, 21st Regiment
,, 242 Squadron
.. 30th Regiment
,, 261 Squadron
.. 30th Regiment
19th Inf. Bde. Sig.Sqn.
,, 4 Division Signal Regiment
., 255 Squadron
,. 253 Squadron
,, 10th Regiment
,, 224 Squadron
.. 261 Squadron
., 35th Regiment (V)
24th Regiment
16th Regiment
,. 16th Regiment
nth Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
,, 11th Regiment
,, 255 Squadron
., Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate
6th Inf. &le. Sig. Sqn.
., 6th Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
,, 71st Regiment (V)
., 37th Regiment (V)
,. 4 Division Signal Regimen t
,, 19th Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn .
224 Squad ron
,, 244 q uadron
38th R egiment (V)
., 34th Regiment (V)
,, 39th Inf. Bdc. Sig. Sqn.
,. 39th Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn.

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General- Meeting of the Royal Signal Yacht
Club will be held at 10.45 hours on Tuesday, 13th January,
1970, in Conference Room q4Sf\. of the Old WfJ! Office
Building. All members are mv1ted to attend. Will .those
wishing to do so plea e notify the Hon. Secretary, Signals
35b, Old War Office Whitehall, S.W.l.
Members will also be interested to know that the International Boat Show at Earl's Court is from 7th to 17th
January, 1970.
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Th
United Kingdom Atomi
Ener~y Authority have
vacancie at Alderma con for men with r cent ignals experience. Applicants mu t be able to touch-type at a minimum speed
of 30 w.p.m. with 99 accuracy. A good working knowledge of
tape relay communication procedure is essential and previou
cypher experience would be an advantage. Shift working will
be required.
alary depends on age, e.g. J}J 0 at age 25 or £1,120 at age
29, rising by annual increments to a maximum of £1,240 a
year. An allo vance of £50 a ear i also p1yable and shift work
attract an additional allowance of approximately £10 a month.
'X'orking condition and recreational facil ities are excellent.
There i a superannuation scheme.
Please write for an application form ro the Chief Personnel
Officer, U.K.A.E.A., Aldermaston Reading RG7 4PR, quoting
r ferencc 3732/

Ht•rt••s a

what timulated when I heard that a ' book ' was being run
(again that certain fishing organiser!) and that if I devoured
the fish I would double my boat ' sweep.'
Alas, the thought that my fishing colleagues had forgiven
me somewhat diminished for when I sat down to eat, not only
wa I faced with the fish- which by this time looked twice a
large as when I landed it-but the plate was also covered with
enough chips and peas to keep the average ' fish and two ' shop
in business for 11 week, though according to our excellent cook
sergeant, Sergeant ' Geordie ' Morton, this was only the
' garnishing.'

*

*

Fifteen members of WRAC - to say nothing
of Tanya the spaniel - go for a walk
Story told by Lance-Corporal B. Low

*

At 16.00 hours I commenced battle, by 16.20 hours my rate
of eating had somewhat slackened, but in spite of a crying
stomach and aching jaws I kept going. At 16.30 hours I had
won-the fish consumed and I was declared the winner. I
quickly collected my ' book ' and after a little rest then went
out for my usual nightly fi h and C:1ip supper.

lleluctaut to get n1• in tbe mo.ruin..:
Most of us went to bed early and spent a most uncomfortable
a nd cold night in our tents but we were reluctant to get up in
the morning. After breakfast we packed up and set off, back.
Another 20 miles! Then the rain came on. It never halted till
we were on the last stage of our walk.
This time we went so quickly that we were at the checkpoint
for lunch before we realised. Even when we started again (after
our feet were patched up) the time just flew till we arrived at
the Bridge. That's where our little group broke up. The gale
was just as bad as on the previous day, but we got over safely.
I've never been so grateful to see our camp b::fore. The first
place I made for was the cookhouse where there was a meal
waiting. This is where I met up with most of those who had
arrived before me.

v"ry lishy 1.;to1·y • • •
I

./

An anglers dream comes true - anti ends in
a gastronomic paradise {all in one operatiDn)

Anticipation
Gastronomic !

By Lance-Corporal D. Brough, of the Depot Squadron,
llth Signal Regiment

[Courtezy: Scotsman Publications Ltd.

a man with a score of talents, plus the urge to ger on
A S and
improve my randing, I thought it might be a

FIFTEEN YOUNG LADIES IN SEARCH OF A ROUTE
Members of the W.R.A.C. party of 242 Signal Squadron, plan out
their route for their forty mile walk. They hope to raise £94 for
the W .R.A.C. Benevolent Fund . Most di ~ in terested member of the
party-Tanya the spaniel. He's hoping the route $elected is very
well wooded anyway

omewhat good idea to expand my experiences by having a
' dabble ' at one of the Sunday sea angling trips currently run by
my Squadron Sergeant Major,
" To win the sweep I
W.0.11 'Geordie' Brown. These
had to eat the 6lb.
trips take the form of a party of
cod I had caught • • • Garrison ' Gorillas,' as they call
garnished
with
trimthemselves, who gather most weekends throughout the year and set
mings. My stomach cried,
my jaws ached - but I
sail off the Redcar coast, all
dreaming of the day when they
did it. Now my reputation is unassailable
"
can see their names in the
Anglers' Mail, hence one of the
reasons for my story as they agreed they would settle for THE
WIRE and allow me to catch the ' big un' they had allowed to
escape the week before especially for the occasion.

*

*

If wns only 40 miles nlind you, but •••
ALK 40 miles? I couldn't see any of us even attempting
to, but nevertheless we did. Led by Second-Lieutenant
Meiklejohn we set out for Kinghorn in Fife - 15 W.R.A.C.
and Tanya, a spr:ng::r fpaniel owned by W.0.11 Foulds. We got
a gre~t send-off from the Press and Captain Budden, our
C.D.S.O.

W

·· ••• anyone want n spnugle?"
The night before, seven of us h!ld decided to stick together,
six of us marching in squad and Sergeant Ryder leading w·th
sonl!'s. The fiITt five miles went very qui::kly, interrupted only
by Private Weir's voice, " Anyone want a spangle.''
Going across the Forth Road Bridge was hilarious as the
wind was high and we were a bit blown about by the time
we met 'Checkpoint Charlie,' Sergeant Ferry, at the other end
of the bridge. As soon as the others caught up with us, out
came the first aid kit. Blisters after the first few miles! What
were we going to be like at me other end?

*

Being the junior rank on board I had the 'luck ' to catch
the. elus!ve_pre-arranged q~arry, a 61b. raving north-eastern cod,
which, mcidentally, took unmediate care of the boat ' sweep '
of 30/-.
On askin.g m¥ more exper~enced angling colleagues what one
normally did_ with s~ch specimen fish, several suggestions were
made; I decided to ignore them and think one up.
. Undaunted, I . ~as naturally very pleased with my catch and
m the best traditions of fishmg I started to explain over and
over again, how easily such a fish could have go~ away for
the second time had it not been correctly handled.
The jawing over, after about six hours' fishing it became
~!ear. that my catch was not to be beaten and the problem of
its disposal became the topic.
~Y prowess as a consumer of good food was then discussed
which I must confess was not without foundations. Could 1'
or co~~ I not, extend my notoriety by eating my quarry
one slttmg.

a:

*

*

Sergeant Morton presents Lance Corporal Brough with his fish
"snack" (Note : the size of the ordinary issue spoon will give some
idea of the size of the plate).

A

The Squadron Commander, Major R. Trelawny, himself an
angler of no mean repute, gave the go-ahead nod and the table
was duly set. However, my will to beat the monster was some-

Our sponsors - not aetting awny with it all that
ensy
Most of us completed the forty miles. Only four people had
to be picked up after walking 37 miles, but I think they would
have made it if the wind hadn't been so strong. Althougi.:i feet
were sore and blistered, and legs stiff, it was worth it just to
prove to the people who sponsored us that they were not
getting away scot free.
'VelJ done!
Note from Second-Lieutenant Meiklejohn: When we have
been ab'e to round up all our sponsors, we should have netted
£94 for the W.R.A.C. Benevolent Fund.
We owe special thanks to W.0.11 Brooker, Royal Signals,
and Sergeant Ferry, R.C.T., who were kind enough to come
along and drive the vehicles, man me checkpoints and generally
encourage flagging spirits.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. inc. P. Tax

each 12/9
,, 14/1

(Po b&• Extra)

*

I_ was already de_vouring my second meat pie as the
~ugge~uon was made, 1t was left to a certain fishing trip
orgaruser to arrange the time and date for the feat to be
attempted.

smoke at the top. If there's one thing I hate, it's mud. For the
next mile or so we were up to our knees in it. At la t, we came
to Burntisland. Not far now, but, let me tell you, that last mile
was a terribly long one.
Kinghorn at last! And the caravan site where we were to
spend the night. But we weren't finished yet! 160lb. tents had
to be oitchcd and dinner cooked. There's a lot ~ aid about Army
food but the meal Sergeant Ryder cooked for us wa~ excellent,
even if it was compo rations.
While we were eating, a couple pitched their tent next to
ours. You Ehould have seen their faces when we all trooped
out of the Squadro,'s fa!le caravan-could have knocked them
down with a feather!

BE

BIG -

BUY

YOUR

COPY

OWN

OF

TOE

WIHE!

Our spirits were dampened-but not for long
The next part of the walk was done mainly in single file as
we followed a narrow path round the coast. This finally led
us to the spot where we were to have lunch. As usual, everyone
was ravenous. Out came the havers'lck rations--chicken, tomato,
hard-boiled eggs and a choice of fruit juice or milk.
Sergeant Ryder's little squad set off before the rest again
to the tune of ' Donald where's yer troosers?' from Private
Weir. Going through the Donibristle Estate, tile rain came
down. That dampened our spirit for a while, but not for long.
As we were marching through Aberdour, a man in a little
red car asked if were the W.R.AC. and enquired how we were
getting on. This made us feel good again. We later found out
chat he was the Camp Duty Officer for that day.
·· If there's one thln.C I hate--lt's mud "
How we got up the steep hill the other side of Aberdour, I'm
still not sure. We must have been thinking of a rest and a

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER

If this is someone else's Wire you are
reading-

Why not be big and buy your own copy!

SIS
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School of Signals, Blandford Camp
Dor set
\ ·Js itors
October, Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. Curl visited
D URING
the School before taking up his new appointment a
C.O. 37th ignal Regiment in Bristol. Just back from Germany
he gave an interesting talk to !he School Officers and tudems
on the Traffic Officers' and Yeoman of Signals' refresher course
on current events and future trend in I (BR) Corps.

IEE
The West Area I EE met o:i 15th October for a presentation in Princess Mary Hall given by Major R. Castle-Smith
and Captain N. A. Walter, of Transmission Group of Royal
ignals Wing of the School.

No. 3 QWG/CCE
American British Canadian and Australian Arm y delegates
met at the School during October to discuss points of common interest in the fiel d of military communications.
The delegates were welcomed to the School by the S.0.-in-C.
Halfway through the di cussions, the delegates moved to
London .for .special con~ ultations combined witb a sight- eeing
tour, which mcluded Wmdsor, RM.A.S., Stonehenge and Winchester Cathedral.
The meeting wound up with a closing address by the Commandant, Brigadier J. R. Cubberley.

ecial events
The Headqu~ers M ess, Royal Signals, had an exceptionally
busy month which, in addition to entertaining the ABCA
A;mies' delegates, included a bi-annual civil/military guest
night and the annµal R.E./Royal Signals dinner. Guests invited to the first dinner included Major-General R. E. Ward
Vice Adjutanr-General; Captain D. A. Poynter, R.N., Directo;
of Naval Signals; Mr. J. R. Christie, Ministry of TechnologyF~eld Marshal Lord Harding and Mr. W. M. Dodd, of
P1essey Company; De. F. W. Stoneman, of Creed and Company·
Colonel D. R. W. Thomas, of Standard Telephones and Cable~
Ltd., and Mr. G. ]. Masters, of G.E.C.-A.E.I.
The R.E./Royal Signals dinner was held on 30th October
Gu~ts inclu~ed General Sir Charles Jones, Chief Royai
Engmeec; Ma1or-General R. L. Clutterbuck. E.-in-C.; Brigadier
A. E. Younger, C.E., STRATCO ; Brigadier M. E. TickeJI,
H .Q., 12 Engineer Brigade; Colonel R. R. Crooks, Deputy
Commandant, R.SM.E., and Colonel J. R. de G. Pilkington
C.E., H.Q., Southern Command.
'

.\utunm Golf :i.1.-~ting

The chool of Signals Autumn Golf Meeting was held at
A hley Wood Golf Club on Wedne day, 22nd October.
. Two comp.etitions were played, an 18-hole bogey handicap
in the morning and an 18-hole Stableford foursome in the
afternoon.
First and second in t_he morning were Captain K. V. Risby
(21~ and Sergeant Merriman (18) (3 up and 2 up respectively).
Ma1or J . R. S tephenson, Queens, and Captain G . Dixon, R.A.,
\':'ere the mos.t successful handicap 24 players, each winning
SIX holes agarnst bogey.
In the afternoon, Captain S. G. M. Gordon (20) and Captain
K. V. Risby W<;>n, with 34 Stableford points. Lance-Corporal
K~y (9) and ~1eutenant Box (24) were close second, with 32
pomts. Captrun W. C. A. Kennedy and Captain J. Messini
Royal Au tralian Signals obtained the lowest aggregate scor:
on two hidden holes.

Pbupe rue l Dengl es ( H oya l Sign als)
T he SchooJ rnaint~ins an active interest in the Pimpernel
Beagles throu~h Ma1or John M oon, Royal Marines, who is
attached to T rials Squadron. The opening meet for the 1969-70
s~ason was. held on 11th October at the Officers' Mess, 30th
Signal Regunent. T he subsequent h unt, in the Tarrant Gunville ar ea, saw the season off to a good start as a newlyentered hound, Champion, killed his first hare' that day.
Hunting ~as so far been a bit hamp ered by tl1e very dry
weather which has made h unting conditions indifferent, but a
number of followers have been glad ro follow hounds across
country in dry, almost summery, conditions. Several Wednesday meets are planned, and one good day has already been
held, hunting over the water meadows at Charlton Marshall
where the scent was good.
'
Lieuten'.lllt-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson continues as Military
Master this season; although he has left 30th Signal Regiment
he is now living near Wimborne, and so is not too far awa/
~· Bert Cole and Mr. ~obin Clarke continue as Joint Masters,
with Mrs. Clarke, Ma1or Moon and Mr. M. H arding as
whippers-in.
C'!rporal K . Harrison, who doubles up as staff car driver
to I:1eutenant-~olonel I. M . Rose, Commanding Officer of 30th
~egrment, contmues as kennel-h untsman, assisted from time to
tune by Corporal Wake, from the School of Signals. H ounds
are spending their last season in the old kennels in 30th
~egiment, as (if all .goes according to plan) they should move
mto new quarters m another p art of Blandford Camp next
year. The irreverent will say that the unit is losing 5 Squadron!

SPORTS
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The School of Signals, unfortunately, lost both the cup:.
won last year, but in spite of this, the 1969 season was
generally more successful and certainly more enjoyable. A
good team spirit was clearly present in a well-balanced tca.m.
The greatest problem was the numerous calls by representauve
teams, which of:en robbed the s:de of five players. However,
the results were satisfactory, and only one game had to be
cancelled due to bad wea~1er.
In the Army Cup Competition, ~e .S-::hool wa~ .beaten in
the semi-final of the South-West D1stnct Compeuuon by 95
Commando Light Regiment, R.A., at Plyir.outh,. having beaten
49th Field Regiment, R.A., 24th !nfantry Brigade A.0.F.P.
and 70 AC Workshop, R.E.M.E., in eariier rounds.
Be' ides the normal fixtures, two additional games were introduced-an Officers XI v. the Masters of Muton Abbey School
and the annual Officers v. W.O.s and Sergeants match. The
match at Milton Abbey developed into an all ranks' XI
v. t•:1e masters and boys, due to insufficient officers or IT!asters
b~ing avai!ab!e. It was a most enjoyable match, played m delightful s urrounding~. The revival of the Officers v. W.O.s
and Sergeants match, played on Sunday, 3rd August, finished
with a clear win for the officers. The W.O.s' and Sergeants'
Mess acted as hosts with great generosity, and Major John
Stephenson (Queen's) presented ~he. School with a trophy
to be awarded annually to the wmrung team.
During the season, the mainstays of the batting were C apta~
Roy Shiner, Major John S tephens~n and Lance-Corporal ~11
Williamson while the chief wicket - takers were M a1or
Stephenson', Signalman ' Ginger ' Bolton and L ance-Corporal
Williamson. In spite of only four appearances for the S ch~ol,
Corporal Mick Rilvington managed to head both the b:mmg
and bowling averages. The fielding srn;i~ard throughout t~e
team was high, with L ance-Corporal ~illiams.on ai;id Captaan
Shiner standing out from the rest. Ma1or D ~vi d M 1t~h e 1 kept
wicket admirably, and when he was not avail~ble, L1eu~ena!1t
Colonel Peter Knott kept wicket well, espeaaUy cons1der~ng
he had taken up cricket again after 20 years (as. he said).
Corporal Frost umpired again. with his usual authority, to th e
gratitude of the pl~yer s for. his r.e~uJar appearances, al th~ugh
one senior N .C .O. 10 the side nug.1t not altogether agree .
W.0.11 ' Bill • Ayres is particularly tha~ked for the a mo~nr
of hard work he put into the administrative problems b ehmd
the scenes throughout the season. He organised transport, the
teas, the cri::-ket bag, and dealt wi!h mai;iy other mun dane
matters and always with a ch eerful grin on his face.
T he 'following played for represel:!tative t~ams d~ing t>:1c
season and are congratulated on their selecuon : Ma1or J. R.
Stephens (Q ueen's)-Army, Southern Com.mand and the
Infantry; Major D . G . Mitchell- Royal Signals; Corporal
Kilvington-Army, R oyal Signals and Dorset; Lance-Corporal
Williamson- Roya l Signals.
Match results: Played 14· won 9; lost 5; drawn 0.
Leading Batting Averages
Total Highest
Corporal Kilvington ...
Captain Shiner ...
Major Stephenson
...
Lance-Corporal Williamson

Inn. N.O. Runs Score
4
I
106
SI
10
11

9

2
0
1

155
198
121

54
36
45

Av.
34.6
19.3
18.0
15.0

Leading Bowling Averages

Serge~nt ~erri'.11an of Transmission Group, School of Signals,
receiving his prize from Mrs. Scott, won in the School of Signals
Autumn Golf Meeting

THE OPENING MEET OF THE PIMPERNEL BEAGLES
The first meet of the season at the Officers, Mess 30th. Signal Regiment
got off to a good start. In the photo left- to right: LieutenantColonel R. H. Gilbertson, and Mr. Robin Clarke, Joint Masters and
Corporal K. Harrison, 30th Signal Regiment, Kennel-huntsman

(Continued on page 521)

Overs Mds. Runs Wkts. Av.
Corporal Kilvington . ..
43
11
2.72
68
25
Major Stephenson
llO
29
179
35
5.05
Signalman Bolton
. ..
. ..
38
7
102
6.80
15
Lance - Corporal Williamson
44
5 153
12
12.70
Both Major Stephenson and Corporal Kilvington achieved a
hat-trick during the season.

W.0 .I Heasman, W.0.11 Ayres, Staff Sergeant Peter , Staff
Sergeant Adams (R.A.P.C.), Sergeant Brooking, Sergeant
Meehan Sergeant Sydney, Sergeant Helliwell, Sergeant
Howard' (R.A.P.C.), Corporal Kilvingto~, . Corporal _Downes,
Corporal Mathurin, L ance-Corporal Williamson, Signalman
Bolton.

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
The C h urc·h of S t. Alban, oldier and ~lartyr
MONG notable occasions in the Church of England
church last term was the Confirmation of fifty-three
apprentices by the Bishop of Knaresborough, assisted by the
Reverend C urwen Rawlinson, Chap lain of the College.
Those confirmed were Apprentice Tradesmen Brian Almand,
John Beasley, P hrip Bwit, John Car.r, Er_ic Dale, John Davi~s,
John D awson, D avid Cornfield, David Dixon, SteP.hen Dunlin,
Harry Elkan, Michael Farrer, James Ford, Cohn Gar~er,
Stephen Grant, Philip Goode, Anthony Hall, Ian Harding,
Kevin Hatcher Anthony Hayes, James Houghton, Trevor
I rvin g, James Hydes, Derek Jones, Brian Lawton, K.eith Miller,
Paul Molyneux, Alan Nicholson, Anthony Nixon, Guy
Pakenham-Walsh, AJan Parry, Stephen Peel, Nigel Pindar~,
Henry Price David Reece Richard Rees, A'an Reynolds, Colin
Roberts, M~lcolm Roberts, Craig Robinson,. William Skee,
Stephen Stn.:th, Robert Snell, . Donald Spillane, ~eryme
Steele Frederick Thompson, David Thorpe, Anthony Vmcent,
Philli~ Watkinson, Keith Hughes and Christopher Hopwood.
Last term, too, saw the first marria~e to be solemnised in
St. A!ban's Church. First on the R.eg1ster of Marriages are
Lieutenant Peter John Reed, Royal Signals, and Carolyn Mary
Dunford, who were married on 12th April.
The service was conducted by the Reverend Cui:wen Rawlinson and the organist was Mr. John .Platford, who is a L~turer
in Mathematics at t>:1e College. L1~utenant Ree~ who is the
nep'!lew of Major John Cox, Royal S.1gnals, .Officer-m-Command
Technician Wing and presently actmg Chief Instructor at the
College, is presently reading for a Modern Languages degree at
London University.
Harvest Festival for 1969 was held on Sunday, 28th Sept.ember. Before the servi-::e £50 had been collected by Apprent1~es,
and this was spent o.n produ.cei fresJ;i and preserved, . which,
together with other gifts of similar k~ncl, was packed II?to 40
hampers, each of which. included in Its contents a Christmas
pudding and a jar of rruncemeat.
The hampers were distributed by apprentices. on Monday,
29th September, to elderly and needy peopl~ m H~rr?gate,
according to a list prepared by the Old People s Assoaauon of
Harrogate.
After the 56 members of the College Choir had sung at their
own Harvest Festival they went, in the afternoonl to sing at a
similar service ar Hollins Hall, Dr. Barnardo s home for
physically handicapped children. !he College Band played .the
h ymns, and after being entertamed to. tea the Apprentices
helped the nursing staff to amuse the children.

A

Headquarters, Land Forces Gulf
B.F.P.O. 63
Adapted from an idea by Corporal Geoff Palmer.
Edited and censored by Sergeant Bill Semple.
Despatched by SignaJman Colin Marsh.

*

*

*

The remainder of the Corps has heard so little from '!
in the last two years, we have decided ~o change that this
month, before lapsing into another long silence.

Players
The following played for !he Scho9l of Signals during ~e
season: Lieutenant-Colonel Knott, Ma1or Stephenson .<Que~n s)
(capt.), Major Mitchell, ~ajor ~obinson (R.-A.), Captam Sb.mer,
Captain Garton, Captain Elliott, Cap~am Gordon! FhghtLieutenant Hislop (R.A.F.), Second-Lieutenant Wmstanley,

The set-up
We arc a branch of Headquarter.! Land Forces, Gulf, and
are situated with the Headquarters m a Y.ear;-old office block
withi.'1 the Jufair compound. The branm 1 a mall, and
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u uali)) a happy team, consisting of C.R. Signal ·, LieutenantColonel A. J. Jackson, newiy arrived from 4 Guards Brigade;
S02 Tels., Major Willie Robotham, sometime glider pilot, who
now runs the telephone accounts and a turquoise Vo.kswagen;
T.0 .T. and Project Officer, Major L es Knight, the well-known
helmsman and deep sea fisherman; and S03 Signal , Captain
Ray Etheridge, one-time ' Cordon Blcu,' whose cry of 'pull up
a bluejob and sit do wn ' is oft heard ringing through the
corridors of power . The workers are: Sergeant Bill Semp!e,
the Chief Clerk, Corporal Geoff Palmer-both Sunday ' big
ga me' fishermen (the big game normally take place on Monday when they try and out-do each other with fi hing stories);
Signalman Colin Marsh, the faste t camera west of Awali and
Lance-Corporal ' Scouse ' McKittrick, attached to us from 255
Signal Squadron, and who is be t known for h is warped sense
of h umour and p enetra ting cartoons of branch life; some of
which arc shown in this i sue. (Regr tta bly excl uded owing
to pressure on WIRE space. -Editor).
Those who have left us include Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs.
J. A. Massey, to H .Q., U .K.L.F., in Hounslow; Corporal 'Slim '
Cheetham who went (on promotion to Sergeant) to C.S.O.'s
Branch, 3rd Division; Lance-Corporal Boston, to 233 Signal
Squadron in Bcifast, and Signalman Geoff H e 1me, to 22nd
Signal Regimcnc. Our be•t wishes although belated, go wit h
them.

T h e t in • thing
. As Bahrein is an island, water and water spans loom large
m our recreation. (Though not in our drinking habits). At
present, fi shing is the ' in ' thing, and trips are organised
every weekend by dhow, and often, during the week, by R.C.T.
harbour launch, when they're thinly disguised by the term
' Maritime Training.' Ahead in the branch competition at the
moment is Sergeant Bill Semple with a 121b. grouper (small by
255 Squadron standards), and, sad to relate, Major Les Knight
is at the bottom of the ladder with zero-despite his new 'allinging and dancing reel.
ervlng wi t h u s
Our notes would not be complete without mentioning the
members of the Corps in other branches of the Headquarters,
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and members of the communications staffs of the other Services
with whom we work.
Major Alistair de Bretton-Gordon is a leading light in the
Headquarters hockey team, and as a sideline acts as GS02
(Ops.).
Major . Philip ~~ooner !las th~ unique task of acting as
Royal Signals L1a1son Officer with H.Q. A.F.G., and is in
operational command of the R.A.F.' 22nd Tactical Signal
Unit. He is also noted for his sharp gabardine uniform suiting , and his prowess on the soccer field.
Other occupants of 'Kilocycle Alley,' where all the communicators live, arc Lie utenant-Commander John Wat:is, R.N.,
me Secretary of the Joint Signal Board who has been taught
to sal ute properly, Army style, and his clerk, Chief T echnician
Geoff Norgan, who has not yet been persuaded to salute at
all !
(T he term 'kilocycle ' has utterly defeated one of the staff
who still, after 19 years in the Corps, thinks that it refers to
a new 1,000 c.c. Triumph, to be issued to D.R.s).
Contrary to what we said in our opening paragraph, we DO
intend to submit regularly, and hope to inclur~e articles on the
many smaller and lesser-known Signals units stationed in the
Gulf.

Out in front on all fronts
R'e difon's new MF/ HF receiver- the R.550 •Altair'g ives a choice of 'free' VFO tun ing with a resolution
of 10 Hz or, using a simple adaptor, full frequency
synthesis in 100 Hz steps. After VFO search, transfer
to synthesiser operation is instantaneous.
The fully transistorised Altair achieves higher
standards in frequency and phase stability. In
frequency setting accuracy, cross modulation and
blocking characteristics.
It has a remarkable dynamic range with unrivalled AGC performance and front end protection.
And it operates on CW, MCW, DSB, SSB and ISB.
The Altair is designed to meet the most

Division,
S.W . 18.
from

A Member Company of the Aediffusion Organisauon

•• WHY DIDN' T THEY LET V S KNOWP"

' The Wire ' is always ready to receive ' snippets '
of your Corps news by telephone or signal, and these
can often be inserted in ' The Wire ' after the closing
date for receipt of copy, if they are SHORT.
So let us hear about your sporting successes or any
other items of particular interest that ought to go into
' The Wire.' Be news-minded and keep us informed.
We hate to say:
•• WHY DIDN'T THEY LET VS KNOWP"
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1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 32
Anglo-German Weekend in ' 'erden

OPENING OF THE ANGLO-GERMAN FETE
The Stadt Verden Direktor's wife cuts the tape with the assistance
of Lieutenant-Colonel W. T. Macfarlane. In rear: Stadt Direktor,
Major-General A. M. Taylor M.C. and Mrs. Macfarlane

THEsunshme.
ann?31 Anglo-German weekend was held in brilliant
on 6_ch/7th September, commencing on the

Saturday ~ommg WICh a concert by the band of V:.1e 1st
Foresters, m front of the Town Hall.
The afternoon was devoted to a fete held on the Caithness
~ugby _field. The attendance was high and the stalls remarkable
m theU" variety _and originality. A roaring trade was done, none
m?re so than m the Sergeants' Mess-run beer tent. Double
D_l.3.mond was at first treated by the locals with suspicion later
with respect.
'
A. tremen~ous effort was made by all 35 stallholders, but
special mention mus.t be made of ~.QM.S. Richardson who
w_as a'Yarded the pnze for presentation and salesmanship on
his Com-on-a-plate stall.
'
Interest cent;red on the raffle of a four-berth caravan. The
probl_em worrymg 418 Watson, as to what to do with it should
he w11~, ~as s~lved by Frau Kruch, from Verden, who produced
the wmmng ticket. The applause was loud and sincere.
The aftemO?n was rounded off by the band of the Ist
Foresters Beating Retreat before an appreciative audience.
~ service was held in the Verden Dom on Sunday morning
being conducted throughout in English and German. Th~
chu_rch was full and the Lesson, in English, was read by
Ma1or-General A. M. Taylor, M.C., the Divisional Commander.
Th~ highlight of the weekend was the Quadrangular Sports
Meeting held on Sunday afternoon in the Verden Stadium
Before a large crowd teams from the Bundeswehr the Dutch
Army, T.S.V. Verden (me local civilian club) and 1 Division
put on a show that held the spectators in their scats until the
~nd. TS;Y. Verden emerged as the winners with I Division
1ust p1ppmg the Bundeswehr for second place.
~e athletics pro~ramme was supplemented by judo, gymna~t1cs and C9uestr1an demonstration, plus an ultra piece de
resistance helicopter d~splay by Sergeant D. C. Rowat, of 26
quadron? A.A.C. This display was highly professional and
~eathtaking - per~~ps terrify.i~g. might be a better word!
. obody, whe~er m1litary or civilian, could be anything but
impressed by tt, as was shown by the awed silence followed
by rapturous applause, as the sound of aircraft receded.
~e Dutch Army football team put on a slick performance
to wm the final 4--0 against the Bundcswebr.
Competitors were played into, and out of the arena b
bands of the 2nd Royal Tank Regiment, 16th/Sth The Queen';
52'4

Royal Lancers and the German Air Force. Colonel Bogey
apparently commanded all three.
A very full C?verage. '"'.as giv~n to the weekend by the
. German pre~s, with unstmtmg. praise for the organisation. Next
yc:ar ~cc?rd~ng to them, pronuses to be even bigger and better,
\~Ith mv1tat1ons extended to United States and French contingents by the Verden Stadtdircktor.
A vote of tJ;ianks is offered to the many behind-the-scenes
workers who did so much to make the weekend a great success.
Footnote: The B.B.C. programme ' Any Questions?' was
broadcast hve from the Verden B.F.E.S. School shortly after
the Angl~-German weekend. Mr. Russell Braddon suggested
that Service personnel, in such an isolated spot as Verden,
should make more effort to get to know the local population.
Being a good Service audience we let it pass!

Exercise • Para-shot '
' Para-shot ' is. a~ annua_l event, organised by the Rhine Area
Para~ute Asso~auon, des1&ned to exercise competitors in parachuting, marching and various other soldierly activities. This
the second year, saw 20 teams, including some Canadians'
assem~le on .Sunday, 7th September, at R.A.P.A. Headquarters'
'
Bad L1ppsprmge.
1st Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment was represented by two
teams. Team 'A,' all Royal Signals, was composed of Captain
C. W. Palmer, ~.B.~., W.0.1 (R.SM.) J. G. Turner, Sergeant
C. French :ind S1g~a~an B. !· Thomas. Team 'B ' was more
r~presentat1ve, cons1stmg of Lieutenant C. C. L. Enright, Royal
Signals, Sergeant W. S. Hudson, R.A.O.C., Lance-Corporal p
J. O'Brien, P~rachute Regiment, and Lance-Corporal J. Flock~
hart, Royal Signals.
Glorious we'.'tber prevailed throughout the Monday and
Tuesday, allowing the programme, of ten teams competing on
each day, to be completed as planned. Both of our teams were
drawn to perform on the first day, the 'A ' team starting at
06.20 h?urs. The ' B ' team were fortunate in starting at the
more friendly hour of 09.00.
All tCllffi:S were required to make a parachute descent from
a Beaver aircraft at 2,500 feet and then to R.V. and contact an
agent n~~r the D.Z. Parachuting equipment was exchanged for
pre-pos1uor.ied ru~ksacks and weapons. Then followed a march
of S?me n:_n_e miles. (the approximation refers to one's mapreadmg ability) ~urmg which contact was made with more
agents, who requu_ed the teams to perform tasks of demolition,
firs~ aid, range-firmg and lastly the tactical marshalling of a
helicopter for return to base.
It occurred to the ' A ' team t!.ia~ Captain Palmer was trying
to develop a new style of marchmg - indeed his gait was
wondrous to behold. It was subsequently discovered that he had
broken toes on C:3Cb f?Ot, as a r~sult of his parachute landing.
To complete a nme-mile march m that condition was no mean
feat (or should I say 'feet'?). Despite our laughs as you
emerge~ from the ' M.R.S. in slow-time, we wish to say' "Well
done, Sir!"
'
"The teams finished in 8th and 9th positions and felt quite
sa~sfied. The '!loucesters' ' A ' team were over~ll winners and
cla:med the Daily Telegraph Trophy.
We congratu~atc: 7th Regiment on being the best parachuting
team, hence wmnmg the Rothmans' Trophy and finishing 4th
overall.
3 SQUADRON

Exercise ' Midnight Stroll '
Due to the rapidly deteriorating situation in Norti.1crn Ireland
~e threat o~ armed confrontation with Spain over the Gibralta;
issue. and. with the thought of rebellious Rhodesia at the back
of his mmd, the dexterous and ambitious Hanbury hurriedly
pr<;>?uced ~!ans-to test the physical stamina and map-reading
ab1hty of Bravo ' Troop personnel, by endeavouring to get
them _to complete a 63km. cross-country march, spread over
two mghts.
As bis j~int plan?ing staff compiled th.e necessary material
and pap~~. b~m_Ph, 10 _volunteers-all with an obvious overflow of 1mg01sucalemot1on' throbbing through their veins answered the call to Banbury's appeal.
~ith Major W~lson's blessing, some exceedingly sound
advice from Captain Palmer and a smile (!) from S.Q.M.S.
N~lson, the party! now reduced to four (the other six maintained that magnificent Army tradition-bluff-right until the
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last moment, Hanbury included) sallied forth in Lance-Corporal
Lumgair's Land Rover to the drop-off point, slap-bang in the
middle of the Hc1lne training area.
Carrying small-packs containing essentials, the four
(Corporals Moss and Grimshaw, Lance-Corporal Taylor and
Driver Benson) oommenced marching, each taking control of
the grou,p for a limited period. We encountered a group of
Jost Dutch soldiers and, having pointed them in the right
direction, continued our six hours' weary perambulating
through sinister, muddy coniferous fores ts, to our first location.
Boots- relief upon relief-were removed, a fire lit and tea
brewed. The distance so far covered was 38 km., and the
time 03.00 hours. (It was discovered at the post-monem that
at this time our adventurous organiser, Hanbury, was giving
a magnificent rendering of ' Old Macdonald's Farm' to the
duty Field Officer, snug in the Amenities Club in Verden).
At 06.30 hours, Lance-Corporal Lumgair reappeared, bringing food, sleeping bags and bivouacs. We treated him to breakfast before he left and then got our beads down. It seemed
that no sooner had our heads touched our small-packs, the
loquacious Rylance, accompanied by Baxter (Paisley watch out!)
turned up to collect the stores. After a sumptuous dinner,
the site was cleared, prayers were offered for deliverance and
our support vcllicle departed.
The second and last leg, of 25 km., proved to be more
difficult than the first and seemed to be an interminably
long road. The pace slackened, as the blisters from the previous night's effort made themselves more and more apparent;
the ten-minute smoke breaks became more frequent. However, the innate spirit with which all generations born after
1940 are blessed (that of Dunkirk) predominated, and at 00.30
the gates of Caithness were reached.
" Great was their joy and merriment,
Great was the light in their eyes
Great were their promises . . .
Never to participate in such a thing again!"

R.A.P.A. Free-Fall Course
By Corporal P. J. Paradine, of 1 Div. H:Q. & Signal Regiment
It was with somewhat mixed feelings that we 1 Division
representatives took up temporary residence at Alanbrooke
Barracks in Paderborn. It was true that Corporal Haylock,
Lance-Corporal Ozanne and myself had volunteered for the
free-fall course, true that we wanted to do it-but ... !
The first two days were devoted to ground training, which
included such diverse subjects as P L.F .s (parachute landing
falls to the uninitiated, as we were), canopy handling, safety
measures for every type of emergency, and, most important of
all, parachute packing. Never have soldiers paid more rapt
attention to a lecture-especially after being told that we
packed our own chutes for each jump!
Displaying elaborate nonchalance we arrived at the drop
zone on the day of the 'first jump,' only to be stood-down for
four nerve-wracking, nail-biting days, as the wind was too
strong.
The big day eventually arrived. Haylock and Ozanne, to
their great joy and relief, made their first descent without
incident. I was dogged by bad luck and landed with the 'plane
as the wind had sprung up again. A further three, windy,
jumpless days followed.
Having endured for this time such remarks as, " How about
getting some canopy time in then?" from the two veterans of
one jump, I was only too pleased to launch myself into space
when the opportunity offered. Not even the landing on an iron
railing, and the consequent limp, could mar the enjoyment.
We all managed to get another six jumps in before the
aircraft, suffering from some mysterious aeronautical ailment,
was taken 'off the road."
Corporal Haylock had graduated to free-fall and was thu
able to jump from Scout helicopters that appeared at odd hour
during the remainder of the course. He completed his full
number of jumps, reaching a 15-second delay.
Lance-Corporal Ozanne and myself still put our trust in the
static-line and were forced to mooch around the drop zone
hoping for the appearance of a fixed-wing aircraft that would
accommodate us. Unfonunately none appeared before the
course ended, all too soon.
Despite all the attendant frustrations and delays that
accompany parachuting (in our case these ranged from a pilot
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with a hangover to low cloud bases) we all enjoyed the couri.e,
Although, to date, the combination of poverty and duties have
prevented us making wec;kend trips to Bad Lippspringc, the
R.A.P.A. will soon be having three more regular 'bandit '!
Watch the skies-you never know who is going to drop in on
you!

3 Div. H .Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
Those teehnical types
OR the want of anything better to do we have teen thinking
and making plans about Bruin. This has meant that people
like the Yeoman of Signals and Traffic Officer have become
practically insufferable as they, the chosen ones, have had the
wo:d direct from on high, and they and only they arc allowed
to interpret the word. Still, a whole lot of us went down to
the School of Signals, where we were given an excellent
presentation on .Bruin so now we are all amongst the elect.
Mind you, it's not only Yeomen of Signals who come the acid
a bit, we have the odd Foreman of Signals who tries it on. As
you will no doubt have realised these notes are written by a
non-technical rule of thumb type who reckons that experts are
people who, on looking at a good, efficient working system, can
give you fifteen good reasons why it won't work.

F

Off to Ireland
We have also been fairly busy for the past couple of weeks
helping to get 8 (Western Brigade) H.Q. and Signal Squadron
ready to move to Northern Ireland. At least some of us have
been busy, particularly the Q.'v!.'s Department. Major Mike
Colman, erstwhile O.C. 1 Squadron, bas landed the job as O.C.
8 Brigade Signal Squadron and has been using his local knowledge to wangle all the good types out of the Regiment and
into his new command. He is now known as Alexander, who,
you will remember, was one of the original ' empire builders.'
Rugby come-hack
The rugby team, after being knocked out in the first round of
the Army Cup has suddenly found its form and has started
to win games. This has proved most upsetting to the soccer
types who so far have preserved their unbroken record of
losses. Mind you, they were really elated the other day when,
after being 3-0 down at half-time, they eventually lost 4-3.
They claim it as a moral victory.
You can tell that the good weather has gone now as we
are going out on Exercise ' Autumn Leaf ' next week. A few
weeks of glorious exercise weather wasted in camp and now
midst the wind and rain and cold we go out. Ah well, it' all
part of life's great pageant.

4 Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F .P .0. 1S
Gref"tiugs
E open our notes this month with Chri tmas greetings to
all members of the Regiment, past and present. We also
sincerely hope that 1970, our SOth anniver ary year, will be a
happy and rewarding year for all.

W

The Go-Ge Boys
It's cenainly all been happening lately. Two exerci es, vi its
the start of the F.F.R. Inspections, cup matches, to mention but
a few. As alway we look forward to a breather but can't think
when that is going to be. However, the week after Christmas
looks free at present!
I11ter11ntlounl Athletics
The efforts of Major F. A. Stork and member of the Rcg1·
ment, particularly the athletes in entertaining, and generall
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ho ting, the Great Britain junior athletics team were apprc·
iated, as the following letter from Arthur Gold (Honoran'
retanr of the British Amateur Athletic Board) to Lieutenant·
Colonel R. L. Stonham indi ate :
" On my return from Athens I was del ighted to learn of
the support given to our junior team in
eir match agains1
ennany at Herford. May I formally, but very sincerely,
e .rend the thank of my Board and myself to you and yoUI
Regiment for all that you did for the Great Britain junior team
·
in Herford."
This junior team visited for a match against We t Germany's
youth team which took place in the Herford Jahn tadiumc ne of this year's Morrison Cup-and although Great Britain
did not win the match a very good porting event was enjoyed
by pectators and competitors alike.
fotor Sports Club
The Regiment
ringing to the sound of some hitherto
unu ual phrase the e last few months. We hear " Tulip
sections," " Regularity tests " and "Herring bone sections '
punctuating conversations. This is the result of the enthusiasm
of a few members of the Regiment attracting tile interest of
more people in motor sport.
At the beginning of the year, a N.otor Sports Club was formed
with Captain Eric Firth as Chairman and Sergeant Larry
Abraha::n as Secretary. The e were oon joined by W.O.II
Norman Ladds as competition ecretary and Staff Sergeant
John Driver as Publicity Member and News-sheet Editor.
Regular events, averaging about one per month, have been
organi ed throughout the year. These events have opened with
a ' Treasure Hunt ' but the most popular events have proved
to be Navigation Rallie . Sunday afternoons are popular with
both young soldiers and husband and wife crews, the latter
often complete with children. So far all the events have
attracted worthwhile entries and it is noticeable that the fields
have increased with each event. Crews coming from other local
units have obviously approved of our events as their participation, too, is on the increase.
We have also had 11.'Je Regimental Square turned into a
m~e of markers and pylons for a driving test competition.
This event created a great deal of amusement for organi ers
and competitors alike.
The Club supports other club's rallies and are beginning to
carry off awards. In a recently rally at Gutersloh, with a very
large field, Club cars came 2nd, 5th and 11th. The second car
was crewed by W.0.11 Norman Ladds and Staff Sergeant Alan
Stirling, and their team mates Staff Sergeant John Driver and
Sergeant ' Geordie ' Moore came fifth. They won the team prize
for this event. It was the second team prize Norman and John
have won for the Club.
Members of the Club the Regiment and Garrison keep

abreast of motoring acuvities through the medium of a
monthly news- heet called ' Clutch.' In this all the events and
news of interest to ' Motor Sport men' are reported in a lighthearted, easy-to-read manner. It also gives enjoyment to a
number of readers who are not so intere red in the sporting
idc of motoring.
The Club is going from strength to strength and it is
rewarding to see that the interest is corning from the young
soldiers w~o arc developing regular crews, and showing a keen
sense of rivalry between one another. We are not expecting
to be entering teams in the 'Monte,' bu t there is no doubt
that the Club bas caught the imagination of a lot of people,
giving them a new interest.
Socc •r - .Army C111•
We ta ted victory and defeat in the Army C up Competition
in the space of 10 days. We had a very satisfying victory against
8th Regiment, R.C.T ., by 3 goals to I. This match was in
Munster and consequently only the ardent supporters were
on the line. The team played well and the reputation of the
opponents was soon torn assunder.
This win gave us the nearest away match possible- 7th Signal
Regiment- in the next round. We anticipated a good close
match and took the pitch wiru confidence. We were partly
right- it wa a good close game. It was played in the best
spirit and on reflection perhaps 7th did deserve a 1-0 victory.
We were naturally disappointed but the wounds were soon
licked clean in 7th Regiment football club. " Thanks, Seven,
for a good game, and the best of luck in subsequent rounds."
Our attennon must now be turned towards the league.
Rugger-llepent Performance
The soccer story over again. Victory over 3 Queen's in the
Army Cup set our hopes soaring-perhaps now we had settled
down. With the pas.sing more accurate and looking strong there
were hopes that our evening run-arounds bad at last overnauled the effects of Double Diamond.
The next Army Cup match dimmed any visions of trophies.
We went to Detmold and suffered defeat at the hands of The
Blues and Royals. There were a few injuries after this game
and we generally felt that we were not quite hard enough.
The team now settles down to an attractive list of friendly
fixtures, so no longer does our Double Diamond give us a
conscience!

First Visit of G.o.c., 4th Division .
Overcast, rain and wet autumn leaves everywhere gave the
Barracks a sombre appearance on the morning of the initial
visit of our new G.0.C., Major-General D. W. Fraser, O.B.E.,
However, the General is not coming until after lunch. Wet or
dry weather programme? By 11.00 hours a break in the clouds

ACCENT ON RALL YING
Our winning team, in 2 recent rallies, discuss a navigation problem .
Left to Right:-Staff Sergeant-Major Ladds, Staff-Sergeant Stirling,
Sergeant Moore and Staff-Sergeant Driver

FIRST VISIT
Major General D. W. Fraser O . B.E., our new G.O.C., arrives at
R.H.Q. for his first visit to tlie Regiment
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appeared and ' dry weather programme ' was the order issued
from R:H.Q. We kept our fingers crossed and prayed. Our luck
held with sun at 14.00 hours and rain again at 17.00 hours
(just after the G.O.C. left!).
The General visited R.H.Q. and then saw a selection of
Bruin vehicles, his G (Ops) 432 and an ACV (Heavy). Then a
tour of the Regiment culminating with tea in the Sergeants'
Mess. We hope the General enjoyed his visit-he was certainly
interested in .all he saw, particularly the Bruin equipment. We
un~ers.tand his A.D.C.! Captain Charles Fenwick, will be here
agam m the not-too-distant future to learn more about Bruin
digits, both integer and index!
S.0.-in-C. Visits
It gave us great pleasure to welcome Major-General and
Mrs. P. F. Pentreath for a day. This visit will be reported more
fully in an article covering the 1 (BR) Corp> area as a whole.

7th Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 15
UTUMN is always a bu y time for the Regiment with
A
large Corps' FTXs, the winter sports getting under way
and various visits and inspections, not least the F.F.R. which
is this year taking the form of Exercise ' Small Pack ' and for
which we are now preparing.
This year the Corps FTX was given the title 'Mars~ Mallow.'
The aim was to practice the covering force, for which the Regiment provides H.Q. communications. Although most of the
Regiment was invo!ved in providing umpire and control communications Reece Troop were really in the thick of things.
The following is an account by Corporal Kenneth King of how
Reece Troop fared:
Exercise • :i.tarsh lUallow •
Reece Troop moved out of barracks at the reasonably
civilised hour of 07.30 on Monday, 13th October, motored up
the autobahn and then off to the first location. The H.Q. directed
the battle from there until Wednesday when things began to
hot up. We then moved twice and it was here in the third
location that we had our first 'bump' with the enemy, which
consisted of two armoured recce vehicles of the Canadian
forces opposing us. Lance-Corporal Perkins and Signalman
Snow were awarded a ' kill • for their proficient work with
the rocket launcher. This was the last we saw of the enemy
that week.
On Friday night we moved to a harbour area just S:)Uth
of the Minden Gap prior to moving to our phase t.vo lo::ations
on the Saturday.
On Sunday the 'war' stopped for various political reasons
so everyone had a bath at a mobile bath unit. Unfortunately
no changing hut was provided and so a sun club atmosphere
existed as everyone cast off their clothes with gay abandon
in the middle of a field. On Sunday a voluntary churc~1 ervice
was held.
On Monday battle was recommenced and the next two days
were hard work for everyone with lots of crash moves due to
the threat of heliborne landings by the enemy. Just about
everyone was on guard on Monday night, even Corporal
Forster, the C.R.A.C.'s driver. However the exercise finished
on Tuesday with no mishaps.
The intercom system, newly fitted by F. of S. Treharne and
his intrepid band of technicians, caused a certain amount of
inter-departmental rivalry. However, by the end of the exercise
the staff had managed to exercise an effective monopoly on
the system and Signals had revened back to the cleft stick and
fleet-footed coolie methods.
Nevertheless, Exercise ' Mgrsh N allow ' was a good exercise
for everyone concerned with very few technical or mechanical
failures.

Football
Our soccer team, with many of last year\ player still here,
at last seems to have clicked and under the management of
Major Tom Blashill has started well on the Army Cup road.
We won our first round against 35th Engineer Regiment
by 5 goals to 3 after extra time, Signalman Gary Denham
scoring all five goals. Our second round match against 4 Div.
H.Q. and Signal Regiment was a true local derby and we won
by the only goal of the match, once again scored by Gary
Denham.
Rugby
After a very successful 1968 season many of our stars left
us for places new. However, the experienced nucleus remained
and we have been reinforced by some new blood. SecondLieutenant Whitehead, Second-Lieutenant Ian Wilson, F. of S.
George Hall, Lance-Corporal Dan MosedaJe and Signalman
Bob Smith. Our last year's skipper, Captain Roger Thompson,
has hung up his boots and handed over to Lieutenant Chris
Me:huish, who is also a regular B.A.O.R. player as are LanceCorporal Allan James and Signalman Pat Lee.
So far the team is doing well although we haven't yet met the
serious opposition. We won our Army Cup first round match
against 1 Royal Green Jackets 65-0 in reasonable conditions and
our second round against 6 Infantry Workshops 14-0.
Our second XV are also doing well and provide a very
useful back-up to the first XV.

9th Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 53
CTO.BER was one of those months, what with preparaO
tions to receive our new Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel A. W. McL. McKinnon, and the inevitable flurry of
farewells to our present C.O., Lieutenant-Co'.onel A. C. Bate,
O.B.E., the strings of visitors that we are accustomed to the
annual Fire Inspection, the Mercury Theatre's latest production, Saddle Club races, a Wives' Club Fashion Show and the
Scours· celebrating their 21st anniversary, we've all been just
a fraction pressed. I'm surprised to find anyone has time to
sit down and write the~e notes.
" Ah-it's not connected up .,
For several weeks Lieutenant Bill Buxton, our Unit Fire
Officer, was seen rushing about the place writing rude notes
on our fire extinguishers, pinning up Fire Orders on any
unoccupied wall space and calling practice fire alarms. Everyone
was satisfied that all would be O.K. for the big inspection.
The great day came and the inr pecting Fire Officer ambled
around making complimentary noises-all the fire e• tingui hers
worked and were Up to date, tile fire picket tamed out and
doused a patch of mud, and then everyone closed doors and
windows and paraded as layed down in Fire Orders. Excellent.
Then the Inspecting Officer followed the in tructions 'Break the
Glass ' on our alarm buttons, and nothing happened.
"Ah,' said our Unit Fire Officer, "I was hoping you
wouldn't do that-it' not connected up."
lUercury Tlteatre
The Mercury Theatre Group produced another first-class
play called 'The Annivcr ary.' Packed houfes on every night
saw a strange mixture of humour and pachos, and everyone
thoroug•:ily enjoyed it.
There seems to be a di tinct lack of artistic feeling in the
Royal Signals, for although there were civilians and attached
other-arm personnel in the cast, not one Royal S!~aller
could be seen with the naked eye. The ituation i saved. however, by the Adjutant's wife, Mary Bon?.k•r \\ o was the
producer.

When they were not involved in exerci es the sportsmen
were training hard in their respective sports and meeting with
considerable success in bot!1 rugby and football.

Saddle Club Ra<'eti
Lieutenant David Hetreed, the prc ~ent Saddle Clu bo s,
organised a new event for the Saddle Club--the addle Club
Races held down in the Wadi on 18th Ocro r. pectators
saw four races, varying from four to eight furlongs, and somehow a 'bookie ' turned up to make things really interesting.
The Pony Club race (the four-furlong one) wa slightly extended
when, at the far side of the course, the leading nag suddenly
did a small circling movement and the re t of the field followed,
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amid outraged howl from ti1e punters. All the punter were
rowded round the fini hing post, and in the next race, as the
ho e came up to the po t, the leader suddenly took fright
and galloped into the Adrnin. Area-straight into the bar in
f ct, but he failed to cross the line! More outraged howl .
The last race, held over a mile and containing three e.x-racehor es, was a very fa _t affair, in fact even when they ~ad
cros ed the line they didn't stop and were last cen cantcrmg
over the horizon.
The cv nt was a great su cess though, and the Club is looking
forward to the next one before the rains make the going too
oggy.
.\rrh·nls nnd deynrturt.>-s
Could the Corps be plotting to infiltrate the ranks of the
student world? I notice that our new R.Q.~ .S. (General)
W.O.II David Shakespeare, has just arrived from Edinburgh
and Herriot Wyatt University, and ti1e old R.Q.M.S. W.0.11
Ken Mason, has ju t left to jom the Birmingham University.
Sergeant Roger Courtney has also recently left us to join
225 Squadron. The Scouts here will miss him for he was 011e
of the guiding lights in the Scout Troop.

l "lsitors
The Regiment was honoured by a visi t from the Hon. Peter
Ramsbotham, C.M.G., the British High Commissioner here, on
22nd October. He was taken on a whistle-stop tour of the
Regiment, seeing not only the Regiment at work but many
of the clubs and other off-duty activities.
Among the many other visitors was Wing Commander D. N.
Johnstone, who only saw the Second-in-Command and Squadron
Commanders. Wing Commander D . N. Johnstone is the
Command Psychiatrist.
Fun-nee!
Fashion show
The Wives' Club organised an autumn/winter collection of
fa hions to show at the Harewood C lub on 6th November. The
evening was a iluge success. O ver 200 paying guests appeared
and o the Club raised £35 for the Cancer Research Fund.
Creations, footwear and hairstyles were all provided by local
firms in Famagusta, and the Wives' Club provided the models .

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
Pass-oft parades

Dining-out
On Friday, 3rd October, the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
dined-out tllc Quartermaster, Major H. R. H. Dunlop, who is
to carry on his good work at the School; Captain W. A.
Barnes, who is heading for the sunny island of Cyprus, and
Captain A. L. W. G. Steane, who leaves us to further his
studies at the School. A good evening, and most of the following morning, was had by all.
Hecruiters· Con,•cntion
It bas been tlle practice for Royal Signals Recruiting
Sergeants to visit us once a year, but me 28th October saw
the first All-Arms Recruiting Convention, organised by tlle
Training Brigade. Whilst with us, the recruiters were shown
our metllods of training and took part in a half-hour's 'confrontation ' with recruits and permanent staff. The discussion
was lively and frank and proved helpful to all concerned. It
is hoped to make this conventio .1 an annual event.
Presentation by OR I Troop
Once a montll ~'le Officers and Senior N.C.0.s of tlle
Regiment attend a study morning, and this month OR l
Troop (our potential officers) gave a presentation of the ArabIsraeli Six-Day War. The team, consi ting of Lance-Corporal
Elford, Signa:man Cory, Signalman Quinn, and led by LanceCorporal Chessman, gave a very informative and interesting
presentation well up to the usual study morning standard.
Another of tlle varied projects run by OR l Troop is the
publication of a news-letter called ' Brief.' The fir~ t issue,
edited by Signalman Cory, appeared recently and we all wait
witll bated breath for further issues.

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40
Regimentnl •At Jlome'
E were very fortunate that the W.R.A.C. Band were
able to visit us during their recent tour of B.'A.O.R.
Their visit provided us with an excellent opportunity to be
' At Home ' to all our friends and, in particular, to return some
of the hospitality we have received from tlle local German
community and our Dutch friends just across the border.
After a few hours' rest, we were ready to receive our military
and civilian guests on the morning of 10t.o:1 October. We were
lucky to have Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Rayner, DCSO,
NORTHAG, as the inspecting officer, and Lieutenant-Colonel
A. Fie'.d, A.D.W.R.A.C., H.Q., B.A.0.R., several visitors from
R.C.Z. Royal Signals Regiments, the Luftwaffe, D"'embers of the
Anglo-German Club and several dignitaries and friends from
the local German and Dutch communities.
The day's programme included a music and marching display by the W.R.A.C. Staff Band-a very good and extremely
popular event. One of our German friends was heard to say:
" Das ist sehr gut musik and alles schonest Madchen." I knew
what he meant.

W

Hockey
After a poor start in me league, the Regimental hockey team
is beginning to find its feet. Morale was improved when we
beat a ~eak 1 D.E.R.R. side by 8-1, and a hard game against
7 Company R .A.M .C. finished in a well-deserved 2-1 win.
We are slowly overcoming our lack of players, and recent
additions worthy of note are Sergeant Char:esworth, at centreforward, and Signalman F uller, at left-wing. We hope mat
witll the majority of the season's fixtures still to come, we
can p ull back into the running for the league cup.
Football
Only one league match has been played E:> far this season,
against the 1st Royal An~lian Regiment. A hard-fought game
produced a 4--4 draw. The team-work of Corporal Dorman,
at centre-forward, and Signalman Hedges, at inside-right, looks
hopeful for future victories.

AFTER THE W .R.A.C. BAND CONCERT
Left to Right:-Lieutenant T. P. Mountford, Captain Domschultz,
Luftwaffe, Captain Branning. Luftwaffe, Herr J. Bursgups, Captain
M. Greene, W .R.A.C., Polizeihauptkom issar Opitz

Signalman John Clements

Signalman P. Crook

N 26th September, the C.O. of 9th/12th Lancers,
O
Lieutenant-Colonel G. N. G. Swindells, inspected 20
recruits of No. 4 Troop. The best recruit prize was awarded
to Signalman J. Clements. Before proceeding on trade training
as a radio operator, Signalman Clements, who in civilian life
was an electro-mechanical engineer, took part in the Satisfied
Soldier Scheme.
On 10th October, the G .0.C.-in-C., Northern Command,
Lieutenant-General Sir Cecil Blacker, K.C.B., 0 .B.E., M.C.,
combined a visit to the Regiment wim an inspection of me
pass-off parade of Nos. 5 and 6 Troops. The best recruit
prize was awarded to Signalman P. Crook. A tool-setter hefore
he joined the Army, Signalman Crook is now undergoing training as a special operator in 224 Signal Squadron, Loughborough.
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Scottish Country Dnncing
C.O.: "We must start Scottish Country Dancing.''
Enthusiastic Officer: "Easy, my wife would love to take it
on."
C.0.: "Good!"
Enthusiastic Officer (on return home to dearest wife):
" Darling . . . will you take on Scottish Country Dancing?"
Wife: "No."
Enthusiastic Officer: "Only once a week?"
Wife: "No.''
Enthusiastic Officer: " We will start next week, we have
bought the books and records."
Wife: "No!"
And so tlle foundations for Scottish Country Dancing were
laid. We meet once a week and can unashamedly say that
we are fast becoming fairly good, and very, ver y thirsty, and
gatllering more recruits at each meeting.
Staff Sergeant Jock Cockburn is potentially a good member;
however, has he missed the point? He plans to visit Bavaria
to introduce Scottish Country Dancing to all those delightful
people. " Staff, our aim is to introduce Scottish Country
Dancing in the Regiment, here at Birgelen.''
Adventure/Initiative Training
Since our last report, eleven groups, compri ing some 30
soldiers, have taken off to put into practise tlle plan prepared
by the Senior
.C.O. group leaders. Every one of these
short adventure/initiative training exercise has given those
participating an opportunity to do something they would otherwise have not thought of, or avoided.
A short account of what we have done in me Last two
months:
Visit to First World War Combat Area
Sergeant Mick Ringley, Corporal (now Sergeant) John
Wallace and Corporal ' Curly ' Jones took off to see as much
as possible of the First World War battlefields and get the
'feel' of the war. This took them to Mons Ham-sue-Heure,
near Charleroi. Sergeant Bingley said " all we saw in the
museum at Mons served to bring home to us the realitie
of this bloody war.'' "However " Sergeant Ringley continued,
" Corporal Jones' 'N. other Hen ' instincr cup of tea in bed,
softened the blow, omewhat."

New arrivals
We would like to welcome Captain T. Jones, who takes over
as Quartermaster; Lieutenant N. C. Fairley, who arrived from
7th Signal Regiment to command a recruit troop, and SecondLieutenant J. A. Baker, W .R.A.C., who, as Assistant Adjutant,
makes life that little bit more pleasant for those of us who are
regularly called before the Adjutant.
Rugby
With the season fast approaching the half-way point, our
main achievements have been an exceedingly high injury rate
with Captain Gravestock (twice), Sergeant Sixsmith, Musician
Taylor, all with dislocated shoulders; W.0.11 Cooley, broken
leg; Corporal Brown, damaged knee; Lance-Corporal Hamilton,
damaged ribs. It has now almost become a standing joke
mat instead of enquiring about the score, one is asked how
many men were taken to hospital. Our success on the field
has been mixed, witll wins against 7 Company (9-3), 8th
Signal Regiment 2nd XV (9-6), 9th/12th Lancers (16-0) and
a draw against Hartlepool Athletic 2nd XV (14-14). Although
defeated by Stockton 2nd XV (20-3), Leeds G.P.O. (20- 3)
and various other defeats, which should never have been,
the Regimental XV is at last be~inning to look like a team,
with the forwards playing as a umt and the backs tackling and
running straig"nt, with the odd lapse, which has led to our
downfall. Provided ' Lady Luck ' gives us a few favours and
our injury rate drops, men perhaps success in a greater
degree will come our way.

The parade was then ready. Our Military Proficiency Course
(6/69), commanded by one of the students, Corporal R.
Bennett, 227 Signal Squadron, presented arms as the In peering Officer, took his place on the saluting base. The M.P.C.
Class I and Class II courses, on parade, gave an excellent performance of drill and marching, and were a credit to our
Military Training Wing, commanded by Captain John
Alexander, M.B.E., ably assisted by his N.C.0. instructors,
Staff Sergeant Laurie Storey and Sergeants John Smith,
John Horne, Bill Leslie and Dennis Byrne. After an address
by tlle Inspecting Officer and the usual course photographs,
we made our way to the Junior Ranks' Dining Hall for lunch.
After a splendid meal, prepared by our A.C.C. cooks, under
me direction of W.0.11 Joseph Kavanagh, we made our way
to the cinema for a band concert. Once again the W.R.A.C .
Staff Band were excellent and played a superb selection of
music, ending with the German and British National
Anthems.

M.P.T. CLASS II
Standing :-M.P.T . Course Class II
Seated Left to Right :-Sergeant T. C. Smith, W .0.1 (R.S.M.) E. S.
Filder, Major E.L. Rogers, Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Rayner, Captain
H. A. J. Alexander, Staff-Sergeant L. G. H. Storey, Sergeant D. J.
Byrne
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Parachute Training
Staff Sergeant John Hazard prepared an excellent plan to
take two untrained soldiers to the Army Parachute Centre
at Netheravon. Unfortunately, Staff Sergeant Hazard could
not be released, but Lance-Corporal ' Miff ' Cartner and Lan~
Corporal ' Mick ' Doyle set off. Lance-Corporal Cartner said :
" After two days of training, with somebody talking glibly
about Jump Masters supervising _the despatch_ ?f. students and
students being pushed out of aircraft, our mmal confidence
was soon gone.''
.
.
.
.
Luckily, Lance-Corporal Cartner did get a Jump m· his
description is not printable.
Unfortunately, Lance-Corporal
Doyle was unable to 1ump due to adverse weather condition .
Visit to Rhode & Schwa.-tz
Sergeant Dave Palmer, Corporal Tony Bolt, Corporal ' Ado '
Artley and Lance-Corporal George Shearer visited this German
electronics firm in Koln.
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It wa , indeed, a very informative visit for three of our
technicians. Sergeant Palmer i a clerk technical and wa ·
plea ed to ee that our sy tern cannot be bettered. Our
technicians were very impres ed with the up-to-the-minute
and highly-sophisticated equipment in use, and that the
German armed forces represent their largest buyers.

E ercfse ' Starfightcr '
Sergeant To.m Faragher, Corporal Dave Stuart and LanceCorporal Ford Neilson visited t he G erman Luftwaffe base at
Jevcr. During their visit they discovered all they could about
the Starfighter.
\

Exercise ' Tank Truck '
Staff Sergeant ' Podge ' Maunder, Corporal Terry Pastore
and Lance-Corporal Tony Hewlett vi ired 2 R.T.R. at Hohne.
T hey learnt a great deal about the Chieftain and its armament.
A vis: t to Bels:n brought home to them the horrors of the
place. It' good to know we have the Chieftain.
Visit Co a Dutch Scout Camp
Staff Sergeant Rod Willars, the Group Scout L eader of the
Regiment's Scout Group, thought that it would be a good idea
for his adventure training to visit Dutch Scourers wi.1om he
had met previously, for the purpose of fostering international
relations and also to view the possibility of using one of their
camp sites for an Easter camp.
W:th S taff Sergeant Rod Willars were Corporal ' Andy '
Noble and Signalman John Stacey (both Scouter )i they stayed
at one of the Dutch Group Headquarters at Amstilven,
Amsterdam and were invited to attend a weekend camp of
Dutch Scouts and C ubs. Here they made many friends, noted
differences in Scouting procedures between Holland and U.K.
and arranged a ' Going-up ' ceremony from Cubs to Scouts
which was most enjoyable. Group scarves were ceremoniously
exchanged and having been hospitably entertained in variou
Dutch homes the trip ended on a note of extreme goodwill.
Vis ft to De nmark
Sergeant Dave Brown. Corporal Ron Protheroe and Signalman Colin Harrison visited Denmark to learn about the
defence of ancient castles and Viking ships. A concise report
was submitted by Signalman Colin Harrison. This report
appears separately.

On Friday, 17th October, Major-General D. R. H orsfield,
O.B.E., A.D.C., Chief Signal Officer B.A.O.R., visited the Regiment. D uring his visit he presented the Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal to Staff Sergeant ' Taff ' Harding and Corporal
' Porky ' F urlong, both of 1 Squadron. I am informed the medals
were well and truly wet and arc now fit to wear.
Colonel A. T. Scott, O.B.E., a former C .O. of the Regiment,
now at tlle M.0.D., made a short stay with us on 28th October
during his visit to units in B.A.O.R.

SPOllTS B ULLETIN
T he sporting scene in brief:

Rugby
Rugby Rhine Area sector of the Army Cup. Our Regimental
team fought a hard battle in their match against 12 Light Air
De.fence R egiment in the second round of the competition.
T he opposition was extremely strong, the final score of 11-0
was in favour of the Gunners.
Squas h
In the Rhine Area Squash League we beat H .Q. Advanced
Base by 3 to 2. With this year's team injected with new blood,
in the form of Captain Tony Seward and Sergeant John Wallace,
we expect to attain a good position in the league.
Basketball
' C ' Troop of 1 Squadron won the R egimental Inter T roop
Summer L eague, winning all their matches. They were presented with the R egimental Inter Troop Basketball T rophy by
the Commanding Officer after a friendly match against the
rest of the Regiment.
The basketball winter season will commence shortly and
prospects are bright in both the League and the B.A.O.R. Cup.
Although a number of last season's stars have left our new
players are good and we have high hopes. Regimental Colours
were awarded to W.0. R. N. M. Martin (from Canada), Staff
Sergeant R. D. Maunder, Signal.man A. C. Bird and Signalman
M. R. Hodgkinson for their outstanding performances during
the last season.
Judo
Our very active A.P.T.C. instructor, S.I. P. R. Scales, runs
a ten-member Judo Club which includes some of our W.R.A.C.
Although there are no gradings as yet, he has every hope of
producing some experts in this ancient an.
Cross-country
We have again this year entered teams in the RAF /Rhine
Area League and for the Area Finals of the Army Championships. Our Regimental Competition takes place on 30th October
and a full account of this event will appear in the next
addition.
Achievements
During the summer months the British Motoring Club
Rheindablen series of tests and sprints for the award of the
Challenge Cup to the best driver of the year took p'.ace. The
award is a Ford U .K. trophy presented by the Ford Company
(U.K.). To win this award the driver must have the highest
aggregate score. On the evening of 22nd October Sergeant Tom
Davies, of this Regiment, was awarded the trophy. Well done.

Have you p laced a standing order
for a copy of The Wire ?
N EW C.S.O . BAOR VISITS

Why not do so now r

Major-General D. R. Horsefield Ins pects t he Q uarter Guard on th e
occasion of his vis it on · 17 Oct. 69
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B.20 HF SSB Statian Radia

The B.20 is a very versatile all
solid-state equipment. It can be
used as a manpack or installed in
vehicles and light aircraft.
The B.20 HF SSB Station Radio,
which has an RF output of 30W
p.e.p., represents an entirely new
design concept. The transmitterreceiver weigh only 10 lb (4.5 kg),
and a lightweight station including
a 24W /h battery weigh only
15 lb (6.8 kg). The B.20 uses a
fully synthesized frequency control
system developed by Plessey
specially for this equipment, and

which provides 280,000 channels on
the frequency range 2- 29.99 MHz.
SSB is the main mode of
communication, but a.m. and c.w.
facilitie are also provided.
The B.20 will achieve reliable
ground wave communications using
8 ft . (2.4m) whip antennae at range
in exces of 30 miles (48.3 km).
By using vehicle whip antennae
distance in exce s of 45 miles
(72 km) are possible. U ing sky
wave, communication over 300 miles
(480 km) is achie ed.
The Plessey Company won the

Queen's Award ro Industry
1969 for the export achievement of it Electronics
Group.
;;::.;::::~:: :
For further information and
illustrated literature, please
contact The Sales Manager,
Defence U nit.

PLESSEY Electronics
The Ples ey Company Limited,
Radio Sy terns Divi ion,
Ilford, Es ex, England
Telephone: Ilford 3040
Telex : 23166
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14th Signal Regiment, Worcester
647 Sll(nal Tr op, Chrl81-0 hureh
INCE our last appearance in
the Troop has
S
taken on a new job. We have in fact changed from 'Hairy
Communicator ' into ' Scientific Ad visory and M aintenance
THE WIRB

taff ( Unadopted).' We ha ve the task of maintai ning the earth
terminal (calibr ted) during the in-orbit testing of the new
kynet satellite, with which everyone is doubtless familiar.
Along with this slight chan ge in Troop status, Sergeant
Geoff Timms, Corporal Jim Balfour and Lance-Corporal Chris
Coilier have taken the plunge and got married, with Corporal
Dave Stanbridge to follow hortly. Congratulations and best
wishes to them and their wives. Congratulations are also d ue
to Corporal and Mrs. Dave Watson on the birth of their
daughter, Angela, and also to Corporal and Mrs. fun Menzies
on the birn.1 of a daughter, Lesley. Condolences are offered to
Sergeant 'Al ' Forrest on the demise of his beloved computer
' Myriad,' born 1966, died 1969. Despite logic transplants and
voltage transfusions she coughed and stopped. "Never have so
many .. . '
Summer started this year with Sergeants Keith Austin and
Joe Brand qua!ifying as ' C' helmsmen at Lilliput Sailing Club,
Poole, and Sergeant Roger Foster organising capsize drill in
the Solent, to the amusement of the passengers on the Isle of
Wight ferry.
Located on the I sle of Wight is our new satellite imulator,
which we use for checking !he pointing accuracy of our
antenna. The Isle of Wight, however, appeared to be moving,
so we sent our Isle of Wight expert, Sergeant John Fletcher,
to see what was happening. He came back muttering about pop
concerts and too much foam and we have had no trouble
ince.
During June the UK/TSC 500 Earth Station arrived, manned
by 617 Signal Troop (now 'S' Troop, 14th Regiment). They
are particioating in trials prior to Skynet tests. Their equipment
quickly ~came known as the dinky toy version due to its
diminutive size. However, not having done the Skynet course,
we left them to their own devices.
With July came some American visitors, both scientific and
military, who helped us celebrate Empire Day (4th July). I
wonder if mey knew? Oh to be in Wales in August! Summer
camp, for the lucky few, proved to be a popular event, with
the possible exception of the second week which was apparently
wet, weatherwise.
Sergeant John Rusling had a lucky break in Wales when
'phoning camp for transport after an exercise. Asked by the
operator for his exchange and number he looked at the dial.
"Good Heavens," he exclaimed. " It's O.K.," answered the
operator, " I know just where you are."
August also saw Sergeant Rnd Dixon off to Warminster on
a weapons' course. His chair in the office was ably taken by
Sergeant Ken Pilkington, to the everlasting joy of the S.R.D.E.
telephone operators.
()Jr golfing members, Sergeant Keith Austin and Corporal
Ste'f'e Stevens, are after the John Parker Cup {the S.R.D.E.
championship) this year. With the O.C., Major Mike Ha'es,
defending it, having won it last year, there should be some
fierce competition (if me confidential reports have been written
in time!). Amongst our oilier sportsmen helping out the Corps
and the Regiment at soccer, cricket and shooting, we have
Signalman Mick Warwick, who is the backbone of the local
civilian rugby club.
Autumn courses have started and the Troop accommodation
appears quire deserted with Corporals ' Mac ' Macintosh and
Pete Hyatt, and Lance-Corporal Ian Cox, all away on M.P.C.
course at Worcester, and Corporal Brian Oram to follow
hortly on a Tl entrance course.
ew arrivals to the Troop include Lance-Corporal Stan
Davis and Signalman ' Andy ' Stokoe, not to mention Signalman
' Dib' Dibbie's new car, in which, so I am told, he and
Corporal ' Bas ' Pheasant are mistaken for the local landed
gentry.

- T - Troop,

a

Squndro~

Worcester

During the past few months ' T ' Troop has been wamng
with baited breath for the 'phone call to state when accep tance
tests of M Two (the second TSC 500) are to be started. No
date for acceptance has yet been published and the Troop
continues to wait.
All members of the Troop have been detached to Christchurch for practical working on M One, M Two's twin sister.
The majority have attended Skynet courses run by tlle RAF
at S.R.D.E., C hristchurch. All are now spending their waiting
time on upgrading, military proficiency and education courses.
Sergeant Peter Smurthwaite has recently made the grade by
i:epresenting the Army at soccer. He has played in six matches
this season and represented the Army when they beat Colchester 2-1.
The Troop was given the task of building the Regimental
bonfire for 5th N ovember. Sergeant ' Marty ' Bevis was N .C.0 .
in charge of tlle p reparation and he m anaged to build an
absolute mountain of a bonfire with tlle aid of the Regimental
crane. T he fire was a comp!ete success and was still burning at
10.00 hours t1Je following day.
Sergeant John Foster, our Army cyclist, has given up competitive cycling for tlle rest of the season. He just does 20 miles
a day to keep in trim !

Tailpiece
Higher authority asked, " Could you u se a ' Honda Monkey
Bike ' as a recce vehicle?"
One Troop Commander, who prefers to remain anonymous,
waxed poetical in giving his views.
Ode to a. Ni.ppon bike

I have always wanted a ride
On a Honda Monkey Bike.
Io recces I take a pride,
Moped is better than bike.
But on a more serious note,
Do you really think this is suitable?

W .JLA.C. Staff &11d
T he Band had a very busy two days at Krefeld. On 16th
October they gave an excellent concert to all ra nks- and
fa milies, and on the following day they beat Retreat, not only
to the Regiment and its guests but also to the delight of
350 schoolchildren. On the F riday evening they played (M it
Whistle) d uring m e guest night in the Officers' Mess. T he
standard of p erformance was extremely high and tlley can
certainly hold their own agai n ~t male bands. We hope they
can visit us again next yea r.

Go lf
The Regiment has had excellent results in me autumn
golf meetings. T he successes achieved ar e, without a doubt,
the result of hard training in all wea~1er conditions throughout the year . H andicaps of the players have been reduced ,
and this has made competition with:n the Regiment very
keen . Rumour has it that our Golf Officer is attempti ng to
make our golfers' religion Church of Scotland, and mus form
an association with St. Andrew!
Results were as follows:
B.A.O.R. Meet'ng. 36 hole handicap champion, Staff
Sergeant (Y. of S.) Graham, net 141; 18 hole medal winner,
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Graham, net 68 ; runner-up, W.O.Il
Humphrey, net 70.
Royal Signals Meeting.-18 hole haodkap medal, 2nd, Staff
Sergeant (Y . of S.) Graham, net 70; 3rd, Corporal Lawson,
net 70.
Team Stableford.- Winners, 16th Signal Regiment' B ' Team
- Captain Castle, W.0.1 Overto(l, Corporal Lawson, LanceCorporal Pennie (93 points). Our ' A ' Team was 3rd.
18 Ho~e Individual Bogey.- Wioner, Corporal Lawson, plu
l; runner-up, W.0.11 Humphrey, plus 1.

Regimental Foursomes. - 2nd, Major Terrey and Major
Wyatt, net 69. The Regiment were beaten for the cup on the
count-back for the second year in succession.
Rhine Area Meeting.-18 nole hand icap medal : Winner,
Major Wyatt, net 69; runner-up, Corporal Lawson, net 70.
18 hole scratch medal: R unner-up, Major Wyatt, gross 82.
Best 9 1:1ole score: Winner, Lance-Corporal Pennie, net 31.
H idden 9 hole score: Winner, Major Terry, net 32.
4 Squadron (W.ll.A.C.)
T he B.A.O.R. (W) Inter-Unit Rounders Tournament took
place on 20th September. Seven W.R.A.C. units took part
and we were the winners!
Some sequences of the new W.R.A.C. recruiting film have
been filmed in B.A.0.R., and members of 4 Squadron have
been heavily involved in the Royal Signals sequences. De~pite
many difficul ties, the film unit had a successful day's shooting
in the TRC, Krefeld, and tti en moved out to a field location
for operational scenes. 3 Squadron had mocked up a very
realistic ' set ' and fortunately the weather was reasonable.
Although the W.R.A.C. enjoyed the experience of being
actresses for a day, none of them would really like to do the
job full time.
Lance-Corporal Rutter, a switchboard operator from 1 (BR)
Corps exchange in Bielefeld, has been selected for the W.RA.C.
gymnastics team which will be touring the U.S.A. later thi
year. She is at present at the A.S.P.T., Alder~hot, doing intensive training. ·
Second-Lieutenant Mason and Sergeant Butler led a successful adventure training exercise in the Eifel in September. The
weather was marvellous, and the party camped at S(;hleiden,
undertaking various walking and map-reading expeditions.
A number of women are becoming very keen on canoeing
and go off several weekends a month for train ing. SecondLieutenant Phit:ips, who has just joined me Regiment, is an
enthusiastic canoer, as is Corporal Pickles, of the R.H.Q.
Orderly Room staff, who is soon off to Hong Kong, where
we hope she will be able to keep up her canoeing.

I don't honestly want you to vote,
On the whys and the wherefores of pedal.
But now since the question is raised,
I will say just a few short words,
That I think the whole scheme is absurd,
And should truly be kept for the birds.

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35
euau,
E have had our first
W
visit from our new
C.S.0. and Group Commander. On 16th October
M a j o r - General D. R.
Horsfie'.d, O.B.E., C.S.O.
B.A.O.R., accompanied by
Colonel J. C. Clinch, Commander of the recently
formed 4 Signal Group,
toured the Barracks and
visited 2 and 3 Squadrons
deployed in the local area.
Presented with the L.S. and G .C. Medal.
During me visit General
From left to right : Staff Scr ~ eant
Horsfield presented Long
(0 . R.Q . M.S.) Hughes, W .0 .11 (R.Q . M.S.)
Haywood and W .0 .11 (F. ofS . Bumphrey)
Service and Good Conduct
Medal s
to:
W.0.11
(R.Q.M.S.) Haywood, W.0.11 (F. of S.) Humphrey and Staff
Sergeant (O.R.Q.M.S.) Hughes, Chief Clerk of 4 Signal Group.

- Farewell '

Finally, a word about the Troop Aqua Vitae Club. Founded
by our Foreman of Signals, W.0.1 Pete Gill, regular meetings
are held at me ' Nelson.' We were hoping for an away match
at Alton, but tllis unfortunately had to be cancelled for reasons
beyond our control.

On 23rd September Brigadier Pat Mansergh was dined out;
ak.hough a sad occasion he was given a tremendous send-off,
finally being towed away by a bevy of beauties (our W.R.A.C.
officers). We had photographs taken but they were coloured
and cannot be reproduced, or that's the excuse we are sticking
to! We wish Brigadier Pat the very best in his new appointment.
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CONTRACT I PRODUCT ENGINEERS
Defence Systems Equipment
Due to the continued expansion of our activities in the Opto-Electronics field v~cancies
have now arisen for two Engineers for the current and future ranges of optical and
opto-electronic equipment associated with armoured fighting vehicles.
.
Prime responsibilities will be for the negotiation of developm_ent and production
contracts with Government Departments and Research Establishments.
tinuous liaison in progressing these contracts through all required stages.
Assisting in overseas sales will entail occasional foreign travel.
Applicants, probably in the age range 35 to 45. should have a good knm.~ledge of
the relevant viewing systems and also the associated Government Establishments
and the procurement and production branches of Ministries.
M.E.L. is part of the international Philips Concern and is able to offer fi~st class car_eer
opportunities and conditions of employment, including assistance with re-location
expenses.

The MEL E11ut1me111
Company limbed
Please write, in confidence, for an application form to the Personnel Manager, (ref:
RH/LH), The M.E.L. Equipment Company Limited, Manor Royal, Crawley,
Sussex.
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18th Signal Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGJ\POllE
A T month our notes covered a few of tYic many sport
L
and activities wh:ch a soldier jn this Regiment can
enjoy. However there arc other sides to rhe Regiment, ome
of which we describe below.
R_.gimental Parade
Frorr. our con:ribution la. r month, r aders will know of o Jr
parade ro mark the disbandment of 3 quadron TC. T he
in pectiag officer was Colonel C. E. Tonry, O.B.E., Commander, 5th Signal Group who was making hi · l a~ t ap;>ca rance before tbe Regiment.
A question: Eight Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
on one parade from one Regiment- is this a record?
FOOTBALLING IN FARAWAY FIJI
Fiji Detachment 249 Signal Squadron football team, green and white
squared strip (with Fij i Military Forces back up) and the Tradewinds
Hotel first eleven. Mr. Jimmy Gibbons standing left, Captain of
the Tradewinds, Sergeant Le Carpenter 4th from right standing
Captain 249 team

DISBANDMENT PARAD E O F 3 SQUA L)k.O N, S.T.C., OF 18TH
REG IMENT
Eight L.S. and G.C. medals we re presented d uring the parade by
Colonel Clive Tonry, Commander 5 Signal G r o up. Is this a record?
(To the sharp eyed-one was not in the picture when the photograph was taken)

Where ha ve all the hus ban d s g one?
Ir is not that the 249 Squadron wives doubt the word of
the Minister cf Defence; they just think he is a little misinformed.
' Rundown ' is on every tongue; flights to U.K. are full of returning men and equipment . . . everyone is running down.
Why, oh why, ask the wives, arc our husbands away on twice
as many exercises as ,before. They think the husbands just like
being away! The avid readers of the 249 'Ops' column have
read little recently of our many activities. Here follows a
quick, but exciting, resume of but a few of our latest ops.:
Lost, 500 miles north of Singapore, in l'he darkest Malayan
jungle, since July-2 Cll detachments from 'A' Troop and
attendant ' Oscar' Ops. They have been away so long, we
have forgotten why they went. Come back, all is forgiven!
Captain Leslie Waumsley and the 'Bravo/Oscar' tribe co
Fiji (again they cry) for Exercise 'Ambrosia.' Good communications and man-les girls!
Captain Neil Hoder, Lieutenant John Young and the
' Alpha/Charlie ' crews confined to Singapore for the I.S. communi-::-ations exercise, 'Electron Stretch.'
L ieutenant C'ive Collier and the boys of ' Big R ' who successfully managed to complete three exercises from one location over a three-week period. They ar e resting now, little
knowing of the two exercises yet to be announced.
SH

FAREWELL TO FIJI
Flower bedecked with "leis" and happy they take a last look at
Fiji before climbing aboard the aircraft. Left to Right:-Sergeant
Jim Ballard, Lance-Corpora l Bill Gerrard, Signalman John Radley,
Captain Les Waumsley, W. 0 .11 (Y.O.S.) Tom Martin

Captain Neil H orler leading a combined team from ' Bravo '
and 'Alpha ' (D13 and Clls) to a place we cannot mention.
Many people were surprised to see them w_aring N.W.
European Winter Warfare equipment . . . ho N strange!
We shall all gather again in his name, on or about 24th
November and proceed to tear the - - - out of everything by
departing on a complete Squadron deployment for Exercise
' Square Hole.'
Wanted. Good Signals soldiers for 249. Must be physically
fit, full of drive and vigour, preferably unmarried or possessing
a very understanding wife, be the holder of at least three
class one trades, including telegraph operator, comcen operator
and TE technician (must hold driving licence for up to 14-ton
vehicle) AND be fully up to the standard for immediate admittance to the psycho ward in any acc:prab!e B.M.H. or
equivalent civilian establishment.
V h; U s

We were all most pleased to welcome Colonel P. A. M.
Tighe, M .B.E., A.A.G. A.G.II, on his visit co the Regiment on
10th October. He kindly listened to all our problems and gave,
to judge by the faces afterwards, most rca•suring replies.
T H E W I R E , D E C E M B E R - J A N ·U A R Y I 9 6 9 - I 9 7 0
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Choosing the · right insurance
scheme. We'll advise you on all
forms of insurance, including life,
personal effects, household and
motor policies. It's especially important that your possessions are
insured when you're posted overseas.
Makingyol,lr money work best
for you. You need to make the
most of your spare cash. And we'll
help you - with advice on the right
form of saving, such as National
Saving Certificates, UnitTrustsand
stocks and shares.

Settling your bills. Have you
ever forgotten a payment? It need
never happen again. We'll take
care of all your regular m9ney
commitments, such as subscriptions, insurance premiums and
hire purchase instalments.

The man to con tact is
Mr. D. P. Gardin.e r, who is specially
concerned with liaison between
H. M. Forces and the Bank. Write
to him, using the coupon and
he'll send you full details of all our
services to the Services.

Lloyds Bank helps you to plan
T HE WIRE , DECEMBER -J ANUARY 1969-1970
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I To .Mr. D. P. Gardiner, T.D., Services
. II
I Liaison Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited,
I London,
Cox's and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall, I
S.W.l.
I Plea~e send me full details of all your I
j services.

l:::. -~::-_:::_ : ~:_:: == !
I

Address .......................-.................... .......................
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21st Signal Regiment, B.F .P .O. 43
usy dnys
Ta month ! The fi ne almost ummer-likc weather has
been a ble sing to our enormous cable project and work
ha progressed ceasele sly on all our airfields-we are ra~ing
against t:me to get as much cable in the ground as po s1ble
before the winter come •.
We have also restarted our courses and have run four this
month! Our 14th Lineman III to II upgrading course, o ur
29th M .P.T . course which was quite an occasion as the passout parade was taken by Lieutenant-Colonel Ostermeyer, the
Commanding Officer of 33 Fernmelde Regiment stationed in
Goch (our nearest German Signals Regiment), also two Technicians' crammer course for the T.I. entrance exami nation .

'

A u tumn xercise
Our autumn exercise went extremely smoothly and for the
first time 1 Squadron provided the radio relay fo r H .Q. RA.F.G.
under the RISTACOM agreement- this started as a 'dry run '
but went so well that the RAF parallel shoots went into reserve
and all traffic was passed over our links after the first day out.
Land lines worked with their customary reliability and ti1e sun
shone--altogether a very satisfactory week.

Officers managed a total of 97, aided considerably by a
valuab!e innings from Major Derek Shaw, who made his halfcentur . T he one disappointment of an enjoyable match was
chat o ur AusrraEan Padre, Harlin Butterley, did not have co
face up to one ball. If he had, it is difficult to imagine what
would have happened.

Aut umn s porting life
This month, both rugby and soccer got under way, with
the Regiment playing its opening league matches in both
sports. The soccer team, in their opening match, played well
to hold a strong and fast team of the 14th/20th Hussars to a
draw. The rugby team have thrust ahead in games played,
losing twice but obtaining a sound and most encouraging
victory over 10th Regiment, R.C.T . Earlier in the month, the
Regimental foo tbailers entered the 4th D ivision six-a-side
tournament and played well through the preliminary rounds
to reach the fina l. In a fast, exciting and goalless final, against
the 4~1/7th D .G ., the Regimental side was unlucky to lose
by a com er, and achieved the well-deserved runners-up shield.

*

*

note of sndness

As the days of September ran out, the departure of our
Commanding Officer drew nearer. The Warrant Officers and
Sergeants of the Regiment said their farewell co Lieutenant•
Colonel Arthur Dowell and Mrs. Dowell on Saturday, 27th
September, at a dance preceded by a formal dinner. Festivities
continued into th e small hou rs of Sunday morning, culminating
in th e Commanding Officer ta king his leave through a corridor
of flaming torches to a horse-drawn carriage.
e On Safari '

" Mad dogs and E nglishmen." . . . Any German bystander
would h ave found this saying most appropriate in the descrip·
tion of a scene in the early hours of Saturday, 4th October.
F or he would have been watching eight stalwart office rs carry·
ing their Commanding Officer in a sedan chair, escorted by a
sea of flaming torches. The strains of bugle calls, p layed with
gusto, by Majors John Gibson and Ronnie Trotman, encouraged
the officers during the march from the Officers' Mess to the
guard room. H er e the Commanding Officer alighted from his
ancient mode of transport and, to the strains of ' Auld Lang
Syne,' entered h is staff car to be escorted home by two
motor-cycle outriders.
All ranks of 22nd Signal Regiment wish Lieutenant-Colonel
and Mrs. Arthur Doweil every happiness and success in the
future.

C.S.O. visits
We were delighted to welcome our new Chief Signal Officer,
Major-General D . R. Horsfield, O.B.E., A.D.C., to the Regiment
and have a chance to show him the old, new and future
aspects of our work for R A.F.G.
The C.S.O. spent a whole day with us and met many
members of the Regiment stationed at Laarbruch Bruggen
and Wildenrath.
Cros - c o untry
As exp ected, the Regimental Cross-country Championsh:p s
produced an exciting finish between the three stars. On the
day, Corporal George Holden finished ahead of Lance-Corporal
John Campbell with Corporal Pete Dring third. Pete Dring
was the pre-race favourite, having completed a thousand miles
of training in the previous few weeks, mostly at five minutes
to the mile, but be was handicapped by a sEghtly torn ligament
in his foot after leading for most of the race. The Troop competition was won by ' H ' T roop (George H olden trained) with
a splendid consistent performance, closely followed by 'L' Troop.
The first three individuals have all been selected to run for
B.A.0 .R. in the Inter-Command Championships in U.K. LanceCorporal Fred Roissetter, who has made extraordinary progress
this season, also has an outside chance of selection. With
Corporal ' Mac ' MacMillan and Corporal Ray Storer, on course
in Catterick, both in the Northern Command team.
This year's prospects look excellent.

A

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick C amp
Visit of D.R.U:. The Dneltess of Kent
NJOYING some of the best weather for a hundred years,
E
or so we are told by the statisticians, we basked in the
late autumnal sun. Yet, with typical perversity, on the days

22ND SIGNAL REGIMENT STAGE A BOISTEROUS 'FAREWELL'
TO THE C.O.
(I) From the W. O.s and Sergeants: Li eutenant-Colonel A. Dowell
and Mrs. Dowell, with escorts, about to be driven off in a ho rse
drawn carriage after attending a fa rewell dinner in the Mess. Their
way to the carr iage was through a co rri do r of flaming torches ..~· .

when most we should have liked the summer to show its
face, Catterick deemed otherwi e.
However, the weather could not dull the delightful visit
of Her Royal Highness The Duchess of Kent on Wednesday,
22nd October. Although nominally visiting our W.R.A.C.
Squadron, the Regiment as a ~ ~ole made the most of the
occasion. The Duchess arrived soon after 12 o'clock and left
not long after three, but in this all-too-short time she left
many happy memories, not least of which was her charming
informality, evident in the accompanying photographs.

*

VISIT OF H.R.H. THE DUCH ESS O F KENT
The Duchess has a chat with a W.R.A.C. exchange operator while
Sergeant McKechnie looks on .

Sale of \ Vork at Catterick Camp
The Wives' Club of 24th Signal Regiment held a highlysuccessful sale of work at t>:1e Civil Service Club, Catterick
Camp, on Saturday, 4th October, in fine warm weather, which
would not have disgraced a summer garden fete. Promptly,
at 2.00 p .m., the sale was opened by Mrs. F. L. Clarkson,
wife of the Commander, Training Brigade, Royal Signals, who
complimented the wives on the excellent range of goods they
had made or obtained in the past few months.
. During the remainder of the afternoon the stalls, which
were loaded with everything from cakes to cuddly toys, were
emptied of their coocencs, whilst a Noddy Train and bowling
for a Christmas turkey also attracted many customers. By
4.30 p.m., the wives had raised over £250, which they are
to donate to Guide Dogs for the Blind, in order to buy and
train a dog. A further £45 was rai_ed by Mrs. Bailey, Local
Security of the Dales Society for Mentally Handicapped
Children, through a sale of Christmas cards.
The event demonstrated the excellent relations which exist
bet ·.veen the military and civil communities in the area, for
it was well supported by people from the nearby village and
by the local tradesmen, who donated many of the raff1e prizes,
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In a leuer to the Editor of ' The Wire,' Mrs. S. M . Lancaster,
widow of Corporal 'Burt' Lancaster, writes to say she would
sincerely like to thank all her friends in 21st Signal R egimem
for the great help they have given her during and since her
bereavement. In particular she would like her thanks to go to
Captain Allen and his wife, Sergeant Teague and to " m y
special friends the Campions "-and to wish them all a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.

An g lo-Germa n R e la tions
UR barracks arc situated within the boundaries of the small
O
town of St. Tonis and relation with the local populace
have in the past been quite good, although it ha tended to

A nos talg ic scen e trans plante d
T could not have been a worse day to revive the cricket
scene. Sunday, 21st September, was overcast, with a constant drizzle and blustery, wind, but d-ie umpires, M ajor Ronnie
T rotman and S.S.M . Arnold declared " that the Office rs should
take the field against the Warrant Officers and Sergeants in
the annual crick~t match." "Like mad dog.s and Englishmen,"
both teams decided to enter the game with enthusiasm and
th.e determination to win. A most exciting match ensued,
with the Warrant Officers and Sergeants earning a well-deserved victory. In their innings of 137 for 3 declared Staff
Sergeant Pfeifer made a very forceful 60, ably suppo~ed by
a solid innings from Staff Sergeant Milne. In reply, the

(2) From the Officers : The departing C.U. is l arrico o n 11lgn in a
sedan chair to his car, by torch-carrying officers and to the strains
of 'Auld Lang Syne'

ARRIVAL AT 24TH SIGNAL REGIMENT
A cheerfu l occasion- the Duchess is flanked by Brigad ier Clarkson
and Lieutenant-Colonel Hellier

be a little of a ' live and let live' relarionsh ·p. A few of the
dignitaries have been invited to Regimental functions and last
year ouc last Commanding Officer opened a newly bui.t wing
of the local ho~ p ital to which wc had donated. Without knowing
what we were letting ourselves in for, we decided to do something which would really make a big impact.
We ran a large raffle in which the main prize was a B.L.M.C.
Mini-Minor 1000 Mk. II, the Band of the Third Carabinier
(Princes of Wales' Dragoon Guards) gave a military dLp!ay
for us and we ran an Anglo-Germap Ball.
For months Major Eric Carrel and W.0 .1 (F. of S.) Mi ke
Butler worked hard visiting local firm · to obtain prizes and
even they were highly sati fied with t.'ie genero icy of almo t
everyone, they did discover me interesting tact that the
bigger the firm the less generous they were.
The three events took place on the same day with the
draw being made immediately after the Third Carabiniers had
played for us and the dance caking place later in the
evening.
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I

Exerehw • F.rnn Fist

LUCK MAN
Major Eric Carrel presents the keys to Herr Rudolf Wo lber, the
happy winner of a B.L.M .C. "min i" at the Regimental raffle

This took place at Camp Vogelsang in the Eiffel area of
Germany. Vogelsang is an old German Army camp built on a
grand scale amongst very beautiful scenery. The location hasn't
the same ruggedness or size of me Bavarian or Black Forest
countryside but is still a very impress:ve area. The Belgian
Army run the camp purely as a training area and it offers all
possible facilities for infantry and armoured training. Major
Barry Ashcroft took approximately 100 members of the Regiment down for a fortnight. W.0.11 (S.S.M .) Fred Toole was
the Sergeant-Major and W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Ken HammondH aley looked after our stores. Before the party arrived there
was a great deal of speculation as to the origins of the camp
and some of the theories were really hair-rai ing. Whatever its
origins, it was ideally suited for the infantry-type of tra ining
we intended to carry out. The weather throughout our stay was
perfect and we were fortunate to be in camp wim :..Ile 2nd
Battalion Coldstream Guards who took us under their wing
and helped us in every way they could. Due to their generosity
we were able to do some A.P.C. training, helicopter training
(including night assaults) and battle innoculation training. I n
return we were able to act as enemy during a Battalion exercise.
Everyone enjoyed their stay and are all looking forward to
next year when we are due to go again. 'Fran Fist' fini~1ed
shortly before the summer leave period which took us up to
mid-September and a period when we concentrate on trade
training, M .P.C. and education.

The parade to::ik place on a floodlit sports ground just
out ide St. Tonis and Germans from miles around came to
ee an immaculate display by the band. There was little
doubt that many T eutonic hearts beat at 120 to the minute as
they absorbed the martial atmosphere and listened to every
note and drumbeat.
The Band display opened when twelve ' Keepers of the
ground,' under Major De.r ek Copeland, took pos ~ess :on of the
ground. These Junior N.C.O.s, with their lance poiocs twinkling,
came on, to be followed shortly by the Band who opened wit!;.1
a fanfare. Forty-five minutes later 'Der Grosse Zapfenstreich '
and the two ational Anthems marked the end. The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel I. Macdonald, congratulated the
Bandmaster, W.0.II (B.M.) Herbert, and gave permission to
march off.
After. ~e parade ?ad ended ~e draw for the raffle began.
The Mrm gleamed m the spot11ght with its sparkling chrome
and bright red paint.
1'.le draw commenced with tickets being drawn by a member
of the German Red Cross and Mrs. Verona Greatore·c wife of
Sergeant Brian Greatorex. In addition to me Mini th~re were
some sixty other prizes, ranging from dr:nk to a television set.
We were all disappointed that we didn't win the Mini ourselv~s but delighted when it went to an inhabitam of St. Tanis,
a railway employee and voluntary social worker. For some time
the winner was speechless but the size of the grin on his face
expressed his feelings more adequately. With the car he won
a year's free comprehensive insurance presented by the Albingia
I!lsura~ce ~mpany. Tue Commanding Officer took the biscuit
(m a tm with the rest of the 21b.) as the prize he won.
At nine in the evening the Anglo-German Ball started.
Again the British and German members of the Ball Committee
had worked wonders. Some idea of the success of me evening
may be gained from the fact that the dance floor was full all
eveni~g and that. there was almost as many people present at
foll!° m the D?orrung as there were at nine in l.{1e evening. The
Third Carablil!ers had produced a five-piece band while the
Germans produced a local seven-piece band. It was with great
dilhcu:ry that they were finally persuaded to stop their international music at a quarter-to-four. The Germans, who were
lucky enough to buy tickets, started arriving an hour before
the Ball was due to start and a flourishing ' b'. ack market ' in
tickets sprang up.
The buffet organised by Captain Tony Hope and W.0.11 Joe
Oyta_ben was superb (as mi~1t be expected from our Army
cookmg champions), as was all the organisation connected with
the Ball.
The Bur~omeister wants the Ball to be an annual event
and was talking about having a hall specially built.
The twin ~im of the day was achieved with the AngloGerman relauons firmly cemented and a considerable sum of
money raised for charity. Half of the proceeds will go to the
R.ed Cro' s a~ ~t. Tonis and th.e other half to the Royal
Signals Ass0C1at1on (Welfare SectJon) and me Corps Associations for our attached personnel.

Amongst new faces we welcome Major Peter Thompson,
Captain Colin Riley, Lieutenant Mike Wallis, Captain Tony
Hope, A.C.C., Lieutenant David Williams, W.0.1. (R.S.M.)
Brian Turner, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Dennis Howes, W.0.11 (F. of S.)
John Noakes, Staff Sergeant Colin Doyle, Staff Sergeant Ian
Forbes, Staff Sergeant Jim Rogers.
Those who have left us recently include Major Harry Rothwell, who nas departed, on promotion, to the Prime Minister's
constituency, Major Leslie Dutton (now the Senior Administrative Officer of the King's Lynn Technical College), Major
'Jacko' Jackson, Lieutenant Gordon Gi!es, Captain 'Young
Ern:e' Tickner, A.C.C., Lieutenant Pat Kington, Lieutenant
Mike Harrison and Lieutenant Richard Harrison.
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Visitors

As usual, we have had a number of vi itors to the Regiment
including the new Ch:ef Signal Officer B.A.O.R., M ajor-General
D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., who was accompanied by Colonel H.
J. Mischke of the G erman Army, our Group Commander.
After a comprehensive briefing on the role of the Regiment,
they visited the Training Wing to see courses in progress.
Drinks in the Sergeants' Mess preceded lunch in t he Office rs'
M ess, and the conclusion of a very informative visit for all
concerned.
Sergeants' Mess

With the unique seal of N.A.T.O. approval the ~'ess ha
blossomed out now with the nearly completed addition of an
e>.1:ension-this to be available in time for that grand event
the Christmas draw. W~ should easily pass last year's 24,000
tickets-any other Mess beat this? Doors have been bricked in,
but there's been a whole host of comings and goings of
members, from the R.S.M., W.0.1 Brian Turner to our newest
arrival, Sergeant Cliff Mullaney, R.P.C ., who presented his
Regimental Plaque to the Mess within six hours of arrival. All
were regaled with complimentary champagne on their first
night, then drawn into the psychedelic nites, fancy dress, sports,
lunches and ' men only' Fridays, five marks in and leave your
car in barracks.
Our recent Mess dinner night included two swinging Padres,
both Q.M.s, the T .O.T. and our Paymaster, Major Beckhurst,
M.C., R.A.P.C., who said it was his first dinner in a Sergeants'
Mess for thirty years! The visitors' book bulges and the Mess
bill makes the cheque books flutter with fright. Nevertheless
we maintain our role as the hub of the Regiment.
We wish all our readers a very Happy Christmas and a
Promotional New Year.

30th Signal R egime nt
Hl.A1"D •·on n

At

ho111t>1

{;A~ ...

and abroad

E send our customary greeting to all members of the
W
Regiment overseas with the news that the pace at
Blandford has gathered greater momentum in the last two
months. In order to get a long weekend our newly appointed
Adjutant, Captain Mike Payne, is alleged to have had 'flu and
O.C. 1 (640) Squadron, returning from a course in Italy,
found his Sql!lldron 'crashed out' onto Salisbury Plain. All
ranks seemed to enjoy last month's exercise so much that the
opportunity was taken to provide a further diversion on the
south coast at the end of October.
The newly formed AMF(L) Force Radio Troop wa~ given
the task of surveillance of inshore activity between Swanage
and Weymouth whilst the Regiment dep'.oyed to a Tac H.Q.
Sure enoug~1, during the first afternoon the enemy, in the
shape of the M.P.C. 1 cour e made an assault landing from
RPLs of 17 Port Regiment, R.C.T. However, me defenders
at Regimental Tac H.Q. were somewhat puzzled to hear over
the radio that the enemy had re-embarked one RPL was
securely held on a sandbank and one Warrant Officer was
seen to be conducting a private flotation trial in his combat suit.
At dusk the surveillance force withdrew to the Tac H.Q. at
Bovington and the remaining RPL was released on a rising
tide. During the evening some of the married soldiers returned
to Blandford for a couple of hours so that ttie Wives' Club
could proceed with their fa hion show. This was a huge success
and was attended by 119 members who watched the glamorous
models display all the latest in mini and maxi gear. Alas, for the
soldiers returning to the Regimental Tac H.Q. the puzzle of
the re-embarked enemy was solved when they were ambushed
by the M.P.C. I course. Aided and aberred by Captain Don
H erring, Yeoman T om Johnstone and Bi] Coxon, Corporal
' D inger' Bell faked a realistic traffic accident and captured
their vehicle, and the unfortunate occupants were led off for
a long walk into the early hours by R.S.M. Burke. The
enemy then moved off to Poole to embark on the RPLs for
a 03.00 hours ni~t assault landing at Swanage complete with
their vehicles. This was followed by an approach march on
the Regimental Tac H .Q. and an attack and ' stand to ' at
first light. The exercise finished in style witti the Regiment
motoring to Swanage to ~mbark across the beach onto the

llugb y T e a"' r e a c h third round of .\rmy

( ' 111•

Although we are depleted by a Squadron plus in orchern
Ireland and other detachments in Cyprus, Libya, Gibraltar
and Anguilla/ Antigua, we have succeeded in reaching the third
round of the Army Rugby Cup. The pack arr looking good
wir:1 the addition of W.0.11 Ron Block and are urged on by
our energetic scrum-half, Corporal ' Geordie ' Gain ford . In
the backs we are fortunate to have Captain ' Dai ' Rees and a
hard-running set of three-quarters.
The scene on the hockey field has been somewhat different
with the Officers and Sergeants playmg against their wives;
somehow the males were vastly outnumbered by th e fair(?)
sex. T he off-side rule ceased to exist and as fa r as we can
remember the ladies, assisted by Staff Sergeant Tony Waugh,
won by 3 goals to 2. R eturn battles at basketball and badminton
are planned.
At home or abroad?
The Regiment has had five officers and up to 90 soldiers in
orthern Ireland. W e have had reports of Signalmen Tom
Hargetion and Dave A' len manning the barricades whilst
Corporal Dave Hopkins and Signalman ' Paddy' Fayne have
patrolled with t1J.e Royal Hampshires. Many of the early
reinforcements are returning to Blandford and we hope that
Corporal Tom Farker, now in B.M.H., Aldershot, after an
accident, makes a speedy recovery and is soon reunited with
his family.

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.

·~...

House Purchase. Retirement. ~~~~~\
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount -Officers
and retired Officers).
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability.
Motor Compet.tive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun, Holiday ,
Hunter. Transit, Television, etc.

Arrivals and Departures

1969 - 1970

RPLs. A large gathering of c1v111an sp;:ctators watched the
first RPL make a perfect beaching and half the Regiment,
led by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel I. M.
Rose, cir.barked. The second RPL came in after the first
RPL had withdrawn and, to me delight of the spectators and
consternation of ttie remaining troops, beached ten yard~ out
from me shore in three feet of water. However, R.S.M. Burke
and S.S.M. H aydon marched their parties straight into the
sea and aboard to enjoy a pleasant voyage to Poole, where
transport awaited to return them to Blandford.

B.
£ THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS
30TH REGIMENT GO TO SEA
An amphibious landing being made on the Dorset coast
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A Page ol pictures /or their album

Satlly, 28 Btle. H.Q. and Signal Squadron say Farewell

28 Comwel Inf. B d e. H.Q . & Signal
Squadron (208)
DiHbandment of u unique Sig1ml Squad ron
~end

is with sadness that we
in this last report to THE
InowT WIRE
from 28th Commonwealth Infantry Brigade. We have
commenced a run-down of personnel and equipment
prior to disbandment in early 1970, and by the time this repon
is published ~le unit will consist of only a small rear party
concerned in the hand-over of Terendak Camp to the Malaysian
Army.
This unique, tri-national Signal Squadron will thus soon
cease to be and with it will vanish what has been a valuable
opportunity for Royal Signals and Royal Australian Signals
to work together in a nationally integrated field force unit.
This report therefore marks the end of a Squadron - some
might say the end of an era, and we have thought it fitting to
precede the notes on Squadron activities during rl.•esc last
months by a short history of the unit from its formation in 1955.
./\11 exciting and a ctive 14 years

I.

W aiting (with guests) for the helicopter to lift them to the rebro site .. . . Lance-Corporal 'Tat' Simpson, Sugs ' Alan'
T urner, 'Taff' Humphries and Signalman Dave Shean (Royal Australian Signals)
2. Squadron in Harbour lo cation on the east coast at Kuantan
l . Lieutenant Bob S mi th (Royal Australian Signals) and Sergeant Morry Foster couldn't afford a proper boat ....
4. On the way in t o the Ki ng George V National Park- Sergeant Terry Poingdestre and party on Ex 'J immy's Safari'
5. Lance-Corporal 'Trin i' Yates w ins the 200 m final for the unit in 17 Division Athletics, September 1969
6. The day we got o ut tanka rds and celebrated the end.

the tremendous example of comradeship it had shown. 28th
Brigade H .Q. & Signal Squadron was one of the few units
within 2&th Brigade which integrated the national component
right down to Troop level. T he ' Brit ' and ' Au s~ ie ' worked
together at all levels and both came to know and respect the
other. The mixing had produced efficient, tough and successful
soldiers and we hope that the future will bring us a si milar
chance to serve again toget.her.

Not es fr om around the Squadron
What follows below are extracts from a deluge of contributions for these last WIRE notes. We hope they give some idea
of what life has been like in Terendak during these last six
months.
T h e Alpha Troop rally
After the rigours of Exercise 'Crowning Glory' in Mard.1
there came a brief lull while our Australian hie rarchy tried to
work out something to do with the Troop that did not interfere
too much with cricket. T hey came up with a ' Round Malaysia
R adio Rally' controlled from T erendak by the cricket team.
The idea was sound; to send 11 radio detachments to various
parts of the country, from which they ~•ad to make radio
contact with T erendak. Unforrunately, control of the rally
turned out to be rather loose and the ' war stories ' were
unusually rich and varied. For example, one of the detachments, that of Sergeant Ken Swadling, Royal Australian
Signals, and Signalman Tony Wilson-Wardle, got lost for many
hours in Kuala Lumpur trying, they said, to find the local
Information Centre (message parlour) to get directions to find
the check point. This entry was finall y eliminated by a timber
lorry not far from Kuala Lumpur.
Mechanical breakdowns in remote spots far up the east
coast also bedevilled many competitors. As me ma in road route
alongside the beautiful white sand beaches is not all that bad
the r eason for the breakdowns remains a mystery. The problems
were accentuated by a high incidence of radio fatllts which
meant a delay of several days in word of the crews' whereabouts reaching Terendak.
The winner of the rally. was Corporal Brian Cox, with L anceCorporal Ron Allen and Signalman D avy Brown in his crew.
An all Australian crew, Jed by Corporal ' Bluey' Strahan, was
a close second. It was all a lot better than work .. .

28th Common·Nealth Infantry Brigade Group Signal Squadron
was formed at Butterworth, Malaya, on 1st October, 1955. It
composed both Royal Signals and Royal Australian Signals
personnel, with the first O.C. provided by Royal Signals. The
U.K. members of the Squadron came from 35 Infantry Brigade
Group Signal Squadron which disbanded on 30th September,
1955.
The newly-formed Squadron was immediately heavily
involved in support of operations against Communist terrorists,
Malaya being still in a state of emergency. D uring these
operations the distances between Companies and Platoons were
unusually large and communication reEed heavily on the skills
of the telegraph operator. The Squadron devoted a lot of time
to training operators, including Regim ental, Home G uard and
Police signallers, to morse speeds higher than those usually
req uired within a Brigade. In recognition of its help to the
civilian administration the Squadron was presented with a
plaque by the State of Perak.
la June of 1957, 208 (Commonwealth) Signal Squadron, as
it was now called, moved from Butterworth to Taiping and
there it remained until December, 1961, when it moved south
to the newly completed camp Terendak in N alacca. T he
Squadron bas remained based in Terendak and has retained
its tri-national composition. Officers Commanding and Secondsin-Command have alternated between Royal Signals and Royal
Australian Signals, and the national components have remained
at approximately 60 % U.K./40 % Australian.
28th Commonwealth Infantry Brigade was involved in
several operations during confrontation with Indonesia, many
landings taking place on the Malacca coast. Exercises have
always been frequent and arduous and have taken the Squadron
all over the Malay peninsula, on several visits to Thailand, to
Borneo and as far afield as Australia.
The unit was integrated with H .Q. 28th Brigade in April,
1966. The amalgamation of Brigade H .Q. with its associated
Signal Squadron was a new concept to the Australian and
New Zealand elements of the H.Q. and the Squadron but 1:'!1c
transition was smoothly made and the unit became, under an
Australian O.C., the present 28th Brigade H .Q. and Signal
Squadron.
The last year of the Squadron's existence ha not been
undistinguished. Exercise ' Crowning Glory,' in March, was a
difficult, fast-moving joint exercise which earned the unit the
accolade of ' best joint, communications ever in the theatre.' In
the final Commonwealth Week in September, the Squadron
did better than ever before, in sp:te of the loss of some fifty
men on run-down. The unit won more than any other minor
unit competing, gaining three Brigade trophies - for hockey,
volleyball and golf, and coming runner -up to 14th Light
Regiment RA. in the sailing. Three awards were al o won in
the Drive master R ally.
Sixty members of the Squadron joined contingents from all
Brigade Units for the farewell Beating of Retreat of 28th
Commonwealth Infantry Brigade in Terendak on 30th September. On this occasion L ieutenant-General Sir Peter Hunt,
K .C.B., D .S.O .. O.B.E., the Army Commander, reminded those
present that 28th Brigade, as the direct heir and successor of
the great Commonwealth Division in Korea, had made a unique
name for itself by its efficiency and fighting qualities and by

The final Brigade Exercise, 'Jumping Wallaby,' was nearly
cancelled with the continuing curfews and control . In fact it
was off and on about three times before, luck being out, it
was on. It lasted 17 days, it rained ince santly and the mud
was deep and th ick. Y. of S. Bill Leech and his men, in their
dug-in commcen, became profi ~ient schnorkellers if Jirtlc el c,
while Lance-Corporal T om Witherington, who i not very tall,
was loH for several ho1Jrs in the mud trying to lay hi lines.
Tempers occasionally frayed in the rain. The Squadron
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Highlands and curfews
We were in the Cameron Highlands in May, enjoying the
cool and pretending to enjoy the training, when communal
troubles started in Kuala Lumpur. As luck would have it some
detachments had left the Camerons to return to Terendak on
13th May, the day that rioting broke out. Signalmen ' Taff '
Butler and Steve H urst had a few exciting and bewildering
moments moving through unofficial road b~ocks in Kuala
Lumpur at 6 p.m. They later found that the worst riots broke
out at 6.30 p.m. ! The main party had to remain in the
Cameron Highlands for several days to collect together a
convoy of service families and other civilians caught in the
area by curfews and other controls imposed immediately after
the troubles. The unit finally left for Terendak escorting a
large convoy of civilian cars bound for points south as far a
Singapore. The journey was uneventful although extensive
damage was visible in the capital and Army and Police road
blocks were much in evidence.
We then moved into a time. of curfews-for a short period
these lasted all day and then were relaxed to 12 hours a day
(from 6 p .m. to 6 a.m.) for several weeks. The bars in the
Evergreens really felt the pinch and the loss of night life began
to be very irk ome. After some time the curfew hours were
relaxed until, at the time of writing, curfew times are only from
2 a.m. to 4 a.m. in Malacca.

\ V alla bies j umpin g i n the mud

econd-in-Command. Captain Bob Cook (of endeavouring
fame!) was reminded by a Kiwi with frequ nc) problems that
co-operation wa~ expecced a they had eaten th • last chap wich
his name--he gave him the whole as ignmcm.
The exerci e ended with a 5moker. 'A ' T roc p's act undoubtedly stole the how with accive ver ion of ' Songs my
mocher never taught me.' The tage almost collapsed to the
cavonings of Lieutenant Bob Smith's (Royal Australian
ignals) five littl boy . Y. of . Bill Leech gave us che l!lst
end of his old cigar before R.H.E. and retirew em , and even
che quadron Officers sang a dramatic ong which flopped. It i
rumoured that a quadron Officer also produced chc underground newspaper which appeared on the exercise- the Labi.
Adverti ~er and Male. Certainly r.'ie S.l.B. have been seen
doing bu ine s around .H.Q.

llurri•·n nt' • Taro

Being on an R.A.F. Station gives us the benefit of heari ng
adverse weather forecasts broadcast over the loudspeaker
system. T he first of many gale warn ings caught us by surprise, however, because no sooner had the forecast ended
w;th the word ' imminent,' when the gale was upon us. F irst
reports from the rebroadcast station sited on Binyenagh, a
precipitous mountain wh ich overlooks us, suggested that
Corporal 'Pop ' Ives, the detachment commander at the time
had. almo t been blown away. In fact. h e had been chasing othe~
equipment across tl1e top of che hill. Damage at boch sites
was exten ive, in the form of ripped tents and broken antennas
but the lesson was learnt!
'

Camera &po1·t from N. Ireland

24 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron
on the Job

R.eturn to normnli ty

S p eeinl mentions

At a time when everyone i leaving w~ cannot pay proper
tribute to all who are going. So a few special mentions will
have to uffice.
Fir t menLon must be of che Q.M. Captain David Neale,
and his trusty aide, R.Q.M.S. Harry Meekings. Each accompanies che other everywhere - though whether to present a
united front or because they don't tru t each other is not
clear. Both must stay until March, 1970, to see the last nut
bolt and brick away. It is to be hoped ti1at they'll still be just
good friends by then. Cercainly the R.Q.M.S.'s golf should
improve still furcher and it's rumoured that the Q. . is co take
up badminton and run the wives' club.
Second m ntion co che super sporcsmen: To Lieutenant Bob
Smith, Australian Signals, and his cricket team for winning
that 17 Di".ision trop'iy; to Signalman Jim L ucas who played
excellent cncket for M alacca scate; to Corporal Geof Tidiman
and Corporal Norry Brett who p'.ayed football for Brigade and
S~tej to Sergeant Tony Parker and his volleyball squad for
wrnmng t'ie Commonvealch Week Volleyball agaimt allcomers;
and finally ro Captain Ren Hinton, RA. Signals for his splendid
captaining of our unbeaten hockey team.
Final mention must be a farewell to the O.C., Major Dick
Twiss, R.A. Signals, ""ilo leaves before disbandment to
take up an appointment in Singapore-just in time to oet down
to p!arming for the big exercise in 1970. In the wo°';-ds of a
polit:cian, ' obody owes you a living, you've got to go out
and work for it.'
Perhaps this last is a fittin~ thought to end on as we all
leave gentle Terendak for the harsh worlds of elsewhere
'
Vietnam or Germany could never be like this
0

J

Life at

2 4 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (210) Plymouth
B.F.P.0. 801
Dnllyk ell~·

T may be a mistake
begin our report by saying chat
Ihome
since our last notes we have settled into our temporary
at R.A.F., Ballykelly. The words suggest that life at
to

last is wichout its problems, and we merely live happily from
one day to the next. This, of course, is certainly not so,
and to have ' settled in ' merely means that we are no longer
surprised by what the next day may bring!
R.A.F. Ballykelly is on the same )attitude as D umfries, and
so, for the U.K., winter begins early. Those fortunate enough
to be called back to Plymouth for a few days' duty, are struck
by the considerable drop in the temperature on their return to
Ballykelly, and from the first week in November they will
also have been struck by the snow on the surrounding hills.
The weather aff~cts. our lives, puticularly in this environment,
as our commu01cauons depend on two rebroadcast stations
ited in two of the highest hiUs in the area, so a great deal
of our effort goes into their comfortable provisioning.
' Gra~s irrows greener where it niins most ' -p erhaps this
is why Ireland is called the ' Emerald I sle '? Plymouth is remembered affectionately as the home of sunshine, but then
' grass is always grener on the other side of the fence,' and
after what has just been said about the Emerald Isle, it is
difficult to reconcile those two statements.
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'Ji.'.e are now firmly here for six monch ~' unaccompanied
postmg, so we are trying hard to normalise it by sending a
few p~o pl e on courses . . . it's amazing how popular ' antimo quuo ' courses have become!
Christmas arrangements are beginning to occupy our minds
but perhaps normality is not something to aim for. We hav:
h~ard that we may ha_
ve a visit from Harry Secombe, \Wlich
will get the ball rollrng well and we aim to follow that
with a ' high pressure ' programme of shows and dances.
Hangar No. 6 was transformed for an evening on 4th
ovember, ''.'hen Bob ~onkhouse and an excellent supporting
cast entertamed us with a two-and-a-half-hour show. Hi
efforts were much appreciated, his humour being at times
inimitable.

Those ha1•1•Y hours
Several people have indicated that they wouldn't want to
go home for Christmas, even if they could, and have asked
if they can stay here when their tour has ended. It's not only
the rugger, football and hockey which is so attractive!
Corporal ' Brummie ' Bowen is struggling hard to maintain
his p~ace in the combined R.A.F./Army Ballykelly rugger team,
and the strong voice of Signalman ' Taff ' Leonard lends an
air of Cardiff Arms Park to Northern Ireland. Lance-Corporal
' Smudge ' Smith is always in great demand as an impartial
football referee, and the hockey team is due to play the
'Wrens' at nearby H.M.S. Sea Eagle later in November.

Coodngs and goings
We offer a hearty welcome to Sergeant Owen Williams (Int.),
Signalman Clive Napier, Signalman David Poland, Corporal
Martin H'pson (R.P.C.), Signalman Lewis Greenwood, Signalman Graham Best, Corporal Ray Liversidge, Corporal Terry
Buchanan, Signalman Harry Brad'.ey, Private Peter McArthur
(l\.C.C.), Private Jeff Moyle (A.C.C.), Private Denis Richardson
(R.P.C.), who have joined us in Plymouth or Northern Ireland .
We say goodbye to Second-Lieutenant David Beare, W.0.1
Bob Saville, Corporals Len Oakley, Ralph Whillier, Arthur
Bennett (R.P.C.), Robin Day, George Harrison and LanceCorporal Ron Curtis, and hope that they enjoy their new
postings, and that they think of us often .

(I) BLEAK COUNTRY. A typical rebroadcast station
(2) TH~ FOREMAN EXPLAINS. Sergeant "Ross"
Conway, Sergeant Des Ackers, F of S George Geldard,
Corporal Ralph Angell, Lance-Corporal Pat Connelly

Christmas g .-1'6ti11gs
All ranks of 24 Infantry Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron
wish all members of the Corp, wherever they may be, a happy
Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

(3)
SQUADRON OFFICE.
Chief Clerk, Staff
Sergeant Dave Drame and Signalman Mick Stone find
time for a laugh
(4) GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS. Corporal
Tony Bawen and Signalman Jeff Young at Bde. H.Q.
radio control

CLOTHING
is still URGENTLY required

(5) TAKE ONE POTATOE AND ONE EGG. Private
John Williams, Signalman Steve McHale and Signalman John Gadsdon prepare a midday meal at a r e bro
station
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12 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Squadron
(212) B.F.P.O. 36
.\.rrh•all!i
°'XTE heard li1:it our e :md-in-Command, Capta:n T ony
l' l' Hunt, had managed to reach Ireland and also top gear
in his new car after 820 miles in third. We welcome Lieutenant
Martin Roberts who has arrived to help us out until the Secondin-Command returns.
Brigade FTX, I 969
The la t three weeks of October were spent in orga!l1sing
and running the control headquarters for Exercise ' Tivoli
Rock.' The exercite went well and, defpite the ex~e s compo,
proved enjoyable for everyone.

'A'

Troop
Radio communication for Exercise ' Tivoli Rock ' posed
many problems. Apart from the usual one of where to get all
the radio sets from, there was the problem of where to put
all the aerials. The 100-foot fire tower in the area solved this
problem and by the time the Troop had finished the tower
looked somewhat like a hedgehog with aerials and counterpoises sticking out everywhere. The return trip by train for
the tracked vehicles proved long and fairly uneventful defpite
Lance-Corporal Earnshaw's attempts to set the train on fire .
• B' Troop
The line commitment for Exercise ' Tivoli Rock ' was much
larger than the Troop had had for some time. Corporal Leggett
and his crews attacked it with so much vigour that the cable
soon ran out. Given another ten miles of quad, however, the
problem was solved and all telephones worked very well, as
did radio· relay which stayed on the same bank for the whole
of two weeks. I s this a record? The technicians, in the absence
of their own kit to repair, pent their time mending everyone
elses.
Ser geants' 1'-fess
Having just had their Mess redesigned and decorated, the
W.O.s and Sergeants decided to celebrate its reopening with
a dance on 7th November. A very good evening was had by
all and despi:e the next day being a working Saturday, everyone
appeared the following morning none the worse for the
experience.
F ootnote
For those who have just arrived and have not yet been told:
THIS IS STILL A GOOD UNIT

227 Signal Squadron (AFCENT)
B.F.P.O. 18

it work--and work it will." Whatever ' Micro Wave' is, I'm
told by the experts that it was extremely successful on it' s last
outing. At the moment the mutterings of " Fifty-six communicators to one hundred G enerals" evidently refers to the exercise
taking place next week.

Promotion
All in the Squadron were delighted to learn that 'Tich/Brian'
Adcock had been selected for a commission. H e is busy at the
moment learning to eat p eas from a fo rk. Well done Yeoman
who leaves us for 1st Division in th e ew Year.
Guy Fawkes
Guy F awkes' N ight went off with a bang, when the chief
organiser, W.0.11 R.Q.M.S. 'Ron' Postlethwaite set light to
£80 worth of fireworks. Large numbers of Americans attended
and due to the language barrier the following translation was
added to the programme outlining the origins of Guy Fawkes:

The Wives' Club, ' captained ' by Maureen Morgan have
been active during the last couple of months and hav~ now
had to move to a larger building due to the build-up in the
numbers. of wives. This month the wives of 13th Regiment
are commg across ri:ie border to return a visit our ' girls ' made
to them last month.

Clever ~iris
We congra tul a ~e Mrs. porothy Hosey,_ Mrs. Hilary McLaggan
and Mrs. Josephme Collms on recently increasing the Squadron
strength. Well done, ladies.
Arrivals and Farewells
We welcome Corporal ' Carl ' Butler into the Squadron and
say farewell to Signalman ' Phil ' Boddis who leaves us t~ join
7th Armour ed Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron.

The Big Blast-off

The ' Big Blast Off ' was a frame up by a few bums who
did not dig the limey congress and King Jessy One. A syndicate
decided to bust the joint after the congress had r eturned
having goofed off for the summer vacation and King Jessy
One had returned from vacation. A pad was rented next to the
Congress Buildings and a tunnel dug to the basement of the
Congress Buildings.
All was OK GO with 24 hours to blast off; the fa ll-guy was
a crumb by the name of Guy-Fawkes - a real mean critter
who had been involved in narcotics and had twice been h eld
for tax evasion. Fawkes was doing the job for a fi st full of
bucks paid by a Spanish Hustler who was hoping a new
congress would give him Spanish Air Force facilities in little
old England; then some wise guy got religion and blew th e
whole thing wide open by squeeling. All hell broke loose.
Fawkes was picked up and given the treatment, he sang like
a canary-the F.B.I. swooped. The cops bumped off most of
the hoods and Hoover threw the book at Fawkes. He was
administered under Article 15 of U.C. tV. .J. and fried on the
hot seat.
It is this failure to fix the lirney congress which the U.K.
Element go mad about each year.

Alneriean Soccer
As a result of a boast in the wet-canteen last pay day that
the British were not sissies and did not need padding and protection while playing rugby, the Squadron was talked into
playing the Americans at their own game without padding.
With cries of " The British are coming " the two teams met
head on-Corporal ' Ray ' Randall and Corporal 'Keith' Roythorne then left the pitch for some stitches! It was agreed after
the game (we lost 38-6) that the four referees were justified.
Rugby lJnion
Americans NIL to our allies.

British (lost count), with some casualties

" WELL, I'm off now-here are the keys-pay my Mess
bill for me-I owe the Imprest Account 25 bob-sorry
about the quick hand-over---don't upset 0 .C. Royal Signa~s
Records-be nice ro A.G.11-there are just those four Boards
of !nquiry and the odd thing on the mill board---don't give
anyone my leave address which for your eyes only is Captain
Frank Richardson, 21, Valley View, Wheldrake, York-Oh!
and don't forget THE WIRE notes!-keep them short, don't
mention the administrative inspection or M.P.C. courses-try
and mention three or four Senior Officers and the SergeantMajor, and if possible a photo of somebody cutting ribbon
somewhere-see you in three weeks."

Gener a l
Major 'Bill' M organ has been in the chair(s) for three
months now and has been building on the foundations laid by
Major ' Gordon ' Hickman and Major ' Douglas ' Crookes. A
few wen; ' taken-in ' by " I'll not change anyhing for the first
three months," but most were not surprised to find themselves
out in the ' field ' rather more frequently than expected. One
does not complain about the age of the N.A.T.O. equipment any
more; complamts receive the answer, " W e are here to make

Wives' Club

'.Wre Patrol'

THAT WALL OF SHAME
East Berlin civilians extend the Wall as tile Patrol passes by

By Corporal Baldacchino, of 229 Signal Squadron

24 hours a flay, seven da,·s a week
Through the press and other means of communication the
world knows that East and West Berlin are separated by a
' wall.' To anyone who has never been to Berlin th:s cr:::ates
a false picture as this ' Divided City,' as our American allies
call it, is actually separated by sections of concrete wall and/or
wire. 247 Provost Company R.M.P. carry out a 24-hour-a-day
patrol, seven days a week, along the wall. There are two
patrols. The wall patrol and the wire patrol.
A 11or11rnl patrol but a depressing experience
It was a cold, wet mid-May Monday morning when, after
drawing my S.M .G. and ammunition, I reported to the R.M.P.
desk to join their wire patrol for the day. Formalities over,
I was asked to hop in the back of the vehicle. Alas, somebody
had got there before me, namely a p'.ldlocked box holding two
S.M.G.s, a wooden crate containing ammunition, nasty-looking
wire cutters, lamps, tow chain, binoculars and other uncomfortable objects.
We drove out of H.Q. Berlin Infantry Brigade and around
the Olympia Stadium to the Heerstrasse. We turned right onto
the latter and about two miles later reached the new BerlinHamburg Autobahn checkpoint. This was the starting point
qf our wire patrol. After notifying our position to Control on
our radio set, we turne<l right past the pill box and took a
minor road running about three feet away from the wire.
To patrol the whole wire at an average speed of 20 k.p.h. takes
approximately 2t hours. Those of you reading this article and
waiting for the ' muck and bullets ' paragraphs will be disappointed. It was a normal run-of-the-mill patrol along a very
depressing sight. I would say the officer from the Gloucestershire Regiment who got booked by our p-atrol for being within
200 yards of the border felt slightly depressed, too, as this area
is out of bounds all the way along the wall.

Even tile deer get caught in it
The ' wall ' is a grim sig•'.1t. This Communist d~terrent that
has split families does not consist solely of wire a!ld concrete
slab:, but also watchtowers, floodlights, mine fi elds, trip fl~ues,
tank o:>stacles, all of them scattered over hundreds of yards,
forming a wide barrier. At one point we saw two deer caught
in between two barbed wire fences. Th ey were unable to get
enough room to take a running jump at the fence.
Keep yo u r distance
If you ever visit Berlin and decide to drive near the border,
you will be wise to keep a distance of 200 yards between you
and the East ... or have a good explanation (L'iere are none)
for the R. M.P. patrol. They will undoubtedly stop you and you
will be questi_oned.

UK or European posting?

Step off the plane
and into a new car !

Send now for FREE Information Pack

• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special
forces H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid •3 years to pay • Afl
paperwork completed for you •Last mi nute orders no problem

It stiJI g o es u p and on

TEACHING THE YANKS RUGBY
Corporal " Keith " Roythorne stops to pose in t he middle of the game
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On our way we stopped to watch a working party extending
the wall, a task one might have thoug\1t finished years ago.
1969 it is, but the wall still goes up-and on. We alighted
from our vehicle, and one of the civilian workers, knocking
concrete slabs into place, po ed to let us photograph him.
Simultaneously the East German guard, known as 'Vopo'
(Volkspolizei-meaning People's police), carabine slung over
his shoulders, turned away from us, his dog following suit by
hiding behind one of the concrete posts. These posts carry
several strands of barbed wire. The weigilt of a human being,
on any one or more of these strands, automatically sets off
an alarm. This does not apply to all the barbed wire fencing
(at present). One guard did face us, however, but only to photograph ·o ur vehicle. The same ' hide and seek ' game took place
further on wh en two Vopos, seeing us approaching, quickly
ran and hid behind their armoured car. Perhaps they were not
p'.iotogenic!
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229 Signal Squadron (Berlin)
B.F.P.O. 45

Work anti Play in Berlin Signal Squadron

Apologicis
T is some monthi. bincc th e Squadron produced any noLci.
for THE WIRE, so I will quickly run over events of the past
few months.

I

Visit

On 25th June we were visited by the Representative Colonel
Commandant, Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.B.E., E.R.D.,
who, after inspecting the quarter guard, spent the morning
touring the Squadron. He then had informal lunch and drinks
with all members of the Squadron. To accommodate the whole
Squadron for lunch, a large tent was erected in front of
the Squadron lines. Amongst other things, Brigadier Robinson
showed great interest in Corporal Mulvana's budgies, which
are bred in the line stores.

Water Polo
The Squadron water polo team ended a very successful
season by winning the l st Divisional Knockout Cup and
finishing semi-finalists in the B.A.0 .R. Minor Units' Competition.
Now to more up-to-date news.

A CHEERFUL MPC 111/ 11 COURSE
Standing-Left to Right:-Signalman Steadman, Lance-Corporal Ballantyre, Signalman Whittaker, Corporal Bradshaw, Signalman
Perry, Lance-Corporal Honey, Lance-Corporal Williams, Corporal Iredale, Signalman Hamilton, Sergeant Berry
Seated-Left to Right :- Lance-CorporalJFord, Signalman Hawkins, Sergeant Armour (I.A. & S.H., Drill Sergeant), Captain Penny
(Course Officer), Sergeant Beavan (Course S.N.C.O.), Lance-Corporal Hornsby, Signalman Grant

Motor Cycle Trials-we sweep the board
The Berlin Motor Cycle Trials turned out to be a complete
walk-over for the Squadron. Of the 17 teams entered, our
' A ' team came out winners and our ' B ' team were runnersup . We were equally successful in the individual competition.
Lance-Corporal Hornsby was individual' winner and Signalman
Sanger was runner-up. The fact that the former is an exmember of the Royal Signals Display Team no doubt put him
in good form for this type of competition.

impressive Olympische Platz. This is the entrance to the
1936 Olympic Stadium. The course was successful, and over
a drink in the Corporals' Club, most of the students agreed
that " it was not too bad, really."

Wintel." sports
We are now well into the swing of winter sports and are
having mixed fortunes. The soccer and rugby te~ms both
have full fixture lists, but results shown so far this season
indicate that we will not be collecting many trophies for the e
sports.
In the Army Cup, N inor Units' Competition, our football
team was narrowly beaten by 'A' 9/12 Royal Lancers. By
all accounts, a good match, but the Squadron flagged towards
the end. The final score was 4-3.
The Squadron rugby team entered the Berlin Seven-a-Side
Competition, but had little success, despite a 11reat deal of
spirit and enthusiasm. In the Army Rugby Cup Knockout
Competition we lost 34-10 to R.R.F. We were well beaten
but went down fighting, scoring 10 points in the last five
minutes.
Hockey has been by far our most successful sport. We are
unbeaten in the Minor Units' League and are through to the
final of the Minor Units' Knockout Competition, having
beaten 'A' Squadron 9/12 Royal Lancers 2-0 in the semifinal.

Farewell
There have been too many arrivals and departures to bore
you with, but we must make special mention of the Chief
Signal Officer (Berlin), Lieutenant-Colonel A. Holifie'. d, M.C.,
who has left after three years. He was always a good friend
of tile Squadron and will be missed by all, especially by the
water polo team. We wish Lieutenant-Colonel Holifield and
his wife luck in their new posting. In his place we welcome
Lieutenant-Colonel K. E. Haycock.

~Course

The Squadron ran an MPC III/II course from 13th to 31st
October. The course was attended by 14 students, 12 from
the Squadron and two from the Intelligence Corps. We were
unable to produce a drill sergeant from Squadron resources,
but were extremely fortunate in being able to get Sergeant
Armour from 1st Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. From
the standard of drill on the pass-off parade, it was obvioub
that he had done an excellent job.
The pass-off parade took place on 31st October; LieutenantColonel D. E. Blum, the A.A. & Q.M.G., Berlin Infantry
Brigade, took the salute. The parade was held on the very

EXCELLENT CAREER OPPORTUNITIE S FOR

ELECTRONICS
TEST ENGINEERS
E.M .I. Electronics Ltd., is an international organisation making a wide range of complex electronic
equipmen for commercial and military use. Due to the
rapid ex pansion of the Company and the success of
our new colour television camera we have a number of
vacancies for young men with enthusiasm and real
ability to work in the Commercial and Mili tary
Departments of our Quality Assurance Division.
There are openings for Test Engineers to test and
fault diagnose prototype electronic equipments in
accordance with draft specifications. This will involve
work on a wide ra nge of equipments including
nucleonic instruments. automation equipment. tele·
vision and radar systems.
Applicants aged 21-30 should be qualified to
O.N.C. standard and have some years· experience in a
similar posit ion in the electronics industry.
These vacancies w ill be of particu lar interest to those
who have served apprenticeships in radio or television,
or to ex-service radar personnel.
The salary for these positions will depend on
qualifications and experience but w ill be in the range
of (1100-£1500. Gran:s towards removal expenses
will be made in suitable cases or assistance in finding
accommodation will be given to single men.
If you are looking for excellent career prospects,
security of employment and good working cond1t1ons
please write or telephone for an application form to:i;;::===~ G. W. FOX-PERSONNEL OEPT

WATER POLO WINNERS
Bock Row-Left to Right : -Corporal Tait, Signalman Hagen, Corporal Battisby, Signalman Grant, Corporal Brown, Lance-Corporal
Edwards
Front Row-Left to Right:-Lance-Corporal Honey, Signalman Girvan, Signalman Dean, Lance-Corporal Cambell, Sergeant Timmins
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PARADE GROUND BERLIN STYLE
229 Squadron use the entrance co the 1936 Olympics as t heir
parade ground .

They find it quite adequate!
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E.M.I. LTO. BLYTH ROAD
HAYES · MIOOX ·TEL: HAYES 3888 Ext. 411
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244 Signal Squacron (Air Support)
Tangmere, Sussex

M. .L. keeps Y,Ofl

De11loyed overseas as a Squadron
pulled to a halt on the apron, the ramp was
lo~ered and down strode 0.C. 'C' Troop to drop, wit11
a resounding crash, a bottle of brandy at the feet of the waiting
Customs! So came to an end Exercise 'Topsail.'
. All e-:ening, ~gosys and ~ritannias had winged in, disgorging bodies, vehicles and freight, to be skilfully unloaded and
restacked in the hangar by Sergeant Harry Reed and his willing
gang of workers. A 6,000lb. load of freig:lt was, in fact unloaded and restacked in 17 minutes to the utter astonishment
of all.
For the first time the whole Squadron had been deployed
overseas in a self-contained role and it proved to be most
successful, particularly for the P.R.l., who is still rubbing his
hands at the closing balance of the canteen account.
A tale of the exercise is published separately.
All in all, October has been a pretty hectic month, in addition
to the exercise already mentioned, detachments went off to
Cypru~ and B.A.0.R. Courses ':Vere also to the fore, with trade,
education and M.P.T.s occupyrng a lot of our attention.
We also managed to send three footballers to Catterick for
the Corps trial, and we were delighted when Lance-Corporal
Parker was selected for the first Corps match at Chilwell.

'THE Argosy
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Electronics...
in Military Radio for exo111ple.
Cunently prnduced sets such
C11, C11(SSB), and radio
te egr~ph adaptor. equipment a1·e
i constant use m many countties throughout the world.
Trv-tE.L. are also actively entaged in developing a wide range
Of military radio equipment for
pse in the '70s· and '80s . . . one
A.,®n equipment is th~ UK YRC,;ft\J.til H.F. Combat Radio, bemg
· JHeveloped for future use by the
a~the
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This equipment is designed
specifically for tactical roles, in
combat and signals vehicles, and
for transportable command
stations for forward and
rear units.
M.E.L. leadership in Military
Electronics also extends to OptoElectronics, Radar and Radar
Interception equipment.
"-\AA Th ME E . c Ltd
~~V r.ra~or·n~~a1.t::'i;J:;~ s~. ··

The lled Band
As our friends will have read in previous editions, our
Squadron has adopted the old A.S.S .U. formation sign-' The
Red Hand.' We have now tracked down the originator of this
sign, Major-General J. M. McNeill, C.B., C.B.E. (Retd.), whom
we found to be living near Basingstoke.
The climax of this search was when we collected General
McNeill and brougnt him to the Squadron for the day. He
gave us a most interesting talk on the origins of A.S.S.U.s and
the Red Hand which, of course, was his family crest.
The highlight of his visit was his presentation of the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal to Sergeant Harry Reed and
discovering that Sergeant Reed had served under hin1 in the
R.H.A. Lunch in the Officers' Mess was followed by the
presentation to General McNeiil of a Squadron ash-tray, which
he appeared delighted to receive.
Coming and g oing
With the Squadron growing month by month, arrivals are
many and varied, to mention a few:
Second - Lieutenant Malcolm Ems'ie, Staff Sergeant
McElvogue, W.0 .11 (S.S.M.) Smith, Corporal T owle, LanceCorporal Summerfield, Lance-Corporal Waterwor th, Signalman
Frost and Signalman Rennison, all of whom were most welcome.
As regards departures, although we had known for some
months that he was to leave u , it was a particularly sad
occasion for the Squadron on Friday, 7th November, when we
said farewell to S.S.M. Ron Block. For four years tic had been
a tower of strength here at Tangmere and achieved the remarkable by becoming admired by all ranks of Army and Air Force
alike. He will be greatly missed and we wish him all success at
30th Regiment.
Finally a word of appreciation. We always have detachments
about the world, this month mainly in Malta and Cyprus, and
once again members of the Corps have gone out of their way
to help us. If ever there was need to prove comradeship in the
Corps this is it. T his month we are indebted particularly to
234 and 261 Squadrons-" T hank you."

\\
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Exercise 'Topsail'
By Lieutenant Owen L ewi , of 244 Signal Squadron

r~'.

Wing ing it t o Maha
N a bid for some last sunshine before Christmas, 244
Squadron (Air Support), together with numerous Staff
Officers, deployed to Mal ta for a Cascomex, Exerci e 'Top ail,
in the la t week of October. Though most of the per onnel flew
out in style by Britann ia fro m Lyneham, most of the equipment, with some passengers, flew direct from our home station,
RAF T angmere, by Argosy. A convenient, if not luxurious,
method of travelling.
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H.ll :lolobil.,~.F. Radio i~·

• ely.
UOPd for Britlah and Fon'ign Military • - •• .,
appli<:atlons and ii 1ncm1,.,rat.ed in
many combat and SUl'POrt vehicles.
indudinc U>e Saladin, Fem:t, S..ract>n
am Gftll8dler.
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Local 1•re11s coverage
One unusual feature of this excrci5e was the conl>iderable
local press coverage-by two Maltese and five South of England
papers. To serve ttiis end we had a reporter from the local
press in Chichester accompany us throughout the exerci5c,
faithfully chronicling our successes and tacitly overlooking our
failures (of which there arc none, of course!).
Communications were easy
The deployment of the majority of the Squadron wa~ at a
local airfield with the A.S.O.C. staff cell; the B.A.S.O.s and
the F .G.A. Base being in close proximity. With 5uch t~1on
distances to communicate over, communications were very good
- as might be expected - thus allowing the staff maximum
opponuniry to pract:ce their procedures and enabling the
Squadron to devoce its time to polishing the finer points of
detail. In fact, the only communications failure was camed by
an electrical storm of a severiry not often seen in the Western
Mediterranean. This, as with mon storms of its nature, passed
quickly.
The terrib le twins
The camp administration for the 130-odd all ranks at HalFar rested largely with 'The Terrible Twins,' S.S.M.s Block and
Smith, one of whom, it seemed, was never seen without the
other. S.S.M. Smith, who is taking over from S.S.M. Block in
November, had only just arrived in Tangmere from 234
Squadron, Malta, where he had been R.Q.M.S., to find himself
returning. A fortunate coincidence for us, as the ex-R .Q.'s pull
with his old Squadron enabled all sorts of 'goodies' to appear!

TOUG H GUYS AT MALTA
Left to Rlgllt:-S ta ff Sergeant-M ajo r Block, Staff Sergeant Bert and
Staff Sergeant M<: Elvogu e

A c onviv lnl e "·euiug
On 29th October, the Officers of the quadron joined those
of 234 Squadron and the C.S.O. Lieutenant-Colonel Mi tchell,
to a Sapper/Signals dinner night, beld in the H.Q. Malta Mess
at which Officers of 34 quadron, R.E., were the guests. As
always with the Sapper ' the evening wa. , to say the lea5t,
convivial!
Visited by both the C.S.O. and the Garrison Commander,
Brigadier P age (no, not that one!), the exerci e passed easily
through it's allotted seven-day span not, however without
producing it's humorou off-duty moment .
Such as the night that Captain Yolland, our intrepid 'A
Troop Commander, wa inveigled by our reporter friend into
borrowing a camera and accompanying him to local dis549

Exercfl!ie • Kul!ibl Shikari '

EXERCISE TOPSAIL
Lance-Corporal Knight-duty Radio Techn ician-has a quick
listen-in
cotheques, ' co take phocos of ~ocal colour for ' ?ackgroun~
material.' " Apparently the enswng scenes make Blow up
pale in comparison. We still wait co see these shots. We should
be so lucky.

Baek to Tangmere
All too soon the week had passed and it was time to recurn
to a rather chilly Tangmere laden with ' duty-free ' and postcards bought with the best of intentions but never posted. Wane
any Maltese postcards?

226 Signal Squadron (Radio)
B.F.P.O. 32
HERE wa I, completely relaxed, gazing in a satisfied
T
manner at my empty dinner plate, when the S.S.M.
W.0.11 (Nobby) Hall, said "How would you like to write

THE WIRE noces?"
From the sigh of relief from members present, when I said
I would have a go, it would appear that I was his last hope.
However, here goes.
We of the Squadron have been rather busy of late, what
with preparing for me adrninistracive inspection, now that
the season is once more upon us, W.0.11 Hall practising his
quaner guard, and Sergeant Wareing (Bro·Nn Owl) getting his
W .T . into shape, ready for the coming C.l.V., and using up
al.I che battleship-grey paint in B.A.O.R.

Visits
We have had our share of visitors, the last ones being
Colonel A. T. Scott, O.B.E., MOD ; Lieutenant-Colonel P. A.
C. Baldwin, 13th Signal Regiment (W), and Major T. E. Grice,
H .Q., BA.O.R , who arrived late on Tuesday afternoon, 28th
October, and came along with our Officer Commanding and
other officers of the Squadron co che Warrant Officers' and
ergeants' Mess. They were welcomed into the new bar,
whi::h had just been completely redecorated under the
guidance of, and a great deal of work, by RQ.M.S. Ron
Knight and his Mess labourers.
Before leaving to have dinner wich the 0.C., Colonel Scott
and other guests kindly signed che new Mess visitors' book.
The next morning the Colonel paid us a visic at work and
wa shown around all departments.
We look forward co his future visics.
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VISITORS TO THE SERGEANTS MESS OF 226 SQUADRON
From Left to Right:-lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. Baldwin, Royal
Signals, Captain D. P. Alblas, W .0.11 R.Q.M .S. Knight, Captain
G. Harrison, Colonel A. T. Scott, O.B.E., Captain J. R. Turpin,
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Hall

(Happy UUJJters)

A Gurkhali name for an exercise involving 2/2 G .R. in
Brunei being joined by a Troop of Gurkha Engineer , a battery
of 105 m.m. guns from T erendak and a hovercrafc, sailing to
Kota Belud, in Sabah, in H.M.S. Fearless and hunting out an ·
elusive enemy. We were to be controllers and umpires ar
Paradise Camp, Kora Belud, and two C0mpanies plus chc
Reece Platoon of 10 G .R. were to be the enemy.
Planning a joint service exercise cakes considerable time,
especially when the troops taking part are 3,000 miles apart.
All was going reasonably smoochly, when three weeks before
the first day we received a setback, in that the Malaysian
Government reversed a decision and would noc grant clearance
for the exercise. However, two weeks co go and it was all on
again. Corporal Pete Russell and a radio relay detachment were
first co start and were put aboard che L.P.D . H .M.S. Feartess
with the object of working to Brigade H .Q. in Sabah when
they got there. They were very ably looked after by Captain
Mike Walker and che signallers of 621 Signal Troop (L.P.D.),
enjoying their daily toe like hardened sailors.
Not to be outdone the remainder of Brigade H .Q., the
Signal Squadron, 14 Flight, A.A.C., and the enemy embarked
on board L.S.L. Sir Galahad and had a pleasant cruise across
to Kota Kinabalu (Jesselton) under the ever-watchful eye of
' 0.C. Embarked Force,' Major Mike Barrett, and ' Ship's
R.S.M.,' R.S.M. ' Ginger ' ' Life jackets will be done up at
the neck!' Cockcroft.

Chrishnas festh•ities
Judging by the number of draw ticker~ sold, we. are in f?r
the grearest Christmas draw ever held m me umr. .Captain
Noonan, who is che kingpin of the draw, .h!ls certamly got
all the answers when it comes to che orgamsmg and the big
sell, not forgetting his high pressure sale manship.
Orienteering
Sergeant Graeme Rothwell (unic phocographer) organised
and entered teams in the orienteering competition held at
Hohne. I chink they are all back now; well done, chaps, keep
it up.
Unit competitions
Darts and snooker competitions are now under way in che
Squadron; I am tipp:ng che Adjurant, Captain J. R. Tfil1>in,
to walk away with ~1e snooker trophy, and from the grapevme,
it's said that the 0.C., Major G. W. Young, has someching up
his sleeve when it comes co throwing arrows!
Junior N.C.O.s• Clnh
The junior N.C.O.s held a social evening and dance for
all members of the Squadron on Friday niq;hc, 31st October.
It was a great success and we look forward to more evenings
of this kind, especially more of chose buffets produced by
Corporal McLean and kicchen staff.
Last, bui not least
The wives of members of che Squadron went on a Christmas
shopping trip co Brunswick on 1st November.
If the other husbands are like myself, chen there are ·some
empty pockecs this week. Never mind, we shall have a
fathers' shopping trip to Hamburg!
Here's hoping you will see us in print again next edition.

99 Gurkha Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(248) c 1o G.P.O. Singapore
By Captain W. P. B. Thomas, Gurkha Signals
Exercise • Kushi Shikarl ' or a last look at Sabala
T had been said that 99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade ;r._Q. and
Signal Squadron would be heard of no more - disbandment,' ' non-operational,' ' redundant ' were the· words being
heard. Needless to say, although we do disband on 1st February,
1970, we are being kept very busy on exercises and are by no
means finished yet; the following is a brief description of one
exercise held recently:

I

ON BOARD H.M.S. FEARLESS
Corporal Pete Russell, Signalman Yambahadar, and Signalman
Manbahadar on board Fearless during Exercise Kushi Shikari (Happy
Hunters)
Paradise Can1p--a 11a111e not appropriate uow

Not everyone went by sea, the advance parry having heard
chat gales were forecast, waved everyone on board the two
ships farewell and took off by R.A.F. Andover co Kora Kinabalu. The transport on arrivaJ was a delighc-one very old
hired Chinese-driven bus; this required one driver and one
man to pm chocks under che wheels when it stopped. However
che two diesel Land Rovers were in better shape and took most
of the stores, but the road is only suicablc for Land Rover~
anyway, this being che only form of public transport. The 45mile journey up and down numerous mountains eventually got
us 2! hours later to Paradise Camp, Kora Belud. Whoever
named this old British-built camp should have a look now
the name is hardly appropriate · che view of che mountain
Kinabalu, 13,455 feet high, i still, however, unforgettable.
The first action was for Corporal Lo, our hygiene man, to
unpack the mosquito-spraying machine and get spraying. Better
nights have been spent. Nexc day our six !ban labourers arrived
- how does a S:ots Guards Colour Sergeant, a Gurkha Cook
Sergeant and the Second-in-Command communicate wim an

!ban? Answer: Get Corporal Lo, our Chine e (chree d ialects)
Malay, English speaking, Hygiene N.C.0.
Afcer a day actively spent in cleaning che place up, it wa~
learnt by our D.A.D.O.S., acting as contraccs onzaniser and
L.O. to the M alaysian Army, that the L.S.L. will arrive at
6 a.m. ac K ota Kinabalu. Our two Land Rover were ordered
for 4 a.m. and off che welcoming parry went, armed with two
A4ls and Corporal Burrows, R.M.P. Kota Kinabalu harbour is
a larg~ bay, w~ch ishn?s covering che entrance. The port consists
of ~n. 1mpress1 ve-lookmg control to.ver and a long wooden jetty.
Arnvmg ac 6 a.m. we expected co find the L.S.L. alongside,
but she was out in the bay and two other ~ hips had co disd1arge
first-our carefully made planning timetable had 'had it.' The
L.S.L., anxious co know what was going on, tried her ship-toshore radio but the harbour author:cies' radio was U /S. Nexc a
flashing Aldis was seen from the ship. Answer from impressive
pore control cower-none. " The Aldis bulb is broken."
Final:y at 12.00 hours fae L.S.L. tied-up ac che jetty, dockers
screamed on board, craned over the side three 3-cooners, then
ai;mounced a one-hour lunch break. Can che enemy company
disembark?-" Weil, no, sorry about that, but the civilian bu
drivers who are to take them have gone for food as well!"
Nevenheless it can be recorded that everyone did get ashore
and did eventually arrive at Kota Belud that night. The most
disappointed men chat evening were the Scammel recovery
crew, v.>Jo had had co have their cruck loaded up wich loose
NAAF_ scores, cheirs being the last vehicle to leave the ship.
On arrival at the camp the R.S.M., knowing he was short of
beer, searched che said Scammel and found 950 boxes of Tiger
Beer!
Next day, being as soldiers on our natural environment land - was a better day, communications were set up to che
L.S.L., to Nee Soon, RAF Changi, to H .M.S. Fearless using
one of 249 Signal Squadron's brand new SSB C lls, Corporal
Galagher in command and the Umpire nee. Corporal Tejbadur
Rai, our rebroadcast site specialist, climbed down a rope from
a Scout helicopter, through che trees armed wich an A41 and
a kukri to a seemingly impossible L.S., and witi1in che hour
he radioed back that che sire was now clear and his rebroadcasc
detachment could now fly in.
We had one more day in hand before the exercise proper
started, everything was ready and we even had time to clean-up
the old British Military Cemetery, a grim reminder of the past.
The exercise was to stare at dawn, ilie Gurk~a Para Company
parachucing onto Kora Belud airstrip nexc to Paradise Camp
and capcuring it, meanwhile 2/2 G.R. group would assaulc in
landing crafc and helicopcers from H.M.S. Fearless onro two
beaches six miles away and force the enemy holding the airstrip
and beaches imo the jungle, where ic would take a week co
lo::ate chem and destroy cheir base camps. The V.I.P.s, CINCFE,
Army Commander, G .O.C. 17 Division and press reponers, had
al:eady arrived at Kata Kinabalu, when the Sabah government
dropped its bombshell. " Permission could not be given for the
exercise to be held, no o•.her troops were to arrive by air or sea
and the existing troops (Brigade H.Q. and enemy) were to leave
within six days!" Prores~s were made, but chat was that. Hurried
signals were sent to H.M.S. Fearless, fully leaded and already
half-way to Sabah, to turn back, and to RAF Changi not to
fly out the Gurkha Para Company (final ground training completed).
Our cipher office (pen~1ouse?) with Sergeant Norman
Mortimer and Corporal Mick Co'e really earned cheir money
as our on-line circuit was to have been via rad io relay to H.M.S.
Fearless when she was in range, and so ic wa back to che old
system.
So, it was all over before it started. However, we did take
our six days co get back, ocherwise whac would have happened
to all chat special food the O!ficers' Mess had b-ought for the
V.I.P.s' lunch, besides a mass of compo rations and beer which
would have been racher embarrassing bringing back co ingapore again.
The L.S.L. sailed to a bay near Kora Belud and embarked
some passengers by a sault boat, then to Kinabalu for the
transport and che remainder. The rear party moved again by
RAF Andover and che Second-in-Command and B.M . rushed
off in two helicopters for a brief recce of Brunei for the next
but one exercise, coming back by air and sea respeccively.
So ended che last Bricish exercise chat wa co have taken
place on Sabah soil. A sad farewell co a councry co which in che
past thousands of British Servicemen and Gurkhas have given
so much.
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262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)

rr

B.F.P.0. 53

IME pa se very quickly here in Cyprus- o quickly, in
fact that the deadline for last month's notes had passed
before I ' remembered that I was ro write th 'm. However,
bumper noces from 262 chis time to make amends!
L ife here ac the excreme south-eascern rip '!f th e ~s~and is
fai rly q uiec and orderl y, upsec only by events like a v1s1c from
che .0 .-in-C. or fa ilur to find an eleventh man for .the ~ootball
team and of course, the inevitable I.S. exercise. Bemg m such
a remote spot we are afforded excellent protection by . the
infa ntry and this tended to overawe our pred ecessors bur smce
the arrival of the R.P.C. th e e 'other soldiers' have been brought
firmly under control. Even the G .O.C. has to 'sign in ' and wear
his visitor tag.
I should like to take this opporrun iry to say " thank you and
farewell " to our dwindli ng RAF element and if anyone should
wonder what inter-s-rvice re:ations were like here. let me close
with the word of one of our more senior RAF technicians :
" I wish I'd known about the Royal Signals when my lad was
d~ciding on a career."
.\r4-n Commnnde.-'s visit

Dhekelia Area has said farewell to Brigadier E. G. B. Davies
Scourfield. In his place, we welcome Brigadier R C. Windsor
Clive who paid his fuse visit to the Squadron on 28th Occober.
The 'information board in the Second-in-Command's pala tial
office was uitably decked wich maps, diae rams and photographs for a brief in the Squadron's role. The Brigadier then
made a flying visit round the various department .

Uel1•
Assistance to other units features well amongst the quadron's activities. At pr esenc, Radio and Tech Troops are
making •:iistory by running a Regimental Signaller s' Class I
Course for the K ing' Own Royal Border R egiment. Captain
Tony Adams, R.S.O. of the King's Own Royal Border Regiment, ran a week-long methods of instruction course for our
instructors to gee them up to dace, and they have now moved
co Ep '.~ kopi to carry our the course. lnstructio'l wi•J be given by
boch Royal Sigmls and Class I Regimental Signallers, although
the setting of examinations, marking and classification will be
done entirely by Royal Signals.
We also expect to be assisting the 17ch/21st Lancers with
classification of their Signallers ac Class I standard in the
near future; between now and late spring, we will be involved
to a lesser degree with training being carried out by the
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, among others.

Amateur radio
Although hardly defined as assistance to other units, Staff
Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.) Harry Sankey did sterling work over the
weekend of 18th/19th October, running the Scouts' Amateur
Radio Station for their J:;imboree. Station ZC4BP was a
great success, and the Dhekelia Scouts were in contact with
other amateur radio fans, including many scours, in 26 different
countries. ' Q ' Sankey is betcer-known to other amaceur radio
enthusiasts by his normal call-sign of ZC4HS, operated from
his bedroom at home! Another firmly established exponent of
amateur radio is W.O.II Iain Morris, Station Commander of
our detachment at Cape Greco. His Cyprus call-sign is silent
at present while he is in U .K. (or shall I say G land) on a
cour e. ZC4IM should be opening up again soon. Rumour
has it that O.C. W.R.A.C. is developing an interest in amateur
radio, but so far she has oQy been heard from the station at
R.A.F . Akrotiri . This, we hope, will be rectified shortly!
We include WIRE notes for the first time from the NATO
Forward Scatter Station at Cape Greco. Since the transfer
of national responsibilities from R.A.F. to Army, we {1ave
taken the station under our wing, and their reciprocal support
- e peci3lly on the sports field-is very much appreciated.

ATO fo""ard scatter station
As the result of a take-over bid, masterminded by H.Q. 3rd
ignal Group, NEARELF, another Forward Scatter Station

is firmly in the Corps hand ·. The R.A.F. have taken this
nobly and have . promised to maintain a skeleton staff until
.
Records can br:ng us up to strength.
Our oldest signaller is Corporal Barry Hamer, who came m
July 1968 to what was then an all-R.A.F. station. He doesn't
eem to have recovered yet from being the spearhead of tbe
Corps attack, but he'll have to pull round quickly a~d \ear~
that three stripe and a cro .vn are not addressed as Ch1efy
before he get to Catterick on his Class I Course in 2:'J'ovemb~r.
H e was quickly followed by W.0.11 (F. of S.) lam Morns,
who wa followed even more quickly by his brand-new wife
G lennis. (Hands up all those who muttered " and about time,
too!').
.
T he score remained ac Army two, R.A.F. 171 until 1st June1
1969, when the Royal Signals took over officially, and khaki
uniforms came pouring in-Ser geant Trevor McCarthy to watch
over our SO kw. of standby power (quite a change from chorehor es in 5 Brigade), and LanceCorporal Don Inness, to h~lp
out with the driving; Signa'man John Symes to wrestle with
both Army and R.A.F. paperwork, and Corporal H oward
Hughes, hotfoot from 262. Signal Squa~ron-:-our parent and/or
guardian unit-to help with the techruc:anmg.
Then came the Royal Pioneer Corps detachment, w:10 replaced our R.A.F. Policemen. Headed by the redoubtable
Corporal Frank Salmon (whom the knowJcdgeab'e will remember as the brains behind the Aden withdnwal!) they
have taken ro our quiet communicating way of life like ducks
to water. T he 'workers,' L ance-Corporals To:n Crabtree,
Dave Cas!le, ' Bing' Crosby and Steve M cXenna, have all been
approved by Rex, our Alsatian, and are allowed into the guardroom whenever they wish!
The station is still under strength ' technician wise,' but they
do trickle t'1rough as they complete their courses. Sergeant
Mike Smith has been with us since June, and our latest arrival
is Sergeant Pete Allison of Corps footba ll fame. He is trying
to live down the unforgi veable sin of stepping from the plane
an hour after kick-off of our first ma tch of the season . Two
more are in th e ' pip eline ' Corpora's Jack and Sharp. At least
we hope Corporal Sharp is, since the la test word is that •he was
on his way to Cyprus by car.

(Continued from page SS2)
This was followed by a tour in Cyprus at 9th Signal Regiment where he had the distinction of commanding a wire
compound containing SOO militant Cypriot youths who were
detained after apprehension by the Security Forces.
After two years as Adjutant of 5th Training Regiment at
Rip on he returned to Cyprus and served with 29th Signal
Regiment and then 15th Signal Regiment as Second-inCommand Tripoli Signals Squadron, and then to Germany
where he spent four years before assuming the appointment
of Deputy Commander, Signals Support Group, J.O.C., where
he has served until now.
It may seem appropriate that he finishes his service career
in Belgium with 2 A.T.A.F. 2S years after he first arrived in
Belgium after the liberation, and at a time when the 2S-year
liberation celebrations are in progress.
We hope that Major Cooper has as successful a retirement
as his service career and also that his successor will enjoy his
stay with us here in Belgium and Holland.

fl.~. 644 Signal Troop, B.F.P.O. 667
~~
.
~
(TJl.e Happening Troop)

~

H ey - y ou the r e !
RE you looking for an opportunity to enjoy life? Are you
fi t, keen, enth usiastic and capable of working hard? If so,
carry on reading; you are about to be introduced to an exclusive

A

club. D o you wish to become a member of a Troop which h as
the following attractions, that ' happen.'

Signals Senior N .C:.O. ~ Convention
Lieutena nt-Colonel D . D. Ranft, Royal Signals Chief Signal
Officer UNFICYP, kindly op ened the Signals Senior N.C.0.s'
Convention, held at the Force H .Q., Nicosia, on 26th September.
These meetings are held on a mont•hly basis, each contingent
acti ng as h ose in turn . D ue to the language barrier s we encounter
here (D anish, Finnish, Swedish and Austrian) these meetings
have proved invaluable in the past. They enable us to discuss
matters of common interest which ensure that UNFICYP communications remain an outstan ding example of United Nations'
co-operation. (It helps to see the other chap's point of view).
Safe driving competition
On Friday, 3rd October, during the afternoon we held a 'Safe
driving competition '; it attracted 20 hopeful competitors all of
whom aspired to be the best driver in the Troop.
The whole comp etition was judged on a points and time
penalty system and ably organised by Lieutenant R F. Yarker,
our Canadian administrative officer, Staff Sergeant Jack Perry,
S.S.M ./S.Q.M .S., and our M .T. Corporal, Willie Watson.
The eventual winner emerged as Signalman Laverdiere, a
Canadian driver with the Troop; fortunately he has now left
644 for a well-earned rest in Canada (bon voyage, Pete) otherwise we would have had no rest with him telling us about how
he beat the Brits.
During the afternoon a nllmber of humorous events took place
(Continued overleaf)

641 Signal Troop, B.F.P.O. 18
that th is is the first time that 641 Troop has
I WeBELIEVE
submitted an independent set of notes for THE WIRE.
are a small Troop of 12 men, a F oreman of Signals, six
Technicians and five Linemen, and with the help of three
men from the German Air Force we man the Central Cct.
Control in J.O.C. Maastricht, Holland.

.

Spread over SO tniles ,
Because we are such a small troop we are administered by
a larger unit, NORTHAG Air Support Radio S9uadron, a
quadri-nation'.11 Squadron based in Tongeren, Belgium, about
10 miles away. Tongeren is where the single element . of the
Troop lives, the married men being quartered in Liege. A
quick look at the map of Holland and Belgium will give you
some idea of the situation that exists and you can imagine the
problems that arise with the Troop at times being spread
over an area which is something like SO miles in diameter.
Although not part of the Troop as such, our immediate boss
at work is a Royal Signals Major, who holds an appointment
within J.O.C. Recently this Major has changed ; we have said
goodbye to Major J. Cooper and welcomed in his place Major
(T.O.T.) A. Pritchard. Many of the Corps will remember Major
Cooper from this brief resume of his service career.
Major Cooper
Major Cooper enlisted in Royal Signals on 17th September,
1942, and after training as an operator, wireless and line, he
served with 2 T.A.F. and 21st Army Group in Normandy
and arrived in Belgium after the liberation of Brussels in
September, 1944. After a short stay at an H.Q. in Bad
Oenhausen he went to the Far East and served will1 G.H.Q.
FARELF in Singapore.
Whilst serving in 3rd Signal Regiment in the Canal Zone,
Major Cooper was selected for commissioning and after training
at Mons and 0.T.W., School of Signals, he was commi~sioned
in May, 19S3.
(Continued on page 553)
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GETIING TOGETHER TO LISTEN TO THE OTHER CHAPS POINT OF VIEW 644 Signal Troop Senior N.C.O.'s Convention includes members from the Danish, Finnish, Swedish and Austrian Forces. They meet together
to discuss matters of common interest-an example of United Nations Co-operation. Corps members included in the group are :
Back Row-Left to Right :- No. 6 Sergeant Whenlock, No. 7 Sergeant White, No. 8 Staff-Sergeant Perry, No. 9 Sergeant Dearman, No. 10.
Sergeant Phillips, No. 12 Sergeant Malone
Front Row-Left to Right :-No. 4 W.0.1. (F of S) Flint, No. 5 Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. Ranft, C.S.O., No. 6 W .0 .1.1. (Y of S),Wood, No 9 Sergeant
Jennings
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whi h mu t be de ribed. Signahnan ' Wurzel' Aldridge, the
econd competitor. broke all printing records to the start, took
a flying leap into hi Land Rover, started the engine, engaged
ear and prepared to take off-which is precisely what happened
to hi gear stick, ' it took off.' His facial expressions when he
emerged from his vehicle wielding his gear stick were fortunately caught b • the camera. However the sugge tions from 40
howling pectator on what could be done with hi. gear tick
were i~enious and cannot be printed.
Captam J. V. Williams, our O.C. looked a certain winner
racing for the tart· however omeone shouted "Keo " whcreup:>n he was een to wilt.
A very enjoyable afternoon was had by all with, we hope
more to come in the future (depending, of cour c, on the
number of vehicles ' roadworthy ').
G.C. prt•se ut.atiou fo Sergt•nnc. I•atri.-k
Jo, t•ph :llnlone
On Thursday, 2nd October during the United 1 ation M edal
p:irade, the Long Service and Good Conduct medal was preenced to Sergeant ' Paddy ' Ma"one by Colonel D . B. RiddelWehster, 0.B.E. Commander Brit~on . 'I a:ldy ' our Line
ergeant, ent: ted on 14th December, 1950 at 7 Selenion
Regiment and 2 Training Regiment and served with them from
1950-19-2. During hi Army career ' Paddy ' has been rntioned
in many out-of-the-way places, including the Christmas Islands,
Hawaii, Au ualia and Singapore. After the presentation 'Paddy'
held his own 'parade' in the Sergeants' Mess w'th the
uaditional wetting ceremony. Congratulations ' Paddy.'

L. •

...~

6-i4 ignn.1 Troop treasure bunt
If the words treasure nunr conjure up v1s10ns of buried
ueasure to the reader's mind then it is p:ainfully obvious that
you ctid not enter for the one held by 644 on Sunday, 12
October. Altogether 12 teams coirpeted, each ream consisting
of a driver navigator, and the odd-job man, who took the
blame if anything went wrong. It commenced at 09.00 hours,
when crews of three to a Land Rover hopefully left the H.Q.
at eight-minute intervals. The aim en route was to call at 14

different checkpoints and collect there associated clues, which
incidentally were thought up by a genius erring on the side of
insanity.
After many miles of motoring_, ome on route, many not, and
dozens of hilarious incidents, the dusty vehicles began to arrive
at the fini h (6t mile beach K yrenia) to be greeted by the
grinning faces f Captain J. V. Williams, O.C. 644, and Staff
Sergeant Jack Perry, who were respon ible for checking the
teams' scores. After much counting of mileages time and
having mentally exhausted the judges, the eventual winners
turned out to be the team of Sergeant Phill:ps, Sergeant Jennings
and SignaL"Uan Turner (our map reader-in fear of his life).
Signalman Ryder and crew were a very close second.
\\"hat t•lst• has 644 to offer?
We have the Mercury Club (and Corporal 'Snowy' Holloway)
which is our own tastefully decorated all ranks' club, which
hold indoor horse racing, the normal dart , dominoes, cribbage,
table football and tombola and of course, the inevitable 'juke
box' whi::h everyone in camp hears at one time or another, and
of cour e being a Royal Signals club it is close to the heart of
all the ccntingent serving here, due to its fame of holding
impromptu 'dos' and the warmth with which one is received .

We have - Squash
We have - Football
We have - Basketball
We have-Hockey
We •h ave - Badrn:nton
We have - Volleyball
As we are only a Troop one may wonder how we find the
men to play all these sports; without blowing our bugle too
much the majority of the Troop play all sports, and in some
cases finish one sport, do a quick change, and turn out on the
same afternoon for the next. This is, we like to believe, to
show the spirit of 644. As sta:ed in the beginning-here il
happens.
To end we would like to extend a warm welcome to all
future members, and to state if you are ' willing ' so are we.

FULL HOUSE
Past and Present officers of 34th Signal Regiment (V) gather at Scarborough for the annual dinner.
presented figure of a volunteer Signalman in silver

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne1 Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough
Ut•cruifs' (;:amp

Dome
Ownership
made
easy

There is no need for us to highlight the position regarding the acute shortage of
funds for house purchase loans. Would-be HOME OWNERS who did not make positive
plans well ahead for house purchase are finding it almost impossible to obtain loans
or even the promise of loans in the foreseeable future. This could happen to YOU!

If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being
able to obtain a loan for house purchase at anytime in the future. The earlier you set in
motion a positive House Purchase Plan, the easier it becomes for you to own the house
of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force, the higher the loan possible,
and the more economic the purchase.

DO NOT WAIT UNTIL CIRCUMSTANCES FORCE YOU TO PROVIDE
A HOME FOR YOUR FAMILY - ASK OUR ADVICE NOW!

When writing for advice on
House Purchase, please give
the following deta ils: ! Rank, name and address
2 Date of birth
3 Place of house (approx)
4 Loan required
S Date of intended purchase
6 Details of policies held
7 Other details which you
consider will assist.

""L"""10LLOWING the most successful recruiting campaign
earlier in the year, we were faced with the problem of
uaining 100 recruits and others who did not attend camp in
B.A.O.R. I t was clearly highly desirable that a second camp
should be organised and, in spite of the obvious ctitticuities,
somehow all problems were overcome and the ' mini-camp,'
commanded by Major Mike Stewart, the Second-in-Command,
came into being.
A considerable amount of hard, basic military and uadc
training was achieved; the recruits were very keen indeed, and
this was shown by the ' high spot ' of the fortnight - Exercise
' Cleveland Romp.'

..L'

For full details, write in confidence to:
LIEUTENANT-CoLONEL C. B. JOHNS, M .A.l.B., R.A.0 .C. (Retd.),

Services Advisory Bureau Manager,

H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.
27 /29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, RGI IPA

Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227
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I.yke \\' nke Walk
Exercise ' Cleveland Romp ' (a misnomer if there ever was
one) was an exercise in outdoor skills-map reading, route
finding by night and 1 day, camping, field cooking and so on.
There was a high proportion of recruits and other relative
newcomers to whom such activities were, to say the least,
strange. To add interest and give purpose to this training it
was decided to attempt the ' Lyke Wake Walk ' as part of the
exercise.

In the centre at the front is the new ly

particularly as the Ravenscar Hotel bar was probably not
there then!
The exercise occupied a period of four days and was split
into two phases: Phase I consisted of recces of the route, mapreacting training (and testing), selecting a camp site, serung
up camp and generally learning ro live in the field with the
minimum of ctiscomfort. This occupied two days. Phase II was
the wal k itself; everyone not walking was in the support party.
Volunteers had been asked for to do the walk, and various
devious ' military ' plans made to ensure that we got sufficient
' volunteers ' for me walk. These plans were, in the event, not
required as we had over 30 voluntary volunteers, inciuding
three members of the W.R.A.C. and most of the 40th Regiment personnel attencting our camp. From these, 30 were
selected as starters, and so they set off at 17.30 hours. Up to
Urra Moor, l,OOOft. high, the last part in pitch darkness-no
moon! After 15 miles, four hours' sleep, and at 03.00 hours
in a cold fog they started again. Through open, featureless and
very boggy moors-few walkers failed to avoid wading through
mud to the knees, and Corporals North and Nelson, being
pathfinders, finished up wading to the wai t.
Finally daylight, and the long uek past Fylingdales Early
Warning Station to Ravenscar. Of the original 30, 15 completed
the walk, including Major Stewart. The total time taken was
20 hours, so those 15 are now ' Dirgers ' and entitled to a tie
(with coffins on it) and a certificate.
There were no serious injuries (apart to personal pride) and
alcohol, taken externally and internally, salved sore mu des
and blisters.
Annual 345 Club Binner

For the non-Yorkshiremen and non-walkers it may be worth
stating briefly what the 'Lyke Wake Walk' is. I t is an obstacle
course consisting of about 42 muscle-breaking miles of the
North Yorkshire Moors (the 'Clevelands '), starting norfa of
Osmotherly, moving in an easterly direction and finishing at
the bar of the Ravenscar Hotel, which has to be completed
within 24 hours. Up to a point one can choose one's own route
but there are boundaries set which ensure that one keep to
the bleakest, roughest and highest ground and avoids the
relative smoothness of the low ground to the north and south.
There is a somewhat far-fetched belief that this walk originated with the Ancient Britons carrying their dead over this
route. It is difficult to believe that they were o foolhard

Twenty ex-officerS"of 49 and SO Divisional Signal Regiments, together with our serving officers, sat down to the
annual reunion dinner at Burniston Barracks, Scarborough .
At the dinner, much to the delight of everyone, it was
announced that Major Charles Smith, our Second-in-Command
who has recently retired, had been promoted to Brevet
Lieutenant-Colonel. The event was duly celebrated!
At the annual general meeting, chaired by Brigadier C. C.
Fairweather, the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Co.one! P.
J. Evans, reviewed the Regiment's achieve.'"Tlents during the past
year. It was announced that Major Richard Crosthwaite had
taken over as Secretary and would be writing to all member
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Catterick. Several of them appeared at Scarborough on three
occasions- the Regimental dance, the free middle Saturday, the
Squadron party on the last Friday night, the latter event setting
the seal on a most enjoyable and successful camp.
We were all very pleased to hear that our previous Squadron
Second-in-Command, Captain T. C. Charlesworth, T.D., was
married in mid-October, and we wonder if he attended the
Regimental exercise two weeks later with 31 st Regiment on
Merseyside. We have just lost our W.R.A.C. officer, Lieutenant
Christme Lemon, who marries an officer from 39th Regiment
at the end of November. Best wishes from us all and many
thanks for training your successor, newly commissioned
Second-Lieutenant Sally Cassanet.
There are only eight clear months between the last camp
.and the next camp, again at Scarborough in June, 1970, so a
very busy time is in store for .everyone, including the S.Q.M.S.,
Staff Sergeant John Nutman, because we have a reorganisatiop
-of stores to carry out in t!he winter months, in addition to the
usual round of training weekends, as the next stage of the
• 45 uprising.'

shortly. It wa decided to
hold the dinner in May in
1970 in Burniston Barrack .
All those who would like
a copy of the g oup photograph, shown, should contact the Secretary. The cost
is 5/ 6 including posuige.

34th Signnlnmn
After the annual meeting
a new piece of silver was
presented to the Regiment
by the past officers. The
piece is a !Sin. figure of a
volunteer signalman on an
Sin. base. He wears combat
dress abd a headset and is
speaking into a microphone.
The figure was made by
Major Richard Crosthwaite
and it breaks away from
the traditional stiffness of
ceremonial uniform.
We
are especially grateful to
A new recruit for 34th Reiiment (V)
him for the long hours of
-a silver Siz:nalman modelled by an
detailed and intricate work
ex-officer of the Regiment
over 18 months that went
The
into the sculpture.
silver was found from old
silver belonging to both Regiments and will be a centre-piece
of which we shall be proud.
The presentation, by Richard Crosthwaite, as Secretary of
the 345 Club, was to his uncle, our Honorary Colonel, Brigadier
Oaude Fairweather, so it was a family occasion!

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment lV)
Wanstead
Annual Camp, Searborough,

T

6tb-20~h

September

HIS Regiment took over 500 all ranks to camp at Scarborough this year, and a further 60 spent their two
weeks' training with the Training Brigade at Catterick. The
camp was not, as some had feared, an anti-climax after last
year's trip to B.A.0.R., and, to quote from a report by 44
(Cinque Ports) Squadron (at Gillingham and Eastbourne):
" Camp at Scarborough at first seemed not dissimilar from
camp in Germany last October. The detours to avoid cricket
week traffic were just as confusing as the 'Um!eitung' signs
that barred every route into Krefeld, and it took the 10 officers
and 132 other ranks about as long to complete the journey.
Subsequently, it was noted that 'Der Teuteberger Nebel' was
adequately matched by ' The Scarborough Fret ' which, literally
out of the blue, descended upon our Troop locations for the
entire exercise period.
"Most of our girls were already Bii Comcen operators before
going to camp, so, to overcome the risk of boredom, we devised
a course of our own which included military history, methods
of instruction, Signals tactics, practical map-reading, etc.
Reports of a Squadron Commander disappearing across the
York hire moors with 12 W.R.A.C. drew forth certain customary
Kentish conclusions.
"The M.O.'s marathon programme of Pulheems reassessments turned out to be a fiendish hoax whereby the whole
Regiment was vaccinated. (True, this produced some genuine
casualties for the medics to deal with later at exercise locations
but was as popular a move with the rank and file as when th~
officers were dismissed from the drumhead service before the
collection was taken)."
Trade training was our first priority and during the first
we~k. over 200 !lttended co~~se.s at camp, either trade, recruit
trammg or e9wpment f~~i11ans:1:tion. Another 60 spent their
tw<? :-veeks with the Tra1mng Brigade at Catterick. From this
trauung 108 people have passed a trade board.
We were deli~1ted to be able to greet visitors from the
T. & A.V.R. Associations, Colonel G. S. H. Dicker, C.B.E.,
T.D., D.L., A.D.C., Chairman of East Anglia; Major-General
556
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[Photo: Courtesy •£ D. S imson

GUESTS AT CAMP
Left to Right :-Lieutenant-Colonel Ryle, Lieutenant-Colonel ,Willway (C.0.), Major-General D'Avigdor-Goldsmid, the Mayor of
Scarborough, Colonel Sir Derek Greenaway and Lord Buckhurst
J. A. D'Avigdor Goldsmid, C.B., O.B.E., M.C., and Lord Buckhurst, Chairmen of Kent and Sussex Committees respectively;
Brigadier H. E. C. Weldon and Lieutenant-Colonel I. N. Ryle,
O.B.E., M.C., the Secretaries of London and South Eastern
Associations, and also Councillor N. Fuller, the Mayor of Scarborough, as well as local dignitaries. Before a buffet supper
most of them were able to watch the Corps of Drums, under
Drum-Major Lamb, from Gillingham, put up a most professional performance as they did at the Regimental parade
for our Honorary Colonel, S1r Derek Greenaway, which was
rained off in the morning and mounted in the afternoon between
downpours.
We are grateful to local landowners for the use of some
delightful sites for the Regimental exercise in the second week.
We are not, however, grateful to the clerk of the weather who
provided extremely wet conditions from ground-level cloud to
heavy rain throughout. Everything was damp except the spirits
of the men and women, who must be masochists judging by
the enjoyment they showed. We were looking forward to a
visit in the field from the G.0.C.-in-C. Southern Command
General Sir Michael Carver, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., bu:
the low cloud prevented his journey by air. Our disappointment
was mitigated when the Group Commander, Brigadier A. J.
Jackson, carried out his programme of inspection. The exercise
which was designed to test our communications in their wa:
role, gave ample scope for all trades.
Sporting events were also affected by the weather, but the
two knock-out soccer competitions were carried through, 44
Squadron winning the 11-a-side contest 9-0 and the newlyformed 858 Corps Signal Troop showing their paces to win
the six-a-side contest.

S.f (East Anglia) Signal Squadron
The Squadron report a number of marriages. Corporal
Higman (P.S.I.) married Private Kitson before taking her off
to Catterick on posting. Not to be outdone Private Kitson's
sister, also a volunteer in the W.R.A.C., married Lance-Corporal
Huckle. To complete. the_ series Corporal Warne and Corporal
Clary are to be married 1n December. They all have our very
best wishes.
.fS (Essex) Signal Squadron
The 1969 camp was particularly significant for W.0.11
(S.S.M.) F~ank .Bromfield who retired shortly after camp.
Accompanying him throughout the camp was his successor
Staff Sergeant (now W.0.11) Laurie Gray . . Who said "shade~
of Laurel and Hardy?" (Hardy is the fat one). It was also a
significant camp for one young soldier beginning his Reserve
Army career. Signalman Miller, from Colchester, hitch-hiked
to Scarborough to enlist in the Squadron on the fourth day
of camp.
Hitch-hiking was the favourite sport of the 25 personnel at
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llendqunrters Squadron
Just before going to camp the Wanstead and Ilford conting ents took part in the first Redbridge carnival. Captain (Q.M.)
Alan Barfield, B.E.M., was the creator of a float showing the
development of communications from the Sudan campaign of
1884 through to the World Wars of 1914-1918 and 1939-1945.

entered for the Army trials and all gave a good account of
themselves.

Corps trials
Well over twenty players, including no less than five goalkeepers, braved the elements to take part in the Corps trials
at Catterick. There was much spirited hockey despite the
efforts of the weather to dampen enthusiasm. At the conclusion of me trials teams were announced to play against
the Thistles and the Infantry on the following days. The
thanks of all players are due to Captain Bill Barnes who did
most of the behind-the-scenes work at Catterick.
The following is a few lines of comment on the matches
played:
Royal Signals v. The Thistles.

Lost 1-2

Better weather broughc ouc a good crowd to watch this popular fixture against
the Thistles who draw their players from aU over the south of Scotland. A
high standard of hockey was produced and in the end our old rivab deserved
their win because they cook their chances better. In the bar afterwards
Sergeant Dickie Forster, almost unrecognisable with his new hair style, gave
a fuU account of his harrowing experiences on the Guards' Drill Course.

Royal _Signals v. Infantry.

Match drawn 1-1

The Jofantry arc comparative newcomers to the Corps hockey cir::uit and
although the game did not reach the heights they certainly gave a good account
of themselves ; we shall obviously have our work cut out in future year$. Our
goal came in the first half from Lance-Corporal Woodall of 260 Signal
:Squadron.

Royal Signals v. Honourable Artillery Company.
Won 8--0
This was the first time the Corps had played the HAC and it is a fixture
worth continuing in view of their interesting ground at Armoury House in the
heart of the City of London. The game wa. really buttoned-up in the twenty
minutes before half-time when the Corps' forwards found the net six times.
Lieutenant John Daglish wa. responsible for four of these goals.

Royal Signals v. Dorset' A.'

Won 2-1

The name of the team did not disguise the fact that the opposition had six
members of the full county side playing and were treating the match as a final
trial. It was therefore a creditable performance for the Corps to win against
such strong opposition. Lieutenant Daglish scored the first goal but it was
left to Lieutenant Brian Chubb, showing no trace of a Saturday night out in
London, to score the winner.

Royal Signals v. ILA.M.C:.

Won 2-1

We like to think that it was only the hard, bumpy pitch at Ash Vale which
prevented us from winning this match by a greater margin than one goal;
maybe our opponents view the result somewhat differently. Our goals came
from Sergeant 'Chalk¥' White and the insatiable Daglish. W.O.U John
Howie gave an outstandmg performance at right-half in the difficult conditions.

Royal Signals v. R.ltl-.4..S.

[Courtesy: 11/ord and Redgrave Pic11mal

ALL THE NICE GIRLS LOVE A ... SOLDIER
Captain (Q.M.) Alan Harfield and Captain Alan Felton establish
close communication on the float with glamorous Linda Murrant
(Miss Heybridge)

Won 3-1

The game again.st Sandhurst is always a hard one and it was therefore encouraging to see the Corps find the goal three times-the Corps, in this case,
being represented by Sergeant Alan Coldwell who scored all three goals from
penalty corners . It was good to find that two members of the opposition will
be joining the Corps next year, thus foUowing in the footsteps of SecondLieutenant Ian Noble who so far this season has proved a very dependable
left-half.

Late results
Corps get sixth successive win

SPORT
Corps Team gets off to promising start
Major N. Moss, Secretary of
It is a pleasure to be able
team, after its successes of
promising start this year. At
stands:

Corps Hockey, writes:
to report that the Corps hockey
last season, has got off to a
tlie time of writing the record

The Corps side cosily beat R.A.O.C. by two goals to one on 31st October.
(Sergeant Coldwell and Major Moss were scorers . for the Corps). The
following day the Corps team puUcd off o first-class VJCtory agamst the R.E.
by 2-0. The Sappers, olways a strong side, had four Army players in their
team. Nevertheless, the Corps team won more easily than the score suggests.
(Scorers for Corps: Sergeant Coldwell and Major Moss.) This was the
Corps sixth successive hockey victory.

SOCCER
Jl.A.O.C. 2; Corps 0

Played 6, Won 4, Lost 1, Drawn 1, Goals for 17, against 6
Details of all the matches are given below, but the two most
encouraging results so far have been wins against Dorset ' A '
and the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. Nine players were

Poor finishing by the Corps' forwards helped ubstantially in
the defeat.
Obviously in need of match practice, the Corps were beaten
by R.A.O.C. in a game which was much more even than
t".'ie score suggests. Both goals, one in each half, were the result
of defence lapses and the Corps could have scored on several
occasions but for not very impressive fini hing by the forward .
Outstanding for the Corps were Sergeant Russell, Corporal
Tidiman and Signalman Duffy.
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Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate

tit.rilling and r••l t1 ti r1>l11 i•e.\:peasivf> sport

Royal Signals Gliding
Major P. Goldney, Royal Signals Gliding Club, wr ites :
•· THE complexiti
of gliding and the fi nancial difficulties
_ of run ning a modern gliding club prevent the Corps
from managing its own club.
However, limited financial assi ca nce is given to Royal
ignals personnel who glide and the Corp has al o bought
gliders for use in Army Clubs in U .K. and B.A.O.R.
Within 1i1is fra mework, members of the Corp are encouraged to take up gliding as a sport maintaining a loose
link with the Royal ignals Giiding Club, by forwarding
details of their yearly achievements to the Honorary Secretary.
Gliding is a thrilling and relatively inexpensive sport. I t
can be very cheap if flying can be done with an Army or
R.A.F . Gliding Club, and although civilian clubs are more
expensive, gliding charges are generally considerably below
those for powered flying. Typical Service club charges are:
W.embership £3 per year; launch 4s. and soaring £ 1 p er hour.
Most Service Gliding Clubs will accept new members immediately and will not require them to have any previous
experience since gliding instruction is always carried our in
two-seater gliders by a competent instructor.
The follo wing service clubs are listed to enable r..'l ose
interested to contact their nearest club. Why not give it a try?
nlted Kingdom

Aldershot District Gliding Club, RAF Odiham, Nr. Bas ingstoke, Hants.; Southern Command Gliding Club N etheravon,
Nr. Salisbury, Wilts.; Condor Gliding Club, R.N.A.S. Arbroath,
Angus, Scotland; Culdrose Gliding Club R. .A.S., Culdrose,
Helston, Cornwall; Heron Gliding Club, R.N.A.S., Yeovilton
llchester, Somerset; Fulmar Gliding Club, R.N.A.S., Milltown,
Elgin, Morayshire· Portsmouth Naval Gliding Club, H .M. S.
Daedalus, Lee-on-Solem, Hams.; twelve RAF Gliding Clubs
at the following airfie!ds: Bicester, O xon .; Wattisham, Norfolk;
Co!erne, Wilts.' Benson, Oxon.; Leeming, Yorks.; S wi nderby,
Lines.; Marharn, No:folk· Winering, Nonhams.; L indholme,
Yorks.; Locking, Somers:: t; U ;:iavon, Wilts. and Cosford , Staffs.

His success caused no great surprise in B.A.O.R. where hb
form this season has been terrific. H e ha~ been a consistent
winner in club nee~, a member of the B. A.0.R. team against
RAF Germany, a member of the successful Corps team which
won this year's Tria ngular Regatta against the Royal Arti' lery
and Royal Engineers, and the keystone of the successful Regimental team.
Bill's family, however, are p ushing him ha rd and beating him
quite often. His eldest son, Da vid (16), is at the Duke of York'
Royal Military School, D over, where he races regu!arly with
great success and is the school sailing captain. H is middle son,
Chris (14), was this year's winner of the overall Mohne See
Club points for the season, beating not only his fa ther but a
number of other members of both Army and RAF teams. Trie
youngest son, Tony (13), won the Club's ' C ' helmsman's
series for the year.
We are hoping that Bi'I Kitchen will be selecred for the
Olympic trials in the ' Star Class' fo r the 1972 Olympics.

Two Apprentices Receive Recognition
in sport
Fe"1 w i11~

A/T Steven Graham made history when he became. at
the age of 17!, the youngest soldier ever to represent the
British Army. Competing against the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst, he won all his three bouts by the remarkable
score of 5-0, 5-0, 5-2. A left-handed fencer, his favourire
weapon is the foil.
A/T Graham, now in the third term, is being trained as
a radio techni:ian. He first ' hit the College headlines ' by
being selected to represent the College in the Army Junior
Team Champion hips while still in Recruit Squadron. He is
a member of Penney Squadron.
Following the Army v. R.M.A.S. match on 18th October,
A/T Graham was invited to watch the match, held in London,
on 1st November, between Great Britain and Hungary. While
there, he engaged, in a friendly bout, the Hungarian Caotain,
an Olympic fencer. It is significant that Graham took him to
three hirs each before eventually losing by the odd hit of seven.
A native of York, A/T G raham is to receive his City Colours
for fencing from the Rt. Hon. The Lord Mayor of York,
Alderman R. Scobey, J.P., at a ceremony in the Guildhall
during November.
His next objective is the Great Britain Under-20 Cham pionship s, to be -held in L ondon in the same month.

HOCKEY EXPERT
A/T Sergeant Kim Bryden

Overseas Clubs, 11.A.O.ll.

Eagle Gliding Club, Detmold, Nr. Bielefeld; Phoenix Gl iding
Club, RAF Bruggen; and Two Rivers Gliding Club, RAF
Laarbruch.
Overseas Clubs, Cyprus
OUTSTANDING SA ILOR
Staff-Sergeant Bill Kitchen with the trophies he won anhe National
Sailing Champ ionships at Lee-on-Solent

Crusaders Gliding Club, Cyprus, B.F.P.0. 53.

ROYAL

SIGNAU

GLIDING

THEIR EYES ARE ALREADY ON NEXT SEASON
T he Army Apprentices College C r icket tea m commence indoo r net tra ining ne xt
month . They had a successful season and once again won the Northern Co mmand Cup. T hey hope to do a lot better in the 1970 season. From l eft to Right:Standing : Sergeant I. W . Barritt, Coldstream Guards, A/T M. Lytollis, A/T S.
Hughes, Captain G. A. Allen, Royal Signals, Lieute nant F. M. C . Stock, M. B. E.,
Royal Signals, Company Sergeant-Major E. Linford , Grenadier Guuds , A/T D.
Naylor, Major () _ A. Rob inson, R.A .E.C., A/T Corporal W . Anderson. A/T B.
Murdin, Sergeant M. Palmer Roy al Signals, Corporal W . S. Bald ing, Roy• I Signal•
Seated : Captain J. H. Leighton, R.A. P.C. (Umpire), Major P. Thai n, M. B. E.•
Royal Anglian, S.Q . M.S. M. Laybourn R.A. P.C. (Scorer)
Forerround : A/T Corporal D. Bracey, A/T Cor poral S. Denton

CLUJJ

Members should forward their claims for grants from
the Royal Signals Games Fund for the period JanuaryDecember, 1969.
Applications should be addressed to:
Major P. Goldney, Royal Signals,
Combat Development Squadron,
H.Q. Army Aviation Centre,
Middle Wallop,
r. Stockbridge, Rants.
and should include rhe following informa tion for rhc
period:
Total flying fees paid.
Total launches during 1969.
Total flying hours during 1969.
Cro s-country kilometres flown .
Results of any competitions or F .A.I. badges anempted.
Total gliding experience in launches and hours together
with qualifications held.

CHAMPION FENCER
AfT Steven Graham

Hockey

A/T Sergeant Kim Bryden, of Penney Squadron, was selected
to represent the North Riding of Yorkshire Schools aj!ainst
the County of Durham Schools on 18th October. Captain of
the Apprentices' 1st XI, Sergeant Bryden played at right-wing ·
although this is not nis usual position, it was reported tha ~
he had a very good game.
Aged 19, Sergeant Bryden is now in his ninth term of training as an. apprentice radio technician; he has applied for posting
to Bahrem. An all-round sportsman (future units please note!)'
he has also represented the College at rugger (scrum-half)
cross-country running and table tennis.
'

SSS
TH E WI R E, D EC EM B E R • J A N U A RY'
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A Remarkable Corps Sailing Family
Staff Sergeant (Foreman of Signals) Bill Kitchen, from 7th
Regiment, and his family have been making a name for themselves in the sailing world. Bill won this year's National Bosun
Dinghy Championship, at Lee on Solem, in a most convincing
manner. The championship, sponsored this year by the Royal
Naval Sailing Association, has been won every year since its
conception by the Royal Navy. Bill with three wins out of four
races, in a fleet of over 100 boats including most of the top
service dinghy helmsmen, has put Corps sailing back where
it belongs.
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HONESTY!
Mr. Allan Kirkwood, of 2 Forth Court, Glenrothes, Fife,
writes to the Editor to say a " TI1ank you " to Signalman Kirkwood, stationed somewhere in Cyprus (probably 261 Squadron).
Mr. Kirkwood's son, Lance-Corporal Kirkwood, of Airfield
Troop, Bahrein Island, wrote home to father asking tha.t £10
be sent to him from his banking account, as he was gomg to
Cyprus for a month. Mr. Kirkwood found he could not cable
money so despatched two £5 Postal Orders to Cyprus.
The letter and money finally caught up with Lance-Corporal
Kirkwood who was back again in Bahrein. Ap;>arenuy the
money had been sent to every Signal establishment in Cyprus
and had even been opened in error by a Signalman K' rkwood
stationed in--Cyprus. Hence Mr. Kirkwood's thanks to Sign:Llnan
Kirkwood!

FOUND
On aturday, 9th Novem~er, on the route C!f. the L~rd
Mayor's Procession in the C1ty of London, a British Empire
Medal inscribed 2363030 W.O.Il Victor Beare, R.C.S .
Will the owner (or anyone else who knows of hi whereabouts) get in touch with the Editor of THE WIRE R.H.Q.,
Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London S.W.3.
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e At le ast 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY
from Zee b r ugge and up to 4 sailings a
day during June, July, August and September e Reduced fares for British and
Commonwealth Forces and dependants,
and attached civilians
Economical
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates
with your family and car for home leave.
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CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc.
t aken for ONE HALF of NORMAL
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl .
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TOWNSEND

>

CAR FERRIES

De

MI LAT R A Y E L Oflicu, Local Travel Agents,
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Bismarckstraue 89, Dusseldorf 4,
Furness Shipping Line, Groenplatts 42, Antwerp,
or Townsend Car Ferries car Ferry Terminal,
Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a
British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE.
U.K. Bookines throu&h your nearest Motorlne
Organisation, Travel Acents or the Townsend offices
at:

199 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.I or
P.O . BOX 12, DOVER.
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Class 1Technicians

Yo

Openings overseas and in U.K.

0

La

Cable
and
Wireless
has
vacancies from t ime to time for
the following categories of ex
Roya l Signals Class 1 Technicians:

1. Telegraph Technicians with
suitable experience. to work on
teleprinters and tel ex installations.
either overseas or as members of
our home service staff.
2 . Radio Technicians wh o
would normally be employed at
one of our overseas radio stations
and would. at least initially, work
as technical watchkeepers doing
equipment maintenance and adjustment. Applications would only
be considered from those who
have already had substantial technical experience of multi-channel
wideband systems (60 chan nels
upwards) including either U. H.F.

or microwave or tropospheric scatte r or satellite communications.
Experience of MF and HF would
be an advantage.

3. Radio Relay, Line or Telegraph Technicians with suitable
experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links.
voice frequency telegraph and
solid-state electronic equipment.
teleprinters and associated telegraph machines. for employment
overseas in our Central Telegraph
Offices.
Wh ere employment is offered
overseas. married staff would
normally be accompanied by thei r
family, passages and fully furnished
accommodation being provided
free of charge, and salary and
allowances being free of inco me

tax. Overseas employment would
be offered on a two-year contract
basis initially, with excellent prospects of renewal or of established
pensionable service the reafter.
Where employment is in the
U.K. only. it would be either on a
Contract basis or on pensionable
service following 6 months probation. but staff would be responsible for their own accommodat ion,
income tax. etc.
Suitably experienced Class 1
Technicians who would be available for engagement within the
next 9 months are invited to
write for an application form,
giving concise details of qualifications and relevant experience
and stating in which job they are
interested . t o The Staff Ma nager,
Department . . 189

Mercury Houae, Theobalds Road. London W.C.1 .
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